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Judy Collins Armstrong Humanities Hall Dedicated
To Present ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Dr. Horn Presents

Two Concerts
Judy Collins, whose appear-

ance at CC is being sponsored by

MRHA and the IFC, will give two
concerts at Armstrong Hall on

Saturday, September 17. Tickets

for the 8:00 and 10:00 p. m. per-

formances will be sold on a gen-

eral admission basis; however the

first 10 rows will be reserved seats

for $2.00 a ticket while all other

seats will go for $1.50 apiece.

Miss Collins' career, for all in-

tents and purposes, got its start in

Colorado— in Michael's Pub in

Boulder, to be exact. After ap-

pearing in Aspen's "Tlie Limelite"

and Denver's "Exodus," she went
on to give concerts -at the New-
poi-t Folk Festival , the White
House, and colleges and universi-

ties around the countiy.
DR. CHARLES L. HORN, president of the Olin Foundation,

Hall of Humanities.

gives speech at dedication of the Armstrong

Petitions for Class Officers Are Now Available
Petitions for class officers of the

sophomore, junior, and senior clas-

ses are now available at the Eas-

tall Center Desk and will be ac-

cepted there any time before 5:00

p.m. on Friday, September IC. The
elections were postponed from last

spring due to the small number of

petitions that were turned in and

so that more students would have

an opportunity to obtain a peti-

tion. T?hose 'Students who turned

in a petition last spring will not

have to turn in another petition

and will automatically enter the

elections. The freshman class elec-

tions will be held at a later date.

Although there can be no all-

school elections becau-se the new
ASCC Constitution has not been

passed by the faculty or the stu-

dent body, class officers will be

Draff Position Clarified

needed to carry on the duties and
activities of the individual classes.

There are three separate elections

for each class: president, vice-pre-

sident, and secretary-treasurer.

Each election must be decided by

a majority of the votes cast, so

run-off elections may be necessary.

All interested students are en-

couraged to obtain a petition. If

there are any questions, contact

Tom Cogswell', Ext. 360.

The schedule for the elections is

as follows:

Friday, September 16, 5:00 p.m.—

All petitions must be turned in

to the Elections Committee box

in the Activities Office.

Monday, September 19

—

Campaign, posters, etc., begin.

Tuesday, September 20. 11:00 a.m.

MeetiuK of all candidates in

Kastall Center.

Monday, Sepfoinber 26, 7:00 a.m.

to 7:00 p.m.—

Class elections in Kastall Center.

Tuesday, September 27, 7:00 a.m.

to 7:00 p.m.—

Run-off elections, if necessary,

in Itaslall Center.

New Building to CC
President Lloyd E. Worner re-

marked to the tnistees of the Olin

Foundation that, "If we were given

the tools, we could do the job," at

the dedication of the $2,250,000

Armsti-ong Hall of Huninnities

Friday, September 2.

The building, a gift of the Olin

Foundation, was formally present-

ed by tho foundation's president,

Dr. Charles L. Horn. Russell T.

Tutt accepted for the college, re-

marking that CC's "greatness in

the future is much more secure be-

cause of this building."

Dr. James 0. Wynn, vice-presi-

dent and general counsel for the

Olin Foundation, said that students

must be taught both "knowledge

and to doubt that knowledge." He
hoped that something would be

stimulated in Armstrong "that

will cause a reasonable number to

overcome the natural resistance of

liuman beings to think."

Also attending from tlie Olin

Foundation was Ralph Clark, sec-

retai-y and treasurer.

Armstrong Hall is named in

memory of the late Willis R, Arm-
strong of Colorado Springs, a

graduate of Colorado College and

a member of the Board of Trus-

tees for 54 years. He helped to

found the Colorado Springs Nation-

al Bank of which he was later pre-

sident and director.

CC Faculty Lecture Series

To Be Opened by Peterson

Judy Collins

Appearing with Miss Collins will

be guitarist and folk singer Stan

Wilson, a man who has the dis-

tinction of being the original act

liooked by the then fledging 'hun-

gry!' in 1952. Accompanying Wil-

son will be a guitarist with the

rather revolutionary name of

Lenin Castro.

Tickets may now be bought at

Rastall desk, at Slocum desk from

7 to 10 p. m., and at Super Dorm
at a time to be announced. Tickets

will be available on campus until

Monday, September 12, when they

will move downtown to the Miller

Music Co. Information is avail-

able from John Chalik and Doug
Brown, co-chairmen of the spon-

soring committee, Jim Martin and
Gary Ceriani, the publicity men;
and Rolle Walker, who is in charge

of tickets.

important Meeting
An important meeting for all

pie-med, pre-dental, and pre-vet

students who will be applying this

year for admission to a profession-

al school will be held in Olin

LoTinge on Tuesday, September 13,

lOGG, at 11:00 a.m. If you ought to

attend but will be unable to, please

I

contact Prof. Gateley.

Selective Service Prescribes

Cut-Off Grade Point Averages
The following cut-otf grade

point averages, as prescribed by

the Selective Service, have been

released by the Registrar:

Entering Sophomores—
(upper one-half) 2.29.

Entering Juniors—
(upper two-thirds) 2.12.

Entering Seniors—
(upper three-fourths) 2.07.

According to the Selective Ser-

vice guidelines, students who have

cumulative averages less than

those above and have failed to pass

or take the Draft Deferment Test

may be subject to reclassification.

Cumulative averages and class

standings are currently available

at the Registrar's office.

Freshmen will be allowed to com-

plete their first semester, if they

are enrolled as full-time students.

The Selective Service recommends

that seniors who do not meet the

upper three-fourths grade recfuire-

ment be classified I-S instead of

II-S. If a score necessary to be

eligible for a graduate school de-

ferment (80%) is not achieved on

the Deferment test, a I-S classifi-

cation frequently means induction

immediately after graduation.

It should be pointed out that the

local boards are not necessarily

bound to the Selective Service

guidelines.

This year, at registration, the

Registrai-'s office attempted to

speed up notification of local

boards by asking each male stu-

dent to fill out a card stating what

information was to be released to

his draft board. Anyone who has

not filled out one of these cards

should do so, since no notification

will be made unless the Registrar

has received the necessary infor-

mation.

At the end of last semester, the

Registrar did not send transcripts

to the local boards, because it was
u-nderstood that no "reclassifications

would be made until October. Due

to increasing demands of "the

war," some students have already

had to make arrangements for

transcripts to be sent to their

boards.

_ I'hi.l^i !>> I'. !!'!

Elmer R. Peterson

Foreign Service Exam
students interested in taking the

written examination for the For-

eign Service must have their appli-

cations in no later than October

22, 19G6. The examination will be

given on December 3.

Forms and infoi-mation can be

obtained from Dr. Sondermann in

the political science office, room

35, Palmer Hall. There are pam-

phlets on the Foreign Service in

the hall of the political science

suite.

The Colorado College Faculty

Lecture Series will be held in Arm-
strong Hall on Thursday nights at

8:15. The schedule for this series

is as follows:

1. September 15: "The French

Univeisity," Elmer R, Peterson —
Associate Professor of French

2. September 22: "'Creeping

Socialism' Reconsidered," James

A. Johnson—Assistant Professor

i)f Economics and Business Ad-

iiMiiistration

:!. September 29: "Mathematics:

Siience or Art?" George F. Sim-

mons—Professor of Mathematics

Professor Peterson's speech on

the French university will be fo-

cused from the historical point of

view. He will trace the develop-

ment and growth of the university

from the beginning of the univer-

sity through the middle ages to the

present time. He will then discuss

the position of the French univer-

sity in society, and finally he will

give some ideas about the future

of the French university. Every-

one is invited to attend without

charge.

Professor Peterson received his

B.A. from Carleton College in 1952,

his M.A. from Middlebury College

in 1957, and his Ph.D. from the

University of Colorado in 1962. He
taught at Beloit College from 1959

to 19f;i and prior to coming here

he was also resident director of

the University of Colorado's Study

Abroad in France Program in 1965-

66.
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Draft Conference

The University of Chicago is holding a Conference on

the Draft, December 4-7 to assist in revision of the Selective

Service Act in eaiiy 1967.

Tliis newspaper iiopes that Colorado College can partici-

pate in discussing the issues involved and perhaps also send

delegates.

The growing military establishment in the United States,

the injustices of the present Selective Service System, and

the problems of the relationship of the student to military

service are areas that must be discussed and debated in the

hope of finding a more equitable solution.

Tlie extent of the dangers of an overly-powerful military

to tiie entire base of the democratic system cannot be under-

estimated. It is frightening to realize that the entire confer-

ence is predicated on the assumption "that some form of mili-

tary establishment \vill exist." There is no longer talk of a

full-scale elimination of the draft. Rather, discussion centers
around questions of univei'sal service or the maintenance of a
professional armed force.

The situation is dangerously near in which the military
ceases to be a controlled instrument of national defense. Rath-
er, the preponderance of defense spending is itself determin-
ing national pohcy. The continued existence and influence of
the armed forces is making the exercise of military power an
almost inherent element in foreign policy.

In addition to questioning the existence of the military
establishment, students must emphatically express their opin-
ions about changes in the draft. Especially important is con-
vincing the government that moral and ethical responsibilities
must be considered in Selective Service. One of the more con-
structive suggestions is that of alternatives to the draft such
as sei-vice to the country in the form of the Peace Corps or in
the Poverty Program.

The determination of changes in the Selective Service is

fundamentally and directly important to college students. They
must make their opinions heard through letters, petitions,
meetings, demonstrations. This newspaper encourages and will
publicize student activity, suggestions, and opinions.—Buxton

Handbook Praised

The general consensus on the Student Handbook this
year is that it is excellent. The freshmen especially appreciated
the cleverness and lightheartedness with which it was writ-
ten— "it was a nice contrast to the necessary but sometimes
rather dull reading sent to us over the summer." Indeed, many
of them are glad that the handbook was not sent to them dur-
ing the summer "because it probably would have gotten lost
somewhere between 'Calling All Giris' and other official mem-
oranda."

But it was not, of course, just the style which made the
handbook a good reference. Its content was also considered
excellent, the practical suggestions helpful "and the discus-
sions of what a liberal arts education means the best that I

have read anywhere, including the college catalog."—Cooper

By Muliamniad Lebbadi

Paris, this week, iias a rendes:-

vous with I'Affaire Ben Barka.

French justice will examine the

Ben Barka kidnapping case ten

months after the Moroccan Oppo-
sition leader was abducted from
the heart of Paris in broad day-

light. Ben Barka is still missing,

and the hope of seeing him alive

again is dim; but as long as his

body cannot be found, and there is

no other convincing evidence that

proves othei'wise, the hope per-

sists.

The French officially claim that

the Ben Barka affair is a "crim-

inal enterprise, cooked up in a

foreign country with the complic-

ity of French secret agents."
The "foreign country" is Mor-

occo. The king of Morocco, Has-
san II, denied any involvement in

the scandal except by the nation-

ality of the victim. A Moroccan of-

ficial, commenting on the charges
made by de Gaulle that Morocco
arranged with French "uncontrol-

led" agents to kidnap Mehdi ben

Barka, said, "It is astonishing to

hear, and a bit drfficult to compre-
hend, that Morroccans have sys-

tematically arranged the activities

of the various French police in the

Ben Barka affair. This implies that

Morocco has greater control over

these organizations than the

French Chief of State himself."

Most of the questions about the

kidnapping remain to be answered.

The French accuse General Oufkir,

Moroccan Minister of the Interior,

of masterminding the whole affair.

Oufkir supposedly feared a recon-

ciliation between the king of Mor-
occo and the exiled leader, who is

Oufkir's traditional enemy.
This accusation is considered

by many to be unsatisfactory. Ben
Barka, they say, was not just a

Moroccan Opposition leader; he
was the symbol of revolutionary

thinking. He was a citizen of the

Third World. At the time of the

kidnapping, Mehdi was chaiiman
of the prepai-atory committee for

the "Conference of Three Con-
tinents" which was held in Cuba.

Civil Riots
By John Pruit

Any one who has watched any
television newscast or heard any
of the numerous radio news re-

ports during the past few months
is undoubtedly aware of the tre-

mendous amount of trouble stiri'ed

up by the Negro civil rights move-
ment. Undoubtedly, too, this imag-
inary person has seen or heard of

the multitudes of policemen and
National Guardsmen who have
been on hand to insure, many
times unsuccessfully, that the non-
violent demonstrations would in-

deed be non-violent.

In spite of all the claims made
about peaceability, and in spite of

the fact that Dr. King has been
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize,

the civil rights protests this coun-

try has witnessed during the past

four years or so have been about
as peaceful as a wounded water
buffalo.

i>tjnu? (Et^apfI

T contend, quite seriously, that

an assuait upon a man's beliefs

and habits is every bit as likely to

provoke him to violence as assault

ing or insulting his person, and
that anyone attempting such a

psychic assault should expect to

meet resistance just as surely as a

thief expects to meet resistance

from his victim. Realizing that the

foregoing is so, I believe that just

as the thief is guilty of having
stolen, so are the leaders and p'ai"-

ticipants in the civil rights move-
ment guilty of inciting to riot

when they cairy out a march in a

segregated Southern town or an
all-white northem neighborhood.

To those of you active in the

c\v\\ rights movement—I am quite

unwilling to try to dissuade you
from your activities; I ask only
that you accept them for what
they are. and, please, no more of

this gibberish about peace and
non-violence.

Sunday Morning Worship Service

September 11, 11:00 a.m.

Preacher:

Professor Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader:
Miss Dorothy Davies, student

co-chainnan of the Religious

Affairs Committee,

Christmas Choir

Membership Open
The Colorado College Christmas

Choir, one of the oldest musical
organizations on campus, is again
preparing an ambitious program
for its December concert. This
year the choir—accompanied by
full orchestra—will peiform Hay-
dn's "Mass in B flat Major," Han-
del's "Zadok the Priest," and works
by Hindemith and Bruckner.

The gTOup meets everv Monday
at 4:15 in Clin lecture' hall 1,

and members of the college com-
munity are invited to join the
choir by attending this week's re-

hearsal. Christmas Choir may be
taken on a credit (one hour) or
non-credit basis.

The membership of CC's renown-
ed Tour Choir is chosen from the
Christmas Choir. This year's tour
taken over Spring vacation, will in-

clude stops in Phoenix, Los Ange-
les, and San Francisco.

This conference condemned Ben
Barka's kidnanping as an act of

imperialists and reactionaries; the
CIA was accused of complicity.

Ben Barka, then, was an inter-

nationally dangerous figure. His
elimination, without doubt, was de-

sired by those who feared his left-

ist tendencies, but this should not
lead u-s to underestimate how
troublesome he was to his own
government.

Mehdi ben Barka had the repu-
tation of being a "number one
enemy" of anyone he desired to

be an enemy of. During Morocco's
,

struggle for independence, the
j

French considered him as the most
dangerous man among Moroccan
nationalists. After independence, he
was twice condemned to death for
"plotting against the life of Has-
san II." A well informed Moroc-
can journalist told me that Has-
san has always considered Ben
Barka to be the only man who
could rule Morocco if Hassan and .

the monarchy were eliminated. It

is logical that a man as threaten-
ing as Mehdi needed to be elim-
inated. But all that we have said,

and that could be said, about the
questions posed by the Ben Barka !

affair is mere speculation. Soon I

we hope to learn the true an- I

swers to these questions. French ;

justice has promised to tell the I

world the truth about the Ben
Barka affair.

I

Symposium Committee to Meet

The first meeting of the Sym-
posium Committee will take place

;

on Tuesday, September 13, at 4:00 '

p.m. in the WES Lounge in Rastall
'

Center. There will be a progi-ess

report on work done by Mr. Son- '

dermann, an outline of the tasks
!

to be achieved during the current
i

semester, and general discussion

on the organization and content of \

the fifth S.vTnposium, "The City."

All interested students and fac- I

ulty members are cordially invited
'

to join the committee. This in\'ita-

tion is particularly extended to

freshmen who would like to inform i

themselves on this program and I

who might be willing to work on '

one of the preparatory committees.

MALE STUDENT CONTEMPLATES HIS DRAFT CARD and Selective

Service number at registration. Each male student had to send ma-
terials to his local draft board as well as making a decision concerning
the release of his grade average and class ranlc.

Presentation Planned by TW
At the Theatre Workshop meet-

ing Friday evening nearly 50 mem-
bers spent two and one half hours
working out methods to maximize
the organization's efficiency in

productions. This resulted in a
drastic constitution re\'isioTi and
the election of TW board directors.

Re-elected to office were Joe
Mattys as president and Louise Al-
len as secretary-treasurer. Com-
mittee chairmen elected to the
board were: Wick Havens, house
and lights; Chris Gibbs, sets and

props; Wendy McPhee, costumes
and makeup; and Cindy Rosener,
pubhcity and programs.

Other business included organi-
zing pop theater presentations for

the opening of the new social cen-

ter Saturday night and discussing
TW's next major production, "No
Exit."

Theatre Workshop, an open
(nembership group, is organized
to stimulate interest in the field of
experimental theater and dramatic
techniques.
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Member of LIFE Magazine's

Most Promising 100 to Visit CC
I'lofessor Martin E. Marty, As-

sociate Professor of Modem
Clun'ch History at the University

of rhicago, will be the guest of the

li.'ligious Affairs Committee Sun-

d;iy. September 11th, and Monday,

September 12th. Professor Marty

will give two public addresses deal-

iiirr with the impact of seculariza-

tion upon i-eligious faith.

"The Roots of Religious Revo-

lution" will be the subject of a

F'lLum at 5:00 p.m., Sunday, in the

WFS room. Monday at 4:00 p.m.,

professor Marty will speak on

"The Future of Religion and Non-

Keligion." Professor Marty is well

Jiiiown as a champion of religious

liheialism, and several of his most
piuvocative books have dealt with

tlie role of the "Infidel" in Amer-

icnn culture and the meaning of

doubt and unlielief for vital relig-

ious faith.

In addition to his academic post.

Professor Marty has been assoc-

iate editor of The Christian Cen-

tury, the most impoi'tant Protes-

tant news journal in America, and

be has written over 20 books deal-

ing with problems of mass media,

the renewal of the churches in

American urban society, and re-

cent theological developments, in-

cluding a study of Dietrich Bon-

hoeffer.

Several years ago Professor

Marty wa-3 named by Life maga-
zine as one of the 100 most pro-

mising young men in America.

His presence on campus will pro-

vide an opportunity for free-wheel-

ing discussion of questions about

the role of faith in modern culture.

'

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

Unknown to many Colorado Col-

lege students, there is a hotly con-

tested primary for the Republican

nomination from the Third Con-

gressional District. The winner of

this primary will face freshman
Democratic Congressman Frank
Evans in November.

The two candidates in this pri-

mary are J. Edgar Chenoweth of

Tiinidad and David Enoch of Col-

orado Springs.

The Judge, as Chenoweth is

known to many Eastern Colorado
voters, served 22 years as a con-

gressman with a notable lack of

distinction. The Judge's biggest as-

set is his experience, which tends

to evaporate when one considers

that if he returns to Washington,
it will be as a freshman congress-

man. Furthermore, during the last

two years, there have been many
changes in the traditional small

congressional seats of power.

Dave Enoch served as district

judge in Colorado Springs from
19C1 until 1966, when he resigned
to run for office. He has all of the

traditional qualifications for can-

didacy. He has been a school board

member, YMCA president. Mason,
and regular church goer.

On major issues, the positions

of the two men are about the same.

Both blame inflation on excessive

government spending, and both

support the war in Viet Nam. The
difference between the two now
appears to be age. Chenoweth is

an archaic 69, while Enoch is 42.

Election predictions are

dangerous, but I must give Chen-
oweth a definite edge for two rea-

sons. First, at the Republican Dis-

trict Convention the party workers
gave him 55% of their delegate

votes. He might have done even
better if some of his more elderly

supporters had been able to raise

their hands. The second reason is

that after 22 years there are a lot

of people who owe the Judge poli-

tical favors. These people are the

ones that control the party mach-
inery wliich is all important in a

hard fought primary.

I feel that otherwise Enoch
would stand a better chance in the

November elections. It is too bad
that the old line party members
are helping to bring about the de-

feat of a young and personable

Republican and perhaps hastening

tlie death of the GOP.

Rastall Center to Increase

Scope of Services, Programs
The Rastall Center Board, whose

job it is to sponsor social and cul-

tural activities for the students
and faculty of the college, has, un-
der Chairman Gordon Aoyagi,
planned many new acti^ties for
the coming year and has, as well,

revised some of the old ones.

Although the school term is only
one week old, the Board is already
hard at work, having sponsored
the Freshman Cultural Night dur-
ing New Student Week and the an-
nual All College Mixer. These ev-
ents are only a small part of the
social programs, which will include
the Christmas and Spring Formals
and several parties.

The Board, newly expanded to
nine student members (two more
than in previous years), is com-
prised of Chairman, Gordy Aoyagi;
Secretary-Treasurer, Bev Davis;
Publicity, Denny Pendleton; Sports
and Outings, Doug Brown; Hospi-
tality, Jan Beaver; All-College Ev-
ents, RoUe Walker; Special Inter-
ests, Sonia Margolin; Exhibits,
Colette Smith; and Performing
Arts, Jane Paolucci. Also included
on the Board are two faculty ad-
visors, Prof. Tom K. Barton and
Richard Hilt, and two administra-
tion advisors, Mr, Kaufman, Direc-

tor of Rastall Center, and Mr.

Woodward, Director of Student Ac-

tivities.

A full calendar of events has
been planned for the coming year.

Among these are weekly sports

films, bridge tournaments, a lec-

ture series, art exhibits, a liturgi-

cal dance program, and a history

of rock and roll.

The Board also \vill be working
closely with the Pood Ser\'ice and
other departments to revise exist-

ing programs and to institute new
ones, in order to benefit a greater

section of the student body. One
of these new programs is the Used
Book Sale, which, hopefully, will

be repeated next semester.

To sum up the year's activities,

Gordon said that he was more than

pleased with the committee and
their pi-oposals, but the Board
can't operate alone. "We want to

use as many people and ideas as
possible and we can't work without
student support. We are open to

any ideas." Anyone having sug-

gestions or willing to work on a

committee should see Gordon or

any of the Board members, or

leave a note in the committee's

box at the Rastall Center desk.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
^^^_^__^ rnrt of ijiiur cuUege experience . . .

V Browsing (anil coffee) at The Chinook.

Charge accoinits welcome.

2O8I/2 North Tejon 635-1195

Florsheim presents a complete Back to School Shoe Wardrobe— every

pair authentic and olfcring the value of longer wear that lowers your

cost. This term go Florsheim Class with shoes that look better,

feel better and last longer! They're your kind of shoes in every way.

Top: The YUMA, genuine moccasin, cashmere calf . . . $23.95.

Middle: The CHEVRON, plain-toe blucher, cashmere calf . . . $19.95.

Bottom: The KENMOOR IMPERIAL, long-wing brogue, cashmere calf . . . $36.95.

Most Florsheim Styles $19.95 to $27.95 Most Imperial Styles $36.95

[^o[?s[hs8
S. V. COLON. I«(«nag.r TEJON at PIKES PEAK

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

Open 9:00 to 5:30 — Monday.Saturday Friday Evenings Until 8:30
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Student Government at(
Faculty to Consider Constitution

By Steve Erhart

Wlien CC dismissed classes last

spring, the students had completed

their initial part in reorganizing

the governmental structure of the

college. The administrative branch

had also given its approval through

the CUL (Committee on Under-
graduate Life) to the proposed stu-

dent dra^Ti constitution. At a spe-

cial meeting on May 10. 1966, the

CUL officially approved an
amended constitutional draft and

sent copies of that draft to the

Facultj' Committee on Committees.

The next step in implementing

this constitution would be approval

by this committee. If approved, the

proposals would be placed before

the entire faculty. Contingent upon
faculty approval, the same draft

will be submitted to the student

body on a referendum ballot. This

type of ballot would be on an ap-

proval-rejection basis, and, if two-

thirds of the students voting fa-

vor the new constitution, then the

old ASCC constitution would auto-

matically be replaced by the "Con-

stitution of the Colorado College

Cooperative Association." How-
ever, even if all these various fac-

tions give their approval, tiie

President of the College and the

Board of Trustees must give their

consent for the final ratification

of this constitution.

The present constitutional pro-

posal is the result of a study of

approximately ten basic concepts

of government which have been

carefully reviewed and comjtiled

since last January. The main fea-

ture of the new constitution is the

central legislative body, the com-
munity council. The council is con-

structed along the same lines as

the CUL. In essence, it approaches

a cooperative system of govern-

ment between students, faculty,

and administration.

The council consists of the fol-

PAUL'S FLOWERS
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1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

c. c.
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lowing voting members: "Sec. A.

1. Student members—a. President,

b. Vice-President, c. Five repre-

sentatives at large; 3. Administra-

tive members—a. Academic Dean
of the College, b. Dean of Men,
c. Dean of Women." Ex-officio

members include: "Sec. C. 1.

President of the College, 2. Presi-

dent's administrative assistant,

3. President of Honor Council,

4. President of MRHA, 5. Presi-

dent of AWS, 6. Chairman of Ras-

tall Center Board, 7. President of

Inter-Fraternity Council, 8. Presi-

dent of Pan-Hellenic Council."

The council is explicitly dele-

gated the "right to decide mat-
ters of primarily student concern

and shall have the right to discuss

any matter of concern to the col-

lege as a whole and make recom-

mendations to the relevant faculty-

administration committee and to

the President of the college. In

case no faculty-administration com-
mittee has jurisdiction over the

matter, recommendations go di-

rectly to the President." This con-

cept of cooperative govemraent
was the main point of debate dur-

ing last year's governmental de-

bates, and the above is the final

compi'omise wliich is included in

the new constitution.

New ROTC Heads

Lieutenant Colonel Warren G.

Langley has been appointed as the

new department chainnan and pro-

fessor of Colorado College's ROTC
program. He has spent the last

two years in Thailand as a senior

advisor at the Thai infantry school.

Charles R. Larson received the

highest rating out of 31 CC cadets,

based upon individual pei-fonnance,

at the '66 ROTC Summer Camp.

He will be the new Company Com-

mandei". The other appointments

are: Robert Stapp, executive offi-

cer; David Pearce, 1st Platoon

Leader; Gordon Aoyagi, 2nd Pla-

toon Leader; Gan-ett Fonda, 3rd

Platoon Leader; William Beaver,

Training Officer; Peter Rogers,

Supply Officer; and Frederich

Freeman, 1st Sergeant.

Walch and Jewelry

Repairing

DON THOMPSON

COLLEGE

TIME SHOP
825 N. Tejon 632-088;

THE OWNER OF THE BOX OF

PERSONAL ARTICLES WHICH
DISAPPEARED FROM THE CAR-
RIAGE HOUSE WOULD APPRE-
CIATE THEIR RETURN. NO QUES-
TIONS ASKED. REMEMBER THE
SERIAL NUMBERS, I DO.

THE OLD MEETING PLACE of the now extinct CC student govern
ment. The plaque reads, "ASCC Room — This Room Provided by thf

Associated Students of Colorado College."

Facade of Liberality

Fosters CC Apathy
By Jim White

At present, lite at CC seems detached tiom the greatei,

society. This phenomenon is due, in part, to an administrativt
policy known as "in loco parentis." The school has chosen tn

take the responsibility for the social actions of students. This

makes the administration the moral guardian of student
much as are the middle class parents in the homes. Perhaps
to a notable extent, this is the reason such parents pay thi

tuition.

In the past five years students have made gains in free
ing themselves from "in loco parentis" such as demanding dut

process and other rights. Hovi'ever, such a break with tlie play^

pen society is more difficult in a small, private corporation

One definite problem is that many students lack motivatioi

and initiative and do not find it in the environment of a small
"hberal" college.

Although the administration is not in favor of liberalisn

they are attached to the policy of Uberality. They are mori
than happy to set up respectable structures resembhng those ii

the real world. Almost all of these organizations lack all bui

one power, the power to reflect on its impotence. It was de-

batable whether ASCC even had the power to end its impo-

tence by adjourning.

The liberality also takes the form of bhndness. Althougl'

the administration needs the rules and regulations to appeasi

the middle class world of parents and trustees, it sometime:
turns a blind eye and deaf ear to liquor on campus and othei

student indiscretions. The students quickly steal what freedon

they may and are satisfied with the means.

Most students are apathetic about the castrated organ)-'

zations and few are disturbed with the hypocrisy of the ad-

ministration's willing blindness. These persons seek a forma,

means by which change may be interjected. However, ti

change the status quo is to hold power and that has not beei

the policy in the past.

We will soon be faced with a referendum on a new con

stitution for student government. The proposed constitution

endorsed by CUL, smacks of liberality but still contains t\v

well known castration clause which takes all power but thi

most menial from the students. The administration would b^

overjoyed to see a new edifice erected on campus, especial!}

since it is an empty facade. I do not think that students wil

desire to progagate tlie absurd hypocrisy which has been par
tially reduced by the adjournment of ASCC. I do not think wi

will add a new player to the farce.

I's
Welcome Freshmen!

J OPENV 7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH

DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUM)

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

lUT IDEST

E. Piles Peak Phone 634-5501
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bCC to Be
Impotence Perennial

Problem for ASCC
By Chailolte Henick

As most new CC students know,

or at least shouU know by now,

the Associated Students of Colo-

rado College is a body presently

without a head, the head having

lopped itself off early last semes-

ter.

The plea voiced by ASCC presi-

dent, Paul Tatter, was the right of

bflf-execution as the only answer

to a student government on trial

for its inaction, its inability to

function as a vital central organ

on the Colorado College campus. A
new form of government, hopeful-

ly more vital than the last, was

then drawn up by a joint student-

faculty - administrative commit-

tee; it-s constitution is set to go be-

fore the student body sometime

this semester. Briefly the constitu-

tion sets out to form a govern-

ment in wliich student body, fac-

ulty and administration will at-

tempt to serve the campus com-

munity in some sort of integrated

body.

However, looking forward to the

possibility of this new government
and back at issues and movements
of the past few years, it seems
apparent to this writer that the

reality of power on this campus is

and has been administratively

based in the last analysis.

Campus Rocked

In the school year 1962-1963 the

campus was rocked by a contro-

vei-sy over a proposal to introduce

a written standard of conduct. The
proposed standard read in part,

"membership in the Colorado Col-

lege community is a privilege, not

a right ... It is expected that in-

tegrity and common sense will

guide the actions of EACH STU-
DENT, and that EACH STUDENT
will show both within and without

the college respect for all aspects

of morality including order, per-

sonal honor and the rights of

others." Part of the controversy

centered around the accusation

that the standard was administra-

tively proposed. This was denied

by Dean Juan Reid in a front page
article of the February 1 issue of

the Tiger. The code was in the end
defeated by ASCC 14-1. However,
the controversy tiared anew when
the code was printed in the siun-

nier school catalog as a guide to

behavior during the summer school

session.

Even as the controversy over
this issue died, "President Benezet
demonstrated administrative power
once again by dissohdng a student
conduct committee which he deem-
ed to be functionless as a result

of their leniency in several cases

concerning student conduct that

school year.

Residential College

Year 1963-1964 saw the campus
mainly concerned with the issue

of a completely residential com-
munity, which would come about
with the completion of the new
men's residence hall in 1966. An
ad-hoc committee chosen by ASCC
Executive Council met with ad-
ministrative officials to discuss

ways the campus could meet the

problems which would arise from
this change to campus living. The
first possibility discussed was the

continuation of off-campus housing
for some men. In the January 31,

1964 issue of the Tiger, Dean Reid
closed the issue of whether the
college would have a choice of

either being residential or not,
stating that it would be recogniz-
ed as a residential college. In an

earlier inten'iew with the Tiger,

Keid also verbally killed the idea

of smaller more luxurious resident

halls for the men ... a second

possibility that was explored by
this ad-hoc ASCC committee . . .

in saying that "it is not our inten-

tion to build a group of individual

houses, because it is not economi-

cally feasible. The first plan we
considered was not necessarily de-

veloped into units. They were eight

houses or units but they were not

closely connected because they all

had outside entrances." This plan

was rejected. A former member of

this committee stated that in

talking with the administration

about the choice of a large resi-

deiice hall over smaller units, the

administrative official pointed out

the new residence hall was to be

self-paying. The third possibility

looked into by this committee for

adapting a CC social structure to

the new residence hall concept was
a plan for open dorms whereby
women students on the CC campus
could visit the rooms of men resi-

dents at certain specified times.

The proposal was unanimously en-

dorsed by the main representative

organizations (ASCC, Associated

Women Students, intei--l''rateriuty

Council and IVieii's liesidence Hall

Association) on the Colorado Col-

lege campus and was sent to Pre-

sident Wurner for consideration.

President Worner deferred action

on the proposal to the college

board of trustees, and the student

body was notified of the trustees'

action after the termination of

Spring Semester 1964 by means of

an open letter from President Wor-
ner. The trustees voted not to en-

act the student endorsed proposal.

ASCC Resolution

School year 1964-1965 saw little

of the controversy which had per-

meated the campus the past two

years. The ASCC, however, did

draft a general resolution in con-

currence with a similar but more

strongly worded faculty resolu-

tion stating that racial and relig-

ious discrimination had no place in

Colorado College organizations. It

was resolved that; ". . . the As-

sociated Students of Colorado Col-

lege recommend that the admin-

istration of this college enact and

publicize as permanent policy the

statement that: given adequate op-

portunity to eliminate discrimina-

tion, no organization shall be al-

lowed the status of an organiza-

tion on this campus."

Following this combined student-

faculty action, the Board of Tm-s-

tees passed a resolution which

supported the right of Colorado

College Greek organizations "to

accept or reject members without

interference from anyone outside

the chapter."

Early in the week of January

21, 1966, the Executive Council of

the ASCC adjourned indefinitely.

In the discussion period, only one

objection was heard to the per-

manent adjournment. The final

vote was unanimous.

New Department Heads Named

The new department heads and

acting department heads have been

appointed for 1966-67.

New department heads are: Pro-

fessor Werner in economics. Pro-

fessor Dirk Baay in the depart-

ment of German and Russian, Pro-

fessor Rucker of philosophy, and

Lieutenant Colonel Langley of the

ROTC department.

Reborn?

STEVE EHRHART LEADS students

Students Have Least Voice, Most to Gain
By Ray Jones

The purposes and reasons for

governments in general have been

extolled through the ages. I do not

purport to do the same in the

specific case of student govei'nment

at the Colorado College. But I

shall attempt an examination into

the ultimate good that such an in-

stitution could serve.

On any campus the presence of

three distinct interest groups may
be seen— the students, the facul-

ty, and the administration. These

groups have vested interests, i.e.,

strong personal commitments, in

all aspects of campus affairs. Of-

ten these interests coincide, are

similar, or are mutually exclusive

between two or all three of the

groups. All too often, however, the

interests of these groups are di-

verse and wide reaching, indicative

only of the particular role which

each group feels it must play on

the campus. Because of the likeli-

hood of conflict and the possibility

of compromise, each group for-

tifies itself (to the extent that it

must) with UTiits and articulate

voices who would make the case

for that interest group'.

The interest group with the most

to gain and yet the least voice, as

a determinant of policy, has been

the student body. An extreme ex-

ample—but a valid one, neverthe-

less—is in the area of admissions

policy and procedure. In reverting

to natural rights I would address

myself to the pi*oposition that it is

the God-given right of all the spec-

ies to propagate themselves. And
yet, one finds that, historically, stu-

dent bodies have been given little

opportunity to meaningfully re-

view that process by which they

themselves are continued.

This example and dozens of

others which could be cited make
clear the need for students to call

forth a unit of articulate voices

—

a student government—to present

and defend the vested interests

which students have in campus af-

fairs. Cei-tainly it makes a great

deal of sense on this campus that

the numerically largest group' (and

some say the most fit, mentally)

should not only desire to be thun-

derous in its presentation, but

should, indeed, be respected and

often heeded in its point of view.

But before any of this, a govern-

ment must exist which is aware of

the students' interests. One such

is now on the drawing board, the

fate of which is not known to stu-

dents. But the point remains unal-

terably clear that students need

an organ through which to express

their interests. The form of the

government is a technicality which

can be dealt with simply enough.

But convincing students and other

interest groups of the need is more
difficult. A few facts should help

to bring the picture into sharper

focus.

The student body commands a

sum of money in the neighborhood

of .?26,000. This money is made up

of a small amount from each stu-

dent's tuition. Presently this stu-

dent body budget is being held up
until a student government is es-

tablished to appropriate it to the

sundry student organizations and
publications which need and de-

sen'e it.

Many have commented that the

absence of an eificient student gov-

ernment hurt the recent New Stu-

dent Week. It seems reasonable

that student goveniment should

play as lai'ge a role, if not a larg-

er one, than the Admissions Office

in the official greeting of the

freshman class.

One of the favorite topics in the

center of campus activity is the

presumable lack of consideration

given the student body by the ad-

ministration. This may or may not

be ti-ue. But certainly the adminis-

tration must, from time to time, be

reminded of students' positions on

issues. And it requires more than
just an individual or two for this

task. It requires an organization

of students representing the stu-

dent body and concentrating on

student body interests.

The point is thus made. There
exists a clear and present need

for student government. It is as

necessary to the administration

and faculty that there be n stu-

dent government to whom they

can express their interests, as it

is for the students to have this

valuable unit.

Tlie need has been propounded.

The hope yet remains that stu-

dents, aware of the vacuum, will

encoui'age and support the foi'inu-

lation of student government. Only

if this is done can the students be

a truly integral part of the other

than simply physical aspects of

the campus.

C3/\
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Toiiiorrou- night marks the offi-

cial end of CC's Observatory and
the official beginning for CC's new
espresso coffee house, The Astro-
loger.

The Astrologer will open at 8:00
p.m. tomoiTow and will feature
Theatre Workshop's "Pop Thea-
tre" a7id itinerant CC foiksingers

as entertainment and offer genuine
espresso coffee, capucino, cafe-au-
lait and other exotic beverages.
There will be no cover charge and
students may come and go as they
wish until 1:30 a.m. (Couples only).

The most unusual fact about
The Astrologer, though, is not its

exotic menu. It is rather that the
coffee house is almost entirely the
prod-uct of student initiative and
labor. The Obsen'atory has been
converted into a coffee house by
volunteer student labor working
with materials provided by Presi-
dent Womer at the request of CC
students.

The Astrologer began last spring
as a letter to the editor of The
Tiger signed by some 300 students
requesting that some sort of inti-

Law Admission Test
The Law School Admission Test,

required of candidates for admis-
sion to most American law schools,

will be given ar Colorado College
on February 11, 1967, and in Den-
ver and at CU on November 12,

1966, April 8. 1967, and August 5,

1967.

Registration forms can be ob-
tained locally at Professor J. D.
Mertz's office, Room 33, Palmer
Hall. They can also be obtained at
least six weeks in advance of a
testing date from the Law School
Admission Test, Box 944, Educa-
tional Testing Service. Princeton,
New Jersey 08540.

Registration forms and fees

must reach the Educational Test-

ing Service t\vo weeks before the

desired test administration date.

Candidates should make separate

application to each law school of

their choice, and ascertain from
each whether it requires the Law
School Admission Test. Since many
law schools select their freshman
classes in the spring preceding en-

trance, candidates for admission to

next year's classes are advised to

take either the November or the

FebiTjary test.

WELCOME

c. a
BACK

STUDENTS
Best Wishes

for a Good Semester

The Cadalkt ^hcp

Tejon and Cache La Poudre

(Across from Armstrong]

mate place be provided lor CC
couples in search of quiet and pri-

vacy in which to relax during the
later hours of the evening.

Next a formal report was pre-
sented to the Committee on Under-
graduate Life after support had
been offered by the AWS, the MR-
HA, and Rastall Center Board.
This report outlined more clearly

the need for a late hours social

center, especially because Colorado
Springs does not offer much for
the students; and the freshmen, be-
ing without cars, are handicapped
in using what little Colorado
Springs does offer.

The Committee on Undergradu-
ate life agreed witii the basic idea
of the request and recommended
that President Womer set aside a
building and funds for the late

hours social center with the stipu-
lation that it was to be buUt by
volunteer student labor as stated
in the formal proposal.

President Womer has since al-

located the Observatox-y and $500
for its conversion into a social
center. Since the beginning of this
school year, student work crews
have worked almost every day to
prepare The Astrologer for its

opening. Students have removed
the old furnishings, built new fur-
niture from raw lumber, repainted
the walls, and formulated all the
plans for re-decoration. These stu-
dents will also serve as the staff
on opening night and evei^ other
night that The Astrologer is open.

Thus, The Astrologer, as it will
open Saturday night, is a product
of student initiative, college funds,
and perhaps most importantly vol-
unteer student labor.

STUDENTS WORK DILIGENTLY
serva+ory Into a new espresso coffee house,

['Uoto by n. Biii-netl

efforts to transform the old Ob-
The Astrologer."

loca\ Phi Delts Win Award

National Phi Delta Theta Conclave

Votes to Abolish Membership Clause

Marshall Applications

For Study in England

Have October Deadline
The PaciJic Region Committee of

the Marshall Scholarsliips (which
selects the four Marshall Scholar-
sliips guaranteed for the Western
States) will move on July 22 into
new headquarters at the Hongkong
Bank Building, 160 Sansome St.,
San Francisco, California, 94104.
All coiTespondence should be ad-
dressed to these premises which
are the new offices of the British
Consulate-General.

Applications for Marshalls close

on Oct. 22nd, 1966. Forms can be
obtained from campus scholarship

advisoi-s, any British Consulate

General, (Denver, Los Angeles or

Seattle) or direct from the Paciiic

Region Committee, British Consu-
late General, 160 Sansome St., San
Francisco, California 94104.

The awards are open to students
of either sex who will be under 26
years of age Oct. l, 1967, and who
are or will then be graduates of
an accredited college or university
in the United States. Marshalls
are available at any university in
the United Kingdom. The awards
are for two years but may be ex-
tended for a third year.

Marshalls are given by the Bri-

tish government as a gesture of
thanks for Marshall Aid.

The National Convention of the
128 chapters of Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity voted to abolish a mera-
bei-ship clause that has since 1848
prevented Negroes, Orientals, and
Jews from joining the organiza-
tion, this past summer at the
Grand Bahama Hotel. The clause
limits membersliip to ''A person
possessed of Iiigh scholastic pro-
mise and of social attributes which
would make him acceptable to all

other members of the fraternity."
The convention voted to change
membership requirements to a doc-
trine based on "friendsliip, sound
learning, and rectitude." The new
requirement gives each local chap-
ter complete freedom in membei--
ship selection and forces the Na-
tional Council of Phi Delta Theta
to accept all pledges to a local
chapter.

However, this new membership
policy cannot come about for at
least two years. Because of the
Phi Delta Theta constitution, no
change in rules can be made until

the same amendment is passed by
at least 75% of the chapters in

two succeeding national conven-
tions. Therefore, until the 1968
convention, when the amendment
will probably be passed, most Phi
Delta Theta chapters, including

Colorado College will continue un-
der the discrimination clause.

The Colorado College Phi Delts
have taken a very active part in

working for the passage of a new
membership clause since 1956.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

President Worner has supported
their efforts in sending letters to
the National Council of Plii Delta
Theta urging new membei^hip pol-
icies. Also, Colorado College Phi
Deits are open about their mem-
bership policy, unlike some other
local fraternities. Colorado College
chapter president Bill Campbell ex-
pressed extreme dissatisfaction
with present discriminatory clause,
but he stated that "the fraternity
has done all it can about this pro-
blem at the present time."

In addition to voting for this
i-ules change, the National Conven-
tion of Phi Delta Theta awarded
first place for the second consecu-
tive time to the Colorado College
Phi Delts in the Community Citi-
zenship Award competition. This
award goes to the Phi Delta chap-

ter that most benefits its commun-
ity with a day-long public service

project. The Colorado College pro-

ject was the renovation of the YM-
CA Camp at Deckers, Colorado. It

involved about 300 man hours of

planting trees, roofing cabins with
coal tar, building a trampoline

pit, painting, constructing a rid-

ing ring, and doing maintenance
work on the archery and rifle

ranges. Ninety-three percent of

the Plii Delts participated, led by
foremen Rich Mendrop' and Tony
Jonker. In recognition of this

achievement, the Colorado College

chapter was presented with a tro-

phy which is now on display at the
Phi Delta Theta house lounge.

Hathau;atf]6

Imported Pipes

127 NORTH TEJON
Magazines

Imported Tobaccos

PHONE 632-1441

FEMALE STUDENT WANTED

college student to livo in at Zebulon
Pike Center (Juvenile Detention
ttome). Excellent e^tperience for stu-
dents interested In sociology, psycho-
logy, education and related fields.

Room, board, and $50 per monih.

Transportation needed.

Call Mr. Raleigh . . , 634-7171
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IFC Reforms Provide Dynamic Greek Leadership

FRESHMAN COED CONSIDERS PURCHASE of a Colorado College

Sweatshirt—her first meaningful step into the CC College Community.

Data Processing Aids Registration
published the machine has compil-

ed an interim listing.

Once this system is more famil-

iar to the students, faculty, and
administration, it will ease and
quicken registration as well as

other office work.

This fall, for the first time at

Colorado College, data processing

equipment was used for student re-

gistration. This new method has

come under fire by up'perclassmen

due to unfamiliarity with the pro-

cess and to the length of lines nec-

essary for checking the cards

against possible errors.

Mr. Richard Wood. Registrar of

Colorado College, said, "I wish to

convey my apologies to tlie stu-

dents about the long checking lines.

It won't happen again." Next win-

ter there will be "four times as

many checkers to shorten the

lines." It was pointed out that

freshman registration ran much
more smoothly after the previous

day's experience.

While the use of machines quite

definitely makes filling- out forms
less tedious for the students, its

major purpose is to expedite paper

work for advisors and deans. For

example, grades will be processed

and sent out sooner; advisees' re-

cords will be sent to advisors soon-

er. A more tangible example Mr.

Wood used was the new campus

phone book which appears at all

campus phones. Ordinarily campus

extensions can be received only

from the operator until the regular

phone and address book comes out

four to six weeks after school

starts. For use until the book is

Boss to Present

"Music of India"

The Asian Studies Committee is

sponsoring a program on "The
M'usic of India," to be presented

Tuesday, September 13, at 7:30

p.m. in Olin Hall No. 1.

The speaker, Mr. Thomas Ross,

Jr., has spent a year at the Uni-
versity of Banaras in India, study-

ing and taping native music. He
will play some of these tapes and
also demonstrate some Indian mus-
ical instruments as a part of the

program.

Mr. Ross, son of Dv. Thomas
Ross of CC, has also attended the

University of California at Berke-

ley and is now a senior at Wesley-
an University where he is major-

ing in ethno-musicology.

ftv l)an W nogr.

After years of relative stagna-
tion and lack of initiative, the In-

terfraternity Council embarked
last spring on a program of revi-

talization which has given the
Greek system at CC the dynamic
leadership it has needed. Included
in the reforms of the Greek sys-

tem are a new IFC constitution, a

fraternity judiciary board, and the
establishment of a strong-standing
committee system. More stringent

academic requirements, more em-
phasis on participation in campus
activities, and unified activity in

service projects are just a few of

the by-products of the new IFC
constitution.

The Judiciary Board is an at-

tempt by IFC to accept the respon-
sibility of self-discipline. In the

past years, the Dean of Men was
the sole disciplinarian of the frat-

ternities while each dorm had its

own judicial committee. The frat-

CC Men Eligible

For Golf Tourney
The annual Colorado College in-

tramural golf tournament is sche-

duled to be played at Patty Jewett
Golf Course Thursday and Friday,

September 15 and 16.

All men, except members of the
varsity golf squad, are eligible to

play in the tournament and may
enter either as individuals or as

members of a team. Each frater-

nity may enter a four-man team;
Slocum Hall wings, Superdonn
wings and houses, and residence

houses may each enter a three-man

team. A competitor need not be a

member of a team to play for an

individual golf title.

The tournament will consist of

two 18-hole rounds of medal play,

with USGA rules governing stroke

competition. The fiirst round of 18

holes will determine a team cham-

pion. The 12 low men (and ties

for 12th place) will play an ad-

ditional round the following week-

end, with the low 36-hole total to

determine the individual title.

Entries may be filed with wing

representatives, the intramural

manager of a house, or with the

director of intramlirals, Tony Era-

sea, in the athletics department.

All entries must be in by 5 p.m.,

Monday, September 12.

Patty Jewett Golf Course is

located only 15 blocks from the

campus. Transportation will be

provided for freshmen, but upper-

classmen may furnish rides for

freshmen to and from the golf

course without violating the Inter-

Fraternity Council rush rules.

Of interest to potential golf

squad members is the fact that the

tournament serves as a tryout for

the varsity golf team.

•.niitifs felt that they shduld show
that they too are responsible mem-
bers of the college community and
devised the IFC Judiciarj- Board.
This board "shall be to investigate,
discuss and take action for viola-

tion of the Interfraternity Council
constitution and college regula-
tions." It consists of one represen-
tative of each active fraternity at
Colorado College and is presided
over by the vice-president of the
IFC. Any member of the College
community may file charges
against a fraternity. The board
then holds a preliminary hearing
to determine whether or not the
charges are wananted and then
has tlie prerogative of issuing for-

mal charges against the fraternity.

After the official filing of charges,
the accused fraternity may defend
itself at fonnal hearings. The de-
cision of the Judicial Committee
is not subject to appeal unless at

least one member of the committee
voted against convicting the fra-

ter-nity.

According to Bob Sears, IFC
vice-president, the committee has
been highly effective. Since its in-

itiation last May, the committee
has heard two cases. The Dean of

Men filed charges against the

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eigtit Blocb from Campus — New and Used BUes

Repairs 8SCHWINN Franthls. Deal.

19 EAST KIOWA STREET

Parts for Any Make
TELEPHONE 634-4733

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campus

827 North Tejon

Cglli'Tiff i' B
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Ou better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher n Town or

SI.25
Our famous Cellar available for large {(aterni+y of clan

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!
parties.

Betas as a result of ;ui luuegister-
ed party held off campus. After the
evidence was presented, the frat-

ernity was found guilty of the
charges and placed on social pro-
bation until October IG, 1966. The
Kappa Sigs were found guilty of
holding a party in their fraternity

house and as a result have been
placed on social probation until

the end of the first semester. Af-
ter the end of seven weeks, their

case will be reviewed at which time
their probation may be shortened.

In both cases, the penalties have
been at the discretion of the Judi-

cial Committee and have been up-
held by the Dean.

Although the Judicial Commit-
tee is the most outstanding part of

the new IFC, there are other as-

pects of the revitalization pro-
gram which also should be noted.

Last year for the first time, the
IFC sponsored a "Greek Weekend"
during wliich more than 500 mem-
bers of fraternities and sororities

participated in preparing Sky
High Girl Scout Camp for its sum-
mer activities. Dinners, intramural

athletics and parties added to the

week which was climaxed by a
speech on the Colorado College

campus by James Farmer.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON 66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.
Phone 633-1219 at Cache La Poudre

Bass Weejuns

1^^^^ College Shoe Shop

^^^ 831 North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

/

A BETTER GRADE OF HOPS

In browing our supply of hop-sack-

ing suits, we domantl clolh of a bel-

ter gradc-and procure it, at cost of

no little effort. The coat lo the

wearer is minimal.

Bjpp'a Intuprsttg i'liop

208 NORTH TEJON

(in the cellar]
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Tiger Football Season to Open at Doane College

TIGER HALFBACK FUMBLES as he charges through the line in last Sunday's intersquad game. The team

is using a combination "T" and single wing attack.

New Offense and Rugged Defense Puf Tigers in Strong Position

By Bob Hiester

The 1966 Tiger footballers get

their first taste of outside compe-
tition Saturday when they travel

to Canon City to play the team
at the state penitentiary. The tra-

ditional pre-season prison game
will prime the Tigers for their

season opener against Doane Col-

lege on September 17. Colorado
College began practice this season
on August 23 with two-a-day work-
oute.

Under the direction of Coach
Jerry Carle, the Tigers are using
a combination "T" and single wing
attack. They run with an unbal-
anced line. The single wing is not
a widely used offense, and oppo-
nents will be kept off balance try-

ing to adjust to meet CC's multi-
ple attack.

Senior Warner Reeser, who runs
the offense from the "T" quarter-
back position and the single wing
tailback position, is also able to

run at the single wing fullback
spot. When Reeser changes posi-
tion, sophomore Dave Coggins
takes over the offense. In addition
to Reeser and Coggins, junior
Lance Clarke and sophomore Steve
Ehrhai-t are able to pilot the at-

tack, as each demonstrated in an
intersquad game last Sunday.

The remaining backfield posi-
tions are filled with experienced
personnel. At the blocking back
Carle has senior and captain, Lex
Towns, and sophomore Al Spring-
er. At the fullback spot are sopho-
more Steve Higgins, junior Bob
Hiester, and senior Ray Jones, who
is returning to football after a
year's absence. The wingback slot

is filled by senior Bob Stapp and
junior Paul Bernard.

The Tiger line is a mixture of
new and old. Seniors Bill Jankow-
ski and Steve Mills hold down the
ends of the line, and senior Ottie
Olterstein plays guard. The re-
mainder of the Colorado College
front wall is manned by juniors
and sophomore. The relative inex-
perience of these men will have to
be overcome by spirited play.
At center the Tigers have junior

Jim Garcia and sophomore Jim
Shiner. Juniors Tom Jeffery and

Bill Whaley loin at guard, and
sophomores John Dent and Carl

Jordan fill the tackle position.

The Tiger defense, led by seniors

Jim Studholrae and Ottie Otter-

stein, and juniors Bill Whaley and
Bob Hiester, should again be one
of the hardest hitting their oppo-
nents will face. At one point last

year the Tigers led the small col-

leges in the nation in defense
against the rush.

Due to good showings in the in-

tersquad game last Sunday, sever-

al freshmen should have the oppor-
tunity of playing this year, espec-

ially on defense. Defense, unlike

offense where finesse is at a pre-

mium, emphasizes aggressiveness

and desire which can make up for

a missed assignment. Thus, an in-

experienced freslmian can play de-

fense mth hard-hitting play.

Overall, it looks as if the Tigers

are going to have a fine year.

They have made the adjustment

to the single wing attack, and with

their nigged defense, the 1966 sea-

son should be an exciting one.

With student body support this

could easily be one of Colorado
College's finest seasons in years.

.. Sp00rt.s ..

— Photo by D. Burnett

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Piltes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619

You're BMOC! in PMOC* Fashions

Sse Our Window Displays

CORDS

by

Levi

SHIRTS

by

SWEATERS

by

Jersild

TIES

by

SUITS

by

Hjr* Schaffner S Mai

Henley House

JSF Clothcraff

JACKETS

WindbreaU.

McGregor

SLACKS

by

Haggar

Rough Rider
CRICKETEER
Weatlier Changer

$49,95

'PLAYBOY MAN ON CAMPUS
P.S. Clothes (or Non-College types, too.

Your K^ " friendly
Mart aohal/ner <t Itara Btor»

the place to go for the brands you know

Downtown 24 South Tejon Open Friday Night's till 8:30

Piles Peali Plaia Store Open Monday and Friday until 9 p.m.
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Mr. Mark Lansburgh

Brings Enlightenment

To Rare Book Room

See page four
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Mendelson to Speak Tonight

On American Foreign Policy

John Mendelson

Collins to Give

Two Concerts
Judy Collins, a leading reccrd-

mg and concert artist, v/ill give

two foncevts, at 8:00 ami 10:00
p.iii., at Armstrong Hall tomorrow
ni.i^lit, September 17. Reserved
se:.it.? for tlie first seven rows aro

on sale for $2.00 and gi.'n?ral ad-

I

mi.-;sion tickets for $1.50 are cur-

rently on sale and will be sold at

tht' door.

Miss Collins' career began with
a classical piano background,

' whirh she can-ied to concert per-
fortnance level. As a folk singer,
shi> attempts to reveal the emo-
tii i~ of a song's composers and

I

ch.'iacters, rather than impose her
own self-image on a song. Robert

I

Shi'ltnn of The New York Times
do-v..Til)ed her as "a major inter-

I

prtter. She radiates understand-

I

ing.
.

."

Appearing with Miss Collins on

I

both concerts will be guitarist and

I

folk singer, Stan Wilson and gui-
tarist, Lenin Castro.

Labor Parly Leader,

Parliament Member

Opposes Vielnam War
Julin Mendeison, British Mem-

ber of Parliment and Labour Party
leader, will speak tonight in Olin

Hall at 8 p.m. His topic is "A Bri-

ton Looks at American Foreign
Policy."

Mr. Mendeison has been one of

the Labour Party leaders of debate
on Vietnam in the House of Com-
mons. He has opposed Prime Minis-

ter Wilson's support of the U. S.

position and was an originator of

the Vietnam Manifesto signed by
75 Labour M.P.'s. During the past

summer, Mendelson and one other

Labour Member visited the United
States to represent the signers of

the Vietnam Manifesto in discus-

sions with Secretary Rusk, Walt
Rostow, and U. Thant.

At the 1965 Labour Conference
Mendelson introduced a Vietnam
resolution which won large support
within tlie party. He is currently a

nominee for the National Execu-
tion Committee of the Labour Par-

ty. He will go directly to the par-

ty's National Conference when he
completes his American tour on

September 30.

Mr. Mendelson was first elected

to Parliament in 1959 and has since

continued to serve the constituency

of Peniston, South Yorkshire, a

suburb of Sheffield. Since the La-

bour Party's assumption of the

government he has been a member
of the Public Accounts Committee,
the senior Parliamentary commit-
tee which supervises the expendi-

tures of all government depart-

ments.

Homecoming Theme Chosen

Tlie general theme for Home-
coming, selected by Blue Key, is

"Comic and Cartoon Characters."

Specific house themes should be

submitted to Dennis Pendleton no

later than October 17.

Pickle to Host Discussion Group

On "Death of God" Tlieology

I
The "Death of God" theoloy will

I

be the discussion topic for a fall

discussion group sponsored by the
Religious Affairs Committee. This
disL'ussion group meets for six or
seven Wednesday evening sessions
during each semester and discusses
inf(ji-mally topics of general stu-
dent concern.

The meetings will be held at the
home of Professor Joseph Pickle,
901 North Nevada, at 8:00 p.m.
each Wednesday, begining Septem-
ber 21. The discussions are open to
ah students, whatever their aca-
demic standing or religious back-
Ei'ound. The sessions are designed
to proWrle opportunity for open
discussion of personal views and
opinions. As a starting point for
^e discussion, copies of the book
Radical Theology and the Death of
God are available in the bookstore.
The book, which consists of essays
oy two of the better known radical
^eologians, William Hamilton and
Thomas Altizer, will provide a pro-
vocative base for discusion.

[81

Those who are interested are re-

quested to sign a list at Rastall

Desk to allow Mr. Pickle to plan

for refreshments.

Brockhurst Ranch
Requests Tutors
A request has been received

again this year from the staff at

Brockhurst Boys' Ranch asking for

volunteers to tutor boys at the

ranch one night a week. Anyone
who is interested in participating

or who has any further questions,

please contact Mr. Dunlop, Ext.

202 or 203 as soon as possible.

Located near Green Mountain
Falls in Ute Pass, Brockhurst is a

privately run institution dealing

with 20-30 pre-delinquent boys.

They range in age from 11-17 and

are wards of the state. Although

many of them are in public schools

this year, most are deficient in even

fundamental reading or simple

arithmetic.

Peterson Discusses French University
By C. John Friesmau

In tracing the development of
the French univei'sity. Professor
Elmer Petei-son last night was to

have said that since its inception
in the early Middle Ages, the uni-
versity system has burdened itself

with a number of problems, despite
its academic superiority.

According to Peterson, the
French university derived its au-
thority from the Papacy, which
provided the university with sev-
eral centuries of animating pur-
poses. At that time the "university
was a union of teachers and stu-
dents, non-national in character,
and quite unlike today's "Multi-

versity." Traditionally, the goals
of the American concept of liberal

arts education are similar to the
original ideals of the French uni-
versity.

In the IGth century the system
became backward and conserva-
tive and introduced a period of de-
cline for 400 years. The French
Revolution brought about the de-
struction of the university in the
18th century until Napoleon re-

vived and renewed the system. To
date, Peterson concludes, the uni-
versity has seen no major stnic-

tural changes.

Peterson describes the French
university as nearly tuition-free,

although "all official degrees and

AN EXAMPLE of optical art selected by Monday night lecturer, Ge
aid Os+er, for the display in the Great Hall of Armstrong.

Science and A
Of Lecture by

Dr. Gerald Oster, Professor of

Chemistry at the Polytechnic Insti-

tute of Brooklyn, will give a lec-

ture on "Science, Art—Art, Sci-

ence" Monday, September 19, at

8:15 p.m. in Room 300 of Arm-
strong Hall.

Dr. Oster's lecture will be illus-

trated with material drawn from
both science and art. Students, fac-

ulty, the staff and the public are

cordially invited to attend.

On Tuesday, September 20, at

f!:00 a.m. he will lecture on future

developments of Optical Art to the

Art Theory course in the music

room of the Fine Arts Center.

Dr. Oster is one of the leading

practitioners of Optical Art and

has exhibited and lectured through-

out the United States and Europe.

He selected the exhibition of op

art now on display in the Great

Hall of Armstrong which includes

eight of his works. Optical art is

one of the latest movements in

contemporary art and is enjoying

particular attention in the area of

avant ganle esthetics.

Oster's constructions and paint-

ings "are concerned with what
would ordinarily be called margin-

al phenomena of the visual scene

but which for me are the most viv-

rt to Be Topic
Gerald Oster

id aspects. These include the ex-

citement of the edge, the superposi-

tion of families of lines to give

new patterns (moire), the Iiallu-ci-

natory figures 'seen' with the eyes
closed, and the visual subtleties of

the psychedelic experience . .
."

diplomas granted by tlie state fol-

lowing public examination, which
often seems fiendishly Malthusian
to foreigners."

The university system is divided

into IG academies, each academy
controlled by a rector appointed
directly by the Minister of Edu-
cation. Such administration has
often been the victim of criticism,

and as Professor Georges Gus-
dorf of the University of Stras-
bourg exclaimed, "Higher educa-
tion is run like a great nationaliz-

ed industry, with post-office effi-

ciency, and all too unfortunately

post-office elan."

Peterson finds other shortcom-
ings in the system. Coui-ses are

held in dilapidated quarters. How-
ever, the essential problem is de-

mographic—too many students

One-third of the total university

enrollment attends school in Paris.

To many observers the Sorbonne
in Paris is known as a "patholog-
ical phenomena." Despite the ex-

istence of 20 universities, "the

Mecca of most professors remains
Paris."

Despite its shortcomings, the

French university has retained ad-

mirable academic standards. Ac-
cording to Peterson, there haa

been new emphasis on trnvnux
pratiques, or seminar sessions be-

tween student and teachers. Like-

wise, the interest in scholastic ex-

cellence of both professor and stu-

d<'nt results in a superior exchange
'f ideas between the two groups.

I Xplomas from each school have
((liial value throughout France,

and the public continues to main-
Lain a positive attitude toward the

teaching faculty. The university

professor is very autonomous, and
enjoys relative academic freedom.

Yet, his three hours of lecture

per week requires hours of prep-

aration, as obtaining an advanced
degree takes arduous preparation.

Peterson concludes the French
university may never be better off

than in the Middle Ages. Its auto-

nomy may never be recovered due

to the pressures of international

competition. Closer student-faculty

relationships can possibly be

achieved, unless the more militant

student unions destroy all coopera-

tion. Nevertheless, by attempting

to retain its international charac-

ter, France may be the first na-

tion to develop an international

baccalaureate and in turn promote
the advantages of cosmopolitan

education.

CC Expects Greater Veteran Enrollment
Because of the war, Colorado

College has and will enroll increas-

ing numbers of veterans. Presently

CC has only foui', but according to

Dean Reid's office "The number is

bound to increase as qualified vet-

erans apply." The office added, how-
ever, that the greatest influx will

not be for some two or three years

at the earliest. The Vietnam war
is already proving past studies

which suggest that able men who
had not the opportunity or desire

to go to college before entering

the enlisted ranks often leave the

service with a college degree as a

goal.

To aid this veteran, the Veter-

an's Administration is implement-

ing the new G.I. Bill which pays a

fulltime single student .?100 per

month. There are increases for de-

pendents as well as payments for

part time students and for those

taking correspondence courses. Re-

strictions are nominal and all a stu-

dent need do is sign certificates of

class attendance each month.

Veteran-students who are not al-

leady familiar with the bill should

contact the Dean of Men or write

the Veterans Administration, In-

formation Service, Denver Federal

Center, Denver, Colorado, 80225.

Foreign Service Exam
Students interested in taking the

written examination for the for-

eign sei-vice should submit their ap-

plications no later than October 22,

1966. The written examination will

be given on December 3, but the

application must be returned by the

date indicated.

Forms and information maybe
obtained from Professor Fred A.

Sondermann, at the Political Sci-

ence Office, Room 35, Palmer HaU.
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Editorial

Tlie enthusiastically received opening of the "Astrologer"

was a convincing example of the possibilities of wholly stu-

dent activity. Tlie entire idea of a student-run, on-campus so-

cial facility was initiated by student petition and carried

through by student action.

In addition to the student management of the project, the

entertainment was provided laigely by local campus musicians

along with an enjoyable "Pop Drama" presented by Theatre

Workshop.

Tlie student participation in this project and its initial

success are a small example that the capabilities of indepen-

dent action by students should not be underestimated.

— Buxton

Ennui
By C. John Friesmaii

This column is hereby dedicated

to Roger Price, editor of Grump

magazine (". . . against all the

stupid things going on in the

world."); to the columnists of Es-

quire (the most perceptive critics

of the 1960's); to W. S. Gilbert

and Arthur Sullivan, creators of

the world's finest comic operas, and

whose Mikado deserves special re-

cognition.

The Mikado, first produced in

1885 at London's Savoy Theatre,

offers American and English writ-

ers boundless inspiration in the

subtle art of satire. Among the

mast scintillating and tactless

characters of this opera is the

Lord High Executioner, to whom
all credit goes for the following

song— which just happens to re-

flect the philosophy of this column,

"As some day it may happen
that the victim must be found,

I've got a little list— I've

got a little list

Of society offenders who might
well be underground,

And who never would be
missed— who never
would be missed!

There's the pestilential nuisances

who write for autographs —

-

AM people who have flabby hands
and irritating laughs—

All children who are up on dates

and floor you with 'em flat—
All persons who in shaking hands,

shake hands with you like that

—

And the people who eat peppermint
and puff it in your face.

Then the idiot who praises, with
enthusiastic tone,

All centuries but this, and every
country but his own;

And the lady from the provinces,

who dressed like a guy.
And "who doesn't think she dances,

but would rather like to try";

All funny fellows, comic men, and
clowns of private life—

And apologetic statesmen of a

compromising kind.

Such as— what d'ye call him—
Thing'em-bob, and likewise —
Never mind.

And 'St-'st-'st— and What's-his-

name, and also You-know-who—
The tasks of filling up the blanks

I'd rather leave to you.

But it really doesn't matter whom
you put upon the list,

For they'd none of them be miss-

ed—they'd none of them be

missed!"

The function of this column will

be "filling up the blanks" in the

Lord High Executioner's list.

Shove Chapel Sunday Morning

Worship Service

September 18. 1966. 11:00 a.m.

Preacher: Prof. Joseph Pickle .

Worship Leader: Mr. Gary Knight

Sermon: "Woman is Strongest,

But Truth Will Prevail"

Education is a quest for

strength— intellectual strength,

emotional strength, and strength

of character. How we approach
our own education is determined

largely by the way in which we
define strength.

One may think of strength of

character as keeping one's cool, or

as the capacity to exercise power
and authority, or as openness to

love and intimacy. But in the quest
for strength of character, it is the

beacon of truth which must pre-

vail and which alone brings inte-

grity and strength. The sermon
this Sunday is based on a story

out of the late period of Jewish
history before Christ, in which an
attempt is made to define the
strongest thing in the world.

By Jerry Hancock

James Freeman Clarke once said,

"A politician thinks about the next

election; a statesman about the

next generation." This quotation

accurately describes the relation-

ship between the Executive depart-

ment and Foreign Relations com-
mittee and especially between Lyn-

don Johnson and William Ful-

bright.

Perhaps this dift"erence arises be-

cause presidents are elected every

four years and senators are elect-

ed every six. More likely the sch-

ism arises from the basic nature

of the men themselves.

Lyndon Johnson views the world

in very narrow terms. If a country

is not communist then it is quali-

fier! for American monetary and,

apparently, military aid. This view

of the world leads to an unrealistic,

haphazard foreign policy. An ex-

ample of Johnson's lack of real-

ism in matters of foreign policy is

his statement that our foreign pol-

icy should be an extension of our

domestic policy.

When one considers this state-

ment, it could have serious impli-

cations for LBJ. Tf he really in-

tended to go through with his pro-

posal he could do such things as

franchise all the people of the

world and run against Chas. De-
Gaulle for president, or he could

by using the 14th amendment, ap-

ply the Bill of Rights to the Viet

Cong.

William Fulbright has no such

illusions. He seems to I'ealize that

there are worse things in the world
than Communism, and that the

world is not divided into just Red
or Red, White, and Blue. Fulbright

and some of his more intelligent

committee members feel that a

country is not desei'ving of Amer-
ican support just because it is non-

communist.

LETTER to the EDITOR

To the Editor:

The comments on the military as

related to national and foreign

policies in your September iiinth

editorial were obviously arguments
—ineffectual ones^against the

Selective Ser\ice system and not
informed opinions on either policy

or the military.

The existence of a militai-y es-

tablishment is essential to our po-

litical and ideological 'survival. Of
course, one might disagree if he
believed that everyone would leave

us alone if we would disarm and
"be nice." Mao Tse-tung would
like that; he would probably swim
clear to the coast and back, after,

that is, he had dispatched forces

to Nearly Everywhere. If one dis-

agrees in principle with the com-
mitment of our military forces, he
should attack policy, not the mili-

tary. They simply go where they

are sent and do what they are

told to do.

This brings up the editor's most
glaring misconception: "The ex-

tent of dangers of an overly power-
ful military to the entire base of

the democratic system cannot be
underestimated." This simply is

not true. The United States armed
forces are totally an instrument of

national policy, so much so that

decrees from Washington are con-

tinual thorns in the sides of our
field commanders in Viet Nam.
The chance of the military rising

to political power is nil because it

is so zealously regulated and ad-

ministered by the civilian service

secretaries, the Secretary of De-
fense, and the President.

So I suggest that you can-y a

placard that says something like,

"Please, Mr. Custer, I don't wanna
go." That's what your complaint
sounds like to those of us who
have already been there.

— Dean Metcalf

Senator Pell seems to sum it up

in his statement that the U. S.

would be better off if we had more
strong neutrals than weak allies.

Fulbright recognizes the fact that

foreign policy cannot and should

not be conducted on a day-to-day or

election year-to-election year basis.

For these reasons many people

do not like Fulbright, especially

his fellow congressmen. On many
occasions he has had to stand a-

lone. In 1954 he v/as the only Sen-

ator to oppose the appropriation to

the McCarthy committee. For this

stand he was dubbed "Halfbright"

by that intellectual giant, Joe Mc-
Carthy. Time proved Fulbright

right and eventually he was joined

in his position by his fellow sen-

ators.

Time also proved the value oil

the Fulbright scholarship program,!
This program at the time of its f
conception was considered by somcl
as exposing "innocent" American"
college students to the corruptive

evils of strange places \vith

strange sounding names.
I certainly hope that time will

prove Fulbright right on foreign

policy. At the moment he is nni

getting much help from either side

of the political aisle.

It is amazing to me why if Ro-

publicans are going to suppoi-t a

Democratic foreign policy they

don't look to Fulbright instead of

Johnson. The number of senators

looking to the next election rather

than the next generation is also

surprising.

Colorado Politicians Extend

Invitation to the Kennedys

By Wfllly Bacon

The Kennedy brothers have been

invited to Colorado. Their invita-

tion foresees the reestabiishment

of the vigorous administration of

the New Frontier in the not too far

distant future. In inviting the

senators. Rep. Frank Evans and
candidate Roy Romer are merely
acknowledging the current trend

of prominent Democrats of disas-

sociation from the current admin-
istration, whose image is, at best,

mediocre. The Kennedys have two
campaign advantages to offer the

candidates. The first is their fami-

lial association with the New
Frontier. The second is their rela-

tive detachment fx'om the present
administration's tarnished image.

It could be justly said that Rep.
Evans owes his 'G4 election to

President Johnson. What he now
must avoid is owing a loss in 1906

to the same man. Still he must
identify with the national organi-

zation, while underplaying his poli-

tical debt to the President. Ted
Kennedy could not fill the bill

better.

For candidate Romer, the situn-

tion is quite similar. Romer is run-

ning against a veteran Republican

senator who has offended few ami

is liked by many, an accomplish-;

ment that the most recent Repub-'

lican President achieved by doing

nothing for eight years. U"nlike

Rep. Evans, Romer must appeal to

all the voters of Colorado. In in-

viting Bob Kennedy, Romer has
chosen the most popular Democrat
in the Lhiited States today. Asidi^:

from ha\'ing the above-stated cam-

paign advantages of his brother,

Bob Kennedy is also the most ef-

fective voice of moderation in the;

debate on Viet Nam. Sen. Ken-
|

nedy's international image couhi

not be better. Candidate Romer, nn

doubt, wants to be associated with

Bob Kennedy's popularity, just ;i-

candidates in 1964 went to pains tc"

be publicly backed by President

Johnson.

So when you hear the cry, "Tiif

Kennedys are coming!" don't be

alarmed, you will see a lot more vi

them in the years to come. The
only ones expected at the Civic

Center are the Minutemen,

Involuntary §iervitude?

By John Pruit

The immense number of young

men now being drafted and sent to

Viet Nam has renewed public dis-

cussion of the "rightness" or

"wrongness" of involuntary ser\'i-

tude. Little or no discussion has
been heard, however, concerning

the nature of the subject of invol-

untary ser\'itude. It is with this

in mind that I attempt the present

article.

As far as I am able to discern

anything about it, the popular con-

ception of involuntary sei'^dtude

seems to be that the conscript

serves against his will and that his

servitude is therefore involuntary.

This conception does not, I believe,

hold up under examination.

Short of using truth serums,
electrical sliocks, hypnotism, etc.,

science has not yet developed
means of avoiding the necessity

that men must choose before they

can act. Even today, the cataleptic

cannot act because he cannot
choose. Hence I conclude that ex-

cept in the extreme and unlikely

cases described above, no man can
force another man to do anything
he does not really wish to do. Were
the threat of imprisonment not

present to confront those opposed
to military sei'vice, the average
Joe Blow might very likely choose
some other way to spend two years
instead of serving a hitch in the

service, but this, I think, is of sec-

ondary importance. The most im-

portant thing is that in accepting

induction into the Armed Forcei-

our mythical Joe indicates that hi

has chosen to wear the olive drLil

rather than the prison stripes. Hi:

servitude, then was physically

impossible {with the few above
mentioned exce;jtionsJ for it to bi

otherwise. The conclusion to be
drawn here is obvious: invoiuntaii

sen'itude does not in fact exist.

The thought that many of us wil

probably accept induction into ei

ther military or civilian service ht

cause we fear the consequences o!

refusal is admittedly a difficult

pill to swallow, but because it i^

undoubtedly true, may I sugges'

that it is best be accepted an*'

lived with. As any decent card

player should know, it is much
easier to be successful at games i

we admit our duces are duces, eve'

if we prefer kings.
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Dean's List Announced
Second Semester — 1905-66

Seniors

Neal L. Chobot, Barry M. Con-

nell. Doi-othy Ruth Davies, Ellen

R. Jackson, Carolyn K. McAlister,

Nancy L. Pickering, Marcus H"ugh

Reynolds, Charolotte Ruebling,

Sylvia A. Thorpe, Susan Aileen Al-

lison, Richards Owens Arkus, Jack

Wm. Berryhill.

William J. Campbell, Ralph A.

Dalla Betta, Donald Davis Dewitt,

Kim Ann Fraser, Linda L. Gar-

relts, Neil Walton Hamilton, Fre-

derick S. Hamill. Gregory Lee

Jenkins, Lawrence R, Jordan, Are-

lene B. Kaplan, William V. Ken-

nedy, Robert Millen Knight.

Charles Ralph Larson, Cheryl

Lea Layton, Gary D. Lichtenber-

ger, Emily Ann Mansfield, Linda

Kay Marshall, Joe Edward Mattys,

Joan Eliz. Millard, Stephen L.

Mills, Ruth Anne Negus, Rebecca

Sue Fainter, Tessa K. Palmer, Sal-

lie Eleanor Rule.

Shaix)Ti Louise Smith, Judith A.

Sundquist, Clifford W. Young, Mer-
vin A, Ziegler, Jr., Rena Kathleen

Fowler, Diana K. Sanborn, Antoin-

ette Shalkop, Robert A. Stapp,

Karla White.

Juniors

Walter M. Bacon, Sara Robbins
Becker, Felicia Berger, Paul Le-

land Bernard, Nicholas B. Binkley,

Elizabeth Borgen, Janet Emilie

Bowley, Thomas Edgar Boyd,

Charles R. Buston, Jean Ellis Cha-
fet, Lana Gayle Cotfman, Kay
Fields.

Charles L. Francis, Jr., Nanette
M. Furman, Heinz Geppert, Bever-

ly B. Herrington, Craig Eugene
Huber, Kristin Keeler, Patricia A.

Lawrence. Susan Spence Linder,
Jeffrey H. Stesch, Jamie Laverne
Lytle, Ronna Marie Matsch, Eliza-

beth M. McCammon.
Susan McCormick. John Wm.

McDonald, John Edward Morris,
John Charles Mullen. James Lee
Murray, Dorothy Fay Nuttall. Pa-
trice Claire O'Neil. Robert Park.
lanka Cora Peff, Priscilla E. Pel-

ton, Anita Prinzmetal. Diane
Claire Roberts.

Janis K. Rosenthal. Robert Mun-
son Roth, Leda Luann Rugg, Jay
Danny Shelton. Anthony Sims,
Susan Colette Smith, Richard M.
Stevenson. Marilyn B. Turner,
Peter M. Van Zante, James Martin
White, Heide Eliz. Young.

Sophomores
Patrica Anderson, Craig Brooks

Beeson, Martlia Bole, Dorothy M.
Bradley, Charles Brinkerhoff,
James H. Brunimett, John Doss

Johnson to Examine

Of Government and

- Photo by n. r(,jrn.;U

Prof. James A. Johnson

Effects of Student Apatliy

On New Government Discussed
By Kirk Thomas

\. recent article printed in the

T igcr echoed the long familiar stu-

dent complaint that the college ad-

ministration hypocritically espous-

es "liberality" while actually deny-
iuLT student responsibility under
d '6e facto" policy called "in loco

jiaiontis." However, the writer con-
tliiiics by blaming infamous CC
^imh^nt apathy also on the admin-
i-'Kition and implies that the new
imiiHised constitution for the Colo-
laiio College Cooperative Associa-
tion was foi-mulated by the admin-
istiation making it ineffective as a
continuance of said policy. Perhaps
the familiar old charge may con-
tinue to be debatable but the new
additions are not only unfair and
untrue; they voice the very apathy
lamented in that article.

This writing is less a defense of
the administration than an indict-

ment of student sentiment. I sug-
gest that the first place to search
for the cause of student apathy is

among us students instead of com-
fortably using the administration
scapegoat. Often those who com-
plain loudest and most frequently
are also those who contribute
least to the campus community.
However, a discussion of the
causes of student apathy is not in
order here.

Concerning the proposed con-
stitution, anyone interested enough
in its formulation last year reali-
zes that it was an entirely student
constructed proposal and if it is

less forceful then some students
would ha\-e it, that can only be ac-
counted for by their absence dur-
ing several discussion sessions
( where average attendance was
binder 10), Also this writer has al-
ways been unclear as to just what
powers we students desire which

-
seem to be so unjustly held by the
administration aside from admin-
istering the college!
The fact is that anv change in

structure probably will" not remedy
the problems of student govern-

ment at CC until the students

themselves affect a change of atti-

tude. The proposed constitution is

far from emasculated. There is

much merit in the form of com-
munity government which it would
create and those who suggest com-
bating apathy with more apathy
even before an adequate trial has
ensued defeat the good intentions

of their more responsible peers. "I

do not think that students will de-

sire to progagate the absurd hypo-
crisy . .

." of their apathetic as-

sociates by refusing to support
the proposed CCCA.

B u n t i n. Karen Lee Chadwick,
Joan Lee Chafet. Martha Cogswell,
Sharon Margot Dregne, Harry
Blaine Durham.

Carol Marie Erbisch, Alan James
Erickson, Peter Feinsinger, Eliza-
beth W. Gove, Paul Glen Grant,
Gary Joe Grimes, Janet Marion
Halbert, William L. Hines, Wil-
liam G. Horlback, Elizabeth Ames
Imlay, Jeffrey W. Johnson, Ron-
nie T. McClain, Victoria Mar-
quesen.

Steven Lee Methner, M a r t a
Ruth Mondt, Lawrence G. New-
man, Ann Eliz. Nichols. Sondra
Proctor, Nina Rae Propper, Leslie

R. Reichertz. Dell Lynn Rhodes,
James Ray Siegmann, Sandra Lee
Staub, Lloyd McCully Taylor, Re-
becca Sue Thomas.
Luanne Underbill, Barbara Ann

Walton, Ellen E. Weinstein, Linda
Lou Williams, Joanne Zimmerman,

Relationship

National Economy
Professor James A. Johnson of

the Department of Economics and
Business Administration will pre-
sent the second lecture of the Colo-
lado College Faculty Lecture Ser-
ies. Johnson's lecture, entitled

"Creeping Socialism Reconsidered,"
is scheduled for Thursday, October
22, 8:15 p.m. in Armstrong Hall.

Professor Johnson intends to

consider essential questions asked
about the government in its rela-

tionship with the national economy.

Is it true that the United States
is moving from a system of free
enterprise to one which is more
socialistic? Considered will be the

possibilities of more extensive gov-
ernment control of the factors of

production and the direction of

such a government movement. For
example, is the government taking
on private functions, and is it en-

tering areas previously unattended.

such as a welfare program.

Is there greater public control

outside of traditional government
agencies? Here Johnson will dis-

cuss the function of stockholders

in private industry as opposed to

limiting control to management.

Traffic Violations

Anyone who wants to protest T

traffic violation should attend the

meeting at Rastall Center Room
205 on Tuesday, September 20, at

7:00 p.m.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

J
Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
lACROSS FROM SLOCUMl

VUi'Uoinf ZJiacrsl

BUCK SPORTING GOODS CO.

-:- VISIT "THE SPORTSMAN'S STORE" FOR . . .

EVERYTHING IN ATHLETIC

AND OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

OUTFITTERS FOR TIGER TEAMS

119 NORTH TEION STREET 636-3348

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

I 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

New Bands Weekly

COORS ON TAP

-:- -:- Help Us Rename the Kat -:- -:-

50.00 PRIZE

3905 North Nevada (Past the Dog Track

-

Five minutes from the campus)

This Coupon Entitles you to . . .

ONE PITCHER FOR ONLY $1.00 AT

THE KRAZY KAT
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Reservoir of Enlightenment: Rare Book Room a!

Lansburgh Activates Tutt Book Room

With Art and Manuscript Collection
By Bronwyn Vincent

Mark Lansburg"li, Lecturer in Art, has opened the lonjr

moribund Rare Book Room in Tutt Library with a new collec-

tion of rare books and illuminated (decorated in color by hand)

manuscripts. The Rare Book Room is now furnished with

authentic Jacobean tables and a unique Jacobean writing stand

decorated with pierced iron work. These furnishings make it

perhaps "'the oldest rare book room in America." The room
is dominated by the presence of a

green-painted, oak eagle lectern-

can-ed seven hundred years ago
during the Romanesque period in

Germany.
Mr. Lansburgh, describing the

purpose of his collection, said "It

is formed as a teaching collection

... to provide the casually inter-

ested student a touchstone with

each period of Western European
history from the age of Charle-

magne . . ., to offer the more ser-

ious scholar depth in certain areas

and the reference tools necessary

to pursue such studies." The beau-

ty of the collection is that it not

only contains a wide variety of

original works but some 3,000 sup-

porting volumes of reference ma-
terial.

Mr. Lansburgh's collection offers

the interested students and faculty

members access to examples of

palaeography and artistry dating
from the ninth to the seventeenth
centuries. The collection is rich in

medieval and renaissance material.

It is strong in Northern European
Art, Germanic and Franco-Ger-
manic, while balanced with Eng-
lish, Flemish and Italian works.
Mr. Lansburgh is particularly in-

terested in the Northern Romanes-
que and renaissance art and their

influence on later movements.

Origins of Interest

As Mr. Lansburgh spoke of the
origins of his interest in this field,

of art, he explained his triparted
capacity as a collector, scholar and
creator.

"I started at Dartmouth 20 years
ago in the graphic arts shop with
the hand press and things — calli-

graphic. I wrote a book of poetry

and prose, printed on my hand
press, for which I did wood en-

gravings. At the tennination of the

book, I asked myself the serious

question — What are these things

we call type, what is the wellspring

for calligraphic initials, what do

the first woodcuts look like? And
the searchings for the derivations

of type and letter forms took me
back to the eighth and ninth cen-

turies. Slowly I have wended my
way back to the 15th century. Per-

haps in another 20 years I will be

up to the 20th century although

my research opens up worlds of

investigation that may prevent my
attaining the 20th century. This is

a slow, laborious process but full

of treasures if one is fortunate

enough to find them."
When asked why he came to

Colorado College, Mr. Lansburgh
replied, "I came to Colorado Col-

lege mainly because of the atti-

tudes I found. The men are open

to new ideas and new methods of

investigation. They offered me a
flexibility which will make it de-

lightful for formal teaching and
informal research. They were open
and responsive. These seemed to

nie to be rare men in the often-

stultified field of academe."
Current Plans

Mr. Lansburgh was formerly a
consultant to the Department of

Special Collections at the Univer-
sity of California at Santa Bar-
bara library. Now that he is at

Colorado College he gives his cur-
I'ent plans. "In addition to my reg-
ular lectures, I am looking forward
to a continuing program of exhibi-

tions hoth in the Rare Book Room

Future Projects:

Column, Exhibits

Mr. Lansburgh is currently in-

volved with unpacking, catalogu-

ing, organizing and shelving his

collection.

He will have a column in the
Tiger entitled "Lectem, Case
and Easel," characterized by the

below -symbol.

MR. MARK LANSBURGH stands by the green-painted, oak eagle
lectern which symbolizes the Rare Book Room.

Icpni'ii

ulanruift

n.iininioi

t
lie oninaii Lim

THIS MINIATURE on vellum from the Italian Cholrbook was done byAn+on.o del Cherrcc. Florence c. 1470. It is entitled "Two warrior
saints and God figure."

and Armstrong Hall ... to stimu-

lating student interest from many
departments, not merely art and

history and English . . . and to

helping to build the Colorado col-

lections themselves. Who knows
what scholars and what collectors

(or potential collectors) will pass

through the doors? This is an ex-

citing situation beglin by the col-

lege. And such excitement is con-

tagious at all levels."' The Rare

Book lioom on the second floor of

Tutt Library will be open Tues-

day, Wednesday and Thursday

from 2-5 p.m.

Eagle Lectern

Mr. Lansburgh has an infectious

enthusiasm when he talks of his

collection which truly brings to

life the past it deals with. He
spoke of the eagle lectern and re-

called his research throughout Eur-

ope during 1962-196.3 for early

church artifacts in Spain, Ireland,

Germany, Switzerland and Eng-
land.

"These countries, he explained,

have a common Celtic influence in

their background. The bird itself is

a picotal piece of art, marking the

high point of German medieval

art following the Carolingean Re-

naissance. German Art of this era

reached its pinnacle in Romanes-
que Art after the Otto dynasty
and then plunged into an abyss not

to rise again until the early l6th

century with Albrecht Duerer."

"On my year's research in Eur-
ope, I worked in Spain on an early

palaeographical project for a dis-

tinguished Princeton scholar on a

Clarendon Pi-ess series and in

Karlsi-uhe on some tenth century
Reicheman manuscripts to aid the
librarian of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. I have also been working
on my own research projects, and
comparative photographic skills.

Cultural Influences

1 am interested in the relation-

ship of one country and one culture
to another. For instance, tfl see the
influence of national book hands
of tlie eighth century on the syn-
thesis into the Carolingian minus-
cule— the letter forms we use to-

day for writing after these thou-
sand years. This was accomplished
under the direction of Ahoiin of
York, but drawing on prevailing
letter forms from Italy and Spain
as well as Northern Europe. An-
other for instance, to see the court
art of the Tudors dependent on
Venetian artists and Flemish de-
corators. Both are traceable in this
collection."

Mr. Lansburgh remarked about
the vigor of 20th century German
Expressionisfic Graphics, and it.s

direct relationship to l.'Sth and 16th
century German Block Books
and early wood cut illustrations.

"But then it is not surprising as

Nolde, Halckel, and Kirchner and
others took these early cuts as a

source for their own modern Teu-
tonic impetus. Klue. Beckmau,
Feiningler , . . many, tasted of the
"Freuhes Blut" (early blood) and
this can be seen in examples from
these artists in the collection here."

Early charters and seals be-

ginning from Romanesque times,

royal letters patent of Tudor mon-
archs, renaissance Papel briefs,

and original Italian and German
writing manuals of the 16th cen-
tury are included in the collection.

Prom the 15th and IGth centuries
are graphics— old master draw-
ings, etchings, engravings and
woodcuts mostly of the Northern
schools. Among the rare books is

the Urs Verlag series of Kells and

Lindisfarne as well as other pala-

eographic classics. These are only

a few examples of the range and

depth of the collection.

In the future he plans an exhibii

on the English Royal Charter ir^^

connection with the 900th AnnivpM

sary of the Norman conquest of

England . . . the Battle of Hatl-

ings.

Lansburgh has long been assor-i

iated with the hand-press move-
ment in California. He received a

Merit Award for a book of his

which is in the collections of manii

European and American librariPi.;

Among these are the Huntingt-'jf

Library in San Marino, the Houglii

ton Library at Harvard, the New-:

berry Library in Chicago, thf

Chapin Rare Book Library at Wil
liamstown, the University of Cali'

fornia Library at Berkeley, and
the Clark Library of UCLA whei-

one of his creative broadside.^ i-

on permanent display.
|

Lansburgh's calligraphic work
|

was seen in the 1961-02 Americiu;

Calligraphy Show at the Peabod;

Institute in Baltimore with foui

vellum panels depicting the histori-j

cal development of national scrip'.^

during the early middle ages. Ht

has lectured, since his return, ;it

Williams, Dartmouth, Harvard

,

(Club of Odd Volumeb), UCLA,
!

and Scnpps i

THIS DRAWING OF SAVONAROLA, from the Colorado College
Lansburgh Collection was done before 1500. It is tinted on velluff
Circle of Leonardo di Vinci. A similar drawing exists in the Albertini
Collection, Vienna.
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Prof. Marty Discusses Foundations

And Future of Religious Revolution
Super Dorm Draws Jealousy of CC Coeds

y m-
alogu.

e hi-

Professor Martin Marty present-

er! the thesis that the American

Colonial era is the foundation for

religious behavior in a series

It lectures last Sunday and Mon-
and it is, he believes, against

[his foundation that the present re-

ligious revolution is aimed.

His first lecture, "The Roots of

Religious Revolution," dealt with

the historical development of the

i-eli;ious awakening from the view-

point of the leaders, the clergy, and

the laymen in this century. The re-

volution is an awakening from an

old traditional framework to a

mure modem one. It is, according

to Marty, the necessary outcome

of secularization, civil rights, the-

ological thought, and dynamic lead-

ers .^;iich as President Kennedy and

Ti've John.

His lecture Monday morning was
dPMited to delineating where and
when this old traditional frame-
\Mirk emerged in America. Dr.

Marly felt that the tradition began
in the colonies when the many re-

ligious sects arrived in this country

to practice their beliefs. Their

sti-otig ideas were integrated into

the constitution along with tenets

of their social and economic life.

These ideas were somehow frozen

into place for about 150 years and
have just lately begun to defrost.

Professor Marty sees the situa-

ti'>n -Split into two different camps.
On one side is Tillich who believes

I

timt everyone is basically religious

I

and who consequently wants to re-
' tain certain qualities that are es-

sential to religion. On the other
siilo rive Cox and Bonhoeffer who
think that )-eIigion should be merg-
ed with what is becoming the secu-
hii- city since they feel that the

S^vingline

<^[l]Howfar
can a dog
run into

the woods?
(Answers below)

[2] A storekeeper

bd 17 TOT Staplers.
I

,

AH but 3 were sold. \ (\^
How many did ^

fee have left?

This is the

S^iringline
Tot Stapler

8eer than a pack of gum-but packs
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substance of Christian faith is par-
ticipation in secular life. Marty
feels, as a historian, that the ans-
wer lies somewhere in between
these different means.

Dr. Marty obsen-ed that most
people are extremely anxious to
see some changes made. They are,
however, a little leary of the
changes, and still think in terms
of the old traditional wooden
framework of the small New Eng-
land white-washed church.

Astrologer Hours
The Astrologer will be open the

following hours:
Friday, Sept. 16: 9:00 p. m.

-

12:30 a.m.

Saturday, Sept. 17 (couples
only): 10:30 p.m. -1:30 a.m.
Tuesday. Sept. 20: 9:00 p.m.

-

11:30 p.m.
These hours are effective for this

weekend (September 16-20) only.
Friday and Tuesday nights will be
open to all comers, but Saturday
night is limited to couples only.
There will be no cover or minimum

Young Democrats

Elect Officers
The Young Democrats of Colo-

rado College held an organizational
meeting in Rastall Center on Mon-
day, September 12. The following
students were elected officers:

Dave Johnson, president ; Ray
Jones, vice-president; Dick Steven-
son, secretary; Wally Bacon, trea-
surer; and Carolyn Matthews,
member at large.

Roy Romer, candidate for the U.
S. Senate from Colorado will be on
campus Thursday, September 15.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass)
will be in Colorado Springs Satur-
day, September 24. Rep. Frank
Evans will visit the campus later

this fall as will Bob Knous, Demo-
cratic candidate for governor of
Colorado.

Any student interested in join-

ing the YD's and in working for
the election of Democratic candi-
dates, please contact any one of
the five students mentioned above.

By Gail Russell

"It's revolting!" commented one
Colorado College girl while tour-
ing Superdorm during open house
last Sunday. Although a somewhat
irreverent way of describing a mil-
lion-dollar building with cai-peted
phone booths, the remark is indica-
tive of the feeling of most Loomis-
ites . , . they're jealous!

The rooms in Superdorm are big-
ger, the halls quieter, the colors
more neutral and the bathrooms
more private. Beds, desk lights,
lobby lounges and laundry are alt

newer and nicer than in" Loomis!
The only negative comment came
from a girl who expected, in a dorm
where even the bathtubs are label-
ed, a voice from the walls to say,
"Turn left here please." Otherwise
sentiments like "Give it to the
girls" and "They don't desen'e it"
predominated.

But then there is the other side
of the fence— the inside. It seems
that Superdorm was conceived,
planned and built by humans who
have one characteristically nasty
habit . . . they goof! Some far-"

sighted soul drilled holes in the

wastebaskets but neglected to in-

stall similar di'ainage facilities out-

side the showers. Icy puddles re-

sult. And the shower heads are

carefully positioned so that the

spray keeps the soap dishes clean.

"Your soap dissolves right before

your eyes," one resident comment-
ed a little sadly.

And then there are the ceilings.

The concrete has endless decorat-

ing possibilities. The lights fit in

well between the beams, a feature

which confines the efficiency to a

few square feet directly under the

fi.xture.

Murder Threatened

In Rastall Sign
"Girls who left pigeon at Ro-

berts' laboratory. Pigeon is in Pal-

mer Hall (not in psych, lab). Take
it away at least by Friday, 5:00

p.m. Otherwise, I'll kill him."

Winchell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

PIZZA 8, MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemeth'S CI TejpH

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

NOW OPENS THE . . .

"Annex"

Monday cjnd Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Teion Telephone 634-4591

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
Youll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3% blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

acmpuhco
OFFICE SUPPLY

5I6N. Tejon 633-1721
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LEVI'S LEVI'S
•: New Brush Denim Cords •: Slim Fits :

:• All Styles :• All Sizes :

112 South Tejon Telephone 632-0391

EXPERT DRY CLEANING

AND LAUNDRY

Pick-up and Delivery Service

At All Girls' Dorms

We Welcome Your Charge Account

French CLEANERS and LAUNDRY

219 North Cascade

Phone 633-3855

Mel's Voice and Vision

OFFERS A

ONE WEEK SPECIAL
30 WATT SOLID STATE Regular

AM - FM Stereo Tuner-Amp 189.95

2 VM Speakers 70.00

Each Has:

6" Woofer — 5" Mid-range — 3" Tweeter

Total 259.95

September 16, 1966 Colorado College Tiger

6" Woofer — 5'

Total

Mid range — 3" Tweeter

259.95

SPECIAL: 5199.95

Dealers in .

Ampei — Scott Tape Rentals

Mikado — Martel Complete Service

Garrard Accessories

412 SOUTH TEJON TELEPHONE 635-2239



Game Time 1 :30

Tiger Gridders Face Doane College Tomorrow
*^

. . . 1 1 ._ „ __ !,;» ^«.,;^v Dn,i mil .Tnnkftwski in from Nebraska.

By Bob Hii'^ter

The Colorado College football

team opens the regular 19GG sea-

son this Saturday witli a home

game against Doane College of

Nebraska. Colorado College was

beaten by Doane in the final game
of last season, but the Tigers are

not looking for a repeat perfor-

mance.

L;ist Satunlay the Tigers travel-

ed to Canon City for a game
against the inmates at the Colo-

rado State Penitentiary. The Carle-

men won 14-0. Pre-season mistakes

and mis-timing kept tlie score

from being more one-sided.

Colorado College took the open-

ing kickoff and marched down the

hehi to })ay dirt, relying on long

.. Sports

painers to the outside by wing-

hack Bob Stapp and tough running

inside by fullback Lex Towns.

Quarterback Warner Reeser push-

ed over from the two for the score,

and freshman Kerry Weigiier

kicked the extra point.

The Tigers kicked off, and on

the first play from scrimmage, the

rugged Colorado College defense

knocked the ball loose and re-

covered the fumble. It appeared as

if the Tigers were going to get an-

other quick score, but two fifteen

yard penaltes quelched the threat.

Colorado College was unable to

score again until the fourth quar-

ter, when sophomore Dave Coggins

hit senior end Bill Jankowski

the end zone for six points. Weiff-

ner again converted, rounding out

the Tiger scoring.

The multiple offense worked

well for the Tigers as they kept

the "Penn State" boys off balance.

Backs Towns, Reeser, Stapp, and

sophomore Steve Higgins all turn-

ed in good running performances,

and both Reeser and Coggins con-

nected with Jankowski for sub-

stantial aerial gains.

The Tiger defense stiffened

whenever the inmates began an

offensive drive and never really

got into serious ti-ouble. Fine play-

ing by crashing ends Bob Justice

and Dan Stitt, and alert play by
freshman defensive backs John
I'awcett and Mark McElhinney
-mothered the prison passing at-

t:ick. and the strong Tiger defen-

sive interior cut off the prison

(,' round game.

After last Saturday the Tigers
;ippear to be ready for Doane. If

liu' offense continues to move the

hall and the defense continues to

lilay its hard hitting game, Colo-

rado College should take revenge
(or last year's defeat by the boys

from Nebraska.
There will be a pep rally on Fri-

day night at 8:00 on the Rastall
|

patio. Kickoff time Saturday at

Washburn Stadium is 1:30.

Tennis Meeting

Today at Palmer
An important meeting of all mt.-n

interested in playing varsity tei,-

nis will be held this afternoon ;it

1:30 in room 115 of Palmer Hall.

The team will again be under tl,e

direction of Coach Jay Forsyth aiul

should again prove to be one of the

state's stronger teams.

This year's team will consist of

eight players, v/ith Ray Yost, P.

J. Anderson. John Cover and Bob

!\lcSwain fighting it out for the

top positions. The team will play a

full spring schedule and it is hoppi]

that a few matches will be played

during the fall and winter. Anyone

interested who is unable to atternl

the meeting should contact Coaili

Foisyth as soon as possible.

I

C^Ili'iEii^i '^
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher n Town for

$1.25
Our f.oniou'. CfHjr ovailobl-; for large fraternity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

TI&ER kickers prepare for upcoming season.

- Photo by D. Hurnett

High Income Jobs on Campus

Gel a high paying job in lales, dis-

tribution or martet research right on

Tipus.

, forBecome a campus representati

over (or+y magazines, American Air-

lines, Operation Malch, etc., and

earn big part-time money doing in-

teresting wort.

Apply right now!

COLLEGIATE MARKETING,
Dept. H, 27 E. 22nd St.,

New York, N. Y. lOOIO.

^athli OceH

Fine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surmiindin

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Hathau>aif,i

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

Drive-In Cleaners

and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers

-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers

-:- 9 Dryers

Open all daij and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & Willamette

|3 blocks alf campus)

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campus

827 North Tejon

Attention European Travelers

If your plans include

transportation to Europe

by Icelandic Airlines or

by Steamship .... Now is the time for reservations

ALL POINTS TRAVEL SERVICE
215 East Pikes Peak Avenue Phone 636-2393

^4-^
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\X/orld-Famous Quartet to Play in Armstrong October 10

Juilliard String Quartet to Open Art Series
In inaugurating tlie Colorado

College Art Series, the College has

invited the Juilliard String Quar-

tet to perform in concert on Mon-

day, October 10. The single per-

formance will be pi-esented at 8:15

p. m. in the Armstrong Hall Aud-

itorium.

pyee tickets will be available

only to students, faculty and ad-

ministration at Rastall Center

from Monday, September 26 until

Monday, October 3. On October 4

tickets go on sale to the public for

$2.00.

Dr. Max Lanner, professor and
chairman of the music department
said, "The Juilliard String Quar-

tet is one of the world's greatest

ensembles and was our unaTiimous

first choice for the opening con-

cert of Armstrong Hall.

Hl-I'M/Stereo Iteview, in an ar-

ticle entitled "The Juilliard Quar-

tet: Ultimate Beethoven," ex-

claims:

"Since its establishment nearly

20 years ago as quavtet-in-resi-

dence at the jTiitliard School nf

Music in New York City, the Juil-

liard String Quartet has come to
be considered the interpietive
group without peer for the classics

of the 20th century repertoire —
the quartets of Bar'tok, Berg, We-
bern. and Schoenberg. During the
past decade, however, in its record-
ings as well as its concert work,
the Juilliard has concentrated more
and more on the great repertoire
of the Classical and the Romantic
eras—Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven,
Dvorak, and Debussy. The con-
trolled intensity of the Juilliard

players' rhetoric and phrasing . . .

Tlie Tiger
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Deadline for GRE Applications Approaching
Test dates of the Graduate Re-

cord Examinations for fall semes-

ter graduates are November 11

and 12. Application at the Coun-

seling Center, Cutler Hall, closes

on October 7. The test location

has not yet been determined for

the area test on November 11. The
Advanced and Aptitude Tests on

November 12 will be given in

Taylor.

The testing schedule is:

Area Tests—
Fri., November 11—1:30 p.m.

Advanced Tests—
S^t, November 12—8:30 a.m.

Aptitude Test —
Sat., November 12—1:30 p.m.

Administration of GRE's
The GRE's are administered in

two different ways at Colorado

College:

1) The Institutional test is GRE
administered directly by the in-

stitute { Colorado College ) . All

graduates will be involved with

these tests. The Advanced test

and the Area terts are required

by CC for graduation. Also, the

Aptitude test and the Advanced
test are often recommended or re-

quired by graduate schools and
fellowship committees. The Insti-

tutional tests may be used, in

many cases, for National Defense
Education Act Graduate Fellow-

ships.

Besides the dates mentioned
above, the Institutional tests will

also be administered at CC on
April 14 and 15, 1967 (for spring

graduates), and June 23 and 24,

iyC7. Tliere is no charge for this

test; the fees are included in the

senior fees. Test scores are re-

turned to the college within three

weeks. At that time students may
arrange through the Educational
Testing Service in California to

have records sent to graduate
schools and foundations ($1.00 per

address).

Volunteers to Speak

About Peace Corps
Twu returned Peace Corps Vol-

unteers will visit the Colorado
College campus to talk to interest-
ed students about the Peace Corps
on Wednesday, Thursday, and Fri-
<'i»y, September 28-30.

The two volunteers are Miss Po-
Ijeita Malmgren (Tanzania) and
Mr. Steve Carter (Ecuador). For
most of the three days, one or
both of them will staff a table in

Rastall Lounge. They will also
speak to selected classes and will
•ii^et, upon invitation, with housing
""Its on the campus.
On Friday afternoon a film on

the Peace Corps will be shown at

iNiitional Tesl

2) The National test is GRE ad-

ministered directly through the

Educational Testing Service, Ber-

keley, California, 94704 (the In-

stitutional tests administered by

CC come from there, too). Stu-

dents must apply individually for

the test by mail.

Application forms and informa-

tion booklets may be obtained at

the Counseling Center. Since Col-

orado College happens to be a na-

tional center for the National
tests, the tests will be administer-

ed liere at CC. These tests are of-

ten specifically required for cer-

tain fellowships and graduate
schools. The Advanced tests ami
the Aptitude tests are administer-

ed under the National test pro-

gram.

Testing Dates

Relevant dates are

:

a) Testing date, October 29; ap-

jilication by mail closes October
14. This test is required for Dan-
forth Fellowships and National

Science Foundation Co-op Fellow-

ships.

b) Testing date, January 21; ap-

plication by mail closes January 3.

This test is required for National

Science Foundation Fellowships

and may be used for National De-
fense Education Act Graduate
Fellowships.

Besides the tests required by

CC for graduation, students con-

(.(-ined .-hould liiul out from the

graduate schools and fellowship

foundations that they are consider-
ing specifically which tests are re-

quired by these institutions and
when the tests should be taken.

Further information on the tests

is available from Dr. MacDonald
at the Counseling Center in Cut-
ler. Questions on the applicability

of test scores to national fellow-

ships should be directed to Profes-
sor Reinitz.

places this ensemble in the posi-
tion vis-a-vis today's listener that
the Budapest Quartet held 25 years
ago." The Quartet performs for
Columbia Mastenvorks. Epic, and
RCA Red Seal.

The quartet's first violinist, Rob-
ert Mann, was born in Portland,

Ore., where he also received his
initial musical training. A Juilliard
alumnus, he studied violin under
Edouard Dethier in addition to

composition. After winning a
Naumburg Award, Mr. Mann made
his debut in 1941, touring from
then on as soloist as well as first

violinist of the Albuquerque Fes-
tival String Quartet. He still ap-
pears as a soloist and has also
recorded a number of solo works,
among them the Bartok Sonata for
Ihiaccnmpanied Violin.

Second violinist. Earl Carlyss,
also a Julliard alumnus, is a na-
tive of Chicago. He graduated
with the school's highest award of
excellence, the Morris Loeb Me-
morial Prize for Strings. He made
his professional debut with the
Pasadena Sympliony, toured Scan-
dinavia twice and also appeared
at the Casals Festival in Puerto
Rico. 19G2 marked his recital de-

but in New York.

Raphael Hillyer, violist, born in

Ithaca, New York, studied at the

Curtis Institute of Music in Phila-

delphia. Continuing his musical ed-

ucation at Dartmouth College, he
majored in mathematics "on the

side." After having received his

MA from Harvard, he played with

the Boston Symphony under Serge
Koussevitzky and with the NBC
Symphony under Arturo Tosca-

nini, and also toured with the Stra-

divarius ami NBC String Quartets.

'68 Symposium to Be Discussed;

Workers Needed for '67 Symposium
Special Sympcsium IVU-etinj'

All interested students and faculty are invited to attend a Special

Symposium Meeting on Thursday, September 29th, at 4 p.m. in WES
Lounge, called for the purpose of considering a suggestion for a Sym-
posium topic for January 1968.

At the last Symposium meeting, a group of students submitted the

suggestion that the January 1968 Symposium should be focused on the

area of "American Politics," taking a specific topic under this broad

heading, such as "The American Presidency," or "The Nature of Amer-
ican Politics." The group voted to hold a special meeting to consider

this suggestion. It was argued that, if this was to he the 1968 topic, it

would be well to settle on it now rather than wait until next spring, so

that we might begin at a very early date to contact potential participants

—in a field in which such participants might otherwise be likely to be

committed for long periods ahead of time.

Symposium Committee Volunteers Wanted
Volunteers for a number of Symposium Committees are very much

in demand. Dr. Fred A. Sondermann, Symposium Director, announced

4:00 P-m. in the WES Lounge of
Rastall Center.

BILL PEARSON BURIES his face in his hands as Wendy McPhee and Eve Tllley converse with each other In

Jean-Paul Sartre's "No Exit." The play will be presented by Theatre Workshop tonight and tomorrow night

at 8:00 p.m. In Armstrong's little theater.

.'\n e-Kotic touch is added by the
Quartet's cellist, Claus Adam,
wlio was born in Indonesia, the son
of an ethnologist and a lieder
singing mother. He attended
schools in Europe, beginning his
formal musical education at the
comparatively late age of 14. His
first professional appeai-ance
thougli was not that of n cellist,

but with n boys' choir in Salzburg,
Austria. He then came to the
United States and later joined the
New Music Quartet to which ho
belonged for seven yeai-s. He too
is an acknowledged con\poser.

Literary Magazine
To Be Established

"This year, more than at any
other time in the past several
years, students at Colorado College
will have to make thoir own vit-

ality if they don't want to seo
the campus permeated by an at-

mosphere of apathy. And this,"

stated Charlotte Horrick, "is the
main reason for the appearance of
a new publication at Colorado
College."

The publication, as yet unnamed
tvill probably be in digest form
and is set to make its debut on or
around November 11. The main
purpose will be to provide another
channel of expression for the CC
stutlent. "We're not aiming to
compete with the Kinnikinnik, nor
with its polish," continued the
magazine's spokesman. She was
supported by Kinnikinnik editor,

Jack Berryhill, who commented
tliut lie thought there was enough
creative potential on campus to

support two magazines.

What is being planned is a rath-

er freewheeling, roughly hewn di-

gest to which any student can sub-
mit a wide variety of material:

(irst chapters to incuin[)lete novels,

scenes from plays, movie scripts,

poems, essays, book reviews, car-

toons. The aim again is not for

polish, but for spontaneity — a
sort of literary Happening— en-

tirely student generated. If the
first issue meets with the CC stu-

dent's interest, other issues will bo
considered.

An organizational meeting, open
to any interested student, wilt be

held at noon, September 27, in

Rastall Center, room number to

be posted later. The meeting will

consider cost, printing technique

and a name for the fledgling mag-
azine. Editorships and selection

committees will also be set up.

Final deadlines for all material

will be November 1.

Sartre's "No Exit"

To Be Presented

Tonight by TW
By Cindy Kosener

Existentialist Jean-Paul Sartre's

"No Exit," a play noted as one

that "shocks, compels, and repul-

ses," will be presented by Theatre

Workshop tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:00 p.m. in Armstrong's

little theater. "No Exit," Theatre

Workshop's first major production

of the season, has evoked world-

wide acclaim and philosophical

turiosity since World War U.

Through the play Sartre creates

an imaginary hell after life in a

locked room foi' two women and a

man. He explains man as being a

product of his environment, alive

enough to be troubled about his

lack of responsibility but too weak
to overcome this deficiency. He de-

velops the characters as "existing"

in the declaration of responsibility

for their deeds.

Although many times audiences

do not completely understand the

metaphysics of "No Exit" they

find themselves fascinated by what

it produces. The joy of the pluy

lies in watching the depth of dis-

covery unfold.

Cast members are Bill Pearson,

Eve Tilley, Wendy McPhee, and

Christopher C. Gibbs.
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EDITORIALS
Women 's Living

Tliere has long: been a profound discrepancy between the

men's and women's residence hall systems at Colorado College.

A significant difference exists between rides for the men and

women, but the liberalization of rules in women's dorms this

year has demonstrated that this aspect of the residence hall

system has been considei-ed and acted upon to some extent.

However, there still exists a marked contrast between liv-

ing conditions provided for men and women. The recent Super-

dorm open liouse made this contrast apparent to all women
students who toured the building. Since men and women pay

the same amount of money for room and board, it is reason-

able to expect that comparable living conditions be provided

for all students.

Anyone who has inspected both dorms could not consider

the two at all comparable. For example, Superdorm has larger

rooms, carpeting in the halls, sheet service, modern and func-

tional furniture in both the rooms and the Hoor lounges, ade-

quate book shelves, and phone jacks in every room, none of

which are provided in Loomis. While some of these facilities

could not be duplicated in Loomis without great expense and

difficulty, it is certainly possible to provide women with more
nearly the quality of living conditions lliey deserve for their

money. We hope that any women students— and men too—
who are concerned with this situation will act to make their

feelings known. — Phelps

New Magazine
It is encouraging to note student initiative in establishing

a new student publication dedicated to creative writing. Tliis

type of informal digest is an opportunity for students to have

some of their rough-hewn ideas publicized without the de-

mands of a highly polished and selective magazine.

This new magazine is completely indei^endent from fac-

ulty or administi'ation. It is a student enterprise. We hope
that student literary contributions as well as modest mone-
tary aid will ensure its success.

Class Elections
According to a ruling last year of tlie ASCC Constitution

Committee, the class elections now being held have no con-

stitutional validity nor legal legislative function. Their only

pui"pose is to provide for the undertaking of certain necessary

class duties.

The Constitution Committee, following last year's ASCC
adjournment, decided that class elections could not be held

under the provisions of the ASCC Constitution. A story in the

March 4, 1966, issue of the Tiger reported:

"The ASCC Constitution Committee ruled Monday, Feb-

ruary 2t<th, that no election of any type concerned with the

ASCC could be held due to Article V, Section Z of the ASCC
Constitution."

The article states: "The ASCC Executive Council shall

determine the yearly election schedule of voting members."
As the executive council has adjourned indefinitely, it is Im-

possible, according to the Constitution Committee niling, for

any election to be held.

It should be recognized by all that the class elections sche-

duled for Monday are a wholly extra-legal affair. Their pur-

pose is to perfoiTn those duties which the class itself deems
necessary.

Sacrifices

for Peace

By Muliammed Lebbadi

The U. S. had obligingly set

the stage for tlie destruction of its

military might by sending many

troops to Asia . . . U. S. imperial-

ism can be nibbled up bit by bit

while U. S. troops are occupied in

Vietnam . .
."

The above was an editorial

broadcast by Peking. It seems to

be the reasoning behind China's

negative attitude towards a nego-

tiated settlement of the war in

Vietnam. China's objective is to

humiliate and, if possible, annihi-

late the United States. The victim

in the .'^hort run is the people of

Vietnam,

The U. S. realizes the threat but

continues to concentrate troops in

Vietnam. Its argument is that it

must prove its military might in

Vietnam itself. And since Vietnam

is a key country in the strategy to

contain the "Yellow Peril," the U.

S. must see to it that "freedom"

and "democracy" are preserved in

that country, meaning in plain lan-

guage that South Vietnam must

be kept orbiting the U. S.

I am not questioning the right

of the U.S. to be in Vietnam. In

fact, if I were like LBJ, and boss

of the world's most powerful coun-

try in charge of safeguarding its

"ways" and interests as he is, I

might see the situation his way.

After all, where is an example in

history of a great empire that sen-

sed an emerging new force and

made concessions to it, or even

just left it unmolested!

But I am not LBJ. I belong to

the "poor world." This world,

known otherwise as the underde-

veloped or Third World, had been

a domesticated cow of the "rich

world" until after World War II

when nationalist elements started

revolting. The battle for freedom
is still going on. The "poor world"

cannot consider itself free until all

parts are liberated. Whether the

blood of its people is shed in Viet-

nam, Cyprus, South Africa, or the

Dominican Republic, the pain is

felt all over.

LBJ does not want peace in

Vietnam, unless it brings him the

results that lie is trying to achieve

by war. His "peace offers," and
other maneuvers such as the Viet-

namese "elections," are merely
theatrical tactics aimed at deceiv-

ing the audience. The real hope for

peace in Vietn:ini lit's in a massive
ci-y against the war by the people

of the poor world. This would not
be a cry for or against commun-
ism or capitalism. It would be an
alarming scream against the kill-

ing of people. It may mean sacri-

fices on the part of many. U Thant
has set the exjunple, we must fol-

low.

Deadline Set for

Fulbright Applicants
Competition for U. S. Govern-

ment grants for graduate study or

research abroad in 1967-68, or for

study and professional training in

the creative and performing arts,

under the Fulbriglit-Hays Act will

close shortly.

Application forms and informa-
tion about this year's competition
for students currently enrolled in

Colorado College may be obtained
from Prof. Warren. The deadline
for filing applications through the
Fulbright Program Advisor is

November 1, 1906.

CC: A Paper Tiger?
By Dick Simon

"Colorado College emphasizes the academic achievement and intel-

k'ctnal growth of its students, because these are the principal purposes of

a coHegf. As a residence college, it is also the center for .student life

outside the classroom." — CC Catalogue, p. 2f>

I hcg to differ with yon.

I) action-packed, thrill-a-minnte residence college,

M ivy-walled, mortar-cycled institution of hire learning

Your buildings impress me
Yiinr teachers address me

But your weekends bore me
Girls ignore me

Townies abhor me
WHO IS FOR ME

Whoa is me.

You see, I like all you stand for

(Sometimes you have to stand for quite a bit)

So you want me to study: why so late?

It seems you're trying to l-solate.

I like your pecpul and your John Mendelson and your Judy Collins,

But you KNOW ^vhat I like ... or should I say. LACK.
When your Hub caps its evenings at lOi'-iO

And twirls me into the street

That's when you udderly cease fo be

"A center for student life outside the classroom."

Y'ou force me to seek refuse in a place

<Jf ill repute downtown to forget your shortcomings

Over a pitcher or three.

1 come back.

Raise some cain.

You wonder why
I don't act "sane."

I hold nothing against bacchanalian reverie

But you encourage l.D.-ology and Drafty-ferment.

Think it overt, please:

Is it true that the school that drinks together

Thinks together

Or sinks together.

Give me something to do or loan me a car

Or make me fifty years older

Or make the girls turn boulder.

On Mendelson^s Blindness

,

By Tom Wolf

Among the othenvise reasonable

and perceptive views of Labour's

John Mendelson, some persons

were surprised to find a rather

naive blindness with respect to the

political aims of the USSR. Ac-

tually, this failure was as predic-

table as Mr. Mendelson's use of

plural verb forms for the word
"government." One of the main

traits of the British mentality has

been and is to ignore Germany un-

til it is too late. We cannot afford

to do that. We cannot afford to al-

low our thinking and that of the

USSR to "freeze" in Vietnam as

we have allowed it to do in Ger-

many. The steps outlined by Mr.

Mendelson concerning how the

great powers got into Vietnam and

how they can get out of it are in

many ways comparable to the Ger-

man situation, But to try to un-

derstand the involvement of the

great powers in Germany is neces-

sarily to re-evaluate the history of

the last 50 years or so. It is also

to take the wishes of the Germans

into account, and to do some cri-

tical and sympathetic thinking

about German nationalism. Most
people are not ready to do that.

Few persons would deny that

Germany is the key to peace or

war in modern Europe. It has been

for the past 100 years, and it will

continue to be. As concerned as we
are in Vietnam, we cannot afford

to ignore the problems of and pos-

sible solutions to divided Germany.
What I hope to do with this article

and with those that will follow it

in the Tiger is to create a campus
dialogue that I think might bear

some fruitful thinking towards the

analogous situations in Germany
and Vietnam. To do this, I will

have to add to and comment upon
my "neo-Nazi" article, "On Losing
a War," printed in last Febniary's
Tiger. Those persons rocked and
outraged by that article have a

particular reason to participate in

the dialogue, because they are ex-

actly the persons who share Mr.
Mendelson's unfortunate blindness.

Anyone studying the German lan-

guage or modern European history

should join in. Arthur Winter, the
exchange stuxlent from Gei-many,
should be particularly active. And
yet none of us will learn anything

if we do not follow one aspect of

Mr. Mendelson's thinking. Our Bri-

tish friend was attempting to n-
tionalize the complicated military-

political developments in Vietnam.

Frozen in their respective foreign

policy poses, neither of the gre:it *

powers is doing this at the pr<.-

sent time. This attempt, applied to

the German situation, is both dan-

gerous and promising. It leads di-

rectly to two problems: 1) The
probiem of historical relativism

and the related difficulties of ap-

plying tlie so-called "scientific me-

thod" to history and political sci-

ence; 2) The problem of its pro-

mise. We (Mr. Mendelson includ-

ed) may not be justified in assum-

ing man's ability to act rationally

in Vietnam and in Germany.

Relating and examining these

two problems can be difficult. Let

me be blunt. If we are to be ration-

al, we must be optimistic about

our ability to abandon the sacred-

ness of such symbols of righteous-

ness as Winston Churchill, the

Nuremberg Trials and Franklin

Roosevelt. We must admit that in

Germany as in Vietnam the great

powers have super-imposed their

struggle and to some extent theii'

ideologies on e.=;.'^entially civil pro-

blems. In line with a foreign policy

advocating self- determination and

"the will of the people" for every

non-nation in Africa, we must
qu-estion the right of the great

powers to perpetuate the division

of Germany. Or do we apply an-

other standard to Gennany— be-

cause it is Germany? Perhaps we
have been in both woi'Id wars the

victims of British and FVench anti-

German propaganda. Considering

these questions means humbly
confessing the relativity of our

historical point of view. No one—
even the victor—can claim the pos-

session of absolute historical

truth. Herbert Muller's The Uses

of the Past shows why history can-

not be utterly objective or strictly

scientific in method. And yet he
claims that historical relativism

and the complexity and multipli-

city of the causes of historical

events is no cause for despair.

Specifically, we must admit that

propaganda and bitterness have

blinded us to a more reasonable
evaluation of Germany, and that

(Conlinucd on page four)
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i'ijoup (ttiiappl

Simday Morning Worship Service

Scptembei- 25. 19(ili

11:00 A. M.

I'reacliei':

pjnfessor Kemu'lh Bnrlni)

Worsliip Leader:

William J. Campbell

Sermon Title:

'Playing It Cool"

That one should play it cool i^

an attitude widely held by students

and often that education is a pri-

vate matter. It is also thought,

hopefully only by those who have

not had the experience, that a col-

lege education provides equipment

for earning a better living but that

this added equipment needn't

change a person too much.

Each of these attitudes is a fruit

of that approach to life which ur-

ges us to "piay it cool." In as

much as they imply a detachment

from both the world and one's

word they deceive us about the

conditions of human life.

In contrast with this cautious,

noil-involved, individualistic ap-

proach stands Christian faith. It

urges upon us a much more risky,

much less controlled, style of life.

It urges a life of involvement, not

because it can't be avoided but be-

cause we recognize that it is only

tluough the complexities of such

a relationship that true life may
be found.

LETTER to the EDITOR
To the Editor:

We were quite happy to hear
of the expansion of women's hours,

but we feel that another phase of

extension of hours is nov.' in order,

namely those of the Hub. It would
make a lot of sense to keep the

Hub open past the closing hours
of the library on week nights and
until hours on week-ends. This
would not only be more conven-
ient for students, but also would
result in increased business in the

Hub. Why not try it and see?
Jon Gilmore
Alan Frickson

Jolin Morris

Astrologer Hours
The .\s(rologer will be open tlie

following hours:
Friday, September 23: 9:00 p.m.

—12:30 a.m.

Saturday, September 24 {couples
only): 10:30 p.m.—1:30 a.m.
Tuesday, September 27: 9:00

p.m.—11:30 p.m.

Friday night features an open
hootenanny. Saturday features
folksingers Ann Ketchim, Bezzie
Tiiylor, and Ed Stabler.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campus

827 N Dr+h Tejon

High Income Jobs on Campus
Gel a high paying job in sales, dis-

tnbuiion or market research right on
your own campus.

Become a campus representative (or

o^er forty magaiines, American Air-

''"es, Operation Match, etc., and
earn big part-time money doing in-

teresting work.

'*'Pply right now!

COLLEGIATE MARKETING,
Dept. H, 27 E. 22nd St.,

New York, N. Y. 100 10.

The Loyal Opposition

Superdorm, famed for its extensive social facilities, Is also noted as a

center of study concentration.

Crazy Man!
Ry John Fruit

One is very often at a loss to

prescribe the origins of contem-
porary social conventions, and this

is very likely with good reason.

iMany times these conventions so

totally ignore plainly observable

facts and seem so absolutely de-

void of anything resembling ra-

tionality that one wonders how
they could ever have been conceiv-

ed by the supposedly rational hu-

man animal.

The example foremost in my
mind is the Big Mother concept of

college administration now practi-

ced by this and many other insti-

tutions around the country.

This institution claims, 1 be-

lieve, to teach its students respon-

sibility and claims to prepare them
for Life After College (a gohien

panacea). Pursuant to this aim,

men students are provided with

sheets, women with hours, eveiy-

body with food and housing, all of

which (of course) teach them how
things will be in the After Life.

This institution claims to instill

moral virtue by minding the stu-

dents' business for them (except

in the event that a student's fa-

ther can afford to buy him off, oi'

in the event that charges are not

pressed). If to be virtuous is to

practice Plato's Good because one
wants to practice it, then may I

suggest that virtue will never be

instilled by imposing a moral code

which encourages the student to

fear "vice" rather than love "vir-

tue."

The barking bird is confused,

but what have we here? If Mr. Ed
were really able to give us the

benefit of some of his horse sense,

one can easily imagine him saying,

"Crazy, man!"

Dave Enoch to Address

GC Young Republicans

Dave Enoch, Republican candi-

date for Congress from the 3rd

Congiessional Distiict of Colorado
will address the Colorado College

Young Republicans Tuesday, Sep-

tember 27, in the WES room at

4:00.

On Thursday, September 29, Mr.
Howard Probst, Republican State

Chairman will address a meeting
of the Colorado College Young Re-
publicans at 4:00 in the WES
room.

Games Tourney
The Games Area Fall Tourna-

ment will be held October 3-15.

Anyone interested in participating

should contact the Games Area in

Rastall.

By Jerry H ancock
World War I was the war "to

make the world safe for demo-
cracy"; it was also "the war to

end all wars."' We are now engag-
ed in a war to make America s;ife

from the Viet Cong.

This war, like all wars, has some
very far reaching effects, some of
which are very subtle. One of these
is that all progress toward nuclear
disarmament has stopped.

In August of 1945, President
Truman ordered the dropping of
the first atomic weapons on Japan.
At that time the United States
was the only country in the world
with nuclear weapons and America
was not sure of what it had. Today
the United States has the power
to literally destroy the world. This
assumption becomes a foregone
conclusion in the event of a total
nuclear exchange between the Un-
ited States and the Soviet Union.
This fact lends importance to the
Geneva disarmament talks.

There are other, nioi'e "pi-acti-
cal," reasons for nuclear- disarma-
ment. It is totally useless as an in-

strument of foreign policy. The
threat of nuclear war is meaning-
less against our chief antagonist,
the Soviet Union, or any of its al-

lies. By using the threat of nuclear

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
loc// discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3'2 blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

V-

'^^m^m OFFICE SUPPLY

A ae^mpubco
r 516 N. Tejon 633.1721

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

war we ai-e saying that the United
States is willing to destroy the
world for the sake of democracy.
This kind of reasoning is arrogant
and self-defeating, not to mention
suicidal.

Aliother reason for nuclear dis-

armament is that by i-elying al-

most entirely on nuclear weapons
the United States is prepared to
light nothing less than a total war.
Tl\is situation has changed since
our involvnient in Viet Nam but
only at the e-\pense of supporting
both a largo tactical force as well
as a large imclear force.

If the reasons for disarmament
are so clear and the cost of nuclear
war so great, why haven't any
significant steps been taken to re-

duce the number of nuclear wea-
pons?
There are basically two reasons.

First, any disarmament must be
multi-lateral. Unilateral disarma-
ment would upset the nuclear ba-
lance of terror and make one coun-
try subject to nuclear hlackmnil .bv

the otlier. The United States, Bri-

tain, and Russia are all willing to

accept nndti-lateral disarmament
but disagree on many important
details.

The second stumbling block is

(Ciiiiiiiiucil oil iiaitD f(iur)

EXPERT DRY CLEANING

AND LAUNDRY

Pick-up and Delkeiy Service

At All Girh' Dorms

We Welcome Your Charge Account

French CLEANERS and LAUNDRY

219 North Cascade
Phone 633-3855

Throughout Rocky Mountain Region

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

Low low price

Colorado Springs

595 S. 8th
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Wanted by Record Club of America

Campus Representative

To Earn Over $100 In Short Time

Write for information to:

MR. ED BENOVY,

College Bureau Manager,

Record Club of America. 1285 E. Prin-

cess Street. York, Pennsylvania, 17405

Dr. Simmons on Math;

Third Faculty Lecture

NOW SHOWING

CINEMA 70

3i00 E.

Hwj 24

6RE6DIIY SOPHIA

PECK A lOREN
STANIEVDONEN

PRODUCnON

ARABESQUE
TECHNICOLOR'

AT 2:00 4j25

6:50 & 9:15

Dr. George F. Simmons will be

the featured lecturer of the tliird

1966 Faculty Lecture Series.

Speaking on the topic "Mathema-
tics: Science or Art?" Dr. Sim-

mons will examine the nature of

mathematics as it relates to both

these fields and to culture in gen-

eral.

By showing the relationship of

mathematics to the sciences, the

arts, history, and culture, Dr. Sim-

mons will answer the question

which is perhaps the most perplex-

ing to non-math majors—"Why
do mathematicians have so much
fun?"

On Mendelson

Dr. Simmons lecture follows Dr.

Peterson's discussion of "The
French Univei-sity," and Professor

Johnson's speech on "Creeping
Socialism Reconsidered" in the

Faculty Lecture Series. The lec-

tures are in Armstrong Hall,

Thur.sdays, at 8:15.

The Loyal Opposition

(Conlinucc] from vase llirec)

rectly related to the first. These

(Coniiniied from jmge (wo)

it is this blindness which prevents

us from seeing the dangers to

world peace of our present polic-

ies in Germany. Part of America's

greatness is her ability to be char-

itable to the doers of the deed,

even if she cannot afford to con-

done the deeds. No one condones
t!ie activities of the Third Reich

in general, but we must be specific

in determining just what they

were. Without this willingness to

re-examine, without a certain kind

of humility, we can never begin to

be charitable or rational about our
involvement with Germany.

SINCE 1925

FINE QUALITY

KNITTING MATERIALS
— AT —

"THE KNIT SHOP"
125 South Tsjon

p]-obIems can't he resolved as long

as the United States is actively

participating in the Vietnamese
Civil War. The Russians absolute-

ly refuse to discuss the matter of

disarmament until the United

States withdraws from the war.

Time is running out. The prob-

lem of nu-clear disarmament is now
limited to the United States, the

Soviet Union and the United King-
dom, but this situation can't last

forever. The French and Chinese

are well on their way towards de-

veloping sophisticated nuclear

weapons as are India and Israel,

I feel that if the United States

and the Soviet Union can success-

fully disarm, then this would set

the example and precedent for the
rest of the world. Hopefully world
opinion would force the French
and Chinese to do the same. No
progress can be made toward this

goal until the United States with-

draws from Viet Nam. Time is

running out.

Young Dems prepare signs and posters for Ted Kennedy's visit to

Colorado Springs alrpoH' tomorrow at 10:30 a.m.

Kennedy to Speak at Airport
Senator Edward Kennedy, broth-

er of the late President, will' put

in a brief appearance at 10:30 a.m.

tomorrow morning, September 24,

at the Colorado Springs Municipal

Airport. The purpose of Senator

Kennedy's visit here in the Springs

is to offer his support in the cam-
paign for re-election of this dis-

trict's national Congressman, De-

mocrat Frank Evans, and to aid

in the campaigns of other local

politicians.

A rally has been planned for

that time by the local Democratic

NOW SHOWING
SEE IT AT 12:45 -:- 2:5S

5:11 -:• 7:24 AND 9:37

DEADIY...DAN6ER0US...THE GAME iS3^i«v BLlNDFOi:C).:f
- r .

THE PRIZEjiS:-?^"

TECHNDCOLOR"- PANAVISION'Btiiffiijsi

Workers Needed for '67 Symposium
(Continaed from page one)

this week. A number of students and faculty have already signed up to

serve on various groups which will prepare for the forthcoming Sym-
posium on "The City," and additional ones are still needed.

The committees include the following: 1) Committee on Exhibits

and Decorations; 2) Film Committee; 3) Hospitality Committee; 4) Cal-

endar and Program Committee; 5) Luncheon Committee; 6) Physical

Arrangements Committee; 7) Publicity Committee; and 8) Preparatory
Activities Committee.

Anyone wishing further information about the work of these com-
mittees and anyone wishing to serve on one or more of them, is urged
to contact Dr. Sondermann in Palmer 35, Extension 322.

''Newman Club Plans

To Be Discussed
On Wednesday, September 28th

there will be a meeting in Rastall

Center at 8:30 to discuss plans of

the Ne\\'man Club for the coming
year. Father Kennedy, CC New-
man Club Director, cordially in-

vites all interested students. The
October 16 visit of Bishop Buswell
to the campus will be discussed.

Derby Days
An all-school dance will mark

the end of the Sigma Chi Derby
Days on Saturday, October 1.

The dance is informal and will

be held in Rastall from 8 p.m.

to 12 p.m.

Tickets are one dollar per
(.ouple and may be obtained
from any Sigma Chi and from
tlie Sigma Chi representatives
in Slocum.

Committee and the CC Young De-

mocrats. Senator Kennedy will

speak to those at the airport and

will then board a plane for Pueblo,

also in Evans' district, at 11:00

a.m. Following his appearance in

Pueblo, the Senator will travel to

Denver, Salt Lake City, and points

in Wyoming to complete his cam-
paign circuit.

Congressman Evans is seeking

election to a second term in the

nation's House of Representatives,

and is running against Republican

candidate David Enoch. In Novem-
ber 1964, Evans defeated 22-yea]-

incumbant J. Edgar Chenowetli

(R) for the third district Congres-

sional seat. CC students will re-

member that election, in which the

Young Democrats played a role

in Evans' victory. Help is sought

again this year, and anyone inter-

ested is urged to attend Saturday's

rally. Rides will be provided at

Rastall beginning at 10:00 a.m.

Oktoberfest Slated

For Tomorrow Nite
The German "Oktobeifest" spon-

sored by the German-American
Cultui-al Society of Colorado

Springs will be held this Saturday

night, September 24, at the Air
Force Academy. The "Oktober-
fest," featuring a German band
from Denver will begin at 8:00. A
German dinner of Bratwurst and
Kartoffelsalat will be served at
about 10:00.

Tickets are $2.00 apiece. Those
interested should contact Karen
Newton or any member of the Ger-
man department.

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

Polynesian Room Hub Considering
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m. Hours Extension

Tropical Drinks at The CC Hub, in conjuction with
Rastall Center Board is consider-

ing a possible revision of Hub
hours. It has been suggested that

the Hub stay open until after li-

brary closing hours on week-
nights, and until girls' hours on
weekends. BEFORE any changes
are made, however, student pres-

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday) sure must be brought to bear on

12:00-8:00 (Sunday) the situation. Unless sufficient

student interest is shown in the

mo E. Fillmoris (Try Us (or Your Ne«t Function] Phone 634-0978
matter, no changes will be made
at the present time.

THB CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
1 ) Port of uour coUesc experience . . .

^A Browsing (and coffee) at The Chinook.

'P Charge accounts welcome.

2O8I/2 North Tejon 635-1 195
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Class Officer Elections to Be Held
Elections for class officers of the

sophomore, junior, and senior clas-

^P< will be held next Monday, Sep-

[einhcv 2r,. in Rastall Center. The

pulls will be open from 7:00 a.m.

to 7:00 p.m. Since a majority of

ilif votes cast is necessary to win

,.;ich office, a run-off election may
l,e needed and that would take

u\ace on Tuesday at the same time

ami place.

The new class officers will take

n\er the duties and activities of

their respective classes and will

;ilso serve in the new .student gov-

,>rnment which is still in the hands
„1' the faculty Committee on Cojn-

mittees. In addition, the three

chi?.? presidents will work with the

ruiniiiittee on Undergraduate Life.

Petitions are now available at

iJnstall Desk for freshman class

officers and are due by 5:00 p.m.

on Friday, October 14. All fresh-

men were given an information

sheet explaining the elections,

which will be held on Monday, Oct-

ober 24.

The ballots for upperclass elec-

tions will read as follows:

Senior Class

I'resident: John Chalik. Neil

Hamilton, Ottie Otterstein

Vice-President: Stu Johnston,

'[noi Mahony.

Secretary-Treasurer : George

r.riL'e, Barb Keener

Junior Class

President: Hannah Palmer, Dave
Schaffer, Bob Sears

Vice-President: Tom Jeffery,

Bill McDonald, Dave Murphy, Jay

Peyton, Greg Stephens

Secretary-Treasurer : Doug
Brown, Dianne Flesh, Dave Meyer.

Kip Palmer

Sophomore Class

President: John Browne, Jim
Griffith, Kirk Thomas

Vice-President: Harry Durham
Secretary-Treasurer: John

Walsman, Pobby Walters.

Community Service

Committee Plans

Picnic, Zoo Visit
The first activity of the Coni-

nuinity Service Committee will be

n visit to the Cheyenne Mountain
Zno and a picnic in the Garden of

the riods. Patients and staff mem-
l-"i.- from the Colorado Springs di-

vi.•^in|l of the Colorado State Men-
tal Hospital in Pueblo will be
inuught Up for the occasion. The
^00 trip will begin at 10:00 a.m.

and the picnic will start at noor.

Women from various church
pioups in Colorado Springs are
liroviding the food for the picnic

tmd the Committee is responsible
for the entertainment. Guitars and
ideas for a skit are needed. Any-
one interested in coming should
sign the list on Rastall desk. For
more information call Dianne Sin-
clair, Ext. 379, or Ann Williams,
Ext. 381.

The members of the Community
Service Committee, which is open
to all interested students, presently
"work on Saturday afternoon with
patients at the Pueblo Mental Hos-
pital" said Dianne Sinclair, chair-
man of the Committee. "We defi-

nitely need cars. That's the only
Pi'oblem." There is a possibility of
"enlarging the Committee to tu-
tor Spanish-Americans."

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & WillameHe

(3 blocks atf campus)

J
Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUM)

Candidates for senior class officers are. from left to right: Bottom row:
Jofin Ciialik, Barb Keener, Stu Johnson, Neil Hamilto
George Brice, Ottie Otterstein, Tom Mahony.

Top

LEVI'S LEVI'S
-:• New Brush Denim Cords -:• Slim Fits •:

:- All Styles :• All Sizes :-

i

Western Weiir

! 12 South Teion Telephone 632-0391

Candidates for junior class officers are. from left to right: Bottom row:
Kip Palmer, Dianne Flesh. Dave Schaffer. Hannah Palmer, Jay Peyton;
Top row: Dave Murphy. Tom Jeffery, Greg Stephens, Bill McDonald!
Dave Meyer: Missing: Bob Sears, Doug Brown.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemth'A CI Tejph

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES , PITCHERS, KEGS

NOW OPENS THE . . .

"Amex"
Monday and Wednesday Night Special

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

Candidates for sophomore class officers are, from left to right. Bottom
row: John Browne, Robby Walters, John Walsman; Top row: Jim Grif-
fith, Harry Durham; Missing: Kirk Thomas.

Drive-in Cleaners

and Laundry
Complete Sell-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers
-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers

-:- 9 Dryers

Open all d(uj and evenings seven dm/s a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

CLEANEBsl '^"^ Block South of College

LAUNDRY
IT Telephone 6:i2-1476

Attention European Travelers

If your plans include

transportation to Europe

by Icelandic Airlines or

by Steamship .... Now is the time for reservations

ALL POINTS TRAVEL SERVICE
215 East Pikes Peak Avenue Phone 636-2393
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Two Freshmen Attacked, Beaten Prof. Johnson Examines "Creeping Socialism"

By Five Youths Near Slocum
By Pete Feinsin&er

TIGER Slaff Crime Reporter

The annual feud between CC
freshmen and "townies" got off to

a fljing start last Friday night

when two freshmen were attacked

only a block away from Slocum.

Wending their way up Tejon

after a bout with Giuseppe's the

two Slocum residents, who re-

quested that their names be with-

held, were not overly impressed

when a car containing five youths

pulled up and disgorged obscene

remarks. As the freshmen didn't

answer back, the car moved on.

But a minute later, "they came
around the block again, yelled

some more stuff, and jumped out

of the car and started beating us

up." After a short, one-sided

scramble, the toughs left the fresh-

men and drove off. The two CC
students tottered to Slocum, from

where they were njshed to Pen-

rose Hospital. They were treated

for multiple bruises and a few

cuts.

Police promptly arrived on the

scene some 20 minutes after the

incident and discovered the town-

ies engaged in that favorite past-

time - cruising around J's. Four

juveniles and one 18-year-old were

apprehended. The latter refused to

admit to the fight, but the four

juveniles confessed that they "were

sore because we got kicked out of

the Wasson football game." They

admitted that they had had no pro-

vocation from the freshmen, but

had just wanted somebody on

whom to release their frustrations.

They also admitted to throwing

the students down and kicking

them "because they looked like

they were going to punch us back."

The four will go to Juvenile Court,

but the one adult will be tried in

Municipal Court.

Fortunately, the attackers used

no weapons. One, however, wore a

steel combat helmet, possibly Ger-

man, and a definitely German
"Maltese Cross" of World War 11

vintage. These articles would seem
to suggest a connection between

this group and the notorious

"Fourth Reich" group growing in

downtown Colorado Springs. But

Lieutenant Vern Wilson, head of

the Colorado Springs Police De-

partment's Juvenile Bureau, shook

his head when this connection was

proposed by the Tiger.

"In the first place, there's not

much to this "Fourth Reich' —
just a bunch of kids who get to-

gether and harass people, and,

when asked who the heck they

think they are, answer 'The Fourth

Reich!' It's jusn an easy way out."

As none of the attackers men-

tioned any connection with that

group, Wilson, while not entirely

dismissing the possibility, main-

tains that they were just a group

of kids looking for trouble; the

helmet and medal, common enough

decorations among today's "rocker"

set, do not justify a connection.

(^uth.& OfieH

Fine Food . . . FxccUcnt Seroicc . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight BlocU Itom Cai

SCHWINN Franchiie Dealer

19 EAST KIOWA STREET
; & Parts for Any Make

TELEPHONE 634-4733

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 Norih Telon Telephone 632-0164

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to I I rOO P-M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

By Barbara Keener

"Is socialism gradually under-
mining the United States capital-

istic system?" Professor James A.
Johnson of the CC Economics De-
partment delved into this qu-estion

last night in the second of this

year's Faculty Lecture Series.

According to a pre-lecture, press

release copy. Professor Johnson's

speech (entitled "Creeping Social-

ism" Reconsidered) was geared to-

wards an examination of govern-
mental expenditures in light of the

nature of socialism. Using the

common definition of socialism—

A

movement which aims to rest in

society as a whole, rather than the
individual, the ownership and man-
agement of natural, manmade,
producer's goods—it is best to view
the increase in public expenditures
at all levels of government rela-

tive to the Gi'oss National Product

since 1900.

The assumption that we are

heading towards public control is

based on the fact that owners of

American corporations are losing

the ability to control their hold-

ings. At the same time we must
recognize that qualitative controls

of government may even be more
powerful than quantitative con-

trols (i.e. such non-monetary con-
trols as pressures of prices and
failure to file income tax).

The next question is— are our
citizens' fears of governmental
spending justified ? First in answer
to this is the fact that public ex-
penditures have increased by 20%
in the last 60 years. In other
words, in 1900 public expenditures
were 107c of the GNP, now they
amount to 30%. However, before

Lectern, Case and Easel

By Mark Lansburgh

This column, entitled 'Lectem,
Case and Easel,' wilt be a regular
feature in the Tiger. Its purpose
is to acquaint the College com-
munity with the exhibition pieces
being displayed on the Eagle Lec-
tern, in the glass case, and upon
the ash easel in the Rare Book
Room with additional notes and
comments.

The first College exhibition of
medieval manuscripts accompanied
the dedication of Armstrong Hall.
(The show has now been transfer-
red to the lobby of the Library).
Its theme— French Bible Illu-mi-

nation. Tiiese Romanesque and
Gothic manuscripts trace the de-
velopment of French book painting
after the l2th century . . . from the
simplified figure style and last

vestiges of Celtic animal interlac-

ed initials to the compressed and
elongated elegance one associates
with Gothic art.

These are the same aspects one
gets when viewing a rounded Ro-
manesque arch in a nan-ow-slitted
stone wall, and, then, the high-
pointed Gotliic arch and glass-

tracery walls of Notre Dame.

Notice, too, the preoccupation
with animal forms in the early
manuscripts which evolve into

borders with animals ha\'ing folia-

ted tails. And later, in full Gothic
spirit, the delicate, foliate-borders

sans beasts of the 'darker ages

past.'

The small case display in the

Rare Book Room itself has exam-
ples of the final development of

marginal treatment, as well as re-

fined figure painting from the 15th

century.

This French show will be on

view another three weeks only, so

come by to see them in short or-

der if you plan to see them. Per-

haps we can arrange an informal

lecture on these manuscripts be-

fore the show is replaced.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

liathau>aif,i

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

^\ Bass Weejuns

^^ College Shoe Shop

83 1 North Tejon

^S
Shoe Repairing

CIl 1 i* Ti f P ?i
' g>

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEM PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP , , , Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellar available tor large fraternity or clan parties

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

conclusions are dra'^vn, it is neces-

sary to determine where the per-

centages have been growing. Thi^

entire increase has come in threr-

areas : 50% in defense spending.

'2.b% investments in our expanding
educational system, and 26% in

social security since 1935. The lat-

ter two areas' funds can be at

least cut back or in the case of

social security, eliminated.

Most importantly, it can be
pointed oirt that the government
hasn't actually assumed private

roles. Indeed, the United States is

still the most capitalistic, least in-

fluenced by government, country

in the world. And the U. S. is the

only major country that has not
shown clear-cut expansion in

spending in the last 10 years.

In conclusion. Professor Johnson
added that the condition of the

country must be considered. Public

expenditures have tended to rise

sharply during a crisis and consi-

quently never return to the former
levels. Thus we are still recover-

ing from the sequence of the de-

pression followed by World War
II. What this means is that we au-

still wrapped up in a compelling
world situation and must look at

the volume of public expenditures

in that light.

Med School Test

The Medical College Admission
Test is to be given on October 22,

1966 at 8:30 a.m.

The deadline for receipt of ap-

plication is October 7, 1966. Ap-
plication forms may be obtained

at the Counseling Center in Cutler

Hall.

SMrittgiine

[1] Divide 30 by i,

and add 10.

What is th;

[2] Ton have a TOT
Stapler that ^jg=7aa
staples eight ^P \m
lO-page reports /bjX^or tacks 31 memos W^
to a W
boDetm board. 1
How old b the /

owner of LL
this TOT Stapler? ^i:^

This is the

Tot Stapler

(Includine 1000 stsplei)

Larger siro CUB Desk
Stepler only 31.49

No blKg« tian a pack of eum—but packs
the punch of o big deal! Refills available
overywhero. Uneondilionally gaoranteed.
Mode in U.S.A. Get it at tiny itationery,
variety, book atorel

~^U^€^t^£i'ft^ INC.

Long Island City, N.Y. 1 1 101

piMO BB3 floJ Cn9)t lOOqM
•TOTI *«»fpnmi oin ,!! 'n'trad " pno Jjooq
-«lOB a OJ HBN ll^O* •>0 ^^K 'no 10 BBpl
pw| « loa f| ipiq»-«''"'-raidHis xoi "
•*Kl ?<8^ •?» nwjt'l "(SC ! P»PP" Ot

o«) oi-i saaASNV
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Four Course System Now Under Consideration
By Mary Sterrett

X four-course curriculum system

(.vliicli would determine academic

ciedit in terms of the number of

.purses a student takes, instead of

the number of hours, has been ex-

iinined by the Academic Program
(;(,mmittee.

Under consideration during the

past year, the program, as its

iiaine indicates, wouhl limit each

student to eni-ollment in no more

ihan four courses each semester,

and it is still being investigated in

the light of its desirability for fu-

ture adoption at Colorado College.

Specific research has been con-

ducted on the possible curriculum

renovation by Professors Paul T.

Bechtol, Richard C. Bradley, Doug-
las A. Fox, and Kenneth J. Cur-
ran, Dean of the College. A special

report issued by this group to all

faculty an;! staff last month, re-

lating the details of the current is-

sue, is the source of the following

information, and, for the major
portion, has been directly quoted.

Two curriculum systems have
been discussed by the Academic
Program Committee, one being a

three-term, three-course plan, and

the other being the previously
mentioned four-course, two-term
plan, with which the Committee is

primarily concerned.

"Under the first of these ar-
rangements the school year is

divided into three 10-week terms
and during each tenn a student
takes three courses. Obviously the
system is much like the quarter
system except that students are
limited to three courses and the
courses are equivalent to full

semester coui'ses. Likewise, the
two-term, foui'-course plan is much
like the traditional semester svs-
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Book Store Expansion Reviewed by Rastali Board
By Judy Adams

Last year's proposal to expand

the bookstore, approved once by

Rastali Center Board, is now un-

der fire. The primary questions of

the Board seem to be whether an

adequate bookstore in Rastali Cen-

ter, replacing student acti\nties of-

fices, is consistent with the philos-

ophy of what constitutes a student

union, and whether space can be

found for those offices that would

be displaced in the expansion.

Proposals for expansion were

first considered when it was real-

ized that the Colorado College

Book Store currently operates in

about 40 percent of the physical

space which the National College

Bookstore Association considers

adequate for a school of this size.

Endless lines and text sliortages

result at every registration. Also,

Colorado College possesses a "book

store" which can accomodate only

about 1500 trade, or non-text,

books. Finally, virtually no room
exists for any used book opera-

tions.

When the book store was plan-

ned, the paper-back book explo-

sion could not have been foreseen.

Where one or two hard bound texts

were used in a class pre\'ious!y,

seven or eight paperbacks may
now be used in addition. This se-

mester, professors ordered about
45,000 books. Herein lies tlie main
source of the space shortage.

A little over a year ago, the fac-

ulty Committee on Committees ap-

pointed an Ad Hoc Committee on
the Bookstore, headed by Profes-
sor Krutzke, to explore the phys-
ical and staff requirements for a
t\vo-pronged program: 1) expan-
sion of the trade book section, con-
sisting of a well-lighted, quiet
area where one could browse, and
2) development of adequate text
facilities. A trade-in, or used book
section, was not under considera-
tion.

Four possible locations were con-
sidered: Dem House, Palmer, Cut-
ler, and Rastali Center. The first

three were subject to numerous

Art Class Moves to Cemetery
Evergreen Cemetery was the

scene Monday, September 26, of
Prof. Herman Snyder's basic stu-
•^io art class. Prof. Snyder packed
the 20-plus members of the class
'nto the Fine Arts Center bus,
S3ve them their assignment, and
Waved good-by as the bus moved
off.

The students, assigned two pro-
blems in depth perspective, spent
oiie and one-half hours at the cem-
^t'^ry. Fanning out across the
cemetery, the art students picked
their favorite brand of gravestone
^"d went to work.
Concentration was broken only

once by a small funeral.

prior commitments for class and

office space. Dern lacked a central

location. Because of their symbolic

and sentimental value, President

Worner vetoed the use of Dern
and Cutler for commercial enter-

prise. Finally, the cost of convert-

ing any of the first three was con-

sidered prohibitive.

Three Year Program
Left with Rastali Center, the

Committee developed a three year

expansion program. The Tiger of-

fice was to be occupied the first

year, and the trade book section

expanded from its present 1.500 to

7500 or 10,000 books. The fact that

students have, already this semes-

ter, special ordered some 500 books

is taken as evidence that a trade

book section would receive exten-

sive use. Second year expansion

would encompass the Activities Of-

fice. During the final year, |)resent

walls would be torn down, and the

hallway absorbed. This would dou-

ble the present floorspace of the

bookstore, resulting in achieve-

ment of 80 percent of the I'econi-

mended floor space. It was felt

that since both the newspaper and
Activities Office were single-room

operations lacking any permanent
capital fixtures, they could both be

easily moved elsewhere in Rastali

Derby Days to End

With School Dance
The Beta Gamma chapter of Sig-

ma Chi will hold their first annual

Derby Days Thursday, September
29 through October 1.

The grand finale of the weekend
is the all-school Derby Days Dance
which will be held Saturday night

from 8:00 until midnight in Ras-

tali Center. The Daniels from Den-
ver are the featured band. Tro-

])hies will be presented at the

(lance to the winning teams of

various events of the weekend.

Highlights of the weekend are

the field events at Washburn. The
pregame show at 1:15 p.m. will in-

troduce the main events which

will take place at 1:30 p.m. Parti-

cipating in these events will be

eight teams: one from each soro-

rity, two from Bemis, and one

each from Ticknor and McGregor.
Harry Hoth, Mayor of Colorado
Springs, will be the guest of honor.

The coronation of the Derby
Days Queen will climax the field

events. The candidates are Patric-

ia White, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Diane Toby, Kappa Alpha Theta;

Joan Bow^r, Delta Gamma; Susan
Bexfield, Gamma Phi Beta; Wen-
dy Krause, Ticknor; Janis Leet,

McGregor; Bonnie Jean Bryant
and Pamela Johns, both from
Bemis.

or to another building. The choice

of Rastali therefore involved the
least necessity for unsettling other
programs and the least expendi-

ture for remodeling.

Approval Withdrawn
Last spring, both the Campus

Design Committee and Rastali

Center Board approved the Book
store Committee's recommenda-
tions. However when approached
last week with a fully detailed

(Continutd on page five)

teni except that students arc
limited to four courses. Under the
3-3 i)lnn a faculty member teaches
two courses each term (i.e., six

c.uring the year) and under the
four-course plan the faculty mem-
ber teaches three courses each
term or, again, six during the
year.

The 3-3 program is in operation
at Occidental College and the four-
course program at Pomona Col-
lege. A subcommittee of the Aca-
demic Program Committee (Bech-
tol, Bradley, Curran, and Fox)
spent one day at each of these
schools talking to members of the
faculty and administration and
the conclusions and recommenda-
tions that follow are based in large
part on infoi-mation obtained at

these schools,

1. They felt that the four-course
program should be adopted at Col-

vciido College. A rather abbreviat-

ed description of the program as

it might appear in the College
catalog is as follows:

The unit of academic credit is

the course. A candidate for a bach-
elor's degree must successfully

complete a minimum of 32 courses.

A course consists of approxi-
mately one-fourth of the work ex-
pected of a student during one
semester in lecture, studio, labo-

ratory, reading, and study. The
term applies both to a semester
course and to one semester of a
year course. The number of hours
spent in class and laboratory may
vary according to the subject and
level of the work. Some courses
meet four or five hours a week and,

unless otherwise indicated, a sci-

ence course includes whatever lab-

oratory work is requii'ed. Courses

involving extensive reading nor-
mally meet three hours weekly
with a fourth hour available for
conference.

A half-course credit is allowed
for a few selected courses and for

some advancetl work in indepen-
dent reading or research.

A cumulative course is used for
work that contimics through four
semesters. Partial credit for in-

complete cumulative courses is

not allowed.

The normal registration is four
courses in each of the eight sem-
esters. Any student may take for

credit a cumulative cmirse in ad-
dition to the nornjal registration
of four courses. Juniors and Sen-
ioi-s may register for more than
four courses and one cunuilative
course in two of the four semes-
ters of the Junior and Senior
years. This overload may not ex-
ceed one additional course.

The maximum number of half-

courses that may he taken in any
one semester is two if taken ns

part of a total registration of four
courses and one if taken in addi-

tion to the normal registration

during the Junior and Senior
years.

Similar to Pomona
This description of the course

system and of course loads follows
very closely the description in the
Pomona catalog. At Pomona, cum-
ulative courses are ofTorcd only by
the music department for work in

practical music and for ROTC.
Thus, the cumulative course which
is permitted in addition to the four
courses is one which does not add
a fifth "subject" to the student's

.'ichedulo, (Wc were told by the

<C.HllillUClI c I four)

HAYES HOUSE burns fiercely as firemen attempt fo extinguish the flames. The building, which was In the

process of being demolished, burst into fire sometime last Tuesday night, September 20. A large crowd of

students milled around the building shouting in great exuberance as the building crashed to the ground.

Student Action Group Expresses Philosophy, Plans

By Ricki Robbins

'The Free Student Action Com-
mittee is an association of young
people on the left. It seeks to

create a sustained community of

educational and political concern:

one bringing together liberals and
radicals, activists and scholars,

students and faculty. It maintains

a vision of a democratic society,

where at all levels the people have

control of the decisions which af-

fect them and the resources on
which they ai-e dependent. It seeks

a relevance through the continual

focus on realities and on the pro-

grams necessary to effect change
at the most basic levels of eco-

nomic, political, and social organi-

zation. It feels the urgency to put

forth a radical, democratic pro-

gram counteiTosed to authoritar-

ian movements both of Commun-
ism and the domestic Right."

The above is the preamble of the

constitution of the Free Student

Action Committee which met last

Tuesday to elect officers and to

discuss plans for the year.

Jim White was elected chairman

of the newly formed organization;

Tony Sims, vice-president; Adele

Awner, secretary-treasurer. Prof.

T. K. Barton will sei-ve as faculty

advisor.

Committees were organized to

investigate possible action in the

following areas; abolition of capi-

tal punishment, segregated hous-

ing problems, Viet Nam, and the

White Citizens' Council. The Free

Student Action Committee has

also submitted letters to President

Worner and Professor* Bechtol,

chairman of the Academic Pro-

grams Committee, requesting that

a representative of FSAC be in-

cluded where student opinion is

formally expressed.

Dissent Welcome

It was made clear by White that

dissent within the gioup is to be

expected, and indeed welcomed as

educational. White also mentioned

that all those who are interested

in participating in specific activi-

ties of FSAC are encouraged to do

so, even if they do not wish to be-

come members. The next meeting

of FSAC will be held Sunday, Oc-

tober 2.



EDITORIALS
Bookstore Supported

Tlie members of the Tiger staff, faced by possible evic-

tion as a result of expansion of the book store, can only view

with horror the rambling and wholly discouraging arguments

presented by Rastall Center Board.

We must assume that the purpose of Colorado College is

to promote and develop tlie intellectual maturity of each in-

dividual student. Student activities, while important, must

remain secondary to the primary task of academic learning.

We have a new library, new science, humanities and ad-

ministration facilities, and a renovated hall for social sciences.

It is a disgrace that the students on this residential campus

are virtually denied the opportunity to browse and examine

books which are outside the realm of assigned reading.

We maintain that the bookstore is a primary and funda-

mental element in learning and the expansion of interest to

all areas. We believe that looking at, reading and buying books

constitutes a student activity. Mr. Gordon Aoyagi, cliairman

of Rastall Center Board, says that "A student union (is) a

place where students may actively participate in student ac-

tivities." But, according to IVIr. Aoyagi, the l)ook store is a

"private enterprise," and "not within the philosophy of a stu-

dent union."

It seems somewhat contradictory to assert that not only

must student activities be included within a residential cam-

pus, but that they must be in one building— and then to ar-

gue, if by implication, that a bookstore is not a student activ-

ity and furthermore, if a student might be interested in books,

that he will have no trouble at all walking "six blocks" to the

middle of town.

The Tiger maintains that books and the buying of them

is perhaps the most important and most exciting activity a

STUDENT can engage in. If space can be found, and yet the

book store expansion is still blocked, we can only ask for the

justitieation of denying a most important student activity to

students.

Policy Statement
The Tiger does not publish anonymous letters or opinion

articles. If we think circumstances wanant printing a letter

or an article without a b,v-line, we can, at our discretion, do so

:

however, we must still linow who the author is. Those people

who have submitted anonymous pieces of writing are welcome

to contact the Tiger staff, state their identity, and either re-

submit their material or submit other material. We are inter-

ested in all people who are interested in the Tiger.

LETTERS to the EDITOR Honor Code Non-Existent

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

Last week's newspapers offered

some interesting insights into the

Viet Nam situation. On Thursday

a front page headline in the Den-

ver Post stated "U. S. Offers Plan

to Cut Viet War." The article that

followed was a report on Ambas-
sador Goldberg's offer to cease the

bombing of North Viet Nam if

Hanoi showed any interest in neg-

otiation. Goldberg also stated that

the U. S. would begin scaling do\vn

its military operations if Hanoi
would be willing to cut down its

support of the Viet Cong.
On Friday the Denver Post car-

ried a three-inch headline stating

"War Plans Extended to 67 by Mc-
Namara." In the article that fol-

lowed the Post reported that Sec-

retary of Defense Robert McNam-
ara had extended formal planning
of the Viet Nam war into late

1967. McNamara, who has become
known in some Washington circles

as "The Great Compromiser," also

ordered 280 additional tactical

fighter planes. These announce-
ments were made at a press con-
ference on Thursday.
On Sunday, the Denver Post ran

a headline stating "U. S. Pouring
Planes into Thailand Bases.'" UPI
reported that the United States
had increased the number of vfar

planes in Thailand by 50 percent
and that more than half of all mis-
sions over North Viet Nam are
flown from American Eases in

Thailand.

The question now arises as to

the effect of these developments on

the Viet Nam situation. First,

Hanoi called the latest United
States peace proposal a hypocrit-

ical cover-up for military escala-

tion. Washington in turn, felt that

Hanoi's rejection was only prop'o-

ganda.

I feel I must agree with Hanoi's
intei-pretation of our latest peace

proposal. If we were really inter-

ested in ending the war, there

would be no need for increasing

the Defense Department's order
for tactical aircraft. There would
be no need for an additional §10
to §20 billion to fight the war and
there would be no need to double
the number of American aircraft

in Thailand.

To extend the hypocrisy a little

further, I would hasten to point

out that it is only five weeks until

Election Day. To me, it seems as
if President Johnson is trying to

placate both the "hawks" and the
"doves" in the hope of bringing
his congressional support back to

Washington after the November
elections.

Hypocrisy can only lead to dis-

trust. If the United States sincere-

ly seeks peace in Viet Nam, then
we should seek it honestly, and
with all 'available resources. If

America is not willing to seek
peace wholeheartedly, then it must

^^be prepared to meet the justified

accusations of hypocrisy.

Tn the Editor:

Through the ever-present, ever-

flowing college grapevine, I heard

recently of a proposal to expand
the bookstore to include a large

paperback section of books not or-

dered by professors for specific

courses. This appears to me to be

an exciting idea, which should be

fully explored, with the hope of

turning it into a reality!

I understand that there is some
question of room; where to put the

proposed 5,000 to 10,000 new titles.

Would it be feasible to move the

Tiger office to Cutler Hall where
the staff would have infinitely

more space to put out the paper,

thus giving up their present office

for a paperback annex to the pre-

sent bookstore? If this were pos-

sible, and such an extension of the

bookstore came into being, I am
sure that it would be a tremendous
success, and well frequented, sur-

passing the limited supplies of

Chinook in both variety and quan-

tity.

The College is expanding in all

directions today, putting in new
improvements everywhere we look,

and yet the bookstore, which
should be as rewarding as the li-

brary, is little more than a sta-

tionery store, with but a drug-

store's rack of paperbacks! An ex-

pansion here would benefit the en-

tire College community! Rastall

Center, let's see what can be done!

— Hopefully yours,

Jodv Komor

To the Tiger:

This is a copy of the letter

adopted by the Free Student Ac-
tion Committee and mailed to

President Werner:

Dear President Womer:

Realizing that the vacuum caus-

ed by the absence of student gov-

ernment has forced you to look to

other areas for representative stu-

dent opinion, and realizing that

you might have to call in indivi-

duals or representatives of groups
for consultation on general stu-

dent affairs; the Free Student Ac-
tion Committee of Colorado Col-

lege requests that you include one

of our representatives in your dis-

cussions on student policies.

Our organization has an open
and non-stipulartory membersliip

clause, and our constitution is be-

ing presented to the CUL for ap-

proval. We are students deeply de-

dicated to exami-nation of the edu-
cational system at Colorado Col-

lege. Believing in the precepts of
participatory democracy, believing

that each student has a fundamen-
tal responsibility in examining the

possibilities of intellectual and
mental maturity, we respectfully

ask that one of our representa-

tives be included along with other

selected students in considerations

of concern to this college and its

students.

Sincerely,

Free Student
Action Committee

Submitted by Adela Awner,
Sec.-Trea.s. FSAC

Election
The final election results for

class officers are:

Senior Class

President: John Chalik

Vice-President: Tom Mahony
Secretary - Treasure!': Barb

Keener

Junior Class
President: Dave Schaffer

Vice-President: Bill McDonald
Secretarv-Tieasuver: Dianne

Flesh

Sophomore Class
President: Jim Griffith

Vice-President: Harry Durham
Secretary-Treasurer: John

Walsman

By John Pruit

One of the more sacred tradi-

tions of Colorado College is the

honor code, which is, I believe,

purpetrated to insure that a high

degree of intellectual integrity is

inculcated in the individual mem-
bers of the student body. And, as

with all sacred things, the impli-

cations of the honor code system
are too little looked into. Hence,
whence, and therefore, I hope to

provide some food for thought to

those of you who are so inclined.

CC students are trusted, so the
story gaes. to be honest and forth-

right, and as obvious evidence of
this trust, they are required to

swear to their honesty before they
are permitted to register. Let us
examine the consistency of this

approach.

I contend that anyone who is ac-

tually trusted to be honest will not

be asked to swear to prove it. To
ask a person to swear he is honest
after telling him he is trusted

seems very much like the case of

an auto mechanic who says, "Sure,

I trust you, but I'll have to have a

20 dollar deposit to cover the costs

of materials, Just to make sure you
come back." In neither case does
trust even begin to appear. The
signature on the honor code and
the 20 dollar deposit are both iw
more than devices intended to in-

cur in the signer or depositor a

feeling of obligation to his con-

tract. Since there is no question of

trust involved in the honor codp
system, I conclude that the honor
code, as a code designed to place

trust in the individual, does not in

fact exist.

Improvements Needed
In Women's Housing

By Ray Jones
A great man (Saadi) once said,

"The rose and the thorn, and sor-

row and gladness are linked to-

gether." But even Saadi would
have been surprised, as was I, had
he read the editorial on the dis-

crepency between living conditions

provided for men and women on
the Colorado College campus. As
I see it, the tender gender on this

campus is not getting the shake
they are entitled to in the light of
the i-oom charge they must pay
which is equal to that which the
men pay.

Something must be done to

make more comparable the living

conditions of the men and women
on the campus. Reality is neces-
sary also, however. Certainly,
phone jacks in everj' girl's room
cannot be given the first priority.

B\it without a doubt, those who
make decisions in this area of cam-
pus housing must consider such
things as modera and functional
furniture, sheet service, book
shelves, and other minimal chang-
es in the individual rooms and in

the public areas of the doi-mitor-

ies as necessai-y for the physical,

mental, and academic health of the

occupants therein. No time should

be wasted in providing these basic

services to the women in campus
housing who, for the money thoy

pay, do deserve a better quality of

living conditions.

Some skeptics have already be-

gun to cry about how women :it

CC have lived well in these condi-

tions for years and that women
here ought to perservere as those

"unfortunates" did. But since when
does acknowledged history of nii

il! make that ill any more the ac-

ceptable? In short, changes should

be wrought immediately.

But one reminder to the women
of CC. Only to the extent that ym
show a great deal of interest in

the necessary changes being mado
will those changes come about.

Gather yourselves, and those in

sympathy with you, and present

yourselves strongly and relentless-

ly to those who make the decisions

so that your demands cannot be

but heard.

In my opinion, the case is all too

clear to be ignored.

Black Power to Be Discussed
"The Meaning of Black Power"

will be the topic under discussion
by the Reverend J. Archie Har-
graves Sunday, October 2, at 5:00
p.m. in the WES room in Rastall
Center. Earlier, Mr. Hargraves
will deliver the sei-mon in Shove
Chapel at 11:00 a.m. His topic at
this time will be "God's Involve-
ment with Us."
Under the sponsorship of the

Religious Affairs Committee, Mr.
Hargraves comes to Colorado Col-
lege from Chicago, where he is

Program Director for the Urban

Training Center. Mr. Hargraves is

one of the three original founders
of the East Harlem Christian Par-

ish in New York City. This parish

is distinguished for its creative

work among drug addicts, as well

as for its efforts in such areas as

police brutaUty and poor housing.

Following Mr. Hargrave's talk,

there will be an informal buffet

supper and discussion at the home
of the Reverend Kenneth Burton,

1715 North Tejon. All interested

students are welcome to attend.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR

HOME FOR
WAYWAK>

50YS

THE KAPPA SIGMAS BEMOAN the fa+e of their six week suspension

with this sign hung outside their fraternity house.

The Fixation of Belief
The following is a satirical com-

nientai'y concerning authoritarian

society by Charles Pierce (The Fix-

ation of Belief) contributed by the

Ftee Student Action Committee.

"Let the will of the state act,

tlien, instead of that of the individ-

ual. Let an institution be created

wfiich shall have for its object to

keep coiTect doctrines before the

attention of the people, to reiterate

ihem perpetually, and to teach

iliem to the young; having at the

s;tnie time power to prevent con-

trary doctrines from being taught,

advocated, or expressed. Let all

jjtissible causes of a change of

mind be removed from men's ap-

prehensions. Let them be kept ig-

noiant, least they should learn of

sunie reason to think otherwise
tiian they do. Let their passions be
r'tilisted, so that they may regard
|iri\ate and unusual opinions with

hatred and horror.

"Then, let all men who reject the

established belief be terrified into

silence. Let the people turn out

and tar-and-feather such men, or let

inquisitions be made into the man-

ner of thinking of suspected per-

sons, and when they are found

guilty of forbidden beliefs, let

them be subjected to some signal

punishment. When complete agree-

ment could not otherwise be reach-

ed, a general massacre of all who
have not thought in a certain way
has proved a very effective means
of settling opinion in a country. If

the power to do this be wanting,

let a list of opinions be drawn up,

to which no man of the least inde-

pendence of thought can assent,

and let the faithful be required to

accept all these propositions, in or-

der to segregate them as radically

as possible from the influence of

the rest of the world."

eace Corps Representatives

On Campus Today and Tomorrow
The Peace Corps information

lioot^ will be open again all day

today for those interested in pick-

iiig up further information or ap-

plication forms. All people inter-

' Nted in applying to the Peace

'orps should take the modern lan-

i^u;ige aptitude test which will be

'-^:iven this afternoon at 1:15 in

\l'.n>m 205, Rastall Center. This is

'lilt a competitive exam but is used
unly for placement purposes. If

tliose students who wish to apply
\vould take this 30 minute test and
kive their applications and tran-
-iTipts to either of the recruiters
today or tomorrow (one Peace
CiJips Volunteer will be in Rastall
fiuiti ii;00 a.m. until 12:00 noon
ti-i pick up last minute applica-
tions), it will expediate the pro-
cessing, and news of acceptance
\vii[ be received much sooner.

Peace Corps liasons on campus
3if Corky Matthews and Dr. Son-
dei'mann, who can be contacted any
time during the year concerning
general information and applica-
tion.

The Peace Corps representatives

stated that they are very happy to

have been on this campus and wish

to convey their thanks for the ex-

cellent and enthusiastic support of

the students and faculty.

Hub Hours Extended

The Hub has announced the

extension of its hours which
will go into effect tonight.

The Hub will be open;

Sunday-Thursday until 11:30

p.m.

Friday until 1:00 p.m.

Saturday until 2:00 p.m.

The hours extension is on a

trial basis for approximately a
tnonth. If response is adequate,

the later liours v.'ill be main-
tained.

To the Editor:

I must confess to being among
the many students who read Tom
Wolf's article ("On Men>lelson's
Blindness," The Tiger, September
23, 196G) and felt a hazy disagree-
ment with it, only to discover on
second reading that I could not de-
termine exactly what Mr. Wolf's
points were.

To follow the convolutions of
the article, Mr. Wolf begins with
Mendelson's naivete towards the
political aims of the USSR (what-
ever that means), addresses him-
self to the British mentality (is

that like "All Negroes are lazy"?),
and then hops on to Germany vi;i

the Vietnam war.

The problem, and the key appar-
ently, to peace or war in Europe
has been, is, and will be Germany,
and i\Ir. Wolf hopes to create a
"campus dialogue" about it (Does
this dialogue begin with your as-

sumptions, Mr. Wolf?). From
Germany it is back to Vietnam
via rationality and historical rela-

tivism, thence again to Germany
for a lesson on the civil war in

Germany (was this World War II,

Mr. Wolf?) on which the great
powers "super-imposed their

struggle."

Onward and upward, Mr. Wolf
dips back into historical relativ-

ism, dries off in propaganda and
bitterness, dresses in the blindness
of the United States towards Ger-
many, and goes to dinner on "part
of America's greatness." Dessert
is promised in future articles, with
hints at revealing just what the
activities of the Third Reich really

were.

If Mr, Wolf is baiting reaction
by taking a position other than
the one he believes, he has done
well. The oil slick he has spread
suggests an attitude which will eli-

cit just the right emotional re-

sponse he needs to give impetus to

further articles. Divided Germany
is a problem which the Vietnam
war has preempted, and it is good
that Mr. Wolf, drawing on his ex-

perience last year in Germany,
brings our attention to it.

However, if Mr. Wolf is not
baiting reaction, and these are his

view s, they could be better

expressed.

In any case, re-statement is de-

sired in a more lucid form. Mr.
Wolf, just what the hell do you
mean ?

Your friend,

Gary Knight

To tlie Editor:

We enjoyed the recent tour of

Superdorm. However, we could not
help but notice certain differences

in facilities and policies between
the men's and women's residence
hall systems at Colorado College.

We feel that the present upper
classwomen's dorm is sufficient in

many ways; however, there are
some realistic changes which could

significantly improve the present
living situation. In view of the

fact that room and board costs are
the same for both men and women,
we think that comparable facilities

should be provided for all students.

The following suggestions would
lessen the present imbalance be-

tween the two dorm systems and
we think they merit immediate
attention.

1. Provide the same pay for the
advisors and counselors in

the girls' dorms as is pre-

sently provided for the boy.^.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
C J when you're down town

V make stopping at the Chinook

(I hohbit . . . er, habit.

2O8I/2 North Tejon 635-1 195

li. I'loviJe sheet service for the
girls.

3. Provide better phone facilit-

ies. The placement of the
phones in Loomis makes it

difficult to hear the phone
and tell which phone is ring-
ing in time to answer the
call.

4. Provide moi-e book shelves.
5. Improve the conditions of

the floor lounges. The pre-
sent funiiture is not in ade-
quate condition.

t!. Paint the walls in all the
i-ooms off-white (there was
<iisagreonient among the
girls who signed the petition
concerning this point).

— Signatures of 203
Upperclass Women
on file in Tiger office

To the Editor:

I was very glad to see the edit-
orial on women's donns in last
week's Tiger. I have been trying
to figure out for some time why
the girls have not protested the
condition of the dorms sooner. Al-
though we girls pay the same
amount for room and board as th.>

boys, we're being treated like sec-
ond class citizens. I mean, even
the freshman boys have carpeting
in the halls (to say nothing of the

uppoichtss boys" carpeted phone
booths!)

The recent tour of Superdorm
(whose luxury the boys can't pos-
sibly appreciate properly) only
emphasized the ugly cheerlessness
of the women's Mesa Verde-like
dorm. The hideous mishmash of
uncoordinated color on the walls
and flooi-s of Loomis is almost im-
possible to match with any sane
color scheme. And what ai-e laugh-
ingly termed our lloor "lounges"
strongly resemble the rec-roonis of
some kind of poor house. I've visit-
ed a lot of dorms on a lot of dif-
ferent campuses and all the floor
lounges I've seen have been car-
peted and have modem, comfor-
table funuturo and study tables.

I'm not suggesting a Supei"-
Duper Dorm for girls, but 1 feel
that we are entitled to a few small
improvements in Loomis. Any
movement to improve the present
situation has my whole-hearted
support.

Sincerely,

Carol Erbisdi

FRITTER

Lives

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hall

10% Discount Cash and Carry

II 71/2 E.

Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre

RELIEVES GAS PAINS*

*Those pains resulting from
high price of gasoline

Colorado Springs

595 S. 8th
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Four Course System
(Continued from pape ont)

Chairman of tlie Music Depart-

ment that most students ignore

the credit and participate in music

activity because they want to.

Even though this department

strongly opposed the change to a

four-course system, they have

found participation in various mu-

sic groups has increased because

students now have time for this

type of interest). Also very few

half-coui*ses are open to Freslinien

and Sophomores; we looked at a

good many student transcripts

and we are convinced that students

do in fact carry only four courses,

even in the Junior and Senior

years. (Last spring. 37 Juniors in

a class of 300 and 34 Seniors in a

class of 240 were taking more

than the normal load).

The various exceptions to the

normal load, therefore, ai-e typical.

If the exceptions become the rule,

tlie program will not carry with

it the advantages outlined below.

Half -courses and cumulative

courses will have to be held lo a

minimum when our curriculum is

reorganized.

Finally, the all-college require-

ments should be fulfilled by taking

nine courses: three in the Human-
ities Division, three in Social Sci-

ences, and three in Natural Sci-

ences. The specific courses, if any,

that should be taken in each area

can be decided at a later date. To
meet our present outside hour re-

quirement, a student should take

12 courses outside the division of

his major. The maximum number
of courses a student could take in

one department would be 11. All

of these requirements simply

translate the present requirements

to the course system.

Reasons for Change

2. Our reasons for suggesting a
change to the four-course system
are;

(a) No liberal arts college can
provide a student with his com-
plete education. Therefore it

should concentrate on doing fewer
things and doing them well, while
at the same time avoiding the

specialization that should follow
the student's undergraduate edu-
cation. In this way it can best

hope to develop' intellectual inter-

ests which are the best inheritance
it can bequeath to its students.

(b) The current distinction be-

tween three-hour and four-hour
courses is not defensible in many
cases. The student often devotes
as much or more time to a three-
hour course as to a four-hour
course.

(c) Under the four-course pro-
gram an instructor knows more
precisely how much of the stu-

dent's time he has at his disposal.

(d) Courses with low credit {1
and 2 hours) are eliminated or
greatly reduced in number. These
courses increase the number of
subjects a student must deal with
even though the demands of his

time presumably are low. Also
when these courses exist an in-

structor is not sure how much of
a student's time he can reasonably
expect to have for his course.

(e) We need to review the jus-
tification for giving credit for
many courses now offered at CC;
for example, physical education,
radio, and secretarial -studies. A
shift to the four-course program
will force us to review our entire
cumculum which will be one of

High Income Jobs on Campus
Get a high paying job in tales, dis-

tnbo+ion or marfcet research right on
your own campus.

Become a camptii representative for
over forty magaimei. American Air-
lines, Operation Match, etc., and
earn big part-time money doing in-

teresting work.

Apply right now!

COLLEGIATE MARKETING,
Dept. H, 27 E. 22nd St,

New York. N. Y. 100 10.

the major benefits of the change.

(f) Without a doubt the four-

course program increases the stu-

dent's free time. We feel educa-

tion should be a relaxed experi-

ence; we feel that the spirit of

scholarship cannot develop under

excessive pressure.

(g) The increase in free time

permits students to pursue schol-

arly interests variously related to

their academic work and to engage

in other activities, intellectual but

extracui-ricular, such as the Viet

Nam and civil rights demonstra-

tions of recent years. Students

could use the additional free time

in no organized way, of course,

and this is an "activity" which

may also have merit.

(h) The change to the four-

course pi-ogram will reduce pres-

sure on the College's resources,

particularly the faculty. The im-

mediate result will be a smaller

number of students enrolled in

classes, since they will usually be

taking four instead of five or six

classes. Hopefully this situation

will facilitate the efforts of the

College to raise salaries. The

change to the course system at

Pomona reduced total class enroll-

ments by roughly 20 per cent with

the same size student body. No
particular courses suffered extra-

ordinary declines.

3. If the four-course program is

adopted, we feel that Saturday

classes should be eliminated. More
importantly, we feel that every

eff"ort should be made to schedule

every class at some particular

hour Monday-Friday." . . . "Wide
faculty support for this change

has been manifested, and the re-

duction of the number of class-

sections accompanying the four-

course program would facilitate

this revision of the calendar.

3-3 System Undesirable

4. The 3-3 course program re-

ceived as much consideration as

the four-course program but we
found the 3-3 program undesirable

for the following reasons:

(a) There is much more pres-

sure on both the faculty and the

students under the 3-3 program
than there is under the four-course

program. Exams, papers and quiz-

es seem to be always imminent and
as a result students at Occidental

College found they had less time
for independent study and extra-

curricular activities than they had
under the traditional semester,

credit-hour system,

(b) The 10-week term is unsat-
isfactory in those courses where
skills must be acquired and/or the

material requires a long period of

"digestion." Specific examples wei-e

cited by the departments of music
and mathematics and the general
criticism was raised by others.

(c) The change required to

adopt this system would be more
extensive. Not only would almost
all courses have to be reorganized,
but the academic calendar would
have to be changed which would
involve, among other things, shift-

ing the date of the SjTnposium.

(d) One major advantage of the

3-3 pi-ogram is the total number nf

courses a student may take (36)

and this feature can be retained

in a four-course program."

Faculty Opinions

Personal comments from several

of the members of the subcom-

mittee elaborated upon many of

the points expressed in the above

formal report.

Professor Douglas Fox, in dis-

cussing the value he sees there

would be in the change, says that

the question must be asked that

"if a student is really interested

in education, then under what cir-

cumstances can he best profit?

Perhaps the answer is with the

four-course plan, for without pres-

sure, the student can be taken

into greater depth under this

system."

"Simplification to get more bene-

fits," is expressed by Professor

Paul Bechtol, "for the basic as-

sumption is that school cannot do

everything. If a student has a

broad range of courses, he is fool-

ing himself if he feels he is get-

ting much out of all of them."

Dean Kenneth J. Curran sum-
marizes the significance the limi-

tation of four courses each semes-

ter has for all students by saying

that "it is not true that education

is restricted to the courses one

takes. An integral part of educa-

tion is going to the library and
browsing— not from an obligation

derived from a class assignment,

but for pure self-interest. College

is only the start of education—
most of it is acquired in all the

years after graduation through
general reading on an independent

basis."

Professor Bechtol has stated

that if the four-course curriculum

were to be adopted at Colorado

College, it would not be a radical

or new step, for the program is

very popular and widespread and
is being used by such outstanding

schools as Harvard, Colgate, Barn-

ard, Colby, Grinnell, and Pomona,
whose curriculum system was the

one analyzed.

Dean Curran emphasizes that

the Academic Program Committee
still has an open mind on the pro-

posed curriculum change, and the

subject continues to be investigat-

ed to see if there would be a sub-

stantial gain in the change.

Student response and opinion is

anticipated and encouraged by the

Academic Program Committee, as

this will be one of the primary
considerations in the decision to

be made on the adoption of the

curriculum plan.

T W films

There will be a meeting Sunday,
October 2, at 2:00 p.m. in the WES
room for anyone interested in

making a film. It will be sponsor-

ed by Theatre Workshop, but is

completely open to the student

body for ideas concerning produc-

tion, direction and acting. This is

a completely new field at CC so we
would appreciate any ideas or ex-

perience in film making.

Republican Candidate Enoch

Speaks to Young Republicans

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

Dave Enoch. Republican candi-

date for Congress, spoke here

Tuesday afternoon, September 27,

on "foreign afirairs." The talk was
sponsored by the CC Young Re-

publicans, Enoch admitted that he

approached his subject "not as an

expert." He did say that he had

benefited, though, from first-hand

visits to several foreign states.

Enoch stated that there are two

basic premises of foreign affairs.

One is the humanitarian aspect

—

what he called "helping . . . for

an unselfish reason." He noted that

unfortunately we do not use this

us our principal guiding factor. He
stated, secondly, that foreign af-

fairs are based upon selfish inter-

est to protect ourselves either eco-

immically oi' militarily.

Furthering the distinctions be-

hind the two views he feels that

our policy is "good" only in the

proportion of selfless intent and
motivation in it. The necessity for

a purely selfish guide at times, he

thought, was not denied. Our
greatest failing is that we as a

country usually approach the con-

duct of our foreign affairs from
the purely selfish outlook. He fur-

thered his point by stating that

the rest of the world knew how to

live in their own way without any
need to be remade in the image
of the United States. The best we
can do is to help others to help
themselves.

Enoch saw the central issue

over Viet Nam as a question of de-
termining what is vital. The ques-
tion of how we got involved he left

mute. He feels that we need a

stixjng otrensive to take and liold

territory held by the enemy. We
need to clarify our objectives and

achieve them. The problem, he

stated, was real and a failure to

meet and solve it in Viet Nam
would lead to similar conflict else-

where. He noted that the Commun-
ists have already strained our de-

fensive capabilities in Viet Nam
to the point that we are affected

throughout the world.

SS Tests Slated

For Nov. 18, 19

Selective Service Qualification

Tests will be administered at Col-

orado College on Friday and Sat-

urday, November 18 and 19. Those

interested in taking the test should

see Dean Reid.

Eligibility will be limited to

those registrants who make volun-

tai-y application and who have not

taken any of the previous tests.

The test will be prepared and grad-

ed by the Educational Testing Ser-

vice. Scores will be forwarded di-

rectly to the examinee's local board.

According to a headquarters

spokesman: "Test results are of

an advisory nature only and are in-

tended to supplement other infor-

mation in the registrant's file to as-

sist the local board in determining

the eligibility of a registrant for

occupational deferment as a stu-

dent."

NOW SHOWING
AT I2;45 • 2:57 •

5:09 • 7:21 • 9:33

I A UNIVERSAL PICTURE I

For Those W)w Don't Care . . . SPECIAL TREAT

SATURDAY 11:30 P.M. ONLY . . . !

On Stage — LIVE-GO-GO-A-RAMA
On the Screen—"CURSE OF THE FACELESS MAN"

TICKETS ON SALE AT BOX OFFICE ... $1.25

EXPERT DRY CLEANING

AND LAUNDRY

Pick-up and Delivery Service

At All Girls' Dorms

We Welcome Your Charge Account

dP 70^
^juQV^A^ French CLEANERS and UUNDRY

\ 7 219 North Cascade
^<„^ Phone 633-3855
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Bookstore Expansion Reviewed
(Continued from page one)

plan, the Board, at the suggestion

of its new advisor, Mr. Kauffman,

rescinded its approval and request-

^d time to reconsider the proposal.

The Board's argument is that it

needs to consider the impact of a

fully residential school on a stu-

dent union. Mr. Kauffman pointed

out that since $35 of each student's

yearly tuition goes to Rastall, care

niust be taken not to curtail stu-

dent activities in Kastall Center

bv an expansion of the book store.

j\ir. Kauffman was careful, how-

ever, to repeatedly emphasize that

his views on the expansion would

lie dictated by the conclusions of

liastall Center Board. His sole in-

terest is that the Board be aware

of the total implications of the

proposal. Personally, he feels a

niove of the Activities Office would

constitute a basic change in the

concept of a student union.

Concurring with Mr. Kauffman,

Gordon Aoyagi, Chairman of Ras-

tall Center Board, stated that he

fjid not consider "a commercial
operation, such as a book store, to

be within the philosophy and
framework of a student union."

Mr. Aoyagi strongly adheres to

the idea that a student union

should remain primarily a center

for student activities and not a

(.iinimercia! operation. However, he

stated that an exact definition of

what constituted student activities

was difficult: "A student union, a

(iluee where students may actively

participate in student activities."

He listed publications and drama
clubs as examples, and mentioned
tiuit ideally, these activities should

ail remain under one roof. Since

.::pace in Rastall is at a premium,
iie is worried that expansion of the
biiokstore would force a removal
nf both the Tiger and the Activi-

ties Office from the building.

Learning vs. Convenience
Mr. Aoyagi then separated a

bookstore from the realm of what
constitutes student activity and
maintained that "I do not consider
the- pursuit of learning a matter of

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campui

827 North Tejon

I last

the screen gives

wiMs to thi6 Iielovei

I

W«CMIFICEMn.t tOtP IM EWGtHM!

^MADAME
)»Tii»«ai;<a«n

OCTOBER 12 & 13

AT 2 AND 8 P.M.

CINEMA 70
Special Student Discount Rate

With I.D. at CINEMA 70

BOX OFFICE

convenience, and 1 do not consider

the six block walk to Chinook an
inconvenience," He does not ^^ew
the bookstore as part of the col-

lege, but rather as private enter-

prise which has leased college

property. He proposed that some-
one might lease the empty Meadow
Gold store and open a book shop
there.

Finally, Mr. Aoyagi alluded to

several future contingencies which
the Board must consider. For in-

stance, if the school should great-

ly expand, then the Food Service
would have to move out of Rastall

and the book store with it. Rather
than move some student activities

out of Rastall, only to have to

move them all back in at some fu-

ture date, Mr. Aoyagi would pre-

fer to maintain the status quo. In
order to weigh the various possi-

bilities, Mr. Aoyagi has appointed
four committees to review the
whole of Rastall Center to evolve

a comprehensive plan for its fu-

ture. A bookstore committee will

review the Board's former com-
mitment to the program and will

analyze the feasibility of the
present proposal, as well as that of
the thi'ee proposals which were
discarded. It would perhaps be fea-'

sible to have a trade book section

in a building separate fioni tiie

rest of the book store. The other
committees are a Games Area
Committee, a Food Service Com-
mittee, and a Meeting and Office

Space Committee.
Expansion Defended

Prof. Brooks, a member of the
Book Store Committee, elaborated
the arguments for the Rastall Cen-
ter expansion. First, having a book
store with a trade' department is.

he feels, central to the academic
life of the college and thereby
constitutes a vital student activity.

Second, boundaries of probable
cost make Rastall the only choice

if Colorado College is to have an
adequate bookstore within the

foreseeable future. Third, the step

by step, three year program, gives
Rastall Center Board ample time
to accommodate student activities

facilities to the change, and it

gives the bookstore time to plan
its expansion carefully. Fourth,
Mrs. Vickemian, manager of the
bookstore, has personalty toured
college book stores from here to

New York. Her feeling is that the
present proposal best meets the
needs of the book store and she
has worked closely with the Ad
Hoc Committee in the evolution of

the proposal.

Duffy to Speak on Capital Punishment
Clinton T. Duffy, former Warden

of San Quentin, will speak at Col-

orado College on Tuesday, October
4 at 4:00 p'.m. in Armstrong Audi-
torium on the subject "Capital
Punishment."

Duffy is one of the country's
outstanding irersons in the field of

corrections. He is a native of the
prison town of San Quentin, Cali-

fornia, where his father was a
prison officer for 35 years. His own
career in the field of corrections
began in 1929 as secretary to the
warden of San Quentin. From
li)40 to 1951 he served as warden
of the same prison, and from 19.51

to 1962 he served on the California

Test Schedule
TC9l8 Tcsl Dates

Registration

Closes Fees

Cradualc Record E.vam.s.

INSTITUTIONAL
AREA Fri. P.M.
ADVANCED Sat. A.M.
APITLDE Sat. P.M. _._

-Nov
-Apr
.Jun.

11-12 ...

14-15 .„

23-24 „..

.-Oct. 29 Paid with Graduation Fee
__Mflr. 15 ™.^, Paid with Graduation Fee
-May 23 Paid with Graduation Fee

Oct.

Jan.
-AprADVANCED TESTS

(same date) SI2.0D

LAW SCHOOL
_Feb.

MEDICAL COLLEGE .,- -

ADMISSION TEST __

-Oct.

May
22

1 96 7 .,,

-Oct. 7 515.00

NATIONAL TEACHER
EXAMINATIONS

Mar. 18 - .. Mar. 3 ..-Basic Fee ?5.00

-(other dates by rc<mest> Common. Exams. 34.00

Each Area Exnm S2.0{l

ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
FOR SCHOOLS OF NURSING

Jan.

Apr
14, Feb. 18. Mar. II,

13, May 20

SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAM Nov 18-19

MILLER, MEAT, DOPPELT —By appointment .

STRONG „ —By appointment _

MMPI. KUDER By appointment -

(no interpretation, transcript

only)

-—^Si.oo _
Sl.OO -

Off-Campus s

55.00

PAULS FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

'Xft^sw^s^^^-asLisis^- --

OUTSIDE THE DEMANDING CONSTRAINTS of the dcddemic envir-
onment, Professors James A. Johnson, Ray O. Werner and Jay Douglas
Forsyth informally observe last Saturday's football game.

Rastall Center Board Plans

Mountain Trip, Movie Series

AduU Authority (Parole Board).
He is past president of the Na-
tional Warden's Association; Vice-
President of the National Coi-rec-

tional Association; and a past of-

ficer of several state and national

correctional organizations.

Duffy is touring Colorado in

support of the proposed elimina-

tion of Capita] Punishment in this

State, an issue which will be on the
ballot in the November election.

His tiip is sponsored by the Colo-
rado Council of Churches; and he
appears at Coloraiio College under
the sponsorship of the Public Lec-
tures Committee.

ATTENTION: Applicants for Graduate Fellowships and their Advisors: Danforth Fellow-

ships and National Science Foundation Co-op Fellowships accept ONLY the National GRE
on October 29. The National GRE on January 21 is reiiuired for National Science Founda-
tion National Feliowships and ma> be used for the NDEA Graduate Fellowships.

This weekend Rastall Center
Board will initiate two of the many
new programs planned for this

year— a bus trip' to Cripple Creek
and a movie aeries.

The bus trip, scheduled for Sun-
day, October 2, is sponsored by the

Special Interests Committee, and
will be led by Dr. Ormes. Open to

students and faculty, the trip

costs $1,75, which includes bus
fare and a box lunch. The bus will

leave from Rastall Center at 12:30

p.m. on Sunday and will return at

7 :00 p.m. All those interested

should check at the Rastall De.sk

sometime today.

The movie series, sponsored
jointly by the Exhibits an<l Special

Interest Committees, opens this

Saturday night, October 1, with a
double feature, Lilith ami Hand in

Hand. Shows will bo at 7 p.m. and
10:30 p.m. in Armstrong Hall Aud-
itorium. Admissions is 40 cents
with an activity curd.

The program schedule is as fol-

lows:

October 8: Ma and Fn Kettle

October 22: On the Waterfronl
October 2!): Hnrnbbns
November 5: Failsafe

November 12: Bridge oil the Iti-

ver Kwai
November 19: Charade
November 2(i: A Ilaisin in the

Sun
December 10: Pepi

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli

3005 North Nevada Avenue

Lusagiia

Telephone 632-5846

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO.

-

h4 e p.. p..i a..

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN I 1:00 A.M. to I 1:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and Annerican Restaurant

PRIVATE BAhJQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellar avoiloble for large iiaternity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!
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RUNNING SENSATION RAY JONES leaps for yardage against St. Mary's. Ray rambled for 75 yards in

12 carries.

l*li«>l»N Itr lliiriicK LiiTtiut by Austin

Tigers Smash St. Mary^s^ 48-0

BRUSING BILL WHALEY leaps high to deflect a Plainsman pass. St.

Mary's managed only 10 completions from 34 attempts with five being

intercepted. Six of the seven touchdowns scored in the 48-0 drubbing

handed St. Mary's were set up by an alert Tiger defense.

By .Steve Elirliait

An ai-oused band of vengeful Tigers poured into

ft'ashbui-n Stadium at 1:30 p.m. last Saturday and
by 4:00 p.m. they had inflicted a murderous beating
upon the Cavaliers of St. Mary's College. Contrary

to the previous week's action against Doane, even

God couldn't help St. Mary's as Colorado College

poured it on.

Coach Carle's team dominated play from the

opening whistle as they punched across two tirst

period touchdowns. "Skyhook" Dave Coggins inter-

cepted one of highly touted John Taylor's passes

and then Warner Reeser, rolling to his left, hit Ray
Jones for the fii'st touchdown. CC's defense, sparked

by a great pass rush, completely smothered Si.

Mary's vaunted attack. The "O" featuring Ray Jom.?;

who was returning to action after a year's layotf

quickly drove for another score with Bob Stap])

turning end for the touchdown. The Tiger defense,

which sparkled all day, then forced another wobbly
pass and "Water" Fawcett, with a g\)od second ef-

fort, picked otf the second interception. Behind good
blocking, the Tigers drove for two second period

touchdo\vns with Bob Stapp and Steve Higgins go-

ing in for the final payoffs. At halftime, the Tigei^

enjoyed a 28-0 lead.

In the second half, the Tigers hit paydirt thive

times. The first score was set up by possibly the

most ferocious lineman on the field. Dennis "Pink
Man" Malone. The Pink Man burst into the St.

Mary backfietd and with a single swipe of tlio

mighty pink paw batted aside a punt. The offense

then powered to the one yard line where Warner
Reeser stepped back and uncorked a one yard bon^b

to Bill Jankowski for six. The defense produced the

final two tallies as Lance Clark and Larry Hartman
both picked off passes and scrambled for toucli-

downs.

Even in the fourth quarter, the Tigers moved tli^'

ball well but were hampered by penalties which pir-

vented the Tigei-s from scoring again. Kerry Wag-
ner again showed good leg as he booted six PATs.

There were many bright spots in the Tiger at-

tack as the team showed an ability to control tlie

football. The devastating, boneshaking blocking of

the line spearheaded by Ottie Otterstein, Steve
Mills and Tom Jeffery rooted St. Mary's out time
after time. The defense which set up every score
controlled the line of scrimmage with an amazing
pass rush, and the return of J. J. Studholme and
Larry Hartman sparked that unit which will meet
its biggest test Saturday night against the Miners.
The Tigers have been gassing up all week as they
prepare for the big game with Colorado Mines of

Golden. The game which is Mines' homecoming, will

be played Saturday night at 8:00 p.m. at BiooKs
Field in Golden.

ifth^^.^^'^^^'^^^^'^^^^ ^^T .^^^^^AN crashes in on the St. Mary's quarterback. Hartman ^epted a pass late
in the game and scored m a game dominated by the CC defense.

«
pa" id.e

COACH FRANK FLOOD talks to head coach

Jerry Carle in the press box over CC's new phone

hookup. This inovation, Carle feels, gives him a

better control of the game.
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Sports .

Forechecking . . .

Tigers on Long

End for Once

"I DON'T KNOW QUITE WHAT to say," said coach
Jei-ry Carle to his Tiger chargers during the halftime clialk
,ession last Saturday, "you see, I've never had a 28-0 halftime
lead before."

A general concensus of opinion of the 48-0 drubbing our
Tigers gave St. IMary's of the Plains would be that it was good
to see a Colorado College 11 on the long end of the score too
many times it has been the other way around.

Defensive Unit Shines
Carle called the game "a fine defensive effort." Six of the

-even touchdowns were set up by the Tiger defense.
Five interceptions, partly the result of a good pass rush

nil the part of the Tiger defensive line, spelled doom to the
I'lainsmen and their forecasted high-powered passing attack.

"When you take away what a team does best, in St.
Mary's case, passing, you force them to do what they are poor-
est at, running. This is what we did and this is why we won,"
s;iid Carle.

Two intercepted passes resulted in immediate touchdowns
;i, Larry Hartman (who Carle felt played outstanding ball)
and Lance Clark scampered for TD's with their errant aerials.

Dennis "Pink IMan" Malone, another defensive hero, cap-
lied a fine defensive performance by blocking a Plainsmen punt
setting up the Tiger's last score.

Offense Flawless
The Tiger oft'ense could do no wrong. Ray Jones, the man

nho beat Mines two years ago by rushing 40 yards in the
'fjsing minutes of play for a TD, re-establishing himself,
iiislied for an average of 6.25 yards at a crack, carrying 12
times for 7.5 yards.

One surprising statistic came out of the game. Quarter-
li.iek Warner Eeeser, whose passing record stands at a re-

.-iliectable nine completions for 18 attempts for four touch-
flfiwns, quick-kicked for 68 yards raising his punting average
to an amazing 62 yards per try. Warner would undoubtedly
I'e ranked the best punter in the nation if his efforts were not
discounted because he didn't kick enough.

Fijis Whip Kappa Sigs
Wednesday the dynamic duo of Pat Spencer and iVIike

iluller led the Fiji flag football team to a 39-6 whitewashing
uf a befuddled but game Kappa Sigma team.

Spencer ran for two touchdowns and passed for three
more, two to MuUer and one to sophomore speedster Brumett.
-1- C. Wells scored the Kappa Sigs lone touchdown scampering
iMlf the length of the field. Alert pass defense on the Fijis

;i;irt coupled with inaccurate Kappa Sig passes proved the de-
ciding factor in the bone-jarring blood feud.

LANCE CLARK (26), John Fawceff (24| and Mark McElhinney |43|
oemonstra+e the phrase "gang tackle" in subdueing a Plainsman back.

L
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OHie Ottefste'^'lSr^'r'*.? ^T" ''T"^T' '" W'"ghtas Tom Jeffreys (62),L Sh.

J ( ' ' 'V^^" ''j°''"- ''^"" **"" '" ^^' *''^°"" '""' touchdown strikes In two ..
punted for an average of 62 yards a try.

Booters Topple Santa Fe

- 152|,

By Leon Orcutl

The CC booters traveled last

weekend for two more pre-season
games under the bright, happy, hot
New Mexico sun.

On Saturday, the Tigers jour-
neyed to Albuquerque to play the
University of New Mexico soccer
club (also known as the Albu-
querque All-Stars). The Tigers
expected to find a university team
composed of undergraduates and
found, instead, a conglomeration
of first-class European and Afri-
can graduate students, military
personnel, and city residents who
use the university as an organiza-
tional facility.

The game got off to a good
start with the Tigers taking pos-
session of the ball and looking
strong, holding the All-Stars lead
to 3-1 at half-time. But the might
and skill of the Albuquerque at-
tack overpowered the Tigers and
the score read Tigers 1, UNM 8
at the end. The Tigers lone goal
came on a long pass to wing Nick
Hare, who shot the ball to in front
of the goal where Eliot Field made
a beautiful play, heading the ball

into the nets. Yet the team scored
a morale victory. Eight to one is

the closest that anyone yet has
come to beating the All-Stars, As
with the Denver Kickers it was
felt that the only side-effects that
come from playing a team in this
class are to improve the Tigers'
playing ability and strengthen the
team.

Smiday was a orighter day as
the CC booters roared to a 7-4
victory over the College of Santa
Fe. Definitely one of the high-
lights of the game came in the
first half when the referee quit.

The feud developed as Messrs.
Hare, Morse, Field, etc. pointed
out that the rules on offsides have
changed somewhat in the last 20
years and questioned the legality

of a Santa Fe player to kick Mr.
Morse in the knee. However, a new
ref was obtained and the game
went on to a four to three CC lead
at half-time.

In the second half, the booters
settled dowii and began to make
things click the way they should.
Good passing, good heading, good
trapping became the rule as our
men powered in three more goals.
The defense and daredevil goalie
Kubie tightened up to let only one

goal get by. Tallies on the CC
board were: one for halfback Jon
Nicolayson, one for wing Nick
Hare, two for forward Pete Morse,
and three for forward Eliot Field,
who came on strong in thia game
and promises to add punch to the
Tiger scoring power.

Wincheirs Donuf House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OE HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

/^ufli'j OueH
Fine Food

. . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surwumlinns

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Drive-ln Cleaners

and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry

20 Single Load Maytag Washers

8 Double Load Duplex Washers

9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block .South of College

Telephone 632-1476

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

3905 Nor+ti Nevada

f^ew Bands Weekly

This Week The Pillars
(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campus)



"No Exit": TW Almost Makes the Best of a Bad Thing
By Gary Knight

The makeup was too heavy and

the "little tlieater" of Aniistrong

too hot ill Theater Workshop's

September 23 and 24 production of

Jean-Paul Sartre's No Exit, but

these factors worked less against

a successful production of the play

than Sarti-e's own writing.

At best, the play is mediocre;

Sarti-e used the vehicle of the play

to present a point in his existential

philosophy—the concrete proposal

that hell (or life) is other people.

Actors and directors tackling this

play are trying to make the best

of a bad thing.

During the Friday night per-

formance. Bill Pearson, Wendy Mc-

Phee, Eve Tilley and Christopher

Gibbs combined under the direc-

tion of Wick Havens and almost

made the best of the bad thing;

the Saturday night performance

went just the other way. The dis-

tinction between the two perfoi-m-

ances according to Joseph Mattys,

director of Theatre Workshop,

was the clip of the dialogue. On
Saturday night the clip slowed

down, ginng the play an uninten-

tional melodramatic quality.

The set. designed by Mrs. Jean

McMillen. was effective in suggest-

ing a Second Empire Drawing

Room; however, if there is to be an

immovable bronze cube on the top

of a mantlepiece, it would be bet-

ter in the future to weight the

mantlepiece so that it does not

sway in the wind. Mantlepieces,

like the aforementioned bronze

cube, are not known for their

moveability.

Wick Haven's direction was gen-

erally competent. His staging was

good; perhaps the best part of the

play occurred when Estelle

{Wendy McPhee), Inez (Eve Til-

ley), and Garcin ( Bill Pearson)

were down left, down center, and

.lowTi liglit iookiiig in on the ac-

tivities of the world they had just

departed. The dialogue, in this case,

was excellent supported by the

staging.

Direction fell down in small

points, particularly in the realm of

the inflection of lines. For instance,

Inez line "That's my room" placed

emphasis on "room" rather than

on "my" where it properly be-

longed. The heavy makeup, par-

ticuarly on the males, should have

been caught before production;

also, more attention should have

been paid to the lighting.

The worst point in the direc-

tion was the constant pawing going

on between Inez and Estelle, and

at times between Estelle and Gar-

cin. Mr. Havens' interpretation of

sexual passion in the terms of high

school petting was ineffective be-

cause it was overdone. Also, there

are more subtle ways to suggest

this—short touches, for instance

—

which would have been much more
effective.

Junior Eve Tilley's characteriza-

tion of Inez the bitch was even;

her weak points were an occasional

giggle rather than a throaty laugh,

and a tendency to let her voice get

tinny or shrill.

Junior Wendy McPhee's char-

acterization of Estelle was uneven;

sometimes she would let the char-

acter run away with her and ham
it up. However, of all the charac-

ters, she had the finest moments.

Her soliloquy on "the crystal shat-

tered" was superb and solid. Miss

McPhee, when she works with bet-

ter material, may develop even

further her dramatic abilities.

Freshman Bill Pearson's char-

acterization of Garcin was weak;

he did not seem sure of his char-

acter, and this unsureness mani-

fested itself in a compromise be-

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

flemtk\s CI Tejch

NOW OPENS THE . . ,

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

LEVI'S LEVI' S
-: New Brush Denim Cords -:- Slim Fits •:•

-:- All Styles :• All Sizes :-

(%i
n WearWester

1 12 South Tejon Telephone 632-0391

twoeii the extremes of what his

character could have been. In

vocal terms, the compromise be-

came a monotone ; in physical

terms, it became a stiffness of

motion. As he acquires more act-

ing experience with a variety of

characters, he will show develop-

ment of the potential he has dis-

played. Part of this potential was
revealed when he recovered beau-

tifully after part of his mustache
fell off during the Saturday night

performance.

Chi-is Gibbs' performance as the

valet was a jewel; his non-blink-

ing interpretation gave an unus-

ually effective characterization of

a dead man, and illustrates just

how much can be done with even

the smallest parts if attention is

])aid to the details.

In terms of the total effect, the

inextricable link between one

coward, one bitch, and one whore
did not come off. The pawing gave

a farcical element to the play, and,

as some of the lines were said

without conviction ("So it's a

man you need?" "Not any man."),

the audience often laughed at

times when laughter was inappro-

priate to the total effect. Never-

theless, the actors, directors, and

others involved in the production

should be congratulated for a fine

attempt in rendering a bad play

fit for human consumption; it was
a very entertaining evening.

Symposium Meeting

Due to an unavoidable conflict

with some other scheduled events,

the special Symposium Meeting to

discuss the possibility of choosing

a topic for 1968 has had to be post-

poned. It has been rescheduled for

4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 5, in the

WES Lounge. At this meeting, a

student proposal to decide now on

a Symposium topic for January
lt)68 in the area of American poli-

tics will be discussed.

Danforfh Fellowships

students interested in Danforth
Graduate Fellowships should con-

tact Professor Pickle shm-tly for

information concerning them.

These Fellowships, offered by
the Danforth Foundation of St.

Louis, Mo., are open to men and

women who are seniors or recent

gi'aduates of accredited colleges in

the United States, who have ser-

ious interest in college teaching as

a career, and who plan to study for

a Ph.D. in a field common to the

undergraduate college. Applicants

may be single or married, must be

less than 30 years of age at the

time of application, and may not

have undertaken any graduate or

professional study beyond the bac-

calaureate.

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3'i blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

dcmpuhc-o
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

THE JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET will perform in concert on Mon-
day, October 10, at 8:15 p.m. In the Armstrong Hall Auditorium. Free

tickets are available only to students, faculty and administration until

Monday. They will then go on sale to the public for $2.00. The quartet

will play selections from Mozart, Beethoven and Alban Berg.

Simmons Discusses Relations

Among Math, Science and Art
Professor George Simmons, who

gave the last faculty lecture in the

tlu'ee week Thursday night series,

was to have spoken last night

about "Mathematics, Science and

Art" according to an advance copy

of his speech.

In considering the links among
math, science and art, three vast
and ancient subjects. Professor
Simmons first defined the essential

qualities of Art as, "the communi-
cation of values and patterns
which we discover in experience or
impose on it. Its essential qualities

are simplicity, subtlety and
significance." He went on to ex-

plain the relationship' to science.

"The essence of science is the
organization of our experience
with the world by means of its

own intrinsic patterns beginning
with facts. One of the major
functions of mathematics is the
study of scientific patterns. This
activity is one of the greatest of

the arts."

Simmons, in stating the purpose
of his lecture, said, "To the lay-

man, mathematics seems ancient
and complete. To the mathemati-
cian, on the other hand, his subject

is full of bloom of youth, packed
with ideas tliat would be incredible

if they were not inescapable. I

would like to try knocking down
the wall in a few places which
separates math from most other
departments of civilized life."

Hathau>aif,6

Imported Pipes

127 NORTH TEJON
Magazines

Imported Tobaccos

PHONE 632-1441

Through examples of geometry
and number theory. Dr. Simmons
expressed the seriousness and
beauty of mathematic^s and the

idea that, "nature pursues its

diverse ends by the most efficient

and economical means and that

hidden simplicities underlie the

apparent chaos of phenomena. In

this way mathematics has been
called the language of nature."

In conclusion, Professor Sim-
mons quoted from N o r b e r t

Weiner's Book his belief that, "oxir

main obligation is to establish

arbitrary enclaves of order and
system in a chaotic universe. We
are not fighting for a definite vic-

tory in the indefinite future. It is

the greatest possible \'ictory to be,

to continue to be, and to have

been. No defeat can deprive us of

the success of having existed for

some moment of time in a universe

that seems indifferent to us.'"

"This," Simmons said, "is the

purpose that underlies all three,

Mathematics, Science and Art."

MILITARY STUDENTS
The Department -of Military Sci-

ence, with the concurrence of the

Dean of the College, have desi^'-

nated the following men Distin-

guished Military Students for the

academic year 1966-1967:

Gorden A. Aoyagi, William C.

Beaver, II, Garrett R. Fonda,
Frederick L. Fi'eeman, John E.

Griggs, Jack M. Hunter, II, Char-

les R. Larson, David K. Pearce,

Peter Rogers, Robert A. Stapp, II.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Astrologer Hours
The Astrologer will be open

the following hours:

Friday, September 30: 9:00
p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday, October 1: 9:00
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. (Couples only)
Tuesday, October 4: 9:00 p.m.

to 11:30 p.m.

Friday features a poetry ses-

sion sponsored by Rastall Cen-
ter Board.

J'
Welcome Fieshmen!

OPENV 7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH

DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS fROM SLOCUMl

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & Willamette

(3 bl icks aff campui)
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Political Experiment Conducted with Candy Kisses
By Phil Fearnside

What do you think happens
when a classroom full of fifth

graders is put together with a

bucket of candy kisses and told to

(in whatever it wants ? Grab, grab,
grab, of course— who wouldn't?
This is exactly what happened,

bot after four of the 25 combat-
ants had succeeded in capturing it

all, a little kid came up with an
idea: "We should share it."

Ray Jones immediately pounced
on the little kid and asked him to

define what he meant by "sharing."
He defined "sharing" as "giving
some to the poor people," and the
big four proceeded to go around
t!ie room putting a candy kiss on
the desk of each of the others.

No sooner had their welfare pro-
ject begun than total bedlam broke
loose. After a good deal of the
candy had been squashed and
niined in the fighting, it was
pointed out to the kids that fight-

ing was an inefficient means of
distributing the candy, and that
perhaps there was a better way.
As Ray Jones said, "They didn't

find a better way in my group, and
so they stayed in a state of nature
— a sort of Lord of the Flies
anarchy."

The Independent Study in Amei'-
ican Government class was almost
as confused about the game as the
fifth graders. Dr. Brooks has con-
ducted a good many such games in

the past, and has occasionally
wound lip with quite complex poli-

tical systems. The class was told

a little about past games, but was,
for the most part, left entirely to

its own devices.

The purpose of the experiment is

broad and difficult to define. It

could probably best be described
as a general study of the forma-
tion of political systems.
The first objective mentioned by

Ray was simply to see whether or
not fifth graders are old enough to
organize and "do" politics, and if

so, what factors in their upbring-
ing are or are not conducive to

politics. The five groups of subjects
Were intentionally chosen from
varying backgrounds. There were
groups of upper class, middle
class, and lower class children, as
well as a military group, and a

Rastall Center Board

To Hold "Fun Night"
Rastall Center Board is sponsor-

ing a "Fun, Frolic, and Foolish
\ight" this Saturday night, Octo-
l--'i- 8, 1966, for all students inter-

ested in taking a nostalgic journey
t^iick to the "carefree days" of
i-hildhood. Various kid games,
such as Monopoly, Old Maid, Four-
Square, Twister, hopscotch, and
jacks will be set up' in and around
ihe Eastalt Center Lounge. In-
cluded in the fun will be a coed
volleyball tournament (on the ice

'ink), matching teams from all of
^tie living areas. Prizes will be
t'iven, and all participants are in-

''ited to wear kid's costumes. The
Elastall Center Board weekly movie
"^ill also be in the Foolish Spirit,

\\'ith a presentation of Ma and Pa
Kettle in the Ozarks. The movie
will be shown at 7 p.m. and 8:45
P-m. in Armstrong Auditorium
(admission 40c), while the games
aspect of the evening's entertain-
nient will commence at 8:30 p.m.

select group of intelligent children Perhaps the greatest benefit

A proposal from the Committee on Committees to estab-
lish an expanded student membership for the faculty Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life and to provide for an interim
student government to perform such duties as distribution of
student funds was unanimously approved by those present at
a facult\- meeting: last Monday afternoon, October 3.

When the Associated Students of Colorado College was in
existence, tlie members of the CUL were the president of the ASCC the
president of the Associated Women Students, and the four class presi-
dents. The members named by the faculty ai-e: the four class presidents,
the presidents of the Men's Residence Hall Association, AWS, Ptm Hel-
lenic Council, Intorfraternity Council, Honor Council and one repre-
sentative at large to replace the representative from ASCC. Rav Jones
was specifically mentioned for this post.

The reasons behind the decision were thi-ee: (1) a concern that the
students should be represented in the allocation of student funds, (2) tofrom an accelerated grade school from the experiment will be its use I'elieve President Worner of the time-consuming burden of studying theprogram. as a springboard for future lee- large number of requests for funds by student organizations, and (3) to

The second, and more important
goal was to find some relationship
between the development of politi-

cal awareness in children and its

development in human history. It

would be related to political stmc-
tures in the lower primates, and
through what could be called an ex-
tension of the embryological prin-
ciple of "ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny," it might be viewed as
a reenactment of mankind's politi-

cal development.

tures and discussions on the nature
of politics. The students have been
applying the Eastman definition of
politics as "the orderly <listribution
of values" to a game in which
candy kisses represent values, and
in doing so have been gaining in-

sight into some of the foundations
of modern politics.

Ray wisely refused to offer any
conclusion from the experiment as
a whole until the class has met to

THE CANDY KISS GAME: These fifth graders dash toward a bucket of candy kisses after being told they
can do whatever they want. Ray Jones is the leader in this aHempt to observe political awareness in children.

Organizational Meeting to he Held October 8

CC-City Tutoring Program to be Establislied
By Kathie Bevlin

The CC Education Department,
with the assistance of Cap and
Gown, the senior women's honor-
ary organization, is introducing an
extensive tutoring program this

fall. The breadth of the program
ranges from the nursery school

level to work with advanced high
school students in particular areas
and offers a variety of tasks to the
interested student in the form of

team-teaching, general assistance,

or group tutoring.

Both the Education Department
and Cap and Gown encourage stu-

dents who have any sort of interest

in working with younger people
to attend the organizational meet-
ing on Saturday, October 8, at 11

a.m. in the WES room in Rastall.

The meeting will be concerned
mainly with further discussion of

the programs outlined above and
detailed organization of the Tutor
Corps at Palmer High. Applica-
tions may be picked up at Rastall

desk or at the meeting, and stu-

dents are encouraged to direct any
questions to Professor Roger
Eldridge of the Education Depart-
ment or to Dorothy Davies or

Kathie Bevlin.

As Professor Eldridge explains
the program, it is divided into

four main areas: Project Head-
start, nursery school, the elemen-
tary grades, and high school.

The first of these, Project Head-
start, is directed mainly toward
pre-school age children who come

from culturally deprived back-
grounds. The goal of Headstart is

to buttress this background to a
point where the children are equip-

ped with a basic vocabulary and
knowledge of such basic concepts
as colors, numbers, and the printed
word so that they can take full

advantage of the instruction of-

fered in the elementary schools.

Assisting in the nursery schools

involves much the same type of

work, but would entail closer co-

operation with the teacher in

charge. It more closely approxi-

mates the student teaching situa-

tion and could be an excellent

testing ground for students who
feel that they might enjoy elemen-
tary school teaching but have not

taken decisive steps toward earn-

ing teacher certification. For those

definitely planning a teaching
career the program offers a valu-

able prelude to student teaching.

The College Teaching Assistants

program in the grade schools of-

fers similar opportunities to those

found in the nursery school pro-

gram. It demands, however, more
specialized subject matter and con-

centration in the assisting stu-

dent's major interest areas. The
student-teaching situation is ap-

proximated in this program as

well, but is supplemented by the

introduction of team-teaching, a

system whereby two or more
teachers work together in the same
classroom on the same subject

matter with small groups of pupils.

pravide an interim student government until a more pennanent, more
stable student body organization can be established.

The action to place new student members on the CUL firat began
when, according to Prof. J. Douglas Mertz, chairman of the Committee
on Committees, the committee unanimously endorsed the President's
recommendation to add new student members to the CUL and "to
establish the CUL as an interim government." Mertz commented
that "the President is empowered by the Board of Trustees to do what
he felt necessai-y to conduct student affairs. He chose the CUL as the
vehicle." The Committee on Committees, which serves in part as an ad-
visory body to the president, also recommends new members for faculty
committees. Final approval must be given by the faculty. Mertz, in
Monday's faculty meeting, "made a motion that they (the faculty) ac-

cept the new student members to

CUL." The motion passed unan-
imously.

Prof. George Drake, chairman
of CUL, related that the "CUL
does the things delegated to it by
the Connnittce on Committees and
other powers on campus." He feela
that the committee will "serve to

carry out a few of the functions
(of the ASCC), but it will not re-

place student government." Drake
said that "It is my hope that this

will be predominantly a student
function." When asked about closed
meetings. Prof. Drake commented,
"I think they have been open in

the past . . . CUL meetings will

not be secret in the Puturo as fur

as I'm concerned."

Decisions Have to He Made
The basis of the action, accord-

ing to Prof. Mertz, was that "We
need some sort of interim govern-
ment . . . because some decisions

have to be made." When ques-

tioned about the Free Student Ac-
tion Committee's request for rep-

resentation, Prof. Mertz replied

that "We wanted people who had
been elected," othenvise "any or-

ganization could ask to eit in on
it in an open foioim kind of thing."

Those members who had been se-

lected for CUL were "elected rep-

resentatives" of school organiza-

tions.

Students Reply

Opinions of the new additions to

CUL were expressed by Ray Jones,

vice-president of ASCC last year,

and Jim White, president of the

newly formed Free Student Action

Committee.

Mr. Jones felt that "for the good

of student interests and in order

for the administration to have a

student voice to turn to for advice,

there should be a student govern-

ment, a strong student govern-

ment." Mr. White, in a somewhat
different vein, stated that "to the

campus democracy, the act of

Worner and the faculty is extra-

legal. However, to the bureacracy

it is extremely legal," adding that

"this stands as clear cut evidence

that power is contained completely

in the bureacratic elements."

or on different aspects of the
teaching process. The team-teach-
ing concept is presently in the pre-
liminary stages in the local school
systems, but as it develops it will

open new doors to teaching assis-

tants.

The area of the Education De-
partment program most specifi-

cally planned at the present time
is the Tutor Corps, which will be
centered on both advanced students
and remedial groups at Palmer
High School. The College Tutors
will meet with a limited number
of pupils in a specific subject for

one hour every Saturday morning,
after which the group may be sub-

divided in order to work in closer

contact with the tutors. Here the

task involves much personal con-

tact with the students and their

attitudes toward study, and it will

be necessary for tutors to interest

themselves in high school prob-

lems, an aspect which can be ex-

ceptionally stimulating to the in-

terested CC student. The problems,

as now planned, will continue for

a full semester, but the hope is

expressed by Professor Eldridge
that enough CC students will ex-

press interest to enable tutors to

serve for shorter periods by work-
ing out shifts within a fixed pro-

gram. Shorter programs of four or

five weekly sessions are also tenta-

tively planned, depending upon CC
student response and the needs of

Palmer High students.

New CCA - Back to CUL
The constitution for the new

student government, the Colo-

rado College Aetiociation, has

been returned to the Committee
on Undergraduate Life by the

Committee on Committees for

further consideration.

Prof. J. Douglas Mertz, chair-

man of the Committee on Com-
mittees, declined to comment on
the suggestions made by the

Committee on Committees, In

reference to the CUL, he said,

"It's in their hands to take

whatever action they wish."



Editorials

A Miracle

Mr. Pruit^ We Have A Reply

A true miracle lias occurred this week in the continuing
melodramatic trials and tribulations of student government.
At one time students complained that student government
never did anything. The enlightened ones would always reply,

"Well, we do distribute funds." When the ASCC disbanded,
the}' asserted this point and hoped that the limbo in which
student funds existed might serve as the only effective and
meaningful bargaining point the students possessed. The
faculty and administration have now effectively proved that
the students have no bargaining agents. Not only is student
govei-nment incapable of doing something, it is incapable of
maintaining that one of its functions ought not to be done at
all. By a most wondrous unanimous vote, our faculty has
shown students that they really know what is best for us, and
that they have no qualms in assuming the one and only thing
students could ever do in the fonn of self-government.

Not content with affirming that students really didn't

mean it when they disbanded, the faculty has also quite cheer-
fully decided who those students are who "naturally repre-
sent" the student body. We wonder if it is a valid question to
ask just how in voting for a representative for AWS or IFC
or Honor Council we also knew we were voting for people to
help distribute student funds. And then there are the class
presidents. It is marvelous to see the faculty seemingly as-
sume that these students are fit representatives on CUL when
during the entire election this question was not even pre-
sented. And then again these elections for class presidents
didn't have a thing to do with ASCC but CUL disregards this
and fii-mly says that since CUL had class presidents on it last
year, they would this year.

Assuming that this CUL group is going to distribute
funds, how can they say that, since Ray Jones was vice-presi-
dent of ASCC last year, he naturally fits into the same pattern
this year. At the same time, the only authority on student
funds. Beanie Barkely, last year's ASCC treasurer, was some-
how forgotten, It is also interesting to note that only one
group had the initiative and interest to ask to be included in
such a scheme. Tlie Free Student Action Committee's request
for representation was quietly dropped. It must be because
they are rather few in number, and considerations of student
interest in this arrangement were obviously not considered.

But why should students care, since the faculty has as-
sumed the ASCC duties and then decided themselves who
should carry out the plans— representative government at its
best. It is clear where the real power exists at this college
with the administration and then secondly with the faculty.
Students are fooling themselves if they think they, as mem-
bers of a student government, can have any influence in the
affairs of this school.

Wonderland
The King and Queen were seated on their throne when

they aiTived, with a great crowd assembled around them : the
Knave was in custody: and before the King stood the white
rabbit, with a trumpet in one hand, and a scroll of parchment
in the other.

To the Editor:

l7i case Mr, Fruit's misunder-
standing of the Honor System (as

expressed in his article, "Honor
Code, Non-Existent) is shared by
other students, I feel that a brief

clarification of the System's foun-
dation is necessary.

If a student is enrolled at Colo-

rado College, lie has accepted the
responsibilities of intellectual hon-
esty. This is the fouTidation of
'rust upon which the Honor Sys-
tem is based. The first waming is

a further statement of trust. If a

student is convicted of a first vio-

lation, the warning then issued is

assumed to have a didactic effect.

The student is not thereafter de-
prived of any of the freedom made
possible by the Honor System.
Only when he is convicted of a
second violation, or in rare cases
when a first violation is considered
flagrant, is he asked to leave the
college. It is assumed only after
a second or a flagant violation that
tiie student cannot accept the re-
sponsibility of self-disciplined, in-
tellectual honesty.

CC students, by the vei-y fact
that they are CC students, a"re ex-
pected to accept the responsibilities
as well as the advantages of the
Honor System. It is essential then,
that we understand the procedure
and the spirit of it. Members of
the Honor Council are always will-
ing to answer any questions and
should be consulted when questions
arise. Members of this year's
Council are: President, Bill Camp-
bell; Secretary, Jane Lubchenco;
Dave Friend, Dennis Pendleton,
Sylvia Thorpe. Rickie Robbins,
John Chalik, Diana Marks, Gary
Knight, Chuck Buxton, Mike John-
ston, Dorothy Davies, Lana CotF-
man, Tom Wolf, and advisor. Dr.
Pucker.

— Rickie Robbins

Being initiated only in the me-
thods of the experimental analysis

of behavior and not in the occult

of the philosopher and logicion, I

fail to understand Mr. Fruit's ana-
lysis of a "nonexistent" entity.

Given his first assumption that CC
students are "required to swear to

their honesty before they are per-
mitted to register," it is possible
that that argument of "anyone
who is actually trusted to be
honest will not be asked to prove
it" and the subsequent conclusion
that "since there is no question of
trust involved in the honor code
system . . . the honor code does
not exist" follow. I, however, find
the validity of the first assumption
quite questionable.

The 1965-66 Colorado College
catalognje, which I assume Mr.
Fruit received and read before
applying here, states on page nine:
"Before entering Colorado College,
each student commits himself to
uphold the Honor System." Before
a student's application is even
considered by Colorado College, he
must sign a pledge that he will
uphold the system, and thereby
assumes the responsibility of pre-
sei-ving and furthering intellectual
hon&sty without the adversive con-
trol of proctors and the like. As all
students registered at Colorado
College have completed such an
application and have been accepted
by the Admissions Committee, it

is given that all Colorado College
students have agreed to this re-
sponsibility. Without the false
premise that all students must
swear their honesty before regis-
tering, Mr. Fruit's impeccable
logic is meaningless. If in fact Mr.
Fruit did object to the Honor
System and its policies, he had
only to apply elsewhere—he didn't
even have to bitch, much less
transfer.

— Sylvia A. Thorpe

To. the Editor:

In his article in the September
30th issue of the Tiger, John Pniit
expressed the feeling that because
he is asked to sign an honor
pledge, an honor code does not
really exist at Colorado College.

He declared that requiring a stu-

dent to sign a pledge indicates a
lack of trust, and, moreover,
places a student under an obliga-

tion.

Well, Mr. Pj-uit is quite correct

i-egarding the obligation; when a
student signs the honor pledge, he
is "under an obligation—to himself.

Rather than relying on a profes-
sional police force, the honor code
places the burden of intellectual

growth squarely on his shoulders.

He is given the oppoi'tunity to ac-

cept adult responsibility—an op-
l)ortunity not offered many college

students. When the student signs
the honor pledge, no one will stand
over him to make sure he has ful-

filled his obligation ; the pledge
can be meaningful or hollow, de-

pending upon the personal inte-

grity and intellectual honesty of

the individual.

Mr. Fruit's arguments concern-
ing the lack of trust are ludicrous
in \'iew of the evidence which can
be viewed almost daily. A profes-

sor who leaves the room after

handing out an exam is not dis-

playing a lack of trust. Unfortun-
ately, many students seem to take
this tnist for granted, and I often
get the unsettling feeling that the

faculty at CC has more respect for
the honor system than does the
student body.

For me, the signing of the honor
pledge is a privilege; it is a state-

ment of knowledge, acceptance, or

acknowledgment and appreciation
of the trust placed in me by tho

college community.

— Ruth Stenmark

The Loyal Opposition
By Jeii-y Hancock

On September 27, David Enoch,
Republican Congressional candi-
date, spoke to a group of students
on Foreign Policy in general and
specificially on Viet Nam, In gen-
eral, his ideas appeared shallow,
traditional, and out of touch with
the realities of modem interna-
tional politics.

The main fallacy in Mr. Enoch's
views on foreign policy seems to
be his belief that all communists
are alike and that international
communism is a vast conspiracy
controlled by Moscow and Peking.
One has to admire iVIr. Enoch's
courage for his ability to maintain
this position in spite of over-
whelming evidence to the con-
trary.

"Herald! read the accusation!" said the King.

On this the white rabbit blew three blasts on the trumpet,
and then unrolled the parchment scroll, and read as follows:

"The Queen of Hearts she made some tarts
All on a summer day;

The Knave of Hearts he stole those tarts.
And took them quite away!"

"Now for the evidence," said the King, "and then the
sentence."

"No!" said the Queen, "first the sentence, and then the
evidence!"

"Nonsense!" cried Alice, so loudly that everybody jumped,
"the idea of having the sentence first!"

"Hold your tongrue!" said the Queen.

"I won't!" said Alice, "you're nothing but a pack of
cards! ..."

The next line reads, "who cares for you." Fortunately this
situation of overt cyncism does not yet exist. We feel it is the
job of the faculty and administration to state their relation-
ship to the students in their present action, and whether they
have an.v concrete proposals suggesting where students might
actually have a voice in the "affairs of this college

"

I would be the first to agree
that communist theory certainly
sets international goals, but it has
in practice been highly national-
istic. By nationalistic, I mean that
communism has been more inter-
ested in achieving national stab-
ility and security rather than try-
ing to spread Marxist ideals. Yet,
Mr. Enoch manages to maintain
his position of a world-wide con-
spiracy in light of the Sino-Soviet
Split, Yugoslavia, and the recent
action of North Korea. He holds
this position in spite of the fact
that during the Korean Conflict
the North Koreans got active sup-
port only from the Chinese. These
examples hardly seem to indicate
a closely unified international con-
spiracy.

If communism is not a unified
international conspiracy, is there
any reason to accept, as Mr. Enoch
does, the Falling Domino Theory?
In its simplest form, this theory
maintains that if we don't stop
the Communists in Viet Nam, we
will have to fight them in the
Philippines; if not the Philippines,
then in Hawaii; and if you carry
this far enough we will have to

fight them in Rocky Ford. If, how-
ever, you see the struggle in Viet
Nam as a cirfl war in which the
goal of the North Vietnamese is

re-unification, then the Falling
Dominos Theory has no validity.
There are several compelling rea-
sons for accepting the civil war
view, not the least of which is Ho
Chi Minh. Ho, I believe, is first of
all a Vietnamese patriot and only
secondly a Communist. It was Ho
who led the Japanese resistance.
He was the leader of the Viet
Minh who forced the French out
of Viet Nam. If Viet Nam is uni-
fied under Ho his first interest will
be in re-building, hopefully with
support from both Moscow and
Washington, a country that has
been at war for almost 30 years.
He will have neither the time, the
manpower, nor the money to be-
come involved in a communist
take-over in Thailand, the Philip-
pines, or Rocky Ford.

Mr. Enoch's final statement was
the "death blow" to the hopes of
anyone interested in electing a
congressman with realistic ap-
proach to foreign policy. When
asked if he saw any possibility for

peaceful co-existence, he replied

with an absolute "No."

In come countries it is consid-

ered important for a politician t"

have the courage to voice unpopu-
lar opinions. I wish it were so in

the United States.

Sondermann New Editor

Dr. Fred A. Sondennann, profes-

sor of political science at Colorado
College, has been named editor oi

International Studies, quarterly

journal of the International Stud-

ies Association.

Professor Sondermann served as

president of the association from
1962 to 1963.
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The German Question: A European Problem
B> Ailhur Winte

Two weeks ago Mr. Wolf pub-

iislitiil the article "On Mendelson's

[Slindness" in the Tiger. This ar-

ticle caused quite a confusion

among interested CC students and
needs an answer. Two points, be-

fore all, have to be criticized.

first : th-e situations in Vietnam
and Gei-many are not, by far, as

analogous as Mr. Wolf sees them;
second; the way in which Mr. Wolf
discusses the German problem is

not adequate. This way of discus-

sion has been used for 18 years,

as long as Germany has been di-

vided, without causing the slight-

est change.

Foreign powers came into Ger-
many after a war between them
and Germany—a war between dif-

ferent countries—had ended. They
came on the agreement to divide

Germany and to hold up this divi-

.sion for at least one generation.

Both the Allied sides, the demo-
cratic and the communistic, hoped,

of course, to be able to forjn a new
Germany according to their own
ideas. When the powers realized

that this was impossible, their re-

action was a fatal one. They bound
the parts of Germany they oc-

cupied as close to their owni sys-

tems as possible, getting the nec-

essary support and encouragement
from like-minded German politi-

ians.

To begin with the first of Mr.

Wolf's points : tlie situation in

Vietnam is quite different from
that in Germany, where the war
is not between different countries,

not a war between America on the

one side and the Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese on the other

side, as Mr. Mendelson, for in-

stance, tried to explain, hi Gei--

nvany it is a war between two dif-
ferent systems, democracy and
ommunism.

The great powers, America and
to a certain extent Red China, are
asked to take part in the war.
They are figliting in Vietnam to
win as much of the country as pos-
sible for their own political sys-
tem, and their ideal aim is to have
the whole country on their own
side—undivided.

Now to my second objection, the
way of discussing the German
problem. As a German, I was very
surprised when I came over to
America to hear many Americans
speaking in favor of German re-

unification. This, however, is all

we can expect from the U. S. A.
right now. Its government has
enough troubles without Germany,
and it tries by all means not to

stir up the quiet German situation.

Moreover, it has no ideas how to

solve the problem. Here we find

the first signs of the "blindness"
Mr. Wolf has pointed out. The
U.S.A. tends more and more to

deny the seriousness of the Ger-
man question and the European
problems connected with it. But it

is not enough merely to point out
this political blindness. Nobody
will believe in it before new and
better possibilities of solving the
problems under discussion are
shown and explained.

Within Europe this blindness is

even more significant than in

America, even though it has been
pointed out for years. Great Bri-

tain still believes in her antiquated
balance-of-power policy for the
Continent. Since she has no iuflu-

eiice on Eastern Europe, she ap-
plies this policy to the Western
part—especially to France and the

Federal Kepubhr of Germany.
Great Britain fears the power of
a united Germany, and is therefore
not interested in German re-unifi-
cation. DeGauUe wants France to
dominate a (Western) "Europe of
Fatherlands." A united Germany
would mean too great a power to
be dominated by France. DeGaulle
does not realize, however, that
only a completely united Europe
of equal partners has a chance to
survive in the long run and fur-
tliermore does not seem to remem-
ber that the nationalistic policy he
favors has been one of the basic
reasons for two world wars.
The greatest powers, as well as

most of the other countries of
Western Europe, are therefore
politically blind in regard to the
German question. They are not
able or do not want to see that
the German question is no longer
\ German problem alone, but a

European one. Not only Berlin and
Germany are divided into two
parts, but the Iron Curtain also
extends through all of Europe. The
two systems, democracy iti the

West and communism in the East,
have such a strong hold in these
respective countries, that solutions

to the problems of any single
country are made impossible.

The only possibility of solving
the German problem is to solve
the European problems. Of these,

the German question is the most
important, and its importance will

increase with the lasting of the di-

vision of Germany and the stead-
ily growing difference between the
two parts of Europe. It has become
high time to find a solution. This
means a radical change of politics

and sometimes even of politicians,

especially in Eui-ope and especially

111 Germany.

Sanction of the Victim
By John Fruit

Those of you who have read Ayn
l;:md's novel Atlas Shrugged, will

v<-:i'Y likely recognize the title yoti

.Of' above; and although some of

ilii^ statements I will make in this

.''tide may in truth be said to re-

-Mible points Miss Rand has
|'i;ide, I find that I must bear the
i'lame for what is said herein. I do
Out claim any more than an aeci-

- oiital ideological kinship to Miss
);,'uid, nor, I am sure, would she
( !iiim any other than an accidental
I'-lationship to me, if that.

As Mr. Johnson continues to di-

rect his war on the poverty
stricken, as the screams mount in

protest against "the oppressive
conditions of ghetto life," and as
the rumble of protest against the
conscription of men for the Viet
Nam bloodbath grows louder, I

am provided with many examples
to support my contention (which
is, I think, similar to Miss Rand's)
that a victim of so-called social

injustice is a victim only because
he permits himself to be victim-
ized.

I am reminded of a statement
made by a professor at the Univer-
sity of Santa Clara upon his com-
pletion of a tour through the "pov-
erty stricken areas" of several Ap-
palachian states, to the effect that
the most prevalent form of povei-ty
from which these people suffered
Was a poverty of spirit. It was his

estimation that no amount of

money could erase poverty from
the lives of these people, and I see
no reason to disagree with his

conclusion.

One is also appalled at the posi-
tion of those people who are in the
monetary sense poverty stricken
but who are -still possessed of

enough self respect to refuse the
Jnultitude of available government
handouts. Not only do these peo-
ple have to fight federally caused
inflation and consequent price
rises, but (at last count) 34 per

cent of each dollar they spend

goes for some form or other of

taxes, and some of this tax money
goes to support those who find th?

government handout an easier

solution to life's problems than a

responsible job. The question is,

who is making war on whom ?

The subject of ghetto living is

a particularly hot one at the pre-

sent time, both with the CC ad-
ministration and with others. And
if I am allowed to revert to my
habit of quoting appropriate con-,

temporary proverbs to add a bit

of perspective to a given situa-

tion, I would quote a statement 1

first heard a couple of years ago:
"You can take the people out of

the slums, but you can't take the

slums out of the people." A decent

home is not a brand new apartment
built at taxpayer expense and
rented at half the market price,

despite Mr. Johnson's statements

to the contrary. Without individual

self-respect among members of

tlie family, any home is going to

have a tough time being decent,

and I continue to believe that any-
one who puts himself in the irre-

sponsible position of accepting a
government handout is awfully
lacking in self-respect.

This point about the sanction of
the victim is best illustrated, I

think, by the past and present con-
dition of the Negro in the Amer-
ican South. It is very easy to

speculate that the Negro was
(generally) not dissatisfied under
slavery and feel relatively safe in

so doing. Consider, as proof, that
had they desired to do so. Southern
slaves could have wiped out the
rural Southern white population
by sheer weight of numbers. They
could have staged sitdown strikes

which would have put their white
masters on the financial rocks. But
the Negroes did not resort to

these or other measures for exert-

ing his influence, and I think we
can justifiably conclude that as a

whole the Negro was not dissatis-

fied under slavery. Mississipjii

provides us a modern day example
of the same thing.

This discussion of the sanction

of the victim leaves me with one
thought— Someone should devise

a television short, to be shown
hourly, based on the chapter on
the Great Auk in Will Cuppy's
How to Become Extinct. Stick your
neck out, Mr. Cuppy observes, and
someone will cut it off.

Meyers to Talk to Students

Interested in Law School

Professor Charles J. Meyers of

the University of Stanford Law
School will be on campus on Fri-

day, October 14, from 2:30 to 4:30

p.m. to talk with students inter-

ested in law school. He will be in

the Political Science Seminar
Room, Palmer Hall, Room 30.
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Kutsche to Conduct Study of Mexican Village
By Barbara Boydeii

"IVe got ;s22,100 from the Na-
tional Science Foundation to do a
community study of a Spanish-
American village in noitliern New
Mexico," said Dr. Paul Kutsche
who is Associate Professor and
Chairman of the Department of
Anthropology. Kutsche applied for
the NSF Grant in order to do re-

search from September, 1966, to

August, l!>fi7. He plans to "live in

the village like the people who live

there and do all research in

Spanish."

Besides his wife and daughter,
Kutsche is taking a student with
him to help with the field work.
She is Kathleen Krusnik who has
just finished her sophomore year at

CC. "She will work with me until

Christmas," said Kutsche. "She is

majoring in Anthropology and
spent her summer working with
the America-n Red Cross in Mexico
City, so she is Muent in the Spanish
language." He added, "Kathleen's
interest is in problems of public
health."

Kutsche is ready to receive ap-
plications from students who
would like to do field work with
him next summer. He stated, "My
budget includes room for two
more CC students and it carries a
grant of $900 for each of them. I

am inviting applications for these
two positions."

It is not necessary to be a major
in Anthropology in order to apply,
although the top priority goes to

Anthropology majors. "All field

work is to be done in Spanish."'
Kutsche also explained that "un-
dergraduate field work in Anthro-
pology is fairly rare still" and that
this work "is part of the honors
pi-ogram." This program entitled

"Distinction in Anthropology" is

offered to students who are good

Aviation Ground School
To he Held on Campus
An aviation ground school will

be held on campus for the first

time this semester with FAA in-

st-i-uctors from Miller-Wolf Aero
of Pikes Peak Airport. The ground
school course for the private fly-

ing license covers information
needed to pass the FAA written
exam on private pilot privileges
and regulations, general operating
and air traffic rules, rules of the
Civil Aeronautics Board governing
accident reporting; practical as-

pects of cross-country flying,

flight planning, map reading, pi-

lotage, use of radio aids to VFR
navigation, radio communication
procedures and emergency mea-
sures; recognizing dangerous
weather conditions, and evaluating
weather reports; general safety
jiractices in operating airplanes.

Trips will probably be taken to

Pikes Peak Airp'oit foi- familiari-

zation with light aircraft. An in-

troductory meeting was held
Thursday, and the course will be
held each Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
on campus. See Jack BeiTyhill,

47.3-l-'J28, to enroll or inquire.

academically. "They are encour-
aged to do field work, then do an
honors thesis in their senior year,
and if accepted, they graduate
"with distinction in Anthropology."
The deadline for applications is

January 31, 19G7. "Any intei-ested

students just need to write me a
letter at this address:"
331 Hillside Avenue,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Briefly here are the research

aims as outlined by Kutsche: 1)

"The information on the Spanish
people is scanty. It is important
because these people migrate to

cities and find it difficult to adjust
to city ways, so it is useful to
study culture patterns in u vil-

lage." The village chosen will have
"as little contact as possible with
the Anglo world; it will be almost
exclusively Roman Catholic; it will

be as close to subsistence irriga-
tion agriculture as possible; and
have as little emigration as pos-
sible." 2) "To collect comparative
data on social organization of the

mountain people." Previous study
was done by Kutsche in the Appa-
lachian area on the Cherokee of

North Carolina and the whites of

eastern Kentucky, so this will

"test hypotheses about the influ-

ence of mountain ecology on family
structure and other aspects of

social organization."

3) "To collect comparative data
on 'marginal man' which refers to

people who are forced to try to get
along in the Anglo world." 4) [
want to give field training to stu-

dents." Included in the grant was
an International Harvester whicli

will become college property after

the field work is completed, as well

as a tape recorder to help with
gathering data.

Since this is Kutsche's first

field work since his doctoral dis-

sertation, he is "quite excited

about it." His wife "although
Anglo, was brought up in San
Lnis in Southern Colorado, so she
is going to help me in the field off

and on,"

Black Power Discussed by Hargraves

'Candy Kisses
<Cantliiucd from page one)

discuss the results. He did say,
however, that his particular group
"lacked much political awareness,"
and "they were able to conceptua-
lize 'what is right,' but wei-e un-
able to put it into practice. I guess
that's the main problem with our
society today. If we could only put
into practice what we agree is

'right,' we'd be in fine shape."

By Larry Armstrong

The fact that too many are un-

aware of the amount of injustice

present in the Negro ghettos of

the North is causing grave misun-

derstanding among the sympathe-
tic middle class of this country.

The civil rights movement appeal's

to have overstepped the bounds of

good taste in Watts. Chicago,
Rochester, and numerous other
places throughout the North; many
people feel that the riots in these
areas show that the Northern Ne-
gro is not ready for equality. Per-
sons who supported the orderly
non- violent demonstrations
throughout the South are shocked
by this behavior and are no longer
as anxious to support the cause. A
reflection of this attitude is the
failure of Congress to pass the
19G6 Civil Rights Bill.

This problem was discussed by
Rev. J. Archie Hai-graves under
the topic "The Meaning of Black
Power," on October 2 in the WES
Room. Reverend Hargraves ex-
plained that the plight of the
Northern ghetto Negro is so infe-

rior to the standards of the middle
class that riots are unavoidable.
They have grossly inferior educa-
tional facilities, 25 per cent unem-
ployment, sub-standard housing;
and the fact that to the rioting
ghetto Negroes themselves there
appears to be no escape from this

environment only results in vio-

lent, desperate protests of their

outrage.

"Black Power" is the slogan of

a movement that is trying to

solve this problem from within the
ghetto. Black Power consists of
getting economic and political

power for the ghetto Negro so
that he can get the education, jobs,
houses, and respect that he must
have in order to be equal to the
people of the middle class. Black
Power contains the realization that
nobody else will help the people in

the ghetto; if they want to improve
their conditions they must do the
job themselves. And Black Power
is not a radical movement; it is

essentially a struggle of perhaps
the lowest class {Mexicans and
Puerto Ricans as well as Negroes)
against the middle and upper
classes.

How to achieve the goal of eq-
uality for the people in the ghetto
has caused much disagreement
among the leaders of this move-
ment, however. Should the Negro
try to become a part of the white
man's society or should he try to

make it on his own and form his

own institutions ? How should tht'

Negro go about getting political

power? What should be done about
the riots that will inevitably oc-

cur? Reverend Hargraves noted
these problems, but cautioned that
the middle class should not let

failures, apparent bad judgment,
and riots prevent them from realiz-

ing just how bad the plight of the

Negro is. If the middle class wants
peace, order, and quiet it must
realize that nothing will be solved
until the pi-oblem of the ghetto is

overcome.

^Ijoup Olljap^l

Sunday Morning Worship Service
October 9, 1966— 11:00 a.m.

Preacher;

Professor Joseph Pickle

Sermon Title:

"Investments and Futures"
The prophet Jeremiah is well

known for his dreary outlook on
life, particularly since he indicated
the impending decline of Israel.

Yet at the very point that his

hearers began to believe him, when
he was talking about the serious-
ness of the political situation, he
purchased property for himself.

Religious faith, properly under-
stood, is commitment to a future,
even to the point of investing
everything one has, The sermon i-s

intended as an exploration of the

relation between faith and hope.

Mass to Be Held
In Shove Chapel
A weekly mass will be held at

Shove Chapel every Tuesday at

5:30 p.m. Newman Club meetings
will be in the Wilson Seminar
Room in Palmer on Tuesday at

9:30 p.m.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
i. I when you're doum town

Vmake stopping at the Chinook

a hobbit . . . er, habit.

2O8I/2 North Tejon 435-1195
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Pres. Worner Gives Views on Campus Issues
V Kristin Williamson ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^im^^ ;< v.^/^.^^,. j.i.„..By Kristin Williamson

Interest in the four course pi;

liisappointment in the failure of
Coloi-ado College students to or-

ganize a representative student
government and enthusiasm for
such manifestations of responsible
student action as the organization

of The Astrologer were voiced by
President Worner in an interview
concerning these and other cur-
rent aspects of the campus dia-

l.)g:ue.

On Sludent Government

A former ASCC president, Dr.
Worner termed last year's dissolu-

tion of student government "an ir-

responsible action" which may not
liave been entirely legal. He is

flisappointed that the defunct
ASCC did not make any provis-

ion for the continuance of its ad-
ministrative tasks such as allocat-

ing funds and delegating authority
to its various committees. Realiz-

ing that the fact of dissolution is

water under the bndge, Dr.

Worner has not observed any stu-

dent sentiment in favor of reviving
the former ASCC. "I only assume
that it (ASCC) isn't wanted." He
is "not angry, but sad" at the
present turn of events and hopes

tliat students will organize a form
of responsible student government.
Faced with a certain amount of

administrative chaos, President
Womer used the powers delegated
liini by the Board of Trustees to

set up an interim student govern-
ment centered in the faculty-

appointed Committee on Under-
graduate Life, which has some
claim to legality since each mem-
ber is elected by a representative
canipu-s organization. Dr. Worner
emphasized that the function of

this interim student government is

merely to carry out ASCC's admin-
istrative tasks and to provide a
place here students may come to

voice their problems. He antici-

pates that the CUL will not be-

come CC's permanent student

government, but will serve as tlie

administrative channel for the in-

itiation of a new student govern-
ment.

The constitution of the CUL
should in no way be construed as
Written and drafted by the admin-
istration or faculty, for Dr.

Worner called any attempt by the

"ESP-DISK, recording company of the

new music and the FUSS, wants campus

'eps for surveys and public relations

assignments.; Contact immediately . . .

B- STOLLMAN, ESP

156 5ih Avenue, New York lOOIO.-"

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campus

827 North Tejon

administration to organize a stu-
dent government "ridiculous." Ul-
timately, Dr. Worner would like to
see that students take the time
and trouble to discover, to talk
about what they think and what
can be clone to organize a student
government which will represent
the entire student body and not
just a minority. He anticipates
that such a development will take
time to work itself out.

Student Initiative

Dr. Womer voiced a more en-
thusiastic opinion of student in-
itiative in discussing such recent
projects as the re-organization of
IFC which he was "pleased to see"
had worked through its constitu-
tion and "not only in theory but
in practice had exercised its re-
sponsibility." He pointed to IPC's
sponsorship of James Farmer's
appearance last year as evidence
of the vigor of the organization.

The recent organization of the
PSAC was similarly approved by
the president who maintains the
right of any group to organize at
"any time they want to" for pur-
)ioses which are defined. He an-
ticipates that the constitution of
FSAC will be approved by the in-
terim student government with
no difficulty, but does not think

it proper that an organization
which does not have a clearly form-
ulated constitution and is not a
representative student grouo be-
come part of the interim student
government.

Dr. Worner greeted the estab-
lishment of the Astrologer with en-
thusiasm. He is happy that the new
social facility is being used and
enjoyed. Admitting that the As-
trologer has "not met all social
needs," Dr. Womer thinks it is the
answer to a social building in the
present absence of space. He spoke
of more informal social facilities
such as the consti-uction of bar-
becue pits.

On Cutler
As CC's first building, Cutler

has a "tremendous significance for
U.OOO CC alumni." Dr. Womer
finds that it is "not an appropri-
ate building" for student activities
due to its history. Cutler will not
be torn down but will have a "dig-
nified use that reflects its histor-
ical importance to the college"
such as its current occupation by
the education department and a
possible Masters of Arts in Teach-
ing Program.

On the Bookstore
Sharing the views of the fac-

ulty bookstore committee, Dr.
Worner was disappointed at the
recent reversal of Rastall Board.
He is confident that the conflict

with the Board can be worked out
and that room can be found in

Rastall for both the TIGER and
an expanded bookstore, perhaps by
removing the games ai'ea to the
boys' dorms.

In discussing the four course
system Dr. Worner expressed hope
that any decision about the feas-
ability of such a plan for Colorado
College be a result of careful con-
sideration on the part of the fac-

ulty and students. Dr. Worner is

interested to find that other com-
parable colleges have adopted such
plans as part of a movement to-

wards a better and more leisurely
liberal education. He explained

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

LEVI'S LEVI'S
:• New Brush Denim Cords •:- Slim Fits :-

•:- All Styles : All Sizes :

Western Wear

I 12 South Teic Telephone 632-0391

that before World War II, Colo-
rado College in effect was on the
four course system, which ended
with the introduction of three hour
courses. The president voiced a
concern' about the pressure and
occasional grimness of taking five,
six, or seven courses. "An under-
graduate education should be leis-
urely"— not marred with pres-
sure—with time to r(;;id, study.

reflect, and talk. Leisure should
not be construed as idleness but na
opportunity. In Dr. Werner's view,
education is nut confined to course
work. Appalled that some stu-
dents cannot find time Lo read
outside of their course work, Dr.
Worner thinks that the test of a
college's success comes when a
student continues to rend after
graduation.

FINE QUALITY

KNITTING MATERIALS
- AT —

"THE KNIT SHOP"
125 South T«ion

NOW SHOWING
1:06 — 3:12 — 5:1

Juilliard Concert

To Include Works
By Mozart, Berg
Tickets for the Monday evening

performance of the Juilliard String
Quartet have been sold out to stu-
dents and faculty. Consequently,
no tickets will be available for
public sale at $2.

The concert begins at the Arm-
strong Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.

The program will include: Mo-
zart's "Hunt Quartet," Berg's
"Lyric Suite," and Beethoven's
Op; 59, No. 1 in F Major.

I
Newsweek

|
says:

"Enriched with
Stylish Zest...

Bountiful Wit!"

BRECORYiSOPHIA

PECK ;loren

PDiHiydiii

ARABESQUE
TBCHNICOUJR'
PANAVISION"
A umvERSAt RaCASE

PEAK
THEATRE "*

SEE IT AT
12:56, 3:05, 5:15

7:25 and l-.li

America's Funniest Family in their

\rL

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

FRED GWYNNEYVONNEDECARLOAtlEWIS BUTCH PATRICK

,JEBBIE WATSON .., JERRY-THOMAS HERMIONE GINGOLD
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Campus Employment Agency
Established this Semester
As a result of last year's lieavy

demand for an organized under-
graduate employment placement
service, the College Student 'Em-
ployment Agency has been initi-

ated under the planning of John
O. Howard, assistant business
manager.
The agency, located in the Ac-

tivities Office of Rastall Center,
is directed by Barry K, Woodward,
coordinator of Student Activities.

Woodward has had extensive ex-
perience in student employrnent as
a result of his work at the Colum-
bia University Placement and Ca-
reer Planning Center. "We're in a
transition phase now," Woodward
explained, "but we can provide
more of a personal touch, and

while it depends on demand, U(.

hope we can place a student where
he'd be best suited." Woodward
has observed that many students
who have had no previous outside
work experience are now request-
ing su'ch work for the first time.
The agency intends to assist these
people in finding the proper jobs.
Students interested in starting
student businesses are urged to
consult Woodward for possible as-
sistance.

Some prospective job openings
are presently posted outside the
Activities Office. However, most
positions require a visit to the of-
fice for additional information and
interview. Agency hours are 1 to i5

p. m. Monday through Friday,

Advanced Placement in Art

To Be Topic of Conference
Dave Herz on his 1935 Vintage 2-ton dump truck. Mr. Herz, a dapper and well-dressed young man.
truly representative Colorado College student.

On Adulh: "rou play with my worl<

like it's your little toy." — Bob Dylai
India Topic of IRC Forum Books Available at

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & Willamette

(3 blocks iM < mpu»)

International Relations Club is

sponsoring a discussion on "India:
A Testing Ground for Democracy"
led by juniors Doug Bayley and
Tom Cohen, and Professor Louis
Geiger of the history department
Thui-sday, October 13, at 7 p.m. in
the WES room. Dr. Geiger was
Visiting Professor of American
History and Institutions at Jada-
pur University in Calcutta the
academic year of '63-'()4. Tom and
Doug have just recently returned
from a summer traveling, study-
ing, and living with families in

India with two groups of the Ex-
periment in International Living.

Bass Weejuns

af

College Shoe Shop

831 North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Sjlurdsyl
12:00-8:00 |Sunday|

900 E. Fillmore (Try Us (or Your Next funclion] Phone 634-097B

Drive-in Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers
8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

Library and Bookstore

On Capital Punishment

Books on capital punishment are
available at the library and the
bookstore for those interested in

pj-eparing for the day-long pro-
gram on capital punishment which
will be held on Tuesday, October
18.

The library has set aside a shelf
of books in the entrance hall, and

the bookstore has received a sup-

ply of paperbacks which include

Redau, The Death Penalty in

America: The Case Against Capi-

tal Punishment; McGeHee, The
Death Penalty; and Yoder, The
Christian and Capital Punishment.

Several additional titles are yet

on order.

Professor Bernard Arnest ha^

announced that a national con-

ference on advanced placement in

art will be held here October 13-15,

1966. The conference will bring

together leaders in both art and
edu'cation to study the applicabil-

ity of advanced placement proced-
ures to the teaching of art in sec-

ondary schools.

A special grant was given to the
Art Department from the Arts and
Humanities Branch of the Office
of Education, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare,
to carry out this conference, the
first of its kind in the field of art
education.

The conference was initiated by
Professor Arnest, chairman of the
Art Department in the belief that
"advanced placement may be the
best available means of pro\'iding

much needed relationships between
the content of secondary school
courses and beginning college
courses in art, both studio and art
history."

Both the College Art Associa-
tion and the National Art Educa-

Jim White, Charlotte Her .
crowded Colorado College I -I r

Knlghf browse

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocks from Campus — Now and Used Bikos

SCHWINN Franchise Dealer
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

Repairs 8 Parh (or Any Make
TELEPHONE 63M733

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Ouf famous Cellof available for large fraiernify or clan parties

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

tion Association will be rep-
resented, and many nationally
known participants will attend.

Professor Arnest was optimistic
abou-t the workability of Advanced
Placement in art as he spoke of
the conference. "Advanced Place-
ment has proved itself in major
fields of education. There seems
to be no inherent reason why it

cannot be applied to the study of
art—especially art history—with
tremendous advantage. We hope
this conference will result in spe-
cific recommendations for action,
beginning with a pilot testing pro-
gram involving leading colleges,
universities and secondary school>-
throughout the United States."

Broadmoor to Show

Miller Ski Movie
Warren Miller's hilarious, histor-

ical and entertaining ski movie
will be shown Saturday, October
8, at 8 p.m. in the Broadmoor
International Center. His 196G ver-
sion of world-wide skiing is en-
titled "Skiing on the Wild Side"
and will include scenes from eight
states and four foreign countries.

The annual Miller Movie, which
serves each year as the "kick-off"
for all ski plans in the area, will

again provide information on jun-
ior clubs, senior clubs and racing
plans for the area.

Miller, who travels throughout
the world each year in preparation
for his 90-minute color spectacular,
is now the dean of ski cinemato-
graphy, matching expertly the hi-

larious comedy of recreational
skiing with the breath-taking skill

of Olympic skiing. Tickets for the
movie will be sold at the door of

the International Center.

High Income Jobs on Campus
Gel d high paying job in sales, dis-

tribution or market research right on

Become a campus representative for

over forty magazines, American Air-
lines, Operation Maich, etc., and
earn big part-time money doing in-

teresting work.

Apply right now!

COLLEGIATE MARKETING,
Dept. H, 27 E. 22nd St.,

New York, N. Y. lOOIO.

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

OUT lUEST

II E. Piles Peak Phone 634-550!
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Bob Hutton Works As Linotypist and Photographer
By Sonja Johanscn

Working several nights a week
(jnd Saturdays, plus classes and
outside studying isn't easy," says

gob Hutton. Hutton, Colorado
Spi'ings resident who talks mo-
flestly of his many activities and
ai'complishments, is a working jun-

ior and economics major at CC.
For the past few years he's

worked as linotype operator at

I'eerless Printing Company, where
lie now sets the program for the

Rocky Mountain Kennel Club.

Hutton also sets the type for the
Tiger.

"One of the most exciting things

I've ever done," says Hutton when
falking of his job as publication di-

rector for the nationally circulated

Scholastic Wrestling News, a mag-
aiine "devoted exclusively to

schoolboy wrestling." He plans and
sets the copy for each of the 12
editions distributed annually.

Following his interest in ath-
letics, Hutton writes sports for the
Gazette-Telegraph, has served as
athletic secretai-y at Wasson and
Mitchell High Schools, keeps sta-
tistics for CC basketball and foot-
ball games, and has filmed basket-
ball games for Mitchell High
School.

Also an amateur photographer,
Hutton filmed "The Lesson," a
short film produced by Tom E.
Barton last spring for the "Spring
Film Festival." "It was great fun,"
says Hutton. "An 8:00 Saturday
morning class was staged. Kids
were knitting, reading, purse
searching, doodling, talking, and
sleeping during the lecture."

CC Ski Club to Sponsor

Sunday Buses to Ski Areas
The first meeting of the Ski

Club, Tuesday evening, president
Frank Alby announced plans to

run Sunday buses from the first

snow on, to wherever the majority
of club members wish to go.

Dues are $2.00 and members are
gi\'en seating priority and lift tic-

ket reductions. Plans include a
three day ski weekend at the end
of January and a five day trip the
week of Spring Vacation.
The Ski Club will try to provide

a breakfast on the bus and sack
lunches if possible. Parties,
"blasts," and banquets are also be-
ing considered. There may be a re-
duction on rented and new equip-
ment at Blick's and Cook's Sport-
ing Goods Stores.

The Ski Club will sponsor a var-
sity race January 29. Captain
"Bud" Mease, coach of the team,
announced that club members will
be needed to furnish timekeepers

and gatekeepers mth two free
lift tickets as compensation.
Lynda Spickard Nowak is the

new Girls' Ski Team racing coach.

SS Qualification Test
Set for November
The Selective Ser\ice Quali-

fication Test is scheduled to be
given on November 18 and 19.
Applications for the test may
be secured in the Registrar's
Office or at Local Board No. 8.

These should be obtained and
filed immediately.

In order to be eligible to take
the test a registrant must be a
regularly enrolled full time stu-
dent and must not have pre-
viously taken the test.

Scores on the test will be
used by local draft boards in

considering the eligibility of a
student registrant for a H-S
deferment.

HONOR COUNCIL MEMBERS
The following is a list of Honor Council members, where they may

bE contacted and their extensions. If anyone has an, questions aboutme Honor System they should contact one of these representatives.

Chuck Buxton — Superdorm x 484
Bill Campbell, Pres.— Phi Delta Theta _ x 366
John Ohalik— Superdorm x 476 or 478
Lana Coffman — Loomis „ jc 269
Dorothy Davies— Mullett _ ^ 397
Dave Friend— Admission Office x 219 or 220
Mike Johnston— Superdorm ;.._ x 491
Gary Knight— Superdorm ^ _ _ x 491
Jane Lubchenco— Loomis „ jx 264
Diana Marks— Haskell ^ 296
Denny Pendleton — Sigma Chi ...x 360
Rickie Robbins— Mullett „ _ ,„ x 397
Sylvia Thorpe— Max Kade __.,. jt 392
Tom Wolfe- 1238 Wood lino phone
Di-. Rocker, Advisor _ _ 634-7906

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

Sun.Iays are not free for Hutton.
He conducts a youth group at Vil-
lage Christian Church and has sub-
stituted as church organist in the
past.

Carrying an above average load
of 17 hours. Bob has maintained a
high grade average. He has no
specific future plans except "to at-
tend gradutite school." "I believe
that as an economics major I

will have a good backgi-ound for
about anything I decide to go into
though," stated Hutton.

Duffy Discusses

Capital Punishment
Clinton P. Duffy, vice-president

of the National League to Abolish
Capital Punishment, spoke Tues-
day in defense of his position on
that issue and urged the passage
of the proposed amendment
which would abolish the death
penalty in Colorado. Especially
forceful was his argument that
capital punishment is, by all evi-

dence, not a crime deterent, that
in fact the publicity given such
cases may actually stimulate crime.
This theory is evidenced by the
fact that there are fewer homi-
cides per capita in states without
capita! punishment than in neigh-

boring states enforcing the pen-

alty. Duffy furthered his position

by pointing out that he has never

knovpn a wealthy person to be ex-

ecuted. He also assured the aud-

ience that it costs more to exe-

cute a prisoner than to keep him
alive.

A native of San Quentin, Mr.

Duffy has watched the transition

fi-om "punishment only" to "train-

ing and treatment" with emphasis

on the convict's preparation for

return to society. Thirteen states

have new abolished the death pen-

alty and in others, such as Cali-

fornia, it is gradually becoming
un-enforoed. Correspondingly, the

homicide crime rate has decreased

from 10.8 per 100,000 population

in 1931 to 4.18 per 100,000 in 1964.

Stated Duffy, "I believe capital

punishment is wrong, that we'll

have a better community without

it."

Beautiful st>'ling enhances
the brilliance and beauty of

the perfect Keepsake center

diamond. ^^ "'""^ "> j™' ij«uii.

I

oeuieiRY
I13EAST

.;yiPIKESPEAk--^
AVE. .

Colorado College student Bob Hutton works as linotype operator at
Peerless Printing Company.

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

And, for good reasons . . , like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond , . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) . . , a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

TCeepsa,lce '

o Ri uat

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booUet, "'How To Plan Vour Engagement
and Wedding" and new )2-page full color folder, bdh for only 25c.
Also, jend special offer of beauliful 44-poge Bride's BooL

KEEPSAKE DIAr^OND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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U. S. Foreign Service Officer

To Speak, Show Movie at CC

A pretty freshman coed blasts hei

Theta tallied the greatest number
Days Queen,

:r male compatrrot with a pie in last weekend's Derby Days. Kappa Alpha
of points in the games, and Pamela Johns of Bemis was named Derby

CC Gridders to Meet Nebraska Wesleyan

After losing to Mines 28-6 In Golden at Brooks Field

Mr, Harlan Clark, an officer in

tilt? United States Foreign Service,

will visit the campus on Friday,

October 14 to explain careers in

the Foreign Service to inteiested

students.

Mr. Clark will speak to Prof.
SoTKfermann's International Rela-
tions class at 11 a.m. in Palmer
230. Interested students who are
not enrolled in this class are in-
vited to come for this occasion.
Following a lunch with faculty
members, Mr. Clark will be avail-
able for personal discussions from
2 to 4 p.m. in Rastall Lounge. At
4 p.m. he wil] show a State De-
partment movie dealing with prob-
lems of foreign affairs, give a brief
talk, and answer further questions
about the Foreign Service. This
meeting will take place in the
WES room in Rastall Center. All

interested students are urged {„
attend.

Pamphlets, sample questions
from the examination, and other
materials will be available. Stu-
dents who wish to take this exam-
ination during the curreTit year
must file their applications by Oc-
tober 22 in order to be permitted
to take the examination on Decein
ber 3.

Mr. Clark is a native of Ohio
and received his B.A. from Michi-
gan State and his M.A. from Tlie
Fletcher School of Law and Di-
plomacy. He entered the Foreign
Sen'ice in 1937 and has served W,
such varied posts as Zurich, Bang-
kok, Capetown, Pretoria, Adt-n,
Jidda, Beirut, Damascus, Toyko
Alexandria, Taiz, and in the De-
partment itself. He is currently as-
signed as Senior Fellow in Resi-
dence at the University of Denver.

The Colorado College football
team left Thursday morning for
Lincoln. Nebraska, in preparation
for the Friday night game with
Nebraska Wesleyan. The Tigers
vdU face an undefeated team which
inflicted a 20-7 loss on the CC con-
tiiigent last yeav at Washburn
Stadium,

The Tigers will be coming off a
28-6 loss to Colorado School of
Mines last Saturday night at
Brooks Field in Golden. CC ran
into a fired-up' Mines team which
was primed for its homecom-
ing. The Tigers drew first blood
when they recovered a fumbled
punt on the Mines 25 yard line.
Warner Reeser then threw a 21
yard pass to Ray Jones for the

touchdown. The extra point was no
good and the Tigers led 6-0.

Mines then took control of the
game and drove for two first-half
touchdowns beiiind the running of
all-conference fullback Walker,
halfback McGee, gnd quarterback
Garner. The halftime sct)re was
Mines 14. CC 6.

On the first play of the second
half MeGee broke loose up the
middle and went all the way rais-
ing the score to 21-6. The Tigers
refused to fold and came up with
a tough goal line stand when
Mines had a first down on the CC
three yard line. For four downs
the defense stiffened and the Ti-
gers took over on their own one
yard line. However, Mines came

More Letters
To the Editor:

I would like to thank the stu-
dents, faculty and administration
for the enthusiastic response and
interest shown for the concert of
the Juiliiard Quartet. The great
demand on tickets was an exper-
ience of invaluable reassurance
that the best in music still has a
very large audience. I only regret
that the seating capacity of Arm-
strong Hall did not take care of
everyone who wanted to attend the
concert and forced us to adopt cer-
tain limiting policies.

We would appreciate it very
uch if all persons who hold tic-

kets hut find that they can not use
them would turn them in at the
earliest possible moment at the
P^astall Center desk in order to en-
able other people to attend. Since
the seats are not resei-ved we also
urge you to come to the concert
early to avoid a last minute iiish
for seats and to assure yourself of
a good place in the house.

— Dr. Max Lanner

To the Editor:
Last week's critique of Theatre

Workshop's "No Exit" was an un-
due pessimistic vivesection involv-
ing narrow superficial analyses.
For example, soliloquies are cap-

able of beinf .-supported by their

own inhei'ent momentum, and dra-
matic lighting is not essential to
convey their special import. In
the case of "No Exit," imagina-
tion was sufficient to replace
"trick lighting." The mantlepiece
and bronze statue were quite ade-
quate considering that the play
\yould have been equally effec-
tive had no props whatsoever been
used. The players' make-up was
hea\'j', in order to emphasize fa-
cial expression to the entire aud-
ience. The fact that the three tar-
gets of criticism mentioned above
are so trivial and that such cri-
ticisms as these fill most of last
week's critique shows the near-
sightedness of the review.

Concerning the "worst point in
the direction" which was the paw-
ing between Inez and Estelle and
Estelle and Garcin. it does not
seem that these displays of emo-
tion could be interpreted subtly
and retain the intended effect of
the degradation of human dignity.
Hell is no place of subtlety.

Perhaps a more optimistic atti-
tude was needed by the critic upon
entering the review of last week.

Dave Sullivan

Chuck Lambie
Sedge

Steve Spear

back with a pass for their last
score.

-

A clipping penalty hurt the
Tigers in the last quarter when
Ray Jones took a short pass and
rambled for 60 yards only to have
the play called back.

After this week's Wesleyan
game the Tigers will return to
Washburn Stadium to host Califor-
nia Lutheran next Saturday af-
ternoon,

Frosh Booters

Win First Game
The freshman soccer team won

their first game of the season
against the College of Santa Pe
New Mexico, last Sunday at Bonny
Park Field, by a score of 7-5 It
was a nip and tuck battle brought
on by three defensive lapses that
enabled the visitors to tie the
score after the CC squad had taken
a three goal lead at half-time. The
game see-sawed back and forth un-
til the final period, when CC again
scored two goals to win 7-5 This
game reflected good offensive
strength, but weakness in defense.
Evan Griswold, center forward
scored four goals; Tom Schuster,
Right Inner, two goals; and Andy
McConnel, Eight Wing, one Eoal
for CC.

Ne.xt weekend the Frosh travel
to play in a weekend tournament
against Colorado Rocky Mountain
School and Whiteman School.

Basketball Tryouts

Anyone interested in trying out
for this year's basketball team
should contact Coach Eastlack on
or before Fiiday, October 14, The
first meeting will be held at 4:00
p. m. on that date.

Soprano Eileen Farrell to Open
Colorado Springs Symphonic Season

By Jerry Schmifz

October opens the symphonic sea-
son around the country, and Colo-
rado Springs is opening in grand
style with the appearance of Eileen
Farrell in a concert Saturday, Oc-
tobei' 8, at 8:30 p. m. at Palmer
High School Auditorium. The New
York Times has called Miss Far-
rell "one of the world's greatest
Wagneiian sopranos." One of the
arias she will sing is Brunnhilde's
"Immolation" from the Gotter-
dammerung, which is seldom per-
formed. She will also sing arias by
Verdi and Puccini. In addition the
Colorado Springs Symphony will

perform an overture by Rossini
and a piece by Hindemith. Season
tickets are available for a five
concert series from 11 to 20 dol-

lars. They may be purchased by

calling 633-1602, by writing to the
Symphony in care of P. 0. Box
1692, or at the door.

The Denver Symphony opens
October 10 and 11 with a concerto
by Vivaldi, Symphony No. 104 l,y

Haydn, and Symphony No. 2 by
Rachmaninoff. Special student
rates of 12 dollars for a series ...f

16 conceits may be obtained Ijy

writing the Denver Symphony St,.

ciety. Suite 611, 1615 California
St., Denver, Colo. 80202.

Since there seem to be a few
students who enjoy performing
chamber music, I would like to in-
form them there is a local society
of chamber music headed by Mrs
Wilbur Wright. Mrs. Wright lives
at 1531 Wood and may be reached
by calling 633-0972. She has in-

vited anyone interested to get in

touch with her.

tfatkaufaif.i

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

1 27 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632- 1 44

1

HUNTING SEASON IS HERE
Get Your Lucky License!

-:- We Have a Complete Line of Hunters' Needs

-:- GUNS -:- AMMO -:- CAMPING GEAR

CALL 632.1961 FOR HUNTING INFORMATION

LUCdS Sporting Gods Co.

120 North Tejon Telephone 633-3874

J
Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUM)

This afternoon THE SEEDS

THEKRAZYKAT_F.A.C

COORS ON TAP

3905 North Nevada

2 - 6 P. M.

New Bands Weekly

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

. I
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Day -Long Discussion to Be Held
On Topic of Capital Punishment

RASTALL CENTER BOARD is considering al+emale

the games area as well as possible external expansion.

of parts of

RCB Votes to Implement First Phase

Of Plan for Bookstore Expansion

Tlie Rastall Center Board met

Tuesday, October 11, to discuss

various reports on the feasibility

of expanding the bookstore in Ras-

tall. Their decision unanimously

approved the first phase of a

three year expansion plan inti-o-

duced several weeks ago by Dr.

Brooks and the Book Store Com-
mittee. This would mean expand-
ing the present site of the Book
Store into the Tiger room. They
telt that this would bring immedi-
ate relief to the overcrowded con-
dition, while the Board could con-
tiTiue to study other areas which
might be better situated for both
the Book Store and student acti-

vities.

The Board is still considering the
possibility of taking over part of
the games area, but this has im-
mediate implications with student
activities and storage for the food
service.

This proposed plan gives the

flexibility to either finish the three

year plan, oi' to move the whole

bookstore someplace else and then

use the present area for the Tiger

and other activities such as Inter-

fraternity Council and Associated

Women Students. Mrs. Vickerman,
head of the Book Store, said that

all the furnishings are of the poi--

table type and could be moved if

necessary so that there would be

very little waste if this plan were
adopted.

1968 Symposium Discussed

ff

An all-day program considering
the question of capital punishment
is being presented on campus,
Tuesday, October 18. This event,

sponsored by the Colorado College

Forum Committee, will consist of

two panel discussions and a major
debate among participants conver-
sant in the legal, psychological,

and practical aspects of capital

punishment.

Several considerations were in-

fluential in the Forum Committee's
decision to present such an inten-

sive examination of capital punish-
ment. Committee chairman Mich-
ael Johnston explained that the
topic had never been p'ublicily di.s-

cussed in any detail at the College.
In addition, the capital punish-
ment question is particularly
timely for students who are Colo-
i-ado residents, as a result of the
upcoming state referendum to
abolish the death penalty.

Because there had been no other
major debates on the capital
punishment issue in Colorado, the
Forum Committee hoped that a
thorough and comprehensive re-
view of the issue would prove valu-
able for the community and state
in clarifying the more nebulous
questions prior to the November
election.

The Program opens at 11:00
a.m. with a discussion of the major
arguments for and against aboli-
tion of the death penalty. Panel
participants include: For abolition,
Dr. Charles Milligan, Professor of
Philosophy at Iliff School of Theo-
logy (University of Denver) and
Chairman of the Colorado Council
to Abolish Capital Punishment;
Harry Tinsley. Chief of Con-ec-

tinns, for the Colorado Department
of Institutions. For retention, Bert
Keating, Denver District Attorney;
Judge James C. Carter, District'
Court of Grand Junction.
Each panelist will present a ten-

inmute argument, to be followed
by a general discussion among
participants and the audience.
At 4:00 p.m. the same panelists

will examine the arguments in op-
position to their personal convic-
tions.

"Resolved: Capital Punishment
Should Be Retained." a major de-
bate, will be held at 8:00 p.m. Par-
ticipants include: Negative, Dr.
John R Silber, Department of
Philnqophy at the University of

texns and Chairman of the Texas
Society to Abolish Capitiil Punish-
ment; afTirmntivo, George Levy,
Senior Psychologist at the Colo-
rado State Penitentiary. A public
discussion will follow the formal
debute.

All events will be held in Arm-
strong Hall. A luncheon for all
participants will be given at 12:30
p.m., Tuesday. The appropriate
dining room will be announced on
that moniing. Also, a similar din-
ner will be given Tuesday evening
ill the Exile Room at Bemis. Stu-
dents and stalT are invited to at-
tend both functions but must re-
gister at Rastall prior to noon,
Monday,

r

FSAC Sponsors Community Programs

John R. Silber George Lev

The American Presidency" Proposed As Topic
In past years, Symposium topics

have been chosen in a series of
meetings held in the latter part of
the Spring semester. This year,

prompted by a feeling that it is

necessary to start now, three jun-
iors, Wally Bacon, Dick Stevenson,

Dean Mathias Dies
Henry Edwin Mathias, associate

dean of Colorado College, died of a
heart attack Friday, October 7, at
his home at 1436 North Weber
Street.

Dean Mathias, who administered
the college's $650,000 student aid
Pvogram, joined the faculty at
Colorado College in 1927 as an as-
sistant professor of geology. He
was known to many as "Prof."

"Ed Mathias was part of Colo-
'ado College for more than a third

«J
Its life," said Dr. Lloyd E.

Woiner, president of the college.

.

ihat says much in itself, but it
's inexpressive of his toughminded
J-'omnion sense, his dedication to
his work— even at the expense of
"IS health —and his very real con-
t^em for people. No one has done
">We to make the future of Colo-
'ado College secure."

Mathias has held a variety of
faching and administrative as-
=ignments at Colorado College. He
^^s been acting dean of the col-
2^' dean of admissions, director

of the summer session, dean of the
school of arts and sciences, and
dean r,f fie?hrnen.

Dean Mathias

and Doug Brown, have already
proposed a topic for the 1968
Symposium.

The topic proposed was "The
American Presidency." Brown,
Bacon, and Stevenson felt that
this topic would be especially ap-
propriate for the '68 Symposium
because it will be a Presidential
election year and interest in the
Presidential mystique will be con-
siderably heightened.

A special meeting was called on
October 5 to consider the proposal.
At that meeting a general outline

of just what the "American Presi-

dency" would entail was presented
to those in attendance.

As the proponents for the
"Ameiican Presidency" feel, the
Symposium could touch on a wide
variety of areas relating to the
Office of the President. The ten
areas outlined are: 1) the election

and selection process, 2) how does
the president maintain his power?
ii how does a president lead? 4)
different party approaches to the
presidency, 5) expectations of the
people of the president, 6) forma-
tion and role of the cabinet, 7)
presidential image, 8) role of the
opposition party, 9) impact of
pressure groups on presidents, and
10) the president in foreign affairs.

The possible participants in such
a Symposium are virtually un-
limited. The names suggested
ranged from the obvious (Lyndon
Johnson, Harry Truman, Dwight
Eisenhower, Richard Nixon, Barry

The Free Student Committee has recently initiated
variety of programs to deal with open liousing, capital punisli-
ment, the White Citizens' Council, and Students for Peace.

Last Saturday, October 8, members on the committee for
the abolition of capital punishment distributed lealiets at
Southgate Shopping Center. Additional lealiets will be distri-
buted on Saturday, October 22.

The committee on open housing
attended a meeting of the NAACP
last Sunday, at which time there
was a discussion of open housing.

Bob Sears has spoken to PreBi-

dent Worner, who favors the FSAC
interest in allowing the White Citi-

zen's Council to present their views
on the CC campus. Their use of
college facilities, however, would
be subject to the conditions that
the meeting is open to the puL'.ic

and that there is no admiaaion
charge.

A committee has been formed to

investigate integration on campus.
The primary concem of the group
is: why are there so few Negro
and SpanLsh-American students en-

rolled at CC? The committee in-

tends to discuss the problem with
Richard Wood, Director of Admi.s-
sion.

Goidwater) to the peripheral
(Jesse Unmh, John Chancellor, AI-
listair Cooke). In the ensuing dis-

cussion many other names, both
prominent and obscure, were sug-
gested. Further topics for discus-

sion were tossed out. Among those
suggested were the president's

conduct of foreign affairs, which
was quickly adopted, a study of
the power of the White House ad-

visors, and a look at the effect of
I)ressure groups on tht president.

Toward the end of the meeting
the discussion turned toward pos-
sible movies that could be shown.
Some of the titles mentioned were:
The Best Man, Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington, Of Thee I Sing,
Slate of the Union, and 'I'he Last
Hurrah.

The topic was enthusiastically
received at the meeting but it was
decided by most of those present
that it would be only fair if an-
other meeting were scheduled later

in the month for anyone who
might have a different suggestion
for the '(JS Symposium topic. Dr.

Sondennann then called another
meeting for Wednesday, October
19, at 4:00 p.m. in the WES Room.
At this meeting, any member of

the student body or faculty may
submit his proposal for a Sympos-
ium topic for 1968. A discussion on
all proposed topics will be held
and then a third meeting will be
called for late October or early
November, at which time a choice
for that Symposium will be made.

Student Peace Union

The FSAC will host a regional
seminar of the Student Peace
Union of the University of Colo-
rado. The meeting will be held Sat-
urday and Sunday, October 14 and
15.

Nearly 100 students from several
Colorado colleges and universities

will represent a variety of student
peace groups. A number of high
school groups will also be present.

According to Vick Pix)uxl of FSAC,
the seminar is particularly import-
ant to them, as "high school stu-

dents are organizing for the first

time in the state,"

The meeting will basically con-
cern itself with the problem of
improved state-wide coordination
instead of emphasizing group phil-

osophies. The first seminar will be

(Continued on pas« liz)
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By Jerry Hancock

ITEM: Today President Joliiison

held a Viet Nam policy meeting
with top congressional leadei's of
both parties.

Whenever I see news items like

this, I often wonder what actually
happens at these meetings. It

might have gone something like

this:

The scene is a cabinet room in

the White House. The President is

seated at tiie head of a long table
and the Congressional leaders be-

gin to arrive.

Editorial
En Route
October 11, 1966

The New York Woodwind Quintet

New York, New York
Dear Fellows:

You were right all along: the Springs is a swell place, and
the College— why, it defies description! When you guys come
out here to perform in November, we're sure you'll find the

College not only quaint but pleasantly provincial.

It's all you might expect. They were so enthusiastic that

they not only clapped between movements but during them!
Some were so anxious to hear us, that they came directly

from their farms, and being deeply involved in their visions

of heaj'ing us, they forgot to change their clothes. It so re-

minded one of the peasant concerts on the Upper Volta.

The acoustics were marvelous. Bring your five-dollar

clarinets — they'll never know the difference. And their cry-

stal microphones made a significant contribution to Berg's

Lyric Suite.

Your friends from JuUiard,

Bob, Earl, Claus, and Ralpli
"' — Friesman

Vatican to be Discussed
The Right Reverend Charles A.

Buswell, Roman Catholic Bishop' of
Pueblo, will be the guest of the
Religious Affairs Committee on
Sunday, October IG. Bishop Bus-
well is well known as one of the
American leaders in the renewal
movement in the Roman Catholic
Church. He will speak at a Re-
ligious Forum at 5:00 p.m. on the
meaning of the Vatican II.

Traffic Commiftee Policy

The traffic committee has is-

sued a new appeal policy to be-

come effective immediately. All

students, who wish to appeal

traffic tickets, must appear be-

fore the traffic committee at the

hearing immediately following

the violation.

Announcements of the hear-

ings will appear in the Tiger on

the precoeding Friday, and each

violator will be sent a personal

notice. Those students who fail

to appear, will be denied the

I'ight to appeal at a future date.

This month, the traffic com-
mittee will hold a hearing on
Tuesday. October 18, 1966, at

7 p.m., in Rastall Center,

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

At last Monday night's concert,

what the student body lacked in

culture, it more than made up for

in sheer unmitigated gall! That a

large body of students gathered

together could be ignorant of con-

cei-t etiquette is plausible, but this

breach, having been pointed out,

should not have been ignored. Nor
is it comprehensible to me why
these bad manners should have
continued in the fashion they did.

It is no wonder that the quality

of the Julliard Quartet's music
steadily deteriorated as it did, for

no artist can possibly perfonn to

hi= highest capabilities with an
uiiappreciative audience. Thus the

concert fast became a grave dis-

appointment to many of Us who
had eagerly looked forward to it.

as the beginning of a long line of

good live music, but who now
might well be disappointed, for

what good musicians would care to

come out to Colorado College only
to be met with inappropiiate ap-
plause, a badly managed electronic

system, and an altogether cultu-

rally sick audience?

I think that a quick review of
manners and music appreciation
would be in order before we at-

tempt to bring music of this cali-

ber here again.

Yours most appreciatively,

Jody Komor

To the Editor:

In my article "The German
Question; A European Problem"
of last week's Tiger, there was a
misprint in a very important place.
The sentence beginning at the bot-
tom of the first column should
read "In Vietnam it is a war be-
tween two different systems, de-
mocracy and communism instead
of "In Germany , ,

."

Sincerely yours,
Arthur Winter

To the Editor:

After Monday night's perfor-

mance of the Julliard String Quar-
tet, we are eagerly anticipating

future intellectual and cultural

progi-ams sponsored by the college.

It is quite exciting to see the
new facilities of Armstrong Hall
put to such immediate and stimu-
lating use. If future perform-
ances are to be fully enjoyed, how-
ever, the audiences must learn to
receive them more graciously.

Before the next concei-t perhaps
an Open Forum on audience res-

ponse would be in order.

— Pam Brown

Nancy Corrigan

To the Editor:

CC's self-styled "Great Auk,"
John Pruit, has not, as perhaps he
hoped, stuck his neck out only to
have someone cut it off. Rather, in
his latest version of a CC— Bill

Buckley column {"Sanction of the
Victim," John Pi-uit, The Tiger,
October 7, 1966), Mr. Pruit has
succeeded only in exposing his
nose,

His latest tale—as long as his
exposed nose—posits that "a vic-
tim of so-called social injustice is

a^ victim only because he permits
himself to be victimized." Basing
his opinion on facts, and his facts
on his opinion, Mr. Pruit concludes
that "as a whole the Negro was not
dissatisfied under slavery."

Facts, Mr. Pruit, would be ap-
preciated. And if you have none,
and are just exposing our heads to
your opinion, then one must remind
you of the dangers of indecent
over-exposure,

Sincerely,

Gary A. Knight

The rirst to arrive is Everett Mc-
Kinley Dirksen (R.-Ill.) He apolo-

gizes to the President for being
late by saying: "Mr. President, my
dear, beloved, life-long friend,

compatriot and fellow American, I

fear I must humbly apologize and
beseech your forgiveness for my
tardy arrival. I was delayed by
giving a golden-throated oration
on the floor of the most distin-

guished and honorable Senate in

defense of the Old Glory and my
beloved country. After my oration,
it was my distinct pleasure to at-
tend an apple pie luncheon at the
Home for Elderly People. It was
indeed an honor to converse with
those kindly old ladies in tennis
shoes."

The President, with his custo-

mary inane smile and glad hand,
forgives the Senator from Illinois.

Then the other Congressional lead-

ers begin to arrive. Robert Ken-
nedy comes in and takes a seat
just to the left of the President,

followed by Hubert Horatio Hum-
phrey, who introduces himself and
takes a seat at the end of the
table. Robert Strange McNamara
enters cai-rying a steamer trunk
full of old Viet Nam victory state-

ments. Representative Gerald Ford
conies in wearing his Green Beret,
carrying his hooded hawk, and
wearing in his lapel a "Nixon for
President" button. The last to ar-
rive, wearing his crown of thorns
and carrying his olive branch is

the blessed Senator J. Fulbright
from the holy state of Reason and
Common Sense.

The President starts to speak
but is interrupted by Robeit Ken-
nedy who asks why there aren't

any representatives of the Vici
Cong at their meeting. After the
laughter ceases, the President ask
Secretary McNamara for a detail. v]

current analysis of the war. Th,.
Secretary of Defense opens his
trunk, shuffles through a ream <.i

statements, and states that froi,,

all available information the Vicr
Cong are no longer winning. Tlu^
Unknown Visitor from Minne.solj
starts to speak but takes one look

at Mr. Kennedy and decides that

it would be wiser to not criticizf:

the Administration.

Senator Fulbright asks how-

many Vietnamese civilians have
been killed in the past month, tu

which the Secretary of Defense re-

plies that he is glad to report that

from all available sources the num-
ber of civilians killed is only

slightly higher than the numln-i-

of Viet Cong that have hfc,

killed.

The Secretary then announcfv
that in response to the recomnn^n-
dations of Rep. Ford, al! soldit'rs

,

will be issued 50 negation hand-
grenades in order to de-populute
and de-foliate Viet Nam. The
President stresses the fact that
this does not constitute escalatioji,

but merely an extension of our pie-

sent policy of seeking peace
through strength.

At this point Senator Dirksen
excuses himself because he has to

lead a prayer at the local pubho
high school. Senator Fulbright
stands up to leave but is attacked
by Gerald Ford's miiitant hawk.
After this brief moment of enjoy-
ment, the President adjourns the
meeting of his Fellow Americans.

An Exegesis

To the Editor:

It was good to hear the music of

the Julliard Quartet on our cam-
pus. To try to gratefully describe

its quality would only be "damn-
ing with faint praise." And it was
good to seen the enthusiasm of the
students in the crowded auditor-
ium.

But there was an all too obvious
sour note — an audience so culture-

starved that it clapped away the
music. As a layman there seem
several apparent reasons for not
clapping between the movements
of a piece. The piece is conceived
of as an entire work, divided, but
with an underlying continuity

which is painfully jarred by the
noise of clapping. Silence is an in-

tegral part of a musical work, and
to fill each pause with noise is to

cast away the spell. The compul-
sive clapper is like the man ever
complementing the external, while
insensitive to the internal depth of
a person. The inappropriate clap-
ping <lid, to be sure, demonstrate
that we were impressed that the
Julliard String Quartet played on
our campus. But it expressed a
lack of receptivity to the musical
communication these artists
brought.

Thanks to all who made this

concert possible. Perhaps another
time we will better combine sensi-
tivity with our enthusiasm.

— Dorothy Davies

To the Editor:

I would like to apoljgize on be-
half of Mr. Pruit to a literate stu-
dent body for his recent allusions
to Ayn Rand's 20-mfnute quick
cure for a decadent America. Most
of us don't take BATMAN ser-
iously, either.

— Steve Nickovich

By Tom Wolf

Confiteor deo omnipotenti, Ger-

yon Knecht, et omnibus Sanctis:

quia peccavi nimis cogitatione,

verbo, et opere: mea culpa, mea
culpa, mea maxima culpa. Of

course it was my fault that my
previous article was not clear, and

so I will try to write this at the

sixth-grade reading level more
familiar to students of journalism

and political science. Obviously, I

am to some extent baiting reac-

tion, and although I find most of

the assertions of the German far

right repugnant, I have found few
people able to discount them con-

vincingly. In later articles, I will
be more specific about these asser-
tions. Right now, I think it is im-
portant to have interested persons
become aware of the relativism of
their historical approach to Ger-
many. The relevance of this is that
our understanding of history influ-
ences our present policies, and that
these policies are not always fair
or enlightened with respect to our
interests and those of the Germans.

No. The situations in Germany
and in Vietnam are not analogous.
They could become analogous. That
is my concern. We are stuck with
responsibilities to maintain a mili-
tary presence in Germany—or at
least we think we are. Is this opin-
ion influenced by our fear of the
Germans? by our misunderstand-
ing of them ? by our misconcep-
tions about their history? by our
dislike for them? Perhaps. Prob-
ably. Whatever the answers to
these questions may be, we must
see to it that we do not become
convinced of the necessity and ad-
visability of our maintaining a mil-
itary presense in Vietnam. And
however important Vietnam be-
comes, we must never forget that
Germany is the key to Europe,
that we are helping to perpetuate
the division of Germany, that we
are thereby acting contrary to our
stated aims of world peace, and
self-determination for all peoples.

Of course Arthur Winter is i-ight us.

that the problem of Germany must

be understood in light of the larger

problems of Europe. But he does

not seem to understand the impm--

tance of nationalism as the deter-

mining factor in the shaping of a

modem Europe. Many German.s

suffer from this kind of blindness.

It is called Europeanism, and its

promotion was one of the primary

aims of the Allies "re-education"

and "de-iiazification" programs
that took place after the war. Ac-

cording to some Germans, the Al-

lies did quite a thorough and mer-
ciless job of destroying Geimaii
national pride after the war. But
if nationalism really is the motit
important force in tire world today,
German national pride will have
to be allowed to re-develop within
the context of German unity. In

hindering both of these develoii-
ments, America is acting against
her own interests. President John-
son's recent proposal for a redin:-

tion of the American troops sta-

tioned in Germany is a step in tiie

right direction, but it is not

enough. Americans need to givo
closer study to ideas like the Ra-
packi Plan and GRIT {Graduated
and Reciprocated International
Tension reduction). We need to

make it clear that our militaiv
withdrawal from Europe wil! not

mean a "neo-isolationism," but ;i

strengthening of our cultural and
economic ties with the healthit-r
and less tense united Europe that

might emerge as the result of our

willingness to experiment with the

force of nationalism.

I will try to be more specifii.'

about these ideas in later artick---^-

I hope that what 1 have said in

this article is clear, and I wish ti'

thank Mr. Knight for his interest

in the issue. If I were convinced o(

all the points of view presented m
this dialogue, I would not need I"

expose them to the criticism of

CC students. But I am not, ami 1

think that the dialogue can sev'.'-'

me and other CC students as -i

means to the understanding of

problems so vitally important to
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Symposium Topic "The City" Discussed by Sondermann
By Kathy Meier

Two yeai-s ago Dr. Fred Sonder-

niann proposed the "City" as a

topic for the 106G Symposium. He
was outvoted in favor of "Humor."

Last spring the symposium com-
mittee, meeting under Dr. Gilbert

Johns decided on "The City" as a

topic for the 19G7 Symposium. Dr.

Snndermann was 1200 miles away

at Claremont Men's College in

Califoi'iiia- Sondermann commen-

ted, "That gives you some idea of

iiiv influence around here." Those

wiio know anything about the sym-
iinsium, however, know that Dr.

Sondermann is quite instrumental;

as Chairman of the Symposium
Committee, he has been to a large

extent responsible for the success

t,f the past four symposiums at

Cdluraiio College.

The symposium as we know it

ii(iw originated in 19G2 when re-

vision of the academic calendar

t^reated a time leeway in the se-

cund semester. The Academic Com-
niittee then allotted the first week
following registration for the sym-
posium, and asked Sondermann to

take charge. Sondermann said, "I

don't deserve credit for initiating

thf idea, and recalled the various

origins of the concept. The legen-

dary "Bad Symposium" staged by

tlie faculty in the fall of 1963 was
;i takeoff on the sorrier aspects of

politics and art. The "good" sym-
posia since then have been notable

successes, centering on "Contem-
porary Art," "World War 11,"

"The New Science," and "Humor."

Professor Fred Sondermann

The u|)coming symposium on

"The City" is quickly taking form.

Dr. Sondermann said that so far

the theme has developed into two

areas: first, the physical aspects

of the city— the planning, deve-

lopment, renewal; secondly, the hu-
man side—what happens to people
in the cities, especially in terms of
minority groups." Sondermann en-
visions putting these two aspects
in sequence for the symposium
program, scheduling speakers ac-
cording to the aspect with which
they are concerned.

In accordance with this goal,
Sondermann has arranged for
some 16 outstanding speakers fi-om
an original list of almost 200
names. He mentioned that "one
critique of past symposia was that
the student didn't have enotigh

Lectern, Case and Easel

The date of this issue of the
'I iger coincides with the 900th an-
niversary of the Battle of Hast-
ings. Vestiges of this conquest can
be detected even today in French
influences on English Court man-
ners.

Professor Paul Bernard of the
History Department suggests that
we hold an arrow-in-the-eye arch-
ery contest. Some actually believe
that King Harold met his Maker
in that fashion. If you're a skeptic
about this spectacular finish, ask
Dr. C. W. Hollister, America's
foremost Norman scholar, who
comes to lecture here the evening
of October 26th.

Finding no volunteers for the
aforementioned campus event, we
tleeided to mount an exhibition of
tngliah Documents to Tudor Times
"i-tt-ad. The earliest charter per-
tains to the last Senechal of
France, Thibaud, Count of Blois,
^vho was killed in llDi at the seige

of St. Jean D'Acre. Another char-
ter is of Robert Fitzwalter, leader
of the Baronial opposition and
signer of the Magna Carta which
was extorted from John in 1215.

Three examples of 14th century
charters from Warwickshire will

be on view. One is an indenture,

that is, a two-party agreement
which is cut into halves along a

wavy tine. Later, when presented
to the proper authorities, the cuts

or indentures, could be matched to

prove that the two divided parts

formed the original claim.

A significant Henry VIII Royal
Letters Patent will be on display-

—

one of the most elaborate extant

including those in the British

Museum or the London Public Re-
cord Office. It grants dissolved

monastic lands to the Cracken-
thorp Family of Westmorland and
Cumberland Counties. This is ac-^

companied by an unusual parch-

ment roll listing the sale of mis-

cellaneous goods from Northamp-
tonshire Chantries in 1548. Monas-
tic lands and goods fetched, in

many instances, mere pennies for

today's museum pieces which are

fairly staggering.

Much more will be on display:

letters addressed to home— one

from an Oxford student whose
".

. . cloaths grow extreame bare
. .

." and one from a young mis-
tress who entreats her Father
".

. . for my satten gooune." We
shall continue this article next
week.

immediate contact with the people
brought in to participate." He
hopes to remedy this by housing
this year's speakers closer to cam-
pus and scheduling many open
houses and receptions. Sondermann
said, "My idea of symposium would
be a continuous floating bull ses-
sion."

Sondermann added, "I think of
symposium not in terms of com-
munication, because that is some-
thing we can achieve in class. 1

see symposium as something in ad-
dition to class . . . The term sensi-
tivity is one 1 find myself using
most frequently. Thus, of the 1967
Symposium Sondermann said, "My
own aim would be to make all of
us a little bit more sensitive to the
problems involved in urban society,
because these are quite different
from most of the problems in this
country's history." He expressed
the hope that this symposium, like
some of the previous ones, would
raise intellectual arguments which
would can-y over into class work
and later lectures, that it would,
ideally, "live -on."

In conclusion Sondermann said
that he was "pleased and grateful
to students for the way they are
helping." He stressed that sym-
posium committees still need all

kinds of help, and urged that any
interested students, especially
freshmen, get in touch with him.
When asked about the burden of
the symposium job, Sondermann
admitted that it was time consum-
ing, but added, "I don't mind, be-
cause it is so much fun. After all,

no one learns as much from sym-
posium as I do."

Raslall Center Board

Sponsoring Exhibit

Featuring Photographs

Rastall Center Board is sponsor-
ing the exhibit now on display in

Rastall Lounge which features 60
photo prints selected from the 27th
annual Newspaper Snapshot
Awards. More than $50,000 in tra-

vel and cash was presented to final-

ists in the annual competition. Ten
of the exhibition prints are top
prize winners that won trips to

Europe, Mexico, Hawaii, the West
Indies and two around-the-world
tours. Both color and black-and-
white photos make up the display.

Other prints showing were selec-

ted for their humor and colorful

appeal. Judges in the contest were
nationally known lensmen and
leaders in the photographic field.

The photos shown are a selection

of local winners judged tops in

their field from over a quarter
million entries received by 79
metropolitan daily newspapers in

the United States, Canada, and
Puerto Rico.

SINCE I92S

FINE QUAUTY
KNiniNG MATERIALS

— AT —
"THE KNIT SHOP"

125 South T«jon

This afternoon , THE SEEDS

THE KRAZY KAT— F.A.C.
3-6 P.M.

COORS ON TAP

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

J
Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUU)

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers
8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open all day ami evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

SOI NORTH 'rE.ION

One Block Koutli of College

Telephone 632-1476

SHmi- 'AKBRS

l^f Hugger Button-Down

Gant "invented" the Hugger shirt for men
who want to look trim, slim and neat. The
fit is as precise as a custom shirt. Added
niceties: Gant's superior cotton oxford, the

inimitable flare of Gant's softly rolled col-

lar. In white, blue, maize, linen and bamboo.

$7.00

Charge Accounts Welcomed

Sijf IConZiott i>Vp for Mm
103 East Pikes Peak Avenue Telephone 635-2126
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LEVI'S LEVI s
-: New Brash Denim Cords :- Slim Fits

: All Styles :• All Sizes :-

(ioJlmM^
Western Wtur

1 12 South Tejon Telephone !>32-039l

„ffiLLIAM ,nRlCHARP

HOU)llDK

VAREZ
LLY

PANAVISION*
COLUMBIACOLOR

SEE IT AT 1:00 • 4:13 • 6:49 AND 9:25 P. M.

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

10% Discount Cash and Carry

ll7i/jE.

Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre

§TOP II\

See How Much You Can

SAVE
on HIGHEST QUALITY

GASOLIIVE

Colorado Springs

695 S. 8th

Freshman Soccer Team

Scores Victories
Last weekend, the Frosli booters

traveled to Carbondale, Colorado,

to play Colorado Rocky Mountain
School and Whiteman School on

successive days, beating the

former by 5-0 and the latter 6-2.

Excellent ball control by the for-

ward line kept the ball in the op-

ponent's Giul of the field most of

the time, but the small field con-

centrated the defense around the

goal and made scoring quite dif-

ficult.

In the Colorado Rocky Mountain
School game, goals were scored

by Simon Salinas (2), Evan Gris-

woki, Andy McConnel and John
Schlesing. Against Whiteman our

goals were produced by Salinas

(2), Griswold, Shuster (2), and

Mark Donn.

David Smith, Gary Hughes, and

Mike Maltby performed well on

defense, aided by goalie Peter

Shidler, who was in complete con-

trol of the nets except for a few
moments at the start of the White-
man game, when he was catching

up' on lost sleep. After the alarm
went off, he bounced back to nor-

mal and Whiteman could not score

again. Later, for exercise, Mark
Dunn spelled him in the nets and
Shidler proved he could play half-

back as well as goalie.

Seventeen CO Frosh participated

in the game.

Tiger Fumbles Cost Ball Game

Evans to Spealc

Today in Rastall
Congressman Frank Evans of

Colorado's Third District will

speak on Viet Nam today, October

14, at 2:00 p.m. in Rastall room
212. Evans is the first Colorado re-

presentative to win assignment to

the House Committee on Armed
Services, where he serves on a

subcommittee reviewing close tac-

tical air support in Viet Nam.
Evans' appearance is being spon-

sored by CC Young Democrats.

By Paul Bernard

A strong Nebraska Wesleyan
team needed a couple of good

breaks to down CC last Friday

night in Lincoln. The Plainsmen

turned two fourth-quarter Tiger

fumbles into touchdowns to pull

out a 20-G victory.

The Nebraskans drove to paydirt

in the first quarter utilizing their

strong ground game, and got the

PAT to make it 7-0. The Tiger de-

fense combined hard hitting and
good pursuit to halt the Plainsmen
for the duration of the half. CC's

oifense, plagued all night by an
inability to sustain their drives,

couldn't move the ball the distance,

though they were able to get into

field goal position several times.

Center Jim Garcia split the up-
rights with a 35-yarder in the first

q'uarter and put a 40-yard marker
through in the second to make it

a 7-6 ball game. The Wesleyan
secondary spoiled a pass attempt
off a fake field goal at the end of

the second quarter which could

have put the Tigers ahead.

The third quarter continued to

be a defensive battle with neither

team able to score. CC continued

to play their usual high-spirited

brand of football and kept the

pressure on Wesleyan all the way.
A fumbled punt, recovered by
speedster John Slovek, and a punt
blocked by aggressive Ottie Otter-

stein had the Plainsmen hard
pressed to hold their lead, but their

vaunted defense was able to keep
the Gold out of the end zone.

The game finally broke in the
fourth quarter when a CC fumble
gave the Plainsmen the ball on the
20. The Tiger defenders couldn't

fire up and the Nebraskans crossed

the line three plays later. CC took
the kickofF and was driving well

wiien they again fumbled. An alert

Wesleyan halfback grabbed the
ball on the bounce and sped for

another tally. The Tiger gridders
refused to quit, however, and drove
deep into Plainsman territory be-

fore losing the ball on downs. The

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemeth^S CI 7eji>H

NOW OPENS THE . . . 3.2 BEER

njt »> ON TAP or TO SO
fiHHeX GLASSES .PITCHERS. KEGS

Monday and Vv'ednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

acmpuhco
OFFICE SUPPLY

' 516 N. Teion 633-1721

Brown-dads ran out the clock as:

the Tigers fought to get the ball

back.

This Saturday CC will take on
California Lutheran in what should
be another hard-fought battle.

Gametime is 1:30 p.m. at Wash-
bui'ii Field.

This Week-end

At the Astrologer
Thi,^ week-end, as usual, the As-

trologer coffee house, in the old

observatory, will be open from 9:00

to 12:30 Friday night, and 0:00 to

1:30 Saturday night. Couples arp

encouraged Saturday night.

Evei-yone is welcome to perform
informally at the Astrologer. Tliis

goes for folk-singing, the playing
of any instrument, poetry reading
—anything. The management of

the Astrologer is trying to get a

piano in order to widen the field

of entertainment.

The Astrologer is also open on
Tuesday nights from 9:00-11:30. It

is an ideal place to go after the

Fine Arts Center movie, or just a^

a different place to go for a study
break. Only at the Astrologer can
one get such things {at such low
cost) as bagels, cafe-capuch in o,

espresso, cafe borgia, home-made
hot chocolate, jasmine tea, earl

grey tea and a host of other exotic
items in addition to your favorite
soft drinks, including ginger beer
and apple brau.

Freshman Elections
Deadline for petitions for Fresh-

man elections is today, October 14,

at 5 p.m. Petitions are available at

Rastall desk. Anyone having ques-
tions concerning the elections

should contact Bill Cogswell.

Beta's and Kappa Sig's Freed
In accordance with the decision

by the Inter-fraternity Council
Judicial Committee, Beta Theta P;

and Kappa Sigma fraternities may
resume normal social activities on
Monday, October 16.

tlunters

Headquarters
Season Opens on Deer, Elk, Beof

Western Slope-Oct 15
Eastern Slope-Oct. 22

RIFLES
Avoid the Rush
... Get Your
License Now!

Big Game
Regulations

3w Available.

Fannous Brands
• Weatherby
• Winchester
• Savage
• Marlin
• Remington
• Browning

-:- SPECIAL -:-
FRONTIER HORNADAY SUPER

SHOCK AMMUNITION, 30.06 CaDber
SoK $3.50

-WE RENT RIFLES

-

Rirle CciiBi $1.95 up
BINOCULARS - 6 x 30. 7 X 35
X Coated leni, Leather Cato

SCOPES — Famoui Maket . . . Weaver,
Lyman, Buthnell, Bauih & Lomb

19 N. TEJON 636-3348

Open Daily 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Friday Evenings 8:30 p.m.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
1 ) when you're down townymake stopping at the Chinook

a hobbit . . . er, habit.

2O8I/2 North Tejon 635-1195
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CENTER HALF JOHN BODDINGTON takes a shot at the Mines goal

in the tirst quarter of last Saturday's game. This shot was blocked, but

tallies from Peter Morse, Nick Hare, and Ned Pike led the team to a

4-1 victory.

DEFENSEMAN STEVE ANDREWS cl-ir, -h b>

potential Colorado Mines' shot.

Lavout " l'li4»to« bv l^av«' lliii'ii«'H

do College goal, warding off a

Siiorr U\ l^c«»ii 4lr4*iiit

CC Kickers Down Mines 4-1

LEFT HALFBACK JON NICOLAYSEN intercepts the ball from a Mines

forward in setting up a shot on goal in last Saturday's soccer rout of

Colorado Mines.

The CC hooters' league schedule got otT to a

! oaring start last Saturday, as the Tigers showed
rlie Miners what's up by upping them 4-1. The
wulden boys, in hopes of bettering their chances,

HUiwed up with another one year foreign student,

undergraduate, gi-aduate student, NCAA ineligible

team. Unfortunately for the Miners, the Tigers bad
decided already that they were going to win and re-

fused to be intimidated.

At the outset, the teams seemed to be evenly

matched with the play active in both ends of the

field. The Tigers' first break and the i)oint of the

game which proved to be the start of Tiger suprem-

acy came about midway through the first quarter.

Fonvard Eliott Field received a pass and was head-

ing toward an open goal until tripped up by a Mines
player in the penalty area. A foul was called and
Captain Nick Hare took the penalty shot to mark
up' the first CC goal. From this point the Tigers con-

tinued to gain control of the game until their second

goal, which pi-obably did more to hurt Mines' morale

than any other play. Halfback Ned Pike, on a corner

kick, put the ball up and. in front of the goal, where
a Miner trying to head the ball up-field headed the

ball into his own nets instead.

Black and Gold now dominated most of the play

through-out the game, and even when scored against

in the second half were not hard pressed to main-

tain their advantage. The remaining score in the

first half came on another corner kick which, this

time, one of our men, Pete Morse, headed in to makt
a 3-0 half-time lead.

In the second half the Miners came up with a

minor rally. Although the CC eleven controlled the

ball well, the Miner defense had tightened up, being

in reality a good defense which had succumbed to a

first-half lapse. The Tigers found themselves in pos-

session of the ball but able to do little with it.

Early in the third quarter, a wave of excitement
was caused on a corner kick which was headed
several times and finally came to Eliott Field, who
narrowly missed putting his mark on the board. The
Miners, on the other hand, when in possession of the

ball tried desperately to make their presence felt.

Mines' lone score came in the third quarter. With
the ball being worked around deep in Tiger teiTi-

toiy, the defense had a temporary lapse us it seemed
that no one could find a foot to put into the leather.
Kubie came storming out of the goal but couldn't
quite gain control. The ball squirted out from the
battle scene directly in front of the goal where it

was a clean shot for a Mines man. The defense was
not about to let this happen again. In the fourth
period the Miner right wing broke free and was
coming in for a clear shot but Wink Davis saved the
day. Storming in from across and up-field, P.W.D.
put on an amazing and unexpected display of speed
to knock the ball out fi-oni under the feet of an as-
tonished Miner.

The last goal of the game came midway in the
fourth quarter. Ned Pike kicked a corner. Field
jumped up for the head but missed. Then come a
Morse special as Pete, standing behind Eliott, ad-
justed rather hastily to the situation and put tho
Big Nose on the ball, bouncing the leather off tho
ground and into the corner of tlie goal.

FORWARD ELIOTT FIELD shows the determina-
tion, speed and winning desire displayed by the

Tigers in hustling to last weeks triumph over Mines.

CC BOOTER ELIOTT FIELD (12) leaps high to head a shot towdrds +h- g:^
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Foreign, U.S. Graduate Fellowships Described
Bj Barbara Boyden

"Tliere are many ways for a

student to finance his career in

graduate school while working for

an M.A. or (more likely) a Ph.D."

One way is to "i-eceive direct aid

in the form of scholarships or fel-

lowships . . . Supplying: informa-

tion on these national fellowships

is a major responsibility of the CC
Graduate Fellowship Committee."
Dr. Reinitz is the chairman of the

conmiittee which is "the clearing

house for fellowships."

"They can be di\ided into two
groups," stated Reinitz, "foreign

study and study in the U.S." There
are two classes for the foreign
fellowships as well: one includes

the Rhodes, Mai-shall, and Rotary
Scholarships which are "difficult to

get and few apply for" and the
second class is the Fulbright which
"is hard but not cfuite as difficult.

Maybe 10 will apply yearly and
two or three will receive it. They
depend on the country chosen;
some countries are harder than
others," continued Reinitz. "It also

depends on the skills the student
has and the languages he speaks."

More specifically, the Rhodes
Scholarship is "for two and pos-
sibly three years at Oxford, study-
ing for an honors B.A., a degree
requiring a broad command of one
or more areas, such as chemistry
or English." Nominations for CC
are made by the President acting

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrois from the Cempui

827 North Tejon

witli the Dean of the College.

"Customarily one candidate and
possibly none" are submitted each

year. Professor Drake of CC is a

Rhodes Scholar.

The Marshall Scholarships are

"for two years at any university

in Great Britain in study for a de-

gree." Both "men and women who
can profit academically and pei^

sonally fonn participation in Bri-

tish academic life" are eligible.

The only Marshall Scholarship at

CC was given in 1965.

"CC averages from one to three
Fulbrights a year." This grant
"enables a graduating senior to

spend an academic year abroad
pursuing a study project of his

choice." Besides the full grant,

other opportunities are provided
under this program, chiefly teach-

ing fellowships in India, Italy, the
Philippines and Sweden.

The last of the four foreign
grants is from the Rotary Found-
ation. "Awards are made for study
in any field and are tenable in any
country with a Rotary Club." CC
has had one Rotary Foundation
Fellowship in the last 10 years.

Foreign Service Officer
To Speak At CC Today

Mr. Harlan B. Clark, a Foreign
Service officer for nearly 30 years,
will visit the campus today, Fri-
day, October 14, to talk to interes-

ted students about careers in the
Foreign Service. Mr. Clark will

sp'eak to Prof. Sondermann's Inter-

national Relations Class at 11 a.m.
in Palmer 230— this is open to all

interested students. From 2:00 to

4:00 p.m., he will be available in

Room 205, Rastall, for pei-sonal in-

terviews, and at 4 p.m. he will

speak to all interested students in

the WES Lounge of Rastall

Center.

All students interested in careers

in foreign sei-vice should avail

themselves of this opportunity to

discuss their plans and prospects

with Mr. Clark.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COOR5 on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our fomous Cellar available for large fraternity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

All Merchandise in the

Cavalier Shop for Ladies

Has been Further Reduced.

One Week Left

For Great Savings

The CaiJai/e/' ^hpp

Tejon and Cache La Poudre

(Across from Armsirong)

Mainly for atudy in the U. S.

are the following grants: Dan-
forth, Woodrow Wilson, and Na-
tional Science Foundation Gradu-
ate Fellowships, as well as grants
from the National Defense Educa-
tion Act, Titles IV and VI. "These
vary, but most of them are intend-

ed," said Reinitz, "for people wlio

want to become college teachers."

To qualify for the Danforth,
"students need high academic ave-
rages, good scoi'es on the Gradu-
ate Recoi'd Exams, good references

and an interest in, and openness
to, questions of moral and religious

concern. Each college nominates a
certain number of candidates; CC
is allowed three." Professor Pickle
is a former Danforth Fellow.

Six faculty members are Wilson
Fellows : Professors Gomez, Tom
K. Barton, Forslund, Bordner,
Rhodes, and Kramer. "A candidate
may receive both the Fulbright

and the Wilson and may be per-

mitted to delay th^ Wilson for a
year. Or if a candidate receives

the Wilson and passes it up for
another fellowship, he can take
an honorary Wilson "which car-

ries with it the opportunity for a
dissertation fellowship or a
teaching internship at a Southern
college."

The National Science Founda-
tion grants go more to people in-

terested in research in the sciences.
Last year three CC students won
NSF Fellowships.

A little easier to obtain are the
NDEA grants. Title IV is given to
prospective college teachers for
three years study toward a Ph.D.
Title VI of NDEA is given for one
year at a time for language and
area study. The rare and difficult

languages are given more atten-
tion.

The above are merely some high-

Delta Gammas Initiate Project

To Collect Eyeglasses, Aid Blind
The Delta Gamma service pra-

ject plans are being activated this

week in coordination with the
sorority's national project of
"Sight Conservation and Aid to the
Blind."

To kick ofi' this year's campaign
the Delta Gammas are collecting

unused, unwanted eyeglasses and
frames from downto\vn, the Air
Force Academy and the campus
"post" at Rastall Center desk.
Those collected now through Nov-
ember 5 will be sent and distribu-
ted overseas through Red Cross
channels.

Their weekly project will be
work with a blind Cub Scout group
at the local School for the Deaf
and Blind. The girls, aided by CC
Phi Gams, will organize games
and help the eight through 11 year
olds with badge requirements.

The School for the Deaf and
Blind will have Delta Gammas
participating in the school's teen
club activities. Delta Gammas will
also aid the school by sending post
cards to the children who never
get mail, and taking the girls
downtown for shopping excursions.

Project chairman Francie Pen-
nell is enthusiastic about the scope
of this year's service plans and the
Delta Gamma response to them.
The project series will give each
girl in the house an opportunity to
work in more than one area of aid
to those witli sight deficiencies.

More important, Francie said,

"These activities encourage you to

be aware that other people exist.

It's so easy for a person to become
totally involved with what he is

and does. It's good to have some-
thing to work with and for beyond
personal interest."

Previously CC Delta Gammas
worked with a blind Brownie troop.

Other Delta Gamma chapters have
administered eye tests for glasses
in low income communities, check-
ed for glaucoma, and raised money
for glasses distributed among the
needy.

FSAC
^Continued frotn page one)

held in Olin 1, at which time the
participants will organize into

workshops.

Dr. Silber to Participate
Dr. John Silber of the Depart-

ment of Philosophy at the Univer-
sity of Texas will present an in-

formal lecture on "The Student
and the University," Monday, Oc-
tober 17, 4 p'.m. at the WES Room.

Silber will speak for approxi-
mately 20 minutes and devote the
remaining time to open discussion.
Those interested in the higher ed-
ucation system are urged to at-
tend. Silber's talk is sponsored by
the Free Student Action Com-
mittee.

^uth.6 O^eH
Fine Food

. .
. Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Hathauraif'^

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

HUNTING SEASON IS HERE
Ge+ Your Luclcy License!

-:- We Have a Complete Line ot Hunters' Needs

-:- GUNS -:- AMMO -:- CAMPING GEAR

CALL 632-1961 FOR HUNTING INFORMATION

LUCdS Sporting Gods Co.

120 North Tejon Telephone 633-3874

lights of each fellowship. Any gen-
eral questions should be directed
to the chairman of the committee,
Dr. Reinitz, and any specific ques-
tions can he answered by the pro-
fessor in charge of a specific fel-

lowship. The committee meets in

the fall to review records of pro-
mising students, to discuss possib-
ilities with faculty outside the
committee, and to interview the
students. "The committee never
forces people into graduate school,"

Reinitz stressed, "although they
try to let them know what is

available,"

There is an annual dinner in the
winter for promising and intei^

ested freshmen and the President

of the College gives a tea for the

scholarship winners in the spring-.

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & Willamette

(3 blocks aff campui)

• Let Us Service

• Your Volkswasen
• =•

• See us toz . , .

« Dep^adabU Used Cart

: PHii msiow m, inc.

• 730 N. Circle Drive

•
• Phone 634-6645

I AUIHOIinD Dunn hr
• VW UlES end SERVICE

MEL'S

VOICE VISION

HiFi and Stereo

Components

All Major Brands

Experienced Service

on Foreign and Domestic
Recorders, Radios, and TV

412 SOUTH TEJON

Phone 635-2239

WHERE...

Thinking Is Honored,

Questioning Welcomed

Each Life Valued.

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH
730 North Tejon

634-2093
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IFC Adopts New Rush Rules
The Inter-Fraternity Council

lias unanimously adopted extensive

clianges in the rush rules which
provide for open visitation to fra-

ternity houses during certain per-

iotls as well as limiting visitation

liy freshmen to the New Men's
Residence Center and Arthur
House.

The pui-pose of the new i-ules is

to "help fraternities and freshmen
to know each other better. It is a

-tep towards creating a more na-
tural relationship," stated Tom
i\igswell, IFC president.

The two major changes in the

iu?h rules state:

The New Men's Residence Cen-
ter (Superdorm) and Arthur
House will be open to fresh-
men between the hours of 7:00
a.m. and 7:00 p.m. each day.
No freshman may go above the
main floor lounge after 7:00
p.m.

Fraternity houses will be open
to all freshmen from 7:00 a.m.
until 7:00 p.m., Monday
(hrough Thursday, except
when, for some reason, this

privilege is denied a House by
the IFC Judicial Committee.

According to IFC, Superdorm
:]iul Artlim- House are restricted to
freshmen because of the fact that
fi'aternity men reside there and

Ice Rink to Open

Sunday Afternoon
The official opening of the Ice

jliiik is scheduled for this Sunday,
October 23, 1966. A full slate of

activities for the afternoon and
r\ening has been set up by Rastall
I enter Board with the help of Judy
Fntheringill, a CC alumna and
fii:mer U. S. Pairs Champion.
The program will get underway

jt 1:45 p.m. with a pi'ogram pre-

:^ciited by the Broadmoor Figpjre

.Skating Club. Peggy Fleming,
World's Senior Women's Champion
and a freshman at CC, will head-
line the show. Also inclu'ded are:

Paul McGrath, a top national men's
competitor; Torrey and Wen-An
Sun, Mid-Western Senior Pairs
i'hampions (Torrey is also Mid-
Western Junior Men's Champion);
^iiid Cynthia Merrion, Southwest
States Junior Ladies Champion.
General skating sessions will be

lield from 3-5 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.,

with admission upon presentation
of your Activities Card. The even-
in[:i; session will feature the music
of top Rock 'N Roll artists and
tiee coffee will be served.

Women to Have

Linen Service
"Effective the beginning of the

second semester . . . we . . . will

-'-iiit supplying women with linen
"II the same basis as the men,"
•t.ited Miss Evaline McNary, direc-
tor of the residence halls, on Tues-
'i;iy, October 18.

Miss McNary commented that
.^lieet service could not start soon-
•^1 because of administrative diffi-

-'ulties and becau-se of shortages in

linen supply as a result of the
'^'iet Nam situation.

The action was initiated because
of "concern on the part of the
gii'ls, and concern on our pai-t,"

i^dded Miss McNary. "Miss Moon
ii'is wanted it . . . and Mr. Brough-
ton and I are happy to go along.
We are happy to make any im-
piovement we can within our bud-
get."

The costs of the linen service
will come out of residence hall op-
erating funds. There will be no in-

"I'ease in room costs.

The Pressure is On!
The following was found writ-

ten on a napkin in the Hub:
4 DR 8
4 Psv 12

4 Pr 16

3 WC 6

3 Phi 6

thus unlimited visiting by fresh-
men could lead to dirty i-ush. They
also point out that the independent
men are not directly affected. The
campus is small enough that inde-
pendent men may visit freshmen
in Slocum if it is necessary.

"It is a step in the right direc-
tion in liberalizing the rush rules,"
commented Dick Karger of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity. "It should
take some of the snow out of rush
itself and provide a more tinthful
impression," he added.
Ed Skeeters of Phi Gamma Del-

ta commented that the rules
changes were "something that
should have been done sooner."
Concerning Superdorm, he felt that
"for some it might be an inconven-
ience." Dave West of Phi Delta
Theta said that the system was
much better; it would "give the
freshmen a better chance to under-
stand the fraternity system and to
see each fraternity." In reference
to Superdoi-m, he added that "for
independents and freshmen the let-

ter of the law probably won't be
obeyed."

The other rules passed by the
IFC are:

ON-CAMPUS
1. All areas of Slocum Hail and

Jackson House, including

the Tiger
Vol. LXXII, No. 7 Colorado Springs, Colorado, October 21, 1966 Colorddo Colli

Homecoming Festivities to Begin October 28

Witli Pep Rally and Announcement of Queen
Homecoming festivities includ-

ing house decorations, pep rally,

crowning of the Homecoming
Queen, football game with West-
minister College and a Saturday
night dance featuring the Intrigues
highlight the schedule for Home-
coming weekend, October 28-30,

sponsored by Blue Key.
Tickets for the dance are avail-

able for $3.00 at Slocum Hall,
Rastall Center, Superdorm and
from Blue Key member's. Accord-
ing to Bob Sears, Homecoming co-

chairman, Saturday classes have
been cancelled.

The theme for Homecoming
house decoration this year is car-
toon characters. The various sor-

ority and fraternity houses have
announced tlieir respective themes:
the Delta Gammas will portray
Brother Sebastion; the Kappa Kap-
pa Gammas, Mr. Magoo; the
Gamma Phi Betas, Mickey Mouse;
and the Kappa Alpha Thetas, BC.
The Kappa Sigmas are portraying
Roadrunner; the Beta Theta Pis,

Little Annie Fannie; the Phi
Gamma Deltas, Friar Tuck; the
Phi Delta Thetas, The Hulk; and
the Sigma Chis. The Wizard of Id.

Slocum Men's Dormitory will fea-

ture Peanuts.

Homecoming queen candidates
are Joanne Brattain, Gamma Phi
Beta; Gini Ci-a\vford, Independent;
Karen Newton, Kappa Kappa

Students Participate in Discussion

Academic Committee Considers Four Course Plan
Students, faculty and adminis-

tration engaged in a free-wheeling,

two and one-half hour discussion

of the proposed four course sys-

tem at a meeting of the Academic
Program Committee Wednesday
night at the home of Dean Ken-
neth Curran.
Allowing students to raise most

of the questions, the faculty and
administration members attempted
to give answers based on their re-

search and considerations of the

proposed program.
The four course program pro-

vides for four courses to be taken
each semester of a student's at-

tendance at Colorado College.

Dean Curran commented that
"anytime you do anything, you pay
a price," and that, "you can't look
at the curriculum change as a sol-

ution for all problems." The dis-

cussion then ranged over the rela-

tive values of the present and pro-
posed systems in an effort to de-
termine if the advantages of the
four course system outweighed
those now in existence.

In regard to small classes. Prof.
Paul Bechtol, chairman of the Aca-
demic Committee, said that the re-

sult would be "pretty generally a
reduction of 20 per cent" in class

sizes, althougli there would be also

a general reduction in the number
of classes. Dean Curran also point-
ed out that the four course pro-
gram would provide "room to ex-
pand without getting new faculty."

Concerning the limitations in

available courses under the four
course program. Prof. Bechtol said
that in reference to the average
student, the reduction in classes
would be about sL\. Also, in ans-
wer to the question of the advan-
tages of being able to take five-six

courses, Dean Curran felt that it

was "better to have about four
pots on the fire at one time" while
studying each area in depth.
When a question was raised that

three and four hour classes should
be dift'erentiated because of rela-
tive work loads. Prof. Bechtol said
that in reality the opinion of each
student was "purely individual as

to the amount of work in other
areas," and no objective standard
had been established.

Open Meeting
This meeting was the first of a

series in an attempt to determine
student views. A meeting open to

all students is planned for some-
time early in November,

Woodwind
Quintet

The New York Woodwind
Quintet will offer an evening of
chamber music to the Colorado
Springs community on Wednes-
day, November I, at 8:15 p.m.

Free tickets for the concert
will be available from October
24 through November 1 at Ras-
tall Center Desk to those with
activity cards. On November 2

tickets will go on sate to the
general public for $2 each.

tiamnKi; Vicki Mjignie, Knppn Al-
pha Theta; and Janis Metcalfe,
Delta Gnmma. Election of the
queen will be on an all school
basis, Thui-sday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m,
and Friday, 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The schedule for Homecoming,

October 28-30, has been announced
by Blue Key. The calendar of
events begins on Friday, October
28, with alumni registration in
Rastall Center from 2-4:30 p.m.
The sorority, frateniity and Slo-
cum dormitory decorations will be
judged from 6-7:30 p.m. on FiHday
followed by a pep rally around a
bonfire at Washburn Field, at
which time the football players
will be introduced by Coach Carle
and the Homecoming Queen will be
announced. Following the bonfire,
there will be a dance, place to be
announced later. The band will be
the "Seeds." Theatre Workshop
will present a reading of Bertold
Brecht's "Galileo" in the Little
Theater of Annstrong Hall.
The action for Saturday, Octo-

ber 29, will begin with the All
College Picnic from 12-1:00 p.m.
in the Central Quadrangle preced-
ing the Homecoming football game
with Colorado College hosting
Westminister College. The Queen
and her Court will be presented
during half-time, when the decora-
tion winners will be announced.
Also featured will be the Atwood,
Kansas High School marching
band who will perform before the
game and at half-time. Following
the game until 5:30, the Greeks
will hold Open House. The Home-
coming dance will be held Satur-
day night at the Broadmoor from
9:00-1:00. The dance will be semi-
formal and will feature the music
of the Intrigues.

On Sunday, October 30, there
will be a special service at 11:00
in Shove Chapel. Wrapping up the
weekend will be a Soccer game
with CC against Colorado State
University on Bonny Field at 2:00
p,m.

TW's White Camel to be Presented Saturday and Sunday

Chris Gibbs, Mimi

the "Conjur Man.'

Johnson, and Ellen Rrorden in DARK OF THE MOON. "The Wl+ch Gals" are tempting

DARK OF THE MOON and excerp+s from TWELFTH NIGHT will be presented on

Saturday and Sunday nights in Theater 32 in Armstrong.

Drama Production

Coffee House Style

The White Camel, Theatre Work-

shop's traditional fall drama pro-

duction coffee house style, returns

this Saturday and Sunday even-

ings. Theatre Workshop players

will host "come and go" crowds

Saturday from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m.

and Sunday from 7:00 to 10:30

p.m. in Theater 32, Armstrong
Hall, presenting alternate cuttings

from Shakespeare's "Twelfth

Night" and Richardson—Bernay'3

"Dark of the Moon,"

"Dark of the Moon," directed by

Joe Mattys, is the tragedy of a

witch boy who falls in love with

a human girl. It examines the for-

ces which destroy their relation-

ship.

The Shakespeare cutting direc-

ted by Pamela Stephenson centers

around a practical joke—the low
comedy plot of "Twelfth Night."

Both plays give actors excellent

opportunities for contrast and
characterization. Furthermore, the

White Camel atmosphere enhances
.spectators' informal enjoyment of

diversified drama. There will be no
admission charge. Astrologer bev-

erages will be served.



Editorials

Combined Efforts on Campus Praised

It is refreshing and encouraging to see several examples

of constructive projects wliicli have reached successful conclu-

sions through combined efforts of students, faculty and ad-

ministration.

The lecture given by Dr. John Silber Monday afternoon

under the auspices of the Free Student Action Committee was
made possible by the personal efforts of President Lloyd Worn-

er. This is a lieartening example of extra efforts made to bring

a somewhat sympathetic and rational voice in support of stu-

dent activism.

We also compliment Miss McNary and Mr. Broughton

ton for their prompt response to the girls' request to begin

equalizing the services available in the men's and women's

dormitories. With the initiation of linen service next semester,

we see an encouraging sign of continued efforts to improve

the living situation for tlie girls.

The students themselves have demonstrated a remark-

able dedication to helping in the education of others as over

60 applications have been filled out for the tutoring program

for Operation Head Start, grade school and high school. Pro-

fessor Roger Eldridge of the Education Department said that

the applicants showed an "impressive array of previous exper-

iences" from "Head Start to summer counselling."

Rusii Rules Combine Good witli Bad

The new changes in the deferred rush rules are both

most promising and at the same time woefully discouraging.

The move to open the fraternity houses for certain periods of

time and to allow freshmen to ride home with fraternity men
are both highly consistent with the idea of deferred rush as

well as being of practical value. These changes are consistent

with the Inter-FrateiTiity Council's demands for greater re-

sponsibility and also give encouraging evidence of greater

trust between the organizations.

In light of all this, one wonders why the Inter-Fraternity

Council must impose its own set of rules on upper-class men's
housing.

Each fraternity is a self-contained unit, and thus the fra-

ternity houses must be governed by some exterior check which
is voted on and approved by all. Superiorm is another matter.

Tliere is very little grouping of fraternity men. Tlie very flux

and flow of individuals should provide a check for possible

dirty rushing. Tlie purposes of Superdorm are to provide a

means of intellectual and social communication within the cam-
pus. DefeiTed rush is also consistent with this goal. However,
the barrier placed between upper-class men, especially inde-

pendents, and freshmen is an outright contradiction of the

residential policy.

The second concern is of course tlie rights of independent

men. Tlie fraternity men seem to think these rules are no

inconvenience. An upperclassman may always go over to Slo-

cum. The point is that an upperclassman shouldn't have to go
to Slocum. He has had no voice in effecting the rush rules, yet
the IFC has no qualms about imposing its system on all inde-

pendents.

We can only question the reasoning and aims of the IFC.
Is their action consistent with the idea of a residential cam-
pus? We doubt it. If so. the fraternities may be inviting ad-
ministrative action because the administi'ation has committed
itself to the residential concept, and in doing so must main-
tain allegiance to it. Secondly, this apparent refusal to regarf
the preferences and rights of upperclass independent men can
do little to increase respect for the IFC which has done so
much and may now effectively negate all that it has attained.

We ask the IFC to reconsider its action. We wonder if

the inherent element of distrust and dishonor which is evi-
denced by the existence of these rules is great enough to just-
ify and necessitate the imposition of them on non-fraternity
housing. We wonder if the gains will outweigh the losses.

Bowling Alleys

May be Removed
The removal of the bowling al-

ley from Rastall Center is under

serious consideration by Eastall

Center Board. If any students have
any opinions about either main-

taining the alleys or removing
them, they may be expressed to a

member of the board or a note

may be left in the Rastall Center
Board box at Rastall Desk.

LETTERS to tlie EDITOR

RGB Movies
This week's Rastall Center

Board Movie will be On the
Waterfront, starring Marlon
Brando, Karl Maiden, Lee J.

Cobb, and Eva Marie Saint. A
short subject, The Grand Can-
yon Suite, will also be shown.

The movies will be presented
on Saturday, October 22, 1966,
at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. in the
Armstrong Auditorium. Admis-
sion is 40 cents with an Activ-
ities Ticket.

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Tiger football

team and coaching staff, I extend
sincere appreciation for the tre-

mendous support that the student

body lias given us during the cur-

rent football season.

It has been one of the high
spots in my coaching career here
at Colorado College that the stu-

dent body has reacted as they have
in n somewhat losing cause. All of

us would like to be able to give

you the consistent winners that

such support deserves. Our failure

to do so has not been through lack

of effort. This year's football team
has worked harder and put out
more effort than any squad with
which I have been associated dur-
ing the past few years. They—and
you'—deserve a better fate.

Special mention should go to

Mike Kelly for his unceasing ef-

forts to generate school spirit, and
to Jim Austin of the Tiger staff

who has tui-ned out the finest

sports pages I have ever seen at
Colorado College.

My sincere hope is that the re-

maining games on our schedule will

be just reward for our team and
the student body, .both of whom
have given 150 percent effort.

Sincerely,

Jerry Carle,

Head Football Coach

To the Editor:

I regi-et to report that vandalism
and theft have again become ser-

ious problems at Tutt Library.
This seems pai-ticularly regrettable
at a time when students are claim-
ing that, as intelligent and respon-
sible adults, they should have a
greater voice in Colorado College
affairs. Though probably only a
minor portion of the student body
is involved, the incidence of recent
theft and vandalism seems to indi-

cate a significant minority, and
the actions of this minority tend
to reflect poorly on the student
body as a whole. This is unfortun-
ate.

One manifestation of the theft

problem has been the disappear-
ance of 27 library ashtrays since

the opening of the fall term. Total
replacement cost of these ashtrays
would be $94.50, a sum which could

be more advantageously used in

the acquisition of library materials
sorely needed to support the cur-
riculum. Though we have attemp-
ted to provide ashtrays which are
attractive and which compliment
the other furnishings of the build-

ing, we cannot spend one hundred
dollars or more each year for re-

placement of those which have
been stolen. If the missing ash-
trays are not returned (the metal
ones could be easily returned
through the after hours book drop),
we shall probably begin to replace
them with cheap plastic or tin

ones.

Other types of recent theft and
vandalism include willful deface-
ment of costly lounge furniture
and carpeting with ink, tearing of
stuffing from lounge furniture in

smoking lounges, theft and muti-
lation of books and magazines
(often iri-eplaceable or replacable
only at high cost), theft of the
emergency elevator door key, and
theft of i-ibbons from library type-
writers. Additional examples could
be mentioned.

Collectively the acts of theft and
vandalism mentioned above amount
to a considerable sum each year.
It is my hope that readers of this
letter will discourage offenders
known to them from committing
these childish acts, so that we may
spend more money on the acquisi-
tion of needed materials and less
on repair and replacement.

Sincerely yours,

Robert M. Copeland,

Librarian

To the Editor:

I can't resist relating the exper-
ience I had when climbing Pike's

Pe;ik last weekend. In fact, there

were nine of the same incidences

in the first afternoon. I was stand-

ing under the most scintillatingly

blu'e sky, breathing that damp-
aspen-Ieaf-under-foot smell, and
hoping I might catch a glimpse of

some of the lucky inhabitants of
such a remote world, when I sud-
denly sensed the approach of
something quite out of harmony
with my surroundings. Actually, it

didn't appear immediately. Motor-
cycles seem to give a poignant
half hour's warning on their up-
ward journey. (It occurred to me,
this would be ample time to set
up some logs, nails, and other in-

teresting obstacle course features
. . .} In the meantime, had I been
a mountain inhabitant my curiou-
sity would hardly have been suffi-

cient to keep me within the near
vicinity to see what other features
might accompany such a bugle
call.

The next experience was even
more exciting. I was concentrating
on the fascinating Pike's Peak
batholith only to be rewarded by
coming perilously close to being a
victim of the coasting game. I

must admit, I prefer the beasties
with their noise-makers turned off,

but at their racing speed this is

actually dangerous.

My points are 1) motorcycles
are dangerous as well as disturb-
ing in the mountains, 2) riders of
these motorcycles are not in the
mountains for the scenery and the
nature, but for the sport, which

could be gained elsewhere, 3) cyc-

lists are obviously not using motor-

cycles because they are handicap-

ped, old or unable to see the moun-
tains by normal methods.

The mountains are an escape
for me; a release from highways,
horns and the ai-t of trying to sur-

vive amid the masses. Frantically
making way for Hondas on a trail

is as insulting as being overturned
in a canoe in the wake of a speed
boat, and at least nine times last

Saturday my frustration was only
slightly erased by the thought of

seeing a Honda being bodily car-

ried down the trail, its wheels
spinning idly in the air. I can only
hope others have the interest and
desire to help stop the motorizing
and civilizing of our few remain-
ing wildernesses.

Dorothy Bradley

To the Editor:

As a past editor of The Tiger,
I feel it is my duty to ciiticize the
present editor's policy. Mr. Bux-
ton's handling of Dean Mathias'
obituarj' was the ultimate in poor
taste.

Dean Mathias gave one-half of

his life to Colorado College; he did

not deserve the insult—intentional

or otherwise—which Mr. Buxton's
poorly placed four inch article gave
him.

Sincerely,

Gary Kjiight

AWS Questionnaire Sent Out
Associated Women Students, in conducting a study of dress stand-

ards, has sent the following questionnaire to all faculty membera:
*****

The AWS organization is currently studying dress standards on
campus. It is our opinion that dress standards should be governed bv
the wishes of the faculty and not by an arbitrary decision on the part
of AWS. We would appreciate your cooperation in expressing your
wishes on this questionnaire.

Prefer
A Dress
Or Shoes Indi/fert

1. How do you feel about girls wearing
slacks to weekday classes (other
than labs and physical education)?

2. How do you feel about students
coming to class barefoot?

3. If it is the general concensus of the
faculty that women students wear
dresses and that all students should
wear shoes to all weekday classes
(excepting labs and physical educa-
tion), would you be willing to refuse
to admit students who are inappro-
priately dressed to your class ?

Other remarks:..

Signed..-..-..

Please return this questionnaire to Faculty Box 161 or Dean Moon
or Miss Roberts by October 24, 1966. Thank you.
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Pass- Fail System Draws Favorable Comment
By Phil Fearnside

The pass-fail system inaugura-

rr-'ti this year appears at micl-sem-

e^ter to be a favorable addition to

the college curriculum. Following

;i['e comments from Professors

lirooks and Genti-j' of tSie political

Mjence and the language depai-t-

ments, respectively, as well as

iiom vai'iou-s students taking cour-

ses under the system.

|»r. Glenn Brooks —
political Science:

"I generally disapprove of the

\-B' system of grading, and my
iiutial favorable opinion of the
[Mss-fad system has onlv been le-

itiNMipd b\ Lu -tu.lpTit^ thi- \p.n

Chuck Larson, Sr,

—

Psychology major taking
International Relations:

"I would have taken the course
regardless of whether or not it was
on pass-fail. Indirectly I'm getting
to do more because I'm taking
more hours than I normally would
have.

"I do the minimum amount of
extra reading, and I do only the re-
quired stuff plus the articles to be
discussed in class. I'm doing well
in the course now, but naturally
when the work starts piling up it'll

be the first one to suffer.

"There's too mucli emphasis on
grades around here, and it defeats
the purpose of education, which is

to learn . . . The grading system
is absurd! Everything should be on
pass-fail ... I think the pass-fail
system is good and could be ex-
panded. I'm not qualified to decide
how it would be put into practice,
but it could be done ... I think
there are some schools (like Carle-
ton College, for instance) that have
a high enough caliber of students
to make tliis change universally,
but CC doesn't as of now . . . Un-
restricted pass-fail would be best
for me, but it wouldn't be best for
everyone."

Dick Stevenson —
Junior majoring in Political

Science, taking art:

"It's a course I probably would
have taken anyway, but one I'd

much rather take pass-fail than
have to work for a grade in it . . .

I took the course pass-fail so I

wouldn't have to sweat the grade.
"I read the book and go to the

lectures, but I don't do any out-
side reading. I don't study as hard
for tests,

"I wish we'd had pass-fail since
we were freshmen; there are a lot
of courses I would have liked to
have taken pass-fail that I won't
have a chance to now.

"I would like to see the number
of courses you can take pass-fail
increased in the future."

Bob Liudberg—
Senior majoring in Business
taking Music:

"I wouldn't have taken it if it

weren't for pass-fail . . . Right
now I study for it like everything
else ... I don't cut any more
classes than I do in anything else
I'm taking . . . You usually take
about 15 hours, but now I'm taking
18 hours, which I wouldn't have, so
it's giving me a chance to get out
of here faster.

"I've never given much thought
to the value of the grade motive
. . . Ideally I guess it would be cool

Prof. Glenn Brooks

"I was on a universal pass-fail

system in graduate school, and it

worked very well. Whether or not

such an all-embracing system

would work on the undergraduate

level, I'm not qualified to say—but

it has possibilities ... Of course

some kind of honors program
would have to be included in any
universal pass-fail program ... I

think the College should give con-

sideration to the extension of the

pass-fail system, but we should

see first how this present one
works out on its limited basis.

"I am not qualified to advocate

universal pass-fail now as I have
not yet given it sufficient study.

"In some of my classes I wish
we were on a pass-fail system now.
For instance, the Political Science

Independent Study Class that did

the 'candy-kiss game' . . . how am
I going to assign a reasonable
grade to them ? A pass-fail sys-

tem with provisions for honors
would be better for both the stu-

dent and the professor in a situa-

tion like this.'"

Dr. Elvin Gentry—
Spanish:

"I am in favor of the system,
which may surprise some of my
colleagues. The present restric-

tions excluding pass-fail from the
'iiajor field and divisional requii'e-

nieiits are good, however—I think
that I was wrong when the system
was introduced. I was not actually
opposed to it, but I foresaw many
more problems than there actually
^I'e ... In short, my experience
with it with my one pass-fail stu-
''f'lt has allayed my fears.
"The possibility of an unrestric-

I'-d pass-fail system would cer-
tamly need a great deal more
Hudy before it could be instituted
- . I don't think any professor will
t^ll you that the grade-point sys-
ffm is the best possible one, but
'11 the languages, grades are better
*nan a simple 'P' or 'F' where they
are to be used by someone other
tiian the student himself . . . Any
system of evaluation will have to
give a good description of what a
student has done if it is to be use-
"j1 and if it is to fulfill the Col-
'^f^e's responsibility to prospective
^niployers and graduate schools.
Ihe grade system doesn't tell en-
'J'lgh, but pass-fail tells even less.

''I have faith that it will be pos-
sible someday to find a way of
^^aluation without the evils of the
&iade system.

"It should be recognized that my
^^Perience with this thing is limit-
^tl, and my opinions may therefore
"ot have any validity."
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to have everything on a pass-fail
basis, but guys would take advan-
tage of it. Even now with this
thing I'm sure there are guys tak-
ing advantage of it.

"Like I say, I wouldn't be taking
music if it weren't for pass-fail be-
cause I don't know anything about
it. That's the purpose of the sys-
tem: to let you take things you
don't know anything about without
fear of a grade."

Gary Knight—
senior taking Music:

"I'm all for the pass-fail sys-
tem ... I think it's great.

"T wouldn't have taken the
course if it weren't for pass-fail
because I thought that you would
have to know how to read music
and things to get a good grade. I

got an A on the first test and was
kind of ticked off ... I guess all-
in-all I work just as hard as for
my other classes ... I wouldn't
miss a class for the world.
"The pass-fail system is neces-

sary to get well-rounded students.
There just aren't Rennaissance
Men running around on campus

—

nobody's good in everything.
"Grades shouldn't have the tre-

mendous significence that students
attach to them. Grades are as big
an institution for the college stu-
dent as the Fourth of July is for
the American Legion . . . The
grade system works against Presi-
dent Worner's 'well-read man,'
which I think is the goal of a lib-
eral arts education. How many of
our graduates actually do read on
their own ?

"I was surprised and disappoint-
ed to hear that more people aren't
taking advantage of p;iss^fail."

Gary Knight

Homecoming Schedule

2:00- 4:30 p.m.

6:00 7:30 p.m.

7:30 9:00 p.m.

9:00-12:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m

2:00- 1:00 p .m.

1:30 p.m.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 28

.Alumni Registration Rastall Center
(tickets available)

Judging of House Decorations

Pep Rally, Bonfire Washburn Field
Introduction of players by Coach
Carle, Crowning of Homecoming
Queen

Dance Place to be announced

Theatre Workshop Readings Little Theatre
Berfol Brecht's "Gallileo" Armstrong Hall

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29

Alumni Registration Rastall Center
(tickets available)

All College Picnic Central Quadrangle

Football; CC vs. Westminister Washburn
Presentation of Homecoming Field
Queen and Her Court.
Announcement of Homecoming
decoration winners

After game until 5:30 p.m. Greek Open House

9:00 p.m.-l :00 a m. Homecoming Dance
(semi-formal)

SUNDAY. OtrrOBER 30

Broadmoor

11:00 a.m. Homecoming .'>ervice Shove Chapel

2:00 p.m. Soccer: CC vs. CSU Bonny Field

Barry Connell—
Senior majoring in Economics
taking Differential Equations:

"It would have hurt my grades
to take it on a regular basis, but
the value of the course is such
that I probably would have taken
It somehow anyway. I might have
taken it in summer school and

Barry Connell

transferred the credit without the

grade to avoid hurting my grade
:iverage.

"The pass-fail system gives the
student a chance to enjoy fully his

liberal arts sotting because he can
take courses in foreign fields with-
out jeopardizing his future with a
low grade.

"I think it's a basic fallacy that
students work only when cooreed

by grades. For instance, the Ford
Program would be absurd if you
accept the premise that grades are

the only motive for work. A pass-

fail system will work only where
the students are good enough . . .

and I believe they are good enough
here for the present system ... I

think the present restrictions on
the system are good, and the pro-
gram should not bo extended for
tile simple reason that it would
lower the standard of education."

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lanagmi

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 632-5846

NOW SHOWING
G.lil KiiiBcr" -l-.U. (i:14, 10:07

Di Nc, 11 30 4 23 8 16

GOIDIIiniERl 'DCNO'

PIZZA 8, MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vetnetli'j CI TejoH
NOW OPENS THE

"(<lhHiex

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GL>,SSE5 .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hall

10% Discount Cash and Carry
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Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre



Day-Long forum Held

Abolition of Capital Punishment Examined

Lectern, Case and Easel

By Elaine Evaldi

Colorado CoUege's day-long ex-

annnatioii of capital punishment

opened Tuesday morning with a

discussion of the basic arguments

for and against the abolition of the

death penalty.

Taking the affirmative, Dr. Char-

les Milligan, professor of philoso-

phy of Iliff School of Theology,

Denver Univei-sity, approached

the question from the mora!, or

what he termed "the fundamental"

point of view by quoting such fa-

mous humanitarians as John Quin-

cey Adams and Winston Churchill,

who were opposed to the death

penalty out of "reverence for hu-

man life." The death penalty, ac-

cording to Milligan, is not execu-

ted in the self-defense of society,

since a murderer, once captured, is

no longer a threat. He went on to

emphasize that the penalty is not

even of practical value by listing

figures, as did Clinton Duffy last

week. He proved the homicide rate

per capita in states not enforcing

cajjital putiishment to be slightly

lower than in states enforcing the

penalty. He called for the abolition

of a law which he termed "ancient,

barbaric, and now useless."

Speaking for the negative, Judge
James Carter, of the District Court

of Grand Junction, approached

the question from a more strictly

legal side in emphasizing that cap-

ital punishment was initiated to

prevent the barbarisms of fonner

day lynchings. "The point," he

said, "is not whether we want it.

Governments are instituted only

for tlie protection of the rights of

the people." "All crimes," he con-

tinued, "are deemed to be against

the government, which must en-

sure punishment compatible with

due process." Tlie function of pun-

ishment, according to Carter, is 1)

to prevent future criminal activity

by the individual, 2) to punish the

individual commensurate with his

act, and 3) to deter {"discourage,

dissuade") ci-iniinal activity. Also

/^uf/iJ Oi)eH

Fine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Record Headquarters

All Regular HI-FI and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO.-m^e p.e,P,..A.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellar available for large fraiemity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3^2 blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

^.
^^W^Xi'^^n OFFICE SUPPLY

"516 N. Telon 633-172!acmpuhco

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

of the negative side, Denver Dis-

ti-ict Attoi'ney Bert Keating, in try-

ing to establish that the poorer

ethnic groups are not discrimina-

ted against in criminal cases, pre-

sented figures showing the average

annual incomes of those convicted

ant] executed since 1938 in Los
Angeles to be higher than those

convicted and sentenced to life im-

prisonment. He also presented fi-

gures indicating that those who are

convicted of homicide often have
histories of crime and wondered if

such people really can be rehabili-

tated.

In opposition, Milligan contin-

ued his argument in pointing out

that of the 3,856 persons executed

in the U. S. since 1930. 63 per cent

were Negroes and that of the 465

persons executed for rape, 8E).5

percent were Negroes. John R.

Silber, Chairman of the Texas

Society to Abolish Capital Punish-

ment, added that out of the 53

men on Texas' Death Row, 42 had
court-appointed lawyers.

This discussion was continued at

the afternoon session. The Chiefi

of Corrections for the Colorado De-

partment of Institutions, Harry A.

Tinsley, an abolitionist, spoke of

liis feelings of frustration when he

or a warden had to execute any-

one. He recommended indetermin-

ate sentences in place of capital

punishment, and that persons be

tried for their crime, then commit-

ted to the appropriate institution,

either penal or psychiati-ic. Judge

Carter re-emphasized his pessimis-

tic view of human nature and stat-

ed that capital punishment should

be retained for the protection of

society. Mr. Milligan and Mr. Keat-

ing then elaborated their moiTiing

arguments.
Tuesday evening George Levy,

Senior Psychologist at the Colorado

State Penitentiary and Dr. Silber

debated the question. Mr. Levy
presented the psychological basis

for the retention of the death pen-

alty. Dr. Silber, in presenting a ra-

tional basis for abolition, showed
statistically that capital punish-

ment was not an effective deter-

rent. He also stated that there is a

high degree of correlation between

the rejection rate on the Selective

Service Examination and the homi-

cide rate in a state, concluding

that one way to reduce the homi-

cide rate would be to alleviate the

conditions of ignorance and pover-

ty which lead to failure on the SS
Examination.

By Mark Lansburgh

This week sees the installation

of the English Documents to Tudor
Times exhibition. Last week we
mentioned the Royal Letters Pa-
tent of Heni-y VIII, granting dis-

posed monastic lands to the Crac-
kenthrop family of Northern Eng-
land. It is elaborately drawn and
colored on vellum—done by a
Venetian, in fact, as the English
were not notable artists at this

time.

Further involvement with this

controversial reformation King is

to be found behind the letter of

young mistress Elizabeth Carew,
addressed to her father, Sir Nich-

olas Carew. Sir Nicholas was a
favorite of the King, and served

at the royal meeting with the

Spanish Emperor, Charles V. The
last member of this tale is Regin-

ald Pole, cousin to the King.

Pole's mother, Margaret, was gov-

erness to young Princess Mary
and loved her dearly. The Princess

and young Reginald were constant

companions. But Pole's brother,

Lord Montague, showed his disap-

proval of King Henry's marital

conduct and was swept away to

the chopping block in the Tower of

London. Henry's displeasure was
not assuaged and shortly thereaf-

ter his good mother followed him
... as did his friend, Sir Nicholas
Carew.

Reginald Pole, by now a Cardi-

nal and stout Papist, tried desper-
ately to enlist the aid of Charles

V to put down that horrible tyrant,

Henry. Pole failed to gain Spanish
support and fled to Cai-pentras for

Ids life, fearing retaliation from
Henry's assassins.

Eventually the crown passed to

Mary and the religious climate of

England changed. Pole was wel-
comed back to the English Court
and became Archbishop of Canter-
bury. On the 17th of November,
1558, Mary died at seven in the
morning, and at seven that evening
the Primate of England, and long-

time close friend to the Queen,
died, too.

In the cycle of this story there
are related documents on view:
the letter to Carew, the letter to

the Vatican from Pole telling of

his failure at the Spanish court.

Royal Letters Patent from both
Henry VIII and Mary I, as well as

a long letter from the Queen to

her agent in the "lowe countries"

urging him to ferret out any here-

tics and to deliver certain letters

to the King of Spain. Incidentally,

but related, is a large Royal

Grant from Carlos Quintos with a
portrait of the Emperor himself.

Next Wednesday evening at 8:15

in Armstrong Hall Dr. C. W. Hol-

lister, America's foremost Norman
scholar, will give you more in-

sight into English history follow-

ing the Battle of Hastings.

Military Draft Status

Clarified by Registrar
Because of what appears to be

increasing pressure from local

draft boards throughout the coun-

try, Richard E. Wood, registrar

and director of admissions, has is-

sued the following statement:

"In September, my office sent

a Form 109 {infonnation filled in

by the students at registration)

for each male student to his local

draft board certifying his enroll-

ment as a full-time student, his

class, and his intended date of

graduation. A copy of that form

CC Students Sough! to Assist

Community Literacy Program
The St. Vincent de Paul Society

and the YWCA of Colorado

Springs are jointly sponsoring a

literacy program in the commun-

ity. The program, which obtains its

referrals through Welfare, Project

Headstart and local agencies, has

set four basic goals in an effort to

lower the illiteracy rate of the

Pikes Peak region. They are:

Pianist Perkins

To Give Recital

Pianist Marion Perkins, associ-

ate professor of piano at Colorado

Woman's College in Denver, will

appear in a solo recital at 8:15

p.m. Tuesday, October 25, in the

.Armstrong Hall Auditorium.

The program will feature the

"Tempest Sonata" by Beethoven
and "Scenes from Childhood" by
Schumann. It will also include the

"C Minor Fantasy" by Mozart,
Stavinsky's 'Piano Rag Music'
"Sonatina" by Ravel, and, in con-
clusion, the "G Minor Ballade" by
Chopin.

The concert is open to the public
without charge.

was mailed to each male student,

either to his campus or his home
address,

"We did NOT routinely send out

the class rank of each enrolled

male student, both because of

press of time and because we be-

lieve the student should give us
his permission to release such in-

formation.

"I believe there is some con-

fusion about the yellow cards
which male students also signed,

giving authorization to release or

not release academic information
to the Selective Sei'\'ice. This form
apparently was not read carefully,

because students seem to think if

they did give their permission, we
automatically sent their class

standings to their local boards. Up
to now, we have only sent class

standings when requested by the

draft board and the student.
"However, we will be glad to

send such information for men
students if they will stop by the

registrar's office on the second
floor of Annstrong Hall and re-

quest it.

"Some students have been re-

classified and given orders to re-

port for pre-induction physical ex-

aminations. This order does not

necessarily mean that a student is

about to be drafted out of the

classroom. It does mean that all

men students should read all com-
munications from their local draft

boards carefully and follow instruc-

tions. For example, once you have
been re-classified, you have only
10 days in which to file an appeal.
Dean Reid has a sample letter to

use in stating your appeal, and
our office sends out the support-
ing information.
The next Selective Service Col-

lege Qualification Test will be
given November 18 and 19, and
today, October 21, is the deadline
for getting applications in the
mail. The application form can b^'

obtained at the registrar's office."

Med School Test
The Medical College Admission

Test will be administered in the

South basement room of Cutler at

8:30 a.m. on October 22, 1966.
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1. To teach adults how to read

anil write by using the Laubach
(learn to read) method.

2. Attempt to bring students to

the eighth grade level in arithme-

tic and reading.

3. To prepare adults for the

General Educational Test which
leads to the High School Equiva-

lency Certificate.

4. To aid foreign adults in pass-

ing their citizenship test.

The program's major center is

Our Lady of Guadalupe Church
School Building at 111 East Cos-
tilla. Classes are held there from
7:30 to 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday even-
ings. Colorado College students

Rickie Robbins and Bill Kennedy
are helping there as volunteer
teachers. The teaching is conduc-
ted on an individual basis rather
than in a classroom situation which
allows the student to proceed at

his own pace.

Although the program has just
begun, it is hoped that it will ex-
pand rapidly, as enthusiasm for it

appears to be building in the com-
munity. As such expansion occurs,
CC volunteers will be needed to
help as teachers. Interested stu-
dents are asked to contact Dr.
Hochnian of the education depart-



Seeds Strive to Fill Rock-

Cultural-Wasteland Gap
By Kick Wdidcn

As everybody knows, the term
"Rock and Roll" is never to be

taiten too seriously. To anyone
over 25 years of age the word is

.synonymous with teenage rumbles,
'57 Che\'ies, and "pimply-protest-

songs." However, if one had to pick

3 single characteristic common to

almost every member -of today's

vouth, it would Undoubtedly be a

fondness for the "bie: beat music."

Vou wonder why ? The answer is

simple: "Rock and Roll represents

a passing through negative apathy

and an approach into involvement.

Dancing becomes a mystic loss of

ego and tangibility; you become
p'lH-e energy somewhere between
sound and motion and the involve-

ment is total." (Am I boring you?)

In short, kids, you temporarily

flip-out and you love it.

Today's popular music i-s going

throue-h a period of rapid growth
ami change. Unfortunately, most
of the legitimate and worthwhile
music is considered commercially

unfit and hence gets vei-y little air

time on most radio stations. But
do not despair! Tastes are chang-

ing and listeners are gradually be-

coming more receptive to a new
type music. There is a growing
emphasis on non-verbal commun-
ication and this is what makes
popular music so attractive. This

is also why the music MUST be

loud. Rock and Roll is like a big

hand that reaches down and shakes

the listener. The sound is explo-

sive and is in keeping with the

times. The new songs are like a
painting, using sounds rather than
colors. If you doubt all of this,

we happen to have a snappy little

b;ind right here on this very cam-
pus which is trying its darndest
to keep you up to date on what's
ha])pening in the field of popular
music. The "Seeds," who have
been around for some time, are

humbly sti-uggling to fill the

"Rock-Cultural-Wasteland" gap,
which everyone knows lies between
California and New York. This is

easily demonstrated by the fact

that they have finally taken an
aesthetic stand, and henceforth
and forever refuse to play "Louie-
Louie" (everyone has to make a

i-'iimmittment sometime, huh ?

)

The group has been maturing

Summer Government

Jobs to be Available
The following article is reprinted

inim the Denver Post:

Coloradoans interested in obtain-
ing summer jobs with the federal

government next year can obtain
applications from his Denver and
Pueblo offices, Sen. Peter H. Dom-
inick, R-Colo., announced Monday.
Applicants will be given later

examinations which can lead to

appointment to temporary summer
positions with wages ranging from
$69 to $92 per week, he said. There
will be three application filing

dates—Oct. 21, Dec. 9 and Jan. 9.

The tests will be given in various
cities around the countrv on Nov.
2G. Jan. 7 and Feb. 4.

FOR SALE
1963 TR-4— New Engine

Michelin X Tires

See Mr. Richardson —
Oept. of German — Ext. 244

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

pT UIEST

II E. Pikes Peal. Phone 634-5501

fur some time and is currently

going through a phase of experi-

mentation with an almost per-

verted fascination with new types
of "sound": controlled feedback,
fuzz-tone reverberated guitar solos,

uncontrolled feedback, and intri-

cate rhythm changes (note Geoff
Smith's tambourine and foot
technique), etc. The result is that
many numbers become long and
spontaneous insti-umentals with
little or no vocal accompaniment
(you don't care!). The group also

feels that the appearance of the
individual members is important
to the presentation of the music.
"If the musician looks unbelievably
weird on stage, the accompanying
visual shock is so great that it

will often destroy any pre-con-
ceived ideas about the music itself.

We like this you know." (quote
fix>m a Seed; name withheld on
request).

Rather than bore you with de-

tails on the group, this article will

end with a few relevant quotes:

To Smith: "You have feet like

Jesus!"—giri in Grand Junction

"Too loud and too fast."—the

Chasers, June, 1966

"The world is not ready for a

'mod' version of 'Tobacco Road' "

—Wayne the bartender at Galena
Street East, Aspen, July, 1966

"My mother likes you guys too.

She even bought me your record."

—a fan, September, 1966

"Blotto!"—a freak at the Krazy

Dr. Hollisler Speaks

On English History

"1066 AND ALL THAT," the

title of a spoof on English history,

will be discussed in a scholarly

vein by Dr. C, Warren Hollister on

the CO campus on Wednesday
night, October 2G, at 8:30 p. ra.

in Armstrong Hall. Dr. HolHster's

topic will be "The Nonnan Con-
quest: 900 Years After."

The 35-year old professor is a

specialist in medieval English

military history. Two of his books,

"The Making of England, 55

BC-AD 1399" and "Roots of the

Western Tradition" will be pub-
lished in the near future.

Dr. Hollister's talk at Colorado
College is open to all faculty and
students who are not othenvise

engaged in Wednesday evening
classes. The hour has deliberately

been set back to 8:30, to permit

some who have classes earlier that

evening to attend. It is expected

that the talk will be of particular

interest to students in histoi-j- and
English, but all students and fac-

ulty are cordially invited and urged
to attend. The talk is being co-

sponsored by the Public Lectures

and Foium Committees.

Dr. Hollister spent the 1965-66

academic year, supported by Ful-

bright and Guggenheim Fellow-

ships, on a sabbatical as a \'isiting

research fellow at Oxford Univer-
sity's Merton College where he is

working on a book-length study of

the reign of King Henry I, the

youngest son of William the Con-
queror.

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & Willamette

{3 blocks aH campus)

THE SEEDS: Geoff Smith, Jerry

Ahlberg, Rick Worden and Todd
Ballanfine. "Appearance is Impor-

tant."

Rush Rules
(Continued from ptiee one)

wing hallways, will be closed

to fraternity men at all

times, except:

a) to directly communicate
with the counselor

b) to use lobbies, lounges,

and all other public

areas

OFF-CAMPUS
1. No freshman male may at

any time be off campus with
a fraternity man, except:

a) while riding directly to

or from his home with
a fraternity man

b) during vacation periods

as prescribed by the

IFC Rush Committee
c) with a counselor as out-

lined in No. 3 below.
2. No freshman may at any

time use a fraternity man's
automobile or other convey-
ance.

3. Slocum Hall and Jackson
House Counselor-fraternity
men are expected to associ-

ate with freshmen only in an
official capacity.

a) Counselor-fi-aternity

men may be off campus
with members of their

own wing only.

"The New Morality"

Topic of RAG Retreat
All CC students are invited to

reserve the weekend of November
5-6 in order to attend this year's
first Religious Affairs retreat, to

be held at La Foret in the Black
Forest. The topic for the retreat,

"The New Morality," should pro-
vide the basis for some lively and
informative discussion. Watch the
Tiger for further details.

I's
Welcome Freshmen!

J OPENV 7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH

DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUM)

LEVI'S LEVI' S
:- New Brush Denim Cords :• Slim Fits

•:• All Styles •:- All Sizes :

f'^df/MM-
Western Wear

112 South Tejon Telephone 632-0391

Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry

Complete Self-Service Laundry

20 Single Load Maytag Washers

8 Double Load Duplex Washers

9 Dryers

Open III! tlaij and evenings seven datjs a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

This afternoon . . .THE SEEDS

THE KRAZY KAT— F.A.C

COORS OH TAP

3905 North Nevada

3 6 P. M.

New Bands Weekly

This Week: "THE CYCLONES"

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)
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CAL LUTHERANS STORMING fallback Olve Regalad^gets smoth'ered at thTiTne oTrcrimmage by d™
fensemen Lance Clarl (26), Larry Hartmann (85 on bottom of the pile), Bob Hiester (20), and Jim Studholmp
(86|.

LiiToul — l>lio<os by Dave Uurnctt S<ory by Pudge HofieKingpr

Lutheran Trips Up Tigers

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME? Roger Fuller, a midfield on the
CC lacrosse team pauses at the center field stripe while waiting for the
ball to come to his zone. The lax team is training this fall in preparation
for next spring's season. They played an enhibition game during half-

time of last week's football game.

QUARTERBACK WARNER REESER (17) turns the corner for several
yards with Ray Jones providing bloclclng coverage on an end run.

California Lutheran of Thousand Oalis, Califoniia,
won their 14th consertitive game as they tripped up
tlie Tigers 26-13 last Saturday, October 8. Cal,
which is one of the top small college teams in the
West, was forced to the limit by a real tough CC
team. Cal commented after the game that CC was
the toughest, hardest hitting team they had played
all year.

The Califomians took the opening kick-off and
drove deep into Tiger territory on downs. The big
"0" then took charge with one of their best per-
formances of the year as they rolled with ease over
the Kingsmcn. Captain Lex Towns and Ray Jones
led the rushing attack with some tough blocking
by Ottie Otterstein, J. D. Dent, Zack Jordan, and
Tom Jeffrey. The payoff came on a pass from Dave
Coggins to "Buns" Mills. Weigner kicked the extra
point and the Tigers led 7-0. However, Lutheran
came back behind the running of three of the best
backs of the Coast: Itegalado, Blakemore, and Cap-
iton. They scored, but Coggins knocked down the
pass for two-point conversion and the Tigers main-
tained a 7-6 lead.

The Tigers again moved the ball well with Bob
Stapp, Jones and Towns, picking up good yardage.
The score came on a pass from Warner Eeese to
Steve Higgins, who made a fantastic catch on the
goal line. The extra point was blocked and CC led
13-6. The Tigers dominated the rest of the half (one
of the best halves the Tigers have played all year)
and just missed scoring again as a pass was inter-
cepted in the end zone as the gun went off.

Cal was a different ball club in the second half
and was able to capitalize on three breaks to over-
take the Tigers. The first break, a fumble on the
Tiger 30-yard line, set up the Kingsmens' second
touchdown. Blakemore tossed a two-point conversion
pass and CC trailed for the first time. The Tigers
came roaring back; however, a pass interception
stopped this drive and set up the Califomians' third
touchdown. The extra point attempt was stuffed and
the Tigers trailed by seven. It seemed that the
Tigers would score again as Lex Towns on a fourth
d"«ii -itiKiti.m busted to the Cal 15 yard line but

:.nothei- pass interception on the 10 stopped the
drive. From there, Hegalado and company ground
out the clock as they moved for their fourth score
in the closing minutes.

This week the Tigers travel to Liberty, Missouri
where they meet one of the top teams of the Mid-
west, William Jewel. The Tigers are gunning for an
upset with an offense which showed surprising pot-
ency Saturday and a tough defense led by Larry
Hartman, J. J. Studholme and Bobby Heister

VERSATILE BOBBY JU5TIS takes a brief break in

Saturday's game with the Kingsmen. Justis plays
defensive end and doubles as field goal and kick-
off specialist.

'l^m:!^fl!'^::Z^t:Z^:^^ ^Carnt:.^"
'-- <"> '- ^ "-"^— -« ^-^ ^..^..^^..^.,.^.1^^ ground ^ense was good " for better
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DU Booters Down Tigers 5-1
By Leon Orcutt

The CC booters traveled to Den-
^L=l last Satui-day, with hopes of

victory over the mighty DU team,

but the powerful, talent-laden Pio-

neers downed the Tigers five to

one.

The spectators from CC, though
tiiey did not see a Tiger victory,

did see a Tiger team that played

a good game from start to finish.

The booters didn't let down the
whole game, but things failed to
click, and bad luck prevented the
;;aiiie from being a closer contest.

LiU took the ball on the kick-off,

but did not keep possession for
long. CC bootei-s Blake Wilson and
Nick Hare got off the first shots
rtf the game but it was DU that
i;ot the first score. The Pioneers
miived the ball down the left side
of the field, and as the Pioneer
wing came in and shot, a rather
confusing play developed as goalie
Kubie lost his footing on the sog-

y, muddy DU field and the oppo-
nent marked one up on the score-

board.

Several minutes later it looked
like perhaps another Pioneer would
score as he came in for a clear
shot at the goal, but Steve Andrews
made a fine defensive effort and
relieved the Pioneer of the ball be-
fore any damage could be done. In-

telligent and inspired defensive
play was a i-ule for the Tigers
tliroughout the game but when de-
fensive lapses did occur, the Pio-
neers capitalized on them. The sec-

ond DU score came as the ball was
moved steadily down the field deep
into CC territory. The defense con-
verged on the DU players working
the ball, and it was a close ques-
tion as to whether the ball would
go upfield or towards the goal.

Kubie had come out of the goal
in an attempt to settle the ques-
tion but before he could get a hand
on it, the shot was off and the goal
was scored.

Meaning of Vatican II

Discussed by Buswell
The Reverend Chailes Bu'swell,

Bishop of the Pueblo Diocese,

stated last Sunday evening that

the Second Vatican Council served

as a public examination of consci-

Ciice within the Catholic Church.
He said that the spirit which
characterized the Council was one
of openness and friendliness and
that the meaning of Vatican II
can best be expressed as a three-
fold aim.

i^irst of all the Church must take
a deep look at its structure. It has
been a monolithic sti-ucture of
authority which encompassed three
distinct and often non-communica-
tive groups; the hierarchy, the
clergy, and the laity. The new
trend is a destruction of these
groups and an encompassing of all
Christians as people of God. There
Will be a senate of bishops which
wilt help govern the Church and
which will be elected by national
councils. This will give more uni-
versality to the Church and reflect
the spirit of each nation. The new
feeling, he said, is that since soc-
iety is imperfect and therefore the
doctrines passed by society may
Eilso be imperfect, that the Church
should not be static as in the past.
Tliere must be continued changes

within the Church as we obtain
more knowledge of the world a-

round us.

The second aim of the Council is

an ecumenical spirit between the
Christian Churches. Bishop Bus-
well thinks that we have been em-
phasizing the differences between
Churches too long, and that it is

now time to concentrate on the
similarities. He feels that we have
made great progress in this area
as shown by the various religious
observers at the Council, the visits

to other countries by the Pope, and
the lifting of excommunication
edicts on other religions.

The third main concentration of
the Council is the Church's rela-
tion with the world. This was pro-
bably the most important aspect
of the Council, and Bishop Buswell
said that unfortunately it has been
the area of least accomplishment.
He feels that at least the Church
no longer considers the world an
enemy to religion, but a friendly
world created by God.
He summed up his lecture by

saying that Christians now have a
more democratic framework in
which to live. But with this in-

crease in freedom comes a chal-
lenge to each individual to make
the most of his church and his

societv.

Symposium Books Available

In Library and Bookstore
The library and the bookstore

have both set aside shelves of
Ijooks for the symposium on the
i-ity. They include novels of life in
the city, descriptions of problems,
treatises on city planning, and ana-
lyses of urban government. Unfor-
tunately, very few of these are by
I'-ople who will participate in the
\vniposium. This is partly because
many symposium pai'ticipants have
lj|;iyed active roles in the city and
have not written any books.
One man who has done both is

Victor Gruen, an Austrian archi-
tect who came to America when
the Nazis took over his country.
He founded a firm called Victor
(j'uen Associates which is dedicat-
'iii to artistic and functional excel-
lence. This finn is responsible for
Some of the few really good shop-
ping centers such as the Northland
Center near Detroit and the South-
'^»»d Center near Minneapolis.

In more recent years Gruen's at-
tention has turned toward revival
of the downtown areas of cities.
His Port Worth plan, although
"ever executed for political rea-
sons, has served as an inspiration
to city planners throughout the na-
tion. We have in the library his
oook. The Heart of Our Cities
'tO(i4), which presents a diagnosis

of the urban crises and suggestions
for curing it. His study of city
planning and his own personal ex-
perience make this an invaluable
contribution.

Alfred Kazin will be the Lloyd
Memorial Lecturer for this sym-
posium and will speak on "The Li-
terature of the City." Mr. Kazin
is a world re-nowned literary critic

who has written Starting Out in

the Thirties, On Native Grounds,
and Contemporaries. These books
are available at the bookstore, as
is Walker of the City, an account
of Kazin's reactions upon visiting
Brownsville, a neighborhood in
East Brooklyn where he grew up.

Philosophy Discussion
Scheduled for Sunday
The Philosophy Department will

present its first discussion session
of the year on Sunday, October 23,
at 7:30 p.m. in Olin Hall Lounge.
Professor Jane Cauvel will read a
paper on "Alexander Gerard's
Concept of Taste and Genius."
Miss Cauvel has done some of the
pioneer research on Gerard, an in-

fluential ISth century Scottish aes-
thetician. All interested students
and faculty are invited to partici-

pate in this discussion.

In the second period DU scored
as the center forward took the ball

on a fast break, receiving the ball

behind the Tiger defense and
bringing it in for a perfect close-

in shot.

The Tigers only got one goal
but it was a damn pretty one. At
11:54 of the second period, Pete
Morse, playing left wing, took a

pass and moving swiftly down the
field unleashed a potent long bomb
from the sidelines that soared high
and handsome past the outcomiiiR
goalie and into the top of the goal.

It was the first goal that anyone
has scored against DU in inter-

collegiate play since the 1964 sea-

son.

In the third quarter the Pioneers
scored on a misdirected kick off

the foot of a Tiger defense-man
which Pioneer left wing Oivind
Skauerud picked up and shot so
high into the corner that there
wasn't any corner left and again
on a shot to the bottom corner
from the corner of the field, close

to the goal. The 5-1 score does not
tell the whole story of the defen-
sive effort. Wink Davis cleared the
ball well from his center fullback
position and Steve Andrews at
right fullback was forced to bear
the brunt of the attack as the Pio-
neers brought the ball continually
down their strong left side.

Half-backs Ned Pike and John
Boddington played a game that
was equal to the DU challenge,
clearing the ball well on defense,
switching rapidly to ofi'ense to

feed the forward line, and recover-
ing again when a defensive effort
was required. Ned's big foot and
strong throw-in, plus his good play
was a big factor in moving the ball
by the CC offense.

The Tigers were at a great dis-
advantage because they were for-
ced to meet the Pioneers on their
own field which is 12 yards narrow-
er than regulation minimum width.
Thus, the Pioneers short hard
passes, individual ability and ex-
perience on the narrow field were
emphasized while the Tigers con-
tinually over-shot and their ability
to move the ball on a larger field

was de-emphasized.
This Sunday the Tiger booters

travel to famous Laramie to play
The University of Wyoming.

Hochman Examines

Alarming Trends In

College Admissions
Tiie following article is reprin-

ted from The Denver Post: Octo-
ber 9, 19G6.

Some colleges fail to recognize
independent and creative students
for admission, a Colorado College
professor told the 22nd national
convention of the Association of
College Admissions Counselors
Saturday.

Dr. William R. Hochman, chaii--

man of the education department
of the Colorado Springs college,
said university faculty members
are "worried and even alarmed"
about the following trends;
— "What they think is a prev-

alent policy of giving priority to
students who fit most easily into
the institutionalized pattern of
American education."
— "A possible reaction against

independent and creative students
as a result of some of the excesses
of certain civil rights and anti-
Viet Nam demonstrations and the
rise of the use of drugs among cer-
tain students on campuses all over
the nation,"

Hochman said the "standardized
criteria" used in counseling and
admissions may not be adequate
indicators of "the promise faculty
members look for."

"Ten years ago, speakers were
complaining about the passivity of
students," Hochman said- "One of
the most exciting developments of
the last decade is the ferment and
excitement on American campuses
caused by the presence of creative
and imaginative, that is, exciting
itudents."

The candidates for freshman class officers are: Front row (left to right):
Jim Rosenthal. Ann Bellamy, Mary Mcllvalne, Barbara Fingar, Peter
Dingman; Back row (left to right): Charles O'Dowd, Evan Grlswald, Tom
Wilcox, Russell Davis; Not pictured: John Shackleford.

Freshmen to Elect Officers Monday
Elections for the offices of

Freshman Class President, "Vice-

President, and Secretary-Treasur-
er will be held next Monday, Octo-
ber 24, from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
in Rastall Center. Since each office

inust be decided by a majority of
the votes cast, run-off elections
will probably be necessary and wilt

take place on Tuesday at the same
time and place.

The next Freshman Class Presi-
dent will represent the class on
the Committee on Undergraduate

Life. All three officers will work
with the freshman coordinators to
plan a program of activities for
the freshman class.

The ballot will read as follows:

President: Evan Grlswald, Char-
les O'Dowd;

Vice-President: Peter Dingman,
Mary Mcllvaine, Jim Rosenthal,
John Shackleford, Tom Wilcox;

Secretary-Treasurer: Ann Bol-
lamy, Russell Davis, Barbara Fin-
gar.

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiches

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

12;00-10iOO p.m, Sundoy4:30 p.m. -I I ;00 p.m. Toes. -Sal

711 North Tejon 634-9346

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

831 North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

PAULS FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonubhj Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164
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Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

O PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

N COCKTAIL LOUNSE

903 South 8th Street 632-3607

OPEN 1 1:00 A.M to 11:00 P M. CLOSED ON MONDAY



SupeijiciaUty and Insignificance of Student Activities Criticized

Relationship of the College Student to his Environment Discussed by Silber
By Mary Sterrett

The relationship of the American
stu-deiit to his college or univer-

sity emironnient was the topic of

a coninientaiy and discussion led

by Dr. John Silber. Professor of
Philosophy at tlie University of

-Texas, Monday afternoon under
sponsorship of the Free Student
Action Committee.

Student participation in the edu-
cational enterprise was cited by
Dr. Silber as being most of the

time nothing more than the oppor-
tunity of "playing like one is an
adult, or playing like one is a pol-

itician, or playing like one is a big
wheel." This idea of supei-ficiality

and insignificance in student activ-

ities was expressed by Silber in

the example of the student govern-
ment at the University of Texas
failing to deal with issues of real
and genuine concern.

Social injustice became the con-
cern of private groups when Con-

stitutional guarantees were not
nier with and handled by the stu-
dent government in the matter of
integration. After being under fire

for 18 months by the picketing of
private groups of students, an Aus-
tin movie theater finally opened
its doors to everyone. A second
achievement was the success in ob-
taining integration in campus
housing. Many students now have
committments in community needs
such as tutorial plan for slum
cliildren, and through the organiza-
tion and initiative of thes private
groups, students are going to work
on many matters of social impor-
tance.

"Students are no longer ama-
teurs in administration," stated
Dr. Silber in his account of the new
trend of students "to participate
in activities behind which there is

real human value." When one com-
pares these projects of privately-
organized groups to "the incredib-
ly crude, amateurish activities
that go on within the life of the
campus such as the building of
floats," then one sees where "op-
portunities for excellence do exist."

Unless student governments
weie t:> become oriented away

from "mickey-mouse" tasks where
one is "playing at being adult,"
then Silber feels that "most cam-
puses that are without student
govemments are not deprived as
a consequence; don't play like an
adult, when there are adult jobs
to be done."

In commenting on the puiTiose of
education. Dr. Silber says "it is
to make a civilized human being
out of what is a very energetic
primate. Education takes the stu-
dent from primitive to more re-
fined forms and this process of civ-
ilization is bi-ought about by the
greatness of the faculty and stud-
ies that influence the students."
"Students have a right to see

their subjects come alive and to
see their significance and rele-
vance." Dr. Silber expresses that
if a student fails to see these
things happening within a course,
then he is perfectly within his
rights to issue a protest and to de-
mand a reform or a change.
The University of California at

Berkeley indicates that "the urge
to Alexander is not extinct," with
its mass student movements. The
aspiration for greatness which Sil-
ber thinks motivates the demon-

DR. JOHN SILBER, chairman of the Philosophy Department of Tex,

l"™-!ll!'.'P^ '
"'^^ ^'"^ ^'''*^' president of the Free Student Action l __Commit+ee.

John Shacklefford

FRESHMAN CLASS VICE-PRESIDENT

MARTIN HARRRINGTON lies In a pool of blood on floor of
Armstrong Hall.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Preicriptlons - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Hathau>aif,A

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON RHONE 632-1441

HARRINGTON IS CARRIE"d AWAY in a casket"^^
drapped by the Confederate Flag.

Harrington Murdered After Debate

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON -66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Immediately following the Cap.-
tal Punishment Debate at Ai-m-
strong Hall, Martin Harrington
was murdered in the lobby of the
Hall. Rusty Copenhaver killed the
subject, after an ai'gument, appar-
ently resulting from a $50 debt.
Martin fell to the floor, bleeding
pi'ofusely from a bullet wound in
the stomach. In the husli that fol-

lowed John Killackey intoned the
last rites, as pallbearers Ray Har-
bin, Paul Klein, Hilton Martin and
Jeff Nacht placed the body in the
casket and carried it to the wait-
ing hearse. After the initial shock,
Dr. Sonde]-mann stated that he was
"glad to see some of his prize stu-
dents partaking in such worthy
activities."

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER; 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-S.torday)
12:00-8:00 (Sunday)

(Try Ui for Yo„, Nexl Function) Phone 634-0978

Winchell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Zecha and AdamsConoco Service Station
Phone 633-1219

Nevada Ave.
at Cache La Poudre

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Block; fr<

SCHWINN Franchije Doele
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

-New end Used Bile'

Repair & Path for Any Make
TELEPHONE 634-4733

strations of student power at
Berkeley, is usually not combined
with any other reason or objective
for foi-ming the rioting or demon-
strating groups at this campus.
"These people who really don't
want anything, except a chance
for greatness and power are the
ones that can't be dealt with, for
they have no positive objectives"-
thus these particular forms of pro-
test cannot be justified.

"Students should decide what
they want to do and then follow
through with it," is the essence of
Silber's feelings on student involve-
ment in significant activity. "A
campus should be flourishing in
lots of things of value" and
through these interests, activities
and studies "students should pur-
sue excellence."

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from tha Campus

827 North Tejon

Thinking Is Honored,

CPuestloning Welcomed

Each Life Valued.

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH
730 Nortk Tejon

634-2093

'S

VOICE & VISION

HiFi and Stereo

Components

All Major Brands

Experienced Service

on Foreign and Domestic
Recorders, Radios, and TV

412 SOUTH TEION

Phone 635-2239

Let Us Service

Your Volkswagen

See us (oi . . .

D.pondai/e Ua»d Car.

PHIl mSlOW m. Inc.

730 N. Circle Drive

Phone 634-6645

Aimwims Duin iw
VW SALES ond SIIVJCI
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'students to Vote Next on New Student Government

CUL Passes Constllution
By Kathy Bevlin

An open meeting of the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life re-

quited in a final approval of tlie

new Colorado College Association
constitution, Thursday evening, Oc-

tober 20. Twelve revisions recom-
mended by the faculty Committee
oil Committees were accepted and

a subcommittee of students formed
to carry out the mechanics of rati-

fication by the student body.
Discussion of the constitution

i\-as lengthy, initiated by an ex-
|)I;niation of the revisions recom-

mended by the Committee on Com-
mittees. The original CCA con-
stitution was drawn up last spring
by a student committee and sub-
mitted to CUL for approval. CUL
reworked the proposed docirment
and requested in May that the
Committee on Committees consider
it as revised and suggest changes
to its improvement. These recom-
mendations were formulated in

September and formed the basis
for discussion Thursday evening.
The discussion was initiated by

an explanation of the basis of the

recommended re\'isions. most of
which were changes in termino-
logy designed to maintain a great-
er consistency. As Dr. Mertz sta-
ted, the Committee on Committees
recommended no substantive chan-
ges, nor did they intend to, their
object being to resolve any ambi-
guities and improve upon the
checks and balances within the
jn-oposed government.

Jurisdiction of CCA
One of the main issues which a-

rose was the distinction between
decisions and recommendations

'I'lxe Tiger
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within CCA's jurisdiction, in speci-
fic reference to Article IV, Section
B, paragraph 1, The point was em-
phasized tliat CCA would have de-
cision-making powers in mutters of
"primarily student concem." In
matters touching upon the respon-
sibilities of faculty or administra-
tion as assigned by the Board of
Trustees, CCA legislation would
take the form of recommendations
which would be sent to the Presi-
dent of the College and the faculty-
administration committee having
jurisdiction over such matters, or,
in the event that such a committee
does not exist, to the Committee on
Committees. Recommendations
would be thu-s assured of reaching
both faculty and administration
directly.

Composition of Council
Further discussion ensued re-

garding particularly the composi-
tion of the College Council as set
down in Article III and a sugges-
tion that class qualifications be es-
tablished for both the President
and the five stuflent Representa-
tives-at-Large. It was felt, how-

ever, that unnecessary restiictiona
should not be imposed before the
constitution had been tested in ac-
tion, as amendments could deal
with problems, should they arise.
On the whole, discussion was

characterized by a blending of
views, and the revisions of the
Committee on Committees were ac-
cepted. Tlie constitution was tlien
turned over to a subcommitteo
composed of the student member-
ship of CUL for the final re-writ-
ing and presentation to the stu-
dent body for ratification. Copies
will bo made nv.ailable and oppor-
tunities provided for extensive dis-
cussion pending the referendum.

Functions of CUL
CUL also dealt with the ques-

tion of its own functions at the
meeting, raising the question of
whether the various connnittees of
the former ASCC which are still

functioning should be brought le-
gally under CUL's jurisdiction. The
consensus was that as long as
these committees are taking care
of the problem for which they are

(Coiillniioil 111! |)imu His)

CC Welcomes Alums to Homecomin
Tlie arrival of CC almnni for the

L-euninns of the clas.'ies of '41, '56,

and '57 will usher in the Homecom-
ing: activities today. Immediately
after the judging of house decora-
tions at 6:00 p.m., the Homecoming
celebrants will flock to Washburn
Field (the ice rink if the weather
requires) to participate in a rous-
ing pep rally and bonfire, Partici-

pants will not only hear the pep
1)211(1 in its initial performance of
the year, but also will be introduc-
ed to the football team and will

learn who the Homecoming Queen
for 1966 will be. A "Westminister
Memorial Dance" featuring the
"Seeds" will be the final official

event of today's activities.

Tomorrow begins for the stu-

dents as a vacation from classes,

while for the Alunmi it promises

to be a much more intellectual and
stimulating morning. They will

meet at 9:00 for their annual re-
union meeting at which they will

discuss "Scientific Discovery and
Personal Freedom" as based on
Bertolt Brecht's play "Galileo."
This discussion will be followed at
10:00 with a campus tour and an
Alumni-Faculty coffee at 10:30.

Besides the All College picnic
on the quad at noon tomo:Tow, a
Martin Fritter Memorial event pro-
mises to add much color to the
campus celebration. It will be held
at noon under the flagpole of Ras-
tall Center. At 1:30 the football
team will begin its drive for a
homecoming victory over West-
minister College of Salt Lake City.

During halftime the Homecoming
Queen will be introduced and house

g

Warren Hollister Presents

Norman Conquest Analysis
Dr. Warren Hollister spoke on "The Norman Conquest:

90O years later" Wednesday night, October 26, in Armstrong
Hall. Dr. Hollister divided his lecture into three main parts
dealing with chance versus inevitability in history, the haz-
ards of national history and the impact of the Norman Con-
quest of England..

To begin with. Dr. Hollister showed that the Norman

decoration winners will be announ-
ced. After the game, alumni and
students will be given the oppor-
tunity to look at the housing facil-
ities provided for men, as all men's
residence halls and all fraternity
houses will hold open houses. Of
greatest interest will be the open
house at Superdorm and Jackson
House, both of which are new as
residence halls this year. The sor-
ority lodges will also be open to
all visitors.

From the end of the open houses
at 5:30 until the beginning of the
dance at 9:00, Homecoming for the
students promises to be a time of
relaxation and preparation for the
big dance. For the alumni, how-
ever, activities continue ceaselessly
with the reunion dinner for the
Class of '41 being held at 7:00 at
the Broadmoor in the Green Room
and the Joint Tenth Reunion of
the classes of '56 and '57 being
held in the North Lake Room.
The Homecoming dance (a semi-

formal affair costing $3 per
couple) culminates tomorrow's of-
ficial schedule. It is being held at
the Broadmoor Ballroom and fea-
tures the Intrigues as one of the
two bands.

Sunday returns to relative nor-
mality with the only unusual events
being "Homecoming Service" at
11:00 in Shove Chapel and a CC-
CSU soccer game at 2:00.

RAY JONES, Colorado College halfback, will again have the oppor-
tunity to display his hard-running style, as the Tigers face Westminister
College in the Homecoming game Saturday.

IFC Reverses

ition On

Independents
Tom Cogswell, president of the

I titer-Fraternity Council, has an-

nounced a major revision in the
rush rules in a letter printed in to-

fiay's Tiger {page two).

Rule number two, which stated

that no freshman could go above

l^he main floor lounge after 7 p.m.,

IJ3S been changed to read: "The
^ew Men's Residence Center {Su-
Perdorm) and Arthur House will
?e open to freshmen at any time.
However, no freshman may go
3oove the main floor lounge to see
^ fraternity man before 7 a.m. or
lifter 7 p.m.

Conquest of England was not in-

evitable or due to major causes
but rather the result of incredibly

bad luck and a series of misfor-

tunes befalling Harold, the Anglo
Saxon King, and good luck for

William, Duke of Normandy—
"The Bastard" as he was called be-

fore his victory in England.

Dr. Hollister said that, "looking

at the rest of Europe, the effect of

the Norman Conquest was quite

small on English peasant life and
towns. The one unquestioned effect

was a complete change in the per-

sonnel of the aristocracy."

Dr. Hollister brought up the con-
troversy concerning the Institu-

tions of the Aristocracy: "Did the

new Roman aiistocracy step into

the roles of the old EngHsh or did

they bring with them new institu-

tions?" Dr. Hollister feels that
"they brought with them new in-

stitutions that were immediately
modified bj' traditional English
ways." What happened in the 12th

century, Dr. Hollister described

as a "sjTithesis at all levels or a

fusion of Anglo-Norman tradi-

tions."

New York Woodwind Quintet to Present Concert
The New York Woodwind Quin-

tet will offer an evening of cham-
ber music to the Colorado Springs
community on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 9, at 8:15 p.m. in Armstrong
Hail Auditorium. In addition to the
John Henry Strong Memorial Con-
cei-t, a special woodwind workshop
to be held by the Quintet will take
place from 10:00 a.m. to 12 noon
on Thursday, November 9.

Free tickets for the concert will
be available from until November
1 at Rastall Center Desk to those
with activity cards. On November
2 tickets will go on sale to the
general public for $2 each.

Accoiding to Dr. Max Lanner,
chairman of the music department,
the Quintet holds among wind en-
sembles "a position comparable to

that of the Juilliard Quartet among
string ensembles." During the last

15 years, the Quintet has made
three overseas tours for the State

Department to South America, the
Binjssels World's Fair, and the

Oiient. While i.-n tour, the group .

has habitually held clinics and
workshop sessions at local schools
and colleges.

The clinics are part of the Quin-
tet's pioneering work in education-
al concei-ts for both school and tele-
vision. Besides the clinic and work-
shop sessions with community and
college orchestras, the Quintet of-

fers demonstration and lecture re-

citals.

The Quintet appears yearly in

some of the most important con-
cert series in the United States and
Canada. Since 1954 the members
have been Artists in Residence for

the "Summer Evenings of Music"
series herd at the University of

Wisconsin in Milwaukee. This in-

volves combining with string

groups for the presentation of

mixed ensemble masterworks,
American composers have written
especially for the Quintet, and its

members are credited with an im-
pressive list of first performances,
among them many works premier-

d in the Libraiy of Congress con-
cert series. Currently, the Quintet
is recording its entire repertoire
for Everest Records, Compositions
by Barber, Etler, Dahl, Francabc,
Ibei-t, Danzi, Hindemith, Wilder,
and Lobas are among the complet-
:(! recordings.

Individually every member of the
Quintet is a widely acclaimed ar-

tist in his field. Mr. Samuel Baron,
flute, is a featured performer with
the New York Chamber Soloists

and the Galliard Players. He is a
soloist with the Bach Aria Group
and has made numerous records
from the solo flute repertoire.

Mr. Ralph Froelich, honi, at-

tended the Juilliard School of Music
and has been first horn of the Sev-
enth Army Symphony, the Little

Orchestra Society, and the Sym-
phony of the Air. During 1956-56,

he played considerably in Western
Europe, and on his I'etum to New
York became a member of the New
Art Wind Quintet.

(Continued on pouc (ivc)



Editorials

Issues Change On
Student Government

We must congratulate the powers-that-be for what is

clearly one of the most brilliant and masterful tactical moves
seen at this college. The issue is student government. The di-

plomatic stroke was the establishment of an interim student
government under the Committee on Undergraduate Life.

When the ASCC dissolved itself, the issue surrounding
the establishment of a new student government was a clear-

cut decision. If a new constitution were presented, it had to
be saiisfactory. If not, students could vote it down and get a
new one. This situation was also quite comfortable for those
against all forms of student government. The changes for
adoption appeared bleak.

Tlie situation is no longer the same. With an interim
government, students are faced with a rather hazy decision.

The validity of student government in itself is given. The vote
is now an ambiguous choice between two forms of government.
The decision will never really determine what students feel

about student government in principle. Rather, the choice will

reflect a preference for one of two systems.
In a certain sense this may be beneficial. In ensuing dis-

cussions we must realistically limit discussion to the advan-
tages of the new Colorado College Association in relation to
the existing CUL committee. Tlie fact that at least in the CCA
students elect representatives directly may be enough in it-

self to guarantee the ratification of the CCA.
Again, the issue is no longer that of the validity of stu-

dent government or the pros and cons of multitudinous ideas.
We are presented three alternatives and the debate should be
limited to these three. 1) approve the new CCA, 2) vote down
the CCA and accept the CUL as the new government, 3) vote
down the CCA with the hope of writing a new and more sat-
isfactory constitution while the CUL continues its caretaker
role.

Rush Rules Retracted
The Inter-Fraternity Council has reacted with both will-

ingness and speed to clarify the criticisms of the rush rules
which were Issued by IFC last week. The answer should be
satisfactory to all concerned.

The new change in the rush rules solves the problem of
antagonizing the independent men while maintaining a some-
what relaxed set of rules which seem acceptable to both fra-
ternities and freshmen.

It has been quite encouraging to see the prompt reaction
and apparent solution of the problem.

Letters to the Editor
Cogswell Replies

To the Editor:

The purpose of this letter ia to

explain the apparent misunder-
standing of one of the new IFC
rush rules. Of the comments I have

heard from the students (both in-

dependent and Greek), faculty,

and administration since the rules

went into elTect, the reaction to

the rules seems to definitely be a

favorable one. The one point of

misunderstanding is Rule number
two under the On-Campus heading,

\\hich reads:

The New Men's Residence Cen-

ter (Superdorm) and Arthur

House will be open to freshmen

between the hours of 7:00 a.m.

and 7:00 p.m. each day. No
freshman may go above the main
lloor lounge after 7:00 p.m.

The IFC is not trying to impose
its system on all independents and
residents of Superdorm and Ar-
thur House. In our discussions

prior to the adoption of the new
rules, we felt that it would be best
for both the fraternity men and
the freshmen if no rushing or in-

foi-mal get-togethers with frater-

nity men took place in the frater-

nity houses, Superdorm and Ar-
thur House after 7:00 p.m. But,
and this is the important point,

there is nothing wrong with a
freshman visiting an independent
in Supei'donn or Arthur House af-

ter 7:00 p.m. Obviously, ,we have
no authority over their relation-
ship. With this in mind, I think the
wording of Rule number two can
be changed to clarify this point.
This change will be effective im-
mediately because this is the way
we had oi-iginally intended tht rule
to be interpreted.

The New Men's Residence Cen-
ter (Superdorm) and Arthur
House will be open to freshmen
at any time. However, no fresh-

man may go above the main
floor lounge to see a fraternity
man before 7:00 a.m. or after
7:00 p.m.

Each freshman must realize that
when he goes to see an indepen-
dent in Superdorm or Arthur
House after 7:00 p.m., he cannot
visit with any fraternity men up-
stairs. When we talked with the
freshman men before the rules
went into effect, we explained that
we had to regulate rush in this
way. The fraternity system is not
built on distrust or dishonor, but
the rules must be specific so that
each house will know what they
can and cannot do and so the i-ules

/ Dreamed I was a Free Student
By Milt Rosen

Last night I had the strangest
dream. I can't help but feel that it

is something I should share. I

dreamed I was a free student. For
weeks the question "Are the free
students enslaved by dialectic?"

had weighed heavily upon ray mind,
and last night after finishing my
share of the pamphlets, I fell

asleep, and that's when the whole
thing began. It was sort of like a
trip. I dreamed that I awakened
next morning and was suddenly
free! I mean really free! The solu-
tions to the world's problems eame
at me with dizzying suddenness,
and the heady atmosphere of free
thinking enveloped me. I was free!
I had the answers. They would
have to listen now—the solutions

were as simple as pie. I ran down-
stairs and down to the nearest
SDS headquarters, nearly bumping
into Frank Emspak on the way out.
I excitedly told him of my solu-

tions and he quickly called for
pencil and paper. "Our number one
problem is Viet-Nam. We know
that the U. S. is more of a threat
to the sovereignity of the peoples
of the world than Communist
China, as Richard Rothstein said.

But the American people don't rea-
lize this. If Lyndon and the Con-
gress would only let the truth be
known, the people would be on our

side immediately, (question from
William Wheeler Bunge, Jr.: "If
we know that LBJ is withholding
the truth, doesn't that imply that
we know the truth ? And if this is

the case, why don't we let the truth
be known ourselves?") good ques-
tion. LBJ and the hawks are hiding
the truth so carefully that no one
outside the establishment seems to
know what it is. We're working on
It, though. What we do to combat
this immoral war is we undermine
the morale of American troops,
wreck the draft system for wars
against non-fascist powers, and
embarrass the government. In this
manner we can collapse the "con-
tainment" policy and build a more
realistic one, like a phoenix, on the
ashes of the old one. (question
from an LID sit-in: What will the
more realistic foreign poUcy be
like?) Another excellent question!
It will be more realistic than the
old one. This is all we are pre-
pared to say at the moment. The
important thing is getting rid of
the old one. We must also turn our
attention to the question of poverty
in the cities. That living with the
people in the ghettoes is a good
idea, but we've got to cut out some
of the things that have been hap-
pening down there. That guy who
got busted in Chicago for living
with a minor and possessing those

so-called "dangerous dmgs" for
instance; that sort of thing makes
us look bad. Other than that, it's

working out just fine. Those land-
lords aren't going to be able to
take too much more of that demon-
strating. Either lower the rates or
we bust up the place. They're not
fools. They can't exploit the poor
that way forever. Something else
that's got to go, too—these "Un-
ited Front" bits. It looks too much
like it came out of the 30's. We've
got to make it look more spontan-
eous and modern. I mean, what do
you expect them to say when we're
the only non-communist organiza-
tion in an otherwise all-communist
"United Front." That we're still

untainted? And the communists
joining the SDS are going to have
to keep it quiet. We're not going
overboard yet. We know that ultra-
rightist groups use the commun-
ists to attempt to divide our ranks,
and we'll have to cut down on
their opportunities. As for the po-
verty program and the job corps

. "At that moment Bettina
awakened me, and the magic was
gone. I was no longer free. But
the memory lingers on. And the
SDS has even used some of my
solutions. Except for the commun-
ist ones. After all, we must put on
a show of unity of purpose for the
ultra-conservatives. It's only agi-ee-
ing on the end that causes trouble.

will be the same for all houses.

What we have tried to do is open
up rush and let the fraternities

and freshmen get to know each
other better before formal rush.

There have been quite a few sug-
gestions concerning this in the
past, and we feel it is definitely a
-step in the i-ight direction.

We are certainly not trying to

govern the independent men. Out
problem was to both open up rush
and deal with the new residential
situation at the same time. Our
Rush Committee looked into this

The following letter was sent to

Tom Cogswel

problem and came up with these
proposals. They were then discus-
sed at length in the IFC before we
decided on the new mles. So they
are something that we spent quite
a bit of time on, and we feel they
will be beneficial to the idea of de-
ferred rush on a residential cam-
pus. Unfortunately, the wording of
Rule Number Two diil not make
clear our intentions in making this
nile. I hope the new wording and
this explanation will clear up the
situation.

Tom Cogswell

Budget Requests

Due November 4
This is to notify all campus

organizations that all applica-
tions for the use of student
funds are due at Rastall Desk
no later than 5:00 p.m. Friday,
November 4. Application forms
may be obtained at Rastall
Desk.

Please note that, in order for
tho CUL student budget sub-
committee to fairly consider re-
quests, a detailed report in dup-
licate is recommended.

all faculty members by Associated
Women Students regarding a ques-
tionaire sent to the faculty asking
for opinions concerning dress re-
gulations for women.

Dear Members of the Faculty;

This letter is written to clai-jfy

the recent questionaire sent to you
by AWS concerning dress reguia.
tions for women students. AWS
was asked recently by the adminis-
tration to seriously consider en-
forcing dress standards for women
on campus, the reason for this be-

ing that some members of the fac-
ulty had complained about the
sloppy attire. Dress regulations
in the past have appai-ently been
determined in accordance with the
desires of the faculty.

Because we felt that the matter
deserved more attention than was
evidenced by those complaining,
we sent you the questionaire. Your
answers indicate that the matter is

not a significant one. and we there-
fore have informed the adminis-
tration that we will take no action
concerning the matter.

We thank you for your prompt-
ness in returning the questionairea;
>'our remarks were enlightening
and, in several cases, entertaining.

Sincerely,

Associated Women Students
Colorado College

To the Editor:
The recent distribution of this

year's hockey schedules brings
back several fond and disappoint-
ing memories. Hockey seems to be

the only sport that our adminis-
tration and student body take ser-

iously, and we imagine that the
itinerary for the team is of \uAb
interest and importance to the en-
tire school. If this feeling is not
iniaginary, then we hope there will

be some concern shown for the
most obvious gap in the schedule,
namely the absence of Denver Uni-
versity.

Thumbing through the pages of
our memory, we do not find it

hard to remember the Peers-Palm
attack and the ensuing semi-riot.
We realize that the administrations
of both DU and CC want to pre-
vent a similar occurence, similar
bad publicity, and rightly so. An
;ittitude of "We'll take our pucks
and scrimmage Cheyenne Moun-
tain if you don't play our way"
will not solve anything. Why"
should we dissolve one of the finest

rivalries in the Rocky Mountain
area because of a fight? Why tra-

vel to Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota when we have a
team within 70 miles which has
l»roven its ability in national hock-
ey competition regularly? If we
have an unwieldly student body,
then abolish students, don't abo-

lish the DU-CC game! But, if we
won't stay and fight then Rabbit,
Run.

Sincerely,

Jane Lubcheno
Charles Mullen
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Community Service

Helps Negro Youth
ThoLig-h in the past the Com-

jiiunity Service Project has been
primarily concerned with working

nt the State Mental Hospital in

['ueblo on Saturday afternoons, it

]i:i.s now, through the efforts of
fi-eshman Robin Hill, expanded to

include a tutoring program for
Nef^ro students at Payne Memorial
Chapel.

Since student participation in

voluTiteer work appears to be rap-
idly growing, CS is interested in

forming a volunteer information
center for the College. This ser-

vice will make it possible for CC
stiiilents to find volunteer work
wliich will fit their ov/n interests.

However, the first step is to get an
ide.T where interest lies, and any
iiifoi-niation in this direction from
cither students or faculty would be
;ij>|jreciated.

.Anyone having ideas for new
volunteer services or interested in
jielping on either of the two estab-
lished projects, please contact
Diane Sinclair, X-379, or Ann Wil-
Ii:mis, X-381.

)1

New Morality"

Th-?

tional

By Jan Etheridge
new moralty" is a situa-

approach to the wholeness
of fife which is by no means new
ill Christian theology. It is a re-
turn to the approach of Christ, the
New Testament, and the medieval
foiliiwers of St. Augustine.

According to the eminent theo-
logian Joseph Fletcher, the true
Ciuistian morality, that taught by
Jesus, has been sorrupted to the
extent that quotation marks should
Ije put around the word morality
in the old "morality" because the
"traditional code of ethics of the
Christian past has been less a
niniality than a duty system
brusliing aside moral responsibil-
ity in favor of sticking to the
rules." The so-called new morality
is a reaction against this legalism.

"New morality" was born in a
world in which authority is being
increasingly thrust aside in favor
of an empirical, relativistic ap-
IJroach to all questions of life.

Basic assumptions of the new
nioialists outlined by Fletcher
hinge on the concept that there
are no intrinsic values. The dis-
agreement over the existence of
absolute values has been the ci-ux
of a centuries-old theologic argu-
ment, and the new moralists agree
that there are none besides love
itself. "Love and justice are the
same," explains Fletcher, ".be-

cause justice is love distributed."
The concept of love is not based
on desire or feeling but rather at-
titudes of concern for individu-als'

welfare. Decision-making is all-

inipoitant to the new moralist, and
these decisions should not be final

conclusions, but rather case by
L'ase analyses of what is best for
the wholeness of the individual
iind the good of the greatest num-
ber of others. Coupled with this
i^ the belief that only the end
justifies the means. This is accom-
plished by concern for the good of
persons rather than for things or
adherence to principle.

It must be remembered that the
new morality applies to the whole
spectrum of moral concenr and not
just sexual behavior or individuals.
Our society emphasizes its appli-
cation to the small realm of sex
[ifid, as Eertrand Russell stated,
"wrongly regards an adulterer as

worse than a grafter, even though
the latter does a thousand times
more harm."
The elimination of rules, as ad-

vocated by the new moralist
"places a greater burden of re-
sponsibility on individuals in work-
ing out their own morality," ex-
plains the Canon Dougles A. Rhy-
mes. Widespread adherence to the
new morality and the resulting
freedom may lead in two direc-
tions. Bernard E. Meland sees
these directional possibilities as
leading to either "irresponsible
permissiveness or a sharper, more
purposeful understanding of what
is important in human relation-
ships." The new morality, evalua-
ted as a movement in its early
stages, appears to be contributing
to a franker evaluation of the role
of sex in the life of the individual
and to be reconciling the actions of
society with its actual beliefs.

Colorado River

To be Discussed
By Felix Sparks
"The Colorado River Dilemma"

will be discussed by Mr. Felix
Sparks, Director of the Colorado
Water Conservation Board at 8:00
p.m. in Olin 1, Thursday, Novem-
ber 3.

Mr. Sparks is one of the coun-
try's most experienced persons in

the difficult field of water conser-
vation. In addition to his position
as Director of the Colorado Water
Conservation Board, he also serves
as Commissioner of the Arkansas
River Compact Commission; and
Chairman of the Legal Committee
of the Upper Colorado River Com-
mission.

Rastall Movies
This week's Rastall Center Board

mo\ie will be Barabbas, starring
Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack Balance, and Ernest Borgnine.
Barabbas will be presented on

Saturday, October 29, 1966, at 7
p.m. and 9:45 p.m. in the Arm-
strong Auditorium. The 7 p.m.
showing should be over in time for
those in attendance to go to the
Homecoming Dance. Admission to

tlie movie is 40 cents with an Ac-
tivities Ticket.

LETTERS to the EDITOR
The following letter is one pa-

rents reaction to the proposed
changes in the Colorado College
cuiTiculum.

Dearest Daughter;

I have read the article in the
Tiger about the proposed four
course system in Colorado College.
I agree it would be desirable to
schedule all major courses in a five
day week, leaving Saturdays open
for minors and electives. On the
balance of the proposals, I an: in

practically total disagreement, in

particular, as follows;

1. The liberal arts college should
provide training so that a grad-
uate can immediately earn a lixnng,

not just pleasant generalities. Not
many families today can afford to
spend $15,000 or so for the old
time college A.B., which qualifies
the child only for higher and more
specializied education, and not a
job. My answer would be two years
of general subjects, then two years
specialized, such as accounting,
economics, education, engineering,
physics, chemistry, pre-law. or
pre-med. Emphasis should be
placed on earning a living in this
highly competitive capitalistic so-
ciety. A student can pursue gen-
eral courses after college through
reading or graduate educations, if

he has the time and money. Our
way of life is limited by our fi-

nancial resources, and students
should be encouraged to specialize
in fields in which a manpower
shortage exists or will exist in the
future.

2. Don't worry about students
being under pressure, When one is

too relaxed, he probably will do
much less. If workload is too great,
a student should be permitted to
drop a subject without penalty on
record. Do not throw too many
facts at the student. It is better
to absorb a few basic principles
and let the faster student pick up
the excess.

3. Very few students in my
opinion can utilize free time to
best advantage. We need more col-

lege supervision and regular sched-
ules laid out by the faculty. There
can be nothing worse than student
participation in Viet-Nam and civil

rights demonstrations. Proper way
to object is through letters to

Congress. How many are beginning
to realize that civil rights means
re-distribution of wealth to minor-
ity groups through government
handouts for votes? They don't
want work—they want a check,

4. College is the place for the
student to listen and learn basics,

not advocate great changes in

government and society. That priv-

ilege should be exercised upon
maturity. The smart professor is

one who discusses all sides to a
question and not divulge his po-
litical affiliation. At George Wash-
ington, we seldom could get a
prof to show his cards as to poli-

tics. We need more leaders in

teaching, not just those who give
out homework to read. Get over a
few basics in class and inspire

students to go forward in their

subject. Don't get in the U. of
Calif, class. No direction, no prin-

ciple, and classified by supt. of
Education of Calif, as a head-
quarters for dope, sex and trea-

son. (Dr. Max Rafferty). So get
tough and don't leave all discipline

to the military.

Love,

Daddy

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
C J when you're down tottm

y make stopping at the Chinook

a hobbit . . . er, habit.

208 1/2 North Tejon
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To the Editor:

The questionaire published in

last weeks Tiger brings home the

disappointing realization that the
representative body of Colorado
College women has seen fit to con-
cern itself seriously with the tri-
vial issue of student di-ess.

In my high school I saw a stu-
dent government which might have
been constructively effective waste
itself for four years debating the
same meaningless question. I had
hoped to find a more mature atti-
tude at this college.

If one chooses to believe, as I

do, that the question of dress is

totally irrelevant to the serious
matter of education, he must con-
clude that the consideration of this
question by the AWS is a complete
waste of time and energy. It seems
especially deplorable that this im-
portant body should thus contri-
bute to the current gradual crumb-
ling of all student government
structure.

If, on the other hand, one
chooses to believe that the ques-
tion of dress is important because
it reflects the student's manner of
thing, so much the better that stu-

dents dress as individuals. To re-

quire that we all look alike implies
requiring that we all think alike.

One of the most basic purposes of
liberal education is to develop un-
derstanding among people. The
first step in understanding is tol-

erance, and certainly the first step
in tolerating a whole person is tol-

erating his appearance. The book-
let distributed to all entering fresh-
men women sets forth suggested
student dress; taking away the in-

dividuars right to decide for her-
self whether or not to follow these
suggested lines could be n definite

stop in the de-liberalization of
Colorado College as an edwntional
institution.

Whether one considers the ques-
tion of required dress irrelevant or
vital, one nnist agree that it is
Imrmful. It is to be hoped that the
A\yS will recognize the folly of
this notion and abandon it.

Respectfully.

Jnnet Stenehjem

To the Editor:

Peiiyeach as a literary happen-
ing is fast becoming a i-eality.
Emm the first vague idea of odit-
nig a comi)lctely independent di-
gest to supplement the school-fin-
anced Kiniiikiuuik, Penyoach has
evolved into what interested stu-
dents feel will bo a really unique
literary sheet which will come out
twice a month.

However, to meet our November
1 deadline we need more mater-
ial—poems, limericks, parables or
anything else that MOVES 1 Fresh-
man especially are urged to con-
tribute. The ?.tniT has agreed to
publish material under an assumed
psuedonym if the writer so de-
sires. Material can be turned in to
Rastall desk. We hope students
will get into the spirit—indepen-
dent ventuies audi as this can
make the campus go or not—it's

up to U9.

Sincerely,

Cluiilotte Herrick

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vmeth\6 CI TejPH

NOW OPENS THE .
,

'/thhex'

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS. KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

Auld Lang
Syne

Youf're getting

logelher with some
of your old campus
buddies. It's great

relaxing ovor a drink,

and remembering all

the good old times

you've had together.

Show them that

you've made the

most of your

education, loo. Look

important in a

Cricketeer Hopsack
Sportcoat. Its bold

textured look in

handsome colorings

(9 very new,

very impressive.

CRICKETEER®
'^Tipinlry Hopsack

Sf.oricoat

Waifunii'e'.A

24 South Tejon and Pikes Peak Plaza
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tune-full
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picture

THE flOTSTQKES' FIRST
fWU.L£«6TH 8I8-S»)EE«
'

' ADVERTUHE)

Plus 'BORN FREE''
F I L M K n IN C L U B

lee FLINT uI I :liU — 1 ;23 — 7;r.8
BORN FHEF; 01 2:29—3:r.8—9;27PEAK

THEATRE "*

TW Provides Evening of Coffee House Drama

The Colorado College Flagpole.

Philosophy Books

To be Displayed
The Colorado College Book

Store and the Philosophy Depart-

ment annouTiee a special display of

hooks — mostly paperbacks — in

jjhilosophy and related fields from

October 31 until November 5. On

the opening day of the display,

Monday, October 31, coffee will be

served in the Book Store from 1:30

to 4:30 p.m. Everyone is invited.

, ilf~i li ^ I

NOW SHOWING
Al 12:30 • 3:36 • 6'42

And 9.48 P. M

A reckless

young rebel

!

Walt Disney ,„,.„,.

theFiGHTiNG

OF DONEGAL
TECHNICOLOR-

t_f I
WINNIE THE POOH'

CXIrd. f^^^ -BEAVER VAILEY"

Polynesian Room

Tropical Drinks at

900 E. Fillmore

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (MondaySaturdsyl

12:00 -S:00 jSundsy)

(Try U; for Your Nest Function} Phone 634-0978

Drive-in Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers
-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers
-:- 9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TE.JON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476I LAUNDRY
IT

By H. V. R.iiiflolph, Jr.

Last weekend the Theatre Work-
shop players presented two plays

—Howard Richardson and William
Bernay's Dark of the Moon, and
the letter plot of Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night. Both productions
offered the audience an opportun-
ity to see college drama at its

almost interesting best.

Dark of the Moon is a play

based on a legend contained with-

in the lonesome folk ballad, "Bar-
bara Allen." It tells the story of a
spirit who aspires to become a hu-

man because he loves a girl named
Barbara Allen. The setting is the

top of a mountain which is inhabi-

ted by witches and ageless con-

jurors. It is here that the Witch
Bny comes to ask the Conjur Man

to gc;jnt him ti'nnsfornuition in the

name of love. Refused by the old

man, the boy finds his wish granted
by Conjur Man's wife who stipu-

lates tliat he will become a Witch
Boy again if the gii'l proves to be
unfaithful. The boy consents, only
to find out during the course of the
drama that not oidy has she been
unfaithful, but also that she must
die. At the close of the play the
moon comes from behind the
clouds, making the boy a witch and
illuminating the body of the dead
Barbara Allen.

This reviewer felt the cast was
able to capture the tragic nature
of the jilay sufficiently. However,
1 did feel that they u-ere limited
by one factor which denied the au-
dience the feeling that they were
a part of what v/as being presen-
ted on stage. Namely, the limita-

Symposium Book Examined

Lyford Discusses "Non-community'
By Gene .Sprague

The Area, as the upper west side

of Manhattan is called by some of

its inhabitants, has all the appear-
ances of a community. It has the
institutional organizations that
link citizens together—schools,

churches, clubs, social agencies.
But Joseph Lyford, who will parti-

cipate in the upcoming symposium
on "The City," claims that the
truth about the Area is that it is

a disjointed "noncoirmiunity" with
a "highly variagated average of

more than a thousand persons pei"

block," Lyford has expressed his

^'iews in his newest .book, The Air-
tight Cage.

A graduate of Harvard and
a long time journalist, Lyford has
also written Candidate and The
Agreeable Autocracies. In his most
recent venture Lyford testified be-
fore the Ribicoff Committee. In his

testimony he focused his attack on
inadequate housing in our cities.

He compared the attitudes of many
civic leaders to that of "good Ger-
mans" who knew ten-ible things
were going on, but didn't take the
trouble to find out why.

In writing The Airtight Cage,
Lyford has dealt with a subject
close to home. Since 1960 he has
lived in the Area both as landlord
and tenant. By 1962 Lyford, who
started as a detached observer, had
become too involved to move out
and too shocked to look the other
way. As a result, he asked the
Centei-, whose New York office he
headed, to let him use the Area as
the basis for a case study.

Lyford's disheartening finding is

that effective communication be-
tween those trapped in the ghetto
and society as a whole is non-exis-
tent. He points out that while the
Area still contains remnants of the
earlier ethnic groups which form-
erly served as rallying points of
collective commu-nity action, thtre
can now be no community action.

This position is based on the ob-

servation that there are no neigh-

borhoods to build communities on

because the chief characteristic of

today's urban poor is transcience.
In Lyford's words "the poor do not
even have a unity of their own.
Those who manage to escape the
condition of poverty rarely look
back, and those at the bottom of
the heap live in almost total isola-

tion from each other."

The author's study also reveals
that, while social welfare experts
an<l their programs may be well
meaning, they are confused as to
the needs and gripes of the poor.
He claims, for example, that wliile

civil rights leaders agitate for civ-

ilian police review boards, the real
concern of the poor is not police
bi-utality but police indifference

—

Lyford also attacks urban renewal,
which he terms the "gaudy solu-
tion," as inadequate on the basis
that it has made life harder for
the urban poor by dispossessing
them to make way for "respec-
table" middle income apartments.

Unlike many modern critics of
urban problems,. Lyford offers sol-

utions to the questions he raises.

He suggests non-government re-

view boards for social agencies,
neighborhood law firms to repre-
sent the poor, and unions of the
poor to strike for better housing.
These measures, howevei-, would
have only a limited effect. What
Lyford would really like to see in-

stituted are programs that would
bring about improvement of rural
conditions so that migration to the
city would greatly be reduced. Per-
haps his best suggestion is that of

the creation of new towns with
their own industrial capacity to

help release the pressure on over
crowded and ovei'\vovked cities.

"Unless new communities are es-

tablished," warns Lyford, "it is

difficult to see how the poor can
ever become truly integrated into

American life."

Winchell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME.MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

The Lucky Lady
Have a beer and enjoy a real gay-90's atmosphere—

iolk singers and piano players

Welcome anytime.

3.2 Budweiser and Coors on Tap Beer to Go

2727 North Nevada Avenue

I on of the actual size of the stage-
in I'elation to the scope or space
demanded by the setting of the
play. Althou'gh Mr. Mattys made
very good use of the space he had,
his actors seemed cramped and
therefore unable in their move-
ments to make the necessary dis-

tinction between what was going
en in the valley and what was hap-
pening on the mountain. The dia-

logue on the mountain suggests a
vastness of time and space. One
fiictures a place where spirits are
free to fly about on their eagles
and conjurors can live at peace in

their remote dwellings. But Mr.
Mattys' mountain filled the stage
so completely that one never for-

got that it was on stage, even
when the action shifted to the val-

ley below.

Concerning the individual acting
performances, I found Mr. Gibbs'
portrayal oi' Conjur Man most re-

warding. He was one of the few
actors who I felt was completely
at ease with the southern diction

of the play. Miss Paolucci was an-

other individual who handled her
character very well. Miss McPhee's
Barbara was very convincing in

parts. However, I felt she was er-

ratic in her southern accent which
detracted from the consistency of

her character.

Rob Scott was the only member
of the cast whom I found disap-

pointing. I attributed this to thi.'

fact that he never changed the
tone of his voice. Consequently,
the character Witch Boy was not
given the emotional depth he de-

seiwed. The two witches were fasc-

inating to watch, Through their

swaying and fluctuating voices,

they captured much of the black
mystery found in Dark of the
Moon.

Twelfth Night proved to be a

comic interlude of notable merit.

The play itself is filled with the

puns and bawdy humor Shakes-
peare is so famous for. The cast,

in general, did a very adequate job
in bringing these qualities to life.

The smallness of the stage, the
modern costumes and the fact that
the whole audience viewed the
play from the "pit" area of the
theater—held the interest of the

audience throughout the play.

However, it seems that when-
ever Shakespeare is prestnted on
this campus as a live production,
there are some actors who feel

they must convey the ideas of t!if

Gentle Bard through a multitude
of gestures. In this production Miss
Seger and Mr. Pomei'oy relied too
heavily on their physical move-
ments to convey the meaning of
their lines. As a result. Miss Se-
ger's performance became a series

of charades, while Mr. Pomeroy's
portrayal was nothing more than
a collection of facial expressions
and a voice that cracked too often.

On the other hand, Mr. Chard's
Malvolio was surperb. Relying on
the tone of his voice and minimal
facial gestures, Mr. Chard con-
veyed the subtlety of his lines

magnificently. Mr. Mattys, Miss
Tilly and Miss Allen also contri-

buted a great deal of Elizabethan
zest to this short, but absorbing,
production.

Let Us Service

Yottr Volkswagen

See us lot . . .

Dependable Uood Cars

VIV, Inc.

730 N. Circle Drive

Phone 634-6645

AUTHORIZED DEAtER for

VW SALES ond SERVICE
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Langley Stresses Importance of ROTC

ROTC CADET TOM FOSTER DR
high as Cadet First Sergeant Fred

Nahm to Discuss

Art as Making

Lieutenant Colonel Wmren
Langley, head of the ROTC depart-
ment at Colorado College, empha-
sized in an inten'iew Monday that
sophomore men who are consider-
ing the ROTC program must make
a final decision before spring so
that the required physical, acad-
emic, and psychological tests may
be completed before summer camp
begins.

Col. Langley stressed the impor-
tance of ROTC as a leadership
training program, pointing out
that 87 per cent of all present
Army officers started their careers
through the program.

"If the war situation continues
as it is now, there are going to be
many disappointed young men who
will enter the service without the
benefit of ROTC placement . . .

The intelligent college graduate
finds himself in the situation of
taking orders from immediate su-

periors with less gray matter—he
meets no challenge to his ability,

no opportunity for mental and phy-
sical expression."

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from tlia Campus

827 North Tejon

Retreat to Discuss New Morality

"Art as Making and Creating"
will be the title and topic of a lec-

ture to be givsn by Dr. Milton
Nahm, professor of philosophy at

Bryn Mawr College next Monday.
The lecture will be held in the

Music Room of the Fine Arts Cen-
ter next Monday, October 31st, at

«:1.^ p.m.

Dr. Nahm has distinguished him-
self through years of research and
numerous publications on art, es-

pecially in its ties with the aesthe-
tic and philosophic. His "Great
Analogy of the Artist to God as
Greater and Maker" has attracted
iriLich attention from artists and
philosophers alike. He relates the
concept of freedom in the artist's

imagination with the quality of the
art. He also feels "human freedom
has remained a largely unexami-
ned assumption of aesthetic theory
because such problems as the ugly
and ugliness have been obscuTed."
Dr. Nahm, in several of his works,
makes a point of suggesting "that
tliere is a technique for the pro-
iluction of fine art.'

Dr. Nahm's scholastic achieve-
ments are as striking as his

I'esearch and philosophy. He recei-

ved his A.B., M.A., and Ph.D. de-
grees at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, and earned another A.B. as
a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford in
15)28. He was appointed Professor
of Philosophy and Chairman of the
Department at Bryn Mawr College
in 1946, In 1950 he received the
grant of a Fellowship by the Bol-
lingen Foundation, with which he
studied both in Italy and England.

Sewing and Alterations on All

Men's and Women's Clothes

Dressmaking— We can make a
dress to order for that

Special Occasion.

Linda Cooper & Marchla Pflatthews

Vclephone 473-7764

"The New Morality" will be i

der scrutiny at the Religious Af-
fairs retreat to be held November
5th and fith at La Foret in the
Black Forest. Open to all faculty
and students, the retreat will cost

§2.00 per person, preferably pay-
able at registration. Normally the
cost is §6-7.00, but the Religion
Department is paying the balance
for this retreat. All persons who
wish to attend the retreat should
register at Rastall desk on or be-
fore Wednesday, November 2.

Cars will leave from in front of
Rastall Center at 12:00 noon Sat-
urday, and lunch will be served at
La Foret. The retreat will end
Sunday morning, so everyone
should be back on campus by
noon Sunday.

Formal discussions on the New
Morality will be held Saturday af-

ternoon and evening under the di-

rection of Dr. Dan Rhodes from
the Ilitf School of Theology. Dr.

Rhodes is a Danforth Fellow and
has taught at Candler School of

Theology in Atlanta, Georgia and
Colorado State University. For all

those who will be participating in

the discussions, there will be cop-

ies of an article on the New
Morality available at Rastall Desk.

The retreat will not be all work,
though

;
plenty of time has been

left free and recreation equipment
will be provided. Guitars, ukuleles

and similar items should he
considered essential when packing
for the weekend.

-On the ntlier liaiid, tlu- vuiuig

plan who comes into the Army
through the ROTC program enters
as a Second Lientenent. This posi-
tion is one of responsibility which
challenges the college graduate on
his own level."

Asked about the nature and ac-

tivities of the Colorado College
ROTC program, Col. Langley ex-

plained that, since 1964, the Col-
lege has maintained a voluntary,
two-year program. Basic training
is provided at a six weeks' summer
camp between the student's sopho-
more and junior years.

The over-all curriculum of RO-
TC is prescribed by the Depart-
ment of the Army. The two-year
program maintained at Colorado
College includes the advanced sec-
tions three and four of Military
Science. Section three is made up
of Leadership, Military Teaching
Principles, Branches of Army.
Small Unit Tactics and Communi-
cation, Leadership Lab (This in-

cludes bayonet training, manual of

arms, close order drill, extended
order drill, etc.), and an academic
subject. Military Science unit four
is made up of Operations, Logis-
tics, Army Administration, Mili-

tary Law, Role of U. S. in World

Woodwind Quintet—
(Continued frnm uajie one)

Mr. David Glazer, clarinet, spec-

ializes in chamber music. He par-
ticipated in the Casals Festival in

Prades in 1953 and during ensuing
European tours he won unanimous
acclaim both as a soloist with the
major symphony orchestras and as
a recitalist. Besides appearances as
guest artist with leading string
quartets and trios, Mr. Glazer has
recently released a number of solo

and chamber music recordings.

Mr. Ronald Roseman, oboe, has
been a member of the Symphony of
the Air, the Little Orchestra,- the
New York Philharmonic, and the
New York Pro Musica. He is a
composer as well as a performer
and his chamber music has been
performed here and abroad.

Mr. Arthur Weisberg, bassoon,
has soloed with the Cleveland,

BAKER REALTY CO.

REALTOR INSUROR

Houston, and Baltimore Symphony
Orchestras. As a permanent con-

ductor and Musical Director of the

Contemporary Chamber Ensemble,
Mr. Weisberg is considered one of

the foremost exponents of con-

temporary music. Besides his work
with the New York Woodwind
Quintet and the Contemporary
Chamber Ensemble, he is on the

faculty of the JuilUard School of

Music.

Frosh Election Results
The results of the freshman

class elections are:

President: Evan Griswold
Vice-President: John Shackleford
Secretary-Treasurer: Ann Bell-

amy.

511 N. Teioi 635-3591

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

OUT lilEST

fl E Piles Peat Phone 634-560!

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

All':urs, Sor\icf Orientation, Lead-
ership Lab. and an aoudemic sub-
ject.

Col. Langley stressed several
times the importance of summer
camps. "If a young man does not
receive the basic training offered
at summer camp, he cannot pai'ti-

cipate in the program." The only
exception to this rule would be in

the case of a transfer student's
having received the full-year
coui-ses of Military Science one
and two in another school.

"Most young men are going to

end up giving military service,"

Col. Langley concluded. "I deeply
feel that youngsters who come in
through ROTC wU find their mili-
tary service a much more reward-
ing; experience."

Coach Lear to Meet with

Prospective Swimmers
All boys interested in Litor-

collegiate swimming are asked
to meet with Coach Lear at 5:00
in the C room on October 31.

Practice begins on Tuesday,
November 1.

J'
Welcome Freshmen!

OPENV 7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH

DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUMl

LEVI'S LEVI'S
: New Brush Denim Cords •:- Slim Fits -:•

All Styles : All Sizes -:•

C'^mM-
Wc-itcnt Wear

1 12 South Tejon Telephone 632-0391

One girl:

One
diamond

A modern six-prong 14K gold setting displays

the radiance of this beautiful diamond soli-

taire. New Styling. $295.00

lUuttration eniaraed

ZIaileIs*Open an "^T', AT "Cl^'C!^ Convenient
account. ^ ' *^ ' ' l^if^ terms IJBWELEBS

3664-12

28 Noith Tejon
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Head of CD's Research Project Discusses UFO's Final Examinations Schedule
Dr. Edward Condon. CU's new

UFO man, spoke to an overflow
cjx)wd last Monday in the WES
room. Only two weeks prior to

this talk CU announced that Dr.
Condon would run its Air Force-
financed research program on the

myths and realities underlying the

phenomena of Unidentified Flying
Objects.

To open his talk, Dr. Condon
launched into a brief history of

UFO's. The first recorded sight-

ings in modern times took place
in 1947. coinciding with the birth

of the U.S. Air Force as a sep-

arate senice. Most of the "sight-

ings" were quickly traced to na-
tural phenomena such as balls of
lightning, cloud formations, and
will o' the wisp; and to man-
made objects such as balloons and
test aircraft. But a very small
percentage of the sightings could
not be explained in this manner,
and were quietly relegated to the
files of the Air Force's "Project
Bluebook."

Belittling the idea that most of
the people who sight UFO's are
nuts or crackpots. Dr. Condon said
that the sighters, "cover the whole
spectrum of credibility, from sci-

entists and professional people to
hystencal housewives and teen-
agers." The scientific community,
he said, remains extremely skep-
tical of reports of little green men,
yet no significant research has
been done into the problem of

UFO's. Some individual scientists

are interested in the phenomena.

lacking for a concerted effort un-
til now.
Now, with time, the Air Force,

and $200,000 at his disposal, Dr.
Condon seeks to take a long hard
look at the entire UFO story. He
himself is the first to admit that
he and his colleagues have yet to

work out methodology for the sys-
tematic study of the problem,
but he is confident that one will

be arrived at shortly.

Does he believe in extra -terres-
trial life? "In all probability there
are intelligent beings out there,

but I rather doubt that any of
them have reached the point of
being able to conquer the tremen-
dous distances that separate us.

Still, only time and study can give
us an insight, if we are lucky, into

just what UFO's are and whether
they are, indeed, from other
worlds,"

First Semester— 19tJ6-67
December !» — Friday . M W F 2:15

T Th 1:15
December 10 — Saturday M W F 1:15

M W F 12:00
December 12— Monday English 107 {all sections)

M W F 8:00
December 13— Tuesday _ _.M W F 9:00

Economics 201 (all sections)
December 14 — Wednesday _ ....History 101 (all sections)

T Th S 8:00
December 15— Thursday M W F 11:00

-II

Traffic Committee Restates

Student Parking Regulations

2

9

2
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2- 4

9-11
2- 4
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2- 4
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9-
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11

The Tj-affio Committee would
like to eliminate some of the con-
fusion which has arisen concern-
ing parking regulations. Upon re-

gistration of a motor vehicle, the
owner is given a booklet of traffic

regulations and specified parking
areas. In the "Parking Regula-
tions" section of the handbook, it

states that "Vehicles which are
not parked in the designated areas
will receive a traffic violation tic-

ket." It is imperative that these
regulations be followed and that
vehicles be parked only in the de-
signated areas from 8 a.m. to 5

p.m. Mondays through Fridays and
8 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays.
Vehicles are never to be parked in

the lot directly north of Clin Hall.

Due to the transfer of the ad-
ministrative offices to Armstrong
Hall, certain sections of Cutler
Cii'cle are now open for general

but tmie and money have been student parking. Women students

for t}ie best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 632-5846

ERTEL PHARMACY
Preicriptlons - Cosmetics -

802 North Weber

School Supplies - Beverages

Telephone 633-2069

Hatkau>a^\i

Imported Pipes

127 NORTH TEJON
Magazines

nported Tobaccos

PHONE 632-1441

^utk\^ Oden
Fine Food .

. Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Wefcomc Bach ! !

The Off-Campus Gift Botique features . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824V2 N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP
. . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

SI.25
Our (emojs Cellar o^ailobie for lorge fraternit/ or don porfiBs

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

may park on the circle north of

Cutler, while the area south of
Cutler is open to al! students. The
nine spaces directly east of Cutler,

which are marked "Faculty Only,"
are not for student use. Fraternity
men may also park in the Van
Skyke lot (24-26 East San Rafael).

All parking violations will be re-

gistered on the student's account
in the Busines.s Office. In order to

receive grades and/or transcripts,

these violations must be taken care
of hefore the end of the current
semester. Students who have in-

tentionally failed to register their

cars will be required to pay the
fees incurred by the Traffic Com-
mittee while tracing the owner-
ship of the car. They will also be
charged $10 for failure to register,

fined for all traffic tickets incurred
during this period.

CUL
(Continued from poRC one)

designated, there is no need to in-

corporate them into CUL. Faculty
and administration members in

particular voiced the opinion that

CUL in its capacity as an interim
government handle only those mat-
ters which demand immediate at-

tention, in the hope that the stu-

dent body will assert a willingness

to assume the responsibilities of
student government in the near
future.

In this connection the problem
of allocating the funds formerly
distributed by ASCC arose, and it

was decided that the CUL student
subcommittee with Mr. Howard of

the Business Office as an ex-
officio member should take over
the budgeting of student funds in

order that organizations which are
being constrained by lack of fi-

nances may proceed with their
planned projects.

FSAC, Astrologer
Other business at the meeting

was discussion and subsequent ap-
proval of the Free Student Action
Committee constitution. Jim White,
president of FSAC, presented
briefly the purposes and present
projects of the organization and
its desire to operate within the CC
by-laws as a campus organization,
upon which the constitution was
unanimously approved.

Phil Fearnside reported on the
development and plans of the As-
trologer, requesting help in finding
a piano to supplement its enter-
tainment program. According to

his report, the Astrologer should
eventually be totally self-support-
ing if attendance remains as high
as it has been. Both entertainment
and menu are being expanded, and
it is hoped that salaries can soon
be instituted for employees.

T Th S ;*:00
December 16— Friday „...„ Languages 101 (al! sections)

T Th S 10:00 o . 4
DecL-mber 17 — Saturday M W F 10:00 9,11

T Th 2:15 2- 4
Please note that special times have been allotted for examinations

for all sections of English 107, Economics 201, History 101 and all for
eign languages 101.

Examinations for classes not included on this schedule should be
arranged to suit the convenience of students and instru'ctors.

Lectern, Case and Easel
ing. And there are some 3,000 val-
uable reference books which add a
considerable research dimension.
For instance, one whole group of
original materials are the archives
of an English family from the 12th
to the 10th century (exceeded iti

scope and size in this country only
at the Huntington Libi-ary). The
graphic section contains drawings
from circles close to and contem-
porary with Leonardo, Michelange-
lo, and Duerer, as well as early en-
gravings by the Gei-man master.

For the student of early books,
many incunabulae are supported
by hundreds of 15th and 16th cen-
tury printed leaves from all Eur-
opean countries. As a matter of
fact, someday we shall get our
handpress operating and the calli-

graphic materials dusted off for
those who wish to learn to print or
write as the early masters them-
selves did.

(For the benefit of college visi-

tors, this Saturday morning only,
the Rare Book Room of the Li-
brary will be open from 10-12).

By Mark Lansburgh

The College community is being
introduced to the new collection of
rare books, manuscripts and graph-
ic arts in Tutt Library. This col-
umn (under the sanction of the
German Romanesque Eagle) has
spoken of the two exhibitions: the
first, French Romanesque and Go-
thic Manuscripts, included a Bible
from the library of Thomas Becket
(Archbishop of Canterbui-y who
was assassinated on the steps of
his cathedra] in 1170), and vari-
ous painted manuscripts from
Paris and Flanders with gold and
blue reminiscent of stained glass
windows in the great Gothic cath-
edrals.

The second exhibition, English
Documents to Tudor Times, is on
view at the Library now, and con-
tains early grants on vellum (one
by an executor of the Magna Car-
ta), and later grants with Royal
portraits of Henry VIII and his
daughter, Mary I. The former, as
leader of the English Reformation,
became known for his many wives
and collection of heads stricken off
at the chopping block. The latter
became known as Bloody Mary,
for as leader of the Counter-Refor-
mation she ordered daily burnings
at the stake. This was a confusing
time for the religious, to say the
least.

Our forthcoming exhibition will
deal with the Italian Renaissance
and be built around the 14th and
15th century illuminations. It will
be especially pertinent for Profes-
sor Davisson's Italian Renaissance
class.

And the later spring exhibition
will be concerned with the North-
ern Renaissance—especially Ger-
many and its artistic rise under
the stimulation of Albrecht Duerer.

Gradually the faculty is becom-
ing aware of the extensiveness of
the collection. There are hundreds
of examples of original materials—useful for exhibitions and teach-

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supjylics in

variety imd abundance only 3S blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

aempuAco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

VISTA Recruiters

To Visit Campus
A team of recruiters will be on

the Colorado College campus on
October 31 and November 1, ac-
cording to Rex Ageton, an area
field representative for VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to Amer-
ica),

Ageton said that VISTA has
adopted a new accelerated policy
regarding acceptance of students
who have received their bachelor's
degree or expect to receive it dur-
ing the current academic year.
"Our recruiters will now make eva-
luations of the students while we
are on campu-s," he said, Accepted
students will be assigned to train-
ing projects at that time.

French Department

To Present Readings
The French Department will

hold its fii-st session of dramatic
readings Thursday, November 3,

at 8:15 p.m. in Armstrong Hall

300. Excerpts have been selected

from Racine's Phedre, Musset's
I'n caprice, Beckett's En attendant

Godot, and Moliere's L'Ecole des

femmes.

ARE YOU A
UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH
730 North Tejon

634-2093
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Kickers Score Early;

Defeat Wyoming, 4-2
By Doc Orcutt

The University of Wyoming
Cowboys were the gracious hosts
to a victorious Tiger team in that
bustling metropolis of excitement,
JntrigU'e. and Saturday night bingo,
Laramie. However, the CC boys
ignored (for the most part) the
bright lights of the big city to set-

tle down to soccer and come out on
the long end of a 4-2 game.

The Tigers took immediate pos-
.^ession of tlie ball and managed
to get a corner kick within the first

few minutes of the game. Taking
:idvantage of the first break of the
yame, a pushing call iigainst Wyo-
ming, they scored about midway
Hirough the first quarter. Nick
Hare took the direct kick and put
the ball past the wall of Cowboy
defense men and into the bottom
light hand corner of the goal.

Shortly thereafter, Pete Morse
received a cross from Ned Pike.
The ball came down a ways in front
i>f Pete and the Cowboy goalie
came out of the goal in an effort

to make good his only chance for
:i save. Pete got there first, headed
the ball past the goalie and ran it

into the nets. Although Pete was
tripped up and temporarily put out
of play by an attacking Wyoming
(lefenseman, he came back in good
form, as we shall shortly see.

The second period opened with
a tine display of defensive play.

Wink Davis and Ned Pike were es-

pecially noted for clearing at this

point. But, alas, a Wyoming man
lind broken through and taken a

hard shot fi'om a good angle and
thu ball was headed for the corner
iif the goal virtually indefensable
by the goalie. Was it a score ?

Never fear, "Spiffy" John Volk-
inan saved the day, redirecting the
ball out of the goal and up-field.

Offensively there was room for
differing opinions. On the one hand,
it was only a great save taking the
ball out of the corner that stopped
a goal effort by Morse, and Pete
had one goal in the nets that was
called back because of an offside

penalty. But on occasions when the
goalie dropped the ball or a de-
fenseman failed to clear it, there
was nobody there to make the
breaks count. However, Blake Wil-
son did raise the score to 3-zip

and got his name on the scoreeard
for the first time this season as he

took a pass fi-om Nick Hare and

freaked out the goalie who was
completely out of position by left-

footing the ball into the bottom

left corner. Wyoming suddenly dis-

covered that they were in a despi-

cable state of affairs. Therefore,

immediately following the kick-off,

a Wyoming forward got the ball

on a fast-break play and getting a

good angle on the goal put the

ball into the top right-hand corner

off the fingertips of Kubie.

The third quarter saw a gener-

ally uninspired Tiger team fail to

charge in on the ball in Wyoming
territory, fail to move once the ball

was passed, and fail to take ad-

va(ita!;e of breaks that fell its way.

A new addition to the soccer set,

goalie Craig Clayberg, was given
a tryout in this game. Although he
let a Wyoming man put a ball past
him early in the third quarter
(making the Cowboys, second and
final score), he shortly demonstra-
ted considerable poise and the fact
that he was not about to let such
a thing happen again. When a
Wyoming man was awarded a di-
rect free kick deep in CC territory,

a stabbing one-handed save stop-
ped the ball from going into the
top left corner of the goal and a
quick recovery of the ball prevent-
ed any further action in our end of
the field. Again, in the fourth
quarter, a leaping save and a good
pair of hands stopped the ball dead
in the air. As the play moved back
down the field, the tigers once
again got back in the ball game
and began to look up a bit over the
previous quarter's play. Pete put
in the insurance by cooly drib-
bling the ball past the Wyoming
goal tender who was playing out
and taking a clear shot at an open

The trapping looked a little

scruffy this game, sports fans, and
the team has been working this

week to improve it. Also the Tigers
have been working to play a bit

more aggresively. Rick Norcross
showed the only signs of activity

while not carrying the ball. His
constant, if rather erratic, move-
ment interfered nicely with Wyom-
ing ]jassing and the Wyoming de-

fensive effort in general. The Ti-

gers will all be running this week-

end, though, to defeat a much im-

proved CSU team. It promises to

be a hustling game so catch the

soccer world this Sunday out at

Bonny park; game time—2:00 p.m.

CC Upsets William Jewell
By Bill Cunningham

Liberty, Mo.—A 12th ranked
William Jewell College suffered a
homecoming setback at the hands
of a hungry Colorado College squad.
It was the second meeting of these
two fast single wing teams; Jewell
won last year, and CC's 27 to 21
comeback victory evened the slate.

At the outset of the game it

looked as though Jewell was going
to make a rout of the contest. For
Jewell's first play Steve Lucas ran
50 yards for a TD. Terry Bashor
was the other big gun for the Card-
inals as he ran for two six pointers
of 40 and 28 yards in the first half.
The Tigers managed one tally

with the help of student leader
Raymond Jones, in the first half.

Not a soul there could say what
caused it, but two different teams
came out after halftime. The ange-
red Tiger defense let! by James
Baldwin Studeholm. Bob Heister
and Larry Hartman, held the Jew-
ell Cardinal.-^ scoreless.

And then the bombs fell and
church was out for Jewell! Warner
Reeser. senior quarterback, con-
nected for 1() out of 20 passes and
pushed the team on to victory.

On the i-eceiving end of most of
Reeser's aerials was Bill Jankowski,
one for a TD. Janks reached star-
dom after three years of college
ball.

The hard rumiing of Jonea ac-
counted for two more scores in the
second half and contributed to
the 152 yards gained rushing.
CC passed for 254 yards giving

the Tigers a total offense of 40(>
yards. William Jewell passed for
39 yards and ruahed for 257, mak-
ing the total 290 yards gained.

Killer Bobby Justis punted twice
for 46 yards, and had one blocked.
He also turned in an excellent job
on defense.

Sky hook Coggina ami Water
Fawcett intercepted two pns.ses for
CC, and the Cardinal.? .stole one.

A team effort was needed anel

a team effort was the element that
made the CC Tigers a team to be
feared by its upcomhig foes!

Overconfident Frosh Soccer Team Tied

By Fountain Valley; Rips Yampa Valley

THE HULK
HAS COME

As usual the fieshman soccer
players took Fountain Valley a
little casually and on Wednesday
the 19th ended up with a tie game
2-2 against their youngei', but
rougher opponents. Evan Griswold
scored both of the CC goals and
played well despite having to spend
considerable strength in picking
himself up after some violent cross
checks by Fountain Valley ice hoc-
key players, who apparently were
rushing the season. Tom Shuster,
Simon Salinas, and Squeakie Dunn
played outstanding games for CC,
particularly the latter, who had
two shots hit the top cross bar and
bounce out instead of into the
goal.

Some changes in the lineup
proved effective and on Sunday,
the Frosh hooters defeated Yampa
Valley College 6-0. Tom Shuster
had a three goal hat trick and the
other goals were scored by Simon
Salinas, John Schlesinger and John
Fisher, The new defensive lineup
with Bill Jenkins in the goal, Pete
Shidler at center fullback and Dave

Smith and Gil Russell at the wing
fullbacks proved very effective,

but will have to be tried against a
more aggressive attack than a
tired Yampa Valley team could
muster.

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

^^mu^M
17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505
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Explorer, Geologist

Dr. Gould to Give GOLDEN ^
,

,

Two Major Lectures
Colorado Springs

Laurence N. Gould, explorer, _ Most Unique Chinese
college president and geologist, A ^
will be the Phi Beta Kappa visit- -_ and American Restaurant
mg lecturer at Colorado College G

Dr. Gould will give two major Q PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM
lectures at Colorado College. At _, COCKTAIL LOUNGE
8:00 p.m. Thursday, November 10, N
he wdl speak on "Science and the
Other Humanities" in Olin Hall 1.

At 4:00 p.m. Friday, November 11,
903 South eth Street 632-3607

he will speak on "Antarctica— OPEN 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. CLOSED ON MONDAY
Frontier of International Science,"
in Olin Hall 1.

This afferno.THE SEEDS

THE KR/\ZY KAT-F.A.C
COORS ON TAP 3 6 P. M.

New BaiuLs Weekly

This Week: "THE CHANDELLS"

3905 North Nevada [Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campui)



PROPOSED COHSTITUTIOH
Proposed

CONSTITUTION OF
THE COLORADO COLLEGE

ASSOCIATION
PREAMBLE

In ordei to fosler mutual trust and un-
derstandiruT, insure the uninterrupted con-
tinuance of all aspects of the educationaJ
process, pi-ovide for imiirovement in the

life of the ColleRe. and create a basis for

cooi>en>tive action, we, the membera of the
Colorado College Community, do associate

our3el\-es according to the following agree-

ABTICLE I

NAME, MEMBERSHIP. AND
LEHAL STATUS

All members of the Colorado College

community, including registered students

working towards an undergraduate degree
and voting members of the faculty and nd-

ministration ns provided in the By-h&VfB
of the College shall be members of this

organiiation. which shall be incorporated
as a non-profit organizntion under the laws
of the State of Colorado, and which shall

be known as The Colorado College Asso-
ciation.

ARTICLE II

AUTHORITY
The authority exercised by the membera

through the CCA. under this Constitution,
has been delegated to them by the Presi-
dent of the Colorado College under the
authority of the Board of Trustees of the
Colorado College.

ARTICLE III

COM^^UNITY COUNCIL
Section A. The College Council shall

consist of the following voting members;
1. Student Members:

a. President of the Council
b. Vice-President of the Council
c. Five representatives at large
d. Four class presidenta

2. Faculty Members:
a. Five representatives at large

3. Administrative Members:
a. Academic Dean of the College
b. Dean of Men
c. Dean of Women

Section B. Each of the above members
of the College Council shall have one vote,
with the exception of the Council Presi-
dent, who shall vote only to maf;e or break
a tie.

Section C. The following shall serve as
ex-officio, non-voting members of the Col-
lege Council

:

1. President of the College

2. Administrative assistant appointed by
the President of the College.

3. President of the Honor Council

-I. President of the Men's Residence Hail
As-sociation

S. President of the Asuocinted Women
Students

fi. Chairman of the Rsstull Center Board

7. President of the Inter-Fraternity
Council

S. President of the Pnn-Hellenic Coun-

Sectlon D. The member.-! of the College

Council shall tnke office on the fourtb
Monday in February and shall serve for

one calendar year.

ARTICLE IV

POWERS AND DUTIES
Section A. Of the officers:

1. The Council President shall:

Bside at the meelings of the Col-

lege Council

c. Execute decisionB of the College

Council.

d. Appoint, with the advice nnd con-
Mcnt of the College Council, the
members nnd chairmen of the
standing committees and such
other positions as are deemed nec-
essary by the College Council.

e. Be a non-voting cx-officio member
of all commitleea within the or-
ganisation.

f. Serve as the official reiu-esentative

of the Colorado College Asaociation,

2. The Council Vice-President shall as-
sume the duties of the President in

the absence of or at the retiuest of
the President.

3. The Secretary shall:

a. Keep a jiermnnent record of the
liroceedingM of the College Coun-
cil.

b. Attend to the official correspond-
ence of the College Council.

c. See to the publication of the ac-
tions and decisions of the College
Council in the College newspaper.

d. Post notice of all meetings.

Section B. Of the College Council:
1. The College Council shall have the

right to decide matters of primarily stu-
dent concern. It shall have the ri«ht to
diHcuss any matter of concern to the Col-
IcRC as n whole and make recommends-

ulty-admini.strntion committee and to the
President of the College. If no faculty-
admin i.stration committee haa jurisdiction
over the matter, a recommendation may
be made directly to the Committee on
Committees and to the President of the
College.

2. The College Council shall have the
right to recommend approval, rejection or
revocation of student organizational char-
ters and constitutions,

3. The College Council shall have the
power to establish committees to execute
its policies and provide for its needs in
those cases in which it has been dele-
gated authority to adminieter student af-
fairs.

1. The College Council shall determine
the rules of its proceedings, with the ex-
ception of Ihoae specified in the By-Laws,
nnd one third (7) of the voting members
of the College Council shall constitute a
(|uorum to do business.

5. The College Council normally shall
meet every two weeks, except to conduct
extra-ordinary business. The President of
the Council .shall circulate an ngendn of
matters to be discussed and decided to all

members of the Council at least one week
before each meeting. The Council shall
not vote on any matter not listed on thf
previously circulated agenda.

6. The College Council shall have tbe
power to allocate those funds that have
been budgeted for student activities by the
College.

7. Nothing in this Constitution shall be
construed to restrict the authority of the
faculty or the administration to act on
matters relating to their responsibilities
ns nssignt-.! by the Board of Trustees.

ARTICLE V
ELECTIONS

Section A. The President and Vice-
President of the College Council shall be
elected by n majority of those .students
voting in nn all-school election.

Section B. The Student Representa-
tives nt Large .shall be elected by a
[liurality of those students voting in an
all-school election.

Section C. The Class Presidents shall
be elected by a majority of those stu-
dents voting in a class election.

Section D. The Secretary sha'l be elect-
ed by a majority vote of the College
Council from its voting membership.

Section E. The Faculty Representatives
lit Large shall be api)o[nle<l by the fac-

ulty rommillui' on Committees in (he
methoil of regular committee appointments.

ARTICLE VI
INITIATIVE. REFERENDUM

AND RECALL
Section A. Any matter may be brought

before the College Council for considera-
tion upon presentation to the Secretary
of a petition signed by at least twenty-
five members of the Colorado College As-
sociation.

Section B. Any referendum vote of
the Colorado College Association may be
had upon presentation to the Secretary of
a petition signed by at least three hun-
dred members of the CCA or by at least
two-thirds (13) of the College Council,

Section C. Elected members of the Col-
lege Council shall be required to stand in
a recall petition upon presentation to the
Secretary of a petition signed by at least
one-thii'd of their constituencies.

ARTICLE VII
Section A. Amendments to tbia Con-

stitution may be introduced by;

1. A two-thirds majority vote of the
College Council,

2. A i^titiou signed by one-fourth of
the members of the CCA.

Section B. This Constitution shall be
amended by a majority of those ntudents
voting in referendum, and by a majority
of those faculty voting in referendum,
and with the consent of the Pi-esident of
the College nnd the Board of Ti-ustf-of^,

ARTICLE VIIl

The ratification of two-thirds ot those
students voting and a majority of those
faculty voting and the consent of the
President of the College and the Board of
Trustees shall be sufficient for the es-
tablishment of this Constitution for the
Colorado College Association, and for the
annulment of the Constitution of the A»-
Hoeiated Students of Colorado College.

ARTICLE IX
By-Laws wilt be appended to this Con-

stitution by b two-thirds majority vote
of the College Council, to govern the ac-
tivities of the College Council in more
detail than regulations established in this
Con,stitution. No By-Laws shall have pre-
cedence over or contradict provisions of
this Constitution.

BEST WISHES Again

to THIS YEAR'S Queen Candidates!

JOAN BRATTAIN

GINI CRAWFORD

VICKI MAGNIE

JANIS METCALFE

KAREN NEWTON

Knutson-Bowers
Phone 634-5276

phot o graph e r s

WHY NOT GIVE US A CALL?

68 Symposium Meeting to Be Held
Thp nlnnniniT fnr tli,^ Iitiiw.i.u ,1..,.. i... n.. r .. i n ^The planning for the January

1968 Symposium is progressing,
more than a year prior to the date
of the event. At a meeting three
weeks ago, a group of students
submitted a suggestion for a Sym-
posium on "The American Presi-
dency." At a meeting on October
19, some additional proposals were
submitted, which will be further
considered. These include a sug-
gestion for a symposium on "The
New Morality," which has been
the runner-up' topic for the 1967
symposium, barely losing out in
the final heat to "The City;" a
suggestion tor a symposium on
"The New Image of Man," drawn
up by Professor Glenn Brooks of

the political science department;

and a preliminary proposal for a
symposium on "Implications of

Space Exploration," submitted by
Jim Martin, who will work out
further details prior to the next
meeting.

The proposed symposium on
"The New Morality," originally

drawn up by Profps.sor A. Bo.,w-
man of the sociology department,
include such sub-topics as a) The
Styles in Political Action; b) The
New Content in Political Action;
c) Activism on the Campus; The
New Style iti Education; d) The
Hallucinegic Drug Cult; e) The
Pill and the New Morality; and
f) Pornography and the Censor.

The proposed symposium on
"The New Image of Man" would
include such sub-topics as a) The
Animal Origins of Man: The Find-
ings of Archaeology; b) The An-
imal Origins of Man: The Find-
ings of Primate Studies; c) Hu-
man Beha\'ior: Genetics and Learn-
ing; and d) Human Behavior: The
Search for Implications.

Copies of the detailed proposals
mentioned above, as well as copies

of the original proposal on "The
American Presidency" are avail-

able at Dr. Sondermann's office,

Palmer Hall, Extension 322, to all

interested .students and faculty.

A third, and possibly final, plan-

ing meeting will Ix- held on
Wednesday, November 2, at 4
p. m. in WES Lounge, Rastall
Center. All interested faculty and
students are invited to attend. It
is the policy of the Symposium
Committee to permit only those
persons who have participated in
at least one of the preliminary
discussions to vote for the final
choice of a symposium topic.
Whether or not such a final rec-
ommendation will be made at the
November 2 meeting will de-
pentl on the degree of consensus
that is established prior to or at
the meeting. In any event, every-
one is invited to attend and voice
his opinions and judgments on
what would constitute the most in-

teresting and exciting topic for
the 1068 symposium.

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10°4 Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

®l)p ItUagp Jnn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619

The Ski Shop
The Regions Only Specialty Ski Shop
BOGNER — ROFFE — MEGGI — MEISTER
SPORTALM — OBERMEYER _ EDELWEISS

SPORTCASTER — McGREGOR — MEISTER DOWNHEAD — FISHER — KNEISSL — KASTLE _ KRYSTAL
SCOTT — PK — MARKER — SOLOMON — TYROLIA
NEVADA (Most of the Others) HENKE — KOFLACH

NORDICA — RIEKER — HEIERLING

Complete Head Refinishing

Ski Repair—Ski Rental

the ski shep°isport|

1414 >outh t«ion— abo Mrvtng
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The Tiger Homecoming

In Pictures

See Pages 4 and 5

Colorado College

Students Propose
New Constitution

students interested m seeing CC have an "honest choice" in
Its student government has published a pamphlet proposingan alternative student government constitution

•",nn^f','*"''™'
'"o^'ding for a "Colorado College Con-

gress (CCC) has been drafted to be voted upon in the Nov-ember referendum. While it is basically the same as the pro-
posed CCA constitution, the CCC constitution would embody
the lollowing changes:
Art. 11: Authority has been delegated to the Congress by a

majority of students voting in referendum.

KAREN NEWTON, OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, reign

To Be Called •'Mathias Residence Center"

Homecoming activities.

Men's Residence Named for Math las
The Board of Trustees of Colo-

rado College lias named the new
Lipperclassmen's residence hall for
Associate Dean Henry Edwin
Mathias, who died October 7.

The action was taken by the
trustees at their fall meeting Sat-
urday, October 29.

The new building, which houses
300 men students, will be known as
the Mathias Residence Center. The
west wing of Mathias Center will
be called Coburn House and the
east wing will be called Perkins
House.

"It is especially fitting that the
new residence center be named for
Ed Mathias, who gave so much of
himself to the students of Coto-
lado College," said President Lloyd
E. Worner. "In making the choice,
the trustees were impressed that
so many students had indicated
they would like to see a campus

building bearing the name of the
man who was a part of the college
for 39 years."

Mathias Residence Center is the
first building on campus to be nam-
ed for a member of the teaching
faculty. Dean Mathias joined the
faculty at Colorado College in 1927
as an assistant professor of geo-
logy, and taught eight years before
becoming a member of the admin-
istrative staff.

Dean Mathias, who administered
the college's $650,000 student aid
program, was known to many as
"Prof."

During his 39 years at Colorado
College, Dean Mathias held a var-
iety of teaching and administra-
tive assignments. He has been act-
ing dean of the college, dean of
admissions, director of the summer
session, dean of the school of arts
and sciences, and dean of fresh-

men. During World War H, he was
coordinator of the college's Navj'
V-12 Training Program. He deve-
loped Colorado College's first stu-
dent union program when Lennox
House was built in 1937.
Coburn House was named for

Nathaniel P. Coburn, whose gift of
$50,000 made possible Colorado
College's first library. Coburn Li-
brary was completed in 1894 and
sei-ved the college until 1962 when
the Charles Leaming Tutt Library
was opened.

Perkins House is named for the
late Willard B. Perkins of Colo-
rado Springs. He was one of the
principal donors to Perkins Hall,
built in 1900. Perkins Hall housed
the auditoi-ium and the music de-
partment.

Alt. IV, sect. B, 1: The College
Congi'ess shall liave the right
to decide matters of student con-
cern by a majority vote and the
consent of the president. A veto
by the president may be over-
ridden by a % majority vote of
the CCC.

Art. IV, sect. B, 2: The College
Congress shall have the right to
approve or reject student organ-
izational charters and constitu-
tions by the procedure stated in
Art. IV, sect. B, 1.

Art. IV, sect. B, 3: The College
Congress shall have the power
to establish conmiittees to ex-
ecute its policies and provide for
its needs.

Art. IV, sect, B, 7: This section
will be deleted.

Art. V, sect. E: The faculty mem-
bers of the College Congress
shall be elected by the faculty
at large.

Art. VII, sect. B: This constitution
shall be amended by a majority
of students and faculty voting in

referendum and with the con-
sent of the president. The presi-
dent's veto may be overridden by
a % majority vote of the CCC.

Lawrence Gould, Visiting Scholar,

To Speak on Science and Antarctica
Laurence M. Gould, explorer, col-

lege president and professor of
geology, is the 1966 Phi Beta Kap-
Pa visiting scholar at Colorado
College. He will be on campus
Thursday, November 10 and Fri-
<lay, November 11. He will speak
at 8 p.m. Thursday in Olin Hall
1 on "Science and" the Other Hu-
'nanities." He will lecture a second
time at 4 p.m. Friday in Olin Hall
1 on "Antarctica—Frontier of In-
ternational Science." During each
of the two days on campus, Dr.
Gould will be available for infor-
"lal discussions with students and
faculty.

Di". Gould grew up in Michigan
)\'here he left his farm home when
he was 17 to teach nine grades in
a one-room Florida schoolhouse.
Two years later he retumed to
study at the University of Michi-
gan. Prom 1917 to 1919 he drove
an AEF ambulance in Europe, and
jn 1921 he was graduated from the
Lniversity of Michigan and began
leaching there. In 1932 he ac-
"^epted a position as professor of
geology at Carleton College and
pecame president of that college
'n 1945. Dr. Gould completed a 12
^"'lion dollar development pro-

gram for Carleton before his re-

tirement in 1962, and after a trip

to Greece presented to him by
Carleton students, he began a new
teaching career at the University
of Arizona.

Dr. Gould's years at the Univer-
sity of Michigan were distinguished
.by polar research: In 1926 he was
assistant director and geologist for
the University of Michigan Green-
land expedition; in 1927, assistant
director and geographer of the
Putnam Baffin Island expedition
and from 1928 to 1930 second in

command and geologist of the
Byrd Antarctic expedition. On that
expedition he and two companions
explored some hitherto unknown
areas of the Queen Maud Moun-
tains (a story told in his book,
Cold—An Antarctic Sledge Jour-
ney) and Richard Byrd named Mt.
Gould in Antarctica for him.

These expeditions have brought
Dr. Gould i-epeated honors. He was
the 20th man to be awarded the
Explorers Club Medal, a citation
he received as a scientist who ex-
celled both in an era of dog-sled
exploring—and in an era of elec-
tronics. He also holds the Congres-

(Contlnued on pngc elehX) JUST ANOTHER SPECTATOR at the homecoming game.

Art. VIII: Ratification and annul-
ment of tliis constitution is ea-
tablished by a 2/3 majority of
those students and faculty vot-
ing and with the consent of the
president. The president's veto
may be overiiddon by a % ma-
jority vote of the students vot-
ing.

Proposed Revision

Of Dorm Honor Code

Discussed by Coeds
Last nigtit the Associated Wo-

men Students of Colorado College

held an open meeting in Loomis

lounge to discuss a new propoaal

to the Honor Code which applies

to the women's residence halls.

Tlie proposal reads, "Any person

who spontaneously observes an in-

fraction of the dorm rules can re-

port it to the president or to a

student advisor." "Any person"

implies the night matrons and

head residents. This proposal will

III' voted on by the Legislative

''luncil. The purpose of the open

meeting wa.^ to give all interested

lifople an opportunity to voice

their opinions on the current pro-

posal.

Karen Metxger, AWS president,

vvlien asked to comment on last

night's meeting said she was
I'li-'ased to see so many people at

Hie meeting. "It's gi'eat that the
majority of the girls still think
'Tiough of the dorm system to ex-
inr-ss their opinions. It's difficult
'• know how the girls feel about
i: sues, and we felt that the open
meeting would give us some gliide-

lirii-.s tu follow in making life

"a.sier for all concerned,"

The Legislative Council has been
xpanded this year to increase the

npresentation of the women stu-

dents. With the addition of the
.^'iiior dorms the proportion of the
l.unmis and Eemis representation
Mti Legislative Council was de-
rr>_a,'^ed. Since Loomis and Bemis
iniLi.se the majority of women on

I ;.impus and Legislative Council
li'.-ing the representative body for
tlif women students' opinions on
AWS policies, etc., it was felt that
tlic lepresentation should be in-

' I eased to give a better indication
of the women's felings.

Jane Rowntree, an officer of
AWS, .stated that .she hoped that
tlie open meeting indicated better
Lonmiunication between the AWS
Boards and the women students in

the future,



Editorials

CCA Defeats Own Purpose
Tlie preamble to the proposed CCA constitution states

that one of the purposes of the new community government
is to "create a basis for cooperative action." Unfortunately,

certain sections of the CCA contradict this aim.

In the constitution there seems to be a mad rush to ham-
string the organization even before it comes into existence.

The constitution first says that authority has been dele-

gated by the President through the Board of Trustees (Arti-

cle II). Lest we forget too soon. Article IV, Section 7 states

that nothing in this constitution shall restrict the authority

of the administration or faculty as delegated by the Board of

Trustees. Since all authority comes from the Board of Trus-

tees, and the faculty and administration effectively resei-ve

their rights, it appears that only student rights remain. Yet,

the action of ad.iouming tlie ASCC was based on the assump-
tion that a student government was wholly ineffective. Tlie

CCA was an attempt to escape these restraints through co-

operative action. By definition, the CCA seems to have failed

in this undertaking. It is still only a student government.

Also, accoi'ding to a student member of the CUL, this

particular restraining clause was unanimously approved by
administrative and faculty vote. At least three students dis-

sented.

Student Government
students have come to regard individual participation in

the affairs of government as fundamentally impoi-tant. This
action in a democracy implies that rule is through the consent
of the governed. Thus, those participating in a democracy have
a significant voice in determining the policies and rules which
affect them.

Article VIII of the CCA provides for ratification by "the
consent of the President of the College and the Board of Trus-
tees." If all power comes from the Board of Trustees, then
this govei-nment is no democracy. It is rather student support
and affirmation of an autocratic system which controls the
students themselves.

Students must demand a meaningful democracy rather
than support through constitutional means a liierarchical ty-
ranny through the President and Board of Ti-ustees.

The argument can be raised that students sliould not rea-
listically expect a democratic government. If it is in truth un-
attainable, many students would rather have no government
at all.

The Emptiness of Gesture
By Bob Sears

ASCC adjourned
inembeis felt they were unable to

make any substantive decisions of

a binding nature. They were impo-

tent. Rather than further the myth
of "student government" they re-

solved to end the hypocrisy. Those
of us who observed the events

which sprang from last year's ad-

journment hoped for a new organi-

zation which would involve stu-

dents in the process of making au-

thoritative decisions for the col-

lege community. These students

are thus dismally disappointed by
the proposed CCA constitution

whicli in no way increases student

involvement in the power structure

of Colorado College.

Subsections three and seven of

Section B Article IV of the propos-
ed constitution would effectively

prevent students from taking re-

sponsibility for the consequences
of any decisions of the College

Council. Authority is still only

"delegated" and "nothing in the

constitution shall be constructed to

restrict the authority of the facul-

ty or administration . .
."

What are we witnessing here? I

believe that it is the removal of

substance from politics leaving
merely the emptiness of gesture.

What sort of learning experience
comes from making decisions that
can have no certain consequence,
which are forever subject to review
by the "proper authorities?"

If the goal of the college is to

develop independent, sensitive, dis-

criminating students, then why
perpetuate this farce? The obvi-

ous answer is that the college is

not interested in developing inde-

pendent students. It is concerned
with acting as a quasi-parental
educational institution, acting "in
loco middle-class parentis." An au-
thoritarian institution does not de-
velop independent people.
And is this not what Colorado

College is ? ... an authoritarian
institution? Here, the student is

essentially an outsider. Regulations
affecting his social and academic
life are imposed from without. Stu-
dent participation in decisions is

confined to questions that are care-
fully posed and controlled. Stu-
dents have authority to decide, but
authority to ratify or review these

Arab -Israeli Tension Mounts

By Muhammad Lebbadi

The mounting of tension in the
Middle East is threatening to ex-
plode into a major Arab-Israeli
confrontation. Arab fears were ex-
pressed in the United Nations when
the Ambassador of Jordan warned
that Israel is preparing an "ag-
gressive drive" against its Arab
neighbors. Israeli complaints to
the U.N. about "infiltrations" are
dismissed by Arabs as an excuse
for what Israel is preparing
against them.

The logic behind Arab fears can
be explained. Zionism, or "Jewish"
Politicial Nationalism, considers
Israel merely as a means to an
end. The end is "Eretz Israel," an
area eight times as large as the
"Jewish" State the U.N. voted to
create in 1947. Israeli officials,

including ex-Prime Minister Ben-
Gurion, have again and again
committee themselves to tliis ex-
pansionist program. The invasion
of Egypt in 1956 by the Israelis
and their refusal to withdraw from
the Gaza Strip and other parts
were a reminder that the Zionists
intended to carry out their pro-
gram even by force. A statement
by David Ben-Guri<.n in the Is-
raeli Pariiament further clarified

Israeli aims: "The army did not

make an effort to occupy enemy
territory in Egypt proper and
limited its operation to free the
area from northern Sinai to the
tip of the Red Sea." Dr. Fayez
Sayegh, an authority on the sub-
ject, wrote in his book The Arab-
Israeli Conflict : "Ben-Gurion's
statement, and the selection of the
words "free" and "liberated," also
the use of Hebrew expressions for
centuries-old Arabic names [Dr.
Sayegh is here referring to an-
other part of the statement that
read," ... the island of Yotvat,
south of the Gulf of Elath, which
was liberated by the Israeli army."
They are othenvise known as the
Island of Tiran and the Gulf of
Aqaba.], leaves no doubt that the
Israelis then planned to expand so
as to include the whole of the
Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza
Strip. The fact that conditions in
the world then prevented the Is-
raelis from keeping what they
went out to get, does not preclude
the possibility that they will not
try again in the future."

The Arab-Israeli conflict seems
to be as far from being settled
as ever. The Zionist adventure to
establish a Jewish State has ended
iii a tragedy. The Balfour Declara-
tion was the beginning. Then the
Jewish population of Palestine was
less than 8% of its 700,000 in-
habitants. The Arabs welcomed the
settling of Jews in Palestine and
looked forward to living "together"

with the Jews. In 1919 Emir Feisal
(later King Feisal of Syria and
Transjordan) innocently wrote to
an American Zionist: '"'We Arabs
look with the deepest sympathy
on the Zionist movement. We are
working together for a reformed
and revived Near East . . . There
is room in Syria for both of us.
Indeed, 1 think that neither can
be a real success without the
other . .

." But Zionist aims were
not for "togetherness." The objec-
tive was not just a homeland for
the Jews but a Jewish State where
the Jews would be masters and
Arabs second class citizens.

This was the beginning of the
exodus of the Arabs from Pales-
tine. The climax was 1948 when
Israeli terrorist organizations for-
cibly drove them out of "Israel"
through brutal massacres and de-
struction of whole villages.

Tho-se that were driven otit now
number almost a million and a
half. These refugees have never
given up the hope of returning to
their homes. In the past they were
optimistic about U.N. i-esolutions
which asked Israel to restore their
rights and hopeful about some kind
of Arab action on their favor. Now
it seems that their patience has
i-un o-ut. They resolved to guerrilla
warfare. The activities of "al-
Asifah" (tempest) and "al-Fatah"
(conquest) in Israel are not Syrian
terrorist acts as Israel claims but
the signs of an uprising by an op-
pressed people.

decisions remains elsewhere. Look
at last year's neai'-unanimous de-

cision by the faculty CUL to allow
the formation of a new social fra-

ternity on campus and witness the
reversal of even this sacrosanct
body's decision.

I believe that a meaningful col-

lege experience must be one in

which students are given free ac-

cess to present and past experien-
ces, in which they feel united with
the faculty as a free community of
inquiring scholars in pui-suit of
"ti-uth" and the "examined life."

And, as there can be no final un-
amendabie Truth in a community
of free inquiry, there can be no ar-
bitrary authority structure for the
relation of teacher and student.

Furthermore, the difficulty lies

not only in the internal djTiamics
of the decision-making process,
but with men, small knots of de-
mocratically irresponsible men.

Bob Sears

Legally, all authority at the Colo-
rado College is vested in the
Board of Trustees; men without
backgrounds of significant scholar-
ship, without a primary interest in
the education of students, men
chosen on the basis of wealth and
prestige, not educational exper-
ience and understanding. And
their authority has been delegated
to one man, the president, who,
according to Article III, Section B
of the By-Laws of the Board of
Trustees "shall have general man-
agerial authority over and super-
vision of . . . alt students in the
College." What could be more
democratically irresponsible or de-
trimental to an educational exper-
ience designed to develop respon-
sible, involved citizens?
What this college is about is

learning, and learning does not
take place when stu-dents are al-
lowed the opportunity to obsei-ve,
criticize, and question but not ac-
tually to exert direct control. I

propose that the only good organi-
zation of power in a college is one
in which the students and faculty,
the two communities who share
the real enterprise of learning,
form a cooperative decision-making
body which is entrusted with mak-
ing all important decisions affect-
mg their community. Only in this

atmosphere of shared responsibil-

ity and involvement can a college

possibly develop the type of stu-

dents it talks of in its catalog. Con-
sider that student apathy is not in-

nate and inevitable but issues from
a basic sense of powerlessness to

influence the factors which govern
one's existence.

The proposed CCA constitution
effectively prohibits the realization
of any of these goals. The good
college will develop involved, re-

sponsible individuals only to the
extent that students are alloweit

to live as men who apply ideas
from the classroom to their own
lives, and are allowed to submii
their developing awareness and
values to the test of experience. li

the college desires to mention stu-
dent goals in next year's catalog,
let it embark on a reform which
treats students and faculty as re-
sponsible individuals equal in the
crucial sense that no one has a pre-
mium on truth. Until that time let

us be done \vith this disgusting
niockerj' of a democratic process.
I prefer an honest void to the
emptiness of gesture.

i'ljou^ Olijap^I

Sunday, November 6, 11 a.m.
Sermon Title: "Who Is God?"

Preacher: Prof. Kenneth Burton
Worship Leader: Mr. William

Beaver
The Sunday Worship Service

follows the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee's Conference-Retreat on the
"New Morality."

The title of the sermon is taken
from a phrase by Jesus in the gos-
pels. It is asking the great ques-
tion of what is "the good;" but ii.

is asking it in personal teims.
What is our ultimate concern?
How do OUT frames of reference
affect our lives and our conduct".'
Some of these issues will be dis-

cussed in this sermon.

RGB Hours in Effect

The revised Rastall Center Build-
ing hours are:

Reception Desk
Monday through Thursday

8:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday—

8:00 a.m.- 1:00 a.m.
Sunday

—

9:00 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.
Hub
Monday through Thursday—

7:30 a.m. -11:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday—

7:00 a.m.- 1:00 a.m.
Sunday

—

8:30 a.m. -11:30 p.m.
Games Area
Monday through Friday—

10:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
Satui-day and Sunday—

12:00 noon -10:00 p.m.
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LOYAL OPPOSITIOIV
By Jerry Hancock

With elections only a few days
away, I feel that it is my civic

[iuty to make a fearless forecast of

election results. This can be a dan-
gerous thing, as many formally re-

spected people, especially Tom
Dewey, found out in 1948.

In Colorado, the Democrats will

retain three congressional seats

[ind lose one. In the fourth district,

Wayne Aspinall (spelled "GOD" on
llie Western Slope) will easily de-

feat James Johnson. Fonner Mar-
ine Sargeant Greg Pearson esca-
ped the hazards of Viet Nam only
to be politically killed by incum-
bant Byron Rogers. Don Brotzman
should narrowly defeat the not-

ably undistinguished Roy McVick-
er. In the Third District the pro-
gressive liberal incumbant Evans
should defeat the standard beaver
of traditional conser\'atism Dave
Enoch.

In the state's three other major
races, Love will easily defeat
Knous, the young and impressive
M;irk Hogan will narrowly defeat
Joe Shoemaker, and Gordon AHott
might as well be running unoppo-
sed.

Ill other major races:

Oregon—Hopefully the Hatfield
ii:niie will carry an impressive li-

l)(.ial Republican to victory over
ills Democratic opponent Robert
Duncan. Hatfield's anti-war vote
:it tlie Governor's Conference has
cost him some support but his pop-
ularity should make up for this.

California—Ronald ("Win one
for the Gipper") Reagan will be
the winner and California the loser,

Illinois—A large sympathy vote
will elect an up-and-coming pro-
gressive Republican Senator by
the name of Percy.

Alabama—The electorate will
show its traditional lack of sense
by electing the incumbant Leuleen
"Big George" Wallace.

Georgia—Hopefully not even the

people of Georgia would elect Les-
ter "God is my Campaign Mana-
ger" Maddox. His nomination split
the Democratic party and this
should make things easier for Re-
publican Callaway to win the gov-
ernor's chair,

Arkansas—Winthrop Rockefeller
will beat the Faubus machine.

Michigan—Romney's victory
should help Senator Robert Grif-
fin defeat "Soapy" Williams.

Texas—A split in the Democra-
tic party will return John "I still
want Barry" Tower to the Senate.

Massachusetts—Brooke over
Peabody is a close one.
This election has been called

crucial by the Republicans. They
should, however, bear in mind one
thing: it is better to lose than to
elect candidates who will hurt ra-
ther than help the party's image.
This image is going to grow in im-
portance when OUT generation
reaches voting age. The Republi-
can party can never attain an im-
age that will appeal to young
voters by nominating men like
Reagan and Enoch who are out of
touch with the problems and aspi-
rations of our generation.

Second Semester

Student Teachers

To Hold Meeting
All students who wish to do stu-

dent teaching in the spring semes-
ter are asked to come to a meet-
ing in the WES room in Rastall
Center at 11 a.m. on Tuesday
morning, November 8. At this

meeting student teaching schedules
will be described so that students
may work out programs for the
spring semester.

Students wishing to do student
teaching in the spring who cannot
attend this meeting must notify
the Education Department secre-
tary (X433).

Observations
By Raymond Sifton

This academic year has been wit-
ness to the formation of a liberal,

actiWst group in the Colorado Col-
lege community. The Free Stuxlent
Action Committee, chaired by Mr.
Jiin White, was organized as a
viable forum for the expression of
student ideas and opinions. It is a
tndy remarkable organization for
this campus; it is for people who
want to act as well as talk!

The FSAC, however, is not per-
fect. The insistence of some of the
iiiore dominant members that the
Committee be a political sounding-
ooard for their own ideas (espec-
'ajly Vietnam and civil rights) has
idienated a large number of stu-
dents who have other issues in
mind and yet feel that they may
be identified with what seems to be
tlie "official" position of the Com-
mittee. Certainly, Vietnam and
''i^^il rights are important, but the
Committee should avoid making
^i.y particular position appear as
'f it were the only one.

This author feels that, although

they are important, national issues

are too much in the foreground and

that campus issues are being sad-

ly neglected by the FSAC. Issues

such as the strengthening of AWS,
better housing for women students,
and the role of the student body in

campus and academic government
merit consideration by the Com-
mittee.

In the past (and my remarks
are now aimed at the student body
in general), we apathetics have
had at least a shaky rationalization
to lean upon as an excuse for not
participating in campus issues.

Now we have none. Certainly, this

author does not agree with all of
the political and moral philosophy
expounded by some of the mem-
bers of the Committee—far from
it! But the time has passed for
judgments of personality. We have
two choices: we can use the FSAC
and the student governments for
their intended purposes (indeed,
if any of us know the purposes),
or, we can sit back and keep our
mouths tightly closed.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

ffemetk'j CI JeJcH
NOW OPENS THE . . . 3.2 BEER

"duu^-^" ^^ TAP or TOGO
/virirr;r glasses .pitchers, kegs

Monday and Wednesday Night Special

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHEHI DINNER
SAUD— GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 Souiii Tejon Telephone 634-4591

CRISSEY FOWLER
Lumber Co.
117.123 W«( Vermijo

Telephone 473-241
I

C^orado Springt. Colof*do

^uth.i Ofieh
Fine Food

.
Excellen, Service Beautiful S,.rrou,«i^„gs

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Last year, thousands
of lawyers, bankers,
accountants, engineers,
doctors and businessmen
went back to college.

And not just for the
football games.
We'd like to clear up what appears to be a
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Oiche Nuts & Bohs.

That idea is groundless.

We can't speak for Cliche, but we can
for ourselves-Westem Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-
tem. 6 out of 1 college graduates who have
joined us over the past 1 years, for exam-
ple, have continued their higher education.

How're these for openers:

W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-

tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than SI
million in tuition costs to employees
a year.

To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-

tion of Lehigh University, is con-
ducted at our Engineering Research

Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected

eniplnyees are sent there from all

over the country for a year's concen-
trated study leading to a master's

degree.

You get the idea. We're for more learn-

ing in our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-

ment. And the Bell telephone network will

need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.

The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.

At Western Electric, what's happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of con-
tinued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree

you're aiming for, check us out. And grab
a piece of the action,

) Western Electric
' MMUFACTyHIBG S SUPPLY UNIT Of 7HE BELL SrSTIM
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Whether it be a Louis

XIV seat, one's seat on
a spirited steed, or the

seat of one's pants, we
Insist upon a pure, clas-

sic line. Such is to be
had in our slack array
of flannels, hopsackings
and woollen twills.

Itttuprattg

(in the cellar)

Homecoming Success
Kickers Blank CSU, 3-0

ALTHOUGH THE BETAS DID NOT PLACE !n the homecommg de-

coration competition, their "Little Annie Fenny" added a touch of

color to the festivities.

I'liolos b.T Dave niiriicff

Karen Newton '66 Queen,

DCs and Phi Gams Win
Karen Newton of liappa Kappa Gamma was picked as Homecoming

Queen, 19(i(j, and was crowned at the bonfire rally on Friday night. Foot-
ball coach, Jerry Carle, thanked the student body for its support, and
team captain. Lex Towns, promised a hard fought game. The Tigers
made good his word.

The Homecoming decorations competition was another aspect of the
frivolities which marked Homecoming. The sorority competition was won
by Ihe Delta Gammas, with Kappa Alpha Thefa taking second, and
Kappa Kappa Gamma, third.

In the fraternity and Slocuni competition, Phi Gamma Delta won,
with the Sigma Chis placing second, and Phi Delta Thefa taking third.

The Homecoming weekend was a very successful one, even down to
the last day, when the Tiger soccer team ripped CSU, 3-0.

By Doc OrcutI

In this season's iii'st edition of
the Rocky Mountain Soccer News,
G. K. Guennel. editor of the paper
and head of the Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate Soccer League, ra-

ted tlie league as "a four team
dogfight." The teams to beat were
AFA, CSU, Regis, and DU. Last
Sunday the Tigers capped off

Hnmecoining weekend by scoring
I at least by Mr. Guennel's ratings)
ui upstart upset over the CSU
Jiams by a score of 3-0. Mr. Guen-
nel, think twice. The Tigers are
now in third place behind league
leaders DU and Zooniievjlle.

The whole first half was marked
by hard play, hustling and a great
effort on the part of both teams.
The 0-0 halftime tie is indicative
of the tension developed by the
pressure of both teams to control
the ball.

It was a tension caused in the
first quarter by such plays as a
CSU shot which bounded off the
upright and, as fate saw it, out of

the goal where it was recovered by
a fast Tiger defense; plays in

which both teains narrowly missed
scoring; plays such as a diving
save by goalie Craig Clayberg that
left the spectators blinking in dis-

belief, but cheenng nevertheless.
This tension mounted in the sec-

ond period as both teams fought
desperately to score and to keep
from being scored upon. A CSU
man put a hand on the ball in the
penalty area and CC was awarded
a penalty shot. Captain Nick Hare
came out of his newly acquired
fullback position to take the shot
... and missed. GASP! In all de-
ference to Nick it must be said
that his long, accurate passes deep
into Ram teiiitory and his excel-

lent play at his new position con-
tributed much to both the defen-
sive and offensive efforts.

Mr. Clayberg continued his wiz-
ardry in the goal on a shot heading
for the far right side of the goal
which had the seal of doom upon
it. But in defiance of all precepts
of logic and laws of motion, Clay-
berg leapt; the mighty hand stret-

ched forth and there was no goal
for CSU.
The Tigers played some of their

best soccer of the season, but they
only looked good in the first half.

In the second half it was not the
Tigers, but a tme Tiger team that

(ame out to sliow their fans a

game in which cheering become an
atmosphere, not an action.

The First One
We're early in the third quartei,

fans, and the Tigers are really

putting on the pressure. Chris,
"Cricket" Faison is moving dowii
the left side of the field, and Eliot

Field down the right. Chris has
got the ball. He passes long. Elioi

is breaking free and now he hmr
the pass. He shoots. The ball is

heading high for the opposite corn-
er. Scoi-e! And the Tiger team and
Tiger fans are going wild.

CC kept the pressure on as the
foi-ward line worked the ball well
into Ram territory, shot hard but
was unable to score. (After all,

there really was a CSU defense).
Much of the pressure was the di-

rect result of John Boddington, a

fantastic little man who always
seems to know exactly what the
ball is going to do. Operating out

of full-back position this week
(giving CC four full-backs) he
seemed to dominate mid-field play
by keeping the ball from going
into CC territory and by feeding
the forward line.

CC's second goal came in the
fourth quarter after a corner kick.

Eliot headed the ball and narrow-
ly missed another score as the Ie;i-

ther sphere bounced off the joint

of the upright and crossbar. Re-
covering the ball quickly, unable
to shoot, Eliot passed. By another
one of Coach Richardson's unexpec-
ted but happy variances, Wilbur
James had been moved from his

normal defensive position to left

wing where he was now spellinij:

Chris Faison. Normally a goal
isn't expected of a converted full-

back, but Wilbur is a surprising
young man and he was there tn

casually punch Eliot's pass into

the goal for a score of 2-zip.

CC scored again as Eliot put ;i

pass through to Pete Morse whM
put on the speed to break past th..-

Ram's defense, take the ball all

alone and put it past a virtually

helpless goalie.

Tiger play was marked by a
strong aggressive drive. It was a

great victory. CU will have much
to worry about this week and this

Saturday when they play CC here
at Bonny Park. Relieve your frus-

tration. Watch the game—l:30p,ni.

Let Us Service

Your Volkswagen

See ufl /or . . .

D»pendablo Uaod Cat,

piiii mmvi nv, inc.

730 N. Circle Drive

Phone 634-6645

AUTHOIIZCD BlUU fgr

VW lAlES ond SHVICl JOHN BODDINGTON OF CO GOES HIGH IN THE AIR in front The Tigers won the Sunday afternoon gan^e, 3-0. to end the Home- !

of the Colorado State University goal, as CC's Eliot Field looks on. coming weekend.
y

, .

a rne no
|
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As Tigers Post Victories
CC Overcomes Fumbles, Mistakes

To Down Westminister College, 27-20
By Steve Ehihart

Colorado College used the strong per-

formances of eight seniors who played
their last home game to stop the Parsons

of Salt Lake City last Saturday, October
29. A big crowd turned out for the Honie-
ofiining game and were treated to a rough,
luird hitting game which saw the Tigers
capture their second straight victory.

The eight seniors who turned in great
]ierforniances were:

Warner Reeser (q.b.) who threw for

one touchdown and completed six of 12
passes for 141 yards;

Bob Stap'p (h.b.) who rushed for 82
yiirds on 13 attempts and returned a punt
for 30 yards on a great twisting effort;

Ray Jones (h.b.) who carried for 74
yards and came up with the clutch yard-
age;

Lex Towns (lb.) who as captain did
the most to lead the team to victory and
continued as a tough, all around fullback
and set a new record for winning the flip

of the coin

;

J. J. Studholme (e.) who led the Tiger
defense, making several smashing tackles
and shoestringing the Westminister quar-
terback;

Ottie Otterstein (offensive guard) who
played his normally vicious game in the
line but was mortally but not permanently
injured when he performed the splits

when he tried to grab a short kickoff;
"Buns" Mills (e.) who for the first

time this year demonstrated his powerful
open field running as he threw several

"super-dokes" on the Westminister defen-
-sive backs;

Bill Jankowski (e.) usually famous for
his hands, who came up with a strong
blocking game and covered a blocked
punt.

Colorado College drew first blood on
an 8G yard drive with the payog being a
36 yard pass from Reeser to Steve Hig-
gins. The Parsons fought back and tied
the scoi-e 7-7 on Lindsay's 11 yard burst.
After an exchange of fumbles the Tigers
scored again on Ray JoTies' run from the
two, but the Utah crew came back with a
55 yard play from Sparrow to Sandor and
the ball game was tied again at 13 apiece.
Late in the first half the Tigers drove
again. Captain Towns plunged in, and the
halftime score was 20 to 13. In the third
period, the Parsons flubbed a punt as one
of their short backs backed into the punt
with Jankowski recovering. Bob Stapp
scored the final touchdown on an end
sweep. The Parsons came back and block-
ed a Bob Justis punt and went in three
plays later on another short pass from
Sparrow to Sandor, and the score stood
27-20 with 6:35 left in the third period.

Neither team could score in the fourth
period.

Next week, the Tigers "train it" into
Lamonia, Iowa, to tangle with a big
Graceland College team in the last game
of the year. The Tiger line, led by Zack
Jordan, the master of the downfield cate-
gory four block, will face a hard hitting
Graceland line as the Tigers attempt to
even up the season record at 4-4.

IN THIS FIRST OF A SERIES OF PICTURES, Tiger Quarterback. Warner
rolls out to his left behind blockers Lex Towns (22) and Jim Shiner (52).

Reeser (17).

TIGER WINGBACK, BOB STAPP (31). PREPARES TO CUT UPFIELD as tackle John ^^^^^^^^B^WPW^ il^ittl..

Dent powers Westminister linebacker, John Grentrer, out of the hole. Lex Towns (22} JANKOWSKI IS DOWNED, but only affer a conslderabc gu
^nd Carl Jordan (72) led his way. The Tigers rolled up 2 I I yards by rushing. yards via the air route in their 27-20 Home coming victory.
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The Lucky Lady
Have a beer and enjoy a real gay-90's atmosphere—

folk singers and piano players

Welcome anytime,

3.2 Budweiser and Coors on Tap Beer to Go

2727 North Nevada Avenue

Cunningham Sfars as Peer Gynt

'A Trip to the Land of the Trolls"

Cme ih and Sfou)M ! !

The Ofi-Campus Gift Bolique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jev/elry, Meldona Christmas Cords, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824Va N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

1 12 Soufh Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

/"I '

^ I ^ClliJi/iB'

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

NOW -AT THE CHIEF THEATRE
NOW SHOWING—TODAY and TOMORROW

ALL NEW HORRORS IN TECHNICOLOR

"Chambers of Horror" 5^],
' -o"' ^ 22

-:- -:• STARTS SUNDAY --.. -..

/fy^^i^When in Sof's" r-. --. ' L^ i --^al Clly Studios

of a square

who gets caught

in a triangle

!

ROSS HUNTER'S

THE PAD
(and now TO LSE it)

I „„™., TECHNICOLOR'

I BRIAN BEDFORD-JULIE SOMMARS-JAMES fARENTIWOAT 1:00 .:- 3:30 -:. 5:30 -: 7:30 AND 9:30

By Jane Paolucci

'Peer Gynt is a Norwegian farm
boy who takes a trip to the land
of the Trolls." Tliese were Keith
Cunningham's first words to me in

a delightful conversation we had
about Ibsen's play Peer Gyuf.
Keith has the challenging role of
Peer in this play, which will be
presented by the CC players on
November 17, 18, and 19.

That Peer is a Norwegian farm-
boy who travels to the Land of the
Trolls is a very cursory description
of the play. Keith went on to ex-
plain that "Peer's trip could be
imaginary or real. He's such a
dreamer who lives his dreams so
effectively that the world he's ex-
isting in may very well be his
dream world." As to Peer's char-
acter, Keith says that "Peer is a
braggart. He's an absolute cad."
The "cad" side of Peer's character
stems from the fact that he is

piiysically very attractive to wo-
men, and Peer himself doesn't ex-
actly thwart their flirtations.
However, Keith says, "In the final
analysis, he realizes the meaning
of real love. He is saved as a hu-
man being by the love of Aase
(his mother) and Solveig. Solveig
is the only pure tiling in his life.

He has been so foul, he really rea-
lizes that he doesn't deserve her.
Anyway, they are the only people
he really has a genuine feeling for,
and they're also the only people
who have more than a physical at-
traction for Peei'."

_

From the onset of our conversa-
tion, it was readily apparent that
Keith is very enthusiastic about his
role. When I asked him how his
role compared to the many he had
previously played, he said, "First
of all, it's one of the most difficult
in terms of scope of character. It's

so . . . interesting—there are so
many things you can do—so many
subtleties ... It doesn't really
compare with my other parts—al-
ways young lover roles. Of course,
there are some scenes in Peer
Gynt that could be made real
mushy, but there isn't sentimental
mush all over the play."

When asked if the character of
Peer Gynt had any impact upon
his own character, Keith enigma-
tically replied, "You mean do I

live the part? ... I dream a lot.
The only similarity between me and
Peer Gynt is that I have a viold
imagination. Characters don't
wear off on me. I'm not Peer other
than in situations when I'm sup-
posed to be Peer. And (the part)
certainly isn't a depressant I"

AMITRA. PLAYED BY MARIETTA
Cunningham, while Iricking him in+o

Keith's enthusiasm for Peer
Gynt is also evident in the amount
of time he puts in toward the pro-
duction. "I usually spend about
three hours a night, six days a

week, in rehearsal. During the

week I try to spend about an hour
and a half besides rehearsals. Out-
side of that, for long stretches

during the week-ends, I go to the

mountains and scream the lines."

Keith is also excited about per-
forming in the new Armstrong
Auditorium. "I think it'll be great.

You get on that stage and you
want to make the theater your
life." As opposed to the Fine Arts
Center stage, Keith says, "(The
Armstrong stage) is better." With
his characteristic sly smile, he ad-
ded, "It's still pure, and I'm at-

tracted to pure things."

WILHELM. beguiles Peer. Keith
giving her all his wealth.

The music, the dancing, and the

extravagant technical aspects of
the production of Peer Gynt also

fascinate Keith. Before we had
even finished our rousing conver-

sation on Peer Gynt. I felt as
Keith did when he said, "I haven't
been as excited about a production
since Murder in the Cathedral.

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiche

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students
4,30 p.m..|hOO p.m. T„es,.Sol. 12:00-10,00 p.m. Sundo,

Closed Mondoy

71 I North Tejon 634-9346

Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers
-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers
-:- 9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

SOI NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

Hospitality Committee

To Meet Thursday

Tliere mil be a meeting of the
Symposium Hospitality Committee
at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, Novem-
ber 10 in Boom 203 in Rastall Cen-
ter. Purpose of the meeting will
be to assign student-hosts to Sym-
posium guests. All committee mem-
bers and others interested are ask-
ed to attend.

Law School Profs

To Visit Campus
Professor Karl P. Worden of

Vanderbilt University Law School
will be available to talk with stu-
dents interested in law school on
Wednesday afternoon, November
£). He will be on campus from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Rastall Center.

Dean Thomas Christopher of the
University of New Mexico Law
School will be on campus to talk to
students interested in law school
on Fr-lday afternoon, November 11.
He ivill be available in Rastall
Center from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

ARE YOU A
UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITABIAN CHUBCH
730 North Teion

634-2093
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RECEIVING A BLUE PLATE SPECIAL is Prof. Herman Dominico Snyder of the college's mechanical arts
. department; known for his scholarly criticisms of the grounds department, Dominico is now
'' potato chips as a greasy free form.

investigating

ar in Viet Nam Discussed by Panel
By Janet Stenehjem

An informal panel discussion of

tlie war in Viet Nam, jointly spon-
sored by the Free Student Action
Coniiiiittee of CC and the Student
Peace Union of the CU Extension,
Cragmore, was held Tuesday eve-

ning, Nov. 1, in Olin Lecture
Kooni 1. The primary purpose of
the discussion was to stimulate
student interest in a possible fu-
ture symposium or conference on
the Viet Nam question sponsored
by the same two bodies.

Dr. Douglas Freed acted as mod-
erator, and the four members of
thi' panel were Prof. Tom K. Bar-
ton of the CC iiistory department,
Prof. Glenn E. Brooks of the CC
political science department, Prof.
Frank H. Tucker of tlie CC history
department, and Cap't. Dave Burke
of the political science department
of the Air Force Academy.

Prof. Barton spoke first, empha-
sizing that "before we make war,
we must do so for clear reasons

. . In the present context we
must prove that we have in sight
some goal that fighting may in-
deed accomplish." He went on to
express the opinion that the US
has not done this, in that the
methods now being used in Viet
Nam are not achieving the goals
we profess. "Bombing North Viet
Nam," he said, "does no good in
stopping the war in the South,
which is essentially a ci\'il war,
neither instigated nor controlled

h Hanoi." He concluded that, by
its present action, "the US is man-
ufacturing enemies," not only in
Viet Nam, but in China.

Prof. Brooks, speaking second,
pointed out that "85-/. of those
'eachecl in a recent congressional
pull supported the President's ac-
tion in Viet Nam." "We are all for
peace," he said, "but we differ in

cevning our foreign policy, accord-
ing to Prof. Brooks. "We are
shocked by Jekyll and Hyde ef-
fects . . . We are worried about
the war and the people who lun
it."

Pi-of. Tucker admitted that he
has only recently reversed his
opinion of the Viet Nam war, now
believing that escalation is not
achieving US goals in that area.
He emphasized that "there are, in
fact, meaningful, precise, and well-
defined altematives . . . The war
is only supported by military
leaders and civilian leaders in high
executive positions whose holding

office depends on the continuance
of the present policy."

Captain Burke defended the US
position in Viet Nam, saying that
"the way one views Viet Nam de-
pends on one's perspective." He
went on to point out that main-
taining the division of Viet Nam
at the 17th parallel is a "boon to
Southeast Asia" because its pro-
tects them from a strong, united
Viet Nam, whose people are "nasty
and aggressive." The bombing is

helping to change Ho Chi Minh's
mind, he said and concluded that
"we are moving, more or less, in

that direction."

New York Woodwind Quintet

To Conduct Student Workshop

tlie

it,

ways we propose to achieve
Opposition to the war results

fi'om the people's confusion con-

Members of the New York
Woodwind Quintet will conduct a

special workshop for students, in

Armstrong Hall on Thursday
morning, November 10, from 10
a.m. to noon.

The clinic will be presented un-
der joint sponsorship of the Colo-
rado College music department
and the Arts and Humanities pro-
gram. It will be open to all interes-

ted Colorado College wind players,
and a number of selected and
talented wind players from the
junior and senior high schools in

the area.

Clinic Program

10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a,m.

—

Lecture-Recital by the Quintet,
in Armstrong Auditorium

11:05 a.m. to 12:00 noon

—

Demonstration-lecture and ques-
tion period for performers of
like instruments:
Flutes— Mr. Samuel Baron
Oboes— Mr. Ronald Roseman
Clarinets— Mr. David Glazer

Bassoons—Mr. Arthur Weisberg

French Horns—Mr. Ralph

Froelich

It is requested that all Colorado

College students who plan to at-

tend the clinic submit in writing

their names, instiuments, and

school addresses to Dr. Juhas of

the music department by Monday,
November 7.

JOE'S Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS

Tejon & Willamette

(3 blocks iff campui)

This afternoon
. THE SEEDS

THE KRAZY KAT— F.A.C
COORS ON TAP

3905 North Nevada

3 • 6 P. M.

New Bands Weekly

This week: "THE FILLERS"

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus]

Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUM|

cm g» S f f S • g»
m SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEM PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP
. . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

SI.25
Oa, f,„„,„ Cell., .v.ll.blo (or l„go (,.!.,„;,, „, d.n p„li,,

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

V\fORLD WIDE

FOR

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

REMEMBER
Youth fares do NOT apply

November 23

December 1 5-24

January 2, 3, 4

Two Doors East of Ute Theatre

I 30 East Pikes Pealc Avenue

Thrifty Motorists Throughout

ROCKY MOUNTAINS

SAVE EVERYDAY AT

SO CAN YOU!

Colorado Springs 695 South 8th Street
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Four Day

Asfeld Wins $50 in Trip to Ptiiiadelphia
What does a guy do after a re-

laxing Fi'iday afternoon at the
Krazy Kat when he doesn't have a
date for Friday night ? A less -in-

aginative CC male so tragically de-

prived of the companionship of the
renowned CC lovelies would in-

dubitably continue "I'elaxing." But
junior Jad Asfeld has fancier
schemes for relieving boredom.
Finding himself in just this situa-

tion last Friday, he accepted a $50
bet to hitchhike to Philadelphia
and back in four days—leaving at
midnight that night.

After liitching rides through Eu-
rope all last summer Jad was sure
his money was in no danger. He
left with S1.30 in the pocket of
his ROTO uniform and headed out
Interstate 70. The trip took 38
hours — a record verified by a
friend's father living in Philadel-
piiia— and the journey home on
Intei-state 80 only 36.

The S1.30, supplemented by a

IRC to Sponsor
Arab Sfotc Officer

Khalid I. Babaa, an information
officer for the League of Arab
States, will discuss Arab-Isralei
conflicts next Tuesday morning at
11 o'clock in Olin Hall 1,

Students and faculty members
interested in the Near East will
also be able to join Mr. Babaa for
lunch in the Rastall dining room
following his address.

Mr. Babaa, a native of Lebanon,
pursued his college education at
the Univei*sity of Texas, where he
majored in political science. His
office is in Dallas, where he is di-
rector of the information center
for the Southwestern region of the
League of Arab States.
The International Relations Club

is sponsoring his appearance at
Colorado College. Carolyn (Corky)
Mathews is chairman of IRC.

BAKER REALTY CO.

REALTOR INSUROR

51 r N. T«|en 43B-3B9I

NOW SHOWING
DOOBS OPEN I3;45

See Ar liOO, 3;07, 5^4, 7:21 and 9:26

Emmn
,;

^"-- -.ulkicTi* tttMAI WlUa

a««mB5KfTKi immnacii'-frKnaBiEiBitt Wl
AN ADULT PICTURE

PEAK
THEATRE *

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from tha Campui

827 North Tejon

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

OUT PST
H E. Pikei Peali Phone 634-6B0I

dollar contribution from
sympathetic policeman paid for

food. People were almost always
helpful, offering meals and lodging
in addition to rides. One exception-
ally eager-to-please Porsche owner
drove at over 100 mph until getting
a ticket in Iowa.

Jad, now richer by §50 for his

efforts, has an even more ambit-

ious feat in mind. He proposes a
symposium "bunny hitchhike."

Each contestant would contribute

$5 to a pot and, wearing a rabbit
suit, see who could hitch rides to

New York, get Hugh Heffner's

autograph and retui-n to CC first.

There are more conventional but
certainly not more interesting ways
to earn your firat million.

Jad Asfeld

amous Brief:

Placement Interviews

The Placement Office announces
visits by the following people to

the college campus for the pur-
pose of intei-viewing senior men
and women.

Wednesday, November 9th:

Mr. E. F. Floyd, Employment
Representative from the Tenth
U. S. Civil Service Region
(Rocky Mountain). Mr. Floyd
will answer questions on federal
employment in this area and
give guidance in applying for
positions with other Federal
Agencies and Departments.

Tuesday, November 15th:

Mr. V. A. Hester, College Rela-
tions Coordinator from the Se-
curity First National Bank of
California (340 branches).

Senior men and women who wish
to^ make a definite appointment
with any of these representatives
should call Mrs. Ferguson (X433)
or stop by Cutler Hall, 2nd floor.

Rastall Movie
This week's Rastall Center Board

Movie will be Fail Safe, starring

Henry Fonda, Dan O'Herlihy, and
Waiter Matthau. A short subject.

The Winter Olympics will also be
shown.
They will be presented on Sat-

urday, November 5, 1966, at 7

p.m. and 9:30 p.m. in the Arm-
strong Auditorium. Admission is

40 cents with an Activities Ticket.

There have been some problems
connected with smoking during the
movies. THERE IS TO BE AB-
SOLUTELY NO SMOKING AT
ANY TIME IN THE ARM-
STRONG AUDITORIUM. This is

a city fire ordinance and, in order
to continue the movie series, this

ordinance must be compiled with.

NSF Giad. Fellowships
Brochures and office cards for

the National Science Foundation
Graduate Fellowships are now
available from Mr. Hilt, 213 Olin
Hall. The deadline for submission
of applications is December 9.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON "66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight

SCHWINN Fr«nchii« Dni
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

R»pairj & Parts for Any Make
TELEPHONE 634-4733

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prajcriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Hatkauaif\i
Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines
127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

^01- the Iteit . . .

ac^hiiia

Loiiiis»t>^

118 North Cascade Av

Gould to Speak
(Continued from page one)

sional Gold Medal, the David Liv-
ingstone Gold Medal of the Ameri-
can Geographical Society, and the
Cross of St. Olaf, which was
awarded to him in 1949 by ICing
Haakon of Norway. For his work
in directing the U. S. Antarctic
program during the International
Geophysical Year (1957-58) the U.
S. Navy bestowed its Iiighest civil-

ian honor, the Distinguisheti Pub-
lic Service Medal.

Dr. Gould is a Phi Beta Kappa
Senator and was president of the
United Chapters of Phi Beta Kap-
pa from 1958 to 1961. A former
trustee of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching
and a former member of the Na-
tional Science Board of the Na-
tional Science Foundation, he is a
tl-ustee of the Ford Foundation,
and immediate past president of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Bass Weejuns

af

CoLLECE Shoe Shop

831 Nor+h Teion

Shoe Repairing

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3% blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

^^^P**^iS|:. OFFICE SUPPLY
aemputco 516 N. Tejon 633-1721

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!
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lie Tiger
Booters to Battle

Air Force Sunday

at 1:30 p. m.
Vol. LXXII. No. 10 Colorado Springs, Colorado, November II, 1966

Peer Gynt to Open Thursday
Colorado College

WILLIAM McMILLEN, director of "Peer Gynt," instruch lead per-
former, Kei+h Cunningham.

"A splash>', colorful, loud, rauc-
ous play" will be Peer Gynt, ac-
cording to Mr. McMillen of the
Drama Department. The play, to
be presented November 17, 18, and
19, was written ,by Henrik Ibsen.
The American version of Peer
Gynt was adapted by Paul Green
for a 1952 production.

A cast of 50 is almost evenly di-

vided between male and female stu-
dents from the CC Drama Depart-
ment. Some of the major roles are
Keith Cunningham as Peer, Ellen
Riorden as Aase, Robert Scott as
Button Molder (symbolic of the
riddle of life), Chris Gibbs as Troll

King (symbolic of the stniggle
betv/een good and evil in man's
soul), and Gail Heckel as Solveig

(Peer loses his heart to her).

No fewer than 20 members of

the cast are playing two or more
roles. For this reason some 110
costumes will be made for the 50-

member cast. In addition, there are
12 dancers who will perform thi*ee

dances in three different scenes.

These dances, the Wedding Dance,
Anitra's dance, and the Trolls'

dance, have been choreographed by
Mr. Cornick of the Dance Depart-

ment and will be executed by mem-
bers of the college dance classes.

The music used will be tapes of

the traditional Grieg background
as well as some of the more recent

music by the Norwegian composer
Saevcrud. For a 1947 production,

Saeverud wrote the Peer Gynt
Suite because the director "wanted
a de-romanticized music, something
more in concord with the harsh

spiiit of Ibsen."

Along with the music, there is a

variety of live sound—rising and

fading wind, iicart beats, crowd
noises, echoes, dewdrops and fall-

ing leaves.

The set desigiver and technical
director is David Hand. For the
two parts, six scenes each, there
are 11 sets "which will require nil

the wonderful new facilities of
Armstrong Hall to make smooth
transitions between scenes," Mc-
Millen said. Mrs. McMillen is cos-
tume designer and will be assisted
by seamstres.^e.s and CC students,

CCA Vote Changed

To December 2
The referendum on the proposed

Colorado College Association con-
stitution has been postponed to

Friday, December 2. The change
provides an extended period for
students to study and evaluate the
proposed constitution.

Copies of the document will be
made available to all students. A
series of open meetings and dis-

cussions is planned for the period
preceding the referendum.
Only the proposed Colorado Col-

lege Association constitution will

appear on the December 2 refei--

endum. This document has been
approved by the Committee on
Undergraduate Life, an establish-

ed prerequisite for the presenta-
tion of a constitution to the stu-

dent body. Those students wishing
to support an alternate proposal
must first defeat the CCA in the
referendum. Any alternate pro-

posals must be approved by CUL
before a general referendum is

called.

Curran Speaks on 4 Course System
The recent proposal of adopting

a four-course program at Colorado
College has had much discussion.

An interview with Dean Curran
clarifies some points about the sys-

tem and illustrates his opinions
concerning its advantages and
disadvantages.

The first question was whether
or not students would cover more
in a particular subject under the
four-course program. Curran re-

plied that "a typical student takes
40-42 courses v/hile here" and
under the new program he "would
take 33-34 courses, which is a re-

duction of 7-S courses. This would
mean not quite as broad a coverage
as at the present time." Since
three-hour courses would all .be-

come four-hour courses "you would
be a little more thorough and do
a little more complete job. I recog-
nize that this v^Jould mean sacri-

ficing a little in breadth of the
student selection but it is woi'th

paying a price for the greater
depth in what is done."

Curran said, "It's difficult to

say, but it would not be ine\itable"

that we would have more free

time. "The faculty could so lay on
the work that students would be
busier than ever." At Pomona stu-

dents feel that they are under "a
little less pressure" on this system.
"Certainly, I know that a substan-
tial number of our students over-

load thenrselves at the present time
and they at least would have more
time."

It was then pointed out to the
Dean that under the four-course
program juniors and seniors would
still be able to take extra "over-
load" courses. His reply was: "My
personal hope would be that few

students would choose to take an
extra course. This part was put in

the provision as a compromise."
The committee also discovered that
very few students took the over-

load courses anyway at Pomona.
A point of confusion in the four-

course system is the cumulative
course. "By nature," said Curran,
"a cumulative course is one which
a student would have to pursue
more than one semester or he
would receive no credit at all. For
example, choir; a student must
take two consecutive years, four
consecutive semesters, or no credit

could be received." Another cumu-
lative course is ROTC.
The September 30 issue of The

Tiger stated that the number of

students in classes would be re-

duced 20 per cent with the new
program. Curran agreed: "Based
on the assumption that if the aver-

age student today is taking five-

plus courses and ii under the four-

course program (he) took four-plus
courses, there would be a reduction

of about 20 per cent. Nobody knows
precisely how it would come out."

4-Course Plan: Open Meeting
All students interested in ex-

pressing their ideas on the pro-
posed four-course curriculum
plan are invited to an open
meeting of the Academic Pro-
gram Committee on Thursday,
November 17, 3:30 p.m. in the

WES room. Questions will be
answered at this time by the
Committee, and students will

have the opportunity to partici-

pate in discussion concerning
this important current issue.

The Dean also gave his opinion

in regards to a good-sized class.

"The average-sized class in my last

study was something like 18 stu-

dents, but it runs down to a hand-

ful and up to some large numbers,

like in Art History, which is larger

than we like to see. In general, a

class of 18 students is a very nice

size. Students and faculty can then

build up a real rapport ... As you

know, though, we have a given

amount of money to spend and our

biggest expense is faculty salaries.

We cannot go out and hire another

professor right away to take care

of a big class."

Curran continued on the subject

of classes and majors. "Majors
would be exactly the way they are

today. For example, the Economics
Department requires 30 hours in

the major. My guess is that if we
went to a four-course program
they would require 7 or 8 courses

minimum. All departments," he

added, "are being asked to re-think

their programs and they may make
changes not even necessarily re-

lated to the four-course plan."

As for the size of the faculty,

Curran said "there is no intention

of reducing its size." As he has

told the faculty, "the new system
would provide no faculty economy
whatsoever in its first years. . . I

think ultimately through the years
when the four-course plan had
shaken down, it would enable us
to handle our ceiling enrollment

(1500) with a faculty no larger

than we have now. If this hap-

pened, the faculty-student ratio

would be very slightly higher than
it is now."
One of the major changes under

the four-course program would be

class meeting times. "In the pro-
posal there are no Saturday
classes. But I couldn't guarantee
that if the faculty adopted the

program it wouldn't be amended
to put them back." Also, courses
would be assigned a "block of
time" to meet, such as 9:00 a.m.
MTWTF. "Then we would leave

the professor entirely free to uti-

lize as much or as little of the five

days he wanted."

"There is no reason why it would
differ from the way it is today,"

was the Dean's reply tu how trans-

fer students and those spending
junior year abroad would be af-

fected. "It's just as open and just

as feasible," meaning that four
credit hours would be converted to

one course credit.

The committee that investigated

other schools with this system was
unable to gather any student com-
ment on it. However, Curran said,

"We're anxious to get student
comment at CC. We're not trying
to railroad anything."

(ConUnued on paee cJKhl)



EDITORIAL
It is probably fortunate that the vote on the Colorado

College Association has been postponed until December 2.

Tliere has obviously been little open discussion on this issue.

Moreover, the CUL is faced with the problem of re-naming

the CCA since an organization already exists at this campus
with tlie same name.

We certainly think that open discussion will be useful, for

we would like to have a clearer conception of the arguments

for this constitution. Underground support certainly exists,

but it seems that those with doubts have evidenced a louder

and more explicit position.

We would especially lil^e to have clarified the statements

of many who think that students such as Mr. Sears or the

proposals of the CCA demand too much.

The fundamental and still unanswered question is can the

CCA ever accomplish anything? The main point is that it will

enhance communication. But communication assumes that

someone listens to you. We wonder if discussions in the CCA
can be more effective than speaking to the cinder-block walls

in our dormitoi"y i-ooms.

Sears'' Opinion Questioned
y^ WWW er to override the decisions of the >~>y^ >^
CainpOell president and the Board of Tms- CCCOFl^reSS

Defends

Trustees
To the Editor:

As a student concerned with the

direction of possible student gov-

ernnipnt at this college, I feel that

I must reply to Bob Sears' article

of last week in which he criticized

the proposed CCA as powerless

and an empty gesture.

I think Bob is being a little pre-

sumptuous about the right of stu-

dents and faculty to have the pow-

The Cyprus Question: the Facts

By Charalambos Hadjipolycarpou

The island of Cyprus, situated as

it is in the Eastern Mediterranean

Sea, is a crossroad between East

and West. It is the tliird largest

island in the Mediterranean Sea,

after Sicily and Sardinia, with an

area of 3572 square miles. Its pop-

ulation, nearly 600,000, consists of

82 per cent Greeks and 18 per cent

Turks. The Turks are dispersed

over all parts of the island and
have in the past lived with the

Greeks peacefully and amicably.

There is no compact geographical

Turkish area, or any area inhabited

predominantly by Turks. The pro-

portion of land ownership bet\veen

Greeks and Turks is: (a) by area:

82.9 per cent Greeks, 17.1 per cent
Turks and (b) by value: 86.8 per
cent Greek. 13.2 per cent Turks.
The contribution of the Turks to

the public revenue of the Republic

was only 10 per cent. I am giving

these numbers, because I think
that they will help the reader to

understand the problem better.

The Ci'prus problem is as fol-

lows: the Zurich agreement, from
which the Constitution of Ci'prus

stems and which was drawn up in

the absence of Cj^rus, was im-
posed upon the people of Cypiiis

in 1959. The leaders had no alter-

native but to accept it, since its

non - acceptance meant postpone-
ment of the independence and con-

tinued bloodshed. By this constitu-

tion, the people of Cyprus, pre-
dominantly Greek, were considered
as constituting only two communi-
ties; the Greek and the Turkish,
who, in spite of their numerical
disparity, were placed on the same
level as far as the exercise of po-
litical power was concerned; and
the Turkish minority was given
such extensive rights as to be in a
position to paralyze the State, to
thwart the will of the majority and
the block progress. These rights of
the Turks, were considered by the
Cyprus Greeks as disproportionate,
and this has been the cause of the
disagreement between the Turkish
minority and the Greek people of
Cyprus.

Among the concessions given to
the Turks is the proportion of
70:30 in the civil service. For the
enacting of laws relating to taxa-
tions, municipalities, and elections
a right of separate majority vote
was given to the Turks, the result
of which was that a simple major-
ity of the Turkish members of the
House of Representatives could
frustrate any such measure. A
veto over financial, political and
defense affairs was given the
Turkish vice-president. The pro-
portion of 60:40 in the police, the
gendarmerie, and in the Cyprus
army was established, as wag the

sGperation of justice on a com-

munal basis. (The Constitution re-

quired that a Greek should be tried

by a Greek judge and a Turk by a

Turkish judge.)

The whole concept on which the

constitution was .based was one of

separation between Greek and
Turk. So mai-ked was tliis concept,

that all other minorities (Armen-
ians, Maronites, Latins) were
obliged, under the Constitution, to

belong either to the Greek
or the Turkish community, in order

to have rights as citizens. (They
all ought to be Greek). The con-

stitutional order could not be al-

tered or amended in any way at all.

Thus, the greater part of the Con-
stitution bound the Republic to

perpetuity.

Among such articles were those

relating to the two Treaties of

Guarantee and Alliance. By the
Treaty of Guarantee the Republic
of Cyprus undertook the unprece-
dented obligation of maintaining
the constitutional order created as
above in perpetuity in spite of

changing circumstances. The
three so-called guarantor powers
(Great Britain, Greece, and Tur-
key) guaranteed the continuation

of the existence and maintenance
of such order resei-ving to them-
selves the right to intervene in

case of any change. By the Treaty
of Alliance on the other hand Cyp-
rus was tied to a perpetual alliance
with Greece and Turkey, who in

return were given the right to have
a military contingent on Cyprus
soil. Both the separatist concept of
the Constitution, and the existence
of the Treaties made it possible for
Turkey to interfere in the internal
affairs of Cyprus and to instigate
the Turks of Cyprus to act in

furtherance of such aim. The tragic
events and the anomalous situa-
tion created since December, 1963,
have been the result.

Turkey repeatedly threatened
armed intervention in Cypi-us and
has on several occasions, com-
mitted aggression .by land, sea, and
air. The culmination of Turkish
aggression occurred in August,
1964, when Turkish aircraft indis-
criminately attacked Cyprus vil-

lages and towns, killing and
wounding the unarmed population,
including women and children, by
bombs, napaim incendiary bombs,
and by machine-gunning.

The Cyprus pi-oblem was brought
March, 1964. Under a resolution of
before the United Nations in
the Security Council of 4th March.
1964, a United Nations Peace-keep-
ing Force has been set up, and a
United Nations Mediator has been
appointed by the Secretary-General
for the purpose of promoting a
peaceful solution of the problem, in
accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations. Neither these nor
several other efforts—negotiations
between Greece and Turkey—have
led to any solution.

As far as I know, the position of

the Cypriot Government and the

Greek people of Cyprus as to the

solution of the Cyprus problem is

that Cyprus should be freed from
all her shackles and become a com-
pletely independent, unitary, sove-

reign state, free from any other in-

terference, allowing the Cypriot
people to decide the future of their

country in accordance with the
principles of the UN Charter. The
Constitution of Cyprus should be
adopted by the people of Cyprus in

a universally accepted manner, and
must be based on the democratic
principle that the political major-
ity at any election should govern.
Ail citizens of the Republic should
enjoy equal rights in'espestive of

race, community or religion, human
rights for all citizens being incor-

porated in the Constitution. All that

Cyprus is seeking is to enjoy unre-
stricted, unfettered sovereignty
and independence. This could be
achieved by the application of the
principle of self-determination.

LETTER to the EDITOR
To the Editor:

I am writing in order to express
my deepest appreciation for Mr.
Hancock's enlightening and in-

formative clarification of the is-

sues of the November elections. I

could not help but find the John F.
Kennedy - Metternich symbolism
amusing, to say the least. His anal-
ysis captured the essence of the
problems of the young voters of
today in a most striking way.

Ml'. Hancock's characterization
of Representative Wayne Aspinall
as a Poseidon of the Palisade could
not but strike home, in as much as
I am from Grand Junction, and
our family ritual is to burn incense
at His Shrine every evening and
thrice on Guy Faulk's Day.

His clearing of the cliche-ridden
fog sun'ounding domestic politics
can only be described as striking
through the mire of factual mater-
ial in a progressive YR-A. J. P.

Taylor manner to show that the
Republican Party can best succeed
by making itself a carbon-copy of
the Robert Kennedy-HHH wing of
the Democratic Party. One is

amazed to learn in this context
that Mr. Hancock is actually a
member of the CC YRs, while at
the same time disavowing the prin-
cipal tenets of the GOP in an at-
tempt to satisfy what he calls the
"problems and aspirations of our
generation." As a true representa-
tive of that generation, Mr. Han-
cock can undoubtedly see these
problems and aspirations, as well
as their solutions, most vividly.

Referring to the Lumpen-Prole-
tariat, he says: "The electorate will

show its traditional lack of
sense ..." Doubtless the illustri-

ous Mr. Hancock can speak with
some authority on the internal
politics of Alabama, due to his in-

timate contacts with the people of
that State.

— Greg Smith

er to override the decisions of the

President and the Board of Trus-

tees. I will not defend every policy

that these people make; on the con-

trary, I have often criticized them.

But as students we must remem-

ber that someone must be ultimate-

ly responsible for the administra-

tion of the college; and to trust it

to an ever-changing panel of fac-

ulty and students rather than to a

publicly responsible, trained staff

is absurd. This doesn't mean, of

course, that we can't improve on

the caliber of the administrators.

Students often foi'get that a

President has no tenure; if he gets

out of line, pressure can be brought

to bear by the faculty, most of

whom have tenure and cannot be
fired, and by students who, on more
campuses than one, have forced

the resignation of the president.

If the students get siifficiently

worked up over an issue, the pre-

sident has to respond and try to

please them.

Bob's comment about the Board
of Trustees was completely out of

line. He called them "men without
background of significant scholar-

ship, without a primary interest in

the education of students, men
chosen on the basis of wealth and
lirestige, not educational exper-
ience and understanding." Bob is

obviously unaware of the caliber

of men on the present board. I

asked several members of the col-

lege staff about them. One of the
newer members, David Packard of
Palo Alto, is widely known for his

efforts to improve higher educa-
tion. He is presently on the Board
of Trustees of Stanford University
and for six years served as Chair-
man of that board. Douglas Mc-
Hendrie is a prominent Denver
lawyer, a Rhodes Scholar, and now
chairman of the regional Rhodes
Scholar selection committee. Ro-
bert Hendee is the former head of
Colorado Interstate Gas and his
hobby is the study of Abraham
Lincoln. He has willed his life's

research on Lincoln to CC. E. K.
Gaylord is a noted Oklahoma jour-
nalist who brought James Webb to
Oklahoma to head up a dynamic
new high school science program
there before Webb was appointed
head of NASA. Anyone who has
ever talked to Ai-min Barney of
Colorado Springs about student af-
fairs knows his keen interest in
student welfare. Judge William
Jackson is a respected Colorado
jurist having served as Chief of
Justice of the Colorado Supreme
Court. The present chaii-man of
the board, Russell Tutt, is a dis-
tinguished Princeton alumnus and
one of the most respected men in
the community and the state. To
say that these men lack back-
grounds of significant scholarship
and to say that they are not inter-
ested in the educational process is

absolutely stupid.

(Continui^d on pace ciffhn

Attacked
To the Editor:

I would like to clarify an issue

for the benefit of the student body

and at the same time deter an in-

different attitude from catchin,^.

fire.

Last week the Tiger expressc.i

a senthnent for anti-student gov-

ernment. One article in particulai

which wallowed for three column.--

in a myth of idealism did brinjr

forth an excellent point. The point

was that, legally, all authority at

the college lies in the hands of th.^

Board of Trustees. This, they hav.^

delegated to President Womer.
Therefore, even though the studeni:

body may think that this doesn't

make for an educational exper-

ience, the President of the college

has the authoi-ity to decide wheth-

er something exists or does not
exist.

Knowing this, I cannot conceive
how an intelligent person could
draw up or approve of a constitu-
tion such as the "Colorado Col-
lege Congress (CCC)." The stu-
dent body can no more unite to

overrule the President of the col-

lege than they can unite to declan?
themselves God and become such
a being.

Since a constitution must be ap-
proved by CUL, as was the CCA,
before the student body can vote
on it, the CCC will not appear on
the ballot unless such approval ]\u =

been obtained by that time, Dec-
ember 2.

It seems evident to me that,
since both faculty and students
possess only the power to recom-
mend, their strength lies in a un-
ion of themselves. If both faculty
and students desire changes and
these desires are divergent, it's

more likely than not that faculty
members will be appeased and stu-

dents will find themselves frustra-
ted. Maybe the students need their
own government, allowing CUL to

be the conference table for stu-
dents and faculty. But this is a
question which you, the student
body, must answer.

Stop screaming democracy! For
the Colorado College is not a de-
mocracy and never will be. College
is, nevertheless, an educational ex-
perience, even though it doesn't
offer "power stai-\-ed" individuals
the opportunity to mold their own
little words into the shape they de-
sire,

Dave Schaffer,

Chairman, CUL

student sub-committee
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THE LOYAL OPPOSITION
Well, the elections are ovev and

tlie Republicans did extremely well.

In fact, with one exception the

Grand Old Party seems well on its

;vay to a complete recovery from
the conservative cancer which two
years ago looked like it might be
terminal.

In Colorado the Republicans will

control both the House and Senate.

John Love won impressively

enough to seriously consider him
as Vice-Presidential material and
(jordon Allott proved that Colo-

rado is fertile ground for the tra-

tlitional Republican plow.

The Democrats did well in re-

taining three congressional seats.

Wayne Aspinall defeated Jim John-
son easily. The first returns show-
ed Johnson ahead but the incum-
bent Democrat pulled ahead and by
midnight the Johnson ship was
swamped by a deluge of Western
Slope votes. The incumbent Demo-
crat Byron Rogers easily disposed

of Sgt. Greg Pearson and conse-
quently the "Denver Delegation"
will retain its traditional medio-
crity. The big surprise in the
Second District was the ease with
which Don Brotzman defeated the
Freshman Democrat Roy McVick-
er.

By far the most exciting race of

the evening was in Colorado's
Third Congressional District. It

was a political "Fail Safe." The
Broadmoor Republican Enoch
started out well by carrying El
Paso County (Colorado Springs)
by 8,000 votes, and the early re-

turns from the predominantly
Democratic Pueblo showed him
trailing Democrat Evans by only

2,000 votes. On the basis of these
returns the news service compu-
ters declared Enoch the winner
about 10:30. Neither candidate did

anything. It seems that the Pueblo
results had been mis-read by the
wire services and Evans carried

Pueblo by 11,000 votes. About mid-
lut'ht the news sei-vices sent out a
rc^traction of its earlier announce-
ment. Evans eventually started
pulling away in the early hours of
the morning and won by 5,500
votes. In another close race, Dem-
ocrat Mark Hogan defeated Re-
publican Joe Shoemaker in a race
for Lieutenant Governor.

In other races:

C al ifoiTiia—Reagan defeated Pat
Bi'own.

Oregon—-Mark "are you really a
dove?" Hatfield defeated the Dem-
ocrat Duncan in a race for Murine
Neuburgev's seat.

Illinois—Republican Percy de-

feated the "living fossil" Paul
Douglas.

Georgia—The write-in votes will

apparently leave the decision on
who will be Georgia's next gover-
nor up to the predominantly demo-
cratic state Legislature. Reappor-
tionment would help Callaway but
it is not scheduled to take effect un-
til 19«7. Governor Sanders could
be an important factor.

Alabama—Lurlen Wallace won
easily in a state where a divoi'ce

could split the democratic party.
Big Joe says he wants to run for
President. I'm not sure exactly
when elections are held in the Con-
federate States of America.

Michigan—Romney proved his

vote-getting capabilities and im-
pi-oved his presidential prospects
by carrying Senator Robert Grif-
fin to victory over the stiff opposi-
tion of "Soapy" Williams.

Arkansas^—Winthrop "every-
time Nelson says something good
about Martin Luther King it costs

ine 10,000 votes" Rockefeller over-
came this handicap to defeat the
Democratic opposition.

Massachusetts—Edward Brooke
defeated Peabody and the "white
backlash." This to me is one of the
outstanding victories of the Re-
publicans, because Mr. Brooke will

certainly help the civil rights
image of the party.

I think the elections did a great
deal for the Republican party. The
progressive moderates, Hatfield,
Percy. Romney, Rockefeller, Love
and Brooke won and the Broad-
moor traditionalist Enoch lost.

The only albatross around the
parties neck now is Ronald Reagan,
and if he can fight off his conser-
vative backers and learn to live

with his Democratic legislature lie

may turn out to be another George
Gipp and the Republican party can
have a winning season for a
change.

4 Course Plan and ROTC Conflict
The ROTC program at CC has

entered its second year under the

new two-year, non-compulsory
system, and the time is rapidly ap-
proaching when it will be neces-

sary to examine the program in

the light of the new four-course

proposal.

There are a number of factors

to be considered:

In its present form, the ROTC
course would have to be carried as

a half-course. This could result in

a load which would be far from
"leisurely" for most of the stu-

dents taking it.

The draft deferment which a
student resen'e program provides

is rendered virtually useless by the

ROTC grade requirement. This

year the cut-off grade-point aver-

age for the Junior Class, as re-

commended by the Selective Ser-

vice for a student deferment was
only 0.12 above the minimum 2.00

necessary to enter the program.

A number of CC upperclassmen
are presently enrolled in officer

training programs under the Navy
and Air Force. In the absence of

an on-campus ROTC program,
they would be eligible for a similar

program from the Army, as well

as for Army OCS after they grad-

uated.

Considering the class and drill

time, and more importantly, the

time spent in "voluntary" activit-

ies in which they are pressured to

take part, the reserve pay which
the cadets receive could easily be
made up by a job, with no loss of

time.

Armstrong Houses Display of Rubbings
They are called "rubbings," and

they are an impressive form of art,

dependent only upon old English
brass tombs, a cobbler's heel ball,

some special paper, a lot of pa-
tience and a little practice. The
i-ubbings currently on display in

the Armstrong lounge were done
in England in 19(j4 by Mrs. Susan
Drake and by Professor Reinitz.

The basic technique is relatively
easy. A special paper is required
which is placed and taped over a
cleaned brass relief casting. The
cobbler's ball is then rubbed over
it, causing all areas of relief to
be darkened on the paper. The re-
s^ult is somewhat like a negative.

The rubbings in Armstrong were
taken from tombs in South and
Eastern England. The tombs are
inside the churches and marked by
brass plaques which fomi part of
the floor of the church itself. Their
oi'igins are obscure. The first re-
corded brass tomb is English,
dated 1208. but is no longer in ex-
istence. There are also speculations
that they may have originated in

Pi'ance or Germany, although they
Were not widely used outside of
England. In England they became
<:ommonly used between the mid-
dle of the thirteenth century and
tile middle of the seventeenth cen-
tury. During this time it was the

custom to be buried within the
church itself, graveyards not being
in existence then.

Originally used only for nobles

and priests, the brass tomb
plaques were meant to serve sev-

eral purposes. The first was as a

simple grave marker which helped
preserve the identity of the de-

ceased. They were also meant to

be a "momento mori" to all ob-

servers: reminding them of their

own morality. The brass markers,
finally, served as a reminder of

the Christian character of the de-

ceased, and sometimes invoked
upon him God's blessing or mercy,
as may be seen in many inscrip-

tions on the rubbings on display.

From about 1250 to 1450, the
images, although meant to repre-

sent the dead person in the clothing

of his trade or profession on
earth, were quite abstract and
somewhat stereotyped, with indi-

vidual character being portrayed
only by an added line or two or
sometimes a coutache. After 1450,

however, the images began to be-

come a little more naturalistic and
characteristic. Several interesting

examples of this progression with
time are present in Armstrong.
The rubbings will be on exhibit

until the end of the semester, and
a catalog concerning them will

soon he available in Armstrong.

In short, the re-examination of
course programs which would be
caused by the institution of a four-
course system brings serious doubt
as to the validity of having a
ROTC program on this campus.

— Loesch

i>ijniip (Et^appl

Sunday, November 1.?, 11 a.m.

Sermon Title:

"Purity of Heart is to Will

One Thing."

Prof, Joseph Pickle

Worship Leader:

Miss Janet Ethridge
In our day and age it is possible

to find a number of causes which
demand our attention. It is more
difficult to find a worthy focus of

our total enthusiasm. Many signi-

ficant action groups find them-
selves looking behind and on dy-
namic concerns for an idealogical

basis.

To will only one thing with all

the strength of our hearts is to fo-

cus our lives in such a way that
all purposes, values, and meanings
are subsumed under primary in-

tention. Maturity is the capacity to

will one thing which is worthy of

such emphasis. The problem is how
do we know when a "pearl of great
price" is worthy of our total com-
mitment?

This is the question the sermon
will seek to explore.

RCB to Show
Bridge on the

River Kwai
This week's Rastall Center

Board Mo\'ie will be Bridge on the
River Kwai, starring William
Holden, Alec Guinness, and Jack
Hawkins.
Due to the Varsity-Alumni Hoc-

key game this weekend, the movie
will be shown Tonight, Friday,
November 11, 1966, at 6:30 p.m.
and 9 :30 p.m., in Olin Lecture
Hall. Admission is 40 cents with
an Activities Ticket. Please enter
Olin by the North Door.

Viet Nam Discussion

Planned for Sunday
A "World Views on Vietnam"

discussion sponsored by Interna-
tional Relations Club will be held

on Sunday, November 13, at 7:00
p.m. in the WES room. The dis-

cussion will consist of views on the
U.S. position in Vietnam presented
by foreign students and students
who have spent a year abroad, in

an effort to gain an understanding
of some of the opinions of other
countries.

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

®t|p ItUagp Jttit

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservation! — CALL 633-8619

Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Seli-Service Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers
8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open (ill dmj and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TE.ION

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

THE c.1]:nti.eman's shirt

CLICKS ON CAMPUS
The Purist* Button-Down

. . . full-flared collar . . .

ean, tapered body . . .

meticulously tailored . . .

fashioned for the colle-

gian who seeks perfection

in his traditional ward-
robe. Shirtmanship at its

finest . . . exclusively Sero.

Perkins & Shearer
One-O-Two Shop

124 North Tejon

Colorado Springs, Colo.
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Alpha Lambda Delta to Present

Fellowships Toward Graduate Study
For the 19i37-GS academic year

the National Council of Alpha
Lambda Delta will award the Mar-
ia Leonard, the Alice Crocker

Lloyd, the Adele Hagner Stamp,
the KathrjTi Sisson Phillips Fel-

lowship, and the Executive Coun-
cil Fellowship for graduate study.

The amount of the fellowship is

$2,000. Attendance at a graduate
school which has a chapter of Al-

pha Lambda Delta is encouraged.

Any member of Alpha Lambda
Delta" who graduated in 1964, 1965,

or 1966 and who has maintained
the scholastic average throughout
her college career is eligible. Gra-
duating seniors may apply if they
have maintained this average to

the end of the first semester (or

first quarter) of this year.

Applicants will be judged on
scholastic record, recommenda-
tions, the soundness of the appli-

cant's project and purpose and, to

some extent, on need.

Application blanks and informa-
tion may be obtained from Miss
Christine Moon, Armstrong Hall.

The application must be com-
pleted by the applicant herself and
submitted to the National Fellow-
ship Chairman bv January 15,

1967.

FAC to Present

"Mersey Beats"

Alexander Gerard

Discussion Set
Professor Jane Cauvel will

present her paper on "Alexan-
der Gerard on Taste and Gen-
ius" for the discussion on Sun-
day, November 13, at 7:30 p.m.
in Olin Lounge. This discussion

was scheduled for last month
but had to be postponed when
Miss Cauvel was called out of
town.

At 4:00 Today '67 symposium Geared
The first Friday Afternoon Club

of the year, sponsored by Rastall
Center Board, will be today, Fri-
day, November 11, from 4:00 to

5:30 p.m. Featured will be the
sounds of the Mersey Beats from
Denver. The FAC will be held on
the Hub Patio if weather permits,
otherwise it \vi\\ be in the WES
room.

DON'T LET THE BIG DATE SLIP BY!

ORDER NOW!^
9«- Pogo

SPECIAL^^
SUNDAY, NOV. 13

fMm THE DENVER POST
^h^f

• Fillad wHh bfilllanf rotogravure photographi!
• Harvdy iH area reference liiti showing telephone

numheri end Iraveling diitancei.

• Nfiweit itylei for the ilopei ... end eprti!
• tnforme'tion-pactod -feature erlicles on aU top

• Wflpi and direttioni to Slri Country, U.S.A.!

m^'
/

f""

Read

The Denver Post

Every Day!

To order The Denver Post

CALL 636-5184
in

COLO. SPRINGS
25c per copy (Sunday Only)

$2 per mo. (Daily
J*
Sunday)

Fuller Discusses the Merits of

Proposed CCA and CCC Constitutions

To Rural Urban Problem

By Dave Hull

One approach to urban problems

is presented by Frank Ltoyd

Wright who advocates a "Broad-

acre City" which is spread out as

much as possible. "Even the small

town is too large. It will gradu-
ally merge into the general non-
urban development. Ruralism as
distinguished from urbanism is

American, and truly democratic."
When Wright maintains that "An
acre to the family should be the
democratic minimum if this mach-
ine of ours is a success," he is

clearly journeying into the world
of fantasy.

However, in a modified form,
Wright's anti-city views are fairly
common. Moralists and philoso-
phers have railed at the evils of
cities since before Sodom and Go-
moiTah. We may in fact be pre-
sently moving away from the city
as we have known it. The much
heralded unbanization of our pop-
ulation is really suburbanization.
From 1950 to 1960 the population
in our largest cities actually de-
clined. The prototj-pe for our fu-
ture development may be Los An-
geles, which has been called "600
suburbs in search of a city." The
present anti-city feeling often
takes the form of the glorification

of suburban spread.

The editors of Fortune lash out
at the anti-city views of Wright
and others in "The Exploding Me-
tropolis." As William H. Whyte
said in the introduction: "This is

a book by people who like cities

... It is the contention of this
book that most of the building
under way and in prospect is be-
ing designed by people who don't
like cities. They do not merely dis-
like the noise and the dirt and the
congestion. They dislike the city's
variety and concentration, its ten-
sion, its hustle and bustle. The
new redevelopment projects will
be physically in the city but in
spirit they deny it—and the values
that since the beginning of civili-
zation have always been at the
heart of great cities."

Should we deny these values, or
do all that is in our power to pre-
serve and nourish them? This is

one of the fundamental controver-
sies which rage concerning basic
objectives. There are even more
controversies concerning the best
means of attaining these various
objectives. The 1967 Symposium
is being planned to accentuate
these conflicts, not to present a
bland consensus of views.

THEKRAZYKAT-F.A.C
This affernoon . .

COORS ON TAP

The Ods
3 6 P. M.

New Bands Weekly

This week: "THE PILLERS"

3905 North Nevada (Part the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

by Philip Feamside

"The faculty and administration

intend, at this point, for the stu-

dents to be completely free to

either accept or reject the proposed
CCA constitution. They have pre-

sented it to the students in the

spirit that either decision—accept-

ance or rejection — would be

equally good, and that if it is re-

jected they will make an effort to

draft some more acceptable docu-

ment for presentation to the

students," said Mr. Timothy Ful-

ler, assistant professor of political

science,

"I am sure they would take the
unofficial Colorado College Con-
gress proposal into consideration

if the present proposal is rejected

by the students, and they might or

might not approve it at that time.

If the students prefer the CCC
constitution to the CCA one, they
must first reject the CCA and then
await CUL approval of the CCC
alternative, as this is the standard
procedure in constitutional matters.
The issue at hand for the students
is the acceptance or rejection of
the proposed Colorado College As-
sociation constitution.

"The Colorado College Congress
would be different from the Colo-
i-ado College Association in that it

would have the power to veto de-

cisions of the president, and its

faculty members would be chosen
by vote rather than by appoint-
ment.

"I don't really feel that the
authoritarian implications in the
CCA are intended to hinder the
students in their responsibility for
college policy. Those of my col-

leagues I have talked to do not in-

tend for there to be any latent

authoritarianism, and the pro-
posal is of the sincerest kind.

"The consequences that would
come from accepting either of
these two forms of government
are impossible to foresee. It could
be that the CCA would serve to
limit the students, as some stu-
dents fear, and it could be that the
students would prove unworthy of
the responsibilities of the CCC . .

.

we don't know. I am basically not
pessimistic about students' ability
to assume the responsibilities im-
plied in either of these constitu-
tions.

"Both the official and un-official
proposals have as their goal the
idea of community and the partici-
pation of all three factions [fac-
ulty, students, and administration]
in making decisions. If the spirit
of the constitutions was held to,
the interests of any one of
the three factions would be
overridden.

"I am happy to see the new CCC
proposal, as this is evidence of a
good deal of student thought and
interest— much more than last
year. There is a positive value in
having students present debates
and arguments regarding interpre-
tations to be given to the proposed
constitution. The new proposal
shows that students are commit-
ting themselves to taking an in-
terest in, and thinking seriously
about, student government. I think
this is always good.
"Let me say this regarding the

proper limits of student power. A

college community obviously exists

first and foremost for the stu-

dents. One of its goals is to make
of them competent critics of the
community at large, and to make
them able to arrive at sound and
responsible decisions. I believe that
wherever possible the freedom of
students should be expanded. There
are obviously some provinces foi

which the students should natur-
ally assume responsibility— ruIe^
for their behavior and the like.

"On the other hand, people with
competence in educational matters
are necessary. Such policies as fac-
ulty salaries, academic curriculum,
etc., will always and should be han-
dled by the faculty and administra-
tion. All factions of the collego
community should be able to en-

operate in examining these mat-
ters, but the decisions must always
remain with the faculty and ad-
ministration.

"There are certain aspects ol

the college education which must
be undemoci'atic. Decisions must be
made against the view of the ma-
jority in light of long-range plan-
ning, or the college would be
unmanageable. I think it would be
naive to say that there are not re-

sponsibilities which rightly fall on
the faculty and administration.

"The idea of giving all power to

tlie students in effect denies the
philosophy of both of these con-
stitutions, which would bring to-

gether the three interests of the
community and have them cooper-
ate in a meaningful way.

"Since the ratification of this

constitution is a student decision at
this point, I don't want to put my-
self in the position of campaign in;^'

for one view or the other. This
would, in effect, deny my philoso-
phy of accepting the students as
ready and capable of making their
own decisions. Since I am com-
mitted to this idea, I won't make ;!

statement one way or the othei-,

and I don't think any other fac-
ulty member would either."

CC Debate Team

Wins at Kearney
The CC debate team of Barb

Keener and Janice Wright won
first place in Senior Division De-
bate at a tournament held FViday
and Saturday, November 4 and 5,

at Kearney State College in Kear-
ney, Nebraska. Barb Keemer also
took first place honoi-s in Extem-
poraneous Speaking.

Other CC teams attending the
tournament were: Linda Marshall
and Steve Methner, Trish Fisch-
bach and Marilyn Moon, and Bit!

Hyde and Al Sulzenfuss.

Fourteen colleges, representing
the states of Colorado, Wyoming,
Kansas, Nebraska, and South Da-
kota attended the tournament. The
national debate topic this year is:

"Resolved; That the United States
should substantially reduce its

foreign policy commitments." The
CC squad will travel to Boulder
this weekend for a tournament at
the University of Colorado.

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164
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Director McMillen Comments

"Rampant Production Problems" Prove

Challenge for Peer Gynt Company
By Jane Paolucci

'Peer Gynt is a play written in

Ibsen's expressionistic period. Peer
is symbolic of Norway. In another
sense, the play is the story of uni-
vevsal man faced with the pVob-
jems of man. This show has caused
as much controversy and disagree-
ment as any. The version we're do-
ing—Paul Green's translation —
was first presented in New York
in the 1950-51 season."
After making the previous state-

ment, Mr. McMillen was asked if

tliere were many production prob-
lems with Peer Gynt, His I'eply

was that "Production problems are
rampant. The tabulation of sounds
comes to a five page list. There
will be taped sounds and live

sounds—echoes, halloos, thunder,
drumbeats, birds . . . we are tax-
ing every facility of our magnifi-
cent new stage."

Sound effects are not the only
pi'oduction problem. Peer Gynt
contains 12 scenes, and 11 sets are
needed. "Mr. Hand has made an ef-
fort to design a set that leaves a
dark house for no longer than 30
seconds between scenes." Costum-
ing, headed by Mrs. Jean McMil-
len, also presents a problem. For
tlie cast of 50, 110 costumes are
needed.

Mr. McMillen commented on the
expressionistic character of the
play. "Inasmuch as it is a sym-
bolic play, we are ha\'i7ig, for ex-
ample, a symbolic orchestra. The
musicians weave across the stage
'playing' two-dimensional instru-
ments. We have shied clear of
realism."

The characters, besides just Peer
Gynt, are also symbolic. "The Troll

Choreographer Cornick

King represents the good and evil

in man's soul. And the Button
Molder is a symbol of the riddle
of life."

Mr. McMillen added with amuse-
ment that, "The cast seems to en-
joy the wedding scene, the Troll
scene, Anitra's scene and the in-

sane asylum scene the most.
This could be a commentary on

the student body—these scenes re-

present joy, ]asci\iousness and
non-conformity."

Dance Interpretations Complement

Characterizations in Peer Gynt

Phi Beta Kappa Lecture

By Gould Set for Tonight

Dr. Laurence M. Gould, Phi

Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar

and former president of Cai'le-

ton College, will present a lec-

ture on "Antarctica— Frontier

of International Science," Fri-

day, November 11, at 4 p.m. in

Olin 1. Dr. Gould is intemation-

ally known as an Antarctic geo-

logist and explorer.

by Jane Paolucci
Norman Cornick, dance instruc-

tor at CC, has undertaken the
choreography of Peer Gynt. Mr.
Cornick himself danced in a
production of Peer Gynt in 1946,
but this was with Grieg's music.
The music used for the CO produc-
tion is by a modern composer,
Saeverud. Says Mr. Cornick, "This
contemporary music — as opposed
to the romantic traditional music
of Grieg— gives the students a
harder time. We have no standard
meters to work with— much of
the music is in 5/4 meter."
Of the choreography itself, Mr.

Cornick says, "It's my own inter-
pretation. I try to go along with
the characterizations required in
the play. I am following Mr. Me-
Millen's direction of characteriza-
tion and symbolism in my dances."
One of Mr. Coi-nick's problems in

choreography is his restriction to
the capabilities of his dancers, who
;;';e all CC students. He said,
'Sometimes you don't really create
what you might want to "do." On
the other hand, however, he added,
'A lot of the dancing of the Troll
scene came from the students' im-
P'fivizations. These helped towards

the finislied product— I took some
of the things they did and put the
whole together."

Upon being asked about the na-
ture of the Troll dance, Mr. Cor-
nick replied. "It is done with an
animalistic nature in portraying
movements. It also has an antag-
onistic feeling—the Ti'olls' purpose
is to take Peer and kill him. The
dance must take on the hatred feel-
ing itself. In this Troll scene, we
are concerned with spatial pat-
terns and forms and being archi-
tecturally interesting from an
artistic or sculptural points of
view." Of the other two dance se-
quences, Mr. Cornick remarked
that "The wedding dance is basic-
aly a folk dance placed in a thea-
trical setting. Anitra's dance has an
Oriental feel — a basic, earthy,
primitive feel."

Selective Service Exams
The Selective Service Examina-

tion will be offered on the follow-
ing dates:

Nov. 18— 8:30 a.m.—
South Basement Cutler Hal!

Nov. 19— 8:30 a.m.

—

Cossitt

The Lucky Lady
Hove o beer and enjoy a real gay-gO's atmosphere

folk singers and piano players

Welcome anytime.

3.2 Budweiser and Coors on Tap Beer to Go

2727 North Nevada Avenue
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Most BriJJiant Gift

Giwe your love the gift of love, a
brilliant and beautiful Keepsake dra-
mond ring. No other gift means »3
much ... so choose your very per-
sonal style from our v/ide selection.

'J€UJ€LRy
113 EAST :;'.y

PIKESPEAie--''
Ave;

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
Youll discover college stmlenl supplies in
variety and abundance onhj 3« blocks soulli
of the campm - plentij of free parking.

S.fl|j^ii!S^V!i«M(iC;«3i4

fremptfAco
OFFICE SUPPLY

514 N. Teion 633-1721

PIZZA « MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Pemetk'j O TeJcH

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KESS

NOW OPENS THE

"t^HHex'

Monday and Wednesday Night Special
.

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name. Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

TCeepsalee *

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-pQge booklet, ''How To Plon Your Engagement
and Wedding" and new 12-poge (u\\ color lolder, botS for only 25c.
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

C»,_

Slol.-

KEEPSAKE DIAI^OND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK



Tigers Sweep Weekend Games

-i:d
STEVE ANDREWS, fullback on the CC soccer team, heads the ball toward the CU goal in last Saturday's
game. The Tigers won their third straight game.

As I See It . .

.

Seniors Key to Spirit
By Bob Hiester

To anyone who has been associated with or who has followed ath-
letics at Colorado College during the past few years, it is easy to see
a marked change in the 196G Tiger football team.

Began at end of "64 season
This change began at the end of the 1964 season when CC, who had

gone winless for their first seven games, faced Colorado School of Mines
in the last game of the year. The Tigers beat Mines and finished the
season with a 1-7 record, but going out with a win set the stage for the
next year.

In 1965 the Bengals won their first two games and then hit a streak
of bad breaks. They were able to win only one more game, but the seniors
of that squad left even more of that undefinable something that those
of the 19C4 squad left after the win over Mines.

The Tigers faced the 1966 season with a relatively inexperienced
interior line but with an attitude of "we'll learn!" After the first five
games, however. CC was 1-4 and looked toward a tough William Jewell
team which had been picked by Sports Illustrated to win their confer-
ence.

Tigers did not give up
But during the first half of the season the Tigers had demonstrated

the difference between this team and teams of previous years. CC was
in every game they played. At Mines, down 28-0 in the fourth quarter,
the Tigers battled to the end, hitting as if the game had just begun.
They did not give up.

At Liberty, Jewell was ahead 21-7 at half. The Cardinals had broken
three long scoring plays, and, to the spectators enjoying Jewell's home-
coming, there was no reason to suspect that the score might not be 42-7
at the end of the game.

Tigers jell

At half time, however, a phenomenon occuri-ed that happens to all
good football teams. The Tigers jelled as a squad. Colorado College had
been a good team all year, but the realization and determination that
defeat would not be accepted, a quality that makes winners out of good
teams, was the key to the Bengals' 28-21 come-from-behind victory over
William Jewell.

In their next game. Homecoming, CC did not play particularly good
football, but they nevertheless won. The mark of a good team is the
ability to win on an off-day.

Good start for '67

Thanks to the seniors on the squad, CC is off to a good start for the
1967 season. The seniors laid the groundwork, and instilled winning
spirit, and helped make the ItfCG Tigers a much better team than the
record books will ever show.

Tigers Win 53-0

End Season 4-4
By Pudge Heffelfinger

Colorado College finished the
1966 season with a resounding tri-

umph over Graceland College in

Lamoni, Iowa. The Tigers, who
seem to have found themselves in

the latter part of the season, won
their third consecutive game with
a strong team effort.

The football team got off the
train after an all night ride and
methodically "turned the yellow
jackets every way but loose." The
Tigers took the opening kickoff and
drove to an early touchdown on a
pass from Warner Reese to Steve
Mills. On Graceland's iirst play
from scrimmage, Bob Hiester nail-

ed the fullback causing a fumble
and the Tigers punched in another
score with Reeser scoring. Colo-
rado College continued their effec-

tive balanced attack with Jones
scoring twice on a run and a pass
from Reeser, Jankowski on a pass,
and Stapp, Higgins and Bernard on
long scampers. The running game
was featured by crisp down field

blocking. On Stapp's scoring i-un

his run was completely cleared by
tackles Dennis Malone and Carl
Jordan. Paul Bernard turned in a
great effort on his 37 yard scoring

run as he broke five tackles as he

went down the sidelines for the fi-

nal score. Jim Garcia added four

extra points while Lex Towns
came in and kicked one extra point

before "chocking" on the final at-

tempt.

Soccer Team Wins;
Next Stop at AFA

By Doc Orcult

Bonney Park was where the ac-
tion was last Saturday afternoon
as CC posted its third straight
soccer victory by outlasting the CU
EuiFalos. It was a knock-down,
drag-out affair and when the
dust settled (which didn't take
very long) the score was CC-2,
CU-1.
The first period started off with

a good display of defensive play
as CU took the ball into CC ter-
ritory but could not get even one
shot at the goal. Later in the per-
iod, however, CU moved out of
their territory past a CC team
A\liich seemed to be just realizing
tliat they were on the field. A hard
shot was stopped by a good save
by Clayberg. Unable to nab the ball

at once, he went after it and got a
hand on it but was punched into
the nets before he could gain full

possession.

The second quarter was the big
period for the Tigers. A little dis-

tracted by having been scored upon
first, they now roused up to take
the play to CU's end of the field

and, for the most part, keep it

there. A throw-in by Ned Pike
deep in CU territory set up the
first score. Eliot Field reached up
to head the ball into the nets but
it sailed over his head and took
the big bounce, where it was re-

covered by Pete Morse who headed
it off the first bounce into the top
left corner of the goal to tie the
score.

It looked like Pete was going to
score again shortly thereafter,
when he took the ball in past the
CU defense with only the goalie,
who was now charging out towards
Pete to put the ball past. Pete shot
and fortune smiled upon CU as the
goal tender, not close enough to
the goal to be able to judge the ball
well and not close enough to Pete
to be able to stop him from shoot-

ing, haphazardly 5tuck up his knep
and tlie ball rebounded off it to a
CU defenseman.

What a Shot
Pete was determined to score

again this period, however, and no-
body was going to stop him. When
play came down into the CU end
of the field again, Pete put his de-
termination into action. Taking the
ball which was passed back from
a man farther down-field. Pete was
clear for a 25-yard shot. He cockeif
his atomic foot and smashed the
ball into the bottom left corner of
the goal to complete the scoring.

The tiiird quarter passed almost
without incident and there was lit-

tle action on the field until the final

period. In the fourth quarter, a
few yawns were stifled by a good
(if erratic) effort on the part of
the defense to prevent a CU free
kick, taken just outside the penal-
ty area, from becoming a score.
Goalie Clayberg did his part to

maintain the victorious lead by two
leaping saves. His control of the
ball whenever he was near it pre-
vented any further undue action in

his end of the field.

Some of the confused and leth-

argic play of the second half may
be attributed to the confused and
bumbling refereeing. A pre-game
example of how things were to go
was a befuddled official who had to

be reminded by the timekeeper ami
a CC prof, on the substitution
rules.

Tliis Sunday the Tigers go up tv

the Academy to play the "cadets."
If CC wins this one it may mean
a chance to go to the nationals.
Air Force plays a fast game of
long, booming passes as opposed
to the Tigers more controlled and
paced method of play. So come on
out to Zoomsville and watch what
could be one of the most exciting,
tension packed games of the year.
This Sunday, Nov. 13 at 1:30 p.m.

PETER MORSE GOES UP after +he b.
by beat.ng CU, 2-1. have a chance for the nationals if they beat Air Force this Sunday,

.1, in ,0. of ,he, ,oal in ..ce. action ,a. Sat.da, The Ti,e., ^^^^^ ^t^f^.^t^^^l^.J^-I/^^^, t:!:^
^^^^ ^'^ ^^

Broadmoor.
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AWS Open Meeting: An Impassioned Analysis
by Gary A. Knight

Beginning in confusion and not
enrling in concensus, the AWS
meeting of Thursday evening. No-
vember 3, precipitated more con-

flicts than it originally was to con-
sider, and finally obscured the ori-

ginal issue. The question before
the AWS Legislative Board was
;in addition of a clause to the wo-
men's dorm system : the clause
states "Any person who spontan-
eously obsen^es an infraction of
the dorm rules can report it to the
|)resident or a student advisor."
Tliis proposal especially applies to

night matrons.

What seemed a simple issue ex-
ploded into hysteria due to the ap-
pearance and effect around campus
of several bogus posters advertis-

ing the meeting- and inviting men
students to attend. One sign beck-
oned: "1984 at CC in 1966? Keep
tlie honor system at CC. Attend
AWS Legislative Board meeting
tonight."

Both men and women students,
inflamed over the proposal,
planned to attend; at least one man
was given permission to attend ,by

a woman on the Legislative Board
itself. This reporter was invited to
tlie meeting on Wednesday morn-
ing. November 2, by Miss Metzger.

Invitations Withdrawn
By the eve of November 2, how-

evei-. things had changed consider-
ably; Miss Metzger withdrew all

invitations to men. Her reason for
the change was that since the
meeting would be the first open
meeting of the year only girls
sJiould attend. Miss Metzger said
she planned to hold an open meet-
ing including interested boys the
following week.

The word, however, did not get
out to most of the men, and the
word that did get out angered men
students as well as the women who
invited them. Five minutes before
the time the meeting was scheduled
to begin, thirty-plus men and their
female friends had gathered on
the steps leading down to Loomis
Recreation Room, where the meet-
ing was to be held.

Male Reporters Excluded

This reporter arrived and was
informed by Miss Metzger that
not only were males excluded from
the meeting but also male report-
ers were excluded. Believing Miss
Metzger owed an explanation to
the men, this reporter told all the
men that "Karen said to come on
down."

Miss Metzger stated to the as-
sembled coeducational group that
the meeting would end at 6:30 p.m.
if the men remained; Mr. Kauff-
man was on hand to aid in expe-
diting the exodus. As Miss Cheryl
Layton, a senior present at the
meeting, stated: "It was so obvious
what he was there for—to throw
the boys out." Miss Metzger also
stated that any reporting that was
needed could be done by a female
and in no uncertain terms told this
i-eporter; "You cannot stay." Miss
I^Ietzger again promised to hold a
meeting with all the men during

the following week; she refused,
however, to ask the women present
if they desired the men to remain.

Dui-ing the ensuing confusion,
while the men were filtering slowly
out of the room. Miss Moon, Dean
of Women, arrived. This reporter
approached Miss Moon and asked
her to discuss the situation upstairs
in Loomis Lounge; Miss Moon as-
sented. What followed was a can-
did conversation during which Miss
Moon accepted full responsibility
for restricting the meeting to girls
only.

On-the-scene Women Reporters
Meanwhile, the meeting was in

progress. The following report is

culled from information recorded
by on-the-scene women reporters.

After taking care of first busi-
ness, Miss Metzger stated the prob-
lem. Loomis was in "quite a state
of disarray, especially on week-
ends." The outside doors were be-
ing opened often after hours on
weekend nights. One night doors
were opened 12 times between
2:30 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. Further,
women were returning up to one
to two hours late and were not
signing green slips. Under the
present system, no action may be
taken even if the names of these
women are known.

Discussion ensued; Miss Metzger
ruled that many women's com-
ments were irrelevant. This parti-
cular problem, and not its causes,

Dean Christine S. Moon

was to he discussed. Women sign
out for two reasons: first, it is col-

lege policy; second, parents expect
it.

Political Maneuver

At the end of the meeting, the
question was raised by several
women about the next meeting,
promised to be with the men. Miss
Metzger stated: "You know, that
was just a political maneuver to

get the men out." Pressed on the
issue, Miss Metzger allowed a
compromise. One man may attend
as a representative of a group to
present a proposal, there cannot
be duplication in proposals, and all

proposals must be presented at the
door. This meeting, held Novem-
ber 10, occurred too late to make
publication deadline for this issue
of The Tiger.

Reactions Vary
Reactions about the all-women

meeting were varied: Wink Davis.
MRHA presidential aspirant and
one of the men expelled, said: "I
feel it is irresponsible for an
elected officer not to poll the
women present to see if they
wanted the men to remain. I feel
her (Miss Metzger's) irrational
loss of temper is detrimental to her
position,"

Sonia Margolin stated, "I felt
the meeting was valuable because
there was a gi-eater degree of com-
munication between legislative
board and students at large. It

.^"

Karen Metzger

helped more people understand tlie

problem as it is vatliev tfian as it
was rumored."

Junior Vicky Gits believed "tlie
meeting: was not so much to dis-
cuss the alternatives to the pro-
posal but to drum up support for

Senior Kris Williamson posited;
"Phrased in terms which inflamed
the hearts of sheltered CC coeds,
the proposal had little to do with
safety—g-irls will begin to stay out
all night rather than come in in
the middle of the night."

And junior Katey Harris: "They
were not willing to consider the
cause of the girls breaking the
rules, and that is the reason many
of the girls' points were ruled ir-

relevant. But if so many girls are
breaking the rules, enough for ac-
tion to be taken, then perhaps
there is something wrong with the
i-ules and not with the girls."

Traffic Gommiftee

To Conduct Hearing

The Colorado College Traffic

Committee wilt hold a Traffic

Hearing, Tuesday, November
15, 1966, at 7 p.m., in room 205

Rastall Center. All students

wishing to appeal traffic tickets

are requested to be as prompt

as possible.

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

1 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

THE SLICKEST, SWINGIN'EST CON-MAN
WHO EVER TOOK THE WORLD FOR A RIDE!

COLUMBUPICIWES

jflmcs lOBURn

-*EIIRY-GD-R0II«L

NE- ROBERT WEBBER
TECHNICOLOR — At 1:00, 3:07, 5:14, 7:21, 9:28— Now Showing— CHIEF THEATRE—

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

10% Discount Cash and Carry

ll7l/jE,

Cache La

Poudre

The Penonal Touch!

^nglisli leather'
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...the AU-PURPOSE MEN'S LOTION. $2.00. $3.50, $5.50... the BATH SOAP, $3.00-^

...the ALL-PURPOSE SPRAY LOTION. $5.00 (refill $2,00)... the SHOWER SOAP
' ON A CORD. $2. 00... the SHAVING CREAM, $2.00... the PRESHAVE LOTION. $1.50 '.'-

... the ALL-PURPOSE POWDER, $1 SO , . the AEROSOL DEODORANT, $1 .50

:..theDEODORANTSTICK, $1,00.. .the HAIR DRESSING, $1.50.. .the gift set ofALL-PURPOSE
LOTfON and AE:R0S0L DEODORANT; $3.50. ..oth^r GIFT SETS from $3.00 to $10.00 J



Lt. Col. Langley Discusses Communism in SE Asia
By Fred Freeman

Lt Col. Warren G. Langley, re-

cently appointed professor of mili-

tarj' science at Colorado College,

has just returned from Thailand
where he was the senior infantry

and airborne advisor to the Royal
Thai Army Infantry Center. Col.

Langley, a graduate of the Uni-
vei-sity of Maryland and the OCS
at Ft. Benning, Ga., has taken part
in the New Guinea, South Philip-

pines, and Luzon Campaigns dur-

ing WW n. He has served with the

3rd Infantry Div. in Korea, and
with the 8th Inf. Div. in Europe.
A graduate of the Command and
General Staff College in Kansas,
Col, Langley has also served as
executive officer of the U. S.

Army Research Office in Wash-
ington, D.C. He holds the Bronze
Star Medal with oak leaf cluster,

and has been awarded the Aniiy
Commendation Medal with two oak
leaf clusters.

Col. Langley believes that com-

munism is the major threat to the
peace and prosperity of SE Asia.

He states that "the leadership for
communist adventures in SE Asia
comes directly from Communist
China." He elaborates: "so called

'liberation' movements have been
set up in Communist China for
most countries in SE Asia, and
these" he states "are controlled by
the state Communist Party in Red
China.

"Royal Thai Army officers, for
example, have become increasingly

concerned with communist activ-

ity in Thailand. The government
has set up a communist suppres-
sion headquarters in NE Thailand
and active military operations
have begun. Documentary evidence
leaves no doubt that training,

leadership, weapons, ammunition,
and money are all being actively

donated l>y the Chinese Commu-
nists. The leaders of this partic-

ular insurgency are Thai nationals
who have been trained in China.
There has been some evidence that

suggests the actual presence of
Red Chinese advisors in Thailand.
"The main source of intelligence

comes from captured documents,
equipment, and insurgents, which
along with the increasing num-
bers of communist defectors, def-
initely links this insurgency,
which is being conducted in a pre-
dominantly Buddhist area, with
another uprising in southern Thai-
land, which is basically Malay and
Muslim. Although these groups
have no cultural or ethnic rela-

tionship, both of these uprisings
are being actively supported by the
Communist Chinese.

"The tactics used in Thailand are
the same as are being used by
communists throughout SE Asia.
They will move into a village and,
by use of 'gangster tactics,' erad-
icate opposition and destroy all

symbols of authority in an attempt
to bring about a state of utter
chaos. This destruction of author-
ity usually takes the form of kid-
napping, torturing, or killing vil-

lage intellectuals and leaders and
often their families. Along with
the destruction of communications
and roads or bridges, these tactics

are designed to cut the village off
from the government, and thus
leave the path of the communist
indoctrination teams clear of re-

sistance. If this chaos can be
brought to a national level, the

Activities in Space Science Explained by Anderson
By Mike Egger

Dr. Kinsey A. Anderson from
the University of California at
Berkeley lectured in Olin 1 Mon-
day, November 7, on the ways we
have of learning about the sun,

planets, far-away galaxies, and
other astronomical subjects. The
telescope was the earliest sophisti-

cated means, and it is still used
to a great extent today especially

when used in conjunction with
photographic equipment. Tliis me-
thod can tell us the shapes of ob-

jects, their color, polorization of

the light and how much light they
emit. For instance we know that

most galaxies are pancaked spirals.

After the Second World War ra-

dio telescopes came into use. From
these we can learn size, usually

distance from the earth, and the

amounts of energy in a star or dis-

tant galaxie. Radio telescopes are

also very useful in studying mag-
netic fields both of and removed
from stars and galaxies. There are

large dust clouds in the universe

that cannot be seen and cannot be

detected unless they are in the

light path of a galaxy to the earth.

Radio telescopes have found that

these dust clouds sometimes have
tremendous electromagnetic fields.

These electromagnetic fields in

part account for another phenome-
non; a tremendous speeding up of

particles, usually hydrogen, hel-

ium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and
iron atoms, obsei-ved in all parts of

the universe.

Enormous numbers of atoms are
flowing away from the sun because
of the tremendous heat generated
at its surface. When particles such
as these near the earth at tremen-
dous speeds, they are deflected,

some at 180 degrees, by the mag^
netic field. This of course distorts
the magnetic field lines, and causes
among other things the Van Allen
radiation belt. To study thia pro-
cess scientists once used helium
balloons to carry lightweight data
collecting equipment above the at-
mosphere for at most two or three
days; later came small rockets
which had a very short performing
life. Today, of course, satellites

with very sopliisticated equipment,
a long life, and a potentially very
large area of study do the greatest
work in this area.

Interestingly enough the Van
Allen Belt is not of great impor-
tance to astronauts as is its effect

is not large and is predictable.
The largest danger, especially in

lunar and interplanetai'y probes, is

solar radiation which is totally un-
predictable from day to day.

Four-Course System

L+. Col. Warren G. Langley

communist theorist believes that
his clearly defined objective and
strict discipline will pennit com-
munist take-over of that country.
In Thailand in particular, malaria
control teams, rural development
advisors, and agricultural advisors
have been threatened, kidnapped,
or murdered in order to attempt
an extension of this chaotic state."

Col. Langley further adds: "the
presence of U.S. combat units in

South Vietnam will be the deciding-

factor in the conti'ol of this com-
munist activity. If current progress
in South Vietnam continues, the
Thais will be able to handle the
job by themselves. They are a
proud people and want to solve the
insurgency p'l-oblem in their ovrt\

way. They are, in fact, doing very
well on their own right now.
Since American combat troops
have been introduced into South
Vietnam, the tide has turned
against the communists. The com-
munists, by concentrating their ef-

forts in South Vietnam, are unablf
to apply full strength to efforts
in Thailand.

"Thai military personnel hav.-
stated that without the moral and
material assistance of the Unite<l
States, their country would cer-
tainly fall into communist hands,
and they would have stood little

chance of holding out against Red
Chinese domination.

"We must be very, very careful
of any form of concession to the
communists, because it will be in-

terpreted by the communists as a

sign of weakness and proof of com-
munist invincibility. The best way
to get the communists to the con-

ference table is to convince them
that they cannot accomplish theu'

goals by force. If they are being
badly hurt militarily, and time is

running against them, they will

quickly go to the conference table

and attempt to settle 'peacefulh-,'

only to resort to force again when
the time is appropriate.

"If we are unwilling to driiw

the line in SE Asia, will we be

able to draw it at Hawaii? Cali-

fornia? the Mississippi?"

ARE YOU A
UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITABIAN CHUBCH

730 North Tejon

634-2093

(Conlinucd from pagu one)

There were three real advan-
tages Dean Curran stated about
the program. 1) "A student nor-
mally has only four things going
at a time; it is probably easier to
concentrate and to do a good job
on four things than on five. There
is less shifting from one type of
thinking to another.

2) "The courses on the average
are a little larger or a little more
thorough than they are now. Con-
sequently, the student can be ex-

pected to do fewer things but to

do them a little more deeply."

3) "The four-course program is

a little neater and trimmer with
gi'eater uniformity among courses,
credits, amount of work expected
and so on."

Also there is the fringe benefit
"of a shift from Saturday classes."

He added, "likewise there's a fight-
ing chance that it would prove
possible to institute such a pro-
gram, but we're not at all sure
because of the "block of time
concept." The two reasons against
it are adequate classroom space
and possible conflict in courses, he
said.

"The only disadvantage I can
see," Curran continued, "and you
might as well recognize the facts,
students will take a smaller num-
ber of courses so their ability to
sample different areas is reduced
. . . The loss of choice and flexi-
bility is an integral part of the
four-course program. You must de-
cide whether you like the neatness
of the arrangement or whether you
prefer the greater variety."

In closing our intei-view Dean
Curran expressed his hope "that

The Tiger will get into the hands
of the Academic Program Com-
mittee any student reactions so the
faculty will know when they vote."
He said "the administration is anx-
ious for the faculty and students
to take a look at the proposal. The
final decision will technically be
made in faculty meeting. There is

no pressure on anyone, but we want
to get as many facts as possible."
Finally, Dean Cuiran made it clear
that "the four-course plan isn't
something so earth-shaking for CC
that anyone need to get impas-
sioned about it either way."

Campbell's Opinion

(Continaed from page two)

If Bob's comment about the
trustees is representative of the
degree of responsibility of the stu-

dent body, then it is no wonder
that many students and faculty, in-

cluding myself, cannot honestly
support a community govenunent
that would give students and fac-
ulty a veto power over the presi-
dent of the college. Before the
FSAC tries to cut off my head for
supporting the authority of the ad-
ministration and trustees, let me
remind them that I have often
criticized the administration's ac-
tion or lack of it. But, the present
student government endorsed by
CUL is a great improvement over
ASCC, and should be a highly
workable and effective insti-ument
in getting problems solved. It will
be an "empty gesture" only if it

is composed of iiTesponsible peo-
ple.

Respectfully,

Bill Campbell

Wincheirs Donul House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

^utk'j O^eH
Fine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Hathau>aif,i

Imported Pipes

(

127 NORTH TEJON

Imported Tobaccos
9S

PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroit from th» Campui

827 North Tejon

J
s

Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUMI

ior the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

Telephone 632-58463005 North Nevada Avenue

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP , . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

SI.25
Ouf famous Cellar available for large fraternity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!
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Kickers to Meet St. Louis
By Doc Oi-ciiU

"Congratulations. Colorado College has been sel-
ected as the far west at large team in NCAA playoff
Fust regional game will be Noveniber 20tli" at
Colorado Springs versus St. Louis University
Please make arTangements in your area."

This telegram was sent to 'Colorado College by
I\Ir. Bob Di Grazzia, chairman of the far west selec-
tion committee for the NCAA touranment.

This Sunday, November 20, at 1:30 p. m Colo-
rado College will play the University of St. Louis
at Washburn Field. The winner of this game will
go to Berkeley, California, for further tournament
play. Because of an NCAA ruling, a minimum ad-
mission charge of 51.00 must be paid by all spec-
tators, even by the students of the schools partici-
pating. All proceeds go to the NCAA to promote
the sport of snccer on the collegiate level.

Horst Richardson took over the position of bead
coach this year from Bill Boddington, although Mr.
Boddinirton staved nn n= freshman coach and chief

CC HALFBACK STEVE "WHO, ME?" ANDREWS launches the shot
that scored the winning goal in the triumph over Air Force last Sunday.
For story and pictures see page four.

tK

lighter for the cause of soccer. Mr, Hichai-dsoii led
CC to a league record of four wins and one loss by
Noveniber 0.

. J^''"}
""''I ^'"s received that because DU used

ineligible players this season, it was ineligible for
louTnament play. It was now a two team contest
and CC s victory over Air Force gave it the league
championship bid and the NCAA bid. Mr. Bodding-
ton s reaction was, "Great, thafs all. It's just
great!

'
Mr. Richai-dson was able to ehibornte Hewas thrilled with just more than having a winning

team; he was floored by the amount of administra-
tive and student support this year, and is counting on
continued support this Sunday, "to fire on the
team. It coulil be a deciding factor in making or
breaking the game. It certainly was at Air Force
Academy. By the end of the game the Air Acad-
emy players were completely demoralized by the
number and support of our fans at the gnnii' and
It certainly showcl in their idayiiig."

e 0*0T»
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Peer Gynt- Today and Tomorrow
Colorado College

Pt-HT Gynt, the first dramatic
l)ioduction on the Armstrong
stage, will be presented by the
Colorado College Players in per-
formances tonight and tomon-ow
at 8:20 p. m. The play, Paul
Green's American version of Hen-
I'ik Ibsen's celebrated drama, is

iliiected by Professor William E.
MciWiUen.

Peer Gynt is an expressionistic
play; it is a symbolic play; it is

a play to which many interpreta-
tions may be g:iven. Peer Gynt
could be explained as the expres-
sion of a man's search for the
meaning of his life. Confronting
decisions and danger through var-
ious excursions in fact and fancy,
Peer always "remains true to his
Gyntian self." However, with re-
ligious and moral crises. Peer's
problem remains to gi-asp the true
identity of his soul and his pur-

pose in life. Peer's adwiitures span

40 years and are spread between

heaven and hell from Norway to

North Afi'ica.

Technically, this production of
Peer Gynt is the most ambitious
project ever handled by the CC
drama group. Intricate, fast-paced
lighting, sound effects, and scene
changes have challenged back-
stage crews headed by David Hale
Hand. Eleven stage sets will move
into play leaving a "dark house"
for no longer than 30 seconds
between scenes. Research and con-
struction of the production's 110
elaborate costumes has taken place
under the directi-on of Mrs. Jean
McMillen. The play's choreography
has been handled by Norman Cor-
nick. Of the choreography itself,

Mr. Cornick says, "It's my oum in-

terpretation. I try to go along with

Humanistic Existentialism

To Be Discussed by Barnes
Miss Hazel Barnes, chairman of

the Department of Classics at the
University of Colorado will speak
on "Existentialism and Human Re-
lations" Monday, November 21. at
8:30 p. m. in Olin 1. Miss Barnes
lias translated Jean-Paul Sartre's
Being and Non-Being, as well as
the introduction to Sartre's Grit-
I'liie of Dialetical Reason. She is

CC Orchestra

To Present

Fall Concert
Organized a year ago by Charles

W. Warren and currently under
his direction, the Colorado College
L'ommunity Orchestra will present
'ts fall concert next Tuesday eve-
|i"ig. November 22, at 8:15'p. m.
Ill Armstrong Hall.
The 45 piece orchestra will play

J^eethoven's "Symphony No. 1,"
W. P. Each's "Sonfonia for Two
^l*ites and Strings," an English
^^\k Song Suite by Vaughn-
Williams, and "Introduction and
Allegro" by Nicolai Berezowsky.

flans are also currently under
^^'ay for a second concert later in
the year.

All faculty and students are en-
couraged to attend the concert.
^here is no admission charge.

the author of Humanistic Existent-
ialism, The Literature of Possi-
bility.

Miss Barnes defines "human-
istic existentialism" as the belief

"that every man is free, but most
men, fearing the consequences and
the responsibilities of freedom, re-

fuse to acknowledge its presence
in themselves and would deny it

to others." Miss Barnes sees this

as a direct contradiction of mod-
em psychologies and the litera-

ture they have influenced, which
dictates that "men cherish the il-

lusion of freedom while being in

fact determined by heredity, by
environment and by early child-

hood experiences." According to

Miss Barnes the change from the
traditional view to the existential
view can only be accomplished by
"a reorientation of all human val-
ues" and "a reappraisal of the hu-
man situation."

She considers Jean-Paul Sartre,
Simone de Beauvior, and Albert
Camus to be the leading prophets
of "humanistic existentialism."
In their works she finds "fict-

tional men and women whose acts
are consistent with a psychology
based on freedom and who, taken
all together, provide a comprehen-
sive picture of man's attempts to
live significantly in a world in

which he can find no god nor any
over-all, more than human mean-

time charactei-izations requiretl in

the play. I am following Mr. Mc-
Millen's direction of characteriza-

tion and symbolism in my dances."

The music used will be tapes of

the traditional Grieg background

as well as some of the moie recent

music by the Norwegian composer

Saeverud. For a 1047 production,

Saeverud wrote ttie Peer Gynt
Suite because the director "wanted

a de-romanticized music, something

more in concoi-d with the harsh

spirit of Ibsen."

Along with the music, there is a

variety of live sound—rising and

fading wind, heart beats, crowd

noises, echoes, dewdrops and fall-

ing leaves.

There are 50 members in the

Peer Gynt cast. Keith Cunningham
is featured as the loveable rogue,

Peer Gynt. Other major roles are

portrayed by Gayle Heckel, Robert
Scott, Ellen Riorden, and Chris-

topher C. Gibbs.

Tickets for this exciting and in-

triguing production are available

at the Rastall Center Desk. Ad-
mission is free with the presenta-

tion of an activity card.

ONE OF THE SCENES from the second act of PEER GYNfltarrlng
Keith Cunningham. The play will be presented tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:20 In Armstrong Hall.

Girls' Dorm System Reviewed in AWS Open Meeting
By Dave Hull

Loomis has had a considerable

problem this year with violations

of the rules on girls' hours. Under
the present honor system, a girl

is supposed to turn herself in by
signing a "green slip." For the

most part this is not being done.

Karen Metzger, president of AWS,
estimated that 25'/f of the upper-

class girls aie habitual offenders

and that over 50% are occasional

offenders. Certain unidentified

members of the administration
were said to be rather annoyed by
this situation and it was felt that
if AWS did not do something, the
administration would.

This problem was discussed at
the AWS Legislative Board meet-
ing last Thursday, November 10.

About 10 boys were present and
were allowed to participate freely
in the discussion. A motion to allow
night matrons to report a girl to

the dorm president, counselor or
student advisor for coming in late

was already before the AWS. Some
supported this measure because

they thought it was the only way
to preserve the honor sy.steni.

Other girls argued that as soon
as one introduces enforcement by
night matrons, one no longer has
a real honor system. Some thought
that in any case dormitory life

was a poor area in which to have
an honor system. Melanie Blas-

kower proposed that in order to

avoid the inherent hypocrisy the
AWS should abandon the honor
system entii-ely. She thought it

was wi-ong to invoke honor in sup-
port of rules which a great num-
ber of girls do not think it is a
matter of personal honor to obey.

Up to this point the discussion

had centered around various meth-
ods for enforcing present rules on
hours. Tom Zetterstrom felt that
there was a basic problem which
could only be solved by a liberal-

ization of the rules themselves. He
proposed that the present hours be
accepted as the minimum amount
of freedom to which a girl is en-
titled and that beyond that the
parents should decide. The parents

of each girl would be given a de-

tailed foim in wliich they couH
prescribe how much additional

freedom their daughter could have.

By this method some girls would

have no lestrictions at all.

Doubts were expressed that this

system could be feasibly enforced.

It wag pointed out that those girls

with strict parents would resent

staying in while their friends

would do as they pleased. Never-
theless, the idea generated a con-

siderable amount of enthusiasm.
Supporters claimed that the par-

ents were in a much better position

than the school to judge the le-

sponsibility of their own daugh-
ter. This would also be a way of
liberalizing the mles without scar-

ing anyone's mother. Miss Rob-
ei-ts, the Assistant Dean of Wo-
men, said she personally thought
the idea was philosophically sound
but that it might be difficult to

administer. Tom promised to try

to come up with a workable system
of enforcement and to resubmit
his proposal.



THIS SIGN, used every Wednesday afternoon for the Viet Nam Vigil,

and stored in the Tiger Office, was sliced to pieces sometime Saturday
evening, November 12, between 5 and 6:30 p.m. The act was com-
pletely anonymous. No evidence to the identity of the individual or
individuals has been found. The sign reads: "TO PROTEST AND EX-
PRESS OUR CONCERN about Americans killing and being killed in

Viet Nam, we observe a Silent Vigil until there is PEACE IN VIETNAM."

An Apology
By Vic I'roulx

Tiiis is an apology. Before I for-
mjiUy apologize perhaps it would
be fittiiig to explain why and to
whom I apologize. It seems that I

have inconvenienced some people
by expressing a concern I have.
The people I inconvenienced were
Americans and in the time Ameri-
can tradition they retaliated by
destroying my means of expres-
sion. They were too modest to sign
their work so I am not sure who
they are. However, I am sure they
represent the majority of the
American people; it is just that
they are a very brave faction will-

ing to take action.

So it is to a majority of Ameri-
cans that this work is addressed.
Basically the majority and I dis-

agree on one thing: I think this
Union should be a democracy; that
is the last thing the majority
wants. I realize full well that the
time will never come when any
group of humans will for any
length of time, be able to abide by
the Bill of Rights (I include my-
self in "any group"). But I see
immense value in striving for this
impossible ideal. Why I believe in
this value would be hard to ex-
plain, particularly to people like
Col. Langley. I can only say that
I was taught this by a President
who believed so strongly in the
democratic ideal that he rallied the
"inert" American student and for a
few years we worked in force for
a democracy. There is another
-American tradition made to handle
such Presidents, and quite natur-
ally they blew his brains out on
an American street. The American
student was left alone surrounded
by his enemies. Hence it is safer
and of more value to take a trip
on grass than to take a trip to
Mississippi. And if the American
Negro wants freedom now he had
better get a gun because his free-
dom time table is still being calcu-
lated in hundred year periods by
people like -Daddy" and the
majority.

Since we lost our leadership the

student has done little toward
working for a better democracy.

We have just tried to keep alive

what freedoms still exist. Though
I can still state what I believe, I

am on dangerous ground. The ma-
jority can destroy my means of
expression without the slightest in-
terference or punishment. They
could probably destroy me without
worrying too much.

At any rate I apologize. I forced
the majority to work a little: they
had to destroy my sign. In a de-
mocracy it would have been worse,
because in a democracy the major-
ity has many rights but one obli-
gation: the majority must at all
costs protect the right of the mi-
nority. Also in a democracy one
must think. Not so in the United
States. Col. Langley can go on be-
lieving the Viet Cong are capable
of swimming fully armed, from
South Viet Nam to Hawaii to infil-
trate. Nothing requires him to
think about it. Since some students
do harass liim a bit with facts per-
haps he would be much happier in
a total dictatorship, where every-
one "believes" the government. A
few of us do think about it. And
in the last year we at home,
through demonstrations and other
actions, have done more to "defend
democracy" than the U.S. Army
has done in the last 15 years. (I
have a hope that our American
contemporaries have not died in
vain in Viet Nam, but that does
not belong in an apology.) We
shall not long succeed in defending
democracy unless there is a revo-
lution, for the majority is too
great and too blind. I don't see a
revolution in sight without leader-
ship, so I am still in a powerless
minority. And again I apologize
profusely for the inconvenience be-
cause it has all been in vain. As
soon as I am able, I will leave this
country and you will never have to
read a sign or think again.

— Vic Proulx

«^ Vietnam Vigils

Express Concern

On US involvement
By Jim White

The Vietnam Vigil, held every
Wednesday from 12:00-12:30, ex-
presses sympathy and concern
about the continuing U.S. involve-
ment in the war. The participants
are mainly composed of Free Stu-
dent Action Committee's Vietnam
Committee and C.U. Extension's
chapter of the Student Peace Un-
ion. In recent vigils, more and more
unaffiliated persons have joined in

the expression. This act does not
mean that they have joined »

F.S.A.C. -or S.P.U. It simply means
that they too are concerned about
the war and its continuation.

It would seem that the vigil is

more than slightly out of place on
a small liberal arts campus; at
least this seems to bo the con-
sensus. The problem with this
conception is that it views the vigil
as a demonstration, and, thus, im-
plies that it is supposed to have
some cataelj-mic effect on the
world. The only effects the vigil
is designed to have are those of
an outlet for expression and stim-
ulation.

The vigil gives sympathetic and
disturbed individuals a place and
time to express this rather frus-
trating concern. Frustrating it is!

It is quite difficult to vehemently
disagree with a governmental pol-
icy and yet have no means avail-
able by which you may be instru-
mental in changing the policy.
Although the vigil does not claim
to change govemment policy, it

will affect some people to discuss
and ponder the issue. Even such
a reward reduces some of the
fi-ustration inherent in just sitting.

The vigil is also designed to
stimulate discussion among per-
sons not necessarily involved with
the participants and to stimulate
people to express their views, pro
or con, to the vigil group. Such
open discussion is certainly a-
propos of a small liberal arts col-
lege.

Letters to the Editor

Admittedly, the vigils have not
succeedetl in creating a great deal
of open discussion around the flag-
pole on Wednesdays. The fault
seems to be in two areas. The first
area is that the sign and the par-
ticipants failed to make it clear
that members of the group would
discuss the subject anytime dui-ing
or after the vigil. The second is
that dissenting individuals appear
to be reticent in openly expressing
their views on the subject.

USSR Travel Group
To Meet in Palmer

All persons interested in fonning
an unofficial travel group to visit
the Soviet Union next year are in-
vited to meet in Palmer Hall, Room
122, today (Friday) at 4:00 pm

4 Course System
To the Editor:

This letter is being written be-
cause I am unable to attend the
open meeting on the four course
system.

The prospect of being subjected
to such a system is appalling. As
one of my senior friends expressed
it, this is a liberal arts college;
anyone who wants a very special-
ized education belongs at a univer-
sity. If we sacrifice breadth of
education for a necessarily slight
gain in depth, it seems to me that
we will defeat our own purpose

—

the preparation of liberally edu-
cated, perceptive human beings
rather than shori-sighted special-
ists.

Before this system becomes a
reality, I hope that the students
will be given an opportunity to
vote upon its adoption and upon
whom it will affect. The college
has the right to choose any type
of academic system, but we who
have come here for a liberal arts
education should certainly be per-
mitted to decide whether or not
we care to sacrifice it to what
Dean Curran refei-s to as "the
neatness of the arrangement."

Sincerely,

Patricia Perry

Turks Suffering

"fhe Ti^e^
NEWS EDITOR

JERRV HANCOCK

FEATURE EDITOR
PAM BROWN

MANAGING EDITOR
CONNIE COOPER
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To the Editor:

As chairman of ASATPRC, Col-

orado Springs chapter, I strongly

protest for letting a Greek express
the most fanatically inspired "ra-

tionalism" on the Cyprus Question.

The Turkish minority has suffered

enough discrimination and ill-

treatment at the hands of the ag-

gressive and ruthless Greeks. The
Tiger, having opened its columns
to such invective wi-iting, has con-
tributed more to the suffering of

the humiliated Turkish minority in

Cyprus.

We will not forget to realize that
The Tiger has joined the conspiracy
to extinct the rights of the Turkisii
people in Cypms and we shall
react against this inhumane act by
placing The Tiger on our BLACK
LIST!

Hussein Hikmet the Turk
for ASATPRC (American Society
for the Advancement of the Turk-
ish People's Rights in Cypnis)

A Fuller Reply
To the Editor:

This letter is merely to correct r

one or two statements attributed i

to me in an interview in The Tiger
of November 11, 1966.

I did not say that the CCA Con-
stitution had any "authoritarian
implications." What I said was
that the criticism of the CCA that
some have made, that it had latent
authoritarian implications, was un-
just. I also said that any Constitu-
tion which seeks to vest all power
in one segment of the College com-
munity would contradict the pur-
pose of establishing a new Consti-
tution which, in my estimation, is

expressed admirably in the Pre-
amble to the CCA. The question
whether this or any other specific

Constitution will fulfill the pur-
pose expressed therein is a differ-
ent question, and one which, at this

point, must be decided by a stu-

dent referendum.

Timothy Fuller
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British Statements on Rhodesia:

Camouflage to Blunt Criticism

Exactly a year ago last Friday,

Ian Smith unilaterally declared
Rhodesia independent. Mr. Wilson,

in a feigned burst of anger and sur-

prise ( he had advance knowledge
of tiie intended move and had act-

ually been talking to Smith on the
phone only ho'urs before), quickly
branded the action "illegal" and
went on to assure the world of

the British govei'nment's ability

aTid determination to end the re-

hellion by voluntary sanctions
"within a matter of weeks rather
than months." As the last 12

months have proved it really never
was a wholehearted assurance,
but rather a camouflage calculated

to blunt criticism and stave off

the pressure of world opinion.

For, today the "few weeks" add
up to 53 and Smith and his follow-

ers are just getting over celebra-

tions of the first ar.niversary of
UDI {unitlateral declaration of in-

dependence) and a year marked
with substantial victories for what
they stand for. They have lived

through the voluntary -sanctions

ordered against them half heart-
edly by the British government.
True, the economy of the country
lias suffered a severe decline, par-
ticuarly in the field of employ-
ment. But then, the African pop-
ulation bears the brunt of that.

And, when adjustments must be
made to allow for the economic de-
cline, convenient courses of action
are not at all far to seek. Pres-
ently, for instance, government
plans threaten to render redun-
dant 2,000 or more teachers
involved in African education.
That the agents instrumental to

Smith's success in surviving the
sanctions—South Africa which
supplied the required oil and oil

products, and even British com-
panies that shipped out record
mineral production, to mention but
a few—have been intact, in itself

spells a major victory for the

Smith regime. Many a hesitant na-
tion that had flinched at the pras-
pect of what Britain might do, has
since resumed recognition of the
Smith regime, and more and more,
such nations have become increas-
ingly bolder in their bids to keep
Smith at the Prime Minister's
residence. To the same end count-
less "Friends of Smith etc." fund
raising organizations have been
formed in this and other countries.
not to mention the flagrant cases
of South Africa and Portugal, of
course. Even the big names of the
Western World have reverted to

^-ype. heavily contributing to the
long life of the regime by con-
sistently abstaining from voting
on all major resolutions affecting
the "welfare" of Mr. Smith. In-
deed, they have even used their
powers of veto to kill similar Se-
curity Council resolutions to pro-
tect Smith.

In this same collusive vein, thf
threat of possible concerted action
by Africa has been taken care of.

African regimes that could, and
were willing to, do something
about the predicament have since
been toppled and those others that
were equally vocal about their dis-

content with its handling have
been served with sufficient in-

ternal unrest to render them un-
able to channel much—if any—of
their attention on the Rhodesian
problem. Again, the Commonwealth
Conference in Britain last Sep-
tember was sufficiently manipu-
lated to come up with no firm
resolution. Only Britain came off
with anything noteworthy — an-
other breather for the British
government and Smith.

Apart from hinting at the crim-
inal collusion behind the scenes.
Smith's apparent success mirrors
Mr. Wilson as a paper tiger, for
ail his howling (which is probably
put on to appease the passionate
demands of world opinion, any-
way.) We have seen him drop the
illegality charge against Mr.
Smith whose government and its

"independence" constitution even
the Rhodesian High Court has
found "not legal." He has looked
aside as the regime introduced one

(Conlinued on paRe six)— Now Showing - CHIEF THEATRE
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Left mside Pete Morse, "dekes" a stumblmg Air Force defenseman as
he sets for a shot on goal. Morse Is one of two Tiger booters invited
to try out for the L. S. Olympic Soccer Team.

Kickers Shoot Down AFA
"All the Way to NCAA"

CENTER
tryouts,

HALFBACK JOHN BODDINGTON, also invited for Olympi
lets go w,th his talented right foot in last Saturday's action.

. to this

by Doc Orcutt
All action- and tension-packed

game was promised in tlie soccer
contest between CC and Air Force
last Sunday; tlie multitudes of fans
that came and made tlieir pres-
ence felt by lending what can only
be described as an overwhelming
amount of moral support were not
disappointed. CC took the 1st place
(among eligible teamsj in the
liMlSjL and took the NCAA bid
to play in the regional tournament
by emerging victorious from its

mighty contest with the Air Force
Acudemy. The score read 2-1.

In any game there are a certain
number of outstanding men. The
outstanding iigers at Air Force
last yunday were Steve Andrews,
John Uoddmgton, Craig Clayberg,
Wink Uavis, Curis Faison, Eliot
rield, Nick Hare, Will James, Bill
Lochhart, Charlie iVIatteson, Jr'ete

Morse, Jon Nicolayson, Rick Nor-
cioss, Ned jpike, Bill Whipple, and
Ulake Wilson. That's all. The first
ijuarler passed swiftly, but ago-
nizingly, as both teams missed cor-
ner kicks early in the quarter. As
tlie period progressed, a strong Air
Force defense prevented the Tigers
Irum being able to get a good shot.
T^\'o potentially disastrous situa-
tions were avoided as Clayberg
nabbed a long hard shot on a leap-
ing save and Air Force took a
direct free kick close to the CC
goal, but in customary Air Force
lashion sent the ball flying over
the goal.

Nineteen minutes into the first
tjuarter marked a momentous event
in the history of Colorado College.
Jon Nicolayson, taking the ball
down the field, passed over to Pete
iVlorse. Pete put it through the AF
defense. Speedy Rick Norcross
broke past the last Falcon de-
fender on a fast break, beat the
outrushing zoomie goalie to the
ball, which Rick kicked into the
nets for his first score of the
season.

In the second quarter the zoom-
ies came back to put on the pres-
sure by keeping the ball in Tiger
territory throughout most of the
period. The CC defense proved a
tough one this quarter, as the AF
defense had been in the previous
one, with such plays as a flying
kick by Nick Hare that put an AF
shot out of the goal area. With
most of the zoomie play coming
over the center of the field, John
Boddington, Wink Davis, and Craig
Clayberg formed an impenetrable
triumvirate, until; oh dreadful call.
Cmig made a fantastic and al-

most impossible save but^are you
ready?—the ref called too many
steps against the goalie and
awarded an indirect free kick to
Air Force, ten yards from the CC
goal. Air Force took its custom-
ary high booming shot from so
close to the goal that it was vir-
tually impossible to miss. But even
being handed a goal on a silver

jilatter could not help the zoomies.
Needless to sayjhe fans were just
a little upset at this turn of events.
Refusing to be put down, the "apa-
thetic" students at CC only
screamed louder for a victory. The
tense action on the field and the
fi-enzied yelling in the stands cre-
ated a state of athletic furor to
drive the team on. Angered by the
gift-horse goal, confident in their
own ability, a soccer team which
had not even been considered as a
remote possibility for the league
title began to apply the pressure.
It was only a matter of time.

Lurch, Baby!
That time came 16 minutes into

the third quarter. A member of
might-have-beens finally material-
ized as the Tigers kept plugging
away. Pete Morse and Jon Nico-
layson had brought the ball domi
the field and controlled it, but
could not throw the APA defense.
It was Nicolayson to Morse, to
Nicolayson, to Morse to Andrews.
Andrews ? Steve "Lurch" Andrews.
moved from fullback to halfback
this year, shot from 30 yards out.

Lurch had never scored before u\
his life, but there was no doubt
about this. One simply sat and
watched the ball sail into the top
right corner, then sat and watched
all hell break loose on the field
and in the stands. Lurch turned
around, a little confused and
pointed to himself as if to say.
"Who me?" Yes, Lurch Baby. You:
The remainder of the third quar-

ter and all the fourth wore on
scoreless; nerves began to frazzle
As the final 45 seconds, which saw
the screaming crowd leap to its

feet, drew to a close, the final gun
sounded and CC fans swept down
the hill and onto the field in u

spontaneous eruption of triumpji
to congratulate their victorious
team.

This Sunday at Washburn Stad-
ium, CC plays St. Louis in the
first round of tournament play.
Due to an NCAA ruling a mini-
mum charge of $1.00 must be lev-
ied against all spectators. There
can be no prognostication made
about this game — anything can
happen. Come and find out.

GOALIE CRAIG CLAYBERG, a pitcher at heart, displays his fastball
style as he fires the ball to a waiting halfback 40 yards downfleld.
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ATTENTION SKIERS!
COMPLETE STOCK OF SKI EQUIPMENT

Hart, Yamaha, Northland, Lange, Henke, PK,

Gerry, Meister, White Stag, Tempco

SKI RENTALS: Day ^ Week - Season

$3.25 wood skis, boots, poles for the

$4.75 metal skis, boots, poles weekend

"Everything for Every Sport"

I 19 North Tejon Street Telephone 636-3346

Icemen Swamp Alumni, 7-4
By Bob Hiester

The Colorado College hockey
team started off the 1966-67 sea-
son in grand style Saturday night
by dumping the Alumni, 7-4 in the
traditional Alumni-Varsity game.

Tremendous Success

Head coach John Matchefts
termed last Saturday night's vic-

tory, "a tremendous success from
several standpoints." The Tigers
gained tremendous poise and ex-
perience," he said. "Youth, skill

and endurance proved to be the de-
termining factor in the outcome.
The team worked hard and pro-
gressed as the play went on."

The highly touted Alumni, led
by Red Hay, could not overcome
the- fiery determination displayed
i'v the Varsity, whose crisp accu-
late passing foiled the graduates'
I'iil for a win.

-llany Outstanding Performances
The Tigers received outstanding

|)erformances from many of their
number. As always, co-captain,
-Ail-American Bob Lindberg left

spectators gaping at his extiaor-
dinary hustle. He and his line-
mates, John "Bullet" Gent and
Chuck Reinking accounted for
three of the goals in Saturday
night's action.

Wayne Nelson, a real go-go guy,
and John Amundsen and Pete
Ryan, a pair of sophomores com-
posed a line which tallied three
more Varsity goals.

Pleased with Defense
Coach Matchefts was pleased

with the work of defensemen co-
captain Dick Haugland, Jim Ami-
don, Jack Coles, Don Lamoureux,
and KeiTy Oscar. They did "a fine
job," Amidon, a center on last

year's squad, came up with three
assists from his defensive position,
a fact that Matchefts explained,
"indicated scrimmaging power
from our defense."

Three goalies saw action for the
Varsity, one in each period. The
three, Jack Herbert, Dick Engel-
stad and Don Gale, were commend-
ed by Matchefts.

Lake Forest at Home
This weekend the Tigers face

Lake Forest College on both Pi'i-

day and Saturday nights at the
Broadmoor Arena, in the first of
six home games before the Christ-
mas holidays. Faceoff time will be
at 8:15.

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Halt

1171/j E.

Cache La

Poudre

10?.. Discount Cash and Carry

The Pemonal Touch!

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campus

827 North Tejon

Fast-talking your parents
is the liard way
to get to Britain.

Fact-talk instead.

Let Us Service

Your Volkswagen

Sob us Ioi , . .

Dependablo Used Cats

IV, Inc.

730 N. Circle Drive

Phone 634-6645

AUTHOirZED DEAtEll for

VWSAlESond SERVICE

Tell them exactly what your trip will cost. Our free book-
lets lielp you calculate it.

One lists prices of organized student tours. They start

around $650. If you want to travel on your own and take

potluck on meeting people-which may be the most fun
of all -add things up for yourself.

Start with a charter flight if your school has one. Or see

our booklet on group flights, student ships, and the bar-

gain airline.

Add low costs for getting around Britain. Our booklets

tell you about 3('-per-mile buses and the rail-and-boat

pass that takes you up to 1.000 miles for $.30. Consider
hiking too. Wordsworth did.

Multiply the number of your nights in Britain by cost

of bed and breakfast or a room in a college residence hall.

If )on're hiking or biking, count on about TOt" for youth
hostels. At this rate you may be able to stay all summer.

Allow about $! a meal in London, less in the country.

The booklets say which restaiu-ants and pubs are popular

with convivial British students.

And the booklets mention the fantastically low cost of

concerts and plays in Britain. You can sit in "the gods"—

galleries up near Heaven -for TSf*. A lot of outdoor enter-

tainment, like concerts and folk-singing, is free.

Chp the coupon. Add everything up. And tell your

parents you can spend this summer in Britain for about

what it costs to hang around the house.

British Travel

Boi 923, New Yort, N. Y. 10019

Namc_

College_

Address_

Ciiy _Z,p_
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Hatkau>atf\&

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines
127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

S1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO. - m^ e p.. Pe.i a..

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Seli-Service Laundry

-;- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers
-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers
-:- 9 Dryers

O^en all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476LAUNDRY
Iw

Lowers the BOOM on

High Gasoline Prices

Drive out and See!

Tassm^

Colorado Springs 695 South 8th Street

British Reaction to Rhodesian Independence
lliL- Brokou "Promise"— Criminal
Collusion Apparent in Handlinjr
of Rhodesian Question

(.'onstitutional change after aTi-

other. He has even been holding

talks with Mr. Smith and his

cabinet and has his ministers virt-

ually thrown at the mercy i>f

Smith, a man he earlier descrihcii

as having "no right to speak l""i

the people of Rhodesia." And. !>

crown all, we have not only had !.<-

witness this shift from wanting to

defeat Smith to actually dealing
with him, but have also observed
tlie almost willing acceptance on
Wilson's part of the humiliation
nf sending his ministers, even the

Commonwealth Secretary to talk

only to the white rebel leaders and
being i-efused any access to the

leaders of the majority of the peo-
ple. I know of nothing that does
more to cast doubt as to whether
the British government really is

representing people who are
against Smith and UDI. In view
of the draft constitution published
earlier by the British government
(a document that might well have
emanated from Smith, commas and
all), and the letter sent to Smith
October 15, among other things, it

becomes clear that the doubts are
indeed well grounded. That Smith
liimself should have the boldness
to pi-oclaim to the world that his
dispute with Britain over Rhodes-
ian independence is virtually over
bears further testimony to this.

Everyone knows by now "that Smith
is not about to alter his position
in the least. Besides, we have
reached the point where it really
is South Africa that will make the
final decision on the whole issue.

So, Mr. Smith's announcement can
only mean one thing. Mr. Wilson
is finally offering Mr. Smith
terms which, like Mr. Smith's own,
will perpetuate rule of Rhodesia
by the white minority. Thus, in
effect he is gi\ing Mr. Smith a
"go" for his racist program, with
perhaps the only stipulation (the
subject of the current talks) that
he (Smith) be careful not to ex-
pose Wilson to too much world

criticism. Naturally, representing
no shift in the Rhodesian i-e-

gime's position, this is not some-
thing Smith can be emban-assed
about. So he goes ahead and makes
his proclamation. This leaves us
at a point where Mr. Wilson's six

NOW SHOWING
DOORS OPEN 12:45

SEE AT • 1:28, 4:06, 6:44, 9:22

some people will do
anything forS248,000.92

jacK lemmon
waiTeRmaTTHau.
BILLY WILOeR'S

IHEFORTdne ^
uUUKIC umedwiKTs

STUDENTS $1,00PEAK

This Afternoon^— p. A* C,
at

THE KRAZY KAT
COORS ON TAP 3-6 P.M.

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly

This Week: "THE ODS"

(Past fhe Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campus)

Claudius L. Shonlwa

demands as they stand are merely
empty assurances to the African
majority he has so betrayed; all

of which has the sinister signifi-

cance of conscious entrenchment
of inequality based on color.

In the course of the year which
Mr. Wilson allowed the Smith re-
gime (by accepting no other way to
unseat the regime by any other
way than voluntary sanctions de-
spite their obvious failure) the re-
gime has sought to perpetuate
itself, almost feverishly. It has
twice dropped from the consti-
tution entrenched protection for
the African population—once just
after UDI last year and then again
last summer. It has passed a ser-
ies of laws to repress legitimate
African political activity, laws
which have become as severe as to
cause the resignation of the Chief
Justice, and condemnation from pa-
triots in the Church, the University
and the Bar. And the Rhodesian
Front's (the Rhodesian Front is

Smith's iniling party) latest con-
stitutional amendment allows it,

when it so desires, to set up a form
of concentration camp for the in-

doctrination of political prisoners!
This, of course, is in addition to
extensive "emergency powers" and
the restriction and detention
camps that already have been the
'home' of 2,000 odd political and
other professional African leaders
sent there without trial . . . And
this is the regime the western
world has condoned and indeed

iiurtLiiei! uver the last year and
perhaps will for a long time yet~-
a regime that has no regard for
human digTiity and offers no pros-
pect of racial harmony. Rather
than pave the way for peace it has
been training its followers for
guerrilla warfare and has in fact
deployed fighter planes in stra-
tegic points around Rhodesia,
for example in the Caprivi strip of
Southwest Africa, to mention but
one.

Now, December 31 has been sit

a-3 the deadline for the successfiii
settlement of the crisis. After that
(late, Britain would presumably
take the matter to the U.N. for the
imposition of mandatory sanction.-.
There is no assurance that the Bri-
tish government will not extend
the deadline, of course. But, even
if it does take the case to the
U.N., the mandatory sanctions will
not amount to anything as Ions;
as Britain maintains a "no en"
forcement" policy. South Africa's
Vorster will support Rhodesia les::;

skillfully and more openly than hj^
more wary predecessor, and, in

the squabble over South West Africii
it has found a convenient reason
for withdrawing from the UN in

the near future, thus excluding
itself from the mandatory sanctions
against Rhodesia. In any casf,

Mr. Smith has just about com-
pleted the preliminary preparations
for making Rhodesia a republit?,

the better to enlist sympathizers.
Thus, unless Mr. Wilson agrees to

the use of force to disrupt thi^

supply routes between South
Africa and Rhodesia, and/or to
the extension of the mandatory
sanctions to South Africa and
Portuguese territories in Africa,
the proposed sanctions will be just
as ineffective as the voluntary ones
Smith has survived for more than
a year already.

P.S. Leo Cefkin, CSU political

science professor, will address the
college community on "The Crisis
in Rhodesia" at 8:30 p. m. in Arm-
sti'ong Hall on November 29, the
Tue.sday after the Thanksgiving--
weekend.

S i N C 6 18 7 2

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

lUT 111 EST

N E F,K-.. P.,, I P'.,or,,. t54-SEOI

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

."Q /!

1 12 South Tejon

'MM-
Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3li blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

tfc/npu£>co

0;% OFFICE SUPPLY
616 N. Tejon 633-1721
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Lectern, Case and Easel

FIVE STUDENTS HAVE BEEN SELECTED from Colorado College to appear on a television
pus Talent 67, sponsored by the Mountain States Telephone Company. The CC students wh.
-n the prograrii are M^ineHe Wilhejm, Linda Borgeson, and lanka Peff shown above who
ballet trio, and Janet Halbert and Carol Parsons, both of whom will sing show tunes.

pecial, "Cam-
appear

comprise a jaiz

One Way to Get an A
Wondering about how to get an

A in American Foreign Policy ?

Tom Newman, sophomore Political

Science maj'oi' has tlie answer—
but he doesn't guarantee that it

will work a second time.

Tnm wa.^ working on a book re-

view of George Kennan's Realities

of American Foreign Policy. He
liad read a review of some of Mr.
Keiman's 1954 lectures which
claimed his ideas to be "in-elevant
and abstract." Tom wanted to

WAA to Sponsor
Area Sports Day
This Saturday, November 19,

lOfifi, the Women's Athletic Asso-
ciation will sponsor a regional
sports day for swimming and fenc-
ing. The meet is being coordinated
by WAA advisoi-, Miss Betty
Young.

The swimming competition will

be held Saturday afternoon and
will match 80 swimmers from 6

regional schools: CSU, CWC, CSC,
Loretto Heights, Western State
College, and Colorado College. Rep-
.esenting CC are Kathy Brotzman,
Cathy Livingston, Sue Linder,
Karen Newton, Jeannie Hull, Jane
Lubchenco, Cindy Todd, Nina
Elder, Ann Coppock, Betsy An-
schutz, Clancey Vanderwert, Caro-
lyn Mertz, and Ellen Dall. The
team is coached by Dick Coil.

The fencing competition, on Sat-
urday morning, will match 20 girls
from CU, CWC, CSC, Loretto

Heights, Adams State College, and
CC. Representing CC are Jamie
l^ytle, Bonnie Lahey, Melissa Win-
aiis, Gail Wilson, and Lynn Hoff-
man. The girls are coached by
Miss Roberts.

ARE YOU A
UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITABIAN CHUBCH

'30 Norlh T.ion

634-2093

If You Believe , . .

everything you say about
yourself, you're probably
having your hair cut at
SIX-30 COIFFURES. We
will cut. shape, or trim your
hair for §2.00 (save 1,00).

Offer for CC Students ONLY
(Please!! — Females Preferred!)

^lx-30 L^oiff tires

630 Nortli Tejon 636-5195

know if Mr. Kennan's ideas had
changed since the review or if he
.^till defended them. Urged on by
two of his cohorts, Tom went to
the telephone, called the Princeton,
New Jersey, central operator, and
asked to speak with Mr. George
Kennan. Shortly after that, Mr.
Kennan answered his telephone and
Tom explained the situation. When
he asked Mr. Kennan if he'd mind
answering his questions, Mr. Ken-
nan admitted that they were hav-
ing a dinner party, but if it didn't
take too long. . . ,

In reply to the query about his
issue on foreign policy, Mr. Ken-
nan's ideas had not changed. "In
fact," he said, "those points after
12 years are not irrelevant or ab-
stract but are more applicable than
ever before."

Tom says his call has had inter-
esting reactions. Mr. Sondermann,
was "rather amazed," but he also
told his class that they would have
to think up a different scheme next
time.

^I^oup (HiiapfI

Sunday, November 20, 11:00 a.m.
Sermon Title: "The Menopause of

Liberalism"
Preacher: Professor Joseph Pickle

Liberalism, as a style of living
in the modern world, has taken a
number of hard knocks in the last
several decades. Increasingly in
American society radicalism has
found in liberalism its worst en-
emy. This is because, in the eyes of
radicalism, liberalism fails to chal-
lenge and test the assumptions
upon which contemporary society
i-ests.

Biblical tradition is equally hard
on liberalism, recognizing its ten-
dencies to equate immediate goods
with ultimate values. For those of
us who are, nevertheless, liberal-

ists these accusations ought to

focus a re-evaluation of the way in

which we are committed to act in

the world.

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE: This
week the Eagle presides over n
group of early manuscript leaves
and leaves from 15th centurv
prmted books which are being "of-
fered for sale to the studentg here.
There are three 13th century vel-
lum leaves in manuscript with deli-
cate pen-work initials, and a half-
dozen vellum manuscript leaves
with gem-like gold initials from
the 15th century. Price range: $26-

There are also a dozen or so in-
cunabula leaves (that is, from the
cradle or birth of printing ... be-
fore the year 1500) with small
woodcut illustrations. These prices
range from $6-40 or more. And
then there are some Koran leaves
written in handsome Arabic calli-
graphy. These are less in price.

From the early printed German
and Italian leaves one can see man-
ners and modes of the late middle
ages. Dress, customs, church arti-
facts, torture and martyrdom are
clearly depicted in these vigorous
woodcut illustrations. Of course, the
artist looked to the world around
him, or back to manuscript proto-

types for his models. Through auch
pictures we have direct insight to

this early time.

For instance, in our own collec-
tion at the college it is satisfying
to trace the sequence beginning
with a painted Hell's Moutl\ in a
14th century French Book of Houi-s
(from which Christ is rescuing
Adam nnd Eve), and then obsen-e
another drawing in the collection
ot 50 yeais later whei-ein a Ger-
man artist (probably Alsatian)
uses the same Hell's Mouth for the
sketch for a bridal casket (or
kaestchcn). In this instance, foli-
age sprouts from the monster, foli-
age abounding with so-called wild-
men. Tlien, 50 years later we can
see how Albrecht Duerer uses tills
same wildman theme \Wth a Goi--
man bride. This time the hairy fig-
ure represents not the svnibol of
passion itself, but of death.

In other words, the relationships
between early printed book illus-
trations and manuscripts arc often
evident, and certainly worth some
research on the part of students in-
terested in the artistic nnd philo-
sophical aspects of humanism of
the Renaissance period.

Tlie sale of these leaves will be
for a period of only three weeks
in case you are interested in acqui-
sitions for Christmas presents or
for yourself.

Rastall Movie
This week's Raatall Center

Board Movie will be Chnrude, star-
ring Gary Grant and Audrey Hop-
burn. A short subject, A VIhU to

Jordan and Lebanon, will also bo
shown.

The movies will be presented on
Saturday, November 19, 19G0, at

9 p.m. and 11:15 p.m. in Olin Hall
Lecture Room. Admission is 40
cents with an Activity Ticket.
Please use the north doors of OHii
when entering the movie.

CC Art Department Pop Sculpture

Displayed at El Pueblo Museum
The CC art department has

been active this semester, as may
be seen by the 18 pieces of pop
art sculpture presently on exhibi-
tion in Pueblo at the El Pueblo
Museum. The pieces of art are the
work of 13 students under the di-
rection of Professor Herman Sny-
der, head of the Colorado College
art department. The art, which in-
cludes 16 pieces of Terra Cotta
ceramic and two abstract steel
pieces, will remain on display until
November 30.

The works themselves are of two
general subjects. About half the

art concerns head ami shuuUlers
representations of current comic
book characters, including Captain
America, Doc Strange, and the
Amazing Spiderman. The rest of
the works are of common objects
such as a shoe, a telephone, a
machine, and a foot.

The contributing artists from the
college are Charles Bates, David-
son Cherry, Carol Amino, Janet
Crouch, Nancy Dunkin, Ann
Hodges, Ronald Jackson, Muham-
med Lebbadi, Sally Miller, David
Murphy, James Rase, William
Whipple, and Tom Zetterstrom.

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

831 Nor+h Tejon

Shoe Repairing

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEf

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggeit pifcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellor ovailablo for large (ralarnity or clart partioi.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

If you are flying home for Christmas .

.

REMEMBER . . .

Youth fares are not valid

on Dec. 15 through Dec. 24

and Jan. 2, 3, and 4. NOW is the time for reservations

ALL POINTS TRAVEL SERVICE
215 East Pikes Peak Avenue Phone 636-2393
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Brown Describes Negro Ghetto Life
By Gene Sprague

During the upcoming Sympos-
ium on "The City", life in the
g-hetto mil be a niucli discussed
topic. Clauide Brown, Negro author
of Manchitd in Ihe Promised Land,
will do most of the talking on this

subject. Brown's testimony before
the Ribicoff committee on the
"Federal Role in Urban Problems"
well established his knowledge of
ghetto life. From beginning to end,

Brown's testimony serves as a

Aind portrayal of the ugliness and
despair that today's Negro ghetto
inhabitants must face.

Brown tells in frustrating detail

why Arthur Dunmeyer, who testi-

fied with him and whom he calls

his "favorite nigger," qualifies as
a typical "mancliild." Dunmeyer is

typical because he has gone
tJirough New York State's entire

system of penal institutions and
because he is a grandfather at the
age of 30, While Brown himself is

not yet a grandfather, he too ex-

perienced ghetto life. In his own
words, "at the age of five one of

my most pronounced recollections

is seeing my father cut a man's
throat." At the age of 13, because
he could not legitimately make
money. Brown took to selling
heroin.

Although Brown's descriptions
of ghetto life are enlightening, his

analysis of why such conditions
exist and how to remedy them is

invaluable to anyone who desires

a true understanding of urban
problems. Brown argu-es before the
committee that the key to under-
standing ghetto life is the embit-
tered attitude of slum inhabitants.
Brown argues that the attitudes
of today's urban poor, especially
those of the Negro, stem from the
disappointments and anger inher-
ited from their parents. The first
urban generation of Negroes mi-

grated from the South to the land

of limitless opportunities where
there was no color p r o b 1 e m

—

Harlem.

"Promised Land?" Brown's inevit-

able conclusion is that the poor
moral, physical, and emotional
fiber of Negroes coming out of the
South is further weakened, both
for immediate and future genera-
tions by the frustrations of ghetto
life.

In order to remedy the situation
Bi-own feels that social welfare
programs different from those be-
ing employed must be used. Brown
argues tliat the greatest failure of
present programs is the lack of
communication. Negroes living in
slums simply cannot identify with
professional psychologists and so-
ciologists. Brown feels that in or-
der to bring about a change in atti-

tude ghetto dwellers themselves
must be used on the basis of "what
they can offer, not what the books
say is right." Before the committee

Cefkin to Discuss

Crisis in Rhodesia
Dr. Leo Cefkin, prof, of Politi-

cal Science at Colorado State Uni-
versity, who has spent the 1965-66

academic year as Senior Visiting

Lecturer in Political Science at the

University College of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland in Salisbury, Rhodesia,
will talk at Colorado College on
Tuesday, November 29, 8:30 p.m.
in Armstrong Hall. His speech will

be "Crisis in Rhodesia" and is

being sponsored by the Forum
Committee.

"One of the most important as-

pects of the promised land," says
Brown, "is that it was a slum
ghetto; there were too many peo-

ple full of hate and bittemess

crowded into a dirty stinking, un-

cared for closet-size section of a
gi'eat city." The children of those

disillusioned by the "promised
land" inherited every aspect of

ghetto life. The hatred and bitter-

ness for "whitey" and his institu-

tions have increased over the years
for as Brown notes "where does
one run when he's already in the

Rhodesia is one of the world's

most combustible situations. There
is no one in the country who has
observed the crisis at closer hand
than Professor Cefkin, who was in

Salisbury during the year that the
unilateral independence declaration

became a reality and rela-

tions between Britain and Rho-
desia deteriorated steadily. In his

lecture, he will recount the events

of that year, bring them up to date
by considering the events of the

inten'ening year during which
Britain, the United Nations, and
other states and inteniational

agencies have tried to resolve the
crisis, and will project the present
situation into the future. A ques-

tion-and-answer period will follow
his discussion.

All students and faculty are in-

vited to attend. Read article on it

elsewhere in this issue of the
Tiger.

WORLD WIDE

FOR

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

REMEMBER
Youth fares do NOT apply

November 23

December 15-24

January 2, 3, 4

Two Doors East of Ute Theatre

1 30 East Pikes Peak Avenue

Bi-own also attacked the theory
that bringing about a feeling of
cultural self-respect in children
alone is enough. Brown argues that
parents must be educated as well
because "all of a kid's attitudes
toward life come from inside the
homes."

While most of Brown's testimony
paints a black picture, he ends on
an optimistic note. Brown feels

that if the whole community stops

viewing the problems of Negro
Society as a lump, real progress

can be made. The problems are

many and varied and require dif-

ferent solutions. Perhaps Brown's

strongest point is that whether or

not the challenge can be met de-

liends on a change in attitude not

only on the part of the Negro and
the urban poor but the rest of so-

ciety as well.

Hockey Bus Available
There will be bus rides available

again this week for the hockey

games. The buses will load in

front of Rastall at 7:15 p. m. and
leave at 7:30 both nights, Friday

and Saturday. Round trip costs

35 cents. First come, first served.

Sponsored by Rastall Center
'

Board.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics

802 North Weber

School Supplies - Beverages

Telephone 633-2069

Charter a plane home!

Charter a plane to Las Vegas!

Charter a plane to Aspen!

Charter a plane anywhere!

Yes, c

that >

you'd

harter big, luxurious,

ide fast.

twin-engine 1966 Cessna 3I0K

provide fast, safe, deluxe transportation v^herever

ike to go . , . and, you'll be surprised at the low cost!

Call us for more information 6 3 6-372 1

MOUNTVIEW AIRCRAFT CORP.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
i- ^ Browse— in unhurried, uncrowded. coffee-

cupped comfort— amid the bountiful

shelves of the region's largest and most
complete bookstore.

2O8I/2 Norfh Tejon 635-1 195

V

The New Look in Stereo Components
RECORDERS AND TAPE DECKS

AMPEX VM CIPHER - MARTEL

MAGNACORD • CONCORD •

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

UHER TANBERG

ALTEC • AZTEC • UNIVERSITY

AMPEX FISHER A.R. & V.M.

^S?
sniMH ^
• •1 e o 6 ^' V *

from $19.95

TUNER -AMPLIFIERS — all

Famous Brands

SCOTT-FISHER-V.M.-MARTEL

HARMON-KARDON-KENWOOD

SANSUI-BOGEN Sound Systems

SEE us FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI STEREO SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
TAPE & RENTALS— COMPLETE SERVICE ON ALL

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

MEL'S

VOICE and VISION
42

1

South Tejon — Open Mon. & FrI. Evenings 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Telephone 635-2239
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(See Pages 6 and 7)

Food Service Reforms

Initiated This Week

Colorado Springs, Colorado, December 2. 1966

IJfcejit reforms at Taylor and
liastall dining halls have come
about as a result of the work of a
comiiiittee of students and Mr.
Biiiry, the director of the Food
Service. The student committee,
Oil its own initiative, decided to

m a k e recommendations to Mr.
Barry in hopes that the most pre-
dominant complaints made by the
students could be solved.

The new Irours for breakfast and
continental bi'eakfast were among
(lie prior changes offered by the
committee. As of last Tuesday,
breakfast begins at 7:15 (oki
houf was 7:00) and closes at 8:30
(instead of 8:15). Continental
In-eakfast also begins later than
formerly, allowing students to go
to their 8:00 classes and then have
time for a breakfast of coffee, do-
nuts, roils, juice, and beginning
tliis week, cold cereal. Mr. Barry
I'eports that he is pleased with the
new arrangements, and notes that
more people are eating breakfast.
It has been decided, therefore, that
tliese hours and changes in the
menus will continue "as long as
lienple want it." Further changes
in the breakfasts are forthcoming,
including a "revised format" which
would include eggs served four or
five times a week anfl other addi-
tions to the menu.

Christmas Choir

lo Give Concert

} Sunday Evening
The 190 voice Colorado College

Christmas Choir, under the direc-
tion of Professor Donald P. Jen-
kins, will present a concert this
Sunday, December 4, in Shove
Chapel at 8:00 p. m.
Works include Handel's "Zadok

the Priest," a grandiose anthem
which was sung at Elizabeth IPs
coronation in 1953; "Psalm 150," set
to music by Anton Bruckner, and
Haydn's "Mass in E flat major,"
called the "Harmonicmes-se" be-
cause of the high soaring, militarv
'^tyh-. nf ih(- winii instruments.

Josephine Est

The Mass features a 37 piece or-
chestra as well as lead soloists
Josephine Estill, soprano; Janet
^'^binson. alto; Rex Andrews,
t*^»or; and Stanley Burke, bass.
The "Psalm 150" by Bruckner is

Jhstmguished by its contrasts be-
tween massive sonorities and deli-
•ate solo passages.

Til e concert is open to all free
'^f charge. Because the concert
P'-omises to be one of the out-
standing musical productions of
tie school year, it is hoped that
"lany will be able to attend.

In addition to the revised break-
fast format, a new policy has been
initiated concerning lunches and
dinners. Instead of offering one ov
two salads and one dessert at each
meal, the dining rooms now offer
four or five salads and two des-
serts, providing a broader selec-
tion and catering nwre to individ-
ual tastes of the student. While
the revisions of the salad and des-
sert sections of the menu are not
complete, Mr. Barry and his staff
are now in the process of chang-
ing the main course offerings.
Along with the "solid meat" dish,
the cooks are offering a "mixed
meat" dish at both lunch and din-
ner and are also serving chef
salads at lunch.

_

Future changes are being con-
sid'^red, including a possible change
in Sunday dinners which would in-
volve combining the regular Sun-
day breakfast and lunch into a
buffet-style "brunch." This meal
would be served for an extended
period of time on Sunday morn-
ing. A questionnaire is being pre-
pared by the Food Service to de-
termine if there is enough student
interest in this project to warrant
its inception.

Mr. Barry, Mr. Phipps, or Mrs.
McGrew, are, according to the di-

rectoi-, "available and always will-
ing to talk to the students so that
the quality of service provided by
the school dining facilities can best
satisfy student needs and desires."

CCA Vote Postponed

Voting on the proposed stu-
dent-faculty Constitution has
been postponed until early next
semester by the CUL Sub-Com-
mittee. This postponement came
as a result of a lack of time to
hold open meetings this setnes-
ter. These meetings were to be
used to distribute copies of the
Constitution and to discuss the
proposal with all interested
students.

Open meetings will be held
dui-ing the first few weeks of
next semester. They will be an-
nounced in the Tiger.

By Dan Wiiiograd

An interested but quiet audience
of about 100 viewed the "Crisis in

Rhodesia" through the eyes of Dr.
J. Leo Cefkin of CSU Tuesday
night as the former visiting lec-

turer in political science at the
University College of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland spoke on the sit-

uation he observed during the
year after the Unilateral Declara-
tion of Independence of Rhodesia
in November of 1965.

Cefkin began his speech by
stating that the Rhodesian situa-
tion "provides two dialogues." The
first dialogue, the "Intemational
Dialogue," basically concerns itself

with the rights of the Africans in

Rhodesia and with o'iticism of
Great Britain for what is termed
poor handling of the situation. The
second dialogue is the "Internal

Situation Provides "Two Dialogues"

Student Budget Approved
The following is the student budget for the year 1966-67 as ap-

u'oved by the student subcommittee of the Committee on Undergrade

Requested

Nugget (?3.10/student)

Tiger (:?1.73/student}

$ 8,680.00

5 175 00

Theatre Workshop' .„

Foreign Students Committee

750.00

3 000 00
Brockhurst Tutors 243 00

Community Service _ 250 00
Pi Gamma Mu 350 00

Canterbury Club „., _

MRHA (Slocum)

190.00

685 00

AWS
Bowling Club _

International Relations Club „_.

Ski Club _

200.00

. 865.00

Forum Committee „

TOTAL ,...- . ..

3,300.00

s?? nafi fin

Student Govemment .._ „

TOTAL
Estimated Total Funds Available

Budgeted

$ 8.680.00

5.025.00

750.00

3.000.00

243.00

250.00

300.00

375.60

2,100.00

3,650.00

§24,943.60

2,000.00

S26.943.60
§29.050.00

Dialogue" within Rhodesia aiid
was one of the issues of primary
importance in Cefkin's lecture. He
stated that the white minority of
Rhodesia feels that it must main-
tain civilized standards in the face
of the "apathy" of the "uncivil-
ized" black majority. They further
maintain that the whites have ob-
tained peace within their cou7i-

try while the African nations
ai-ound them have been unable to

do so. Claiming that the black ma-
jority is "irresponsible" the white
Europeans feel that they must
stop the "winds of change" whicli
have crossed Africa at the Zam-
bizi River. These two dialogues,
which Cefkin maintained cannot
interact with each other, are major
factoi's in the situation as it now
exists.

In ordei' to understand this sit-

uation, one must know some basic
facts about the country. Of a pop-
ulation of approximately 4Vi mil-
lion people, more than 4 million
rre native Africans. The whites,
therefore, number slightly more
than 220 thousand (less than 6'/(

)

and this number, according to the
lecturer is steadily declining. He
continued to contrast the white and
African populations by stating that
while the Africans have been in

Rhodesia for more than 400 years,
the Europeans, mostly British,

have come very recently. Further
complicating the situation is the
fact that the whites are generally
rich while the Africans remain
poor with only 6'/r earning more
than S70 per month. The "severely
segregated society" of Rhodesia
is the final cause of the conflict

mentioned by Dr. Cefkin. Segjo-
cation is an institution of law in

Rhodesia, resulting from the Land
Appoi-tionment Act enacted in the
early years of the land's history,

and makes the country a "land of
unequal opportunity."

With these facts in mind, Dr.
Cefkin proceeded to a discussion

of the historical events leading to

the crisis beginning in 1890 with
Rhodesia's entrance into the Brit-

ish Empire. According to Cefkin.

the coiiflicl actually began in i:)23
when the coujiLi'y was granted the
right to self-goveinment with Brit-
ain maintaining only the right to
veto any law made by the whites
to the detriment of the Africair,?.
This veto was never used, and na
a result, the whites were able to
oppress the Negroes throughout
the period from 1923 to Uic present.
According to Cefkin, the whites

began to realize that they were
being threatened after the coun-
tries of Black Africa began to
gain their independence in 1957.
In order to meet the situation, a
new constitution was proposed
with the "creation of a multi-
racial society" a.^ its goal. The
Europeans attempted to conciliate
tlie Africans by assuring them

(Conllnufil on jjhkc- elahl)

Chamber Music

To be Featured

At Astrologer
Saturday night i.s cultui'C night

at The AntroIoger in the old ob-
servatory. CC's string quartet
(Prof. David Au.stin, violin; Judy
Grosswiler, violin; Maisha Car-
penter, viola; and Nancy Berg-
strom, cello) supplimentcd by Jan
Ethridge's flute will perfonn Tele-
mann's Suite in A Minor for Flute
and Strings. The quartet will also

play a piece specially composed by
freshman Alan Pierce.

The group will perform at least

once at 9:30 p. m. and i)ix)bably

a second time at 10:30 p. m. Sev-

eral CC pianist.5, including Debbie
Hennrikus and Mrs. Zana Timroth
will play throughout the evening.

The concert v/ill be to celebrate

The Arstrologer's acquisition of a

piano, which was purchased with
the profits from beverage sales.

The concert will hopefully be in

the original spirit of chamber mu-
sic; that is music performed by a

few musicians for a relatively

small audience in an intimate at-

mosphere.
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R iseofNeo-NazismNotHeralded
ByRecentNPD Success in Hesse

Editorials

Four Course System
The proponents of the Foui' Course system liave expressed

at least two basic assumptions which we feel need a great
deal more discussion and justification.

The first proposition is that the education of a liberal

arts college should "concentrate on doing fewer things and
doing them well, while at the same time avoiding . . . s]iecial-

ization." If one speaks to a person majoring in chemistry or
physics or geology, he gets the impression that the special-

ization s.TOdrome is already doing quite well at CC. More than
one science major looks forwarf expectantly to his senior
year when he can take his first elective after three years of
science courses, mathematics, foreign languages and general
requirements. With tlie i-eduction in courses tlireatened by
the four course plan, many science students will be almost
completely denied the alternative courses in the humanities
so essential to the liberal arts tradition.

The second assumption is that "Without a doubt the four
course program increases the student's free time." We have
our doubts. The Tiger would like to see some convincing evi-
dence since this premise has been repeated time and time
again as a justification of the program. It is intei-esting to
note that students at Pomona weje not asked if they had too
much work. Rather, the administration and faculty,' who had
experienced both programs, were queried.

The report from the Academic Committee noted that onlj-
a small number of students were taking an extra fifth course.
Tlie question is, were those students engaged in meaningful
extracurricular activities, or were tliey so completely swamped
that the prospect of another class was repulsive ?

It might be added that the college only requires an
average of 16 hours although some students take 18 or 19.
This might be an overload, but then students are free to make
that decision for themselves. They are not faced each semes-
ter with an arbitrary requirement of four courses.

Athletic Enthusiasm
Need Not Be Paid For

The excellent seasons experienced by both the football
and soccer teams justify most cleai-Iy the college's policy of re-
fusmg to offer athletic scholarships. In the semi-professional
world of college football, the obvious devotion of this year's
team to the enjoyment of the game itself was most refreshing
As for the soccer team, it is virtually impossible to express
the feelings of the enthusiasts for this game.

Soccer is booming throughout the United States, and the
reasons are obvious. It is a game marked bv finesse and dedi-
cation. We hope that the 2.-500-3,000 spectators at the NCAA
regional game with St. Louis felt at least some of the excite-
ment generated by this game.

The real athletic highlight of the year was probably the
soccer game with the Air Force Academy. CC students dis-
played an almost unbelieveable spontaneity and enthusiasm
which was sustained throughout the game.

Both teams displayed an admirable dedication to the
spirit of amateurism. The enthusiasm on and off the field was
genuine— it did not have to be manufactured and paid for.

by Tom Wolf
Once again, editorial cartoons

are blossoming with swastikas
and caricatures of the archetypal
German, Adolf Hitler, But per-

haps it is only fair to present the
nther side of the story, to ask
wiiether the tei'm "neo-Nazi" can
be applied to the rightist move-
ment in Germany today, or
whether Hitler really does repre-
sent the typical modern German
man. Much of the recent comment
in the press on the outcome of the
German elections in Hesse and
Bayeni has implied that the suc-

cess of the NPD (National Partei

Deutschlands) means the rise of

a new wave of Nazi feeling in

Germany. It is easy to accuse the
press of wanting to "make the
world safe for democracy" by in-

terfering in internal German af-

fairs, but let us assume that the
i-est of the world, having suffered
tlirough a conflict that may or
may not have been solely the re-

sponsibility of the Nazis, has some
interest in determining whether
these horrors are to be revived

again.

I think it can be denied that the

NPD means a rise of neo-Nazism
in Germany. To understand this,

one has to understand how sharply

most modern Germans react

against any such suggestion, but
one should also see that the Ger-
mans have developed a more ma-
ture attitude about such sugges-
tions, which means that they are
learning to live with their past
jiiid to care less for the opinions,

even if expressed in terms of eco-
nomic or political reprisal, of
other -nations. This is why the
Christian Democrats (CDU) were

able to name Kiesinger as the new
man to head their party. To un-
derstand this nomination is neces-
sarily to take into account the
general situation of European pol-

itics, and, much more, it is to see
how relatively unimportant are
the gains of the NPD. However
much we Americans may dislike

it, Europe is learning to live with
Gaullism or modern nationalism.
The Germans are the most faith-

ful America-followers in Europe.
but they, too. are beginning to see
the advantages of independence
from the U.S. with the result that
they are voting for candidates and
parties who promise more empha-
sis on national, rather than inter-

national, concerns. That Kiesinger
has a Nazi past is lamentable, but
that he can serve anyway shows
that the Germans are finally for-
getting their past and marshalling
all forces to create a better na-
tional future. Whether that is too
narrow or not is not the point. It

is more important to understand
that the kingmaker behind Kliesin-

ger is Franz Josef Strauss, and
that Strauss is the leading expo-
nent of Gaullism in German poli-

tics today. Thus, whether it goes
into the opposition or makes some
kind of coalition with the Social
Democrats or the Free Democrats,
the CDU is going to become more
nationalistic in the future. The
meaning of this for the NPD is

clear. The NPD is simply riding a
more general wave of conserva-
tism and rightist sentiment that
is sweeping over Europe today.
Analysis of the election returns in

Hesse and Bayern show that, rela-

tively speaking, the CDU gained
more strength than the NPD, the

real losers being the leftist Free
Democrats (FDP). Right now, the
NPD is badly split between its

older, harsher, and more narrow
members and the gi'oups of stu-
dents, soldiers, and young adults
who find its sentimental German-
ism a panacea for the problems
that will have to be met througli
the parties currently in power.
NPD party thinking is primitive,
super-nationalistic, and naiTowly
German, but it is not dangerous,
and 1 tliink "schmalz" or "moral
rearmament" comes about as close
to describing it as one can in

English,

My conclusion is that one should
understand the workings of de-
mocracy (German style) as mani-
fested in the German party
system. Whatever the outcome of
the current power struggle in

Bonn, it is clear that it was caused
by a resurgence of national feel-

ing that we are going to have to
leam to deal with. As for the
NPD, the world of 19G4 trembled
in fear and repulsion, but it did
not talk about intervening to stop
Barry Goldwater, who was cei-
tainly a much greater threat to

w^orld peace through world ration-
ality than a small group of piti-

fully sentimental Germans who do
not understand that the future of
Germany lies in the hands of the
major parties at Bonn. Every de-
mocracy has its right wing, and
so I think it is perfectly healthy
for the Germans to have theii.-.

particularly since this may giv<?

nationalism its proper place in

German political thinking, force a
re-alignment of the parties, and,
hopefully, bring Willy Brandt and
his Social Democrats to power.

Letters to the Editor
Fund for Aid

To Florence
To the Editor:

Because disasters are so much a

part of oui' experience, we are

often unmoved by them and even

by their implications, but some
are so gi'eat and of such impact

that they cannot be ignored. Truly,

such a disaster has befallen the

Italian communes of northern and

central Italy in the recent deluges.

The magnitude of the floods has

barely reached us here in America
and as a result we perhaps tend
to think of them as equivalent to
our own hurricane and flood dis-

asters in the past decades. Our
disasters could hardly compare,
however, for they have been easily
absorbed in a burgeoning economy
and small in proportion to the
size of our country. By contrast,
it is estimated that the Italian
economy, already a weak cliild,

has been stunted by three years
beeau-se of the floods. This is not
to speak of the homeless and job-
less poor who represent a dispro-
portionate size of the population
by our own standards. Recovery
will .be difficult for many families
without aid. Yet the human suf-
fering rep]-esents only part of the
disaster since, with the destruc-
tion of homes and minimal daily
conveniences, there has been an
incalculable desti-uction of libraries,

archives, art monuments and col-

lections of historical value to west-
ern man. Mux:h of what has been
lost will not be recovered, but
some of it will through years of
costly restoration.

For further information and il-

lustration of the damage, we refer
you to the announcement case at
Rastall Center.

In view of these circumstances,
we are establishing a fund for aid
in one city, Florence, which will be
addressed to the citizens of that
city in the hope of doing some
small part in the recovei-y. If you
could make some contribution it

would assuredly be gratefully re-
ceived. Please address your con-
tribution to the CC Florentine
Fund, c/o Rastall Desk. Rastall
Center.

— Professor Davisson

Callaway

Strikes Again
To the Editor:

Big Mom still isn't losing any
battles, is she? But with good
reason. I suppose, considering the
prevailing attitude of the majority
of Sears and Roebuck "dial a
smile" cuties at CC.

It is all pretty easily under-
standable. A large number of
women students feel they ought
to be protected because they sim-
ply cannot be trusted. Why else
would they allow continued en-
croachments upon their ability to
act as free and i-ationally respon-
sible citizens of a community? Un-
less, of course, there was the
remote possibility that certain
arenas of dialogue were being ef-
fectively throttled.

But this is nothing new, is it?
After all, there is the problem of
sex—and per chance that nasty
word "commitment" also to be
considered. After all, nice ^rls
don't do that sort of thing—or if

they do, they are pushed, or fall,

into it—a fact which seems to be
borne out by the growing rate of
illegitimate births and hasty mar-
riages. Contraception, I gather, is

an indication of premeditation

;

and that is clearly wrong.

The solution to the problem is

obvious for most of our well-raiser!

young ladies. Since they cannot
trust themselves, or any man, it

is better to impose artificial re-

straints. As a result, no values are

shaken, no thought is necessary,

and the decisions are left to the

gate keepers.

Does this, by any chance, rinr
a bell in any other areas of oui

lives?

— Mac Callaway

Sunday, December 4, 11:00 a.m.

Sermon Title: "Death and the

Christian"

Preacher; Prof. Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader: Miss Wendy
Barne.s

At the beginning of the Chris-

tian year in the great season of

Advent the Christian church deals

with the great themes of heaven
and hell, judgment and death.
The coming saviour, for the Chris-
tian, is to speak decisively and au-
thoritatively to these themes in

his birth, life, death and resur-
rection. Much confusion has en-

tered into Christian thought about
these matters. It is the intention
of the preacher to speak to these
themes and to attempt to clarify

the misunderstandings. I hope to

set forth in contemporary lan-

guage what the New Testament
actually says about them and to

speak finally of the matter of the

Christian hope.
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student Government Needed

lo Influence Administration

by Tom Pelsor

The feeling tliat student government can serve no useful
function seems to be fairly widespread among CC students
I, for one, thmk that this is a seriously short-sighted appraisal
of student government. True, most student governments serve
onl,\- as political playgrounds and machinerv for the allocation
of student funds, but is this the only function of such bodies?

Most of the people 1 have heard argue against student
government have reasoned as follows: students would like to
see certain changes made in school policy ; however student
government has no power to effect these changes; tlierefore
student government is of no real use to the students and may
as well be abolished. Such an argument skirts neatly around
the real issue, leaving us with no better means of achieving
our goals than we had in the ASCC.

First, let's face a fact. No sane college administration
will ever let the students control college policy. A privatel.\- en-
dowed college is a business venture, and the people who' pro-
vide the bulk of the college's funds will certainlv provide an
administration which will look after their interests. However
as students we are not buying an education neatly wrapped
and tied. "When we put our $1200 on the cashier's table each
semester, we are paying for an opportunity to become well-
rounded mdividuals. Foi- this reason I disagree violently with
tlie admmistrator who so eloquently suggested, "Don't bitch-
transfer!"

If we are to make the most of this opportunity, and if
the administration will not grant us direct control of school
policy, then how shall we make our desires felt' Obviously
the students must act to change the opinion of the administra-
tion and the board of trustees. However, if such actions aregomg to liave any noticeable effect, they must be actions on
the part of all the students. The result of a handful of stu-
dents bargaining with the administration has been notably
demonstrated in the past.

In case you think this won't work, let me point to Norfh-
«;estern University, where girls' hours and housing regula-
tions have been substantially improved over the past few
years. "This action came about, not as the result of student
voting, but through continuous, long-term petitioning of the
administration by nearly 100 per cent of the student body.

Granted, CC is unusually anachronistic in some respects
and It IS much smaller than Northwestern. There are manv
ways of influencing an administration, though, and the admin-
istration need not always enjoy a new opinion forced on it bv
the students. However, an immense amount of organization
IS needed to draw and circulate petitions, pool student opinion
and suggestions, collect statistics from other colleges provide
student publicity outside the college, and. in general direct
he torce of a united student body against the administration.

It IS this organization that I maintain should be the primary
runction of the student government.

Yes, wouldn't it be wonderful to go to polls and vote in
open dorms. 0, brave new world ! Until students have a com-
mon desire to remedy their situation and the means for
constructively directing their influence, college policy will
lemam in the hands of a biased minority. This being the case
i can find no sympathy in my heart for the student who com-
plains bitterly about college policy and at the same time
argues against student government.

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

83 I North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

(S i 1 ^ E P P IE
' g»

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our better SANDWICHES ore BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

S1.25
Ou, l„m„„. Cellar ,»,i|„bl, (or large freternit, or clan pa,t,es.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

CRISSEY FOWLER
Lumber Co.
M7.I2J West Vermiio

Telephone 473-241!

Colorado Spring,, Colorado

Zecha and AdamsConoco Service Station
Phone 633-1219

Nevada Ave,
at Cache La Poudre

Inquire About

Cook's Student
Credit Plan

24-pc. laminated akis, inter-

locking edges, and new
Porlon speed base. Bind-
ings are safely swivel loe

piece and forward re-

lease cable QQaembly and
metal poles. Compleloly
mounled.

fi,

Ski Sweaters

2788New SkiUque
Racer with sleevi

length Racing
Stripes, Available in Men's and
Women 't sizes. 100% New Wool
Shown on rigrt. Postage 50c

Famous Italian-

Made Ski Sweaters
100% pure wool.
Crewneck. Available in Men's and
Women's sizes. Shown on leil,

24.50 value. Postage 50c

1999

Stretch

Ski Pants
Wide Selection of

Men's — Women's Ski Pants
Non-Slip Elastic Waist Band

Women's Skitique Sttelch
Pants, New Men's and
Women's inside elastic waist-
band slim-line— the grealosl
fit you'vQ ever had for com-
fort and appearance al this

low price. In assocted colors.

Sizes 8-20 19.99
Men's sizes 28-42 .21.90

Men s — Women's
Sk I que Stretch Ski

Pants SItm-line, in all

s zes IG-ounce weight
In black, navy, pine,
burgandy, and brown.
A real value for stylo
and economy.

$20.00 value

Pai; 16.99

AT ALL 6 DAVE COOK COMPLETE SKI SHOPS—Colorado's Leading Supplier of

Your Sporting Goods Needs . . .

1601 Larimer St.

Westland Center
University Hills

Bear Valley
16lh and Welton
Colorado Springs
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COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

all|r liUag^ Jnn

217 East Pilces Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

ARE YOU SURE YOU
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING?

^

People in love have a ciuzy 11 ay ot gitluig ivrappod
up in eacli otter and forgetting about everything else.

So, mJess yoa want to make a mistake, forget about love
when you're buying a diamond ring.

If you'd like some expert help, in fact, go see your
ArtCan'ed jeweler. He has beautiful diamond ring.5 ti'om
$150 to over $1000. Every one has a gemologist's evaluation
inscribed on theinner band. Every one is guaranteed.

So don't get emotional at a time like this. Get careful.
If you don't know anything about diamonds, see your
ArtCarved jeweler. He does. A /^ ,

-See Dream Biamond Rings dy at this Autliorized ArtCarved Jeiveler
—

CECIL HOWELL JEWELER
126 North Teic Colorado Springs

GC Oebaiors Win at

GU, Wichita State;

To Gompete at UNM
Tlie senior debate team of Jan-

ice Wright and Barb Keener took

second place in tournament com-
polition at the University of Colo-

rado Forensics Festival Nov. 11

and 12. First place was captured

by South Dakota State College,

whose team defeated the CC girls

in the final round. Twenty-seven

colleges and universities from 10

states attended the tournament in

Boulder. Jeff Bauer and Barb

Keener tied for foin-th place in

senior extemporaneous speaking.

Three junior division debate

teams each compiled an impres-
sive 66 percent victory record. The
teams were; Jeff Bauer and Hunt
Kooiker, Bill Hyde and Al Sulzen-
fuss, and Ron Melichar and Chuck
Lambie. Chris Harris competed in

Oral Interpretation of Literature.

The CC debaters compiled an
impressive 58 percent win-loss
record at their next touniament
which was held November 18 and
19 at Wichita State University,
Wicliita, Kansas. The senior team
of Janice Wright and Barb Keener
advanced as far as the quarter-
finals before losing to a team from
Texas Cliristian University, and
the ju-nior team of Jeff Bauer and
Hunt Kooiker were defeated in

the quarter-finals by a team from
Colorado State College at Greeley.
Also debating for CO were the
teams of Steve Methner and Linda
IWarshall, Marilyn Moon and Trish
Fisehbach. Barb Keener won first

place in the senior division of Ex-
temporaneous Speaking. Almost
60 colleges and universities from
the Midwest and Soutliwest at-
tended the tournament. The squad
will next travel to the University
of New Mexico in Albuquerque,
December 2 and 3, to attend the
Duke City Forensics Tournament.

.amous
Advent Vesper Service

On Sunday, December 11, at

5 p.m. there will be a Vesper Ser-
vice relating to the Advent and
Christmas theme in Shove Chapel.
Taking part in this service will

be an augmented Chapel Choir
under the direction of Professor
Donald Jenkins; organist Charles
Noice; instrumental music and
readings given by members of the
Theater Workshop. There will be
a unity of readings from scrip-

tures and great literature and
music related to the Advent and
Christmas theme with the congre-
gation sharing in the service by
singing some of the great well
known carols. All members of the
college community are in\ated to

attend.

There will be no regular morn-
ing worship service in Shove
Chapel on that particular Sunday.

Grad School Interviews
Professor Russell N. Cansler of

the Graduate School of Business
Administration, Northwestern Uni-
versity, will be visiting the cam-
pus Friday, Dec. 9 for the purpose
of interviewing candidates for
their graduate program. Students
may enter this program without
previous academic work in .busi-

ness subjects. Please call Exten-
sion 433 or stop by Cutler, second
floor for appointment.

Winter Formal
The Winter Formal has been

postponed from December 3 to
January 28. Watch for further
information from Rastall Center
Board.

Briefs

Ride Service

The Rastail Center Board Vaca-
tion Ride Sei-vice now has a sign,
up area in Rastail Center (across
from the Rastail Desk). A ^^arge
map of the United States has been
divided into regions to facilitate
the location of rides and riders
for the vacation periods.

Those students desiring rides
should leave their names and des-
tinations on a blue slip in the ride
box. Those students desiring riders
should leave their names and des-
tination on pink slips in the ride
box. Also, these drivers should
place a red map pin on the map at
their final destinations.

Each driver and passenger will

be responsible for making his owji
arrangements. Those signing up
should check back periodically to

see if any new names have been
added to the ride box.

CC Dance Recital

The Colorado College Dance Re-
cital, scheduled for Dec. G and 7,

has been postponed to Jan. 27-28.

The announcement was made by
Prof. Norman Corniek, who said
the January recital would feature
dancers enrolled in the program
at the college.

Seniors
All seniors who expect to com-

plete graduation requirements at
the end of the current semester
are asked to check with Mrs.
Cross in the Registi-ar's Office.

Authors' Tea Today
All members of the faculty ami

students are cordially invited to

a tea honoring Colorado College
professors who have authored or

edited books in the past year. The
tea will be held in Armstrong Hall
on Friday, December 2, from 4
until 5:30. Professors honored this

year are Ayala, B e i d 1 e m a u,

Brooks, Gilbert, Gray, Knapp,
Pearl. Ross, Seay, Snyder, and
Sondermann. The tea is sponsored
by Cap and Gown and the Library
Committee.

Spaghetti

Pliza

Sandwiches

f/^ife/r^ Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students
4;3Op.m.-ll;00p.m. Tues.-Sal.

71 I North Tejon

12:00-10:00 p.m. Sunday

634-9346

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrosj from the Campui

827 North Tejon

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO.-.he P.„Pe.^A.,

SINCE 187!

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
.SUPPLIE.S

OUT UIEST

I I £ P.tr.'. ?,.A y^.r.'.i, 614-5^01

This Afternoon— p. A« C»
at

THE KRAZY KAT
COORS ON TAP 3-6 P. M.

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly

This Week: "THE CHANDELS"

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutet from the campus)
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BB Boys to Face CSC;
Swimmers Win Opener

10 Lettermen,
Seven Frosh
Lead Tankers

by Bob Hiester

Last year the Colorado College
basketball team finished on the
short end of 19 straight games.
After winning their opener against
St. Mary's, the Tigers could not put
together another winning effort.

It was not that CC lacked talent,
but in every game they played, the
Bengals gave up a tremendous edge
in height. The tallest man on the
team was only G-2, and even if the
Tigers could remain close or ahead,
as they did many times, lack of
height eventually made the differ-

ence under the boards.

More Height and Depth

This year, however. Coach Leon
(Red) Eastlack feels that the Tig-
ers have a bi'ighter outlook, as CC
has more height and depth. Coach
Eastlack has a squad of 31 com-
liosed of eight returning letter-

men who are backed by several
i.ransfer students and freshmen.

Mel Proctor, a H-O sophomore
guard, who led last year's Tigers
with 239 points and a 12.6 aver-
age, will be one of Eustlack's
mainstays. Senior Steve Schilder,

a 5-9 play maker who last year
scored 180 points, and junior Chi-is

Grant, a 6-2 forward with excep-
tional moves under the basket,
and who tallied 179 points last

year, will also spark the Tigers.

Transfers and Freshmen Help

CC will be helped out by junior
college transfers Jen-y Wain-
wright from Morton in Chicago,
and Bob Harvey from Rangely.
Of the freshmen, one of the most
promising is Harold Minter, one
of the key membei-s of last year's
Manual High School team, which
won the Class AAA State Basket-
ball title.

Tigers Open Season with CSC
The Tigers face a rugged open-

ing foe in Colorado State College,
a team that has been picked to
win the Rocky Mountain Confer-
ence. CC plays CSC today, De-
cember 2, in a home contest. On
Saturday the Tigers face Califor-
nia, Davis in another home game.
Out of the 20 games in CC's
schedule, 13 of them are home
games, with some of the games
being played in o s s i 1 1 gym-
nasium instead of the City
Auditorium,

CC will also host this year's
annual Christmas Tournament
which includes Grinnell College,
Cliicago University and Knox
College.

Tlie Colorado College men's swim
team, coached by Jerry Lear,
started on its way to another suc-
cessful season Tupsday night by
defeating Regis College' 60 to 44.
With 10 returning lettermen,

Coach Lear and his fish are de-
veloping what looks like a very
strong team. Important starter's
from last year are: Dick Coil, Don
Campbell, Gene Hunner, and Chris
Walker in freestyle events; Chuck
Mullin in breaststroke; Terry
Covington and Jerry Hancock iii

backstroke; Bill Klein and Mike
Kelly in butterfly. Rounding out
the returning upperclassmen are
Lee Murray in distance events and
team manager Doug Bro\vn.

Also on this year's roster are
seven energetic freshmen. Partic-
ularly outstanding are breast-
atroker Bill Johnson and freestyler
Dan Ramsey, who swim berths on
CC's 400 yard medley relay team.
Other first year swimmers are
butterflyer Bill Vineris, back-
stroker Mike Levitt, distance swim-
mer Don Raymond, and individ-
ual medley man Greg Hock.

^

In Tuesday's meet one excep-
tionally strong spot came in diving
in which freshman Tom Kleeman
and senior Doug Hearn, both first
year divers, swept the one and two
positions respectively.

Jerseys Stolen
Two Colorado College hockey

team game jerseys. Numbers ."i

and 14, were stolen from the
locker room in Cossit Hall Tues-
day afternoon, Nov, 29. The ath-
letic department requests that
the jerseys be returned immed-
iately or the hockey (eam will

not be able to play in their reg-
ular uniforms against (.)hio Uni-
versity tonight and tomorrow
night.

Skater in Seventeen
Peggy Fleming, internationally

known figure skater, and a part
time student at Colorado College,
was featured in a pictorial inter-
view in the December issue of
Seventeen Magazine. She is

presently working toward the 1967
World Championship in Vienna in

February.

J
Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
[ACROSS FROM SLOCUW)

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers
-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers

9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

— '

BAKER REALTY CO.

REALTOR INSUROR

^uth,A OfieH
Fin. Food ExcMcnt Service Beautiful S„m„„«ii„g.

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

s trade-in time v^
for tired old myths.
Like the one about business. Especially

big business. That it is beyond the rugged

individualist's wildest daydream to enter

this holy of holies because he'll lose some-
thing that's very sacred — like his inde-

pendence.

Sure, it can happen. If a guy or gal

wanfs to hide, or just get by, or not accept

responsibility, or challenges.

We're not omniscient enough or stupid

enough to speak for all business, but at a

company like Western Electric, bright

ideas are not only welcome, they are en-

couraged. And no door is shut. Create a

little stir, go ahead, upset an old apple-

cart {we replace shibboleths at a terrific

pace — we have to as manufacturing and
supply unit of the Bell System - in order

to provide your Bell telephone company
with equipment it needs to serve you-

)

There's an excitement in business. True,

weVc in it to make a profit, but working to

find new and better ways to make things

that help people communicate is very re-

warding and satisfying. Did you ever hear

these wry words of Oliver Wendell
Holmes? "Never trust a generality — not

even this one,"

That's how we feel about the generality

that claims you'll just become a little cog

in a company like Western Electric. You
/ni};h!, of course, but if you consider your-

self an individual now, odds are 10 to I

that you'll keep your individuality. And
cherish it. And watch it grow. Even at big,

big Western Electric.

You know, that's the only way we'd

want you to feel If you feci like coming
in with us.

^^ Western Electric
•- -' MSNUFACIURINC S SUPPLY UNII Of IH[ BEll SYSTEM
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Winchell's Oonut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOMtMADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

PIZZA i MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemeth'-i Q 7ej9H

NOW OPENS THE .

HHex'"/ikh

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Nighf Special , , ,

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

acmpuAco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N, Tejon 633-1721

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South Bth Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Kazin to Discuss Literature of City at Symposium
One of the forthcoming sympos-

ium's distinguished participants
will he Alfred Kazin, author,
critic and teacher. His principal

lecture, the Lloyd Memorial Lec-
ture, on "The Literature of the
City," is tentatively scheduled for

Tuesday evening, Jan. 10, 1967.

Kazin is presently Distinguished

Professor of English at State Uni-

versity of New York at Stony

Brook. He received his BS at City

Alfred Kazin

Now CHIEF
Theatre

DON'T TOUCH-SHE'S

A BOOBY-BOMB...
with a delicate

RelaxlvityFuse!

AMERICAN INTERNATIONALS

DiiGOL»FOoT§

TH^GrRLBoMBS
-TECMNlCOlPRJ

At 1:05 • 3:33 • 5:31

— 7:29 and 9:27 —
Sal. & Sun. — 5:00

— 7:29 and 9:27 —

his MA in 1938 at Columbia. In
1942 and 1943 he served as liter-

ary editor of the New Republic
and was contributing editor in

1943-1945.

Kazin has received two Guggen-
heim fellowships, a Rockefeller fel-

lowship for study of trade union
and army popular education m-ove-
nients in Great Britain, and an
Award for Literature from the Na-
tional histitute of Arts and Let-
ters.

The following quotations taken
from Kazin are a sample of the
range of his ideas:

"How wonderful it is to have
known writers before they became
disguised as Important People

"In the 1940's our first great
modern writers began to drop
off ..."

"You did it, you son-of-a-bitch.
You and m6—we are all guilty. It

was the times. It was the age."

Symposium Lecture Schedule
The following is a tentative symposium lecture schedule which

includes only major lectures and panels. Luncheons, documentaries,
feature movies, discussions, and other events will appear on the final'
.-(hedule.

Monday

7:,30 p.m.

Inesday
10:46 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Wednesday

10:45 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Thursday

Frederick Gnlheim, "The Urban Agenda"

Allan Temko, "The New Urban Scale"
Reuben Zubrow, "The Financial Plight of American Cities"
Oren Nolting, "The Trend Toward Regionalism"
Alfed Kazin, "The Literature of the City"

(Lloyd Memorial Lecture)

Oskar Stonorov, "Planning the City for People"
David Brower, "Cites and Our Natural Environment:

Conditions of Peaceful Coexistence"
Lawrence Senesh, "Developing Young People's Vision for

Urban Living"
Edward Logue, "The Human Dimensions of Urban

Redevelopment"

10:30

2:00 p.n

8:00 p.n

Friday
10:30 a.iT

2:00 p.n

4:00 p. IT

8:00 p.ir

Lewis Crutcher, "Visual Qualities of American Cities"
Dan Wakefield, "The Loneliness of the City"
Panel featuring John Buggs, Dan Wakefield, Joseph Lyfore

Leo Schnore: "Minorities in the Urban Setting"

Claude Brown, "Growing Up in the Ghetto"
Joseph Lyford, "The Poor vs. the City"
Panel: "Minority Problems Reconsidered"
Hon. Arthur Naftalin, "Can the American City Survive?"

Hatkauaii\i
Imported Pipes Imported Toboccoi

Magazines
127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

Hiscounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities/ Sororit

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5605

If you are flying home for Christmas . .

.

REMEMBER ...
Youth fares are not valid

on Dec. 15 through Dec. 24

and Jan. 2, 3, and 4. NOW is the time for reservations

ALL POINTS TRAVEL SERVICE Am\
215 Ea,tPiUsPea^ Avenue

Rhone 636-2393
^

JOBS ABROAD GUARANTEED

ENGLAND
BRUSSELS: The Int'l Student
Information Service, non-profit,
today announced that 1,000
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD
are available to young people
17'2 to 40,Year-Round and Sum-
mer, The new 34 page JOBS
ABROAD magazine Is packed
with on-the-spot-photos, stories
and information about your JOB
ABROAD. Applications are en-
closed. LANGUAGE CULTURE-
FUN-PAY-TRAVEL For your copy
send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS,
133 Rue Hotel des Monnaies,
Brussels 6, Belgium.
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Gutheim to Open Symposium
Frederick Gutheim, who will

give the opening' Symposium pre-
sentation on Monday evening, Jan-

uary 9, is one of today's most vital

authorities on the city. Indeed,

Gutheim's entire life has been de-

voted to the study of urban af-

fairs. He obtained his education at

tlie University of Wisconsin and
t!ie University of Chicago, as well

as in Europe. Somewhat a pioneer

Symposium Program

To Include 23 Films
Tlic programs t'ur tliis year's

symposium on "The City" will in-

clude 23 movies and films, rang-
ing from documentary to dramatic.

According to Dr. Johns, chair-

man of the Symposium Film Com-
mittee, these include several fea-

ture films. "The Savage Eye,"
winner of several international
awards, is a half - documentary,
half-dramatic film on the seamier
side of life in Los Angeles. "The
Aspliait Jungle," starring Sterling
Hayden and Marilyn Monroe, cen-
ters around a big-city jewel rob-
bery and is considered the classic

ci'ime move of all time. "The Last
Hurrah" is taken from Edwin
O'Connor's book by the same
name, which deals with Boston
politics. In spite of popular de-
mand, "Knute Rockne, All-Ameri-
can" will not be shown again. Its

replacement will be "San Fran-
cisco," which depicts the 1906
earthquake and stars Clark Gable,
Spencer Tracy, and Jeanette Mac-
Donald.

As in past years, the Fine Arts
Center will present a movie in

keeping with the symposium
theme. This year it will be "Raisin
in the Sun," the story of the sting-
g!es of a Negro family who live

in t!ie tenements of Southside Chi-
cago, starring Sidney Poitier.

Documentary films will be
shown every day at noon in the

WES room of Rastall Center and

at Armstrong on Monday night

and Tuesday and Thursday morn-
ings. Among the documentaries to

be shown is a series of six entitled

"Lewis Mumford on the City,"

based on Mumford's book. The
City in History. Also included is a

special film about the 350,000 peo-

Ijle who inhabit the tenements of

South Bronx, called "Uptown

:

Portrait of the South Bronx." The
movie is narrated by the residents

themselves. Another famous docu-

mentary to be shown is "The City"
from the Museum of Modern Art,

with music by Aaron Copeland.

A fuller description of the sym-
posium films will be published at

a later date and made available at

Ha stall Desk.

ill the field of governmental urban
policy, Gutheim has sei-ved for 15
years in various Federal agencies.
His honors range from authorship
of the planning sections of the
TVA Act in 1933 to decoration by
the Government of Finland. Most
recently Gutheim served a five
year term as President of the
Washington center for Metropoli-
tan Studies, an independent re-
-'^earch organization. As an expert
in his field, Gutheim has pub-
lished many books as well as con-
ti'iburting to numerous archi-
tectural journals and serving on
the staffs of several leading news-
papers.

Even now Mr. Gutheim is in-
volved in research for the Ford
Foundation and continues to ser\'e
as a private consultant. Not only
as an expert on the development
of urban affairs over the past two
decades, but also as a man who is

doing some of the newest, most
exciting work in his field, Gutheim
promises to be a stimulating Sym-
posium guest. In addition to his

Monday night speech, "The Urban
Agenda", Gutheim will probably

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasotiabhj Priced

1524 North Teion Telephone 632-0164

Frederick Gu+heir

participate in tliscussions of pre-
sentations by other speakers.
Frederick Gutheim will certainly

promise Symposium participants a

fascinating introduction to "Tlie

City."

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Ravioli Lasagna

"" Telephone 632-5846

Spaghetti
3005 North Nevada A

Cme ih aht( StcuM ! !

The Off-Campus Gift Botique features .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

lewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824 Vz N. Tejon Slreel—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

Polynesian Room

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 (Sunday)

(Try Ui (or Youf Naif Function) Phone 634-0978

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now

While Stocks Are Complete

I

^

SKI RENTALS
Skis — Boots— Poles

$8.00

Per Week

Connplefe

Head Refinishing

Factory Job on

Our Own Machine

.ski shop °' sport

1414 wulh t«ion— cibo Mrvine

The Lucky Lady
Have a beer and enjoy a real gay-SOs atmosphere—

folk singers and picmo players

Welcome anytime,

3.2 Budweiser and Coors on Tap Beer to Go

2727 North Nevada Avenue

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

TCeepsalce '

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEI\1ENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-pag9 booklet, "Hov/ To Plan Vour Engagement
and Wedding" ond new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c.
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book

Addrr

KEEPSAKE DIAI^OND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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MRHA President-elect, Mike Smedley
Discusses Government in Mens' Dorms
Mike Sniedlej-, n e w I y elected

president of the Men'i Resilience
Hai) Association, feels that the es-

tablishment of a constitution for
all men's residences is the main
problem facing him at the niomeiit.

He hopes for "a body that would
provide for at least good coopera-
tion." The upperclass dorms,
Arthur House and Mathias Hall,

and freshman donns, Jackson
House and Slocum Hall, would be

constituted under either "a uni-

ARE YOU A
UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North T.jon

634-2093

If You Believe . . .

everything you say about
yourself, you're probably
having your hair cut at

SlX-30 COIFFURES. We
will cut, sliape, OT trim your
hair for $2.00 {save 1.00).

Offer for CC Students ONLY
(Pleasel! — Females Preferredl)

^ix-30 C-oiffureJ

630 North Tejon 636-5195

lateral or bilateral government.

"

One idea Smedley has which
would involve the new government
is a Comprehensive judicial sys-

tem. He envisages "a partially

student judicial system which
would handle cases not covered by
residence unit judicial bodies." He
feels "it would take the load off

the administration as well as
showing them student intelligence

and responsibility. It is the place
of Gary Ceriani (president of Slo-

cum Hall) and me to work out
these pi'oblem.s."

Smedley also hopes to "encour-
age Fireside Chats" and "possibly

to paint and decorate the large

room in the basement of Mathias
Hall as a recreation room." He
also said that "Gary and 1 would
try for increased open houses.

Perhaps once or twice a week, al-

though it is hardly out of the form-
ulating stage."

On the question -of resident ad-

visors, he said that one of their

purposes was "to maintain dis-

cipline." He said, "No one could

say men (in Mathias Hall) don't

need di.^ciplme, and Mr. Kauffman
can't do it all." Smedley says,
though, that "to go around search-
ing rooms looking for liquor is

invasion of privacy, search with-
out warrant, and all that type of
thing." If an individual is found
guilty of breaking dorm rules,

he should be "assessed according
to the degree of violation."

Smedley is also interested in

"instigating enforced quiet hour.s."

Part of his position, he feels, is

"to serve as an avenue where
gripes can reach nie." He feels

the dorm has "worked surpris-
ingly well" and he has heard no
"hard core grijjcs."

Concerning the question of Mr.
Kauffman checking rooms over
Thanksgiving Smedley said, "Mr.
Kauffman was just checking walla

for damage. It would distiiib

fewer people that way." Kauffman
confirmed this. He said he just
"opened the door, looked at the
four walls and looked at furni-
ture." Kauffman said, "I've got to

keep in touch for any major dam-
age." It can then be repaired over
Christmas vacation.

Cerfkin, "Crisis in Rhodesia''
iContinued fro l>agc len)

member-ship in the Parliament, de-

ci-easing discrimination, and prom-
ising to repeal the Land Appor-
tionment Act. Because of certain

discriminati\'e clauses in the new
constitution, the leaders of the two
predominantly African parties re-

fused to sign it and the Euro-

peans eventually adopted another

one, holding the first national elec-

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight BlocU from Compus — New ond Used Biles

SCHWINN Franchise Di

19 EAST KIOWA STREET
Rep.i & Parts for Any Make

TELEPHONE 634-4733

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - Sch'

802 North Weber

I Supplies - Beverages

Telephone 633-2069

tions uru.lei- it iii IW2. The white
government which was elected

began to emphasize the repression
of the Africans and has offered no
hope for reconciliation or accommo-
dation of the African majority.

Arriving at the present situa-

tion, Cefkin described it as "grim "

He portrayed it as a stalemate
between the Africans who are de
manding a "one man one vote" e-^-

tablishment with the armed intei-

\'ention of Britain to achieve it.

and the Europeans who feel that
they are "fighting for their lives"

and demand to be recognized as
an independent country.

Di". Cefkin's final remarks weie
directed at discovering what the
possibilities are for Rhodesia's fu-
ture. Stating that at present theie
is no "give" on either side, Cefkm
predicted that Prime Minister Wil-
son of Great Britain will be forced
to take a "more aggressive cam-
paign to the United Nations," and
that the result might be moie
pressure upon both sides for con-
ciliation. He stated that any solu-
tion must recognize that Rhodesia
is a multi-racial society and both
sides must have equal opportun-
ity. Human rights must be pre-
served for both Europeans and
Africans and both groups must be
guaranteed freedom from opposi-
tion by the other.

THE CHINOOK BOOKf^r^op
Browse— in unhurried, uncrowded. coffee-
cupped comfort— amid the bountiful

shelves of the region's largest and most
complete bookstore.

2O8I/2 North Tejon 635-1195

iffit- t/ieJeJt ...

charter a plane home!

Charter a plane to Las Vegas!

Charter a plane to Aspen!

Charter a plane anywhere!

Yes, charter a big, luxurious, twin-engine 1966 Cessna 3 1 OK

that will provide fast, safe, deluxe transportation wherever

you'd like to go . . . and, you'll be surprised at the low cost!

Cell us (or more informaHon 6 3 6-372 I

MOUNTVIEW AIRCRAFT CORP.

NOW . . . even better!

SKI AREA

NOTJUST SKllhlG...

Everything's better.

(check our simpatico . ,

.

or apres-ski, if you prefer)

D.IVl.U.L S and packs

given special consideration

(don't ask)

Get away from the books . .

.

PLAN AHEAD . . . make some kind of

reservation for a weekend now.

STUDENT RATES. ATHE
For detailed informalion

P 0. BoS 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/453-2378-Oenver222-0404, E>t. 88

/

- -xr~

Jnsljsh Icatli

at'hina

Lounge
118 North Cascade Avenue

hone 634-6645

AUTHOSIZED OEAUD I.,

VWSAlESondSSBVICE

the AiLPUrPOSiJrfCN'S LOTION $2 00 $3 50 $650
Hi. ;LL PtffIPC15^S«UX LOTIUN ^5 00 (refill $2 00)

thaShArflMOtRfW^ybO ,h5 PRE SHAVE LUTION $ 50
,

the ALL PUReOW PWVesKjJ 50 th, DEODORANT STICK $1 00
„»h»AES0»Lfl«)JdRAJJTfw4tf., theSHOlVERSOAPONA CORD ^0

. GlfT Sei^ (rolJl $3 00 to $10 00
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Modern Arisfotleian Tragedy

Colorado Springs, Colo., January 9, 1967

Gufheim, "The Urban Agenda/'

To Open Symposium Tonight

Colorado College

TW to Present Anderson's "Winterset" Saturday
By Joe Mattys HB^

—

.=>_.. 'By Joe Mattys

One facet of the Symposium
this week will be the Theatre
Workshop production of Maxwell
.Anderson's Winterset. Tlie play,
ilirected by Linda Soger, is recog-
nized as one of the author's best
and marked a new era in contem-
jjnrary drama: Anderson sought to
write an Aristotelian tragedy "out
iif the stuff of (his) own times."
He had already achieved a mea-
sure of success in poetic tragedy
form with Elizabeth the Queeii
:ind Mary of Scotland; but now he
-truck out on a new path, deter-
'riined to set human dignity and
mvc against human revenge and
hate, determined to prove that the
l»ior in pocket may defy death and
'iciry the emptiness of life if they
l)e wor-thy in heart. Anderson takes
Inur common citizens of a vast
iiipgaiopolis and sets them against
the forces of evil— injustice, cor-
ruption, and stupidity. These peo-
|jlc lose the battles in which they
engage themselves, and maybe
even the whole war; they are lost
in the metropolis' maze— no one
else in the city is even aware of
their existence, everyone else com-
fortably csconced in "the hearths
of Brooklyn

. . . the love-nests of
Manhattan." But Anderson force-
fully focuses the attention of our
rfyes on the ti-agedy of these four
people; their story happens every
flay of the world, they are real
people, yet Anderson's poetry
grants them a stature so great
that we must, with AristoteUan
fear and pity, regret their decline
arrd demise.

The play is an important com-
mentary on our times as well as a
moving portrayal of man's strug-
gle and search for meaning in
"this hard star-adventure." The
cast and crew, composed princi-
pally of students, has been work-
rug since mid-December on the

Frederick Gutheim. who will

give the opening Symposium lec-

ture tonight at 7:30 on "The Ur-
ban Agenda," is one of today's
most vital authorities on the city
Indeed. Gutheim's entire lite has
Irecri devoted to the study of urbair
affarrs. He obtained bis education
at the Urriversity of Wisconsin and
the University of Chicago, as well
as in Europe. Somewhat a pioneer
rn the field of governmental urban
policy, Gutheim has served for 16
years in various Federal agencies.
Hrs honors range from authorship
of the planning sectiorrs of the
TVA Act in 1933 to decorations by
the Goverrrment of Finland. Most
lecerrtly Gutheim served a five-
year ter-m as President of the
Washington center for Metropoli-
tan Studies, an independent re-
search organization. As an expert
in his field, Gutheim has pub-
Irshcd marry books as well as cou-
tirbutirig to numerous archi-
tectural journals and serving on
the staffs of several leading news-
paper's.

Everr now Mr. Gutheim is in-
volved in r-esearch for the Ford
Foundation and continues to serve
as a private consultant. Not only
as an expert on the deyelopnren't
of urban affair-s over the past two
decades, but also as a man who is

doing some of the newest, nrost

exerting work in his field, Gutheim
promrses to be a stimulating Svin-
posirim guest.

Frederick Gutheim

In addition to his speech tonight,
he will participate as a discussant
following Allan Temko's lecture
"The New Urban Scale" at
10:45 a.m. on Tuesday. In all,
Frederick Gutheim cejtainly prom-
ises S y m p o s i u m participants
a fasciirating intr'oduction to "The
City".

Polk Named Registrar
I'jesiili.nr W.. *"^

Linda Soger. Carl Chard and Pam
production of "Winterset."

production, and will be in rehear-

sal six to eight hours the rest of
this week to ready the play for

pi'esentation on Saturday at 2:00

and 8:00 p.m. in Ai'mstrong Little

Theater. Tickets must be obtained

at Rastall Desk.

The cast includes many of the
Workshop's most experienced
players— Carl Chard as Mio, Pam
Stephenson as Mrrianne, Steve
Mendillo as Esdras — as well as
relative newcomei-s like Steve
Kohler in the role of Garth and
Sherman Hall as Judge Gaunt.

Stephenson rehearse for Saturday's

The play is moviirg and subtle,
rf also br-utal and frank, and An-
der-son is one of the great plav-
wrrghts of our time; his play is
not one to be missed.

CCA Referendum

President Wornc ,.,, „,,-

nounccd the appointment of' Prof.
Hai'old K. Polk as registrar and
director of placement.

A for-mer systenr-plannirrg eir-
gincer with the Public Service
Company of Colorado, Polk has
been professor of engineering at
CC since 19C2. He assumerl his
new duties Jan. 1.

iterature of City to Be Topic

Of Author, Critic, Teacher Kazin
Alfred

t e a c h e

posium's

tieipants.

Memorial
evening.

Kazin. author, critic, and
and one of the Sym-

aiost distinguished par-
will give the Lloyd
Lecture on Tuesday

Kazrn is uniquely qualified to
speak on "The Liter-ature of the
l^ity," his topic. He is the authorM sever-al books, including: On
native Gi-ound (1942), A Walkerm the City (1951), Conlempora-
fies (1962) and Starting out in
'he Thirties (lOIJB). In addition,
'azm has edited or written intro-
Ouctrons for books on Anne Frank,
Iheodor-e Dreiser, William Blake,
f; Scott Fitzger-ald and Ralph
naldo Emer-son. He is also a
^tsady contributor to newspapers

'I rnagazines and is considered
'• of the country's most brilliant
'1 stimulating teachers and

''turers.

Recipient of two Guggenheim
f'-' owships and the Rockefeller
fellowship. Kazin was given the
»aid for literature of the Na-
lonal Institute of Arts and Let-
Wis rn 1949. He is a member of
"lat Institute as well as of the
„*merrcan Academy of Arts and
Terences.

He is presently Distinguished
"otessor of English at State Uni-
^»srty of New York at Stony
"»ok. He r-eceived his BS at City

College of New York in 1935 and
his MA in 1938 at Columbia. In
1942 and 1943 he ser-ved as liter-
ar>y editor of the New Republic
and was contributing editor in
1943-1945.

On Janyary 27

Voting oir the proposed student-
faculty Constitution has been
again rescheduled to Friday, Janu-
ary 27. At the CUL meeting of
December 1, Dave Schaffer, speak-
ing for the subcommittee of stu-
dents responsible for conducting
the election, stated that there did
not seem to be much interest dur-
ing the period just before final
exams.

During the two weeks of classes
before the election, open meetings
will be held to discuss the pro-
posed constitution and to distri-
bute copies. The meetings will be
announced in the Tiger when the
scherlule is available. Harold K. Poll

Ho will retain the title of pro-
fessor of engiireernrg aird will con-
tinue to direct the college's pre-
professional engineering program.

Professor Polk is the first full-
time i-egistrar at Colorado College
since Mrs. Ruth Scoggin retired in
1965. The placement duties wei'o
handled for years by Associate
Dean H. E. Math las, who died last
October.

President Wor'ner said Profes-
sor Polk's backgr-ound in education
and industrial planning would
strengthen both offices.

'"rhe modern clay registrar is
very mui:h a central academic plan-
ning office)- on the college scene,"
Werner said. "Anil in placement
It is very much to the point to
have a man from industry who
knows what industi'y is looking
for'."

Since joining the Colorado Col-
lege staff after' 1 1 year's with tho
Public Service Company, Pi'ofesaor
Polk has maintained a close i-ela-

tionship through consulting a.ssign-
ments with the Electromotive Di-
vision of Genei-al Motor's, the
Solar Division of Inter-national
Harvester, anti other fii-ms.

The author' of numer'ous articles
in technical and engineering publi-
cations, he has been an associate
pi'ofessor of electrical engineering
at the University of Illinois and
has taught at the Univcr'sity of
I'.ih.rado.

I

Alfred Kaz

The following quotations taken
from Kazin are a sample of the
i-ange of his ideas:

"How wonderful it is to have
known writers before they became
disguised as Important People

"In the 1940"s our first great
modern -wTiters began to drop
off ..."

"You did it, you son-of-a-bitch.
You and me—^we are all guilty. It
was the times. It was the age."

L'fguuiiiig tills r.t^irje.su-'r senior

women will have no hours, sopho-
mores and juniors will have oc-

casional extended hours on week-
day nights, and invitations from a
hostess will not be required for
upperclass women on overnight
visits. Decisions on these matters
were made at the end of last se-
mester by administration officials
and Associated Women Students,
and were announced by Dean
Christine Moon in letters to the
parents of women students:

The abolition of hours for
seniors will be on a trial basis
this semester. There will be a
"touchdown" time of 8:00 a. m.,
before which senior women must
check in. They will be responsible
for making their own aiTange-
ments to get in the dorms after
closing hours. Signout procedures
will be as usual. When asked what

of Women's Dorm Rules Effected
tliiii!,'.; will be evaluated to serve as
a standard for continuing this sys-
tem, Dean Moon said, "I don't
know for suie. Certainly grades
and evaluations by the girls them-
selves will be considered." Also
any administrative expense or dif-
ficulty will be looked at.

Extended hours until 1:00 a. m.
will be allowed once a month for
sophomores and twice a month for
juniors on Sunday through Thurs-
day nights. Lean Moon said that
"the hours on Friday and Satur-
day nights are comparable to those
at several colleges similar to CC,"
but that CC fell behind the others
in giving girls a "chance to make
some decisions for themselves"
about when to come in at night.

Both of these actions became of-
ficial after being passed by the
three boards of AWS: Executive
Board, Judicial Board and Legis-

lative Board. Also, the propo.saI to
allow "anyone who sjjontaneously
observes an infraction to report it

to a counselor, dorm i)resident, or
student advisor" was passed.

The decision to abolish the neces-
sity for an invitation from a host-
ess for upperclass women was
made by Dean Moon in conjunc-
tion with head residents in re-
sponse to requests by women stu-
dents. Invitations will still be re-
quired for freshmen women.

In the letter sent to parents,
Dean Moon said, "There are many
reasons for making the changes.
Students have often lived inde-
pendently duj-ing school vacation
when they have held jobs and many
have spent time in Europe where
they have been entirely independ-
ent. I believe the women students
are capable of handling these new
responsibilities."



Editorial The Tragedy of Arab Refugees
The new liberalization cf women's hours, which will take

effect beginning' this semester, is a promising step in tlie

riglit direction. Senior women will set their own hours and
will no longer face the problems of having to cut short an
enjoyable evening or of being kept out longer than they
wish, simply because hours allow it.

For juniors and sophomores, the new rules fail to solve

some pre-existing problems. Hours will remain in effect for

most nights of the month, and the difficulties of cutting

some evenings shoi-t and of being kept out longer than they
would be, if they set their own hours, will still face most
sophomore and junior women.

Under the new regulations, it will be easier for an upper-
class coed to stay out oveniight than for her to come in late.

But most women would prefer to be allowed to return after

hours when they wish, rather than have to make arrange-
ments for staying out all night. The price of the present
liberalization was a marginally operative honor system which
allowed many women to return late without penalty. This will

no longer be possible.

It can only be hoped that, after a trial semester under
the new system, the only logical solution to the jDroblein of
women's hours, one similar to that now being applied to the
seniors, will be extended to all upperclass women. — Loesch

Letter to the Editor

By All Jowaysir

The whole world has known of
and wept for the Jewish "dias-

pora," the disper-sion of the Jews
in the early history, and their an-
nihilation by the Nazi regime. But
few in the western world know
anything about the Arab "dias-

pora" and their massacre by Zion-

ist terrorists. One million Arabs
were driven out of their homeland,
which they had occupied since im-
memorial time, to make way for
the Zionist newcomers from all

parts of the world.

Arab refugees are the tragic
reality behind ttie establishment
of the great state of Israel. By
the time of the Balfour Declara-
tion of 1917, which promised to

establish a Jewiali home in Pales-

tine, Arabs accounted for 95 per
cent of the population and owned
99 per cent of the land. They had
resisted for 30 years the Briti^sh

attempt to establish a Jewish state

To the Editor:

I have followed with some in-

terest your dispute on German

problems. The articles, especially

Mr. Wolf's, are quite good al-

though his arguments get a bit

thin sometimes, for example, when

he is writing about German na-

tionalism.

The German problem has devel-

oped to such an accumulation of

different opinions, views, and poli-

tical communiques that it is good

sometimes to remember the more

important movements and facts.

Since 1949. the Deutsche Bun-

desrepublik (West Germany) has

called itself the sole and legitimate

representative of Germany . . .

Also, since 1949 the DBR has tried

to perform a reunion on ... a

military basis— established by the

United States. These have teen the

foundations of the politics of

Western Germany until now.

The so-called Deutsche Demo-
kratische Republik (East Ger-

many) justly doubted the repre-

sentative title of the DBR (how

many African states have a demo-

cracy?) and demanded to be ac-

knowledged. The DBR armed it-

self and this action was followed

by a parallel armament in East

Germany. This political policy on

the part of the West, joined by
economic pressure, lead directly to

the fact that the DBR has become
more and more dependent on the

USSR. As a result, a comparative-
ly free communism, as in Poland,

could not develop . . .

While the USA decided for a
political policy neither completely
giving up the initiative in the Ger-

man question, nor handing it over
to the West German goveiTiment,

some other states in Europe devel-

oped new ideas on the German
problem. It is nonsense to assert

France or England are against a

German reunion! It is the same
kind of nonsense when people say

the USSR will never "hand out"

the DDR.

England, France and even the

USSR do not have a definite dis-

like at^aiiist reunion, but they are

against the West German and
American idea of a legitimate re-

union. There will never be again

the Germany of 1939 or 1937. But
perhaps a Germany will evolve in

1980 which will consist of two in-

dependent states, having no mili-

tary or economic tension between

them.

I think every state in Europe is

in favor of this development. It

is a fact that the political prob-

lems of Germany, or more exactly,

of Westem Germany and the

USA, have lead directly to most
of the political and economical
problems in Europe today.

There is the possibility that the

German nationalism (it is a bit

complicated, and I will only indi-

cate it here) will change under a

new political development in Ger-
many. Today German nationalism
is as illogical as the official Ger-
man politics. A somewhat Ibgical

nationalism will probably take

place in Germany when a logical

political reunion occurs.

Rolf Lobeck
Landeskunsthochschule
Hamburg, Germany
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in their homeland. Even in 1947,
when Palestine was partitioned by
the UN, only one third of the pop-
ulation were Jews and they owned
seven per cent of the land. Never-
theless, in 1948, Israel was estab-
lished particularly with the help
of Britain and the pressure of the
US in the UN, and two-thirds of
the lands were given to that seg-
ment of the population. Arabs
were massacred and expelled and
their lands were handed over to
the foreigners who were induced
to go there and replace them.
Though Israel had occupied terri-

tories beyond the area prescribed
by the UN, it still also has the
hope of further expansion in the
Arab world.

It was laid down in the UN in

November, 1947, that those Pales-
tinian Arabs who wished to return
should be permitted to do so and
those who did not wish to return
should be compensated for the loss
of their property—a resolution re-

affirmed annually in the UN, but
it has no legal force.

Israel refused to accept any re-

sponsibility for the refugees, say-
ing that they fled voluntarily.
There is no evidence for such a
statement, Ben-Gurion himself
said that no one "could stop us

InformaHon Available
On Voluntary Service

Professor Kenneth Burton has
details available concerning volun-
tary service in the summer of 1967
for any students who may be in-

terested. These may be seen at his
office in Armstrong Hall Room
141. These are programs both of
community sen'ice and individual
senice which are made available
through the Board of National
Missions. They are of a wide vari-
ety and of wide geographical dis-

tribution. They range from Alaska
to the deep South and are of the na-
ture of summer vacation teaching
in Indian villages, in logging
camps and maintenance and con-
struction work. Any students who
may be interested are invited to
see whether they may wish to ap-
ply and are asked to contact Pro-
fessor Burton about this.

from reaching our goal ... in a
state made larger and Jewish by
the Haganah."

Zionism could not deceive all

the people all the time. The well-
known British historian, Ai-nold

Toynbee, stated in his book, A
Study of History: "The evil deeds
comniitteed by Zionist Jews against
the Palestinian Arabs that were
comparable to crimes committed
against the Jews by the Nazis,
were the massacre of men, women,
and children at Deir Yassin on the
9th of April, 1948, which precipi-
tated a flight of the Arab popula-
tion in large numbers from dis-
tricts within range of the Jewish
armed forces, and the subsequent
deliberate expulsion of the Arab
population from districts con-
quered by the Jewish forces ..."
Arab refugees, who now count

more than 1,300,000, rot in tat-
tered tents, mud huts and bar-
racks in four of the Arab Middle
East countries. They are living on
a diet which costs seven cents per
person depending on the volun-
tary support of the UN. Recently
the New York Times published an
article by Charles Brady in which
he described their conditions and
hope of returning despite 18 years
of exile. Mr. Brady said: "...
The UN agency has organized a
total of 54 i-efugee camps, but
these provide shelter for only 39
per cent. The I'est live in nearby
shantytowns or slum areas . . .

Most of these camps are treeless
and barren except in Lebanon . .

."

The Arabs states welcome those
refugees who want to resettle in
the Arab countries but they have
no power over the overwhelming
majority of the refugees who in-

sist on going back. Mr. Brady, in

the same articles, concluded after
talking to many I'efugees in the
four host countries: "their goal
was recovery of lost land, lost
wealth, lost status and lost na-
tionhood . . . what the refugees
want, almost unanimously, is to go
home . .

." Dr. John Da\'is said:
"Unlike other refugees: these re-
fuse to move; they insist on going
home."

In addition, as Dr. Davis, the
director of UNRWA, pointed out
in his 1960 report to the General
Assembly, ".

. . the jobs at which
the refugees could be employed do
not exist within the host coun-
tries. Nor could any large number
of jobs be created in these coun-
tries because of the limited
local resources and scope of
employment."

Thus, the tragedy of Arab refu-
gees remains a question of human
rights. Since Israel rejects any re-
sponsibility for them and the UN
resolutions have no use, "their pa-
tience had to i-un out,'' as Mr.
Lebbadi mentioned before in The
Tiger. The Palestine Liberation
Organization was established in

1964, under the sponsorship of the
Arab states. This organization will
lead the way,
Arnold Toynbee, in his debate

with Yacov Harzog, Israeli Am-
bassador to Canada, held at Mc-
Gill University on Januai-y 31,
1901, was vibrant again on the
subject. He said: "The most tragic
thing in human life is when people
who have suffered impose suffer-
ing in their turn." On the question
of the return of the refugees. Dr.
Toynbee drew attention to the fact
that Israel has "taken and held
the land and property which is

rightfully and legally still that of

Arabs. Now, putting it bluntly,"

he said, "this is robbery and I am
sure it is on the Jewish con-
science." Dr. Toj-nbee remarked;
"What I have said has given the
Jews a bit of shock treatment,"
he added addressing his Jewish
audience, "I have said aloud a bit

of what is being said inside your
conscience. I say listen to your
inner voices."

Indeed, the Jewish conscience
has spoken through the American
Council of Judaism and many in-

dividuals who oppose and make
the distinction between Judaism
as a religion and Zionism as a po-
litical, national and aggressive
movement. They thought this be-

fore Toynbee said these words,
The best final example might be
the article of Nathan Chofshi, a

non-Zionist Jew who still lives in

Israel, in "The Jewish Newslet-
ter". Feb. 9, 19.59. He said: "In
the last analysis, these are the
bare facts which strike out eyes:
Here was a people who lived on
its own land for 1300 years. We
came and turned the native Arabs
into tragic refugees. And still we
dare to slander and malign them,
to besmirch their name. Instead of

being deeply ashamed of what we
did and of trying to undo some of

the evil we committed by helping
these unfortunate refugees, we
justify our terrible acts and even
attempt to glorify them."

Imagine yourself one of these
refugees becoming suddenly home-
less, penniless, idle and hopeless-
How do you feel about the Pales-
tine problem?

Senesh Creates Program
Of Economic Education

Lawrence Senesh

The major concentration of the

research of Lawrence Senesh, Pro-

fessor of Economic Education at

Purdue University, is the develop-

ment of the "Organic Curriculum,"

a program of economic education

beginning in the elementary
grades. On Wednesday at 4:00 p.m.
he will discuss "Developing Young

People's Visions for Urban Liv-

ing." By being introduced to basic

economic concepts as well as fun-

damental ideas in other areas of

the social sciences at an early age.

Professor Senesh believes that the
children of today can be better
prepared to understand the com-
plex urban problems they will in-

herit.

Prof. Senesh was born in Hun-
gary and received degrees from
the London School of Economics,
the University of Budapest, and
the University of Berlin. Emigrat-
ing to the United States in 1940.
he served as Master Sergeant in

the Information-Education Di\'i-

sion of the U. S. Army in the
South Pacific from 1942 to 1945
and received the Bronze Star for
organizing programs in that area.
Since the war he has worked as
Associate Professor of Social Sci-

ences and Director of Creative
Graphics at the University of Den-
ver and has served on the Joint
Council of Economic Education, or-

ganizing demonstration projects
and training programs and pre-
paring materials on economic
education.
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"Genius and Tyrant" Logue

To Discuss Urban Renewal
"Boston's mastermind in re-

newal," Edward J. Logue, will
speak on "The Human Dimensions
of Urban Redevelopment" on
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. As Ad-
ministrator of the Boston Rede-
velopment Authority, Logue has
directed one of the most sweeping
campaigns in the country against
so-called "blighted areas." In the
process he has been called both a
ijenius and a tyrant.

Before going to Boston in li>GO
Logue was Administrator of the
Development Program for New
Haven, Connecticut. Robert C.
Weaver, Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban De-
velopment, described the New Ha-
ven program as "coming closest

tu our dream of a slumless city."

Mr. Logue recently turned down
:ni offer from Mayor Lindsay to
head New York's redevelopment
<.)jerations because he thought he
would not be given funds and au-
tliority to carry on complete and
widespread renewal. On the sub-
ject of New York redevelopment,
Logue said, "The last thing this
tovni needs is another fellow mak-
ing easy statements about what
ought to be done, leaving out the
little side question of how to do it.

Our time is short. The emphasis
has to be on making the apparatus
more responsive to what people
want and need."

Mr. Logue has four basic pre-
cepts that guide his urban renewal
pi'ograms. First is a "comprehen-
sive approach;" second is to "em-
phasize rehabilitation rather than
the bulldozer;" third is widespread
improvement of community facili-

ties, largely to attract the middle
class back to the central city. His
fourth precept is "planning with
people." Befoi'e a project is initi-

ated he has innumerable confer-
ences with the people involved.
"People who have worked or

collided with Logue characterize
him variously as 'a doer,' 'nasty,'

'a brilliant programmer,' 'a warm
friend,' 'tough,' and 'charming.' . . .

Among his assets are a sense of
drama and urgency, a huge capa-
city for work, and a great love for
cities," according to the November
li)GC issue of Harper's.
Mr. Logue is a native of Phila-

delphia, a graduate of Yale in
11142 and Yale Law School in 1947.

Edward J. Logue

He is a Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences and
an Honorary Member of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects. He
recently served as Chairman of a
task force on Housing and Neigh-
borhood Improvement for New
York City at the request of MayoT-
John V. Limlsay.

Meaning of Symposium
To Be Discussed
'The Meaning of the Symposium

for Colorado Springs" vnW be dis-
cussed on Saturday, January 14,
at 10:00 a.m. Dr. Fred A. Sonder-
mann, symposium director, will
preside at the meeting.

The town meeting type program,
to be held in the Charles Learning
Tutt Library, ig sponsored by the
Colorado Springs City Council, the
Board of El Paso County Commis-
sioners, the Colorado Springs
Chai-ter Association, the Colorado
Springs League of Women Voters,
the Springs Area Beautiful Assoc-
iation, the Southeast Colorado
Section of the American Institute
of Architects, Colorado Springs
Public Schools, and the college.

Crutcher Criticizes

Decay of Downtown
In recent months much has been

said and written about the down-
town or core of American modem
cities. Many urban officials have
become concerned over the decay
of that once majestic mystical
place where you could "forget all

your troubles." The fact of the
matter is that in many metropoli-
tan areas "downtown" has become
synonimous with slums, riots, bill-

boards, minority groups and
"painted ladies."

Lewis Crufcher

Lewis Crutclier is one man who
is deeply and vigorously involved
in the fight to save the core area.
His thesis is always this: the vi-
gor and character of any city de-
pends upon its downtown area.
Without a core a city loses its id-

entity, becomes merely an empty
and meaningless wilderness of
houses and stores strung out in all

directions, with consequent and
tenible damage to human values.

Mr. Crutcher has been primarily
active in trying to save downtown
Portland, Oregon. It has been said
that " he has done more than any
other person in Portland to rouse
the city from its torpor. Stop look-
ing back over your shoulder at a
mythical Eden. Look at your city.

Look now in anger.

To illustrate his point, Mr.
Ci-utcher presents a set of draw-
ings that show graphically what
Portland could be as opposed to
what it is. His talents include a
wicked gift for caricature, and
among his most effective weapons
against the billboard industry are
sketches of famou-s European city
scenes as they would look by Port-
land standards.

Our Symposium guest believes
that the core should be the cul-
tural as well as the commercial
heart of the city and it should be
a place of beauty, built for the
people.

Zecha and AdamsConoco Service Station
Phone 633-1219

Nevada Ave.
at Cache La Poudre

BAKER REALTY CO.

REALTOR INSUROR

511 N. T.i„„ „,.„„

Last year, thousands
of lawyers, bankers,
accountants, engineers,
doctors and businessmen
went back to college.

And not just for the
football games.
Wed like to clear up what appears to be a

misunderstanding. Jt is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Cliche Nuts & Bolts.

That idea is groundless.

Wc can't speak for Cliche, but we can
for ourselves-Westem Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-
tem. 6 out of 1 college graduates who have
joined us over the past 10 years, for exam-
ple, have continued their higher education.

How're these for openers:

W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-

tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than $1

million in tuition costs to employees
a year.

To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-

tion of Lehigh University, is con-

ducted at our Engineering Research

Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected

employees are sent there from all

over the country for a year's concen-

trated study leading to a master's

degree.

You get the idea. We're for more learn-

ing in our business. After all. Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-

ment. And the Bel] telephone network will

need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.

The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.

At Western Electric, what's happening

is the excitement and satisfaction of con-

tinued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree

you're aiming for. check us out. And grat
a piece of the action.

m) Western Electric
' MANUFACTURING S SUfPLV UNIT Of THE BELL SySIEM
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Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry
Complete SeU-Service Laundry

20 Single Load Maytag Washers

8 Double Load Duplex Washero

9 Dryers

Open all day ami evenings seven days a week

Brown Describes Negro Ghetto Life

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619

In a
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... you can add earning power
to your college training
witti our practical courses
in accounting,
business administration
or secretarial skills.

Wrife for our free booklet on business
careers. We offer a complete accredited
business curriculum (one to four year
courses), free nation-wide placement, and
a splendid location in the scenic Black
Hills (sports, skiing)! If you lack a stamp,
call us collect. Ph. 348-1200.

New Term
Starting Soon

321 Kansas City St. Box 1628 Phone 348-1200 Rapid City, S. D.

THE MIDWEST'S FINEST CAREER COLLEGE

Claude Ei-own, Negro author of

.Maiichild in the Promised Land,

will speak on "The Deprived Ur-

ban Negro" Friday at 10:30 a.m.
Bi-own's testimony before the Ribi-

coff committee on the "Federal
Role in Urban Problems" well es-

tablished his knowledge of ghetto
life. From beginning to end,
Brown's testimony serves as a
vivid portrayal of the ugliness and
despair that today's Negro ghetto
inhabitants must face.

pects of the promised land," says
Brown, "is that it was a slum
ghetto; there were too many peo-
ple full of hate and bitterness
crowded into a dirty stinking, uti-

cared-for, closet-size section of a

great city." Tiie children of those
disillusioned by the "promised
land" inherited every aspect of

ghetto life. The hatred and bitter-

ness for "whitey" and his institu-

tions have increased over the years
for as Brown notes "where does
one run when he's already in the
"Promiserl Land." Brown's inevit-

able conclusion is that the poor
:ii o r a 1. physical, and f motional
fiber of Negroes coming out of the
South is further weakened, both
for immediate and future genera-
tions by the frustrations of ghetto
life.

In order to remedy the situation
Brown feels that social welfare
pi'ograms different from those be-
ing employed must be u-sed. Brown
argues that the greatest failure of
present programs is the lack of.

communication. Negroes living in

slums simply cannot identify with

professional psychologists and so-

ciologists. Brown feels that in oi^

der to bring about a change iij

attitude ghetto dwellers them-
selves must be used on the basis of
"what they can offer, not what the
books say is right." Before the
committee Brown also attacked
the theory that bringing about a

feeling of cultural respect in chil-

dren alone is enough. Brown
argues that parents must be edu-
cated as well because "all of a
kid's attitudes toward life come
from inside the homes."
While most of Brown's testi-

mony paints a black picture, !r-

ends on an optimistic note. Brown
feels that if the whole community
stops viewing the problems of

Negro Society as a lump, real

piog)-ess can be made. The prob-
lems are many and varied and re-

quire different solutions. Perhaps
Brown's strongest point is that

whether or not the challenge can
be met depends on a change in at-

titude not only on the part of thi^

Negro and the urban poor but the

rest of society as well.

Mayor Faced with Finding

Solutions to Urban Problems

Claude Brown

Brown tells in frustrating detail
why Arthur Dunmeyer, who testi-
fied with him and whom he calls
his "favorite nigger," qu'alifies as
a typical "manchiki," Dunmeyer is

typical because he has gone
through New York State's entire
system of penal institutions and
because he is a grandfather at the
age of 30. While Brown himself is

not yet a grandfather, he too ex-
perienced ghetto life. In his own
words, "at the age of five one of
my most pronounced recollections
is seeing my father cut a man's
throat." At the age of 13, because
he could not legitimately make
money, Brown took to selling
heroin.

Although Brown's descriptions
of ghetto life are enlightening, his
analysis of why such conditions
e-xist and how to remedy them is

invaluable to anyone who desires
a true understanding of urban
problems. Brown argues before the
committee that the key to under-
standing ghetto life is" the embit-
tered attitude of slum inhabitants.
Brown argues that the attitudes
of today's urban poor, especially
those of the Negro, stem from the
disappointments and anger inher-
ited from their parents. The first
urban generation of Negroes mi-
grated from the South to the land
of limitless opportunities where
there was no color problem —
Harlem.

"One of the most important as-

Arthur Naftalin, who will ili>-

cuss "The City: Conditions of Sui'-

vival" on Friday at 8:00 p. m.,

has been the Mayor of Minneapolis
since 1960. Before his election,

he was an associate professor of

Political Science at the University-

of Minnesota.

His doctoral thesis was entitled

"A History of the Parmer Labor
Party of Minnesota." This liberal

party has produced such notable
men as Senator Eugene McCarthy
and Hubert Horatio Humphrey.
Dr, Naftalin served as secretary
to the future Vice-President when
Humphrey was the "reform"
mayor of Minneapolis. In addition,
Mr. Naftalin has served as Con-
sultant for the International Co-
operation Administration, Michi-
gan State's project in Saigon; as
a consultant to the Public Affairs
Division of the Ford Foundation.
He has served in numerous other
capacities including Commissioner
of Administration for the State of
Minnesota, a member of President
Eisenhower's Commission on Fed-
eral-State Relations. He was ap-
rwinted by President Johnson to
the National Advisory Coun-
cil to the Office of Economic Op-
poi-tunity.

In 19G1 Mayor Natftalin was a
member of a delegation of Amer-
ican mayors who went to Berlin
to extend a message of support to
Mayor Willy Brandt and the peo-
ple of West Berlin after the con-
struction of the Berlin Wall. In
1962, at the request of the State
Department, he represented Amer-
ican cities at the Sixth Congress
of European countries in Vienna,
He has also visited Mexico and
Chile, as part of the People to
People and Sister Cities programs.
In 19(36 he served on the faculty
fif the Seminar on Urban and

Arthur Naftalin

Regional Planning in American
Studies at Salzburg.

In many minds, the word
"mayor" invisions such things as

an obese man smoking obese
cigars, taking bribes from a poor
deluded populace, and taking or-

ders from the Boss Tweed of his

particular Gotham. This type of

mayor has become virtually ex-

tinct. He has in most places been
replaced by either a city manager
or an able, capable, popularly

elected and responsible city execu-

tive, such as Dr. Naftalin. If

Mayor Naftalin is representative

of American mayors, there is rea-

son to be optimistic about achiev-

ing viable solutions to America's
staggering urban problems.

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

3905 North Nevada

CoOrS on Tap Every Fridly^lfa -

New Bands Weekly

6 p. m.

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campus)
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New apartment buildings west of the city
House on Polo Drive, Broadmoor District

Young Men s Social Club

Part of the new Antlers Center
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THE CITY
Pictures Inj Prof. Robert Adams nnd Jeffreij Loescli

Lmjout bij Kathij Phelps

Salvage yard on West Cucharras Aveni

Pawn shops on Colorado Avenue

Buildings near Colorado Avenue overpa



"Spanish Harlem" Topic of Book by Dan Wakefield Lectern, Case and Easel
Spanisli Harlem is the oldest of

New York's Puerto Rican ghettos.

Daii Wakefield has spent a great
deal of time in Spanish Harlem.
His experiences have produced
two books on urban problems: the
fii-st was Island in the City in

wliich he described the way of life

in Spanish Harlem; the second
was The Addict, a book on dnig
addiction.

In Island in the City, Mr. Wake-
field describes the bitterness that
many of the Puerto Ricans feel.

The Bible study class was dis-

cussing the Book of Job, and talk-

ing about how the problems in it

related to the problems of the peo-
ple of Spanish Harlem. Someone
ventured the opinion that perhaps
God wanted them to live in this

neighborhood to test true faitli.

One young man slammed his Bible
shut, leaned forward, and spoke
with intense conviction, 'I say it's

not God or the Devil that put us
here. I say it's Society.'

"

Mr. Wakefield also describes the
separation of Spanish Harlem and
the Puerto Ricans from the rest of
the city. "There is a moment in

the life of New York City, re-

peated many times each day, in

IriKl
Dan Wakefield

which the awful separation of our
lives is suddenly crystallized. The
track of the New York Central
Railroad rises from underground
at 9Gth and Park and onto a high,
narrow bridge that runs to the
north through an area of tene-
ments and housing projects. Some-
times the passengers glance out
the window, and sometimes they
catch a fleeting glimpse of a face
that stares from a tenement win-
dow beside them. Perhaps for an
instant the faces meet; neither one
knows what it sees.

"The passenger does not know

that this is Spanish Harlem, the

oldest of New York City's large

Puerto Rican neighborhoods. The
Puerto Rican staring at the train

does not know where it is going,

or that it is likely to carry com-

muters ; indeed, does not know
what a commuter is. The t rai 1

1

rumbles on and the faces are left

with their own reflectiona — the

passenger with his in the window
of the train, the Puerto Rican with

his in the window of the tenement
across the track. In our mutual
blindness we have seen only our-
selves."

Mr. Wakefield's knowledge and
understanding of Spanish Harlem
should give some insight into the
magnitude of the problems in-

volved in helping to better the en-
vironment of the Puerto Ricans
and of all slum dwellers,

by Mark Lansburgh

Emperor Trajan caused to be
erected in Rome a sculptured mon-
ument to his Dacian victories. This
was in 113 A.D. He also author-
ized an inscription to be placed
over the entrance to the mauso-
leum below which would contain
his ashes. This was inscribed by a
master epigrapher in letters master
fully designed. These letter forms
have served as the standard of
Roman Square Capital letters—
the sin qua non for palaeograph-

Hathau>au,A

Imporfed Pipes

I

127 NORTH TEJON

imported Tobaccos

PHONE 632-1441

i2 South Tejo

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

NOW OPENS THE .

Vemeth.6 O TejpH

"/IhHiex

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Ivlonday and Wednesday Night Special .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Teion Telephone 634-4591

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEG CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hall

I 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

Religion Brought to Life

In Slums by Rev. Benedict
The Reverend Donald L. Bene-

dict, a man "who for the past 13
years has brought Christianity to
life in the depth of New York,
Cleveland, and Chicago" will give
the sermon "New City— New
Church" Sunday morning in Shove
Chapel. He will also participate
in the panel "Minority Problems
Reconsidered" Friday afternoon at
4:00 p.m.

Rev. Benedict, who has been
General Director of the Chicago
City Missionary Society since 1961,
has brought to the Society a first-
hand knowledge of the problems
and people who live in the inner
city. He has a vision of a strong
Protestant church, united to meet
the complex problems of modem
urban culture.

After co-founding the East Har-
lem Protestant Parish and found-
ing the Cleveland Inner City Par-
ish, M]'. Benedict took six months
out fi'om his ministry in East
Harlem to help form Chicago's
West Side Christian Parish. Each
of tliese efforts represent a dedi-
cation not simply to racial and
social justice, but to the belief that
the Church must reach "all sorts
and conditions of men."

Since assuming his duties with
the Chicago City Missionary So-
ciety in 1961, Mr. Benedict has
been involved with increasing the
effectiveness of existing programs
and creating new ones to fill the
utrniet needs of the city. He is

groups

Donald L. Benedict

also a clinical instmctor at Chi-
cago Theological Seminary, and
has interpreted the mission of the
Church to numerous
both city and suburb.
From April 1964 to April 1965,

Mr. Benedict was on leave of ab-
sence to serve as Executive Direc-
tor of the Urbanization Emphasis
Committee, United Church Board
for Homeland Ministries.

23 Flicks Depict City Life
Twenty-three movies and films,

ranging from documentary to dra-
matic, will be shown to supplement
the Symposium speakers. Accord-
ing to Dr. Johns, chairman of the
Symposium Film Committee, these
include several feature films. "The
Savage Eye," winner of several
intemational awards, is a half-
documentary, half - dramatic film
on the seamier side of life in Los
Angeles.

"The Asphalt Jungle," starring
Sterling Hayden and Marilyn Mon-
roe, centers around a big - city
jewel robbery and is considered
the classic crime movie of all time.
"The Last Hurrah" is taken from
Edwin O'Connor's book by the
same name, which deals with Bos-
ton politics.

As in past years, the Fine Arts
Center will present a movie in
keeping with the symposium
theme. This year it will he "Raisin
in the Sun," the story of the strug-
gles of a Negi-o family who live
in the tenements of Southside Chi-
cago, starring Sidney Poitier.

Documentary films will be
shown every day at noon in the
WES room of Rastal! Center and

at Armstrong on Monday night
and Tuesday and Thursday morn-
ings. Among the documentaries to
be shown is a series of six entitled
"Lewis Mumford on the City,"
based on Mumford's book. The
City in History. Also included is a
special film about the 350,000 peo-
ple who inhabit the tenements of
South Bronx, called "Uptown:
Portrait of the South Bronx." The
movie is narrated by the residents
themselves. Another famous docu-
mentary to be shown is "The City"
from the Museum of Modem Art,
with music by Aaron Copeland.

Tutf Has 125 Books

For City Symposium
Some 125 books dealing with

"The City" have been placed on a
special shelf at Tutt Library. A
number of them are by the 27 per-
sons taking part in the week-long
symposium.

In addition, a special shelf of
books dealing with urban affaire
has been established in the book
stoi'e. All of the 55 titles are pa-
perbacks.

ers and ealligraphers. They arc
simple, grand, elegant.

Shortly before the end of the
first century, east of Rome and
south of Ravenna near the spot
where Caesar crossed the Rubicon,
a stone bridge was built. It also
has a stone inscription in this
Roman Quadratus style. To be suie,
the letters themselves are less for-
mal than those of the Roman edi-
fice. But, to me, they are just as
elegant. It seems strange that
they are not known and have not
been used as a reference point
since the interest in letter forms
was aroused by William Morris and
the Pre-Raphaelites three-quarters
of a century ago. I chanced on
them by accident.

These two letter forms serve as
the_ visual basis for a limited ex-
hibition on view in the Rare Boole
Room. They are shown througli
authentic rubbings (by Father
Catich of St. Ambrose Collegp.
Iowa), and by colored photographs.
Tjie exhibition marks the Sympos-
ium (as inscriptions have long
been part and parcel of the fa-
cades on monuments and major
buildings in 'The City'), and marks
the advent of a new course in Pal-
aeography and Calligraphy which
is being offered to a limited num-
ber of students. There is also a
fourth century gravestone on view.
The letter form on this stone
(which commemmorates the death
of a three year old girl who died
in Gaul sixteen hundred years
ago) is a more rapidly written and
chiselled style known as Rustic
Caps. This form evolved as a cur-
sive hook-hand but finally suc-
cumbed to the reform and stand-
ardization of Ciiarlemagne's court
schools. This is the stuff for fu-
ture exhibitions.

P.S. The manuscript leaf and
print sale was successful. Ail the
Mss. leaves were sold, and the col-
lege benefited—indirectly, by the
impression left on faculty and stu-
dent who became involved with the
materials; directly, by the college's
acquisition of originals for its own
collection.

International Urban

Research Conducted

By Dr. Leo F. Schnore
Dr. Leo F. Schnore, who will

speak on "Social Science and the
City" on Thursday at 4:00 p.m.,
has conducted research studies on
population growth and re-distribu-
tion in metropolitan areas of the
United States, highway traffic
safety, and race and class str-uc-

ture in American Cities. As Re-
search Associate for the Center for
International Urban Research, he
conducted a study of urbanization
and economic development in 75
nations and territories of the
world. He is currently engaged in

a project on "Ecological Patterns
in American Cities: Quantitative
Studies in Urban History," sup-
ported by the National Science
Foundation.

A native of Ohio, Dr. Schnore
received his A. B. degree from
Miami University and his M. A.
and Ph. D. degrees in Sociology
from the University of Michigan,
He has taught at Brown Univer-
sity, Michigan State University,
and the University of California,
Berkeley. Since 1959 he has taught
at the University of Wisconsin,
where he was promoted to the
rank of Professor of Sociologj' in

1962.

Dr. Schnore has held editorial
positions for three different
publications: American Sociologi-
cal Review, Land Economies and
Transaction, and The Study of Ur-
banization. He is a member of
seven national and regional asso-
ciations connected with sociologi-
cal research and has served on
various committees for these as
well as other foundations. Fifty of
Dr. Sehnore's works have been
published, and an additional nine
are presently being prepared.
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Manhattan's 'Area' Called Non-Conformist by Lyford
By Gene Sprague

The Area, as the upper west side

o( Manhattan is called by some of

its inhabitants, has ail the appear-

ances of a commlmity. 'It has the

institutional organizations th at
link citizens together—schools,
churches, clubs, social agencies.

But Joseph Lyford, who will speak
an "The Poor vs. The City" on
Fi-iday and pai-ticipate as a panel-
i-t in the Thursday evening dis-
L'ussion "iVIinorities in the Urban
Setting", claims that the truth
about the Area is that it is a dis-
jointed "noncommunity" with a
"highly variagated average of
more than a thousand persons per
block." Lyfo!-d has expressed his
views in his newest book, The Air-
fi^'ht Cage.

A graduate of Harvard and
a long time journalist, Lyford has
also written Candidate and The
Agreeable Autocracies. In his most
recent venture Lyford testified be-
fore the Ribicoff Committee. In his
testimony he focused his attack on
inadequate housing in our cities,

He compared the attitudes of many
civic leaders to that of "good Ger-
mans" who knew terrible things
were going on, but didn't take the
ti'ouble to find out why.

In writing The Airtight Cage.

Lyford has dealt with a subject
close to home. Since 1960 he has
lived in the Area both as landlord
and tenant. By 1962 Lyford, who

Joseph Lyford

John Buggs Promotes Understand
Among Los Angeles Minority Groups
Since 1954, John A. Buggs has of Southern Californiu at Los

ing

been the executive director of the
Los Angeles County Commission
on Human Relations, the second
local governmental agency of its
kind in the United States. The
Conmiission was created for the
purpose of promoting UTiderstand-
ing and harmony among the many
racial, religious, cultural, and eth-
nic groups which populate the 74
cities of Los Angeles County,
through programs of communica-
tion, conciliation, and negotiation.

In addition to his work for the
Commission, Mr. Buggs has been
guest lecturer at the University

at Los An-
geles, Loyola University, Occiden-
tal and Whittier Colleges, Los
Angeles State College, and Red-
lands University. He has done ex-
tensive study in the area of inter-
group relations. Executive offices
he has held include: executive sec-
retary, Marion County, Florida,
Branch of the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Col-
ored People, co-founder and
co-chairman of Florida State Com-
mittee on School Integration,
Regional Chairman, National As-
sociation of Intergroup Relations
Officials, and member of National
Board of Directors, Episcopal So-
ciety for Cultural and Racial
Unity. He is cuiTently President-
Elect of the National Association
of Intergroup Relations Officials

and a member of the Board of
Directors of ANYTOWN, U.S.A.
He has received several citations
and awards of merit from private
organizations for his work in the
field of intergroup relations.

Buggs, a native of Georgia, re-
ceived his A. B. degree in history
from Dillard University in New
Orleans and his M. A. degree in
sociology from Fisk University,
Nashville.

Before moving to Los Angeles
in 1951, Mr. Buggs taught Social
Science in an Alabama high school
for a year and served as Director
of Fessenden Academy in Marion
County, Florida, a boarding high
school and Technical Arts Institute
operated as an experimental school
by the American Missionary Asso-
elation of the Congregational
Church. In Los Angeles he first
worked for the County as a Social
Case Worker and later as a Dep-
uty Probation Officer.

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505

started as a detached observer, had
become too involved to move out
and too shocked to look the other
way. As a result, he asked the
Center, whose New York office he
headed, to let him use the Area as
the basis for a case study.

Lyford's disheartening finding is

that effective comunication be-
tween those trapped in the ghetto
and society as a whole is non-
existent. He points out that while
the Area still contains remnants of
the earlier ethnic groups which
formerly sen-ed as rallying points
of collective community action,
there can now be no community
action. This position is based on
the obsei-vation that there are no
neighborhoods to build comniunitie,-^
on because the chief characteristic
of today's urban poor is tran-
science. In Lyford's words, "the
poor do not even have a unity of
their own. Those who manage to
escape the condition of poverty
rarely look back, and those at the
bottom of the heap live in almost
total isolation from each other,"

The author's study also reveals
that, while social welfare experts
and their programs may be well
meaning, they are confused as to
the needs and gripes of the poor.
He claims, for example, that while
civil rights leaders agitate for ci-
vilian police review boards, the
real concern of the poor is not po-
lice brutality but police indiffer-
ence—Lyford also attacks urban
V e n e w a 1, which he terms the
"gaudy solution," as inadequate on
the basis that it has made life
harder for the urban poor by dis-
possessing them to make way for
"respectable" middle income
apartments.

Unlike many modem critics of
urban problems, Lyford offers so-
lutions to the questions he raises.
He suggests non - government re-
view boards for social agencies,
neighborhood law firms to repre-
sent the poor, and unions of the
poor to strike for better housing.
These measures, however, would
have only a limited effect. What
Lyford would really like to see in-
stituted are programs that would
bring about improvement of rural
conditions so that migration to the
city would greatly be reduced. Per-
haps his best suggestion is that of
the creation of new towns with
their own indu-strial capacity to
help release the pressure on over-
crowded and overworked cities.

"Unless new communities are es-
tablished," warns Lyford, "it is

difficult to see how the poor can
ever become truly integrated into
American life."

WRITERS NEEDED
The Tiger needs reporters. If

you are interested, contact Jerry
Hancock, extension 488 or the
Tiger office. No experience neces-
sary.

J
Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM StOCUMI

(S I H §• S f i E • ^
12? SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS TAP
• . Biggeit pitcher in Town fo

S1.25
lornit, ,

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student siipidics iu

variety and abundance only 3li blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

t9^\»^i^trO''

aentpuAco
OFFICE SUPPLY

5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

Charter a plane home!

Charter a plane to Las Vegas!

Charter a plane to Aspen!

Charter a plane anywhere!

Yes, charter a big, luxurious, twin-engine 1966 Cessna 3 1 OK

that will provide fast, safe, delu«e transportation wherever

you'd like to go . . . and, you'll be surprised at the low cost!

C.ll u, (o, mo,a information 5 3 6-3721

MOUNTVIEW AIRCRAFT CORP.

The Region's Only

Specialty Ski Shop

WHERE THE SKIERS SHOP

COMPLETE RENTAL I REPAIR
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CC Athletes Make Good
CC Beats Mines; Vallant swimmers

Defeated by Knox
Lose to Tough WSC

In Holiday Tourney

Basketball dominated the sports

scene over the Christmas holidays.

On December 20 the Tigei's lost to

Chadron State 64-62. The CC team
led until the last four minutes,

Don Reid of Chadron scored the

winning point on a free throw
with two seconds left in the final

period. Jerry Wainwright was
high point man for the Tigers with
14, Mel Proctor had 11, Chris
Grant and Harold Minter both had
10.

The next night the Tiger round
bailers defeated arch-rivals Colo-
rado iMines 81-79. Red Eastlack's

boys were able to cash in on the
Miners' mistalces, hitting 25 out of

39 from the line. Wainwright,
Proctor, and Mike Smith each had
15 points.

Colorado College was the host
team in the Christmas Holiday
Basketball Tournament. CC alter-

nates with the University of Chi-
cago as host for the four team,
t^'o day tournament. On Friday
night the Tigers defeated the Uni-
versity of Chicago 58-50 while
Knox College defeated Grinneli
82-53. In the final the Tigers put
up a valiant effort but lost to
Knox in overtime, 54-49. In the
final game Proctor came up with
19 points and Wain\vTight had 11.

In the second niett of tiie sea-

son, the CC swimmers were de-
feated by a powerful team from
Western State College. Although
the score was G7-37, the Tigers
put forth a strong effort and cap-
tured several second places in

events WSC thought they would
have a one-two sweep.

First places for CC were taken
by Gene Hunner in the 50-yard
freestyle with a time of ;24.0 and
by the 400-yard freestyle relay
team made up of Dick Coil, Don
Campbell, Gene Hunner, and Dan
Ramsey with a time of 3:41,1.

Important seconds were added
by Chris Walker in the 1000-yard
freestyle, Dick Coil in the 200-
yard freestyle, Bill Johnson in 200-
yard breaststroke and 200-yard in-

dividual medley, Mike Kelly in

200-yard butterfly, Dan Ramsey
in 100-yard freestyle, and Terry
Covington in 200-yavd backstroke.

Both pool and school records
were broken by the two teams.
WSC set four new pool records in

the 400-yard medley relay, 200-
yard individual medley, 200-yard
breaststroke, and 200-yard back-
stroke. CC kept pace in its own
way by establishing new school
times in the 400-yard medley re-
lay, 1000-yard freestyle and by
tying the old 200-yard breast-
stroke record.

The tiger swimmers met Kear-
ney State College on January 6 in

their fii-st meet of the new year.

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

Telephone 632-5846

Ravioli
3005 North Nevada Avenue

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

83 I North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

h¥P^^OUSJ^a^

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monda,-S.).,dav)
12:00-8:00 (Sundayl

|Tr, Ui (or r,„, Ne-t Function] Ph„„e 634-0978

3 CC Soccer Players

Make Rocky Mountain

All-star League Team
TJiree Colorado College players

were named to 1966 Rocky Moun-
tain Intercollegiate Soccer League
teams by recent balloting of
coaches.

Named to the 1906 first squad
were inner left Peter Morse, a
junior from Princeton, N. J., and
right halfback John Boddington, a
sophomore from Colorado Springs.

Named to the second squad was
Capt. Nixon Hare, a senior full-

back from Princeton, N. J.

Selections are made by coaches
voting only on members of teams
they have played.

With only two seniors, Capt.
Nick Hare and Chris Faison, de-
parting from the soccer squad, and
with a number of excellent soccer
players joining the varsity from
the freshman team, the 1967 CC
soccer squad may be one of the
most powerful in the history of
CC soccer. The offense will again
be sparked .by Pete Morse, and this
year's freshman offense by Evan
Griswald. The possible half-back
line of Tom Schuster, John Bod-
dington, and Ned Pike could he
one of the strongest ever. Defen-
sively. Wink Davis and goalie
Craig Clayberg will give the neces-
sary security to the team.

The team can look forward to
such thrillers as home games with
DU and AFA and can expect sev-
eral road trips, two possibilities
being Lake Forest and Wheaton.
The Rocky Mountain Intercollegi-
ate Soccer League championship
trophy, formerly held by AFA,
will be on display in Rastall Cen-
ter later this month.

Tysen Investigates

Role of Politics

In Urban Affairs
FcaTik J. Tysen, who will par-

ticipate in two discussions on
Wednesday, Jan. 11, has oriented
his research on the role of poli-
tics in determining urban design
and attitude toward racial deseg-
regation.

Mr. Tysen has served recently
as consultant to Science Research
Associates, Chicago, on an elemen-
tary school text of the urban en-
vironment. This is part of the new
social studies projects conducted
by Professor Lawrence Senesh,
who is also participating in the
Symposium. Mr. Tysen has also
acted in an advisory capacity to the
staff of the Senate Subcommittee
on Executive Reorganization re-
garding the preparation of hear-
ings on the plight of the cities.

Tysen was born in The Nether-
lands and graduated from the
Christian Lyceum, The Hague. He
came to the United States in 1952
as a Fulbi'ight Scholar and at-
tended Wesleyan University in
Connecticut. Continuing his
studies, lie earned a EA degree,
magna cUm laude, from Claremont
Men's College; an MPA degree
from Princeton University, Wood-
i-ow Wilson School of Public and
Intemational Affaiis; an MA de-
gree from Princeton University;
and lias done additional graduate
study at the Claremont Graduate
School and The University of
Paris, Institut d'Etudes Politiques.

CRISSEY FOWLER
Lumber Co.
117-123 W«t Vermijo

Tolaphon* 473-2411

Colorado Springj, Colorado

Californian Alan Temko Studies

Industrialized Urban Environment
Allan Temko, whose chief work

is with the "problems of metropol-
itan growth in an age of rapid
technological innovation" will dis-
cuss "The New Urban Scale" on
Tuesday at 10:45 a.m. He is a
member of the Center of Place-
ment and Development Research
at the University of California at
Berkeley and is engaged in the
Twentieth Century Fund's "Study
of the Industrialized Urban
Environment."

"Writing has been my chief pro-
fessional activity," says Temko,
"and the stu'dy of buildings and
cities my major field of interest
. . After the example of Lewis
Mumford, whose influence on my
career has been strong, I consider
myself a 'generalist' rather than
a 'specialist."'

T e m k o ' s environmental criti-

cisms have been openly controver-
sial and have led most notably to
the redesign of a .?70.000,000
bridge across the southern arm of
San Francisco Bay, and to the se-
lection of new designers for the
Roman Catholic Cathedral in San
Francisco. A Columbia alumnus,
Temko commented on the recent
expansion at Columbia. Of the
new School of Engineering build-
ing, an uninspired brick box, he
asked, "How did a school working

on the frontier.'; nf applied science
ever get such a reactionary build-
ing?" He called the new hall ^
"mean building, like a Victorian
reformatory."

Nolting to Speak
On Regionalism
Orin F. Nolting, Executive Di-

rector of the Intemational City
Managers' Association, will speak
on "The Trend Toward Regional-
ism" on Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. Mr.
Nolting was Assistant Director of
the Association from 1929 to 19.56

and has seiTed as Executive Di-
rector since 1956.

Since 1D57 Nolting has been the
United States Representative on
the Executive Committee of the
International Union of Local Au-
thorities at The Hague. He is also
Chairman of the Committee on In-

ternational Municipal Cooperation
U.S.A., and Chairman of the Boai'rl

of Public Administration Service,
consulting and research organiza-
tion with headquarters in Chicago.

Nolting has been editor of the
Municipal Year Book, published
by ICMA since 1934, and editor
of the monthly journal, Public
Management.

Cities and Nature' Topic

Of Sierra Club Director
The main concern of David

Brower, Executive Director of the
Sierra Club, has always been
"man's inhumanity to nature". In
an articule in the May 27, 1965,
ibsue of Life, Mr Eiower, who
will discubs "Cities -IT 1 m Nat-

ural Environment: Conditions for
Peaceful Coexistence," on Wednes-
day at 2:00 p.m., was cited as "his
country's No. 1 working conserva-
tionist." His major activities have
been efforts to save wilderness
aieas from man's wasteful de-
struction. He is currently working
to discourage the building of two

I ims in the Grand Canyon which
t insists are unnecessary, not
\\ orth the beauty they would
destroy.

Mr. Brower feels that "The con-
sei-vation movement is really
founded in the urban center. The
imin protective force for wilder-
ness is the city person who hank-
eis after it. It's part of his geog-
laphy of hope . . .

"We must see that something
untrammeled and free remains in

the American earth ... In wilder-
ness, the world gets put to its own
music again Wipe out wilderness,
and the woild's a cage."

NOW . . . even better!

TBmkenrtd^t
SKI ARFA *9 *ySKI AREA

NOTJUST SKIING...

Everything's better...
(check our simpatico...

orapres-ski, if you prefer)

B.IV1.0.C'Sa„.pac.s
given special consideration

(don't ask)

Get away from the books . .

.

PLAN AHEAD...make some A/nrf of a
reservation for a weekend now

STUDENT RATES. ^.THE BEST
foT detailed information

PO BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/453-237a-Den»er 222-0404. E»t, 88 !

/ :.. .__... J
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Tigers Split

Two-Game Series

with Michigan Stale

(see page 6)

Colorado Springs, Colorado, January 20, 1967
Colorado College

Indian Poetess to Lecture

On Philosophy of Beauty

CONTROVERSIAL SYMPOSIUM PARTICIPANT Claude Bnown speaks with interested students and adults.

Fraternity, Sorority Rush to Be Held This Weekend
Fraternity rush will begin Sat-

urday and Sunday, with preferen-
tial dinners to be held Monday
night. Houses will announce their
pledge classes Tuesday at noon.
Freshman men registered for rush
liuving registration.

Sorority Rush
Sorority rush begins this after-

noon (Friday, Jan. 20) with regis-
tiation from 4:.30 to 5:30 in the
WES room of Rastall Center.
Rushees will receive rush registra-
tion cards as they enter, and after
a brief instruction period, they will
receive name tags, pay their regis-
tration fee of $3.50 and turn in
their registration cards.

On Saturday afteraoon rushees
will assemble in Loomis lounge at
1:40 p.m. to receive last minute
instructions from the Panhellenic
President before proceeding to the
jpen houses. Wool dress and heels
will be worn to these first parties.

Honor Council

The open houses begin at 2 and
will be over at 5:15 Saturday af-
ternoon.

On Sunday from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. rusliees will pick up
their invitations to the infomial
parties which will be held from
1 p.m. to 5:45 that afternoon. Rush-
ees are instructed to come to Room
205 in Rastall Center to receive
these invitations. Dress for these
parties is casual (i.e., bermuda
shorts, slacks, kilts, etc.). Rushees
will pick up their invitations to
Preference Dinners from 12 to
1:30 p.m. on Monday in Room 205
and will return RSVP slips to the
same room at that time. From 4
to 4:45 Monday afternoon, rushees
may pick up preference dinner
schedules in room 205, Rastall.
The dinners will be held as follows:

Appetizer— 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Main Course— 6:15-7:15
Dessei-t- 7:30 to 8:30
Suits or dinner di-esses and heels

should be worn to these parties.

Rush ends on Tuesday, Jan. 24,
when the rushees will pick up pre-
ference forms in Room 205 from

7:30-10 a.m. Preference slijis

must be returned to Rastall desk
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. that
afternoon. The bids will be picked
up by the doi-m counselors at 5
p.m. that afternoon in the ASCC
room and will be taken back to
their wings for distribution.

A few final remindei-s:

1. Starting with rush registra-
tion this afternoon, total silence
will begin. This means that soror-
ity women and i-ushees will refrain
from convei-sing ou-tside the rush
parties themselves.

2. A rushes may not omit any
series of parties or any specific
party unless excused by the Pan-
hellenic President. Omission of
any party will automatically indi-
cate the rushee's intention to drop
out of i-ush.

3. Any girl who decides to drop
i-ush should notify Miss Roberts as
soon as possible, <X-217).

If there are any questions con-
cerning sorority rush, please refer
to the 1966-67 Rush Booklet or
contact Miss Roberts (X217) or
Penny Coughlen (X29G).

By Millie Olson

A 26-yeav-old Indian poetess

who holds a Ph.D. in Sanskrit will

deliver a guest lecture sponsored
by Asian Studies on Thursday,
January 26 at 7:20 in Olin Hall.

Mrs. Padma Saxena, whose poe-

try and prose have been praised by
prominent countrymen including

the late Prime Minister Nehni, be-

gan publishing at the age of 11

and now has eight books to her
credit, which she has begu-n to

translate into English.

Now living in Boulder where her

husband, a Fulbright scholar, is

with the physics department at the

University of Colorado, the author
will speak on "The Concept of Bea-
uty as Reflected in Some of the

Fundamentals of Indian Philoso-

phy." The topic takes in the area

of her recently completed doctoral

dissertation which studied the con-

cept of beauty in the works of
Kalidasa, a classical Sanskrit poet,
whom she says is comparable to

Shakespeare.

Her interest in Sanskrit, leading
to three degrees in the field, stems
from the language's deep roots in
Indian culture. All Hindu history,
philosophy and politics is recorded
in Sanskrit, which dates from 6,000
to 4,000 B.C. when it was brought
into northwest India by an Aryan
people migrating from several
western countries.

Excerpts from an advance copy
of her address follows;

"Beauty is neither effected by
utility nor by futility nor by liber-

ty nor by bondage . . . Beauty is

a shorthand of our consciousness
(in the fonn of soul) which is im-
printed on the whole body of a pos-
sessor, while the amateur has
only to recognize a beauty ready-
made . .

."

"In the external world and in-

ternal world, to behold beauty in

the object or the subject, we have
to use our eye. To see extemal
beauty, the eye passes from one
point of the picture to another,
and during the transit something
changes, something remains con-
stant; a combination resruits. To
contemplate internal beauty, the
eye closes and concentrate.? on the
inner image and it is seen as an
object itself by the self . .

."

Tivo Meetings Next Week

Senior Placement Undergoes Revitah'zation

ance Clark, a junior, has been
!|^<^ed +0 the Honor Council.
Clark replaces Diana Marx who
9Cadua+ed first semester.

The Colorado College Placement
Office, under the directorship of
Mr. Harold Polk, has started a
vast program of revitalization with
the goal of providing more com-
prehensive service to CC seniors.

In order to further acquaint sen-
iors with the placement sei-\'ice

and with interviewing procedures,
Mr. Polk has scheduled two meet-
ings next week. On Thursday, Jan-
uary. 26, at 7 p.m. a meeting for all

senior men will be held in the Su-
perdorm lobby -^^ith Mr. Polk and
Dean Reid. Applications for inter-
view times will be distributed at
this meeting. Mr. Polk stressed
that men who will be subject to
the draft after graduation should

take advantage of the services

provided by his office. He cited an
article in the Wall Street Journal
of January 11 which states: "Slim-
mer pickings make more compan-
ies mlling to hire draft-liable sen-
iors; they are looked on as invest-
ments. 'A vei-y high percentage,
up to 90 percent, come back to us
after sei-vice,' says an Inland Steel
Company official."

A meeting for all senior girls

will be held at 7:00 on Tuesday,
January 24, in the Loomis rec
room, Mr. Polk and Miss Roberts,
the Assistant Dean of Women,
will discuss employment opportu-
nities for women,
Mr. Polk, stressing the impor-

tance of inten-iews to job-hunting
seniors, is presently arranging in-

ter/iews with the field representa-
tives of many industries. He points
out that many senior girls are un-
der the false impression that there
are few opportunities for them in

industry. "The opportunities pro-
vided for well-qualified women in

industry are countless. Many CC
girls have found high-paying and
important jobs in all phases of in-

dustry," stated the placement di-

rector.

For further information or for
interview times, seniors should see
Mr. Polk at the Placement office

in Armstrong Hall or call him at
extension 214.

Padma Saxena

International Relations

To Sponsor IWodel UN
February 17 and 18

International Relations Club is

sponsoring the second annual CC
Model UN February 17 and 18,

The Model UN will consist of q
keynote speaker from CU or DU,
an intemational dinner, and de-

hates on resolutions conceraing

current world issues and disputes

presented to the General Assembly.
Those who wish to participate may
sign up for their first and second

choice country to represent. Then
they will meet with some of their

allies to draft a resolution. Resolu-

tions to be debated will be selected

on the basis of the scope of their

present importance in intemation-

al affairs. Likely issues to be dis-

cussed may include Vietnam,

Rhodesia, Red Chma's admission

to the UN, non-proliferation of

nuclear weapons agreement, Arab-
Israeli disputes, a permanent UN
peace-keeping force, and such pro-
blems as world discrimination on
the basis of race, color, or creed,
birth control, and international
control of narcotics. If you wish to
be a delegate, please sign up im-
mediately; the deadline will be
soon. Call Preg. Corky Mathews
X292.

Frosh Car Rule

To End Next Fall

The restriction of not allow-
ing first semester freshmen to
own cars has been rescinded ef-

fective next fall.

After an evaluation of stu-
dent opinion regarding this sub-
ject and by the recent increases
in parking facilities it was feit

the change was approximate.

All incoming freshmen will

be notified during the summer
of this change and it will be in-

corporated in the revision of
the College Catalogue.



Editorial Letters to the Editor
Burn^ Bahy^ Burn!
The last two days of symposium presented a definite mes-

sage, and it is too bad tliat most CC students, faculty and ad-
ministration weren't around to liear it.

Tlie gist of tile message was—'Wjiite man, you'd better
listen before it's too late.' While most of our students were
visiting the highly touted slii resorts of Colorado, several
speakers were pointing out that minority groups are sick and
tired of enjoying their winters in places such as the tene-
ments of Harlem.

The Negro, the Puerto Rican and the Spanish-American
can no longer accept the handy-dandy. lip-service solution of
improved education. Minority gi-oups. mired in the hopeless
problems of poverty, realize that the only solution for them
is to attain economic equality. They are refusing to accept
the take-it-slow rationalizations of the middle-class white
man and Negro alike. Stokely Carmichael has written (N.Y.
Review of Books, Sept. 21, 1966), "Ultimately, the economic
foundations of this country must be shaken if black people
are to control their lives ... A powerful few have been main-
tained and enriched at the expense of the poor and voiceless
colored masses. Tliis pattern must be broken."

Our pious people in Congress and elsewhere continue to
argue about the means by which this might be accomplished.
Unfortunately, while the arguments go on and relatively in-
effective measures are being instituted, the Negi-o has found
at least one answer.

In Watts a young man spoke about the Negro manifesto.
The Negi-o youth took a box of matches out of his pocket,
lit one, held it up and said. 'That is our manifesto, burn baby
bum.' (Bayard Rustin before the Ribicoff Committee, De-
cember 6, 1966 in The New Republic. Jan. 7, 1966.) Claude
Brown is another example of the present mood of the Negro.
He denounced white hypocrisy in the case of Adam Cla.yton
Powell. And then, speaking of Harlem, he said, "We haven't
had any riots — yet."

The American middle class, a bit unsettled by these
pronouncements, remains largely unmoved. Joseph P. Lyford
commented that "America is anaesthetizing itself to human
suffering of the poor."

The ineffectiveness of poverty programs has led to a
militant reaction by minority groups. Yet, with the spread of
violence, many white people denounce any meaningful and
radical aid program, Tliey seem content to rely on the Na-
tional Guard. This attitude can only drive the situation to an
even more extreme polarit.y. The time is short.

"The Fire Next Time" of James Baldwin may be immin-
ent. If a solution cannot be found, and quickly, cities across
the counti-y may echo the cry of the individual denied any
alternative, the ci-y of defiance— "Burn Baby Burn"

CC Florentine

Fund Distributed
The Editor

The Tiger:

The Colorado College Florentine
Fund has been sent to Italy for
distribution. The collection was do-
nated to the victims of the disas-
trous floods which tore through the
noble city of Florence last fall.

Although the donations of the
members of the student body, fa-
culty, administration and friends
of the college are minute in pro-
poi-tion to the catastrophe, they
were given out of the deepest hu-
man compassion and sense of his-
torical indebtedness. The floods
were the worst in Italian history
and destroyed a great portion not
only of possessions of the Italian
people but documents, paintings,
sculptures, and books which are an
indispensable part of the heritage
of Western civilization.

Funds are of course still desper-
ately needed, and innumerable or-
ganizations have arisen to answer
the various needs which are not
covered by aid through insurance,
government and various agencies
such as the Red Cross, Friends,
etc. Those who wish to contribute
to the restoration of the artistic
monuments may submit their dona-
tions to the CRIA, the National
Committee to Rescue Italian Art
Inc., 14 E. 78th St., New York,'

N.Y. 10021, or to the Fondo Inter-
nazionale per Firenze, Nazione,
Florence. Italy. A donation or
check may be sent directly to the
CRIA or in care of the College
Art Association of America. All
contributions for this purpose ai-e

tax deductible.

For those who have already gen-
erously donated to the Colorado
College Florentine Fund, I wish to
express deepest gratitude.

Sincerely,

Darrell D. Davisson
Assistant Professor of Art

Community Action

Club Proposed
The 1967 symposium on The

Oily commanded our attention to-
wards the problems and potentials
of the urban community.
We at Colorado College are a

part of the city of Colorado
Springs. We use her streets, fre-
quent her shops, and take advan-
tage of her sei-vices. We should
feel a responsibility to offer what
ive can towards her improvement.
To this end why not foi-m a stu-

dent constructive action club to
keep in tune with the community
and her needs? Acting as an or-
ganization of supply and demand,
Its members might react to prob-
lems submitted to them by the pu-
blic—with students responding to

those challenges which they fed
best equipped to handle. This
gi-oup could deal with the whole
gamut of needs ranging from tree
planting crews and older "brother,
sisters" for orphaned or indigent
children, to architecturally inclined
students who would render their
ideas and assistance to the city
Planning Commission. (Academic
credit might even be given to art
or government students making
contributions.)

A constructive action club would
coordinate the actions of present
church and civic "help" groups.
Indeed, those most knowledgeable
in this area should take the le-iti

in forming this new organization
Novices at this work, (like my.
self) can offer their sei-vices and
learn of the situation from those
best informed. I, for one, volun-
teer.

Respectfully

Roger Swin

a

Denver Symphony Orchestra

Announces 1967 Concerts

' ' riimitiiiKirimiiiiiiuiiiiiiii
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The War Prayer
By Mark Twain

Oh Lord our Father, our young patriots, idols of our
hearts, go forth to battle.

Be Thou near them!
With them, in spirit, we also go forth from the sweet

peace of our beloved firesides to smite the foe
Oh Lord our God,
Help us to tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with

our shells;

Help us to cover their smiling fields with the pale
foi-ms of their patriot dead;

Help us to drown the thunder of the guns with the
shrieks of their wounded, writhing in pain-

Help us to lay waste their humble homes with a
hurricane of fire

;

Help us to wring the hearts of their unoffending
widows with unavailing gi-ief

;

Help us to turn them out roofless with their little
children to wander unfriended the wastes of their
desolated land in rags and hunger and thirst, sports
of the sun flames of summer and the icy winds of
winter, broken in spirit, worn with travail implor-m^Thee for the refuge of the grave and denied

For our sakes, who adore Thee, Lord, blast their hopes
blight their lives, protract their bitter pilgrimage
make heavy their steps, water their way with their
tears, stain the white snow with the blood of their
wounded feet!

We ask it, in the spirit of love, of Him who is the
source of love, and who is the ever-faithful refuge
and fnend to all that are sore beset and seek His
aid with humble and contrite hearts.

Amen.— From the Colorado State College Mirror

The remaining concerts of the
Denver Symphony Orchestra's
1966-67 concert season are the
following;

January 30-31—
Alexander Uninsky, Piano
Beethoven, "Symphony No. 1 In

C Major"
Prokofieff, "Piano Concerto No.

3 In C Major"
Franck, "Symphony In D Major"

February 6-7 (Feb. 8—"Matinee")
Nicanor Zabaleta, Harp
Gretry, Ballet Suite "Cephale

Et Procris"

„ Handel, Harp Concerto
Ravel, Introduction and Allegro
Tschaikovsky, Symphony No. 6

In B Minor (Pathetique)
Febmaiy 13-14—
Harold Wippler, Violin
Efflnger, Little Symphony
Bruch, Violin Concerto No. 1 In

G Minor
Stra\'insky, Symphony of Psalms

Students Demand
Administrative Vote
"The Stanford Obsei-ver"—Many

students are expressing a desire
to have full-ledged voting student
members on all committees of th
University. In fact, during the
ASSU (Stanford student govern-
ment) presidential campaign this
spring, all candidates included this
plank in their platforms.

The general feeling is that this
desire stems from the students'
feeling that they have insufficient
part in making decisions which will
determine to a great extent not
only how they live their lives now,
but also what kind of people they
become through their education.
The anxiety is often for more than
a voice to be heard, however. The
demand for voting membership
comes from the feeling that with-
out some basis of power, students'
opinions will be received patema-
listically.

David Harris, student body pre-
sident: "University control of be-
havior has to be completely drop-
ped." Also, "My platform talked
about such things as eliminating
grades, dropping degree require-
ments, eliminating general studies
requirements, and abolishing out-
side control of student activities."

Stravinsky, Excepts from "The
Firebird"

March 6-7—
Kenneth Scheimerhora, Guest

Conductor (replaces Jacques
Houtmann)
Jerome Lowenthal, Piano
Bartok, Piano Concerto No. 3
(Balance of program to be

announced)
Mai-ch 20-21 (Mar. 22-"Matinee")

Shirley Verrett, Mezzo Soprano
Handel, Water Music
Mahler, Kindertotenlieder
R. Strauss, Don Juan
Rimsky-Korsakoff, Capriccio

EspagTiol

(Balance of program to be
announced)
March 27-28 —
Rudolf Firknsny, Piano
Coupedin, Overture and Allegro

from "La Sultane" Suite
Beethoven, Piano Concerto No

3 In C Minor
Mihalowci, Tragic Overture
Schumann, Symphony No 4 InD Minor

April 10-11—
Mozart, Symphony No. 3B In D

Major (Haftner)
Debussy, La Mer
Brahms, Sjmiphony No. 2 In D

Major

The City

.

Challenge Ignored
To the Editor:

Last week this institution of
higher learning was the scene of
a sjTnposium which was hailed by
several of the visiting participants
as one of the finest intellectual
discussions of the city which they,
as experts in the field, had ever
had the privilege of attending.

One of these people, Mr. Sebas-
tian Owens, extended a challenge.
Specifically he directed his words
to the students of The Colorado
College, saying that the challenge
of this symposium was that under-
graduate students as future lead-
ers in tomorrow's cities must be
cognizant of its various problems
and possible solutions. Unfoi-tu-
nately, even tragically, that chal-
lenge went almost unheard because
the vast majority of the student
body was ably demonstrating their
true niggardly tendencies toward
self-education.

The Aspen Ski Symposium may
have won this time, but I wonder
if we will win in our future battle
to make the city a livable and
meaningful society of men. Per-
haps all is not lost. I trust that
those who did not attend the sym-
posium will at least avail them-
selves of the future radio broad-
casts of the past week's events.

— Bill McDonald

Error Made on

Late Registration Fee
The late registration fee of

$20.00 which was charged to sev-
eral students -vvas an error accord-
ing to Helen Gilmore of the busi-
ness office. The charge should
have been $10.00. Refunds may be
obtained at the business office.
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Geppert- Describes Production

German Department to Present

Operetta "Im Weissen RoessI"

[

(The following is a brief inter-

view held with Heinz Geppert, jun-
ior German major, on the upcom-
ing German operetta, "Im weissen
RoessI," u-hich will be performed
February 10 and 11 in Ai-mstrong
Theater under the direction of
Horst Richardson, with musical di-

rection and arrangement by David
Friend).

"Can you give me some details

about the German Production
which is now in rehearsal?"

"We're doing something com-
pletely crazy—an operetta, light

and sweet like a Viennese soutTle.

It's called 'I'm weissen RoessI,'

which is the famous 'Wliite Horse
Inn' on Lake Wolfgang near Salz-
burg. The music was written by
the Viennese Doctor Ralph Bena-
tzky and is very catchy—modem
and regional mixed. The operetta
has quite a history already, al-

though it is not as old as some Le-
har or Strauss operettas."

"Could you tell something about
its history?"

"It was first performed in Ber-
lin in 1930 and was popular over-
night; you could say it was a fore-
iTjnner to 'My Fair Lady.' It was
the starting of great careers for
many stars. Berlin at that time
was still full of interesting people
like Max Reinhart, Marlene Die-
tiich, Bert Brecht, etc. The oper-
etta was directed by Eric Charell,
the German Ziegfield—he studded
his shows with beautiful girls who
could neither sing nor dance. When
Hitler came to power, many plays
and musicals had to disappear,
among them 'I'm weissen RoessI,
mainly because Benatzky could
not produce an Aryan grandmoth-
er. And the dialogue was consider-
ed too risque also; it was down-
right 'schmutzig.'

"

"What is the stoi-y line?"
"Very simple. Boy-girl-boy tri-

angle, some family feuds about
undei-wear fabrication, mix-ups,
intrigues, etc. The usual simple
plot which goes with such tralala.
It has no literary values, but it

has great entertainment values,
not to mention the exposure of
students to the language, which is

the greatest merit of a foreign
language produ'ction. And then if

you are a theater-bug, you don't
question at all, except perhaps
that it would be more rewarding
to do serious drama, or at least a
good comedy. But there are so few
comedies in German, and it seems
that Durenmatt is the only play-
wright perfoiTned in Gei-man."
"Who is connected with the pro-

duction?"

"Horst Richardson directs, and
the music is being arranged and
•iirected by David Friend. Mr.
Richardson also has the lead as a
head waiter who seems to have a
hard time getting 'started' with
th, proprietress Kathi Bevlin, who

in turn believes that she is in love
with a Berlin lawyer, Keith Cun-
ningham. A boisterous Prussian'
factoi-j- owTier is played by an out-
sider, Hans Schutz, whose steady
complaints unnerve another new-
comer to the College, Janet Robin-
son. She wins Keith over with co-
quetterie and a lovely voice. Then
we have what you would call 'com-
ic relief (hopefully), with Candy
Reed and myself as a couple who
have physical shortcomings but
make up for them in the 'Grand
Finale.' in wliich everybody gets
mixed up for a happy ending. In
character parts we have several
professors: Dr. Freed as Forester,
Dr. Cramer as a parody of a zers-
treut (absent-minded) professor.
Dr. Mauch as a tourist guide, Mrs.
Monroe as a 'woman of the world,'
and Dr. Baay as Emperor Franz
Joseph, who has to straighten mat-
ters out. Not to be forgotten is

pixie McGuire in a Gemian-speak-
ing role, which alone should be fun
to watch.

Also the Schuhplatter dance
group provides a lively conclusion
to the first act. So the cast is
quite interestingly composed of
members from variou-s depart-
ments whom you would never ex-
pect to turn up in such a produc-
tion. As in all productions, there
are many people who have been
very helpful. The operetta brings
a kind of 'Mardi Gras' mood to us
now, and hopefully ^vilI do so for
many others later. Except for ski-
ing there is not very much laugh-
ter around these winter months.
Operetta? Why not! Even in Ger-
man."

Discussions

To Be Held

On Constitution
The following is a schedule of

discussions concerning the student
referendum on the proposed Con-
stitution for the Colorado College
Campus Association.

Sunday, January 22, 11:00 a.m..
Shove Chapel — Worship Service
on responsibilities and freedoms
of student action.

Tuesday, Januai-y 24, Armstrong
Hall, 11:00 a.m.—Explanation of
basic differences and similarities
between the Associated Students
of Colorado College and the pro-
posed CCCA.

Thursday, January 26, 7:00
p.m., Armstrong Hall—Discussion
of the CCCA Constitution and fi-

nal review of its basic provisions.
Friday, January 27, 7:00 a.m. to

7:00 p. m., Rastali Center—voting
on the CCCA Constitution.

Freedom and Authority Films

To Be Shown Wed. Nights
A film series which is open to

the student body is being held by
the Freedom and Authority class-
es on Wednesday nights in Qlin
'wture hall 1. The films will be
shown twice each; times of show-
'"g- have tentatively been set for
":30 and 9:30.
The schedule is as follows

:

February 1—
t>EATH OF A SALESMAN
One of the most significant

plays of our time, by Arthur Mil
•^^ put in film by Stanley Kramer.
"'Uy Loman (Fredric March),
''"ho has lived the American dream
^^ self-made success all his life,
'cannot face the tragedy of his
°^"n and his son's failures. 115
niin.

Febi-uai-y 16—

NOTHING BUT A MAN
The sti-uggle of a Southern Ne-

gro and his wife in a society hos-
tile to them. Free of stock ideas
and polemics, it is a film about hu-
man beings facing frustration.
Called by the NY Herald Tribune,
"One of the great American films."

Venice Film Festival prize in 1964.
92 min.
March 1—
PASSION FOR LIFE
(L'ecole buissoniere)

A simple story of the relation-
ship between a rural teacher and
a small boy, the film presents a
vision of the kind of education
which translates abstract ideals of
human dignity and freedom into
the language of a gawky and re-
bellious adolescent. French dialo-

gue with English subtitles. 85 min.

Golf Acres Barber Shop
• 3 Barbers

• Haircuts . . . $1.75

633-9905

TYPING
25c a double spaced page

Telephone 596-4199

Last year, thousands
of lawyers, bankers,
accountants, engineers,
doctors and businessmen
went back to college.

And not just for the
football games.
We'd like to clear up what appears to be a

misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular

on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once

you start working for Chche Nuts & Bolts.

That idea is groundless.

We can't speak for Cliche, but we can

for ourselves— Western Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-

tem. 6 out of 1 college graduates who have

joined us over the past 10 years, for exam-
ple, have continued their higher education.

How're these for openers:

W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-

tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than SI

million in tuition costs to employees

a year.

To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-

tion of Lehigh University, is con-

ducted at our EngtneeriDg Research

Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected

employees are sent there from all

over the country for a year's concen-

trated study leading to a master's

degree.

You get the idea. We're for more learn-

ing in our business. After all, Western

Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-

ment. And the BeLl telephone network will

need even more sophisticated devices by

the lime your fifth reunion rolls around.

The state of the art, never static, is where

the action is.

At Western Electric, what's happening

is the excitement and satisfaction of con-

tinued doing and learning. If this happens

to appeal to you, no matter what degree

you're aiming for, check us out. And grab

a piece of the action,

I Western Electric
' HANUFACTUBING 8 SUPPIV UNIT OF THE BELL S»S7EM
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CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

tmriety and abundance only 3fi blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

^^^.. OFFICE SUPPLY

acmpuAco 516 N. Teion

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

NOW OPENS THE ,

nex

Vemeth.6 Q Jefch

"flime

3J BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
SUSSES .PITCHERS, KESS

Monday and Wodnssday Night Special .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPASHEHI DINNER
SALAD — SARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South T.jon Telephone 634-4591

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Aerois from
Slocum Hall

ll7l/jE.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discounf Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

Throughout Rocky Mt. Region

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

LOW, LOW, PRICE

Colorado Springs 695 South 8th Street

Comments: Adam Powell "a nigger who made good"

Claude Brown Blasts Whitey,
By Jim Martin

Though his appearance at the
Symposium was brief, Claude
Brown, author of Manchild in the
Promised Land, probably caused
more stir than any two of his more
learned SjTnposium colleagues.

Speaking in an informal manner
to a sympathetic and enthusiastic
audience, Brown "told it like it

is" in Harlem. More interesting
than this, however, was his casti-

gation of New York's Mayor Lind-
say, the War on Poverty, Presi-
dent Johnson, Congress, the sym-
pathetic white liberal, the middle-
class Negro, and just about every
civil-rights organization.

Mayor Lindsay, Brown charged,
"does not have an understanding
of Negi-o problems, especially in

Harlem. Even if he did, he prob-
ably doesn't know how to go about
helping the Negro." Besides, says
Brown, anyone who would nan for
mayor of New York after the mess
Wagner left "has to be a little

crazy."

In his attack on the War on Po-
verty, Brown echoed many others,
saying that while it was a noble
gesture, the War was a case of too
little too late. To amplify his
point he cited a number of cases
of ineptitude and lack of funds
which he felt characterized the
whole dreary affair. He particular-
ly resents the eager young man or
woman who, armed \vith a degree
in sociology or social work and
little else, proceeds to make an
idealistic mess of things. Brown's
Voice-of-Experience posture
strongly backed fellow author Dan
Wakefield's attack on sociology as
an exercise in academic and pedan-
tic futility.

President Johnson came in foi

the most caustic criticism in

Brown's demolition derby. Charac-

terizing the chief executive as

"inept and insincere." Brown call-

ed Mr. Johnson's efforts to eradi-

cate poverty and prejudice "hypo-
critical." "Johnson," he said,

"should never have risen to any
political office above that of ma-
yor of a small Texas to\vn."

The middle-class Negro, the one

who has "got it made in white

society," has "copped out on the

poor niggers in Watts, Harlem,
and elsewhere. He figures he's got

his, sn why bother with those still

trapped" in the "Promised Land."
These people, he says, are "too

busy trying to forget their origins

and trying to live up to the white

man's expectations to woiTy about
anything else." Furthermore, this

cultural assimilation deprives the

middle-class Negro of any ident-

ity he might have had. That is the

ultimate crime, as far as Brown
is concerned. As for the civil-rights

groups, Brown feels that they are

run by middle-class Negroes for

middle-class Negroes, and lost any
relevancy they might have had for

their ghetto cousins long ago. All

of the organizations, from the

NAACP to the Urban League,
have long since lost touch with the

masses, those who are in greatest
need of their services. Along this

same line, John Buggs, Director of

the Los Angeles County Commis-
sion on Human Relations, admitted
that before the Watts riots his

Commission was more interested

in seeing that a Negro was able

to move into a $25,000 home than
in seeing that Negroes in Watts
were housed at all. And, so Brown
remarked about Martin Luther
King's summer efforts in North
Chicago, "Who wants to live in

Cicero anyway?"
Brown had some interesting in-

sights into the Black Power move-
ment in general and about Stoke-
ley Carmichael, Floyd McKissick,
and LeRoi Jones in particular.

Black Power, he said, is the ille-

gitimate off-spring of the distorted
American Press and the press-
agentry of Stokeley Carmichael.
"Stokeley is kind of immature

and headline-happy. When he
found out he could attract atten-
tion by yelling 'Black Power,' he
just kept on saying 'Black Power,
Black Power.' In the meantime,
the Press was looking around for
something that would sell papers,
and they hit upon the idea of
playing up Black Power."

In spite of Carmichael's pen-
chant for publicity. Brown feels
that of all the Negro leaders he
has done the most effective job of
reaching the masses. Floyd McKis-
sick is trying to do the same thing,
says Brown, though without as
much su-ccess. McKissick's pnme

fault is jealousy of Carmichael and
all the publicity the latter is get-
ting.

"Floyd gets too excited," Brown
declares. "When Stokeley gets his
name in the papers, Floyd starts
ranting and raving and screaming
and hollering. Face it, he just
doesn't have the charisma (a word
that Brown is fond of) that Stoke-
ley does."

Le Roi Jones, Negro playwright
and author of "The Dutchman "

"The Toilet." and The System 'of
Dante's Hell, among other works
tells the white liberal just what he'

wants to hear and, what's more,
gets him to pay large sums of
money for that dubious privilege,
"By telling the white man just how
much he hates him. LeRoi helps to
purge all the guilt feelings his
white audience has pent up inside
them." Brown, however, feels that
Jones goes too far in attaching
meanings of hate to every utter-
ance of the Negro literati and to
every note played by Negro jazz
musicians. Still, he is, proclaims
Brown, "one of the most brilliant
writers in the business."
On the highly touchy subject of

Harlem Congressman Adam Clay-
ton Powell. Brown is quite candid
in admitting the shortcomings of
that gentleman. Powell, he feels,

{Continued on page five

Save Adam!
A forum and write-in to Con-

gressman Evans concerning his

vote on the upseating of Adam
Clayton Powell will be held Tues-
day at 4:00 p.m. in Olin Hall.

Everyone should bring an enve-
lope, a stamp and a piece of paper.

Symposium Review
All students and faculty mem-

bers who worked in any way on
the City Symposium, as well as
any other interested persons, are

urged to attend a "post mortem"
review session of the Symposium
to be held at 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
January 24, in the ASCC room of

Rastall Center.

ONE DAY ONLY

FRIDAY, JANUARY 20. 1967

lOlOK UFICA im
Presents an exhibition

and sale of

original lithographs

etchings, wood cuts

Maillol Kouault

Picasso Toulouse-Lautrec

Renoir Van Dongen
and many others moderately priced

RARE BOOK ROOM of TUTT LIBRARY 10:00 a. m. — 9:00 p. m.
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LBJ, Middle-Class Negro
(Conlinued rrom page four)

has done little if anything of sub-
stance foi" his constituents and de-

sei"ves anything that happens to

him. But Brown feels that Harlem
deserves more than to be left un-
represented in Congress. Besides,

it is obvious, feels Brown, that
Powell was given the heave-ho be-

cause he was a Negi'o rather than
for his alleged sins, which other

Congressmen also commit.

"Powell is more than just a
Congressman," asseils Brown. "He
is Mr. Charisma, a symbol of the
nigger who made good while play-

ing Whitey's game. He flaunted
the rules and got away with it.

He was living the way most people

in Harlem want to live. They would
have re-elected him no matter
what he did."

Is there any hope for sohing the
ghetto Negro's problems if all ex-

isting attempts have failed as dis-

mally as Brown believes they
have? Yes, says he, and the first

step is to consult the Negro about
his problems. Heretofore, only so-

called "professionals" have been
consulted, and everyone but the
Negro has been approached for a
solution. The idea that the Negro
adult is beyond help and that ef-

forts should therefore be concen-
trated on the children is laugh-
able. Brown feels. Any child is go-
ing to spend only eight hours a
(lay at the most with his teachers
and/or social workers. The rest of
the time is going to be spent a-

round his family. Who, BrowTi
asks, is going to assert the great-
tM' influence?

Well-meaning whites must also
realize, he says, that the Negro
needs most of all to foster pride
in himself and in his race. If the
Black Muslims, Progressive Jazz,
ur the Black Power movement ac-
complish that, well and good. The
white man must leani not to look
upon every such attempt by Ne-
g-roes as dangerous and subversive.
Claude Brown managed to stir

up his listeners as few speakers
on this campus have before. He
noted this himself as he wryly re-
marked about the cluster of white
liberals "around me trying to win
my approval and favor. That sort
of thing is very much in style
now, especially in the East." Pro-
bably the most succinct remark
about Brown's presence on campus

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South eth Street

OPEN 11-00 A.M. to 11-00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM
COCKTAIL LOUNSE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

CLAUDE BROWN (far left) lis-

tens critically to ether symposium
participants in minority rights dis-

cussion.

was made by a student who noted
that, while he didn't agree with
what Brown said, "It's good to be
reminded that there are a lot of
people around who feel that way."
That is putting it mildly.

TV Talent Special

To Feature CC Coeds
"Campus Talent '61" sponsored

by the Mountain States Telephone
Company, will feature among its

talent four Colorado College stu-
dents. The hour-long tele\ision

special which was filmed outdoors
on the campuses of Colorado will

appear Friday, January 20, at 8
p'.m. -on Chaimel 5, KOAA-TV, and
Monday, January 23, at 8 p.m. on
Channel 11, KKTV.

Singer Carol Lynne Parsons,
Colorado College senior, and The
Jazz Ballet Trio: Marietta Wil-
helm, Linda Borgeson, and lanka
Peff were televised on CC's cam-
pus in November for the show.

Fine Food
. Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phono 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

Winchell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
• General Secretarial Course
• Legal Secretarial Course

SUCCESSFUL • Electronics Technical Secretarial Course

SECRETARIES -Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
62,1% of students enrolled have had one to four years ol colleg'?

ENROLLMENT DATES: FEB. 13. JULY 10, SEPT. 25

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
San Francisco, California 94102

FOR SALE
PAIR OF 205CM HEAD MASTERS
MARKER TURNTABLE. TOE, AND

LONG THONGS,

SKIED ONLY SIX TIMES.

HASKEL HOUSE — EXT. 296

NANCY SANDERS

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

Pail Time lunior Exi

EKceplional opporluni

;ellent liaining program designed
o equip you lor iull renponeibilily

Kennelh L. Stroupe
and Associates

2785 N- Speer Bjvd

Suite 121

Denver, Colo- 80211

How Sir Isaac Newlon Should Have Wriilon If

BAILENGEHS "lAW OF GRAVITY"
Copyright 1967 by Wililom L„„ Bollongor, Ail Riglu, R„.„rved

Every positively charged portfolo in ovory body ol nioas In (h« i,nii.nr.„ ,„

fk™"/'" '!",°' P"'"">'>- "'"H"' P""lolo and allraels every nea"lf™7vojorged parlrdo in tho o„iver« >vlil, o loroo oqaol to llro powo, l" Toeharae anJ ,„.„,„!, proporllOTol to llio .gnaro ol di.lonco/bolweJ; J°
ctiarge and invi

Til. prrll beiiveen lire unlilte eharged parlloloe couierr Ho di. lance, botiveononlllr, ckarged parlldes to bo slorlo, Han the dl.lon". bXeen m!ofcarged pa, lde> wkicl, r.pel ooeh oHor,. Hn, ,|,o pulling loroo lT.°?o„„„rand has a loroo Inversely proporliona to tho sguoro ol ll.o dillorer^eo', nldislanoes between ibe lHo ond onllko ohorgod parSclos
""'"'""oo. ol

?r
""'•'';'"• o«erIed beliveen unlllro oliorgod porltdo. noluro u.o. loprrll and bold mass togelbor — wo call H grovlly.

noruro usos lo

William Lve Balleiigc-r, Siesla Mold. 1505 Soulli Niivutla

Very special

Campus Talent '67
You and your entire family will be entertained by this bright,

lively hour featuring 13 top collegiate acts around the state.

Video-taped live on Colorado campuses and

presented by Mountain States Telephone.

Monday, January 23 • 8:00 P.M. • Channel 1 1, KKTV
Friday, January 20 • 8:00 P.M. • Channel 5, KOAA-TV
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Tiger leers Split Pair with Spartans

Michigan State Downs CC 2-1;

Tigers Take Revenge 4-3

No Ivy.

No football either. We don't
try to be a Big Ten Uni-
versity. Instead we special-
ize in just one thing — one
to four year courses in
business education. Ac-
counting, business admini-
stration, management and
secretarial skills, technics
machines courses.

We offer bachelor's and as-
sociate's degrees in busi-
ness science as well as (he
usual business collega di-
plomas.

No "quickie" courses,
though. The businessworld
today is a complex one and
employers are demanding
more than ever before. Our
graduates get better jobs
and earn more money be-
cause they have the mark-
etable skills and thorough
business training todays
employers demand. Our
graduates average from
three to five employment
offers when they graduate.

Accredited? Of course. By
the Accrediting Commis-
sion for Business Schools.
The Commission is oflicial-
ly recognized by the U. S
Commissioner of Education
as the national accrediting
agency for independent
business schools.

So we don't think you'll
miss the ivy we don't have
on our buildings. We do
offer superb skiing, rodeo,
a batch of other activities'
and a splendid location iri

the Black Hills — one of
America's finest mountain
sports and recreation areas.

Not to mention a top-notch
faculty, new classrooms
and dormitory.

We are sorry about foot-
ball, though.

JIM
puck

AlvllDON OUTMANEUVERS MSU opponent as he skates for

The CC icevs bounced back from
Saturday's defeat at the hands of
the Michigan State Spartans with
a 4-3 victory on IMonday night.

In Saturday's game, Michigan
State jumped to a 2-0 lead in the
first period and held on for dear
life the rest of the way. After the
first 20 minutes, the Tigers were
in command, but just couldn't get
the puck into the net, with the
exception of John Genz' breakaway
tally in the second period. Ten-
acious forechecking by the Tigers
accounted for the second period
surge that kept the pressure on
Spartan goalie Fisher and the
Spartan defense.

Both goalies were supremely
tested during the Saturday con-
test. In the first period, Cc" goalie
Don Gale turned away 15 shots to
Michigan State goalie Fisher's 6.

In the second and third periods,

DON
game,

SALE IvtAKES A DIVING save in CC's 2-1 loss Saturday night. Ga7e stopped 34 ^hotTinThe

CC's offense came on stronger,
forcing Fisher to make a total of
27 saves to Gale's 34.

With two lucky breaks, Michigan
State was able to score its two
goals in the first 12 minutes of
the first period. Spartan forwarfl
McAndrew scored on a rebouni)
shot at 7:24 as the puck dribbled
into the net after Gale had slowed
its momentum and practically
stopped it. At 11:19, MSU's Doug
Volmar scored on a 20-faot shot on
a fast breakaway. In the second
period, CC's shifty right winger
John Genz filched the puck at mid-
ice, skated in unmolested and
flicked the disc past the helpless
Spartan goalie.

On Monday, it was a different
story, as the Tigers took revenge
in a 4-3 thriller.

For a while it appeared as if tho
game was going to be a repeat of
the disheartening game on Satur-
day. The Tigers fell behind, 1-0 i„
the first period and saw 18 scor-
ing attempts thwarted by MSU's
goalie. The turning point of the
game was the second period, as the
Tiger offense began to get tr,

Spartan goalie Fisher. The CC icer;
poured home three goals, and at
the end of the second period, the
score stood at 3-2.

In the third period, junior winger
Doug Clark scored what proved to
be the game-winning tally at 6:57
on a 30-footer that caught Fisher
completely by surprise. Michigan
State came back at the 1:56 mark
with a power play goal to cut the

gap to 4-3, but Tiger goalie Don
Gale shut out the Spartans for the
rest of the way, with the assist-

ance of Jim Amidon's breaking-up
plays.

This weekend, the Tigers meet
the Univei-sity of Michigan Wolver-
ines. Tonight's and tomorrow
night's games will begin at 8:15
ut the Broadmoor World Arena.
CC icers will match their 4-2 rec-
ord with the Wolverines' Western
Collegiate Hockey Association rec-

ord of 5-1 in what promise to be
two of the most exciting games of
the season.

rfecb
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS • Box 1628U
Rapid City, S, D, 57701

Please send me your free cata-
log and information on how
business training can add earn-
ing power lo my college edu-
cation.

Name_

Address_

City

state

MID-WEEK SKI BUS SPECIAL

Beginning

Feb. 1 and Continuing thru

March (8 Full Weeks)

Any 6 Wednesdays of Tow Tickets. One-Halt Day
Group Lesson and Transportation.

$78.00 value for $54.00

$36.00 without Lessons!

I?
Malce Your Reservations and Deposit Now thru . . .

Wolfgang Uhl at Blick's Sporting Goods

I 1 9 North Tejon

3005 North Nevada Avenue

636-3348

O

<#

#

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocb from C

SCHWINN Franchise Dealer
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

Repairs S I'srts for Any Malie
TELEPHONE 634-4733

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

Telephone 632-5646

Drive-in Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Ssrvice Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers
8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476
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Swimmers Down

Kearney, Chadron,

Second to CSU
In the past two weeks the Colo-

rado CoRege swimmei's have gain-
ed victories over Kearney State
College and Chadron State College
in Nebraska to boost their dual-
meet season record to 3-1. The Ti-
gers also took second place in a
ti-iangular meet with Colorado
School of Mines and Colora<io
State University.

Against Kearney State CC col-
lected six first places and seven
second places to win 59-45. Top
scorer was freshman Bill Johnson
with first places in the 200-yard
breaststroke and 200-yard indivi-
dual medley. He also swam on the
winning 400-yard medley relay
ti?am.

In the triangular competition
hosted by Mines, the Tigers were
highly outclassed by CSU which
won with 108 points. However,
Coach Jerry Lear says that the
whole team is to be praised for it-;

hard work and determination in
.^coring 43 points compared with
Si for Mines.

The swimmers completed their
winning streak by beating Chad-
ion State College in Nebraska G5-
•y.l Pacing CO was junior Don
Campbell who took firsts in both
the 50 and 100-yard freestyle and
who also helped the 400-yard free-
style relay team earn a first-place
victory.

New school records were set by
!wo Tiger swimmers. Sophomore
'.'hris Walker lowered the 1000-
vard freestyle time to 13 :13.0

while Bill Johnson set the 200-yard
breaststroke mark at 2:33.0.

Seniors Dick Coil and Bill Klein
have been voted co-captains by the
nther members of the squad.

United Fund

Players Needed
AnyoTie interested in participat-

ing in the Colorado College United
Fund Benefit Variety Show, Feb-
'uary 22, 23, 24, and 25 should
contact Prof. Woodson Tyree at
i^astall Center or leave a note in
the KRCC box at the main desk.

The variety program will include
local alumni as well as present CC
students.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUnCH
'30 North Teion

634-2093

Gas pains relieved by

PHIL WINSLOW VW, INC.

®

730 N. Circle Drive

Welcome Freshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUMI

COLORADO COLLEGE HOCKEY PLAYER drives into posltlor, ir,Monday nigM s 4-3 victory over Michigan State University.

CHUCK REINKING, SMALL, QUICK and tough center, faces off
against MSU in action Saturday night.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Hatkauta^.6

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

/;««»' "iMassr

AlEcfluinness GiNA^llAbri^ida

Ks repufatloo

fnmaboDC&tf
nAOMrs flying

arauod!!!

'fmamius

IbfToo'eooMdycfHxyart '

lUSSSi inPanawsifln'anjMerrooiLOR
"^° J^

Now Showing! utG Ttieotre

121 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our ttone-balied PIZZA

COORS on TAP
. . . Bigg,.t pitcher in Town for

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

Cme ih ahd Shum ! !

The Off-Campus Gilt Botique features

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cords, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824 V2 N. Tejon SIreel—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

12 South Tejcn

Western Wear

Telephono 632-0391

Smash Broadway Hit!

The Fantastics
Featuring Four Colorado College students:

Ellen Dahl Doug Wheat

Steve Street Chris Gibbs

Assembly Theater — First Methodist Church

Tickets available at Rastall desk at special CC student

price ($1) or call 633-3801.

OPEN
12:45
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COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

OlJj^ Hillag^ Jnn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619



Lectern, Case and Easel

THE PERKINS PRIZES, Colorado College's annual awards for academic excellence, have been presented
to the outstanding academic members of each class. The recipients are: sophomores: Patricia Anderson
and Gary Grimes: juniors: Lana Coftman and Jay Shelton; seniors: Sallie Rule and Bob Knight. The
Perltrns Prizes are given on the basis of cumulative grade point averages and are awards of $100 to the
outstanding male and female student in each class. The awards are made possible by an endowment of
the late Willard B. Perkins.

NDEA Grants Available
The National Defense Graduate

Fellowship is available to 6,000
students interested in studying in

graduate programs at schools
throughout the country which are
approved by the U. S. Office of
Education to offer tJie fellowship.
Mr. Forslund of the English De-
partment urges any graduating
seniors who are interested in gra-
duate study to inquire about the
NDEA Title 4 Graduate Fellow-
ships through their advisors, de-
partment chairmen, or Mr. Fors-
lund.

The NDEA stipend consists of
$2,000 for the first academic year,
$2,200 for the second year, and
$2,400 for the third year. In addi-
tion to the above, there is a $400
allowance for each dependent. Stu-
dents interested in continuing
their study through the summer
may receive $400 plus ?100 for
each dependent.

The competition for these fellow-
ships varies according to the
school where application is being
made. The applicant applies direct-
ly to the department of the school
that he wishes to attend. The
school deadline determines the
deadline for application for the
fellowships. For this reason, it is

important that interested seniors
inquire about the fellowships im-
mediately. Students applying need
not have superior records, but
should maintain reasonably out-

standing records.

Christian Scientists

Schedule Workshop
The Colorado College Cliristian

Science Organization will present a
special Workshop meeting in room
203 of Rastall Center, on Sunday,
Jan. 22, between 4 and 5 p.m. Tlie
meeting will be conducted by John
Master, regional assistant of the
College Organization of The First
Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston,
Mass.

The meeting will consider in the
light of Christian Science such
practical topics as studying and
preparing for examinations, main-
taining right personal relation-

ships, and holding correct atti-

tudes regarding athletics and com-
petition.

The meeting is open to all stu-

dents interested in Christian Sci-

ence.

Volunteer Tutors

To Recruit Students
In First Meeting
The Volunteer Teachers Corps,

co-sponsored by the Department of
Education and Cap and Gown, will

hold its first meeting of the new
semester Thursday. January 26,
from 12:15 to 1 p.m. in the WES
room. The purpose of the meeting
is to recruit volunteers who either
did not get an assignment last se-
mester or who have not yet had
the opportunity to participate in
the various programs, ranging
from assistance with Project
Headstart and nursery school age
children to private tutoring in the
local high schools. Brief reports of
work last semester will be given
by Joan Chafet, who was a tutor

for Palmer High School students,

Elaine Kissinger, who was a class-

room assistant at Bristol Elemen-
tary School, and Alan Fisher, who
was a classroom assistant at

Mitchell High School. Interested

students are encouraged to attend
the meeting and participate in

this semester's expanded program.
Application blanks and informa-
tion on the various posibilities will

be provided at the meeting, or can
be obtained either through Profes-
sor Eldridge of the Department of
Education in Cutler Hall, or by
contacting student chaii-man Emily
Mansfield.

LOCAL RESIDENT TALKS to John Buggs durin.g symposium.

PRINT SALE: There will be a
one-day exhibition and print sale
today, Friday, January 20, from 9
in the morning until 10 at night.
It is being presented by London
Grafica Arts, who tell us that they
will have a collection of reason-
ably priced prints by leading ar-
tists of the 19th and 20th centur-
ies: Cassatt, Daumier, Dufy, Mail-
lol, Picasso, Renoir, Rouault, Tou-
louse-Lautrec, and others. Some
prints will be in the $10-25 range.
Of course, all will be original
prints from plates or wood blocks.

We shall be curious to see the
quality of these prints. And, if

satisfactory, we shall welcome the
London Grafica Arts to exhibit
prints here on an annual basis.
Such exposure to our students and
college community serves a bene-
ficial purpose and gives the local
collector (including the College
collection) an advantageous oppor-
tunity.

44 Students

Suspended

Or Withdraw
Approximately 44 students will

not return to Colorado College be-
cause of first semester withdrawal
or academic suspension. Twenty-
one students, the highest number
of first semester suspensions since
the academic year 1967-68, were
suspended for academic reasons.
Eighteen were men.

Twenty-three students left

school sometime during the iirst

semester through withdrawal.
Seventeen were men. (Addition of
the two figures is not wholly accu-
rate since a student may withdraw
and may also be suspended.)

These students constituted about
three per cent of the entire student
body.

One Day Only

FKIDAY, JANUARY 20TH
EXHIBITION & PRINT SALE!

London Grafica Arts pre-

sents a one day exhibition anri

sale of original prints by:

Cnssall

Daumier

Dufy

Maillol

Picasso

Renoir

Toulouse- Laulrec

Rare Hook Room, Tutt Library,
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from tlie Campus

827 North Tejon

Canadian Commiltee

Aids War Objectors

In Moral Dilemma
The War in Vietnam raises ;.i

moral dilemma for many young
Americans. Many face the pro.';-

pect of being drafted to fight in a
war which they may not under-
stand or may deeply oppose. A
limited set of altematives are
available to them. If they are pac-
ifists, they can apply for conscient-
ious objector status and perform
alternative or non-combatant ser-
vice. Most Western religious
thought on war is not pacifist, but
holds that the individual can pai--

ticipate in a just war. US Selec-
tive Service law, unfortunately,
makes no provision for an indivi-
dual who, in conscience, judges the
Vietnam war as unjust -or immor-
al. These Americans have three

alternatives. Some stifle their ob-

jections and seiTe in the forces.

Some refuse induction and subject

themselves to serious prison sen-

tence. Some migi-ate to a country
not in the war. One such country
is Canada,

The Committee to Aid American
War Objectors was formed for the

purpose of aiding and providing

infonnation for draft-eligible men
who might wish to migrate to

Canada. Requests for further in-

formation should be addressed to:

Comniitee to Aid American

War Objectors

P. O. Box 4231

Vancouver 9, British Columbia

Canada

^, THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

Coors on Tap

New Bands Weekly
This Week: "The Vicounts"

(Pari the Dog Track— Only five minute, from fhe campui)
3905 North Nevada

MOTOROLA SOLID STATE STEREO

REG. $299.95 NOW $269.95

The finest display of quality sound

equipment in Colorado Springs

Mel's Voice and Vision
412 South Tejon Telephone 635-2239
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student Apathy Permeates Campus

CCCA Referendum Today
By Dan Winograd

Despite the fact that CC will

vote on a new Student Govern-
ment Constitution today, student

apathy permeated the campus last

Tuesday when a meeting was held

to discuss the proposal which has

been approved by the CUL. The 11

hearty souls who did attend de-

voted the majority of their tbne
(]uestioning the need for student
government, discussing the pur-

poses of such an organization, and

delving into the questions con-

cerning the powers an elective

council of students can maintain.

Ray Jones, in defense of the
new constitution, stated that al-

though student interest is appar-
ently at a low ebb, the need for
adopting the new constitution and
electing student body officers is

still one of the most vital issues
on campus. When asked what need
there is for su'ch a body, Jones
stated that at the moment the Col-

lege administration is performing
all the duties of the old ASCC.
While the administration is at pre-
sent "benevolent" to the students,
there is no guarantee that future
administrations will continue a-
long that line. There are numer-
ous student activities, Jones con-
tinued, which are much better
handled through student channels.

Unified Student Voice
He continued to support the

view that CC needs to have a uni-

fied student voice to present stu-
dent's views, requests, and sugges-
tions to the faculty and adniinis-
tyation. At the present time, Pre-
sident Worner has access to stu-
dent opinion only through infor-
mal discussions wliich he holds
with various students around the
campus. These students are not re-
sponsible to the group for which
they are apparently speaking, and
furthermore, have no power be-
hind what they say.

While CUL lias been eft'ective
in apportioning money to the var-
ious campus organizations, Jones
pointed out that CUL is a facul-
ty committee which discusses only
tliose topics which are considered
important by the faculty. Many
items of interest to the students
are never discussed and, as a re-
sult, are not implemented.

Student Power
During the discussion of student

power which ensued, it was point-
ed out that at present students
imve no power to influence admin-

istrative decisions, tn order to
gain this power, according to tlio

constitution's proponents, "Wo
need a framework v;hich has vali-
dity to tho Boai-d of Tiustees and
the Administration," which will bo
heard by the existing powers.
Committees such as tho Academic
Committee, according to Jones,
could exert n great force concern-
ing the hiring and firing of tencli-
ers, and numerous other points of
general interest to (he entire Col-
lege.

Summing up his arguments in
favor of the proposed constitution,
Jones stated that "Students act-
ing as a unified body, through
student government can be a very
strong foive," on tho CC cnnipua.
He reminded everyone that tlie

final vote on the constitution is

Friday, January 27 (today), from
7 a.m. until 7 p.m. in Rastall Coa-
ler. If it is accepted by two-thirds
of the voting students, it will bo
roi'warded to President Worner
for his approval.

Herbert Beattie to Give Concert
Herbert Beattie, leading bass of

the New York City Opei'a, will

piesent a concert of songs and
:iii;is on Monday, January 30, at

i<-M p.m. in Armstrong Hall. He
will be assisted at the piano by
Professor Max Lanner, who will

also play a group of piano solos.

Tickets are now available at Ras-
tiill desk either with college activ-

ity cards or at the price of $2.

Beattie has a "marvelous stage

personality" and will sing some of

tiie "finest music one can put on
a recital," according to Lanner,

Beattie will open the concert

with a group of songs by Henry
Purcell, followed by two arias of
Mozart. A group of four songs by
Brahms will bring the first part
of the program to a conclusion.

After intermission, Max Lanner
will play a group of Debussy Pre-
ludes. Mr. Beattie will then fea-
ture Ravel's song cycle "Don
Quichotte a Dulcinee" to poems by
Paul Morand, and a group of
songs of his own writing to poems
of Theodore Roethke and W. B.

Yeats.

Mr. Beattie, who is a graduate
of the Colorado College Music De-

Barry Faces Hari-Kari:

Rastall Food Discussed
A delegation of students led by

Sylvia Tliorpe met with Robert

T'.ioughton, business manager, and

Raymond Barry, director of food

>-ivices, to discuss possible

Nanges in the food service in a

iii'-eting Tuesday, January 24.

Two major areas of concern

vTe a proposal for optional cafe-

teria dining and the quality of the

food.

1) Students suggested a pro-

tn-ftm in which all meals would be

optional and 2) a program in

Selective Service

Test Applications

Due February 10

The Selective Sei-vice College

Qualification Test will be given
March 3, March 11, and April 8.

19f>7. Any Selective Service regis-
trant who intends to request oc-

cupational deferment as a student
!ind who has not previously taken
this test may apply.

Application forms, mailing en-
velopes, and information bulletins
^'e available at anv Selective Ser-
^ice local board— 210 East Willa-
mette in Colorado Springs— and
't the Registrar's Office at Colo-
'^do College. All eligible interest-

ed registrants who wish to take

A
t^st should apply immediately.

Applications postmarked later
than Friday, February 10, 1967,
«^1I not be processed.

Scores on this test will be used
°)>' the Selective Seirice boards in
considering the eligibility of regis-
ti'ants for student deferments.

which payment for breakfasts
would be optional.

Broughton commented that the

plan was "not a business decision."

He felt that it was a matter of
"college policy" in regard to a re-

sidential campus. The decision of

"eating on campus" was a decision
of the deans and the president.

Barry added, "I don't think profi-

tability is a factor,"' although
changes "could be more costly on
a total bill."

In regard to the quality of the

food, Barry reported that the food
service is establishing a set of
written specifications which must
be followed by suppliers.

A committee has been establish-

ed which will continue to investi-

gate the suggestions.

RCB Meeting
Questioning the recent price

changes in the Hub was the topic

which dominated the meeting of

the Rastall Center Board last

Tuesday, January 24.

Confronted with a petition con-
taining some 150 names, Raymond
Barry, director of food sei-vices,

blamed a few inconsiderate stu-

dents for having necessitated the
rise in costs in the Hub. Specific-

ally, Barry cited incidents where
students took advantage of the
"first cup lOc, second cup free"
rule by drinking more than two
cups or bringing a cup with them
and pouring the 'second cup" gra-
tis. The initiation of the national

minimum wage law later this year,

along -with rising wholesale food
prices, might also account for any
subsequent rise in Hub costs, ac-

cording to Barry. He ended the
discussion with the assurance that

Hub prices are currently being
studied carefully.

partment, has recently been invit-
ed by Maestro Pablo Casals to
sing the bass par-t in his oratorio
"El Pessebre" in the famous Cas-
als Festivals in Puerto Rico. This
festive performance is scheduled
for June as part of the 90th birth-
day celebration of Maestro Casals,
who will conduct the performance.

Just before coming to Colorado
Springs for his performance here,
Mr. Beattie will have made his
New York television debut on
WNDT (NET), on Jan. 25, sing-
ing Andrew Borden in "Lizzie
Borden" by Jack Beeson.

In May, Mr. Beattie will appear
with the Pittsburgh Symphony un-
der conductor Steinberg in Bruck-
ner's "Te Deum"; he will sing in

Rossini's "Barber of Seville" with
the Fort Worth Opera and Verdi's
"La Forza del Destino" with the
Baltimore Opera. He has been in-

vited to Central City summer af-

ter summer and will again return
there singing in Donizetti's "Don
Pasquale" in the coming opera
season.

He combines all these appear-
ances and a busy season at the
New York City Center Opera witli

a regular teaching position as As-
sociate Professor of Music at Hof-
stra University in Hamstead,
New York.

He lollowing is a m i.o dot

of lh« CCCA Constil fio. To

read. magnify 6,000

LINDA BORGESON AND JOHN HENRY aro part of the c^st of

Dance Theatre's production being staged tonight and tomorrow night

at 8:30 p. m, in Armstrong Auditorium.

Balletf Modern Ponce/ Jazz Interpretation

CC Dance Theatre to Present Program Tonight
The Colorado College Dance

Theatre will present a program of

ballet, modem dance and jazz in-

terpretation tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:30 p.m. in Armstrong
Auditorium. Ticket prices are 75c
with activity card, $1.50 for adults

and §1.00 for children.

Rossini's Boutique Fantasque,
Meyerbeer's Patinuers, a modem
dance version of Terpsichore's

Praetorius, and ultra-modem jazz
interpretations of Clyde McCoy's
Sugar Blues and Herb Alpert's Ti-

juana Brass are featured. The pro-

gram is choreographed by Norman
Comick.
The opening curtain w>Jl reveal

La Botique, featuring Cindy Winn

and Norman Comick, This ballet

takes place in a doll shop and cen-

ters on the episodes that naturally

result as the dolls come to life.

La Botique is followed by Prae-
torious, a dance which gives six-

teenth century music a modem in-

tei-pretation. Its movements con-

vey dignity and deep feeling. The
solemn note of Praetorious switch-

es abruptly to a jazz sequence.

This new light tone plays up char-

acters through its wide range of

dance types.

Finally, Dance Theater ends
with Les Patineurs— Lea Pati-

neurs, as its name implies, could

well take place on the Tiger's

own ice rink. Gay skaters waltz
by, attempting new feats on ice,

some failing. This fast moving bal-

I'it also features several solos.

Among dancers to watch is the

exquisite Cindy Winn, who, apart
from being a technically flawless

dancer, "demonstrates an unnerv-
ing and almost tragic sensitivity."

A CC freshman to watch is pretty

Klasina Vanderwerf, who performs
with other attractive and talented

coeds Linda Borgenson, lanka Peff,

and Barbara Rood. Mrs. Ursula
Gray and Mrs, Esther Geoggry,
colleagu-es of Mr. Comick, will

also be contributing to this week-
end's program.



Editorial The Loyal Opposition
All the Way with CCCA?

As the twice-delayed CCCA referendum voting begins,
there seems to be no real student concensus, save that few
students really care. Tlie various possible results of the pas-
sage of the new constitution have been examined and re-exam-
ined, though few students have considered the motivation of
the force behind it.

With few exceptions, the only segment of the campus
that cares about what kind of college-wide organization
("Government" is a misnomer.) is formed, or even if one is

formed at all. are the leading members of the administration.
Their desire to discover the cHmate of opinion in the student
body is genuine. But their willingness to act upon that climate,

even in e>:clusively student matters, is not present. This pater-
nalistic phony-liberalism of many faculty and administration
members is the legacy of the ASCC and is an integral part of
the proposed constitution. Until students have votes in facul-
ty committees dealing with academic policy, until they can
fomi policies, on a short-term basis, which will affect only
them, until liberalism is backed with liberality, campus "gov-
ernment" is a delusion.

There remains one consideration which has not been fully
discussed in the last three months: What will happen if the
constitution fails to pass? Such a failure could hardly be called
cataclysmic, in view of the fact that this college has now func-
tioned normally for a full year without any official student-
wide organization. After the odium of the ASCC had faded
from the memory of the student body, an attempt would un-
doubtedly be made to write another constitution, perhaps with
a more liberal approach. In the meantime, there is reason to
suppose that some pseudo-government involving students, ei-

ther elected or appointed, would continue to function as a sop
to the consciences of the powers-that-be.

But the circumstances which led to the adjournment of
the ASCC were indeed rare, and wliatever the motives of its

members, they created an opportunity, the recurrence of
which the new constitution is specifically designed to prevent.
That opportunity should not be squandered on an organization
which, by its very nature, cannot be sufficiently meaningful.

— Loesch

By Jerry Hancock

News Item: An act of what may
have been merciful vandalism oc-

curred this morning- at Colorado

College. The College Public Rela-

tions officer announced that all

1,700 copies of The Tiger had been

stolen before any students had a

chance to read them. College offi-

cials were unavailable for com-
ment.

I have often wondered what the

student body's reacticm would be
if, God forbid, such a tiling ever
happened. Perhaps the reaction
could best be measured at The
Center of Campus Activity— the
Hub.

As the reporter enters the Hub,
he is amazed to find that very few
people are upset about not having
a Tiger, and the ones that are up-
set seem to be missing The Tiger
for the wi-ong reasons. As the re-
porter approaches one table, he is

overjoyed to hear one of the more
prominent faculty members talk-
iJig with three students about the
disappearance of The Tiger. "I
think it is absolutely disgraceful
tiiat the Tigers are missing; it will
ruin the cultural life of the col-
lege. You can't honestly expect
people to be able to play .bridge
without something to keep score
on, can you?!!" At another table
a student is overheard saying,
"You know, ril really miss The
Tiger. What can I wrap my books
in when it snows?" Seated at one
of the large tables is a noticeably
worried Tiger staff. The managing
editor, near tears, says, "Now,
Buck, You have to admit that it

is a really terrible thing that's
happened. I mean, I really look
fonvard to reading the masthead
every week." The editor can only
nod in agreement.

The reporter has just about run

out of patience. He is finally driv-

en to ask a student, "Does anybody
read the Tiger??" "Are you kid-

ding?" the student replies. "Just
look at it. What do I care about a
lecture by somebody with a degree
in Sanskrit? I'm having enough
trouble with T. C. L.! I already

know about what happened at the

hockey game two weeks ago. The
Symposium article doesn't interest

me; if it did, I wouldn't have gone
to Aspen. And coming from Los
Angeles, why should I give a damn
about the Denver Symphony Or-
chestra. As far as student govern-
ment is concerned— well, we've
lived in anarchy for a year now
why change? Everything is being
handled quite capably by other
groups in authority. No, man, no-
body reads The Tiger because
there is nothing worth reading-,
but the Weekly Bitch, now There
was a newspaper,"

News Item: The theft of thf
Colorado Colleg:e Tiger went vii-
tually unnoticed by the college
students. The photographer, sports
editors, business manager, and
news editor are alive and well in

Argentina.

Letter to the Edlto
To the Editor:

How many times have we heard
a student say that he would like

to participate in some activity but
just couldn't find the time ? So
many of us feel that to spend the
time doing something we are tnily

interested in would be to the de-
triment of our education, would
result in lower grades or render a
guilt feeling because we wouldn't
be studying. So we refuse the op-
portunity to go skiing or pass by
the poster for Theater Workshop
with regret, or we let the meetings
on student govenmient slide by
and instead grumble about the
shackles of the conservative ele-

ment which harness our activities.

Out\vardIy our campus becomes
apathetic, and the students trod
the well-beaten path to Tutt as the
living dead.

It's mostly fear that keeps us
from branching out into non-scho-
lastic participation. The interest is

there definitely, but we stifle it

under an academic load. This aca-
demic pressure is one of the sub-
tler means by which this college at-
tempts to protect us from the big,
cruel world. If we tacitly accede
to this mother-henning, not only
do we deprive ourselves of a great
many rich experiences, but we are
also only posl^oning the time when
we will have to face the "harsh
reality" of life. The gi-ad-school
syndrome or dread of the long arm
of Uncle Sam, then, just insulates
the cocoon we started spinning for
ourselves in high school. For those
who plan to continue their formal
education after college, the process
necessarily will become more deep-
ly entrenched.
What happens after that? Do

we seriously consider that follow-
ing this routine of plodding along
on« track will miraculously disap-

pear once we're free from school ?
We'll have a good education most
probably, but what else will we
have ? Will we be satisfied with the
atrophied interests which we have
so carefully buried, or do we sup-
pose that at 25 we will suddenly
be able to jump into the swing
with the same enthusiasm we had
at 19?
I'm not degrading the import-

ance of formal education— far
from it. It is significant; it's what
we're here for, but it's not all
we're here for! It has become allm too many cases. My objective is
to prod us into making the grand
experiment, into exercising our po-
tentials to broaden our interests
while still maintaining a satisfac-
toi-y grade average. One doesn't

have to be at the expense of the
other because our capacity for ac-
tivity is a variable. Right now
the majority of us are likely ex-
pending a small proportion of the
energy of which we are capable.
Keeping the desire to do well in

college as a constant will be a
motivating force to encourage us
to concentrate better when we are
studying if we know that the time
is limited by other activities. An
increase in pressure will result, of
course, but this increase will also
reveal out abilities.

What a richer life is open to us
if we succeed in this experiment!
Gone is the boredom, and gone is

the feeling that we are merely
onlookers to life.

— Barbara Witten
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CC-Shades ofW. Groves
By Phil Feanisidc

The C B. S. documentaiy movie "Sixteen in Webster
Groves (shown last Wednesday as first in a series of movies
sponsored by the Freedom and Authority classes) has an un-
comfortable relevance for us at Colorado College.

Webster Groves is a well-to-do suburb of St. Louis which
represents for many Americans the ideal place in which to
raise a family. The film gives a picture of the lives and atti-
tudes of Webster s 16-year-olds thiough a series of interviews
accompanied by a narration relating facts obtained from a 36-
page questionnaire.

The results revealed an almost homogeneous and com-
placent aggi-egation of people. The students of Webster Groves

I

are blissfully insulated from the world; thev are spared the
worries of thinking and deciding about any problem larger I

than getting an "A" on the next test or a date for the next
dance.

In informal discussions parents of Webster Groves ex-
pressed the attitude that accepting responsibility for one's be- I

havior IS a slightly disgusting part of growing up and that the
child should be spared this unpleasantness as long as possibleA strict curfew and parental review of ;.ll dating plans are
considered part of "living up to certain simple moral standards
—that s all." The teenager is considered incapable of maltin"
moral decisions for himself. As one proud father stated "M
16 they aren't old enough to change their own diapers."'

Unfortunately, the values of Webster Groves do not mira-
culously vanish when the student goes to college. The students
of CO have just recently had the opportunity to be exposed
to a multitude of social problems in the Symposium on "The
City," but the annual exodus to Aspen speaks for their deen
conceni.

The worship of the grade point as an end in itself is also
a habit which we bring from our homes and find neatly appli-
cable in the college environment.

The over-regulation of the CC student's private life is
painfully like the iron rule of a Webster Groves parent. Offi-
cial College policies concerning women's hours, dormitory
visiting hours, the use of liquor, and the residence require-
ment can hardl.\- be construed as expediting the transforma-
tion of the sheltered high school student into a responsible
and mature adult.

Perhaps a documentary film entitled "Twenty-one at Colo-
rado College" would prove embarrassing.

"Alienation on Campus"

Topic of Crocker Lecture
Canon John Crocker, Episcopal

Chaplain at Brown University in

Providence, Rhode Island, will

talk on the subject of student al-

ienation on the college campus in

a forum at 5 p.m. in the WES
room at Rastall on Sunday, Janu-
ary 29.

Canon Crocker's record is mark-
ed with activated idealism, as well
as academic excellence. He has
taken an active part in the civil
rights movement, and was im-

prisoned in Jacksonville, Missis- '

sippi, for his participation. Last
year, he held a Danforth Campus
Ministers' Fellowship at Cam-
bridge, England. As a campus
chaplain, he has certainly worked
closely with the problem of student
alienation.

As well as talking at the 5 p.m.
forum, Canon Ci'ocker will speak
in the 11:00 a.m. chapel ser\'ice in

Shove on Sunday. His visit here is
j

sponsored by the Religious AiTairs
Committee. k
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Lectern, Case and Easel

by Mark Lansburgh

First piace of over 40 colleges
and universities: that is the mark
set by Colorado College last Fri-
day in the Rare Book Room. Dur-
ing the last five months, the Lon-
don Grafica Arts representative,
Robert Gregor Taylor, Esq., has
exhibited prints and conducted
sales at 40 campuses throughout
the Mid-West, Rockies, and the
West Coast. Of these schools only
one was smaller than CC {Wliit-
man in Washington), and many
were ten or 20 times as large, such
as University of Califoi-nia at
Berkeley, Stanford, and the Los
Angeles universities. Yet our stu-
dents (with some few faculty pur-
cliases) acquired more prints both
in quantity and value than any of
tliese other schools. It was an
;ini;izing performance.

It speaks well for the level of
uLilture and interest in graphic and
pictorial arts to acknowledge this
eiithusiasm. From mid-morning
until late evening, clusters of stu-
dents spread out lithographs of
Braque and the engravings of Ho-
garth on the orange cai-pet of the
Rare Book Room. The colorful
Chagall Bible illustrations swept

the sweepstakes award. Of 20 in
the collection on view, 19 were
sold. (The fact is, this made the
representative uneasy, as he will
have no works of this artist to
show at his next stops at DU and
CSU.) Over 125 students came to
inspect the prints and see what
20th century artists were doing in
the print medium. And one in five
went back to his or her room with
a new print or two under-arm. The
total amount spent was $1G00, and
one additional large sale is still

pending.

A mai-velous Renoir went to one
of the students, and Goya engrav-
ings and Gericault prints will be
seen in dormitory rooms as a re-
sult of this show.

The scope of acceptance of these
more modern prints is rather sur-
pi-ising in consideration of the suc-
cess of the last exhibition and
sale of older manuscript leaves
and Kith century woodcuts just a
month ago. One could not have
predicted such campus reaction.
Yet it bodes well for the apprecia-
tion and use of an enlarging of
the College's own collections. This
could well become the center for
woodcuts and prints in a large area
of the Rocky Mountains and the
West. Support of this project
comes from just such student in-
terest.

Those who made purchases as-
sured the College that they would
lend their prints to a stutlent-col-
lector exhibition to be held late
this spring. It might be enlighten-
ing to see what inspires many of
our students to spend their "cof-
fee money"— perhaps to become
the germ of their own collections
someday.

Increase in Faculty
Salaries Recommended
The faculty adopted a recom-

mendation to the administration
on teacher salaries in a meeting
held Monday, Jan. 22. The faculty
Committee on Committees, sitting
as the Faculty Committee on Sal-
aries and Tenure, presented the
salary proposals to the faculty.
The administration will "ap-

praise" the salary requests "in
light of the financial resources of
Hie college" and present their con-
clusions to the Board of Trustees,
according to Dean Curran.
Curran said that faculty sala-

I'ies are determined by examining
tlie salary situation in regard to
'I ^i-oup of schools similar to Col-
orado College. The college is at-
tempting to catch up within the
next few years. Salary increases

at uthei' schools are also consider-
ed in tile Colorado College esti-
mates.

Curran indicated that salary in-

creases could not be accomplished
without the scheduled increase in

tuition next year. He noted that
there was not a clear-cut correla-
tion between increases in faculty
salaries and the increase in tuition.

Also, in the meeting, the Econo-
mics course "Money and Banking"
was replaced by a course titled

"Intermediate Macro-Economic
Theory." The number and title of
Economics 415, "Intermediate Eco-
nomic Theory" was changed to
Economics 356, "Intermediate
Micro-Economic Theory." Music
(Theory) 106 was dropped.

Caption under snoopy s dog house says
°oing right?" Unfortunately for a substantial number
"-ollege students, they painfully discovered what they
wrong on the sic! slopes over Christmas vacation.
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Golf Acres Barber Shop
• 3 Barbers

• Haircuts ... $1.75

633-9905

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
SCHWINN Franchi« Do

It EAST KIOWA STREET

mpui— Now and Uied Bikos

Rop s & Parii for Any Mai»
TELEPHONE iZA^m

It's trade-in time
for tired old myths.
Like the one about business. Especially

big business. That it is beyond the rugged

individualist's wildest daydream to enter

this holy of holies because he'll lose some-
thing that's very sacred — like his inde-

pendence.

Sure, it can happen. If a guy or gal

wants to hide, or just get by, or not accept

responsibility, or challenges.

We're not omniscient enough or stupid

enough to speak for all business, but at a

company like Western Electric, bright

ideas are not only welcome, they are en-

couraged. And no door is shut. Create a

little stir, go ahead, upset an old apple-

cart (we replace shibboleths at a terrific

pace — we have to as manufacturing and
supply unit of the Bell System - in order

to provide your Bell telephone company
with equipment it needs to serve you,

)

There's an excitement in business. True,

we're in it to make a profit, but working to

find new and butler ways to make things

that help people communicate is very re-

warding and satisfying. Did you ever hear

these wry words of Oliver Wendell
Holmes? "Never trust a generality — not

even this one."

That's how we feel about the generahty

that claims you'll just become a little cog

in a company like Western Electric. You
niighi. of course, but if you consider your-

self an individual now, odds are 10 to 1

that you'll keep your individuality. And
cherish it. And watch it grow. Even at big,

big Western Electric.

You know, that's the only way we'd

want you to feel. If you feel Like coming
in with us.

I Western Electric
' MANUfACIURING S SUPPL* UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM



Springs Community Design

To Be Examined by Students
By Bronwyn Vincent

Mr. James Trissel, associate

professor of art, has initiated a

project in which a committee of

students from his Introduction to

Art History class will make a
cai-efui visual survey of the entire

Colorado Springs community.

The plan, inspired by sj-mpos-
ium speaker Lewis Cratcher, will

attempt to determine what is good
about tlie design of the community
as well as potential areas for
aesthetic improvements.

Trissel intends to explore differ-

ent visual aspects of Colorado
Springs, sucla as where billboards

are located, how trees are utilized,

the visual effects of store fronts,
store signs and traffic signs. Find-
ings from this survey will be used
in a variety of ways for effective

implementation through such
things as sign legislation and re-

striction of billboards to a certain
area of xne city.

The committee will explore the
conflict and imbalance between
pi-ivate enterprise and public do-
main by studying other communit-
ies which have done something
about this such as Carmel, Califor-
nia. Those students interested will
talk to other groups, both hostile
and sjTiipathetic, to generate in-
terest in this project.

After the survey, Trissel hopes
to do "a little bit at a time" to
help prevent "laissez-faire urban
sprawl" by creatively making use
of the broad study of all visual
potential of the city, including the

entrance to tlie city, an area of

neon lights as a center of vitality,

and the city at night.

Trissel feels that the natural

beauty of Colorado Springs tends

to make people complacent, where-

as througli urban planning in

general it could be utilized in mak-

ing Colorado Springs a more beau-
tiful city.

European Charter

Flights Offered
Under a new program offered

through the Colorado Collegiate
Association, it is now possible for
students, faculty, administration,
and immediate families to fly

round trip to Europe for as little

as $245. Because this is a state-
wide organization, it can offer a
variety of departure and arrival
dates and places— if reception is

large enough in the colleges and
universities of Colorado. Tours
and transportation to Asia are al-

so being planned at greatly reduc-
ed rates. Jet flights are being of-
fered from Denver, Chicago, and
New York to destinations from Co-
penhagen to Madrid. A sample
plan under this program might be:
leave New York June 15, fly to
Lisbon; leave Copenhagen Septem-
bey 6, fly to New York. Price:
about ?270. Comparable trips from
Denver would cost about $400. For
additional information contact
Alan Anisgard (your campus re-
presentative). ;it 636-3190.

A PERVADING EMPTINESS STRUCK the in habitants of a room in Superdorm. To rectify the problem
Brad Edmands and Paul Klein decided to change the atmosphere of their room. Brad came up with the
idea of constructing a large mobile made of empty liquor bottles [naturally). The bottles were ob
talned, and Paul created the work of art, "The Theme of Superdorm."

THE MOBILE HANGS from the ceiling and contains varying shapes, sizes and bi
moves freely, especially when struck by the head of an inattentive person, and add

m, which in reality, is hung.of the

nds of bottles. It

to the basic decor

Symposium Successes, Failures Evaluated

Spaghet+i

Sandwiches

Steaks

Chicke

Barbe

Free Delivery to CC Students
4:30 p.m..) 1 :00 p.m. TueL-Sot.

North Telon

Cloicd Mondoy

I2K)0-10:00 p-m, Sundoy

634-9346

Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers
8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

SOI NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

An evaiuiition of Symposium '67

and a discussion of ideas for next

year's symposium, "The American

Presidency," were the topics of a
meeting held last Tuesday, Janu-
ary 24. Dr. Sondermann, director
of the symposium, opened the
meeting by mentioning a few of
the problems which have been
brought to his attention during the
past two weeks. Of particular con-
cern were changes in the Sympos-
ium format, the after-speech soc-
ial events, and student attendance.

Referring to possible changes
of format, suggestions were made
that there be fewer lectures and
more emphasis of panel discus-
sions and debates. Most of the stu-
dents and faculty members at the
meeting felt that the most stimu-
lating portions of the week's acti-

vities were the after-lecture de-
bates and question-and-answer
periods and were almost unani-
mous in their support of more em-
phasis in these areas. Small semi-
nars similar to the one held with
Kdwai-d Logue were also strongly
advocated.

Recognizing the inadequacy of
tlie social events on campus in
sorority and fraternity houses, nu-
merous participants suggested re-
turning to the practice of having
parties for Symposium partici-

pants in the homes of faculty mem-
bers or in some of the legal stu-
dent apartments. It was generally
felt that the on-campus events
lacked the spontaneity and enthus-
iasm which could be provided in
private homes. The Symposium

luncheons were strongly supported

as being excellent opportunities to

meet with the speakers. After-

dinner discussions are also being

strongly considered for next year.

While the lack of student atten-

dance at Symposium was decried,

the general feeling of the group
was that those CC students who
do not take advantage of the op-
portunities to participate are, or
should be, old enough to make
their own judgments concerning

Brown vs. logue:

the values of skiing as opposed to

the values of Symposium. Plans

are being made to publicize the

activities of "The American Presi-

dency," along with attempts to

make the Symposium more inter-

esting and attractive to CC stu
dents.

Dr. Sondermann pointed out
that more meetings will be held
to discuss Symposium, and that he
will welcome any suggestions aim-
ed at improving it in the future.

Sondermann Discusses Symposium

This Afternoon p. A* C»
at

THE KRAZY KAT
GOORS ON TAP 3 - 6 p. M.

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly

This Week; ''The Trolls'

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the can

By Kathy Garrett

"I have never received such a
large amount of letters and phone
calls from Colorado Springs resi-

dents," commented Dr. Fred A.
Sondermann, Symposium Director
(and professor of political sci-

ence), in a recent intei-view con-
ceiTiing the 1967 Symposium.

The main confrontation of ideas
during the Symposium, Dr. Son-
demiann feels, was that between
Edward J. Logue, the administra-
tor of the Boston Redevelopment
Authority, and Claude Brown, au-
thor of Manchild in the Promised
Land. Logue felt that middle class
values should be instilled into the
poverty stricken, and Bro^vn stat-
ed that the lower classes wanted
no part of this process.

Dr. Sondermann felt that Log-
ue's speech was the best heard on

campus, and many of the partici-
pants felt that it was the best
speech ever heard on the subject.
He I'ated Brown as terribly impor-
tant, frightening, and shocking.

One unique aspect of the Sym-
posium, Dr. Sondermann believed,
was that it built up as it went a-
long. "Attendance was actually
greater toward the end of the
week than in the beginning, which
is unusual," he said.

He believed that it did start out
in a shaky manner, and that it

was full of surprises and many,
many highlights. Some disappoint-
ments were also present. Student
attendance was one of these disap-
pointments.

Dr. Sondermann rated "The
City" and the "World War 11"

Symposiums as the best that the
College has had, only "The City"
rated higher because it still has
so much cuiTent significance.

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
. Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
• General Secretarial Course
• Legal Secretarial Course
• Electronics Technical Secretarial Course
• Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
62.1% of students enrolled have had one to four years of colleRe

ENROLLMENT DATES: FEB. 13. JULY 10, SEPT. 25

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutler Street, corner Powell
Sar Fr.incisco, C,Tlif<irni;j 94102
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Pseudo-Physicist Visits Campus
By Tom Pelsor their unlike charges is ereater hav*^ Wnm. ,^mm,. '. . ,.
By Tom Pelsor

Anyone in the vicinity of the

Hub during symposium and short-

ly thereafter might have seen a
tall, middle-aged man with long
vvhite hair, wearing a cowboy hat
and carying an armful of por-
traits and newspapei-s. For the
henefit of those not fortunate

.niough to meet this man. I would
like to introduce him here. He has
been variously described as a
crackpot and a "modem Socra-
tes." The man is William L.

Hallinger.

Mr. Ballinger has met with some
leiiown at several colleges across
the country due to a collection of
jiliysical theories he has recently
fiirmulated. According to these
theories, gravitation may be ex-
iilained in terms of magnetism
;ind electric charge. Specifically,

j!I matter is endowed with posi-

tive or negative electrical charge,
aiui in any two bodies separate*!

ill -paci-' the attraction between

u-nlike charges is greater have become mdely accepted he
^wlI be able to found a university
of his own, supported bv rovalties
on textbooks and other publica-
tions. This will enable intelligent
young men to fully pursue his
theories.

than the repulsion between "their
like charges. This inequality of
force explains the attraction of the
two bodies. Ballinger uses this
theory to explain the formation
and motion ofthe planets, atoms,
and sub-atomic particles,

Ballinger started attending col-
lege classes at the age of 23, while
drawing caricatures for fraternity
houses. Using methods such as
flattering professors, he continued
to attend classes without paying
tuition for 30 years. While at
Dartmouth in 1957, he decided
that modern physics did not ex-
plain natural phenomena properly,
and he set about deriving new ex-
planations based on the above the-
ory. Since then, he has been trav-
eling from college to college, try-
ing to find a hearing for his
theories.

Ballinger holds copyrights on
his theories in 20 countries, and he
Liclieves that when these theories

BALLINGER EXPOUNDS electrostatic

Hub as he sketches one oi his listeners.

gravitation

Several interesting obstacles
were encountered during a discus-
sion of these theories with Mr.
Ballinger. First, Ballinger under-
stands very little math, and the
discussion was consequently re-
stricted to a qualitative level. Sec-
ondly, Ballinger discounts the re-
sults of all experiments used to
confirm the present concept of
gravitation. He does not accept
these experiments as providing
proof, since he claims there may
be principles at work in the uni-
verse which make their results de-
ceptive. Thirdly, Ballinger seems
strangely dogmatic, since he be-
lieves it will be impossible to
prove his theories wrong. Although
he is supposedly looking for an
open-minded discussion of his
ideas, he appears to ,be in no posi-
tion to admit that hs is wrong.
When asked whether he thought
his theories would be changed af-
ter they were accepted, Ballinger
replied that he was sure they
would be improved, but he could
not see where there might be need
for improvement.

These last two obstacles demon-
strate a basic difference between
Ballinger's approach and the sci-
entific method. Science, as a body
of probable explanation, is based
on what we can know through ex-
perimentation. Reasonable doubt
cannot be cast on the probability
of these explanations by those
things we do not know.

Similarly, an acceptable scienti-
fic hypothesis must predict some
situation which is capable of being
demonstrated or experimentally
verified. Ballinger has made sev-
eral predictions on the basis of his
theories. In one such prediction,
he said that it would be impossible
to launch a satelite and keep it in
orbit around the earth using New-
tonian mechanics. This prediction
has been shown to be false by
every successful satelite now or-
biting the earth.

Campus Announcements
French Study

Programs Outlined
Dr. James Colwell, Director of

Hie Office of International Educa-
tion at the University of Colorado,
and Dr. Omar Stewart, Resident
Director of CU's Overseas Study
Center in Boi-deaux, France, for
1967-1969, will meet with interest-
ed students on Tuesday, January
31, in the lounge at Mathias Hall
t» discuss the Colorado Program in
France. Dr. Stewait, a well-known
anthropologist, will outline pro-
eranis of special interest in fields
other than French which are avail-™e at the University of Bordea-
ux. Elmer Peterson, last year's
resident Director at Bordeaux,
*'" also be present to explain
transfer of credit to CC, "each. Du
tile et des gateaux."

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH
'30 North Tajon

634-2093

ASTROLOGER HOOTENANNY
The Astrologer will feature an

open Hootenanny tomorrow, Sat-
urday night, from 9 p.m. until

1:30. The Astrologer will ,be open
as usual tonight from 9 p.m. until
12:30.

Placement Interviews
The Teacher Placement Office

has made an arrangement with the
following School District for the
purpose of interviewing teacher
candidates for the 1967 school
year:

Monterey Peninsula Unified
School District

Monterey, California
Date: Wednesday, February 8.

If you wish to be interviewed
by the representative of this school
District, please contact Mrs. Fer-
guson (X433 or Curtler, second
floor) for a definite appointment.

Minimum Wage at CC
Student employees will be ex-

tended coverage of the Fair Labor
Standards Act beginning February

1. According to the Act, employ-

ees must be paid not less than $1
an hour beginning February 1,

1967, The minimum wage will in-

crease 15 cents each year until

1971, when it will be $1.60.

This Act has been extended to

all employees of institutions of
higher learning.

Variety Show Tryouts
Tryouts for the Second Annual

Student Variety Show will be held
in the Astrologer on February 3

and 4. Any students interested in

trying out for the show, to be held
Febi-uary 22, 23, 24, and 25 should
contact Woodson Tyree, faculty
advisor. Spectators are welcome.

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

83! North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

[s]

Wincheirs Donul House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-WADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spoghctti Ravioli LiLsiif^nu

Telephone 632-5646
3005 North Nevada Avenue

Oi 1 1 g> € p f IE
'

i^
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our stone-baked PIZZA

ODORS on TAP
. . . Bigge.t pitcher in Town (or

SI.25
Ou- (.mou, Cell., .v.il.bl, fo, l.,g. f,.l<„„i,y „ d.i, p,„i.>.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

GOLDEN
R
A
G

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

O
N

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

903 South eth Street 632-3607

OPEN 11:00 A.M. fo 11:00 P.M. CLOSED ON MONDAY

M Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-ouf" boots

1^^
Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

fHM|^ f§nh?M-
^^k Western Wear

1 1 2 South Tejon Telephone 632-0391

^PfthebeM. .

.

Ill _ ,achina

Lounge
1 18 North Cascade Avenue
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ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — lOtOO P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

^utk,A OfitH

Fine Food
. , . E-zcellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities/ Sororit

mo^A^

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505

PIZZA A MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemeth'A CI Yejch
NOW OPENS THE . . . 3.2 BEER

finnex glasses .pitchers, kegs

Monday and Wednesday Nighf Special

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

ARE YOU SURE YOU
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING?

People m love have a crazy way of getting wrapped
up in each other and forgetting about everything else.

So. unless you want to maie a mistake, forget about love
n-hen you're buying a diamond ring.

If you'd like some expert help, in fact, go see your
ArtCaned jeweler. He has beautiful diamond rings from
$1.50 to over $1000. Every one has a gcmologist's evaluation
inscribed on the inner band. Eveiy one is guaranteed.

So don't get emotional at a time like this. Get careful.
If you don't know anything about diamonds, sec your
ArtCarved jeweler. He does. A ^^ '3

-See Dream Diamond Rings only at this dithoriieil ArtCarved Jeiveler'

CECIL HOWELL JEWELER
126 North Teion Colorado Springs

Cagers Lose to St. Mary's;

Fall to Second-half Attack
Colorado College basketballers

dropped a close decision to St.

Mary's of the Plains last Saturday
afternoon 72-65. St. Mary's over-
came a 32-28 lialftime deficit to

deal the Tigers their seventh loss
of the season.

CO rallied late in the first half
to take a four-point lead at the
mid-way mark, but 6'7" Don Dee
and 6'4" Bill Hicks got hot for St.

Mary's.

Dee was somewhat of a surprise

for the Tigers, as it was only the
fourth game of the year in which
he had seen action. Dee transfer-
red to St. Mary's from St. Louis
University, and although he re-

quired a brace due to an old leg
injury, he totaled 29 points and 17
rebounds.

Hicks was the nation's leading
small college scorer last year, but
the Tigers held him to only two

J.V.'s Find Range

Against Metro State;

Take 7B-6i Victory

The Junior Varsity basketball
team (11 freshmen and one sopho-
more) picked up its first win of the
year Monday night, Januai-y 23. by
defeating Metropolitan State Cof-
lege of Denver 76-65. The young
Tigers led by as much as 25 points
early in the second half, but fre-
quent substitutions held the score
down.

Four freshmen were instrumen-
tal in the victory. Steve Radako-
vich scored 18 points and was aid-
ed by John Black's 15 points and
Cliff Penick's 13 points and nine
rebounds. S. K, Alexander, play-
ing about half of the game, pulled
down 19 rebounds.

The J.V. record now stands at
1-2, having lost games to Ent AFB
72-60 and to the Air Force Aca-
demy Support Squadron 82-66.

points in the first half and to a
game total of 14.

CC's Jerry Wainwright put the
Tigers out in front 1-0 in the
opening seconds of the game af-

ter being fouled under the basket.
St. Mary's Dee then hit his first

of 11 field goals to put the Cava-
liei-s ahead, and they remained
ahead mitil the end of the half.

The Tigers maintained their lead
until Hicks hit in a 15-foot jump-
er to give St. Mary's a 42-41 edge.
The Tigers battled back, and Bob
Harvev put CO ahead 53-52 with
10:42 left to play.

St. Mary's slowly built a slight
lead, and with just over four min-
utes to play and a three-point
lead, the Cavaliers went into a
stalling type of play. The Tigers
tallied only one more time, and
the game ended with the visitors

ahead, 72-65.

The Tigers hit only 31 per cent
of their shots from the field, and
although they out-rebounded the
tall St. Mary's team 51-45 and
out-hustled the visitors, they
could not overcome the accurate
shooting of the Cavaliers.

Mike Smith and Jerry Wain-
wright led the Tigers in scoring
with 14 and 11 points respectively.

Harry Minter grabbed 10 rebounds
to lead the Tigers on the back-
boai-ds.

This weekend Colorado College
travels to Nebraska, playing Neb-
raska Wesleyan in Lincoln on Fri-
day night and Hastings College at
Hastings on Saturday night.

Pool Hours
Why not take a relaxing study

break this week and come swim-
ming?! Schlessraan Pool is open
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday
evenings from 7:30 to 9:15 and on
Saturday and Sunday afternoons
from 2 p.m. to 3:45. Faculty mem-
bers can swim Tuesday and Thurs-
day mornings at 11.

The Naleid Trophy, pictured
above, has been presented to the
Colorado College soccer team as
the 1966 Eocky Mountain Inter-
collegiate Soccer League champ-
ions.

In a letter to President Lloyd E.
Worner, G. K. Guennel, president
of the RMISL, wrote, "On Sunday,
November 20, Colorado College
hosted the first NCAA champion-
ship game played in the Rocky
Mountain area. The way this game
was staged and conducted brougJit
immeasurable credit to Colorado
College. I can only view with awe
and disbelief at the herculean task
Bill Boddington and members
of Colorado College's staff under-
took and so successfully accom-
plished."

wsmmersBowfo

gis

TIGER DEFENSEMEN SCRAMBLE for position as Saint Mary's of-
tense puts on the pressure.

n 62-32 Win
Tuesday night the CC tankmen

swam all over Regis College in
Denver and won their fourth dual
meet of the season 62-32 to eount-
erbalance a recent loss to Colo-
rado State College in Greeley,
nhich beat the Tigers 68-38.
Against Hegis the swimmers

gained victories in sLx events. In-
dividual uinners included Don
Campbell in the 50-yard freestyle,
Doug Hearn in diving, Jerry Han-
cock in the 200-yard backstroke,
and Chris Walker in the 1000-
yard freestyle. Walker set a new
school record by lowering the pre-
vious time to 13:10.6. Both the
400-yard medley relay team, made
up of Hancock, Bill Johnson, Bill
Veneris, and Greg Hock, and the
400-yai-d freestyle relay team,
made up of Hock, Tom Kleeman,
Seymour Wheelock, and Willy
Klein, also collected first places.
At Greeley top scorer for CC

was sophomore Terry Covington,
who took a first in the 200-yard
backstroke, second in the 200-yard
freestyle, and who swam anchor
for the winning 400-yard free-
style relay team. Other members
of the relay team were Dick Coil,
Campbell, and Hock. Important
seconds were earned by Campbell
in the 50-yard freestyle. Veneris
in the 200-yard butterfly, and Coil
in the 100-yard freestyle.
This weekend the Tiger swim-

mers travel to Gunnison to take
on tough Western State.

Varsity Baseball
A meeting of all candidates in-

teiesteil in tiying out for this
year's Varsity Basel all Team will

be held Tuesday, January 31, at

11 a. m. in the C Room of Cossitt
Hall.
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Michigan Drops CC 3-0, 5-3
By Tom Wilcox

L;ist weekend was a heartbreak-
er to CC ice fans and players as
the Tigers dropped two decisions

to the league-leading' Wolverines
of the University of Michigan.
Friday night's encounter proved

to be a frustrating night for soph-
omore goalie Don Gale. Gale,
proving to the fans how he eai'ned

his spot as number one eager for
the Tigers, put away 26 of the
Wolves' powerful shots on goal
and pulled through in many clutch
situations, as the Bengals dropped
the. decision to Michigan 3-0. Gale
was the victim of two breakaway
plays and a rebound right at his
feet with little chance for the
stop.

Coach Matcheft's icemen didn't

seem to be able to get their offen-

sive play moving, and the balanced
nttack of the Wolverines seemed
to be too much for the CC defense.

A fiist-period goal by Dean Luci-
pi- and second-period tallies by
Bob Baird and Doug Galbraith
p:iced the scoring for the Michigan
icers.

To the 3200 fans assembled at

The Broadmoor Saturday, it seem-
ed to be CC's night. Chuck Rein-
king opened the scoring early in
the first period, and the Bengals
held the lead until Michigan lit

the red light for the evener late
in the first period. Michigan came
out strong in the second period
and filled the net again. Bob Lind-
berg scored with 22 seconds left
in the period, and it seemed ap-
parent that the two teams would
once again go into the locker room
with an even score when Dean
Lucier caught the Tigers sleeping
and slipped in the puck with only
three seconds remaining.
The Tigers came out strong in

the third period, and Haugland
gave the fans a thrill as he slip-

ped in a shot from the blue line

that once again evened the score.
Haugland took a stick in the eye
30 seconds after, and from then
on it was all tough breaks for the
Tigers. The final tally was 5-3.

These defeats left the Tigers
^vtth a 10-4 season and 4-4 in lea-

gue play. They face Michigan
Tech tonight and should return
victorious.

DICK HAUGLAND The
stellar defenseman, firpH

goal from the blue ine in Satur-
day r ight's contest.

ward the CC goal ahead of Tiger defenders.

MICHIGAN GOALIE DEFLECTS Tiger shot as CC icers fight to catch up in last weekend's serif

BIG KERRY OSCAR, sophomore defenseman, smashes Michiqan
player into the boards.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

mm. mUm.̂
^ >

I ..

Hathau)aif,s

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

CC'S GOALIE DON GALE defends the net as Tiger players battle for control of the puck.

GIRL§
Make .S300.00

per niuntli . . .

WORKING ONLY
3 HOURS PER DAY

Telephone 635-0742

after 5 p.m.

I's
Welcome Freshmen!

J OPENV 7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH

DINNER LATE SNACKS
[ACROSS FROM SLOCUM)

#

#

MID-WEEK SKI BUS SPECIAL

Beginning

Feb, 1 and Continuing thru

March (8 Full Weeks)

Any 6 Wednesdays ol Tow Tickels. One-Hall Day
Group Lesson and Transportation,

$78.00 value for $54.00

$36.00 without Lessons!

Make Your Reservations and Deposit Now thru . . .

Wolfgang Uhl at Blick's Sporting Goods

I 19 North Teion 636-3348

#

^
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Prof. Piekle Leads Seminar

Religion Department Introduces

Seminar on Death of God Theologies

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Sfation

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave,

at Cache La Poudre

This semester, as every semes-
tei*, tlie Religion Department is of-

fering seminai"s on various sub-

jects of current intei-est. Tliis sem-
ester Mr. Joseph Pickle is leading
a seminar on the Death of God
Theologies.

The seven students in the semi-
nar are not all senioi-s or religion

majors, and the "work is not as
detailed or intense as in a gi-adu-

ate school seminar," according to

Mr. Pickle. The seminar papers the
students do "provide a focus for
discussion of problems rather than
long teclmical studies."

JMr. Pickle's individual interest

pertains to tlie "development of
a dominant theological movement

By Barbara Boydcn

known as neo-orthodoxy or dialec-

tical theology." The Death of God
theologians operate "on the same
basic pre-suppositions as neo-or-
thodoxy, but they turn them up-
side down," he said. "Neo-ortho-
doxy made a radical dichotomy be-
tween God and the world (divine

and secular) and affirmed that by
God's grace we have, in direct re-

velation, immediate access to the
divine, although we ourselves have
nothing very much in common
with God."

Mr. Pickle continues by showing
the difference in the major Death
of God theologians' thought.
"Thomas Altizer, William Hamil-
ton, Paul VanBuren have all been

rKUh. JUict'M i'H_KLt I^Koicui:) mmseif from tne disquieting and
disturbing questions of the Death of God" theologians by referring
to the sign which hangs behind his desk. The sign reassuringly proclaims,
"God is alive and well in Argenllna."

Padma Saxena Explains

Indian Esthetic Belief
Mrs. Padma Saxena, 26 year old

Indian poetess, was to have deliv-

ered a guest lecture on "The Con-

cept of Beauty as Reflected in

Some of the Fundamentals of In-

dian Philosophv" last night in Olin

HaU.

According to an advance copy
of her address, Mrs. Saxena con-
cludes that in Indian philosophy
the primarj' aim of a beauty-
seeker is to attain subjective
beauty after transforming the in-

dividual himself into the beautiful.

"To find beauty in the object is

the secondary consideration."

"Beauty is an eternal and per-
manent intrinsic value which is

concerned with Self (conscious-
ness)." Because all observers have
a different view of beauty, we
must eliminate out senses from
the realm of beauty. "Our mind
should be the substratum of
beauty."

Yet, external objects, senses and
the mind are directly inter-related.
To transcend the mind, "we can

111 ink of our 'Self or conscious-
ness as beautiful."

Mrs. Saxena then related two
views of Indian aesthetic thought.
The first, "Vedanta," believes in
one highest reality— "Brahman,
absolute, universal soul. In this
philosophy, "embodied conscious-
ness" in the being "has been re-
garded as the source of all values
and the supreme fulfillment of
human-life."

As the soul transcends the body,
"it unites with absolute Beauty,
tlie absolute Pure-consciousness or
miiversal soul."

The theory of psychology of
beauty in "Sankhya" gives a dif-
ferent view.

Sattva represents "contempla-
tive power or light or conscious-
ness, and is, . . . manifest on the
human level, in such spiritual vir-
tues as tranquility, contentment
and beauty."

Absolute beauty is Self which
illuminates part of the mind and
then mind in turn illuminates the
Sattva of the objects as the feel-
ing of bliss."

vei-y much influenced by neo-orth-
odox thought. They pre-suppose
the same dichotomy, but they don't
feel that man has immediate ac-
cess to the divine through revela-
tion. It is in this sense, lack of
contact, that they confirm He is

dead, functionally at least,"

The seminar is divided into two
major blocks so that the students
will first study background mater-
ial and then a few of the major
Death of God theologians indivi-

dually.

Reading selections for the back-
ground matei-ial are from Hegel,
Nietzsche, Karl Earth, Martin Bu-
ber and Dieti-ich Bonhoeffer.

Pickle claims that "Barth and
Buber are important because they
introduced a criticism of religion
as wish-fulfillment which Deatli
of God theologians utilize." "The
Bonhoeffer selection," he contin-
ues, "is from letters and papers
that he wrote in prison before he
Wfis shot by the Nazis in 1945.
Bonhoeffer develops the notion
that the world has come of age:
whereas in earlier periods the ex-
istence of a deity was a necessary
hypothesis foi- making sense of
the universe, now with develop-
ment in all areas of human exis-
tence, man can make sense of his
e.xistence and the universe without
recourse to this God . . . The pro-
blem was then how man was to
understand or conceive of God in
terms other than need." Bonhoeffer
is "a median point in movement
from Earth to Death of God Theo-
logians."

These recent tiieologians still

claim to be Christian theologians,
Pickle explained. "They live in the
world with no access to God, but
follow the pattern of Jesus Christ
as a model of liumanity."
"What it means finally, accord-

ing to Altizer in particular, is that
they are affirming that the only
thing we can know is the secular,
this world. In fact, the dynamic
quality we have traditionally as-
scribed to a transcendent God is

present in the world in hidden and
paradoxical forms."

Mr. Pickle's own pre-supposition
is that "these men have not taken
seriously a perspective which does
not pre-suppose a radical dicho-
tomy between the divine and the
secular. If they did, they would
not necessarily have to speak in
terms of the Death of God, which
they don't mean in a strictly
literal sense anyway. However, the
way they raise some issues, such
as the nature of the secular world
and the basis of religious life in
involvement with the world, is

probably the most important and
valuable event that is going on in
American theology today."

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO.-me pn..Pe.iA„

Polynesian Room
10:00 •.m.— 2iOO a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

me

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Mc.r>d«y-S»turd»y|

12:00-8:00 (Sunday)

(Try {J; for Your IJorf Function) Phone 634-0978

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

lUT lllEST

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from tli. Campui

827 North Tejon

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

Sljp lillagp Jnn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
')!oull discover college stuilent supplies in

variety and abundance only 3',i blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

acntpuAco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

Cme in and Stcu)M ! !

Ttie Off-Campus Gift Botique features
.

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics.

Jewelry, Meidona Christmas Cords, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824V2 N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage
C

' D

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from
Slocum Hal!

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch] De:

C

clue

Da,

"St
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42 ""o Student Turnout

By Philip Fearnside
The Colorado College Community

Association Constitution was rati-

fied by more than a 70 percent ma-
jority in a referendum vote held
last Friday, January 27. A total

of 587 students voted—approxi-
mately 42 percent of the student
enrollment. 409 voted in favor of
the constitution, and 175 voted
against it.

Interviews with student leaders
and faculty members revealed a
wide range of attitudes—optimis-
tic, cautiou.s, pessimistic:

Victorious by
Ray Jones:

''.
. . wheji ypLi can get almost

fiOO students to vote on anything
at the Colorado College, then
they're interested in it!

"The need for really interested
students to serve in the at-large
and executive positions is of vital
impoi-tance. The quality of these
persons is much more important
than the framework of the consti-
tution.

"It is much better not to have
the powers specifically stated. This
way. if you have students who can

bargain and 'coerce' the faculty
and administration, the powei-s of
the CCCA are virtually unlinuted.

"It isn't very often that one has
the opportunity to establish an en-
tirely new political body of any
kuul. Now is our chance to mold
this thing into the kind of force
we want."
Karen iVIetzger:

"Thei-e's so mucli more potential
in this thing . . .

"One of the good things about
this constitution is that everyone

nsequence is there—al-

most like a presidents' club—but
only those who are unattached can
vote. This way no one need ever
be forced to make n choice between
the interests of liis constituency
and the interests of the College as
a whole.

Currati Explains TuitionRaise
By Barb Boyden

On»ne of the changes greeting CC
students next fall will be a $200
increase in tuition, making the
total $1700. According to Dean
Curran, the reason for the increase
is the rise in college expenses
which is occurring across the na-
tion, Not the only element, but
"the biggest element involved" is
fnculty salaries. Curran said. "The
salaries here have been really be-
low comparable colleges. In the
last several yeai's we have been
wanting to bring them up to par."

Another factor, the Dean ex-
plained, is the "new minimum
wage law which applies for the
first time to colleges." This law
will gradually raise the wages of
all college student employees and
other personnel such as the
grounds crew. "Also, every de-
partment in the college has a bud-
get and they tend to rise." Curran
continued.

Referring again to faculty sal-

^r^^!.
Dean Curran pointed out

that "we have been trying to move
them up since 1955; they had risen
every year until then. Since then
the effort has been more intense,

I i^Iainly there has been a more

Carradine to Give

Dramatic Readings
John Carradine, one of the learl-

i"g character actors of Broadway
and Hollywood, will present a re-
cital of dramatic readings in Arm-
"long Hall Thursday, Feb. 16.

Students, faculty and staff
members may obtain free tickets
^y presenting their activity cards
"' the Rastall Center Desk. Tick-
ets will be at Rastall on Monday.
February 6. They will sell for $2
^ach to those without ax:tivity
caids.

Probably best known for his
Williant Shakespeare repertoire.
Carradine has been seen in such
foles as Hamlet, Macbeth, lago,
King Lear and Shylock. He is con-
sidered one of the most accom-
plished exponents of Shakespear-
i^an and Elizabethan theater in
America today.

A prolific film actor, he has been
Matured in more than 300 films
since he first went to Hollywood
?s a scenic designer for Cecil B.
DeJIille.

Carradine's screen credits in-
™!l6 -Around the World in 80
Uays," "The Grapes of Wrath,"
'stagecoach," "The Ten Com-
mandments," and many notable
alms.

pressing shortage across the na-
tion for teachers, and the quality
of faculty and the quality of the
student work hand in hand—if one
slips, the other does," he said.
When asked whether or not the

tuition was reaching a discourag-
ingly high level, Curran replied.
"The tuition is not out of line."
Students discouraged by the price
"would not go to another liberal
arts college instead of CC."
To back up this feeling, the

Dean pointed out the cost of tui-
tion and fees at other schools con-

sidered equivalent to CC in qual-
ity, size of student bodies, and
number of faculty members. Here
are some of the comparisons:
For school year 19G7-68 —
Antioch College ?1812
Beloit College 2100
Carlton College 1725
DePauw University 1750
Grinnell College ..".... 2040
Oberlin jgjQ

All these schools have raised
their tuition tor next year just as
CC has. So it is clear that CC is
not "out of line."

Karen Metzger

"The constitution is so vague
it's wonderful! . . . Who knows
whose authority it is to ilecide on
all these things ... It will be the
first actions of the council that
will determine its future; if re-
sponsible ant! well-thought-out ac-
tions are taken, then we will grad-
ually be trusted with more and
more power ... If we spend on
lime arguing about generalities,
then the chance will be lost."

Jim White:
"The main thing now is to get

some liberal faculty and some
really radical—and I mean radical
students."

IVIr. White went on to say that
he is pessimistic about the chances
of imaginative people being elected

because "(irst-chiss citizens" will
scorn "playing games with student
government." "The only hope of n
change in the power structure is
some influence from outside the
campus," he said.

Profesor Drake:
"The things that have to he done

are these: first, it has to be passed
by the fnculty . . . The next fnc-
ulty meeting is Febranrv 13, Then
It has to be brought to 'the Board
or Trustees by the president. The
act of presenting it to the Trus-
tees would indicate the president's
apinoval.

"1 don't forsee any diffieullies
111 the ultiniato adoption of this
constitution by the College.
"My guess, and this is simplv a

guess, is that it will bo function-
ing sometime toward the end of
this semester. The students should
realize that the student ratification
IS just one of the steps in this
process, and that tho now govern-
ment won't be coming into hoing
right away. The students should
be^ informed of this situation.

"I think it is going to bo a
stronger body than tho old ASCC,

(Cimlliiiicil on jinuv four)

Jim White

Teacher Corps to Expand Community Activities
A new lange of oppoitunities

emerged from the Volunteer
Teacher Corps' first spring sem-
ester meeting, January 26. In ad-
dition to the classroom assistance,
private tutoring, and Project
Headstart programs already un-
der way, the Corps is expanding
to include Vista, the Brockhurst
Ranch and the Boys' Clubs of
Colorado Springs as voluntary pro-
jects for CC students.
The Vista (Volunteers in Service

to America) projects being initia-
ted in the Colorado Springs area
provide an opportunity to work in

the organization of community
centers and to get experience" in

the basic problems of initiating
social improvements. Two Com-
munity Organization Centers are
being woi'ked out at present, one
on the west side of town by Bill

and Maxine Wilson, the other at
721 North Franklin by Nicholas
Peck, who plans to concentrate on
the Garfield School district. The
former is aiming at a recreation
center, sewing and tutoring class-
es, and availability of legal ser-
vices; the latter will be similar
but with day care of children of-

fered and adult education event-
ually to be carried out. Mr. Peck
expressed a strong desire for stu-
dents to lielp organize the neigh-
borhood houses which he plans,
and as many as two dozen could
easily be utilized at one of the
two centers.

The Brockhurst Ranch project,
which has been functioning at CC
for some time, received special
emphasis at the meeting by Chris-
ty Davis. The Ranch has about 25
boys between the ages of 11 and
17 who have had some difficulty
with the law and is in need of
around 15 students to go up to the
Ranch Sunday through Thursday
evenings. To date, the tutoring
periods have been two hours an
evening; the project is not strict-

ly doing homework, however, but
also emphasizes the value of gen-

eral conversation with tlie boys
and expression of mutual interest.

Project Headstart presently has
three centers in the Colorado
Springs area, located at Chadborn
Mission, the First Presbyterian
Church, and the First Congrega-
tional Church. Mrs. Wood, the di-
rector, emphasizes the need for
men in working with the children
and has also requested help at the
two church centers on Mondays
from 8:20 to 10 and Fridays from
11-1 to help set up and taken down
materials and equipment used dur-

ing the week, and to work some
with the children as well. Eight to

10 asistants could be used.

The Boys Clubs in the Colorado
Springs area are under the direc-

tion of Mr. Perry, who has assured
tlie Corps that he can use as many
student assistants as would care

to volunteer, as can the local

school districts. Students interest-

ed in any of the Volunteer Teach-
er Corps projects may contact

either Mr. Eldridge of the Educa-
tion Department or Emily Mans-
field; Christy Davis can provide

Off Campus Policy
Dr. Lloyd E. VVorner, president of the college, Mr. ,J.

Juan Reid, Dean of Men, commented on rumors and ques-
tions concerning the maintenance of off campus apart-
ments by students living in residence halls in an inter-
view yesterday, Thursday, February 2.

President Worner said, "We will not reach any ser-
ious decision until we have all the facts." He added that,
"we intend to malie the decision clear" at that time.

Dean Reid commented that the "policy will remain
the same so far as I linow." "We are being faced with
enforcement of this policy . . . What do you do when
college policy is not observed?"

He added that, "We haven't quite resolved it. I think
there will be a tightening up." "The Tiger will be the
first to know what the enforcement will be."

Dean Reid noted that the first three cases of illegal

off campus apartments tliat came to the Dean's attention
were a result of some other type of disciplinary action in-

volving misconduct. He added that, "We will probably
have 80 more seniors living off campus next year."

Any ma,ior decision may be delayed since the presi-
dent will be out of town ne.\t week and is preparing for
a meeting with the Board of Trustees at the present time.

RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT—
All students, except married students and students

commuting from their homes, are required to live on
campu.s. Residential students are not permitted to main-
tain separate quarters off campus.

information on the Brockhurst
Ranch project. Telephone numbers
for the townspeoide working with
these projects are given below.

Bill and Maxine Wilson, (13,5-

.'JOGl; Nicholas I'eck, Ij3r).!)04r,; Mr.
Perry, C33-G888.

Reports from last semester show
very successful results from ull

sides: Schools utilizing classroom
assistants have turned in favor-
able evaluations, and notes of
thanks have been received from
several students who were beinj;

tutore<l outside the classroom.

Winter Carnival

To Offer Dance,
Skiing, Hockey

iiastall Center Board, in coope-
ration with the sophomore class,

will present Winter Carnival the
week of February 13 through
tho IS. The week will be high-
lighted by the traditional intra-

mural hockey, broomball, and ski-

ing events as well as the dance at
The Broafimoor.

Skiing lectures, demonstra-
tions, and movie.s are only a few
of the special events being organi-
zed by Rastall Center Board. Also
it is hoped that noted ski person-
alities will be present to display
various ski equipment and to ex-
plain its proper use and care.

A complete schedule of all the
Winter Carnival events will ap-
pear in next week's Tiger.
The Winter Carnival festivities

will be concluded with a semi-for-
mal dance in The Broadmoor Ball-
room February 18, 9 p. m. to 1

a.m. The Fantastic Zoo from Den-
ver will be playing. Tickets for the
(lance are $2 a couple. They may
be purchased the first part of next
week either from Rastall Desk,
Slocum Desk, any sophomore class

officer, or from a Rastall Center
Board member.
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Genocide
Genocide is a word whicli usually raises tlie spectre of

Nazi Germany. Yet, genocide is not specifically limited to a
cultural or ethnic group. We may also consider it to mean the
systematic and deliberate elimination of a people leflecting a
certain political belief. Methods include killing and making
living conditions uninhabitable.

In Viet Nam, the United States forces are adopting and
mtensifying a similar appi'oach to the problem of the Viet
Cong guerilla. Since we cannot soecifically identify a sup-
porter of the National Liberation Front, we must simply re-
move or eliminate anyone living in Viet Cong territory. The
logic is succint and simple.

Accorfing to Life magazine (,Jan. 1.3), the village of Ben
Sue was razed to the ground and completelv destroyed in op-
erations against the Viet Cong. 3,800 residents, mainlv wo-
men and children, were removed to a refugee camp. It was
apparently one of those nasty results of war that the fertile
land which the villagers farmed for rice was replaced by land
w*ich was suitable only for vegetables.

In the BinhDinh plains South Vietnamese and First Cav-
ahy troops "rounded up every male civilian between the ages
of 14 and 60 for questioning, more than 6,000 were detained
for suspected Viet Cong activity." (Tom Wick'er in Denver
Post. Jan. SO.)

Tom Buckley of The New York Times repoi-ted on Jan. 1.5
that in the Iron Triangle south of Saigon 'Four villages
have in fact already ceased to exist.' Tliey were burned to the
ground and bulldozed. But as Major Robert Schweitzer in
charge of the evacuation of the Vietnamese from these areas
told a correspondent in The Baltimore Sun, 'Your heart goes
out to them (the refugees)

. . . but these are not innocent
civilians, these are 100 percent Viet Cong families, an enemy
population ..." (New Republic, Jan. 28.)

The disturbing logic and total insensitivity of our mili-
tary and political policy makers cannot replace the responsi-
bihty of the .American public to judge what is occurring in
this foreign country. Already in this century one countrj- has
been convicted of 'crimes against mankind.' Let us hope that
the United States citizens will never allow the same atrocities
to be committeed in the name of democracv

By Ellen liiordcn

CC is a residential college. The constant
association of students with each other is

supposed to stimulate intellectual inter-
change and create an atmosijhere of interest
and enthusiasm for the ideas and accomp-
lishments of other students.

The dorm does accomplish this to a cer-
tain extent, and there is a great deal to be
said for living with a large group of peo-
deny one right that students should have:
deny one right that stuldents should have:
the right to be alone or to be with one or a
few people in privacy. The college provides
no place for this; and because there are no
visiting hours, men and women students have
only a few places to meet, all of which are
IHiblic.

Sorority and fraternity houses are semi-
lirivate, but even Greeks occasionally want to
get away from their brothers and sisters.

And, of course, a large part of the population
at CC are unaffiliated.

The College could provide much more
lounge area, but the students here would still

feel frustrated. Students have to have a place
to go, and the lobby of Bemis Hall is not the
answer.

I feel that the College's attitude—the at-
titude that has ruled off-campus apartments
as illegal, is suspicious and unrealistic. Un-
chaperoned students, especially at CC, are not
bent on anti-social and unlawful activities. A
student and his date often want to be alone,
and this does not mean that the girl will get
pregnant. By the same token, parties in apart-
ments are not just an excuse for orgies and
taking pot.

.Students do not want to, and should not be
expected to spend every free evening at the
movies or at Guiseppe's. The Astrologer is a
partial answer, but only a partial answer
for it is still a public place.

Fruitful discussions do not usually flow
from chance meetings in the dorm bathroom

:

valuable conversations come from situations
where students are with people they want to
see in a relaxed and undisturbed atmosphere
This was exemplified quite well during sym-
posium, when there were several successful
parties with students, faculty, and sympo.<-
ium speakers at apartments owned legally by
students who live on campus. For me, this
was one of the most worthwhile parts of s.\-ni-

posium—the opportunity to talk to knowl-
edgable and interested people—and I can see
no reason why it should be in opposition tn
college policy.

It is a fallacy that students living off
campus lose contact with the college com-
munity; and it is even less true that those
of us, and I mean women as well as men, who
yearn for occasional privac,\- and an escaiie
from the dorm, are or would be iminteresteil
in campus affairs.

This is a natural need of students, and ii

is unrealistic and unfair to force students h>
break college rules to fulfill this need. On tho
contrary, I think students who have the
money and initiative to find an apartment in

addition to their dorm rooms should be en-
couraged, for they are expanding the campus
with no cost to the college.

The administration should either change
the rule regarding these apartments or find
a defense for their actions.

LETTERS to the EDITOR

ffeiffer

Dear Editor.

Dinner is served frnm 5 p. m. to
G:30. Monday evening we went to
dinner at 6:25. At 6:40, after we
had gotten our trays and were
half-way through dinnei-, the
"dinner-is-over" bell rang, and the
hashers began wiping the tables.
A few minutes later, the bus-boys
started stacking chair.^ on the
tables, and a hasher wiped the table
under our dishes.

At 6:45 the lights went out. At
G:47, a mere 17 minutes after the
last person had been served, we
were informed by a dutiful menial
that if we did not leave the cafe-
teria immediately we would be
forcefully removed. As we asserted
our right to finish dessert and
coffee, he perniciously pulled the
chair out from under one of us,
landing the individual most un-
ceremoniously on the floor.

At this moment, although w(?

had not yet finishe<l, we decided to
leave rather than to incite a small
riot. Just as we were leaving, the
cafeteria lights came back on, and
a gro-up of hockey players came
through the line with their dinner
trays. This a<ided insult to injury,
and we went to see Mr. Berry, who
unfortunately was not at hand.
This story points out quite ef-

fectively the unsympathetic nature
of the food service and its em-
ployees. Meals at CC should be
relaxed and even enjoyable ; but
instead they are rushed, noisv, and
unpleasant. If the food sen'ice
were willing to act and consider
student suggestions, we feel that
these problems, as well as others,
could be efficiently handled.

Melanie Blaskower
Hust'on Deihl
Mary Richardson
Sandie Mulford

Sermon Title:

"The Lonely Crowd Re-visited"

Preacher

:

Professor Douglas Fox
RoUo May has argued that the

notorious "loss of identity" which
people were supposed to suffer
during the 1950's has now been re-
placed by a loss of significance.
That is, we have the feeling that
even if we knew "who we are" it

wouldn't matter much. To what
extent can evidence be found for
this? And what does Christianity
have to say to such a situation?

Chicago Law Scholarship
Applications for the Colorado

College National Honor Scholar-
ship for the University of Chicago
Law School should be sent in by
February 15.
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The Loyal Oppositi<»ii
Bv Jprrv VIanfnflr xi, ... i ... , _.By Jerry Hancock

News Item: One-time actor,
sometime Govenior of California,
Ronald Reagan had by far the
most elaborate inauguration of
any of the newly elected gover-
nors. According to Califomia sour-
ces, it will rate as the social event
of the month. Its highlights in-

cluded a midnight swearing-in and
a Fiesta California Ball. The pro-
duction, directed by a refugee from
Disneyland, took four days and
had George Murphy as guest star.

If Mr. Reagan went to such
lengths for his gubernatornal in-

auguration. I wonder what he
would do if he were elected Presi-
dent? Without a doubt Inaugura-
tion Day would be changed to
January 1. The theme for the Rose
Parade might well be "Making of
a President, 1966." The flo-it=

uould show the rise of Reagan
fiom his humble beginnings to th
Tuition's highest office.

The National Education Asso(
iations float would show the Pie^i
dent as a college boy at Emek
The purpose of the float would li

to emphasize the Chief ExecutiM
interest in making high quaht\
education available to anj non
Leftist, non-rebellious, qualified

white-collar student with $4(1(1 ] h

Senior Women

Discuss Recent

Rule Revisions
By Tessa Palmer

Dean Moon said last week that
the pi-oposals for the senior
women's rules that we now have
h;ive been under study for some
time. Deans of Women feel that
liberalization of women's parietals
is more and more an important
consideration. Freedom afforded
girls in summer jobs and trips
abroad has made the adjustment
to college restrictions difficult.

Dean Moon, pleased with the re-
\'isions, hoped that the details
'ould be worked out to everyone's
satisfaction. Senior women voiced
the following opinions abotit their
recently granted freedom:

Sherry Smith: "I no longer feel
like I am in prison."

Jean Gillispie: "I think it's a
t;'ood thing. I don't think peopli^
Inspected the i-ules before. I'm
surprised that the rules were
I'lianged, but I think they are
much more realistic now."

Anonymous Senior: "I have to
'^arn to take personal responsibil-
ity for keeping sane hours, rather
than being able to lean on the
i-rutch of an outside system which
^i^i.vs I have to come in. It is much
i'etter and easier to learn this in
^ familiar situation, where my
fiiendships don't hang on whether
f"' not I'm a 'party-pooper.' "

Dee Petty: "It's a great mor-
ale booster to feel this college
t'usts you enough to give you no
iiours."

National Wood Products Associa-
tion might show how a giant red-
wood becomes a roll of toilet pa-
per. The float emphasizes Califor-
nia's progress under the creativ
society and shows what is in store
for the rest of the nation. Finally,
the Grand Prize Winner, sponsored
by Orange County, would show
the President-Elect protecting his
mother, the girl-he-left-behind,
and a 120-foot piece of floral apple
pie from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley student body.

The scene now shifts to Pasa-
dena for the Rose Bowl game,
where the University of Michigan
will meet USC. The game time
has been shortened to 30 minutes
to allow for the extended half-time
ceremonies that will be climaxed
by the swearing-in of President

A li+tle

goes a long way at

PHIL WIKSLOW VW, INC.

®

'31-6645 730 N. Circls Drive

Ronald Reagan. Alter Senator
Everett McKinley Dirksen sings
the "Star Spangled Banner," the
gome begins, and at the half USC
leads Michigan 3 to 2.

The half begins with the USC
card section forming huge por-

traits of Reagan's political and
military heros. The first hero is

Chester Arthur, who is recognized
for his restraint in the use of gov-
ernmental power. Ulysses S. Grant
is forjned by the USC stuxlents Ije-

cause of his outstanding contribu-
tion to the cause of clean govem-
ment. The last of Reagan's politi-

cal heroes is Herbert Hoover, who
is idealized for his unfailing be-
lief in the free enterprise system
Among the President's military
heroes is that much decorated vet-
eran who has served his country
from the Alamo to Disneyland,
John Wayne. And last but not
least, that World War 11 living
ace, Bany Mon-is Gold%vater'. Ron-
ald Reagan is truly part of an im-
pressive tradition.

Now the moment that the crowd
has been waiting for—the an-ival
of the once and future Chief Exe-
cutive. He enters the Rose Bowl to
the tumultuous cheering of 75.000
fans. He is dressed in a football
uniform and is riding in a 20 mule
team wagon. "Hail to the Chief"
15 played by the Minute Man
Marching Band. Shirley Temple
jjiesents the Bible to acting Chief
.lustice James Stewart who ad-
ministers the oath of office. In
his inaugural address, the new
President announces the new pro-
gram called the Ail-American
Frontier Society and concludes ,by
telling the nation that we will win
the war in Viet Nam for The Gip-
per. As the President leaves the
Rose Bowl, the Minute Man Band
begins to play a song that has be-
come the President's theme song:
"M-I-C-K-E-Y , .

."

THE HONEYMOONER5 (Ric ie Robbins and Bill Kennedy) decide to
tawe a swim to cool off the! passion for each other at the lake of
take a swim to cool off their passion for each other at the lake of
Armstrong Auditorium.

/?/ t/ie 6eJt . .

.

Ill _ ,acfiina

Lounge
! 18 Norfh Cascade Avenue
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JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
SCHWINN Fr.rcl.ise Do.l.r

19 EAST KIOWA STREET

- Now ond Used BH«'

Ropa
i & Parts for Any Maho

TELEPHONE 634-4753

ONE DAY SALE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1967

TEN A. M.— 5 P. M.USED BOOKS (some lirst editions)
"

50c EACH
GREAT SAVINGS on . . .

soaps, perlumes, shaving lotions, ceramics
jewelry, painlings by local ojlisls
Also the popular "Celuclay Kits" ol instant
papier mache — simply add water

Come see us at the BIRO CAGE
the od-campus Gill Boutique

^^*i North Tejon— "on the alley"

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

ISP
-' >?(

DINNER; 6:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Salurda,
12:00-8:00 |Sund«y|

»00 E. Rllmoro (Try U, lor You, No.! Fu„cl,on| Phon. 634-0978

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Selt-Service Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers
8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

0;)cii all dmj and eoenings seven ilitys a week

Experr Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

SOI NOUTH TEJON

One Block South of Colleife

Telephone 6:J2-1476

NOW SHOWING!

PEAK
A Westland Tlieatre



Greek Pledges Announced

Sorority Fraternity

The following is a \.il of So
Pledgcj — Spring Rush 1966-67:

DELTA GAMMA
Pennie Anderson, Shoron Bistline. i

Bfcjck. Nancy Guild. Christine Horris
ja Johonson.

Pom Johnson, Charlotte Kline,

leighly, Noncy Pierce, Joan Pollock,

Spri

Solly Rlller,

Sue Thompson
Sally Searic

Jone Titus.

, Torry Smith

MORTUARY'S TRIUMPH, a hearse owned b
cidi use has been taking members of the girls'

Jeff Nacht, is now used for general transportation. A spe-
sl(i team in morbid splendor to the scene of practices.

Boorman to Speak on Communis! China
Howard L. Boorman, Director of

the Modern China Research Pro-
ject at Columbia University, will
speak in Armstrong Auditorium
at 7:45 p.m., Tuesday, Febmary
7, 1967, on the topic "Leadership
in Communist China; Background
and Trends." At 12:20 on Tues-
day, interested students are en-
couraged to join the speaker and
other guests concerned with Asia
for lunch, in the southwest comer
of the Rastail dining room.

Educated at Grinnell, Wisconsin,
and Yale, Howard L. Boorman was
a Japanese specialist during
World War TI. Re mastered the
Japanese language at the Univer-

sity of Colorado, 1943-44. As an
officer of the Foreign Service,
1947-55, he served in Peking and
Hong Kong. Boorman was in Pe-
king at the time of the Commun-
ist advance, and it happened that
his son Scott was bom on the
very day that Marshal Lin Piao
led his forces into Peking, Jan. 2,

1949. Perhaps because of this ear-
ly opportunity to benefit from the
thought of Chairman Mao and hi.=;

comrade Lin Piao, Scott is also
deeply interested in Cliinese af-
fairs and has collaborated with his
father in the writing of several
articles on the subject.

Howaid Boorman held a Rocke-

feller Public Sei-vice Award for
research on contemporary China,
1954-55.

He has written widely on
recent Chinese history, politics,
and personalities. His estimate of
the "Sources of Chinese Commun-
ist Conduct" appears in the Au-
tumn, 1966 issue of the Virginia
Quarterly Review.

GAMMA PHI BETA
Pal Adoms, Sharon Andress. Carole

Crisliano. Dee Fitzjimmons, Jill Goodnight
Debbie Hommel,

lyn Hoffman. Solly Hull, Goil Jurgen-
son. Merry Koepke. Cotherine tivmgston.
Robin losletfer.

Dione Ludlow, Jane McAlee. Mory Anne
Myers, lynn Occhipinti. Sylvia Perkins.
Kothy Thomas, Iannis Witherspoon.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Eliiabelh Anschuetz, Suzie Attwood,

Marilyn Awbrey, Koye Burr, Pat Borlon,
Marclo Corpenler.

Susan Chestnut, Ann Coppock, Pol Ford,
Mory Anne Hamlllon, Myla Hodge. Bar.
boro Hornadoy.

Kim Johnson. Jody Llllle, Wendy Porks,
Polly Rolley, Jackie Shidler, Peggy Spen-
cer, Cathy Wheeler.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Mortho Boker, Ann Bellomy, Julie Brln-

ton, Lindy Cree, Ellen Doll, Bonnie Gren-
ell, Jone Heerema.

Christine Hoigler, Janis Hoegh, Joan
Johnson, Wendy Krause, Janis Leet, Mary
Mcllvoine.

Susan McKeIvy, Jo Mellon, Carolyn
Merli, Sheri Pierce, Anne Porler, Koren
fiechnitzer.

Sheryn Rogers, Catherine Rudolph,
Corole Smith. Klosino Vanderwerl.

CCCA Referendum

Fraternity Pledge Roster ft

Rush 1966-67 ore shown below

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Mark Mourne, Jim Frilzmeler. Jim Rosen

thol, Scott Spinney, John Shockleforrf
Doug Wheal, Bill Heldbreder.

Cliff Penick, George Murphy. Bill Bow-
man, Don Holdone, Rich Symmonds, Bruce
LoHue, Hugh Wollnutt.

KAPPA SIGMA
Bob Knoll, Don Pelerson. Scott McLeod

J.m Beck, Dove Eisner, Phil Hoversten,
Winston Wolker, Bob Wolff, Pete Sym--

Bruce Gilchrist, Mike Levitt, Mike Smith,'
Horry MInter, Bob Shreck, Charlie Moy-

field, Sey Wheelock. John Fowceit, John

Steve Spiegel, Mickey Anderson. Steve
Myers, Dave Di». Brandy Sparks, Steve
Rodokovich, Tim Monaghan.

PHI DELTA THETA
fiondy Collyer. Peter Shidler. John So;,

Tom Kleeman. Ron Kemp. Morgon Aldricli
Robert Brenner, Jim MocDougall, S'lj

Hanchell, Bill Graham, Jim Holcomb"
Rofph Pais.

Bill Bennett. Nick Rutgers, Robt Truog
Bill Vieregg, Rich Simpson. Ed Forlson
Bill Veneras. John Honley.

SIGMA CHI
Tod Bocigolupi, Fred Brechlel. Don Dorr,

Ted Greiner, Irwin Goldberg, Bob 'Hordy.
Jim Ivers, John King, Rick tevis, Tyler

Makepiece, Mark McElhlnney, Kip Norber
Tom Stuart. Glenn Willrams, Van Wed,

Greg Jones.

BETA THETA _PI

Ledge Brady,_ Brad Boynlon, Sieve Cou-
ture, Clork Dovis, Jon FiscHer,,ScollTrant

David Gibson, Evan Griswold. Boh, Lut-
nicki, John Murchlswn, Peler Nichols, Rick
Parker,

Roberl Reck, Gil Russell, Simon Sallnos,
Tom Show, John Thiebes, Ayres Haxton.

[continued from page I)

PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT wilh the U. S, AIR FORCE

CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUaS
Minirnvm 120 jemeiler hours coHege credit including 5 hours college level
mof/i, The requ/red mo/h musf inclvde of leosf 2 of ,be fo»owmg: college
olgebro. tr-gonomelry, anatylic geomeff/, diU^zenlial calculus, integrol cal-
culus, or ony course for which ony of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent
expe.,ence acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women
App(,ca(,on ond iurther inlormotion forwarded on request

WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125

An equol opporlonity employer

it can't help but be . . . but we'll

have to wait and see."

Professor Brooks:

a wait-and-see atti-"I'm takin

tude.

"Those members of the faculty

tliat I know well, myself included,

have all been making a conscious

effort to be judicious in offering

any opinions that might influence

the students.

I'rofesBor Hochman:
"I'm going to strongly support

this constitution, and I don't know
of any faculty member that isn't.

"I am encouraged by the oppor-
tunities offered by the constitution.
It offers an institutionalized struc-
ture to insure a continuous ex-
change of views among the stu-
dents, the faculty, and the admin-
istration. This institutionalized
dialogue is the only way to get
needed reforms . . . The vacuum
left by ASCC was very bad.

"I am happy to see the provision
for students making some deci-

sions (matters of primarily stu-

dent concern clause.) ... If UK-

acts of the council are to carry
any weight with the rest of the
College, it must pay a great deal
of attention to hard nut-and-holt
details. If the students merely call
for 'participation,' rather than
spelling out exactly what they
want and how it should be done,
then nothing can be accomplished."

Relieve Gas Pains

Those pains resulting from

high price of gasoline

Brown to Give Lecture Series

On Biosciences, Apollo Mission

Colorado Springs 695 South 8th Street

"The members of the faculty

will not be particularly vocal in

expiessing their views now, as this
is not their method . . . The faculty
will be seriously discussing this
constitution among themselves be-
tween now and the next faculty
meeting. They will do it in a quiet
sort of way—this has always been
the way the faculty operates, and
this is the way I think it should
opei-ate.

"I personally am hopeful that
the faculty will endorse the con-
stitution, and that we can get on
with this experiment."

By Dorothy Davies

Ti'ofessor George W. Brown, Jr.
of the Galveston Medical Branch
of the University of Texas, De-
i)artment of Biochemistry and Nu-
trition, will visit our campus Feb-
ruary 7 and 8. He will speak on
several topics of interest both to
the scientist and the layman, as
evident from his schedule of talks
durmg his stay:

Marine Biosciences —

The Desert Environment

-

Zoology 102

y a.m. Wednesday,

Olin

February 8

Enzymes, Excretion i

Zoology 306

Am 1 Olin

Evolution

—

Zoology Seminar
10 a.m. Tuesday, Hm 404 Olin
February 7

NASA Apollo Mission;

Biological Testing of Lunar
Sample Material

Delta Epsilon
4 p.m. Tuesday, WES Room,

Rastall

February S

11 a.m. Wednesday Rm 404 Olin
February 8

Guests are particularly inviteil
to Professor Brown's discussion ol'

the biological aspects of the Apollo
mission at 4 p.m. on Tuesdav.
Refreshments will be served in tlie

WES room at 3:46 preceeding thi,-

talk.

Dr. Brown has done intensive
research on fatty acid metabolism,
isotope tracer studies, anzymologv,
mtermediary nitrogen metabolism,
biochemistry of Amphibia, marine
biology, desert biology, and bio-
thermodynamics.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
WANTED, ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS
CIS follows:

Aspen on $5 a Day
A Literary Tour of Yuma County
A Guide to Gourmet Dining in

Southern Colorado

2O8I/2 North Tejon 635-1195
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T 'Rebels Without o Cause"

Crocker Decries Alienation
Of Overprivileged Students
By Dorothy Davies

The \'i5it of Canon Crocker on

January 29, sponsored by the Reli-
gious Affairs Committee, focused
ijji a crucial reality of today's
students.

The alienation with which Canon
Crocker's discussion was concern-
ed is that of the overpriviledged,
and the intelligent, who have
"turned sour" in spite of their ad-
vantages. Crocker read a portion
of Kenneth Keniston's description
of such people from his book The
Uncommitted, which is a study of
people wlio feel that life is toler-
able only so long as they are com-
niitted to nothing.

Involved in the refusal to be-
come committed is a rejection of
the prevailing values of society,
ooupled with a deep-seated dis-
trust of the true motivations of
self and of others. Crocker pointeil
out that this distrust has perhaps
been helped along by the layman's
understanding of and fascination
with psychology, which is inter-
preted as challenging the possibil-
ity of any but self-centered ac-
tions. The world, and particularly
American society, is seen as a
hnpeless farce—shallow, average,
clieap; killing at random in a suc-
i-eision of evermore vicious wars

—

a "fantastic joke." Man can have
worth, then, only by creating liis

'iwn meaning, his own worth.

These alienated students are,
like those of previous generations,
labels. But today they are "rebels
without a cause." They cry for
cliange, but don't really have a
><?nse of direction for the change.
Change in this context is not the
\ehicle for obtaining any better
situation, let alone fulfilling a
'lii?ain. It is for the "uncommit-
ted" just another turn in the ab-
surd rollercoaster world.

In the discussion which follow-
f'\, a student suggested that much
"I the problem is that a college
-titiient has reached the point
"here he wants to do something,
10 enter the world in a concrete

IN AN
OVERSFAS
CAKiitK?

Dr. Robert L Gulick. Jr.

will be on rhe campus

FEBRUARY 10, 1967

lo discuss the tfainmg offered at

A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
Program of post graduate study) and

the job oppofluntlies open to

graduates in the field of

INTERNATIONAL TRADE and

GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

vbes.-iieduleda

The Placement Office

The American Institute

For Foreign Trade

Thunderbird Campus
PHOENrx, AHIZONA

An AflrlijleOl
" ^nie-firjn Managemeni Assocu'ion

sense, to fill a need—but instead
he is stuck here studying. Crocl<ef
pointed out that in the early 60's
there was a high drop-out rate,
encouraged by professors who re-
cognized this need to find a "raison
d'etre." Those who later returned
to school may have sustained a few
scars, "but they were free of the
'alienation syndrome.' With the
present draft situation, however,
this way out of the problem neai'-
!y closed.

Canon Crocker emphasized his
respect for the student who is able
to see all the failings of our soc-
iety with a clear honesty, but he
hopes that the more positive as-
pect may be seen as well. He feels
that as each aspect of life be-
comes suspect to the alienated, the
potentially good as well as the
negative aspects are seen as some-
thing stupid. Even the self is sus-
pect. Crocker stressed that there
is a positive side as well as a neg-
ative side in contemporary, politi-
cal, social, and economic situations.
Crocker challenged the goals of

the educational stiTictures of our
society (including school, family

and religious organizations) : "We
want everyone to be educated, but
what is it that we want them to
know? He feels that educators
should listen well to the insights
of the student who sees the reali-
ties of an imperfect world—then
offer affirmative aspects of those
very realities.

RCB to Present
First FAC Today

I^astall Center Board will pre-
sent second semester's first Friday
Afternoon Club, Friday afternoon
from 4-.5:30 in the WES room, up-
stairs Rastall Center.

"The Nickel Bag," CC's new
band will provide the sounds. Play-
ing lead guitar will be Donnie
Dorr, rhythm guitar—Larry New-
man, bass—John Pearson, drums
— Doug Hearn, saxophone— Pat
Geehan, and harmonica—Fred
Cantield.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

3.2 BEER
ON TAP or TO GO

GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Vemeth'j Ct JejcH
NOW OPENS THE

"^HHex"

Monday and Wednesday Night Special ,

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD -GARLIC BREAD for 66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Teion til .,. .
I Tolephono 634-469

1

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by tlit! GoMon Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executive Secretarial Course for Collese Women
• General Secretarial Course
•Legal Secretarial Course
• Electronics Technical Secretarial Course
• Medical Secretarial Course

fi9i<v ., .. .
^^'^'°^^l- P^CEMENT SERVICE

62.1% 01 students enrolled t,n«e had one to (our years ol coMo^.'
ENROLLMENT DATES: FEB. 13. JULY 10. SEPT. 25

Rend for College Car^log: 525 Sullcr Sirnol. cornor Hoiv.,'ll

Son rriiiicisco, Calilonim 0410:^

You owe it

to yourself

to find out wliat

ttie Bell System

can offer you!

We're a vigorous business in a
booming field— communica-
tions.

Our choice of jobs is vast anij
varieii. Elach has particular re-

quirements for excellence.

We need good people for man-
agement because of our policy
of promoting from within. You
move up at your own speed as
demonstrated by your individual

performance.

Promotions naturally go to those
who can successfully run their
jobs with minimum assistance,
deal effectively with people'
handle tough and unfamiliar
assignments — people who can
produce.

We want to meet those who have
done well — top half of their
class — and who expect to keep
on doing well. You owe it to

yourself to find out what kind of

a rewarding business or engi-
neering career the Bell System
can offer you.

The Bell System companies —
where people find solutions to

exciting problems — are equal
opportunity employers.

The following Bell System Companies will be on

the campus of

COLORADO COLLEGE

FEBRUARY 10, 1967

MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE
THE WESTERN ElEaRIC COMPANY

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIiW TODAYI

and over the land . . .

to provide the world's

finest communications

I Mountain States Telephone

j
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Powerful North Dakota
Overruns Tigers 6-2

GALE AGAIN MOVES AWAY from the goal to
North Dakota.

ial<e one of his 36 saves in CC's losing effort against

ERTEL PHARMACY
Proscriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Mathau>a^'^

Impor+ed Pipes

127 NORTH TEJON
Magazines

Imported Tobai

PHONE 632-1441

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
you'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3!i blocks south
of the campus - plenty of free parking.

New Cossitt

Hours Effected
A new iiolicy affecting the use of

Cossitt Hail Gymnasium on week-
ends has recently heen instituted.
Until further notice, the gym will

be available for recreational use
under athletic department super-
vision each Saturday and Sunday
fiom 1 fo 5 p.m. Botit individual
and group use is encouraged. It is

hoped that sufficient interest will
be generated to make the contin-
uance of this piogram possible.
The Cossitt gym is equipped for

basketball and general recreational
requiring a large indoor surface.

Hockey dominated the sports
world of Colorado College this
week as the ieers went on a five
dnv road trip to meet the powerful
IMichigfin Tech stickmen and the
wiklmaii crew of Bob Johnson's
University of Wisconsin and re-
lui'ned to face tlie precision game
of the University of North Dakota
on the home ice. Poor health and
traveling fatigae hampered the
p)ay of the Tigers as they suf-
fered 6-2 losses to Tech and UND
and had to stage comebacks both
nights against Wisconsin to win
5-2, and 7-4.

Tech Big and Fast
Tiger icemen seemed to be very

much in the game at the end of
the first period at Tech as play sat
at 1-0, Tech, with each team hav-
ing had equal shots on goal. Dur-
ing the second and third periods it

seemed apparent that the Techmen
were the superman cluub as they
broke througli the Tiger defense
and kept sophomore goalie Don
Gale on his toes for the rest of the
evening. Once again Gale demon-
strated how he earned the name as
the Ed Giacomin of the NCAA,
making a plienomena! 41 saves in
one game. The two CO tallies were
chalked up by Bullet John Genz
and Wayne Nelson.

Wisconsin Pugnacious

The icemen then travelled
(,,

Wisconsin to face Hobert Johnson
former coach at CC and his fight.'
ing band of skaters. It took tlip
Bengals a full period to adjust
themselves to the scrappy pi^y
and poor officiating of Wisconsii,
and, therefore had to stage conie-
backs both nights. Tiger goaK
were scored by Bill Metzger, Join.
Genz, and Jonn Amundsen, i\.,i.^

dleman Bill Olsen and on Fridd\
sophomore speedster Pete Rya,,
chalked up a hat trick (three goal^^
in on game).

Sioux Warriors Invade CC
Little chance for sleep and bit-

ter cold weather characterized tlu^

ret^irn trip to Colorado Spring-,
Tuesday night's encounter witli
North Dakota seemed to indicate
that the CC icemen were caught
sleeping as the powerful Siou.x
outskated, outpassed, outshot, and
most important outscored the
Tigers 6-2. A combination of speed
size, and precision puekhandling
characterized the play of UND as
they scored a sound victory ovei
Colorado College. CC goals were
scored by Bob Lindber and Pete
Ryan.

^S?^^^5^SSi^¥^

aempuAco
OFFICE SUPPLY

5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

Spaghetti

Pi7!a

Sandwichei

^'^pet^i. Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students
<:30p.„.-ll,00p.„.,„.,.s„, ,,.„„.,„„„.

711 North Teion

Closed Monday

634-9346

rCHT'^c^n'^^TesJlf^il''^'^'
'' "°^'^ °^^°'^ '"''- -^^' '^^ "-' ^^^'"^ ^'= -* ^-'"^

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505

CC'S DON GALE, JIM AMIDON
on-rushing North Dakota players.

Bob Lindberg and sophomore
Pete Ryun. scored goals in Tues-

day night's losing effort.

AND DICK HAUGLAND struggle to take the puck awa^Tomlwo

Cagers Lose 2 on Road

This Afternoon— p^ ^^ (3,

'thekrazykat
COORS ON TAP 3 -6 PM

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly

This Week: "The Trolls"

(Past the Dog Track -Only five minutes from the campus)

CC cagers suffered their ninth
and tenth losses last weekend,
dropping two road games to Ne-
braska Wesleyan and Hastings
College. The Tigers' record now
stands at 3-10.

Wesleyan downed the Tigers 92-
70. The Plainsmen jumped to a
quick, substantial lead early in the
game, and the Tigers were handi-
capped by the loss of freshman
starter, Harold Minter, w h o
sprained an ankle in the opening
minutes of the game.
CC played Wesleyan even in the

second half, due to the hot shoot-
ing of guards Mike Smith and
Steve Shilder and the rebounding
of Chris Grant and Jerry Wain-
wright. A late Tiger rally, spur-
red by sophomore Craig Nelson,
was not enough to overcome the
deficit built up early by the Neb-
raska team.
The following night CC encount-

ered the very tall Hastings College
team, sporting a front line of 6'7",

and 6'11", and featuring high
school Ail-American Kurt Lauer.
The smaller hustling Tigers, how-
ever, played even with Hastings in

the first half, the midway score
being knotted at 48-48. 'The over-
whelming height of Hastings
proved too much for the outman-
ned CC team in the second half, in

spite of the shooting of Mel Proc-
tor and liich Moore and the re-

bounding of Bob Harvev and John
Anderson. The ball-hawking of
John Eastlack resulted in several
Hastings mistakes, but the Tiger-
still lost 101-81.

The Tigers have two home
games this weekend against Doane
College. The games will be played
in Cossitt Hall at 8 p.m. Friday
and 4 p.m. Saturdav. SOMi' STU-
DENT SUPPORT WOULD BE
APPRECTATED.

TH
offj
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CC Remains Outside New Athletic League
The (iitTerence between the Colo-

rado College educational philoso-

phy and those of other schools was
cited by Coach Jerry Carle last

Tuesday as the main reason for
CC's abstinence from a newly-
formed athletic conference. The
new conference, devised by presi-
dents of nearby colleges and uni-
versities, involves many of the
same schools that once comprised
fiie Rocky IVIountain Conference,
of which Colorado College was a
member.

Emphasizing the school's r>oIicy

on student aid, Carle admitted
that, "Kids lose something in not
being- in a conference, but it's

hard to find schools with a phil-
iisophy like ours."

The same problems that led to

Jerry

the demise of the old conference
are already threatening the exis-
tence of the new one—mainly,
schools differ in sub.sidizing their

athletes, thereby creating an in-
equality in recruited talent. Some
schools, like CC, offer no athletic
scholarships (aside from the stu-
dent aid-for-need program open to
all); others have tuition wavers
for athletes; still others provide
complete scholarships, furnishing
tuition, room, board, fees, and
books.

The Colorado College philosophv
on admissions, Carle said, em-

'

phasizes the well-rounded appli-
cant, so that athletic ability is not
overlooked. William Jewell Col-
lege, Graceland. and Simpson, in-
dependents on next year's football
schedule, share this philosophy,
and thus can offer fairer competi-
tion than schools with athletic
subsidies.

Intramural Hockey Action

THREE PLAYERS FROM JACKSON HOUSE race toward
G.b. s in their intramural hockey game Sunday night.

THE JACKSON HOUSE TEAM SETS ITSELF as two G.B.'s go on the
"'tensive.

he goal against stiff opposition frc

Western State

Tops Tankers
Last weekend the CC swimmers

went down in defeat for the sec-
ond straight time to Western
State College, one of the top
schools for swimming in Colorado.
The Tiger's only first in the 69-

33 losing cause was won by fresh-
man Bill Johnson in the 200-yard
breaststroke. Johnson also placed
third in the 200-yard individual
medley.

Second place points were earned
by Chris Walker in the 1000-yanl
freestyle, Dick Coil in the 200 and
100-yard freestyle, Sey Wheelock
in the 50-yard freestyle, Bill Klein
in the 200-yard buttei-fly, Terry
Covington in the 200-yard back-
stroke, and Don Raymond in the
oOO-yard freestyle.

The Tiger swim team now stands
4-3 for the season, with the next
home meet scheduled for tomorrow
at Schlessman Pool at 1 p. m.
against Weber State College.

SINCE t fl 7 2

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

OUT QIEST

II E PiVi:^ P«al Vt-cr.f. 434-SSljl
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THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from tha Ccmpui

827 Nor+h Teion

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.ion

634-2093

As I See It
By Bob Hiester

be talen for P E ii^dlt
"'" ''"™ '''''^ ^""""^ ''"'^-^ "hie'' "-"V

varsity oylZm-^'nZ-.lTlT^.T"''"?.'' ?"' "" '">' "'"> °" *'«

nS";™!,tr"^''""^'
''''" -"- "- c„srfr;;"ait.^°fM'.r:'

There are 21 "B league" teams, which are split m, into tliree conferences contanimg seven teams apiece. According to f eshm™ ho kejcoach Tony Fraska, who is in charge of intramura s, 1 e mos < fflcuTtaspect of the mtramural hockey program is the naming of the 21 teami
To an incommg freshman from Florida or some such state where.ce s a ranty, the thought of playing ice hockey is indeed a strange on^

^tord'o^n'hatToM",
" fT.^rt^ "' participants who hav/L™ rstood on that cold hard, slick stuff" before coming to CO. Skating andhockey are not difficult to catch on to, and with a little wo,1<

'

en thedeep southerner can enjoy a good season on the ice.

If CC were a larger school, the intramural hockey program wouldnot be possible due to the increased numbers. As it is, the number oparticipants ,s higl,, and the percentage of CC men who do plT s phe

Tve^v ft 'Zfrr" "T""^'
""" ''' '">' ""'i- "esirous,'but'i;eed d,the ve y fact that CC even has a program should be appreciated by allThe University 01 Denver, for instance, has no such intramural program

;f mot •"' T. 1°' ''""''^ '' "»"'=•' ''y '*'"!'=""= " substantial sunof money is needed to rent the ice.

1 waTk''to"?hl'""' "'i!"?'
"^ '''"KBinE ""d a study break is in order,a walk to the ice rink is a must. Laughs, excitement, and the sight ofsheer enthusiasm await spectators. Take a.lvantage of this privilegewhich IS presented to the students of Colorado College

I" """=8=

12! SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEf
Try our itone-balted PIZZA

COORS on TAP
. . . Bigge.t pitch.r in Town for

S1.2B
O., f,mo„, Cell., ,..,l,bl„ lo, I.,,. („t.,ml, „ cl.„ p.rti.,

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

83 I North T.ion

Shoe Repairing

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Acroti from

Slocum Hall

II 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!



Seay, Ross, Brooks

Professors Publish Studies
The computeiized campuses of

modern universities seem a far
cry from early English Dramas
and I6th century composers. Yet
this is the scope embraced by just
a few of the recently published
works of CC professors. Profes-
soi-s Albert Seay of the Music De-
partment and Thomas W. Ross,
Ehiglish, concern themselves with
bringing the past into clear focus.
Dr. Seay has just published the
fii-st of a 10 volume collection of
the works of the IGth century com-
poser Jacob Arcadelt. Seay com-
mented, "We've never really had
a complete edition of the man. The
idea is to get all of his works in

one place." Seay went on to ex-
plain the purpose and origin of a
critical edition such as hi.s: "We
have to look at the differences and
errors." The collection is then ed-
ited, and Seay adds introduction
and notes.

Dr. Ross is engaged in similar
editing and research in the field of
English. The recently published
eighth edition of the Colorado Col-
lege Studies contained Dr. Ross'
critical edition of "A Satire of Ed-
ward IPs England," an anonymous
Middle English poem. Dr. Ross
also recently had published in

England an old-spelling edition of
the Thomas Kidd play "The Span-
ish Tragedy." In line with the re-
search necessary for these critical

editions. Dr. Ross is planning to
study in England next summer. He
hopes to explore the texts of an
early 17th century printer, Edwai'd
Awde, a publisher of Shakespeare
and other Elizabethan authors.
Ross explained that various errors
made hy typesetters could affect

tlie authentiL-ity c-f a loxt. J-li^ sai.

"By finding out what went on i

tlie printshop. we can get back i

what an author really wrote an.
determine the authority of texts
No one has ever approached t.i,

subject from quite this angle."

Professo!" Glenn Brooks of th
Political Science department, u::

like his colleagues, has exploied
current occurances. As co-author
of the book The Managerial Re-
volution in Higher Education, h
Brooks studied the influence of
modern technology on the tr'a.j

tional structure of education.
When asked how this interested ;

political scientist, Brooks repL
that the book was concerned
"largely with state colleges am]
universities as political institutions
and with the effects the changes
in technology have on the power
structures of higher education.
For example, along with the intio-
duction of computers there seem.'-
to be a strong tendency towaid
centralization of controls and
power."

Dr. Brooks also commenteil th:.[

although he has "great respect foi-
the large university and the tyj).
of research that can be can-iedon
there." he feels that the small col-
lege better suits his personal pur-
pose and goals. In his case, as
with many other CC professors,
the small campus has certainly
not stilled interest and productiv-
ity. The display next to the circu-
lation desk on the main floor of the
library shows that works of Seay,
Ross, and Brooks are just a few
of the many works recently pub-
lished by CC professors.

SINGER HERBERT BEATTIE THRILLED
wi+h the New York City Opera gave a
panied Mr. Beat+ie on the piano.

Deferred Rush

Statistics Given

'c2!:S'^"T
>^'""^^y"]9ht as the CC alum who now pe,concert ,„ Armstrong Hall. Prof, of Music Max Lanner a

form

ccom

Industries Schedule Job Interviews
Seniors who have not yet final-

ized their plans for post-graduate
emplojTnent may obtain informa-
tion about placement interviews by
contacting Mr. H. K. Polk, Direc-
tor of Placement, Scheduled inter-
views include:

Feb. 7—Aeronautical Chart and
Information Center

Feb. 9—Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

Feb. 10—American Institute for
Foreign Trade

Feb. 10—Mountain States Tele-
phone Company

Feb. 16—Texaco, Inc.

Feb. 21—Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co.

Feb. 28—Equitable Insurance
Society

RGB Proposes

Rastall Teletype
The possibility of having a tele-

t.vpe machine in Rastall Center
and expansion of bulletin tward
space were the two main topics of

this week's Rastall Center Board
meeting held Tuesday at 11:15 in

the ASCC room.

Mr. Kauflfman proposed that a
teletype machine be installed in
the lounge of Rastall Center. This
could be done for the price of
about $1 per student per year,
which would come out of the §35
per year every student pays to
Rastall Center from their fees.
This service may be started this
semester, provided there are funds
enough left for the initial install-
ment and six-month trial period.
RCB would appreciate student re-
action to this teletype proposal.

The Board also approved the in-
stallation of four new bulletin
boards on the participation to the
west of the main entrance. The
bulletin board space available is
not sufficient for all the brochures
that pour into Rastall Center This
expansion was initiated by Regis-
trar Polk's plea for space for a
placement bulletin board.

MaiTh 7—U. .S. Department of
Agriculture

March 15—American Oil.

Obtaining a job through a cam-
pus intei-viewer does not obligate
the graduate to pay a fee, while
the sei'vices of any employment
agency after graduation may cost
as much as the equivalent if one
month's salary. In addition to this
saving, campus interviews very
often include expense-free trips to
tlie interviewer's home office for
management interviews and tours
of the company.

in UllitS-m (Icfeired rush, 34
men and 78 women pledged. The
totals constitute approximately 35
percent of the freshmen men and
i'J percent of the freshmen
women.

Indicated below are selected
rush statistics for freshmen girls
for the past four years as com-
piled by the CO Panhellenic. The
percentage of eligible freshmen
participating in rush v/as: 1967
76 percent; 1966, 67 percent; 1905,
75 percent; and 1964, 71 percent.
The percentage of eligible fresh-

men pledging was: 1967, 49 per-
cent; 1966, 35 percent; 1965, 52
perc;ent; and 1964, 52 percent.

Similar information was not
available from the Inter-Fraler-
liity Counci'

Campus Announcements

Traffic Committee
Hearing to Be Held
The Traffic Committee will hold

a hearing next Tuesday, Pebraary
7, 1967, at 7 p.m. in Room 205 Ras-
tall Center. All students who have
incurred traffic violations and who
wish to appeal them are urged to
attend at this time. No further
appeals will be heard on these
violations after Febi-uary 7.

Students who received traffic
tickets during the period Decem-
ber 6-17, 1966, and who wish to
appeal these tickets may also ap-
pear at the hearing, even though
the fines have been paid. If the
violation is excused, the fine will
be credited to the student's accountm the Business Office.

In order to keep our records up
to (late and to avoid unnecessary
confusion, all students are reques-
ted to report their 1967 license
numbers when the new plates ai-
rn-e. License changes should be

M»"«^,?
''""" "'* "i"* student'sNAME and STICKER NUMBER

and placed in the Traffic Commit-
tee box behind the Rastall Center
Desk. Freshmen and other stu-
dents bringing cars on campus for
the hrat time are also reminded
that these vehicles must be regis-
tered at Rastall Desk WITHINONE WEEK AFTER BElm;BROUGHT ON CAMPUS.

Students Needed
To Plan TW Film
Those interested in the planning

or production of Theatre Work-
shop's first film should meet in theWES room Saturday, February 4
at 11 a.m. Contact T. K. Barton

'

for further information.

Local Government
Careers Explained
students interested in investi-

gating possible careers in local
government should check the Bul-
letin Board in the Political Sci-
ence Department. Anyone definite-
ly interested in investigating the
Summer Intern Program should
get in touch with Professor Gomez
—Palmer 32—ext. 322.

Poetry Gonlest Open
COLLEGE ARTS magazine is

sponsoring a 52000 poetry contest
open to all poets. The first four
grand prize winners will have
their own book of poeti-y edited
and published by the JCT Publish-
ing Co., while every entrant will
receive an anthology of the top
100 prize winning poems. Write
for details: Poetry Contest, Box
^114 West Sacramento, California

MID-WEEK SKI BUS SPECIAL

! Beginning

I

Feb. 1 and Continuing thru

March (8 Full Weeks)

Any 6 Wednesdays ol Tow Tickets. One-Hall Day
Orroup Lesson and Transportation.

$78.00 value for $54.00

$36.00 without Lessons!

Mal<e Your Reservations and Deposit Now thru . . .

Wolfgang Uhl at Blick's Sporting Goods
119 North Teion 636-3348

condi

the a
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"What do we want?"- "Off-campus ayartmentsr

Demonstration Draws400

..o^rHall^'n^F -IV e^" „.°tb^^S s a^^"^: ef
'"^^ ^-^t-'ion of 400 in front of A™.

oes not lend itself 'to independence ^^onib'ty or 1 "it H 'frJ"^,^'"\''^P^-'^ - campus
.*y go hand in hand together We are J asking 'f^r one witSt t^: ^^'he'r

' ""'""^ '"' '"P°"="=''-

first in CC's History

Mass Demonstration for Off-Campus Housing Riahts
.^ peculiar blemi of rumor, fart. ;„ ..„._.

' 3 '.^ peculiar blemi of rumor, fact
and conjecture were the ingred-
ients which culminated in last Fri-
day's mass demonstration. A clause

Resident Assistants

Meet with Worner,

Concur on Results
'i'he following statement is a

fwiisensus of the Resident Assist-
ants who met with President
V\orner Friday afternoon:
! No administrative decision on

the matter has been reached.
2. Pi-esident Worner has agreed

that, for the duration of the sec-
•^fifl semester, the pohcy will be the
same as it was first semester. The
yollege has no intention of look-
"ig for off-campus apartments but
\vill deal only with cases of mis-
conduct as they are brought to
"^ne attention of local authorities.

3- Based on our discussion, we
21-e convinced that the proposal will
oe carefully and openly considered.

t\,\
^* '^ *^^ president's desire

jnat a faculty-student committee
[e formed to completely evaluate
jne proposal. Their recommenda-
"ons will be given to the Board of
'Histees.

5. The Board will be infomied

S^ P3"oposal at their meeting
«1 i-ebruary 25, and a decision will

20
""^ached at the meeting of April

'=!* The final policy decided at the
fleeting of April 29 will be an-
^«unced on that date and shall be
lectuated commencing the next

academic year.
6- We believe that irresponsible

il ?' action during the interim
^«riod may seriously jeopardize
"Pen-minded consideration of the
P'"onosal.

oom contracts signed by all
men in campus dormitories last
spring stated that men "are not al-
lowed to own, operate, or maintain
off-campus quarters." Enforce-
ment of this clause was left vague.
The recent pattern of events was
begun late in the first semester
when three junior men were found
to be maintaining a house in Man-
itou Springs. On the last dav of
finals the men involved were' in-
formed they would be allowed to
re-enroll the following semester.
This decision, involving the Presi-
dent of the College, led to conjec-
ture that regulations concerning
residential policy would 1) be re-
vised or 2) be ignored unless ser-
ious cases of misconduct were in-
volved. Most people at that time
thought it highly improbable that
a step in the opposite direction
was in the offing
During the first week of the cur-

rent semester rumors continued to
circulate about the forthcoming lib-

eralization of the residential pol-
icy. Certain well-informed faculty
members' and administrative
officers' statements encouraged
this line of speculation- On Friday
night, January 27, a party at an
off-campus house was broken up by
police pursuant to a complaint
filed by neighbors. The Dean of
Men, J. J. Reid, was given a thoi--
ough account of the party by po-
lice officers and was known "to be
considering disciplinary action.
The first serious hint at a crack-

down on off-campus quarters came
on Wednesday, February 1, when
the Dean of Men informally men-
tioned to a student that high-
level decision had been reached by
the administration to crack down
on off-campus "pads." The Dean
stated that the problem was one of
enforcement, and that once an an-
nouncement was made, anyone
found mantaining off-campus

quarters would be suspended. That
same day President Worner took
a somewhat different position by
inviting a student who expressed
his concern to submit an alterna-
tive proposal for discussion at a
later date. Both these events were
widely circulated, causing a great
deal of speculation among stu-
dents. Thursday morning president
Worner had apparently changed
his position, telling two students
that the administration planned to
"stand firm" on the issue. Once
again the rumor mill was thrown
into activity at the conflicting in-
formation.

When the various i-umors
reached Charles Buxton, Tiger
editor, he resolved to get a clear
statement which was published in
Friday's edition. On that same af-
ternoon, several students decided
to call a meeting to discuss forms
of unified opposition to any new
enforcement of the regulations. Al-
ready, a large portion of the stu-
dents had decided to boycott Fri-
days's classes in protest tc the
rumored changes.

A meeting attended by approxi-
mately 150 students Thursday
evening in Rastall Center resulted
in a unanimous decision to plan
a mass demonstration in support
of proposals drafted by several
Resident Advisors in Mathias Hall,
who had secured an appointment
with the President on Friday at
4:15 p. m. At the same time," the
President's Committee on Under-
graduate Life, with President
Worner in attendance. di.ieussed
the issue.

All day Friday word was circu-
lated about the upcoming demon-
stration. At 4:15 p. m. 400 stu-
dents gathered to form the first
mass demonstration directed at
campus policy in the history of the
college.

Students Present Positions
The right to maintain off-campus apartments ami the irenernl

onsSio: T ' "-"""T
""-^ '''"'' "^ =""'-" '™"--' "' "

'

SO tn dtf
'"'»™'";'°"='y «"' '^""""t'' ColloBe students held fron,'iO to 4.15 p. m. n, fi^nt of Armstrong Hall Friday, February 4.

.nJll'v"-""^'" ""'"r'
°' ""= ''^•"'^t'^tion was to support an off-

Math as'HauT'p "f; 7r
'""="'^'' ^' ''' "^^'O-' Assistant,ol Mathias Hall to President Lloyd E. Worner at 4:16 that afternoonlie .Assistants felt that the pixiposal, "coiistitutes a reasonable „l"e™ative to mandatory and total residential living."

f,i„ l»
''"''' °' ""^ '"'°''°'°' "*"' """ >""''='"' I"- ''ll'»vc.l In main-

...n off-campus apartments with the stipulations that they keep resi-dence on campus, have parental permission, and that the apartment hegistered with the Colorado College Administration. Renters w beheld personally responsible for activities in the apartment.
During the demonstration, several student speakers took turns ex-plK-atmg their position and presenting arguments for the proposal Fo|.lowing are some of their comments:

camu'lr
''"'^l;'\7WnES do not happen at Colora.lo College on tliia

campus"'
" " ^"""^'"'e '"iK'it siMii-k nnd ignite off-

phanfasV^™'"^
""^' "'"" '°'"' "'° ™'"""' ""''' "' '''""'*''^"'

Don Salisbury: "As Colora.lo College exists right now, the biggest

morning."""
'' '° '""''' '' """"""' " "<" '" «" '° '"'^''W"" '" ««

Boh Sears: "I don't think anyone who has been to college for aweek or two can deny that academic performance in the classroom is to
a large degree a function of the general atmosphere on campus. Our re-
strictive arbitrary atmosphere . . . <loes not lead to independent think-
ing. It does not lead to creativity, it doesn't lead to involvement, itdoesn t ead to responsibility. The goals of this college are to develop
independent people ... The administrative officers of this college oretrying to encourage this creativity and independence. We are trying tohelp them

. . . (But,) a creative line of poetry will never be written inSuperdorm. A creative brush stroke will never be painted . . . Freedom
and responsibility go hand in hand together. We are not asking for onewithout the other."

Ray Jones: "You cannot set limits on thinking, and you cannot set
limits on association, and you cannot set limits on actions and activityand social life, and then further set limits within the boundaries.

How obvious can it be?
. . . People are wondering when their voices

will be heard.
. . . Doggonit, this is what they want. . . . Many voiceshave to mean something.

. . . This has to be pointed out to the people
that make the decisions here."

Jim White: "We have to take responsibility for what we are doing
. . .1 want this policy to be overt. I don't want to have to sneak behind
anybody s back.

Bob Sears: "this isn't a thing that we're going to be off on. We'redemanding that either the students on this campus are going to he
recognized or not. ... We can be tough-minded about this thing
The students want to be heard. They want to be recognized."

Gary Knight: "We're not looking forward to the same type vt let-
ter we got in the summer three years ago saying 'ferment on campus is
a sign of a healthy campus.' This ferment is going to have to be more
than something that is just the sign of a healthy campus.

Y°" !"«'* as students we have a history here of being committeed
to death. Everything is imme^liately put into a committee. We could aak
for a study of the sky. The Committee on Committees would ask to put
It to the committee on the skies. The committee on the skies would sub-
divide into the committees on the upper-sky, middle-sky and lower-sky
with each committee having three faculty members, three administrative
members and three student members. That's the kind of thing we're
trying to avoid with this sort of mass support."

John Chalik, spokesman for the Resident Assistants- "I hope that
you're here as support and not as protest, because we really don't have
anything to protest, yet I have confidence that we're going to have
a good hearing on this thing,"

President Worner Issues Statement
Friday evening, following a 45-

niinute meeting with stuiient reprt--

sentatives, President Worner made
an official statement promising a
clear and definite answer on the
question of off-campus apartments
on April 29.

The statement read as follows:
"We had a good exchange of

views. However, I don't feel it

would be proper to comment fur-
ther at this time. I was proud of
the responsible and orderly man-
ner in which the students con-
ducted themselves. Thoughtful con-
sideration will be given to the stu-
dent requests. They have been as-
sured of a clear and definite an-
swer on Saturday, April 29."
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Editorial
The student demonstration held last Friday has resultedm the maintenance of the status quo and lias established akind ot easy truce on the issue.
The decision of the president appears to be fair The

planned announcement of the decision of the Boai^d of Trus-
tees on April 29 is probably the best compromise between thedemands of student leaders for a clear-cut decision and the
restrictions of time.

*'^'"^,.;''?'''°'"' "^ ''''^ students has been explicitly pre-
sented. We hope that the Board of Trustees will not negate
these views through some hackneyed argument based on "ad-
mmistrative policy" and the "best interests of the school."
ihe mood of students indicates a continuing dissatisfaction
and disillusionment with policy makers. Part of the emotion
involved in the call to direct and overt action was to force
decision makers to clearly show whether they support the stu-
dents; whether student concern is worth anything in dter-mimng the atmosphere and environment of the college

Yet, a massive show of student opinion is insufficient evi-dence to make a judgment on the issue of off-campus apart-
ments. Students must make two points clear. First, it must
be shown that an off-campus apartment does in reality con-

rf the%udenl
" "^ '"'"'^'''^ """^ responsible independence

Students must present examples and evidence We must

Won'studen
f"* °"!" 'T"' P'?'^"^ '^^^" «'^ adminiX!

bette, It^ ",
""'^t

v.!""™ ™ *'" °"'" t" document cases of

lo^e W •

"f
':°"ditions and a more realistic area for dia-ope. We must show that poetry reading and creative musicnl

and full-scale intellectual debates do exist and do reouire aprivate and non-sterile atmosphere.
Secondly off-campus apartments must be reconciled withthe concept of a residential college. Unfortunately, this con-cept has begxm to lose touch with all reality. It has served asthe justification of the building of buildings and the e tablislmient of rules, regulations and policies. There is little ev

mXoftlL'Xe*^" '-' '"*^"-*-' stimulati:n"l',;rch:

unity occuiTed m a student demonstration which was a diiec

S?udent*'
restrictive measures of the residentialpo icyStudents are now faced with the task of backing up theb-

t™:srn?si;rpt''™™'^ ""' "'°*^^'^ '•^terpritrr^f

While students were meeting to

. an last Friday's demonstration
in favor of off-campus apartments,
tlie CUL was gathering in the
ASCC Room of Rastall Center for
their monthly meeting. After a
brief discussion of the CCCA con-
stitution in which it was decided
that copies of the document would
be distributed to all faculty mem-
bers and to tJie Board of Ti-ustees
so that they could vote on it next
month, the second and most im-
irorfcaiit issue of the night was
brought up. Ray Jones was called
upon to deliver a presentation "On
Attitudes Toward College Rules
Concerning Men's Housing," which
he had compiled over the past
semester.

Jones began by outlining the
;iims of his presentation. He stated,
in part: "This presentation comes
as the result of an objective at-
tempt to discern the causes of
ob-vious student dislike for certain
college rules affecting- them di-
rectly. For those members of the
'Colorado College community'
whose business keeps them on
campus only from nine to five it

is hoped that this presentation can
serve as an informative and fact-
ual and useful guide to the way of
life of students in certain limited
aspects of CO life."

College." The second proposa
would allow for college rules con-
cerning the areas of housing and
other matters.

Dean Reid opened the discussion
by questioning the validity of
Jones' survey on the basis of the
timing of the poll, the persons
questioned, and the comprehensive-
ness of the study. Jones, stating
that the poll was designed to dis-
cover the students' view on the
pi-oblem as it relates to CC and
not other campuses, maintained
that he had interviewed a cross-
section of the campus, including
some faculty members.

After Dean Reid completed his
cross-examination of Jones, Presi-
dent Worner was called upon to ex-
plain the administration's concem
about the off-campus apartments.
President Worner stated that he
ha.<; had complaints from the po-
lice about certain groups and has,
at that time, investigated the
apartments involved. He discussed
the problems involved with illegal
drugs and other activities and
then mentioned that he has been
mformed by the District Attomey
that CC students who are arrested
for illegal activities bv the Colo-
rado Springs Police Department
wdl no longer be released to the
school for disciplinary action, hut

Easing his presentation on in-
formal discussions with over r.O

students "of diverse character and
stature," Jones limited his discus-
sion to three specific rules: the
limitation of off-campus apart-
ments, the ban of liquor on campus,
and the "formal and authoritative
prohibition of members of the op-
posite sex in dormitory rooms."

Jones' first and most discussed
point, that of apartments, was
based on the premise that "The
students feel that within the con-
cept of the residential campus
there is room for the realization
that students often find it neces-
sary to go away from the campus
for healthy social life . . . and pri-
vate study places." The students,
according to Jones find it contra-
dictory that "the same institution
which claims to grant its stu-
dents 'a large measure of inde-
pendence in their academic work'
(the Catalogue, 1963) must limit
them severely in their personal
lives." He continued to make two
proposals which he felt would rec-
tify the situation.

His recommendations were: "1.
Either that students be allowed to
maintain off-campus apartments
with no college rule, one way or
the other, on the question; or 2.
That students be allowed to main-
tain off-campus apartments (indi-
vidually or in groups) only after
rp.s:i?h'atinn with fhi- np;,,, ,,f the

will be prosecuted by the city. Thi.
according to the president' is onJ
major reason for the increase in
concern on the part of the Art
ministration.

In response to Dean Curran's re
quest to justify a need for both
on and off-campus rooms, Jones
and Gary Knight stated that stu.
dents can understand the college's
need to keep Superdorm filled, "but
are still desirous of the additional
freedom provided by rooms not on
campus. Knight maintained that
'The residential campus does not
promote effectively the goals of iho
college does not effectively

in,..
vide the intellectual stimulus th,^

students desire." This stimulus
Knight continued, can be found in
small gatherings some place awav
from the "institutional place of
education." A discussion ensued on
Knight's contentions in which Pro-
fessors Fried and Burton defentlei!
Knight on the psychological neeci^
of students to "get away" fion,
their daily routine and the place-
associated with it. It was sug-
gested that some college-owned
properties be used for such a pur.
pose, but discussion on that point
proved fruitless and the meetin"
was adjourned with further dig''
cussion delayed until more info,'-
mation could be obtained.

Faculty and Students Comment
On Proposal, Demonstration

Professor George A. Drake
chairman of the Committee on Un-
dergraduate Life;

"I was pleased that the students
selected this method. It was a
legitimate expression of their de-
sires, and was certainly prefer-
able to more negative means, such
as a class boycott.

"I don't think that the leaders
took full advantage of this chance
to express themselves. Most of
them were not as articulate as I
have heard them in the past. Thev
seemed a bit emotional.

"I can't guess the outcome, but
I know from conversations last
night (Thursday night CUL meet-
ing) and earlier in the week that
the administration is going to give
this fair consideration."
Dave Schaffer, president of the

junior class:

"The residential policy of this
college forces students to live on
campus, but there are not suffi-
cient social opportunities to make
the students want to stay on cam-
pus. If the policy insists that the
students live on campus, then it is
the College's responsibility to
create conditions for a good social
life.

"I think the proposal for off-
campus apartments as presented
to the Administration is very
reasonable. I realize that CC has
a problem which is common to

most small, private colleges in
that the parents of students holil
the college responsible for wh.il
happens to their children. However
the stipulation in the proposal
which requires parental permissi.m
would release the College from that
responsibility. I don't see how the
Administration could go against

Senior Tom Cogswell, president
of the Inter-Fraternity Council,
lelt the demonstration on Friday
would be effective because "it
showed the most student partici-
pation since I've been here." Tom
said he had yet to hear one stu-
dent disagree on this issue, and
although he feels this will never
be a "rock-throwing" issue, student
willingness to show support will
not wear off. He said, "The Ad-
ministration can see the students
are interested as they haven't beenm quite a while, and this should
have a positive effect on the de-
cision of the Administration."

"I'll settle for this proposal," he
said and added that he felt "the
RA s are good guys who will give
the students every break they can
get and present the President with
a well-spoken and fair alterna-
tive proposal." Tom felt the pro-
posal was "not asking for a lot,"
and "he can't see what will keep
the Administration from chang-
ing."
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RA's Present Proposal
opinSfs o™X,l the' '^LT ^r'" ^<'™'^'"i"E represents the ideas and

ost^SionTtt'' ' responsible group of stufents rep eseung

^riltbelp'pta-hirtruSrct^mlV^ ''''''''' ''^' «« -°-

1. Students maintain their residence on campus.

admitisl.t'tior "'" ""'' "^ ''='^'^"'«'' "'"' 'he Colorado College

,h.
^'

T'"' 'J^'S'''^''"" ™"st include the names of the students who arc

ber 7Z]^t'' °' *^ ^^^^'"™'' -^ *<= nam;r;;tS'nu."

4. Registration will include notification of the parents ot the ad-

a"l "p^rtafne™"'""
"""

"'^e™
*=" =™ ^'-^ "" ^P"'"-^-

n,atic"a,i;^^,:re^\.Sre'°o"n'ca''°Us°"''"™'"^' '"= °°"^^^ '"' ^"">-

>.as ^n ^^:^SS^!.Z;l-,--ttiSdr™;X*-C^^="'
Respectfully submitted,

John P. Chalik, III
Robert M. Knight
Thomas Knudtson
Paul F. Matray
Thomas Wakefield
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Im Weissen Roessel"
ill Premiere Tonight

JANET ROBINSON AND KEITH CUNNINGHAM („^,t t„ I,

of the Gerrrian operetta "U Weisen Roe .erT untandJ *
'^'"P'9"'' f'"^if

senfecl tonighf and fo,„orrow night at 8 5 d Ti ° ' "V^P^ ''"^l
^^'mgnr at 8.1b p. m. in Armstrong Theatre. There

s the triple

operetta wi

no charge.
be

liy KaUiie Bevliu

Will, „ set which take"Si!,tl;f«"''''^"''^'''""''°''eTI,ente,-.
theater, costumes bts i,« ^ uf:„,t*;j''r''-'''''''''"''r "' ""= ""^^^^

fashioned Austrian Gen, Shchkei t^ i
"'"'/';. """>J"s= degree of old-

au^^aHous throe-i,,, ^S^-' ^^-^ -- - -;e,.„

waitJ'^f'X Whi\?Ht'e\"°rd^f';r"'T ?.^ "'= »»"-«« "-"

nuhfferent intentions of the Romeo liw™, ?,. n ,

*''?, s°m=wlmt
played by Keith Cunningham.S^'e^ is "allut;'';,

°'-
''^l'"':'Oetdie, played by Janet Robinson, daugfri- of h^ „,nL-

'"^ coquett.sh

ent suit over men's underwear, raucirto I e dflav °?r'"""< "1 " 1'""

father, played by Hans Schue z of Col» ado SDriL, r
''

'.""r'°'""'"'
is added by Heinz Geppert in the ro e ^t sf„dl„ -v ? T^ "'""''">'

-ling, as the dau^htj;':, -.T^IX E? t!,,:!^^l.S^sr^i!^
The production is under the direction of Professor Horst Ki,.l,„,.HWLtl, musical arrangement and direction bj. David Friend A f'-"free for both Friday and Saturday pertomiances

Adm,s3,on is

Get Thee to

a Nunnery'^
(See page 7)

CC Places Third of DU Speech Meet

Colorado Springs, Colo., February 10, 1967

Barb Keener, Janice Wright lake Second in Debate
By R. Bircluiid Hay

The debate team of Barb Keen-
er and Janice Wright placed sec-
ond at the Rocky Mountain Speech
Conference Invitational held at the
University of Denver last Friday
and Saturday, February 3 and 4.

The tournament was attended by
over .30 universities from through-
out the Rocky Mountain and West
Coast areas.

Barb and Janice were undefeat-
ed in the six preliminarv rounds
arid out-debated a team from the
Air Force Academy in the semi-
final round. Their only loss was to
the University of Colorado in the
tmal round on a split decision.

In overall standings, CC placed
"mil for the entire tournament.

Janice Wright also won first place
m original oratory, and Jeff Bauer
won third place in extemporane-
ous speaking.

Other
lei III

participants at the meet
di Mai sh ill ind '^tei

Barb Keener

Concordia Choir to Perform
Bach, Folk Songs February 14

Methner in debate, Al Sulzentus.?
in oratory, and Barb Keener and
Karen Metzger in extemporaneous
speaking.

The debate coaches, Professor
James A. Johnson of the Depart-
ment of Economics and Professor
Jack Rhodes of the English De-
partment were particularly happv
with CC's performance in the tour-
nament. "The schools represented
m this meet are usually some of
the best in the area, so the high
performance of the CC team is
quite commendable," Johnson com-
mented.

The next meet for the CC de-
bate squad will be February 18 at
Greeley. The team will then trav-
el to Tucson for the Southwest In-
vitational Meet on February 23-2.5.

This year's debate topic is "Re-
solved: The U. S. should substan-
tially reduce its foreign policy
commitments."

The Concordia College Cho,.,
'onsisting of 66 undergi-aduate
students from that college in
Mooreland, Minnesota, will present
a concert at 8 p.m. on Tuesday,
February 14, in Shove Chapel. Tic-
fets, which cost 51.50 for adults
and Jl for students, may be pur-
^hased now at Rastall Desk or
from any CC Tour Choir member.
Children under 12 will be admitted
flee.

The Concordia Choir has m re-
cent years performed throughout
'he United States and has made
'»'o concert tours of Europe. Pro-
fessor Donald Jenkin's opinion that
'ni-s choir is one of the very best

J""
has an international reputation

"w fine singing," is clearlv sub-
X"tated by the following review,
"nich appeared in Munich's Neue
«ein Zeitung; "For friends of
"oral music the performance of
"e Concordia Choir was an excil-
"e experience. Unsurpassable

.„j '""e quality, choir precision«d musicality. But all this was
""" subordinate to solemn rest

and natural happy expression.
This was not only something to
enjoy, it lifted one out of oneself."

The choir is under the direction
of Professor Paul J. Christiansen,
chairman of the Concordia music
department. Professor Christian-
sen, called by the Shreaveport
Journal "one of the country's out-
standing choral directors," holds
a B.A. degree from St. Olaf Col-
lege and a Master of Music degree
from the Eastman School of Mu-
sic. He has also studied composi-
tion at the Oberlin Consei-vatory.

The music that the Concordia
Choir will be singing is diverse and
varies from one of Christiansen's
own works to those of J. S. Bach,
Schultz, Palestrina, Bartok, and
Grieg. The choir will also sing var-
ious Hungaiian and Norse folk
songs.

The Concordia Choir Concert is

being sponsored by CC's own tour
choir. Any profit made will be
used to purchase new choir robes
for the upcoming spring tour.

SUPPORTERS OF VARIOUS CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES st,iq,.
a political riot in a scene from the Theatre Workshop film directed
by lorn K. Barton.

Tom K. Barton Produces
Theatre Workshop Film

Prof Tom K. Barfon directs fhe
filming of his new experimental
movie, being made under the
auspices of Theatre Workshop.

By Jane Paolucci

Tom K, Barton, director of the
first prize film of last year's Helen
Twelvetrees Competition, is mak-
ing a new movio under the aus-
pices of Theatre Workshop. This
yet untitled movie is being co-
directed by Eve Tilley and was
fo-authored by Jerry Schmitz.
The Helen Twelvetrees Film Fes-

tival prompted Mr. Barton's inter-
est in film making. He initiated
Theatre Workshop's film program,
which offers financial aid to its

cinema-inspired members. The fin-

ished film will become property of
TW; it will first be shown at a
TW meeting and ultimately to the
public.

Mr. Barton described the film as
a "farce , . . with all the standard
devices of silent movies." The
film will feature a great chase se-
quence in which a hysterical mob
will be chasing an equally hyster-

ical Les Baird, The movie starts
out with "a poor sap (Les) who
is caught in a political campaign
he's not really interested in."

Although the film is not yet
completed, Mr. Barton had several
anecdotes concerning its produc-
tion. While filming down by Monu-
ment Creek, a couple of little boys
joined the cast. Also, when mem-
bers of the cast went down to the
Flick with fake political campaign
signs to make use of a near-by
brick wall, a couple of little old
ladies apparently feared that the
Flick was being picketed, what
with all the commotion on campus
recently.

Among other campus characters
who make up the cast of this film
are Louise Allen, Mike Johnson,
Mike Taylor, Mike Rhodes, Leigh
Pomeroy, Wally Bacon, Neal Leb-
sack, and L. A. Lewis.



Editorial
As tile continual biciiering between students and admin-

istration intensifies, tlie fundamentally important process of
the liberal arts college, education, is being disregarded. There
is little questioning of the teaching framework and education-
al direction at Colorado College. A great number of students
here complain about almost everything, but most maintain
that the teachers and quality of instruction is quite satisfac-

tory.

The problem is that the opportunities and challenges of
the liberal arts ideal are resting moribund in an atmosphere
where the faculty is satisfied that the students are satisfied.

Colorado College lias yet to face the admonition of William Ar-
rowsmith of the University of Texas; "Innovation, experi-
ment, reform — these are crucial, and the pity is that, apart
from a few noteworthy experiments, there is no evidence of
real innovation an.yivhere."

A liberal arts college like Colorado College should have
the guts to be original and creative, to make mistakes but to
continually try new ideas and programs.

Tile concept of the free university is running into trouble
because of the lack of proper administration. We think that
it is possible for the small college to enter this area and suc-
ceed in novel experimentation where others have failed. The
purpose of this college cannot be to serve as a refuge for
teachers hiding from the "publish or perish" syndrome. The
college must strive to lead in the way of educational discovery,
to make teaching a proud art, to involve its students in the
real world.

Ironically, this idea has been subverted by the very peo-
ple who should be leading, strengthening, and demonstrating
it. The problem is not the administration. The president is one
of the leaders in the field. Rather, it is our own faculty who
seem content with the status quo.

The dynamism and creativity which they apparently de-
mand of students is hardly manifested in the educational pro-
cesses of the college. As far as we can tell, interest in innova-
tion hardly exists. If it does, it is stifled in the dusty back-
waixiness of faculty majority rule.

We would like to hear, although we doubt if we will,

whether or not faculty members are pleased with the educa-
tional system here. We also wonder if anyone has any new
ideas and if they actually have the fortitude to come out
publicly in support of them.

Letters to the Editor
Cubicles Not Enough
To the Editor:

As a result of the demonstra-

tion last February 3, I have a few
ideas to express.

The Colorado College hag al-

ways had a good rapport and co-

relationship with the community
of Colorado Springs. Both the col-

lege and community have benefited

from this relationship. In taking

the students from the community,
that is, out of their apartments,
this relationship might lose some
of its qualities. When the students
are put into their "cuticles" (quote
from Gary Knight), they become
involved with themselves and only
themselves. This can be prevented
if students have the freedom of
deciding whether or not they want
to live off-campus. In today's dem-
ocratic society there is a need
for individual responsibility, at
least to the extent of making one's
own decisions. I think that the
College should provide this oppor-
tunity.

Finally, I think that we fresh-
men are lacking in gumption.
Whei'c is our initiative? Where
were the freshmen discussants at
the demonstration? Remember, it

will affect us also. Academic
achievement is not necessarily a
guide line for individual responsi-
bility. Freshmen, let's get our feet
wet.

Michael Ingraham,
Freshman
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Demonstration —
With a Small "d"
To the Editor:
There was a demonstration witli

a small d. Respectfully, without
Molotov cocktails or the dynamit-
ing of Armstrong Hall, student-^
came to petition Big Brother—oi-
should we say Big Mother, which
seems more applicable. Humbly,
they attempted to demonstrate'
that they really, truly are people
—mature people, that is, not sat-
yrs and dope-fiends requiring the
c'tei-nal vigilence of benevolent
parents for mentally defective
children. This was the aim, which
seems now to have been ignored by
both the Administration and the
Resident Assistants, who supposed-
ly were the inspired leaders of the
spirit of change. The request, let
us call them "requests," for the re-
visions of residence rules, which
were presented, are not change:
they accomplish nothing, and they
'hange nothing.

This is not paranoid, not an at-

tack motivated by irrational fears

that College officials conspire sec-

retly to control students' lives. It

is time students faced the fact:

the Administration does control
their lives, and, even if the pro-
posed changes in residence is con-
stituted occurs, it will continue to
control their lives; nothing will
have been changed, except an in-
crease in students' expenses, with
nothing gained in return.

Admittedly the College should
be allowed to know where a stu-
dent is living—but any additional
information is nothing more or less
than an invasion of the student's
private life. Why should parents
need to know a student's co-rent-
er's names and addresses {point
four of the proposal)? Why
should the College need to know a
landloi-d's name and phone num-
ber (point three)? What justifi-
cation can the Administi-ation give
for requiring the power to meddle
in a student's affairs—particularly
now. when the city of Colorado
Springs . . . intends to be respon-
sible for the "discipline" of stu-
dents engaged in so-called "illegal
activities"? Its only possible justi-
fication is belief in the threat of
expulsion and similar intimidation
in order to control students' acti-
vities.

The Administration furgets that
it is not Authority, that it does
not exist to restrain the evil im-
pulses of its educational serfs. It
exists to implement education, and
not as the governing body of a
finishing school for police-state
citizens. The students know this;
having come here to be educated.
It is time for them to do a little
educating of their own—for, hav-
ing ensconced its students in cubi-
cal wombs, the Administration ap-
parently continues in blissful ig-
norance of the fact that said stu-
dents have, really, already been
born.

In a closed-minded caucus th^
administration's views were exam-
ined and re-examined and foun*!
to be generally consistent with
those of the AWS.

Due to the urgency of the prob-
lem at hand, the sensitive medi;i-
tors willingly postponed the dis-
cussion of the vital proposal to
send sand to soldiers in Viet Nam.

After negligible debate a unan-
imous compromise was achieved.
The carefully chosen representa-
tives dispersed to inform theii
sonstituents that policy would be
unchanged: report slips will re-
main green instead of the proposed
pastels.

Melanie Blaskower,
Liz Mcllroy,
Ann Nelson

Shove Chapel

— Jerry WalrlvoRle

AWS Averts Crisis
To the Editor:

The Associated Women Students
of the Colorado College has suc-
cessfully weathered yet another
crisis in "mattei-s of primarily stu-
dent concern." With accustomed
ease and the cool aid of the Dean
of Women, the small and dedicated
band of student leaders attacked
what appeared to be an almost in-
soluble problem. Realizing the im-
minent danger to the tradition-
tested moral code of several gen-
erations of CO women, the group
took swift action.

Burton to Speak
On Bond Theology

.Sunday. February 12. 1967
U:00 A. M.

.Sermon Title;

"For God, St. George and
James Bond!"

Preacher:

Professor Kenneth Burton
Sooner or later to be really "in"

somebody had to write a theologi-
cal critique of James Bond. In ad-
dition to several articles, this has
now happened, with at least two
books being published about 007
and his creator Fleming. This ser-
mon will be about one of these
books which views James Bond as
the modern countei-pai-t to a ro-
mantic medieval knight. It will
look at Fleming's supposed crea-
tion of this particular secret agent,
with his wine, women, and fast
cars, as the embodiment of mod-
em heroic virtue opposed to deep-
seated, vicious evil,

Voriety Is Spice
CC students and alumni will pre-

sent the 20th Annual Variety
Show on February 22, 23, 24 anil
25th in the new Armstrong thea-
tre. The Variety Show is given an-
nually foi- the benefit of the Colo-
rado Springs United Fund.
The Deadline for those wishing

to participate is today (Februaiy
10). Tickets for the show will go
on sale at Rastall desk Friday,
February 17, at the price of $l' toi'

all, including students.
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More Letters . . .
^•' >^«^«» Opposition

Life Cycle Unchanged Honest Goals Urged
To the Editor:To the Editor:

After viewing the Tiger Extra
I was relieved to discover that the
demonstration of Friday the last
was not the syndrome of an under-
lying transmutation of the fabled
CC spirit (i.e., somewhere between
a state of crystalline death and
suspended animation). The threat
of the unseasonal activity that had
seemed so imminent was casually
averted, and the life cycle (which
consists of two brief periods of
jictivity per annum, i.e., the exodus
to Aspen during Symposium and
the Spring Water Fight) will be
luietfected. The weakness of the
modified proposal will only cause
a microscopic deflection on the
social seismograph (It has been
said that this is the first tremor
since 1874.), and so it seems safe
to state that Colorado College, now
in its 92nd year, has not yet
iL^ached puberty.

Superdorm (which is now pro-
bably the newest and largest non-
<lemominational monastary in the
Free World) is standing as a tow-
ering monument to the insight of
our Mother Hen. I intend to de-
vote myself in Her honor to a
weekend study of certain alleged
Kiembers (although obviously mu-
iiited and heretical) of the same
|)ecies as CC (such as the Univer-

-ity of Colorado and DU, etc . . .),

lu fervent hope that a cure for the
caueer that is destroying them can
l.-e found. Perhaps the strange and
little understood serum known as
J-J.R. will implement the cure.

It was suggested by a once emi-
nent but now thoroughly discred-
it'id authority that a school like
CC, having an excellent and in-
si>ired faculty and facilities, could
allow a social atmosphere to co-
f-x'st with the academic one. But,
:.i- Mother Hen says, the two are
iii'.'ompatible. Come to think of it,

^ince the cnicifixion, I find that I

luive trouble recalling his name.
Paul M. Holland

Regarding the arguments cited
in support of maintaining off-
campus apartments—putting it
charitably, most of the justifica-
tions offered and the charges level-
ed are balderdash. Make no mis-
take; I think that the proposal
made by the Resident Assistants
to the President is a rational one.
Students ought not to be limited
in the pursuit of a social life of
their own. It is reasonable to as-
sume that a college student should
be able to cope successfully with
the social world as well as with
the academic field he has emphas-
ized.

But we ought to know not to
muddy the waters of an idea with
inaccuracies and unfortunate gen-
eralities; it is part of what may
be called our intellectual obliga-
tion. With some trepidation, then,
and a certain recognition of the
dangers inherent in disagreeing
with the leaders of a popular
movement, I should like to parry
the thrusts of Friday's speakers
with a few words that are a bit
more precise and—forgive me—to
the point.

Perhaps Mr. Knight specified
elsewhere what "things do not hap-
pen" on the campus, but it seems
to me that quite a number of
"things" in fact happen every
week on this campus. Or maybe
we can't see the trees for the for-
est of posters announcing concerts,
lectures, plays, meetings of vari-
ous organizations, special sports
events, and other apparently non-
"things" . , .

Pesirable Sat Night

ktivities Proposed
By Elaine Ivaldy

111 response to the recently-artic-
ulated pleas of Colorado College
^Uulents for Commuiiity action,
I'he Tiger proposes to publish
each week a Program of Desirable
-Activities.

What to do on Saturday Night
(or How to Get Your Kicks and
^^ay in School)

:

Music Listening
Room
Astrologer for
loving gazes
Snacks at the Su-
perdtjrm Chef-o-
niat-laundromat
Combine
Climb trees

Jump Juniper
Bushes
Hold Hands
Affectionate nudges
Women's Residence
Hall for night
matron watching
(standing room
only)

Free time
Write Mom

8:00

9:30-

10:30-

9:30

10:30

10:46

10:46-

11:16-

11:45-

12:22-

1:15-

-11:15

11:45

12:22

1:16

2:00

2:00-

2:05-

If Mr. Knight refers to the fact
that social life on the campus is
at a low ebb, he may be right . . .

But then, I don't agree \vith Mr.
Schaffer, either, that "It is the
College's responsibility to create
conditions for a good social life."
It is perhaps the College's respon-
sibility not to hamper conditions
for a good social life. But it is not
yet clear to me that off-campus
apartments foster the good social
life. They may in fact foster the
Itch to share a convivial bottle and
the sheets with another minor . . .

("-As CC exists right now, the big-
gest decision you have to make is
whether or not to go to break-
fast" . . .).

-As for Mr. Salisbury's comment.
If It were intended as comic relief,
it is moderately funny. If, on the
other hand, he was serious, then
he's in error and the point has no
bearing on this issue.

In regard to Mr. Sear's lengthy
paragraph, one point is particular-
ly striking: his apparent confusion
of mental freedom and creativity
with the ability of the body to do
whatever it damn well pleases.
There is no restriction any^vhere
in the college that prohibits mental
independence; and the only kind
of creativity limited by physical
restrictions is procreatiWty. Nor
flo I agree that the atmosphere
somehow presses down on our
brains and squeezes creativity and
academic ability to a valueless
pulp—that is patent nonsense. One
has only to look about—for some-
thing other than an off-campus
apartment—to see the signs of
creativity: poetry finds some of its

most enthusiastic writei-s in the
ranks of freshmen who are "crib-
hed, cabined, and confined" for at
least one whole unthinkable year
to the campus; the drama depart-
ment is doing a booming business
with some si.t to eight productions
a year—more than in previous
years when off-campus apartments
were still legal: attendance at cul-

tural events has increased, as lias

that at lectures. The phoenix of
the Free Student Action Commit-
tee clearly argues for student men-
tal independence, as does the pa-
tient planning on students' parts
that went into the liberalization of
women's hours and even the rise
of the present movement
Freedom to move from room to
room or house to house does not
enhance intelligence, ability, or
cerebral freedom.

The only plausible academic ar-
guments for off-campus housing
are the better study conditions and
the greater chance of association
with professors ... The proposal
IS intelligent, and social freedom
plays a large part in the lives of
all of us. Then let's just say that
we want off-campus pads so we
can further develop our social
senses. We expect there will be
abuses of the privilege, but we're
lyilling to pay for the mistakes.
This much has been said, and I
see no reason why student, profes-
sor, or administrator can fail to
agree with the proposal.

But for the love of honesty, and
111 the hope that there will be no
flaws in logic in the argument as
It goes before the Board of Trus-
tees, let's drop all this additional
crap about the only "sparks" be-
ing off-campus, about mental suf-
focation, about in-efflciencies in
this institution, about college re-
sponsibility for a gilt-edged social
lite. Ihey can only weaken the ef-
fectiveness of the proposal by
shooting its veins full of legerde-
main that can be seen through all
00 quickly. Serious proponents of
the issue of broadened social re-
lationships must set themselves
the goals of intellectual honesty
and maturity of approach '

or
another perfectly good student
proposition may flounder in a sea
of misunderstanding and mistrust.

Sincerely (and hopefully)
yours,

Joe Mattvs

Grants Available
For Summer Work
In Foreign Areas
The Department of Political Sci-

ence has received a donation of
?500 from a former student to
make it possible for a current stu-
dent who is interested in foreign
affairs to spend the summer of
1967 doing work and/or research
in one of the underdeveloped areas
of the world.

Interested students are asked to
apply prior to March 1 to Profes-
sor Fled A. Sondermann, outlining
the specific nature of their in-
tended work. The award will be
made after applications have been
submitted and considered.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
WANTED, ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS
as follows:

Aspen on $5 a Day
A Literary Tour of Yuma County
A Guide to Gourmet Dining in

Southern Colorado

2O8I/2 North Tojon 635-1195
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ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Boverago,

802 North Weber
Telephone 633-2069

Hat/nru>aif'j

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

'"NORTH TEJON RHONE 632-1441

Discounts for

Fraternities and

/ Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phono 635. 5605

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Acroii from
Sloeum H«ll

II 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudra

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!



for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

Telephone 632-58463005 North Nevada Avenue

Winchell's Donul House
COME OUT TODAr AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
YouU discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3% blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

Tl
' «^^W^^ft
(fcmpuhco

OFFICE SUPPLY
5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Floivers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 Easf Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

Tuesday. February G
45" base at Midway
5" nev7 snov/

SKIING FANTASTIC

SPECIAL RATES ON WEEKENDS

STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE ON WEEKENDS

Area Open Daily 9:00 - 4:00 p.m.

All Facilities Open Weekends
and Holidays

Make Your Reservations and Deposit Now thru

Wolfgang Uhl at Biick's Sporting Goods

119 North Teion 536-3348

'Freedom Newspaper' Decries Socialist Demonstration
The foUowing editorial wa.^

Itjken from the Colorado Springs
Cazette-Telearaph of Februart/
8. 1967.

I

Although orderly as compared
with the riots at California's Berk-
eley and "demonstrations" at other
"institutions of highei" learning"
across the nation, the protest dem-
onstration at Colorado College here
in the Springs last Friday pro-
vided evidence of the spreading
virus of socialism in this country.
Neither the protesting students
nor the hesitant administrators of
the college appear to undei-stand
the concept of property and man-
agement rights, the meaning of
contract, or the attending respon-
sibilities.

In a nation, where for genera-
tions now, the ovenvhelming ma-
jority of people have been trained
in so-called public schools, them-
selves based on compulsion and
violation of individual property
rights, the protest at Colorado
College and the administrations
apparent lack of ability to cope
with it should eome as no sur-
prise.

Not that we fail to understand
the protesting students point of
view. We do. Presumably, being
on the threshhold of adulthood and

rules of the college before they
enrolled. Consequently, before, not
after, signing of the contract was
the time when the rules should
have been examined and, if found
wanting, the students should have
individually sought out a shhool
with rules more to their liking.

But, no! They propose, via mass
action and implied threat, to com-
pel the college to change the terms
of the agreement in mid-contract.
Thus the protest, verging on the
methods and violence resorted to by
iaboi- unions via strike, picketing,
boycott, intimidation and outright
force, is, in reality, an attack on
the concept of property itself.

But, sad to say, the administra-
tors seem to be just as badly con-
fused. Failing to comprehend
their responsibilities and rights
with respect to control of the prop-
erty they have been entrusted with
(such responsibilities and rights
cori-esponding roughly to those of

the entrepreneur in relation to th.v

stockholders in a corporation), thf.

administrators sway and bend with
every wind of discontent blowinj^r
across the campus.
The solution to the protests at

Colorado College, as well as those
occurring elsewhere, will be foun.I
in the concept of property and
sanctity of contract.

Stop the Vietnam War
Join the War on Poverty by

opposing ihe War in Viettiani.
Come and participate in the
Side-Walk Rally on Wednesday.
February 15, at the corner of
Tejon ajid Pike.s leak. Free
transportation will be provided
in front of (he Hub at 11:00
a. m. (Bring a car if you have
one.) A final planning meeting
will he held in the .Music Room
in Rastall on Monday at 7:00
p. ni. Guaranteed Opposition!

Lectern, Case and Easel

Gazette Telegraph

riu' follo«ijig i^ ii iiiiolalioii

fi-om the Ktatetl beliefs and pur-
roses of tlie Gazette-Telcgi-aph:

"We believe that freedom is

a gift from God and not a po-
litical grant from government.
Freedom is neither license nor
anaichy. It is self-control. No
more. No less. If mnst be con-
sistent with the truths expressed
in such great moral guides as
the Golden Rule and the Decla-
ration of Independence."

the necessity of assuming adult
responsibility for their actions, it
IS natural for them to feel that
they are individually capable of
making decisions as to whether
they should live on or oft campus.

Pei'sonally, we believe colleges
and universities should be more
concerned with the content and ex-
cellence of what they pi-opose to
teach, rather than where their
young adult students reside.

On the other hand, we under-
stand the administration's con-
sternation, too. Having borrowed
funds to finance and build new
dormitories on the campus and
I'-lying on student lents to pay
off the loans, the possibility of
students moving off campus en
masse is enough to give the ad-
ministration financial nightmares.

Thus, the administration, caught
between two tires, doesn't know
whether to stand its ground and
cnfoice the rules under which the
students enrolled, or, give way to
the protests and lei the studentbody take over control of the
ciillege.

The students, actually, are in the
process of trying to break a con-
tract. Each and every one of them
knew, or should have known, the

by Mark Lansburgh

This week a new exhibition
opens at Tutt Library: Manuscript
Painting of the Northern Renais-
sance. Actually, this will be a two-
part exliibition, the current por-
tion being a survey of manuscript
illumination north of the Alps
from 1400 to 1550. The exhibition
to follow will be Graphic Arts of
the Northern Renaissance. Both
should coincide with course mater-
ial offered this term by Professor
Davisson's Northern Renaissance
Art, and Professor Trissel's Ai-t
Sur-vey, wliich presently is engag-
ed with this period.

By the end of the 14th century,
secular influences had thoroughly
peiTaded the clerical domination
of earlier painting. .Man was be-
coming more aware of his sur-
roundings. Empirical motifs mark
the end of Gotiiic art.

For example, our French Master
of 1402 miniatures show the Goth-
ic, stained-glass-like, tessellated
backgrounds filling up with natu-
ral landscapes, architectural per-
spectives, and the stuffs of every-
day commerce. The figures them-
selves (Christ and Mary) are the
elongated style which historians
associate with later North French
painters like Simon Marmion or
Flemish painters such as Rogier
Van Weyden.

The fragment from an early
15th century English manuscript
shows clearly that the English
were not among the more finished
artists of this period. Their lack

of refinement, as seen in the St.
Andrew and St. Nicholas manu-
scripts, began to modify towards
a finer technique nnder the Dutcii
influence as Netherlandish paint-
ers brought their skills to Englan.l
The Prayer Book of around 143r.

clearly shows the Dutch proclivity
towards a mannered drawing style
in the two wash-drawings of
Christ. And the extravagant, folia-
ted initials on brilliant gold
grounds are, again, typical of the
workmanship absorbed into the
English repertoire by mid-century

French painting is represented
by a small composition of Christ
before Pilate which is attributerl
to the master Jehan Fouquet. Tlii--

is one of perhaps only four Fou-
quet works in this country. The
enthroned Pilate sits before what
could well be a Burgunlian court.
The accompanying miniature of
David is a highly finished portrait
representing the climax of French
painting, just prior to 1500. It is

attributed to Jean Columbe, who
in turn is purported to be the son
of Fouquet and to have worked in
the same atelier.

Two late German paintings are
also typical of highly finished min-
iatures shortly before and after
1500. The large Lectionai-y leaf
((or church readings) contains a
Pentecostal scene painted in the
German impasto style one assoc-
iates with Bavarian or Alpine tech-
niques. The bur-nished gold bord-
ers seiwes as a splendid back-
ground for musical angels and
fanciful foliage and animals. It is

dated 1485. And the later work, a
fragment from a small Book of
Hours, is a refined piece inspired
by the best Flemish work, the
workmanship of the lower Rhine.
Its holy scene of Mary and the
donor is eclectic and secular, anil
is surrounded with an illusionistic
border filled with naturalistic birds
and flowers on a gold ground.

Colorado College has mounted a
more complete show of this nature
than any other institution in the
West.

a THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

JP^sttheDog Track -Only five minutes from the campu
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sink Weber State, Mines

Swimmers Bring Record to 6-3
The Tiger swimmers, sporting

ail impressive season record of 6-3,

extended their winning streak last

weekend by downing Colorado
School of Mines and Utah's Weber
State College in separate dual

meets.

Against Mines the CC tankmen
swam hard and fast to hand the
Orediggers a (34-40 defeat. Indivi-

ii»al first places were taken by
Dick Coil in tlie 200-yard free-

style, Terry Covington in the 200-

yard backstroke, Chns Walker in

the 500-yard freestyle. Bill John-
son in the 200-yard breaststroke,

and Tom Kleeman in diving.

Moreover, the victories gained
by the 400-yard medley relay team
jna<!e up of Covington, Johnson,
Pil! Veneris, and Greg Hock and
iiy the 400-yar(i freestyle relay

team made u-p of Coil, Don Camp-
bell. Sey Wheelock, and Hock
proved to be the most exciting

(vents of the meet, as the Tigers
brought in split-second finishes.

The Wildcats of Weber State
presented no threat as the CC
swimmers captured victories in

Skiers Sweep

CC Invitational
I By Kick Goodman

Tlie Colorado College ski team
.igain showed its skiing prowess

1)/ dominating a Colorado College

sponsored ski meet at Brecken-

lidge Ski Area on Sunday, Febru-
ary 29. The meet featured a tight

giant slalom on "Spruce Run"
\vhich tempted some of the racers

to keep their slalom skis strapped
on instead of switching to the

f:ister boards.

CC mopped up by, claiming six
"]' the seven first places, leaving

only a third to Regis College. Wink
Davis and Steve Brown took first

and second respectively, Steve

Spickard got a fourth.

The slalom held on "Roundup"
was not quite as productive for
the CC sliders. Wink Davis wedel-
ned in a second and fourth, fifth

and sixth places were also secured
by CC racers. On the edge catching
side, Steve Brown took a spill and
John Hanley was disqualified.

The meet ended finding the Colo-
i;i<lo College ski team holding
n'1.87 total points. 13.12 ahead of
.second place Regis, with CSU
totaling 1(J5.42 points for third
place. Mines got a fourth and
'-'SC did not qualify for team re-
sults.

Additions to the ski team this
y^ar are Hugh Dick, a senior from
Poitland, and Steve Spickard, a
^nphomore from Mercer Island.
Wash. This Sunday features an-
"ther race at B'ridge with the same
schools.

A first this year for the Tiger
ski team will be the sending of a
portion of the team to the RMISA '

Championships. These races are
Iield the 17, 18 and 19 of February,
'"Id will bring together the top
j^aeors from CU, DU and other
Ivocky Mountain schools. Colorado
C^ollege's ski team will un-
ffubtedly show its worth during
"ie entire season.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from tha Campui

827 North Tejon

nine events. First place honors
went to Walker in the 1000 and
500-yard freestyle. Coil in the 200-
yard freestyle, Johnson in the 200-
yard individual medley and 200-
yard breastroke. Veneris in the
200-yard buttei-fly, Covington in
the 200-yard backstroke, the 400-
yard relay team made up of Cov-
ington, Johnson. Veneris, and the
400-yard freestyle relay team made
up of Campbell, Bill Klein, Whee-
lock, and Hock.
Walker set a new school record

inthe 1000-yard freestyle by low-
ering his previous mark to 12:52.6.
Coach Jerry Lear feels that the

whole team is to be commended
for its fine performances and teani
spirit. This Saturday, Febi-uary IL,
the Tiger tankers are looking" for-
ward to the third annual Colorado
College Relays. Swimming against
CC will be teams from Adams
State College, Mines, Western
State, Regis, and Colorado State
College. The meet will be held at
Schlessman Pool beginning at 2
p.m.

Mike Smith

Rich Moore paced the Tigers in
Friday's game with a total of 14
points, 10 of v/hich were from the
charity line. Chris Grant, Mel
Proctor, and Jerry Wainwright hit

for 13 apiece, and
netted 12.

In the Saturday afternoon con-
test CC led the visitors through
most of the game, maintaining a
9 to 10 point edge. In the second
half, however, the Tigers faltered,
and Doane cut a 49-39 point mar-
gin to a 49-49 tie.

With 4:20 left in the game the
Tigers went completely wild and
failed to place another' marker on
the board.

The Tigers hurt themselves with
mistakes on Saturday afternoon.
Mental errors and blown shots,
combined with a stall by Doane
with three minutes to go, left the
Bengals down 09-65.

Mel Proctor and Mike Smith
both had a good afternoon from
the field, as they poured in 22 and
18 points respectively.

CC finishes its home season this
coming week with New Mexico
Highlands in Cossitt at 8 p. m. on
Saturday night and Colorado
School of Mines at the City Audi-
torium at 8 p. m. on Tuesday.

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

lUT QJfST

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tejon

6342093

PIZZA S MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Itemt/i'j CI 7ej0H
NOW OPENS THE ,

, . 3.2 BEER

"duUff-y" ON TAP or TO GOnnnVA GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1 004 South Tejon Telephone 63-1-459

1

ROUGH WATERS at Schlessman Pool hardly hamper" CCbutfertly
entry.

"^
'

Cagers Outgunned Twice
The Colorado College basketball

team added two more games to the
"lost column" last weekend as they
dropped two contests to Doane
College of Crete, Nebraska. Fi-i-

day night the Tigers lost 89-73,
and on Saturday afternoon they
wound up on the short end of a
69-65 decision.

CC was down by only four points
at the end of the first half in Fri-
day's game, as neither team could
maintain a substantial lead. The
Tigers hit on 43 per cent of their
shots to Doane's 34 per cent, but
the Nebraskans controlled both
boards to take the sting out of the
CC attack.

In the second half the Tigers
did a better job of rebounding but
fell behind in the scoring depart-
ment. Doane outshot the Bengals
44 per cent to 25 per cent in the
final period.

I 2 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-out" boots

Reg. $21.95

C. C. Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN IhOO A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry
20 Single Load Maytag Washers

8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open all daij and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block .South of College

Telephone 632-1476I
LAUNDRY

I
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Zecha and AdamsConoco Service Station
Phone 633-1219 ,. ^'Z'^f ^^

^

at twdcne La Poudrt

Winter Carnival Events, Candidates Announced
Winder n^cniirnl i.rlll !,„ 1,;™1, c^-., >. _.

^Il^IEgJpg'^
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our bettor SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF
Try our Itone-balied PIZZA

COORS on TAP
. . . Big,e.t pitcher in Town for

SI.25
FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

Winter Caj'niral will be high
ligrhted with a ski equipment tlia-

lilay in Rastall Center Thurstlay
night, February IC, at 7 p.m. A
representative from Sport, Inc.

win be available to answer any
iiuestions and to describe the equip-

ment to interested students and
faculty.

The Winter Games will be
played Thursday and Friday after-

noons frojn 4 to G, with the cham-
pionship hockey and broomball
games from 10:30 to 12 Saturday
morning. The ski races will be run
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. at
the Broadmoor Ski Area. Compe-
tition will involve fraternity as
well as independent men.

_
The election of the 1967 Winter

King and Queen will be held Fri-
day, February 17. 7:30 a.m. until
5 p.m. Voting will be in Rastall
Lounge and is open to all students.
This year's Queen candidates are:
Rachelle Lesartre—Independent,
Karen Abbey—Kappa Alpha The-
ta. Candy Moi'ris—Gamma Phi
Beta, Katie Kelso—Delta Gamma,
and Jeannie Hull — Kappa Kappa
Gamma. The King candidates are:
John Cover—Independent, Dan

Stitt—Kappa Sigma, Bruce Bea-
ton—Sigma Chi, Steve Creaghc^-
Ph] Delta Theta, and Mac Old-
weilei'—Beta Theta Pi.

The winners will be announced
at the dance Saturday night. Also
the Winter Games trophies will be
presented at that time.

The dance will be held at the
Broadmoor Ballroom 9-1 February
18. The Fantastic Zoo will be
playing. Due to Broadmoor policy
the dance will be semi-formal.
Tickets are 52 per couple and may
be purchased at Rastall, Slocum,'
or Superdorm desks, from any
Sophomore class officer, or from
Rastall Center Board members.

HOCKEY SCHEDULE

Game 1—Feb. 16, 4:1,5 p.m.—
Sigma Chi vs. Beta Theta Pi

Game 2—Feb. 16, 5:15 p.m.
Phi Delts vs. Independents

Game 3—Feb. 17, 4 p.m.—
Winner Game 1 vs. Kappa Sigma

Game 4—Feb. 17, 5:15 p.m.-
Winner Game 2 vs. Phi Gams

Game 5—Feb. 18, 11 a.m.—
Championship—Winner Game 3
vs. Winner Game 4

SOPHOMORE
MEN I

I

the nel Two-YearToTC Progfr/
°''"'

' "'""'"'°" '' '^' ^^^ «me
. . . through

ter tat°g^totea';^of'Z^RbTC t""
'^ ^l~°"^' 'f

' ^^""<^ lieutenant af-

lege degree. You can quaTfv f2\?-
^""'"^

"^u'
^°" '^P'^*^ ^our studies for a col-

training «mp after your soo^hol
P^"?^^"] by attending a special six-week summer

Course^nyo^u;;ulr::;:^nir°y:aroT:olt;t^" ""^^'""^ ''' '°^^ ^^-"-''

ir you;

Here's what ROTC training and an officer's commission will do fo

It will qualify you to fulfill your military obligation as an officer.

You will learn to organize, motivate, and lead others.

S;::' t:t ';:tr b^rJ'r
''-' t' "^^ "-'" -ss-seif-discipime,

Hies that contributHo^::::^ ^j^trr:^^-r:„;srs.-<^
°^^-^-'-

You will receive $40 per month during your junior andmileage for summer training.
^ ' i senior years, plus pay and

forth?re!r:;';Lnffe'rdtisi::?:T'^":"%''^°"^x' ^™^ "^^^c -" p^y °ff

one of the most important you3l:ertb^''' °' '''" "^" ''"^''"^ ""'^ ''^

You owe it to yourself to investigate this new Important opportunity.

ROTC Program see theProf^r 'Tte inf°™ation on the new Two-Year ArmyKrotessor of Military Science.
"'my

ARMY ROTC
If YOU ARE GOOD ENOUGH TO BE A LEADER, DONT SETTLE FOR LESS-

IT PAYS TO JOIN THE COLORADO COLLEGE COMPANY Of CADETS!

RULES
1. No Freshman hockey team

players

2. Thi'ee 10-minute running tini,.
periods

BROOM BALL
Game 1—Feb. 16, 4 p.m.—
Gamma Phis vs. Independents

Game 2—Feb. IS. 4:45 p.m

—

Kappa Alpha Thetas vs. Kap,,.,
Kappa Gammas

Game 3-Feb. 17, 4:46 p.m.-
Wmper Game 1 vs. Delta
Gammas

Game 4—Feb. 18, 10:30 a.m —
Winner Game 2 vs. Winner
Game 3

RULES
1. 12 girls per team on ice at one
^. learns supply own brooms
i. three 6-minute running time

periods

Symposium Broadcasts

Scheduled by KRGC
Following is the schedule of

Symposium i-e-broadcasts over Radm Station KRCC-FM, the Col-
lege Station, 91.3 megacycles (All
re-broadcasts are on Friday nights
3t o p.m.);

-tI"'''-,,]!''
P'^«''«'i<:k Gutheim,

I he Urban Agenda" and Mark
Keane, "The Federal Government's
Response to the Urban Problem -

I he New Urban Scale."
Feb. 24: Reuben Zubrow, "The

Financial Plight of our Cities "

Mar. 3: Alfred Kazin, "The Lit
erature of the City "

Mar. 10: Dav-id R. Brower and
others, "Cities and our National
Environment: Conditions for
Peaceful Coexistence "

Mar. 17: Edward Logue, "TheHuman Dimensions of Urban Re-
development."

Apr. 7: Dan Wakefield, "The
Loneliness of the City"

^

Apr. 14: John Bugg^ and others.
Minorities in the Urban Setting "

Apr. 21: Claude Brown, "The
Deprived Urban Negro."
Apr. 28: Joseph Lyford, "ThePoor vs. the City."
May 6: Sebastian Owens, Jack&hwarz and Corky Gonzkles

Mav,p'^?'i^'=''''""^W«-<^i"
City. Conditions of Sui-vival."

Applications Open
For Opera Auditions
The deadline for requests for ir,

plications to audition' foftheS,
Francisco Opera Company has

S"^i;sSdV-S'
toi^ Colorado, telephone 771-4204.

Kegional auditions are being
ponsored for the seventh consec-utive year by Assistance Leagueof Denver. They will be held Ma?cl

College in Denver. Women between

tween^ol"' fo"""
32 and men be

nlTJm '"''
^K"" '^'"^""'=- Win-

^^ and 28 in San Francisco.

What Is Science?
The first philosophy discussion

J,e,ss,on of ,be semester wil b

7-30 „ ""''A^'
"'"''"y 12, at

on Wbal Is Science?"

n
" "'OnNlA

cment guide
CALiroflNlA TEACHING
fLACCMENT GUIDE

State Requirements.
Application Procedures
Salary Information.
Personnel Directory

Write: Cnlilornia Teachine
Placement Guide, P.O. Bo, 8603
Land Park Station, Sacramento,

Cal.tornia, SS822
: Enclose S2 00
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ARRIVING EARLY AT THE TETE A TETE Fr.day Febru
ary 4, 1967 were Kenneth J Curran Dean of the Col
lege; Lew Worner, President of Colorado College; Tru

Courage Comrades,

man Capote author of "In Cold Blood" (wearing mail,
center pho o|; Jim Kauffman, graduate student In Rec^
reation and owner of an off-campus pad; and Harrison

Salisbury, recently returned
the) CC demonstration for
Other.

from Hanoi and
the East Gazette

covering

Telegraph

CC Is Revolting Photos htj

Michael W.

Taylor

and in the fifth round, I

ask Lew, "What is my name?' And
depending on how he answers will

determine whether I whup him now
or on April 29."

"NO BLUSHING. VIOLETS, THESE" sang Jirr, White, student leader
Alpha number classified, while Robert Sears did his famous micro-
phone warble. Left to right: Ray "What do you want?" Jones; Re-

porter Salisbury; Charles Button, editor of the TIGER; White and
Sears. Button later did a soft-shoe for the audience, known as the
SDS shuffle.

OTHER SIGNS PREVALENT at the demonstration, also reflecting
"eeping socialism at Colorado College, were; "The College That Lays
i.°9ether Stays Together" and "The College That Drinks Together
Ihmks Together."
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By the Pricking of My Tliumbs

Something WicJced This Way Comes
(A PRE.S.S CONFERENCE)

REPORTER: Yom- majesty, how do you plan to deal
with rebel cliques

Which thrive in HUB-land?

MacLLOYD: What rebel cliques? Where is this

HUB-land?
Who gave them chillun permission to

rebel ?

LORD JUAN, valiant executioner,
what is this place I've .just been
asked about?

LORD JUAN: It's far off to the left, about an inch
and a half,

A small enclave we're trying to subdue.

MacLLOYD: What crap is this "we're trying to
subdue?"

Since when do we permit an open
challenge to

The college's cradle of security ?

Flush out them faggots! Destroy
them, brain and spirit!

Deploy whatever force you feel we
need!

Eradicate this noxious, thinking weed!

LORD JUAN
:
Your wish is my command

; your will

is done.

Those pads will be cleansed ere set
of sun.

EXEUNT ALL.
Apologies to Bill Shakespeare and Barbara Garson

The mass of students, seen from
above through the use of the CC
blimp, were instructed by publi-

city-shy George Miller to "look
up." The faculty are the ones
looking down.



CANDY REED AND HEIZ GEPPERT pool their lack of physical re-
sources to create a sparkling romance in song and dance in the Ger-man operetta Im Weissen Roessel."

Applications for AWS
Officers Open Monday
Ji: A=l°l'?"il''fr S: "!i' 'J.->

Con.mittee, the Seni,,,. Honor.year's Associated Women Students
will be made up from applications
rather than from nominations in
order to give all interested and
qualified women the opportunity
to ran foi- one of the AWS of-
fices. Application forms wjll be
available beginning Monday, Feb-
raary 18, at the desks in each of
the women's residence halls and
at Eastall Desk or may be ob-
tained from one of the members
of the present Executive Board.
Applications are due by 5 p. m.
Monday, February 27, and may be
turned in at Eastall Desk. The
slate of candidates will be posted
on February 28, and elections will
be held on March 6 in Rastall.

The following are the AWS of-
fices to be filled:

AWS President; Presides over
meetings of the Executive Board
and Judicial Board. In addition,
she is a member of the Committee
on Undergraduate Life, and will
be an ex-officio member of the
CCCA.
Vice President Is chairman of

Legislative Council the AW^ C^n
stitut'nr, C T mitt H \\\

Dinner, and is the official lAWS
representative.

Recording Secretary: Takes min-
utes of the meetings of the Ju-
dicial Board, Legislative Council,
and Executive Council. She also
records and files actions taken and
policies determined bv the Judicial
Board.

Corresponding Secretary: han-
dles all correspondence of the AWS
and assumes the duties of the Re-
cording Secretary in her absence.
Treasurer: handles all the fi-

nances of AWS, and is chairman
of the AWS Trade-In.

Social Chairman: is in charge of
social events such as the Welcom-
ing Program, the Children's Hal-
loween Party, etc.

All applicants must have at
least a 2.2 cumulative grade aver-
age.

The present Executive Board
urges all interested women to nm
for one of these offices, and the
following members will be glad to
answei an\ que-.tions Iviien
M t g 1 K tin Culbeitson Mickie

H i\at Pam Shipp

SKI AREA

NOTJUST SI<III\IG...
, ^

Everything's better. . . /rV?.
(check our simpatico...

orapres-ski.if you prefer)

B.M.Q.C'San.pac.
given special consideration

(don't ash)

Get away from the books . .

.

PLAN AHEAD .. . make some kind of a
reservation for a wieekend now.

STUDENT RATES.?JHE BESTww-^'^
For detailed information

PO BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO-OR PHONE 303/453-2378-Denver 222-0404, E,t88

Golf Acres Barber Shop
• 3 Barbers

• Haircuts ... $1.75

633-9905

/^ut/i'.d OfieH
Fine Food

. . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Last year, thousands
off lawyers, bankers,
accountants, engineers,
doctors and businessmen
went back to college.

t
^"«*n<>* just for the

football games.

--_j

We d like 10 clear up what appears to be a
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Cliche Nuts & Bolts

That idea is groundless.
We can't speak for Cliche, but we can

for ourselvcs-Weslern Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-
tem. 6 out of 1 college graduates who have
joined us over the past 1 years, for exam-
ple have continued their higher educationHow re these for openers:

W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-
tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than SI
million m tuition costs to employees
a year.

'

To name anolher program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-
tion of Lehigh University, is con-
ducted at our Engineering Research

Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected
employees are sent there from all
over the country for a year's concen-
trated study leading to a master's
degree.

You get the idea. We're for more learn-
ing in our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-
ment. And the BeU telephone network wSl
need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around
The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.

,

At Western Electric, what's happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of con-
tinued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
you re aiming for. check us out. And gral
a piece of the action.

(m) Western Electric
>^J^ MANUfAClURI^C S SUPPiy UBII Of IHE BEtt sySTEM

-_l
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United Fund Variety Sliow

Set for February 22-26

Vol. LXXII, No. 18

(See Insert)

Colorado Springs, Colo,. Februa ry 17, 1967

Wiclnmyer to Siwak Tonifrht

Colorado College

Model UN Begins Today
By IJan Wiiiocrad ,.«„„. ,i,„ ii,.:,., i

'

TWO DG'S TRY TO MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP of it as they practice
tor todays broomball game. '

h-awui-e

Dr. Ruth Widniayer, professoi-
af political science at Colorado
Women's College, will be the key-
note speaker at tonight's session
of theCC Model United Nations.
Dr. Widmayev, who received her
Ph.D. at Harvard and taught at
Reed College, the University of
Oregon, and Portland State "Col-
lege before coming to CWC, will
speak on "Revisionist Russia and
Revolutionary China in a Turbu-
lent World," at 7:30 in Armstrong
Hall. She will base her observa-
tions upon her experiences in nu-
merous trips throughout the Free
World and Russia. This speech will
be open to the public, as are all

other Model UN sessions.

About 65 countries will be rep-
resented during the debates to be
held from 2 until 5:30 today and
from 10 until 4 tomorrow. The
general sessions will be presided
over by Dr. Fred Sondermann of
the political science department,
with Jeff Bauer serving as parlia-
mentarian, The Air Force Acad-
emy will send a delegation to rep-

Faculty Modifies Requirements, Passes Constitution
1 lie facultv iiioriifipf) Hip niu u.-. ...... i ^i. ..Tile faculty iiiorlified tli

' ^' I I e g e social requirements,
;i(loptecl major revisions in the
Western Civilization course pro-

gram, and unanimously passed the
Colorado College Community As-
sociation Constitution in a meeting
vlonday, February 1.3.

Students will be required next
year to talte one course chosen
from the History Department's
Curriculum Studies in the History
of the Western World unless ex-
cused. In addition, three other
courses must be taken in the field
of the social sciences. The present
requirement is History 101, 102
Western Civilization plus six hours
in the social sciences.

The change in requirements is
'lirectly related to the major in-
novations made in the teaching of
Western Civilization. Twelve new
courses have been instituted for
freshmen u n d e r the program
Studies ill the History of the West-
ern World, In addition to the reg-
ular course in Western "Civilization,
til'- following new courses are
..I feed:

Ancient Civilization I: Orient
Md Greece; Ancient Civilization
II: Rome; The Western World in
»ie Middle Ages; The Age of the
Renaissance and the Reformation;
™rope and the Age of the French
devolution; Institutional Aspects
in Early Western History to 1660;
Intellectual History of Europe to
Modern Times; Intellectual Historyw Modern Europe; Expansion of
f.urepe Since the 15th Century;
«lodern European Civilization in
World Context; The Atlantic World
llirough the Age of Revolution;
.OKI The Atlantic World in the In-
'iKsti-ial Age.

All courses will be worth four
iiours of credit. Both the social re-
'luiremonts and the course changes

"nw-fi"/"'-''
""'" '° '"'""=' >==•

If the CGCA is established,
"ean Curran stated that it was
ne general understanding that
ne Committee on Undergraduate

•-lie ^vould be verj- much affected.

He stated that any necessary „,-
terations or elimination of the
CUL would be made by the Com-
mittee on Committees probably bv
.4pril.

The Mathematics Department
also announced a change in cur-
riculum for the 1967-68 academic
year. The four semester, freshman-
sophomore analysis sequence will
be condensed into three semesters.
To avoid confusion and to better
describe their content the courses
will be renamed. The three semes-
ter sequence will be Mathematics

Students to Vote
On Winter Carnival
King, Queen Today
Voting for the Winter Camiviil

King and Queen candidates will be
held today in Rastall Lounge from
7:30 a. m. to 5 p. m. The winners
will be inti-oduced at the Winter
Carnival Dance Saturday night.

Winter Carnival acti\qties Fri-
day will also include the color-
ful and exciting winter games on
Honnen Ice Rink from 4 'til 6.

These games are the semi-finals
in both hockey and broomball.

Saturday morning will be high-
lighted by the championship win-
ter games. These action-filled,
crowd-pleasing contests begin at
10:30 a. m. on the ice rink.

Saturday afternoon is marked
with the annual men's ski races.
2 p. m. at the Broadmoor Ski
-Area. The faculty made a surprise
entry in this event with the hope
of finishing high in the final
standings.

Saturday night the Winter Car-
nival Dance begins at 9 p. m. at
the Broadmoor Ballroom in the old
hotel. The Fantastic Zoo from
Denver will be playing. The king
and queen will be announced and
the winter game trophies mil be
awarded at this time. Tickets for
the dance are available until Sat-
urday noon at Rastall or Super-
dorm desks or from sophomore
class officers.

lUo—Calculus I; Mathematics 106
—Calculus II; and Mathematics
203—Calculus III. The courses will
all be four hours of credit. It was
also approved by the faculty that
the courses listed in group one of
the all-college science requirement
will be modified to read: Science
III (Logic); Science 113 (Math.);
and all Mathematics courses ex-
cept Math 211 and Math 219.

Curricular changes proposed by
the Political Science Department
and approved by the faculty in-
clude a Junior Seminar to exam-
ine and study the methods and ap-
proaches to the study of political
science. The seminar will be re-

(Conlinucd on paHO four)

e.sent tlie United Slates ivhile tlic
less militant CC students
will represent most of the other
countries. A total of 7S students
are participating.

The first resolution of the as.
sembly, to be presented at 2 to-
day, will perhaps be the most hotly
debated as it concerns the stance
of the United States in Viet Nam
Proposed by France, the resolu-
tion states that the U.S. has \do-
latod the Geneva Accords of 1064
11 requests that the U.S. halt
bombings north of the 17th par-
allel, that our troops be withdrawn
from Vietnam and that a treaty be
drafted to supplement the Geneva
Accords.

The second topic of today's ses-
sion is a resolution proposed by
India requesting that the UN
"strongly urge all nations to in-
stitute massive population control
campaigns" both domestically andm their foreign aid programs.
After the conclusion of the dis-
cussion of India's resolution which
begins at 2:56, the General Assem-
bly will take up the problem
ot a "Nuclear Non-Proliferation
T r e a t y," as proposed by the
United States, This proposal re-
quests a treaty prohibiting the ac-
quisition or development of Nu-
clear weapons by any nations other
than those already possessing them.

Housing Commitfee
Meets

The d rive for off-campus
apartments was further dis-
cussed Wednesday night at a
meeting of the "Ad Hoc Com-
miltee on Housing" at Rastall
Cent e r. Afler discussing the
goals of the drive and how they
can best be achieved, the group
nominated a list of 12 students
to serve on the President's Com-
mittee which is helping him
consider the issue.

Hther h.pics of debate over the
two day session will be the Ad-
mission ot Communist China to theUN as lu-opo.sod by Fiance, the
Rhodesinii situation, the Israel-
Arab conflict and others. Each
proposal will be voted upmi bv
the assembly after the bO-minut'o
debate session coiiccriiing it. The
public IS invited to observe all the
proceedings of the assembly today
or tomorrow in the I.ooniis Hall
hecrentioii liooni.

Students, Clergy

Hold Demonstration

To Protest War
The "Concerned Cilizoiis of Colo-

larto on Vietnam" i„ conjunction
wit I, the Free Student Action Com-
mittee and interested students
sponsored a demonstration for
peace in Vietnam Wednesday,
rebruary 16.

The non-violent demonstration
was held on the corner ot Pikes
Peak and Tcjon. Students passed
out pamphlets on Peace in Viet-
nam.

A formal symposium will follow
up the demonstration. The sym-
posium will begin with a "Rally
for Peace" in Acacia Park
(weather not permitting— First
Methodist Church, Nevada and
Boulder) on February 2.3, 11-1
p. m. The program will continue
that same evening in Olin Hall at
7 p,m. The speaker will be Mr,
Frank Oppenheilner on "War in
the Shadow of the H-Bomb."

tiglesby to Speah
Professor Carl Oglesby will

speak on the "Social Revolution
in Our Foreign Policy," on Friday,
February 24, at 3:00 p. m. Profes-
sor Oglesby was the former presi-
dent of the "Students for a Demo-
cratic Society."

™odeP°r''''"''
''°'' °'''^^''' ='°" ''''' ""'"^ '^ ''^y P-P-^ '^-^ *^te„ for today's



Editorial
Last week «e pointed out tliat educational leadership in

the form of "innovation, experiment and reform" was not be-
in^ produced at Colorado College. We hope to propose some
suggestions and hopefully make our own conceptions more
explicit.

Discussion in this case must be limited to matters of
general policy and curriculum, for one cannot deal fairly with
the teacher m tlie classroom or in the particular.

Specifically, we would like to see tlie elimination of all
general requirements, especially the foreign language require-
ment. Students should be able to make course decisions on the
basis of counseling rather than the dictates of regulations.

Another problem is grades. As one girl said at dinner:
"Last semester was the first time I ever really began to think
and I got my worst grades." One can never escape the per-
plexing problem of how to judge creative thought. One solu-
tion is placing all courses under pass or fail.

Course selection is inadequate. Contemporary social prob-
lems are largely ignored in the curriculum. We would like to
see courses on African afliairs, the problem of peace in our
age, student activism, social revolution, the Negro. A course
or two might even be offered in creative writing. Tliis type of
course ought to be given the same requirement consideration
as the present courses in literary analysis. The point is that
most of the courses now offered are fine in a scholastic sense,
but they have little relevance to our lives.

Moreover, even the experimental Ford Program was origi-
nated and instituted by an outside foundation. Selected Stu-
dents and S.vmposium have had onlj' minor changes in the
past four to five years.

Major programs such as pass or fail or the four course
plan are results of examining, considering and adopting
changes made previously at other schools. We have been fol-
lowing. Colorado College is good, above average, but it hardly
excels in creativity. Students can provide some ideas, but wemust also expect some reaction and proposals to come from
beyond the inner sanctum of teacher's offices.

Students have neither the experience, training, nor per-
haps the ability to put CC at the top. We have a bit of faith
that the faculty can provide the impetus and the force to ac-
complish the hard task of excellence.

AWS Defended;

It's Really

Not That Bad

The Lo^al Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

To the Editor:

On a campus such as this, lack-

ing any one strong "operating"
group to handle student affairs,

tliere are some smaller "specializ-

ed" organizations to handle prob-
lems dealing with certain groups.
The AWS is one of these organiza-

tions, and since it is concerned with
the women students on this cam-
pus and their problems, it can con-

centrate on thejn alone. Student
government, as it is now, could
not do this. Such problems as a-

rise concerning women's housing,
hours, dress, and rules can be giv-
en full consideration. The process
of revising and changing rules is
a slow one, and many people miss
the total outcome by noticing only
small details.
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During first semester, the AWS
did many valuable things. The
hours change is perhaps the most
obvious. Seniors were given "no
liours," juniors received two auto-
matic one o'clock specials on week-
days per month, and sophomores
received one such special per
month. Women's dormitory condi-
tions were reviewed and several
clianges were made—sheet service
was given to women second semes-
tej- and phone conditions in Loomis
were improved. Many ideas and
changes are still in the process of
being reviewed and put into effect.

Also, one major asset of AWS
is supposed to be that it is made
up of women, and women should
he the best equipped to handle
ivomen's problems. Whether this
is true or not, many meetings are
open and boys can attend and
voice their own views conceming
women's problems.

Peihaps through the new con-
stitution the government that was
established will be successful and
will be able to deal carefully with
each of the problems of the stu-
dents. Until then, the AWS is a
needed and functionary group on
this campus.

— Nancy Guild

Classical Aestbefics

The second Faculty Seminar of
this year will be presented on
Monday, February 20, at 8 p.m. in
Olm Lounge by Professor Jane
Cauvel of the Philosophy Depart-
ment. Her topic is "The Contem-
porary Outcome of Two Classical
Iheories of Aesthetics."

PHOFlWe
Ffi3M THose

60i]e OM

Press release -Informed sources in Washington announced today that 90% of the United States land forces aiJ
concentrated in Southeast Asia and 7% are committed toEuropean defense. Tlie T-emaining 3% consist of the Hon,,,.Guard at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, the U.S Marinetand and the Secretary of Defense.

If things continue as they are, this hypothetical situation
could well develop. If it should, it could put tlie United State,m a rathei- aivkward position. Pei-haps something like thiswould happen:

The President has arranged for a joint dedication of a

ThTprnv S ^rT 'n'
'''° '"•'"'" ^"^ '^""^'^ ™^ ^""t bv

M ion m9 -n-

^™^''-"^"<'" Company at a cost of $1:,
billion ($12 bdhon over the original estimate). The President
IS to meet Me.xican President Che Rivera and the two men
will jomtly dedicate the structure.

When the President arrives in Mexico he is greeted witha 21-gun salute hy the Mexican Army Honor Guard and two
divisions of Red Chinese "advisors." Unfoi-tunatelv the Mexi

Hined
" "* ""'' "" '"'' "'" ^'''''''^™* °f «'« ""it^-d States

from'^n-^'"'''"?'
"'' ^' *''''" '*" "'^'^'""^ of advisorstiom Chma march across the new Pan-American bridge andpromptly cairture all of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona Col

rado and California.

The world is annoyed that such an incident could take
place. A closer examination reveals that the Chinese saw an
opportunity to overthrow the bourgeoise society and set una true people's i-epublic in the U.S. In return 'for allowing
their Communist allies to use Mexico as a base, our southern
fi'iends were p.-omised all the land they lost in the Mexican
Wai- and the Gladstone Purchase, as well as an oil depletion

m^ton"the1/
p''.'

"™.'"i"^
^™-" ^*"'''^ '° ™°^^ i"t« Wash-ington, the V.P. doesn't know quite what to do.

He appeals to our allies for help. Great Bi'itain I'efuses

Ih'm T "'' ''"' '''^' '"'^«°"^ "'ith both Red China

Nam W^tV^""'""
"'"' ""* ''^'P "^^^"^^ of 'he war in VieNam. West Germany will not come to our aid because of tfe

only'r^hl,'"'"*
'" *'" ^^^*'^™ S"^^*-- CbarierDeG'atd';:

mtt^T^^ ^l
""' ''™*'^'^''= """^ t^'^f'^al air force is com-

The*ts*dtt w'tf""M*''
=°""*''y '^ '^" defenseles.

CMissssinni n!l tv," nS"^"^"'
"'^ everything west of

the coimtix ^'* "'' '^"t"'" '^^'f "*

In oi-der to eliminate the indigenous guerrilla oueratinn.he Chinese begin bombing the eastern tovestT.ye TZutary targets At the same time the.^• start sma 1 pa ificaTio ^projects in hopes of winning the allegiance of tl t n /

NewtrlfCi?:.
'' ''"^="-'' '^^'^^^ Balllo^rd
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n
orality of US Position Questioned

li) Bill Woodard
In light of the present specula-

tion concerning a possible forth-
coming peace offensive, it becomes
imperative that the United States
alter its course of action in Viet-

nam. Rather than maintaining, or
wlierc prudent, ever increasing
the present military pressure on
the North, the best course for us
would be to call for a bilateral (ie-

escalation of the war, press for a
compromise at the peace table, and
prepare the way for the immediate
removal of American troops.

We have made a tragic mistake
in becoming involved in Vietnam,
and we must correct it now, while
the present climate exists, rather
tlian persisting and worsening the
possibility of any reconciliatory
action with the North Vietnamese
government.

This argument is shared by mil-
lions of Americans, including a
significant poi-tion of the U. S. in-

tellectual community, a strong
minority in the Congress, and
some officials in the Johnson ad-
ministration itself. Moreover, the
majority view in Europe and Af-
rica and in much of Asia and the
official or unofficial view of many
governments with which the
United States is allied is that bila-
teral de-escalation offers a better
hasis for bringing the North Viet-
namese and the Viet Cong to the
peace table.

At the other end of the yard-
stick, however, there is strong sup-
]>ort for the continuance of our
liolicy of "nrilitary determination"
.
oupied with an eye-opening ex-
ploration with North Vietnam of
I'ossible settlement terms. This
.contention is based on the view
tliat we are morally committed to
defend the rickety Saigon regime.
But such a contention is faulty,

lacking any moral pretensions.

lo the aid of the French in 1950
when the Vietnamese nationalists
were fighting for independence
from French colonial rule after
the French had reneged on a pro-
mise to grant such autonomy.
Why, we piactically financed the
economic burden of the French
n-ar effort! Where was morality at
this time ?

Second, when the Prepch were
defeated and a peace treaty was
signed at Geneva in 1<)64, the
United States was wrong to pro-
mote resistance to the settlement
which, in effect, proposed to tun^
Vietnam over to the nationalists,
who as yet had only minimal Com-
munist representation and no Com-
munist domination. It was this US
resistance which helped to 1 a v
the foundations for a separate "

.anti-Communist government in
Saigon under the leadership of
Ngo Dinh Diem.
The Geneva peace settlement

also provided that Ho Chi Minh, as
the nationalists' leader, would su-
pernse the unification of the coun-
try in two years on the basis of a
free election. But in 1956 when
the North Vietnamese regime
asked for the election required by
the Geneva agreement, the Diem
government, with U.S. approval,
refused to take part. Where was
morality at this time?

Third, when the Diem regime
launched a bi-utal campaign in
1957 against dissidents among its
own people and ran the cou-ntry as
a police state, the United States
was wrong to continue its support.

The Diem government, with its
U. S.-trained forces, initialed a
wave of tortures, executions, im-
prisonments, and confinements in
concentration camps for those who
disagreed with its policies. Yet the
United States continued to supply
this regime with economic aid
arms, and military advisors. Where
was morality at this time?

Fourth, after Diem was over-
thrown in 1963, the United States
was wrong to support the succes-
sion of military strongmen that
came after him, for none of these
post-Diem rulers—with the pos-
sible exception of the civilian
Phan Van Quat—offered anything
for the future of Vietnam that was
superior to what was offered by
the Communist regime in the'
North. Where was morality at this
time ?

Fifth, and lastly, the United
States was wrong to escalate the
war, to begin the bombing of
North Vietnam, to take over the
fighting from the South Vietnam-
ese and to undei-take military
buildup. And, furthermore, to 'per-
sist in such policies, knowing fully
well that they are bad, is both iin-
morai and self-destructive.

But, right or wrong, we are in-
volved in a war, and our soldiers
have fought heroically. For this
reason are we to believe that
heroism is an admirable quality'
Soldiers throughout history have
fought heroically for unjust, as
well as just, causes. Heroism en-
nobles the man, not the cause.

How can the United States have
.'t moral obligation to South Viet-
Nom when the very circumstances
"iider which we have become in-
leasingly involved in Vietnam are
rhemselves of a dubious character?
Essentially, we and our allies

;iie in Vietnam today because we
unwarily allowed ourselves to be
ilrawn into the war as a result of
a whole series of "blunders" dat-
ing back to 1950.

First, we were wrong to come

5-Step Plan Proposed
For Peace in Vietnam
At a meeting sponsored by the

Concerned Citizens on Viet Nam
held Sunday, February 12, Howard
Schonier, past president of the
Chicago Theological Seminary, and
his wife, Elsie, related their exper-
iences of over 100 days of travel
in Southeast Asia.
Mr. Schomer stated for the first

time in public that in order for the
United States to disengage itself
from Viet Nam, the Secretary of
State "must go." Mr. Schomer

Stanford Breeds Superpeople

By Fusion of Polar Extremes
By Bob Fishman

lT;iken from the Stanford Daily)
Once upon a time, the student

''0(iy presidents, football captains,
campus queens, and everyone else

Y^'o could muster a bright Pepso-
'lent smile stood at the top of the
campus status hierarchy.

Now their antitheses, the proud-
ly disheveled activists, the objec-
ofs and rejectors, have made a
strong- challenge. You can see them
on every college campus . . .

marching in demonstrations, or
'earjing Camus in English trans-
lation.

But we at this university are
Piivileged to be present at the
hnth of a new breed of supermen
and supenvomen: the Stanford
synthesis.

^ mean the people who articu-
'itely debunk American society
Miile working as hard as they can
^" he Its future leaders.

They'll do anything for princi-
jJles—anything that doesn't hurt
ti'eir chances for grad school.

They have mastered both the
i'liom of revolt and the techniques
**' Success.

They'll smoke pot and even try
L^D, provided it does not inter-
fere with studying for the next
niidterm.

i^or them, Haight-Ashbury is a
gieat place to visit, but they
^^ouldn't want to live there.

Their dream is a §50,000 ranch
liouse-^with a Volkswagen parked
in front.

The Stanford synthesis is the
fraternity man who hates frater-
nities, the future corporation law-
yer who hates "big business," the
guy who reads the New York Re-
view of Books and Time— and
likes them both.

It is the Row Girl who doesn't
believe in God but "loves" Dean
Napier.

The symbol of the Stanford syn-
thesis ought to be the contracep-
tive, embodying, as it does, both
dai-ing and safety.

The university, of course, is the
ideal environment for the Stan-
ford synthesis . . . For those so
inclined, the university offers a
perfect opportunity for the sepa-
ration of thought and action.

I do not know what to think of
the people who embody the Stan-
ford sjTithesis. Theirs is certainly
a winning combination.
They are destined to be the pa-

ti'ons of symphony orchestras, the
supporters of literary magazines,
book clubs and universities.
But they also have an opportun-

ity which neither the objectors nor
the acceptors will ever have. Once
in control, they will have a real
chance to effect a synthesis be-
tween their "pi-inciples" and their
position.

It will be interesting to see if
they succeed.
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said that Rusk's "wooden-headed
approach" could not be "dignified
with the name of diplomacy."
This country needs a man who is
capable of a "more sensitive read-
ing of empirical data."

_

In his talk, Mr. Schomer out-
Imed five points which would be
essential to the establishment of a
workable settlement.
The first step would have to be

the "minimization of violence." He
commented that "Nobody near this
country or land thinks it can with-
stand pounding for 15-20 years."

Secondly, settlement must pro-
vide for self-determination. Scho-
mer claims that "it is a small min-
ority that wants integration with
the North."

Thirdly, the Viets in the South
"want to build their nation with
internal unity," and the best means
at present is probably the constit-
uent assembly. Schomer feels that
the election was as close to a free
election as is possible in South-
east Asia. The major problem is

that it takes money to be elected,
and the "military have the chan-
nels to money . . . Moreover, the
money comes from Washington."

Fourthly, the government must
be established as a coalition of Na-
tionalists and the National Libera-
tion Front. Certain South Vietna-
mese say they must have a "chance
of controlling our own 'fifth col-
umn' (the NLF)" Also, there
must be a guarantee against out-
right aggression from the North,
Schomer explained that there
must be an "effective guarantee a-
gainst subversion from within and
aggression from without."

Finally, Schomer said that a
"self-evident necessity" is massive
multi-lateral economic aid.

Dates of Draft

Test Corrected
The Selective Service Examina-

tion Dates that were published in
the January 27 issue of The Tiger
were incorrect. The correct dates
are as follows: March 11 March
31, and April 8.

Supermommy
Wnllen in o womb of SUPffiDOtt,

o ro,pon„ ,„ „„,(,, b, 4,, J j,^,,^^ ro(|.,o„p„s „oJ„„,|
riGEU. 2-lO.W. p 3, porogroph «

(It's a freak,

it's a jail,

its . . .) SUPERMOMMY!!!

Aiitliority in its sliining armor
bellows Its Older through the 'ear' on the wall —

1 stifle but the sterile halls
belch their whiteness on m.v sin;

insanit.v tugs the wings of freedom
and sinful thoughts amass the restless.

"Shall we sally forth in mass suicide
to the sterile lair of Authority?"

HIS smile was gentle.

HIS words forethought in some l)\'gone day
lor (ear of this:

"Thou hast red carpets and blue and green,
thme wombs are cleansed each other week-'
.\-on worldly life shall fill thine heads

with evil thoughts I dare not voice—
how couldst thou get thine saltpeter

or feel HER glow of security''
And Big Bad Wolf huffs loud and long

, ., .„ „ '''' ""^ P'''^'^'' S^^<'^ °f outside wombs
while SUPERMOMMY stays sure and pure

and averts the puffing from Ihine door."

The Word is said,

the riot quelled —
in allotted wombs of SUPERDAME,
the faithful contemplate pious navels,

Kuinosah Kwckii Siigoo^ Febfuary 10, l!lti7

^ut/i'j OueH
Fine Food

. . . Excellent Service
. . . Bcmtiful Surwumlln))s

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON "66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

NOW . . . even better!

TBreckenridq^

and packs

SKI AREA

NOTJUST SKIING...

Everything's better...

(check our simpatico . .

,

or apres-ski, if you prefer)

B.M.O.C's
given special considerafi

(don't ask)

Get away from ihe books . .

,

PLAN AHEAD... make some A/nc/ of a
reservation for a weekend nov/

tuli

STUDENT RATES. f^.THE BEST
for detailed informalion

P.O. BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/453-2378-Denuer 222-0404. E»t.



"Betfer than anything TW has done'

Wolf Reviews Im Weissen Roessl"
By Tom \Vr>if lent. Ciindy Reid's iiiiHiYivPniPnl „„.,., ........ i . .. .. .

By iom \Vr>if

."eekend's proiluction of
"Iiii Weissen Roessl" was iiot the
smoothest entertainment of the
yeav, but it was mucli more in-
teresting and lively than anything
Theater Workshop has come up
with. It is clear that (after ROTC)
the various langruage departments
are very weak academically. Most
of the people in these departments
seemed resigned to the idea that
language study involves only dull,
lifeless memory work. But the
production of "Ini Weissen
Roessl" represents a successful at-
tempt on the part of the German-
department to make tlie language
live for the students and to ac-
quaint the students with German
literature of high quality. Given
the general ability level in speak-
ing of most of the German stu-
dents at the college, one can only
wonder at the vii-tuosity of Horst
Richardson and Heinz Geppert in
putting together a production that
was at all comprehensible. That is
not to say that the production held
together at all times. Generally
speaking, there was a lack of uni-
formity of quality from scene to
scene, and one had the feeling that
the cast needed about another
week together to make the frag-
ments into a whole. Many of the
scenes seemed to involve "fade-
ins" as beginnings rather than the
kind of briskness one might wish
for in a wo.-k as light ns this. This
was particularly ti-ue in the scenes
involving large groups on stage,
where slow starts and subsequent
over-playing by minor characters
made for unhappy combinations.

In contrast to the overall rough-
ness, however, there were some
excellent individual performances
particularly in the hard-to-play-
but-easy-to-criticize scenes between
Kathie Bevlin and Horst Richard-
son. Perhaps Keith Cunningham
has played too manv i-olos as the
omnipotent lover, but he seemed a
little below his generally good per-
formances, although his "blau"
scene with the beautifully-voiced
Janet Robinson was most exce'

Candy Reid's iin|M'ovemeni
was astounding, but nfither Iht
™ice nor her stage jiersonalitj
came up to those of the ineom".
parable Heinz Geppert, whose Sig-
ismund would be hard for anyone
to match.

Judicious cutting from the orig-
inal eliminated some scenes that
might have bored the audience,
but this did not and could not elim-
inate a topicality that is one of
the main themes of the play. Much
of Benatzky's humour depends on
the audience's understanding of
the regional and lingual contrasts
and antagonisms that inevitably
come up whenever the High Ger-
man-speaking people of the North
get together with the dialect-
speakers of Austria. Mr. Schutz
was excellent in his portrayal of a
Berliner, but no one seemed able
to manage the linual niceties of a
broad Austrian accent, and even
the Kaiser slipped in and out of
his usual High German. Anyone
who spoke with the visiting Aus-
trian hockey players will be con-
scious of these differences, and it
is too bad that the cast failed to
capitalize on them.

Aside from this, most of the
singing in the Operetta was good,
although one mis'ht have expected

'gLilar support from that
gi'oup in the orchestra pit. An-
otlier technicality that could have
been improved was the choreog-
raphy, if one can call it that. Of

' course boogie is supposed to look
chaotic, and there is not much one
can say about the artistry in-
volved in the Schuhplattler Tanz
but neither of these dance scenes
came off at all, and the audience
was left wondering when all those
uncomfortable looking people
would get off the stage. If the
dancing had been polished up. and
if some of the inflectional irreg-
ularities in the German of the
Oberforster and the Rechtsanwalt
had been eliminated, the production
would have been much stronger.

But there is no need to spend
too much time with details like
these. It is too bad that the col-
lege will be without the talents of
Kathie Bevlin next year, but Horst
Richardson and Heinz Geppert will
still be here, and if they can get
such good performances from Dave
^ullivan, Janet Robinson and Hans
Schutz again, the campus has a
ereat deal to look forward to.
ihere is even some talk of doing
Brecht or Borchert. and that would
have to be the theatrical event of
the vear.

JIM WHITE, president <=f the Free Student Action Committee hanri,

rCLr^:;-''
'" '''-'"'"'

'° ""°=^"* ^^^*-^" ^* "5"e'r*''zt

CC Junior Diny Flesh Gives
Puppet Shows for Children
Diny Flesh, a junior at CC, lias

^"

found something new and different
to do while earning a little spend-
ing money at the same time: pre-
senting puppet shows. Her most
recent performance was at the
AWS Valentine party for under-
privileged children on February

Diny IS from Webster Groves,
Missouri, where she began a pup-
pet collection at the age of ten.

Professor Brooks to Teach in KenvaDr. Glenn Brooks of CC's Politi- ^r-r-.- .

«-*>.• Ill 1X^711/0Dr. Glenn Brooks of CC's Politi-
cal Science Department is plan-
ing to spend next year teaching at
the University of East Africa in
Nairobi, Kenya. The program in
which he will participate is sup-
ported by the Bockefeller Founda-
tion which provides funds for de-
veloping countries in Asia and
Latin America, as well as in

Shove Chapel

The Shove Chapel worship ser-
vice Sunday, February 19, at 11
a.m. will feature Professor Doug-
las Fox speaking on the topic,
"Prayer: Fertile or Futile?"

Magic, science and religion have
had a curious inter-locking history
Both science and religion have had
to struggle to extricate themselves
from magic, and partisians of
both sometimes relapse. The ser-
mon will deal with the question of
whether prayer is anything more
than a last vestige in religion of
the magical effort to manipulate
an unseen power.

Africa.

The University of East Africa
IS "one of the truly international
universities in the worid," Dr.
Brooks said. It has branches in the
bordering countries of Uganda,
Tanzania, and another in Kenya.
Brooks and his family will be in
the University College (in Nairobi)
which is about the size of CC.

"I will teach political science,"
Brooks continued, "in which their
greatest need is at the introduct-
ory levels and in preparation for
government service and in general
education. The University is ti-y-
ing to use outside professors un-
til such time as thev will have
enough trained Kenyans to take
professorships."

Dr. Brooks feels that "it is a
good idea for professors and for
the College it the professors go
off on leave periodically, gain
fresh experience and perspective
and then come back. I have been
thinking of taking a year off," he
explained, "and Pve been more in-
terested in teaching elsewhere for
a year overseas, since I've just
hnished an extensive research
program."
B°th Dr. Brooks and Iris wife

Prof. Glenn Broolis

were interested in choosing an un-
derdeveloped country, he said, and
East Africa "offered particular
political interest. We would be in
a minority group for a change and
in a position of learning more
than giving while we are there."
The Brookses are also "geograph-
ically fascinated by Kenya; it is

the heart of some of the most dra-
matic country in the worid and is

going to be changed rapidly with
forced development."

After deciding on a country, Dr.
Brooks hunted around for various
programs and discovered the
Rockefeller Foundation. "The ap-
pointment is actually made by the
university," he stated, "and the
Foundation provides support for
what the university needs and
wants."

The pecularity about Brooks' ap-
pointment is that "most American
I'lofessors going to Africa are
African specialists going there for
research. I'm an oddball," he said,
"m that my specialty is not Af-
rica—although I do hope I can
help CC students next year who
are interested in this area."

The Brookses plan to spend the
summer touring Europe before set-
t ing ,n Kenya. This is in order
that Dr. Brooks may do "a follow-
up study on changes in European
Universities" in relation to his re-
cently published book on American
universities.

The official language of East
Africa IS English, but the familys busy learning the native langu-

id, ?,'.,,^""'""- !>' Biooks stated
that this will be an excellent test
lor me. — working under a differ-

R f",
'^,"°" "^"'™'' essentially

Bri ish. They put more emphasis
on the successful completion of the
examination as a ticket to a job "
Resules teaching. Dr. Brooks hopes
to travel extensively through Ken-ya and Europe while he is there.

Peace Corps Tests
The first Peace Corps Tests willbe given at the Main Post Office

Building in Colorado Springs onFebruary 18 at 1:30 p.m , and onMarch 1(5 at 1:30 p.m

Her collection numbers about 11'
pnppets, all of which are from
Germany. The material in tiif
puppets was probably used prev^
lously in family clothes. Copies of
this kind of German puppets arp
being sold widely now.
Between the ages of 13 and 15Dmy and her neighborhood friend-

produced weekly puppet shows in
their backyards at home during
the summer. Soon parents were
asking Diny to entertain their
cliildren at birthday parties. Solimy and her puppets became pop-
ular in her town, and then per-
formed all through her junior and
senior high school years.
There are two standard scriptsDmy uses, "Little Red Riding

ffood and "Hansel and Gretel "

along with some "originals." Theshows last from a half-hour to -f,
mmutes, "depending on how mv
voice holds out," she said.

Her stage is basic black wood
with turquoise cm-tains that her
brother made for her. Diny uses
10 puppets most of the time
ranging from the "Big Bad Wolf"'
to a cannibal to Hansel and Gretel,
To attract business, Diny has

distributed pamphlets to most ofhe college professors' families, to
her sorority alumni members, in
country clubs, and dowmto™. She
has already scheduled two pro-
grams for March.

Faculty Meeting
(Cunlinued fr„m pnge o,,^.,

quired of all majors and offers one
hour of credit. It will be offered
to juniors in their first semester,

the remaining curricular change
approved at Monday's facultv
meetin.ir was proposed by the De-
partinciit of Romance Languages.
1 his change will raise the credit
tor Nineteenth Century French
Literature, French 303-304, from
three hours to four hours per se-
mester. The change was at the re-
quest of Professor Madruga who
states that there is too much dis-
parity at present between the
amount cf work demanded and the
-redit of

SOPHOMORE

MEN:

YOU HAVE UNTIL

MARCH 10

TO MAKE A VERY

IMPORTANT DECISION

Check Today -See if ROTC Is for You
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Wrife Your Congressman

Hotson Advocates Negotiation
SSOr John Hfttsnn nf *ha *^Piofessor John Hotson of the

CC ec07iomics department recently
leturned from a "mobilization" in

Washington, D.C.. sponsored by
the Clergy and Laymen Concerned
about Vietnam. The purpose of the
mobilization was to put pressure
on politicians to defeat President
Johnson's escalation budget.

The group was not advocating
a pullout, but did call for a diplo-
iiiatic solution rather than a mili-
tary one. The group's printed pro-
|,osaI was similar to that of UN
Secretary General U Thant, and
,:i]!ed for the meeting of three pre-
(onditions for negotiation.

1.) a halt to bombing in the
,i.,itli-

2.) tlie iuciusion of the National
Liberation Front in all nego-
tiations

3.) a de-escalation of the ground
wai' "to a degree commensurate
with the protection necessary for
tlin.se already there."

The role to be played by inter-

national agencies in the settlement

of the Vietnam crisis was defined
as follows:

".
. . since the destiny of all

nations is involved in a negotiated
|)eace, we m'ust not seek it unilat-

erally, but must ask the full co-

operation of all agencies designed
to deal with international tensions.
These must include an increasing
iole for the United Nations, and a
recognition of the potential role

of the International Control Com-
mission in reducing ground hostil-

ity by providing an international

presence under cover of which for-

eign troop's might ultimately be
withdrawn from Vietnam."

Professor Hotson made the fol-

lowing statements regarding his

exppi'iences in Washington:
"Our group from the third dis-

tiict called on Congressman Evans.
Ht' said that he was concerned and
w'lvried about the talk of escala-
tion w h i c h is presently going
around Washingtou. His mail is

running heavily in favor of esca-
lation . . . why don't we bomb
Hanoi and all that. ... He didn't
support our proposal, but he did
•say that he wanted to liear about
it through his mail.

".
. . The point I want to get

across in the Tiger is that NOW
is the time to write the President
aiiil the Congressmen expressing
concern about escalation. Once a
decision is made to escalate fur-
ther, the opportunity will have
passed.

"
. . Now there is as good a

hope as there's going to be for
stopping the war in Vietnam.
"

- . My own personal opinion
about the war is that the war is

counter-productive. We think we
ore containing communism, but
actually we are helping to spread
and revitalize it. Just as the Rus-
sians' putting do-wni of the revolt
|n Hungary in 195fi served to dis-
illusion thousands of communists
all over the world, our forcing our
-system on the Vietnamese is, in
tlie long run. detrimental to our
cause. Dean Rusk, the chief archi-
tect and defender of this policy,
=;liou|i| be replaced.

Owen to Speak

On Immunology
Ray D. Owen, chairman of the

division of Biological Sciences at
La ifornia Technological Institute,

*>''J1
speak as guest lecturer of the

^tience departments on Monday,
February 20, at 11 a.m. in OUn
«»• 100. His topic will be "Im-
TOmological Imperative."
His lecture, which deals with the

"leclianisms by wliich living or-
f°"'^"is protect themselves, spec-
ially the latest advances made
" that area of biological research,
-n»uld be of interest to non-science
"«Jors as well to to more scienti-
"rally oriented students.

,,
II

-Owen graduated from Car-

Ihen C'""''^'^ '" Wisconsin. Since

the
^'^^ carried on research in

nmJ'^'''^ °' serology, vertebrate
jsnetics, developmental genetics,
•'"a immunology.

John Hotson

"People making comments about
foreign policy seem to have a pas-
sion for drawing on historical an-
alogies. Dean Rusk, of course, sees
our presence in Vietnam as pre-
venting another Munich. Some peo-
ple say that just as the war in
Spain was a curtain raiser to
World War II, so Vietnam is a cur-
tain-raiser to World War III.

Hostors, a top policy advisor, even
compared the Cuban missile Crises
to the Battle of Gettysburg, and
Vietnam to Sherman's march
through Georgia eradicating the
communists!

"The analogy that I prefer is
that of the Russian attack on
Finland in 1939. Little Finland
was able to hold off the Russian
army for several months. The val-
iant resistance of the Fins made
very poor publicity for the com-
munist system. . . . Russia emerged
with a terrific black-eye.

"There is nothing more con-

temptible in this world than a de-

feated bully, and nothing mole
heroic than the little guy who
takes on the bully. When the rest
of the world sees us fighting little

Vietnam, their hearts go out to the
underdog.

. . . They'll think that
if the Vietnamese will fight that
hard for communism, then tbeie
must be something in it.

".
. . What these hawks forget

is that a country's moral image
is its most valuable asset. This
IS illustrated by the image Gei--
many had behveen World War I

and World War II. The countries
along the border of Russia—Lat-
via. Lithuania, Poland, etc.—were
in mortal terror of being gobbled
up by Russia. If they could have
trusted the Germans^ they might
have-MIGHT HAVE— formed a
strong, defensive anti-communist
alliance. The Germans could thus
have had the position of world
leadership they have a 1 w ays
wanted ami which the U.S. has
until now enjoyed.

"In Vietnam our setting up of
puppet governments etc. is making
other countries feel uneasy about
allying themselves with us . . ,

Other countries don't want to be
dragged into a holy war with
communism. ... If ' we use our
alliances for offensive rather than
defensive purposes, our present
allies may someday have to form
new alliances in order to con-
tain us.

"You might summarize my views
oil the war in Vietnam as follows:
I think it's sin-eading commu-
nism and destroying our alliance
system."

WINTER CARNIVAL QUEEN CANDIDATES (from left to right are:
Rachelle Lesartre, Karen Abbey, Candy Morris, Jeannie Hull, and
Katie Kelso.

[5]

WINTER CARNIVAL KING CANDIDATES (from left to riglit) are-
Steve Creaghe Mac Oldweiler, Steve Higglns, and Bruce Beaton.
uan btitt and John Cover are not piclured.

Bookstore to Expand;
Tiger to be Evicted

U.. ri_.. . .. ..By Dave Hull
That the Bookstore will expand

this summer is the one part of the
plans for the e.\-pansion of Rastall
Center that is definite. The wall
between the present Bookstore and
the Tiger office will be knocked
out, and the space now used for
the newspaper will contain 3000 to

Rook,"™'.""''- Cu^i'tly Uie
Bookstore has about 1500 paper-
back titles ill addition to those re-
quired for courses. The new room
will have books for independent
readmg instead of required books.Though they will mostly be paper-
backs, some best-sellei-s which are
only available in hard-cover will
be offered. Recommendations from
faculty and students are welcome.

Mrs. Vickerman, tlie manager of
the Bookstore, wants to make tltis
a wai-m room with a congenial at-
mosphere for browsing. Several
easy chairs will be provided, as in
the back room of the Chinook. The
floor will be carpeted, and wooden
hxtures will be used (though they
are 10 percent more expensive)
and iiossibly wood paneling as
well.

The man who originally designed
the Bookstore, Henry Berry, will

lie here March 7 to talk to those
concerned with the expansion. The
Travis Store Equipment Co. has
already presented a proposal whicli
is being considered. Dr. Brooks ia

the chairman of the faculty-stu-
dent committee which is involved
with this question.

The relocation of the Tiger is
only one of the problems which
IS difficult to solve because of
the inadequate space in Rastall
Center. If the paper is moved to
room 13, a new place will have to
be fouml for the Food Service.
Mr. Kaullman, Rastall Center di-
rector, feels we also need to do
something about the music rooms,
the Nugget, and the Mountain
Club. He also wants more meeting
room space for peak hours, tllough
some feel that Armstrong seminar
rooms could take care of the over-
flow. Various plans for adding to
Rastall are being discussed. Lamar
Kelsey, the man responsible for
the design of Rastall, has been
called in as a consultant. Anyone
with ideas about where and how to
expand should make their views
known soon, for the budget will be
decided on in Mai-ch.

Bass WEEjuNi

at

College Shoe Shop

83 I North T.jon

Shoe Repairing

Ci 1 1 ^ E P J? IE
• ^

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE
Our bettor SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEf
Try our itone-bakod PIZZA

COORS on TAP
. . . Biggest pitchT in Town (or

S1.2B
FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

STOP IN
Sec How Much You Can

SAVE
on HIGHEST QUALITY

GASOLIN E

^1

695 South 8th Street Colorado Springs
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Western State Nabs

CC Invitational
Last weekend swimmers from

six Colorado schools g-athered at
Schlessman Pool for the third an-
nual Colorado College Inntational
S^Wmming Relays.

Winner of the meet was Westem
State College with 94 points fol-

lowed by Colorado State College
with 74 and Colorado School of
Mines with 54. The CC Tigers took
fourth place with 40 points while
Adams State College and Regis
College were fifth and sixth re-

spectively.

Events included the 400-yard
medley relay; the 300-yard back-
stroke relay; the 400-yard breast-
stroke- butterfly relay; the diving
relay made up of two-man teams;
the 500-yard distance freestyle in
which the first man swam 50 yards,
the next 100. the third 150, and the
last 200; the 300-yard individual
medley relay ; and the 400-yard
fi-eestyle relay.

The trophies given to the win-
ning and runner-up teams were
made possible through a yearly do-
nation by Thomas A. Abel, a 1953
alumnus of CC and captain of the
Tiger swim team at that time.

On Tuesday, February 21, the
CC tankmen travel to Alamosa to
take on Adams State College in
their last dual swim meet of the
season.

Cagers Fall to Highlands;

evenge 86-73Miners Take R<

COLORADO COLLEGE FORWARD fires a
Tigers lost 86-73 m Tuesday night's game.

Tip shot against Mines.

Tiger Skaters Too Strong

For Visiting Austrians

Basketball does not come mu^,.
wilder than it did at Cossitt Hall
last Saturday afternoon, as tlie

Tigers fell before racehorse New
IVIexico Highlands, 121-94.

In an unbelievably fast game, a
total of 215 points were scored
behind 220 field goal attempts, as
56 personal fouls were awarded.
Several season team records were
broken, including the highest num-
ber of points scored by the Tigers,
and 79 rebounds, which passed the
old mark.

Highlands used its strong fast-
break to near perfection, adding
to the frustration for the Tigers
with a tight full-court press in
the first period. After a slow
start, CC began to challenge the
Cowboys at their own running
game m the second period. But
the Tigers couldn't recoup the
Highlands' lead, as they came out
on the shoi-t end of the highest
-scoring game nf the year.

Phi Delts Record

Top Fraternity GPA
The Phi Delia T],ela Fraternity

led Colorado College's five frater-
nities in scholarship for the first
semester, according to the grade
averages released by the Regis-
trar last week.

The averages were;
Phi Delta Theta — 2.91
Phi Gamma Delta— 2.61
Sigma Oii— 2.60
Kappa Sigma — 2.56
Beta Theta Pi— 2.51
All Fraternity— 2.64
AH Men— 2.63

A late starting Tiger ice team
posted a 4-3 victory and a 2-2 tie

against an experienced and ambi-
tious Austrian National team last
weekend. Sharp skating and swift
forechecking characterized the
play of the Nordic pucksters. Ja-
wohl!

Nostalgia provided by exchang-
ing of gifts and the playing of
two national anthems seemed to
so strongly turn the emotion of the
Tiger icers that they decided to be
good hosts during the first period
and let the Austrians pull ahead
1-0. Reassured that such action
would not cause international con-
flict, the Bengals retunied to the
ice to build a 4-1 lead and to hold
oif a final European attack to win
4-3.

Missing a reception given in
their honor, the Austrians skated
out on Monday night to revenge
their loss of Saturday night. Once
again Austria scored first, forcing
the liockey men of CC to fight
back. Bullet John Genz scored ear-
ly in the second period to put CC
back into the game. Austria retal-
iated toward the end of the period,
and it was not until 14:09 of the
final period that Bob Lindberg
scored the evener. From then on
the game had the air of being a
sudden death affair. The Tigers
broke loose on the Austrians many
times during the final period but
tailed to penetrate the goal.
The icers, now fluent in German

cussing, travel to Minnesota this
weekend hoping to improve their
13-7-1 record.

On Tuesday night the Tige,,
met a traditional rival in the las,

home game of the season, lo8i„„
86-73 to .Mines in a hard-fou„|„
battle.

•

The CC offense was led by th,
sharp shooting of freshmen g„..„.^

Mike Smith and junior forwani
Chris Grant. Smith fired home 21

points, mostly on long jumpei"
Grant added 16 points.

The Miners surged to a 47.35
halftime lead, after an 18-18 ti,

in the first period. In the second
period, the Tigers narrowed tin
score several times, but were un.
able to catch up.

The Mines' victory was reveiig,
for an 81-79 loss to the Tigen
earlier in the season. Tuesday's
loss brouglit the season mark 'to
3-14. with only two more roadgames left on the schedule

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocls from C,

SCHWINN FraneMss Doalor
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

-New ond Used B,Us

Repeiri S Parfs fo, An, Male
TELEPHONE 634^733

Free Delivery to CC Students
1.30p.™..n,O0p.m.Tee,..Sc.l.

71 I Norfh Teion

Closed Monday

I2,00-10;00 pm. Sundoy

634-9346

Campus Announcements

Parking Policy
In order to clarify parking pol-

icy and to eliminate further confu-
sion, the Traffic Committee is re-
stating the parking regulations.

There is to be NO PARKING
AT AJMY TIME on the right-hand
side of Cutler Circle and all other
No Park Zones. Parking tickets
are being given to all violators in
these areas. Students are reminded
that this parking restriction is

also in effect at night, and the
Bums Patrolmen have been issu-
ing tickets, especially on Cutler
Circle, where there have been a
series of near-accidents and minor
collisions.

Students who wish to park near
Rastall Center and who cannot
park on Cutler Circle because of
crowding are encouraged to use
the new parking facility in Hayes
House Lot, across Cache La Pou-
dre from Rastall Center.

Premed Meeting
All students who are interested

in the facts of life concerning med-
ical and premedical education are
invited to attend a meeting in Olin
Lounge at 11 a.m. on Tuesday,
February 21. A representative of
the University of Colorado Medi-
cal School will talk to the group
about a variety of pertinent top-
ics at that time and will also be
available for conversation with in-
dividual students at 1:30 p.m. in
Olin Lounge. Even those not par-
ticularly interested in the Univer-
sity of Colorado should still plan
to attend, as much of the discus-
sion will be of a general nature
and applicable to any medical
school.

KInnikinnik
Student writers, photographers,

painters, thinkers, philosophers,
poets, engravers, cai-toonists—
creators of all kinds— are urged
to submit their works for publica-
tion in this year's issue of Kinni-
kinnik. Contributions may be turn-
ed into any member of the editor-
ial staff, which includes Jack
Eerryhill, Jerry Waldvogle, Power
Booth and Jim Rase, or may be
left in the Kinnikinnik box at Ras-
tall desk. Deadline date is present-
ly undetermined, but it will be
sometime after spring break.

Teacher Interviews
The Teacher Placement Office

has made an arrangement with the
following School District for the
pui-pose of interviewing teacher
candidates for the 1967-68 school
year.

Broomlield Hills School District
Broomfleld Hills, Michigan
(Detroit Suburb)
Date: Tuesday morning, Febm-
ai-y 21.

If you wish to be interviewed
by the representative of this
School District, contact Mrs Fer-
guson (X43.3 or Cutler Hall, 2nd
floorl, for a definite appointment.

RCB Movie Tonight
This week's Rastall Center

Board Movie will be THE CAINE
MUTINY, starring Humphrey Bo-
gart. Van Johnson, and Fred Mc-
Murray.
The movie will be presented to-

day, Friday, February 17, at 9:30
p.m. m the Armstrong Auditorium.
Admission is 40 cents with an Ac-
tivities Ticket.

GRE Test Dates
Those who are planning to take

the GRE Institutional tests in
April must register at the Coun-
seling Center in Cutler Hall be-
fore March 15. The AREA test
will be given at 1:30 p.m. on April
14; the ADVANCED test at 8:30
a.m. on April 15; and the APTI-
TUDE test at 1:30 p.m. on April
16. Test locations will be an-
nounced at a later date.

Anthro Dept. Films
The Anthropology Department

invites all interested students, fac-
ulty, and members of the commun-
ity to showings of tivo Ethnograp-
hic movies, "Dead Birds" and "The
Hunters."
"The Hunters," which is about

11 nomadic band of Bushmen, may
be seen on Tuesday, February 21
in Olin Hall at 7:80 p.m.

RAC Retreat
"Alienation in Modem Litera-

ture" will be the theme of a con-
ference at Bear Trap Ranch March
4 and 5 sponsored by Religious Af-
fairs Committee.
CC students and faculty may

register tor the events at Rastall
desk Monday, February 20
through Friday, February 24. The
fee is $3, including registration
and meals.

The conference theme will be ex-
plored by CC faculty members:
Prof. Robert Armstrong "AUena-
tion in Modern Drama"; Dr. Thom-
as Mauch "Alienation in Modem
Poetry"; Dr. Louis Home "Aliena-
tion in Modem Fiction."

112 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

oft

Unf,

afte

Mmmi
MID-WEEK STUDENT SPECIAL

$3. 00-Day
February 20 and Continuing

Through the Season

Skiing Excellent
50-lnchesof Snow

Double Chair, T-Bar, Poma Lift

Make Your Reservations and Deposit Now thru .

Wolfgang Uhl at Blick's Sporting Goods
1 19 North Tejon 636-3348
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In, not advocating insunectioit:

I'm saying its the only way

to go light noir."

(See interview with Viv Proulx

pages 10 and II)

Friday and Saturday Nights
Colorado College

CC Variety Show Performances lop Weekendnety of ages and talents ,„„^„„= .„„„.._.. ,.. ... ^ "WllwilM

Wl BUR JAMES, TOP-RANKED INDEPENDENT skier and
vonte. lumped at the last minute into the starting gate with a oair

HZZm T '"t t,
^* *'= ^'"'^^ Carnival'race. o^Sat rd'a

af e tart
^^°**'" *° '="=''" *"= '=°°*= -=^ '-" ^^"'^^y

Vanety of ages and talentsi
marks this years' smorgasbord of
entertainment which will be pre-
sented tonight and tomorrow night
in Armstrong Auditorium at 8 1,5

p. m.. The OC Variety Show, com-
prised solely of Colorado College
students and alumni, has been held
annually for the past 20 years (or
the benefit of the United Fund. As
in the past, this year's show is
under the able direction of Mr
Woodson Tyree, head of the radio
and speech departments at the
college.

The show features alumni wh.i
have performed professionally af-
ter college as well as present stu-
dents who may one day share the
same honor. On the list of profes-
sional alumni are Sheila 'Volkman
and Shirley Poller, both of whom
have sung with the big name bands
of a by-gone era. The Hi-Chords,
a polished barber shop (juarlet
comprised of local alums who
have been singing together smce
1949, is one of the finest of its

kind in the West.
Approximately .32 students con-

tribute_ their many talents to my-
riad kinds of acts ranging from
dramatic monologue by Hank Ran-
dolph, to a ballet by Norinan
Cornick and Cindy Winn, to the

raucous sounds of a jug band com-1,
prised of Terry Pratt, John Van-
Duesen, Dick Simon, and Kelly
Whitham. Some outstanding tal-
ents are to be found in the folk
singing of John Campbell and
Diane Hunt, along with Karen
Lambait and Ann Barkley. Of
special note on the evening's pro-
gram is a Greek dance by Char
Hadjipolcarpou, who is a profes-
sional dancer in his native Cyprus
Other performers ore Pete Sliid-

r, Julio Miirtinez. Hugo Tones,
Linda Soeger, John Killackc'y,
Alex Lagerborg, Carol Parsons,
Jack Berryhill, Pat Burton, "The
Group," Cathy Phelps, ii„u, Tat-
ter, Janet Hnlbert, Judy White,
Linda Bump, and Scott Sanders.

The prospects for an ontortain-
iiig evening are good for those who
attend the 1367 CC Variety Show,
llie acts follow one another with
no extraneous introductions.

Phi Beta Kappa Elects Twenty-Seven
Dr. Cpnro.o A n...!]-.. D ;.i...i .- . . ._.Dr. George A. Drake, President

'>f the Colorado College Chapter of
I 111 Beta Kappa, announced this
«tek the following students elect-
»' to membership in the national
sdiolastic society on Febraary 7,
1967: Juniors: Lana Coffman
Chemistry), Patricia A. Lawrence
(Spanish); Seniors: Susan Bex-
fied (French), WiUiam J. Camp-
licll (Economics), Pamela Carpen-w (Spanish), Ban-y M. Connell
Economics), Ralph Dalla Betta
Chemistry), Dorothy Davies
(Chemistry/Zoology), Rena K
fowler (History), Kim Ann Fras-« (Political Science), Frederick
HaiiimiU (Chemistry), Neil Hamil-
'011 (Economics), Judith Sundquist

Hautala (Chemistry), Janet Holo-
day (French), Steven A. Jenkins
(Philosophy), Robert M. Knight
(Economics), Cheryl Lea Layton
(Political Science), Emily Ann
Mansfield (Spanish), Tessa Palmer
(Physics), Nancy Pickering (Dec-
ember Graduate, French), Char-
lotte Ruebling (December Gradu-
ate, Economics), SaJlie E. Rule
(Psychology), Mrs. Antoinette
Shalkop (French). Sharon Smith
(Zoology), Robert A. Stapp, II
(Zoology), Thomas Wolf (Eng-
lish), Clifford W. Young (Philoso-
phy).

An initiation dinner at which
the newly elected members will be
honored will be held in the Colo-

rado Room of the Antlers Plaza
on Thursday evening, April 27.

Sylvia A. Thorpe (Psychology)
and Kristin May Williamson (Eng-
lish), elected to Phi Beta Kappa
last year as juniors, will also be
honored at the dinner.

THE CC UNITED FUND Benefit
tomorrow night at 8:15, features
Greek dance.

' mjs,_:
Variety Show, set for tonight and
acts ranging from folk-singing to

A Diarrhea of Events

Contaminated Rastall Fo

Erick Hawkins Dancers
To Perform Tuesday

By EHen Riorden

Tiiesfnv
"^ "''•"''''"!

o",''
'''' '"^" '•"mpan.^- ^^,ll dance nextliie.da> evening at 8:15 p.m. in Armstrong auditorium.

the.efZ J!,-"
^".^™"t/a'-de dancer; not avant garde in

« ^ absu, 1 not'; b^'"«
"""'"'"^ "'''^"'°"^ ^"'^ ^""stitu-b 'in absUKi nothing, but rather

'" the sense that he dissects
oance, leaving out the unnecessary
•™ working mth the essence of
ilance—movements.

His dances, which he choreo-
e'aphs as well as performs, are
^ellom repetitious; each dance var-
'« greatly from the last. His "Geo-
t'^Phy of Noon," one that will be

call
/""' '"' Tuesday, has been

,
"™ a poetic scaffold of butter-

'y niovements."

„
One of his most famous dances.

^Jisre and Now with the Watch-
.

'' with just two dancers lasts

,^
one and one half hours and yet

.^
able lo sustain audiences. This

„
'
-'''^ is testimony to the new-

s anj freshness of Erick
"2wkins.

jj?™'«ns is not new to modem
Win, , '"'' ^' danced the male lead

tn Martha Graham before he
"loped his own company. His WINTER CARNIVAL ATTRACTED

(Continued on page eighii " demonstrating the techniques of

Approximately 100 students
were affected to varying degrees
by food contamination from the
bmnch meal Sunday, February 19.

According to Ray Barry, direc-
tor of the food service, "people
had been getting sick from about
2:30 on." Dr. H. H. Rodman of
Boettcher Health Center reported
that "we were seeing people fast
and furious bet^veen .o:30 and 9:00
p.m., but by 9:00 ... the thing
was quieting down." One student
had to be sent to Penrose Hospital
for treatment.

Barry commented that for the
CC food sei-vice "the standards
and methods of preparations are
more than adequate." He said

"We try to be even more strict
than the state health code."

Barry said that after he was
notified by Dr. Rodman about 0:4.3
that night, all the food was isolat-
ed and "put out of circulation." He
notified the county health officer
who took samples of evei-ything
that was served to attempt to de-
termine if there was any bacterial
infection. Results are not yet
available. All the people that
worked were examined for open
cuts and infections. None were
found. All employees have been in
the process of receiving depart-
ment of health examinations since
the beginning of this semester,

Bari-y did not think that the

COMPETITORS In many events. A local student displays perfect fori
the wineskin.

od Fells 100
Health Department tcytw would
yield any conclusive results. He
commented, "We may never know."

Dr. fiodman aaid that the symp-
toms of vomiting and diarrhea
were probably cauGcd by a staphy-
lococcus toxin, but there is no
proof at the moment.

Referring to food contamina-
tion, Dr. Rodman pointed out that
a "lot of processed foods are frozen
with these possibilities." Frozen
foods are where you "run into a
lot of trouble." Contamination can
occur in the process of packing,
freezing or thawing. The exact
time of infection is difficult to
identify.

Speaking of the specific cause
of the sickness, Barry commented
that the two frozen staples at the
brunch were the turkey and eggs.
He felt that if the eggs were the
cause of the problem many more
people would have been affected.
He also said that one turkey us-
ually feeds about a hundred peo-
ple. He added that one infected
turkey could have caused the out-
break of illness.

According to Mr. James Kauf-
man, assistant dean of men, the
people affected had eaten between
11:30 and 12 a,m. Moreover, most
of the people who became ill had
picked up their food from the
right-hand table on the brunch
line.

Barry felt that the measures
taken by the food service are ade-
quate, that the problem is a chance
thing, and no major changes will
be instituted.
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Editorial
The Board of Trustees, which is meeting this weeli-end

must decide at certain times issues wliicli are directly relevant
to students.

Despite tlie importance of tliese decisions, we wonder if
the board, emerging for a few days from their corporate en-
vironnient has a meaningful understanding of the student at
Colorado College.

The demonstration for off-campus apartments was only
a manifestation of general student discont and alie-
nation Such moods have been more overtly manifested at
^erkeley m the Free Speech JVIovement and at Stanford and
Harvard against the Vice-President and the Secretaiy of De-
fense. In a society which is demanding that 18 year-old male
youths participate m a dubious war, the present demands for
greater responsibility for college students can hardlv be dis-
regarded nor dismissed with the admonition "Wait until vou
get older."

Secondly, students have come to distrust the business
community more and more. Yet, it is this element which is
largely represented on the Board of Trustees. Time and again
mutual misunderstanding has been obvious.

In order to partly remedy this situation and in the hope
of establishing a dialogue, the TIGER proposes that the new
student government arrange for a series of panel discussions
and conferences between students and the Board of Trustees
at the meeting of April 29.

One consideration may be private meetings with selectedcampus leaders, but we much prefer the idea of open discus-
sions. Students and boai-d members could meet together at anoutdoor lunch, and a panel discussion could be held in which
four to hve board members might speak on students' ques-
tions and views.

h„ 'fh'' i**'"';'''/,?''
^"'^"'^'^ P'-ogram can be determined, wehope the Board of Trustees will agree. We are sure thev y,oZ

support any move to ease the polarization in the w'idening
generation gap.

'njcuiiig

liy David Thompson

A fojmalized political doctrine
is no virtue in itself. Unless the
doctrine has some relevance to ex-
isting social problems, it isn't
wortli the time spent in reading
it. Formalized doctrines tend to be-
come inflexible, and their useful-
nes.^ fades as tlie ])rob]ems they
were supposed to answer change.
In an attempt to escape the intel-
lectual rut of uitradogmatism that
characterized the "old left" of the
'thirties and 'fourties, the new stu-
dent radicals of the 'sixties seized
upon the pragmatism originally
formulated by John Dewey.

The virtues of a pragmatic phil-
osophy are immediately obvious.
Not committed to any specific ra-
tionale for their behavior, prag-
matists can tackle social problems
from a utilitarian standpoint. Ex-
planations for the origins of the
problems don't have to be given;
the fact that they exist carries the
corollary that they must be solved.

Reformers, once given the hypo-
thesis, that the problem must be
solved are free to use all available
resources at their command to
combat the threat to society. The
problem can then be liquidated
(juickly and with a minimum of
waste and effort. The pragmatists,
treed of one more problem, are
then able to move on to the next
one, liaving eliminated all appar-
ent manifestations of the social
threat.

Pragmatism as a political phil-
osophy is, then, very attractive,
to say the least. Freed from form-
alism, the pragmatist may u^e the
most efficient and expedient means
at his disposal to solve dilemmas
that previous political groups,
hamsti-ung by their dialetic, were
unable to cope with effectively.
Pragmatism appears to be a model
of efficiency and effectiveness.

a whole. This group is fed infor-
mation by a number of committees
specializing in specific topics of
mterest to the group.
Leadership of this type is prone

to two types of adverse control
over the members of the group.
Because of the inherent lack of
dogma in pragmatism, the lead-
ers are rarely called upon to ex-
plain their decisions. Usually a de-
claration that the decisions were
found to be the most efficient and
effective by the decision-making
committee. The larger group that
Js not involved in steering the
course of the pragmatists are then
forced out of the realm of policy-
making and into the hole of imple-
menting policy. The membership
of the decision-making body will
then in time become elitist and
self-selecting, with a tendency to
make decisions reflecting self-in-
teiest. A lack of willingness to ad-
mit mistakes comes out, too, be-
cause mistakes cast doubt on the
competency of the members of the
ruling committee. This sort of
stagnation is usually recognized
only very late by the members of
the pragmatic group as defeating
the entire idea of pragmatism!
Because of the attractiveness of

experimentalism and new ideas to

the mind of the pragmatist, thr,
philosophy is especially vulnerabls
to demagogues if the group has

,i

democratic means of electing
it'^

leaders. Extremism becomes a vir,
tue, and moderation and caution
are looked upon as signs of a con.
sei'vative or even reactionai'y
mind. Change becomes exalted as
an end rather than an expedient
means and a tendency toward vi,,.

Ience_ and/or intolei-ance towaj,]-
difi'ering opinions becomes markc]

Both of these have occurred in
various organizations of the "new
left." The Progressive Labor Par.
ty was a victim of the first; tinSNCC is a victim of the secoml
In other pragmatic proups asyn-
thesis of the above tendencies oc-
curred, bringing the stigma of be-
longing to an extremist group up.
on its unsuspecting and relativr.lv
moderate members.

Whether or not these tenden-
cies are inherent in the "new left"
pragmatic organizations remain.^
to be seen. But if the "new left"
plans to solve the social problem.^
of the United States with pragma-
tic theory, they should take ijito
account the harm that the failing,
of pragmatism can cause if left
uncorrected.

Letters to the Editot
Students -Traffic Hazard

To the Editor:
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The failings of pragmatism are
not as readily apparent. They us-
ually don't appear immediately,
and are discovered last by the
pragmatists themselves. The warn-
ings of those outside the prag-
matic school of thought are usually
Ignored as traditionalist voices ris-
mg from the grave, and oppositioi,
is looked upon as a modern-day
attempt at "dead hand" politics.
As a result, pragmatists are not
aware of the various failings of
their philosophy until the philoso-
phy is already moribund.

The nature of pragmatism us-
ually calls for a small decision-
making body to decide the best
course of action for the group as

u>^^^ IM
oepQEssep
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A BLoe
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I drive past Colorado College
on Cascade Avenue and notice
that the stutients are rather care-
less when crossing the street.
Maybe the students are apt to

believe everything they read and
think that the traffic laws will al-
ways assure them of a safe cross-
ing.

Not so. It would be more practi-
cal and safer for the students to
think that "the thing that can
hurt you has the right of way."

Ed Braun

Relevance- fo What?
Tu the Editor:

In your editorial last week you
asked for relevance in class work.
This is a completely proper ex-
pectation but needs to be clarified.
Relevant when and for how long?
Will a course in "student activism"
be germane to you in five or ten
years ?

It is arguable that a concern for
relevance in the long run would
lead to a demand for a required

course m the Bible (required be-
cause "stutlent activism" has so
much appeal in the short run).
.And might even inspire opposition
to recent changes in English anj
history requirements.

Finally, you suggest the desir-
ability of more "creative writing"
courses, implying they are rele-
vant. If you mean relevant to be-
coming a writer, the evidence is

against you. Almost no first-rate
authors can be traced to that sort
of academic hothouse.

Prof. Robert Adams,
English Department

Shove Chapel

Sunday, February 26, 1967

11:00 A.M.
Sermon Title:

"Temptation."

Preacher;
Professor Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader:
Tom Love
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RAC Provides Expression of Alienation
By Tom tt olf

During the time tliat has ^
since the class of 1907 came to
CC, we have learned to expect cer-
tain uniformities in the intellect-
ual fare that is ceaselessly served
up to us. Much of it is as taste-
less as institutional food is and
must be, but there are some con-
sistent exceptions that are worth
noting. Probably the most striking
of these is the group with the im-
probable name of the Religious Af-
fairs Committee. After all, most
of the religious groups at CC are
painfully boring, and one would
not expect anything better from
an aggregate of mediocrities. But
it is indisputable that the group
most consistently providing the
campus with relevant speakers and
programs is Mr. Burton's homey
old Religious Affairs Committee.
The best example is the coming
retreat planned for March 4-5.
Who else would try to get students
together to talk about "alienation
in modern literature?" There are
a lot of un-.structured, ill-disciplin-

ed attempts on the part of the
students to express their alienation
in some way, but about the best
thing CC students seem able to
come up with is long hair, sloppv
dress, and a comfortable contempt
for Business Administration ma-
jors. Our much-maligned A.C.
group even seems to think that its
gestures at unorthodoxv are ori-
ginal, which betrays illiteracy
more than anything else.
This discussion-retreat, then is

a chance to achieve literacy in the
area of alienation literature- it
offers students the chance to enjoy
each other's company in the se'-
clusion of the mountains while
trying to understand the longing
for or feeling of "otherness" that
IS practically all there is to mod-
ern literature.

Of course, Hardy and Faulkner
are on the reading list with Jude
the Obscure and Light in August.
Mr. Home is going to lead discus-
sion on these more conventional
expressions of alienation, while
Mr. Mauch will speak on poetry.

Wanted: An Education
_ By Don Salisbury

i thof'« / '^T!'
"^""^l^'^ints «f college students today

s that the.v do not have tlie time to read or study for ,n-

,

ma the student ,s not able to undertake courses m every

? ,1-d! f
'

t?'"'*.' i''™-
^°'"™''° C°"''ff'= "^« °ff"-<^d a partial

.e,lled,^ for tins dilemma m their Selected Student and FordFoundation programs, but these are too limited. They dis-criminate agamst tlie aware or emerging student who is not
a participant.

In an effort to enable the student to more fully realize
the ideals of a liberal arts education. I would make the follow-
ing course suggestions: General Studies 401, 402, maximum
c edit, G hours. Basically, the student would be allowed to ex-
I
ore any field of interest to him, the only requirement being

!ei /F,
"" '''°'''* °^ •"'' •''^'""S-s and observations At

the c ose of the semester, he would turn his notebook in to the
taculty member or members who had consented to assist himand a panel of professors would be assembled who were con-versant in tlie subjects his interest followed. This panel™uld use written and oral examinations to determine to what
extent the student had grasped the ideas presented in hisleadings and award credits based on his understandino-

This would necessitate, among other things, faculty mem-
bers willing to assist the student in the selection of his read-

Also an expanded course outline should be publislied
tiat would include the material to be covered and the order
1 which It would be covered. This would allow the student toauend the classes in which he is interested

evt„,'^'*^''"f';J
'?"'" "'""^ '^''^"e-es ^^•ould require a major

cri S !i™t
tl'l,«^"'='''t'™al philosophy present in the Select-

,\ti,t """"^I""^
programs and would require an addition-

a .ac.ifice on the part of the faculty, their value is too great

nd th'^r'l
• V^'l

the administration and faculty would
d themselves faced with a large group of both interested

ai interesting s udents. Students who are vitallv concerned
«i h their subiect, be it the new radical movements, existen-

^rZfVl 'Sti"'
°' *^ ^'^"'''- Students who are aware

lias at lelttte'tn" '
""" "'"'"''"^ '^^"'"= ''''''' ^='-'^t'°"

^HILE ANIMALS
ivenK M- f o !

""'^"'t participate in many Winter
ents Nick, Steel s dog has found a diversion that -- -—

"> Witts at a suspicious
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Carnival

to all as

where alienation has found its
best expression, and Mr. .A.dams
will handle drama.

The idea is that students will
also want to participate in these
analyses, either for the sake of un-
derstanding what the artists are
complaimng about or for the pur-
pose of understanding their ownvague feelings of alienation. An
historical perspective can make
ones radicalism seem rather hol-
ow, but it can also teach one the
language of protest, giving a
meaningful content to what is of-
ten only a semi-conscious reaction
or merely a group movement. MrMauch s remarks on the long and
checkered career of Ezra Pound
snould prove most interesting in
this respect and it is hoped that
there will be much discussion on
the legitimacy of certain forms of
expression of alienation. Reading
lists will be available soon at Ras-
tall desk, and Mr. Burton says he
IS willing to take on anyone in
discussing:

"The laws of God, the laws of man
He may keep that will and can-
Not I: let God and man decree'
Laws for themselves and not for

(Houseman).

THREE FOREIGN STUDENTS SEEK

Intimate relations with three
financially well-off co-edi. Send
letters with pictures to The Tiger,

Code Numbe, VZI23, Secrecy
is guaranteed.

I^cha and AdamsConoco Service Station
Phone 633-1219

Nevada Av...

af Cache La Poudre
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R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8fh Street

OPEN IhOO A.M to Ihoo P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinsse

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

I I 2 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy —
These popular

"RuffOuf Boots

Regular $21.95
CC Special $17.99

/o? (1

Wcsloin Wear

Telephone 632-0391
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Loomis to House Freshmen

Dean Discloses Dorm Changes
Dean's List Announced

Christine S. Moon. Dean of Wo-

men, announced at a meeting foi"

upperclass women on February 21

that, beginning next year, fresh-

men women will live in Loomis

Hall and upperclass women will

live in all other dorms.

Under tills plan there will be

room for 65-70 upperclass women

in Loomis, and the rest will live in

Bemis, Ticknor, McGregor, the

present senior houses, and lang-

uage houses. The present system of

choosing rooms, with seniors hav-

ing first choice, will not be

changed.

Dean Moon gave several reasons

for the decision to switch resi-

dence halls.

She has heard complaints for

five years about living conditions

in Loomis from girls who had to

live there for three years.

This year there are quite a few

vacancies in Loomis because of

girls leaving after the first semes-

ter, which is not unusual for up-

perclassmen. In previous years

these vacancies could be filled, be-

cause there were up to 40 upper-

class women living in freshman
dorms, especially in converted

doubles and triples, who were will-

ing to move to Loomis. However,
because of the increase in the size

of the freshman class this year,

there are no upperclassmen besides

counselors in freshman dorms.

Thus vacancies must remain un-

filled in Loomis, while freshmen
still have to live in converted

iloubles. Rooms must be available

for all freshmen in future years

and since the size of the freshman

class is increasing, the planned

change would fill Loomis and eli-

minate the need for converted

doubles in other dorms.

A c c o r d i n g to Dean Moon the

number of requests by freshmen

for roommates is increasing, and

by living in Loomis most freshmen

could have roommates.

She also said the freshmen wo-

men and their parents expect new
residence halls and are disappoint-

ed when they see the present

freshman dorms.

Dean Moon then opened the

meeting to discussion. In answer

to a question about how upper-

class women and freshman women
will be mixed in Loomis, she said

that this matter needs further con-

sideration, and she would welcome

ideas from girls. Objections were

raised about the inconveniences of

living in the freshman dorms, es-

pecially not having laundry facili-

ties. The Dean stated that "plan.^

are under way to install washing

machines in the Bemis Quad area."

The point was also made that

although freshman request room-

mates on applications, they find

they are happy in single rooms af-

ter several weeks.

Dean Moon requested opinions

and suggestions from the women
for implementing or improving as-

]>efts of the planned change,

Winchell's Donut House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Freshmen
Samuel K. Alexander, III, Susan

Alvey, Charon Chris Andriss, Linda
Dole Backup, Linda Louise Bar-

clay. Ann Louise Berry, Edward
S. Binkley, Bette Sham Bistiine,

Susan Anne Black, Karen Ann
Blase, William J. Bowman, Bonnie
Jeannie Bryant, Patricia Mary
Burton, Curtis Deen ButtorfF, Don-
ald Gregory Bzdyl, Marcia J. Car-

pentei-, Christina M. Cramer.
Peter Henry Dotson, Adrienne

Ann Drake, Vickie L. Easterling,

Judith Louise Fischer, Jack David

Gegenbers, Mary Margaret Gilbert,

Gary Douglas Grantham, Christine

Haigler, James Andrew Holcombe,

Timothy C. Jacobson, Carole Lacy
Jones, Gail Ruth Jurgensen, Char-

lotte Lynn Kline, Joan Patricia

Lillie, Diane Lyn Ludlow, Barbara
Jane McAatee, Sandra Sue Mul-
ford,John William Muth.

Sheila Jane Rogers, Sheryl

Elaine Rogers, Gillian L. N. Royes,

Noreen Kay Schultz, Tom Benner
Shuster, Thomas Les Thurston,

William Chas. Veneris , Richard

Leon Vogt, Cynthia Ray Vonriesen,

Calvin Lucas Wilson, Mary Agnes
Voerding, Daniel Mark Winograd.

Sophomores
Karen Abbey, Patricia Sue

Adams, Patricia Anderson, Susan
Jane Ankeny, Sally Marie Arraj,

Thomas P. Basinger, Craig Brooks
Beeson. Louise Belmont, Janet

Virginia Benson, Martha Bole,

Charles Brinkerhoff, Dorothy M.
Bradley, Linda Leonare Bump,
Karen Lee Chadwick, Jean Ellis

Chafet. Sharon Margot Dregne,
Douglas J. Dunsheath, Carol Marie
Erbish, Peter Feinsinger, Jean

Beryl Furniss.

Philip Alan Goddell, Paul Glen
Grant, Judith M. Graykowski, Gary

/^ut/tli Oi)eH

Fine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Swroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

ttetneth'i CI Tejph

NOW OPENS THE - , .

"(tmex"

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4S9

1

SHADOW BOX
"The Back Room at Melba's"

NOW OPEN

LIVE BAND -Go-Go Girls

Atmosphere

"Rock Out without the Townies"

MAJESTIC RAIDERS

118 North Teion Street

Joe Grime.?, Janet Marion H al-

bert. Gain Linda Hammond, Rich-

hard Kent Harris, Suzanne J.

Hohnstein, William G. Horlbeck,

Josephine G. Hubbell, Jean Ann
Hull, Jeffrey W. Johnson. Shelley

Ann Keast, Katherine Eliz. Kelso,

Marna Kay Malag, Victoria E.

Marquesen, Ronald Theod. Mc-
Clain, Ronald Dean Metcalf.

Robert Delmer Miller, Chad Earl

Milton, Marilyn Lee Moon. Emily
H. Mulford, Gary McDonald Myers,
Ann Eliz. Nichols, Nancy Jackson
Peabdoy, Patricia Ann Perry,

Linda M. Pickei'ing, Victor Sam-
uel Proulx, Leslie R. Reichertz,

Daniel T. Simmons, Elizabeth T.

Soidati, Alan Mathew Springer,

Sandra Lee Staub. Lloyd McCully
Taylor, LiiAnne Underbill, Barbara
Ann Walton, Virginia Jean Waters,
Ellen Eliz. Weinstein, Ann Loma
Williams, Arthur Winter, Barbara
C. Witten, Joanne Zimmei-man.

Juniors

Joyce Barber, Paul Leland Bern-

ard. Jack Wm, Berryhill, Janet
Esmilie Bowley, Lana Gayle Cof-

fman, Ann J. Dugan, Nanette
Marie Furman, Beth Louise Har-
vat, Robert Wm. Hutton, Rosalyn
Israel, Meredith A. Johansen,
Polly Ann Kachel, Richard F.

Karger, Stephen R. LanghofF, Pa-
tricia A. Lawrence, Virginia Kay
Lindow, Jeffrey H. Loesch.

Jamie Laverne Lytle, Ronna
Marie Matsch, Elizabeth M. Mc-
Cammon, Ronald Theod. McClain,

John Wm. McDonald, Susan Audry
Militzer, James Lee Murray, Dor-
othy Fay Nuttall, Robert Nym
Park, III, lanka Cora Peff, Douglas
D. Rasmusson, Harold F. Riebe-

sell, Diane Claire Roberts, Bruce
Engleman Roof, Robert Munson

Roth, Leda Luann Rugg, Kent

Fielding Schobe, Duane William

Sears, Jay Danny Shelton, Richard

M. Stevenson. Marilyn B. Turner,
Heidi Eliz. Young.

Seniors

Susan Aileen Allison, Susan Key
Bexfiekl, William J. Campbell.
Pamela Ann Carpenter, John Peter
Chalik, III, Thomas C. Cogswell,
Ban-y Michal Connell, Patricia C.

Coughlen, Ralph A. Dalla Bettci,

Dorothy Ruth, Davies, Margaret
Ann Davis, Susan Elizabeth Dunn,
Rena Kathleen Fowler, Kim Ann
Eraser, Linda L. Garrclts, Charles
R. Garthwaite, David Walton Goif.

John Evans Griggs, Neil Wal-
ton Hamilton, Frederick S. Ham-
mill, Mary J. Heinbockel, Jani-t

Lucile Holaday, Deborah Nash
Hooper, William Taft Howard, II,

Ellen Randolph Jackson, David S.

Johnston, William Bruce Klein.

Shirley Lee Kling, Gary Alan
Knight, Robrt Millen Knight, Chei-

yl Lea Layton, Kristine E. Lierboe,

Emily Ann Mansfield, Linda Kay
Marshall, James William Mayer,
Carolyn K. McAlister, Kathleen L.

McKenna, Karen Susan Metzger,
Ruth Ann Negus, Patricia Louise
Nixon, Rebecca Sue Painter, Den-
nis F. Pendleton, Nancy L. Picker-

ing, Joanne Ray Ramstad, Janine

S. Richards, Charlotte E. Rueb-
ling, Sallie Eleanor Rule, Johii

Chadron Schiffer, Antoinette J.

Shalkop, Sharon Louise Smith, Ro-

bert A Stapp, II, Sylvia Ashfoni
Thorpe, Mary Ruth Uglum, Pat-

ricia Jane Wagner, Gary Dean
Watson, Lesley DaiT Webb, Kris-

tin M. Williamson, Thomas Josepli

Wolf. Clifford Wesly Young, Mer-
vin A. Ziegler, Jr., Susan Jane
Hills, Pamela Peterson.

Campus Announcements
Freshman Dinner "Fun and Games" Lecture Parking Policy

By Bob Hie-ster

On Wednesday, March 8, at 5:30

p.m., the Graduate Fellowship

Committee of Colorado College

will hold its annual Freshman
Scholarship Dinner in the dining

area of Rastall Center. All fresh-

men are invited to attend. The pur-

pose of the meeting is to allow stu-

dents to discuss a broad spectrum
of topics having to do with gradu-
ate study. According to Professor

Reinitz, Chairman of the Gradu-
ate Fellowship Committee, the
graduate school is often made to

appear remote from the undergrad-
uate's experience, and he hopes
that through discussion students
will become more familiar not only
with the requirements of grad-
uate school but also with the ca-

reer possibilities opened up by
graduate study. Freshmen inter-

ested in attending this dinner-

discussion are urged to sign up at

Rastall desk before March 6.

RCB Movie Tonight

This week's Rastall Center
Board Movie will be DAMN THE
DEFIANT, starring Alec Guin-
ness, Dick Bogarde, and Anthony
Quayle.

The movie will be presented to-

night, February 24, at 7:30 p.m. in

Olin Hall 1. Admission is 40 cents
with an Activities Ticket.

Thomas Gray, of the Institute

for Environmental Sciences and

the High Altitude Observatory,

will present a public lecture on

Monday, February 27, entitled

"Fun and Games." Among the top-

ics Gray will discuss are "Recrea-
tional mathematics is an enjoyable
pastime," "Brain teasers and puz-

zle-solving techniques," "The prob-

lem of the Martian Moon," and
"The probability of rain is five

per cent." The lecture, sponsored
by the Pikes Peak Chapter of the

American Meteorological Society,

begins at 7:30 Monday night in

room 212 of Rastall Center.

Panel Discussion

Thursday evening, March 2, 7 to

8 p.m. in Olin Lounge, a panel of

three local teachers will discu-ss

"The Elementary School Teacher"
for the Colloquium on Liberal Ed-
ucation and Teaching — a weekly
affair for all of our student teach-

ers. This particular week the Col-

loquium is open to all interested

students of all classes who might
be interested in a teaching career.

The panel will discuss what needs
to be considered in picking a grade
level at which to teach, as well as

the qualities needed to make a
good teacher on the Elementary
School level.

There is to be NO PARKIN)..

at any time in the area between

Superdorm and Arthur House, ea^t

of Arthur House, or in the sei-vice

entrance between Rastall and tlio

Ice Rink. Violators will be ticketed.

Symposium '68 Meeting

The first planning session foi'

the 1968 Symposium on "Thf

American Presidency" will be held

on Monday, February 27, at 4

p.m. in the WES Lounge, Rastall

Center.

This first session is importaiu

for setting general guidelines f<ii

the organization and content of

the Symposium. Committees will

be appointed to pursue a variety

of preparatory activities this sem-
ester as well as in the fall.

Vietnam Program on KRCC

Howard Schomer, former presi-

dent of the Chicago Theological

Seminary, who has just returns!

from a second visit to Viet Nam,
will give an impromptu discussion

and offer suggestions to the prob-

lem there on KRCC-FM 9-10:!r>

p.m. tonight, February 24.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tejon

634-20')3

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Aero,, from tho d
827 North Tejon

put

study in

Guadalajara, Mexico

The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited University of Arizona

program, conducted in cooperation

with profeiiori from Stanford Uni-

versjly. University o( California, ond

Guodalojoro, will offer July 3 to Au-

gusr 12, ort, folklore, geography, hls-

lory, language and literature courses-

Tuition, board and room is $290.

Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P. O. Box

7227, Stanford, California 94305.
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Model UN Attacks World Problems
The second aimual CC Model

United Nations with 78 students

from CC, The Air Force Academy,

and Wasson High School partici-

pating:, spent an eventful two days

last Friday and Saturday discus-

sing some of the major issu'es

wliich face the world today. In the

mock assembly, presided over by

Dr. Fred Sondermann of the Poli-

tical Science Department, the stu-

dents discussed specific resolu-

tions proposed by the various na-

tions represented, attempting to

|)resent the views of the national

delegations to the United Nations.

Amid numerous points of parlia-

mentary procedure, points of in-

formation, and other elements of

parliamentai-y haggling, the eight

previously written resolutions

were brought before the assembly.

The first resolution, proposing a

'nuclear non-proliferation treaty"

as written by the Air Force Aca-
demy Cadets who represented the

U.S. was passed after some heated

debate between the U.S. and the

Communist bloc nations. A pro-

|)Osal that the UN "strongly urge"

the nations of the world to avail

themselves and their peoples of in-

formation concerning birth con-

trol devices was then proposed by

the Indian delegation. This pro-

posal with some minor amend-

ments was passed by the assembly,

which then considered the Ai'ab-

Israeli dispute. Using a resolution

proposing the re-incorporation of

Palestinian Arabs into the land of

Israel as a starting point, the de-

legations from the Arab nations

issued continuous attacks on the
Israeli delegation and their chief

defenders, the Ethiopians. The re-

solution, after amended to read
that the UN "urge" action rather
than demand it, was passed by a
vote of 28 to 8.

Discussion on the next issue of

the afternoon, a bill demanding
stronger action by UN members
against the supremecist regime of

Ian Smith in Rhodesia, was post-

poned until Saturday morning. As
the session opened on Saturday, a
substitute measure was introduced.

The entire mornitig was devoted to

the discussion on Rhodesia, ami
the proposal was adopted as the

:issembly recessed for lunch.

The final session of the Model
UN was perhaps the most produc-
tive. During the afternoon resolu-

tions concerning the withdrawal of

troops from Viet Nam, the Cyprus
problem, cultural exchanges, and
the limiting of the South American
arms race were discussed. A re-

solution advocating the admission

of Communist China to the UN
was proposed in the closing min-
utes of the assembly, but was
never discussed.

In general, comments about tlie

assembly were very favorable. Dr.
Sondermann commented that the
quality of debate at CC's assembly
was much higher than that at the
CSU Model UN at which he pre-
sided. He also felt that the i-esolu-

tions were of a high quality, and
concluded by stating that this sort
of activity is invaluable in the
quest for understanding the UN
and world problems.

IT
^ ".
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LISTENING INTENTLY as discussion on Vietnam proceeds, the two Air Force Academy cadets rep-

resenting the United States of America found a great deal of their time was devoted to defending

U.S. foreign policy.

Now Showing

Max Von Sydow

Charlton Hesfon

Sidney Pol+ier

Carroll Baker

John Wayne

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS
AT 1:00 — 4:30 — 8:00 P. M.

Weekdays at 7:45 Only

Adults $1,50 — Child 50c

CINEMA 70
3500 E. HWY. 24

FREE PARKINS

Mmmn
MID-WEEK STUDENT SPECIAL

$3. 00-Day
February 20 and Continuing

Through the Season

5 and 7 Day Package Plans

$48 and $71.20
LODGING — ALL-LIFT TICKETS — TWO MEALS A DAY

Sfeafc fry Saturday Night

free movies and dancing

Saturday: Colorado College Day
Lift Ticket — $3.00

I 19 North Tejon 636-3348

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Teion Telephone 632-0164

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college stutlcnt supjilies in

variety and abumhmce only JJi blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

dctnpubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Teion 633 1721

TRY A FUTURE
ON FOR SIZE

IT WON'T FIT EVERYBODY —
MAYBE NOT EVEN YOU—BUT
YOU'LL FEEL AWFUL FOOLISH IF

YOU DON'T TRY IT ON. OUR

OFFER EXPIRES TWO WEEKS

FROM TODAY.

Sophomore Men: It Pays

To Check! ARMY ROTC
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE TIGER

Que^v
Colorado Springs, Colorado, February 24. 1967

For dawn's day so blue and briglit

Misting dew will weep tonight.

As the dusk darkens the sky

The day must die.

For tiie gold petaled flower'd spring

And for tlie blackened birds on wing

Tears will fall from the mind's eye

As they must die.

Musics mellowed for tiie close

Of death's day, the wilting rose.

For the grass where lovers lie

As all must die.

Farmers plow and peasants sow
M''hile Urban working paces grow.

Money's spent for ships that fly

As massed poor die.

Cities on the plains still spread

Digging up the graves of dead

While the newborn baby cries

And hungry dies.

Urban dwellers think this world's best

They no longer question death.

One needn't stop to ask them why —
Dead Men can't Die.

— Song by Renaud Rouge

Introduction
This potpoun'i of poems, thoughts, feelings is being pre-

sented by The Tiger to point out (gently, please) that even CC
students take time to fool around a bit with "poems and

stuff," besides studying French verbs, observing pigeons, wor-

rying about off-campus apartments. Quest is just a reminder

of the potential around—and of the opportunities that are

open through the Kinnikinnik—for those who like poetry

The Kettle Sings

As long as you look at me now and then.

Adjust the burner, stir occasionally,

I will simjner quietly, constantly.

But beware against turning your back:

Accidents have been known to occur —
Boilings-over, boilings-dry,

Spoiling, stagnation, freezing.

Even irreparable exphsions.

— Iane Reed

It's a Bass Weejun
society

Everyone wears the same
shoes

Where are yours my
friend?

-C.R.B.

i want so to cling to him but

if only his hands would be still

for a while

or his shoulder a pillow

Suede City

The suede city, black

In its concept of night

Kneals beneath pin stars

Prays for light.

The nylon city lies

writhing agony of white

Bared to the sun-eyes.

Hungers for night.

— Joey

All forlornly

Deep and lonely

on a light mid winter morn;
Then was sitting

Nicely fitting

was forgetting what was born
Nicely fitting

But remitting

all oneself to fit the form.

— SrEVE Specht

Colorado College readings or just fooling around with scraps of paper.

Yeah man tell me about it

Tell me about your high with its varigated

phantoms
Tell me about sitting in the Hub and not even

knowing whether you re on a chair or

on the floor.

You kno\A', friend-with-your-newly-found-discovery-

of-your-inner-self.

There are other ways.

You wanna blow your mind. OK.
But it's not your mind you wanna lose

It's your fears and inhibitions and frustrations.

You're trying to hallucinate out of the arridity

of you
Because you can't be deep without the weed
And a thick tongue covers up the inane babblings

And, man, you can never appreciate a tree without

LSD.
Well, pal, I'll let you in on a secret:

Anyone can discover life-in-depth

But it takes time, man, and concentration and
discipline.

If you don't have any of these,

I won't stand in yom- way.

I guess drugs and booze are sort of Cliff's Notes
on Life.

- P.FT.

And yes, the loneliness was different at the

Cafe Navarre— kind of easy and comfortable

like a bright cotton shift. The tables bobbed up

and down like bits of sun-bleached sails amidst

yellow May sun conversation and ye-ye sounds

and the clang-clang of Barcelona's green trams

rumbling by endlessly, Sit for hours. The sun

bounced off the bottles of light beer and glasses

of cognac as if to back up the claim of the of-

fice of tourism that Spain indeed had an inside

monopoly on sol. And behind the overlarge sun-

glasses a loss of Unamo's eternal and damnable

yo. One could stare and vanish completely into

:the crazy vignettes that were being pantomimed
at each table of the improbable flotella. Mind-

less pushing of thought fragments around like so

many coins. A Herald-Tribune ( Paris edition,

and carrying Peanuts) lay abandoned two tables

over by an uncomfortable American business

type. His pants had cuffs and when he got up
his walk gave him away. He couldn't under-

stand the charge for the table and the waiter's

ordinarily bad English had flustered him more.

She smiled at the snobbery of it all — at the

unwTitten postcards strewn around her table—
and chewed on a slice of lemon from her drink.

Americans were a funny lot. Inelegant, the

Spanish boys at the University would invariably

say. Indeed. Yet the romance— and yes, that

was the word— the American romance seemed

more real in the midst of these lottery havvkei'

and coffee and pearl Catalan girls and strutting

Guardia Civiles. American twangs, American

walks, American names: Great Bend, Wichita.

Spokane, Iowa City, Denver. The Midwest. Foot-

ball fullbacks and quavery soloists performing

at the First Methodist Church. Junior proms.

She finished her drink and wandered up Josi-'

Antonio where there were a couple of record

shops where you could listen to Bob Dylan . .

and the Hub and the winter afternoon got all

mixed up with the Cafe Navarre and she tried

to remember how Catalan sounded and how
much bachelor buttons cost at the flower stands

up the Ramblais. — Herrick
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Someone forgot to mention

Cinderella had syphilis.

And Prince Charming \\'as a drunk:

The palace had rats,

And the roof leaked . . .

Happily ever after is the

taste of one strawberry,

scent of lilacs,

glimpse between the curtains,

Silent sigh, a momentary fact

Liberally hilled later by blackness.

Paid without reprieve in tears.

Then toda\'

Take your joy,

Love God, and know-

That fairy tales are true

Always.

Stone

was it so eternally far away —
i thought i used to keep quite neath'

in its own proper place

and box

each internal flame:

Pardon me, Sir:

wdi^t are you doing in the snow file?

and the mountain file?

and the sleep file?

hold me a while.

Living in the affluence of the 20th century,

I have become accustomed to gluttony, however

With a little effort

I can be happy totalK' with little only

Spaces of joy.

For instance,

This morning I caught a glimpse merely

Of your delicate eyelashes bent intellectually

To the not altogether I gather reverent notes

On a lecture that must have been interesting

(You were in the front row).

And for whole minutes after that

The world dissolved itself in flames

And not the flames of learning, either.

- Jane Reed
- Daik 1

Music Lesson

raggcdij ami comes siinnging in

on a paper star

of polka-dot blue

for tea

iDid cnimpeta

De-Coy

How can I make ijou kiss me?
Here I am with blushed cheek

brushed teeth

If you lean a little bit closer, I'll light your

cigarette.

But you don't smoke.

— Apollo

and a chat

(the key of G
has one sharp,

Melissa

)

and raggedy s dress

streivn faded
with flowers
like some dusty

minuet:

she sits propped
in the dumbness
of black button eyes

perceiving plucked
'(indy hearts

{til melissa

hcks her
finder the bed
^different
^0 ginger fantasies

"'id a lost note
'" the key of G)

a train grinds by . . .

It was night

a long time ago

in a park

somewhere between innocence

and knotving,

lost in discovery:

Darkness could be warm as well

and a train's light frightening.

— Hehrick
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Here in my decorous simple corner

Of the totally complacent and disinterested red brick world

I sit.

Wishing I were a pincushion

Perhaps, or a candle

For reasons of my own.

—Jane Reed

It was a lovely glass hour

Fragile and paper-thin

The minutes were blown out

Soft and pliable and warm
And they hardened into a precious transparent

memory
Of the first time 1 kissed you

And began to love you

Delicate glass hour that I kept long after

it had past

But I could not preserve it:

You shattered it

And left.

-P.H.



Dr. Fox to Spend Year in Japan;

Will Study Japanese Buddhism

Foreign Students' Examine CC, U.S.

The Rev. Dr. Douglas A. Fox.

Assistant Professor of Religion at

Colorado CoHeg'e, vriW be spending

a veai- in Japan beginning next

fall.

Dr. Fox explained that he will

be "going to the University of

Tokyo where I will be spending

the year simply doing research in-

to Japanese Buddhism. I am es-

pecially interested in tracing out

some of the Buddliist concepts of

time and historj'.

"A lot of people spend time find-

ing parallels between Oriental and

Western thought, but I am more
concerned with what is different;

this is more important from their

point of view."

Dr. Fox also chose Japan be-

cause it is a "unique instance of

an Oriental country which has bor-

rowed on a large scale from the

West and sort of represents a

clash of cultures." He added thai

"in Just the way they are running

their lives at the moment one can

see the differences between two
hemispheres."

Professor Fox plans to leave

next October and work in Japan
until August. 1968. He and his

family also intend to make a quick

visit to Dr. Fox's home in Aus-
tralia.

Dr. Fox's research is possible

through the Society for Religion

in Higher Education, which ia con-

nected with the Danforth founda-

tion. Ten (post-doctoral)fellow-

ships are offered every year for

the study of Asian religion. The
assignment is more or less unspe-

ciiic; said Dr. Fox, "They don't

care what you do as long as you're

spending a year in Asian studies.

Their concern is to improve the

teaching of Asian studies in Amer-
ica."

The University of Tokyo is one

of the largest in Japan. It is a

state school with "first-rate peo-

ple in the Buddhism Department,"

according to Dr. Fox. "Most of the

faculty in the field I'm concerned

with speak English, and a lot of

the library resources are in Eng-
lish." Dr. Fox adds that he is

"hoping, in the course of the year,

to become competent at the spoken

language." He and his family are

going to "force ourselves, by liv-

ing in Japanese housing, to com-

municate in their language."

Professor Fox holds a Doctor's

and a Master's Degree from the

Pacific School of Religion, a Mas-

ter of Arts degree from the Uni-

versity of Chicago, and a Bache-

lor's Degree from the University

of Sydney in Australia.

Several of CC's foreign students

^Virginia Payne (Great Britain);

Andre de la Porte (Holland); Sig-

rid Langer (Germany); and Ben-

jamin Igwilo (Nigeria)—were in-

terviewed recently by Gillian Eoy-
es (herself a foreign student from
Jamaica). Following are some of

the comments these students made
concerning their impressions of the

United States in general and Colo-

rado College in particular.

Ginny Payne: "I was a little pre-

pared since I actually lived over

here before coming to CC. I really

wanted to come since I had heard

so much about America^I had to

know for myself what it was like.

The idea of a different, broader

education interested me too . . .

"People are less inhibited here;

this pally pally American attitude

i.s sort of different . . .

"I feel closed up in this cramp-
ed 'dorm' atmosphere. College is

supposed to turn out responsible

people, but the opposite seems
true; perhaps it is because Ameri-

Ex-President of SDS to Speak
Carl Oglesby, past president of

Students for a Democratic Society

and now activist in residence at

Antioch College, will speak today

at 2:30 p.m. in the audio-visual

room in Armstrong Hall.

SDS has developed under the
_

statement of purposes outlined in

the Port Huron Statement . . .

Part of the program says:

"America rests in national stale-

mate ... its democratic system

apathetic and manipulated rather

than 'of, by, and for the people'

. . . (We have a determination to)

search for truly democratic altern-

atives to the present, and a com-

mitment to social experiments-

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher

$1.25
Our famous Cellar available for large fraferni+y or clan

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

n Town for

p.rties.

PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE

CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUOS

Mlnin urn 120 semester hours college credit including 5 hours allege fevel

math The required math must include ol least 2 of the lollow ,ng: c Hose
ofgebra, frigonomeJf/, analytic geomelry, differential calculus. niegra cal-

coJui or any course lor wfirch any of these is a prerequisite Equi ofent

expsr ence acceptable. Training program. Openingi for men nd w imen.

Applicofi'on and further informolion forwarded on requeif.

WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)

Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center 1

8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
An equol opportirnifj' employer

1

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Discount Cash and Carry

II 71/2 E.

Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre

tion with them. We seek the es-

tablishment of a democracy of in-

dividual parti cipaj:ion governed by
two central aims; that the individ-

ual share in those social decisions

determining the quality and the

direction of his life; that society

shall he organized to encourage
independence in men 'and pro-

vide the media for their common
participation."

Oglesby himself has written

that ".
. . we have lost that mys-

terious social desire for human
equity that from time to time has
given Us genuine drive. We have
become a nation of young, bright-

eyed, hard-hearted, slim-waisted,

builet-headed, make-out artists. A
nation—may I say it —of beard-

less liberals."

Speaking of the great system of

"corporate liberalism" in this

country, Oglesby says, "We are

dealing now with a colossus that

does not want to be changed. It

will not change itself . . . Those
allie.=i of ours in the Government

—

are they really our allies ? If they

are, then they don't need advice.

tliey need constitutencies; they

don't need study gi-oups, they
need a movement. And if they are

not, then all the more reason for

building that movement with a

most relentless conviction.

* Hawkins Concert
(Continued from ii.ise one)

fame comes from his great streng-

th, coupled with his sensitivity

and imagination.

His dancers, always barefoot,

are costumed to reveal and cele-

brate the human body, not to hide

it behind frills and tights. In his

dance, "Eight Clear Places," Haw-
kins appears as vain, snow, and a

cloud costumed appropriately, and
as such unusual characters as a

squash, and the inner feet of a
summer fly.

Hawkins feels too that sensua-

lity is a part of dance, and the

male dancer is not just a prop for

the female or an acrobat to amuse
the audience.

His company, which is quite

small, has been praised for the

same strength, versatility, and
grace that Hawkins is known for.

His counterpart, though, is not

a dancer at all, but his musician-
performer Lucia Dlugoszewski.

She. as avant garde and original

in her field as Hawkins is in his,

plays wooden fences; glass wash-
boards; an Oriental bamboo wind
harp; metal, cardboard, and paper
sheet-s; bells; chimes; a resonant

crystal bowl; and a pair of small

band cymbals. Nor does she play

these at random, but follows a
score written to accompany the

dance. The effect, far from chao-

tic, is lyric and appropriate for

the dance.

For those who have not yet
bought tickets, they are available

free with activity ticket at Rastall

Desk.

joy life any more; even when they

are making lots of money they
have no time to relax, to hear a

singing bird . . . No, I don't havt>

a complete social life here, but 1

do enjoy the company of the for-

eign students as a social life of

its own. I prefer to be with them,

because we seem to be from simi-

lar backgrounds and have more in

common, more to talk about. Some-
how I can never get into a de>-|p

conversation with Americans."

Gillian Reyes

can mothers are more protective

and prossessive . . . Americans
seem more possessive on the whole
anyway; there is a boyfriend-girl-

friend attitude that is stifling . . .

The kids seem to be rather imma-
ture; they ask lots of questions,

but don't really think about the

answers . , .

"I'm glad I left home. I sort of

live from day to day now and
think very little about the future."

Ginny Paine

Andre de la Porte: "I knew it

would be a great experience for

me, and besides, I want to work
with an American firm eventually,

so 1 thought it would be best for

me to attend a college here for at

least a year. My experiences here
would be useful later ... I had
heard a lot about America, and
had built up a certain image that

has not changed much.
"It's hard to describe my first

experiences and reactions. I think

I was overwhelmed, although I had
expected almost everything I

found. I did not expect the friend-

liness and hospitality that I met
everywhere, though.

"My introduction to the college

was poor; I got a schedule in ray

hands and 1 was not really pre-

pared—or welcomed.
"I'm not really studying for a

degree, but I wish I were able to

get one here on some basis . . .

I think they should set up a two-
year degree plan so that I could

take back something to show for

my time here . . . I'm not really

benefiting academically, but I

have found the methods here dif-

ferent and therefore interesting.

"I'm very glad that I live in the

Phi Delt house rather than Super-
dorm. I'm treated like one of the

brothers, although I'm only a soc-

ial affiliate ... 1 think I approach
the American people with a slight-

ly different attitude than the other

foreign students. The acceptance
into a society has to come from
both sides; if you want and try to

be accepted you will be—and I

think they do accept me."
Sigrid Langer: "I wanted to see

for myself what I had heard so
much about in Europe, America
was the 'Country of Superlatives,'

you know—Aspen has the 'world's

longest lift,' and so on . . .

" 'Time is money' here. At home
only what we call the 'New Rich'
live like that. No one seems to en-

Benjamin Igwilo

Benjamin Igwilo: "(My reasun

for coming here) was really jii,=.t

to further my studies, although 1

am interested in international re-

lations . . .

"I think Americans are morp
easily understood, more friendly.

(Before coming) I had met many
Americans, and one particularly

impressed me. He v/as a Peace

Corps volunteer at home who usen

to have long talks with me and I

therefore became interested.

"It is not much different from

what I expected. The American
way of life is much simpler on tli^'

whole—my society is British, of

course. The color problem did conif

to my attention, however, and 1

did not like it , . .

"Everyone here recognizes tin.

high standard of this college, 1

think, and that is why I came.
Apart from that, though, I pn^f^

the straightforwardness of Ame>
ican teaching. I mean that an

American professor will admit
when he does not know something,
but an English one will never n^l-

mit that he is wrong . . .

"Americans tend to act with
their inclination ... I find them
friendly on the whole, although tiii^

girls are not as nice as the bo\>.

They have an unnecessary air "i'

importance and they are much
more self-centered than the boy-

1 move freely among the boys au';

have never felt 'foreign' with
them. They offer to help me out

with rides . . . and I enjoy theii

company a great deal."

Zoology Prof.

Publishes Book

Dr. Richard G. Beidleman, pro-

fessor of zoology at Colorado Col-

lege, is the author of a new book,

Dynamic Equilibrium. Published

by Rand McNally, the 62-page
book deals with "the many mani-

festations of the dynamic balance

of nature in the out-of-doors ami

the delicate balances within living

organisms."
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Broadmoor Bans Winter Carnival
Monday morning, Febiiiavy 20.

Jim Kauffman, advisor to Rastall

Center Board, received a call from

tJie manager of the Broadmoor ski

slopes advising him that CC will

no longer be allowed to rent

Broadmoor skiing facilities for

Winter Carnival activities. The
manager reported that between 10

iind 15 CC students had had a

wine bust on the slopes, during

tlie course of which many bottles

were broken and tin cans thrown

:irnuniJ, The manager, concerned

;ibout the extreme danger affoi-d-

fil skiers by broken glass in the

enow, stated that no effort was

made by the students to clean the

aica. As a result, the Broadmoor

felt they had no alternative but to

ban further activities sponsored by

CC on the slopes. Kauffnian stated

that there is no easily accessible

;Me:i for the activities in the area,

and that there will probably be no

;kiing activities during next year's

Davis Victorious in

Steamboat Slalom
By Rick Goodman

Phillip "Wink" Davis led the

way Friday, February 10, for what

turned out to be a CC heyday, in

skiing anyway. Wink out-skied 27

other A racers down a Steamboat

Springs Winter Carnival Invita-

tional Slalom by .1 of a second,

"it was a beautiful run," Ski

Coach Mease commented, "al-

though I heard he looked slow at

tlie top."

The racers will be pulling out of

Breckenridge and heading for

Loveland Ski Basin where CSU
will sponsor the next encounter on

February 26.

In the meantime, three of the

four racers chosen by the CIAL
to attend the RMISA races were

CC-born. They are Wink Davis,

Steve Brown, and Steve Spickard.

The races will be held the last

week of February at Steamboat

Sliiings.

Swimmers End Season;

Lose to Adams State
Tuesday night the CC swim

te;mi completed its season, drop-

ping a 59-45 decision to Adams
State College in Alamosa. The de-

feat gives the Tigers a 6-4 final

"ocord in dual meet competition.

Despite the loss, the Tiger tank-

men collected four first places:

Bill Veneris in the 200-yard butter-

fly. Chris Walker in the 1000-yard

freestyle, Terry Covington in the

200-yard backstroke, and the 400-

yard medley relay team composed
of Covington, Veneris, Bill John-
son, and Greg Hock.

Carnival. Kauffnian continued to

comment that "What bothers nip

is that 10 to 15 irresponsible peo-
ple have ruined a fine tradition at

Colorado College."

Cagers Rally

For 83-82 Win

Over Regis
Last Wednesday, February 15.

The Colorado College basketball

team avenged a previous loss to

Regis College of Denver by de-
feating the Rangers 83-82 on their

home court. Regis played even
witli the Tigers for the first 10
minutes before the Tigers took
charge. Despite the loss of Captain
Chris Grant, who sprained an ank-
le early in the game, CC gained a

nine-point half-time advantage.
Regis came on strong in the -sec-

ond half, however, by dumping in

24 points to CC's six in the early

minutes of the second half. Junior
John Anderson and freshman Mike
Smith then took charge, with An-
derson scoring on several tip-ins

and gathering 15 rebounds. Smith
began to hit successfully on 30-

foot -set shots.

The Tigers slowly reduced the

lead built up by Regis and finally

got an 81-79 lead over the Rang-
ers. CC stalled out the last minute
and came off the floor with an
83-82 victory.

THE CC QUIZ BOWL TEAM of Dave Thompson, Tom Basinger, Phil Fearnside. and Chad Milton will trav-

el to Pueblo tomorrow for an 11:00 a.m. contest against Southern Colorado State College.

Lacrosse Team Looking to Second Season

By Bob Hiester

Spring is coming again, and the

lacrosse team is beginning to pre-

pare for another season. This will

be the second year running that

CC will field a varsity lacrosse

teajH, as betote last year the game
was classified as a club sport.

Last season the lax men brought
home the Rocky Mountain Confer-
ence title by defeating area teams
such as Air Force, University of

Colorado, University of Denver,
and Colorado State University.

This feat was a major accomplish-

ment for a school the size of Colo-

rado College.

This year the Tigers, with the

help of coach ''Doc" Stabler, will

again have an exceptionally strong

team. The return of Tad Davis and
Steve Stivers after a year's ab-

sence from the field, ))Iu3 the re-

turn of a majority of Inst year's

leani, points to a good year for

the Bengals. Several freshmen
will also add to the CC strength.

Returning standouts Include

Bruce Benton, Nick Hnre, Jimmy
Mayer, and Jon Nlcolaysen. The
Tigers need to find a new goalie

due to the grndufition of Rolf

Hiebler, but there are several

candidates.
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Artist Proulx Parries
Ah intercieiv with Vic Proulx. CC

sttidcnt-artist-activisl. by Bill Wood-
ard.

Q: ".
. . You've been accusing

the professors of a lack of inter-

est in student demands and stu-

dent needs, but have you taken

into consideration the professor's

position ? He is in no way bound
to support student demands—in

fact, that's completely out of his

line of duty- His main purpose . . .

is to further academic excellence

and to further the scholastic rep-

utation of the school itself. How
can you say that he owes the stu-

dent his concem and his efforts

and his responsibilities?"

A; "I disagree with you. I think

he is an educator, or he should

be; and if he's going to be an ed-

ucator, if he's going to be edu-

cating in such a sterile environ-

ment as this is, he's going to have

to carry his education a bit beyond,

because this campus is so detached

fi-om the outside world. It's left up
to the educator to educate us about

the outside world. ... If the stu-

dent can't break away from the

homogeneous upper-middle class

strata that he's in when he comes
here, if he can't do it on his own,

it seems to me it's going to be

up to the educators to do it. Un-
less the professors accepts that as

something good, and I don't think

many of them do.

"If things had to change, I

wouldn't want them to lose the

academic freedom they have, the

academic power. But that's the

only way to get the students on
the ball, for the professors to do
something. The students at this

campus are really too homogen-
eous, too middle-class—We're too

of everything. ... If the profs like

it, it's ok—you know, I can't tell

the profs to change. But I think all

of tliis could be changed, and this

campus could really be something

... a movement within the com-
munity.

"Pew campuses are so detached

from the community. Most com-
munities rely upon campuses in

one way or another for certain ac-

tions—social commentaries, social

obsen'ations, political obsei-vations,

artistic endeavors . . . CC is rela-

tively ineffectual as far as this

community is concerned. . . . When
a campus moves off and starts to

influence the community, it has to

be under ])rofessors leadership.

"When a student stands up and
screams his head off in a demon-
stration we need the faculty to

sit back and watch us, then come
back and tell us what we are like.

. . . NOW is the time we should

be making mistakes, not when we
get out in this hard, cruel world

—

and the faculty can kind of coach
us along as far as that's con-

cerned, I understand the faculty'-o

problem; I think a lot of the fac-

ulty would just like to leave stu-

dent problems up to students. Be-

cause students want their free-

dom; the faculty feel this is their

way of giving it to us. But this

campus lacks leadership, and it's

going to have to come from the

faculty—just in an advisory way
. . . just by a few comments in

class . . . things like this is what
I advocate-."
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Q: ".
. . Let's switch over to a

more controversial issue, that of

Black Power. Stokeley Carmichaei
has said that the purpose of the

Black Power movement is to pro-

vide the Negro with a sense of

pride and dignity which he is other-

wise unable to obtain in tlie white-

oriented social, political, and ec-

onomic order. What are your views
on these things?"

A: ". . . We've tried . . . The
conscious American public has been

trying to create this social and
economic quality, and we turn

around now in 1967, and it really

hasn't gotten very far. Many Ne-
groes have managed to get into the

American middle class, although

their equalities end at certain po-

litical borders . . . still. But the

middle-class American Negro has

a very high suicide rate, so some-
thing might be wrong there . . .

We just didn't know where we
were going. Black Power may be
one way to change this and sud-

denly get things moving . . .

".
. . We haven't got as much

control as we had in the early

60's. . . . Things are going to

happen now whether we like it or

not. What's going to happen is

more spontaneous things—like the

Watts riot—but a little more oi--

ganized than that, I should hope.

We're g-oing to have to start ac-

cepting that as perhaps one way to

bring about social change."

Q: "Are you, then, saying that

radical action is the only means by
which the Negro can achieve any
kind of economic, social, and po-

litical equality in our present sys-

tem?"
A: "Well, we don't know yet. But

it looks like the only way to go
right now in our present system.

Getting back to Jefferson . . . dur-
ing the trouble in Massachusetts
when he was in France during the
Whiskey Rebellion, he said, 'Such
insurrections should happen more
often.' They're healthy, and
democracy has to have them . . .

Thf one problem with radical vio-

lence is that it probably isn't going
to succeed; there's probably going
to .be a reaction against the Left,

once they come out. For instance,

California didn't allow a very much
needed hospital to the Watts area
of Los Angeles in a vote last No-
vember

; the logic was that if

California gave them their hospital

now it would be like helping the

bad people—giving them candy for
being bad—- which is not good
logic; we punish them for being
bad. I'm afraid something like that
might happen.

"It looks like it's going to hap-
pen this summer—organized insui--

rections where the poor black and
the poor Spanish-American and the

poor white are going to be march-
ing outside their ghetto areas with
guns, blowing the middle class

American to bit.s—hopefully.

"I sometimes wonder whether
the right wing of American—the
reactionary, real reactionary, like

Hunt—is supporting these things,
because some very poor individ-

uals I know right now have a
couple of cartons of guns and am-
munition. I don't know where they
got the money to buy these things
. . . The right wing would profit

by a reaction against the left wing,
which I believe would come quite
naturally. . . .

"I'm not advocating insun-ection

;

I'm saying it's the only way to go
right now; it's a very natural thing
to happen. . . . Revolutions stait

when people begin to be a little

better off economically, not when
they're totally suppressed— it's

when that begins to let up. And I

think that is the situation that we
have right now. The Negro in the
ghetto can see how bad things are;

he can see that he has a chance
for betterment. And he's going to

get that chance if he has to kill to

get it. He's trapped; he's really

trapped. There's no place else for
him to go but shoot his way out,

and that's what he's going to do.

You can't stop it; you can't stand
and advocate it or advocate a

slower way—it's just going to

come.

"I think it's the American stu-

dent's responsibility to figure om
a way to accept it. If we don't ac-

cept it—if we don't work things

right this next summer—we're

not going to have a democracy left.

So we've got to be very, very care-

ful. But there just doesn't seem to

be a better way. . . . Our marches
didn't get us very far."

Q; "Do you feel that there are

viable alternates for the draft-age

individual who's opposed to the

war?"
A: "Right now it's going to the

Supreme Court to decide whether
an individual can object to a par-

ticular war or not. The Conscien-

tious Objector who has a histoiy of

objecting to all war is OK, but as

to the individual who has a vio-

lent objection to this war, the Su-
preme Court will decide very soon.

Other than applying for a CO or

getting into college and staying
there or getting married and hav.

ing a child ... I think the only

viable alternative is to go to Can-
ada or something like this—leave

the country if it's decided that this

country isn't worth sacrificing

one's self for this war. Canada is

encouraging students but you
can't get across if you have cer-

tain draft classifications . . . That's

your freedom as an American."
Q : "How about switching to this

other war that's being fought on

the domestic scene. Do you think
that the Johnson administration's

'Great Society' has become in fact

an attainable idea! system?"
A: "No, really I think Johnson

has thought this well out. What
We have here is what Bismark
wanted. Johnson's trying to keep
the people happy—right along the

lines of Bismark—and while he's

keeping the people happy, he can
do just about anything he wants
to do.

"I don't think many of the pro-

grams can work as such. No, this

country is not capable of such
things. You see. capitalism has al-

ways had this problem; it's had a

hard time exploiting people that it

needs to for profit and at the

same time keeping them happy.
'If we can keep them from think-

ing," the capitalists says, 'then we
can keep them from rebelling

against the system.' So the capitEil-

ist can make televisions whicii

keep people from thinking and at

the same time make a hell of a

profit off televisions. Keep things
going pretty well, and no one has
to think. No middle class American
has to think. It all fits into a very
sick economic order. What Johnson
would like to do is get all lower
class individuals—give them tele-

visions, keep them drugged, let

them buy two cars if they want
and need them.
"The American middle class

I'eally doesn't own anything, you
know— everything's on credit; we
have no wealth at all—no power,
hence, we've become a very great
mass—this huge middle class-
but no powei-, and actually no
thoughts to use the power if we
had it, while the capitalist, like

H. L. Hunt can make more and
more money and have more and
more power."
Q: "What about Johnson's War

on Poverty? Is it possible within
the context of democracy and the
free enterprise system to have a

social order that is completely
free of the evils of poverty?"

A: "No, I don't think so—but

then, I don't think we have to have

a free enterprise system as such.

We could have a fluctuating econo-

my, perhaps, or something like

that. I'm very much against 'sys-

tems.' I don't trust any systems.

It's hard for me to offer an alter-

native in words. No, a free enter-

prise system pretty much has to

bave a 'poor' someplace. But we
could change the system and solve

that. I don't think the War on Po-

verty is going to solve all of the

(Continued on jiBee HI
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Pertinent Tiger Queries
(Coiilinued from paft ten)

iinibleiTis—I don't even think John-

son or anybody else expects them
to solve the problems as such, but

things like Project Headstart . . .

they're helping a little. They're

worth it, I think. The Job Corps

(^^ertainly is more valuable than

the U.S. press is making it out to

be."

Q: "Vic, I think I can safely say

you are one of the most misunder-

stood, misrepresented, and mis-

interpreted students on the CC
campus. Many know you as the

quiet, reserved, restrained Victor

proulx, while others know you as

tlie outspoken, energetic, unyield-

ing critic of the many facets of

life—art, literature, politics, and
the social order, to name a few.

Vic, which of these two types most
accurately represents you?"
A: "I can't communicate to

many people on this campus as a

critic—I don't think they'd listen,

so I tend to be a little restrained;

while there are many people on
this campus who will listen to cri-

ticisms from al! quarters and sides,

call democracy and the Jetfersou-

ian ideals, I think we'd be support-
ing the other end of Viet Nam

—

North Viet Nam . . .

"Essentially, the war in Viet

Nam has a capitalist motive. The
U.S. economic system as it stands

right now can't support itself

without wars; our economy is a

military economy ... So ... we
find a war to fight , . . The people
who are benefitting from this are

not the American public as such,

it's people like Hunt, J. Paul Get-

ty, General Motors . . .

"The student demonstrator has
his problems. If the student de-

monstrator wants to say he's part
of the U.S. gov't and he has an
equal voice in it, he is at the same
time taking upon himself the pro-

blem that the U.S. gov't is send-
ing soldiers over—our peers—to

fight and be killed, and somehow
we have to support our soldiers

—

our buddies from high school who
are over there getting shot at right
now. We do have to support them
because our gov't sent them over

:in(| to these, when I'm in the mood,
I speak out. Essentially, I think
i'm both of these at different

times, it just depends on what
end's around . . . And I can't be a
Clitic all the time; it's a very tir-

ing thing . . . You hecome very
depressed . ,

."

Q: "What about your views on
the present situation in Viet
Nam?"
A: "Frankly, I don't think the

U.S. wants peace in Viet Nam
I'iglit now—I think that's pretty
obvious . . .

"We're supporting a very un-
American element in Viet Nam
i'ight now—the landlords, who
have been leeching the poor for
many, many centuries now. We're
supporting an anti-democratic
fjciv't; we've been supporting one
-ince the French left, and they
^^"ere supporting it before then . .

.

If We really believed in what we

there to do a job, which they be-

lieve is a valid job. It's a problem
the demonstrator has—to some-
how show his support for the sol-

dier and at the same time show his

dissent from the U.S. gov't policy.

"If this country is defending de-

mocracy, and the majority rules,

and the majority wants this war;

then it damn well better protect

the minority—because as long as

we suppress this demonstration
against the war, we're suppressing

democracy . . . the U.S. has to de-

fend democracy here too . .
."

Q: "It's been repeatedly stated

that no matter who was President

it couldn't be handled any differ-

ently. What do you think about
this?"

A: "I think it could; I think if

Kennedy were President, for in-

stance, we might have college edu-
cated advisors ... I don't think

Kennedy would allow the military

to gain such a top hold . . . John-
son has a tendency not to listen

to the educated as much as the
politically strong in Washington.
He's a politician; he's been in

Wasliington a long time, and he
sometimes can't see beyond Wash-
ington. Also, Johnson is trying
very much to make the rich facet

of this country happy—which he's

doing very well; General Motors
is happier than it's been for a
long time. Johnson is not as con-

cerned about the poor aa some-
times he makes us think.

"This war is actually against
the law; Congress hasn't declared
war . , . The reason that our found-
ing fathers gave the declaration
of war ... to Congress was so

that the people could decide whe-
ther they wanted a war or not.

Now, Johnson has very ably got-
ten around this by merely not
bringing it to the Congress and
. . . escalatiiig very slowly. Of
course right now if he asked for
it, he'd get a declaration from the
Congress . . . But there was a mis-
take in our Constitution; as many
guarantees as they tried to put in-

to it so that one man couldn't gain
control of this country, there was
one slight misunderstanding about
the educated public which we were
counting on and which we don't
have now . . . We really aren't ed-
ucated as to what's happening in

Viet Nam—particularly if all we
c;in read is the Denver Post, some-
thing like this . . . News is some-
times suppressed. There is the
idea that all of our boys are dying
in Viet Nam, and that's a good
reason to keep going; if one Amer-
ican is killed, then that's a good
excuse to kill every North and
South Viftnainese living."

Shakespeare Co.

To Present Hamlet
The Natiuimi Sliakeypeare Com-

pany will present Hamlet at Was-
son High School's auditorium on
Friday, February 24, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $2.,50 and may be pur-
chased at Rastall Desk. The pro-

ihtction is jointly sponsored by the
Fine Arts Center, Opera Guild,

and the Colorado Springs Sym-
phony Association,

Think small at

PHIL WINSLOW VW, INC.

730 N. CircU Drivo

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NtGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campu

Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry

Complete Sell-Service Laundry

20 Single Load Maytag Washers

8 Double Load Duplex Washers

.9 Dryers

Open till lUiii and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

I LAUNDRY
I

801 NOIl'l'H TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

NOW . . . even better!

SKI AREA

NOTJUST SKIING...

Everything's better. .

.

(check our simpatico . .

.

or apr^s-ski, if you prefer)

D.IVI.U.L S and packs

given special consideration

(don't ask)

Get av;ay from the books . .

.

PLAN AHEAD... make some A/nrf of a

reservation for av/eekend nov/.

STUDENT RATES.?THE BESTww-^"'
For detailed information

P 0. BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/453-2378-Denver 222-0401, ExI.
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He's a college

baseball player

MEET
TOM
HALL

He can read 2,500 words

a minute

Tom Hall is jusi another guy that likes to play

baseball more than most. Since he's working his

way through college, he doesn't have much time

left to study. Maybe even less than you. That's

why Tom enrolled in our Reading Class.

Tom admits that for eight weeks his schedule

was worse than usual, his baseball was at stake.

Women just had to wait.

Now that the course is over, Tom is still no egg-

head—or professor. Baseball's still his first love.

But there is one difference—Tom now reads 10

times faster. He finishes his work before It

finishes him! And he's still eligible for the team.

Tom Hall Is not a mental freak, nor Is he a na-

turally fast reader. He learned this revolutionary

technique of rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute. He is one of more

than 250,000 graduates in the United States.

You may not learn to read quite as fast as Tom
Hall [and then again you might). But the nation-

ally known Reading Dynamics Institute guaran-

tees that you'll at least triple your reading speed

with good comprehension ... or receive a full

tuition refund. Just to show that Tom is not

unique, here are the beginning and ending

speeds of recent graduates in this region:

Utah school teacher discovers techni-

nique of dynamic reading.

Evelyn Wood first observed dynamic reading 18

years ago when a professor at the University of

Utart read her term paper at an amazing 6,000

words per minute. Mrs. Wood's curiosity caused

her to look for other exceptional readers, and

over the next few years she found 50 people

who could read faster than 1,500 words per

minute, with fine comprehension, outstanding re-

call and great reading satisfaction. She was now

sure it was possible to read faster than anyone

had thought, but the question of how was not

yet answered. It took 8 years of toll and re-

search, working with naturally fast readers be-

fore she began to find the answers. Eventually

she developed a technique whereby the aver-

age student was able to learn to read 3 to 10

times faster. She taught her method at the Uni-

versity of Utah for three years, refining It even

more. Further studies were conducted at the

University of Delaware, and the first reading

Dynamics Institute was opened in Washington,

D. C. In September, 1959. Since that time in-

stitutes have been opened in 67 cities through-

out the country, and national enrollment for the

course has topped 250,000.

SEE FREE DEMONSTRATIONS

Improvement by typical graduates

in words per minute

Comprehension is stressed

Isf Bill ., ,,., I

WV WIf
At a recent teacher training conterence, Mrs.

Wood emphasized that dynamic reading is noth-

Jatk Brickson, Student 384 1073 jng IHe the sliimming techniques commonly used
p.teotidiir force Officer ............ 271 21

;„ j ^^^j. ^^^^^^^ 5^ y "Skipping
James R. Knolf, Student, Creighlon Univ.,... 295 1870 j . j ..

1 1 .,

Ben Kelly, Student, Creiglilon \lm 267 1955
"°''''= " dangerous, as you dont know whether

Kathleen Cheney, Nurse 258 1837 or not you have skipped a word which could

Thomas A, Brown, Student, Creljhlon UnlV... 360 1772 change the whole meaning of the sentence.

Robert D, Faulkner, Biochemist 391 1759

Crayson P. Jones, Engineer '465 1368

Mary Hegel, Student 218 1348 "You read five times faster," she pointed out,

Jolin BrUSe, Student, Northwestern Only 354 1380 not by reading every fifth word, but by reading

Carl R. Cray, Clerk, Safeway Stores 263 1440 fi^e times as many words in the same amount
Kathleen Francis, Student, Crelghton link. ,. 260 1611 , ,. ^ . .„ w„„j = k,.-,oj *t=i ,;»„ u=.
I _ I B 1 I r. J I If • r It L I oin tfin ot time, Mrs, Wood emphasiied that us nq her
Ismet Bozkurt, Student, Univ. of Nebraska,. 218 930 ... , .

, ,. ,
,

Terry L. Hazuiak, Student 317 1806
technique of rapid reading, every word on the

John E. Tale, Attorney ;. 384 1160 page is noted,

Eldon Hennlng, Social Worker 301 1160

Sid Burkey, Student •„ 304 1050

Roger Schaaf, Student 666 4410

Tom fiurkey, Student, Heslon College 460 1605

' Evelyn Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
KANSAS CITY WICHITA OMAHA DENVER
37U Broadwtv S101 B. Canrral llf S. Ifllt St, 1575 Sherman

f3M3ID iB$-1374 3f3-10» 2n-WS

LBUQUERQUE COLO. SPRINGS LINCOLN FT. COLLINS
r Dartmouth Dr., U05S. Titan ll4N.ltiri 1121 ClHrrlew
H.E., a«-t741 39i-Ji*i 43MJ7J 4M-43M

Colorado Springs

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

at 6:30 and 8:15 P. M.

Reading Dynamics

institute

1605 South Tejon

Room 206

You will see a Reading Dynamics graduate

read at amazing speeds from a book he has

never seen before and then tell in detail

what he has read.

You will see a documented film that in-

cludes actual interviews with Washington's

Congressmen who have taken the course.

You will learn how we can help you to

faster reading, with improved comprehen-

sion, greater recall.

Now Registering for Spring Classes

Colorado Springs

MONDAY, MARCH 3

Boulder

MONDAY, MARCH 3

ACHIEVEIvlENT WARRANTY
Wo guoranlee to Incieoie the reading t

AT LEAST 2 limoi with good comptehen

entire luilion lo any tiudeni who oflei i

and tludy requiiementi, doej not al lei

'iciency of each ttudent

on. We will refund Ihe

mpleling minimum clan

I triple lilt reading el-

lurcd by our beginning and ending tails.

Mail Coupon Today to:

Evelyn Wood, Reading Dynamics Insti+u+e

1419 PoHer Drive, Colorado Spring!, Colorado, Dept. 224

Please send descriptive (older.

nders+and fhat 1 am under no obligation and that

;ale:

Name
Street

City

vill call.
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To Be Presented March 9, 10, 11

'*Lady's Not for Burning"
'%^^_

MRS. A. JEAN McMILLEN MAKES FINAL FITTINGS of the head-

piece worn by Eve Tilley who plays Margaret in "The Lady's Not for

Burning." Curtain for all performances is 8:15 p. m.

By Ellon Hiorden

Christopher Fry's play in p o e t r y. Lady's
Not For Burning, will premiere Thursday, March 9,

at 8:20 p. m. and will continue through Satuixlay.
The plot is simple. Two strangers meet in the

Mayor's house. One, a disillusioned young soldiei:,

Thomas (Carl Chard), is asking to be hanged be-

cause he is sickened with life and the world; the
other, Jennet (Wendy McPheed), is condemned to

he burned as a witch.

The pompous judge Tappercoom, played by Chris
Gibbs, says of Jennett, "Though we adniinister per-
suasion with great patience (he alludes to torture),

she admits nothing. And, the man," he continues,

"won't stop admitting. It really makes one lose all

faith in human nature."

The scenes between Jennet and Thomas are touch-

ing and philosophical, but the play is a comedy, and
Rev. Burton, playing Mayor Tuson, is the comic hero.

Rob Scott and Keith Cunningham play two oily

lecherous brothers who fight over anything, espe-

cially Alizon, played by Chris Harris. When they

tire of her, they fight over Jennet. The two cads

lose out, though, for Joe Mattys, as Richard, runs

away with Alizon, and Jennet and Thomas try to

reconcile their different views of life and death,

Wally Bacon plays a senile old chaplin.

Even Tilley. as the mother Margai'et, has some

Tpiie Tigey

of the silliest lines in the play, and Hu:;scl Davis
wanders in for a short scene ns a nieilicvul drunk.

The play contrasts the comic and the philosoph-
ical, as in this exchange:

Nicholas: "I must tell you I've just been vobovn!"
Margaret: "Nicholas, you always think you can

do things better than your mother. You can be
sure you were horn quite adctiuately on the first

occasion."

Thomas ; ( shortly following the abovo ) " Vou
don't make any allowance for individuality. lUnv do
you know that out there, in the day or night accord-

ing to latitude, the entire world i.'^n't wanting to

hanged? Now you, for instance, still damp from your
cocoon, you're desperate to fly into any nooso of the
sun that should dangle down from the sky. Life,

Forbye, is the way we fatten for the Michaelmas of
our own particular gallows. What a wonderful thing
is a metaphor."

The play is sot in the house of a nmyor in a

Medieval town. The house, designed by David Viand,

is reminiscent of a monastery with grey stone walla,

archways, platforms, and ranip.s, The wfiUa seem to

echo the mood of the play—mysterious, yet whimsical.
The set may be grey, but the costumes certainly

are not. Mrs. McMillen has dressed the cast of ton

in bright, even scene-stealing clothe.s. The costumes
of the 140O's have long sleeves flowing almost to

the floor and high waists on the drosses.

Colorado College leers

to Face DU Tuesday,

at 8:00 p.m. in Denver
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Four Course System Meets Approval

Of Academic Program Committee

/f\

Dean Curran a n n o u n c e d last

Mumlay, February 27, that the

"Academic Program Committee
lias approved the Four-Course Sys-

tt-iii and it will go to the next fac-

ulty meeting on March 13." Before

that the plan must go to the Com-
mittee on Instruction, and, "as-

suming that they vote and approve

it, it goes on to the faculty," he

explained.

"If the faculty approves the

lilan, it will go into effect," Curran
siiid. "The earliest date to insti-

tute it would be the academic year

i;.'il8-(>9. It is definitely out for

next year because the schedules

;ue already being made."
Dean Curran's explanation for

the system's approval was that

"light along it has been the gen-
oral iDelief that it is better for stu-

'Ifnts to be limited to a smaller

number of courses at one time. It

irf not a new program," he added.

"iMost of the better schools today
31 e on this system or one very
similar to it."

The Dean made it clear that no
administrative pressure has been
I'Ut upon the faculty. "We have
twisted no arms beyond asking

Class Atrendance Rule
For Vacation Stressed
Students are reminded that Col-

lege i-ules stipulate that no unex-
>-usef| absences are permitted from
tlie last session of all classes be-

fore the spring recess or from the
fii'st session of all classes after
the recess. In general, this rule

means that saudents must attend
^11 of their classes on Friday and
Saturday, March 17 and 18, and
"•1 Monday and Tuesday, April 3
in (I 4.

Students who must be absent
^'f'm classes on the above days for
'ea^ons beyond their control must
^*e excused by Dean Reid or Dean
^I'^on. The penalty for missing
cliiss without such an excuse may
oe an automatic F in the course
concerned.

them to consider it. We are anx-

ious for them to think about the

possibility objectively. They will

not be rushed in their decision and
the decision is completely theirs."

The Committee on Instruction

consists of the three clmirmen of

the executive committees of each

division (i. e. Humanities, Social

Science, Natural Science) with

Dean Curran as presiding chair-

man plus the Registrar as a non-

voting member.

The Academic Program Commit-
tee includes President Worner,

Dean Curran, Prof. Bechtol, and

eight or nine other faculty mem-
bers representing all divisions.

Evening of Folk Music to Be

Presented Tomorrow Night
A folk song concert, under the

sponsorship of the Forum Commit-

tee, will be held tomon'ow, March
4, beginning at 8 :00 in Shove

Chapel. The concert which is free

and open to the public is being

presented by a local group of

artists all of whom have appeared

professionally.

According to Ed Stabler, guitar-

ist and banjoist for the group, the

concert will "run the length and

breadth of folk music," presenting

songs fi-om the sea, cowboy songs,

and many others. The group, con-

sisting of Stabler. Jack Stanesco.

and Vince and Kathy de Francis.

considers itself as a traditional

group, playing and singing mostly

for fun and pleasure.

Stabler, announcer for KRYT

radio in Colorado Springs, has

played professionally in Honolulu,

San Francisco, and Denver and was
one of the featured singers at the

now defunct Le Chat Noir in town.

Stanesco, presently a student at

(Conlinued on page seven)

UNSEASONAL TEMPERATURES, blue skv, hints of spring, all seasoned

with a major dose of mid-terms lead students to express themselves in

many ways.

Last of Public Lecture Series

Authority on Bertolt Brecht

To Speak Thursday, March 9

CCCA Elections

Petitions are now available at

Uaslall Desk for offices under

the newly adopted CCCA. The

offices open for students are

president, vice-president, and

five members at large. 1 hey

must be returned to Raslall

Desk by Tuesday, March 7, at

.5:00 p. m. Final elections will

be held Wednesday, March 15,

with any necessary runoff elec-

tions on Friday, March 17.

One of the foremost scholars on

Dertolt Brecht, Professor Reinhold

Grimm, will be on the campus on

Thursday, March 9, to present two

lectures:

"Der junge Brecht"— at the

Max Kade House at 3:30 p.m., for

advanced students of German
(sponsored by the German Depart-

ment); "The Emblems of Bertolt

Brecht"— at Olin Hall, at 8 p.m.,

in English, to which the public is

invited without charge. This last

lecture (sponsored by the Publie

Lectures Committee) will be with

slides, most of them to be shown

for the first time.

The interest in Bertolt Brecht

(The Threepenny Opera, Man
E<jual.s Man, Saint Joan of the

Stockyards, Mother Courage, The
Caucasian Chalk Circle, The Good

Woman of Setzuan, Galileo,

etc.) on the part of the American

theater and the literary minded

public has been steadily increasing

since the author's death in 1956,

though his prose, lyric poetry,

and theoretical writings are less

known. Several years ago Broad-

way played excerpts of his work

under the title Brecht on Brecht

with unusual success.

Dr. Grimm, currently Visiting

Professor at New York University,

took his Ph.D. at the University

of Erlangen, Germany, in 1950. Of

his books on Brecht three are in-

dispensable to the scholar— Die

Struktur seines Werken, Bertolt

Brecht, and Bertolt Brecht und die

Weltliteratur. He also is the author

or editor of several books on Gott-

fried Benn, on modem German
literature, on the epic theater, and

on poetic theories, as well as of

numerous essays published in Eur-

opean periodicals. Besides being an

outstanding author, he is a well-

known translator and critic.

At the end of the current semes-

ter Dr. Grimm will return to the

Goethe University at Frankfurt

for teaching and research.
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Editorial
Students, who are continually arguing for more liberal social policy

and regulations, have substantial reason for their views which seem
wholly alien and strange to the adult world.

At Colorado College, the justification for the residential college is

that it provides for the intellectual growth and maturity of students.

Yet, at any college, education is defined in terms of the whole person

and not just the intellect. Thus, we must demand that the framework
of the college provide as much a basis for personal developments, as

for intellectual.

The doctrine of in loco parentis seems hardly consistent with this

goal of personal maturity. At the present time the idea is so beset with

contradictions as to make it ridiculous. Of course, parents control the

purse strings. But let us hope that few parents have so lost touch with

their sons and daughters that this is the only kind of control they have

left. Also, parents argoie tliat the age of 18 is a little too early for sex.

Yet, in virtually the same breath fathers willingly support draft laws

which send their 18 year old sons to do the job of killing.

IN loco parentis exists as little more than a device to protect middle

class youth from prosecution by local police for "minor" infractions.

One should speak with a 16 year old high school student who has just

returned from the reformatory and find the kind of help he has received

from his high school and the law.

Students are sick and tired of the hypocrisy and discrimination of

this system of social regulation. They are demanding that they be given

the responsibility to act as human beings, to have the opportunity to

make decisions.

Just as students have committed themselves for civil rights and
against the war, so have they committed themselves to the idea of a

personal search for meaning. Students are asking that they should not

have to continue breaking unfair and capricious rules. Students ask

that the rules be made to coincide with the situation as it actually is.

Students are no longer asking for the false protection of school auth-

orities. In so doing, they must and are willing to accept the consequences

of their actions.

Tlie Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

"And Jehovah God said, Behold,

file man is become as one of us,

to know good and evil; and now,

lest he put forth his hand and take

also of the tree of life and eat and
live forever . . . Therefore the Je-

liovah God sent him forth from
the Garden of Eden." Genesis

3 :22-23.

Last week a different Adam was
expelled from a different Eden for

not too different reasons. Adam

had "become one of us." His mis-

take, like that of his Biblical

counterpart, came from eating too

many apples.

The Cellar Committee, after in-

vestigating the adventures and
mis-adventures of the Rev. Adam
Clayton Powell, recommended
three things. First, he was fined

.$40,000 for mis-use oi government
funds. This amount was to be de-

ducted from his salary. Second, he
must take the oath of office before

Open Letters
Dear President Worner:

I am enclosing Graham B.

Blaine's Youth and the Hazards of

Affluence as a gift to yoti. I feel

diffident in doing this as I am
aware that one receives more sug-

gestions for reading than one has

time available. However, 1 have

found Dr. Blaine's book most sen-

sible and souTidly based upon
much experience in dealing with

students. I think that the cha]3-

ters entitled "Riotous Behavior"

and "Sex" are of special interest to

college administrators.

I have been moved to send you
this book by my son's account of

a student demonstration in favor

of the College granting upper-

classmen who have pai'ental per-

mission the privilege of maintain-

ing apartments off campus. I have

no suggestion as to how this re-

quest should be resolved and I am
sure that I will be able to live

with whatever decision is made. I

am, however, pei'sonally sorry that

rerfuest has been made as I would
rather have the matter foreclosed

by college rule than have to per-

sonally confront my son by de-

clining to give such permission if

he should ask it. In fact, I am
not sure that I would refuse per-

mission since I have been fortunate

so far in entrusting my son with
responsibility which he has so far

been able to assume. Even though
all young people eventually get

to the stage in life where they

occupy a rooming house or an
apartment, still it may be that

college undergraduates are not the

ideal age for this responsibility.

I cannot resist suggesting one
possibility for consideration in the

permission to maintain apartments
in the event that it is decided to

grant it under any conditions. You
probably will have thought of it al-

ready. At any rate, if a cliange in

policy is announced, then it might
be well to announce" at the same
time that abuse or scandal will

cause the whole idea of off cam-

pus apartments to be reconsidered

and not just the punishment of

some particular offender. I

wouldn't put any stock in this as

a detnrrent, but it might reduce
dissatisfaction if the apartment
idea proved itself undesirable.

Cordially yours,

Name withheld

To the President:

As the parents of two Colorado
College students, one who grad-

uated last June, and one who will

graduate this June, we continue to

be interested in the College. The
academic environment is excellent,

but we are most imhappy about

the recent agitation for pennission
for students to maintain off-

camp'us apartments while being re-

quired to live in on-campus dor-

mitories. If the College admin-
istration grants this request it will

be begging the issue, opening the

i-oad to unhealthy growth of

cliques, and putting a premium on
affluence.

The real issue here is the in-

sistence of the administration on
the requirement that every stu-

dent live on campus during his

whole four years of college. The
controversy can be easily and sat-

isfactorily resolved by giving the

upperclass students permission to

live off campus if they wish.

We do not disapprove of dormi-

tories. On the contrary we believe

that for most students dormitory
life has many advantages, espe-

cially since it eliminates the work
and extra responsibility of main-
taining an apartment. We feel

sure that The Colorado College

dormitories and dining halls will

continue to be the first choice

of the great majority of the stu-

dents, especially if the dormitory

standards are high and the meals
in the dining halls are brought
back to their good quality of a

few years ago.

Very truly yours,

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rudnick

the middle of March. When he .u-

rives at the House, he will be eg.

oorted by the Sergeant-at-Arras
to the Speaker, who will publicl;i

censure Adam for his affairs will,

the snake. Finally, and most im-

portantly, the Representative fi-om

Harlem will be deprived of lij.

seniority. With the committee sys-

tem based on seniority and the

Democrats controlling the House,
this is by far the harshest penalty.

The political ramifications uf

these actions are hard to predirt,

but in the true tradition of the

Loyal Opposition, I'll try.

The action against Powell wag
led by the Democrats, especially

Representative Van Deerlin of

California and Udall of Arizona.

Powell, who supported the election

of Eisenhower, is not the most
consistent Democrat in the cotin-

try; he is, or was, the most power-
ful Negro. While Powell's race

was not a factor in the committee's
decision, it will definitely be a f;i(;-

tor in the Democratic effort to

keep the Negro vote.

Negro leaders of eveiy color

came to Powell's defense; genei^il

strikes were organized, and Nepi..i

clergymen signed petitions. Un-
doubtedly, the action against
Powell will cost the Democrats
some votes, especially in thr-

Northern ghetto areas. This, plu ,

the election of Edward Brooke,

may bring part of the Negra voti.'

into the Republican fold.

Another aspect of the action

against Powell is the precedent i^

could set. Congress has rarely

taken action against its members,
but if the committee's recommen-
dations are adopted, the way would

be open for suppression of mem-
bers for political reasons. The only

recent action of this kind was the

Senate censure of McCarthy, which

didn't lead to any outbreak of par-

tisan attempts to silence the o|i-

position. Hopefully, the House
will exercise the same good judg-

ment.

Feiff er

PACIFICATIOM PRO-

6RAM OF THE

m "™i>5. FAR
FAIL&P TO .

PAciF'/ ^^\e \
COUMTR'/SIPe.

The Halt Syndicate, Inc.
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' ^UbfietV^ AMP
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OUR fWEMlK
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^UREevi'Sofiv
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Hunt Kooiker, Jeff Bauer Take Junior Title

CC Places Third in Arizona Debate Meet
Competing' against 128 teams

froi:'. 52 colleges and universities

:\c-i-oss the United States, the Colo-

rado College debate team swept to

a third place finish at the 16th an-

nual Desert Invitational Forensic

Tournament at the University of

Aiizona in Tucson, February 23-25.

The outstanding victory of the

tournament for the squad vi'as the

first place finish in junior debate

by CO debators Hunt Kooiker and

Jeff Bauer. In 8th place after six

lireliminary rounds, Kooiker and

Hauer rallied in the elimination

round to defeat Denver University,

Wliittier College, and So'uthwest-

(•vn College of Kansas to claim the
finst place trophy. In the prelim-

inary round the CC team defeated
San Diego University, California

State at Los Angeles, Omaha
University, and Washburn Univer-
sity.

In the individual events Janice
Wright won a decisive \'ictory in

original oratory and Bauer cap-
tured first place honors in Extemp-
oraneous Speaking. Barbara Keen-
er placed fourth in the Extern])

event. More than four hundred
students competed in individual

events and Miss Wright captured
the first place votes of every
judge in the finals of Oratory.

Linda Marshall, Steven Methner,
Misses Keener and Wright also
[larticipated in debate at the three
(lay meet. Every CC student en-
tered contributed points to the
tiiird place overall finish for Colo-
rado College. Marshall and Meth-
ner garnered victories over Brig-
liam Yo'ung University, the Uni-
versity of Nevada, and the U.S.
Air Force Academy, while Keener
and Wright defeated the Univer-
sity of Chicago, Hard in-Simmons
University, and Brigham Young.

Coaches James A. Johnson of
the Economics Department and

Jack Rhodes of the English De-
partment accompanied the team.
Although the Colorado College
team has won numerous regional
tournaments, this victory marked
the best showing in a national
tournament in the past sevei'al

years.

This weekend (March 4) the
squad is participating in a Colo-

rado-Wyoming Forensic Associa-
tion tournament at Colorado State
University in Fort Collins. In ad-
dition, Janice Wright and Al Sul-
zenfuss will be competing in the
Interstate Oratorical in Fort Col-
lins. The winners of this contest
will advance to the National Ora-
torical Contest at Wayne State
University of Detroit in May.

HUNT KOOIKER AND JEFF BAUER DISPLAY the first-place junior

division trophy which they won in the Desert Invitational Forensic De-
bate Tournament, held at the University of Arizona.

A.W.S. Elections Monday in Rastall

Election of officers for AWS Executive Board will be
held Monday, March 6, from 7:00 a. m. to 7:00 p. m. in Ras-
tall Center. All women students are eligible to vote. The can-
didates for each office are as follows:

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

Tlie Winter Carnival Slalom at the

Broadmoor was a study in con-
trasts—and I do not refer to the
performance of the racers them-
selves.

On the one hand was the first

class job Jim Griffith and his

crow did in organizing and run-
ning the whole operation. The
sialom started -on time and pro-
ceeded like clockwork. It was one
ct the best in many years.

On the other hand was the in-

i-Tedible performance of some of
the spectators from the college,

who, according to rei>orts, hurled
jibes and othei' more tangible ob-

jects at Broadmoor patrons, and
departed, leaving the place look-
ing like a city dump. One can
scarcely conceive any action more
irresponsible than strewing broken
bottles on a crowded public ski

slope.

Those who are pressing for

BATES
Pharmacy

Blocl South o^ C«mpus on Catcade

greater social freedom do not need
to look as far as the administra-

tion offices to discover who is

putting the major roadblock in

the way. The answer can be found
much closer to home. The freedom
to use the Broadmoor for this an-

nual event was a freedom which
existed up until the present time.

It has now been revoked, not be-

cause the vast majority of CC
students do not know how to use

this freedom, but because a small

handful of foolish ones did not.

Richard Bradley,

Physics Department

Las Alamos Scientist

To Speak on Lasers

"Lasers and Holograms" is the

title of a talk to be given by Dr.

Franz C. Jahoda of the Los Ala-

mos Scientific Laboratory on Mon-
day, March 6, at 3 p.m. in Olin

203. Holograms are photographic

transparencies which can be used

to project three dimensional

images. Dr. Jahoda will demon-
strate several holograms and de-

scribe their use in investigating

the properties of plasmas.

President: Kathy Garrett, Pat
Stensas,

Vice President: Barb Chain, Pam
Ship p.

Corresponding Secretary: Nancy
Covrigan, M a r i I y n Fischbach,
Babs Walton.

Recording Secretary; Faith

Hughes, Elaine Ivaldy, Darcy
Swenarton, Marilyn Turner.

Social Chairman; Sharon
Dregne, Robbie Walters.
Treasurer: Susan Ankeny, Cindy

Todd.

Shove Chapel

Professor Kenneth Burton will

act as minister at the Shove
Chapel Worship Service this Sun-

day, March 5, at U a.m. Many of

the choir and congregation will be

at the Religious Affairs Retreat at

the Bear Trap Ranch this week-

end; however, there will be a ser-

vice in the chapel at the usual

time, consisting of a short devo-

tional meditation and reading con-

sistent with the Lenten theme, in

oi-der to provide the continuity of

tiie worship service and to make
worship possible for those who
may not be going on the retreat.

P^^HO^tOi^ /?««««/»

coMPun tnrsBKTiON
AUTTflS-

AULA5EU
High ndatUvA

Starsophank HtoKAgroph

SALU 4 cuvia
(Hin MiniC « ACCBtOUB

ALTONES
ME 4-3482

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrosj from the Compui

827 North Tejon

S r N C E 167!

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

OUT lUEST

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Roff-Oot" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
\ouil dUcovci- colWge stiulent supplies in

uirieiy and ithundaucc only 3ii blocks soittfi

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

acmpubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

' 516 N. Tejon 633-1721

SOPHOMORE MEN:

WORTHWHILE 6 WEEK

SUMMER JOB OPEN-

IT DOESN'T PAY MUCH—
INITIALLY—BUT THE REWARDS

AFTER COLLEGE MORE THAN

MAKE UP FOR IT. ANYWAY,

MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING.

Check Before March 10. Army ROTC

i
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ERTEL PHARMACY
Peace Symposium Today

Prescriptions - Cosmetics

802 North Weber

School Supplies - Beverages

Telephone 633-2069

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

mf-
f

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m.

12:00-8:00 (Sundayl

(Try Us for Your Next Function)

Lt. Henry Howe, Devi Prasad to Speak

IMonday-Safurdavl

Phone 634-0978

Cme ih and Stcu^M ! !

The Olf-Campus Gift Botique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics.

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824Vz N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

Lt. Henry Howe, court-martialed

iov protesting the war in Viet

Nam, and Devi Prasad, General

Secretary of t!ie War Resister's

International, will speak today as

a part of a general Peace Sym-

posium. Howe will speak at 4:00

p. m. in the AWS room and Prasad
will give a lecture at 7:15 p. m.
in Olin Hall.

Evans— The Draft

Congressman Frank Evans, a
member of the House Armed Serv-

ices Committee, will hold an open
hearing on proposed changes in the

draft laws and will answer sub-

mitted type^vritten questions Sat-

urday from 9-12:00 p. ni. in Olin

Hall.'

Glenn Brooks, professor of po-

litical science, and Herving Ma-
druga, professor of romance lang-

uages, will discuss "European Re-

action to Our Vietnamese Policy"

in Olin Hall at 8:15 p. m.

Howe's Coiirt-Martial

Howe was court-martialed on

December 22, 19G5, for using con-

temptuous words against the

President and conduct unbecom-
ing an officer and gentleman. At
the time of his arrest, he was off-

duty, was wearing civilian clothes

and carried a placard which read,

"End Johnson's Fascist Agression

in Vietnam" and "Let's Have More

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowl-

edge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College's

floating campus— now called World Campus Afloat.

Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville, Tennessee,—in the plaid dress — returned from the study-

travel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College.

Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a

former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and re-

turned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.
Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, owned by the ECL Shipping

Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activi-

ties are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.

As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina. Nigeria,
Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New
York May 25.

Next fall World Campus Afloat — Chapman College will take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a new student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in western and northern
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.

For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educa-
tional plans, fili in the information below and mail.

in

World Campus Afloat Director of Admissions

Chapman College
Oronge. Co/ifornjo 9^666

Name.
(Last)

Campus address.

(FirsO

_Tel

_Zip_

Pcnnanent address—

City

_ Present Status

Freshman Q
~ Sophomore Q

Junior

Senior

_ Graduate Q

_Zip_

Name of SchooL
The Ryndam is of West German registry.

mim

Than a Choice Betwen Petty, Ig-

norant Fascists in 1968."

The symposiuni is sponsored by
the FSAC in conjunction with the
Concerned Citizens on Vietnam and

Kastall Center Board. Those wish-
ing to participate on either a pro
or con basis may contact Alan
Anisgard, symposium cliairman at '

(i3G-3190.

Staph Infection Discovered;

Rastall Ham Contaminated
The food contamination wliich

occurred Sunday, February 19,

and affected over 100 people prob-

ably resulted from contaminated

h a m according to tests of the

County Health Department.

According to results of tests on

food served at the Sunday bi-unch

and reported Friday, Feb. 25, the

ham was infected with Staphylnc-

cus Orris. A persoTi at the infirm-

ary apparently affected by the

food contamination was found to

he infected by the same staphyloc-
cus.

Mr. Ray Barry, director of the

food service, said that "all of that

type of ham has been isolated."

BaiTy said that the Staphloceus
Ori'is "does cause vomiting and in-

fection." the infection could have
occurred at the meat packing plant,

with carriers or at the school. Ac-
cording to Barry, all of the food
service employees were examined
and no open sores or infections
were found.

The particular packer which dis-

tributes the ham is in interstate
commerce and is subject to fed-
eral regulations.

Barry said that he was "still

not real sure" that t!ie ham caused
the sickness. He added that the
contamination was the "first tinip

in 20 years" that he had seen sut-h

a problem and that it was "a very
rare thing."

Prowler Discovered
In Mullett Cellar
A man between the ages of 2'.

and 30 was found hiding in the

basement of Mullett House by the

Campus Police about 4:00 a. m.

Sunday moi-ning, February 2fj.

The man was picked up by

Colorado Springs police. He ha«

ben charged with trespassing and

as a Peeping Tom.

According to Richard A. Keu-
driek, director of t!ie physical
plant, the house mother called the
campus police about a man who
had been prowling around thi-

house early Sunday moming. Thr
campus policeman saw that tlu'

basement door was ajar, and found
the man hiding in the cellar. Thr
man was held under observation
until the police arrived.

Winckell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Fine Food
. . Excellent Service . . . Eeuutijid Surrounding

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

831 North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hail
10% Discount Cash and Carry

1 171/2 E.

Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre
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Professors Speak on Student-Teacher Relations
By Barbara Boyden

Much concern has been evident

on campus lately about such ques-

tions as the student position on

and off campus, his rights, his

possible academic stagnation, and

liifi relationship to his professors.

Vi'Ur professors from different de-

uartnients were chosen at random
iiid asked to express their ideas

,in exactly what the student-

teacher relationship is or ought to

),r. The Tiger suggests that stu-

,],.nts submit their ideas for next

v\eek's issue.

The first intei'view was with Dr.

Albert Seay of the Music Depart-

jiu'iit, who says that he finds it

ilil'ficult at times to determine

wliat a professor should be. "His

first obligation is to be a good
teacher if he possibly can. What is

s good teacher ? In brief, he is

one that knows his subject and is

a V ;i i 1 a b ! e for consultation. My
problem," Dr. Seay explains, "is

that I'm gathering so many things

fri>ni areas T don't know about.

Wiiat are the obligations expected

of a professor?" Dr. Seay divided

up the b U g a ti n s into three

areas: the administration, fellow

faculty, and students. Administra-

tive requirements, he feels are

"for research and publication and
a certain amount of paperwork,"

as well as serving on committees
for admissions, CUL, lectures, etc.

Tlie fellow faculty expectation is

fulfilled through committee work
of making policies. The professor's

obligation to the student is availa-

bility, with the realization "that
availability does not necessarily
mean monopoly." Professors are

ill "the teaching function rather
than the psychiatric function." Dr.
Seay continued to explain that the
student should be aware of the
fact: that "We have pressure on
us, too." All professors must bal-

ance their commitments," he said.

"TIk- one thing I try to inspire

pei-^onally in a student is a liking
f'tr learning." The importance of
tlir lelationship "lies in the inspir-
:'tion of attitudes and the installa-
i'"'! of wanting to learn."

'llie opinion of Miss Jane Cauvet
of the Philosophy Department is

tiiat "a good working relationship
l>etween professor and student is

^'eiy important. Since we're in-
volved with the communication of
ideas, there has to be a respect
^ii'i understanding. Without re-
Sjiect for material you're working
with and a respect for each other,
tlie learning process is hampered
considerably." Miss Cauvel also
^'li'l, "I think a professor ought to
"^ available at least several hours

a week and make apijointments
possible within one day's time
from when a student wants to see
him.

"Except in the rare case," she
added, " a professor should not
have to seek out the student."
Miss Cauvel also thinks that there
is a great variety among good
professors, and that "the teacher
ought to know what is going on
in his field. When one participates
in this dialogue in his own field,
it usually involves a publication. I

think the pressure of publishing
is too great today, and some peo-
ple are being forced out of the
profession because of this, al-
though it is not the problem here
at CC." Another point Miss Cauvel
made was that the student should
realize that "a professor is in-
volved with other people in his
discipline— his family, and many
faculty members are involved in
community service such as the
Charter Association, United- Na-
tions, Family Counseling and Ser-
vice, the Democratic and Republi-
can parties."

Tom K. Barton

Tom K. Barton of the History

Department expressed this view:

"I would say there is not a stan-

dard student-teacher relationship.

It varies enormously and is more
frequently set by the student than

by the faculty. Some students
never go to faculty members and
it is perfectly fine." He explained

that it is up to the student to de-

cide for himself, although the fac-

ulty should make themselves avail-

able. "For instance," he continued,

"I myself think that the new fac-

ulty coffee place in Armstrong
Hall is potentially unhealthy, if

faculty members go there exclu-

sively." Mr. Barton feels that the

atmosphere in the Hub is a good
one in which a student may ap-

proach his professor. "There is an
assumption that it is neceaaarily

an intrinsic good for faculty and
students to have lots of discourse.

For some students it is irrelevant."

The chairman of the Psychology
Department, Dr. Carl Roberts, ex-

pressed this opinion: "The student-
teacher relationship is a function
of the style of both the teacher
and the student. An attempt to

legislate a particular sort of rela-

tionship to be applied to all would
show that that given relationship
worked for some, not for others.

"To produce some particular
sort of relationship, which we all

might agree upon as ideal, and
which would be in force during the
college years, is a problem in the
motivation of behavior, and the
production of it would have to be-
gin well before the college years."

In reply to the question of what
a teacher owes a student, Dr. Rob-
erts added, "You owe him every-
thing you can conceivably give
him. You owe him the best instruc-
tion that you can possibly give
with the obvious assumption that
it is limited by personal needs like
sleep and nourishment and
family."

Students Reminded to

Complete Requirements

For Summer Credit
Students planning to study this

summer at colleges other than Col-

orado College and expecting to

transfer the credits eamed are re-

quested to fill out the form "Ap-
plication For Study At Another
Institution" before leaving here in

May.

This form requires the signa-
tures of the student's advisor and
the Dean of the College, indicating

approval of the courses the stu-

dent plans to take and the school
he plans to attend. Failure to fol-

low this procedure may result in

loss of credit at Colorado College
for the work done.

Colorado College offers a pro-

gram of Summer Reading which
may interest some students who
want to earn a small amount of

credit at home. These courses
carry two hours' credit; no student
may enroll in more than two of

them in the same summer, and
students attending summer school

are ineligible. The tuition charge
is the same as for our summer
school, i. e., $40 a credit hour.

Any student interested in taking

one of these summer reading

courses should ask a professor

teaching in the area of the stu-

dent's interest to woi'k out a suit-

able program of reading. Students

must register for the course in the

Registrar's Office prior to leaving

in May. If he decides to withdraw
from the course, the student must
notify the Registi-ar before June
12. After that date the stuxlent

will be held responsible for com-
pleting the course, and tuition will

not be refunded.

Questions about this program
should be directed to the Dean of

the College.

1+ Pays to Look Well

Walt's Barber Shop

1857 N. Circle 636-3091

North Circle Plaza Shopping Center

..

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus]
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Think small at

PHIL WINSLOW VW, INC.

634.664B 730 N. Ciccl. Driv.

FRl - SAT - SUN

7 S. 9,30 P. M

Herman Melville's

Billy Budd

Wed. -Thurs. Only

CantinfUs in

"EL PADRECITO"
Sponish - Color

the

FLICK 32 N, Toioii

473-4-181

t/atkau>ai/,s

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— I0;00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

J
Welcome I'leshmen!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUM)

"Your Business Is Appreciafed"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A, M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4266

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

NOW . . . even better!

CU'l ADCA ^9 •^
SKI AREA

NOTJUST SKIING.

Everything's better.

(check our simpatico . .

.

or apr6s-ski, if you prefer)

D.IVI.D.L S and packs

given special consideration

(don't ask)

Get away from the books . .

.

PLAN AHEAD... make some A/nrf of a

reservatron for a weekend now.

mill

STUDENT RATES. ^JHE BEST

for detailed information

P BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/453-2378-Denver 222-0404. Ext.

:__ /. _.



JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight eiocLs frc

SCHWINN Franchise D<

19 EAST KIOWA STREET
Repairs & Parts tor Any Make

TELEPHONE 434-4733

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Pdone 635-5505

PIZZA X MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

NOW OPENS THE . .

fihhex

3,2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE t.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with Ihe U. S. AIR FORCE

CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS

icfodmg 5 hours colfogo levol

' " -I rhe following: coUogo

imi/m 120 lomosler hours co/lege ctedil

h. The required math muil include at leait i or rne roiiowmg^ cojiege
bfo, (ri'gonomofrx, anol/Jrc geomefry, dilferenliol calculus, integral cal-

J, or Of)/ course lor which any of Iheso is a prerequisile. EquiVaJenf
srience acceptable. Trair^ing program. Openings for men and women,
licalion and further information forwarded on request.

WRITE: College Relations |ACPCR)

Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center
8900 S. Broadway. St. Louis, Missouri 63125

An equal opportunity employer

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellar ovailoble for large frofernity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

MID-WEEK SPECIAL

$3. 00-Day — Monday
Thru Friday

PLAN AHEAD FOR SPRING VACATION

5 and 7 Day Package Plans

$48 and $71.20
LODGING — ALL-LIFT TICKETS — TWO MEALS A DAY

4th Annual Monarch Spring Carnival

March 25th and 26th

• Fun Races • Steak Fry Saturday Evening • Free Ski
Movies • Dancing • Trophies and Season Passes for '67-'68

Season for Best Costumes • Reduced Rates for Those with
Any Costume.

Sallda, Colorado

CC Tennis Team
Slates 14 Matches
The Co 1 o 1- a ci o College tennis

team has started practice in prep-

ai-atioii for a 14-game schedule

heeinning March 31.

Coach Leon "Red" Eastlack said

the team will be made up entirely

of freshmen and sophomores.
Leading candidates, he said, in-

clude Ray Yost of Littleton, Colo-

rado, J. J. Anderson of Muscatine,
Iowa; Mark Moyle of Palos Park,
Illinois; Dave Powell of Winnetka,
Illinois; John Tinsley of Columbia,
Missouri; Douglas Wheat of Chevy
Chase, Maryland; Bill Bennett of

San Francisco; and John Bodding-
km of Colorado Springs.

Following is the game schedule:

Mav :il Highlands Univ. There
Apr. 1 N. Mexico Stale There
Apv. 7 Univ. of Wyo. Here
Apv. S Colo. State Univ. Here
Ap.-. 14 S. Colo. St. Col. There
Apr. 18 Univ. of Denver Here
Apr. 21 Colo. State Col. Here
Apr. 22 Colo. State Univ. There
Apr. 27 Colo. State Col. There
Apr. 28 Univ. of Wvo. There
May 3 S. Colo. St. Col. Here
Mav .fj Regis College Here
Mav 8 Univ. of Denver There
*lav i) Eegis College There

TIGER SKATER KERRY OSCAR STEALS the puck from a beleagered

Duluth opponent during Saturday night's action. His efforts proved

vain as a Tiger rally fell short giving the Minnesotans a 5 to 4 vic-

tory. The scrappy Tigers again lost on Monday night by a score of

6-2. The CC hockey team will travel to Denver Tuesday night for the

NCAA Playoffs against DU.

16 Swimmers

Earn Letters Smith Leads Cager Scorers
Swimming Coach Jerry Lear

announced that athletic awards
would be presented to all Id mem-
bers of the CC swim team.

Earning letters were: seniors
Dick Coil, Bill Klein, and Doug
Hearn; juniors Don Campbell and
Lee Murray; sophomores Terry
Covington, Chris Walker, Chuck
Mullen, and Jerry Hancock; and
freshmen Bill Johnson, Tom Klee-
nian, Greg Hock, Don Raymond,
and Sey Wheelock. Junior Doug
Brown also received an award as
(eani manager.

Leading the overall scoring for

the Tiger tankmen was .breast-

stroker Bill Johnson, who collected

a total of 86 points in dual meets
for the season. Second was back-
stroker Terry Covington with 75
points.

This year four new school re-
cords were established by the CC
swimmers. In individual events
Johnson set a new mark in the
200-yard breaststroke with a time
of 2:33.0, Covington lowered his
own 200-yard backstroke time to
2:22.5, and Chris Walker swam
the 1000-yard freestyle in 12:52.6.
Covington and Johnson, along with
teammates Mike Kelly and Dan
Ramsey, reduced the 400-yard
medley relay record to 4:04.0.

The Tigers completed their sea-
son with a 6-4 record in dual meet
competition.

Golf Acres Barber Shop
• 3 Barbers

• Haircuts . . . $1.75

633-9905

Fresh m a n guard Mike Smith
from Wheat Ridge, Colorado, tal-

lied 233 points in 19 games to lead
the Colorado College basketball
team in scoring during the season
which ended last Saturday, Febru-
ary 17. Smith found the ring for
98 field goals and 37 free throws.
He averaged 12.3 points per game.

Colorado College won four and
lost 15 games during the season.

"The progress made by this

year's team indicates that in an-
other year or two we can field a
team representative of those in

the past," said Coach Leon "Red"
Eastlack. "The improved play of
lettermen Chris Grant, Lynn Bev-
ington, Rich Moore, John Ander-
son and John Eastlack was a big
factor in the accomplishments of
this year's team.

Two Fencers Place

At CU Tournament
Last Sunday. February \i>, the

Colorado College Womens' Fenc-
ing Club participated in an open
fencing touniament at Colorado
University in Boulder. Four girls

represented Colorado College: Miss
Lyn Hoffman of San Francisco,
California; Miss Jamie Lytle of
Denver, Colorado; Miss Melissa
Winans of Colorado Springs, Colo-
lado; and Miss Gail Wilson of
Dallas, Texas.

The foil touniament was won by
Mrs. Catherine Jackson of Fort
Collins, Colorado, Fencing Club.
Two CC fencers, Miss Hoffman
and Miss Lytle, won second and
third places respectively.

^c)- the be^t . .

.

..Ill V; .acnina

Lounge
118 North Cascade Avenue

"Out new men on the squ:i'
.

with this year's experience, pin-
vide a good nucleus for next year'.-

team. Jen-y Wainwright, with ,(

10.9 average, and Bob Harve.\

,

with 5.9, gave us scoring help ai

much-needed rebound work. Miki-
Smith and Harold Minter, tii"

team's leading r e bo u n d e r s air

freshmen and will develop ini m

outstanding players."

He said the freshman team h;i:

several promising candidates fu)

next year's varsity squad. Thret-'

are S. K. Alexander, John Black,
and Bill McDonald, all 6-4. Stew
Radakovich, Andy McConnell, arxl

Scott McLeod played well during
the season but need experience.

New Sport IniHated
As CC Squash Team
Ties AFA ' B" Team

History was made last Friday as

Colorado College fielded its first

squash team, a sport which is re-

lated to handball. The squashmen
tied the Air Force Academy "B"
team, 4-4.

The squash club was "just re-

cently organized by Coach Bill

Boddington, with the much appre-
ciated aid of Fountain Valley High
School, on whose indoor court the
club has been practicing.

Squash nimbers who played :^t

the Academy included Mike Levitt.
Steve Mendillo. John Boddington,
Pete Morse, Wick Havens, Mark
Dunn, Chris Flower, and Pete
Dingman.
The match was a hard fought

affair which saw CC battle back
after being down, 2-0. Winners for
the Tigers were Boddingti'n,
Morse, Dunn, and Dingman. Levitt,

playing in the number one slot,

iiad a rough match and was unable
to defeat his cadet opponent.
The club played Fountain Valley

on Wednesday with CC coming out
i.m top.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUHCH

730 North T.ion

4342093
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College Bowl to Begin March 12
CC's third annual College Bowl

ivill begin March 12 and run
tlu'ough the final play-offs. Dead-

line for teams to enter is March
S.

"College Bowl" is an exciting

quiz game corresponding to the
national General Electric College

Bowl game held on television.

Tliis competition is campus-wide.

It is open to ALL interested

Kioups—of any kind—living units,

Greek Houses, college approved
clubs and organizations, and or-

Klinized independent factions. The
qniy- bowl will begin March 12 and
continue until the final play-offs.

Bach contest is 20 minutes in

length, and until the finals, two at

a time are held, one immediately
following the other. There is

no break at half-time, but the
tt^am.s are notified when that per-

iod of time has elapsed. The chain-

iiionship team receives a trophy
ind the other teams are awarded
certificates.

These are the preliminary lules

for those wishing to enter:

1. Teams shall cojisist of four
statetl members. Team mem-
bers may be changed up un-
til the first competition match.

2. Each organization or living

unit may submit as many
teams as they wish.

3. Team members must be un-
dergraduate students who are
now living, or have at one
time lived, within the group,
and are not now affiliated

with any other organized
group. Students who have liv-

ed in two or more organized
houses shall be eligible to

conrpete only on the team of

the last house with which
they were affiliated.

4. Undergraduate students who
are not presently living with-
in an organized group may
submit teams of their own in

correspondence with rule No.
One.

5. Teams will be matched at
random without regard to

living districts except for the
di^'ision of men's and women's
teams up to the quarter finals.

ti. ICntries must be in Kastall

Center Quiz Bowl Box at

Rastall desk by 7 p.m., March
R, 1£)67. A S4.00 entry fee will

be required for each team.

A sheet explaining the mechani-

cal rules of the Quiz Bowl may be

obtained at Rastall Desk.

Last year's Intramural Quiz

Bowl Champions, Dave Thompson,

Tom Basinger. Chad Milton, and

Phil Fearnside, traveled to Pueblo

last Saturday for a state-wide Col-

lege Bowl meet. The meet was
sponsored by the Colorado Colleg-

iate Association (CCA), and was
the first of its kind in Colorado's
history.

The Tigers came through in a
tlnee-way tie, sharing the first

place with CSC and Adams State.

Another meet will be held in about
a month to determine the final

champion. CC will be represented
again at this meet by the 1060
Tntramnr.^l Champions,

Campus Announcements
Seay fo Speak

On Friday. March 3, at 8:15

[iju. in Olin 1, Professor Albert

Si?ay of the Music Department will

ii-rture on tlie topic "The Musical
Dilettante in the Renaissance."

Anthro Dept. Pro/ecf

The CC Anthropology Depart-
ment is sponsoring a work pro-

ii?i.'t on the Cherokee Indian Res-
oivation near Tahlequah, Okla-
homa, during the upcoming spring
vacation. This is the second year
that the department has sponsored
the project with the Cherokee.
Any one who is interested in help-

ing with this valuable work is

welcome. The project will last

throughout the entire vacation. For
further information, students
.-liould contact Farah Ebrahim at

!73-783f) or Professor Wahrhaftig
:it Ext. 318.

Symposium ^68

Planning for the 1968 Sympos-
ium on the American Presidency
is now in progress. Anyone wish-
ing to make suggestions or to

Work on any of the seven sympos-
iuni committees should contact
Dr. Sonderniann for information.

Draft Test March 1

1

The Selective Service exams
'^'ili be given in Cossitt Gym at
^;30 a.m. March 11.

"Ship of Foo/s"

"Siiip of Fools" tlio movie adap-

tation of Katherine Ann Porter's

novel, will be the Fine Ai'ts Cen-
ter's movie this Tuesday, March 7.

U will be shown at 2:30 and 8

p, m.

Starring in the movie are Sim-
one Signoret, Oskar Werner, Viv-
ian Leigh, Jose Ferrer, and Lee
Marvin, along with many others.

Admission for the afternoon pei--

formance is 50 cents while at the

night performance the charge is

75 cents .

* Folk Music

<Ci>iitinued from iiagc one)

Regis College in Denver has ap-

peared on Denver TV and radio

besides teaching guitar at the Den-
ver Folklore Center. The other two
members of the group, Vince and
Cathy, were formerly with the

"New Baltimore Buckle Busters,"

before moving to Denver where
Vince is a student at the CU ex-

tension and Kathy works as a

secretary.

The musicians like to point out

that they all have regular occupa-
tions and therefore can present

their music mainly for fun ant!

pleasure and because they "all be-

lieve in it very much." They prom-
ise that "what the audience will

hear on stage will be four people
having a hell of a good time and
trying to transmit this to them."

Faculty Seminar Series

Professor Douglas Freed of the

Department of Psychology will

present the third lecture in the

1967 Faculty Seminar Series Mon-
day, March 6, at 8 p.m. in Olin

Lounge. The topic will be "Exis-
tential Psychology." All faculty

and staff are invited.

Teacher Interviews

The Teacher Placement Office

has made arrangements with the

following school districts for the

purpose of interviewing teacher
candidates for the 1967-68 school

year

:

Monday, March 6—Baltimore
County School District, Maryland.
Tuesday, March 7—Brawley

School District, California.

Thursday, March 9—Shoreline
School District, Washington,
(Seattle Suburb).

If you wish to be interviewed by
the representatives of these school

districts, contact the Teacher
Placement Office (X433 or Cutler
Hall, 2nd floor) for a definite ap-
pointment.

RCB Movie Tonight

This week's Rastall Center
Board Movie will be BYE-BYE
BIRDIE, staning Janet Leigh,

Dick Van Dyke, and Ann-Margaret.
The moWe will be presented on

Saturday, March 4, 1967, at 7 p.m.

in Olin Hall. Admission is 40 cents

with an Activities Ticket.

ROB SCOTT (NICHOLAS) AND CHRIS HARRIS (ALIZON) rehearse
for the Colorado College Players' production of "Lady's Not for
Burning." The play will be presented March 9. 10 and II.

Spaghetti

Plzia

Sandwiches

0lfe^ Steaks

Chicken

Barbecuo

Free Delivery to CC Students

-liaOpm.-lliOOp.m, luoi.-Sol. I2:00l0i00 p.m. Sunday

Cloied Monday

711 North Tejon 634-934(>

ABSH^P Closeout on Popular

^V^^W Split-Cowhide

^ i:£ji. Fleecelined Jackets

i
- Regular to $45.00

Men's or Ladies

CC. Special $32.99

Also Ladies Boots $16.99

I 12 South Tejon

Weatern Wear

Telephone 632-0391

THERE IS ONLY ONE WEEK LEFT TO CHECK ON THE

COLORADO COLLEGE COMPANY OF CADETS-AND

WHAT IT CAN OFFER YOU.

Visit the ROTC Department Today—Find Out If the Program Is for You.
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MEET DENNIS BARR
He read all these texts the first

75 days of the semester*, with

excellent comprehension . . . and.

HE STILL HAD TIME FOR

A NIGHT OUT WITH THE BOYS.

STUDY PROBI.EMS?

GRADES HURTING?
If so, you've got plenty of company. Dennis Barr solved

this very neatly. He took the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics course.

RAPID READING IS THE KEY!
If your grades are suffering, it's because you have a

reading problem. Most of us read at an average rate of

300 words a minute, with only average comprehension!

Average just isn't good enough to keep up with today's

college demands.

Reading Dynamics absolutely guarantees to teach you
how to read at least three times faster, with excellent

comprehension, or refund your entire tuition! Special

attention is given to developing study skills.

Actually, most of our graduates read over 1500 words
a minute without sacrificing comprehension or pleasure
after just eight weekly lessons. Dennis Barr, by the
way, does over 3000 words a minute.

ABOUT OUR GUARANTEE!
Based on beginning and ending tests, measuring speed
and comprehension, only 1.6% of our students have
qualified for a tuition refund. Reason? Our system is

simple. Our method works , . . and so do our teachers!

Reading Dynamics teaches you not only how to read
faster, but how to study, how to recaW what you read,
how to do your homework! And, still have time for
social activities.

WHERE IS READING
DYNAMICS TAUGHT?
. . . in over 250 cities in the United States and foreign
countries. In this region contact the nearest office listed
below for schedules and information.

Free Demonstrations

Monday, March 6

Tuesday, March 7

at 6:30 & 8:15 p.m.

New Classes

Begin Monday,

March 13 and

Thursday, March 16

From 7 - 10 p.m.

TH
rail

pro

N,.|

Rol

(lav

Aii

i

anil

I

hill

.Evelyn Wood.^

Reading DynamicsInsHfute
AkBUaUBRQUIW DvtmoM Df^
H.e., UI-t7t1

MAIL COUPON TODAY
TO^ READING DYNAMICS

Colorado Sprin

Depl. 224

PleflM tend de)cr!pHv>e ferder.

I ndenfond fhtrr I am under no obligotion and Hiot
no Hlesmon will coll.

NamQ

Street zip

City
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Worner Names Housing Committee
As a result of the recent dem-

onstration and the Residence As-
sistants' proposal concerning stu-
dents venting ofF-campus apart-
ments, President Worner has ap-
pointed the Student Advisory
Committee on Housing to study
various proposed changes in stu-
dent life. The student committee is

headed by John Chalik. Other
members include Lance Clarke,
Skip Clark, Nancy Corrigan, Corky
Mathews, Joe iVIattys, Jim Mayer
and Ellen R i o rd e n. President
Worner has also appointed a fac-
ulty committee which consists of
Profs. Douglas Mei-tz, Jane Cau-
vel and George Drake.

At the first meeting Chalik
stated the pm-pose of this commit-
tee as two-fold. He felt the com-
mittee should "obtain an opinion
of the student body as a whole
and also reach an opinion as a sep-
arate entity." A random sampIinR
was decided upon as the first

method for gathering student opin-
ion. A questionnaire has been dis-

tribu-ted to every tenth name listed

in the student directory. It is

hoped that every student who re-

ceived the questionnaire will an-
swer it promptly and retuni it to

Rastall Center desk.

In addition to discussing recom-
mendations for the off-campus
apartment situation. The Student
Advisory Committee on Housing
has been asked to consider the

ideas of permitting 3.2 beer to be
consumed on campus and of allow-
ing visitation hours in men's resi-

dence halls. It was decided unani-
mously by the committee that
major attention would be given
only to the problem of students
renting off-campus apartments,

"This cnmniin.Mi i^ mainly in-

terested in student opinion and all

comments will he welcomed by any
member of tlie Student Advisory
Committee on Housing," said Coi--
rigan. "This is not a secret com-
mittee trying to raih'oad anything
past the students. We will try our
best to represent student opinion
wbon w,' r.-port to tl\c Pvc!^idoiit "

MAYOR TYSON (Rev. Kenneth Burton) confronts a po
Tappercoom (Chris Gibbs) in this scene from the ' Lejpp.

Burning,

pompous Judge
(Chris Gibbs) in this scene from the ' Lady's Not for

which is being presented tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 p. m.

Pat Stensaas ElectedAWS President

THE ROLE OF REV. KENNETH BURTON as Mayor Tyson has been
rafed as one of the acting highlights In the Colorado College Players'

production of William Fry's play, "Lady's Not for Burning." Keith Cun-
ningham, kneeling, plays one of two oily, treacherous brothers.

"To establish far better com-
munication between girls and
AWS," is one of the main goals of

Pat Stensaas, newly elected presi-

dent of the Associated Women
Students.

Miss Stensas will be working
next year with Barbara Chain,

vice president; Susan Ankeny,
treasui'er; Nancy Corrigan, cor-

responding seci'etary; Faith Hugh-

Archaeologist to Give Roberts Memorial Lecture
One of America's outstanding

T'lliicators and archaeologists, Dr.
Nelson Glueck, will deliver the
Roberts Memorial Lecture on Tues-
rlay, March 14, at 8:15 p. m. in

Armstrong Hall.

His topic will be "Archaeologv
-imi the Bible."

Dr. Gl'ueck's studies have led
'lim tn archaeological discoveries

Dr. Nelson Glueck

'

'' ii h have revolutionized the
^voi-iti's knowledge of Bible lands
'" antiquity. He was the first to

'l^te the copper mines in the Wadi
-^'abah to the time of King Solo-
f^ion and he excavated a site which
'"^V bo identified with Solomon's

port on the Red Sea, which had
been buried for almost 2,500 years

at the time he uncovered it.

Dr. Glueck has discovered more
than 1,000 ancient sites in Trans-
jordan and over 500 in tire Negev.
His explorations in these areas

mark the first time that entire

countries have been studied

archaeologically, square mile by
square miie. During annual achaeo-
logica! explorations of Israel's Ne-
gev desert which, he commenced in

1052, Dr. Glueck established many
important new facts about the
area—including that it had been
inhabited at various periods in an-

'We Five' lo Sing

At CC April 23
AWS and MRHA are sponsoring

an on-campus performance of

"We Five" on Sunday, April 23,

1967, at 8 p.m. Tickets for the con-

cert will go on sale Monday, March
13, 1907, and are §2 apiece for stu-

dents with Activity Cards.

Ticket sales will resume after

Spring Break and will be opened

to the general public on Friday,

April 14, 1967. At that time, tic-

kets vn\l cost $2.50 for everyone,

including students with Activity

Cards.

cient times as early as the fourth

millenium B.C.; that it was

strongly fortified from Solomon's

time on; that it contained flour-

ishing agricultural settlements

which, by skillful irrigation meth-

ods, literally managed to "make
the desert bloom."

es, recording secretary; and Kathy
Adelsheim, social chairman.

Miss Stensaas said in regard to

major changes that "most of the

liberalizing legislation was put
through this year. We've about
run the gamut of that." She hopea

"to stabilize and make the rules

. . . efficient and workable."

Speaking of no hours for girls

she commented that, "I don't think

we're ready for that. ... I think

there should be graduated hours

(from freshman through senior

year.)" As for no hours for sen-

iors, Miss Stensaas added, 'Tm in

favor of it, very definitely."

She said that she is still inter-

ested in a proposal where those

that had parent permission would
not have hours.

Speaking of Judicial Board, Mias
Stensaas said, "I think it's fair and
I think it's been more so this year

than in the past." . . . Hallier than
just to strictly puniah girls, we
have tried to make it an educa-
tion experience . . . and show them
why we're doing the things we're
doing."

CCCA Elections

Set for April 10-12
IV'titiuiis for CCCA president,

vice-president, and representative

at-large are due at Rastall Center

Desk at G:00 p. m. today.

Elections will be held Monday
and Tuesday, April 10 and 11,

from 7:00 a. m. until 7:00 p. m.
Run-off elections will be held

Wednesday from 7:00 a. m. until

7:00 p. m.
An open meeting to present the

views of candidates will be held

in Olin at 11:00 a. m., Tuesday,
April 4 and at 7:00 p. m., Thurs-
rlay, April 6.

A WALK IN THE NTH DIMENSION — Mike Taylor and his camera freak out.
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Editorial
It is with reluctance that we join the ranks of those opposed to the

four-course plan. The program has an appealing simplicity, and the re-
duced pressure on the faculty would certainly be advantageous.

However, students have reacted against the plan on the basis of
several arguments which simply have not been answered. The basic
point is that in a liberal arts school sucli as Colorado College the alter-
natives available to a student should be maximized. With the four-
course plan one certainly can achieve more in-depth study in one course.
However, with the present system one can specialize by taking more
courses in one field, or the student may choose to spread himself thin by
being as diversified as possible.

Students, in a certain conniving way, also reject the assumption
that the four-course plan would give them more free time. Presently, a
student may determine his free time by regulating the number of hours
he is taking. Under the four-course system, this is impossible. Profes-
sors know the amount of time free to each student. As a result, teachers
have a tendency to fill-up all available time with an extra paper or that
extra material they have always wanted to include. Professors can reason
that with only four courses students should be able to handle the addi-
tional load. For the student there is no escape. He is tied to the required
four courses,

As another part of the new program, it was stated that giving
credit for certain courses such as physical education, radio and secre-
tarial studies would be reviewed. We agree completely that courses
such as these of dubious academic value might be i-e-de'fined as extra-
curricular. However, these changes can be made without instituting an
entire new system.

In examining the entire proposal, we have feared that the attitude
of the students was one of a certain conservatism. Rather than prefer-
ring free time which could be spent in all sorts of creative pursuits, stu-
dents would prefer to be coddled by the addition of another course. Al-
though this attitude is still evident, we think the present protest as
evidenced by the students' poll is much more sophisticated. Students
have rejected the assumptions that the four-course system would pro-
vide more time and that it would give a more advantageous concentra-
tion of course and study time. We raised the same questions last semes-
ter and little has been done to allay this criticism. We oppose the total
four-course plan. — Hebble Tyson

By Gary Knight

".
. . parents argue that the age of 18 is a little too early for sex. Yet, in virtuaUij the same breath

fnlhers willingly support draft laws which send their 18 year old sons to do the job of killing."

— Charles Buxton

7 am, however, personally sorry that request (for off-campus pads) has been made as I would
rather have the matter foreclosed by college rule than have to personally confront my son by de-

clining to give such permission if he should ask."

— CC Paiient ( name withheld

)

final decision of the college must
be in terms of the parent; it is the

parents' desires in child rearing,'

that must be mirrored. Convince
your parent, Mr. Buxton, and you
have achieved something; to de-
bate with the college is only to

give the college cause for consid-
eration ^ which is good— but not
to move them to a decision—wliich
is desired.

So, CC Parent, let's have no
more nonsense from you, either.

Don't pass off your obligations as
a parent to Colorado College, for
the college can merely provide an
environment in which your child

can mature. Further, it is ex-
tremely doubtful that the college
could provide such a sei-vice with
any success, for by the time a stu-

dent reaches college his behavior
patterns are determined and the
time for behavioral modification
has passed. The college is not re-

sponsible to remedy your failure

—

it can only provide the atmosphere
in wfiicb your success can grow.

That the two silliest comments
(printed above) ever to grace the
pages of The Tiger appeared in

close proximity to one another in

last week's scintillating issue of
the newspaper is a tribute to the
skill of the newspaper staff if not
to their sense of humor. It is un-
fortunate, however, that the views
expressed are meant to be taken
seriously.

Now really, Mr. Buxton, what
is it that you are advancing? Are
you suggesting, perhaps, that a
parent should allow his son to

have sex first and then bless him
as he leaves for Vietnam ? Is this

one of the morale-boosting devices
which you are taught in your
ROTC class?

And, O Mysterious Parent, have
you been so unsuccessful in rais-
ing your son that Colorado College
is your last hope? Is Colorado
College the last Mighty Fortress
between you and failing entirely
as a parent? Was not Franken-
stein created by a Frankenstein ?

The problem with both view-
points as expressed by Mr. Bux-
ton and the CC Parent is that
neither reflect any understanding
of a parent's relationship with his
progeny. The first suggests that a
parent select an age at which his
child will be given his freedom,
and lo!, the child accepts this new
freedom without any difficulty at
all. The second posits that a par-
ent should postpone ever making
any decision about his child's free-
dom until the child either breaks
away or dies of old age. Both posi-
tions are similar in that both are
extremes of the parental decision-
making process: in the former,
absolute setting of a decision re-
gardless of relevant contingencies;
in the latter, absolute avoidance of
a decision regardless of the
consequences.

Neither position is intelligent.
The wise parent reduces (he re-

straint and increases the freedom
of his child by degrees, basing this
development on a close under-
standing of the child's maturity
and ability. He does not reduce
restraint all at once or never at
all, nor does he rely on institu-

tions to do his job. Being a parent
cannot be an easy business— and
the job cannot be delegated to an
institution, for foreclosure at one
age by an institution will lead to
greater disaster at a later age.

A word about in loco parentis:
this college, like others, realizes

that parents are responsible for
raising their children, and does not
intend to interfere with that pro-
cess. Not being able to meet every
individual need, the college sets up
regulations which, in the mean,
parents desire their children to
follow. As parental attitudes
change, so do the college require-
ments — witness the relaxation of
senior women's hours this past
semester. Colorado College follows
and does not lead in this parental
change of attitudes.

So, Mr. Buxton, let's have less
mumbo-jumbo— do not equate an-
archy with freedom nor age with
maturity. "Students" may indeed
rally for greater freedom, but the

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

To be one of the few in the New York Review
Who has ever had published a letter
You must be well known—you must be I. F. Stone
If you're dear Dwight MacDonald it's better.

They just might be willing, if your name should be Thrilling
To list you in Contents, page two
If you're Sidney Hook, if you've written a book
On De Sade or on Dienbienphu.

You could be Norman Mailer or A. J. P. Taylor
Perhaps even Etienne Gilson
You could be Roald Dahl or Bernard B. Fall
Or— obviously— Edmund Wilson.

If you're not Bell or Barzun or have not shown why Tarzan
Is today's Existentialist hero
If Genet is a saint, but if Sartre you ain't

Then your name should at least be Shapiro.

If .you're Truman Capot (e) they'll publish your note.
If you're Schlessinger, Schorer or Steiglitz

"

But who the Sam Hill is this guy from some ville

In the West by the name of Neale Reinitz?

Priscilla Dunlap

(Secretarial Pool, Armstrong Hall)
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WINTER SNOWS PILED-UP on bicycles outside of Loomis Ha
begins to appear at Colorado College.

II above disappeared as spring weather

363 Students Oppose Four-Course System
To the Editor:

As a result of the Tiger article

(March 3, 1967) announcing the
approval of the four-course sys-

tem by the faculty academic com-
mittee, we, a group of interested

stLiiients, liave conducted an inde-
pendent poll of students to deter-

mine their interest in the proposal.

Out of 476 students questioned,
3(i3 students (76.2%) disapproved
of the plan. Only 12.2%, 58 stu-

dents, favored the proposal, and
tile remaining 55 students (11.2%)
declined to answei-. That such an
ovenvhelming majority of the stu-

dents (over six to one) opposed
the plan is, to us, an indication
tliat the student interests, in the

'iew of CC students themselves,
are not best served by a switch
from the present system to the
proposed one.

We feel that such a move de-

feats the basic aims of a liberal

arts education by limiting the
fields of study a student may pur-
sue while an undergraduate. Many
of us came to CC with the explicit

purpose of getting a broad back-
ground, of "spreading ourselves
tliin," rather than for the purpose
of studying limited fields in depth.
This argument is particularly rela-

vant to science majors who must
take a large number of science
courses in order to fulfill the re-

quirements of the various profes-
sional groups such as the Amer-
ican Chemical Society. The re-

quired courses for such fields can-
not be significantly reduced in

number, and therefore the student
would have no choice but to omit
some of the non-science courses he
I'ad wished to take. Thus he would
'fecive no more benefit from a lib-

eral arts education than from a
strictly scientific one.

Shove Chapel

Sunday, March 12, 1967— 11 a.m.
There is much discussion today

about "old" and "new" morality.
Most of this discussion does jus-
tice neither to the real nature of
the old morality nor to the dan-
gers inherent in producing a new
"lie. In this Sunday's sermon, en-
titled "On Scaring Hell Out of the
Younger Generation," Professor
Douglas Fox will discuss some of
f^he weaknesses of past ethics and
Some of the potential weaknesses
of future ethics.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroi. from the Campui

827 N jrth Tejon

The four-course plan would also

compel the students to devote one

fourth of their time to each sub-

ject. While in many areas this may
not be detrimental, some classes
which the student may take out of
personal interest or curiosity ra-
ther than as a major subject would
necessarily be more highly empha-
sized than the student" actually
would desire.

While many students are oppos-
ed to the four-course system for
minor reasons, we believe that
most students feel that such a
program represents a repudiation

of the liberal arts spirit and an
encroachment upon their freedoms
in general and, in particular, their
freedom to take either a light load
or a hea-vT load of work during a
given semester. We therefore
would request the faculty to fully
consider these arguments, to take
into account student feeling on the
subject, and to consider less dras-
tic altematives to the plan.

Respectively submitted,

Ted Greiner
Doug Lynch
Chuck Lackey
John Wissler

Rastall Center Board Commended

To the Editor:

This letter is to praise a very

busy, yet not-too-well-known in-

stitution on the campus—the Ras-
tall Center Board. It seems that
most students have come to expect
to read or hear the phrase, "An-
other service of Rastall Center
Board," without giving due regard
to those who have had to work to

make that service possible.

The recent installation of a tele-

type machine in Rastall Lounge
bears out my point. Tliis machine
makes it possible for the extre-
mely busy but interested student
to pick up international, national
and local news at a glance. Gone
forever is the Hub sage who
thrives on rumor—for truth can
now be known at a glance. I uti-

lize and appreciate this service
that Rastall Center has provided,
and I hope that the campus as a
whole will also.

Another example of Rastall
Center Board's excellent concem
for the campus is the College
Bowl. This fun and intellectually

stimulating activity has already
come to be one of the most antici-

pated college-wide activities. And
other examples could be stated of
services which Rastall Center
Board provides. But it suffices to

say that they are many and should
be made the most of by students.
For if students appreciate these
sei-vices, it's a surety that other
services will be forthcoming.

— Ray Jones

Rucker to Discuss

John Dewey's Ethics

rlie secoiiil philosophy discupsioii
session of the semester will bo held
on Sunday, March 12, at 7:30 p. m.
in Olin Lounge. Professor Darnell
Rucker will read a paper on "John
Dewey's Ethics; Pragmatic Ideal-

BATES
Pharmacy

I Blocl South o( C.mpu, on C»icd.

Closeout on Popular

Split-Cowhide

Fleecelined Jackets

Regular to $45.00

Men's or Ladies

CC. Special $32.99

I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Tolaphons 632-0391

Welcome h'reshnien!

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Serving — BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER LATE SNACKS
(ACROSS FROM SLOCUMj

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. lo 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNSE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

PIZZA S MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemt/i'^ CI Tejch
NOW OPENS THE . ,

"l^hhex"

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4B9I

Drive-ln Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Self-Service Laundry

20 Single Load Maytag Washers

8 Double Load Duplex Washers
9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

KOI NORTH TEJON

One Block Soutli of College

Telephone 632-1478

NOW . . . even better!

mkmridqt
I ADCA •* •^SKI AREA

NOTJUST SKIING.

Everything's better.

(check our simpatico . .

.

or apres-ski, it you prefer)

D.IVI.U.L S and packs

given special consideration

(don't ask)

Get away from the books , .

.

PLAN AHEAD... make some A/nrf of a

reservation for a weekend now.

STUDENT RATES. ^.THE BEST
for detailed information

P 0. BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/453-237e-Denver 222-0404. E«l,
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j

/^uth'j Oi)eH

Fine Food . . ExLcIIcnt >^rnii I- . . . Hcantifiil Surroundings

220 NORTH T6JON STREET

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies iu

variety and abundance only 3U blocks south

of the camptis — plenty of free parking.

Jcmpuhco
OFFICE SUPPLY

5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

Come ih anef StouiM ! !

The Olf-Campus Gift Botique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824V2 N. Tejon Sirecl—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

"your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a Short Walk from College

Open 8;00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Thrifty Motorists Throughout

Rocky Mountains

SAVE EVERYDAY AT

SO CAN YOU!

^ <i>

695 South 8th Street Colorado Springs

Prof. Nowak Plans

Archeological Dig
Professor Michael Nowak of CC

is planning an archeological expe-

dition this summer to Nuiiivak Is-

land off the coast of Western

Alaska. The idea of the project is

to find out how long man has
lived in that part of the state.

Professor Don E, Dumond of

the University of Oregon and Mrs.
Lynda Nowak will accompany the

professor.

A study of the Eskimos of Nuni-
vak Island was made in the late

l!)30's and early 1940's, but "no
one has done more than scratch

the surface," Nowak said.

"The earliest contact was made
in the 1800's and the Eskimo-s
ivere already living there. Yet we
don't know how long and whether
or not there were different suc-

cessions of people who moved off

or whether there are local people
with ties to the mainland," the
pi'ofessor explained.

In his study he hopes to dis-

cover when the island was first

inhabited and whether the people
have changed much since then.

"In theory we could find evi-

dence of people moving across the
island perhaps 8000 years ago, al-

though it is not very likely," Mr.
Novak explained. "Our expecta-
tions are to go back 2000 years
minimum."

Nowak and lus wife will be
working on the island as field as-
sistants. Professor Dumond will

heljD establish contact with the na-
tives and later go down to Brooks'
River Site at Katmai National
Monument to restore some of the
aboriginal houses for a park ser-
vice tourist display.

THE ROBOT-LIKE RASTALL CENTER TELETYPE spews thousands of
lines of international, national and local news. It has become one of
the gathering places on campus for "interested and aware" students.

Rastall Installs Teletype
For ten days the newly-installed

teletype machine in Rastall Lounge
has been spewing out news In long
yellow strips to be avidly perused
by CC's eager young radicals and
conservatives and moderates and
merely curious spectators. The
newest-of-the-news regularly re-

gurgitated by the docile-looking
machine comes directly from
United Press International head-
quarters in Chicago, interspersed
with special regional news.
The teletype machine's installa-

tion is the result of RGB's two-
year search for the best means to

make important daily news avail-

able to students. A bulletin-board
system attempted last year proved
cumbersome and inefficient.

The minimum contract for the
trial-basis installation of the tele-

type, set up through the CC Pub-
lic Relations officer and the region-
al UPI representative, provides
for use of the machine until June

1, 1907, at a cost of $35 per week,
with no payments required during
vacations.

Mr. James Kauffman, head of
Rastall Center Board, explained
that the teletype machine will ,bp

re-evaluated toward the end of the
semester, and the decision will

then be made whether or not to in-

stall the machine permanently.
Mr. Kauffman said that the'telc--

type "has had more impact than
any other new item we have hail

at Rastall.

"One interesting side point," he
added, "is that Rastall usually
sells 30 newspapers a day, and
since the machine has been in-

stalled we have sold only two."
The money for the teletype's

operation has come from the pro-
fits made on RGB's traditional
Care Package service.

A book fully explaining the tele-

type service is available at Rastall
Desk.

Campus Announcements
Concert Cancelled Art Exhibition
The CC-Community concert of

chamber music originally sched-

uled for March 12 has been can-

celed.

Teacher Interview
Tile Teacher Placement Office

has made an arrangement with the
Milton-Freewater, Oregon, School
District for the purpose of inter-
viewing teacher candidates for the
1967-68 school year.

Intei-views will be scheduled for
Friday, March 17, 2 p. m. ti3 5 p. m.
Anyone wishing to be interviewed
by the representative of this
school district, should contact the
Teacher Placement Office {x433
or Cutler Hall, 2nd floor) for a
'lefinite ap]>ointment.

Mary Ghen-oweth, assistant pro-
fessor of art, will present an exhi-
bition of approximately 50 works
at the Fine Arts Center from
March 15 to April 9. Oil paintings,
drawings, collages and construc-
tions will be included in the exhi-
bition.

Over half the works were done
in Morocco during Professor Chen-
oweth's recent sabbatical.
The opening of the exhibition is

Wednesday, March 15, from 8:00-
10:00 p. m. Refreshments will be
served.

NEAC Tutoring
NEAC (Nortli East Action Cen-

ter) initiates after scliool tutoring,
3:15-4:45 p. m. at 613 E. San Ra-
fael, Monday-Tliursday. Many po-
sition available. G35-4390, O.E.O.

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1

1

71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

Hotson Speech
John Hotson, assistant profes-

sor of economics, will give s

speech on "Our Policy of Contain-

ment" Thursday, March 16, in

Armstrong Hall.

Socialist to Speak
Mr. Howard Wallace will speak

on "Vietnam and the American
Dream?" this Friday at 7:30 p.m.

in Olin Hall 1. Mr. Wallace is a

Socialist Candidate for the Denver
School Board, a writer for The
Militant, a member of the Stop the

War Committee, SNCC, Teamster
Union, and a supporter of Black

Power, the Cuban Revolution, etc.

Rejoice Mass
The Canterl/ury Club will begin

practice on the Rejoice Mass this

(-oming Thursday evening at 6:15

p. m. at Grace Episcopal Church,
f;31 N. Tejon St. This is a folk-

music rendition of the Eucharist
liturgy, a further reflection of

contemporary movements in liturg-
ical renewal throughout both Prot-
estantism and Catholicism.

Anyone interested in playing or

singing should contact Jack Berry-
hill, Canterbury Club president.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUKCH

730 North Tejon

634-2093
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tf. Henry Howe Proposes

A Revolution of Intelli gence
Keynote speakers for the Peace

Syinposmm held on cani[ u<^ la t

Friday, March 3. as a joint pi ject

of the CC Free Student Action

Cnnimittee and t!ic C i I m a d i

Springs chapter of the Concerned

Citizens of Colorado about Viet

nam, were Lieutenant Henry Howe
and Devi Prasad.

Lt. Howe, who calls himself an
improbable radical," was couit

niiu'tialled on December 22 1")'

for contemptuous words -igTiii t

the President and conduct ui 1

coming an officer in a demonstrn

tion in which he participat d \\h\\

off duty and in civilian clothe

His talk dealt with the histoi \ t

his case and his opinion of

war in Vietnam and concluded \\ i

'

liis suggestions for indiMdual p

litical action concerning the "wsr.

Said H-owe, "I went into the

army in active duty on the 4th of

November, 1904, the day of the

largest election majority of history

given to President Johnson in his

election victory over fascism, mili-

tary irresponsibility, and a hope

for peace and what we felt at the

time was an end to the war in

Vietnam. I voted for Johnson at

that time, because I felt his prom-
ises pointed to be true."

Calls Vietnam "War
For Independence"

Lt. Howe called the war in Viet-

nam "unconstitutional" and "il-

legal."

"The people of Vietnam," he

said, "have been fighting for 30

years, first against the French,

then against the Japanese, then

a^.iinst the French again, and now
against the Americans."
"The Americans have far more

hombs to drop, planes to fly, equip-

ment to send than anybody else

the Vietmamesp have fought . . .

The war othei"wise has been the

Siime^a war for independence."
Howe spoke out repeatedly

against U.S. bombing in Viet-
nam. He pointed out that a re-

portedly friendly village along- the
Vietnamese b o rd e r had been
bombed, causing a hundred civilian

deaths. Approximately 638,000 tons
of bombs have been dropped in

Vi*^tnam, he said—an amount equal
to 489^^ of the total tonnage of

Parents' Weekend
Activities Slated

For April 28-30
CC's annual Parent's Weekend

is scheduled for the last weekend
in April, the 28-30. The main
attraction of the weekend is a for-
mal dance at the Broadmoor Intei--

national Center with free admis-
sion for CC students. Parents will
gain admittance with their Par-
ents' Weekend registration fees.
Other major events included in

tjie weekend will be the Annual
Songfest competition between
Oieek organizations and an inde-
pendent team. Quiz Bowl competi-
tion, Open houses, and Theatre
Workshop's production of "The
Knack." Parents will also be in-
vited to attend Friday and Satur-
fliy classes and an extended Sun-
'iay morning brunch.

L+. Henry Howe
bombs used against the Nazis in

World War TI, or five tons of
bombs per square mile in Viet-
nam.

"This," he added, "is what we
call controlled bombing?"

"If the only way we can sell

Americanism and democracy is this

way, ... I think we had better
hang it up," he continued.

Proposes Revolution
Howe concluded that the indi-

vidual must assert his rights as a

citizen to force political action
against the war. He proposed "a
revolution of intelligence."

"It's not enough any nioi-e for

the United States to be 'my coun-
try, right or wrong.'

"

He pleaded that concerned citi-

zens work actively to end this

war "opposed to every tradition in

the history of Western life."

"Modern Politics Are
Irrelevant"

Tlie second featured sjieaker of
the symposium was Devi Prasad,
General Secretary of the War Re-
sisters International, who spoke
on "The Relevance of Non-Violence
in the Western World."
"The present (inter-group) re-

lationships, and especially politi-

cal relationships," he said, "have
failed to answer the needs of hu-
manity . . . The traditional and
conventional politician has failed

to do his job."

Prasad charged that the poli-

tics of today are based on "violent
relationships," conventions that
are no more applicable, rather
than on "those principles which
promise to make a new world."

Comments on Vietnam
Regarding the problem in Viet-

nam, Mr. Prasad ex|)ressed his be-
lief that the Vietnamese are strug-
gling to build up their own social

and political structure and should
bo allowed to do so without inter-

vention from the outside.

Prasad concluded that tension
between groups is due to lack of
communication. "There is hope,"
he said, if we can "build bridges
between countries" to keep com-
munication alive.

Congressman Frank Evans

Discusses Draft Lottery
A draft lottery and an end to

student defei-ments were the main
topics of discussion last Saturday,

March 4, as Democratic Represen-

tative Prank Evans held a three-

hour hearing on the draft in Olin

Hall. Believing that "every life is

as precious as the next one," Evans
told the audience of approximately

100 that a person would become
exempt at age 21 if he was not

chosen from the lottery by then.

Names would be submitted into the
general lottery upon the person's
eighteenth birthday.

Providing statistical evidence
for the hearing was Dr. Harold
Wool of the Office of Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Man-
power in Washington. Dr. Wool
stated that at the present time the
armed forces contain some 3.3 mil-
lion men, a figure vulnerable to

the demands of Vietnam. He re-
vealed that a personal study
showed that 40% of the enlisted
men would not have volunteered
had there been no draft.

Colorado Civil Service Director
Col. Howard Reed gave the follow-
ing possible alternatives to the
present draft question; retain the
present system, devise a national
lottery, abolish the present system
and start a professional army, or

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2049

Hathabfaif,6

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

train everyone. He pointed out,

however, that with "1,800 boys
reaching age 18 each month, how
would we ever pay to have such
a large force of young men in mili-

tary training?"

Debaters Victorious

In CSU Tournament;

Head to Nationals
The CC debate squad had an-

other successful tournament
weekend at CSU in Fort Collins

Saturday, March 4. The senior

team of Janice Wright and Jeff
Bauer placed third in debate, while
Trish Fischbach and Marilyn Moon
finished second in junior debate.

About 50 teams from 12 Colorado
and Wyoming colleges partici-

pated in the toumament. The next
trip for the squad wilt be to the
national tournament at Wayne
State U. in Detroit over Spring
Vacation.

TYPING
FAST AND ACCURATE

25c Double Spaced Page

596-4199 518 Topez Drive

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baited PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

S1.25
Our (amous C«ll.r o.oil.bls for largo (ralernity or clan padi.s.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1624 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Roff-Ouf" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $7 7.99

I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

MID-WEEK SPECIAL

$3. 00-Day Monday

Thru Friday

PLAN AHEAD FOR SPRING VACATION

5 and 7 Day Package Plans

$48 and $71.20
LODGING — ALL-LIFT TICKETS — TWO MEALS A DAY

4th Annual Mormrch Spring Carnival

March 25th and 26th

• Fun Races • Steak Fry Saturday Evening • Free Ski

Movies • Dancing • Trophies and Season Passes for '67-'68

Season for Best Costumes • Reduced Rates for Those v/ith

Any Costume.
Salida, Colorado
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A DU PLAYER sprawls on the ice as Tiger forward Doug King races for ihe puck.

DU Eliminates Tigers from WCHA Playoffs
The Colorado College hockey

team closed out their 19GG-67 sea-

son by dropping: a G-3 decision to

the University of Denver Pioneers

last Tuesday night. The game,
played in Denvev, was one of the

first round games in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association

playoffs.

Pioneers Meet North Dakota
By beating CC, the Pioneei's get

the chance to meet North Dakota,
who smashed Minnesota 7-2 in an-

other WCHA playoff game. The
winner of the Denver-North Da-
kota game will go to the NCAA
finals in Syi-acuse. New York, later

in March,
The CC-DU game began with a

bang as DU's Cliff Koroll took
the opening faceoff and drilled a
30 footer past CC goalie Don Gale,
with only 10 seconds gone in the

game. The capacity crowd of 5,203,

a number of whom had made the

trip from Colorado Springs, had
\nsions of a complete ninaway, as
the Denver icers kept the pressure
on the slow starting Tigers.

Denver blinked the red light

three more times before Tiger
Doug King let fly with a hard
slap shot from the blue line, which
was past DU goalie Gen-y Powers
before he could react. CC could
not capitalize on the momentum of

the score and fell behind 5-1 at

the period as Denvei-'s Wayne
Wiste scored on a three on one
break.

The secoiiil period was scoreless

as both defenses tightened. Gale

was called on to make 12 saves to

Power's six.

Denver struck again with only

1:30 gone in the third period, as

a shot was deflected into the open
corner of the Tiger cage. At 6:30

the Bengals came up with their

second marker of the game as Jim
Hawkins stole a DU pass at mid-

ice and beautifully set-up. Town-
send Bull for an easy red-lighter.

Scored Once on Power Play

CC rounded out the scoring for

tlie night as winger Bob Lindberg
backhanded one past Powers with

only nine seconds remaining in the

game. The Tigers had three power
play opportunities in the third per-

iod, but could only capitalize on

one, that being Lindberg's final

shot.

Once that disastrous first period

was over, the Tigers settled down
to play fair hockey. Hustling
standouts during the entire game
were Lindberg, John Genz, and
Bill Metzger. Don Lameroux and
Wayne Nelson stood out for their

scrappiness and repeatedly broke

up DU scoring threats.

Gale Looks Good

Tiger goalie Don Gale made sev-

eral outstanding saves throughout
the game. Repeatedly he would
kick out a shot and the ensuing

rebound shot, only to have a thii-d

reach the net.

DO YOUR

LOOK LIKE

Of course they do unless they have received the

Skiers Custom Care Service from Couture's!

SKI TIPS FROM THE EXPERTS . . . Afler skiing I., ,our sli p,„t, o„t
flat to dry, and shape the Inees back to their original straight creases.

If you have more than one pair of pants alternate them from day to day.
Keep your pants and parkas CLEAN. Soiled clothes are neither warm
nor weatherproof.

ca
French CLEANERS and LAUNDRY

219 North Cascade

Phone 633-3855

Four Tiger icers saw their last

hockey for CC Tuesday night, and
coach Matchefts will be hard put

to fill their places next year. The
four were John "Bull" Genz, Dick
Haugland, Bob Lindberg, and Bill

Metzger. Jim Amidon, the only

other senior on the team, was put
out of action a few weeks a;ii

with a broken wrist. His loss af-

fected the Tigers as inexperience
hurt them a number of times
against Denver.

C o a c li Matchefts' pucksters
ended the season with an overall

record of 15-12-1. The Tigers have
a good crew of sophomores and
juniors this year, but are going to

have to come up with more depth
and some scoring punch to fill the
places vacated by this year's
seniors.

MostBrJlliaiitGtft

Give your love the gift of love, a
brilliarit and beautiful Keepsake dia-
mond ring. No other gift means as
much ... so choose your very per-
sonal style tfom our wide selection.

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 632-5846

First

Choice

Of Ttie

Engageables

REGISTERED

TC^^p>s gtlc^ *

lAMOND RINGS

They lilte the smart styhng ard
the guaranteed perfect center

diamond ... a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime

satisfaction- Select yours at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store

rie's in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." .

I HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I

Please send new SO-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
' ment and Wedding" and new 12-pa9e lull color folder, both for

I

only 25c. Also, send special offer olbeauliloM'I-page Bride's Book.

I
Name

Cily_I

I

I

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

-Zip-

Winchell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

Of HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

®Ijf HtUag^ 3nn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619
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Piictiltij Votes 3-1 Against Proposal

Four Course Plan Rejected
B>' Dave Hull

The in-oposed four-course plan

went down in overwhelming de-

feat at the faculty meeting held

Monday. March 13.

The plan was presented by the

Academic Program Committee,

which is chaired by Paul Bechtol,

The proponents of the idea felt

that the student would benefit

from having only four subjects to

keep track of at one time. Some
teachers saw it as an opportun-
ity to beef up their courses some-
what, though many others wished
to reduce the total work load.

They felt that the extra leisure

time would be g^ood and that those

who really want to broaden their

learning could read on their own
or audit classes.

The opponents of the proposal

claimed it would reduce flexibility

and variety. They claimed that few
students would audit classes or
work on their own if they did not
have to, and that most teachers

would increase the work load in

each course to make up for the
missing course(s). They felt the

result would limit the breadth
of a liberal arts curriculum in an
inflexible manner. Many profes-

went to the meeting without
having decided and ended up' feel-

ing that they had too many doubts
about a four-course system to war-
rant making the change. A good
number of these were undoubtedly
influenced by tlie largely adverse
student opinion. It is fairly clear

that a vote several months ago
would not have resulted in an al-

most three-to-one defeat of the
proposal.

Tiger*
The Problem

of Poverty

in Colorado Springs
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Sharon Smith, Tom Wolf, Cliff Young

Wilson, Danforth, Fuibright Fellowships Awarded
Tom Wolf, senior English ma-

jor aJul former exchange student

to Germany, has been awarded
Woodrow Wilson and Danforth
Foundation fellowships for post-

graduate study at the graduate
school of his choice. Cliff Young, a
philosophy major, has also won a
Wilson Fellowship.

The Wilson Fellows will receive

one academic year of graduate ed-

ucation with tuition and fees paid
by the Foundation, a living stipend,

am! other allowances. Their chosen
graduate schools will also receive

a urant from the Foundation.
The 1,259 students chosen caui^:'

finni a highly competitive field nt

13,r,i)6 candidates from 1,022 cul-

'L'es and universities in the U.S
Canada. The rigid selection

.vess eliminated some extreniu-

i> i|ualified students, according \->

Sir Hugh Taylor, president of the

Wilson Foundation. "Never in the

history of our program have \vi'

had to turn down so many out-

standingly good people," he com-
mented, adding that he hoped
those who did not win Wilson Fel-

lowships would win others.

Wolf, as one of approximately
125 Danforth Fellows in the na-
tion, will receive four years of

study leading to a Ph.D. at grad-
uate schools in the U.S. or Canada.
CC is allowed to nominate three

students each year to compete
with approximately 1200 other stu-

dents for this highly coveted
award. Applications are carefully

screened and approximately 300
students are interviewed by the
selection committee.
Both the Danforth and Wilson

awards are aimed at building a
core of top college teachers from
which schools throughout the na-
tion may choose.

Smith Receives FuUbriglu

Sharon Smith, zoology major
from Englewood, has also been
awarded one of the most coveted
grants for study overseas. She
has won a Fuibright Fellowship
for study in her field at the Uni-
versity of Auckland in New Zeal-

and. The fellowship, administered
by the Institute of International
Education, provides $1,500 per year
for living expenses, and pays all

tuition, books, and travel expenses.
The progi-am was established by
Congress under the Fulbright-
Hayes Act.

CC has done well over the past
few years in the field of graduate
fellowships. According to a survey
taken by the Public Information
Office, CC, which has about three
])ercent of the undergraduate stu-

dents in Colorado, received more
than 45 percent of the "prestige"
graduate scholarships awarded to

seniors in all the four-year colleges
and universities in the state. Re-
cords show that in 1961 and 1962
CC seniors won only 20 percent of
the "prestige" awards. During
1965 and 1966, the percentage o£
fellowships awarded to CC stu-

dents has been rising. Since 1962,

CC seniors have won a total of 20
Wilson Fellowships and six Dan-
forth Fellowships. There are also
six Wilson Fellows on the CC
faculty.

Sharon Si I Wolf

The specific four-course proposal
is now officially dead, at least for
the near futui-e. However, there
was some discussion of nltcnm-
tives. Many who voted against the
plan were in favor of its aim of
reducing pressure, but wanted a
more flexible means of achieving
it. Several suggestions have been
made either at the meeting or else-

where.

'Reduction of the number of
Imurs required for graduation fi'onv

12S to 120. Colorado College pres-
ently i-equiies more liours than
most colleges which have ti mon-
grelized credit system .such a.s

* Increase of the number of pass-
fail courses allowed from four to

eight. Some feel that this is not
relevant to a reduction of pres-

sure because the purpose of the
pass-fail system is merely to en-

courage people to take courses in

which they fear a bad grade. Oiu'

is expected to work just as
hard on a pass-fail course as on
any other. That the paas-fai! sys-
tem in effect reduces pVossuro bo-
cause many students do not work
as hard in their pass-fail courses,

though perhaps not very surprising
to most of us, is actually used ns
a rcaaon for eliminating tho sys-
tem entirely.

* Increased vacations. A long
week-end (Thursday througli Sun-
day) has been suggested for mid-
October. The dormitories could be
left open so that those who could

not afford to go home then would
be accommodated. Although the
Fall Semester is already the

shorter of the two, it is not broken
u(i as well.

There is no way uf knowing
how likely it is that these and
oLiior ideas will be acted upon. A
t!iorough examination of tho all-

College requirements (such as

four semesters of science, two of

English, 48 hours outside the di-

vision of the major) hna been

promised. Otiier than that the Aca-
ilemic Piogram Committee has no
specific plans. None of the above
ideas has yet been submitted aa a

formal pi^oposal.

Keppe! to Give Abbot Memorial Lecture
By Dick Simon

This year's Abbott Memorial
Lecture, established in memory of

the late Professor W. Lewis Ab-
bott, will be delivered by Dr.

Francis Keppel, fonner U. S. Com-
missioner of Education, on Thurs-

day, April 6, at 8:15 p.m. in Arm-
strong Auditorium. Keppel, who is

currently Chairman of the Board
of General Learning Corporation,

^'ger Trackman Bob LaForce shows top style in hurdling as he and his

leammates prepare for a busy season-

educational affiliate of Time, Inc.

and General Electric, will speak on
the subject "Education for an Ur-
ban Age."

In 1948, quite outspoken for his

32 years, Keppel was chosen to re-

vamp the Harvard Graduate
School of Education and immed-
iately set out to make it the best

of its kind. Believing that "a fac-

ulty of education should not be a

duplication of a faculty of arts

and sciences," Keppel introduced

specialized instructors into the

field of teaching teachers. "Spec-

ialization," Keppel maintains, "is

a mark of the academic world."

Keppel, who joined government

ranks in 1962, has defended the

liberal arts system on numerous
occasions. Writing in the Saturday

Review, Keppel said, "If there is

not respect for the capacity of the

human mind and spirit to seek

the ti-uth in all fields of knowledge,

each field is threatened."

Keppel has outspoken opinions

on many facets of education. On
spanking children, he says "the

best place for discipline of that

Winograd Appointed

Acting Tiger Editor
Dan Winograd has been named

acting editor of the Tiger by

editor-in-chief Charles Buxton who,

resigned today. Winograd will fill

the post until the Publications

Board meets to appoint a perma-
nent editor.

sort is in the American home and
not school," but adds that "under
very controlled circumstances"
spanking is necessary. On teach-
ing: "Teaching as a profession has
not, because of the very nature of
the work, and the salanes, attract
a sufficient proportion of the most

talented and vigorous young men."
The teacher strike, he continues,

"is a very, very last resort and re-

presents a failure of the commun-
ity .. . This is not like other

strikes. It is a problem of intimate

human relationships between
adults aid children."

Choir to Tour Arizona,

New Mexico, California
By Cindy KoscntM-

Sunday, March 19, at a. m. the

77-member Colorado College tour

choir, directed by Donald P. Jen-

kins, will head for two hectic weeks
of travel and 14 concerts.

The choir's first stop will be

Albuquerque, New Mexico. Other
Southwest c-oncerts will be given

in Flagstaff, Phoenix, and Pres-

cott, Arizona, and Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

The majority of programs will

be in California. Los Angeles area

concerts are scheduled for Arcadia,

Burbank, and Portuguese Bend.

Near San Francisco there will be

performances at Redwood City,

Berkeley, and the San Francisco

State College. There is also a Santa

Barbara concert.

Although the choir is usually

sponsored by churches and col-

leges the CC group has scheduled

two performances this year at con-
cert halls. The first of these will

be Easter Sunday'.^ pi-ogram at

San Francisco's M. H. De Young
Memorial Museum. The second
concert-hall performance will be

presented in the Wilshire-Ebell

Theater of Los Angeles.

This year's concert features a

varied choral selection: Jean Bap-
tiste Lully's "Plaude, Laetare Gal-

lia," a bright work for double

chorus and soloists, three Renais-

sance motets, and Polenc's "Mass
in G Minor" will comprise the first

half of the program. Other works
to bf! presented are Penderecki's

"Laetatus Sum" with 15-piece or-

chestra and soloists, and "Festi-

val Te Deum" by R. Vaughan Wil-

liams.

The tour concert will be pre-

sented for the Colorado Springs

audience on April 9 in Shove
Chapel at 8 p. m.
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Editorial
"Most students find something at CC to complain bit-

terly about. ... In tlie end, ever.vone admits that "you have
to give up something to go to a small college." Probably not
a bad rationalization, but most of them, concludes a yawning
student, "feel they have given up something for nothing."

— (Where the Girl Are, a social guide to college women in the
U.S.A., compiled by the staff of the Daily Princetonian.)

Colorado College seems at times to be suffering from the
same problem as that of the fledgling freshman — an identity
crisis.

Certainly Colorado College is above average in many
things; yet, few obsei-vers are willing to give the school the
connotation of excellence. It represents nothing of real aca-
demic, innovative or even social distinction.

In its search for diversity the school has attained little

more than a broad cross-section of the middle class, a cross-
section that has many times resulted in "inactivity often
bordering on withdrawal."

Perhaps this trend is one of the consequences of the
kind of expensive school CC is. Yet, we would hope the stu-
dents, and resultantly the college, could mature to the point
where more than Life and Time are sold in the bookstore.

Many students across the country are actively concerned
with social issues. Yet, 400 CC students rally for off-campus
pads while only 10 or 20 publicly oppose the war and maybe a
few more are involved in poverty programs.

Since the students show no real direction, no real iden-
tity, and certainly little interest in involvement in the po-
litical and social issues of our time, the school itself reflects
this attitude. The situation is simply one that exists. Unfor-
tunately, it is a situation that produces mediocrity rather than
excellence. We would like to see a new direction, but the an-
swers are not easy. If we are to change, if the school is to
attain a more sophisticated conceptual framework, both action
and answers must come from the students themselves.

This is where the problem lies, and this is where change
is necessary.

Feiff er

Get Bombed Near Home
To the Editor:

From the intersection of Uintah

Street and Cascade Avenue, you

head west for about half a mile

and then turn right onto Mesa
Road. This eventually leads you in-

to the Garden of the Gods, through
which you wind until you happen
on the fabled Rampart Range
Road. This little gem is the round-
about way to Denver (90 miles

versus 65 on the freeway). But no-

body that I know uses it for a

Denver run. No, instead, its most
popular atti'ibute is a small area
about five miles up the road, where
once a month or so about 50 to 60

college students congregate in the

afternoon to drink beer—and what-
ever else may have been brought
along—and generally liave a good
time . . . with the predominant
thought in mind that one is having
an appreciably better time here in

the middle of the hills than one
would have in the stagnating stu-

por of the womb between Nevada
and Cascade. And getting there, as
they say, is half the fun.

The closest parallel I can draw
when describing this Rampart
Range "piste" is a stretch in the
French Alps which nms for 200
miles from Grenoble, through Gap
and Digne, to shortly before Can-
nes on the Riviera. Over this dis-

tance of 200 miles, there are at

least 6,000 turns (at last count),

and even drivers in the annual
Monte Carlo Rally find it a some-
what strenuous drive. Of course,

their cars are specially modified
for the race, and the drivers them-
selves are usually among the top

70 rally drivers in the world. Even
so, a few generally stray from the
assigned route and find themselves
looking down at beautiful FrencTi
valley bottoms while their cars are
teetering at somewhat precarious
40-degree angles. Another thing:
the Route Napoleon, as this stretch

is historically known, is paved. The
Rampart Range Road, a miniscule
vei-sion of the Grenoble-Carmes
route, is not. Rather, it consists
largely of tight, flat, reverse-bank-
ed turns and the surface could be
described at best as latter day
Precambrian dirt.

Well, if getting there is "half
the fun," and being there, quaffing,
entails another large percentage,
that doesn't leave too much for
the return trip.

Last Friday, three cars manag-
ed to get out of control on the way
down. As inanimate objects, it's

hard to blame the automobiles
themselves, and it's almost equally
difficult to censure the drivers in-

volved. I think that more than any-

thing else the blame for these acci-

dents can be attributed to the fact

that this particular "fest" was
held—largely as a matter of tra-

dition—at a great distance from
town, and this same distance can
be multiplied in tenns of the less-

than-pei-fect road conditions and
the amount of alcoholic sway. For-
tunately, none of the three mishaps
produced any injuries, to my know-
ledge, and only one car was ser-
iously damaged.

If there is a point to be gained
from all this, it might be that,
commensurate with the recent agi-
tation on this campus for "legal"

off-campus cubicles, some conside-
i-ation could also be given to the
choice of nearer locales for weekly,
bi-weekly and monthly "functions"
of this nature. Driving eight or
ten torturous miles to get plaster-

ed and, incidentally, to enjoy one-
self, particularly in light of the
chosen route and destination,

seems to me to range beyond t!ie

bounds of even college student
sensibility. Perhaps, in the future,

beer busts could be confined to

places within inebriatedly drivable

range of the homing station.

Sincerely yours,

Michael W. Taylor

A Modern Witch Hunt?
By Bill Woodard

President, Free .Student .\ctioii Committee

Last week's production of "The Lady's Not for Burn-
ing" can be widely ajipreciated for its overtones of contemp-
orary significance in the United States. Christopher Fry, the
proud possessor of a bold and sensitive social conscience, sa-
tirically acknowledged the national character of Fifteenth
Centurj' England that was engendered b.\' an hysterical super-
stition against witchcraft and deviltry. The modern compari-
sons are present only implicitly, but they are proudly there.
Today, the American social order, tempered by political and
social intolerance, has become susceptible to a different type
of "witch-hunting" — that of labelling certain very demo-
cratic groups as "Communist-oriented," and thereby lacking
those impressive and admirable qualities of a democratic
people.

The basic issue between these groups (SNCC, NAACP,
SDS, American Civil Liberties Union) and the mass of the
American social order is one of emotional terrorism. The
former, in their struggle to ascertain the rights of free men
against mass pressures of conformity, are viewed by the lat-

ter as attempting to destroy the decency and right-minded-
ness of our American heritage.

A recent article, appearing in a popular West Coast news-
paper, adequately emphasizes the nature of the current
frenzy

:

"The United States Army has recentlv added a
a new feature to its 'West Coast EOTC programs.
Training kits which identify SDS. SNCC and other stu-
dent political groups as "Communist dominated. Com-
munist influenced, and Communist oriented" have been
issued. These kits include three slides with accom- '

panying commentary. The first slide shows a map of
the West Coast of the United States with red dots
marking ma,jor cities in the area. The second slide iden-
tifies the dots as headquarters for chapters of SDS,
SNCC and other groups. The third slide shows three
ducks and reads, "If it walks like a duck, talks like a
duck, and lays eggs like a duck, then it is a duck."
It is a disturbing I'ealization that here in 1967 the gen-

eral issue of freedom and judgment opposed to the brutal
domination of intolerance remains as great as ever.
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Meaning of lady's Not for Burning' Lies in Language
By Haughton Randolph

"Wliat is the meaning of this?"

cries Hebble Tyson, the mayor, in

Christopher Fry's "The Lady's Not
for Burning." The answer to this

question lies in the language of

the play. Divorced of elaborate

sets and extravagant costumes,
Fry chooses to present the themes^

of his play through the richness of

the English language. The dia-

logue of his characters transfomis
the ordinary, and the philosophic

(what is evil and what is good-
ness) into poetic metaphors and
analogies. But a critic must not
base his review on the poetic con-
tent of a play. Instead he must
evaluate the produ'ction and its

actors. In the case of this play,

I'm afraid one cannot separate the
two.

Fry deals with words, words
which create the mood, the rela-

tionships, the very characters of
the play. It is therefore up to the
actors to be proficient enough in

their deliveries to make these
words meaningful to an audience.
A formidable task for any cast;

perhaps too difficult for the Play-
cis of Colorado College.

The play revolves around two
characters: Thomas Mendip and
Jennet Jourdemaine. Thomas
wants to be hanged, while Jennet
is accused of being a witch. Both
are condemned as ^vil people who
must be eliminated because their

society is founded on the princi-

ples of goodness. But all is not
what it seems. Thomas does not
deserve to be hung because he has
not committed a crime. And Jen-
net's evilness turns out to be noth-

ing more than an appreciation for
the beauties of nature. The play
then implies that the real evil lies

in the absurd concepts of good and
evil of the society that condemns
tliem. Fry points out many of
these absurdities in the lines he as-

siE:ns to Thomas. They deal with
images that require a gi-eat deal
of contrast in delivery in order to

uonvey the playwTight's meaning.
Carl Chard, as Thomas, delivered
many of his lines in such rapid
succession that contrast was never
established. And therefore, Thom-
as became little more than a Bur-
ton-like figure who seemed to have
a chip on his shoulder.

On the other hand. Jennet floats

through most of the play as the
symbol of goodness, buffeted by
the forces of warped Justice and
human lust. I felt Wendy McPhee
was very successful in creating the
do\vny-like quality which Fry gives
to this character. Her delivery was
underscored by a definite aware-
ness of pace and character.

Fry creates the absurdities of
Thomas and Jennet's world
through the characters they come
in contact with. Justice is depicted
as a bumbling bufFon who cries

"All of this wmII be gone into at
the proper time." Religion is a
priest who looks to the scriptures

as being the unequivocal answer
to everything. Amorous ambition
and youthful lu-st are a pair of

brothers. And womanly virtue is

a naive, girlish nun. All are stock

Dave Schaffer Speaks

characters who have stock charac-
teristics. Most of them were suc-
cessfully portrayed by members of
the supporting cast. Chris Gibbs
and Kenneth Burton were delight-
fully entertaining as the frustrated
judges. Rob Scott and Keith Cun-
ningham showed good characteri-
zation and a great deal of physical
prowess as the leaping Devise
brothers. Eve Tilley was a good
motherly mother, while Wally Ba-
con managed to create a priest in

spite of his accent. Joe Mattys was
not outstanding; but of course
this may be attributed to the pax-t

he was playing. I did find Chrfs
Harris a bit uncomfortable due to

a lack of contrast in her delivery.

Russell Davis was just plain em-
barrassing as Skipps.
However, even with these play-

ers there were times when Fry's
language was lost in a poor sense
of pace and slun-ed dictions. As a
result, the audience became too de-

pendent on the facial expressions

and dazzling costumes of the ac-

tors to convey the meaning of the

play, and not on the richness of

the verse.

CCCA Elections Crucial

If Campus to Progress
(DaNc Schaffer, President of the

Junior Class, has been Chairman
of the CUL Student Subcommittee
which submitted the CCCA Con-
stitution to students, faculty, ad-

ministration, and trustees for ac-

ceptance. He writes of his feelings

on the upcoming student elections.)

I am very pleased that the Stu-

dent Body has supported the

CCCA, as evidenced by their en-

thusiasm and general interest in

the coming elections. The re-estab-

The Lo^al Opposition
By Jerry Hancock and

Eugene Sprague

News Item: The 1968 Republi-

can National Convention opened
today in Salt Lake City, Utah, The
city welcomed its favorite son,

George Romney, with religious

fervor. Despite the Mormon enthu-

siasm for Romney, however, no
candidate was able to control the

necessary 655 votes.

If the above situation did de-

velop, it might result in something
similar to the "smoke-filled room"
that nominated Warren G. Hai'd-

iiig in 1920. The scene might be

something like this:

In a dimly-lit room of the

Blaekstone West, overlooking the

Sea GuU Memorial, all the leaders

of the GOP have gathered to re-

solve the stalemate. Ray Bliss, the

leader of the Ohio Gang, is there,

as is the song-and-dance team of

Murphy and Reagan. The gover-
nors are represented by Love, the

Rockefeller Brothers, and Rom-
ney of Rambler. A holdover from
19()4 is William Miller, who repre-

sents the lunatic wing of the Re-
publican Asylum. David Enoch is

present as a representative of pro-

gressive, free-thinking College

Young Republicans. Ev "Mellow
but not Yellow" Dirkson is there

leading his Gallant men from the

Re])ublican Senate Delegation.

As the situation develops, it be-

comes obvious that a compromise
candidate must be found. The
Great Alienator from Colorado
Springs nominates Adam Smith,
the great modern believer in capi-

talism and free enterprise, but is

terribly upset when he learns that
Mr. Smith has passed away.
George Romney, advocating God
Power, urges the nomination of
Billy Graham. Moderates jointly

nominate the Grand Old Man of
the Grand Old Party, champion de-
bater and all-around nice guy,
Richard Nixon. Bliss asks whether
that means the Nixon of '56, '60,

'•^'2. '64, or '68? The lunatic wing
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and convalescence wing of the

Asylum nominate, on the basis of

his outstanding performance at

Berkeley, Ronald Reagan.

Ray Bliss announces that the

Democrats have just nominated a
man who is truly his mother's son,

Franklin Roosevelt, Jr. With this

evidence the Republican nominees
become obvious, LANDON LIVES.

ill the Real

Hebble Tyson...
To the Editor:

I see from last week's Tiger
that some idiot has been writing
editorials using my name. Perhaps
you would print this letter to let

your readers know that I had noth-
ing to do with the said editorial.

It might be an idea for me to
write an editorial sometime and
sign it "Charles Buxton!"

Yours very sincerely,

'The Real Hebble Tyson'

lishment of student government on
the Colorado College campus
should be a major concern to us,

and with the caliber of candidates
in this election, I believe that this

constitution will succeed as an ef-

fective student voice.

The strength which a student
government possesses is its ability

to give to a handful of individuals
who represent the entire student
body a recognized and effective

means of recommendation. This
power commands the respect and
attention of the faculty and admin-
istration.

This brings me to my most ser-
ious point. It is ti-ue that the
CCCA constitution, itself, will give
us no new responsibilities or free-
doms to grapple with, but it does
provide a base for development
and influence. Its potential lies in
the ability of students to elect cap-
able leaders and through their
work to nurse this government
from its infancy towards full ma-
turity.

This is the crucial period, and
CCCA is subject to collapse if the
officers you are about to elect ful-

fill only their duties and don't have
insights into the potential of this

organization as a very effective

voice. I ask, then, that you con-

sider your choices carefully. Re-
view each of the candidates' plat-

fomis and choose that which pro-
jects a developing responsible gov-

ernment.
Elections will be held on April

10 and April 11.

TYPING
FAST AND ACCURATE

25c Double Spaced Page

596-4199 518 Topei Drive

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry

Complete Seli-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers

-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers

-:- 9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

Hathau^aif\6

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO. n^ ^ p... p... a..

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . , Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our fomous Cellar available for large fraternily or clan porHev

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student sitp}>lies in

variety and abundance only 3H blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parkitig.

dcmpuhco
i'iUtt^tt' OFFICE SUPPLY

""5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

Cme in and StcuM ! !

The Olf-Campus Gift Bolique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, cercnnlcs,

Jewelry, Meldona Christmaa Cards, and

original paintings by local artlats.

Come see us at 824V2 N. Tejon Street—"On the Alloy"

Crowe's Bird Cage

NOW, even better!

18rcckenrid(iL
CU-I ADCA '^ *^
SKI AREA

NOTJUST SKIING.

Everything's better.

(check our simpatrco . .

.

or apr^s-ski, if you prefer)

B.M.O.C's
given special consideration

(don't ask)

and pack

Get away from tfie books . .

.

PLAN AHEAD... make some A/nd of a

reservation for a weekend now.

STUDENT RATES./^JHE BEST
For detailed information

P BOX 506, BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
-OR PHONE 303/'153-2378-Denver 222-0404, Ext,



Wordcit ^\'ags on Pop and Other Bags

III Tends to Bend Your Mind a Bit
Known far and wide as the apos-

tle of popular music, Rick Worden

here discusses informally the

pliilosophy of liis genre. A junior

majoring in English, Worden has

taken several trips ^vith the other

members of his band to California

to cut records.

Worden hopes to be off-campus

next year for senior year abroad.

"You have to begin by under-

standing tliat in terms of popular

music, there has been a distinct

breakdown of musical categories.

In other words, people are no long-

er playing rock n' roll, or country

western or rhythm an' blues or

jazz or what ever. Like, it either

makes it as music or it doesn't.

The best music coming out these

days has a little flavor from all

these bags, and this makes it all

the more interesting.

"I don't think people have any
time for the so-called 'message

song.' If somebody really has

something worthwhile and fresh

to say, I doubt if a rock n' roll re-

cord is the place to say it.

"In genera], the lyrics to most
hit records are veiy mundane ^
easily accessible to the teenage
mind and all that. That's not to

say, however, that the lyrics aren't

important to the music. Popular

music can't be picked apart. You
have to view the music as a com-'

plete whole.

"One of the main attractions of

this kind of music is that it tends

to bend your mind a bit. The rea-

son is that the music is absolutely

unavoidable. When we play, we are

so loud people usually have to

leave the room to talk to each
other. What we're trying to get is

a 'sound' that will react on the

audience. It's a kind of experience

which hopefully involves the listen-

er. In this sense the lyrics are

part of the 'sound'—you're not sup-

posed to stop and intellectualize

on exactly what's being said.

"I'm quite sure it (popular mu-
sic) will never die out. People

might stop calling it rock n" roll,

but music will never die out.

DINNER; 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Mondoy-Saturdoy)

12:00-9:00 (Sunday)

(Try Us for Your Next Function)

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

Dartmouth College
COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM

June 25— August 19

LIBERAL ARTS— 75 courses in humanities, sciences, soc-

ial sciences— Intensive foreign language ins+ruction —
introductory computer course.

CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS—Courses in drama,
music, painting, sculpture; film series and lectures.

Symphony and Chamber Orchestras. Composers-In-
resldence: Aaron Copland, Hans Werner Henze, Frank
Martin. Dartmouth Repertory Theater Co. — profes-
sional and student actors.

For information send coupon below to:

Dartmouth College, P. O. Box 5B2, Hanover, N. H. 03755

Please send me summer term information T

NAME

ADDRESS_ _ _.„

- - Z]P

Jerry Ahlberg

"I think tliat the current scene
might become a little less hectic.

The quality of the music should
go up. Right now evei-y young kid

on tlie blocit is in a band. Of all

these kids who ai-e now learning
to play a guitar so they can be-
come stars, a few might actually
get into something and eventually
tuni out good stuff.

"One of the first big chances to
come along in the near future, I

hope, will be that the quality of
the people who are behind the
scenes will improve. In other
words, all the lame people who are
now promoters, agents, and disc-
jockeys will wither away. The way
it is now, the type of material
which gets recorded and put on the
raiiio is all determined by midle-
aged would-be tycoons.

Jack Gallope

"Just as an example, when we
were in California to record, I

managed to get in to see an im-
portant man at one of the bigger
record companies to try and sell

our record. When I got into his

office there were three or four big
executive types sitting around a
mahogony table talking about the
'kids' and what the 'kids' are go-
ing to buy next! Imagine that!

These guys were determining what
the commercial market was going
to be. They probably hate the nms-
ic themselves. No wonder people
like Gary Lewis and Sgt. Barry
Sadler are i-unning around loose.

"Anjnvay, eventually many of the
people now trying to make it as
musicians will get into produvIiiK'
records, and promoting new talent;
then maybe some of the really
worthwhile stuff will filter down to
the public and prove to be com-
mercial."

Q. Speaking about the "Kids,"
Uhaf do you think about all the
"leeny hoppers" running around
town with long hair and funny
clothes? Do you see this as any-
thing more than just a fad?

"I suppose not. I think that kids
have a tendancy to imitate some
of the groups who have made it

big, because to them dressing fun-
ny and having long hair and being
rich and famous because of it is a

'\"ay of showing you've really got-
Ic-ii away with something. Also,
the younger kids seem to think
that if you have long hair you
must know something that they
don't and so they figure that if

they grow their hair long, then
they too will know what you know.
Tills generally doesn't work out,

however."

Q. I understand you no longer
call yomselves the "Seeds" but
have re-iiamed the group the
"Maibe Handle." Why the change
and what does "Maibe Handle"'
mean?

"We had to change names to
avoid legal hassels with another
group which has been recording
under the name of the "Seeds.''

They are beginning to become
knowm and they have the legal
rights to the name. As for the new
name, it doesn't mean anything.
It was designated merely as a
means of hanging you* up. Simple."

Todd Ballantine

Geoff Smith

Pales for Company

^Eilerviews Announced
The Placement Office has had

four more companies sign up for

interviewing dates in April. They
are as follows:

April 4, 1967—
The Traveler's Insurance Com-
panies— Actuary Intei-views

Only—Hartford, Conn.

April 11, 1967—
Holt, Rhinehart & Winston Pub-
lishing Co., New York, N. Y.

April 13, 1967—
U. S. Civil Service Commission,
Denver, Colorado.

April 18, 1967 —
The Traveler's Insurance Com-
panies, Hartford, Conn.

April 20, 1967—
Moore Business Forms, San
Francisco, California.

^ THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campusl
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE TIGER

Introduction

Colorado Springs, well-known as the home of the Broadmoor Hotel

and as a popular tourist spot, has many times disregai-ded the exist-

ence of poverty in the city. It is the pui-pose of Quest to show that the

problem most clearly exists in this town, and that a small number of

students and adults, volunteers and employees of the War on Poverty,

are attempting to define and solve some of these problems. (Buxton)

QUeSTT
Vol. 2. No. 2 Colorado Springs, Colorado. March 17. 1967 Colorado College

Community Action Program Director

Emphasizes Student Participation
By Bronwyn Vincent

Interview with Mr. A. A. Chris-
toplier. Director of the Pikes Peak
Community Action Program:

"In order to deal with the prob-
lem of poverty," according to Mr.
Christopher, "people must be made
aware that it is everyone's prob-
lem. It is a problem of the whole
community, and since Colorado
College is part of the community,
students there must become aware
and participate. In Colorado
Springs, the poverty is not as vis-

ible as in a place like Watts, yet
it is just as severe. Here is the op-
portunity to nip it in the bud."
The aims of the Community Ac-

tion Program are to "get people of
lower income areas to awaken and
take part in community affairs.

They feel apart from society, un-
wanted and not listened to. We are
seeking to help them organize to

help themselves by participating

in such activities as elections,

school board, and P.T.A."

Vicious Cycle of Poverty

"Society in general misunder-
stands poverty," said Mr. Cliristo-

pher. "They dismiss it with cliches,

such as: no-good troublemakers
who don't want to better them-
selves. This is only true of a small
percentage. The vicious cycle of

poveity is created by ignorance,
failure, and apathy, and it must be
broken by giving hope, goals, and
motivation to attain them, however
small. As human beings, we are

all involved, because each member
of society shares in its failures as

well as its successes, and poverty
is a failure not to be ignored. Of

paiajiutunt importance is lo im-
pi'ove the total environment
tlirough the total family concept,
thus dealing with poverty in all

aspects. Environment, conditions,
and attitudes must be changed."
"Poor education," Mr. Christo-

pher continued, "is basic in the
poverty syndrome. The poor are
unable to take the advantages of

the middle class because they have
so many strikes against them. In
our society thei'e is no such thing
a^^ equal opportunity."

Preventive Action

Mr. Christopher stated, "The
C.A.P. program itself is seeking
to aid the 18 percent of this na-
tion in poverty through working
with the poor themselves, four
neigliborhood councils, and three
neighborhood centers which bring
public services, counseling, legal

advice and recreation to the neigh-
borhoods themselves. This offers

an opportunity for preventative
rather than defensive action like

the crash poverty programs in

places like Chicago. Colorado
Springs can plan and keep up with
the growth of the city through
training and education."

"C.A.P. has received a good re-

ception here," said its president.

"However, it takes time. Many are
suspicious of 'do-gooders' and must
be convinced of the sincerity of its

aims. The young have not been
steeped in poverty as long as their

parents and there is a better

chance to help through guidance
and education."

People Must Be Involved
"The biggest factor in dealing

Headstart Aims at Linguistic Growth
By Phil Fearnside

"Headstart," the program for

preparing children for entrance

into public schools, is at work in

Colorado Springs in sue different

schools. The program in Colorado

Springs is a one year pre-kinder-

garten courrse for four-year-olds.

Two CC coeds, Jody Hubbell and
Sandie Mulford, are working as

volunteers in the program.
One of the major objectives of

the program, according to Head-
start teacher Eeezie Taylor, is

"hnguistic development," The
ciiildren must leani to understand
simple spacial relationships like

over, under, before, and behind;
they must also learn to make gen-
eralizations and begin to classify

the specific information they have
accumulated into broader categor-
ies—a pig is an animal, etc.

The biggest hurdle is getting the
child to the point that he uses sen-

tences rather than monosyllables
01' gestures. He must learn diffi-

cult connecting words like "but,"
"if," and "so," in addition to ab-
stractions such as the word "this,"

''Almost any reasonably bright
four-year-old can look at a picture
*^f a chair and say 'chair,' but it

takes a great deal more training
to say 'this is a chair.' It is a
?i'eat help to the child if he learns
^his before he enters school,"

In addition to learning to com-
f'ine words into sentences, these
four-year-olds need to greatly ex-

pand their vocabularies and ranges
^f experience. Beezie explained the

importance of taking her class to
SE^e a play, and the difficulty of
trj'ing to explain what a play is

to someone who knows little out-

side of his block. She tried to com-
pare it to a movie, but the major-

ity of the class had never seen a

movie. It becomes virtually impos-

sible to make a child understand

something he has never seen him-
self. Taking the class on trips to

increase the number of things

they have had direct contact with

is therefore a major part of the

curriculum.

Beezie pointed out that, "before

a child can learn to write, he must
have developed the ability to dis-

tinguish shapes." If he can't tell

that one curve looks like another,

"then he never will be able to tell

an 'S' from a 'T'; writing will be

just so many chicken scratches."

Doing puzzles and playing with
blocks is the best way of develop-

ing this ability.

Beezie Taylor's class at the

Chadbuni Spanish Gospel Mission
School is an exceptionally bright

one. She explained that four-year-

olds of this economic and social

status playing together coopera-

tively in groups of three or four.

as they do in her class, is rare, al-

though it is commonplace among
middle-class children. Teaching
such cooperation receives great

emphasis in the program.
Beezie's class is also fortunate

in that the vast majority of the

children are loved and relatively

well-treated at home. They come
to school clean and fed, even

though they lack much of the pa-

rental training valued by the mid-

dle-class—the parents do not pride

themselves in "teaching their

children little bits of knowledge

which are not immediately practi-

cal, just to show off to Grandma."
Out of 15, the Chadbum group

has only two children with excep-

tional problems, which Beezie says

is "unusually low for a Headstart

class."

Jody and Sandie are working be-

tween three and six hours per week
as teacher assistants. They help in

keeping the class occupied, teach-

ing the children how to do things,

and attending to special problems.

Both Jody and Sandie mentioned
that they have observed dramatic
changes in the children since the

beginning of the semester. Jody
described her experiences as

:

"worthwhile," "satisfying," "re-

warding," and "amazing."
Jody made it clear that there is

"not enough volunteer help." Vol-

unteering is done in an informal

manner through Mrs. Clifford E.

Nelson of the Headstart Office at

1105 N. Nevada.

witli the problem of poverty is in-

volvement. People must participate

and have a voice in dealing witli

tlie problems of poverty. C.A.P.
seeks to get those involved to work
with them but primarily lets them
take over."

"It is imperative," Mr. Christo-
pher declared, "that society take
notice of this problem before it

eats us up. Otherwiac, there will
be more violence like the riota hint

summer to force people to lake no-
tice of the problems of society.
It is important for college students
to be made aware of these prob-
lems, as tliey will have to faco
them soon anyway. Opportunities
for involvement exist in the Head-
start Program, tutoring, clcan-uj),

and community centers."

Project Enable

Organizes Parents

To Discuss Poverty
Project Rriable, under the direc-

tion of Mr, Larry Rice, ia organiz-
ing neighborhood parent groups to

discuss problems of poverty In

Colorado Springs.

They have outlined eix of tlie

most serious problems in Colorado
Springs, which is a backward city

in terms of the services offered.

I) There is a serious lack of emer-
gency medical caro for the indi-

gent. 2) Facilities for dental caro
for the indigent are inadequate.

t) There is no housing code. 4)
The mental health facilities have
.1 2-G month waiting list. 5) The
recreational facilities ore inade-

quate. G) There in great need for

.1 trades-vocation center.

According to Mr. Rice, "Negro
youth who want to get anywhere
have to leave because of the lack

of opportunities. There is a deep,

t^ubtle current of prejudice in this

city. Most poor people want to get
off welfare but they need educa-

tion, training and job opportunit-

ies. They need to find out obout ex-

isting services and opportunities."

The program is operating with-

out the aid of federal funds.
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NEAC Provides Meeting Place

For Underprivileged Youths
By Jeff Loesch

The Northeast Action Center
(NEAC), a community action pro-

gram under the direction of VIS-
TA volunteer Nick Peck, opened
its doors for the first time this

Monday, March 13. With the help
of a number of CC students, Nick
liopes to build the center into an
after-school and free-time meeting
place for many of the students of

North Junior High, especially the

more underprivileged.

The center is located at 513 East
San Rafael, and help in tutoring
and generally in directing activit-

ies is particularly needed between
3:15 and 4:30 p.m., Mondays
througli Thursdays. Those interes-

ted in volunteering can call Nick
;it G35-4390.

The first week of activities at

NEAC opened in a somewhat chao-
tic but quite effective and success-

ful way, attracting a gradually in-

creasing number of junior high
students and at the same time pro-
viding some exciting and satisfy-

ing results for the CC students
participating. Among the ideas be-

ing explored are tutoring pro-

gi'ams, touch football and softball

games, an undergi-ound junior

high newspaper, painting the walls,

and working on the center itself,

An almost infinite number of pos-
sibilities are available, and many
ideas are the products of the kids'

own imaginations.

Nick plans to install a juke box
and a pop machine shortly, to help
turn the old residence that is being
used to house the program into a
veal center for social functions.

The first aim of the center is to

provide a place to go and some
constructive things for the partici-

pants to do in the hour after class-

es are over and before they go
home. While the tutoring program
will be continued, a large number
of the participants are choosing
their own acti^nties. and their ef-

forts are being assisted and super-
vi^pd hv Nick and his CC assis-
taTil>.

FSAC Initiates Housing Code Study
Existing housing regulations in

Colorado Springs are inadequate,

disunified, and deplorable. The city

has a building code which is not

retroactive and applies only to

buildings in construction, a plumb-
ing code but no administrative

body to put it into effect, and a fire

code with an inspecting body wliicb

must be contacted by a complain-

ing party before it can act. There
are no sanitation, structural, or

health regulations, and it is legal

for the landlords of this city to

charge $60-$70 a month for hous-

ing which has no santitation or

plumbing facilities and which may
have merely dirt floors.

To alleviate these problems var-

ious organizations and individu-als

in Colorado Springs, in action in-

itiated by CC's Free Student Ac-
tion Committee, have been draft-

ing and will finally place before

the City Council a minimum hous-
ing code. This code would unify
the various existing codes, render
them more effective, and include
health, sanitation, and structional

standards. All regulations would
be retroactive and effect all hous-
ing, not merely that now under
construction.

Ideas for the code's formulation

may be traced to Mr. Saul Alin-

sky, sociologist-activist, and Jim
While, past president of the FSAC.
The original plan of action was
that students would: 1) initiate

and stimulate thought and activ-

ity among people in town for the

housing code, 2) collect informa-
tion to help stimulate and organ-
ize jeople, l{) aid directly in organ-
izing the code itself, and 4) finally

withdraw from full support of the

housing code committee but still

offer aid in ways such as cam-
paigning, collecting money, and
advertising.

Action was first initiated last

semester when FSAC members
contacted the president of the lo-

cal chapter of NAACP and attend-
ed meetings to recruit interest.

Later, as more townspeople be-
came involved, Jim White was in-

vited to speak before a group of
Colorado Spring's residents for
the same purpose. A committee
was formed to push through the
housing code, headed by Reverend
Bruce of the All Souls Unitarian
Church and including such people
as the city manager, George Fel-
lows; Mrs. Rogers, head of the
NAACP's housing committee; and

a member of the city's building

union. Two sub-committees were
also organized, one to draft the

code, and the other, a "hell rais-

ing committee" to get the people
of the Springs excited.

At this point, the FSAC has
nearly reached step four of its or-

iginal plan of action. Although it

still is a member of the housing
committee, most of the work has
been taken over by townspeople.

Brockhurst Helps Emotionally Disturbed Boys

3S£si:L3S

By Jane Paolucci

"Brockhurst Residential Treat-
ment Home for Emotionally Dis-
turbed Boys is about the best in-

stitution of its kind in the state."

These were the words of VISTA
volunteer Bob Ballenger, current-
ly a member of the 15-man staff

of the Brockhurst Ranch, which is

run by a private foundation. The
staff consists of the director. Jack
Rennie, the assistant director,

Wayne Cohrs, another VISTA vol-

unteer, Tim Musick, a professional
teacher, a psychiatrist, a business
manager and eight counselors. At
the moment, 22 boys .between the
ages of 12 and 18 are living there.

Their state license allows Brock-
liurst to treat no more than 26
lioys at a time.

The boys at Brockhurst are not
"juvenile delinquents," although
many of them have been expelled
from school for disciplinary prob-
lems. Neither are they mentally
ill. Most of them come from chao-
tic, undesirable home situations.
Their families are counseled by
social workers so that they will be
ready to take (heir sons back
when they are ready to leave the
ranch and rejoin society. The ulti-

mate goals of Brockhurst are to

get the boys back into public
schools, and into their homes, and
to help them finally become nor-
mal, contributing members of soc-
iety.

Mr. Ballenger explained that
one of the things the Brockhurst
staff tries to do is modify the
boys' behavior by gradually chang-
ing their values. Most have the
typical values of a teen-age gang
member. School definitely is not
held in high value, nor is religion.
The boys are not forced to go to
church, and consequently, few of
them do. Ballenger described them
as "practicing atheists.'" "After
all, they figure, what has God ever
(lone for them?"

Responsible People
Learning to be responsible peo-

ple is part of the treatment. Each
boy is expected to keep his own
living area neat and clean. They
are graded on this and on their
conduct and are given allowances
commensurate with their perfor-
mances. The boys can also earn
money by doing odd jobs around
the ranch such as washing dishes.
During the summer, the ranch
tries to place them in jobs in the
"outside" woi-ld. Brockhurst is al-

so in the process of becoming a
real working ranch. They now own
some horses, plan to buy sheep in

the spring, and hope someday to
have quite a bit of livestock.

The boys are by no means con-
fined to the ranch. Every Friday
night they are taken to the mov-
ies. Last Thursday, six of them
came down to see "The Lady's
Not for Burning." They also have

a baseball team and a basketball
team, wluch play against the pub-
lic schools. Ballenger said, "Sports
give group orientation, which is

important since most of these boy.~
were loners."

Contact with Outside World
Mr. Ballenger thinks the CC vol-

unteer tutoring program is very
good in that it gives the boys con-
tact with the outside world, with
people near their own ages. The
boys need to .build meaningful re-

lationships, and CC students are
definitely helping. They often takf
the boys to hockey games and var-
ious other activities. Wayne Cohrs,
assistant director, said, "The tutors
make a terrific difference in the
boys' grades. None of them that
are back in school have flunked
out yet. And besides that, the boys
look fonvard to seeing them."

Vista Volunteer Nick Peck

Decries Student Disinterest
The following is an interview

with Nick Peck, worker for VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to Amer-
ica). "College students are ignor-
ranl of what poverty really is.

They don't understand the prob-
lem. Poverty is a sickness of
society, and we're fighting a losing
battle against the imminent revo-
lution. Students are either squishy
liberals or totally complacent.
They don't acknowledge the reali-

ties of what's happening. They
can't see beyond their cotton candy
environment. As long as nothing
rocks their security, they're hap-
py. Yet students have a stake in

society and they can't affort to sit

back and watch it fall. They must
be forced to open their eyes, to
care.

"Most students haven't experien-
ced enough and poverty is too far
removed from their lives. Their

experiences are strained through
academic textbooks and they
haven't gotten out to see what's
really happening—what life is

really like.

"To understand poverty you
have to get beyond the stereotyped
images in order to fully compre-
liend this crucial problem."



Peterson Explains French Foreign Study Scholarships Offered
Junior Year Abroad Programs

By E. R. Peterson,

Romance Languages

"I came from a very strict Ver-

mont family and going to France

seemed as close as I could get to

sin." An American, (now a Cultur-

al Attache) gave this as his origi-

nal reason for going to France

when he was a student. This kind

of statement might not favorably

dispose the admissions committ-ee

of an overseas program, and

France probably has no special

qualifications for satisfying this

particular requirement—^:ertainly

iio more than England, Italy, or

Sweden. However, out of the

275,000 American students who
will be going abroad this year, a

large number will go to France, a

country whose universities have

been receiving foreign students

for eight centuries. As in the past,

several CC students will be in this

luimber.

Two of the oldest and best or-

ganized programs for study during

the Junior Year are those of Ham-
ilton and Sweet Briar Colleges.

Members of the Sweet Briar

group spend a preliminary six

weeks of intensive language study

at Touts and then move to Paris

where they live with French famil-

ies and attend classes at the vai--

ious institutes of the University of

Paris. A candidate for admission

to this group must have had at

least two years of pre-college

French and two years of college

French or the equivalent, including

a course in French literature. A
"B" average in college French is

required and most accepted appli-

cants have also a general average

of "B." The over-all fee, which in-

cludes i-oom and board, tuition,

excursions, round trip fare from
New York to Paris is $3,100.

Hamilton's program is much
like that 01 Sweet Briar. It does,

however, offer an early acceptance

Clueck Speaks

On Archaeology

And the Bible

By Neal Lebsack

''I have no interest in proving
the Bible," emphasized Dr. Nelson
Glueck during the Roberts Memor-
ial Lecture Tuesday.

Archaeology camiot prove the

Creation or the Flood, but the his-

torical references in the Bible are

the best maps to the ancient civi-

lizations of the Near East. The
Bible led Glueck to uncover sites

ranging from 3000 B.C. to the time
of the Byzantines. Glueck pointed
out that some features have not
changed since ancient times; wher-
ever there is now a trail or a water
hole, the ancients had one also. A
good site is used again and again
to build a city, sometimes creating
tip to 25 layers.

Pottery is the easiest way to
date a find and is more accurate.
than carbon dating. Metal, wood,
leather and glass disappear, but
pottery lasts forever, Dr. Glueck
explained.

Dr. Glueck's unusual approach
and frequent success earned him
the Time magazine cover story in

December, 1963.

SINCE 1 fl7i

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

lUT UIEST

plan. At the end of their freshman

year students may apply for ac-

ceptance, which is of course pro-

visional; final acceptance depends

on the record during the sopho-

more year. The advantage of early

acceptance is that the student is

put in contact with French stu-

dents in Paris with whom he may
correspond. This correspondence

often increases the possibilities of

meeting and frequenting French

students and families during the

year in Paris.

Students with a solid background

in French may also choose to study

at the University of Bordeaux un-
der the University of Colorado
plan. Bordeaux has strong anthro-
pology offerings, an excellent Af-
rican Studies Center, the usual
language and literature courses,
and a specialized "Institut d'Oeno-
logie." Colorado College accepts all

credits earned from Sweet Briar,

Hamilton, Colorado and Smith Col-
lege's program in Paris. For a stu-

dent less competent in French
there is also the Institute for
American Universities in Aix-en-
Provence. This institute offers in-

sti-uction in both French and Eng-
lish. CC, in cooperation with the
universities of Bordeaux and Tou-
louse, also offer a special summer
program in language and literature

at Pau. The total fee for this six

week course is just over $200.

It is also possible to spend a
summer in Fi-ance at a work camp,
a student vacation center on the
Riviera, a sailing camp in Brittany,

an international drama festival in

Provence, etc. Full information on
all of these programs is on file in

Armstrong 320. I would be happy
to assist in planning for a year or
a summer of study in France. For
the 21-day blitzkreig tour of eight
countries, "It's Friday, this must
be Belgium" or the Playboy tour
of the continent by night, please
see your travel agent.

By Elaine Ivaldy

Applications are now being ac-

cepted for two foreign study scho-
larships: one to the University of
Goettingen in Germany and one to
the Netherlands School of Busi-
ness. The scholarships, covering
major expenses, are open to 1967-
68 Juniors, and Seniors willing to

retui-n to Colorado College for a

fifth year. Application deadline is

April 1. The final selection %viU

take place soon after Spring
Break, but interested students are
advised to consult as soon as pos-
sible with Mr. Malyshev, faculty
ad\isor of the Foreign Students
Committee, to express their inter-

est and obtain the necessary de-
tails.

Competition for the University
of Goettingen program is open to

students with some speaking know-
ledge of the GeiTuan language. It

is not limited to German majors;
in the past well-qualified students
with minimal German speaking
ability have satisfied the require-

ments of the Selection Committee
by taking extra work in German
before enrollment in the Univer-
sity.

Goettingen University

The 12,000-student University is

located in a town of 110,000. Both
the town and the University spon-

sor many lectures. Ai-thur Winter,
Goettingen student at Colorado
College this year, stresses the con-
trast between the German and
American educational systems.

We Five Tickets

Specially Priced

Through April 14
AWS and MRHA are sponsoring

an on-campus performance of "We
Five" on Sunday, April 23, 1967,

at 8 p.m. Tickets are ?2 apiece for

students with Activity Cards.
Ticket sales will resume after

Spring Break and will be opened
to the general public on Friday,

April 14, 1967. At that time, tic-

kets will cost $2.50 for everybody,
including students with Activity

cards.

"your Business Is Appreciated*'

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-424B

Records, Radios, TV, Smalt and Large Appliances

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Discount Cash and Carry

1171/2 E.

Cache La

The Personal Touch!

Poudre

'The attitude is not so narrow,"
says Winter. "No one controls your
work; it is more intense, but more
self-stimulated." As a German in
Colorado Springs, he emphasizes
that "when you are used to one
system the change is always dif-
ficult." The program offers an op-
portunity not only to study but to
broaden personal horizons. Says
Winter: "You have to live \vith
the people and you try to under-
.'^tand them."

The Netherlands School of Bus-
iness is made up of 450 male stu-
dents, 30 of whoni are Americans.
It is located in a renovated castle
in the small village of Brekelen,
ten miles outside of Amsterdam.
Cultural events are frequent at tlie

school, and of course Anlsterdam
is easily accessible.

Andre de la Porte

The program is not limited to
business majors, however, the em-
phasis is upon such courses as
business organization, industrirfT
psychology, economics, and statis-
tics. Also, according to Andre de
la Porte, the NOIB exchange stu-
dent at Colorado College, "You
have to do sports." A student at
the School spends about 35 hours

a week in class, an amount which
is offset by the fact that there ia

little outside i-ending and few pa-
pers are required. As here, exams
are scheduled. Since classes are'^f-
fered in English and French as
well as Dutch, thei-e is no language
reciuirement for tliis program. Cre-
dits earned are fully transferable
if finals ai-e taken.

Anyone desiring more detailed
information concerning tlie scho-
larships may consult Jolm Schif-
fert, last yeni-s' CC student at tlie
NOIB, Tom Wolf, last years' CC
student at the University of Goet-
tingen, Andre do l>i Porte, or Ar-
thur Winter.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tojon

i34-2093

/^Utk'^ Oi^eH

Fine Food
. . . Excellent Service . . . Bcmililnl Hiinonndings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

^ Closeout on Popular

Split-Cowhide

Fleecelined lackets

ft^/' Regular to $45.00

Men's or Ladies

jf ' J
CC. Special $32.99

Rf
'*

i

'

Also Ladles Boots $16.99

^y^j'/"3kto^'

1 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

Mmmsi
MID WEEK SPECIAL

$ Monday

Thru I-Viduy
3.00-Day
PLAN AHEAD FOR SPRING VACATION

5 and 7 Day Package Plans

$48 and $71.20
LODGING — ALL-LIFT TICKETS — TWO MEALS A DAY

4th Annual Monarch Spring Carnival

March 25th and 26th

• Fun Races • Siealt Fry Saturday Evening • Free Ski

Movies • Dancing • Trophies and Season Passes for '67-'68

Season for Best Costunnes • Reduced Rates for Those with

Any Costume.
Sallda, Colorado
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Faculty Changes Announced
Five membei-s of the faculty at

Colorado College have received

promotions and five have been gi-

ven tenure.

In addition, ten have been grant-

ed sabbatical leaves.

Named full professor were Wil-

son Y. Gateley, chairman of the

mathematics department; William

McRIillen. chairman of the drama
department, and Carl L. Roberts,

chairman of the psychology de-

partment.

Two were promoted from assis-

tant professor to associate profes-

sor. They are Miss Jane Cauvei of

the philosophy department and

John H. Lewis of the geology de-

partment.

Students to Work
With Cherokees

During Vacation

A group of 15 will depart today

for Vian, Oklahoma, on a two-
week mission. The mission is to

finish a council house (started

last spring) in a Cherokee settle-

ment. The delegation is headed by
Mr. Albert Wahrhaftig, professor

of anthropology and expert on
Cherokee affairs, and includes

students from the U.S.A., Ger-
many, Ghana. Iran, Jamaica, and
Morocco.

Before Iea\'ing, Mr. Wahrhaftig
commented on some aspects of this

endeavor. He expressed his sat-
isfaction -with the group, empha-
sizing that the students have or-

ganized everything themselves. To
the question, "Why do students
undertake such projects?" Mr.
Wahrhaftig replied, "There is no
one auswer. Students live a life of
intangibleness—this is an oppor-
tunity to work with tangible
things. They will work with hands,
will not have to think, and will

see their accomplishments. Some
students go because they have a
desire to help people with fewer
advantages. Some are attracted

by the differences in environment,"

The work-camp is in a sense
unique. Mr. Wahrhaftig explained,

"It is not directed by any officials.

The project is not imposed on the

Cherokees by anyone; it is their

own. It stems from long-standing

dreams."

When asked about what advice

he could give, he said "Cherokees
do not order one another. Students
should watch closely, be aware of

surroundings, and respond accord-

ingly. The purpose of the work-
camp is not for us to impose our

changes on the Cherokees, but to

help make changes the Cherokees
themselves feel are necessai-y. Our
intention should not be to judge

the merits of these changes."

European Flights
Deadlines for reservations for

the CCA-sponsored European
flights have been extended. Round
trip fare starts at §245. Those in-

terested should contact Alan Anis-
gard as soon as possible.

BATES

Pharmacy

I Block South of Campui on Caioade

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLINS

RAZOR CUTTING

AcroH from th« Campui

827 North Tejon

Given tenure were William E.

Barton, assistant professor of eco-

nomics and business administra-

tion; Douglas A, Fox, assistant

professor of religion; Donald P.

Jenkins, assistant professor of

music; Hans H. Kj-imm, assistant

professor of philosophy; and Ric-

hard L. Taber, assistant professor

of chemistry.

Sabbatical leave was granted to

Paul T. Bechtol, associate profes-

sor of economics; Alvin E. Boder-

man, associate professor of socio-

logy; Richard C. Bradley, profes-

sor of physics; Harvey L. Carter,

professor of history; Professor

Cauvei; William Champion, assoc-

iate professor of chemistry; Pro-

fessor Lewis; Richard B. Paine,

associate professor of mathemat-
ics; Neale R. Reinitz, professor of

English; and Herman D. Snyder,

assistant professor of art.

Miller Wins USIA Post
COLORADO SPRINGS—George

A Miller, director of public infor-

mation at Colorado College, has

been appointed to a Foreign Serv-

ice Reserve Officer's position with

the U.S. Information Agency.

Miller is to report to USIA in

Washington, D.C., March 27, for

orientation and training and as-

signment to an overseas post.

Glenn Hutchinson, who has done

sports publicity at CC foi- the past

two years, will assume the duties

of the public information director

on temporary basis.

Miller came to Colorado Col-

lege in 19G1 from Chicago, where

he was assistant to the director

of public relations for the Ameri-

can Bar Association. He has been

assistant editor of the News and
Information Service at Ohio State

University, a re-write man and

editor for United Press Interna-

tional in New York City and Col-

umbus, Ohio, and an editor for

The Villager in New York.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

PIZZA «, MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Uemt/i'S O 7eJ»H

NOW OPENS THE , .
3.2 BEER

iijl „ ON TAP or TO SO
fthheX GLASSES .PITCHERS. KESS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . - .

COMPLETE I.2B SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .6B

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Teion Telephone 634'4S9

1

THRIFT

The ideal way to liandle your personal finances while at Colorado College

Still Only lOc
per check

AT COLORADO COMMERCIAL BANK
Open a Thrift Checking Account NOW! No minimum balance ip requirer 1 np charge has NOT

INCREASED at our banl<. PLUS... WE SEND YOU A STATEIVIENT EVERY MONTH... AND you can
bank by mail or use our convenient Motor Bank.

ASK FOR ONE OF OUR QUICK-OPEN CHECKING ACCOUNT KITS

:^ Telephone 636-1361 -k Mail coupon below + Or see our Motor Bank teller ^
MOTOR BANK—OPEN 7 AM TO 6 PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

The bank that >^ili never be the same . always better

COLORADO

COMMERCIAL

RANK
MEMBER FDIC

1 hour free parking

I block of the banK

CONVENIENT DOWNTOWN LOCATION • Tejon at Colorado Avenue

COLORADO COMMERCIAL BANK
Tejon at Colorado Ave.. Colorado Springs. Colo. 80901

PLEASE SEND ME A QUICK-OPEN CHECKING ACCOUNT KIT

Name

College Address

Other Pertinent Information
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Tlie Tierer
Seniors Criticize

Election Motives
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Charles DeGaulle Unable to Atfend

CC Summer Session to Feature
Coeducational Language Houses
By Gary Knight

The French embassy announced
yesterday, Thursday, April G,

tliat Charles DeGaulle would be

unable to open the Colorado Col-

lege Summer Session French
House, due to his party's poor

showing in the latest parliamen-

tary elections. Tearful at not be-

ing able to attend the inau^ra-
tion, DeGaulle commented: "Je re-

giette."

In an interview in Paris, De-
Gaulle also said that France would
forgo celebration of the 60th An-
niversary of the Dada movement
because of the unpleasant political

developments. Nevertheless, Colo-
rado College Professor Elmer Pe-
terson has announced that the
Summer Session will continue with
its celebration "Hommage a Dada."

Said Peterson: "Interest on cam-
pus remains high in expectation
of the meeting called between Sar-
tre and Tarzan. A summit meeting
has been arranged by Sartre's
New York publishers and Johnny
Weismuller, representative of the
Jungle King. We are looking for-
ward to tlie event with great ex-
citement, though we are still ne-
gotiating with the State Depart-
ment and Southern California in
Older to provide Tarzan with a
visa."

It is expected that the Colorado
College Summer Session, begin-
ning June 12 and running until
August 4, will be successful even
though DeGaulle will not be in at-
tendance. Featured attraction of
the summer program will be the
French and German language
houses. Coeducational in design,
-itiidents will speak only the for-
eign language they are learning,
"ill eat meals together, fume ciga-
rettes together, and will see for-
eif,'n language films. Each house
"ill be staffed by native-born as-
sistants. The French House will

publish a weekly newspaper, while
'lie Max Kade German House will
siJecialize in German choral works.
Both beginning and advanced
courses will be ofifered in French
and German, and students who
iiaiticipate actively in the lang-
uage house program may gain ex-
tra credits.

A highlight of the Summer Ses-

sion will be the volleyball game be-

tween the French and German
houses. Professor Peterson, Direc-

tor of the French House journeyed

to Vail, Colorado over vacation to

get some training tips from Jean-
Claude Killy, and has promised
that his Force de Frappe volleyball

team will avenge the Franco-Pinjs-
sian War. Last summer the French
team was likened to a group of

anarchists, but Professor Peterson
maintains that this was preferable
to the Gei-man students marching
in their droll eins, zwei, drei.

Professor Dirk Baay, Director
of the German House, replied to

Professor Peterson's chai'ges, stat-

ing: "History has pretty well pro-

ven that German efficiency and
moral stands have always been

able to overcome romance, pulchri-

tude, and decadence . . . the Ger-

man House hopes to prove this

again in the coming summer on the

volleyball court and in whatever
choice of weapons the Romance
language department may choose
to use."

Colorado College students in

good standing are reminded that,

upon application, they will auto-
matically be enrolled in the Sum-
mer Session.

By Ray Jones
As expected by many, tlie ill-

publicized public debate in Olin
Hall on Tuesday, April 4, by can-
didates for CCCA student offices,

van amuck. Only 15 interested stu-
dents attended the event and 10
were candidates. This hick of stu-
dent interest handicapped the af-
fair—no speeches were given.
General discussion on student
apathy took place and fear tliat

the old ASCC "do-noUiing syn-
drome" was upon tJie campus once
again.

A plan was established to hold
an Election Kally on the Eastall
Center patio. This rally was held
yesterday at 4 p. m. Campaign
speeches, debate, and an increase
in the campaign tempo and en-
thuiasts were the main features of
the rally.

An interesting circumstance of
the lackluster campaign has been
au allegation on the part of a
group of seniors that none of the
candidates is fit to hold the offices

for which Ihey are runuiug. The
seniors' protest, which gained iu

magnitude throughout the week,
alleges that the candidates have no
usable ideas for the CCCA and
that they are side-stepping and
soft-pedaling controversial issues.

The seniors furthermore maintiiiu

I bat ft majority of the candidates
selfishly desire election only for
the status it will afford thoni and
for the favorable impression which
such offices create on graduate
school applications.

The Student Sub-Committee of
CUL which is in charge of the
election has asked that nil students
participate. Voting will be in the
Rastnll Lounge on Monday, April
10 and Tuesday, April 11. The
sub-committee has stressed that
only through genuine interest in

the campaign, election of compe-
tent and interested officei-s, and
strong and forceful leadership
can tlie CCCA become an effec-

tive and efficient organ of student
concern.

New York String Sextet to Give

Concert of Mozart, Bralims, Martinu
I'be Colorado College Arts Series

will present the famous New York
String Sextet in the Fine Arts
Center Auditorium on Monday,
April 17, at 8:15 p.m. This will be
the last major concert of this aca-
demic season and will he dedicat-

ed to the memory of Myrtle M.
Bridges, highly esteemed member
of the college music faculty from
I!i24-i;"i51. Mrs. Bridges died in

U)64 at the age of 91 after a long
and distinguished career as music
teacher. Her family and friends
have established a memorial fund
for concerts and scholarships.

Tickets for the concert are now
available at the lia.'stall Center
Desk. They are free on activity

'ards; otherwise the admission is

The New York String Sextet
A as founded in lOfiO by Paul Dok-
t-or, violist, who has appeared
many times in Colorado Springs
under the auspices of the college

and wliose playing is well remem-
bered for the extraordinary beau-

ty of his tone and his unusual
musical sensitivity. The group had
an immediate success of major pro-

portions at its New York debut

and has travelled extensively fop-

the past six years. The Sextet has
recorded numerous works for 20th

Century Fox Mastei- Arts.

The New Yoi-k Times praised

the group highly saying that "The
tone of the six instruments is

rich, full-toxtuivd. nii'llow ami co-

hesive; the group's playing has
(ire and excitement. The onaemblo
is disciplined but not rigid, jier-

mitting the ready give-nnd-tftko

that is one of the charms of cham-
ber music."

Each nienibor of the group is a

virtuoso and loading artist on his

instrument with a distinguished

international career of his own.
They are; Renato Bonncini and
Kces Kooper, violinists; Paul Dok-
tor and Emile Simonet, violi-sts;

Janos Schol/, and George Koutzon,
cellists.

For their concert hero the nrt-

i.sls have chosen three seldom-
heard mastorpiecos of the cham-
ber music literature: Mozart's
String Quintet iii G minor, and
the Striiiji' Sexlots by Mai-tinu and
Brahms,

The American Hockey

Coaches' Association has

elected Tiger

Bob Lindberg
to their AllAmerican team.

This is Lindberq's '^econd year

as a College Ail-American

player.

[See story on sporfc page).

Highly Touted CC Choir

To Give Concert Sunday

Education Dept. Initiates MA Degree in Teaciiing

Sunday's 8 p.m. Colorado Col-
lege Choir concert in Shove Chap-
el will mark the end of the group's
most successful spring tour. This
year's trip took the 75 choir mem-
bers to California, Arizona, and
New Mexico.

Director Donald P. Jenkins com-
iiented that the choir's perform-
ance level has been higher and
Wore steady this year than in any
'^ther tour. He also noted that au-
uiences have been considerably
larger and extremely receptive to
the performances.
One explanation for this sea-

^"^n's choral success is the highly
^aried program, which includes
renaissance motets as well as bar-
^^lUe and contemporai-y works. The
17-piece orchestra adds much to
'Jie performance quality.

'Stabat Mater," a modem com-
fosition for three acapella choirs

by Krzystof Penderecki, has been
the most popular number in the

program. Vaughan William's "Fes-
tival te Deum" is another favorite.

The choir made its first televi-

sion appearance as it was featur-

ed on NBC's coastal news broad-

cast. Other highlights of the two-
week tour included singing in the

Los Angeles Wilshire-Ekell Thea-
tre and in San Francisco's M. H.

De Young Memorial Museum.

GRE Exam Dates
The following dates have been

set for the administering of the

GRE Exams in Cossit Hall.

AREA—
1:30 p. m., Fri., April 14

ADVANCED
8:30 a. m., Sat., April 15

APTITUDE
1:30 p. m., Sat., April 16

By Barbara Boyden
Dr. William Hochman, chairman

of the Educational Department at

CC has announced that a Master

of Arts in Teaching degree pro-

gram in the field of the "liberal

arts for elementary school teach-

ers" wilt be initiated this summer.
According to Hochman: "The new
program, which is one of the first

of its kind, has been established

in response to requests from ele-

mentary teachers, Supervisors, and

principals who wish further work

in elementary school subjects and
want the opportunity to earn an

advanced degree.

"It is designed to give teachers

aTi opportunity to pursue their in-

terests in regular academic

courses, and to extend their knowl-

edge of new ideas, methods, and
materials in elementary school sub-

jects. It is an attempt to fill the

needs of the teachers' requests and
to do it in a way that is com-

patible with the unique resources

and strengths of a liberal arts

college."

There are three parts to the

]irogram, which will award a Mas-
ter of Arts in Teaching degree at

the completion of three summers'
work at CC. The first part in-

cludes 15 to 18 semester h<mr3

of work in liberal arts courses

such as history, philosophy, litera-

ture, and languages. This part is

designed to "provide teachers with

some insight into new ideas and

subject matter and stir their in-

tellectual curiosities."

The second part consists of nine

to 12 semester hours of special

courses in elementary school sub-

jects; for example, modem math-

ematics and new science methods.

These two parts will be conducted

along with the regular session.

The third part is three semester

hours of "Colloquium on Liberal

Education and Public School

Teaching" specially created for the

teachers. In lieu of the traditional

master's theses, each teacher will

be expected to write "Master's Re-

search" papers in two courses.

Dr. Hochman indicated that this

program is not available to under-

graduates, but is for the contin-

uing education of those who al-

ready have had teaching exper-

ience. However, after this pro-

gram is under way an M.A.T. cer-

tification program will be consid-

eied by the department. This par-

ticular MAT program would be a

fifth year of college for students

already majoring in a subject and
who desire to be certified for

teaching.

Dr. Hochman also mentioned

that Memarad Gundlach "one of

the pioneers of modem math-
ematics," will instruct courses in

math during the summer and will

remain at CC for the regular

school year as a new faculty mem-
ber. Another visiting professor

will be Dr. Paul Brandwein, a sci-

ence editor for Harcourt-Brace

and World and an innovator of

science education methods.
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Editorial
While the faculty defeated the proposed Four Course Plan by an

overwhelming majority, the defeat was on the basis that such a plan

would not be the best one for CC; the action was not a statement that

there are no changes needed in the academic program of the school. CC
students often find themselves harried and over-worked because of the

nature of the classes and the number of courses they must take in

order to graduate. While we do not propose that classwork should be

made less demanding or that students should be allowed to graduate

without having some courses required, we do feel that the school

should re-evaluate its requirements with the goal of easing some of

the pressure which students feel.

One way in which these pressures could be reduced is through a

reduction of the number of semester hours required for graduation.

CC's present requirement of 128 hours is more than almost all the

"comparable liberal arts colleges." Students are required to take an

average of 16 hours per semester and often find that in order to meet
their requirements they must take as many as 10. The number of hours

assigned to most classes makes a course load of 15 hours or 19 hours

most practicable. In order to take 16 hours, students must take either

four four-hour courses usually involving a number of laboratories, or

four three-hour and one four-hour course, except in years in which

the girls are required to take physical education. Either of these sched-

ules creates a great deal of pressure -on students. We propose that the

required number of hours be reduced to 120, permitting students to

take an average of 15 hours per semester, thus decreasing the number
of classes they must take during any single semester but not limiting

the number they may take.

Concurrent with this decrease in required hours should be a re-

evaluation of the amount of credit granted each course and the elim-

ination of credit for some classes such as practical typing, radio, phys-
ical education, band, orchestra, choir, and other study courses. These
courses should not be eliminated as requirements for the departmental
majors to which they apply, but should not be granted credit for

those who are taking them either for pleasure or for a "snap" grade.

The search for methods to improve the academic life of CC should
not end with the defeat of a single proposal. It should be a contin-

uous process if CC is to remain among the most highly ranked small
colleges in the nation.

RC6 Applications Open

To Colorado College Students:

Applications for positions on

Rastall Center Board are now
available at Rastall Desk and the

Student Activities office. These ap-

plications must be returned to Ras-

tall desk no later than Friday,

April 14.

Most of you, we hope, are famil-

iar with what Rastall Center Board
has done through the various activ-

ities we have sponsored throughout
the year. Few realize, however,
that Rastall Center Board is a

policy-making and progi-amming
body of the college union building.

It consists of nine student mem-
bers, two faculty members, and
two administrative advisors. Its

purpose is to provide various ser-

vices to the college community. The
several individual committee chair-

men are responsible for a variety

of activities ranging from all-

school dances to fine arts to some
programs of New Student Week.
Rastall Center Board not only

coordinates the actiWties sponsored
by the committees, but also func-

tions as a unit itself in providing

such services as the wire service,

Quiz Bowl, and the Care Package
Project. The Board is responsible

also for the services provided by
the union building itself, such as

tiie information center for students

and visitors, communication center

for various organizations, and ad-

ministration of the games ai-ea.

We hope we have impressed
upon you the importance of en-

thusiastic and concerned commit-
tee chairmen, and we sincerely

hope that all those interested will

apply for positions on the board.

Realizing, of course, that only a
limited number of applicants can
be accepted, we encourage those

interested individuals to work on
a committee of their choice. Ac-
tive committees, where many of

the ideas originate, fomi the back-

bone of a dynamic board. Your
ideas, criticisms, and suggestions

to improve our program are wel-

come as part of your applications,

or for that matter, at anytime at

all.

Further information about the

board is available with the appli-

cation foiin. If your questions are
still not answered, feel free to call

upon any member of the board for

assistance.

The programming of RGB is un-
limited and the potentials have
hardly been tapped. We look for-

ward to receiving a number of ap-

plications in order to have an ac-

tive and concerned Board for the

coming year to provide various

and numerous activities for you

—

all as another service of Rastall

Ct-nter Board!

Sincerely,

Gordon Aoyagi,

Chairman, RGB

Give Draftees a Choice

Tu the Editor:

When the bill to extend the

life of the draft comes before the

Senate, I will propose an amend-
ment barring draftees from being

sent to Southeast Asia without

tlieir consent.

This is a matter of great con-

cern to me. There i^ a vast differ-

ence between sending enlisted men
of the armed forces to Vietnam
and sending draftees there. When
a man voluntarily enlists in one

of the branches of the armed ser-

vices, he does so with his eyes

open—he Icnows that he must obey

the orders of the commander-in-
chief and go where he is sent

—

even if it is to fight and perhaps

die in Vietnam.

But a draftee has no choice. He
does know, however, that he is be-

ing sent to fight in a war the Con-

gi-ess did not declare. This is part

of the reason why so many of our

young men are reluctant to serve

in Vietnam. Another reason is

that they view military interven-

tion in Southeast Asia as totally

needless, illegal and immoral since

the United States was not attacked

and no vital American interest was
at stake and thereby invading

Vietnam unilaterally and bombing,
the United States became the ag-

gressor. This view I share and
have repeatedly so stated for over

three years in the Senate and
elsewhere,

If more men are needed for

Vietnam, let the draftees be sent

fo Europe and let experienced

military personnel in Europe,
which at this writing number
300,000, be sent to Vietnam.

In the interest of a thoi"ough

and meaningful debate on my pro-

posal, I want to have the Ameri-
can peojile informed of the issues

so that they can make their views,

whatever they may be, known to

their representatives in the Senate
and House.

Enclosed is a reprint from the

March 10, 1967, Congressional Re-
cord which explains my stron;;;

opposition to sending draftees u>

tight, unless they volunteer, in

Vietnam—in an un-declared, illegal,

and immoral war 10,000 miles front

our shores. If the cause is as good
as the projKments claim, volun-
teers should be available to add
to the regular armed forces.

Cordially yours,

Ernest Gruening,

U. S. S., Alaska

Ed. Note—This copy of the Con-
gressional Record is available in

the Tiger office.

Open Meeting of

Housing Committee

Slated for Tuesday

The Student Advisory Commit-
tee on Housing has announced thut

there will be an open meeting of

their committee to allow students

to voice their opinions concerning
the issue of off-campus apartments.
The committee is preparing its fi-

nal report which will be made to

Pi-esident Worner in preparation
for the April 29 meeting of thr

Board of Trustees. This meetiiiL'

is one of the last ones in whicli

student opinion can be discerned.

It will be held in Oiin Hall 1 at

7 p.m. on Tuesday, April 11.

Shove Cliapel

Sunday, April 9, 1967

11 a.m.

Sermon Title: "A Door of Hope"

Preacher; Professor Kenneth
Burton

"At various times, anxiety,

trouble and tragedy enter into our

lives." That realistic series of
books, the Bible, has many in-

stances of this. But, even more, it

speaks of the sacrificial resolution

of conflict, the overcoming of fear

and life out of death. It is hoped
that this sermon will speak of

some of these things that come
upon us and what the Christian
faith has to say in these trouble'!

days of war and conflicting culture

and ideologies.
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Presidential Candidates Present Views
Steve Ehrhart

I feel that we have finally

reached the point where we should

rease the endless debate over the

feasibility of student government
and the theoretical problems sur-

rounding its structure. Rather, we
should immediately concern our-
selves with tangible proposals and
act in a positive manner through
the new constitution to implement
-oine constructive changes.

Steve Ehrhart

Consequently, I would like to in-

troduce several concrete proposals
wliich could be carried out by the

new government.

1. Publish an annual course crit-

ique which would be a student

'valuation of the academic cur-

riculum which would hopefully re-

flect student demand.
2. Revamp Publications Board

with an emphasis on developing
ihe Nugget and the Kinnjkinnik
into fii'st-rate publications.

3. Expansion and development
Mf KRCC into a station with wide
•tudent appeal.

4. Utilize the now vacant base-
ment of SuperDorm (example —
"ciuests for a wrestling room).

r>. Better budgetiu": of student
illoted monies, i.e.—the hopeful
'levelopment of self-sustaining stu-
dent endeavors such as the possi-
Itility of "The Tiger" existing as
an independent money-malcing or-

.^ranization.

fi. Development' of off-campus
events sponsored by the student
S^vernment (such as events pat-
terned after Greek Weekend).
These are just a few of my pro-

liosals. I realize there ai-e several
other pressing questions such as
tlie housing problem which I be-
lieve can be worked out favorably,
luit only if we stop asking if stu-
flent government will work and
actually do something.

.Skip Clark

The most important task facing
the officers of the new CCCA is,
obviously, making the govemment
^^"ork for the benefit of the major-
ity of the college community. It is
important, therefore, that students
immediately become involved in
various aspects of "student inter-
"^st." I am referring to fields such
as admissions. Academic Program-
ming Committee, and various other
areas where students have been in-
yolved and could be more effective.
However, it is essential that stu-
'ient efforts not be channeled into
a large number of committees
which eventually become ineffec-
tive. To help remedy this situation
^ more personal contact with the
administration, faculty and stu-
dents is needed. The administra-
tion and faculty need to be assured
that the majority of stu-dent opin-

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH
"0 North T.jon

"4.2093

ion is represented, and the stu-

dents need to be assured that their
elected representatives are not pri-

marily interested in placating the
administration while sacrificing the
student goals.

Currently I am working on the
Committee for Student Housing,
which will present a report to the
President of the Board of Tmstees
discu-ssing the various proposals
for off-campus housing and related
topics. This is an important issue
(as the demonstration showed), but
a demonstration is not enough.
Student interest must be channeled
through responsible leadership to

see that these demands are met.
This I believe to be one of my
functions.

In academic affairs students
could be more effective in deciding
policy. I am not saying that stu-

dents could or should be given de-

cisive authority in these matters,
but suggestions (and not just sug-
gestions, but concrete ideas with
significant student support) as to

types of courses, more effective

programming and such things
would be very worihwhile both to

the i;tudents and to the faculty.

Dean Curran has led me to believe

that there is a very deep concern
for this type of student action

with regards to academic matters.

There is no certainty that this

new government will operate any
more effectively than did the form-
er one, but I believe that with ac-

tive student support and capable
officers the CCCA has a better

chance of being both a representa-

tive and effective voice of student
opinion, not merely a passive voice,

but one which will achieve what
the majority of the college com-
munity wants. It is only through
effective leadership that the CCCA
can survive and function. If you
are willing to give the CCCA a

chance to prove itself, I would ap-

preciate your support.

Chuck Buxton

In the pamphlet which I issued

earlier this week, I tried to pre-

sent some proposals to initiate dis-

cussion on different elements of

the campus community such as

academics and the residential

policy.

These proposals cannot be
viewed as demands. Rather, they
are ideas which hopefully will

lead to concrete action. Much de-

pends on concern of the students,

their interest and the clarity of

their arguments. Students must
present ideas which question the

status quo; the dull sameness can

dominate a college. We do not

wish to polarize, but we do mean
to question. This new government
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can hopefully be a means to both
establish dialogue and to act on
the issues.

We do not deny the importance
of the hard and dull work of the
committee—the exact and minute
searching out of an issue. That is

why we recommend that students
be involved where relevant work
is being done—faculty committees.
That is the reason we ask for a
critique of the residential policy.
Yet, we refuse to become bogged
down completely in the mechanics
of behind the scenes lethargy.
That is why we ask for an experi-
ment in education and why we
must not be limittMl to actions

within the college.

Charles Buxton

The total issue is one of stu-

dent participation. As Seymour
Halleck, psychiatrist at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin says: "Our
universities should not only be

planning for physical growth but

should also be searching for means
for producing more mature and
responsible citizens. This might be

facilitated if the student role wei'o

made a more responsible one, if

students were given some realistic

prerogatives and serious obliga-

tions in decision-making processes."

We view student participation as

fundamental to the educational

process. The college must not be-

come the knowledge factoi-y it is

accused of being. As Edith Hamil-

ton has said, "Education, is, by
its vei7 nature an individual mat-

ter . . . not geared to mass pro-

duction." That is \7hy the main
concern of this body must be the

education of the individual. My
proposals have been an attempt to

give some direction to the accomp-
lishment of this goal.

Doug Brown

The main function of CC's new
student government under the

CCCA constitution will be to pro-

vide, coordinate, and generate ac-

tivity. The prominent feature of

the new student government will

be its political nature.

The provision of activity for

the student body under the CCCA
can best be realized through a

program which attempts to coor-

dinate those activities which are

currently present on the campus.
An example of this would be joint

sponsorship of an event by Ras-

tall Center Board and the Inter-

Fraternity Council, backed by
CCCA funds in case of needed ex-

tra funds. Lack of backing, both

financially and morally, has been
th chief cause of limited all-school

entertainment.

A successful program of pro-

viding activity through direct

sponsorship by the CCCA and
through an increased use of the
CCCA as a coordinating organ
would hopefully generate increased
actinty in other areas. While
this latter generation is sorely
needed at CC, it can only be rea-
lized if we start with direct CCCA
sponsorship and coordination of
activities already on campus.

Stress upon what could be call-
ed the politics of student govem-
ment is needed to give a better pic-
ture of what the CCCA should
consider to be its purpose and its
method of achieving its goals. Tlie
issues of student housing, oii-cain-
pus drinking, and curriculum re-
form are viewed and appixiached
with a close eye to their student
political implications and ramifi-
cations. An awareness of where
studejits, faculty, and administra-
tion stand in relation to each of
tliese issues and otlier.-^ is needed
before any progress can be made.
None of the above mentioned
groups should consider itself so
powerful and knowledged that it
lefuses to consider the viow.s and
-pinions of the other groups.

The worst mistake that tlie

first officers of the CCCA govern-
ment would make would be to

consider themselves and their
positions so powerful as to demand
change rather than to work for it

through the organs that it has at
its disposal. Second only to this
mistake would be a CCCA govern-
ment that was either afraid to act
or too lethargic to act. What is

needed in the first officers of the
CCCA government is a realization
of the fact that they are capable
of creating something very good
here at CC, and that there is a
proper way of earning and achiev-
ing "such a good thing."

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii ffom tho Cai

827 North Tejon

iput

GOLDEN

A
G

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

O PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

N COCKTAIL LOUNGE

903 South 8th Street 632-3607

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to IhOO P.M. CLOSED ON MONDAY

Dick Simon
We recently passed a now con-

stitution, which unfortunately may
become a springboai-d for tlie poli-
tical aspirations of a select few.
While seemingly representing our
newly-awakened interest in vital
issues, tJiey are in reality exploit-
ing our understandable disintei-est
for nebulous theories.

When the student body is genu-
inely concerned with an "issue, like
the fight for off-campus housing,
it is both unified and forceful. When
interest wanes, is it apathy or
lack of a good cause? Why have
a w a r n o !; 5^ shoved down our
throats?

Dick Simon

The nuinbor of iiuti-Viotnani de-
monstrations should not .servo to

gauge the potency of the now
CCCA. If the Winter Formal had
como off, and someone know whet-
her the Spring Formal has already
taken place, and if I didn't have
to make alternate plans boforo
asking a girl to the alleged Wo
I''ivc concert, then the objectiven
of a student government would
iiavo been realized,

WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE . . .

my houao in Virginia Boach, Va.,
lor 2 wcoka in Qocond hall ol

AuguBl wilh colloaguo living in

Colorado Springu area. Writo lo:

T. M. Pick, Psychology Depart-
mcnt, Old Dominion Collogo,
Norlolk, Virginia.

Yachting Summer Positions

THE NORTH AMERICAN
YACHTING ASSOCIATION
h soliciting summer job ap-

plications. Due to tho results

of a recent survey of sail and
power vessel owners on tho

East coast, West coast, Gulf

area and the Great Lakes, ap-

plications from college stu-

dents are being accepted
(no full time employment).

Employment for experienced

as wed as inexperienced

young men and women of

good character is available.

;Facility In cooking or child

care is particularly helpful.

Crowing affords tho oppor-

tunity to acquire or sharpen

boating skills, and visit new
places while earning reason-

able income in pleasant out-

door surroundings.

TO APPLY: Send NAYA a re-

sume using the form below

and your application will be
reproduced and forwarded

to over 3,000 owners of large

craft.

NOTE: Our reproduction system re-

quires that all roiumos be clearly

typed with bUck ribbon (or hand
printed with darit black ink) on a

whiio 3" X 5" card using the exact for-

mal outlined below including each
Horn with appropriate number (i.e.

(II Pohn Doe (2) 1704 Main St.).

(1) Name (2) Address (3) Phone
No. (4) Age (5) School (6) Ava-
ilable from .. _... ___to „
in (state general area(i} (7) Pre-

vious relevant experience (S) Two
Perional references (9) Preference

(sailing or cruising, etc.) (10)

Other pertinent facts (II) Two or

more applicants wishing to work to-

gether, state this preference.

Sond v/ifh $6.00 processing fee to:

North American Yachting Assoc.

1427 Walinut Street

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19102
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More Letters to the Editor

Make CCCA Work
To the Editor:

In January, Colorado College

students decided they wanted a

student government. Now tliey

have to make it work. In order to

do this they, as voters, must un-

derstand what the candidates feel

are the objectives of student gov-

ernment.

I believe that in order to be suc-

cessful, the CCCA should work to-

ward and achieve the following

goals:

1. Liberalization of College rules,

especially those concerning wo-

men's hours and off-campus resi-

dences.

2. Increase the number and va-

riety of all school social events.

This means working in cooperation

with RCB, MRHA, AWS, IFC.

and Panhellenic.

3- Make funds available for

worthwhile student ideas. Hope-

fully the student government

would have funds available for

such special projects as art ex-

hibitions, experimental cinema, or

special program topics of interest

such as the draft or dioigs.

4. The student govemment must
work with the faculty and admin-

istration to develop a broad inter-

pretation of the constitutional

mandate that the CCCA will have

jurisdiction over "affairs of pri-

marily student concern."

Hopefully these four points will

increase the number of students

involved with student govemment
and increase the involvement of

the CCCA in campus affairs. I be-

lieve that these things must be

done if student government is to

be successful at Colorado College.

.JeiTy Hancock,

Candidate for

Vice-President

Radical Center Needed

To the Editor:

I believe that it is obvious to

the majority of students at CC
that the real issue of this election

is—^just how reflective of student

opinion at Colorado College the

new govemment is to be.

The monopoly of the Tiger by

one fringe of this campus and
the political bias of its editor has

turned a once good college news-

paper into a very nauseating Viet-

nam Report. I do not take issue

with this individual's Vietnam
viewpoint. However, liis views

should be confined to the opinion

portion of the paper and not be

scattered from page 1-10 with the

result that sports, feature stories,

and social news are limited to pro-

vide more space for political

propaganda.

In the past this campus has been

bombarded by the radical right

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 632-5846

/^uthj OiJeh

Fine Pood . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surwumling

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Hathaway ,A

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

LEARN^READ-^PLAY

which resulted in the dissolution

of student govemment and the

state of anarchy which has fol-

lowed. Now the campus is being

bombarded by the radical left who
by their own actions are letting

this campus go to pot.

I hold that it is now time for

the radical center to stand antl

make itself known. This center

group is rarely heard from, but its

members do have worthwhile and
constructive ideas which can bene-

fit this campus. I want the oppor-

tunity to represent this portion of

the student body because I feel

that it encompasses the majority

of the students attending CC.

If you, the students of Colorado

College, desire a student govem-
ment ti-uly reflective of student

opinion and attitudes then don't let

your new student government be-

come the playgi'ound for political

games peirformed by those who
would cjTiically pervert it for their

own selfish ends. The radical cen-

ter does exist.

Scott Crissman,

Candidate for

Vice-President

Unify, Support Required

To the Editor:

To reopen an old and recun-ent

topic, the lack of interest in the
upcoming CCCA elections unden-
iably demonstrates the political

apathy existent on the Colorado
College campus. Here is a chance
to create a formal body of students
which could, in time, very well be-

come a most effective and influen-

tial body. I say influential because
in my opinion the "student con-

trol" seemingly advocated by some
"student leaders" is a fallacy.

There will never exist at Colorado
College such a relationship be-
tween students, administi-ation,

and faculty as the term "student
control" implies. Indeed, only
through influence can a student
govemment hope to accomplish
what it wishes. However, before
any body of students can hope to

be influential, it must first be sup-
ported by the entire student body
and second must be organized into

an effective, cohei'ent, and com-
municable body. These prerequis-
ites are elementary and basic, and
yet the students of Colorado Col-
lege in ignoring them are likewise

ignoring a chance to found a stu-

dent govemment which if properly
organized and, most important,
properly supported could provide

the media through which the stu-

dents could communicate with the

administration. If we, as students,

can communicate our \'iews to the

Colorado College decision makers
as an organized, unified whole,
then they will have to listen and
will have to consider before reach-
ing a decision what the reaction of

the students will be rather than
being primarily concerned with
the reaction of the faculty and
parents.

I feel the majority of our ad-
ministrative personnel would grant
a respectable number of our re-

quests if they could be sure these
requests were being made by the
majority of the student body. The

way it exists now, they have no
way of knowing what we, as a
whole, desire. Therefore we must
blame ourselves as much as any-

one else. We let our position on
off-campus apai-tments be known
and as a result I feel that the ad-

ministrative powers are concerned

with the problem and are at least

attempting to study the situation

more or less objectively. Perhaps
we will not receive the answer we
wish, but nonetheless we know
the question was at least studied

before a decision was reached.

These, then, are the possibilities

of the CCCA: an opportunity for

the students to constructively

question any specific policy, an op-

portunity to make unified, organi-

zed requests, an opportunity to ex-

press student opinion, and, primar-
ily, an opportunity for the student

body as a whole to end the pre-

sently characteristic ten-year-old

whining and complaining and ac-

tively attempt to alleviate the cau-

ses of the complaints.

If as a student of Colorado Col-

lege, you don't feel it is worth the

time and effort attempting to ach-

ieve this; then, as was done in the

past, take your football and go
home. Quit bemoaning a situation

which you, yourself, with a little

time and effort could improve. In

essence, to add a new connotation

to an old term; if you're not will-

ing to work for change, don't bitch,

transfer.

Gai-y Ceriani,

Candidate for

Vice-President

Election Turnout Vital

To the Editor:

Lest we all forget midst the

deafening silence, the CCCA elec-

tions are forthcoming on the 10th

and 11th. The main issue of these

elections is not off-campus hous-

ing, or 3.2 beer on campus, or wo-
men's hours. Issues these are, or

may be, but for the moment they

are peripheral. The main issue is

the viability of student govern-

ment on the CC campus.

Here is a chance for us to prove

our vaunted maturity and willing-

ness to accept responsibility by
making the CCCA a voice on this

campus. Ideally, the CCCA can

serve as a campus, not just stu-

dent, forum where all the diverse

opinions we profess to desire can

be heard. It can work so as not to

polarize the tln-ee contending

groups on this campus: the admin-
istration, the faculty, and the stu-

dent body.

But it can do more than just this.

The CCCA can sponsor dances,

speakers, movies, concerts and
other such activities. It can speak
out on campus and national af-

fairs such as prospective course

changes and, a subject dear to the

hearts of many, the draft. It can

sen'e as a clearinghouse for the

dissemination of all the informa-

tion that the man-about-campus
needs to know.

It can do all these things.

Whether it will or not depends on
the type of people elected to its

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

®l|p lillag^ Jnn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

offices and the amount of support
it receives from the student body.
Setting up a campus government
virtually from scratch will not be
an easy job. For this reason, it

would behoove those of us running
for office to search our motives
for running and make sure we are
willing to put in the time and
effort necessary for the running
of such an organization. The stu-

dent body should likewise cast a

skeptical eye on those who seek
office.

Hopefully, CC students will not
emulate their elders by voting
along strict, i.e., Greek and inde-

pendent, party lines. Instead, they
should show concern over what
the candidates say and what they

have done in the past. This cam-
pus is small enough so that most
candidates should be known to all.

Once the tumult and the shout-

ing of campaigns and elections are
over, we can demonstrate our sup-

port for the CCCA by attending

its meetings, by voicing opinion.-,

and by initiating drives for policy

changes. If we really want a cam-
pus govemment, is is the very

least we can do. A good way to

start is by having everyone turn

out for the elections.

Jim Martm

Candidate for

Vice-President

Student Functions

Scheduled During

Parents' Weekend
The first committee to plan ;

parents' weekend at Colorado Col-

lege could not have forseen the

alteration in the weekend activi-

ties that would occur by 1967. If

that first committee had known
the weekend would have been titled

"Students" AND Parents' Week-
end."

The events are officially sched-

uled this year for the weekend of

April 28, 2fl, and 30. Highlighting

the weekend is a formal dance to

be held at the Broadmoor Inter-

national Center on Friday, April

28, from 9 to 1. Admission is free

to all CC students and to parents

registered for Parents' Weekend.
The faculty and administration

have all been invited. The evening

promises to be one of the majo]-

social events of the year for Colo-

rado College.

Each year CC students antici-

pate the annual Songfest associ-

ated with Parents' Weeknd. The

songfest committee met Tuesday
night to discuss particulars foi'

this year's songfest. Competition

will be Saturday night, April 29.

Teams enter from each of tlie

Greek organizations on campus,

and this year there will be botli

men and women teams entered by

the independent nonorganizations.

The evening is invariably enter-

taining for everyone present, par-

ticipants as well as witnesses.

: VOLKSWAGEN :

Good Luck

Marauders

Phil Winslow

730 N. Circle Drive

634-()M5
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'We Five' Program

To Stress Musical

Tliought and Soul'
The musical voice and sound of

tnmoriow, Tliought and Soul is

L-omiug to CC April 23, 1967. The
creators of this excitingly new
musical concept are the We Five,

«-ho will present a two-hour con-

.rt in Armstrong Hall.

The We Five made a spectacular

..ntry into the music world with
their hit single "You Were on My
Mind." This record was the result

ui several years of hard work and
dedication to the task of finding

a "new sound." The We Five's

unique musical approach has been
maintained in their new album
and in their stage shows.

Numerous factors have influen-

.ed this success. Mike Stewart,
leader and arranger, is uncanny
in his ability to transmit his idea's

into musical reality. Bev Biven's

-l-rong voice helps create the soul-

ful sound in combination with jazz-

uriented Bob Jones. Pete Fullerton
liacks the group on his bass, and
Jerry Burgan's guitar and vocal
.vovk round out this entirely new
-(.und.

The We Five are intensely in-

volved in their exciting musical ap-
[iroach which emphasizes their na-
tural ability. Due to a maximum
. iTort by all five, each song un-
lolds a totally different dimension
ipf this "first" in the music of
i.omorrow—Thought and Soul.

Student tickets for the We Five
Concert will be available at Ras-
ta!I Desk for $2.00 each until

-April 14, when they will go on
rite to the public.

Lectern, Case and Easel

The second part of Northern
Renaissance Art is now on display

(German graphics fi'om 1450-
1525) in the Rare Book Room of
Tutt Library. The etchings are
from the hand of the German of
whom Vasari wrote, "Had he but
been born in Tuscany, he would
have been the greatest artist of the
Renaissance."— Albrect Duerer of
Nurenberg. Additional German
drawing and woodcuts supplement
the exhibition.

The oldest woodcut (print) of
the Crucifixion, in the early man-
ner of the "new art," was execut-
ed by the Basel Master before
1480. Its hieratic, Gothic nature is

evident, especially when juxtaposed
with another woodcut Ci-ucifixion

done by Wohlgemut about 1490.

This latter print, printed on vel-

lum and with burnished gold halos,
shows the Italian Renaissance in-

fluence emerging in Northern tra-

ditions: the massing of figures
and fluidity of individual forms.
The young Duerer served his ap-

prenticeship in Wohlgemut's
studio. Shortly thereafter, having
journeyed to Italy to study, be

Debaters Perform Well
in National Tournament
The Debate Team from CC

-pent the second week of spring
1

1 leak attending the National

Itiurnament of the National Hon-
tiiary Fraternity of Debators.

The CC debators participated in

all events of the three-day tourna-

ment. A four-man debate consist-

ed of Bill Hyde and Al Sulsenfus,

affirmative; and Linda Marshall
-md Steve Methner, negative. Barb
Keener and Janice Wright com-
[losed the two-man debate team.
Individual events included ex-

'I'lnporaneous and persuasive
speaking. Participants in those
events were Al Sulsenfus and Jan-
ii^e Wright, persuasive; Steve
iVIethner and Barb Keener, extem-
!>oraneous.

Sixty teams, representing 89
^cliools, attended the Tournament.
CC's two-man debate team was

nie of 16 teams in the elimination
'lunds but lost by a 2-1 decision
t" George Washington University.
Keener and Wright were in the

top eight participants of the final

i^ounds in their individual events.

CC was the only school that

went so far in both debate and in-

dividual events, a good record con-
sidering there were 450 contes-

tants.

The CC students were directed

by Professors Al Johnson, Econo-
mics Department, and Jack
Rhodes, English Department.

DU Presents Speaker
Henry Steele Commager, inter-

nationally known liistorian and au-
thor, will be the first speaker in

the University of Denver's Insti-

tute for Twentieth Century Studies
spring lecture series which opens
on the DU campus Thursday, April

13. The topic of his lecture will be

"The University and the Relevance
of the Past." It will begin at 8

p.m. in the Boettcher Center Audi-
torium at 2050 E. niff Avenue in

Denver.

became the prime bearer of both
Italian traditions and teutonic

idioms. This amalgam is apparent
throughout Duerer's work, such as

in his etcbing of The Sea Mon-
ster (Das Merwunder) in which a

"classical type" woman is the cen-

tral figure. A drawing of Duerer's
own sketch (by Hans Baldung
Grien, his leading pupil ) accom-
panys this with a skull, dated
1503, is of a wildman whispering
to a Bavarian bride. This we as-

certain from her typical South
German beaddi-ess. Is it possible

that the artist saw the similar

d^a^^ing (on display) which is a

preparatory sketch for a bridal

casket made about 1450? It too is

filled with wildmen emerging from
a Hell's Mouth. The same symbol
of limbo was used in a manu-
script illumination of around 1400
(also on display).

Usually graphics find their in-

spiration in early drawings and
paints, the third pair of graphics
displayed in the same case is uni-
que in that Duerer's copper plate
Passion series serves as a proto-
type for a miniature painted in a
Book of Hours ten years after the
plate print. The miniature paint-
ing is from a manuscript which is

today in the Stadtbibliothek of
AschafFe-nburg . . . minus one leaf.

Lastly, on the easle is displayed
Duerer's The Abduction of Proser-
pine, one of a half dozen ii-on

plates he etched. In technique it

falls between a woodcut and en-
graving. This vigorous scene was
once on view at the Rijksmuseum
in Amsterdam because of its qual-
ity.

Young Republicans

Host Convention
The Colorado College Young Re-

publicans will host this year's
state convention, which will be
held at the Palmer House in Colo-
rado Springs April 15, 16, and 17.

Anyone interested in attending
the convention should contact Bart
Mendenhal before April 10.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66 ' SERVICE
i:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M. 1

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Drive-In Cleaners and Laundry
Complete Sell-Service Laundry

-:- 20 Single Load Maytag Washers
-:- 8 Double Load Duplex Washers
-;- 9 Dryers

Open all day and evenings seven days a week

Expert Professional Laundry and Dry Cletning

801 NORTH TEJON

One Block South of College

Telephone 632-1476

Winehell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

(S II i^ i£ f f S ' ^
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our bettor SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town (or

$1.25
Our famous Cellor available for largo fratarnily or clan partial

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

RegLilar $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

Is your

future in

publishing?

Contact your placement
office for an interview with

a company representative,

or write directly to:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

a leading publisher of textbooks,

will be on campus to interview

candidates for positions as

Publisher's College Representatives

APRIL I I

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, one of the oldest and
most successful publishers in America, is seeking

field representatives for its expanding college pro-

grams. The positions demand men with high moti-

vation, outstanding human skills, and genuine

interest in education.

As a field representative you will represent the

company on college and university campuses, in-

forming teachers of new materials and publishing

programs, interviewing them to ascertain their nceda

in educational materials, working with them in the

development of these materials. You will be the

bridge between the publishing business and the

world of learning and research.

The work is enormously stimulating. It will keep

you in daily touch with the newest developments

in academic activity and in personal contact with

the scholars and professors who are leaders in these

^vital fields.

Beginning salaries are exceptionally high; company
benefits are broad and generous; opportunities to

advance are outstanding as the publishing industry

participates directly in the "education boom" of

the next decade.

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.

645 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Attn: Raymond Craig

An EqutI Opporlunll/ Employer
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Lane to Speak on Warren Report
The author of Kush to Judge-

ment, a critique into the Warren

Commission's inquiry into the

murders of President Kennedy,

Police Officer J. D. Tippit and Lee

Har\-ey Oswald, will speak here

Thursday night, April 13.

He is Mark Lane, New Yoi-k

attorney who repi'esented Oswald's

mother. Marguerite Oswald, at tlie

heai-ing before the Warren Com-
mission. He will speak in Shove

Chapel at Colorado College under

auspices of the Forum Coramittee

and Phi Gamma Mu fraternity. The

lecture, open to the public without

charge, is at 8 p. m.

Following the lecture, there will

be a question-answer period and

an informal reception for Lane in

Mathias Residence Hall.

Mrs. Oswald asked Lane to ap-

pear before the commission after

she read an article he wrote which

appeared in the New York Times.

In the article he said he felt evi-

dence presented by the district at-

torney in the assassination of the

President contained "grave and in-

explicable contradictions."

After reading the commission's

report and the 26 volumes of testi-

nony on wliich it was presumably

based and after interviewing nu-

merous witnesses from Dallas to

Maine, Lane said "tlie force of tlie

evidence is incapable—the case

against Oswald as the lone assassin

is refuted by the very witnesses

upon whom the commission relied.

The FBI report devastates the

commissions conclusions that all

of the shots were fired from the

rear and that they were fired by a

lone assassin."

As a New York lawyer Lane has

been involved almost exclusively

as defense counsel in criminal

cases during his 15 years of prac-

tice. In 1959, Lane, Mrs. Eleanor

Roosevelt and Sen. Herbert Leh-

mann, among others, founded the

Reform Democratic Movement
within the New York Democratic

Party.

Lane was elected to the New
York legislature in 19G0 with the

support of the late President Ken-

nedy and Vice President Hubert

Humphrey, who was then a sen-

ator. He sponsored bills in the leg-

islature calling for the abolition

of capital punishment which were

enacted.

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.

Phone 633-1219 at Cache La Poudre

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

NOW OPENS THE . ,

Ihhex'An

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER

SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for ,65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
you'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

acmpuitco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

WAKTED

Male College Students

for

Resort tlotels

in

Estes Park and Grand Lake

Summer Employment Available as

Waiters — Bus Boys — Kitchen Helpers

for application and iniormation write:

P. O. Box 2295. Denver. Colorado

Those selected will be personally interviewed.

ing th.

President Kennedy, Lane formed
the Citizens Committee of Inquiry

and began an investigation into the

assassination and tlie murder nf

Oswald.

'India and Communism'

To Be Lecture Topic

Of Prof. Parimanath

Anthony Parimanatli, Visiting

Professor of History at Loretta

Heights College, Denver, will

speak on "India and Communism"

this Monday, April 10, at 7:30

p.m. in the OUn Lecture Hall 1.

Prof. Parimanath has a oloser ac-

quaintance with Communism than

do most Indians because he is a

native of Kerala Province, the

rej^ion in which Indian Commun-
ism has been most succssful. The

recent elections in India showed

that the Communists were regain-

ing some of the strength lost in

the early 19G0's, and India's ruling

Congress Party was becoming
weaker.

After a period of work and study
in the United States, Prof, and

'

iVli-s. Parimanath plan to return to
India to apply their American ed-
ucatioii aTid experience as teachers
ill the schools of theif native land.

-/

A RECEPTION IN HONOR of Miss Peggy Fleming, current World
Figure Skating Champion, will be held Tuesday, April II, at 4 p. m. in

the MathJas Residence Center lounge. Films of her performances will

be shown. All students are cordially invited to attend.

Campus Announcements
History Book Display Welcomer Choirmen Senior GlaSS Meeting
The History Department and the

College Bookstore will sponsor a
display of paperback books in his-

tory on Monday, April 10. Free
coffee will be served for browsers
at the bookstore that afternoon
from 2 to 4. Some 200 books will

he on display.

RGB Movie Saturday
This week's Rastall Center

Board Movie will be The Mouse
That Roared, starring Peter Sel-

lers and Jean Seberg.

It will be presented tomorrow
night, April 8, at 7 and 8:45 p.m.
in the Armstrong Hall Auditorium.
Admission is 40c with an Activit-

ies Card.

Job Interviews
The following job placement in-

terviews have been announced by
the Placement Office

;

April 11—Holt, Ithinehart and
Winston Publishing Company,
New York, New York.

April 11—United Press Inter-

national, Dallas, Texas.
April 12—Montgomery Ward,

Kansas City, Missouri.

April 13—New York Life In-

surance Company, New York, New
York.

April 14—Carnation Company,
Los Atigeles, California.

April 18—Traveler's Insurance
Companies, Hartford, Conn.

April 19—U. S. Civil Service
Commission, Denver, Colorado.

April 20—Moore Business
Forms, San Francisco, California.

May 4—Goodyear Tire and Rub-
her Comjjaiiy, Akron, Ohio,

SINCE 187!

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

QUI UIKT

Needed : Welcome!'—Wetcomee
Chairmen.

Two very responsible women
students are needed to direct this

year's Welcomer-Welcomee pro-
gram. This program plays an im-

portant part in orientating the
freshman women to campus life.

Anyone interested please contact

Kathy Adelsheim X373 by Tues-
day, April 11.

Summer Employment
Do You Need a Summer Job?
The Placement Office bulletin

board in Room 218, Armstrong
Hall is oveiflowing with summer
job opportunities.

These summer positions range
from camp counseling to summer
duties abroad. Salai-y offers are

dependent on the responsibility re-

quirement of the job.

Now is the time to act if you
wish to be considered for a job

this summer. Names and addresses

of contacts can be secured from
the brochures on the bulletin board.

Coast Guard OCS
College seniors or graduates

can fulfill their military obliga-

tion as officers in the U. S. Coast
Guard. Qualified applicants are

notified of selection for Officer

Candidate School before they en-

list. Upon graduation from OCS,
they are commissioned as ensigns
in the Coast Guard Reserve. In-

formation may be obtained from
Commandant (PTP-2), U. S. Coast
Guard Headquarters, Washington,
D. C. 20226 or from the local re-

njiting station.

Summer Study Guide
The 18th annual edition of

.Summer Study Abroad is available

from the Institute of International

Education. This guide lists 20G
summer courses of interest to

United States students at schools
in 30 countries. It is available

from the Publications Division of

the Institute of International Ed-
ucation, 809 United Nations Plaza,

New York, New York 10017, and
costs 1.5 cents per copy.

There will be a meeting of all

seniors on Tuesday, April 11, at

11 a.m. to discuss graduation act-

tivities, including the senior sneak.

It will be held in OHn Hall 1.

Hastings Prize
The Depaitment of Religion and

the Department of Philosophy an-

nounce tiie annual competition for

the Hastings Prize. Fifty dollars

will be awarded to the senior sub-

mitting- the best paper on some
topic related to the philosophy of

religion. Papers should be submit-

ted to Mr. Burton or Mr. Rucker
no later than April 24. The win-

ner will be announced at the Hon-
or.*? Convocation on May 9.

Traffice Hearing
The Traffic Committee will hold

a hearing on Tuesday, April Up
1907, at 7 p.m. in room 205 of Ras-

tall Center. All students who wish

to appeal tickets must appear at

this time.

Teacher Placement
The Teacher Placement Office

has made arrangements with the

following School Districts for the

purpose of interviewing teacher

candidates for the 1967-1968 school

year.

April 3, 2:30 p.m.—
Richland School District,

Shafter, California

April 5, 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

—

La Mesa-Spring Valley School

District, California (San Diego

area)

April 7, 9:30 a.m.-12 p.m.—
Port Washington Public Schools

New York (Long Island Suburb)
April 7, 1 p.m.—
Shasta County School District

California

April 10, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

—

Denver Public Schools

Colorado

April 11, 9 a.m.-11 a.m.

—

Anaheim City School District

Anaheim, California

April 12, 9 a.m.-l p.m.

—

Moreno Valley School District

California
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Dorm President, Counselor

Applications Are Available
Due to the readjustment of the

women's donn situation for next

year, the selection of counselors,

student advisors and dorm presi-

dents will be slightly different

from that of previous years.

Loomis Hall will be a freshman

dorm, and the president will be

chosen by application to AWS Ju-

dicial Board. Bemis, McGregor and

Ticknor will house combinations of

sophomores, juniors and seniors,

and the presidents of each of these

dorms will also be chosen by ap-

pHeation. Girls who are interested

Symftosium '67 Spurs

Civic Groups to Plan

Four 'Town Meetings'
\5. an aftermatli <if this year's

.symposium of "The City," four

Town Meetings have been schedul-

ed for April and May to discuss

issues vital for the future devel-

opment of our community and re-

gion. Following brief presentations

by panelists, there will he an op-

portunity for full and frank ex-

pression of views hy all members
of the audience. Every attempt

wili he made to make these ses-

sions "Town Meetings," in the

tnie sense of the term. CC, in co-

operation with 16 ci\'ic groups
fi'om the Colorado Springs area is

sponsoring the meetings. They
will be held at the County Office

Building, 27 E. Vermijo, Monday
nift'hts, 7:30 p.m. on the following

dates:

April 10—Topic: "WHAT FU-
TURE FOR THE COLORADO
SPRINGS AREA?" Panelists are:

Ml. Don McMahon, Colorado In-

terstate Gas Co.; Mr. Dan Quigley,

vice-president, Chamber of Com-
merce; Dr. Owen Shaw, dentist

and member of Ci\'ic Groups; Mr.
Bill Smartt, developer and builder.

April 17—Topic: "THE FU-
TURE OF DOWNTOWN COLO-
RADO SPRINGS." Panelists are:
Mr, Marx Lorig. president, Lorig's
liK'.; Mr. Karl lioss, attoniey; Mr.
John Ten Eyek, architect, member
of the County Planning Commis-
sion.

May 8—Topic: "MINORITY
GROUPS OF THE PIKES PEAK
REGION."

May 22—Topic: "THE FU-
TURE NEEDS FOR PLANNING
THE PIKES PEAK REGION."
Moderator for all panels: Dr.

Ered Sondermann, Colorado Col-
lege,

TYPING
FAST AND ACCURATE

25c Double Spaced Page

596-4199 518 Topez Drive

in the position of donn president

are required to have a 2,2 cumula-
tive grade average, and p^e^'ious

jijuiiseliiig experience is recom-
mended, although not mandatory.
Duties include administration of
a dorm and attendance at the

weekly Judicial Board meetings of

AWS."
Student advisors will be chosen

by Judicial Board upon application

from those girls wishing to live in

Bemis or McGregor. A 2.2 cumul-
tive grade average is required, and
the major function of a student

advisor is to be in charge of a
wing of the dorm. The position

also entails attendance at weekly
meetings of hall council.

Applications for dorm president

and student advisors can be ob-

tained at Rastall, Bemis, and
Loomis desks, and from the pres-

ent dorm presidents. They are due
by 5:00 Wednesday, April 12.

Please return completed applica-

tions to Pat Stensaas, McGregor
Hall or to Karen Metzger, Loomis
Hall.

CC students Work
With Cherokees
During Vacation
During the spring break a group

of 15 went to the Cookson Hills of

eastei-n Oklahoma to live witli the

Clierokee Indians in an anthro-

pology workcamp. The group fin-

ished building the roof of a cere-

monial council house started by a

similar CC workcamp a year ago.

The work part of the project
was not conceived of as a char-
itable mission to improve the plight

of the Cherokee, but rather as a

kind of passport into Cherokee so-

ciety, allowing the group to learn

some anthropology and have a gen-
erally good time doing it.

In addition to building the roof

of the council house, the woik-
campers learned how to stomji

dance, toured the countryside, v:-

tended a Ponca Indian v/ar danc<-,

participated in a gospel singiii.^;

lesson, learned about kerosene,
went to a Southern Baptist prayer
meeting, took "midnight strolls,"

swam in water fit only for polar

bears, and got stuck in the mud.

Art Dept. Revises Curriculum
During the academic year l',)67-

as the studio pi-ogram of the Aii;

Department at Colorado College

will be modified to adjust to a

temporary staff shortage. These
changes apply to 19fl7-G8 only.

For the first semester, 1967-G8,

the Drawing courses. Art 103 and
203 will be sectioned to accom-
modate more students. Art 105,

205, and 305, Fundamentals of

Painting, Painting, and Advanced
Painting, will not be given during
the first semester,

During the second semester,
1967-68, Sculptui-e courses will not
be offered at any level. Painting
courses will be resumed.
The two semesters of Basic

Poet Edward Field

studio course will be reversed for

1967-C8. Art 101, which is princi-

pally concerned with two-dimen-

sional material, will be given the

second semester. Art 102, which

emphasizes three-dimensional

material, will be given the first

semester.

Due to the pressure of enroll-

ments, the department asks art

majors and other students whose
programs require studio courses

to pre-register for studio courses

as early as possible during the
pre-registration period. It is dif-

ficult, and may be impossible next
year, to hold spaces open in these

classes after the first few days of

pre-registration.

^€ on

Monday, Tuesday
Edward Field, poet and author,

will be on campus next Monday
and Tuesday, April 10 and 11. Au-
thor of Stand Up, Friend, With
Me, Mr. Field will give a reading

of his own works Monday evening

at 9 in the WES room at Rastall

Center. An informal discussion

will follow the reading. Students

are encouraged to meet casually

with Mr. Field at Iimch on Mon-
day at noon in the Rastall dining

area and at breakfast at 8 Tues-

day morning.

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

ll7l/jE.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Discount Cash and Carry

The Personal Touch!

Most Biiiant Gift

Di^-^fviorJO Rii-jcas

Give your love the gi't of love, i
britliant and beautiful Keepsake dia-

mond ring, No other gift means ai
much ... so choose your very per-
sonal atyle from our wide selection.

THE TIGER BASEBALL TEAM opened its season this year with three
victories in non-league games. (See sports page).

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

REO I8TERHD

TCeep>sgtlce *

DIAMOND R

They lilce the smart styling and

the guaranteed perfect center j^

diamond ... a brilliant gem ^ ^ >
of fine color and modern

___--»iM ^Tl
cut. The name, Keepsal<e, t J3JS3EI £^\
in your ring assures lifetime ' " i!

satisfaction. Select yours at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store

He's in the yellow pages under \!|

"Jewelers."'

HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Please send new 20-page booklet, "Hov/ To Plan Your Engage-

ment and Wedding" and nev/ 12-pag9 full color folder, botti for

only 25c, Also, send special offer ol beautiful 44- page Bride's Book.

. Address^

' Cily^

I Slate Zip.^

I
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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Lindberg Wins Second

Ail-American Honor
Top Tiger hockey star Bob

Liiidberg has once again been elect-

ed to the American Hockey

Coaches' Association first team.

Lindberg is the first American Ti-

ger player to be a two-year Ail-

American since the Tony Frasca

era.

Co-Captain Lindberg led the

CC scoring puck with 44 points to

bring the Tigers to their best sea-

son in recent years.

Lindberg also received only six

minutes of penalties duri-ng the

season, which enabled him to play

a great deal, assisting on power
plays and penalty killing.

The final season record was 15-

12-1 witb notable victories over

the University of Minnesota at

Minneapolis and Duluth, Michigan
State and the Austrian Nationals.

Commenting on the season, Coach
John Matchefts stated that the
team consisted of a group of very

determined atblftes who were

steadily unwilling to quit, adding

that coaching such a team was
most enjoyable.

Also lauded as the Denver Post

WCHA (Western Collegiate Hoc-

key Association ) All-Star picks

were senior defensenian Jim Ami-
don and Sophomore goalie Don
Gale. Graduating seniors include

Co-captain Dick Haugland, Jim
Amidon, John Genz, Bob Lindberg,

Bill Metzger and John Wells. This
large number of gj'aduating play-

ers places an obvious gloom over

the outlook for the 19C7-68 season,

but Coach Matchefts feels that re-

turning lettermen will provide
enough experience to lead next
year's icei-s to success.

All-American Lindberg, Ameri-
can Amidon and Genz hope to

continue their hockey careers, and
will attend tryouts for the Olympic
team next fall.

L
TIGER HOCKEY STAR BOB LINDBERG has baen selected as a mem-
ber of the American Hockey Coaches' Association All-American team
The high scoring senior has been elected to the elite group for two
consecutive years.

Tennis Team
Opens Season
With Win, Loss
Coach Eastlack's tennis team

opened the season last Saturday
blanked by New Mexico State 9-0

and then bounced back to white-

wash SCSC 9-0 on Saturday.

Since New Mexico was playing

its eighth match and CC its first,

tlie Tigers had little chance against

tlie more consistent and accurate

New Mexicans. CC lost without

much of a fight but on Tuesday
pulled a complete reversal at SCSC.

With P. J- Anderson and Ray
Yost leading the way with identi-

cal 6-2, 6-1 scores, the Tigers won
their first match of the season.

Mark Mnyle won easily in the

number three position, 6-1, 6-4.

Doug Wheat, Tyler Makepeace
and Bob Beck all won without any
trouble while the doubles matches
were also easily won by the Tigers.

John Boddington will return to

action this week, strengthening the

Tigers for a tough match Saturday

with CSU at 10:30 on the Garden
of the Gods Country Club courts.

Cindermen
Start Season
The Colorado College track team

opens the 1967 season Saturday,

10 a.m., at Washburn Field, with

a triangular meet against Fort

Carson and Fort Lewis.

Tlie Fort Carson team, which
has many outstanding members,
promises to give Coach Frank
Flood's boys a rugged time,

though the Tigers will have a
stronger team this year than in the

past.

Jack Hunter, the lone senior and
captain of the squad, will lead the

tJiin-clads. Hunter runs the 880,

mile, and mile relay for the Tigers.

Other returnees that will be main-
stays for Coach Flood include

Randy Morgan in the quarter

mile, Jim Price in the distances,

javelin thrower Tom Wakefield,

higli-jumpers Tom Colien and Mike
Muller and hurdler Bob LaForce.

Jim Shiner, a quarter mile runner,

javelin thrower Joe Trafton, high-

jumper Bob Harvey and sprinter

Kelly Whitham are also promising
members of this year's squad.

loclcey Team Slates

Game Against 0.0.
Coach John Matchefts said Mon-

day that Colorado College schedul-

ed 20 Western Collegiate Hockey
Association games and a non-lea-

gue series of two games at the

WCHA's weekend meeting in Chi-

cago. Colorado College will play

each of the seven other members
of the league. Colorado College

and the University of Denver will

resume their ice hockey rivalry

next season after not competing in

the 1966-67 season.

Furnished Two-Room Cottage

for Rent
Six blocks Norlh of College, on bus

line. Renl reduced in return for

occasional evening babysitting,

ironing. No children or peta.

Telephone 633-4058

Baseballers Sweep 3 Games

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minu+es from the campus)

Tho CC basehiijl team liiiishcd

their preseason schedule last week-

end, winning three practice games
ni two days. Saturday the Tigers

traveled to Canon City and took

both ends of a twin-bill against
the inmates at the State Peniten-

tiary by scores of 13-0 and 17-7.

On Sunday the Bengals topped the

Air Force Academy Freshmen by
a score of 10-8.

In the first of Saturday's games,
Craig Clayberg, a veteran lefty,

starred as he held the Rockbust-
ers to only six hits while striking

out nine of the opponents. Stu

Hanchett and Warner Reeser
wielded the big bats for the Tigers.

Hanchett, in his first varsity

appearance, collected two home-
runs, a double, and a pair of sing-

les to account for seven runs in

the two games. Reeser connected
for two doubles and two singles

during the contests.

In the opener, Mel Proctor am!
Dave Dix stnjck two hits apiece

as did Greg Kent and Court Ca-
tren in the nightcap.

Sunday saw Eeeser's bat still hot
as his first inning three-run homer
gave the Tigers an early lead. Be-

hind the pitching of Mike Nelson,

who went the distance of nine inn-

ings, CC held their lead to win by
two runs.

Lacrosse Team Belts Utah
The Colorado College lacrosse

team opened the 1967 season by
sweeping a two-game series with
the University of Utah last Fri-

day and Saturday at Washbura
Field.

As defending Rocky Mountain
area champions, the Tigers domi-
nated Friday's contest behind the
six-goal performance of Tad Davis.
Jon Nicholaysen put in five goals
and Bruce Beaton added three
more as the Tigers coasted to a
20-4 victory.

Coach Doc Stabler's stick men
won Saturday's game by a score
of 15-4. Beaton led the way with

four goals and an assist while

Davis was contributing three goah
and two assists to the effort.

Tomorrow the Tigers are certain

to run into stiffer competition

when they host an improved Colo-

rado State University team. Game
time is 2 p.m. on Washburn Field.

BATES

Pharmacy

ick Soutfi of Campus on Catcade

C^e ih and SfouM I

!

The Oif-Campus Giit Botique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jewelry. Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824 Vz N. Tejon Sireel—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

"your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a SJwrt Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4245

Recoids, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

I 12 South Tejon

Closeout on Popular

Split-Cowhide

Fleecelined Jackets

Regular to $45.00

Men's or Ladies

CC. Special $32.99

Also Ladies Boots $16.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391
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CCCA Elections Receive Overwhelming Response

Ehrhart^ Hancock Win
Sophomores Steve Ehrhart and

Jerry Hancock were elected to the

executive offices of the Colorado

College Campus Association

Wednesday, April 12, in what will

probably be a history-making elec-

tion at CO.

Elected as representatives-at-

large were Carolyn Mathews,

Leigh Pomeroy, Dell Rhodes, Don
Salisbury and Robert Sears. All

officers will serve for one year.

The election drew the greatest

sliident response that CC has seen

ill its recent history. A total of

914 students voted on Monday and

Tuesday, April 10 and 11; while a

total of 791 students voted in

Ihc run-off election held Wednes-

day.

The run-off election was held to

determine who would serve as

CCCA President and Vice-Presi-

dent: Steve Ehrhart was contesting

Skip Ciark for the former position,

while Jerry Hancock was challeng-

ing Gary
"
Ceriani for the latter

office.

Stated Ehrhart: "I am extremely

gratified by the results of this

election and now I hope we can

make some real accomplishments.

1 feel that with a practical, pur-

poseful approach we will be able

to take some immediate steps to

enact student proposals.

"The council will he meeting as

soon as possible to prepare for the
question on housing, which is now
extremely important as the Board
of Trustees meets at the end of

the month. We invite any opinions
and ideas from the student body
on the housing problem or any
other issue.

"Please contact any of the newly
elected council members if you
have suggestions. In addition, the
first organisational meeting

Ehrhart

Lecturer Focuses on

Russia and China

Dr, Ruth Widmayer, professor

of political science at Colorado

Woman's College, will speak on

the topic, "Revisionist Russia and

Revolutionary China in a Turbu-

lent World," Thursday, April 20,

at 4:00 p.m. in Olin 1. Dr. Wid-
mayer, who received her Ph.D. at

Harvard, has taught at Portland

State College, Reed College, and

University of Oregon. She was a

Fellow of the Harvard Russian

Research Center from 1950 to 1952,

Fulbright Professor in India from
19.58 to 1960. and Congressional

Fellow of American Political Sci-

ence Association from 1965 to

1966. She has worked in the offices

of Congressman Ogden Reid of

New York, and Senator Wayne
i\!orse of Oregon. She has written

chapters in two political science

anthologies and numerous articles

in a variety of journals and news-
Papers in the United States and
India.

. Dr. Widmayer has traveled ex-

tensively in Europe, Africa, the

Middle East, Southeast Asia, and
I'ldia, as well as the Soviet Union.
In her three journeys to the USSR,
she visited the major capitols of

European Russia and Soviet Cen-
tral Asia. This lecture was origi-

nally scheduled as key-note speech
^or the Model United Nations,
sponsored by International Rela-
tions Club, but was postponed.

of the council will be open and
we invite anyone to attend as we
hope to establish a basic direction

of action."

Commented Hancock: "Now that
the elections are over the seven
student members of the CCCA
have a responsibility to make it

work. This responsibility falls

heavily on the shoulders of the
CCCA Executives, especially the
President. I am very pleased with
the idea of working closely with
Steve and know that we can make
student g'overnment a success at
Colorado College.

"I'm also pleased with the pos-
sibilities offered by working with
the creative and dedicated repre-
sentatives-at-large. I fully agree
with Steve that it is imperative
that we initiate a broad positive

program as soon as possible.

"I also would like to thank all

the people that supported me, and
Gary Ceriani, whose campaign was
always in good taste."

The statistical rundown:

Total first vote .._ 918

Total run-off vote 791

I'~irst Blcctiiin

Ehrhart 266
Clark 102
Ceriani MS
Haiicoclc 223
Mathews 397
Pomerov 330
Ehoctes 440
Salisbury 288
Soars 424

Kun-Oft Eloc ion

Ehrhart 46U
Clark 323
Hancock 392
Ceriani am

e Tierer
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Preparing Report for April 29

Housing Committee, Students Exchange Views
Tuesday, April 11, the Student

Advisory Committee on Housing
which is to represent the student

views on residential issues to the

Board of Ti'ustees, held an open

meeting to help them draw their

conclusions and to announce the

results they had found. The com-
mittee, consisting of Jolm Chalik,

Ellen Riorden, Corky Mathews,
Nancy Corrigan, Lance Clark, Jim
Davis, Joe Mattys, and Skip Clark,

was to study three issues for their

report to the President and Board
of Ti'ustees. These issues were
"Beer on Campus," "Visitation by
members of the opposite sex in

dormitory rooms," and "Off-cam-

pus apartments."

In speaking of the three issues^

Chairman Chalik stated that the

committee felt that the problem
of apartments is the most pressing

and, as a result, had not made an
intensive study of either of the

other issues. He fui-ther stated that

the committee wanted to emphas-
ize to all parties that the three is-

sues are not irrevocably linked to

each other, but rather each should

mitte felt that a report dealing

mittee felt that a report dealing

with all three issues would lead

people to believe that CC students

have a "want one—w;int all" atti-

tude. The question of allowing beer

on campus, Chalik further stated,

requires a much more intensive

study into the legality, practical-

ity and desire for such action

than the committee had time to

conduct.

After his introductory state-

ments, Chalik opened the meeting
for questions from the group. In
reply to questions concerning the

operation of the committee, Chalik

stated that it had been appointed
by President Worner to elicit stu-

dent opinion for a report to be

given to the Ti'ustees. He stressed

that the committee was chosen to

deal strictly with the student point

of view while another committee
would report on faculty opinions.

He said that the committee had
distributed questionnaires to every

tenth student at the school and
that 70% of them had been an-

swered and returned. Wliile he did

not wish to reveal the exact re-

sults until the committee had
evaluated them, Chalik commented
that they seemed ovenvhelmingly
in favor of allowing some sort of

off-eampus apartments.

Extensive discussion was held

on the pi-oposal which was pre-

sented by the Resident Assistants

in Superdorm at the time of CC's

demonstration on February 3, 1967.

Particular issue was taken with
Section 3b of the proposal which
states: "Any action involving the
renters which is deemed, after

investigation by the College, to be
a student violation will result in

withdrawal from the College by
the renter." Many students felt

that this provision was ambig-
uous, neither defining "violation,"

nor properly explaining the term
"renter." Chalik replied that he
agreed that violations of student
conduct were difficult to define.

He stated tliat the committee is

still attempting to establish a code
by which conduct could be judged
and la also trying to decide who
should do the investigation in
cases not involving the police. He
stated, however, that any violation,

if the proposal la accepted, would
result in the suspension of the
person or persons renting the
apartment in which the misconduct
occurred whether that person wan
present or not.

The meeting concluded with a
discussion of the i-oasons behind
student demands.

THE NEW YORK STRING SEXTET will perform at the Fine Arts Center on Monday, April 17. ai 8:15 o.m.

Admission to the concert which Is sponsored by the Colorado College Arts Series is free to any sfuden+s

with activity cards.

April 21, 22

Children's Theatre to Present

Siks Fantasy "Prince Fairyfoot"
"Prince Fairyfoot," this year's Children's Theatre pro-

duction by the CC Players, will be presented Friday and Satur-
day, April 21 and 22, in Armstrong Theatre.

A performance for children and adults will be presented
at 8:00 p.m. Friday and one for children at 10:00 a.m. Satur-

day. Reserved seat tickets are available at Rastall Center for

50 cents each, and will be on sale at the Armstrong Hall box
office before the performances

Linda Borgeson, "Miss Colorado

Springs" of 1900, who plays the

part of Princess Mayhloom, will

wear the dress worn by Ethel Mer-

man when she starred in the New
York production of "Call Me
Madam."

Miss Mei-man gave her magnifi-
(nt costume to the Colorado Col-
lege drama department several
years ago when her daughter, the
present Ethel Ceary, was a stu-
'lent here.

The lace and metallic cloth cos-
tume is heavy with sequins and
seed pearls. Miss Borgeson, who is

.1 size 7, is the first to wear the
costume in a college production.

"Prince Fairyfoot," written by
Geraldine Brain Siks, takes place

in a never-never land where the

people are notorious for their

trcmendou.i feet. Costume crews
have been frantically busy making
the 20 and 24-inch long shoes
Tireded by the residents of this

land.

The play is directed by Jean

McMillen of the drama depart-

ment. Stage design is by David

Hand, technical director.
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Editorial
For Better Communications

The upcoming report by the President's Student Advisory

Committee on Housing to tiie Board of Ti'ustees is being eager-

ly awaited by most members of tlie CC campus. It is the result

of many hours of work by the committee, and, moreover, is a

result of a united action by CC students to have their views

aired. We feel that it is regi'etable, however, that a mass de-

monstration was needed before students were allowed to take

their views directly to the Board of Ti'ustees.

Such direct communication between students and Ti'us-

tees has been sadly lacliing in past years and we feel that the

situation should and could be rectified with a small amount

of effort on the part of both groups. A committee of students,

possibly working through the CCCA should be appointed to

prepare regular reports to the Board of Trustees on matters

which are of vital student interest. This conmiittee should ar-

range to meet with the Ti-ustees periodically during the school

year to present its report and to answer questions concerning

student life at CC.

Princeton University, working under a similar program,

has found that communication between the students and the

governing board of the university have been immeasurably im-

proved since the inception of the plan. They found that the

Trustees have come to liave a better understanding of students

and that as a result many student problems have been allevia-

ted before they became major issues.

We urge the CCCA and the Board of Trustees to imple-

ment a concrete plan of communication so that in the future

mass demonstrations wiU not be needed before student opinion

can be heart.

Feiff

Poetry Opined

"Sloppy Prose"

By Raymond Sitton

Mr. Edward Field, poet and au-

thor of the collection of poems,

Sfand Up, Friend, With Me, Mon-

day evening presented a disap-

pointing reading of his own poems

in the sterile atmosphere of the

WES room in Rastall Center. Not

nnly was Mr. Field's reading a dis-

appointment, but his poems lacked

.substance. He read, for the most

part, in blank verse with no ap-

parent metrical scheme. The effect

was not poetry, but rather, sloppy.

sentimental prose, augmented by

glaring cliches and trite phrases.

Mr. Field's source of artistic crea-

tion is the Hollywood films, not

the good Hollywood movies but

the melodramatic world of mons-

ters, white hunters, and retired

movie queens. And tliis is as it

must be. A medium of trite, super-

ficial movies demands trite and
:^nperficial poetry. I disagree with

Mr, Field's sources, and when ad-

ded to his primitive poetics, the ef-

fect is one of little artistic value.

Shove Chapel

Sunday, April 16, 1967

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

THE UNKNOWN GOD

Treacher:

Professor Douglas Fox

Worship Leader:

Mr. Jack Cowels

Intelligent people invent many
ingenious devices to insure that

they will be spared the challenge

and embarrassment of really con-

fronting God. Tlie Church itself

sometimes becomes such a device;

or "religion." Most curiously of

all, the very concept "God" may
become the center of an exercise

in intellectual gymnastics which
effectively diverts us from the
Reality it is supposed to signify.

The sermon this Sunday wil try

to push aside a few of these pro-

tective devices in order to see what
mav lurk beyond them.

The Lo^al Opposition
liy Jerry Hancock

During the past three weeks, there have been several

interesting' developments in the war to save Viet Nam from

the Vietnamese. One of the most encouraging developments

has been the increasing number and social scope of the

"doves."

In an interview which appeared in the April issue of

Pla.vboy the distinguished historian Arnold Toynbee advo-

cated the reunification of Viet Nam under Ho Chi Mihn. Toyn-

bee feels that this is the only way to achieve a "genuinely

independent and neutral Viet Nam." To me, this seems like

the best possible outcome of the war. This belief is based

on the fact that Ho is first of all a Vietnamese Nationalist

and only secondly a Communist.

Another reason for wanting Ho to be liead of a re-

united Viet Nam is his abihty as an executive. For a little

pathetic fun. compare Ho's leadershi]) in the Nortli with that

of Ky in the South. Militarily, while neitlier side can not now
nor in the future win a clear cut military victory. Ho is able

to keep his forces supplied and fighting while American
bombers eliminate the productive capacity and population

of his country. Even without the destruction of his industry,

even with two billion dollars a month, even with nearly half

a million American fighting men, even with the U.S. Air

Force and Navy and, Yes, Virginia, even with God on his

side. Premier Kv doesn't seem to be doing any better than
Ho.

On the domestic front, Ho seems to be ahead. Using the

same administrative tactics as the South Vietnamese and

even the Americans, the Viet Cong seems to have more con-

trol over the rural population and even the financial life of

Saigon than .the ruling Totalitarian Regime in the South.

Ho's patriotism, his demonsti'ated executive and admin-
istrative talents plus the advantages of reuniting the indus-

trial north with the agricultural south, add up to a good
case for Dr. Toynbee's suggestion.

Letter to the Editor

Publications Offer Achievement
To the Editor:

Students often inquire of them-
selves and of others about the

campus, "Are there any offices or

positions on campus which would
allow a person to feel and to ac-

tually see accomplishment?" This

letter is to inform those interested

and competent students that in-

deed tliere are such positions.

The Publications Board has an-

nounced that applications are open
for positions in student publica-

tions. The positions are Editor of

the TIGER, Business Manager of

the TIGER, Editor of the NUG-
GET, Business Manager of the

NUGGET, Editor of the KINNI-
KINNIK, Editor of the NEW
FACES, and Editor of the HAND
BOOK. The positions give students
the opportunity to exercise their

talents in journalism, while at the

same time earning a salary.

Interested students from any
class are encouraged to acquire an
application from Rastall Center
desk beginning Friday, April 15.

Further details will be forthcom-
ing.

Sincerely,

Ray Jones, Chairman,

Publications Board
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Tour Choir Concert Praised Former Nuns to Evaluate

Changes in Religious LifeBy Karen Metzger

Once in a great wliile perform-

ances by amateur artists surpass

tliose of professionals, both in dif-

ticulty of subject matter and qual-

ity of expression. The Colorado

College tour choir, composed of

75 CC students under the direction

of Donald Jenkins proved last Sun-

day evening that the praise given

them on their recent concert tour

to the West coast was not unde-

sei'ved.

The selection of musical numbers
varied from the traditional PLAU-
DE, LAETARE GALLIA, com-
posed by Jean-Baptiste Lully in

the 17th Century to an exquisitely

modern STABAT MATER, written

by Krzysztof Penderecki just four

years ago, and it was apparent that

the choir was fully capable of

liandling a varied and difficult re-

pertoire with effortless finesse.

The entire two-hour program was
memorized; some selections were
accompanied by an orchestra com-
posed of students who also doub-

led as choir members during the

a capella selections. Singing in

Latin and English, the choir's dic-

tion was impeccably clear at all

times and the tonal quality was ex-

quisite, though not a.s bright as it

might have been. The highlight of

the performance was the Agnus
Dei of Francis Poulenc's MASS
IN G MAJOR for a capella choir.

Janet Halbert sang a vibrant and
flowing solo, and the choir respon-

ded in kind. The entire effect was
melodically powerful, and it was
truly the electrifying moment of

the concert.

Moving easily through the com-
plex passages of three Renaissance

motets of Byrd, Victoria and Vul-

pius, the choir showed watch-like

precision and gave a delicately ex-

quisite treatment to the deceptive-

ly simple-sounding music.

The most vivid part of the pro-

gram was the performance of the

STABAT MATER by Penderecki.

Throughout this unusual work, the

choir utilized solo and ensemble
chant, which served as a base for

a variety of tonal colors—whisper-

ings, murmurs, drones, falsetto

singing, recitation and pieicing
shrieks. The effect was bell-Hke,

vividly emotional and almost
other-worldlv.

PLAUDE, LAETARE GALLIA
by Lully was exhibited in all the
grand style of baroque music by
the choir and orchestra. The treat-

ment was fast-paced and melodic,

and brought out the balance of the
voices. The subtle fire of a brilliant

conductor was apparent here in

the way the choir responded to Mr.
Jenkins' direction.

The concert concluded on a joy-
ous note with the FESTIVAL TE
DEUM by Ralpli Vaughn Williams.
Accompanied by organ, the choir

obviously enjoyed singing this par-

ticular work, and brought the con-

cert to a triumphant finish. While
the attendance was somewhat dis-

appointing, those who did come ob-

viously enjoyed the program
greatly and responded to the mag-
nificent efforts of Mr. Jenkins, the
choir and orchestra by giving them
a standing ovation at the concert's

conclusion.

Campus Announcements

Symposium Volunteers Class Officer

More volunteers are needed to

!ielp with planning and preparing

fur the 1968 Symposium on "The

American Presidency." The com-

mittees are Calendar and Program,

Hospitality, Luncheon, Films, Ex-

hibits, Physical Arrangements,

Preparatory Activities, Publicity,

;iiid Social Events. Any student or

faculty member interested in work-

ing on a committee or committees

should contact Dick Stevenson at

X481 before Thursday, April 20.

TW Elections

Notice to all Theatre Workshop
members: elections will be held at

tiie regular meeting of TW on May
4 to fill six vacancies on the Board.

Watch for posters anouncing time
and place.

Football Meeting
All men interested in being mem-

bei's of the Varsity Football team
next fall are asked to attend a

meeting Tuesday, April 18, 11

a.m. in the C-Room, Cossitt Hall.

RGB Movie Saturday

This week's Rastall Center Board
Movie, the last in the current ser-

ies, will be The Ugly American,
starring Marlon Brando.

It will be presented tomorrow
night, April 15, at 7:00 p.m. and
fi:15 p.m. in Olin Hall. Admission
is 40 cents with an Activities
Ticket.

"Marx or Freud?"
The final philosophy discu'ssion

session of the semester will be held
on Sunday, April 16, at 7:30 p.m.
in Olin Lounge. At that time, Pro-
fessor Roger Eldridge will present
a paper on "Marx or Freud?"

Underwater Movie
The world's foremost underwater

photographer, Stanton Waterman,
will show his latest colored mo-
tion picture, "Man Looks to the
Sea" in Olin Auditorium tonight,
April 14 at 8:15 p- m. It shows the
^vhole melodrama of subaqueous
life and comes highly recommended.

Petitions Available

Petitions for next year's class

officers (president, vice-president,

and secretary-treasurer) are now

available at Rastall desk. They are

due by 5:00 p.m., Friday, April 21,

in the Activities Office. Campaign-

ing will be held the week of April

24. Elections will be on Monday,
May 1, and runoffs will be held on

Tuesday, May 2, if necessary.

GRE Exam Dates

The following dates have been

set for the administering of the

GRE Exams in Cossit Hall.

AREA—
1:30 p. m., Pri., April 14

ADVANCED

8:30 a. m., Sat., April IB

APTITUDE

1:30 p. m., Sat., April 15

Course Changes
There has been another course

change on the course schedule for

the first semester of 1967-68.

Music 395 which was scheduled to

meet on Tuesday and Thursday at

10:00 will meet instead on Mon-
day and Wednesday at 3:15. Also,

the meeting time of Math 413 has

been changed from 9:00 T Th S. to

10:00 T Th S. The meeting room
will remain in Palmer Hall 125.

^ct the i^ejt . .

.

acnina

Loiiii;£*e

118 North Cascade Avenue

Several fovmov Rimum CiUholic
nuns will be the speakers at a
Forum Sunday, April 16, at 5 p.m.
in the WES room. These women,
Rita Brady, Mary Moynihan and
Marge Smith, are membei-s of the
Community of Christian Sendee
in Pueblo. Colorado. The commun-
ity is a group of ten lay women
who have voluntary left the i-eli-

gious order of the Sisters of

Notre Dame.

The speakers will discuss their
decisions to leave the convent and
the manner in which the religious
life in the Roman Catholic church
has been transformed by the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.

Many of these women were par-
ticipants in a social welfare pro-
ject in the Hough area of Cleve-
land, Ohio. When they were re-
quired by their ecclesiastical super-
iors to withdraw from this slum
and return to traditional duties in

the convent, they decided to at-
tempt to find a life of Christian
service outside the formal order.
They came to Pueblo with the en-
couragement of Bishop Charles
Buswell, one of the most respected

Am.Tioan libcinl bishops. In Pueb-
lo they took up secular occupations
teaching in the city school sys-
tem, at Southern Colonulo State
College, and at the Cragmoor Ex-
tension of Colorado University.
Several are engaged in social work
for city and state agencies.

This community i-eprcsents one
type of response within Roman
Catholicism to the changes brought
about by Pope John the XXIII and
Pope Paul V(. They continue to
live as a community, but their as-
sociation is voluntary and their
vows of poverty and chastity are
informal rather than those of a
religious order.

There will be opportunity for
discussion with the speakei-s fol-
lowing their presentation. The
meeting is sponsored by the Relig-
ious AlTairs Committee and is

open to all interested persons.

Golf Acres Barber Shop
' 3 Barbers

• Haircuts . . . $1.75

633-9905

Men Counselors
There will be a general meeting

Monday for all men interested in

next year's counselors' and resi-

dent assistants' positions. The

meeting will be held at 4:30 p.m.

in the WES room in Rastall. Ap-

plications will be distributed at

that time.

Source Book Revision

Tho Honor Council is revising

the Source Acknowledgement

booklet. Student comment and sug-

gestions are needed if the book-

let is to be useful. Contact Tom
Wolf, 633-5635, or Gary Knight.

X491, with your ideas.

New Pool Hours
Now that spring has come, Sch-

lessman pool will be open for

swimming every day of the week.

Regular sessions are Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday afternons

from 1:30 to 4:00; Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Friday evenings from

7:30 to 9:15; and Saturday and

Sunday afternoons from 2:00 to

3:45.

Faculty members may now en-

joy the water Tuesday through

Friday from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30

p.m.

Anyone interested in water polo

is invited to play Tuesday and

Thursday afternoons beginning at

3 :00.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
1

PATTERSON "66 ' SERVICE 1

6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

FLORA

l7EaitKiowa Evelyn 8< Miles McBurnoy Phono 63B-BBOB

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemetk,i Ct Tejoh

NOW OPENS THE . .

fimex

3.2 BEEK

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.26 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon T»l»phono 634-4B9I

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Discount Cash and Carry

1171/2E.

Cache La

The Personal Touch!

Poudre
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Icons Tumble As
Student Matures

Tuning up cycles for Parents' Weekend, April 28-30.

Carlisle, Pa.—(LP.}—The aca-

demic and social pressures of col-

lege life can lead to emotional pro-

Lilems requiring professional help,

according to Prof. Stephen B. Cos-

lett, Director of Counseling at

Dickinson College.

Dr. Coslett, an associate profes-

sor of psychology, states that in

a yoai''s time, six to eight per cent

cif the student body come to him
with emotional problems. Sopho-

mores predominate. The College

Health Service sees more sopho-

mores, and more sophomores drop

nut of school.

"Psychodynamically, a lot goes

on in the sophomore year," Dr.

Coslett said. "They're choosing

their academic major which will

have long-range effects on their

career opportunities. They're work-

ing out a philosophy of life at this

level. When the fi-eshman comes to

college, he sees things as black or

white; but after a year in college,

his thinking must shift—nothing
is that definite anymore. His hetro-

sexual pattern changes, and dating

becomes more important as he be-

gins to think in terms of a life-

long companion."

But the most crucial factor. Dr.

Coslett believes, is the "psycholo-

gical dependence-independency."

In early adolescence, the student

has learned his parents aren't om-
nipotent. In college he sees more
clearly the imperfections of the

church and of government. "In the

student's eyes the parents have
tumbled, the church tumbles, gov-

ernment tumbles, and he asks,

"Who is the source of knowledge
and power?"

"Maturity," Dr. Coslett conclud-

ed, "is incorporating this know-
ledge and power within oneself."

A freshman has both the college

and his parents focusing on his

d -'pendency needs, but as a sopho-

more he is expected to stand on his

own.

Spaghetti ^y^/^

Pizza

Sandwiches

Steah

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4i30p.m--l 1:00 p.m. Tuoi.-Soi. I2:00-10jOO p.m. Sunday

Closed Mondoy

71 I North Tejon 634-9346

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2i00 a.m.

Trofical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 (Sunday]

900 E. Fillmore [Try Ui lor Your Next function) Phone 634-097B

Lowers the BOOM °"

HIGH GASOLINE PRICES

DRIVE OUT AND SEE!

•Easitmsiw

695 South 8th Street Colorado Springs

At Boston University

Birth Control Reformer Arrested
BOSTON, Mass., Apr. 7 (CPS)

—A New York advocate of birth

control reform and legalized abor-

tion was arrested at Boston Uni-

versity, after he lectured on birth

control and gave out free birth con-

trol devices and lists of abortion-

ists to more than 2,000 cheering

students.

William Baird, dii'ector of the

New York Parents Aid Society,

has been booked on three counts

of violations against Massachu-
setts' "crimes against chastity"

laws, which he called "the most ar-

chaic in the nation."

Section 272 of the Massachu-
setts General Laws provides that

Deod/ine April 24

only a registered physician may
distribute birth control informa-

tion, and that only to married per-

sons over 21 years of age.

Students in BU's Hayden Hall

gave Baird a standing ovation and

over §400, demanded to help him

distribute devices in order to be

equally liable under the law and

came forward in a block of 20 co-

eds to accept EMKO foam and

lists of abortionists who practice

outside the country.

Meanwhile, attorney L. Richard-

son Thayer, II, counsel for the Un-
iversity, said in a letter hand-

delivered to Baird today that the

University had pressed legal auth-

onties to aiTest him.

Bridges Poetry Contest Open
students at Colorado College are

encouraged to submit poems to the

annual Evelyn Bridges Poetry
Contest. An award of $25.00 will

go to the student who wins first

prize, $10.00 for second prize.

Students submitting poems
should follow these iTiles:

1. Poems may be of any form,
versification (including free verse),

genre {lyric, narrative, dramatic,

etc.), or topic.

2. Poems must be at least 14
lines long.

3. The deadline for all poems is

Monday. April 24, 5:00 p.m.

4. Sign your poems with a pseu-
donym and put them in a sealed
envelope. Attach a second sealed
envelope with the pseudonym writ-
ten on the outside and a slip of
paper with your real name enclos-

ed. You may submit as many
poems as you wish.

5. Submit your poems to Mr.
Mauch, Department of English,
Armstrong No. 248. You may slip

the envelopes under the office door
if he is not in.

6. Members of the English De-
partment will judge the poems.

7. The contest winners will be
announced at the Honors Convo-
cation on May 9.

8. If you have further questions,

consult Mr. Mauch.

Peace Corps Returnee
Discusses Mt. Everest

Colored slides on treks she made
while a Peace Coi-ps instructor in

Nepal will be shown by Miss Dor-

othy Mierow at a reception for

her Friday night, April 21 at 7:30

p. m. in Rastall Center. The slides

include pictures taken on a trip

to a base camp at the 18,000-foot

elevation on 29,028-foot Mount
Everest, highest mountain in the
world.

Prior to her joining the Peace
Coi-ps, Miss Mierow was curator

of the Palmer Hall Museum and
an instructoi- in geography at Colo-
rado College. She returned recently
from her second term with the
Peace Corps.

1 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

Regular $21.95

CC Special $7 7.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

Thayer said that Baird has

"abused the Univei-sity's hospital-

ity by coming here to break the

law."

Following Baird's arrest, attor-

ney James Hamilton of the Mass-

achusetts Civil Liberties Union an-

nounced to the roaring student au-

dience that "ACLU will take on

Baird's case." Baird added that he

intends to push the case to the V.

S. Supreme Court to have the

Massachusetts laws declared un-

constitutional,

Baird faces up to 12 years in

prison and up to $10,000 in fines.

He was bailed out of Roxbury
Fourth District Jail for ?100 by
Boston University students.

Baird has been similary arrested

in New York and New Jersey for

bringing free devices to mothers in

slum areas although charges weie
dropped after legislative reform^

of birth control laws in those

states were enacted. Last year he

was consultant on birth control af-

fairs to the New York State Sen-

ate.

His mobile 30-foot Plan Van,
which he drives through Harlem
for the Parents Aid Society, was
parked on Commonwealth Avenue,
the main street on campus, but

was not impounded as evidence, as

student organizers had feared.

Baird said he is now $50,000 in

debt from his clinic's free sei'vices.

He undei-went a serious operation

for a tumor last week and lost his

job Wednesday after his employer,
a federal anti-poverty agency, dis-

covered his intention to visit Bos-

ton University.

Visia Volunteers to

Present Analysis of

Local Area Problems
Thursday evening, April 20, at

7 :30 in the WES room Vista work-
ers in the Coloi-ado Springs area

will speak informally on their

views of Colorado Springs and it^

needs.

The volunteers have been asked

by the Religious Affairs Commit-
tee to analyze the situation of the

community from their perspective

and to discuss the social and poli-

tical attitudes to their work held

by churches and other social in-

stitutions in Colorado Springs.

Relatively little cooperation has

been forthcoming in this commun-
ity from groups who might be ex-

pected to be interested in the con-

cerns of the Vista program. The

discussion is designed to explore

these problems of attitude and to

reach the possibility of changing
such atitudes.
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Selected Stud
Considers The
The New Morality received a

thorough study on April 8-9 as

33 Selected Students and their

sponsors "retreated" to the High
Trails Ranch above Florissant for

two days of discussions and out-

door activities. Guest speaker for

the group was Professor Darnell

liucker of the Philosophy Depart-

ment who offered his views as a

starting point for a rather lengthy

and intricate discussion of the

topic.

Arriving at the ranch on Sat-

uniay afternoon, the students took

advantage of the sunny weather

to wander ai-ound the 50,000 acre

ranch, to participate in the num-
erous athletic activities available,

and, in some cases, to rest. After

a meal of ham and all the trim-

mings, the group held the first dis-

cussion session of the retreat.

The discussion opened with a

few brief comments by Rucker on

the material which had been chosen

as the basis of the New Morality

riehates. Rucker stated that Joseph
Fletcher, in "Six Propositions: The
New Look in Christian Ethics,"

had not really found the true base

on which our morality should

stand. Fletcher, it was pointed out,

bases his morality on the concept

of love; a concept which the stu-

dents soon found was very diffi-

cult to define and even more dif-

ficult to live by. In order that a

better understanding of the sub-

ject could be achieved, Rucker
suggested that it would be best

to discover why men treat their

fellow men differently than they

would treat animals. The lengthy

discussion which followed event-

ually led to the point that man is

endowed with a sense of respect

which makes him unique from an-

imals and which could serve as a
starting point for morality.

This concept of Respect was
then further limited to entail a
respect for other's rights and

Banquet Cancelled
Due to the bad weather, the In-

itiation Banquet of Delta Epsilon
lias been cancelled and will be sch-

edules for a later time.

Honor Council Elections
To Be Held April 20

ilie annual Honor Council elec-

tioii-s will take place next Thurs-
day, April 20, at 4:00 p.m. in Clin

Hall 1.

Each class section will elect a
representative to the election as-

sembly. There, any freshman, sop-
homore, or junior may be nomina-
ted to sei-ve as a member of the
Council. After nominations the
delegates will vote for 28 of the
students nominated, and return af-
ter supper to vote for 15 of the 28
nominated. From these 15 the pre-
sent Honor Council will ftU the
seven vacancies on next year's
council.

Outgoing council president Bill

Campbell stressed the importance
of the election as the only way
tlie students have of insuring the
existence of a broadly representa-
tive and responsible Honor
Council.

ents Retreat
New Morality
lastly, a concept of lawfulness.
Lawfulness, Rucker maintained,
is the true basis for morality.
By the end of the second hour

of animated discussion, the stu-
dents were beginning to feel the
strain on their brains and decided
to delay arguments until the next
morning. The remainder of the
evening was devoted to unorgan-
ized activities highlighted by fire-

side singing lead by Jeff Bauer
and Mike Egger.
After a two-hour volleyball game

in the snow on Sunday morning,
the group settled down to resume
their discussion. The main issue
of the morning was the question
of the morality of pot, LSD, and
other psychedelic drags. Most stu-
dents were in agreement that the
drugs themselves were not im-
moral. The discussion, therefore,
centered around the morality of
using them in defiance of the law.
It was on this point that Rucker
reiterated his concept of morality
through lawfulness. He claimed
that the way in which the use of
the drugs would be moral would
be if the "hippy" would, for ex-
ample, smoke pot on the steps of
city hall with the goal of making
a test case for judicial review of
the law.

TODAY IS THE FINAL DAY to buy "We Five" tickets, for $2.00, after that the price will be raised to $2.50.

Stanford Report Suggests
Liberal Open House Hours
Palo Alto, Calif.—(LP.)—Stu-

dents of both sexes should be able
to visit in residence halls from
noon to midnight four days a week,
a high-level group of students,
faculty, and administrators sug-
gested in a report to University
President Wallace Sterling of
Stanford.

To the largest extent possible,

the Committee of 15, established
two years ago to discuss campus
controversies, made this basic re-

commendation; "Open house hours
should be those which are agreed
upon by the students living in each
residence."

The Jioon-to-midnight standard
could be shortened by majoi'ity

vote of the members in any living

unit, or extended by three-fourths
vote in a secret ballot. But open
houses would not be permitted be-

tween 2:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. un-
der any circumstances. Present
University rules permit open
houses in men's units from 7 to 11
p.m. Wednesdays and from noon
to 5 p.m. Sundays.
"For some, a central concern is

whether more liberal open house
(hours) will encourage sexual re-

lationships among students," the
committee report noted. "We think
that this concern is exaggerated.
The students deny that they seek
more liberal open house hours for
such purposes.

"We regard this as a false issue
which should not deter the Univer-
sity from adopting what otherwise
appears to be sound policy. We do
not believe, on the basis of the evi-

dence that has been presented to
us, that most residences will in

fact, set open house hours at or
even near the maximum which our

proposed regulations would permit.

"We are particularly doubtful

that most women's residences will

desire to have open house hours
approaching this maximum. Indeed,
we suspect that many of them will

set hours at even less than the
'basis' (noon-to-midnight, four
days a week) hours we recom-
mend."
While "some regulations obvious-

ly are necessary, students
themselves should have broad lati-

tude in determining what rules are
best suited to make their resi-

dences reasonably pleasant places

to live," the committee indicated.

"The basic premise," it stated,

"is that a residence university

such as Stanford should try to pro-

vide optimum living conditions for

those of its students who chose or
are required to live on campus. To
us, this premise means, among
other things, that those who re-

side in them should have as much
freedom as is practicable to choose
individually and collectively, how
these facilities will be used.

UFO Psychology
"A Psychologist's View of the

UFO Phenomenon" will be dis-

cussed by Michael Wertheimer.
professor of psychology at the

University of Colorado, at 8 p. m.,

Tuesday, April 18, in Olin 1.

Professor Wertheimer is associa-

ted with the Unidentified Flying

Objects study beitig made at the

University of Colorado by Dr. Ed-
ward U. Condon, physicist, for the

Department of Defense and has

done extensive research in the

area of perception and sensory

processes.

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

Uathau;a^,S

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellar available for largo fralornity or clan portios,

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

Bass Weejuns

at

College Shoe Shop

831 North Tejon

Shoe Repairing

WANTED

Male College Students

for

Resort Hotels

in

Estes Park and Grand Lake

Summer Employment Available as

Waiters — Bus Boys — Kitchen Helpers

for application and information write:

P. O. Box 2295, Denver, Colorado

Those selected will be personally interviewed.
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iorts •• Lacrosse Squad

Devastates CSU,

Soccer Team Scliedules Stays Unbeaten

12 Games for '67 Season
Colorado College has scheduled

12 soccer g-ames, two of them ten-

tative, for next fall.

Tentatively listed are matches

with Creighton University and the

U. S. Coast Guard. Coach Horst

Richardson said Colorado College

will play Creighton in a spring

game here Saturday. April 2fl. The

Coast Guard Athletics Board will

determine whether the proposed

game can be fitted into the ser^'ice

school's schedule.

Richardson said the home games
will be played on Colorado Col-

lege's Stewart Field, which is be-

ing improved through installation

of a new sprinkler system, re-

grading, and resodding. Richard

Kendrick, director of the college

physical plant, said 3.6 acres are

scheduled to be sodded by May 15.

Home games last season were

played in Bonny Park, with the ex-

ception of an NCAA playoff match
with St. Louis University, which

was held Nov. 20 at Washburn
Field.

Richardson said games may be

scheduled for Sept. 2 and 9 pre-

ceding the match Sept. 16 which

Baseballers Face UNM
Colura.lo College and the Uni-

versity of New Mexico meet for

the first time in baseball at 11:00

a. m. Sunday, April 16, at Me-
morial Park here.

New Mexico comes to Colorado

with a 16-10-1 record after sweep-

ing a three-game series \vith

Texas Tech over the weekend at

Albuquerque. Colorado College has

a 1-4 record.

Colorado College coach Jerry

Carle is uncertain who will start

on the mound for the Tigers. The
starting pitcher could be any one

of three — Warner Reeser, Bill

Howard, or Mike Nelson, though
Nelson has been hampered by a

sore arm.

is set to open the season. Follow-

ing is the 12-game schedule:

Sept. 16—1:30 p.m.

Denver Knickers, Home
'Sept. 23—1:30 p.m.

Creighton U., Home
Sept. 30—1:00 p.m.

U. of New Mex., There
Oct. 1—10:30 a.m.

College of Santa Pe, There

Oct. 7—1:30 p.m.

CU, Home
Oct. 14—1:30 p.m.

Regis, There
*Oct. 20—1:30 p.m.

Coast Guard, Home
Oct. 22—1:30 p.m.

Wyoming U., Home
Oct. '29—1:30 p.m.

Mines, There
Nov. 4—1:30 p.m.

CSU, There
Nov. 11—1:30 p.m.

Denver U., Home
Nov. 18—1:30 p.m.

AFA, Home
^Tpntjitive

Colorado State University fell

victim to the Tiger lacrosse team

last Saturday on CC's home field

by a score of 19-2. The win boosted

the team's season record to a per-

fect 3-0 record.

Attackman Blake Monroe led

the scoring onslaught with six

goals. He received ample help

from team captain Tad Davis who

rifled home four tallies. Jon Nico-

laysen and Bnice Beaton each re-

gistered three scores.

The stickmen will try to extend

their winning ways to five games

when they meet two excellent op-

ponents at home this weekend. On

Saturday the Tigers face the Uni-

versity of Denver in a league con-

test. Sunday has CC squaring off

against a highly touted Stanford

crew.

Game time for both matches is

2 n.m. on Washburn Field.

Racketmen Defeat CSU 5-4;

Will Face Tough DU Next
Last Saturday the CC netmen

won their second match of the sea-

son against one defeat by beating

CSU 5-4. After winning four of

the six singles matches, the Tigers

looked in good shape, but were
only able to post one doubles

match while losing two.

Ray Yost and John Boddiiigton

were the only Tigers to win both

their matches. Yost, playing num-
ber two, had a tough time before

ending 4-G, G-4, 7-5, while Bod-
dington encountered only a close

first set before winning 7-5, 6-1 in

the immber four position. The two
then combined to beat their oppo-

nents in the number one doubles,

G-2, 6-1 in an impressive show of

doubles ability.

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocks from Campus

SCHWINN FrsrchiiB Deal.r

19 EAST KIOWA STREET

— New and Used Bites

Repairs i Part^ for Any Mak»
TELEPHONE 434-»73J

Ccm iit ahtf Stouie I

!

The Oli-Campus Gilt Botique ieatures . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics.

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824 Vz N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

"Your Business /s Appreciafed"

just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Mark Moyle and Tyler Make-
peace scored the other two points

by winning the numbers three and
live singles by G-4, 6-2 and 6-2, 6-3

scores, but the two then lost their

doubles 8-6, 3-6, 6-2. Bob Beck,

playing number six, couldn't quite

handle his opponent, losing 6-4,

6-4 and bowing in the number
three doubles with P. J. Anderson.
Anderson put up a good fight in

his singles match before losing to

CSU's number one ace, Jim Hatton.

Next Tuesday, April 18, the Ti-

gers face their toughest match of

the season against DU, the top

team in the state and one of the

most powerful in the Rocky Moun-
tain Area. The match will be play-

ed here at the Garden of the Gods
Country Club at 1:30,

Trackmen Face

Mines, Ft. Carson

The Colorado College track team,
after opening its 1967 season with
two home meets, travels to Golden
Saturday to take part in a trian-

gular meet against the Colorado
School of Mines and Fort Carson.

The following is the remaining
track schedule for CC's cindermen:

April 15—Triangular with Colo-

rado Mines and Fort Carson at

Golden.

April 19—Triangular with Air
Force Academy Fi-eshmen and
Trinidad Junior College at Air
Force Academy.

April 22—Triangular with Uni-
versity of Denver and Southern
Colorado State College at Denver.

April 29—Dual with Western
State College at Gunnison.

May 6—Southern Colorado State
College Invitational at Pueblo.

May 9—Doane College Relays at

Crete, Nebraska.

May 13—Colorado College Invi-

tational at Washburn Field.

FOR SALE
1951 Chevrolet 4-Dr. Sedan

New paint, new upholstry
(vinyl), engine rebuilt

two years ago, new tires.

Make offer,

Michael Gamer,

1439 N. Tejon—833-0967

I

TIGER FIRST BASEMAN WAYNE WOODYARD leaps for the ball

during a practice game. The Tigers meet the University of New Mexico
on Sunday.

/^ut/i,a OiJeh

Fine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautifid Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abttndance only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

t/empubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Teion

634.2093

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across fro

827 N

m th, Carripui

or+h Tejon
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Editorial
Immediately after last week's CCCA elections tlie student

rumor mill began gi-inding out stories that the elections had

been unfair because of certain dishonest or unetliical actions

which took place during the voting. While we doubt that

these practices were as widespread as tlie rumors, we do

feel that the very existence of such rumors is a very serious

problem. Not only does it reflect many students' attitude that

the Honor Code applies only to classroom work and not to

other activities, but it also casts a shadow of doubt upon the

people chosen in tlie election. Such doubts can deal a severe

blow to the effectiveness of duly elected officers, and, as a

result, do a great disservice to the school.

While we regret that students cannot be relied upon to

be honorable in voting, we feel that something must be done

to make it difficult for dishonest practices to exist in future

elections. The present system of checking students' names

in a Campus Directory has proved inadequate for this pur-

pose. We recommend, tlierefore, that students be required to

present their activity cards to official poll watchers before

they vote. Each voter should be required to sign his name

in a permanent register and that signature should be checked

against the signature on his activity card. The register, with

each student's signature next to the number corresiionding

to the one on his activity card, should then be filed for a

period of time so that any questions as to the validity of

votes can be dispelled.

While these provisions would be sufficient for the near

future, we realize that they are not fool-proof and would,

therefore, like to see the scliool distribute activity cards which

could serve as valid I.D.'s, containing a picture of the stu-

dent, his signature, and other information. Such I.D.'s would

not only expedite tile election procedures of the school, but

would also serve as positive identification whenever it is re-

quired of students.

We urge the commission which is planning the imminent
class officer elections to implement a system of positive iden-

tification and registration in these elections so that the

damaging rumors wliich traversed the campus last week will

not be repeated in the future.

Students Must Adopt Goal

Of "Qualitative Change"
EuTTon's NoTt: — Tltis is the first

installment of a ttvo-jmrt serial in

which Mr. Scars will discuss the proh-

Icms of student voice in campus af-

fairs. The second installment, to he

printed next week, will offer specific

suggestions as to the manner in

ivhich these problems can he solved.

By Bob Sears

The Coloi-ado College Commun-
ity Association will soon hold its

first meeting. Its future is uncer-

tain. One fact however is depres-

singly clear: The CCCA is not con-

stituted to decentralize decision-

making authority on this campus.
Nevertheless, if faculty and stu-

dents are determined to see the

CCCA rise above the traditional

"make believe" or "preparation"

theories of student participation,

we must start with adopting a

standard of criticism based on the

students' largely unfulfilled poten-

tial for reason, self-direction, self-

understanding, and creativity. We
must insi-st tliat college policy to-

ward students be always governed

by two central aims: that the in-

di\'idual student share in those de-

cisions which detemiine the qual-

ity and direction of his life; that

the college be organized to "en-

courage independence in men and
provide the media for their com-
mon participation." Without this

standard which is so explicit in its

values that it transcends the often

logical aspects of a misguided sys-

tem, new thought will be smothered

by weight of the existing state of

affairs. In the absence of a stand-

ard of principles which transcends

specific issues, specific criticism

lapses into approval of the exist-

ing whole. Forms of collective stu-

dent activity must consistently

find justification in these prin-

ciples.

This standard must be accom-

panied by a clear understanding of

meaningful, qualitative change in

contrast to tokenism and by a sober

evaluation of the prospects which

the system offers for such change.

Qualitative change is change
which eliminates the distance be-

tween students and the sources of

decisions which shape their lives.

This type of change enables the

student to develop his potential to

make meaningful choices. I do not

share the current optimism that

CCCA can affect qualitative

change. Students on this campus
are generally unwilling to devote

the energy that change requires,

most of them do not understand

what meaningful change is, and fin-

ally, the present context will re-

sist meaningful change.

Every student is aware of spe-

cific wrongs. In the classrooms

competition and fear supported by
grades and examinations remain

the dominant motivation for study.

To this I would add the weekly

quiz, the textbook lecture, the

pedagogical teacher-student rela-

tionship which is the academic
equivalent of in loco parentis, and

the lack of opportunities for stu-

dents to choose materials they

deem relevant. Extracurricular life

is even more frustrating. The col-

lege is still the moral guardian of

the young. Student government is

constitutionally limited to "areas

of primarily student concem," but

even in this limited area it is left

without authority to make decis-

ions. Unfortunately, most students

are unaware of the dehumanizing
impact these forces carry, aiid if

they are, they rarely recognize

spect for students as human
beings instead of a "given" to plug
into a residential philosophy. But
no matter what happens on April
29, the system which led to t'le

crisis will remain unaltered. Prior
to the mass rally, this system
felt no obligation to consult with
students before it made a decision

which would have had a serious

impact on the routine of students'

daily lives. This same system may
find itself praised by some stu-

dents for its "liberal" stand. But I

would suggest that the President,

the Deans, and the Board of Trus-
tees, are aware that this quantita-
tive change wrung from the ex-

isting system may, if anything, in-

crease its strength and cohesion.

President Worner has said that

the students will be heard ; thp

buttons .sav, "LET THE PEOPLE
DECIDE."

"Qualitative change is change which

eliminates the distance between stu-

dents and the sourses ofdecisions which

shape their lives. This type of change

enables the student to develop his po-

tential to make meaningful choices. "

that the source of these abuses is

the actual structure of authority.

They usually blame a professor, a

dean, a department.
To regain a sense of importance

as a single human being, to feel

alive and in control of your life,

to make meaningful choices be-

tween real alternatives, to partici-

pate in the decisions which direct

a community of free men; these

are the human elements, the

power, denied the student. The
only authentic response is insist-

ence on qualitative change.
But qualitative change is almost

impossible. It requires coming to

grips with the "structure rather

than the superficialities" of the

college community. In practice,

this means that even a favorable

administrative decision of off-

campus housing will not represent

qualitative change. It may dem-
onstrate the not too remarkable
effect of a mass demonstration on
the administration's willingness to

consider serious student proposals.

It may even signify a new re-
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The faculty and administration
maintain control over nearly every
area of serious student concern.
The only exceptions I can think of

are Honor Council and student pub-
lications. This simply means that

choices are made for the student
even before he is allowed to con-

sider the altematives. When stu-

dents lack commitment to qualita-

tive change, and when the men
who have direct influence over

policy insist on preserving tlie

existing power arrangements, the

entire student body adopts an

ASCC attitude. Their educational
experience begins to seem irrele-

vant and trivial except as it as-

sures them a place in the economic
society. Viable alternatives to the

status quo cease to appear, crea-

tivity declines, individual initia-

tive is discouraged, and genuinely

concerned students become unable

to lend content to the form of their

ideals because there is no ground
for theory and action to meet. This

inexorable process results in the

subjective apathy which is caused
(Continued on paee four)
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'Arise, Workers!"

Karl Marx's Legacy, Philosophy to Be Analyzed
In observance of the 100th an-

niversary of the publication of

l^arl Marx's Das Kapital the CC
foiiim Committee is sponsoring a

nvo-day colloquium on "The Marx
j^egacy: 100 years later." The col-

[oQuium which will be held Thurs-

^jiy. April 27, and Friday, April 28,

rt'ill
feature three speeches and

(iro panel discussions dealing with

numerous aspects of Marxism and

jts impact on the world.

Among the speakers featured in

llie event are Louis 0. Kelso and

Gorman Birnbaum, both of whom
[lave done extensive study on Marx
iu{i his work.

Kelso will speak on "Karl

Maix: The Almost Capitalist" at

i p.m. Thursday in the Armstrong

Hall Auditorium. He received his

B.S. and LL.B. degrees at Colorado

University, where he sei-ved as

Eilitor-in-Ciiief of the Rocky
Mountain Law Review. After his

graduation he served as an Assoc-

iate Professor of Law at the uni-

versity and then entered private

practice as a lawyer in Denver. He
now lives in San Francisco where

he is a partner in the law firm of

Kelso, Cotton & Emst.

Mr. Kelso has published two

books during his study of econo-

mics and finance, The Capitalist

Manifesto and The New Capita-

lists, written with Mortimer J. Ad-

kv> were published by Random
House in 1958 and 1961, respective-

ly. The Capitalist Manifesto has

since been puhlished in French,

Spanish, Japanese, and Greek. Kel-

so is now woi'king with Patricia

Heter on Beyond Full Employ-
ment: The Second Income, a book

which will be published this fall

by Random House.

Kelso maintains that we cannot
have a fully affluent economy un-

less a growing proportion of house-

holds, and eventually all house-

holds, become private owners of

capital. Thus, according to Kelso,

he is proposing a system of uni-

versal capitalism rather than class

(.'apitalism.

The second visiting speaker of

the colloquium will be Dr. Norman
Birnbaum of the New School of

Social Research in New York. He
will speak at 8:00 p.m. in the Arm-
strong Auditorium on the subject

of "The Crises in Marxism: East
and West." Dr. Birnbaum, who re-

ceived his Ph.D. at Harvard Uni-
versity, served as an instnjctor at

that school from 1948 until 1952.

In 1952 and 1953 he served as a
Pre-Doctoral Fellow of the Social
Science Research Council, doing
research in Heidelberg, Mainz, and
Marburg, Germany. He then went
to the University of London, where
he served as an Assistant Lecturer
in the London School of Economics
from 1953 to 1955 and as a Lec-
turer from 1955 to 1959.

He has published more than 20
major articles in America and
overseas in recent years and is now
pu'blishing two books, The Intel-

lectuals in History and Society and
An Anthology in (he Sociology of

Religion. He is also writing three

other book.s to be published in the

near future.

The other speeches and discus-

sions during the colloquium will

be participated in by members of

the CC faculty and by Major A. P.

Ballantyne of the Air Foi-ce Aca-
demy. Mr. Timothy Fuller, of the
Political Science Department \v\\\

be the keynote speaker on Thui-s-
day at 11:00 a.m. He will speak on
"Karl Mai-x: The Man and his

Work." Kelso and Bimbaum com-
plete tlie schedule of events on
Thursday.

On Friday Professors Roger
Eldndge (Philosophy Department),
John Hotsen ( Economics Depart-
ment) and Frank Krutzke (Eng-
lish Department) will have a panel
discussion of "Marxism and the
Modern Mind." The discussion, led

by Professor Darnell Rueker of the
Philosophy Department, -will begin
at 1:15 in Armstrong Hall. It will

be followed at 3:00 by a panel dis-

cussion of "Marxism and Contem-
porary Society" led by Professor
Paul Bechtol of the Department of
Economics. Discussants will be
Major Ballantyne, Professor Alvin
Boderman of the Sociology Depart-
ment, and Professor Bentley Gil-

bert of the History Department.

Honor Council Elections

Postponed to April 25
The Honor Council elections will

lake place Tuesday, April 25, at 4

p.m. in Olin Hall 1.

The election assembly was pre-

viously scheduled to meet yester-

day, Thursday, April 20, but was
postponed due to a scheduling con-

flict in the use of the Olin lecture

hall.

Each class section will elect a

representative to the election as-

sembly. There, any freshman, sop-

homore, or junior may be nominat-

ed to serve as a member of the

Council. After nominations the

CC Orchestra Concert to Feature

Bach Concerto, Ensemble Music
TiK' Colorado College-Commun-

ity Orchestra will present a spring

concert of orchestra and ensemble

music at 8:15 p.m., Tuesday, April

25, ill Armstrong Hall auditorium.

The orchestra is under the direc-

tion of Professor Charles W. War-
en. who founded it last year, and

is composed of students of the

ollege and members of the Colo-

i*ado Springs community.
The first half of the program
ill be devoted to ensemble music

from the Baroque and contempor-
ary periods. Concerto No. 25 in G
minor by Vivaldi will be played by
Lany Jordan, Hute; Maxine Fis-

cher, oboe; and Craig Beeson, bas-

soon; who all ai-e Colorado College

tudents. The Hindemith Woodwind
Quintet, under the direction of pro-

fessor Earl Juhas, will be pertorm-
ed by the student quintet of Janet
Strong, flute ; Maxine Fischer,

oboe; Millie Olson, clarinet; Chad
Milton, French horn; and Craig
Beeson, bassoon.
Poulenc's Sonata for Bass Trio

^'ill be played by Ken Alexander,

''umpet; William Albright, French
^orn; and Bob Funk, trombone. A
'tudent composition will also be

heard on this part of the program,

Alan Pearce, a freshman and vio-

list in the orchestra, has composed

a string quartet which will be

played by Judy Grosswiler, Martha
Muller, Alan Pearce, and Pat An-
derson.

After intermission three soloists

will appear in the Brandenburg
Concerto No. 5 by Each. Barbara
Cbahbazian, the violinist, is a Colo-

rado Springs resident and has per-

formed with the Pasadena Civic

Symphony. Larry Jordan, a CC
senior, is the solo flutist, and Janet

Albright, a graduate student at

Colorado College majoring in music
theory, will he the harpsichordist

for this concerto.

Dr. Warren is an assistant pro-

fessor of music at the college and
has been appointed to the faculty

of Yale University beginning in

the fall. A trombonist, he has ap-

peared as a soloist and clinician

throu-ghout the Midwest, before re-

ceiving an N.D.E..4. fellowship for

graduate study.

Tuesday's concert is open to CC
students and to the public without

charge.

delegates will vote for 28 of the

students nominated.

After dinner, the delegates will

return to Olin Hall Lecture Room
to vote for 15 of the 28 nominated

who received the greatest number
of votes in the first ballot.

From these 15 the present Hon-

or Council will fill the seven vacan-

cies on next year's council.

Outgoing council president Bill

Campbell stressed the importance

of the election as the only way the

students have of insuring the exis-

tence of a broadly representative

and responsible Honor Council.

Symposium Meeting

To Be Wednesday
There will be a general meeting

of all persons interested in the

1968 Symposium on "The American
Presidency" on Wednesday, April
26, at 4:00 p.m. in the WES room
of Rastall Center. At this time we
will attempt to assign priorities to

the lists of possible participants.

The committees for next year's
Symposium will also be announced
at the meeting.

BATES

Pharmacy

Winchell's Donul House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetii Ravioli

3005 North Nevada Avenue

Lasagna
Telephone 632-5844

I Slock South of Campui on Caicade

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN llrOO A.M. fo I 1:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNSE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3K blocks south

of the campus ~ plenty of free parking.

Jcnwpuiyco
Hi, ofi=ice supply

SI6N. Tajon 633-1721

I 12 South Telon

Rugged but dressy —
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemtkls C/ JeJPH

NOW OPENS THE , . ,

"/ihhex"

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KESS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special , .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER

SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4691

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrois from th* Campui

827 North Tejon

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tejon

634-2093

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campus)
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LETTER to the EDITOR
Poetry Review Unfair to Field

'Every dogma has its day.

To the Editor:

Conceniing Mr. Sitton's review

of Edward Field's poetry reading:

I feel Mr. Sitton was grossly un-

fair to both Mr. Field's poetry and

to tlie reading. If the reviewer had

taken the time to read some of

Mr. Field's poetry (and I will

gladiv lend him my copy of Stand

Up, Friend, With Me) I am sure

he would find his work far from

being sloppy prose; indeed Mr.

Field's poetry has some of most

effortless rhythm I have come

across in long time as far as con-

temporary poetry goes, and I

tliink this is an important criteria

for good poeti-y. Mr. Sitton speaks

of "glaring cliches and trite

phrases." I would suggest that Mr.

Field is wi-iting on the American

scene, which itself is often full of

glaring cliches and triteness. I

would also suggest that poetry it-

self is a playing around with lang-

uage, and wonder why Mr. Sitton

couldn't catch the humor of Mr.

Field's diction. It is part of what

makes his poetry uni(!ue. As far

as subject matter or "sources" go,

I don't think it is Mr. Sitton's

place to ''disagree." Poetry is not

to be left out of the immediacy of

tlie contemporary scene; part of

this scene is pop culture and part

of pop culture is most assuredly

concerned with "terrible old Holly-

wood films." So why not write

poetry about it? If I remember
correctly some of the old Koman
poets weren't so serious, nor were

the Cavalier poets, so Mr. Field

certainly doesn't lack precedence.

Finally, in Mr. Sitton's ease at

critizing Mr. Field, I wonder if it

ever occurred to him that the event

of the reading itself gave students

a break from the ingrown tedium

of a small campus. Mr. Field was
more than willing to talk with stu-

dents about poetry or whatever,

and this in itself I think was
valuable.

Most sincerely,

Charlotte Hen-ick

^ut/i'j OiJeh

Pine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Bcaitliful SurmuTulings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasoruibly Priced

1624 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executive Secrelarial Course lor College W/omen
• General Secretarial Course
• Legal Secrelarial Course

SUCCESSFUL • Electronics Tectinical Secretarial Course

SECRETARIES 'Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
62.1% of students enrolled have had one to lour years of college.

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 10, SEPT. 25

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter SIreel. corner Powell

San Francisco, California 94102

WANTED

Male College Students

for

Resort Hotels

in

Estes Park and Grand Lake

Summer Employment Available as

Waiters — Bus Boys — Kitchen Helpers

for application and information write;

P. O. Box 2295, Denver. Colorado

Those selected will be personally interviewed.

Summer Session Professors Yalle and Schuiz

Dispute Claims of Avante-Garde Movement
By Gary A. Knight

James Yaffe and Franz Schuiz

will return to Colorado College this

summer as visiting professors in

the college's Summer Session. Both

participated in last year's Summer
Session.

In a special interview with the

TIGER, ex-Colorado College stu-

dent and Ae.sthete Bill Whaley con-

sented to comment about his ex-

perience with the Colorado College

Summer Session last year.

Stated Whaley: "There are lots

of cool people sittin,-; around and

good lectures . . . the best part was
that it was so relaxed." Though
(he campus is quieter during the

summer, Whaley maintained that

college "is a lot more fun because

you just enjoy a couple of classes."

Further, ''no one is griping about

school . . . You are there because

you want to be."

Wlialey was a student in James
Yaffe's course "The Novel as Art

Form." Yaffe, a novelist, will serve

as writer-in-residence again this

summer, teaching a course in alie-

nation in modern literature with

Professors Peterson, Baay, and
Freed, and also a course in creative

writing.

Yaffe, says Whaley. was "the

best professor I have ever had."

Whaley commented that it was the

first time Yaffe had taught, and

that he was "very exciting and
full of life." Yaffe, Wlialey contin-

ued, believed that "the novel should

appeal to the senses and the emo-
tions, and that if the symbolism
just stood out, the novel was not

well done."

Shove Chapel

Sunday, April 23, 1967

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"Not Renewal but Revolution!"

Preacher

:

Professor Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader:
Bill Heidbreeder

A great amount is spoken and
written concerning the rapid

changes of our times, in terms of

revolution. We are severly exor-

cised about urban problems, cyber-

netics, the gulf between the gen-

erations, social, political and idea-

ological competing systems. In the

midst of all this, many church men
have been placidly talking about

renewal. It would seem, from their

conversation, that if we could only

get our theological talk right, all

would be well and we could con-

tinue our precious but irrelevant,

church programs. So, even as we
are living in the midst of social

revolution, also in the church, it is

not merely renewal (of old ways?)
that is i-equired but revolution.

This may be difficult and even un-

pleasant for many of us brought

up in a more traditional manner
but if the church is to be ti-uly

a "servant," and to be tested by

men, then the revolution must
come aiul must be set'U to come.

A novelist, short story writer,

and author of television scripts,

Yaffe is quite critical of the avante-

garde movement in literature.

Criticizing the non-fiction nov-

el, which according to Truman Ca-

pote, author of In Cold Blood, is a

new art form, Yaffe has said:

". . . the closer we examine the

wliole concept of the non-fiction

novel as a new art form, the more

it seems to fade away into noth-

ingness. It isn't new and it isn't a

unique art form . . . Truman Ca-

pote is like a man who, having

split his ticket, announces that he

has created a new political party.

"I think, to put it mildly, that

Capote's theory is nonsense, but I

have no doubts about his sincerity

in expressing it. What I am ask-

ing is: What is there in the tem-

per of our times that makes such

a theory possible—that impels a

talented and intelligent wi-iter to

come out "with it, that leads all of

us, even those of us who disagree

with it, to feel that it has to be

taken seriously and dealt with ac-

cordingly ?

"Never, until the present day,

has there been so much theorizing

about art. Not just Truman Capote,

bill everybody else nowadays, talk

constantly about "new forms." We
are told by every other reviewer

in the Sund;iy papers that the novel

is dying and needs to be revived.

How? By (he development of new
forms. And out of this atmosphere
of endless theorizing, moaning,

worrying over the novel has come
a wiiole school of so-called anti-

novelists who claim that they have

found the new form which the nov-

el must take in the future.

"The truth is, nothing can be the

writer's fault in this kind of novel

. . . The anti-novelist needs to take

no risks. His theory insures him
against failure. If he applies it

rigidly, then by his own definition

he can't write a bad novel.

''The fundamental similarity of

people who push these various for-

mulas and theories is this: When
you get right down to it, they are

all afraid of freedom. They want
their thinking to be done for them.

"They are like voters in a total-

itarian country, eagerly lining up
at the polls fo put their X after

the name of the one and only can-

didate. Or they are like a little

child filling in the blanks in his

Small wonder:

can be seen at

PHIL WINSLOW VW, INC.

®

634-6M5 730 N. Cirda Drive

coloring book, giving himself (i,^

pleasant illusion that he has madii

the picture."

Franz Schuiz, art critic for tht

Chicago Daily News and Arts In.

ternational, is also critical of the

avante-garde movement in art. \
professor of art at Lake Forest

College, Schuiz will be art-critic

in residence in the Summer Session

and will teach several ai't courses.

He has also written for The Ni'b

York Times and The Christian

Science Monitor.

Stated Schuiz: "Every dogma
has its day, and we all know that

the doctrine of the abstract expres-

sionists was swept aside by the

movements of the 1960's, which
;ire, even today, at their crest

. ,

"It is rather clear that one stern

theory -dogma has supplanted an-

other, and that the average hip

artist not only in Manhattan bul

in Tallahassee and Council Bluffs

is aware of this and has adjusted

his stance accordingly. K is also

clear that the new doctrine is jusl

as rigid, self-assuming, and ex-

clusivist as the old one , . .

"I do suspect, frankly, that the

art of painting is not going to re-

turn to a state I admit to feel:

nostalgic about—the state it was

in when it was a high and noble

art that gave inspired and orderly

expression to the profoundest as-

pirations and preoccupations of

mankind."
Colorado College students in

good standing are reminded by

Professor Gilbert Johns, Directoi

of the Summer Session, that, upon

application, they're automatically

admitted to the Summer Session.

• i\

Qualifative Change'
and encouraged by the objective

structural separation of p e o p I *

from power.

The situation leaves little room

for optimism. Nevertheless, con-

cerned students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators, must never abandon

the responsibility for critical
thought and constructive action.

We must understand that the pres-

ent situation requires a ci-itical

standard based on human liberation

as the primary goal of education.

This standard will enable tin? in-

dividual to stand aside from thi

bewildering complexity of tilings

as they are and grasp the basic

content of a problem. We niiis'

also understand that meaningfn

change will come slowly and only

if we are willing to assert ouv

ideals in effective patterns of

artion.

AUTHOR JAMES YAFFE, left, autographs copies of his latest bo'jj

"Nobody Does You Any Favors" at last year's Summer Session.

Whaley, right, looks on.
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AWS Rule Changes Undergoing Evaluation, Revision
'Ih^ numerous rule changes put

into effect this year by AWS are

now being evaluated and revised,

if necessary, according to Miss

Kobei-ts, assistant dean of women.

Two committees are now meeting;

one is dealing \\nth the senior

girls' rules and penalties they en-

counter, and the other is pulling

together a summary of all chang-

es which -will be prepared for pub-

lication in "Calling All Girls" and

distributed to all CC women next

year.

Some examples of possible re-

visions in the senior i-ules include

the questions of senior keys and

equitable penalties. That the girls

each check, out their key from a

board in the head resident's room

seems to be "much more dangerous

than checking out a key to a girl

for the whole year," explained

Miss Roberts. There were also

penalties with the senior hours that

were overlooked or could not be

foreseen, so the committee will at-

tempt to discover what kinds of

infractions have been made and

will set the penalties for these in-

fractions.

Besides the new changes in girls'

liours this year, there has been an

oven bigger switch in the dorm

system. There are now four senior

houses since Ticknor, with a capa-

city of 37 girls, will become a sen-

ior dorm next fall. All freshman

girls will be housed in Loomis, and

sophomores and juniors will have

a choice among McGregor, Bemis,

Montgomery Hall—the French

House, Max Kade—the German
House, and a new Spanish House.

There will be room in Loomis

Hall for one or possibly two wings

of upperclass girls if it is neces-

sary. One of the main reasons for

the" big change is that 225, as op-

posed to a usual 180, freshman

girls have been admitted next fall.

Karen Metzger, AWS president

this year, has been very pleased

with the new changes. "Everything

has worked out beautifully," she

said. "Incoming freshman girls ex-

pect this kind of dorm (Loomis)

and expect roommates. In fact, 75

percent of this year's freshman

girls wanted roommates. Girls are

more independent by the end of

the freshman year and need more

time to themselves. Then it is a

privilege to liave a single room."

WAA Gymkhana
To Be Sunday
The annual WAA Gymkhana

will be held this Sunday, April 23,

at Mark Reiner's Stables in Austin

Bluffs, beginning at 1 p.m. The

last scheduled athletic event of the

year for women students, the Gym-
khana will feature competition be-

tween teams representing the sor-

orities and the independent women.
Ribbons will be awarded to indivi-

dual winners in each event, in ad-

<iition to an overall award for the

first-place team.

The Gymkhana, which is under

the direction of Lucy Monroe and

Lindy Cree, will be comprised of

two equitation classes, barrel rac-

ing, goat-tying, and numerous

comic relays. In addition, a girls'

drill team will perform.

All students are cordially invited

to attend.

Cheerleaders Chosen
Six Colorado Coilege cheerlead-

ers have been chosen for the 1967-

If'fiS season. These include junior,

LuAnn Rugg; sophomores, Janet

Benson and Priscilla Ryder; and

freshmen, Julie Brinton, Cathy

Shiramizu, and Penny Anderson.

Another important reason for

the change is that it would be eas-

ier for tiie frosh girls and boys to

have functions. "The wings are

more convenient and match Slo-

cum's in size," Miss Metzger ex-

plained. "The trend may be estab-

lished and we can have a lot more
fun as a campus."
When asked how she felt about

the accomplishments of the year

in general, she commented: "the

neatest thing about the year has

been the interest. Last year I ran

unopposed for president and there

were few applicants for the other

offices. This year we had a good
election. At least people know
what it is—they see that there is a

lot of potential in the organiza-

tion (AWS) and they can do a lot

to rule themselves. It is good to see

that thev are willing and interest-

ed."

Another area which shows this

rise of interest, according to Miss

Metzger, was the selection of hall

presidents and freshman hall coun-

selors. The presidents have already

been chosen by AWS: Loomis,

Candi Morris, president; and Pam
Shipp, vice-president; McGregor,

Babs Walton, president; and Bemis,

Hannah Palmer, president.

All girls who have applied to be-

come freshman counselors are go-

ing through the process of evalua-

tion by their head resident, hnll

|iresident, and finally an interview

with Dean Moon. The applications

will then be sent to Judicial Board
and the final decision is the Dean's
with the recommendation of JB.

All the counselors will be selected

within two weeks.
Fifty-three girls have applied

for the positions, an all-time high.

Karen Metzger gave her reasons

for this high number: 1) There is

an interest in the new system, for

"there will be one counselor per

wing and they will all be in Loomis.

It's a tough job and everybody is

shooting from the belt on it." 2)

"more kids are interested in coun-

seling per se." 3) The girls will be

paid half their room for the job.

"The pay has a certain amount to

do with it, but a girl can actually

make more hashing."

Pat Stensaas, AWS president-

elect said. "Hopefully we will have

no big changes next year, but will

see that all the present changes re-

main workable." Her goal for next

year is to see "all the activity

start," and she plans to "take the

stress off rules and put it on ac-

tivities. Will the girls be interested

in reviewing the AWS program
now? For example, is the Hallo-

ween party for the orphans a

worthwhile project?" With the pre-

sent interest remaining, Miss Sten-

saas feels that AWS should be

able to really get things done.

Food Services Work
To ImproveAtmosphere
Music to eut Rastall Food by"

and "tablecloths on every table,"

recent innovations in the dining

hall facilities, are only a part of

the plans which Mrs. Elvin Gentry

and the Food Service are making

in an attempt to make dining in

Rastall Center and Taylor Dining

Hall more pleasant for students.

Mrs. Gentry, whose husband is a

Professor of Spanish at CC, feels

that one of the most important as-

pects of a dining hall is its atmos-

phere and that the atmosphere in

CC's lunchrooms can be improved.

At the suggestion of Mr.

playmg of taped music duiing din-

ners, Mr. Berry's staff has begun
putting tablecloths on all the tables

and has experimented with the

lighting of the halls. They feel

that by adding a few more "civi-

lized touches" to their sei-vices

they will be able to make meal
hours a time to relax rather than

a time in which students feel com-

pelled to rush through their meals

and go back to their dorms.

Mrs. Gentry has noticed much
favorable student reaction to the

"civilization program" in the din-

ng halls and hopes that students

Broughton of the Business office ^^ill continue to cooperate and to
"

' ~ '
' - make sug'gestions to her or to the

Food Service. She asked that

anyone who would like to make
suggestions contact her at Jack-

son House.

IFC Officers

Announced
Tlie following have been elected

t^ offices on the Inter-Fratemity
Council for 1967-1968: Dave Schaf-
fer, president; Mike Washko, vice-

Pvesident; Mike Johnson, secretary;

^nd Jim Garcia, treasurer.
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_.nd of Mr. Berry, head of the

Food Service, she has been de-

signing some experimental plans

with the aim of making dining at

CC a pleasant, if not unique, ex-

peiience. In conjunction with the

Professor Afkhami

To Analyie Politics

Of the Middle East
Professor Gholam R. Afkhami,

the flnal lecturer of the Asian

Studies Committee's present sea-

son, will spealc Monday, April 24,

on "Democracy and Authoritarian-

ism in the IVIiddle East." A citizen

of Iran, Afkhami has done exten-

sive study in the comparative poli-

tics and public administration of

the Middle East.

Afkhami did his graduate work

at the University of California and

taught there from 1959 until 1961.

He then became a member of the

faculty of the Defense Language

institute of Monterey, California,

where he served until joining the

CC political science faculty in 196G.

His lecture will begin at 7:30 in

Olin Hall 1.

First CCCA Meeting

To Be Held Tuesday
The first meeting of the CCCA

will be held Tuesday, April 25, at

4:00 p.m. The meeting, which is

open to all interested students will

be held in the Board of Trustees

meeting room in Armstrong Hall.

Applications Due

For Counselors, RA's
Applications for Dorm Coun-

selors and Resident Assistants are

due at the Rastall Desk by noon

tomorrow, April 22.

: I N C E 18 7?

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

UT UJEST
/iuiS^ S' omZi»ft^^

FRI. & SAT. ONLY
"THE HOURS OF LOVE"
Modern Italian Comedy

.FLIJSK
Trumpel"

e^i-Z^ Mendez

LINDA BORGESON RECEIVES DIRECTION from Becky Palnfer for

the Children's Theatre production of "Prince Fairyfoot" to be pre-

sented Friday, April 21, at 8 p.m. and Saturday, April 22, at 10 a.m.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

§
Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-balced PIZZA

COOR5 on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher

$1.25
n Town for

Our (omous Collar .voiloblo lor lorge Iral.cnily or dor,

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!
portiaj.

"We can't make it any more

than a college dining hall, but we

can make it more pleasant," com-

mented Mrs. Gentry. "We hope

students will continue to react

favorably to these changes and
others we will be initiating in the

near future."

Astrologer's Last

Night Scheduled
The ASTROLOGER will be open

for the last night of the season

this Saturday. Hours; Friday, 9:00

to 12:30; Saturday, 3:00 to 1:30.

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 I 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Discount Cash and Carry

1171/2E.

Cache La

The Personal Touch!

Poudre
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CSC Outbats Tigers 2-1
The Colorado College baseball

team dropped a heartbreaker to

Colorado State College last Mon-
day aftemoon. Tlie game was
marked by fine pitching- on the part

of both hurlers, Craig Clayberg

for the Tigers and Paul Masimer

for the Beai-s.

Clayberg did an excellent job on

the mound for CC, allowing only

five hits, while walking only three,

one of which was intentional. The

Lacrosse Team
Wins Against DU,

Falls to Stanford
The CC Lacrosse team picked

up a win and a loss this past week,

moving their record to 4 and 1.

Both games were tough for the

team because of a preceeding four

day lay-off.

Saturday a strong Denver Uni-

versity team fell after an hour's

battle for the lead. CC fired in 13

goals thanks to ace-gunners Bruce

Beaton (4) and Jon Nicolaysen (3).

Freshman Don Peterson banged

the nets for two and senior speed-

ster Nick Hare combined one goal

with tliree assists,

Scott Larkin paced DU's 11 with

five goals and one assist. The out-

standing reflexes of their goalie

cut off shot after shot from our

gunners.

Sunday CC went to Denver be-

cause of local field conditions to

take on a powerful Stanford club.

Time ran out with the score 8-5,

CC's five coming from strongmen
MuTiroe and Davis and defenseman

Doug King.

Next Saturday the Tigers will

face a fast Denver Lacrosse Club.

Tiger thrower whiffed nine as he

went the route. The Greeley nine

did their damage in the fifth and

seventh innings as they scored one

in each.

In the top of the fifth Colorado

State College drew first blood as

they tallied on a single. The Tigers

came riglit back in its half of the

frame to tie the game. John Geny
led off with a wall; and stole sec-

ond. Stu Hanchett collected an

RBI as he singled home Geny but

was tagged out at second as he

tried for the extra base on the

tlirow to the plate.

In the seventh inning the Bears

scored what was to be the winning

i-un. Clayberg walked Masimer and
on a foiled pick-off attempt the

Greeley runner advanced to second.

He then stole third and scored on

a wild pitch.

The Tigers appeared to spark in

the ninth inning as catcher L. D
Elarton doubled with only one out.

With the tying I'un on second, CC
could not stroke the single for the

score. The game ended as two
Tigers filed out.

Outfielder Mel Proctor wielded

the big stick for the Tigers as he

collected two hits in four times to

the plate. Elarton, Greg Ken, Stu

Hanchett, and Warner Reeser col-

lected one hit apiece.

Managerial Post

Open at Astrologer
Would you like an exciting, fun-

filled, challenging experience in

restaurant management? If so, ap-

plications are available at Rastall

Desk for prospective managers of

next year's ASTROLOGER. The
deadline is Friday. April 28.

DU Netters

Down CC 8-1
Denver University easily swept

by the Colorado College tennis

team in total points, downing the

Tigers 8-1. The Tigers, however.
were close in many individual

matches, proving themselves as one

of the top teams in the state.

Tyler Makepeace scored the lone

point by winning his number six

singles: G-2, 7-9, 6-4. John Bod-
dington and Doug Wheat also were
able to extend their matches to

three sets and gave their opponents

a tough match. P. J. Anderson,
Ray Yost and Mark Moyle lost re-

spectively by scores of 6-3, 6-0, G-3;

and 6-3, 6-2, 6-1.

In the number one doubles John
Boddington and Ray Yost played

an exciting and excellent match be-

fore bowing to DU's top team of

John Hagon and Jack Schwartz,
6-4, 6-3. Anderson and Moyle lost

6-2, 6-1 in the number two doubles,

while Makepeace and Wheat lost

in straight sets in the third doub-

les position.

Today the Tigers face a good
team from Colorado State College

at 2:00 p.m. at the Garden of the

Gods and tomorrow travel to Colo-

rado State University, a team
which, the last time they met, gave
the Tigers a rugged match before
succumbing 5-4.

Snow Delayed Meet

Planned for April 27
A triangle track meet scheduled

for last Saturday, April 15, and
postponed because of the snow-
storm, will ,be run off Thursday,
April 27, at Washburn Field, Colo-
rado College.

Participating will be Colorado
College, Colorado School of Mines,
and Fort Carson, Tiger's Coach
Frank Flood said.

Wednesday, April 19, the CC
track team will compete in a tri-

angle meet with Air Force Aca-
demy Freshmen and Trinidad Jun-
ior College at the Academy.

i4athau>atf,i

Irr.por+ed Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Cme ih a\n4 St0U>Ae ! !

The Oif-Campus Gift Botique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jevtrelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824 Vz N. Tejon Street
—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

"your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a Short WaVi from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

First Annual

m.m oRtr
9-1, April 29. 1967, Iron Springs Chateau

$1 .50— Stag PAY
AT THE DOOR $2.00— Couple

ABSOLUTELY NO ONE ADMITTED WITHOUT A COSTUME

•^ Live Band ! ! ^^

Lights! Movies! Yes, Jerry the Cop will be There!

Featuring The Nickel Bag

*Except if accompanied by a parent. Sponsored by The Committee to Kick A Dead Horse
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Parents Weekend Offers Variety
The Tenth Annual Parent;^'

Weekend got under way yesterday

afternoon with registration in

Armstrong Hall and the opening

of the Marx Colloquium. Parents

of Colorado College students from
throughout the United States are

expected to participate in the four-

day event.

Programs and activities, designed

tn introduce the parents to a wide

spectrum of campus life, have been

scheduled. These include a Presi-

ijent's Ball, a songfest, a chuck

wagon picnic, an Italian banquet,

a quiz bowl, a play, and many
sports events.

Early-arriving pai'ents attended

the opening of the Marx colloquium

at 11 EL.ni. Thursday in the Arm-
strong Hall auditorium. Continuing
today, this colloquium is focussed

on a modern reappraisal of the
ideas and influence of Marxism.

Parents will have opportunities

to evaluate the college's intellect-

ual program by attending classes

today and tomorrow, and the

Quiz Bowl in Olin Hall No. 1 at

3:30 Saturday afternoon, when the

1967 Student Champions will be

pitted against an All-Star Fac-

ulty team.
Tonight features the Theatre

Workshop production "The Knack"
at 8 p. m. in Armstrong Hall, and
the President's Ball. The dance,

planned by a student committee

THE CHAMPION STUDENT QUIZ BOWL team of Jay Shelton,

Wally Bacon, Skip Clark and Jack Barryhill will compete against the

Faculty All-Star Team as part of this weekend's festivities.

Prof. Afkhami Evaluates

Society of Middle East
The economic, moral, and politi-

i.-ai problems of the Middle East, an
area whose boundaries are always
somewhat nebulous, were discus-

sed by Professor Gholam R. Afk-
hami in the final Asian Studies

Committe lecture of the season
last Monday, April 24, in Olin 1.

After settling upon an arbitrary

definition of the Middle East, Pro-

fessor Afkhami examined first the

recent history of Egypt to indicate

the general trend of most of the

ii;itions in that part of the world.

Unable to shake the people to

action following a coup in 1952,

Egyptian officials were faced with
problems of illiteracy, poverty,
and fanaticism among certain

groups. Thus, any hope for immed-
iate amelioration of Nasser's re-

public was unfortunately out of
the question.

Applying Egypt's problems to

surrounding nations, Professor Af-
ffhami, himself a Persian, describ-
ed nationalistic elements in the
3rea as primarily anti-colonialistic.

Communism has entered as a re-

sponse to "the exigencies of eco-
nomic development." Socialism,
^t least according to Nasser, is a
communal effort to raise the stand-
^'<l of living. Afkhami conceded
that "economic improvement and
Social development demand social-
ism."

The intelligentsia of the Middle
East, for the most part a "cultural
liybvid," helped bring about the
moral crisis. "Language has only
served to perpetuate the dichotomy
t'etween culture and life." The
pt'ople do not share equal social
status, since the rift between the
y^i'y rich and the very poor is

''ighteningly wide.
The political crisis is mainly the

'^siilt of the other two. Many peo-
ple have different ideas as to how
the situation can be improved,
which gives the obseiwer a feeling
°f futility about the worth of any

new proposals. Since "government
is the machine for change," the

choice between democracy and
authoritarianism becomes very im-

portant. Afkhami pointed out that

"without a broad base of consen-

sus, democracy cannot work," so

Middle East politicians will have
to be careful not to impose their

personal beliefs upon millions of

others.

Afkhami sees a "universal

good," along the lines of Platonic

thought, evolving among not only

Middle East countries but the en-

tire world. But "the gap between
the have and have not nations is

apparently rising." For democracy
to be meaningful in that part of

the world, it "must grow out of

the desires of many."

Campus Groups

Compete for

Songfest Honors
Tomorrow night, April 29, Shove

Chapel will ring with the polished

voices of various ensembles repre-

senting five fraternities, four sor-

orities, and several independents

in Songfest, part of the Parents'

Weekend ftstivities.

Drinking songs, blues, and Beat-

le standards are just a few of the

types of offerings to be heard. Jud-

ges for the competition are the

follomng local music exponents:

Edmund Ladouceur, of the Catho-

lic Chapel at the Air Force Aca-
demy; Martha Booth, a teacher at

Harrison High School in Colorado

Springs; and Charles Morgeson,
director of the choir at the Fii-st

Methodist Church in the Springs.

A prestigious award will be giv-

en the winners, says coordinator

Jim Swanson, an incentive that

should sharpen the competition.

CCCA Considers Pub Board By-Laws

And Off-Campus Housing Report

with co-chairmen Karen Metzger,
Gary Ceriani, and David Schaffer,
begins at 9 p. m. in the Broad-
moor International Center. Two
bands will play concurrently;
Flyod Frame's 13-piece ensemble
will concentrate on slow tempos,
while Ricky Winn and the Royals
have been brought in for fast

dancing. Dress will range from
dark suits to tuxedos for the men,
and from cocktail to formal dress
for the ladies.

The annual Songfest, at 8

p. m. in Shove Chapel, highlights
Saturday's activities. Fraternities,

sororities and independents will

compete in small and large group
divisions, and during intermission,

Blue Key and Cap and Gown,
service and honor fraternities for

men and women, will tap new
members.

Several receptions are planned
for parents, faculty and students.

The Pan-Hellenic and Intra-Fra-
ternity Councils will hold a recep-

tion from 4 to G p. m. Saturday
afternoon, and the Associated Wo-
men Students and the Men's Resi-

dence Hall Association will spon-

sor another one later that eve-

ning.

Sunday morning, Douglas A.

Fox, assistant professor of relig-

ion, will speak on "The Shape and
the Spirit" in Shove Chapel. The
Hilton Martin Trio, a campus in-

strumental group, will entertain

guests at the Rastall Center
brunch from 10 a. m. to 1 p. m. that

day.

Sports events are scheduled

throughout the weekend. Colorado

College, Colorado School of Mines
and Fort Carson competed in a

track meet yesterday on Washburn
Field. The CC baseballers host the

University of Denver this after-

noon at 3:00 and the US Air Force

Academy team Sunday, at 2:00

p.m. at Memorial Park. A lacrosse

game between the Tigers and the

University of Colorado Buffaloes

is planned for 2 p.m. Saturday af-

ternoon at Washburn Field. The

Tigers and the Buffaloes will also

compete in a golf tournament to

begin at 1 p.m. Sunday on the

Broadmoor course.

The CCCA discussed and voted
on the appointment of a secretary
to the Association and the revised
by-laws of tlie Publicity Boni-d in
their first meeting on April 25 in
Armstrong Hall. Along with tKese
issues, the Student Advisory Com-
mittee on Off-Campus Apartments
presented to the Association the
recommendations which they had
given to President Worner.

'

The Administration was repre-
sented by President Worner, Dean
Curran, Dean Reid, and Dean
Moon. Representatives from the
faculty were Professors Drake,
Fischer, Mertz and Dnvisson.

In their fii-st action as a body,
the Triple-CA nominated aiid
elected Dell Rhodes as secretary
to the Association.

Following this election, Ray
Jones and Jerry Hancock presented
the Publication Board's revised by-
laws. Two new additions were
brought before the Association.
They were contained under the
heading of Duties and Powers.
The first was, "The Tiger has the
responsibility to report the social,
athletic, and academic actiWties.
This responsibility lies with the
editor." The second was "The edi-

tor of the Kinnikinnik has the re-

sponsibility to seek and encourage
contribution to the literary maga-
zine."

In the discussion of the by-laws,
the Association decided that the
section stating that "The editors
of the Student Handbook and New
Faces must live in the vicinity of
the College during their terms of

office,"\vag to be deleted.

With these changes, the CCCA
decided to disband the Student
Handbook as it has existed in the

past. In its place, the Administra-
tion is to send out a Student Hand-
book of its own. The students are

to produce a S(„ri,.,„ iUMv as a
special edition of the Tiger. An edi-
tor is to be selected for this pur-

^3^00"'^ ^"" ^^ ^"''' " ^*'P^"^ of

Finrilly, Skip Clark read to the
Association the i-ecommendations
which the Student Advisorv Com-
mittee on Off-Campus Housing had
made to President Wornor This
Committee acted in the absence of
any formal student association.
the Iriple-CA felt that the Com-
mittee had done well in obtaining

cross section of student opinion.
Uiis report, along with that of
tlie faculty is being considered by
President Worner and The Board
of Trustees. The final decision will
lie io,u-hed Saturday, April 2!).

New Members
Of Honor Council

Selected Tuesday
Doug Brown, I'hil Fearnside,

Diane Flesh, Faith Hughes, Bill
McDonald, Dell Rhodes, and Dave
Schaffer were elected to the Honor
Council Tuesday, April 25. They
will serve until the completion of
their Colorado College career.

Brown, Flesh, McDonald and
Schaffer are juniors; Fearnside,
Hughes and Rhodes are sopho-
mores. They replace graduating
seniors Bill Campbell, John Challk,
Dorothy Davies, Dennis Pendleton,
Ricky Robbins, Sylvia Thorpe, and
Tom Wolf.

Other members of the Honor
Council are Mike Johnston, presi-
dent; Jane Lubchenco, secretary;
and Chuck Buxton, Lance Clark,
Lana Coffman, Dave Friend, and
Gary Knight.

Class Elections to Be Held May 1;

Slate of Candidates Announced
Elections for next year's sen-

ior, junior, and sophomore class

officers will be held next Mon-
day, May 1, and runoffs, if needed,

will follow on Tuesday, May 2.

The polls will be open from 7 a. m.

to 7 p. m. in Rastall Center.

The elections will be held for

the offices of president, vice-

president, and secretary-treasurer

of each class.

!l

"Masked Ball and Orgy

To Swing Saturday Night

By Eben IMoulton

"Everyone is invited to the

Masked Ball and Orgy," stated

Rick Worden, party boss of the

Committee to Kick a Dead Horse,

"and that includes faculty and ad-

ministration."

The party will be given this Sat-

urday. April 29. from 9 p.m. to 1

a.m. at the iron Springs Chateau.

Cost is $l.;iO stag and $2.00 per

couple.

Any money made will be put

into a fund for another all-college

party.

The Nickel Bag will perform,

and there will be a stunning light

show.
The Masked Ball and Orgy is the

first all-college party in Colorado

College history that is not spon-

sored by an all-college organiza-

tion. In the past nothing has ever

gone on after Songfest, and this

party fills that void.

Though it is hoped that most

students will work up some sort of

costume to wear at the Ball, party

boss Worden maintained that no

one would be turned away at the

door if they were not wearing one.

"Everyone remembers the story of

the Emperor's New Clothes," stat-

ed Worden, "and if we don't see a

costume, we'll imagine it."

As provided by the CCCA, each
class president will be seated on
the new student government and
will be a voting member. The im-
portance of this office, therefore,
cannot be overemphaHized . The
other clasB officers are no less im-
portant in the functions they serve
in their respective clasBes,

The ballot is as follows:

Class of 1968

President: Roger Good, Bill Mc-
Donald, Bill Woodard.

Vice-President: Jany Lind, John
Miazga, Dick Stevenson, Pat Tur-
ney.

Secretary-Treasurer: Gin! Craw-
ford, Hannah Palmer.

Class of 1969
President: Don Gibag, Jim Grif-

fith, Kirk Thomas,
Vice-President: Jan Beaver,

Harry Durham, Craig Nelson.
Seci'etary - Treasurer: Diane

Hoffman.
Class of 1970

President: Alan Pearce, Cal

Simmons.
Vice-President: Ron Kemp,

Charlie Mayfield, Karl Vogel.

Secretary - Treasurer: Dave
Cherry, Mary Ann Hamilton, Lois

Henke, Carolyn Mertz.

Kappas Honored
Delta Zfta chapter of Kappa

Kappa Gamma, snowbound during

it.s province convention in Albu-

querque, New Mexico, April 14-15,

was presented with the preponder-

ance of convention awards Satur-

day.
Province Director of Chapters

Mrs. Wilbur Pryor announced that

the Colorado College chapter had
been named Outstanding Chapter

and had won trophies for Best

Publication and Best Scholarship

I^rogram. The awards are made
for the two-year period since the

last convention, when Delta Zeta

Kappas won in publication and all-

around categories.
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A Challenge for the CCCA
Tomorrow President Woraer and the Board of Trustees

will announce their findings and final decision concerning the

question of off-campus apartments. Tliis decision, no matter

whether it favors tlie EA proposal or not, will not end the

controversy wliich came into the open on February 3. As a

result, we feel that some definite planning on tlie part of the

infant CCCA is necessary in this situation.

If the decision made does not allow off-campus apart-

ments, many students will begin planning future action. If

we are to behave as responsible students, the actions we take

must be organized and responsible. Boycotts and other mili-

tant action, while voicing displeasure, will not cause tlie de-

cision to be changed. The CCCA as the students' voice in

administrative matters must, therefore, be the means through

which work is done to have the decision clianged. It should

devise an altemative plan whicli would be suitable to both

administration and students and then must actively work

to have its proposal considered.

Devising a new proposal is a long-term operation. The

CCCA, however will have some more immediate problems to

consider. It has the ojiportunity to use and develop tlie power

it has been given by the students by coordinating all im-

mediate student response. It has the duty to assure respon-

sible action by all students while not denying anyone the

opportunity to protest. The CCCA's actions in the next week
may well detemiine its potency as a campus government. If

it fails in this task it will lose the respect of both students

and administi'ation and by so doing, relegate itself to a po-

sition of ASCC ineffectiveness.

^^Masked Ball and Orgy ??

While the Tiger usually does not boost commercial ven-
tures on its editorial page, we feel that the "Masked Ball and
Orgy" merits some praise on the part of the campus. For the

first time in memory, a non-official campus group has taken
it upon itself to organize a social event for the entire cam-
pus. Organized on a non-profit basis, the dance is the kind
of event for which students are continually stating their
desire. We hoped the "IMasked Ball and Orgy" is a success
and that it will lead the way for more events of a similar
nature on the CC campus.

Feiff er

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

"He died, beloved, revered, and
mounied by millions of revolution-

ary fellow workers from the mines

of Siberia to the coasts of Califor-

nia . . . his name and his work
will endure through the ages."

Fredrieh Engels.

In March of 1883, many iieople

would have doubted the immortal-

ity of the slum dwellei-. In April

of 1967, few would. His works
have been discussed, perverted,

"i-evised," and molded into a rev-

olutionai-y doctrine that has spread
from Siberia to Califomia, from
the jungles of Panama to the jun-

gles of Vietnam, from Prague to

Peiping. Yes. Comrade, the Moor
is immortal.

This week marks the Centennial

of Karl Marx'i5 Das Kapital. The
college community is paying trib-

ute to the great man with a two
day colloquium. Mai-i will be dis-

cussed as a revolu-tionary, an econ-

Shove Chapel

Sunday, April 30, 1967

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"The Shape and the Spirit"

Preacher

:

Professor Douglas A. Fox

Worship Leader:
Professor Kenneth Burton

Institutions and traditions usual-

ly arise out of the dynamic move-
ment of culture. At first they share

in the life of the people who use
them, and they help to direct and
fulfill that life. But eventually they

have a tendency to become obso-

lete—life moves on, but none of its

energy enlivens the now entrenched
institution. Part of the domestic
crisis in the United States today
may be seen as the attempt, on the

part of some, to break free of ob-

solescence. The sermon this Sun-
day will discuss some aspects of

this "revolution" as it affects tra-

ditions of Christian behavior.

Sears Ariicie Postponed

Bob Sears' column will not ap-
pear in this week's Tiger due to

his contraction of an illness and
his subsequent removal to the
Boettcher Infirmary.

Mr. Sears' column will appear
in next week's Tiger.
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omist, and a philosopher. These
three traits combine to make Karl
Marx one of history's outstanding
.i^ocial critics.

Perhaps his most biting criticism

is in Chapter ten of Das Kapita!,

"The Working Day." This chapter
contains first hand reports that
expose working conditions during
England's period of rapid indus-

trialization. Por example, there is

an account of a father who car-
ried his seven year old son on his

back through the snow so that the
boy wouhl be sure to get his 16
hours per day job. Or the report
of a committee considering labor
legislation that factory owners
found a 12 hour day "unsuitable"
and would only accept a 15 hour
working day. The factory o\vners
did offer to stop the assembly line

for dinner. By such examples.

Marx was trying to arouse the
conscience of England to the social

and economic plight of the lowest
class.

The story of the boy and thn

factory owner shows that besides
suggesting such "radical" mea-
sures as the inevitable fall of cap-

italism and the proletarian revolu-

tion, Marx was interested in bet-

tering the workers' conditions

while waiting for the revolution.

In fact, this may be his most im-

portant contribution.

Where the socialists are in con-

trol, such as in England and Ger-
many, they are not interested in

revolution but social reform.
Adam Smith's capitalism is col-

lapsing, not by revolution but by
the need for solutions to the prob-
lems that began with the little

boy and the factory owner.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Free Student Action Com-

mittee was established for the stu-

dents. There are many ideas held
by different students on campus.
The Free Student Action Com-
mittee is interested in gathering
these interests and formulating ac-
tivities that would be beneficial to

the campus.

The Free Student Action Com-
mittee met Tuesday night to con-
sider future activities. FSAC has
previously discussed activities that
students were interested in doing
and came up with the following
ideas for next year:

(1) The need to continue bring-
ing speakers to Colorado College
to speak on various subjects such
as I'eligion, politics, literary criti-

cism, etc.

(2) The establishment of a bi-

weekly newspaper that would con-

tain; (a) articles from other
school newspapers—what they are
doing and thinking; (b) quotes and
articles from contemporary books
and magazines ; and (c ) student
feelings toward various issues.

(3) The need to sponsor movies
of various types.

(4) The need to bring musical
groups to the campus.

(Jj) The need to establish a cen-

tral student-run information table

concerning cun-ent topics of col-

lege and national interest.

(G)The need to publish question-

naires to find the general concen-
sus of opinion on campus towards
particular issues {also worldly is-

sues).

(7) The need for a possible

weekly social publication and more
all-school intellectual beer busts

(?).
These are the proposals that in-

terest the FSAC. However, we feel

more student opinion on these

ideas is needed. If you are inter-

ested in expressing some of youi

ideas or just learning what these

ideas are come to the next FSAC
meeting, Thursday, May 4, 7:00

p. m. in Eastall Center. — FSAC
Publications Committee

To the Editor:

The school elections held thi-ee

weeks ago to elect officers and re-

presentatives-at-large for the CC-
CA were indeed encoui'aging. Tu
say the least, no other activity at

this institution has ever enjoyed
greater support.

To me, this strikes a very opti-

mistic note. The CCCA has per-

haps overcome one of its greatest

obstacles—that of gaining student
support. Having seemingly gained

that support, the newly elected

members are now charged with th*-

responsibility of representing the

desires of those who supported
them and, presumably, therefon^

trust in them to carry out their

new duties to the best of their

abilities.

But the need for student sup-

port did not end with the CCC-A.

elections. The upcoming class of-

ficer elections are every bit as im-

portant. In particular, the presi-

dent of each class will be a voting-

member of the CCCA, and he will

therefore be another link between
the students and their government,
which hopefully will address it-

self directly to the administration
on issues of vital concern to the

students.

Don't let yourself down now.
Support your class elections!

Sincerely,

Bill McDonald
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Spanish House to Open Next Fall
Along with faculty advisor, F.

Rodman Ganser of the Spanish
department, interested girls have
organized a Spanish House for

next fall. Mullet House on Wood
Avenue, ne.xt door to Max Kade
House, will be transformed. The
list of 13 girls to live in the house
has already been compiled, includ-

ing a list of alternates in case

someone drops out or transfers.

The house mother has also been
chosen: Mrs. Felisa Llorente. She
is a Cuban and the mother of

Herving Madruga of the French
department.

Mark Lane's Lecture

On Death of Kennedy

Scheduled for May 12
Mark Lane, author of Rush to

Judgment and a critic of the War-
ren Commission's report on the as-

siisination of President Kennedy,
will speak Friday night, May 12,

;it Colorado College.

Lane was scheduled to speak
Thursday, April 13, but the lecture

was cancelled due to the severe

snowstorm which moved into the

Pikes Peak Region that day.

His appearance here is co-spon-

sored by the Colorado College For-

um Committee and Pi Gamma Mu
fiaternity. He will speak in Arm-
stiong Hall instead of Shove
Chapel, site for the original talk.

Lane spent the last week of

March in New Orleans in close

contact with District Atomey Jim
Garrison, who is making his own
investigation into the assassina-

tion. The two agree that President
Kennedy's death involved more
than Lee Oswald.

Parents' Weekend
Activities Feature

'The Knack' Tonite
One of the major events of Par-

ents' Weekend is Theatre Work-
shop's production of The Knack.
The play which is being performed
in Theatre 32 of Armstrong Hali,
will be presented tonight at 8:00
and tomorrow afternoon at 1:30.

A three-act comedy which takes
place in London, The Knack, re-

volves around Tolen, who's got the
knack (of getting girls); Colin,
who wants the knack, having had
only two girls in two years ("Some
of us have more girls in two
days," says the arrogant Tolen);
Tom, who wants to make sure that
Colin doesn't become the ass
Tolen is, and by dint of whose
energetic non-sequiturs much of
the true comedy of the play is ex-
emplified; and Nancy, who blun-
ders into the quiet madhouse
where the three live and becomes
convinced that she has been raped
by someone—anyone—please.

It has been acclaimed as; "an
original and demented romp . . . in-

genious . . . spontaneous . .
." It

is all these and more, for the
authoress' subtlety always permits
another nuance to every line and
gesture in the crafted yet spirited
play. Like the best comedies, it

is, on more than one level, funny,
funny, funny.
The cast includes Keith Cunning-

'lam as Tom, Rob Scott as Colin,
Chris Gibbs as Tolen, and Corky
Mathews as Nancy. The play is

under the direction of Joe Mattys;
and is, as with all TW produc-
tions, free of admission charge to
the CC community and their
f^niilies.

Peace Corps Test

Dates Announced
r'eace Corps Tests will be given

''-n April 29, May 20, and June 17

l^
1:30 p.m. at the local Post Of-

fice.

-application forms are available
^t Dr. Sondermann's Office, Pal-

J^ei- 35, and a listing of Peace
Corps Test Centers can be found
on the Political Science Department
Eniletin Board in Palmer Hall,
^found-floor Northeast comer.

Mr. Ganser said that the girl^

"have all sorts of ideas. We have

invited the Spanish Ambassador
in Washington to come to the ded-

ication." The group has also looked

into the possibility of getting funds

from the Spanish government for

a flag, maps, books, and other

things for the house.

Another idea is to form a Span-

ish Club in order that men on

campus and girls not living in the

house may participate in the func-

tions. They hope to have social

functions as well as speakers and

possibly teas.

All the girls will speak Span-

ish exclusively while in the house
with the help of the house mother.

Mr. Ganser emphasized that "any-

one who does not speak Spanisli

in the house will automatically be

kicked out."

An organizational meeting has

been set for Way 2, at 11 a. m.,
in 315 Armstrong Hall for all the
girls living in the Spanish House
next fail.

CC Takes Honors

In Novice Debate

At CU Tournament
The novice debate team of Bill

Hyde and Al Sulzenfuss took sec-

ond place honors in the fii-st an-

nual Rocky Mountain Novice De-
bate Tournament held Saturday.

April 22, on the Denver Center

campus of the University of Colo-

rado. Hyde and Sulzenfuss, unde-

feated in four preliminary rounds,

defeated a University of Denver
team in the semi-finals before fall-

ing in the final round to a team
from Northern Arizona University

at Flagstaff.

A second CC team, Marilyn

Moon and Trish Fischbach, also ad-

vanced to the semi-finals and there-

by tied with the University of

Denver for third place in the tour-

nament. Other novice teams repre-

senting CC were Hunt Kooiker and
Jeff Bauer, Sue Gross and John
Muth. Eleven colleges from four
states— Arizona, Colorado, Texas,
and Wyoming— were represented
at the tournament.

Dr. RuthWidmayer Discusses

"Revisionist" Russian Politics

Revisionism is the most accurate
way to describe the political atmos-
phere in Russia, according to Dr.

Ruth Widmayer, who spoke to an
intimate gathering of 25 persons
in Olin lounge on Thursday, April
20. A Ph.D. from Harvard and a
Fullbright professor in India, Dr.

Widmayer spoke encouragingly of

peaceful relations between Com-
munist bloc and Western nations.

She emphasized that there are
no real barriers between the two;
"live and let live has replaced
chauvinism," she said. Having
visited Asia on several occasions,

the professor from Colorado Wo-
men's College depicted a mistreat-
ed China that until very recently

has not been dealt with fairly by

the West. "China is reacting to a
century of humiliation," she com-
mented. "Not until 1943 did we
have an equal treaty with her."

Dr. Widmayer pointed out that
Russia is beginning to feel the
emergence of revisionism, as "mid-
dle-class values — respectability,

gentility, and good manners" rise

to the surface. The great dicho-
tomy between East and West "be-

gan to disintegrate when commun-
ism left Russia's borders." Russia
has actually played a role in pro-

moting world peace—they helped
bi-ing about peace in tlie Tashkent
dispute, kept Egypt somewhat out
of Israel, and helped settle the

Cypress problem, according to Dr.

Widmayer.
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r*niKA GLASSES .PITCHERS, KECS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . .

COMPLETE 1.2B SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD (or .66

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4691

DICK STEVENSON LOOKS ON with apparent displeasure as dish-

washer Cal Simmons finds a comfortable place to sit during his long

hours in the dishroom.

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
tou'U discover college stmlent supplies in

oarietij and abundance only 3li blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

mHPH;. OFFICE SUPPLY

aempuhco bl6 N. Tejon

Opening Next Week

another

MAR RU, Inc.

in the former location of the Cavalier Shop

833 NORTH TEJON

Featuring the Famous Labels You Know . . .

DRESSES

Gay Gibson

Jonothan Logan

Country Junior

LINGERIE

Vanity Fair

Van Raalte

SPORTSWEAR

Country Set

White Stag

Jantzen (also Swim Suits)

Russtogs

BLOUSES

Lady Manhattan
Lady van Heusen
Ship 'N Shore

a/so accessories and cosfume jewelry

Something New
Visit

The Colorado College Coke Corner
In our nev/ store where you can enjoy shopping.
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Columbia College Drops

Straight News to Heads

Wa r Is Kind

New York, N.Y.-{I.P.)~Coluin-

bia College recently took steps to

clear much of the fog of ignorance

that surrounds drug use on cam-

pus.

College Dean David B. Truman
sent each of tlie 2,700 students a

pamphlet titled "Drugs ... A
Professional Survey." The pamph-
let is a reprint of an article from
the May 1966 issue of Now York
Medicine, a periodical of the Medi-
ical Societ\' of the County of New
York.

The pamphlet details the various

types of drags and gives an ac-

counting of the dangers of each.

For example, it describes mariju-

ana as non-addicting, but adds the

caution that, "As a hallucinogen

... it can . . . produce all the un-

toward effects attributed to more
potent hallucinogens."

In a letter accompanying the

pamphlet, Dean Tniman told the

students that, while Columbia has
never had the serious drug prob-

lem present at some colleges, "we
would be failing in our obligation

to you if we did not provide you
with the best possible information

on these substances and responsible

counsel on the consequences of

theii- use."

The pamphlet, the letter contin-

ues, "is not the work of a bunch
of moss-backs trying to suppress
enthusiasm in the young, but a pro-

duct of professional medical tJiink-

ing, the best that we could locate.

"With respect to the 'highly po-

tent hallucinogen LSD,' whose use

to my certain knowledge," Dean
Truman said, "sometimes follows

experimentation with milder drugs,

note the clear indication that ics

effects cannot be confidently pre-

dicted even under carefully con-

trolled conditions. The danger of

acute psychosis is always present.

Su'ch ]-eactions can take place when
the drug is used only once, and
they can persist or reappear long

-Tfter such use."

Student reaction to the distribu-

tion of the pamphlet took on an at-

titude of grateful curiosity, in most
cases.

Leon R. Van Allen, a College

senior from Wichita, Kansas, said

he had read the pamphlet and that

he is "very pleased" that the

Dean's office is so concerned with
providing such infoiTnation with-

out there having existed any inci-

dence of drug use on campus to

prompt it to do so.

He added that he found the pam-
phlet "a bit boring, not like a
magazine article, but on the tech-

nical side."

Other typical student reactions

were that the pamphlet "told me a

lot of things I didn't know" and
that it was "a delightful, unusual
way for the Dean to play the 'in

loco parentis' game."

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 Eait Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5605

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executive Secretarial Course lor College Women
• General Secretarial Course
• Legal Secretarial Course

SUCCESSFUL •Electronics Technical Secretarial Course

SECRETARIES "Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
62.1% of students enrolled have tiad one to four years ot college

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 10, SEPT. 25

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutler Street, corner Powell

San Francisco, California 94102

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Discount Cash and Carry

1 171/2 E.

Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre

VISTA Workers Discuss Poverty
In an informal discussion, a

couple from VISTA. Mr. William

Wilson and his wife Maxine, told

a small group of students and

other interested persons about the

poverty problem that exists in the

city of Colorado Springs. In the

discussion on April 20, Mr. and

Mrs. Wilson related to the group

what VISTA was trying to do and

what barriers they had to over-

come in order to reach their goals.

They did not speak of the

wonderful job they might be

doing, nor did they offer -sign-up

sheets which students could

use to join. Rather, in an infonnal

discussion, they told a small group

of eight what was happening in

the city of Colorado Springs, what
they were attempting to do here,

and what the barriers were they

had to try to overcome.

VISTA does not act as a coun-

seling ser\ice. Mr. Wilson rnformed
the smalt group that the idea they

try to avoid is to be regarded as

a service which can be called on to

perform tasks. They do not work
from nine to five, five days a week.
Instead, they live with the people

with whom they are working.

In the city of Colorado Springs,

VISTA workers have organized a

council within the lower economic
class whose purpose is to get the

people to register and to vote, so

that they have some hand in those
factors which govern their own
lives. In brief, VISTA attempts to

organize the poor to help them-
selves.

Yet their task is a great deal
more difficult than it appears to

be. For in order to overcome pov-
ei-ty, those factors and barriers

that cause it must first be over-

come. Yet, what are these barriers,

and why do they exist? TJie Wil-
sons told both sides of the is-

sue. Determining factors are prev-

alent in both the wealthy and the

poor of the society.

In many cases, the poverty
stricken fail to recognize their own
situation, or they are totally apa-
thetic towards it. The feeling exists

that welfare agencies are fomied
for other pople. After being pov-
erty stricken for generations, fam-
ilies are scared of society and its

formalities. VISTA has to fight

the apathy which this feeling
causes and the idea that since the
community does not care about the
poor why should the poor care
about the community.

How does the community act to-

wards the problem of poverty ?

VISTA workers find it difficult to
gain support for their organiza-
tions. For various reasons com-
munity organizations, businessmen,
and, to the dismay of many,
churches failed to help.

In looking for a temporary
dwelling for meetings. VISTA
workers tried to procui-e the use of
a park building until they were
able to find a more permanent site.

They offered to pay for the use of
the dwelling, yet a community or-
ganization refused them on the

grounds that it existed as a meet-

ing place for a Boy Scout troop.

This in fact was true, but the

troop only used it a small part of

the time. This i*efusal to help again
was apparent in VISTA's attempt
to find a pemianent building. The
volunteers contacted 26 churches,

realtors, and businessmen, but
found only one man who was wil-

ling to rent them two run-dowm
quonset Ivuts.

Mr. Wilson felt the main reasons
for the lack of support were ig-

norance of the situation, individ-

uals not wanting to help unless
there was also the backing of

prominent citizens, and finally a
fear of disrupting a settled social

order. It was obvious from the dis-

cussion that these were major bar-

riers which had to be faced and
overcome before the poverty prob-
lem could be conquered.

Mrs. Wilson made it obvious that
poverty was caused by many fac-

tors. The community as well as
the poverty stricken must cooper-
ate in order to. overcome the prob-
lem. Unless there is support fi-om
both sides little can be accomp-
lished. Barriers must be crossed
and VISTA workers cannot do it

entirely on their own. Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson made it obvious that
it was a hard task, although not
impossible.

Armstrong Hall Reverberates

With We Five Electric Sound
By Dick Simon

Discarding their alleged style of
"thought and soul," a commercial
description which they hardly de-
sei-ved, the We Five reverberated

Moliere Comedy to Be Presented

By French Theatrical Company
The award winning French

theatrical company. Productions
d'Aujourd'hui, will present one
performance of Moliere's comedy,
"Les Fourberies de Scapin," on
May 5 in Armstrong Hall.

Sponsoring the program are the
Regional Arts and Humanities
Program and Colorado College. Al-
most all tickets have been taken
by the high school students in

French classes throughout the city,

but CC has been given a limited
number of tickets for students in

the upper division French courses.

Productions d'Aujourd'hui is

touring the United States under
the auspices of the French Consu-
late in New York.

Under the direction of Edmond
Tamiz the play was first presented
in 1965 and has been acclaimed ,by

the French press. Edmond Tamiz
has taken a "lively modern ap-
proach" to Moliere's work wi'itten

in 1671, although the actors per-
form in French with period sets

and costumes.

The setting of the play is Naples.

where two men, Octave and Lean-
dre, become entangled in love af-
fairs which lead to difficulties of
money and their fathers' disap-
proval. Scapin is the valet for one
of the fathers and manages to com-
plicate things comically but also
lielps the young men out of their
tangles with his aitful schemes.

"Les Foui-beries de Scapin" is

just the beginning of two days of
Fi-ench activities. Friday, May 6,
at noon, in Bemis Dining Hall,
there will be a luncheon for inter-
ested students and faculty. The
speaker will be M. Edouard Morot-
Sir, a French cultural counselor
and an official representative of
French universities in the U. S.

Then Saturday, May 7, is a re-
gional meeting of the American
Association of Teachers of French
on tliis campus. Their luncheon
speaker will be M. Robert Luc
who is Consul General of France.

During this time there will also
be a special showing in the Rare
Book Room, by Mark Lansburgh,
of three centuries of French Goth-
ic and Renaissance Art.

in a lively concert last Sunday,
April 23, in Armstrong auditor-

ium. A near-capacity crowd howled
its approval as the California

group' displayed a surprising ver-

satility with electronic sound.

Much of their effectiveness was
visual. Beverly Eivens, female vo-

calist, was scintillating in a tiger-

ish outfit, and her voice, warm
though possibly over-miked, was
equally disarming. John Chambers,
the seldom-mentioned sixth mem-
ber, got many laughs with his an-

tics behind the drums, and desev-

vingly got the most applause when
guitarist Jei^ry Burgan introduceil

the pei-forniers.

Subject to "folky" censure for

using amplifiers and for allowing

jazz tangents by Bob Jones, the

We Five seemed to get their point

across because of, rather than in

spite of, their explosiveness.
"Somewhere Beyond the Sea," "I

Can Never Go Home Again," and
their standard "You were on My
Mind" rocked the hall as singers,
guitars, and drums met head-on.
Only during "Tonight" and "Cast
Your Fate to the Wind," when
tenderness was desired, did a me-
tallic sound threaten to ruin the
effect.

Dilimmer Chambers' frivolity

during the group's a capella ren-

(Continucd on page seven)
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Lectern, Case and Easel

By Mark Lansburgh

In celebration of Parents' Week-

, II,], the Rare Book Room Exhibi-

tion is comprised of prints from

the College collection. They will

be on view Friday, Saturday until

noon, and all next week.

At the end of this first year's

acquisition program, more than

two dozen prints have been gath-

ered into the collection—the object

of which is to illustrate the history

of this art form.

The piece de resistance, Manta-

gena's Bacchanalian Group, comes

through the generosity of a long-

time supporter of the College, Mr.

Roy A. Davis. This exuberant

etching is one of a half dozen from

the hand of this important Renais-

sance painter. Rarely appearing on

the market, it curiously was re-

cently offered for sale by the Na-

tional Gallery of Art (Washing-

ton), along with two other irn-

pressive prints which Mr. Davis

acquired for the College: Lucas

Cranach's Christ Bearing the

Cross (a woodcut of remarkable

impression), and Aldegrever's

Duke of Cleves, an engraving once

in the famous Hermitage collec-

tion prior to that of our own Na-

tional Gallery. This latter is a

German Renaissance portrait of

great distinction.

Outright-purchase prints this

year by the College inclufie a

"Ui)4 woodcut leaf from Sebastian

Brant's "Ship of Fools (Narren-

schiff)" which depicts a fool trying

to ring a bell with a foxtail, an

early Lubeck leaf (used on the

Symposium program cover), and
two leaves from 15th century

German books (Jacobus Palladinus

<le Theramo, and Aesopus' Vifa et

Fabulae), each with charming
woodcut illustrations.

Three fifteenth century manu-
script leaves on vellum with Ital-

ian, French and English illumina-

tion were also added by the Col-

lege.

Additional print5 have come

from Roten Gallery and London

Grafica, via credit established by

enthusiastic student acquisition

Their purchases have been re-

flected in the College's acquiring
an important 1483 woodcut page
from the Concilbuch zu Konstanz
depicting Duke Frederick IV
swearing fealty to Emperior Sigis-
mund (and with one of the first

illustrations of a man wearing
'eyeglasses'). Student and faculty
purchases have also built up
credits which allowed some re-
fined Callot engravings to be
added to the collection.

Further anonymous gifts have
been made of Goya, Hogarth, and
Mailtol prints, a series of 14th
century Persian leaves with gold
and polychrome borders, and other
20th century artists. In all, the
collection seems to be following a
pattern with the emphasis on the
evolution of woodcut styles, but
not neglecting the high points of
engraving and etching. These
prints complement the basic col-
lection of early master prints and
drawings and research texts, and
will eventually become a meaning-
ful tool for art, historical, and hu-
manistic studies for the College
community.

Andrea Mantegna's "Bacchanalian

collection. A gift from Mr. Roy A
Weekend.

Group wi+h Silenus" is one of the many recent acquisitions in CC's art

Davis of Colorado Springs, It will be on exhibition throughout Parents'

CC Orchestra Concert
Shows Precision, Polish

By Mike McGrew

The Colorado College-Commun-
ity Orchestra, under the direction
of Dr. Charles Warren, gave a
surprisingly good program Tues-
day evening.

In contrast to last November's
concert, the orchestra showed pre-
cision, polish, and much better tone
from the violin section.

In addition to the orchestra,
several ensembles also played. The
first was composed of William
Albright, horn; Ken Alexander,
tiumpet; and Robert Funk, trom-
bone, who played Poulenc's "Son-
ata for Horn, Trumpet, and Trom-
bone." Unfortunately, both the
music and its rendition sounded
amateurish. The playing leaned to
the sloppy side and sounded unre-
hearsed.

Visual Fairyland Enhances

Children'sTheatreProduction
By Dick Simon

The stage of Armstrong auditor-

ium was transformed into the my-

tliical kingdom of Stumpinghame

last Friday and Saturday, as the

Colorado College Children's Thea-

tre performed Geraldine Brain

Siks' "Prince Fairyfoot." High-
lighted by lavish costuming and
superb scenery, the play featured
the talents of many local children
as well as some very gifted CC
students.

"Stumpinghame," reads the pro-
gram, is the place "where the big-

feeted people live, and the one
with the greatest feet i-ules the
land." The plot revolves around
the machinations of Lord Stiffstep,

played by Walter Bacon, who would
iike to expose the astonishing fact
that the feet of the Prince (David
Sullivan) are actually very small,

3 revelation that would prevent
the latter from marrying Princess

i^laybloom (Linda Borgeson).

Mr. David H. Hand, in charge of
set design, deserves a rousing hand
f'^r the magnificence of the scenery.

Likewise, Ginny Lindow, Melanie
Austin, Marilyn Sherwood, Jane
Titus and Ruth Bussey merit high
\'^'d\se for their work with cos-
tumes. Given these outstanding
''isual effects, the actoi-s them-
selves proceeded for the most part
to charm the predominantly young

audience into a make-believe world.

Particularly strong was Walter
Bacon as Lord Stiffstep. His pow-
ei-ful voice and expressive gestures

were just right for the part. Other

major characters failed to impress,

however. Miss Borgeson, cautious-

ly tripping the light fantastic in

one of Ethel Merman's old dresses,

looked a lot like a Princess, but

didn't have a strong enough voice

to cast any spell on the audience.
David Sullivan was adequate as
the Prince, while Michael Johnson
as the Old Villager and Steve
Street in the role of Fleecefoot
gave the play some funny mo-
ments. The auxiliarj' characters,

mostly Imps and Villagers, were
very well coordinated considering
the lack of time to rehearse, but
seemed too intent on mechanical
correctness and thus forfeited

some desirable spontaneity,

A pleasant, apparently last-

minute addition to the production
was the presentation of magic be-
tween acts. Joe Mattys and Alan
Nohlgren delighted the audience
with old-fashioned prestidigitation

while stage hands hun-ied to pre-

pare for the next act.

Stout-hearted efforts by alt the

crew, along with lots of youthful
energy, combined to make "Prince
Fairyfoot" a welcome diversion.

The next piece. "Concerto in G
Minor for Flute, Oboe, and Bas-

soon," by Vivaldi, was a pleasant

change. Larry Jordan's flute play-

ing was sparkling and professional.

Maxine Fischer, oboe, was precise

and kept in balance well, wliile

Craig Beeson, bassoon, produced
an excellent tone and interpreta-

tion.

The "String Quartet (Fourth

Movement)," by Alan Pearce, was
interesting in that its composer is

a CC freshman. Musically, the

piece exhibited some unusual har-

monies and rhythms blending into

a very promising work. The quar-

tet itself, Judy Grosswiler, Pete

Maunu, Alan Pearce, and Pat An-

derson, played well, for the most
part, although suffering fi-om in-

tonation problems.

The final ensemble was "Quintet
for Wind Instruments," by Hinde-
mith. The quintet, Janet Strong,

Maxine Fischer, Millie Olson, Chad
Milton, and Craig Beeson, gave an
outstanding performance, espec-

ially when one considers the diffi-

culty of the music played. The
piece itself, while dissonant and
contemporary, was enjoyable.

The final two works on the pro-
gram, Bach's "Brandenburg Con-
certo No. 5" and "Symphony No.
104 (London)," by Haydn were
orchestra performances.

The Bach, featuring Barbara
Chchbazian, Larry Jordan, Janet
Albright, and Peter Feinsinger as

soloists respectively on violin,

flute, harpsichord, and continuo,

showed off as well the quality of

the orchestra's violin sections.

While still lacking in certain re-

spects, the violins, together with

the other strings, showed good
tone and control. The soloists were
all excellent, especially Janet Al-

bright and Lan-y Jordan, who both

showed mastery of their instil-

ments.

Haydn's "London" Symphony,
No. 104 in D Major, brought out

the orchestra at its best. Balance,

tone, control, and most important,

a sense of musical ity, were all

evident.

The concert, overall, was good.

and much of the credit must go to

conductor WaiTen, who in only

two years has raised the orchestra

to a surprisingly high level of

quality.

COLLEGE SHOE SHOP
ITALIAN IMPORTS

BASS SUNJUN5
BERNARDO SANDALS

831 North Tejon

12! SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEf

Try our stone baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town tor

$1.25
Ouf famous Cellar available (or large fraternity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOV/N!!

The Off-Campus Gift Botique featureB . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artiste.

Come see us at 824Vz N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

^Cf the (>eJt . .

.

Ill - .achma
Lounge

lis Norfh Cascade Avenue
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Band Finds Jug Music "Purely Lethal"
In this age of deafening ampli-

fication, psychedelic implementa-

tion, and over-commercialization,

it's heai'tening to find that the mus-

ic world still has room for simple

pei-sonal expression. One manifes-

tation of this is CC's own Purely

Lethal String Band, comprised of

five freshmen, John Roger Louis,

Kelly Witham, Terry Pratt, John

Van Deusen, and Dick Simon.

Readers may recall the band's

appearance in the Variety Show

,

at which time they were known as

the New-Fangled. Star-Spangled,

Oriental Jug Band. Not deterred

by small crowds, the boys perform-

ed \\ith admirable vigor. Visithig

talent scouts from Southern Colo-

rado State College in Pueblo re-

cognized their talents and invited

them to perform in Pueblo's talent

show.

The Purely Lethal String Band
performs «ith guitar, banjo, kazoo,

blues harp, washtub bass, wash-
board, jug, voice, and enthusiasm.

Their repertoire consists mainly of

obscure folk songs (mostly the pro-

duct of leader John Van Deusen's
inexliaustible memory), all-but-for-

gotten rock-and-roll tunes, and
variations upon classical music
themes.

The future of the group is

brightening, despite their earliei'

fears that their popularity would
wane after the Variety Show, They
are taking part in a nation-wide

talent contest sponsored by the

Knights of Columbus, and on May
9 they compete in the City Audi-
torium with 16 other groups to try

for a berth on the statewide level.

On a grander scale, the Purely
Lethal are making tentative ar-

rangements to perform in the

YoutJi Pavilion at Canada's Expo "I don't care if I am apathetic."

'(i7.

John Roger Louis, the only mem-
ber of the group boasting three

first names, sports a mustache that

glistens when he plays the wash-
board. Hailing from Columbus,

Ohio, Louis sums up his easy-go-

ing attitude toward life like this:

He played lead guitar for a rock-

and-roll band in Columbus, but "I

was never appreciated. I guess it

wasn't 'til I came out here that I

realized my real skill was in scrap-

ing a washboard," He insists he is

not concerned that he must stand

apart from the group because his

cackling rhythm has a tendency to

(Ii-own out the others: "I've always
been sort of detached."

Kelly Whitham, a proud product
of Elwood, Nebraska, says, "I was
really attached to my first jug. It

was an old codene bottle, and the

fumes finally got to me. Now I've

got a folkier Mason Jug that's

THE PURELY LETHAL STRING BAND, consisting of John Roger Li

Terry Praft, and Kelly Witham, combats "deafening amplification, psycl

mercializafion" with "obscure folk songs, ail-but- forgotten rock-and-rol

is, Dick Simon, John Van Deusen,

hedelic implementation, and com-
tunes" and weird ins+rumen+a+ion.

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2tOO a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

lioMSousc^=
DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. |Mond>y.S»tijrJ«y)

12:00-8:00 ISunday)

(Try Us for Your Ne.t Funcfion) Phone 634-0976

"Ideal Learning Situation"

Sought by Bowdoin Students

1 12 South Tefon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 Nor+h Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Stmll and Large Appliances

Brunswick, Me.-(LP.) —Two
Bowdoin College students have

taken the lead in a unique educa-

tional venture which they hope

will produce the ideal learning

situation.

Their plan is a Free Seminar
Program (FSP), designed to pro-
vide the opportunity for students
and professors to join in close dis-

cussion of topics outside the regu-
lar core of classroom subject mat-
ter. With the pressure of exams,
grades, and credit removed from
a subject, they feel the emphasis
will then be shifted to the interest

of the participants with the hope
tliat something nearer the ideal

learning situation will be achieved.

The seminar topics will be de-
termined by what members of the
faculty offer. The students suggest-
ed that the faculty use FSP as the
opportunity to teach "that course
you-'ve always wanted to teach."

The program is completely sepa-
rate from the College's regular
academic program.

As fresh as today's headlines,
seminar topics to be offered be-
ginning now include "Disadvan-
taged Youth: Myths and Realities,"

"U. S. Foreign Policy: Current
Challenges," "Occultism," "Recent
Books of Social Significance,"

"Higher Education in India,"

"Local Problems of Poverty," "Li-
terature and Religion," and "Re-
forming the Draft: Issues and Al-
ternatives."

Originators of the FSP here are
Robert F. Seibel and Roland R.

Fortune, both juniors. Seibel said
the FSP will produce discussion-
oriented seminars on a strictly

voluntary basis with the faculty
members acting as guides.

What possessed Seibel and For-
tune to embark on their "extra-
curricular" educational venture?
They said students get the most
out of seminar-type programs be-
cause of the limited number of

participants and also because they
can take an active part in discus-
sion, questions, and answers. Semi-
nar enrollment will be no more
than 15, or as determined by the
faculty members.

They also believe a student will

benefit more fully from the know-
ledge of the professor if the pro-
fessor is discussing a topic in which
his interest lies. "The possibilities

of such a program are tremendous
and exciting," Seibel said. "It
could bring the outside world a
little closer to Bowdoin, inject

more enthusiasm into the learning
process, make closer faculty rela-

tions, and permit challenging op-
portunities for exploration into
areas outside the normal classroom
material."

He said the program is pattern-

ed after several similar systems
at colleges and universities

throughout the country. He said

he feels that since Bowdoin is a

small college, a great amount of
flexibility can be found in the FSP.

Rastall Center Board

Members Appointed

The new members of Rastall
Center Board for 1967-1968 were
selected April 19. They include:

Chairman: Rolle Walker

Secretarv-Treasurer: Linda Cor-
bett

Committee Chairmen—
Hospitality: Marcia Phillips

Sports and Outings: John
Miazga

Publicity: Jim Martin

Special Interests: Sonia Mar-
golin

All-College Events : Charlie
Mullen

Exhibits: Sharon Dregne

Performing Arts: Gillian Royes.

sweetened by some Micrin now ami
then." Possibly the most versatile

of the five, Kelly i-uns the 880 fm
the black and gold, lifts weights
regularly, and fends off anxious
fans. He plays intricate counter-
rhythms to the bass. "Few people
realize how hard it is to play the
jug. It's like that liquor ... it

leave.s you breathless."

Terry Pratt (Herbert George
Pratt, III) is responsible for the

throbbing of the bass. Ingeniously
constructed out of an old washtub,
a gut string, a nut and bolt, and a

hockey stick, Terry's bass often
vibrates the stage when he plays,

Ills hands protected from callous by

large black patent leather mitten.'^.

Tone is determined by the tension

nf the string as well as by the posi-

tion of the bottom of the washtul.i,

A yachtsman from Massachusetts
(luring the summer, Terry says, "I

>ure would like to go to Canada
to i)lay my washtub. I think it

\\'ould be an honor."

John Van Deusen peers from be-

hind wire-rimmed sunglasses as
he attacks a complicated arpeggio
un the banjo. After mulling arouinj

in several Boise, Idaho, groups,
John seems to have found himself
with the Purely Lethal String
Band, The leader by consensus,
Van Deusen also plays blues harp,

kazoo, and ocarina; sings; ami
breaks up occasional disagree-

ments, "You can't really categor-

ize our style," he says. "It consists

of something from every far out

song I've ever heard." John feel.-^

that the group will go far, as is

evidenced by his ordering a cus-

tom-built banjo. "It's going to have
a hand-carved neck and an engrav-
ed gold rim, but I doubt it will

have the tone my old one has."

Dick Simon has tried hiding be-

hind wrap-around shades, mus-
tache, long hair, and a large guitar

in an effort to remain inconspicu-

ous, but upon hearing his singing
and guitar-playing, one knows the

efi'orts have been in vain. Simon
learned guitar in a rock-and-roll

band, and has a unique handicap in

that he plays only with his right

thumb. He harmonizes above his

range and plays questionable rhy-

thms, but seems to give the group
a needed voice. "I guess I'll always
have to have an audience," he ad-

mits, "and this is about the great-

est way I've found yet."

Senate Passes Student
Federal Tax Relief Bill

The United States Senate has

approved by a 53-26 vote a plan

to provide a federal income tax

credit of up to $325 for tuition,

books, and fees paid by students

in colleges, universities, and other

post-high school institutions. Final

enactment of the plan probably will

depend on the decisions made by a

Senate-House of Representatives

conference committee.

Under the amendment, offered

by Senator Abraham Ribicoff, D-

Conn., and accepted by the Senate,

the tuition and fee credit is 75 per

cent of the first $200 paid, 25 per

cent of the next $300, and 10 pei'

cent of the next $1,000. The credit

is subtracted from the income tax

owed the government.

The credit is available to any

person who pays the tuition. Thus,

it would be available to working

students and wives as well as to

parents and other relatives. Par-

ents with more than one child in

college or graduate school may get

a separate credit for each.

Capitol obsei-\'ers said an impor-

tant part in the final decision on

the tuition tax credit plan will be

played by Congressman Wilbur D.

Mills, D-Ark., chairman of the

House Ways and Means Com-
mittee. So far, he has taken no

public stand on the measure, whicli

has long been opposed by the na-

tional administration.
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MATHIA5 RESIDENCE CENTER, fondly called Superdorm, houses ap-
proximately 275 upperclass men. Many of the men in Superdorm lived

off-campus last year, and many of them have rented off-campus apart-

ments. A sophomore commented that "I don't have an off-campus
apartment and I don't plan to get one." Nevertheless, he has been
fo several off-campus apartments and gives this description of the
typical apartment— 'It wasn't any soul-pad or den of iniquity. It v/as

lib a lower middle class living room. It was the sort of thing you
can't have in Superdorm." Referring to the dorm, he added that "you
can't Isolate students like bacilli and inject pure learning."

Adrian College Students
Placed on Faculty Panels
Adrian, Mich.— (I.F.)—The Ad-

!i:in College faculty has voted to

iiive students representation and
\iiting rights on nine of its major
committees. The action allows stu-

dents "a voice and a vote" on the

following committees: parking,

health, calendar, housing, student

publications, counseling, library,

and schedule and examinations.
There will be no student repre-

sentation at this time on the cur-

riculum committee, but this is be-

iiig studied further.

The action came after a request

from advisors to Student Govern-
mont and from the Director of

Student Affairs, M)s. J(.)an Stepp.

The Faculty Council recommenda-
tion for approval stated the bene-
fits to be gained as follows: poten-
tially better decisions as the re-

sult of additional information dur-

ing the committee deliberation

stage; better communication be-

tween faculty and students; and
student training in the deliberative,

decision-making process.

The Faculty Council decided

against two alternatives, which in-

cluded ex officio membership ior

the students and parallel com-
mittees.

THIS IS A PICTURE OF AN AUTHENTIC, possibly Illegal, off-campus

Apartment. It can provide a place to study, a place to think and a

place for parties. As one counselor said of Slocum, "Studying is almost
an impossibility." He added, "there's not much privacy." A freshman,
who is not in a fraternity, added that socially, "If you're an inde-

pendent, there's no place to go." A freshman girl said of off-campus

apartments that "It'd be great if they made them legal so people
^ould fix them up better."

FOR SALE
>951 Chevrolet 4-Di. Sedan

New paint, new upholstry
(vinyl), engine rebuilt
two years ago, new tires.

Make offer.

Michael Gamei,

1439 N. Tejon—633-0967

Sale

Portable

Typewriters

New & Used

I 1 3 East Costilla Street

Speculation Focused on Liberal Arts Colleges
Schenectady. N.Y. (LP.) —-The

small, private liberal arts college
is today the focus of more troubled
speculation than even the mxilti-

versity. Yet, on the surface, it

lookes safer than at any other time
in the past century," declares
H. C. Martin, president of Union
College, in his annual report re-
teased recently.

"One new college gets stai-ted

somewhere in this country every
month. In the past 20 years many
another, having struggled for de-
cades to keep afloat, has blos-
somed. Established colleges like
Union have become so much tlie

target of ambitious high school
seniors that the admissions pro-
cess today is nearly as much one of

fending off as of hunting out good.
"iVIoreover, discontent with big-

ness, with the reputed imperson-
ality of large universities, espe-
cially public ones, has given the
small private college special sanc-
tion in the popular Imagination;
and uneasiness about specialism

has given equal sanction to the
concept of liberal arts. To the out-
sider the future for these colleges

looks like an assured thing.

"Those who know these colleges

even moderately well, however,
know bettei'. Every one of the
terms that characterize them is

being challenged by forces that
cannot be ignored. 'Small' once
meant three or four hundred stu-

dents; today it means one or two
thousand; what will it mean a
decade from now?
How 'private' is a private col-

lege that borrows money from
the goverament at low interest

rates to build dormitories, con-
structs other buildings partly or
wholly with federal funds, counts
on federal and state scholarship
subsidy to students as a way of
supplementing its o-\vn scholarship
budget, solicits and receives gov-
ernmental and industrial research
money to keep its faculty happy
and productive, runs summer and
winter institutes entirely financed
from thn public pui-se?

Parents' Weekend
Dance Held at
International Center
The President's Ball, in honor

of Parents' Weekend, is being held
at the Broadmoor Internationa!
Center tonight. It is free of cost

to all students. Admission for CC
students' parents has been paid
foi* througli tiieir registration fees.

We Five
(Conliimcd from page one)

dition of "iVIy Favorite Things."
as well as some of the gross dia-

logue between leader Mike Stew-
art and bassist Pete Fullerton,

were low points in the perform-
ance. Miss Bivens' voice seemed to

falter on occasion, but was gen-

erally strong and unifying.

The concert, sponsored by Asso-
ciated Women Students, was a dis-

play of six seemingly tireless mu-
sicians who packed a two-hour
show with bounce, Broadway, and
pven bossa nova.

Golf Acres Barber Shop
• 3 Barbers
• Haircuts . . . $1.75

633-9905

"How much of the spirit of the

liberal arts has so far sunived
the pressures of specialism in these

colleges, and how mucli of the

remainder is likely to survive in

the yeai-s to come ? How much
longer can a 'college* successfully
stand on its own, separated from
university faculty and facilities,

when more than half of its grad-
uates are headed toward advanced
study, and most of its faculty
members, especially the young
ones, put gieater value on libraries
and laboratories than they do on
undergi-aduate cUib-,=! and college
spirit?

''The unsettling thing about this
paradox of doubt in the mid&t of
certainty is that it cannot be re-
solved by killing off a villain or
two. Bigness, the intermingling of
private and public activity, tlie

specialization of knowledge and
the resulting demands for profes-
sionally trained people— these
consequences of a mature indus-
trial society bear with great foi-ce

on educational institutions as on
everything else. The only way to
escape being controlled by them
is to exert control over them, and
that requires not only planning but
a full, and risky, measure of pro-

THIS IS THE VIEW FROM THE PORCH of an off-campus apart-
ment. Although there is no accurate estimate of the number of these
apartments, one freshman coed said that "I've been to about seven
off-campus apartments." After a date she said, "It's so stupid when
you don't have anyplace to go. You don't feel like coming back to
Bemis with a million other people."

«JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocks from Campus— New and U'.ed Bitoi

SCHWINN Franchise Dealer

19 EAST KIOWA STREET
Repairs & Parfi (or Any Maka

TELEPHONE 634-4731

Spaghetti

Sandw

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4^30 p.m.-n,00 p.m. Twos. -Sal. 12^G0-10>00 p.m. Sundoy

Cloiod Monday

711 North Tejon 634-7346

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 Off

MILLER MUSIC CO. m^e p..p.,^a„

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campus)
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Spi^rts

UNM,SCSCToppleCCBatters

Trafton, LaForce Set Track Records

The Colorado College baseball

team di-opped three games last

weekend, one on Friday to South-

em Colorado State College and
two on Sunday to the University

of New Mexico.

Li Fi-iday's loss the Tigers blew

a four-nan lead in the seventh in-

ning wliich ultimately led to a 12-

S loss. CC managed 13 hits during

the game, and until the Tiger de-

fense collapsed, the outcome of

the contest looked bright. In that

fateful seventh frame CC commit-
ted three errors, gave up four hits,

and also managed a passed ball.

Right-fielder Bill Jankowski and
second baseman Stu Hanchett both

doubled for the Tigers. Jankow-
ski's blast off the center field wall

drove in tx\'o i-uns in the sixth in-

ning as the Bengals appeared to

wi-ap it up. SCSC's big seventh

inning reversed the trend of the

game, however, as the Indians

sent a total of 10 men to the plate.

Sunday was a cold and windy
day at Memorial Park, and the

weather seemed appropriate as far

Tiger Golfers

Win, Lose, Tie

In Active Week
Winning all but one individual

match the Colorado College golf
team swamped Colorado State Un-
iversity 23^ to 3% in a match
played at the Broadmoor Golf Club
last Saturday.

In two other matches played
during the week, the Tigers tied

Denver University 13*^-13^^ in a
match played at the Columbine
Golf Club in Denver on Tuesday,
and lost to Southern Colorado
State College 10!^-16^ at the
Broadmoor on Fi-iday.

Tom Bassinger, Chris Grant and
Pete Syme led the team with two
wins each, while J. C. Wells, Cal
Simmons, and Kip Palmer regis-

tered single victories during the
week.

as Tiger fans were concerned. In

the first game of the twin bill, the

Albuquerque nine capitalized on

CC errors to upset a brilliant

three-hit pitching stint by Warner
Reeser. The Tigers lost 2-1 in ex-

tra innings.

Albuquerque scored first in the

second inning, but the Tigers tied

it in the sixth, as pinch hitter

Craig Clayberg lined a double

down the left field line and pro-

ceeded to score on a bunt single

by Wayne Woodard and an ijifield

out by Reeser. Albuqu'erque scored

the winning run in the top half of

the eighth, although Reeser whif-

fed three and walked only one
during the extra frame. Both of

New Mexico's runs were of the un-

earned variety.

In the nightcap, the visitors

banged out 13 hits to back up the

three-hit performance of Ron Leite

to down the Tigers 8-0.

The Duke City nine tallied four

runs in both the third and fifth

innings to capture their second
win of the day. Only three Tiger
batsmen were able to hit safely.

Warner Reeser, Stu Hanchett, and
Stu Johnston managed to single.

CC's loss was credited to starter

Bill Howard, who gave up four
runs on five hits in the third. The
loss was the Tigers' ninth, moving
their record to 1-9 for the season.

CC next plays DU on Friday at

'i p.m. at Memorial Park.

leers Elect Nelson,

Honor King, Lindberg
Forwaid Wayne Nelson has been

elected captain of the 1967-68 Col-
orado College hockey team by his

teammates this week. Nelson, a
junior bu'siness administration ma-
jor from Minneapolis, Minnesota,
played in 27 of the 28 games during
the 1966-67 season, scoiing 15
goals and eight assists for 23
points.

The team also voted All-Ameri-
can Bob Lindberg the most valuable
player of the year and forward
Doug King the most improved
player.

DCs Post Win in WAA Gpkhana
The horsewomen from Delta

Gamma came out on top, as WAA
staged its annual Gymkhana last

Sunday afternoon at Austin Bluffs.

First in the standings with 37

points, the DGs were followed by:

Kappa Alpha Theta, 29 points; In-

dependent Women, 24 points; and
Kappa Kappa Gamma, 24 points.

S i N C e 18 7 2

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

BUT lUEST

The Goat Tying event proved to

be the highlight of the afternoon
as Carolyn Mei-tz and her goat per-

formed a waltz in the arena. Caro-
lyn finally got down to business,

however, and tied her goat in a re-

cord breaking time of two minutes,
16 seconds. The event was won by
Darcie Swenarton, who posted a
time of 32.9 seconds.

In the Barrel Racing contest,
Carol Smith and Susan Schiele tied
for first-place honors with a time
of 20.6 seconds. The ride-off was
won by Miss Schiele. Sharon Bist-
line was third.

Otlier events in the Gymkhana
inclu-ded: beginning and interme-
diate equitation; advanced equita-
tion; walk and trot race; walk,
trot, canter relay; water relay;
musical chairs; and an egg and
spoon lace, which was won bv
Cindy Todd-

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

AcfOM from the Camput

827 North Tejon

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Telofi

634-2093

Two new Colorado College track

records were set when the Tigers
participated Wednesday, April 19,

in a triangular track meet at the

Air Force Academy.

Joe Trafton, a freshman from
Auburn, Maine, set a new mark
of 187 feet, 6 inches in the javelin

and Bob LaForce, sophomore from
Sterling, Colo., a mark of 56.6 sec-

onds in the 440-yard intermediate

hurdles.

Trafton's toss was 8 feet, 1 inch

longer than the pre\'ious distance

of 179 feet, 5 inches, established in

the spring of 1949 by Harold (Hal)
French, then a graduate student
at CC.

LaForce's record was established

in an event in which Colorado Col-

lege had no mark. This was a new
mark also for AFA, which had a

58.3 time set earlier this year.

John Slovek, freshman from
Englewood, Colo., stood out at the
meet by tying Tom Ki-aay, Air
Force Academy, with a 12^-foot
pole vault mark.

AFA Frosh placed first, Colorado
College second and Trinidad Jun-
ioi' College third in the meet.

Colorado College's Bob LaForce
will make an all-out effort to beat
his previous marks in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles when Colo-
rado School of Mines and Fort
Carson compete at Washburn

Tiger Netmen

SneakbyCSC,

Demolish CSU
Last Friday, Coach Eastlack's

netmen beat CSC hVi to SVo in

their closest match of the season.
The Tigers lost the number one
and two singles and the number
two doubles. The half points were
due to a tie in the number three
doubles.

Each team won one set 12-10 and
the third set was called because of
darkness. John Boddington won
his singles 6-4, 6-4 and teamed
with Ray Yost to win doubles 8-6,

6-4. Tyler IVIakepeace, Mark Moyle,
and Doug Wheat all won their sin-

gles, but weren't able to win in

doubles. P. J. Anderson had a
tough day, dropping both singles

and doubles.

On Saturday, The Tigers went
to CSU where they defeated the

Rams 7-2. Only P. J. Anderson
and Ray Yost lost their singles.

Boddington, Moyle, Wheat and
Makepeace won handily, while
Wheat and Makepeace recorded
their first G-0, 6-0 score in win-

ning their number three doubles.

Yost and Boddington continued
their winning ways in the number
one doubles, taking a 12-10, 6-3

victory.

The racketmen, who now stand
4-2 for the season play Regis here
on Friday.

Field here Thursday afternoon,

April 27.

The triangular track meet, post-

poned by bad weather two weeks
ago at Golden and reset for Colo-

rado Springs, gets under way at

3 p.m.

LaForce, who hasn't been beaten
in the event this season, clipped

one second off his Colorado Col-

lege record when he won the event
Saturday in a triangular meet
with the University of Denver and
Southern Colorado State College
at Denver. His mark in Denver
was 55.6 seconds.

Thursday he will lun against
Rocky Mountain Champion Tom
Elliott of Mines. Elliott's record is

54.3 seconi

Today, April '1-6, C o a c h

Flood is taking Joe Trafton, La-

Force, and John Slovek to Boulder

to compete in the University of

Colorado Relays. LaForce will en-

ter the open intermediate hurdles
event, Slovek will compete in

freshman sprints and pole vault,

and Trafton in javelin.

Colorado College trackmen will

compete Saturday, April 29, in a

triangular meet with Western
State and Fort Lewis Colleges at

Gunnison.

Coach Flood said Trinidad Junior

College thinclads will meet Colo-

rado College in a dual meet at 3

p.m. Tuesday, May 2. at Wash-
bum Field.

To 9-1 Victory
Tile Colorado College Lacrosse

team regained its winning ways
by dumping the Denver Lacrosse
Club 9-1 last Saturday on the Ti-

ger's' home field.

Midfielder Bruce Beaton led the
scoring with four goals and one as-

sist. Denver got its sole tally in

the second period when Rod Fing-
les slipped the ball past Tiger
goalie Jim Austin.
Denver provided excellent com-

petition throughout the first half.

CC held only a slim 2-1 edge going
into the third period. However, the
Tigers took advantage of the ag-
ing Denver players and scored
seven more times in the second
half.

Tomorrow the lacrosse team
gets back into action when they
host the Buffaloes from the Uni-
versity of Colorado, Game time is

2 p.m. on Washburn Field.

(^utk\& Omen
Fine Food . . . Excellent Service - . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

REGISTERBD

TCeep>s stlce *

DIAMOND

They like the smart st/ling and
the guaranteed perfect center

diamond ... a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name. Keepsake^

in your ring assures lifetime

satisfaction. Select yours at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store

He's in the yellov^' pages under
"Jewelers

'"

Beaton Leads ^-^'-^^^^

LacrosseTeam

I HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
' ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for

I

only 25c. Also, send special offer of beaullful 44-page Bride's Book.

Address—

City

I

I

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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Housing Policy Stated
In accordance with Pi-esident

W'oiiier's promise that the school's

polic"" concern ilng off-campus

housing would be announced on

April 29, the Board of Ti-ustees

issTied a policy statement after

their meeting last Saturday. The
statement (printed below) defined

the Board's position o'n the ques-

tions of off-campns housing, coed

visifatiun in d-orms, and 3.2 beer

on campus. The policy, on which

the Board and the President con-

curretl, provides that all senior

i;tiKlents, all students over 21

vears old as of the opening day

of school, and all veterans will be

allowed to live in off campus
apartments. All other students

!(i!U' not maintain off-campus resi-

dences in any capacity unless they

live with their families in Colo-

rado Springs, have jobs which re-

quire students to live off-campus,

oi' are married.
President Werner, in a meeting

with members of the Student Ad-
visory Commiteee on Housing, the
Faculty Committee on Housing,
and a representative of the Tiger
e.vplained the bases on which the
decision was made. He stated that

the Board felt that women should
be treated in the same manner as
men in regard to off-campus hous-
ing. It, therefore, decided that

both men and women should be i

eluded in any decisions concerning
housing. He further stated that
the Board felt that the quality of
quarters would be higher if "the

apartments were used as residences
rather than as supplemeritai-y

quarters to the dorms. The pro-
posals presented by the Resident
Assistants allowing students to
maintain both dorni rooms and
apartments was found unsatisfac-
tory because of the unusual finan-
cial strain it places on some stu-
dents and because such a policy
would imply that the school is not
concerned with student activities

"as long as you pay room rent to
the school." Such an image, accord-
ing to President Worner, is both
untrue and harmful to all parties
concerned. He assured the meet-
ing that the Board and administra-
tion are eager to hear student
views concerning 3.2 beer and are
in the process of investigating
possibilities of having a "Rath-
skeller" located near the campus
which would provide dancing and
beer for college students and their

guests. The question of dorm visi-

tation, however, the Board con-
siders closed and does not antici-

pate reopening discussion of that
issue in the near future. He con-
cluded ehe meeting by stating that

the administration and Board of
Trustees is still willing to listen to
student requests concerning the
other two issues and that he an-
ticipates the cooperation of all

students in making the policy work
satisfactorily. He continued to

state that "I am not ovei'joyed by
the evidence that there are many
off-campus apartments. However,
1 feel it would be unwise to take
any action fi-om now until the end
of the year, except in cases where
flagrant misconduct, which I do
not anticipate, occurs."

Both the student faculty com-
mittees on housing were requested,
by the Tiger to publish their find-
ings concerning the housing issue.

Professor iWertz, chairman of the
faculty committee, replied that
only 37 faculty members offered
their opinions on the issue and that
most of these teachers, in the in-

terest of campus harmony, had re-

quested that their statements not
be published. He -stated that the
highly subjective findings of his
committee could provide no sta-

tistical insight into the problem
and that by publishing them he
would be violating confidences.

The student committee, simi-
larly, declined to publish individual

statements of students, but did
submit the statistical findings of a

poll of students whicli the conmiit-
tee conducted. The report stated
in part:

The Student Advisory Commit-
tee on Housing has been delegated
the responsibility to examine three
questions pertaining to student
life. These are: 1) off-campus
apartment pri^dleges, 2) beer on
campus, and 3) dormitory visita-
tion. At the time the Committee
was cliosen, President Worner
asked that the group function in
two directions. The first function
was to center upon determination
and analysis of student opinion,
while the second was to conclude
the Committee's position and sug-
gestions.

At its first meeting, the Com-
mittee discussed the three ques-
tions at lengtli and decided to place
almost complete emphasis on the
proposal of off-campus apart-
ments. The reasons for this are
multiple, though the limits of time
seemed most oppressive. It was
also felt that student feeling on
the other two issues (beer and
visitation) would depend consid-
erably on the College's decision
concerning off-campus apartments
on April 29, 1967. We would like
to make it clear that these three
questions are not to be confused

as a single request. Each should
be considered independently and
on its own merits.

Befoi-e one considers the hai'd

facts of the questionnaire, we feel

certain qualifications should he
considered which resulted in a not
truely representative poll. First,
the freshmnu bloc answering was
weighted too heavily. Thei'o were
30 freshnmn respondents and only
one senior out of the total 77 stu-
dents answering the questionnaire.
Secondly, although the male-
female ratio on campus is approx-
imately GO per cent to 40 per cent,

the male-female respondent ratio

was 4G.7% to 53.3%. Botli of those
factors tend to influence nega-
tively the results of the poll, sinco
both freshmen and women rent
and/or visit apartments less fre-

queutly than upperclnss men.
3. Do you rent or share an off-

campus apartment? Male: yes
25%; no 76%. Female: yes 4.8%;
no 95.2%.

Using those percentages, 14.3%
of the total number of students
answering use off-campus apart-

ments. We feel there would have
been many more affirmative an-
swers if our sample had not been
disproportionately weighted. If

(Continued from pnBO aoven)

Pub Board Announces Editors

Pick and Pan to Honor Speakers
twenty - third annual Pick

and Pan awards, given each year
for outstanding work in radio, de-
bate, drama, and speech, will be
awarded Sunday, IMlay 7, at "Chief"
Tyree's. The awards are being
given in bono r of Peg Merle-

Counselors Chosen

For Freshman Dorms
Freshman Counselors for 1967-

19(58 have been announced by Bar-
ly Woodward, Director of Slocum,
find Dean Moon, Dean of Women.
Counselors for Loomis Hall next
year include: Karen Blase, Janet
Broekelsby, Marilyn Fischbach,
Maiy Ann Hamilton, Julia Jones,
Paulu Krogdahl, Jane McAtee,
Carolyn Mertz, Marsha Phillips,

Sharon Rogers, Cathy Shiramizu',
Libby Soldati, and Klancy Vander-
Werf. Selected as alternates were
Vicki Basterling, Dee Fitzsim-
inons, and Janis Hoegh.

Slocum counselors will be sen-
io'"s John Miazga, Roger Good,
3nd Rich Mendrop; juniors Bob
Hein o n e n, Jim Martin, Tyler
^lakepeace, and Pete Weinberg;
^nd sophomores S. K. Alexander,
^like Kesler, John Campbell, John
S^ss, and Steve Radakovich.

Each of those selected will be in

fnarge of one wing. Their duties
include ad\'ising freshmen on
f
ou r s e s and social life, lead-

J"^?
them towards adjusting

*° college life, helping them
^^'ith any personal problems and
"lanitaining discipline on the wing.
-According to Mr. Woodward, each

J'J

the men chosen has the poten-
'21 to do an outstanding service
'" the school and to next year's
'"^shman men.

Of those selected for Loomis,
JJeaii Moon said, "We would like

(L ^^f-^^ all applicants and to say
3t in most cases the decision was

'^'y close. We had an excellent
?roup of
thi

Smith-Childs, class of '51, who
gave the radio station KRCC-FM
to the college.

The recipients of this year's
Pick and Pan awards include:

Ali Abdulah Jowaysir,
dl. Bill Howard, Richard
,
Dan Cullman, and Steve

Radio

:

David B(

Hamilton
Spear.

Speech: Michael Johnson, Alex
Lagerborg, Bob Kidd, Char Had-
jipolycarpou', Andre de LaPorte,
Bruce Roof, and Diane Roberts.

Drama: Pamela Stephenson, Les
Baird. Robert Scott, and Barbara
Boyce.

Debate: Barb Keener, Janice
Wright, and Linda Marshall.

A special recognition award will
be given to Professor Jack Rhodes
of the English department, who
has assisted in coaching the debate
team this year.

The Pick and Pan awards were

begun in 1944 by Woodson Tyree

and Peter Duncan, who designed

the pin— a gold pan and miner's

pick and donkey. These symbols
stand for "gold is where you dig
it," in speech, drama, and debate;
as in prospecting, hard work and
endurance are needed to profit.

Though originally designed for
these communication arts, the
pins are now being used as all-

college recognition pins for college
and community seiTice.

On hand to present the awards
at "Chief" Tyree's home, 601 Mesa
Road, will be Professors William
McMillen and David Hand to pre-
sent the Drama pins and Professor
Johnson to present the Debate

On the evening of May 7 a pic-
nic will be held at the Tyree's
home for all people affiliated with
the communication arts.

Editors and Business Managers
for the three major student publi-

cations were selected on Thursday,

April 27, at a special meeting of

the Publications Board. The Board

devoted two and one-half hours to

interviewing candidates and screen-

ing written applications submitted

by each applicant.

Libby Booren, a freshman from

Denver, was selected to serve as

Editor of the 1967-68 Nugget.

Miss Booren, in her interview,

stated tliat she will aim at provi<l-

ing a fresh and vital approach the

publication of the yearbook with

an emphasis on interesting and
stimulating photography, writing,

and layout. She expressed a desire

to work closely with other student
publications in order to develop the

highest quality yearbook possible.

Miss Booren served as an editor

of the Nugget during the 1966-C7

school yeai-.

The Publications Board selected

Jeff Loesh, former Managing Edi-

tor of the Tiger, to sei-ve as editor

of the Kinnikinnik, Loesch, a three-

year veteran of student publica-

tions offered plans for semi-annual
publication of the CC literary

magazine which he said could be
achieved through eliciting greater

student participation in contribut-

ing articles, poems, photographs,
and drawings to the magazine.

Trustees' Housing Statement

applicants, and we hope
.^se who will not be counselors

^"^'l consider being
Visors."

student ad-

• The following is the statement
issued by the Board of Trustees
after its meeting Saturday, April
29.

"The Board of Trustees has ex-
amined the question of off-campus
apartments with care and is indebt-
ed to the Student Advisory Com-
mittee on Housing for a reasoned
statement which was extremely
helpful in shaping the issues. The
Board was particularly impressed
by the spirit of the student sug-
gestions, and was grateful for the
opportunity to consult with student
representatives at first-hand. It is

an encouragement that the Board
and the student body can consult
easily together on matters of mut-
ual concet-n, and we are impressed
that discussion of this kind should
take place more regularly in the
future.

"The question of off-campus
apartments must be considered in

the context of Colorado College as
a small college, an undergraduate

college, and a coeducational col-

lege. The concept of the small col-

lege as a close community is one
which has developed over many
years and which should not be dis-

carded whimsically. The fact of the

College's undergraduate emphasis
is likewise a strength and one
which has its relevance to the hous-
ing situation. The fact of co-educa-
tion, in particular, calls for espec-

ially sensitive decisions.

"The principle that Colorado
College would become increasingly

residential was laid do\vn ten

years ago, when plans for the cur-

rent campus development were
taking shape. In President Bene-
zet's words at that time, subscrib-

ed to by the Board, "The objective

of Colorado College would be to

develop as a 'relatively small, resi-

dential community'. Implicit in that

commitment was the conviction

that on-campus residence has a

contribution to make to the educa-

tion process in an institution of

our kind. We have proceeded on

that basis.

"The question is now raised of

off-campus apartments as a sup-

plement to on-campus residence.

If there are virtues in the residen-

tial campus, they should not be-

come the victim of the popular and
easy decision of the moment. Much
of the ci-iticism of higher educa-

tion today is centered on its alleg-

ed pressures for conformity. The
proposal for off-campus apart-

ments to sei-ve primarily for pur-

poses of recreation strikes us as

carrying with it pressures for con-

fonnity of quite a more dubious

sort.

"The Board concludes that the

proposal for off-campus apart-

ments must be rejected for the

long-term good of the College. At
the same time it recognizes that

four years of on-campus residence

can be for some a surfeit.

(Continued Trom pasc six)

Temporary Tiger editor, Dan
Winograd was chosen to remain in

that post during the next school

year, Winograd, a freshman, em-
phasized in his interview that the
Tiger should be primarily an all-

campus newspaper. He stated that

he will attempt to provide com-
plete coverage of all items of cam-
pus interest while increasing the

Tiger's coverage of pertinent off-

campus events and issues.

Sophomore Linda Pickering,

chosen as 1967 New Faces editor,

expressed her desire to have the

publication serve as a means by
which incoming students can be-

come acquainted not only with
each other, but also with the cam-
pus. She also discussed plans to in-

clude a character sketch of the in-

coming freshmen in order to give

them and the rest of the campus
some insight into the nature of

their school-mates.

In further action, the Board ap-

pointed Dave Benson to sei-ve a

second term as Nugget photo-

graphy editor, Duncan Alexander
to serve as Nugget Business Mana-
ger, and Ann Dugan to serve as

Tiger Business Manager. Jerry

Hancock, CCCA vice-president, will

serve as Publications Board chair-

man.

Class Officers

Elected for 67-68
Elections for next year's sopho-

more, junior, and senior class of-

ficers were held Monday and Tues-

day, May 1 and 2. Those elected

to the offices of president, vice-

president, and secretary-treasurer

are as follows:

Class of 1968
President: Bill McDonald
Vice-President: Dick Stevenson

Secretary-Treasurer: Gini Craw-
ford

Class of 1969

President: Don Gibas

Vice-President: Jan Beaver

Secretary-Treasurer: Diane Hoff-

man

Class of 1970

President: Cal Simmons
Vice-President: Ron Kemp
Secretary-Treasurer : Carolyn

Metrz
The class presidents, besides as-

suming the responsibilities of their

class offices, will be seated as vot-

ing members of the CCCA.
On both Monday and Tuesday,

voting was nearly the 55 percent

level for each of the three classes.
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Sears Proposes Realistic Changes

Editorial
The Housing Compromise
Altiioug-h the President's decision on housing came as a pleasant

surprise to the girls of CC, many students have expressed dissatisfac-

tion with it. In essence, the new polilcy will increase the number of off-

campus apartments owned by students by between 50 and 100. While

this number is significant when related to the number of seniors living

off campus, it has little effect on the underclassmen who were just as

eager to be allowed to maintain off-campus residences. We hope that

these underclassmen will continue to press for further libralization of

the housing decision.

The President had a difficult decision to make. He had not only to

consider the demands placed before him by students but also had to

reach a decision which would be satisfactory to the conservative ele-

ments of the parents and other adults. We feel that the decision reached

is as equitable a compromise as could be made in the situation. It v/as

definitely a move toward liberalization—a step in the right direction.

We are encouraged by the manner in which the decision was

reached. Students were con^lted, opinion was elicited, and the Board of

Trustees and the President listened careffully to what was said. The

«-ay was opened for further student discourse -with Board members and

we urge students to work together tln-ough proper channels to make these

discussions a regular part of campus life. We hope that such discussions

could be held in situations not precipitated by crises.

F^irther discussion could and should lead to reopening consideration

of the "open dormitory" policy. In recent years many college have

adopted open dorms in varying degrees. Compromises on this policy

should be possible and are a definite and desirable goal for which stu-

dents should work.

We were encouraged by the Trustees' statement on 3.2 beer which

indicated a willingness to liberalize college rules on that matter. Presi-

dent Womer mentioned that the college is investigating the possibility

of a "Rathskeller" for CC students near campus. Such an establish-

ment, we feel, is highly desirable. It should be considered along mth
proposals to allow beer on campus and to actually sei-ve the brew at

various campus events.

The action by the Board of Trustees signifies to us that students

are going to be consulted to a greater degree on matters which directly

concern them. We hope that students, working through proper chan-

nels will continue to strive for liberalization of campus regulations and
that in the future, compromises can be reached.

Feiff

By Bob Seara

Students and faculty who wish

to see the college become a free

community of scholars have a

choice between two modes of col-

lective action: permeation or out-

side opposition. They may attempt

to penetrate the existing struc-

ture with the hope of eventually

reaching the reins of power—be-

come part of the "Establishment"

which they criticize and steer it in

a different course. Or they may
stand -outside the system as an op-

position, seeking to force consid-

eration of issues through direct

action when normal dialogue has

become futile.

The liousing decision issued last

week was accomplished by the lat-

ter mode of operation. Whether
the decision is good or bad is a

matter of opinion. How the de-

cision was made is a matter of

fact. Not only was the student

proposal rejected; in its place was
imposed a policy decision that we

Shove Chapel

Sunday, May 7, 1967

11:00 A. M.
Sermon Title: "Ethics, Prudence
and the Vietnam War"

Speaker:
Professor Fred Sondermann

Worship Leader;
Professor Kenneth Burton
It is with very great pleasure

that the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee welcomes Professor Fred
SondeiTTiann of the Colorado Col-

lege Po I i t i c a 1 Science Depart-

ment to the pulpit of Shove
Chapel. Professor Sondermann re-

cently read a paper on the Viet-

nam War issue in Washington and
on the basis of this paper he has
been asked to speak both as a reli-

gious man and as a political scien-

tist on this difficult and puzzling

issue. It is a very grave matter for

every concerned citizen and is a
terribly anxious question for our
college men. This worship service

is a serious and responsible at-

tempt by the chapel program to be

of some help to every person's

thinking and decision about this

terrible problem. Many concerned
people are morally outraged by the

Vietnam War; but do the political

facts coincide with our humani-
tarian feelings? Surely it is our
duty as citizens to be as informed
as we can possibly be. Professor
Sondermann will address himself
to these questions and it is hoped
that the service may be a modest
but significant contribution to our
thinking and acting.

again had no opportunity to

consider. That the decision came
as a complete surprise to students

who followeci the situation closely

is evidence that the Board of

Trustees remains autonomous. It

feels no obligation to actually

negotiate proposals.

But if the Board and the ad-

ministration maintained their in-

stitutional isolation, they also of-

fered rays of hope for the fu-

ture. Though they refused to

negotiate, student views were un-

questionably incorporated in the

final decision. We cannot help

being encouraged by the tone and
scope of their statement. It is true

that the structure of decision-

making was not altered. Yet this

stnicture now appears more per-

meable than we thought. Without
disavowing the value of direct ac-

tion in the future, students must
lealize that limited changes are
possible within the existing con-

text. Though the present system
will not be easily transformed,
consistent changes of a quantita-

tive sort will, in fact, constitute

qualitative change. CCCA is the
place to begin.

I would suggest that CCCA un-
dertake the following organiza-
tional measures as matters of im-
mediate priority:

1) Adoption of by-laws which
would establish seats on CCCA
committees for non-CCCA mem-
bers. An association "Committee
on Committees" composed of exclu-

sively CCCA members would rec-

ommend appointment to various

committees after accepting ap-
plications from interested faculty

and students. This arrangement
would allow CCCA members to
give more attention to fewer areas.

It would widen participation in

the association's affairs, thereby
stimulating interest and avoiding
an aura of exclusiveness.

2) Formation of a CCCA Cur-
riculum Committee to provide
prompt consideration of innova-
tions or changes in the academic
programs. This committee is both
constitutionally and pragmatically
appropriate. Creativity and imagi-
nation are important elements in

shaping exciting programs of

study. Students have a direct in-

terest in this area and would sure-

ly contribute valid suggestions.
Formally, the committee would
work closely with the Faculty Aca-
demic Programming Committee
and Committee on Instruction.

While overlap may occur in these
committees, I tliink that the CCCA
group would be much freer to con-

sider besic intellectual assumptions
which underlie various programs
than the faculty committees which
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carry the burden of maintain in >

the on-going programs. This com-
mittee should immediately detoi-

mine the books to be read durinir

the -summer by incoming fresli-

men. It should also consider ex-

pansion of the existing faculty-
freshmen nights to include all

classes.

3) Formation of a CCCA Resi-
dential Committee to act as a
forum for consideration of changes
in existing policy, and as a com-
munity-wide body which couUl
coordinate efforts to endow ouv
"residential philosophy" with the
-substantive programs it so desper-
ately needs.

Once CCCA has attained struc-
tural viability, that is, once it ful-
fills its constitutional obligation to
consider areas of "all c-ollege con-
cern," I would like to see it deal
with the following suggestions:

1) Regular meetings between
members of CCCA and the Board
of Trustees.

2) Establishment of a freshman
seminar in the humanities for
three hours credit on an exclu-
sively pass-fail basis.

3) Expansion of courses avail-
able per semester, on a pass-fail
basis.

4) Expanded extra-mural work
study programs in the "outside
world."

5) Consideration of means to e.'^-

tablish a forum for students to de-
liver papers, read poetry, show
films, etc. to a mixed faculty-
student audience.

G) Establishment of an annual
public lecture by a senior student,

7) Actual student membershi|<
on more faculty committees.

8) Use of the Alpha Phi house
tor forum discussions, seminars,
mfoi-mal dinners etc.

(Coi
1 page fivi

Jazz Band to

Return to CC
The Queen City Jazz Band i

lilt attraction of this year's Sym-
posium, is returning to CC oii
May 15 to present another con-
cert. Ticltets for the two -horn-
show go on sale today at Eastall
Desk and are $1.00 for students
and $1.50 for towns people.
The Band, which is composed lA

Denver businessmen, who lilte tu
play jazz in their spare time, pru-
^ides a swinging show, whicl'i wci-
enthusiastically received when tlic.v

performed last January.
The concert is sponsored by Ea^-

tall Center Board and should prove
well worth a study break to attend
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Lectern, Case and Easel

by Mark Laiisbiirgh

This week's exhibition, "Three
Humirecl Years of French Maiiu-

foript Painting," is to honor the

ilistingiiished guests of Colorado
( 'ollege's Romance Language De-
|):irtment: Monsieur Edouard
Morot-Sir, Cultural Consulor and
Representative of French Univer-
.-ities in the United States, and
Monsieur Robert Luc, Consul Gen-
rial of France.

Spanning a period from the
iiiid-twelfth century to the mid-
t'ifteenth century, the earliest

manuscript illumination is in The
liecket Bible. Executed for the
Archbishop of Canterbury when he
Tied to Poiitigny from the threats
.if Henry II, our opening depicts

Hie beginning of the Song of Solo-

mon. The full rigor of French
Romanesque art is conveyed by
Hie bold figures, and simplified,

iilue background. One must travel
to Cambridge to find other vol-

;>mes from Becket's library.

The elongated elegance one as-

sociates with Gothic art marks the
1280 Psalter. The contrast of at-

iinuated figures and burnished
jold background makes the transi-

iinn apparent. Refinement key-
tiotes the sophistication of this an-

iiointment scene, as well as pro-

liferation of ornament. And the
marginal extensions and decora-
ions of the Pucelle School Frag-
niont carry us farther into Gothi-
rism. Suddenly we find modeling
|i the faces of these singing
monks. Lineal outlining is losing

out. Tes.selated backgrounds now
seem to reflect the effects from
stained glass windows.

But this is even more evident in
the three fragments from The
Master of 1402 Manuscript where
the backgrounds are composed of
alternating burnished gold and
liolychrome lozenges. For the first
time Italian elements pervade
French manuscript art. Naturalis-
tic trees and jutting rocks super-
imposed t li e m s e 1 V e s on these
mosaic grounds. The Master's at-
tenuated figure style (seen espe-
cially in Clirist as Man of Sorrows)
rivals the best of the International
Style. We know this Master from
a signed work in the Bibliotheque
Natlonale, and find there similar
semi-grisaille painting in which
figures are painted in shades of
grey.

By the first quarter of the fif-

teenth century, the finest work
was being produced in the Lim-
bourg atelier (for the Duke of
Berry). Today these manuscripts
are in Chantilly and the New
York Cloisters Museum. Fortu-
nately we have a fragment which
shows the four sided, delicate bor-
ders of entwined gold foliage . . .

much removed from the sparse,
rugged sprouts extending from late

Romanesque initials.

Jehen Pouquet lays claim to be-
ing France's leading mid-fifteenth
century manuscript ai-tist. It

seems to be his hand we see in

Christ Before Pilate. This small
miniature is one of perhaps three
in this country and presents us
witii the full maturity of French
book art. It is exceeded in finish

only by the miniature of David
which was painted by Columbe at
the end of the century. Panel
painting was not more finished or
refined.

We have not discussed the rather
naive drawing found in our 14th
century Avignon Papal Brief, or
the bushy-tailed men in later mar-
ginal borders, or the 'gross' com-
mon man by Lagneau who fol-

lowed Clouet. Too, these are better
seen than discussed.

PROFESSOR BARTON AND RON HOFFMAN EXPLAIN to a Colorado Springs pollcemcin that the riot
scene at Murray's Drugs (above left) is a scene in Barton's film for the Helen Twelvetrees Film Festival.

The Anli-

Capital Punishment

Vigil

To Canon City

Has Been

Cancelled Due to a

Stay of Execution

Granted Yesterday.

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by Ihe Goldon Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executive Secretarial Course for Col logo Woman
General Secretarial Course

• Legal Secretarial Course

SUCCESSFUL •Electronics Technical Secretarial Couroe

SECRETARIES 'Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
62.1% of students enrolled tiave had one to tour years of collage.

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 10, SEPT. 25

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
San Francisco, California 94102

A Mild Attack on The Knack'
ARE YOU SURE YOU

KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING?

By H. F. Randolph

On the surface Theatre Work-
iiop's production of Ann Jellicoe's

I'lie Knack seems to have all the

makings of a light evening of

young comedy: i.e., a hectic romp
tiu'ough the adolescent world of
fluting behaviors, bed making and
ioom painting. The play calls for
four young actors to portray atti-

tudes of the world in which they
live. Tom is spontaneity contained
within a paint brush that sweeps
across his room with little regard
for form or purpose. Tolen is the
one who has the knack, which is

his ability to manipulate and bend
Women to fulfill his own desires.
His mind is preoccupied with keep-
hig his conquests from thinking.
For if they think, the eventual se-

duction will take so much longer.

Scurrying between these two
characters, is Colin, a mild man-
nered boy who sees the knack as
a means of Liberating himself
fiom his world of non-feminine
conquests. The catalysis of the
play is a girl named Nancy. She
brings all of the character's atti-

tudes to light by coming into their
one room habitat.

1 mention these character sket-
ches for only one reason. The

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrow from ths Camput

827 N Jr+h Tejon

Knack is stnicturally a simple

play. It has four characters in mo-
dern dress, interacting in a "white"

room with very little furniture.

Therefore, in order for the play to

be effective the actors must cap-

ture and maintain the attitudes

Miss Jellicoe gives them. In part,
TW's players were successful.

Keith Cunningham's portrayal
of Tom was certainly the strongest
of the four. Making full use of his
hands and facial expressions Keith
was able to create an overwhelm-
ing amount of energy which made
much of Tom's spontaneity cred-
ible to the audience. Unfortunately
he was called upon too often to

maintain the whole force of the
play's action,

Rob Scott as Colin stammered
through so many of his lines that
the frustration within the charac-
ter became nothing more than a
mere facial gesture. This made Co-
lin's conversion to a romantic stud
in the end hard to accept. Chris
Gibbs also relied on a narrow set

of mannerisms to get in this case,

the sexual objectivity of Tolin
across. Keeping his voice at the
same level most of the time and
being a bit hesitant in doing any-
thing with his arms, Chris' "seduc-

FOR SALE
1951 Chevrolet 4-Dr. Sedan

Nev7 paint, nev^r upholstry
(vinyl), engine rebuilt

tv/o years ago, new tires.

Make offer.

Michael Gamer.

1439 N. Tejon—633-0967

tion" of Nancy seemed very uii-

knackish in execution.

Perhaps the weakest charactei--
ization was Corky iVIathew's por-
trayal of Nancy. Granted that
Nancy is nothing more than an
avei'age girl, nonetheless she is an
individual, who within the play, ex-
periences many painful blows to

her childlike naivete: i.e., a belief

in the goodness of her fellow hu-
man beings. Corky never seemed
to establish Nancy's naivete either
facially or vocally. Consequently,
the change from her enrapture-
ment with Tolin's advances in the
beginning, to her eventual awak-
ening to his phonnies in the end,
was not as effectually evident as it

should have been.

The one thing which physically
marred the surface of this produc-
tion were the uncomfortable per-
iods of silence that surrounded the
action on stage. Although Mr.
Mattys was successful in creating
an atmosphere of chaos in the
round, there were too many times
when the audience found itself con-
fronted with an empty stage or a
confusing bit of action. If Olym-
pic medals were given for the con-
struction of a bed or the instant
feint, Keith and Corky would cer-

tainly take first place.
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People in love have a crazy way of getting wrapped

up in each other and forgetting about everything else.

So, unless you want to make a mistake, forget about love

when you're buying a diamond ring.

If you'd like some expert help, in fact, go see your

ArtCaiTed jeweler. He has beautiful diamond rings from

$150 to over $1000, Evei-y one has a gemologist's evaluation

inscribed on the inner band. Every one is guaranteed.

So don't get emotional at a time like this. Get carefuL

If you don't know anything about diamonds, see your

ArtCarved jeweler. He does.
_2\rt(3>.rved^

— See Dream Diamond Rings only at lliis Authorized ArtCarved Jeweler

CECIL HOWELL JEWELER

126 N Dr+h Tejon Colorado Springs
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PROFESSOR PICKLE POUNDS pavement — Jeff [umps jalopy for

Helen Twelve+rees Film Festival.

Patronize Tiger Advertisers

for the best in the Hegion, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Spaghetti Ravioli Lasagna

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 632-5846

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN H:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Mosl Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

SAVE TIME SAVE MONEY

WHEN YOU SERVE YOURSELF

TO

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

695 South 8th Street Colorado Springs

Students Participate in Academic

Affairs on Tarkio College Campus
Tarkio. Mo. (I.P.)—A go-ahead

from the Board of Directors of

Tarkio College last year brought

student involvement in the decis-

ion-making process of tlie college

to the highest possible level with

a student representative appointed

to every major college council as

a voting member.

The process of students being

seated on administrative commit-
tees started about three years ago
with student appointments to the

Student Affairs Council. Since

tlien, students have become voting

members on the Administrative,

Academic, Development, Academy
of Christian Thought and Sei-vice,

and Finance Councils.

"The idea of student-involve-

ment in the decision-making pro-

cess came from a feeling here that
in the complex situations existing

on a college campus, there must
ne actual student-practice in the

management process. If students
are to be engaged in an activity

meaningfully, they must be given
responsibility," said President Wil-
liam H. Schechter.

Dr. Schechter, who has always
favored giving students opportun-
ities for growth and development
by involving them in their own
educational process, feels that stu-

dents on this campus have shown

interest in planning and making

decisions, and have proven that

they are capable of participating

responsibly and making worthwhile

contributions to the college plan-

ning sessions.

Faculty participation in policy

making decisions has been in ex-

istence for many years, and has

followed a pattern similar to that

of student involvement. Prior to

the establishment of the Academic
Council and the Student Affairs

Council five years ago, both the

faculty and the student body acted

"as a whole." Last fall, faculty

and students were brought into

all aspects of decision-making at

the college, thi-ough the various

conncils.

This tri-balanced relationship

among administration, faculty and
students has created a unique
climate in which the creative ideas

of each group can be brought to-

gether.

"The agitation for student in-

volvement has been expanding na-

tionally," said Dr. Osborne Parker,
vice-president for Student Affairs.

"Students at Tarkio have shown
that they really want a voice in

their own educational process.

There is nothing like responsibil-

ity to help in a student's educa-

tion. A student, given the facts,

tends to make a decision just as a

faculty member or administrator

does. In addition, the student com-

municates with other students and

this keeps the channels of com-

munication open."

At a recent meeting of the Board

of Directors, the board was asked

to participate in an open discu.^-

sion with students, faculty and ad-

ministrative staff, relative to a

student resolution to be presented

to the board. Following this even-

ing of participation, the board

voted unanimously to have exten-

sive student involvement in future

board decisions affecting the

Tarkio College campus.

Probably the most extensive ac-

colades should go to the faculty,

the Academic Dean, Dr. Eldon
Breazier, and the Dean of Stu-

dents, Dr. Osboin Parker for the

sophistication of tiie present stu-

dent government program on this

campus. "At first, the participation

of students in academic affairs

was too new to be acceptable to

the faculty," Dr. Bi'eazier said. "As
we have progressed, there has de-

veloped a feeling of accomplisli-

ment and decision-association with
the students."

"My bike is faster than yours.'

French Cultural Counselor Will

Speak to French Students and Staff
France's cultural counselor to

the United States will speak at
noon Friday, May 5 at a luncheon
in Bemis Hall for Colorado College
students of French, the French
staff and faculty Francophiles.
He is Edouard Morot-Sir, who

will be accompanied here by Robert
Luc, French consul general in Den-
ver. The luncheon is a highlight of
a two-day French program at Col-
orado College.

At 1:30 p. m., following the
luncheon, there will be a perform-
ance of "Les Fourberies de Sea-
pin," direct from Paris, under the
auspices of the Regional Arts and
Humanities Office.

As cultural counselor to the

French Embassy in the United
States, Morot-Sir is representative
of French universities in this coun-
try. He has held the post since

January, 1957.

Morot-Sir began his academic
career in 1939 as a professor of
philosophy in French provinces.
Since then, he has been a professor
of philosophy in Paris; an asso-
ciate professor and full professor
at the Faculte des Lettres of Lille
and Bordeaux; chairman of the de-
partment of philosophy at the Uni-

versity of Cairo, Egypt; directoi

of the United States Educational

Commission for France, (a Ful-

bright commission), in Paris; and

director of the National Center for

the Preparation of the written part

of "Agregation" in Paris.

He is the author of seven books

and numerous articles. He is exec-

utive chairman of the Society foi'

Fi'ench American Cultural Sei-vices

and Educational Aid and a

member of a number of Fi'encli

organizations.

Wanted . . .

Responsible Person to

drive car to Pittsburg

departing about May
30. Will pay gas and
car maintenance

and expenses.

Phone . . .

472-1600 or 472-2270

Cme ih and StPUM ! I

The Off-Campus Gift Botique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics.

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824V2 N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage
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Harvard Medics Describe Dangers of Pot, Acid
The following is a repriut of a

. ,.\vsletter written by Dana L.

r:irnsworth, M.D., Director of the

H;irvard University Healtli Ser-

,,
„es, and Curtis Prout, M.D.,

Chief of IVIedicine of Harvard's

Health Services. It explores briefly

the medical effects of marijuana

and L.S.D.

Marijuana comes from the dried

flowering tops of a hemp plant,

catmabis sativa. Other names for

it include hashish, bhang, and
"pot." It is hallucinogenic and

lias no medical use. It may be

smoked in cigarettes, chewed, or

sniffed. Marijuana acts mainly on

tiie central nervous system, and
iloes not produce true addiction.

When marijuana is smoked its ef-

fects are noted in a few minutes
;ind usually last three to five

hours. The drug causes a combi-
nation of excitation and depression.

Tliere may be an increase in the

pulse rate, a slight rise in blood
pressure, and small increases in

blood sugar and appetite for

sweets.

Marijuana has a chemical effect

on ordinary consciousness; ideas

are rapid, disconnected, and un-
controllable, There may be feelings

of well-being, exaltation, and ex-

citement— that is, being "high."

Or, at other times there may be a
"down" with moodiness, fear of

death, and panic. Ideas may occur
in disrupted sequences. Seconds
may seem like minutes, minutes
may seem like hours. Distance and
sound may be magnified. Space
may seem expanded, the head may
feel swollen and extremities heavy.
Some people who take it think that
it fosters physical intimacy; but
the reverse is usually true. The
subject may have sensations of
floating, ringing in the ears, and
tremors. Persons taking the drug
may be quiet and drowsy when
alone; restless, talkative, laughing,
or joking when in company. Large
doses may produce confusion, dis-

orientation, and increased anxiety.
In a few instances marijuana has
produced psychoses, as does L.S.D.

The medical e\'idence is mount-
ing that a good deal of marijuana
currently sold to students is adul-

terated, indeed often "laced" with
mixtures of other hallucinogenic

drugs to strengthen the effects of
the drug. Marijuana is not a speci-

fic product but a variable mixture
of flowers, leaves, stems, and
sometimes the roots of the hemp
plant. The mixture may be weak
or strong in its physiological ef-

fect, and where it is weak, invites

adulteration. The fact is a person
buying "marijuana" has no way of
knowing what he is actually

getting.

Marijuana does not produce phy-
sical addiction, but it does produce
significant dependence, to a seri-

ous degree. This is a fact well
known to doctors working with
college students. The social influ-

ences surrounding the use of
marijuana also encourage experi-
mentation with other di-ugs, not-
ably L.S.D., and, of course, may
lead into addiction to narcotics.

L.S.D. is a far more dangerous
diiig than marijuana, and in the
opinion of many informed pei-sons
is a greater menace to users than
even the addictive nai-cotics.

During the earlier years of ex-
perimentation with L.S.D. the ad-
verse effects were not considered
to be very serious. However, in

recent years, numerous cases have
been reported of prolonged psy-
chotic reactions from L.S.D., last-
ing from a few months up to two
years. Hospitals in large cities,

particularly New York and Los
Angeles, have had many cases of
acute psychoses arising from in-

gestion of this drug.
L.S.D. differs from most other

drugs because its effects occur at
varying periods after the ingestion

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

RESI8TERBD

TC^ep)s sl]<:^ '

DIAMOND

They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center

diamond ... a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,

in your ring assures lifetime

satisfaction. Select yours at

vourKeepsakeJev/eler's store

He's in the yellow pages under

"Jewelers. "

iNURiik T* iMow lUBrT or

I HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I

I

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- I

' ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both (or '

I

only 25c, Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
|

I

Address_

City

I State

I

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

I

I

u

of the drug. What it does, in effect,

is to stall in motion processes, as
yet not understood, which produce
effects after tlie drug itself has
left the bloodstream. There may he
severe depressions lasting for sev-
eral months, or psychotic reactions,
or at other times hoth pleasant
and frightening episodes.
Another observed effect of

L.S.D. is a reduction in responsibil-
ity— that is, the individual's judg-
ment is impaired. In our judgment
now, after a careful study of the
effects of L.S.D., we consider it

inadvisable for an individual who
takes even one dose of L.S.D. to
make a major decision about him-
self for at least three months.
One significant statement about

the use of L.S.D. was made by
Freedman and Powelson in the
Nation on January 31, 1966:
"L.S.D. enthusiasts talk of reli-

gious conversions, the awakening
of artistic creativity, the reconcili-

ation of p p o s i t e s. The main
change to be observed in such in-

dividuals, however, is that they
have stopped doing anything. The
aspiring painter talks of the
heightening of his aesthetic sensi-

bilities and skills, but he has stop-
ped painting. The graduate stu-
dent who withdrew from writing
his dissertation in philosophy talks
of tlie wondrous philosophical tlie-

ories he has evolved. But notliing;

is written. It seems timt tlie world
of fantasy has become far more
compellhig than external things.
Indeed, fantasy is substituted for
reality."

We know that long-term subtle
psychological damage may result
from L.S.D. Such damage may be
glossed over by the pleasure and
enthusiasm engendered by the sub-
stance, but we have seen too many
cases of psychic breakdown to
doubt the serious dangers of the
drug. It is even possible that tlic

brain is structurally damaged.
There is recent evidence that
L.S.D. attacks hereditary genes.

In short, OUT professional medi-
cal opinion is that playing with
L.S.D. is a desperately dangerous
form of "drug roulette." The medi-
cal evidence is cleai-. Any person
taking L.S.D. runs the clear risk
of psychotic breakdown and long-

run physiological damage.

Colorado College's President Worner Interviewed About Drugs
As a re^idt of tiie widespread

controversy concerning drugs
throughout the country, the Tiger
requested and was granted an in-

terview with President Worner to

discuss di-ugs and their relation to

CC students. The following are ex-

cerpts from that interview.

Q. If a student has a problem
concerning drugs and talks to

either Dr. Rodman or Dr. Mahaffee
about it, will that discussion be
held in confidence or will the col-

lege officials receive vepoi-ts of it?

Woi-nev: (paraphrase) The col-

lege doctors work under the same
code of ethics as do private doc-

tors. Anything which is said to

them in confidence is considered

to be privileged information and
will be di\'TiIged to no other per-

son. We ui'ge students with such

problems to ask for help and in-

formation from the school doctors

or their family doctors and will al-

ways respect their rights to pri-

vacy.

Q: What is the Colorado law
concerning marijuana?
Worner: The laws of Colorado

still provide for the death penalty

f.n- anyone cunvicted for the SL'cond

time of selling marijuana. While
this statute has not been enforced,

it has not been uncommon for ped-

dlers to receive 4-10 year prison

sentences. This would be quite an
interruption of the lives of those

people.

Q: Can CC students expect to re-

ceive deferential ti^eatment if they

are caught with drugs.

Worner: We have been informed

that CC will no longer be a 'com-

munity within a community' where
this matter is concerned, Students

can expect to be treated in tlio

same manner as anyone else.

Q: Do we have paid agents on

campus to spy on students for the

Federal Government?

Worner: "The college does not

have and will not have agents

knowingly placed on campus, We
will, of course, cooperate fully

with the authorities in all ethical

and legal ways. Students must
realize that with the warnings and
actions taken last year, if there

are still some who don't get the

message that drugs are (1) illegal,

Music Department to

Give Student Recitals
The Colorado College Music De-

partment will present talented

voice and piano students in two re-

citals next week.

The recitals, open to the public

without charge, will be at 8:15

p. m. Tuesday, May 9, and Thurs-

day. May 11, in the auditoi'ium of

Armsti-ong Hall.

Six singers and eleven pianists

will participate in the recitals. The
singers are Patricia Ann Pen-y,

'contralto; Hugo ToiTes, baritone;

* Sears Proposes
(Conlinatd (roin page two)

11) Re-examination of the pres-

ent symposium program.

10) Integration of classes in all

campus residence halls.

11) Liberalization of existing

campus liquor regulations.

12) Re-examination of science

requirements for non-science ma-
jors.

13) Expansion of the number of

general strudies courses patterened

after the current Freedom and
Authority format.

14) General re-evaluation of

graduation requirements.

None of these suggestions are

purely original. They have all been

discussed in one form or another

by students and faculty. A dy-

namic, vital CCCA must provide

the opportunity for reasoned dia-

logue on these and all other mat-
ters of common interest.

Janet Halbert, soprano; Marilyn

Turner, soprano; Carol Parsons,

soprano; and John Burdsall, tenor.

Of the piano students scheduled

to play, five are freshmen: Cyn-

thia von Riesen, Patricia Burton,

Sharon Andress, Noreen Schultz,

and Jay Klein.

Sophomore pianists featured

will be Linda Schoonhoven, Bar-

bara Klein, and Jan Janitschke.

Also scheduled are two juniors,

Judv Floyd and Janis Metcalfe.

Janet Albright (Mrs. William E.)

is the only graduate student on

the list of pianists.

and (2), dangerous, Uiey jniisL run

the risk of full action on the part

of the collogo. federal, and state

authorities.

Film Festival May 14
The public showing the the

Helen Twelvetrees Film Festival

will be Sunday, May 14, in Olin 1 at

7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Awards will be presented at that

time. Forms are at Rastall desk
and should be completed and re-

turned by Wednesday, May 10,

Professor Seay
Translates Work
For Music Press
A translation of Jnhannes de

Brocheo's treatisr*, "Do Musica"
{Concerning Music), by Dr. Albert

Seay, Colorado College professor

of music, has been published by
the Colorado College Music Press.

The 42-page book was prepared
primarily for the use of both grad-
uate ami undergraduate music stu-

dents, and will he distributed to

other colleges and universities,

graduate schools, libraries and
bookstores.

De Erocheo was a 13(.h century
French theorist, and "De Musica"
was the first work of its kind con-

cerning instrumental music. He
wi-ote the treatise "to explain mu-
sic" as thoroughly as he could.

"An understanding of music," he
said, "is necessary to those who
wish to have a complete under-
standing of bodies moving and
moved ... It is also good in a

practical sense, for it corrects and
improves the customs of men if

used in the proper way."

Dr. Seay said the treatise was
written about 1300 or 1302. An
oiiginai source publication was
printed in 1902 or 1903, As the

basis for his English translation.

Dr. Seay used a text in Latin

brought out by a German in 1942.

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8617
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Parents Invade CC
iMoi-e than 200 parents invadeti

the CC campus last week to attend

the lOth annual Parents' Week-
end. "The turnout was the largest

in i-ecent yeai's," commented co-

chairman Gary Ceriani, "nearly

triple last year's attendance."

Capping^ the events, the Presi-

dent's Ball held Friday evening

brought together faculty, admini-

stration, students, and parents. In-

troduced this year, the dance re-

ceived a favorable response- Gary

Ceriani said, "I think it was a

good idea and should be caiTied

over to next year."

Two bands provided music for

both slow and fast dancing. Presi-

dent Womer remarked. "I enjoyed

the dance, both watching on the

south side and dancing on the

north side."

At the Songfest on Saturday,

the Kappas. Fijis and two inde-

pendent small groups took top

honors. Placing in the men's large

group division were the Phi

Gamma Deltas, first place; the

Sigma Chis. second place; and the

Phi Delta Thetas, tliird place.

Kappa Kappa Gamma took first

prize in the women's large group

di\ision, followed by Delta Gamma.
Independents led in both men's

and women's small group compe-
tition, with the Phi Delts and DG's
taking second place and the Sigma
Chis and Gamma Phis third. Mem-
bers of the t^vo winning small

groups were : men—John Bmitin,

Ron Hoffman, Lee Murray, Larry
Maxwell, Tom P e 1 s o r, Kirk
Thomas, Larrj' Seitz, Chad Milton,

and Greg Glissmann; women—Lana
Coffman, Marilyn Turner, Janet
Halbei-t, Jean Chafet, Janet Rob-
inson, Dorothy Bradley, Joan Cha-
fet, Pat Anderson, and Ellen Dahl.

During the Songfest intermis-

sion, members were tapped for

Blue Key and Cap and Gown. New
members of Blue Key are Skip
Clark, Lance Clarke, Steve Ehi--

hart, Jeri*y Hancock, Dave
Schaffer, Ray Sitton, and RolHe
Walker.

Cap and Gown tapped 15 jun-

iors: Lana Coffman, Louise Allen,

Jane Rowntrec, Patty Lawrence,

Diane Brown, Cathy Culbertson,

Colette Smith, Karla White, Jani.=;

Metcalf, Sue Linder, LuAnn Rugg,
Susie Reniple, Cavla Bauman,
Betsy Wise, and Jamie Lytle,

Earlier in the afternoon, the fac-

ulty beat the student quiz bowl

team by 30 points. Reversing last

year's outcome, the faculty team
of Timothy Fuller. Douglas Freed.

Owen Cramer, and Roger Eldridge

defeated the champion student

team of Jay Shelton, Wally Bacon,

Skip Clark, and Jack Benyhill,

265-235.

Professor Sondermann

To Speak on Viet Nam
Professor Fred Sondermann will

talk to the college community to-

night, Friday, May 5, on the sub-

ject of Viet Nam, The title of his

lecture will be "A Political Analy-
sis of Viet Nam", and it will be

given in the WES Room of Rastall

Center at 8:00 p.m.

Professor Sondermann has
spoken to a number of different

groups about Viet Nam and his

analysis has been wi<lely praised
for its t h o u g h t f u 1 n e s s and
objecti\'ity.

Trustees' Housing Statement
((.onlinucd Irinn paftc <iiie)

"We therefore conclude that the

residential requirements should be

relaxed to offer senior students,

both men and women, the privilege

of off-campus residence if they

choose. This privilege is also ex-

tended to students who are 21

years of age on September 1, 1967,

the opening day of classes in the

fall, and to those—regardless of

age—who are veterans of military

service. The long-standing exemp-
tion of married students and com-
muting students remains unchang-
ed.

"We make no requirement of

parental permission. We will re-

quire only that students living off-

campus register their addresses

with the appropriate officers of the

College. Details of housing stand-

ards, geographical limits and such,

we leave to the officers of the Col-

lege to formulate. We do not see

merit in delineating standards of

conduct in off-campus living, but

prefer to leave that to the decision

of the officers of the College, in

concert with the student and facul-

ty committees concerned.

"In the matter of the so-called

'open dormitory' which would per-

mit visits between men and women
students in the bedrooms of the

residential halls, we find no vii1;ue

in reopening the Board's decision

of two years ago.

"The question of 3.2 beer is one

which the Board would like to in-

vestigate mare fully. We shall re-

serve a judgment until we have
had an opportunity to examine the
matter in greater detail.

"The Board comes away from
these decisions convinced that the
question of student rights and re-

sponsibilities, both on campus and
off, is one which is being handled
in piecemeal fashion, both at

Colorado College and at institu-

tions across the country. A ques-
tion of these dimensions needs
consideration in the large, with
full attention to the role of the stu-

dent as a member of the educa-
tional community. The campus
which is constantly aflame with
intramural contention is one which
seriously erodes its educational
mission.

"Accordingly, we have asked
President Womer to devote as
much of the coming academic year
as may be necessary to the study
of these larger issues. We antici-

pate there will be lively inter-

change between students, their par-
ents, members of the faculty, and
members of this Board. We espec-
ially look forward to close deliber-

ations with the newly constituted
Colorado College Community As-
sociation. Given reasoned argu-
ment and a concern for both indi-

vidual and institution, we are con-
fident that Colorado College can
become a liberal arts college as
prepared for the future as any."

RCB to Sponsor
Art Exhibition

This Sunday, May 7, Rastall
Center Board is sponsoring a
Sidewalk Art Show and Sale
for all artistically-minded students
at CC. Anyone who wishes to ex-
hibit his works, past or present,
is invited to bring them to this
showing.

The Show will be held on Ras-
tall's patio from 10:00 a.m. through
3:00 p.m. All exhibitors are to
bring their work to Rastall Center
Desk by 10:00 a.m. that morning
to pick up the easels they are to
use for display. Exhibitors should
plan on staying with their work
most of the time it is being shown.

This is the big chance for all

those who feel they have artistic
talent (and who doesn't?) to put
their wares in front of potential
buyei's. Anyone who can possibly
make it should not pass up this
opportunity. If you require fur-
ther information, contact Sharon
Dregne at Ext. 2G3.

1 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17,99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-039!

they fake off

w ant ed I

Drive My Car from

Colorado Springs +o

New York end of

May.

Call b35-2270

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T«ion

634.2093

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

ffemeth'j CI Tejom

NOW OPENS THE . . .

"A "
fihhex

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS. KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

"your Business Is Appretiated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telsphono 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

All Types of

LAUNDRY SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Discount Cash and Carry

1171/j E.

Cache La
The Personal Touch!

Poudre

^ THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minuter from the campus)
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Senator Hatfield Objects to Draft

I may look bad, but Jankowski's missing two teeth."

Urban Vocation Project

Planned for Coming Summer
Announcement was made this

week of the 1967-68 Judson Urban
Vocation Project to be held in

New York City. The project is a

work study program designed for

college graduates who wish to

understand and participate in ur-

ban living more fully. The project

is sponsored by Judson Memorial
Cliurch of New York City and
other New York City community
organizations.

The Reverend Howard Moody,
wlio spoke on campus last spring,

is the director of the project. The
jiroject is designed to involve par-

ticipation in intensive political and
social programs in Manhattan and
is designed to allow the partici-

pant to take on working positions

in the city. The project is designed
to open up the possibility of creat-

ive political and social action jri

tile large cities of our nation and
to encourage young college gradu-
ates to participate actively in such
programs.

Professor Joseph Pickle has in-

formation, brochures and applica-

tios for the project which begins

September 15, 1967.

Participation in the project does

not automatically insure defeiTnent

by Selective Service, but the New
York Selective Sei-vice Board has
indicated that it will accept parti-

cipation as alternate service for
registered conscientious objectors.

The project is open to both men
and women.

Parenthood Symposium

In Denver May 4-6
Colorado College students are in-

vited to attend a three-hour sym-
posium to be held Friday, May 6,

at Denver's Brown Palace Hotel in

connection with the national board
meeting of Planned Parenthood

—

World Population May 4-6.

The symposium, to be held from
9 a.m. to noon, \vill feature a dis-

cussion focusing on overcrowding
in urban areas and the steady
dwindling of U. S. resources.

Tickets for the symposium are
two dollars per person, and reser-

vations may be made by calling

388-4215 in Denver. Interested per-

sons may also wi-ite Planned Par-
enthood of Colorado, 2025 York
Street. Denver. Colorado 80205.

hy U. S. Senator Mark O. Hatfield

(Rep.-Oregon)

The time has come to end the
military draft.

That bald declaration ^vill startle

many. But when all the facts are
in, and all the current and
projected needs for military man-
power have been taken into ac-

count, it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that America does not
need the draft. America can afford
not to have the draft, and America
is overdue in bringuig to an end
this drastic invasion of the lives

and liberties of her young men.
Congi'ess is now beginning to de-

bate President Johnson's legisla-

tion to extend the draft another
four years. In years past Con-
gressional examination of this is-

sue was perfunctory. This year
things are different.

Thanks no doubt to the height-
ened awareness of America's young
people, whose lives the draft so
seriously affects, many in Con-
gress are now for the first time re-
thinking the premises upon which
the draft is supposedly based. An
increasing number of them are
finding it sadly out of step with
both our Nation's traditions and
with its military manpower needs.
We must never allow ourselves

to forget that however pressing
the circumstances, the draft is in-

voluntary servitude. It is legiti-

mate and constitutional when Con-
gress, exercising its power to raise
and support armies, has no reason-
able altcinative. But conscription
must always be the last desperate
resort for meeting militaiy man-
power needs, not the cheap and
easy expedient.

The only real argument for hav-
ing an involuntary di-aft is that
the Nation could not reasonably
afford to raise and retain the
needed militai-y manpower mthout
it. I maintain that the Nation can
afford to eliminate the draft. In
doing so we will resort to lost li-

berties. We can end once and for
all the inherent inequities of a
compulsory system. We can up-
grade our armed forces and in-

crease our national security. And
we can do it at a price this rich

and powerful Nation can easily

afford.

There is no numerical shortage
nf manpower for filling military

1 uik>. L:iLh yt-ar inisurly four times
as many men as the military needs
enter tlie draft age pool. With
more realistic service qualifica-
tions and sharply increased wages
and fringe benefits, and with an
enhanced status for military ca-
reers, wo can attract the 500,000
men we need each year, even at
Viet Nam buildup level.

All we have to do is to make up
our minds that we are going to
stop exchanging precious liberties
for false economy—false because,
when the total economic costs of
the draft system are taken into
account, including civilian wages
foregone by draftees, we may well
be saving jiothing at all. And tins
calculation fails to take into ac-
count the qualitative value of
skilled career specialists serving
in crucial military positions now
filled by reluctant draftees.

From the standpoint of individ-
ual liberty, equity to all, the en-
hancement of national security,
and the total economic costs, the
draft fares badly in comparison

Campus Announcements
Exam Schedule Traffic Hearing Photography Exhibit

Second Semester 19fiG-1967

May 17—Wednesday
History 102 (all sections) 9-11

M W F 1:15 2- 4
May 18—Thursday
M W F 11 9-11

T Th 1:15 2- 4
•May 19—Friday

Englisli 208 (all sections) 9-11
T Th S 9 2-4

May 22—Monday
Languages 102 (all sees.) 9-11
M W F 2:15 2- 4

May 23—Tuesday
M W F 8 9-11

T Th S 8 2-4
May 25—Thursday
Economics 202 (all sees.) 9-11
T Th S 10 2-4

May 2()—Friday
M W F 9 9-11

M W F 12 2-4
May 27—Saturday
M W F 10 9-11
T Th 2:15 2- 4
NOTE: Economics 202, English

'^OS, History 102 and Languages
(all 102 courses) have special
times allotted. Examinations for
•classes not included on this sched-
•^'e should be arranged to suit

Convenience of students and
'tistructors.

Freshman Parties
,

-"Anyone who would be interested
''^ gi%'ing a party for in-coming
feshmen in your home area this
^""nmer please contact Kathy
•\aetsheim, extension 373, by May

The last traffic hearing of the

current school year will be held

Tuesday, May 9, at 7:00 p.m. in

Room 205, Rastall Center.

This is absolutely the last time
that students may appeal traffic

tickets. All tickets that are not
appealed, and all tickets received

after May 9, must be paid by the

student, in order to clear his ac-

count in the Business Office.

Peace Vigil
The third of a series of weekly

peace vigils will be held from noon
to 1 p.m. next Wednesday at the

U.S. Postoffice at Nevada and
Pikes Peak Avenues. The vigils

are sponsored by the Concemed
Colorado Citizens on Viet Nam
and are concurrent with similar

vigils across the U. S. The vigils

will be continued tvery Wednesday.
All interested people are invited

to attend.

Applications Due
For Peace Corps
Monday, May 15, is the deadline

for persons applying to Pe a c e

Corps programs that begin train-

ing this summer.
Applicants should send com-

pleted questionnaires, obtainable

from a Peace Corps Liaison or at

most Post Offices, to Office of

Selection, Peace Corps, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20525.

An exhibition of some 40 color

photographs, 8x10 and larger,

opened in Cutler Hall seminar
rooms Wednesday. The photo-

gi-aphs are by Tom Zetterstrom, a

Colorado College senior majoring
in studio art. The show also in-

cludes several sculptures. It will

run until May 13.

Fall Schedule
1967 Fall Semester

August 2fj, Saturday—
Faculty Fall Confei-ence

August 27, Sunday—
Residence halls open

August 28, Monday-31, Thursday—
New Student Period

August 30, Wednesday—
Upperclass registration

August 31, Thursday—
Freshman registration

September 1, Friday—
Instruction begins 8:00 a.m.

October 20, Friday—
Midsemester grades due 12:00

October 21, Saturday—
Homecoming

November 6, Monday - 22, Wed-
nesday—Preregistration

November 22, Wednesday—
Thanksgiving recess begins 5:(H)

p.m.
November 27, Monday—
Thanksgiving recess ends 8:00

a.m.

December 7, Thursday—
Instruction ends 5:00 p.m.

December 8, Friday-16, Saturday-
Final examinations

December 16, Saturday—
Christmas recess begins

with an all-vohmtcL'L armed forees
system.

How do we get from the present
draft to the volunteer army?

First, we nuist unequivocally re-
affirm our commitment to the goal
of voluntary armed forces. The
draft should be extended for one
or at the most two years. During
the time the Defense Department
should embark on a program de-
signed to nmke tlie draft increas-
ingly unnecessary. A special joint
committee of Congi-ess—indepen-
dent of the Defense Department
and the Selective Service System—
-should be set up to make recom-
mendations for a phasing out of
the draft, and to maintain a. con-
tinual review of the Defense De-
partment's progress toward that
goal. And military pay and fringe
benefits should be raised substan-
tially, starting now.

_
It is time we made the firm de-

cision to put an end to inequity,
put an end to uncertainty, put an
end to inefficiency, and regain for
our young people the libertioa tlio

draft has taken from thorn.

Housing Policy Stated
icd Ivc

this question were applied to the
entire student body, we estimate
that the 14.3% cotild reach a fig-
ure as high as 25% or 30%.

4. How often do you visit off-

campus apartments? Male: never,
19.2%; seldom, 39%; often, 13.8%;
very often, 28%. Female: never,
19.5%; seldom, 43.8%; often

29.2%; very often, 2.G%; no re-

sponse, 4.9%.

Again our opinion is that a more
realistic result would tend to be
higher in the answers of "often"
and "very often."

5. Has the College policy de-

terred you from renting an off-

campus apartment ? Male : yes,

25%; no, 67%; no response, S7o.

Female: yes, 19.5%; no, 70.7%;
no response, 9.8%,

G. Are you for or against the

Resident Assistants' proposal ? In

favor of the proposal— Male,
69.4%. Female, 87.8%. Opposed to

the proposal—Male, 22.2% ; Fe-
male, 12.2%. No comment, 8.4%.

7. Would you like to live off-

campus? Male: yes, 80.6%; no,

17%; undecided, 2.4%. Female:
yes, 51.2%; no, 41.4%; undecided,

7.4%.

The -same problem concerning

our weighted sample applies here

Honors Convocation

To Be Held May 9
The annual Colorado College

Honors Convocation will be held

on Tuesday, May 9, at 11:00. Out-
standing students in all fields will

be honored at the assembly which
will be held in Armstrong Hall.

><. Sli,,uUI moil bu included in tho
RA's proposal? Male: yes, 72.2%;
no, 22.2%; no response, 5.6%. Fe-
male: yes, 73.1%; no, 24.3%; no
response, 2.6%,

9. Should freshmen be included
in the RA's proposal? Male: yes,
16.7%; no, 72.2%; 2nd semester,
11.1%. Female: yes, 26.7%; no,

1j5.8%s no response, 2.6%; 2nd
semester, 4.9%.

The Committee takes the stand
that this proposal should first bo
considered on a limited basis with-
out further complications from the
incluaion of women and freshmen.

10. Are you for or against al-

lowing 3.2 beer on campus? Male:
for, 77.2%; against, 19.4%; neither,
8.4%. Female: for Eti.1%; against,

37.5%; neither, 7.4%.

11. Would you favor some sort
of open dorm policy? Male: yes,

91.fi%.; no, 8.4%. Female: yes,

80.5%; ; no, 14.6% ; no response,
4.9%.

TliG issue of 3.2 beer and open
dorm policy should, in the opinion
of the CommitteG, bo distinct and
separate i.isues tliat may be con-

sidered at greater length at some
later time.

Greek Weekend
To Begin Today

Greek Weekend begins today at

12:30. The fraternities and soror-

ities will meet then to begin their

work project at the Boys Club
Camp, The project will be to re-

juvenate the camp—primarily to

restore present buildings and to

construct new ones. The work pro-

ject will be completed by evening

and will be followed by a dinner

for all those participating.

PARENTS' WEEKEND WAS A TIME for many cars to "come clean,

as the DG pledge class held a car-wash as their money malting project.

Pledge Susan Black and her sorority sisters used not only their sign

making talents, but also their feminine wiles to entice prospective

customers to the soaping session.
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Golf Team Wins Two Loses Two
In a quadrangular match" last

Friday at Hiwan Couiiti-y Club in

Evergreen. Colorado, the Tigei-s

defeated Regis College 10»^ to

7^2 and Colorado State College

10 to S, losing to Colorado School

of ilines 5 to 13. Pete Synie led

the Tigei-s, defeating his three op-

ponents, wliile Al Reeves won two
matches and halved one. The high-

light of the match was when Al
Reeves birdied the Par 3, 208-yard,

3rd hole only to have his Mines
opponent make a hole-in-one on
the same hole.

Earlier in the week, on Wednes-
day, the team lost a close match to

the Air Force Academy, 12^ to

14%, at the Broadmoor. Syme and
Bill Hood scored individual \ictor-

ies over their cadet opponents.
Sundaj-^s match with the Uni-

Diamond Nine Loses
The Colorado College baseball

team took another beating last

Friday as they lost to the Univer-
sity of Denver, 14-2. The Pioneers
collected 17 hits to the Tigers' six.

Junior southpaw Craig Clayberg
suffered Iiis fourth defeat as the
heavj' hitting DU nine scored four
runs in the third inning, five in the
fifth and sixth, one in the eighth,
and four in the ninth. Clayberg,
who has been the mainstay for the
Tigers on the mound since his
freshman year, had a number of
bad breaks in Friday's game.
CC scored single i-uns in the

fourth and sixth. Warner Eeeser
tallied first for the Tigers as he
crossed the plate on Stu
Hanchett's single. Bill Jankowski
scored the only other CC mn as
he reached home on an infield er-

i-or after booming a triple to right
field.

The Tigers are now 1-11 for the
season.

versity of Colorado at the Broad-
moor was canceled at the last

minute due to weather conditions.

Today the golf team will seek

revenge over Mines in a Tnntch to

be played at the Broadmoor. To-

niori-ow they face the cadets in a

return match at the Air Force
Acadeni>'.

Racket Men Down CSU,

Move Record to 6-2
The Colorado College tennis team

boosted its record to six wins
against only two losses as the Ti-

gers downed CSU 8-1 last Friday
at the home courts of CSC.

In their last outing again.st

CSC, the Tigers managed to win
only 5-4, with many close matches,
but Friday the Tigers played bet-

ter tennis and came away with an
easy Wctory.

John Boddington, playing the

number one spot, won C-3. 10-8

;

while Ray Yost playing number
two won 6-3, 3-6, 6-3. The two
then teamed to take the number
one doubles handily 6-3, 6-3.

P. J. Anderson won the number
three singles 6-4, 1-6, 6-1; and
teamed with Mark Moyle, who had
been unable to win his singles

match, to win their doubles 6-4,

6-4. The depth of the racket squ-ad

was shown again as Doug Wheat,
number five, and Tyler Makepeace,
number six, easily won their sing-

les and teamed together in winning
the number three doubles 8-6, 6-3.

The last home match of the sea-

son for the netmen will be today
as the Rangers from Regis will

play the Tigers at 2:00 on the

Garden of the Gods courts.

On Monday CC will travel to

Denver for their second match
against a powerful DU, who won
8-1 two weeks ago.

HANCHETT HATCHETS horsehide for run-scoring single.

Stickers Fall to Cadets
During the past week, the Colo-

rado College lacrosse team gar-

nered one win and one loss, as they
trounced the University of Colo-

rado, 12-1, and fell to the Air
Force Academy, 7-4.

Great First Half
In the CU game, which was

played last Saturday, the Tigers
put together one of their best first

half efforts of the season by com-
pletely dominating the Buffs.

CU did not get a shot on the CC
goal until there was less than
two minutes left in the first per-

iod.

Tiger Defense Outstanding
The Tiger defense was superb in

thwarting virtually every CU scor-

ing thrust. Defensemen Doug King,
Doug Clark, Lari-y Newman, War-
ren Malkerson, Phil Hoverton, and
Bruce Gilchrist were outstanding
as individuals and as a unit.

HAND RANDOLPH GOES DOWN for the save in a recent infra-

mural soccer game.

Hathaii>aif,i

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance onbj 3'A blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

•^MW»?gi%f^» OFFICE SUPPLY
'516 N.Tejon 633-1721aempuhco

Most Bii]]iant Gift

Give your love the gift of love, a
brilliant and beautiful Keepseka dia-
mond ring. No other gitt means as
much ... so choose your very per-
lonal style from our wide selection.

J€UI€LRY
113 EAST. ,,;

piKEsr "

AV

In tile Air Force game played
at the academy last Wednesday,
CC got off to a slow start as they
gave up five quick goals. After
the Tigers got over their early
shaby play, they rallied to narrow
the score to 5-3 early in the sec-

ond half. Tiger penalties were
abundant in this inconsistently

refeveed contest,

Nicolaysen Nets Two
A total of 17 penalties were

marked against the Tigers while
only four were credited to the

cadets. CC's play was similar to

their play against Stanford, as the
dillige of first period g-oals was too
much of a margin to overcome. The
Air Force capitalized on Tiger

man-down situations twice in the

final quarter to put the game out

of reach. Jon Nicolaysen put in

two of the Tiger's markers, and

Tad Davis and Blake Munro added

one apiece.

The cadets' victory over CC as-

sured the boys in blue of the con-
ference title. The Tigers now
have two losses for the year, the

Air Force game and one to Stan-
ford.

CC has two games left on their

schedule, both contests to be held
in Denver. On Saturday the Tigers
face the University of Denver, and
on the following Saturday they
face Denver Lacro.?se Club.

(^uth'^ Ocen
Fine Food . . . Excellent Serviee . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

Zecha and Adams
Gonoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

al Cache La Poudre

WiEiehelS's Oonut House
COME OUT TODAY MID TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEM PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP . . . Biggest pitcher in Town for

$1.25
Our famous Cellar available for large -fra+ernity or clan parties.

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasormbly Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164
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CCCA Considers Reports

On 3.2 Beer, Meal Policy
At its second meeting, the

CCCA considered preliminary re-

ports concerning 3.2 beer on cam-
pus and revisions of the present

meal policy. It passed a recommen-
(liition concerning Colorado Col-

lege Identification Cards which
will take the place of the existing

activity and meai cards, and estab-

lislied a student committee which
will meet with faculty committees
on academic curriculum.

Steve Ehrhart introduced a pre-

liminary proposal to allow 3.2 beer

ti) be served at registered campus
social events. He also proposed a
change in the food service. On this

matter, the Association discussed
possibilities that students might
have the choice of paying for three
meals at the start of each semes-
ter, or for only lunch and dinner
having breakfast on a cash basis,

:ind those students living in off-

campus apartments might have the
choice of taking college meals or

lemaining off board.
According to constitutional pro-

cedure, a formal draft of these
proposals will be drawn up and
presented at the next meeting,
which will ,be held on May 22.

In the coming year, the adminis-
ti'ation will distribute Colorado
College Identification Cards during
registration. After a great deal of

tliscussion, Don Salisbury proposed
that: "The age of the student
sliould not be included on the ident-

ification cards." Following further
argument, the Association decided
to accept the proposal on the
grounds that the card would be of
little use other than on campus,
thus the students birth date would
be unnecessary. This proposal will
be foi-warded to Mr. Kauffman,
who is establishing the system.

In another proposal, Don Salis-
bury recommended that a Student
Committee on Academics be form-
ed. The recommendation was ac-
cepted. The purpose of the com-
mittee will be to explore and exam-
ine student ideas on the academic
curriculiTm and to present them
to the appropriate faculty com-
mittees, in particular the Academic
Programing Committee. In discus-
sing this matter, President Womer
stated that: "We need help for
improvement."
For the remainder of the aca-

demic year, Steve Ehrhart appointed
Don Salisbury, who in turn will
select other students, as chairman
of the committee, and Professor
Drake as a faculty liaison. In the
next school year, the committee
will consist of a CCCA student
member, a faculty liaison, and
elected students at large.
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Faculty Approves Pass-Fail Extension
At its meeting Wednesday, May

10, the faculty approved an exten-
sion of the pass-fail system as well
as a new program for selected
freshmen freeing them from stand-
ard course requirements. The pass-
fail option has been extended to a
maximum of six semester courses
which may include all-college re-

quirements outside a student's
major. Only one pass-fail course
may be taken during a semester,
and no changes will be allowed
after the second week of classes.
"Courses outside the department of
the major but required by the de-
partment for a major may not be
taken on a pass-fail basis without
departmental approval."

Last fall, 178 students or 12 per-
cent of the student body took
courses on a pass-fail basis. Of
these students, 170 passed their
courses. This semester the per-
centage of students on the pass-

Convocation Honors
Outstanding Students
The eleventh Honors Convoca-

tion, sponsored by Blue Key Fra-
ternity, was held last Tuesday,
May !), in Armstrong Auditorium.
Amid the pomp of organ proces-
sionals and choir renditions, nu-
merous awards were given in rec-

ognition of service and scholar-
ship during the 1966-1967 aca-
demic year.

The following awards were
made:

.'ill College Awards
Dean's Award for the senior

combining excellence with partici-

pation in extra-curricular activi-

ties: Bill Campbell.

Josephine Van Fleet McLaugh-
lin Award to a senior women for
interest in puiilic affairs: Linda K.
Marshall.

Van Diest Award to a promin-
ent athlete -on basis of character,
scholarship, and citizenship: Rob-
ert Stapp.

Esden Trophy to the fraternity
chapter which best advances the
aims and purposes of CC, most
•^[lecifically the promotion of schol-

arship, campus responsibility, and
good Citizenship : Phi G a m m a
Delta.

Publications Board Award to a
freshman and sophomore for out-
standing service to CC publica-
tions: Barbara Boyden (sopho-
more) and Judith Nomberg (fresh-
man).

E. K. Gaylord Award to juniors
and seniors for continuing con-
tributions to CC publications:
Margaret Romero and Gary
Knight, seniors.

Blue Key Awards
Outstanding Freshman: Dan

Winograd.
Special Award for Teachers

:

William R. Hochman, George A.
Drake, Donald P. Jenkins, and
Horst J. Richardson.

Business Administration and
Economics

Gold Key Award for accounting:
Stuart Johnson and Neil Hamil-
ton.

Kaye Prize in Business Admin-
istration: Stuart Johnson.
Kaye Prize in Economics: Robert

Knight.

A w a r d : Robert

PRESIDENT WORNER presents Bill Campbell
Award at Tuesday's Honors Convocation.

/ith the Dean's

Department
Knight.

Chemistry
Chemical Rubber Company

Award: Gary Grantham.
Merck Index Award: Ralph

Dalla Betta, Fred Fisher, and Fred
Hammel.

Drama
Broarlway Theatre Award: Joe

Mattys.

German
Second year: Peter Peinsinger,

James Lee Murray, LuAnne Under-
bill, Judy G. White.
Advanced: Heinz Geppert. Eliza-

beth McCammon, Nanette Furman,
Kathleen Anne Relvlin, and Linda
Louise Barclay.

English
Evelyn May Bridges Prizes in

Poetry: "Mad Hatter" by Gary
Knight and "Charter" by Greg
Nielsen.

Geology
Rocky Mountain Assn. of Geol-

ogists Award: Jamie Lytle.

Department Award: John Tin-
sley and Dorothy Bradley.

History
Clyde Augustus Duniway Prize:

Rena K. Fowler.

Mathematics
Chemical Rubber Company

Award: Curtis Buttorf.

Music
David and Karen Smith Cow-

perthwaite Prize: Rebecca Painter.

Stannard Publishers Award:
David Madson.

Philosophy
Hastings Prize: Ann K. Bark-

ley.

Romance Language.s

French: Patricia Ford, Court-

eney E. Martin, Noreen Kay
Schultz, and Antoinette J. Shal-

kop.

Spanish: Pamela Anne Cai-pen-

ter, Patricia Anne Lawrence, and

Judy Neal Rader.

Pre-Medical
Frank Henry John Figge

Award: Dorothy Davies.

Sociology

William Lewis Abbott Prize:

Linda Marshall and Carolyn Mac-
alester.

Speech, Radio, Drama and

Debate
Apollonian Prize: R a r h a r a

Keener.

Zoology
Department Award: Sharon L.

Smith.

fail system rose to 20 percent.
Fifty percent of these were taking
courses in humanities, 30 percent
in social sciences, 11 percent in
natural sciences and two pei-cent
in general studies. The majority of
students took art courses on pass-
fail rather than any other subject.
Freshmen composed five percent
of those on pass-fail, sophomores

wore 28 percent, juniois were 3G
percent, and seniors 28 percent,
while four poi-cent wore special
students.

Due to the eiTorts of Professors
Brooks, T. K. Barton and Cramer,
an experimental liberal arts pro-
gram has been adopted for GO in-
coming freshmen. This four-year

(rmilimic-il on pujie nlw

President of Webster College to

Give Commencement Address Here
Misa Jacqufline Grennan, presi-

dent of Webster College, will deli-
ver the commencement address at
Colorado College on May 29.

Until recently, Miss Grennan
was Sister Jacqueline of the Sis-
ters of Loretto but was i-eleased
from her vows in the Roman
Catholic order because she feels
that i-unning a college is a task
that involves being "fully in the
public sector."

A nationally known education
leader, she received permission to
change Webster College, in surbur-
ban St. Louis, to a completely secu-
lar institution. She feels that the
move frees her and her college
from some major restrictions, the

most important of which is legal
control by the church.

A native of Sterling, Illinois, she
taught English and matlienmtics
at Loretto Academy, El Paso,
Texas, and at Nerinx Hall, St.
Louia, before becoming a teacher
of Englisli at Webster College in
1969.

Before becoming president, she
was assistant to the president,
vice-president for development and
executive vice-president of the li-

beral arts college for women.
She was graduated cum laude

with an A.B. degree in mathemat-
ics from Webster College in 1948
and received her M.A. degree in
English from the University of
Notre Dame in 1957.

Snyder Death Exerts

Profound Effect on CC
A memorial service was held

Thursday at 2 p. m. in Shove
Chapel for Hei-man Snyder, assist-

ant professor of art at CC since

September, 19G1, who died Mon-
day, May 8. Tom Zetterstrom, a

friend, Professoe A r n e s t, and
President Wornev conducted the
services and the CC Choir per-
formed.

In a Tiger interview last year,

Mr. Snyder said: "I always try to

live as it comes, sort of day by
day, without too much regard for
the long scale future which I've

found that one has to change a
little too often." His epigram-
matic statements probably best re-

veal the man.
On teaching: "I try not to be a

teacher as such, with a capital T
... I try to allow the student full

fi*eedom to do the pieces and give

him instruction afterwards,"

On art: "We at CC are trying

to advance our art in the direction

toward a one to one ratio of form
and content.

piannings of the campus. As chair-
man of the design conunittee he
worked on the furnishings and
part of the concepts of Armstrong
Hall which included the landscap-
ing suiTounding it.

Herman Snyder's death is a
great loss to CC and his impact is

illustrated by comments of those
who knew him. In Tuesday's Hon-
ors Convocation, President Worner
stated that "it is difficult to find

words that will be of any help or
comfort. The results were what
one must and can live with." He
then quoted some lines from Boris
Pasternak: "To live life through
to the end is not a game for
children.'

"

'i'he Snyder family haH re-

qiie.stL d that noWLTH not be lent.

Tho.se wishing to honor Mr.
Snyder may contri hutc lo the
Herman D. Snyde ;\lem >rial

Fund, through the Frcfild 'nt'H

oflice.

On cami)us architecture; The
furnishings in Superdorm are "a

little reminiscent of Holiday Inn."

On our society: "America is an

amazingly consistent place."

In addition to his invaluable cnn-

tritnitions to the intellectual at-

mosphere of CC, Mr. Snyder also

worked closely on the aesthetic

Reverend Burton thought "he
was very sensitive, creative, and
open to new ideas and to people.
Ho wasn't religious in a conven-
tional sense, but he had a vision

'if life that was religious. He was
fundamentally an honest person —
I couldn't always agree with what
hL' believed, but T would have to

say he genuinely believed. He had
a distinct outlook upon life which
was nobody else's but hia own."

Mr. Snyder was born in Clar-

ence, Missouri, July 23, 1931. He
attended the Kansas City Art In-

stitute from 1955 to 1958 and re-

ceived a BFA degree in 1958.

After attending Arizona State Uni-
versity from 1958 to 1961, he %vas

awarded his Masters degree in

fine arts. He also was an instioic-

tor at Arizona State for a short

timp before coming to CC.
His special area of study was

sculpture and he had exhibited sev-

eral of his works in the Pikes

Peak region for the past several

years .
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Editorial
PASS - FAIL

The Academic Program Committee's two proposals which were ac-

cepted by the faculty at its meeting Wednesday are, to us, clear in-

dications of the College's willingness to experiment, to be creative, and

to work to improve the academic life of CC students. We hope that CC

students will take full advantage of the opportunities provided to them

when these and future changes in the academic program are instituted.

By increasing the number of pass-fail courses a student may take,

the faculty has, in effect, extended the concept of a liberal arts education

to allows students to take courses which the pi-essure of grades would

othei-wise have prohibited. Sucli action can only serve to broaden the

scope of education which CC graduates will have received during their

four years at the college. We heartily approve of this attempt to improve

both the quality and quantity of education received by CC students.

The committee's second proposal concerning the "Adviser System"

will also serve to improve the quality of education at CC. It appears to

approach the concept of a truely liberal education by allowing students

to choose their entire program while still assuring that they will not

limit themselves to one field. The program will require careful counselling

and selection procedures which will give each of the 50 students the

opportunity to make full use of the advantages provided by the program.

We anticipate the development of other plans for the improve-

ment of the educational process at CC and hope that these proposals

will come not only from faculty and administration, but also from the

student body.

BEER ON CAMPUS
The CCCA, as we had hoped, has acted quickly to establish itself as

a forum for student opinion on issues which directly affect CC students.

At its second meeting it discussed a proposal concerning 3.2 beer which

has been avidly discussed and long awaited.

The proposal, which provides for serving the brew at registered

events on campus is a valid and needed one. It would provide groups the

opportunity to hold "beer busts" in a location which would not neces-

sitate long miles of driving on treacherous mountain roads and would,

therefore, reduce the dangers involved in present "beer busts." Such a

policy can work as a definite advantage to all segments of the campus

and should be considered at the June meeting of the Board of Trustees.

We hope that when we return to school next August the Board will

have decided to allow beer on campus and plans will have been made

for the implementation of the decision.
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Bridges Contest Winners
(ir's Nolo—The following jjoems are the first and second prize win-

ning entries in the Evelyn May Bridges Poetry contest.

Gary Knight received First Prize for his poem and Greg

Nielsen received second place honor.s.
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Mad Hatter

Dante —
Were you merely on a trip?

Was your visit to inferno

just a psychedelic sip?

Alice—
Wonderland is not on any map,

and you had played in the grass

before you fell asleep upon my lap.

Looking glass, looking glass, what do you see?

I see Dante and Alice and I also see me.

Who calls me mad ? Who fears my hat ?

Please don't believe the Cheshire cat.

Alice was here, and Dante too—
Wonderland sits waiting for you.

Heaven, Hell, soon Pui-gatory

just for the price of memento niori.

Jesus was here, pupils dilated—
Christ without cross, martyrdom sated—
here for a short vacation, a little rest,

took two cups of tea and talks with the best.

Sip and smoke, smoke and rest,

rest and die:

the Hatter watches,

the Hatter cries.

-Gary A. Knight

Charter

Lift otf, the cabin's solitude

Where strangers sense the space.

And calm; the satisfying mood.
Somewhat like a fulfilling finished chase.

Steady rear forms the background
And exotic delicacies served.

Friendly smiles given by girls in blue are found,

While wings dip and fuselage curved.

Unseen hidden behind closed doors,

Hands and minds lead the charter home.
Those diligent control men calculate the course

Making sure temptation escapes the tomb.

Drop the flaps, bend the wings
Toward our destination dark below.

Set down where sturdy wheels cling

To be a part again of avenues that grow.

- Greg Nielsen

Open Letter to the

Board of Trustees

Gentlemen:

A.s interested students, we havo

for some time been concerned with
the role of the student as a mem-
ber of the learning community.
Wc followed the events which led

to the recent housing decision quiti-

closely. Some of us received it

with mixed emotions. But all of us
were encouraged by the extent of

student participation in reaching

a decision, and we regard this as

a cause for optimism.

As members of the Colorado
College Campus Association

(CCCA) we now have an oppor-

tunity to work with other mem-
bers of the community in a con-

tinuous effort to improve the

quality of learning at the Colleg.-^

We anxiously await the chance ti>

cooperate with you in this effoi-t

and especially hope that through

reasoned dialogue we can assist

your evaluation of the proper pnv-
ileges and responsibilities of tho

Colorado College student.

Signed:

Steve Ehrhart

Jerry Hancock

Bill McDonald

Bob Sears

Don Salisbury

Dell Rhodes

Corky Mathews

Leigh Pomeroy

Dear Mom and Dad . .

.

"The 'kookier' fashions and look.-

seem to be disappearing some-

what and the students took so

clean and fresh again. It certainly

is a welcome change. The girl.--

seem to be wearing short, curled

hair again and are wearing fash-

ions such as 'tent dresses' which
make them look so feminine. Th<.'

boys are getting their 'ears low-

ered' more often and are beginning!

to look like men again. We are all

happy to see this happen and hope
it continues" {excerpt from letter

to CC parents sent by the ad-

ministration.)

Thanks
As this is the last issue of the

Tiger to be published this year, 1

would like to thank all the stu-

dents, teachers, and administrators

who have helped to publish the

paper during my term as Tempor-
ary Editor. I look fonvard to work-
ing closely with all segments ol

the campus community as Editor

next year.

Dan Winograd
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Honor Council Amends

Present Constitution

Three amendments have been

iiiade to the Honor Council Con-
stitution this past semester, two

o( which involve appeals to a first

and second warning. —
The fii-st amendment changed

rhe appeal time for the issuance

of a second warnhig from 24 to 72
liours. The second amendment
created an appeal for an issuance

of a first warning on the basis of

new evidence; such an appeal must
lie made within 72 hours.

The amendments were made
within the general Honor Council
jihilosophy that the Council's mar-
gin for error must be minimal. In

the case of an appeal for a first

warning, a student may be able to

find new evidence which would
change the facts of his case; in the

matter of the time extension for
appeal of the second warning, the

Honor Council felt that a student
I'i^ceiving such a wai-ning (with

its recommendation to the Presi-

dent of the College for suspension)
would need greater time to react

to his situation.

The third amendment to the
Constitution provided for the seat-

ing of the CCCA President on the
Honor Council as an ex-officioj

non-voting member.

New constitutions are being
printed, and will be distributed to

all students in the fail. The
Source Acknowledgement booklet
i:s also being revised, and will also
be distributed to the students in

tlie fall semester.

CC Offers Artistic Summer
Colorado College may not be the

Hai-vard of the West, but this

summer the college will acquire
the cultural atmosphere of a mini-
New York City with its Summer
Session arts program.

Besides visiting professors
James Yaffe and Franz Schulze,

novelist and artist-in-residence re-

spectively, the Summer Session
will be graced by Hanya Holm,
Broadway choreographer of "Kiss
Me Kate," "My Fair Lady," and
"Camelot."

Miss Holm and her chief assis-

tant, Oliver Kosteck, will offer

woi'k in dance for novices as well

as for advanced students and
teachers of dance. It will be Miss
Holm's 27th consecutive year of

conducting her Summer School of

Dance.

In conjunction with the Colorad<i

Springs Fine Arts Center, the
Summer Session will offer a spec-

ial art program for teachers, pro-

fessional and vocational ai-tists,

and art critics. Visiting faculty

will include Rip Woods, leading
artist and teacher, Robert Simpich,
artist and educator, and Franz
Schulze of Lake Forest College.

Professor Scliulze will commein-
oi'ate the 50th anniversary of the

founding of Dada on June 14 in

the opening Summer Session pro-

gram. Homage to Dada. He will

conduct a seminar on "The Chang-
ing Concept of Reality in Modern
Art" between July 10 and July 15.

Events more aural will begin
June 23 and 24 with two separate
performances by the Julliard

String Quartet, will continue July

Junior, Senior Women Honored
Thirteen outstanding women re-

reived awards Thursday night,

May 4, at the annual senior rec-

ognition dinner of the Associated
W m e n Students of Colorado
''ollege.

Those receiving awards pre-

sented by Miss Christine S. Moon,
Dean of Wt>men, at the dinner in

Bemis Hall were Ann Kathleen
riarkley, Pati'icia C. Coughlen,
T'orothy Ruth Davies, Kim Ann
Fraser, Susan Jane Hills, Barbara
Jean Keener, Emily Ann Mans-
field, Karen Susan Metzger, Shir-

ley Ann Mills, Rickie Ann Rob-
Inns, Sallie Eleanor Rule, Sharon
Louise Smith, and Patricia Jane
Wagner.

Fifteen junior women were
|..'i|j]jed for membership by Cap
:ind Gown, a senior women's hon-
orary organization of which Becky
Painter is president. The 15,

chosen for scholarship, leadership
and service, are Louise W. Allen,

Kathryn A. Cnlbertson, Lana G.
Coffman, Patricia A. Lawrence,
Susan Linder, Susanna L. Rem-
ple, Colette Smith, Karla White,
Jane Ann Rownti-ee, Elizabeth
Wise, Jamie Lytle, LuAnn Rugg,
Janis Ann Metcalfe, Carla Bau-
inan, and Diane Brown.

Miss Coffman also received the
Ann Rice Award. The $100 award
is made each year by Mr. and Mrs.
Harold B. Rice, Glendale, Calif..

in memory of their daughter, who
died a month after enrolling in

Colorado College in 1!)50.

Alpha Lambda Delta scrolls,

awarded for maintaining a 3.5 or
better scholastic average during
fiHir years in college, were pre-

sented to 10 senior women by
Martha Bole, president. Sallie

Rule, who received one of the

scrolls, also received the Alpha
Lamba Delta Av/ard.

Others who received scrolls

were SusaTi Kay Bexfield, Pam-
ela Ann Carpenter, Dorothy
Davies, Janet L. Holaday. Nancy
L. Pickering, Sharon L. Smith,
Sylvia A. Thorpe, Kristin M. Wil-
liamson, and Cheryl Lea Layton.

Sharon Smith also received a
membership in the American As-
sociation of University Women,
presented by the Denver AAUW
to the outstanding Denver area
woman student at Colorado Col-

lege.

The Women's Athletic Associa-
tion Award was presented by Sue
Linder, president, to Beatrice Liv-
ingston. The Loomis Pendant went
to Susan Kay Morris, president

of Loomis next year. The presen-

tation was made by Shirley Mills,

outgoing president.

Patricia K. Stensaas, incoming
president of Associated Women
students, presented gifts to Dean
Moon; Letha E. Rasmussen, head
resident at Montgomery Hall;

Helen R. Lordam, head resident at

Haskell Hall; Ellen Vorpahl, head
resident at German House, and
Karen Metzger, outgoing AWS
president. Mrs. Rasmussen. Miss
Lordam and Mrs. Vorphal are not

returning next year.

The recognition dinner was ad-

dressed by Jane Cauvel, Associate

Professor of Philosophy.

NEED MONEY?

Can You Sell . . .

We need college

representatives.

Quality Sportswear.

Box 1345,

Lincoln, Nebraska.

Small wonder:

can be seen at

PHIL WINSLOW VW, INC.

730 N. Circl» Drivi

iO witli a peifornianct.' bv tlif

Armstrong Baroque Trio, will cli-

max with a July 17 appearance of
the Aspen Brass Quintet, and will

conclude with Violinist Sidney
Harth on July 24.

The Colorado College Summer
Theater will be active, having al-

ready scheduled "The Deputy,"
with several other productions be-

ing considered. There will also be
two film festivals— one foreign
film festival and one American
film festival.

Colorado College students in

good standing are reminded that,

upon application, they will be
automatically accepted into the
Summer Session.

SALES RENTALS -:- REPAIRS

'TYPEYPEWRPTER

JAY'S BICYCL.E SHOP
Eigl.t Eloel from C.impu; ^ f)e\v ,ii\i; LUed Bilei

SCHWINN Frjnchl.a Dejio, R.p.i,, S
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

Parti for Any Ma\o
TELEPHONE 634-4733

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

Dl North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

^ut/t,6 Odch
Fine Food . . . Exn-UenI Service . . . Deaiitiliil Hinroiitulings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

(S
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

i>

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER
ITALIAN HERO HOT REUBEN PASTRAMI ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on T A P . . . Biggest pitcher n Town for

$1.25
Our f=r„ous C ellof available for lar.jo ii.itornily of clon

FINEST JUKE-BOX IN TOWN!!
portios.

Mark Lane

Mark Lane to Lecture

On JFK Assassination
The evidence against Lee Hax'vey

Oswald in the slaying of President

Kennedy was "magnified" while

that in his favor was "depreciated,
inisrepresented or ignored" by the

Warren Commission, in the opinion

of Mark Lane, author of Rush to

Judgment, who speaks Friday
night, May 12 at Colorado College.

Lane, originally scheduled here
April 13, will speak at 8 p.m. in

Armstrong Hall. His talk, spon-
sored ,by the Colorado College For-
um Committee and Pi Gamma Mu
fraternity, is open to the public

without charge.

Lane interviewed witnesses inde-

pendently and tried to run down
the many rumors that spread from
Dallas following the tragedy after

the Warren Commission turned
down his request to represent Mrs.
Marguerite Oswald, mother of Os-
wald, before the commission.

Lane is expected to discuss his

recent conferences extending over
a week's time with New Orleans
District Attorney Jim Garrison,
who is making an independent in-

vestigation alleging conspiracy in

the assassination.

Spaghetti ('Ayniii'-^ Steaks

Sandwiches *- j-' ^-'^
^^'t

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4:3Op.rT>.-ll:00p-m. Tuei.-Sol, 12.00- 10.00 -m. Sundoy

Clojod Monday

711 North Tejon 634-9346

>^^«^« Discounts for

^rP^^^^> Fraternities and

/ Sororities

,. FLORALS^"^

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Mile? McBurney Phone 636-BBOB

105 N. Teion St. 634-0102

Com in and Si-ouM !

!

The Off-Campus Gilt Botique features . . .

May Cove fragrances, soaps, ceramics,

Jewelry, Meldona Christmas Cards, and

original paintings by local artists.

Come see us at 824 V2 N. Tejon Street—"On the Alley"

Crowe's Bird Cage

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

m This Wednesday
GOORS ON TAP COLLEGE NIGHT

New Bands Weekly
ir-r^ PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

3905 North Nevada (Past the Dog Track — Only five minutes from the campus]
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520 Freshmen to Enroll Next Fall

HERMAN SNYDER WORKS ON SCULPTURE— "The greatest strength

of Snyder's art work was its complete honesty, as well as its humor"—
Jennifer Williams, Colorado College student.

COLLEGE SHOE SHOP
ITALIAN IMPORTS

BASS SUNJUNS
BERNARDO SANDALS

^«* f^

831 North 7e|on

PIZZA i. MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

ffemetkld CI Jejoh

NOW OPErJS THE , . .

"/ihhex"

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Teion Telephone 634-4591

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
you'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3'A blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

•^ •- -.

«i^^«i<^^«»

dempuhco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Teion 633-1721

^Pf the IfeM. . :

acnma
Lounge

I 18 North Cascade Avenue

The Class of 1971 Jl>egan to take
sha|)e last week as the Admissions
Office received about 520 "yes"
replies from high school seniors

who were mailed letters of accep-

tance.

Of those accepted by the college,

50-60 percent have cliosen to at-

tend CC next fall. This number,
according to Richard E. Wood, Di-

rector of Admissions, represents

a substantia] jump for both men
and women, with the women's figu-

res especially higher.

Of the iy-20 who will enter, 280

will be men, 240 women, approxi-

mately a 55:4.5 ratio. Thirty of the

280 men have been admitted into

a new program which will allow

them to enter CC during the sum-
mer session and continue the fall

semester. Besides the 240 women,
40 have been chosen for this new
program. They will begin work at

CC during the summer, but will

not continu'e in the fall and will

j-fturn the second semester.

ROTC Presents 12 Awards
rds. ^<lal.-. an.i

plagues were presented Thursday

at Colorado College Reserve Offi-

cers Training Corps' annual Pi'esi-

dent's Day ceremonv at Washbui-n
Field.

The cadet company of 58 passed
in review for President Lloyd E.

Worner of Colorado College. Music
was furnished by the North Amer-
ican Air Defense (NORAD) band.

Awards were presented by the
Veterans of Foreigii Wars, Post
101; American Legion Post No. 5,

Coloracio Springs Jaycees, Reserve
Officers Association, Retired En-
listed Men's Association, Associa-

tion of the United States Army,
the Colorado Society of the Sons of
the American Revolution, the Com-
manding General Headquarters of

the U.S. 5th Army and Lt. Col.

Warren Langley, professor of mil-
itary science at Colorado College.

Awards presented were:

Superior Cadet Award with ci-

tation from Commanding General
Headquarters 5th U.S. Army, to

Cadet Corp. John W. McDonald,
and Cadet Maj. Charles R. Lar-
son.

Colorado Society of the Sons of
the American Revolution Bronze
Medal to Cadet 2nd Lt. Jack M,
Hunter IL

lieserve Officers Association

Award to senior cadet with high-

est academic average to Cadet
Capt. Robert A. Stapp IL

Reserve Officers Association Ro-
tating Citizenship Award plaque
to caclet who contributed most to

Reserve Officers' training pro-

gram during 1966-67 school year
to Cadet Corp. Richard G. Men-
drop Jr.

Association of the U.S. Army
Gold Medal for general excellence
in Military Science III to Cadet
Corp. Robert M. Roth.

American Legion Post No. 5

Gold Medal Award for scholastic

excellence in advanced course to

Cadet Corp. Richard G. Mendrop
Jr.

The Professor of Military Sci-

ence Medal to the outstanding non-
commissioned officer in the Ad-
vanced Course to Cadet 1st Sgt.

Frederick L. Freeman.

Colorado Springs Jaycee Medal
for general excellence to Cadet
2nd Lt. William C. Beaver IL

Veterans of Foreign Wars, Post
101, Medal for excellence in drill

to William S. Cunningham.

Retired Enlisted Men's Associa-
tion Highest Physical Training
Award to Cadet Neil W. Hamilton.

Professor of Military Science
Bayonet Award to William S.

Cunningham.

The new class will be similar in

composition to the Class of 197(1.

Forty-five states as well as six

foreign countries will be represen-

ted (the number of American citi-

zens with foreign residence wouUl

raise this last figure much higher).

Twenty-three per cent will be from

Colorado, a drop of 10 percent

from the 33 percent among this

year's freshmen. Those accepted

include one or two merit scholars
;ind 12 Boettchers.

The median College Board scores
for the class remain at a level

which has varied little over the
past few years. Although the col-

lege does not put heavy emphasis-
on SAT's and admits students
with scores ranging from 300-800,
most incoming freshmen will havi?

boards between 575 and 600. For
example, next year's freshmen
girls verbal scores average 605, u\<

from last year's average in the
590's. Again there will be little dif-

ference between the boards of in-

coming freshmen women and men.

The number of freshmen receiv-
ing scholarships from CC will re-

main at about the 25 percent level.

Mr. Wood remarked that the Fi-
nancial Aid Budget for next year
has been increased in proportion
to the increase in tuition.

The ratio of public school to pri-
vate school students in the class
will remain about the same. Thirty-
one percent of next year's fresh-
men will come from private
schools. In recent years this figure
has meant mostly men student?,
but next year more women will

enter from independent schools.

The 520 entering were chosen
from 1,560 applicants, a figure
down 40 from last year's 1600 ap-
plicants. This small difference, ac-

cording to Mr. Wood, is due to the
fact that there were fewer high
school seniors this year than theri?

have been in many years. "Most
schools similar to CC have suffered

much more seriously because of

this." he remarked.

Campus Announcements
7 Warnings Issued

By Honor Council

In the past academic year, the
Honor Council has issued seven
first warnings. The Council did
consider other cases in which stu-

dents were not convicted of an
honor violation; some of the latter

cases did involve second warnings.

Free Coffee
Fret' coffee ( donation ac-

cepted), sponsored by the FSAC,
will be available at Rastall Patio
while interest lasts.

RA's Announced
TIh folliiwing junions and sen-

iors have been chosen as Resident
Assistants in Superdorm next year:
Harold Clark, Bill Seale, RoUe
Walker, Gary Ceriani, Gary Myi-rs,
Jerry Waiiiwright, and Robert
Harvev.

Twelvetrees Festival

The public showing of the Helen
Twelvetrees Film Festival will be
held Sunday, May 14, at 7:30 p.m.
in Olin No. 1. There is no admis-
sion charge. If any interested con-
testants have not yet turned in

their entry forms they may do so
by contacting Mike Smedley, Ex-
tension 478,

Teacher Placement
The Teacher Placement Office

has made an arrangement with the
following school district for the
purpose of interviemng teacher
candidates for the 1967-68 school
year.

East Otero School District No.
R-1, La Junta, Colorado.

Date: May 18. 1967, 1:00 p. m.

If you wish to be intez-viev;ed

by the representative of this

School District, contact the Teach-
er Placement Office or Cutler
Hall, 2nd floor for a definite ap-
liojntinent.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.ion

6342093

School Offers

Room and Board
The Colorado School for the

Deaf and Blind is offering free

room and board to CC students

who will serve as counselors and

recreational supervisors after

school and on w^eekends next fail.

Both men and women are needeil

to fill these positions. Anyone who
is interested should contact Mr.

Teubner, the Dean of Students at

the school, before school closes

this year. His telephone number is

633-3843.

Freshman Parties
Anyone who would be interested

in giving a party for incoming

freshmen in your home area this

summer please contact Kathy

Adelsheini, extension 373, by May
12.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from th* Campui

827 North Tejon

SINCE 1872

SCHOOL AND
OFFICE
SUPPLIES

OUT lUEST

M £ Fii.-,\ f-^A
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THE QUEEN CITY JAZZ BAND, which appeared during this year's

Symposium will appear next Monday in Arms+rong Hall. Ticlce+s for the

performance are available at the Rastall Desk.

Phi Delts Repair Scout Camp
Saturday, April 22, 75 undergra-

duate members of Phi Delta Theta
Fiaternity at Colorado College, as

participants in their fraternity's

I3t!i annual Community Service

Day, put in a full day's work at

tlie Sky High Girl Scout Camp near

Woodland Park.

It was estimated by the camp
(lii'ector that at least 300 man-
hours of labor were put in on the

camp during the afternoon. Scrap-

ing the old finish off the camp's

main lodge, rebuilding :) terraced

log stairway up a hillside, and
constructing a log corral around
a large riding area were a few of

tiie jobs undertaken by the frater-

nity members. In addition to sand-

ing and staining several dozen
benches and a number of latrines,

they also cleared several ti-uck--

loads of dead timber from the en-

trance of the main camping area.

Annually the local chapter com-
petes nationally with 130 other

chapters of Phi Delta Theta in the

quality and quantity of work ac-

eoinplished by the service project.

The past two years the Colorado

College Phi Delts have taken first

in this competition.

Besides the Community Service

Project, the fraternity has this

year participated in the Foster

Parent Program, and since last

October, has been the foster par-

ent of Wo Chenn Ming, the son of
a ku-ge and poor Korean peasant
family. Every montb the Phi Delts
have sent to the Foster Parents
Foundation a sum of money, which
has been used to provide food,

'lothing. and education for this un-

Denver Bears Hold
Pre-exam Breather
As a pre-exam breather, the

iJenver Bears will throw their

gates open to college students Fri-

<lay night, May 12.

A college identification card will

permit students to purchase a re-

served seat ticket for 50 cents

—

less than one-third the regular
price—to see the Bears battle San
i^iego at 8 p.m.

An added attraction will be mus-
i<^ provided by "The worst band in

the world," Your Father's Mus-
tache Banjo Band. This will begin
^t 7:30 p,m.

The two teams have more than
-0 players with major league ex-

perience. Eleven Bears have seen
''ction on major league diamonds.
San Diego boasts nine men who
Were major leaguers all or part of
liist year.

Denver also will host San Diego
^t 10:30 a.m. Saturday and the

Jeams will play a doubleheader on
Sunday, Mother's Day, at 2:30 p.m.

^olf Acres Barber Shop

• 3 Barbers
• Haircuts . . $1.75

derprivileged Korean boy. A per-

sonal touch is provided by the
monthly exchange of letters be-

tween the fraternity and Wo Chenn
Ming.

Queen City Band

To Return lor

Monday Concert
The Queen City Jazz Band is re-

turning to Colorado College next
Monday, May 15, for a two hour
concert in Armstrong Hall. The
group, a smash success at this

year's Symposium, was so favor-
ably impressed by their CC recep-
tion that they requested the return
engagement. QCJB presents a va-
riety of tunes in traditional jazz
style ranging from swinging Dix-
ieland to coot Bourbon Street
Blues, with a well-balanced sound
that is the result of a widespread
seven-man lineup and an awareness
of total volume and blend within
the group.

Their performance is being spon-
sored by Rastall Center Board.
Tickets for the concert are avail-

able at Rastall Desk and are $1.00

for students. During the concert
intermission, recordings of the
group will be available in the
Great Hall and are §5.00 for mon-
aural and 5^.00 for stereo.

Commencement Activities

Planned for May 27-29
Saturday, May 27

2:30 p.m.—
Baseball Game. Seniors vs.

Faculty. Stewart Field.

r.:30 p.m.—
Senior-Parent Dinner Dance.
Broadmoor International

Center.

7:00 p.m. ^
Reunion Dinner, the Class of

1917. Antlers Plaza Hotel.

Sunday, May 28

0:00 to 10:30 a.m.

—

Senior-Parent-Faculty Break-
fast. Rastall Center.

1:00 p.m.

—

Golden Jubilee Luncheon, the

Class of 1917. Bemis Hall.

3:00 p.m.

—

Baccalaureate Ser\'ice: Address
by the Right Reverend Harry
S. Kennedy, Bishop of Hono-
lulu, Episcopal Church in

Hawaii. Shove Memorial
Chapel.

4:30 p.m.

—

President's Reception for reci-

pients of degrees, relatives,

alumni and friends. South
Patio, Rastall Center.

Monday, May 29

8:15 a.m.—
Commissioning of Reserve

Officers Training Corps class.

Address by Major General
Charles A. Cororan, Head-
quarters, Fifth Infantry Divi-

sion, Mechanized, Fort Carson.

Central Quadrangle. (In tbe

event of rain, Armstrong
Auditorium.)

!1:30 a.m.

—

Commencement Exercises.

Address by Dr. Jacqueline

Grennan, President of Web-
ster College, Webster Groves,

Missouri.

Central Quadrangle. (In the

event of rain. Shove Memorial
Chapel.)

All Events are on Mountain
Daylight Time.

Admission to the outdoor Com-
mencement exericses will be with-
out ticket. Tickets to Shove Chapel
for use in the event of rain will

be issued to seniors and their fam-
ilies. A number of tickets will be
available to others at Rastall

Center.

• Faculty Approves
(Conlinufd from jjorc nnc)

program, "The Adviser Plan," will

liberate the students from all

standard course requirements ex-

cept the 128-hour requirement foi'

graduation. According to the new
proposal, the students will have to

satisfy a board of advisers rather

than the standard requirements in-

cluding that of choosing a major.

If the student so chooses he may
declare a major, but he is also at

liberty to remain unspecialized by
concentrating on more than one
field.

By overriding the format of re-

quired courses the Adviser Plan
will benefit the student who is pre-

pared for greater specialization as

well as the student who wishes a

broad education. It should provide

a greater scholastic variety for

the entire student body.

Unlike the Ford Program, the

selection of students for the Plan

will not be confined to those with

exceptional grades or some other

special competence. Rather it will

be available for those students

who wish to take advantage of a

truly liberal approach to education.

BATES

Pharmacy

ick South ol C>.

633-9905

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619
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ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Hathai,>aif,A

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC CO. - ^ e m.. p..i a..

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Ctil Flowers and Coisagen

Heasotmhltj Priced

1524 North Teion Telephone 632-0164

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 i

Tropical Drinks at

me

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 (Sundayl

|Tcy Us lor Your lle.l fur.cMon) Phono 634.0»;B

STOP IN

See How Much You Can

SAVE
on HIGEST QUALITY

GASOLINE

695 South 8th Street Colorado Springs



iorts .. CC Racketmen

Demolish CSU,

Convocation Honors 23 Athletes; fall 6-3 to DU

Awards Announced in 8 Sports
Twenty-nine awards went to 23

athletes at the 11th annual Hon-

oi-s Convocation Tuesday, May !).

at Coioi-ado College.

Three awards were received by

Bob Lindberg, who was recognized

as an Ail-American hockey player

for the second year, as a member
of the 19(57 Westeni Collegiate

Hockey Association all-star team
and as most valuable player on the

Colorado College hockey team in

the 1960-07 season.

Ray Jones, John Boddington,

Peter Morse and Philip Davis each

received two.

Athletics Director JeiTy Carle

announced awards in eight sports,

but additional awards will be an-

nounced later in baseball, golf and
tennis when the seasons end.

T^vo athletes with CO or more
points for participating in sports

were blanket winners. They were
Warner Reeser, and Bill Jankow-
ski, who played football and base-

ball. Ten points are awarded for

each letter in major sports, seven

points for each letter in minor
sports and fewer points for parti-

cipating but not earning letters.

Awards by sports were:

Football—Steven Mills, honor-
ary captain, 196C. Ray Jones, most
valuable player and outstanding
Beta Theta Pi athlete for Colorado,
1966-67. Carl Jordan, most im-
proved player. Robert Hiester, cap-

tain, 1967.

Soccer—Nick Hare, and John
Boddington, named to Rocky Moun-
tain All-State Team. Philip Da^ns
and Craig Clayberg, outstanding
on defense. John Boddington and
Peter Morse, OljTiipics ti-youts in

Chicago.

Hockey—Boh Lindberg, most
valuable player, WCHA all-star

team, and All-American for second

yeai'. Doug King, most improved
player, Wayne Nelson, 1967-68

captain.

Skiing—Philip Davis, leading

scorer. Steve Brown, most valuable

skier.

Basketball—Mike Smith lead-

ing scorer. Jerry Wainwright, most
valuable player.

Swimming—Bill Johnson, higli

scorei'. Terry Covington, most val-

uable swimmer. Bill Veneris, most
improved swimmer.

Track—Bob LaForce, most val-

uable team member.

Lacrosse—Frank Davis, most
valuable player. John Koss, mosj
improved player. Blake Munro,
1967-68 captain.

Tennis—Ray Yost, most valuable

player.

Bowling Teams Near

End of Tournament
The ladies Wednesday night lea-

gue bowling tournament was a
close one until la.st week when the

Fumblers came out on top, fol-

lowed by the Three Mrs. The
Fumblers team consisted of J.

Grice, Admissions office; F. Rich-

ards, Business office; and B.

Phelps, Bookstore.

The men's Thursday night lea-

gue, with two weeks to go, is still

anyone's guess:

W L
The Buildings & Grounds 20-16

The Staff 19-17

Rastali 18-18

The Heaters 15-21

Coach Eastlack's racketmen end-

ed the regular season with an 8-1

victory over Regis last Tuesday,

but fell 6-3 to DU on Monday.

Friday Regis forfeited their

match to the Tigers, thus giving

tlie netmen eight wins with only

three losses for the season. This

season the Tigers outscored their

opponents 65-34, with John Bod-
dington winning 14 and losing

three and Tyler Makepeace win-

ning 14 and losing four, making
them the leading scolders on the

team.

Monday against DU the Tigers
won two matches by foi^feit and
the other in number tliree singles

when John Boddington tore

through his opponent winning 6-2,

6-3. Ray Yost, playing number one
slot, lost to top ranking John Hag-
an 6-3, 6-3 and P. J. Anderson
lost to Jim Edwards 6-3, 6-2. Tyler
Makepeace and Doug Wheat lost

by identical scores of 6-4, 6-0. DU
won all tlie doubles to give them
their second victory over the

Tigers.

Tuesday Regis pulled some
strings playing their best player

in the number four position, but

Doug Wheat showed the strength

of the Tigers before falling 6-3,

5-7, 6-3. P. J. Anderson pulled the

quickest win of the season polish-

ing off his opponent in less than

half an hour in the number tliree

singles, 6-0, 6-0. John Boddington
had to go three sets befoi'e win-

ning the number one singles, while

Ray Yost also encountered trouble

playing number two. Mark Moyle
won handily and Hugh MacMillan
playing his first match won 6-1,

6-2.

Next Friday and Saturday the

netmen travel to CSC where they

will play in a 12-team, in which

the Tigei-s should be one of the

top teams.

Let College Cleaners store your . . .

WINTER CLOTHES, FURS, BEDDING

and other items

Free storage of all items (except Furs) with

Cleaning and Finishing

The COLLEGE CLEANERS

1171/2 EAST CACHE LA POUDRE Across from Slocum Hall

DR. STABLER LENDS SUPPORT to his weary lacrosse players

at recent Denver University game.

Golf Tourney to Be Held

Friday, Saturday, May 13, 14
Twenty teams from nine states,

headed by the current NCAA
champion, Houston University, are

entered in the 20th annual Pikes

Peak Intercollegiate Golf Tourna-
ment Friday and Saturday, May
12-13, at the Eisenhower and
Broadmoor golf courses. The tour-

nament is co-sponsored by Colorado
College and the Air Ftjrce Acad-
emy.

Competing will be golfers from
Brigham Young, Colorado, Eastern
New Mexico State, Oklahoma
State, Kansas, Nebraska, Arizona,
North Texas State, Colorado
State, Denver. Kansas State, New
Mexico, Utah State, Wyoming,
Tulsa, Houston and Utah Univer-
sities as well as the U.S. Air Force
Academy and Colorado College.

Although Houston has been in-

stalled as the early favorite for

the team title, Brigham Young
University, t!ie defending cham-
pion and Oklahoma State Uni-
versity are rated highly and could
edge out the Cougars from Texas.

Hal Underwood of Houston, low
amateur in last week's Houston
Classic, and John Miller of BYU,
low amateur in the 1966 U.S.
open, are co-favorites to win the
individual title.

The Pikes Peak Tournament, in-

aug-urated by Colorado College in

1947, consists of 54 holes of medal
play. Each team consists of six

men, with the low four scores
counting towards the team title.

Thirty-six holes are scheduled at

the Eisenhower Golf Course on
Friday with the final 18 holes at
the Ei"oadmoor course on Saturday.

WANT FUN
THIS WEEKEND?

Phone 473-4488

The strength uf the Pikes Poak
Intercollegiate can be evaluated by
I'eviewing the numbers of partici-

pants in past years who are cur-

rently on the professional golf

tour. Included in this list are Don
January, Jackie Cupit, Dale Doug-
las, Steve Spi-ay, Labron HaiTis

Jr., Billy Maxwell, Dick Craw-
ford, Jim Colbert, and Wright
Garrett, iilus a number of lessi^i'

lights.

Batters Blank CSC
Colorado College pitcher Craig

Clayberg held Colorado State Col-

lege to only two hits last Sunday

at Greeley, as the Tigers blanked

the Bears, 2-0. CC's defense turned

in a sparkling performance, going

without an error for the first time

this season.

Clayberg looked 'sharp as he

gave up only a double and a single.

He fanned six and walked three.

Three of the left-hander's strike-

outs were at the expense of

Greeley's Greg Riddoch, an All-

American candidate. At one point

in the game, CSC seemed to be on

the verge of a rally, hut Clayberg
whiffed Riddoch witli the bases

full to end the inning.

One of the more outstanding de-

fensive plays in the game came
when Tiger left fielder Mel Proc-

tor reached over the left field

fence to bring in a would-be
Greeley honierun.

CC scored in the sixth and sev-

enth innings. In the sixth, Wayne
Woodyard singled and then scored

easily on Stu Hanchett's triple-

The other Tiger run was tallied by

Mel Proctor who rapped one of his

two singles and then moved around

to score on a pair of CSC errors.

The victory over Greeley moves

the Tigers' record to 2-11" for the

season.

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9-.00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances
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Saga Food Service Heads

Hub and CC Dining Halls

Saga Food Service, specialists

jii
institutional feeding, has been

coiitracted by the college to nian-

jijri' the Hub and dining halls of

CC. It was chosen over fffur other

org:anizations which applied for

the job, in the hopes that it might
increase the efficiency of serving

an<l insure the greatest possible

quality of meals.

Saga was established 17 years

ago at Hobart College and con-

centrated on provisioning colleges

aiul universities. Later, the food
service branched out to ser\nce

hospitals and industries through-

out the country and abroad. Some
nf the colleges served by Saga are

Oberlin, D e n i s o n, MacAUister,
Willamette, U. of Hawaii, and U.
of Lebanon. To this date, Saga
ffivices 220 such schools.

Innovation and professionalism
si'em to be the source of their

success. When questioned about
his proposals for change in the
dining halls, Mr. Chuck Webb,
SiiRa's manager, suggested the

following; eliminating the con-

gestion in the lines by distribut-

ing coffee, soft drink and milk

machines, and condiment tables

throughout the cafeterias; open-

ing all dining halls to prevent the

long wait for meals ; and taking
surveys of the students' gastron-

omic desires so that changes can
he made,

The Hub menu will also be sub-

ject to a change. A specialty of

the day will be inti-oduced im-
mediately along with supplemen-
tal choices as desired by students,

To create a more relaxed atmos-
pliere in the Hub, the juke box
will operate full time and the
lighting modified in the evening.

Saga's personnel on campus in-

cludes Mr. Cy Nikkels in Taylor
and Bemis dining halls, and Mr.
Do'ug Wilson in Rastall. District

manager for the food service is

Mr. David Day. All of these men
began their association with Saga
as ntiident employees.

Gray Wins Carlton Chair

As Outstanding Professor
Dr. J. Glenn Gray, professor of

philosophy, is the first faculty

member to be named a Cai'lton

Professor at Colorado College.

Gray was appointed to the new
chair by the Colorado College

Kuard of Trustees, which esta-

Uished it in recognition of "the

A, E. and Ethel Carlton.

The professorship, established

t(> honor an outstanding member
of the faculty, regardless of his

field, carries an annual grant of

:i^GOO in addition to salary, to be

used by the recipient to further

liis teaching or research. It will

mtate to another professor every

fnur years, acting president Ken-

iK'th J. Curran said.

Gray was nominated as the first

Cai'lton Professor by President
Lloyd E. Worner. He will hold the
[.JiLifessorship from the beginning
of the 1967-68 academic year
through 1970-71.

Gray joined the faculty in 1948
as an associate professor of phil-

osophy and was named as full

pi-ofessor in 1952. He sei-ved as
ciiairman of the department from
11)52 to 1966.

Prior to coming to Colorado
S|irings, he was an instructor at

I
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Trustees Grant President Worner Leave
The Board of Trustees announ-

ced this summer that they have
granted President Lloyd E. Worn-
er a six-month leave of absence
from the school so that he may de-

vote some time to his family and
to studying his field of American
History. President Worner, who
has not had a leave of absence
since 1953 when he was a Ford
Fellow at Han'ard University, is

presently in Missouri with his

family. He plans to return to Col-

orado Springs for most of his leave

and will return' to campus on
March 4.

While Pres. Worner is on leave,

Dean Kenneth J. Curran is acting

in the capacity of presidenl, and
Dr. George A. Drake, Associate

Professor of History and Director

of (he Selected Students Program,
will be Acting Dean of the College.

Pres. Curran said that they will

try to keep things moving along
as smoothly as possible during
Pres. Worner's absence. He ])lnns

to continue to carry out Pres.

Worner's policies and will act upon
all issues which develop during
Pres. Worner's absence.

While Dean Drake will not be

teaching this semester, he plans to

return to the class room on a lim-

ited basis next semester. He will

also remain on a part-time basis

in the administrative offices until

June. He stated that plans are be-

ing made for continual study of

all aspects of CC's academic life,

and that his office hopes to sub-

mit extensive recommendations
concerning all-college recjuiremenls

and other items .

Both Pres. Curran and Dean
Drake stressed that their offices

will continue to study the issues

which were aired by students last

year and that no student i)ropiisals

will be ignored because of Pres.

Worner's absence. Among these is-

sues, they stated, are student re-

quests to be allowed to hiive 3.2

beer on campus and to have n stu-

dent Rathskeller nenr campus.

Juniata College, at Swarthmore
College, and at the University of

Pennsylvania and an assistant

professoi' at Haverford College.

Dr. Gray was named a Senior

Fellow of the National Founda-

tion on the Arts and Humanities

last winter. He has been a Gug-
genheim Fellow, a Fulbright Re-

search Scholar, a Ford Faculty

Fellow of the National Council on

Religion in Higer Education.

He is the author of two books,

"The Warriors," published in 1959,

and "Hegel's Hellenic Ideal," pub-

lished in 1941, and numerous ar-

ticles in magazines and profes-

sional journals. He is editor of a

series of official translations of

the works by Martin Heidegger,
German philosopher, being pub-

lished in this country by Harper
& Row. He was given sabbatical

leave during the spring semester
at Colorado College to work with
Heidegger in Freiburg.

Prof. Gray received a bachelor
degree from Juniata College, a

master degree from the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh and a Ph.D.
from Columbia University. He has
also studied at the University of

Heidelberg and the University of

Freiburg.

President Worner Acting President Curran

Biology Department Receives Grant
A grant of ?S5,000 from the Re-

search Corporation of New York

will support a major strengthen-

ing of the biological science pro-

gram at Colorado College.

This non-profit foundation award

is part of a program of grants

to selected liberal arts' colleges

to support their work in science.

Colorado College will use the

AND SO BESINNETH the annual deluge of freshmen as approximately 600 new students inundate the

Colorado College campus.

funds uver a three-year period to

merge its departments of botany

and zoology, add to the faculty,

and acquire books, periodicals and

ecfuipment.

Dr. Lloyd E. Worner, president

of the college said, "The notion

that the independent liberal ai'ts

college is not a factor in science

is far from the fact. We intend to

remain aggressive in what has

been a tj-aditionally strong area

of teaching for us, and this gen-

erous action the part of the Re-

search Corporation is a strong re-

inforcement of our plans."

Research Corporation's grant

will permit the addition of two

faculty members in the biological

sciences, preparing for the mer-

cer of the botany and zoology de-

partments in Ihe fall of tftUH. II

will also provide ?1 1,000 for the

purchu e of biology book.s and per-

iodicals and $2«.000 for research

and leaching equipment.

The changes aie a product of a

detailed faculty review of the bi-

ology program and consultations

with Di". Ray Koppeiman, head of

the biology division of the Univer-

.sity of Chicago. His visit to the

college last September was also

financed by the Research Corp-

'•ration.

One of the original American

foundations. Research Corporation

was created more than 50 years

ago by Frederick Gardner Cot-

trell, chemist and investor. A $25,-

000 shop to support the science

division came to the college from

the foundation in November, '63.

Acting Dean Drake

Mathias, Slocum

Barry and Bob

Begin Super Jobs
This summer Colorado Collego

announced the appointment of

Barry K. Woodwaid a.s director of

RasLall Center, and Robert Hooker
as director of men's housing.

Mr. Woodward and Mr. Hooker

fill positions held by Mr. James P.

Kauffman, who was also assistant

dean of men. Mr. Kaulfman be-

came assistant dean of men at the

University of Denver on July 1.

Mr. Wooilward previously was

coordinator of student activities at

Colorado College. Mr. Hooker re-

ceived a Master of Arts degree in

June from the University of Cali-

fornia at Davis.

Bob Hooker

Ml'. Woodward was graduated

from Columbia UniVeVSity in 1965

v/ith an A.B. degree in economics.

He worked briefly on an M.A. de-

gree in physical education at

Teachers College, Columbia, be-

fore joining the staff at Colorado

College. He was employed as place-

ment assistant by Columbia in the

Office of University Placement

and Career Planning following his

graduation.

Mr. Hooker studied at Chico

State College in Califomia before

going to the University of Cali-

fornia at Davis, where he majored

in sociology. He worked for two

years in the Counseling Service

while at the University of Califor-

nia at Davis.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR

TIGER POLICY
As this is the first issue of the Tiger, we feel that we

should outline the policies and goals which we hope to pursue

in our forthcoming issues.

The Tiger is a student newspaper, written, edited, and
produced by students for students. As such, we have the ob-

ligation to print items of interest to students and to be re-

sponsive to their desires. We must maintain our status estab-

lished by the CCCA constitution and the By-laws of Publica-
tions Board as independent of all other campus organizations,

but must also realize that we are the CC students' only regu-
laiiy published voice. As such we must publish all viewpoints
which are found in the pages of the Tiger.

This responsibility compels us to establish definite edi-

torial policies which shall be followed strictly. We feel that the
only justifiable place for editorial comments in the Tiger is

on pages and in articles specifically designated for editorial

writing. News writing must be unbiased and uncolored by the
feelings of individual writers or editors.

In continuing our attempt to fulfill the desires voiced by
students for various additions and changes in the Tiger, we
have made plans which we hope to implement in the near fu-

ture. Sports coverage in the Tiger will be expanded to provide
full coverage of all athletic events, including many intramural
progi'ams. News coverage of the various academic depart-

ments, social organizations, and clubs will be enlarged to pi^o-

vide students with information about as many campus activ-

ities and events as possible. Student columns will appear reg-

ularly, as will creative writing columns, news from other
campuses and other articles.

While the Tiger can make plans for fulfiling its respon-
sibilities to the campus, it cannot carrj"^ out these plans un-
less the student body comes to recognize that it, too, has re-

sponsibilities to itself. Unless students are willing to make
suggestions, criticize freely, take interest in campus events
and issues, and to make CC a vital school, the Tiger not
only will know the desires of its readers, but will have noth-

ing of interest to print. We, therefore, urge all members of

the campus to keep us infoiined of their desires through sug-

gestions and letters, and moreover, to create the kind of at-

mosphere at CC which breeds interest and can make this

campus vital.

Fdilor'H Note: Lellcrs In the Edilnr must

be suhmitlcil lo Iho TIGKK on Ihe Monday
previous lo the contributor's desired pub-

llshinir dale. Contributors niu^tt siitn their

nnmes to their Icllera, but may rciiuest that

ihcir names be withheld. The TIGER re-

serves the riiFht not to print any leltcm
submitted to it.

To the Editor:

I take strong objection to the
paternalistic attitude toward stu-

dents in the "Informally by the

Editor" column of the Colorado
College Magazine (Spring, 19(57).

Does the College really desei've

extra points for allowing students

freedom of speech in The Tiger?

What is so "inane" about the

argument of the student editorial

writer who objects to his parents

supporting the laws which send

him out to kill or be killed in

Asia at the age of 18, when he

has not been granted yet the fre-

dom to choose how we shall ar-

range and manage his personal

life?

Why must it be "a disturbingly

unrestful thought" that "actions

and answers" should denve "from
the students themselves?" For

what better reason does the Col-

lege exist than to encourage and

foster independent "actions and

answers?"

I agree with the Pamona College

Alumnus who writes that college

magazines have "too much about

the faculty, the administration, the

alumni, and the fund raisers." If

there is any inanity, it is not con-

fined to The Tiger. On the subject

of student life, I would rather

read what the students have to

say.

Yours sincerely,

Martha Grosskop Tyler

(Class of '60)

Editor's Note: The following is

an excerpt from the article refer-

red to by Mrs. Tyler;

Students have some valid argu-

ments on their side. They seek ur-

gently to be regarded as adults,

and avow the desire "to take re-

sponsibility for what we are do-

ing." They do tend to overlook the

freedoms they have which many
students on other campuses do not

—to own cars, for example, and to

launch weekly barrages at the ad-

ttirit's Koner

Feiff

By Kirk Thomas

The last vestiges of traditional

freshman hazing disappeared from

the Colorado College the year

prior to the arrival of this writer.

However, the annual appearance

of new faces on the campus elicits

from this upperclassman an in-

tense empathy when considering

the inevitable collegiate initiation

which our freshmen nevertheless

will experience.

The process begins with the

first realization of independence

from parental guardianship' and
is followed by a period of licen-

tious experimentation with this

new found freedom. Some stu-

dents are unable or unwilling to

progress beyond this point and
waste away their college career

in pursuit of shallow ends. The
others accept the responsibilities

which they discover in company
with their freedom and reluctantly

endure the course of studies here
which will be their passport into

the American society. Some trans-

fer to other institutions in search

of their elusive identity ; some
marry early; some join the armed
services and others drop out to

join the work force.

But many students take tliis

unique opportunity to explore the

the most fundamental questions
of being. They endeavor to tear
away the superficialities and find
for themselves a fii-m foundation
upon which to build their lives.

This process is often evident in a
radical fluctuation of the grade
point average and may range in

intensity from "sophomore
slump" to existential crisis. Some
students recover as defeated per-,

sons—perpetual cynics. But a very

few find a glimmer of meaning
and direction in it all and locate

a star to fix their bearings upon.

The initiations have begun again.

Good luck, freshmen!

ministration from the pages of

The Tiger. And occassionally their

arguments ai'e inane: editorializei]

The Tiger of March 10, ".
. . Par-

ents argue that the age of 18 is a

little too early for sex. Yet, in vir.

tually the same breath father,--

willingly support draft laws which
send their 18-year-oId sons to do
the job of killing."

Sunday, Sept. 10—11:00 a.m.

Sermon title: "Confessions of

Disordered Lives."

Preacher: Professor Joseph
Pickle.

Most of what passes for propei

Protestant religiosity these day;;

is a product of the Nineteentli

Century. The Nineteenth Centui-\

valued order and stability in re-

ligion as m u c h as anything.-

else. John Greenleaf Whittiet

wrote a number of hymns whicli

reflect this motif. Most famou.-

perhaps is the line from "Deai

Lord and Father of Mankind"
which reads, "Let our ordered

lives confess the beauty of th\

peace."

In this day and age such

thoughts on the part of a Chris-

tian poet would be blasphemy!

More than any time since thi:'

first and second century Christian-

are called to 1 ive disorderei i

lives, and to let their public con-

duct be disorderly. In matters of

politics and social life, the com-

forts of ordered lives are lux-

uries that responsible men can-

not afford. That so few Chri--^-

ians are willing to pay the prict-

of disorderly life and disorderly

conduct is an affront to the Gos-

pel and a scant to the world. Th-'

necessity and the possibility o.

leading a disordered life in a re

ligiously responsible manner i.-

the subject of the mornin.

;

sermon.

NOTICE TO ALL MEN STUDENTS

Student draft deferments (II-S) are granted by local draft board>

only if the student requests such a deferment. Selective Service Systen

Form 104 was provided at registration for the convenience of the stu

dent and this form (or a letter requesting deferment) must be maileil

by the student to his draft board.

All students who request a II-S draft classification should also fill

out SSS Form 109. This form is avaiable at the Registrar's Office ii

Armstrong Hall. When completed by the student and certified by th^'

Registrar, it will be mailed by the college to the draft board.

The recently revised Selective Service regulations have eliminatetl

class rank and the Selective Service test as a criteria to be considered

for deferment. Instead, a student must be full time and must be mak-
ing satisfactory progresii to obtain his degree within four years of

m^atriculation.
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Gamer Authors Article on Scales

Based on Article by Winograd
Professor Carlton E. W. Gamer

tif the Colorado College music de-

jiortment is the author of an ar-

ticle in tlie Journal of Music

Theory on scales containing more
than the normal 12 tones per oc-

tave.

The article, entitled "Some Coni-

iii national Resources of Equal-
ri?mpered Systems," appears in

the spring issue of the Journal,

the foremost American publication

in the field of music theory. It is

the result of research Professor

(iamer has done in recent years in

Uie area-of micro-tonal scales.

The article describes certain

properties possessed by micro-

tonal scales and discusses their

possible application to musical

composition. It refers to a num-
her of other recent studies in this

area and especially to two papers
ilealing with aspects of micro-

ional scales written by Terry

Winograd, a Colorado College

uknnn'us doing graduate work at

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. Winograd received several
scholarships upon graduating in

196G and is studying under a Ful-
bright Scholarship at Univer-
sity College, London. He wrote
his papers as a student in a music
theory course in H)G5-6C taught by
Professor Gamer.
Gamer has written another ar-

ticle on electronic music for the
Encyclopedia Britannica while on
sabbatical leave for the last year.

The article, scheduled to appear
in the next edition of the encyclo-

pedia, reviews the history of elec-

tronic music and describes var-

ious technical means by which it

can be produced, including recent

developments. In this connection.

Professor Gamer last November at-

tended the Fall Joint Computer
Conference in San Francisco at

which recent developments in

computer-generated music were
described and discussed.

Professor Gamer read a paper

entitled "Deep Scales and Differ-

ence Sets." related to the Journal
of Music Theory article, at the an-
nual conference in April of the

American Society of University

Coni]>osers at Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis, Missouri. He was
a founding member of the society

in 196.5 and is a membei" of its

National Council.

Professor Gamer, who also has
been composing music during the
last year, will resume teaching at

Colorado College this fall,

Biologist Heim

Joins CC Staff

Lectern, Case and Easel

A series of small exhibitions

M-e held each year in the Rare

Book Room. Their names relate

t.i subjects being taught in one

iif the art history courses taught

hy Professors Trissel, Davisson or

Lansburgh. The first display,

tiuilt around pre-Christian Per-

sian bronzes, can be seen by the

i.ullege community on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings from 9-12,

and weekday afternoons from 2-5.

Near Eastern cultures provided

many motifs for Christian icon-

ography from its inception. Not
only were classical themes rein-

terpreted by religious artists, but

pagan subjects were introduced

into the Christian \isual program
under Biblical guises. And the

basic designs of the early Luristan

craftsman appealed to the Chris-

tian artisian. These can be traced

ill early metal artifacts and illum-

inated manuscripts through the

V'olkerwanderungenzeit ( tribal mi-
gration period) in the dark ages
"f Eui-ope, and into Romanesque
liturgical implements and paint-

ing.

From the Zagi'os Mountain
region tomb excavations reveal

ceremonial bronzes with the tra-

'iitional Mesopotamian motif of a
hero besting two biting beasts.

This Gilgamesh figure forms the

CLire for much incipient Iranian
art, and is followed by the God
Sraosha in the seventh century
before Christ, and God of Justice,

who is also flanked by fierce

beasts and accompanied by cocks
whose function is to awaken the
community to their religious

duties.

favored element in Celtic designs,

and were the basis of Irish inter-

lacertine animal initials, and stone

columns in Romanesque churches.

Opposing beasts heads were called

into play endlessly in Teutonic art.

ThL'ir |>rototypes can be seen on

the horse bit and votive pins in

the Rare Book Room display.

Along with these early bronzes,

some contemporary bronze sculp-

ture can be seen. These, too, are

quasi-religious, although their cre-

ator John Berlant disclaims this

intention. Berlant, head of the

sculpture department at Colorado

State University, then, reveals his

Catholic strain unwittingly. For

his Mother and Child closely ap-

proximates the historical Madonna
with Jesus' posture, found since

classical times.

In a spontaneous manner, Ber-

lant also recreates the mood gen-

erated by the Flemish artists of

the fifteenth century who com-

posed the ascetic fact structure

commonly associated with relig-

iosity. These are considered arche-

types of piety with their narrow

chins, pursed lips, and high cheek

bones surmounted by generous

foreheads. At the same time we
recognize the artist's German
heritage in his figure concept

which is that of the stocky peas-

ant, man of the soil. Berlant'^ ap-

parent ties are with the German
Expressionist, Barlach. But Ber-

lant's intellectuality concerns peo-

ple of the land and of the faith.

Dr. Werner G. Heim

Dr. Werner G. Heim of Wayne
State University, prominent in

science education, has become de-

velopment biologist at CC as of the

beginning of this academic year,

Colorado College announced
that Dr. Heim will be development
biologist in a program to streng-

then its teaching of biological sci-

ences. Nine geneticists also will be

added under the program, result-

ing from an $85,000 grant from
the Research Corporation, a non-
pi-ofit foundation.

Dr. Heim has been at Wayne
State University, Detroit, since

1957 and was named vice chair-

man of biology there in 1965. He
previously was executive officer

of the department, coordinator of

elementary biology courses, plan-

ning coordinator for the biology

building program, chairman of the

Honors Council of the College of

Liberal Arts, and assistant direc-

tor of in-service institutes for sec-

ondary biology teachers at Wayne
State.

He has been the recipient of

seven research grants from the

National Science Foundation, three
(Conlinued on page seven)

Biting beasts from Luristan or
Scythian burial bronzes were a

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchaiias

(Across from Courthouse)

Telephone G34-9SI3

Welcome Back to School

Complete Professional Cleaning & Laundry

Pick-up & Delivery at all Girls Dorms

C^^
c

French

LEANERS
and

AUNDRY

219 Noiih Cascade Telephone 633-38S5

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 Noi+h Weber Telephone 633-2069

HathgyaiiA
Imported Pipes Imported Tobeccoi

Magazines
127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1+4!

2O6V2 North Tejon

Acacia Artist

Supplies & Antiques

Phone 632-9502

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

ffemtk'j CI Tefch
NOW OPENS THE

, .

'^tmex'

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

tHat (^u College ^kop

833 NORTH TEJON

You Will Know These

famous Labels;

Sportswear by:

Villager

Country Set

Jantzen

White Stag

Dresses by:

Gay Gibson

Jonathan Logan

Jr. Theme Cocktail

Lingerie by:

Vanity Fair

Fornnfit

and many others

Featuring No-iron Shirts by:

LADY MANHATTAN

LADY VAN HEUSEN

SHIP 'N SHORE

P.S.: BOYS LEVIS FOR GIRLS.
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SaUfA CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade. Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator fo Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— I 1:30 *o MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace. Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1S24 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Tick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

Tiger Takes Pulse of Frantic Frosh
By Gillian Royes

Now that the rush of New Stu-

dent Week is over, and the fresh-

men have had an opportunity to

become even slightly familiar with

the campus, the Tiger interviewed

them about the highlights of the

week. We found that most felt the

orientation period was a success,

and were full of expectations about

their next four years.

Some of the comments about

the activities were:

Sunday, August 27.

Activity: President's iWeeting

and Reception with students and
parents.

Comments: "I liked the way they

had it set up—no receiving line!"

"I . . . aahli . . . don't go in for

that kind of thing too much."
"It was too short."

*I didn't meet a lot of people.

There should have been a receiving

line."

Monday, August 28.

Activity: Freshman Mixer.

Comments: "I can't say I en-

joyed it very much. I preferred

the second one. The band wasn't

too good."

"Great idea. In high school it

just doesn't work, but I really

got to meet a lot of people."

"Pretty successful, I guess . . .

Refreshments would not have been
bad."

"Oh, boy! I hardly ever go to

fast dances, but I danced every
dance. I just loved it."

Tuesday, August 29.

Activity: Summer Reading Pro-

gram Outing.

Comments: "I had a good group.

I liked it."

"Interesting, but a little cold."

"We had a very well prepared

leader, a fellow with a beard, so

I really liked it."

"I wish we could have had bet-

ter weather, but I liked the choice

of books; and, besides, it gave you
an opportunity to meet people on

a different level from the mixers."

Wednesday, August 30.

I NEVER KNEW THAT the student af Colorado College . . . should

not devote all his waking hours to -formal academic efforts in the

classroom, laboratory and library.

Activity: Discussion of Honor
System.

Comments: "Well, I was accus-

tomed to that in private school, so

it wasn't new to me."

"I think it's just so neat. It

gives you more responsibility than

you have ever had before."

"It was kind of scary— but

when you get accustomed to

it . .
."

"Makes you feel worthy of be-

ing in college,"

Activity: Welcomer - Welcome
Party.

Comments; "I didn't enjoy it too

much. Perhaps because my wel-

comer was so inactive, but wel-

coming is a good idea."

'That game they had was really

cute, but they could have had
more. Everybody started getting

clanny."

Thursday, August 31.

IBM STOCK PLUMMETS as CC students undergo the rigors of

registration.

miiBmm^
Welcome

Colorado

College

Freshmen

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

I

T
A
L
I

A
N

S
T
A
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A
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Activity : Freshmen meet with
advisors.

Comments: "The system really

gives you a feeling of security.

Like someone is even half backing
you up."

"I found him helpful .You know,
it was good just having a faculty

member to talk to."

Activity: Total orientation pro-
gram.

Comments: "Great. I liked the
whole thing."

"The jazz festival wasn't too
bad, but the movies didn't go off

too well."

"I liked the variety."

"The acting of the play waK
good, but I'm a conservative."
Friday, September 1.

Activity: Registration.

Comments : "Hectic."

"Very well planned and organi-

zed."

"I understand that's the worst

it's been in ten years."

"That mess ? It seemed to test

one's ability to withstand a totalI>

alien situation. All this stress on

the first letter of your name."
"It resulted in great confusion,

and was not at all fair for guys
whose names started with 'Z' or

something."
"Ooooh."

Other remarks included com-
plaints about not meeting many
upperclassmen, that there was no

information offered about the

CCCA or student union. Praise was
offered about the high standard of

education, the relaxed atmosphere,
and the general excitement of the

whole week. One girl practically

sang: "New Student Week? Tre-

mendous. It was the wildest week
I've ever had!"

Seay to Direct

CC Orchestra
Dr. Albert Seay, newly name'i

chairman of the music department

at Colorado College, will direct

the Colorado College Communit}'
Orchestra, .succeeding Prof.

Charles W. Warren, who joins the

Yale University faculty this fall.

The -orchestra was organized in

1965 by Dr. Warren, and is com-

posed of students of the collegt-

and members of the community.

Dr. Seay say the orchestra will

hold rehearsals from 7:30 to '>

]). m. Tuesdays. "The first conceit

will be Tuesday, November 7, i"

Armstrong Hall," he said. "Com-
positions by Rossini, Schubert,

Handel and Bartok will be fea-

tured."

The orchestra has about 45

pieces. Warren, who joined the

faculty at Colorado College in

liKJ4, formerly conducted Wichita

Youth Orchestras and played witli

the Wichita Symphony, the Ho-

nolulu Symphony and the Colum-

bus (Ohio) Symphony. He re-

ceived a Ph.D. degree last fall

from Yale University.
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Record Number Enroll for Fall Semester
Colorado College began its 94th

academic year with an increase

in student enix)llment. Registra-

tions in 1966-1967 totaled 1,450,

but Richard E. Wood, director of

admission, says the total was

about 1,500 when classes began

Friday, September 1. The fresh-

man class totaled 555, of which

300 were men and 255 women.

Jiuiior college graduates increased

the new student total to a record

i;00. The faculty totals about 150,

up' from 135 last year.

New Student Week began at

Colorado College on Sunday, Aug-

ust 27, when residence halls op-

ened and acting President Ken-

neth Curran met with students

and parents in Shove Chapel at

7:30 p. m. President Curran held

a reception for the parents and

students at 8:30 p. m. in Honnen

h-e Rink at the college.

Upperclassmen registered on

Wednesday, August 30, and fresh-

nien on Thursday, August 31.

Among the freshmen were 30 men
who began studies during the Sum-
mer Session under a new program.

Highlights of New Student

Week included a freshman ban-

quet sponsored by the Colorado

College Campus Association at

(>;15 p. m. Monday, August 28, in

Rustall Center dining room. Fol-

lowing the banquet, a freshman
mixer sponsored by the Rastall
Center Board was held in Honnen
k.. Rink.

Freshmen . were treated to an
outing Tuesday afteimoon, August
2'.\ at LaForet in the Black Forest.

A banquet for transfer students

sponsored by the CCCA was held

on Thursday, August 31, at 6

p. ni.

All alI-co!lege mixer sponsored

by Rastall Center Board was held

in the Ice Rink at 1) p.m. Satur-

day, September 2. All new stu-

dents were invited by Blue Key,

honorary fraternity, to an 8 a.m.

breakfast in Austin Bluffs on

Sunday, September 3.

Colorado College offers a num-
ber of new courses, including one

in advanced organic chemistry,

one providing an introduction to

music for the elementary class-

room teacher, another on funda-

mentals of geology and one on the

functions of the school in modern
society. New independent reading

courses are offered in German and

Russian.

Steps are to be taken during

the college year to strengthen the

biological science program under

an §85,000 grant received this

summer from the Research Cor-

poration of New York. Two fac-

ulty members were added in bi-

ological sciences in preparation for

the merger of the botany and zo-

ology departments in the fall of

1968. Research and teaching

equipment costing $26,000 and bi-

ology books and periodicals cost-

ing $11,000 will be added during

the year.

In the last 10 years, Colorado
College has developed more than
$3,850,000 in science facilities and
equipment, including its $1.6 mil-
lion Olin Hall of Science, and has

ONE FLEW EAST; ONE FLEW WEST; several flew over the cuckoo's nest. Upperclass students met
with freshmen on August 29 to discuss summer reading program.

increased its science teaching staff

from 22 to 30.

Senior students, both men and
women, are now allowed to live off

campus, as are underclassmen who
are 21 at the beginning of the

college year.

Colorado College will observe its

Homecoming on October 21, when
the Tigers play Washington Uni-
versity at Washburn Field.

Thanksgiving recess extends
from 5 p.m. Wednesday, Novem-
ber 22, to 8 a.m. Monday, No-
vember 27, and the Cliri.-^tmas va-

cation begin.s Saturday, Decem-
ber 16, and ends at 8 a.m. Mon-
day, January 8.

A feature of the college year
will be the annual Symposium
planned for January 8-13. The dis-

cussion will be devoted to the

American presidential system.

The spring rece.ss run.? from
Saturday, March 16, to Montiay
morning, April 1.

Baccalaureate will be on Sun-
day, May 26, and commencement
on Monday, May 27, for graduat-
\ng senioi's next year.

Campus Announcements
Symposium Meeting Med Students to Meet
All interested students and fac-

ulty are invited to attend a general

meeting of the Symposium Com-
mittee at 4 p.m. Tuesday, Septem-

ber 12, in the WES Room of Ras-

tall Center.

At this meeting, a report of pro-

gress on the Symposium so far

will be made, and the various com-

mittees will begin their activities

foi* the semester preparatory to

tlie events of the week of January

A particular invitation is extend-
ed to all incoming freshmen to

join in this activity, to attend the
meeting, and to participate in the
Work of one or more of the sub-
coiimiittees.

The topic for this yeai' is "The
American Presidency," and some
very good speakers have already
indicated their intention to parti-

cipate.

There will be a meeting of sen-

ior pre-med and pre-dental stu-

dents on Tuesday, September 12,

at 11:00 a.m. in Olin Lounge. Stu-

dents planning to apply for ad-

mission to a professional school

for next fall should make every ef-

fort to attend as the process of

preparing letters of recommenda-
tion will begin at this meeting.

Nugget Pictures

Individual pictures for the CC
yearbook, the Nugget, will be
taken from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. on
both Wednesday, September 20,

and Thursday, September 21, in

the WES Room in Rastall. Girls

are requested to wear sweaters;

boys please wear coats and ties.

It will cost each student $1.75 to

have his picture taken. This will be

the only chance to have pictures

made for the yearbook.

Bowling Teams
There will be a meeting and try-

outs for the boys' traveling bowling
team on Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 7:30
p.m. Interested students should
leave their names and phone num-
bers at the desk in the games area.

Girls' tryouts will be on Tuesday,
September 18, at 7:30 since this is

the first year we have had a girls'

bowling team, we need all bowlers
for try-outs.

Tiger Meeting
There will be a meeting for all

students interested in working on
the newspaper on Friday, Septem-
ber 8, at 4:00 p.m. in the Tiger of-

fice. Staff members will be paid
this year.

Interviews Open
The Forum Connnittee will in-

terview student applicants for com-
mittee membership during tlie

coming week. Call Kirk Thomas
at ext. 475 to arrange an appoint-
ment. The student-operated com-
mittee selects and arranges for

lectures and special events
throughout the year. Students ac-

quainted with the identity of per-

sonalities in their major field of
study or areas of current concern
are especially encouraged to ap-

ply, but final selection will be made
on the basis of sincere interest and
availability.

Tooters Wanted
Anyone interested in jilaying

trumpet and/or coronet at football

games please call ext. 339.

Wetc0m Sack

STUDENTS AND FACULTY

J's MOTOR HOTEL

820 NORTH NEVADA

A Special Colorado College

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Personal checks with YOUR name and address

Colorful checkbook cover with CC. seal

FREE

Your only cost Is 10c for each check Used.

The Colorado Springs National Bank

Nearest Banlt to the Campus— Tejon at Kiowa

Call 633-7771. Ext. 23 lor Infoimation.

nina
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do you
giie 3-5-7-9?

ron ARE IMyTTKD

to Tlalt the new

MimL
Chase Stone Center

Colorado Springs

an Intlnate,
boutlquey FASHION

3FECIALTT SHOP
«

full of contenpor-

«ry ci'^thes

*
for the Sair

INDIVIDUALIST
with the Junior

or Junior Petite

figure, sizes

3 to 9.

In a background

of antiques from

round the iR>rld.

HE THIMK SMALL

charge accounts
Invited
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Advisor Plan Requires no Courses Brooks Travels in Europe

Before Teaching in KenyaA four-year Advisor Plan pro-

gram is beiiie: offei'ed to a limited

number of freslimen this fall by

Colorado College.

Forty-eight entering freshmen

have been chosen to spend four

years without necessarily meeting

all standard course requirements

for gi-aduation. In place of stan-

dard requirements, students will

have to come to an agreement

Six Pass-Fail

Courses Allowed
The Committee on Instruction

has approved a new ruling on the

number of pass-fail courses avail-

able to students at CC. This in-

crease enables students to take six

instead of four semesters of pass-

fail courses. Although the student

may not take a course on the pass-

fail basis in liis major, he may take

these courses in one of the colla-

teral requirements if he wishes.

The purpose of offering courses on

a pass-fail basis is to enable stu-

dents to take courses in whicli

they are interested. Although

courses taken on the pass-fail

basis are not included in the com-

putation of grade-point averages,

the credits earned will count to-

wards graduation if the student

passes the course.

S'wingline

with their advi;

programs. They

Test yourself-.

-

What do you see in the ink blots?

[1] A cockfight?

A motb?

A moth-eateo

cockfight?W
[2] Giraifes in high foliage?

Scooters in a head-on

collision?

TOT Staplers?

ffOTSUplers!?WIiatin...)

This is a

S'wingline
Tot Stapler

(including 1000 staples)

Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.69

Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.IIIOI

iDuityiJSApB oiui oi p|T\oq«

Iloiptiioa ijeioo^s -isiJeij^Aps i«oiB8e
•&{ji« noi :s»j3eji3 oqx 'Z lanq^" no*
•j» *j[oa :iqig3p03 03i«»-tacin> V '""M*
•4«jSaj sj,no& :qioca y 'aAiBtajBSa ei,noiI

their

need not major

in any subject or even concentrate

in a single area, although both of

these opportunitie,'! will be avail-

able.

The new program was drafted

by Dr. Glenn E. Brooks, associate

professor of history, and Owen C.

Cramer, instructor in the classics.

The Advisor Plan will supple-

ment other special programs at

Colorado College, such as the

Ford Independent Studies Pro-

gram.

President Lloyd E. Worner said

that the Advisor Plan can benefit

the student who is prepared for

greater specialization than the

regular student. It can also ser\'e

the student who wants a broad ed-

ucation but does not need the

standard format of required

courses.

"A student in the Advisor Plan

will take courses in the ordin-

ary manner," he said. "He will be

re-sponsible for all requirements

within a given course and will re-

ceive a regular grade at the end

of a semester. He will take a

standard course load and grad-

uate with 128 hours. The exact

courses he takes will depend en-

tirely on careful planning between

the student and his adviser.

"At the end of his sophomore

year, the student will be expected

to prepare a written statement of

his course plans for his junior and

senior years, including any plans

for a concentration or major in a

particular field. The proposal will

i)e reviewed by a panel of ad-

visors participating in the plan.

If a student does not declare a

formal major, he will be given a

general comprehensive examina-

tion at the end of Ms senior year.

These students will be requii-ed to

take and pass the area tests in the

Graduate Record Examinations,

the same as other students."

Dr. Glenn E. Brooks, associate

professor of political science at

Colorado College, was in Europe
doing a follow-up study on his

book, The Managerial Revolution

in Higher EMucation, before be-

ginning a year as a visiting pro-

fessor at University College in

Nairobi. Kenya. Dr. Brooks endei]

a month in London on July 7, an<l

spent the next month in Pari-

,

Geneva and Rome before reportinL^

August 7 to University College,

Prof. Brooks' appointment \_.~

University College during a yearV
leave of absence from Colorado

College, was made through the

Rockefeller Foundation's prograrn

of support to colleges and univei -

sities in developing nations. Under
the Rockefeller program, a small

group of American professors are

selected each year to serve as

visiting professors in Africa, Asia

and Latin America.

University College in Nairobi i-

one of three campuses of the Uni-

versity of East Africa. The othci

two are in Tanzania and Ugandi.

Traffic Committee

Matli Consultant to Teacii CC Courses
One of the country's leading con-

sultants on mathematics will teach

two courses at Colorado College

during the 1967-GS academic year.

He is Dr. Bemard H. Gundlach,

author of the Laidlaw Series in

elementai-y school mathematics.

He was a visiting professor at

the Colorado College Summer Ses-

sion last year and this.

One course, "IVIodem Mathemat-

ics for Elementary Teacher.^;." will

otfer a new approach in teaching.

His other course will be a seminar-

tutorial in teaching mathematics

in secondary school.

Dr. Gundlach says "modern

math," with its emphasis on crea-

tive thinking, enhances computa-

tion and problem-solving abilities.

A native of Germany, Dr. Gund-

lach was chief consultant and edi-

torial ad\'1sorfor mathematics with

Laidlaw Brothers, the textbook di-

vision of Doubleday and Co.. Inc.,

from 19G0 through 1966. He found-

ed and directed the Greater Cleve-

land Mathematics Program. He
has held professorships at Bowl-

ing Green State University, Ohio,

and the University of Arkansas.

Dr. Gundlach also holds a Bache-

lor of Science degree from Poly-

technic Institute in Germany and
a Ph.D. degree from the University

of Hamburg.

The CC Student Traffic Com-
mittee would like to clarify some

,.f the rules listed in the 1967-68

Traffic Regulations booklet, in or-

der to alleviate some of the pi"ob-

lems that may arise during the

coming year.

All vehicles that are driven and

parked on campus, must be reg-

istered with the Traffic Commit-

tee. Registration stickers and traf-

fic regulations may be obtained

at Rastall Desk. Students will be

responsible for reading the regu-

lations and must be familiar with

them.

Certain restricted areas on cam-

pus are 24-hour "No Parking"

Eila Hanni Joins

Prof. Burleigli Joins Education Dept. EconolTlic Dcpt.
Judith C- Burleigli, a member

of the faculty last year at Oberlin

College, has been appointed an as-

sistant professor of education at

Colorado College. She replaces

Miss Margaret Saunders, who re-

signed last fall.

Prof. Burleigh is a graduate of

Wellesley College, and holds a

Ph.D. degree in curriculum develop-

ment from the Univex'sity of

Connecticut.

She has held a number of teach-

ing positions in colleges and uni-

versities, was director of the Mas-

ter of Arts in Teaching program

at Oberlin College for a year, and

was an elementary curriculum con-

sultant this summer at the Univer-

sity of Connecticut. Judith C. Burleigh

Miss Eila A. Hanni, lecturer at

Boston College in 1966-67, has

been appointd assistant professor

of economics at Colorado College.

She replaces Professor Ralph A.

Grosswiler, who resigned to be-

come an instructor in economics at

Regis College, Denver.

Professor Hanni, a native of Fin-

land, studied at the University of

Helsinki before earning a Bachelor

of Arts degree at Bryn Mawr Col-

lege. She holds a Master of Arts

degree from Yale University,

Professor Hanni has been a re-

search economist for the Bank of

Finland Institute for Economic Re-

search, the Labour Research Bur-

eau at the Ministry of Communi-
cations and Public Works in Hel-

sinki, and the Economics Research

Institute of Finnish Industry. For

three years, she was a self-employ-

ed translator in Finland.

2 FREE FM-AM RADAR-MATIC TOUGH ^'N"

TUNE PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RADIOS

COEDS REGISTER AT PERKINS-SHEARER

CAMPUS CAREER SHOP.

MAN ON THE CAMPUS REGISTER AT

ONE-O-TWO SHOP.

ftegisfry t>u\e Now thru September 15th,

COME IN AND BROUSE THRU THE EXCITING

CAMPUS WEAR WITH THE BRAND NAMES
THAT DENOTE QUALITY

P.S. COEDS PICK UP YOUR FREE BOTTLE OF
CHRISTIAN DIOR PERFUME

zones. These areas include:!, th.-

righthand side of Cutler Circle; :.

Olin Hall Parking Lot; 3. the left-

hand side of Loomis Circle in

front of the Infirmary, and

Loomis and Montgomery Halls

The circular drive north of Ma-

thias Hall is also a restricted arc ,

and is limited to loading and un-

loading only. Cars parked in thi.-;

area will be towed away at th-

owner's expense-

Traffic Hearing.'^ will be hel.i

once a month, and will be an-

nounced in advance in the Tiger.

All violators will be sent notice

before the hearing and must ap-

pear at the appointed time or the

right of appeal will be forfeiten.

Those students wishing to appeal

tickets and who cannot appear I't

the Traffic Hearing, must contact

Sonia Margolin, the secretary ul'

the Traffic Committee, at eithc<

x384 or x323 before the hearinL'

takes place.

Kee DeBoer Appointed

Reference Librarian
Miss Kee K. DeBoer has be^.i

appointed reference-documents li-

brarian at Colorado College, suc-

ceeding Miss Esther L. Huston.

who resigned recently to become

a librarian in Seoul, Korea.

Miss DeBoer was research as-

sistant in statistics for the Uni-

versity of Colorado Medical Schun!

Child Research Council, Denvei

,

from 195G until her appointment

here.

She holds a Bachelor of Arts de-

gree from Augustana College,

Sioux Falls, S.D., where she ma-

jored in history and English, aiin

a Master of Arts degree from the

University of Denver, where her

major was library science.

Miss DeBoer has taught Eng-

lish in high school for four years

before becoming research assistant

for the Child Research Council.

Freshmen Begin

During Summer
Seventy-four high school gi-adu-

ates got a head start on the 1

1'

higher education studies under :i

new program at the Colorado Col-

lege Summer Session. Thirty men

and 44 young women began college

during the summer session instead

of waiting until the regular col-

lege year.

Richard E. Wood, Director of

Admission, said the men will con-

tinue their program through the

fall and spring semesters witl>

somewhat lighter schedules than

normal.
The women students will not at-

tend the fall semester, but ^vill i'^'

tuni in the spring. They wiU he

able to attend other colleges,
t^J

travel, or to work during the f^H

semester.
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Professor Lewis to Explore Antartic
pi'. John H. Lewis, associate

professor of geology at Colorado

College, will spend the 1967-68

yiustral summer in Antarctica.

Dr. Lewis will be a member of a

gioup from Texas Technological

College, Lubbock, which will cen-

tei* its efforts on geologic explora-

tioiis of parts of Marie Byrd Land,

wliifh is part of the Antarctic

continent about midway from New
Zealand and the southern part of

South America,

Dr. Lewis will be one of three
geologists who will map the Ray-
mond Fosdick Mountains, a part

of the Edsel Ford Ranges in

northwest Marie Byrd Land. The
upper 1,000 feet of the 3,000 to

5,000-foot high mountains project

ahove the surrounding glacier ice.

Others in the college group,

which is headed by Dr. F. Alton

Prof. Seay

SeayProf. Albert

Sycceeds Max Lanner

As Music Dept. Head
Upon the request of Dr. Max

L;inner, who has held the position

for 16 years, the responsibility for

heading the music department at

Colorado College will be assumed

this fall by his colleague. Dr. Al-

bert Seay, professor of music.

"Professor Lanner has made the

(i( partment into one of the finest

in schools of our size." Acting Pre-

sident of the college Kenneth J.

Cucran said in announcing the

change.

Colorado College has a rotating

chairmanship program for depart-

ments, and Dr. Lanner will con-

tinue his other activities after giv-

in;j up the administrative work of

tho department.

Dr. Lanner has been a member
of the music department since

1946. He is a noted concert pia-

nist and holds a Ph.D. degree from
the University of Vienna. He has

performed extensively both in Eu-
rope and the United States.

Dr. Seay joined the faculty in

li>53 and is an internationally

l^nown musicologist and authority
on Renaissance choral works. He
is the author of numerous books
on Renaissance music and holds a
Ph.D. from Yale University. He
also has studied at the Paris Con-
servatory, Louisiana State Univer-
sity and Murray State College in

Kentucky.

Wade, will cover a large part of

previously unexplored Byrd coast
trying to establish what outcrops
of rock exist, what the rocks are
and what they represent in terms
of earth history.

Dr. Wade was senior scientist

with the 1939-1940 Antarctic re-

search expedition under the lead-

ership of Adm. Richard E. Byrd.
He has been an active participant

in Antarctic studies for the last

30 years.

"It is thought that the moun-
tains in this northwestern Marie
Byrd Land area hold clues to some
puzzling questions about the re-

lationship of the eastern and west-
ern parts of Antarctica and, per-

haps, to the geology of Australia
and South America." Dr. Lewis
said, "Detailed assessment of the

configuration of rock units and
a close look at the geological his-

tory they represent is necessary
if questions about 'continental

drift' of Antarctica are to be an-
swered."

The mapping will be accom-
plished by locating the boundaries
between rock units on base maps
or aerial photographs of the rock
surfaces, Lewis explained. The
data collected at the outcrops will

be used to prepare cross-sections

of the rock beneath the outcrops
and this the sequence of geological

events leading to the formation
of the mountains can be learned.

The main party will leave the
West Coast about October 15, but
Lewis will accompany an advance
party a week earlier to Christ-
church, New Zealand .The advance
party will draw cold weather gear
at Christchurch and then fly in a

Navy or Air Force plane to Mc-
Murdo Sound.

After getting supplies together
at McMurdo, the geologists prob-
ably will fly to Little Rockford
Station, where they will transfer
to motor toboggans for a 200-mile
trip' to the mountains.

"Once at the Fosdick Moun-
tains," Lewis said, "we'll set up a
tent camp and proceed with our
work. Daily radio contact will be
maintained with the permanent
base, and supplies will be flown to

us during our work in the moun-
tains."

Dr. Lewis said that during the
Austral summer months, when the
field work can be carried out, the
temperatures will average 14 to 20
degrees.

"There is ever-present potential

for occasional severe storms which
rage southward from the Antarc-
tic Ocean," he said. "I am assured
the food is good and the clothing

provided is exceptionally well-

engineered and amply tested."

Dr. Lewis said the permanent
bases are supplied and maintained
by the Department of Defense
with the Navy as the prime sup-
port force.

The Texas Technological College
group is one of several such field

parties doing projects in the Ant-
arctica. Among other parties are
groups from Ohio State Univer-
sity, the University of Minnesota
and University of Wisconsin. All

are USARP—U.S. Antarctic Re-

search programs and are founded
by the National Science Founda-
tion.

Dr. Lewis is taking a year's

leave from Colorado College but
will return from the Antarctic

about February 1, next year. He
has been a member of the Colo-

rado College faculty since 1958.

RCB to Show Mystery Thriller
This week's Rastall Center Board

Movie will be the cloak-and-dag-

gerish The List of Adrian Messen-

ger, starring George C. Scott, Kirk
Douglas, Burt Lancaster, and Ro-

bert Mitchum.

The List of Adrian Messenger
is a first-class murder mystery
with a surperb setting, the mists

and moors of England. Retired in-

telligence officer, George C. Scott,

is given a list of names to check

out for his friend, Adrian Messen-
ger. In the course of the investi-

gation, Scott learns that the men

Japanese Publish

Rucker Article
An article by Dr. Darnell Ruck-

er, chairman of the philosophy de-

partment at Colorado College, first

published in 1965 has been trans-

lated into Japanese and printed in

the Japan-American Forum.

The article, "Man and Institu-

tion: The Moral Problems," ap-

peared in Western Humanities Re-

view in the summer of 1965. The
Japanese reprint appears in Vol-

ume 13, No. 6, of Japan-American
Forum.

The article also was reprinted

in American Journal: A Quarterly

Review of Contemporary Thought,

Volume V, No. 4, in March, 1966.

Navajo Market
Choice Meats

1528 North Tejon

Fresh Vegetables

Telephone 632-7614

on the list have met with death.

The killer is at large, and the task

of finding him becomes complicat-

ed as our man learns that the kill-

er is a master of disguise. The
killer is after the title of an an-

cestral estate and only a small boy
stands in his way. An atmosphere
of suspense is maintained until the
climax.

The movie will be shown this

Sunday, September 10, at 7:00

p.m. in Armstrong Hall and will

be over before freshman hours. Ad-
mission will be 50 cents. All movie
goers should use the north en-

trance of Armstrong Hall.

* Biologist Heim
{Continued from page thrccj

from national institutes of health

and two from the American Cancer
Society. He has received two
Wayne State Faculty Fellowships.

His latest grant is one for $23,500
from NSF for a research project

in the "isolation, nature and role

of a blood pi'otein."

Dr. Heim is the author of many
scientific papers. He is a native
of Muhlheim-Ruhr, Germany, and
holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. de-

grees from the University of Cali-

foiTiia. Before joining the Wayne
State faculty he taught and held
research positions at the Univer-
sity of California at Los Angelew
and taught at Brown University.

PATTERSON TEXACO
lires Batteries Accessories Wheel Balancing Inge Up

3134 East Highway 24 Phone 634-9976

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASACNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

^044
Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Char<^c Arcniint hmitt'il

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruft-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

.^
f

1 1 2 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

PROFESSIONAL
-:- Dry Cleaning

-:- Laundry

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
20 Maytag Washers

10 Double Load Washers

9 Dryers

801 NORTH TEJON 632-1476

Ono aiocl o( Coll. go on T.jon

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Sr>mll and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

{Past the Dog Track— Only five minuter from the cempuf)
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Ho Hum..., another season
Colorado College will be strong

from tackle to tackle but weak at

the ends and in the backfield as it

starts the 1967 season.

"We lost our complete backfield

and our ends through graduation,"

Head Football Coach Jerry Carle

said as he put his team through it.*;

pi-eparation for Saturday's game.

"We expect to lessen the loss in

the backfield, however, with jun-

iors who look good for replace-

Buy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES
RUGS 8 HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Ser,ing Piles Peal Region Since 1921

Open Every Day—
Auction Every Mondey

123 S Cascade A.e 632-6M3

ments," he said. "The key to the

season is upcoming senior leader-

ship and sophomores coming
through."

Colorado College lost eight let-

termen through gi-aduation—four

backs, three ends and a guard.

Among the graduates was right

halfback Ray Jones, leading

ground gainer and top scorer last

year.

Carle counts Lance Clarke and

John Dent as best prnspects for

the backfield and line, Clarke is a

senior and Dent a junior this year.

Carle is considering moving
Dave Coggins, quarterback last

-season, to a halfback position and
using Steve Ehrhart as starting

quarterback. Coggins, top passer

last year, completed the 1966 sea-

son with 12 completions in 2C at-

tempts for 152 yards.

Retuming as a ball hooter will

be senior Bob Justis, who averaged
40 yards per punt in kicking the

ball 1,147 yards in 1966.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

AcroM from tha CAmpui

827 North Tejon

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tojon

634-2093

iitBBtou Ifll Inn
featuring exquisilc

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

ke-Cold Seer with Meals

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
ART SUPPLIES

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY
218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

Pep
Rally

Tonig ht
at 8:00 p. m

,

followed by a dance at

Rastall Center. Both are

sponsored by the varsity

cheerleaders to introduce

the football and soccer teams.

Tigers Roll Convicts
The Tiger football team in its

ti'aditional pre-season "warmer-
upper" rolled over the inmates of

State Penitentiary by the lopsided

score of 40-6.

The Convicts, one of the few

teams in the United States who
only schedule home games, scored

first on the third play from scrim-

mage as their quarterback, a lifer,

rolled wide to his right and threw
a perfect strike to his sprinting

left-end who had a one step lead

over Tiger cornerback John Faw-
cett. The convict outraced Faw-
cett to the end zone to complete

the 60 yard pass play.

Ed OeGeorge, qssI slant director of a

mission, is giving Head Cooch Jerry Coi

and his coaching slalf a hand wilh t

CC football squad this yeor.

AN EXTRA DASH

OF FASHION . .

.

Featuring . . .

-:- JOYCE
-:- SBICCA
-:- SPORTCASTERS
-:- MR. G —(our own)

Come In . . . Sign Our Guest Book
This Week for Free Shoe Wardrobe

WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

A FEW STEPS FROM
THE ANTLERS PLAZA

146 Chase Stone Center

635-2201

The Tiger defensive line inish,

spearheaded by Steve Radokovitch

and Cyril Logar, thwarted the

Convict's try for the extra point.

Down six points after two min-

utes of play, the Tigers broke

freshman Dave Lanaho free on the

ensuing Convict kick-off for 88

yards and the first Bengal touch-

down.
J. B. Thomas converted and the

Tigers led 7-6 with just three

minutes elapsed in the game.
The Tiger defense blanked the

tiring convicts for the rest of the

game as the Tiger offense sharp-

ened its skills for the upcoming
season.

The combination running <[

Dave Lanaho and halfback Dav<.'

Coggins added two Tiger toucli-

downs on respective 60 and ;in

yard drives. Lanaho capped tlu-

first drive on an off-tackle plunge

from five yards out and the sei

-

ond on an eight yard pass fro!i>

quarterback Steve Ehrhart.

Linebacker Steve Radokovitcii

set up the fourth Tiger touch-

down, intercepting a Convict pa^-

and returning it to the in mate'

-

20 yard line. Dave Coggins lungf'l

over from four yards out for tl-'

counter.

C€ Schedule Finalized
Texas Lutheran College will

place Midwestern College on Colo-

rado College's football schedule

this fall.

Jerry Carle, f-ootball coach and

director of athletics at Colorado

College, said Midwestern has

dropped football from its athletic

program.

Texas Lutheran, located at Se-

guin, Texas, and the Tigers will

meet October 14 on Washburn
Field. The game will increase the

Tigers' home schedule to five

games, since the match with Mid-
western had been scheduled at

Denison, Iowa.

The Bulldogs, coached by Fred
Higbtower, "have to play over

their heads" because they are iso-

lated by location from many col-

leges the size of Texas Lutheran,

which has 1,000 students. Carle
said.

Colorado College plays Doane
College on September 16 in Crete,

Nebraska; St. Mary's of the Plains

on September 23 in Dodge City,

Kansas; Colorado School of Mines
on September 30 in a home game;

Texas Lutheran on October 14 in

home game; Washington Univei-

sity of St. Louis on October 21 in

its homecoming game; Austin Ci'-

lege on October 28 in Sherman,
Texas; and Graceland College on

November 4 in a home game.

Simpson Here

Simpson College, tucked away in

the cornfields and partially hidden

by the grain bins of Indianol.i,

Iowa, faces the win-hungry

Tigers Saturday with game tini<-

scheduled
Field.

The Redmen are anything

but small. Their offensive line avt-

rages about 224. Tiger captain Bull

Heister is hopeful that the tougii,

though small Tiger defense, will

be able to thwart the Simpson

powerhouse.

The outcome of Saturday's game

should be an indication of whether

perenial whipping-boy Colorade

College can do better than its post-

ed 4-4 record of last year.

for 1:30 on Washbuii

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619
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Norman Thomas to Socialize

Symposium Plans Develop
plans are proceeding rapidly on

tlir "fi)(j8 Symposium, according- to

Symposium chairman Fred Son-

(iermann. In his report to a well

attended meeting of interested stu-

dents and faculty held Tuesday,

Sept. 12, Dr. Sondermann reviewed

the plans which have been made
for the event and called for a dis-

cLissian of other work which re-

mains to be done.

Of particular interest to those

attending the meeting was Dr.

Sondermann's report on Sympos-
iun^ participants. Congressman
John Brademas of Indiana, a Ph.D.

from Oxford University, is sche-

duled to speak on "Congress and
the Presidency" as pai-t of parti-

Li|)ants' analyses of "The Presi-

dency in Action." Others speakers

on this topic will be Charles F.

Biannen, Secretary of Agriculture

for President Truman, who will

discuss. "The President and the

Cabinet," and Blair Clark, Past
President of the Association of

Kiidio and TV News Analysts, who
will speak on "The President and
the Mass Media."

Sir Denis Brogan, who is, ac-

cording to Sondermann, "probably

the outstanding European scholar

of American politics" tentatively

listed as the keynote speaker for

the event. It was suggested that

his topic should be "The American
Presidency in Perspective."

Other speakers will be Rowland
Evans, author of Lyndon B. John-
son: The Exercise of Power, and
Stephen Mitchell, author of Elm
Street Politics.

Norman Thomas, perennial Soc-

ialist candidate for President, has
also accepted an invitation to

speak during the five day Sympos-
ium. His discussion topic has not
yet been selected, but Dr. Sonder-
mann stated that "No matter what
Mr. Thomas' topic is, his speech
is sure to be lively and
interesting."

Many other speakers have been
invited and have not yet replied.

Among those who probably will

accept are Congressmen Donald
Brotzman and Frank Evans and
Gnvernor John Love-

Social events were also discuss-

ed by committee chairman Mike
Egger. His committee is planning
numerous parties and dinners In

ofT-cami)'us settings.

Dr. Sondermann ended the meet-

ing by asking for volunteers to

sen-e on various committees. The
committees and their chairmen are

as follows: Calendar and Program,

Dr. Sondermann; Luncheon, Doug
Lynch; Publicity, Leslie Wolfe;
Social Events, Mike Egger; Exhib-
its and Decorations, Corky Math-
ews; Hospitality, Jerry Schmitz
and Torey Winkler; Preparatory
Activities. Ray Sitton; Films, Jhn
Martin and Dr. Johns; Physical
Arrangements, David Meyer.

Anyone interested in working an
any of these committees should
fill out the volunteer blank on page
four of the Tiger and send it to

Dr. Sondemiann.

Colorado College Campus Asso-

ciation had an informal meeting
Monday, September 11, to discuss
the new food sei-vice and the or-

ganization's budget. Mr. Chuck
Webb, manager of Saga Food
Service, was present at the meet-
ing to discuss dining arrange-
ments m the Hub and the various
dining halls.

New Hub hours which will go
into effect September IS will be
from 7 a. m. until 11:30 p. m. Mon-
day through Saturday and 10 a. m.
until 10:30 p. m. on Sundays. The
later hours were decided upon
mainly for the benefit of upper
classmen.

AiTangements for a student food
committee are being made so that

students may submit suggestions
concerning dining facilities.

This committee will work in

conjunction with Saga Food Serv-
ice. Punch cards for students liv-

ing off-campus who wish to eat
in campus dining halls are also

being considered. Mr. Webb said

that the efficiency of serving in

the Hub would be increased if

there were a more rapid turnover
of students throughout the day.

He also said tlmt Saga will conduct

three food surveys during the year

to learn the students' opinion
about the food service.

In order to formulate the 1967-
G8 budget, CCCA requests tliat

campus organizations submit their

requests for money to the Rastall

Center desk by Sept. 20. These
budget applications are available

at the Rastall desk.

General application forms for
any student interested in working
on CCCA committees are also

available at the Rastall desk.

These forms include the follow-

ing committees: Food; Residence,

Forum (guest lectures); Academic
Affairs; Traffic; and Publications.

These forms are to be turned ia

at the Rastall desk.

The second CCCA meeting wa.s

Sept. 14. The agenda for this

meeting included discussion of

the CCCA By-Laws; Publications

Board By-Laws; a proposal for

having 3.2 beer on campus; a dis-

cussion of the food sei-vice; a
meeting of the Academic Affaira
Committee; New Student Week;
retreat; and freshnmii class elec-

tions.

V.P. Humphrey Peppers Picketers

ile Springs Citizenry Ignore
Some people who were concern-

ed with the escalation of the war
in Viet Nam, including Colorado
College professors and students,

took part in picketing outside

City Auditorium Friday morning,
September 8, when Vice-President
Hubert H. Humphrey addressed
the International Typographical
Union Convention.

"I suppose there were about 20
(picketers) coming and going,"

said Professor Thomas K. Barton
of the history department. "I was
holding a sign. This wasn't a very

demonstrative demonstration."

Humphrey was in Colorado

Springs to speak at the ITU's
lODth Annual Convention. The de-

monstration, orderly and of short

duration, seemed to have little ef-

fect upon the proceedings of the

gathering, although at one point

in his speech the Vice-President
did make reference to demonstrat-
ors at large.

"Of course, every sane man
Wants peace," he said, "but peace
iloes not come for the wishing of

it ... it doesn't come ju^t be-

cause you caiTy a sign. It comes
because you have faith and con-

viction, and because you will stand

your ground."

The picketers carried signs with

such slogans as "Stop the Bomb-
ing in Viet Nam" and "Negotiate

in Viet Nam." According to Bar-

ton, the demonstration was a some-

what impromptu affair, with little

organization other than a few

phone calls by an interested Har-

vard graduate student living in

Colorado Springs.

"Legal picketing is what we
were doing," explained the profes-

S01-. "I don't know that the spirit

of the thing was particularly anti-

Humphrey. Some of the factions

(picketing) were taking the line

that the United States Government
is being dishonest in its dealings

there. My own opinion is that

there is an enormous loss."

One of the CC students who
picketed at the Vice-President's

appearance was disappointed at the

reaction of the passers-by.

(Continued on pnee four)

THE QUEEN CITY JAZZ BAND, she

fember 17. Tickets for the 8:00 p.m.

ivn as it performed at the 1967 Symposium, is returning to CC Sep-

concert are $1.50 per couple and $1.00 for stags.

Queen City Jazz Band Here Sunday
Returning to the college campus

for the third time, the Denver-

based Queen City Jazz Band will

swing Sunday, September 17, at

Rastall Center. Last year the group

received such an enthusiastic re-

ception during Symposium Week
that they were asked to return by

popular demand.

"On two occasions last year,"

said Gary Ceriani, president of the

MRHA, '"the QCJB afforded stu-

dents a chance to really forget

about books, papers, and exams,

and enjoy a performance of Dixie-

land and Blues played by excellent

musicians and fine showmen."

MRHA and the Senior Class are
jointly sponsoring the program,
which will be held from 8-10 p.m.

in the Rastall cafeteria. Infor-

mality will be the keynote of the

evening, with students sitting on

the cafeteria floor drinking coffee.

The seven-member band con-

sists of businessmen who turn into

hot jazzmen in the wee hours at

the Mon-Vue Inn in Denver. They
are known throughout the area for

unexcelled shows featuring the

tunes of Dixieland and PKJurbon

Street, with a few jiggers of siz-

zling ahowmanshij) to.saed In for

good measure.

Tickets foi- the informal concert

are $1,50 per coMple and $1 single.

They are on sale at Mathias, Slo-

cum, and I-oomis residence halls

and Rastall Center.

"The fantastically entertaining

show put on by thosL- men cannot
be described, it must be heard,"

said Ceriani. "The price of a tic-

ket is a small .sum to pay for such

an evening,"

Sophomores Scrutinize Winter Carnival

Discover Funds Needed, Entliusiasm Lacking

TOWNIES WATCH as CC students greet Vice-President Hubert H.

^^ar in Viet Nam.

Humphrey with signs protesting the

Winter carnival and graduation

dominated the discussion Tues-

day, Sept. 12, as the Class of 1970

held its first meeting of the year,

and discovered that it needed to

rally both enthusiasm and funds

in order to carry out either of its

projects.

Foremost on the list of activi-

ties was an all school dance, tenta-

tively scheduled for October 6 or

7. The sophomores expressed hope

that this affair would boost the

social life on campus and the bal-

ance on the class treasui-y; they

set the admission charges at $1.00

for couples and 75 cents for stags.

Faced with the added problem

of replacing the ski races which

until last year were an annual

Saturday afternoon event in the

three-day Winter Carnival cele-

bration, the sophomores discussed

several alternate ideas, such as

carnival booths, masked activities,

and more sports competitions.

The attending sophomores also

learned that they needed money
for graduation costs, which come
to about $8 per person.

Class dues, set at $1.25, have

not alt been collected, and mem-
bers may pay them to Cal Sim-

mons, president; Ron Kemp, vice

president; or Carolyn Mertz, sec-

retary-treasurer.
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Last .vear when the CCCA came into existence, the Tiger

expressed the 'hope that the new "campus association" would

in fact be a bodv controlled by the whole campus and wouM

be effective in fonning school policy. It now appears to us

that our hopes were false and that the plans put forth by

supporters of the CCCA Constitution and by the elected ot-

flcei-s were for naught.
. ., „^ ,, „ j

In its meetings last year, held on April 25, May 9, and

May 22, the CCCA discussed four major issues. In discussing

CC's housing poliev, the organization recommended that the

President's Advisory Committee (a gi'oup formed before the

CCCA began) present its findings to President Womer. The

committee presented its report and a decision was reached by

the Trustees, independent of any CCCA vote.

A second issue discussed by the group was a student pro-

posal to have ID cards for everyone enrolled at CC. The

CCCA, after extensive discussion and debate, decided that ID

cards with pictures and other vital information would be is-

sued at the beginning of this school year. The beginning of

this school vear has come and gone—without ID cards ap-

pearing. Were the CCCA's plans merely gestures to be dis-

posed of because of some confusion in ordering equipment

early in the summer?
At its May 9 meeting, the group decided to present a pro-

posal at the June meeting of the Board of Trustees which

would allow 3.2 beer on campus. Acting President Curran re-

ported to the Tiger that to his knowledge, no such proposal

has been presented to or considered by the Ti-ustees since

the incomplete discussion of the issue in the Housing Com-
mittee's report.

At both its May 9 and May 22 meetings, the group dis-

cussed the Food Sei-vice at length and finally decided that the

school should maintain its own Food Service and that a par-

tial board plan should be devised to go into effect this year.

Over the summer, without even infoiTning student represen-

tatives that the matter was being discussed, the administra-

tion contracted Saga Food Service to maintain both the din-

ing halls and the Hub. Apparently the administration did not

feel that the CCCA is to be included in decisions, even if

these decisions have direct and drastic bearing upon the stu-

dents. Happily, the new Food Service is a great improvement
over the old, but the principle involved still presents a vital

question—is the CCCA to be consulted on such matters, or is

it to be ignored as was the old ASCC.
We hope that the damage done to the CCCA over the

summer can and will be repaired. We urge the CCCA to as-

sert itself and to make itself a decision-making part of this

campus so that we may truly have a "campus government."
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The Loyal Opposition

By Jerry Hancock

Last summer a miracle hap-

pened at the Colorado College. As

is the custom with miracles it will

be made into an epic motion pic-

ture. The script might read some-

thing like this:

THE SAGA OF SAGA
Act I

(The Loving Executive Warrior

Iheneesforth, L.E.W.] is seated on

his throne sun'ounded by his ad-

visors : the Jolly Junior Ruler

[henceforth J.J.R.] who is in

charge of the able-bodied men, and

the heir apparent, the Knowing
Jaunty Counselor (henceforth

K.J.C.] Enter : the Royal Mess

Sargeant and his assistant)

RMS: Sire, here is the budget for

the Royal Mess Hall. In order

to continue the same high qual-

ity and superior service not to

mention my fee for letting con-

tracts, we will need an addi-

tional 10,000 pesos.

L.E.W.: How much of that is

yours ?

R.M.S.: Only 9,500. A slight in-

crease over last year. But you

must expect inflation during

times of war.

JJ.R.: Guards, put these men in

irons. They are to be fed noth-

ing but Tomaine Turkey, sour

milk and grade "C" chicken.

R.M.S.: Mercy, mercy!

L.E.W.: Take them away.

K.J.C.; Sire, how will we feed the

subjects when they return from

their summer trips?

L.E.W.: Perhaps this is a job for

the CCCA.
J.J.R.: The what?
L.E.W.: You know, the group that

is responsible for "problems of

primai'ily student concern."

J.J.R.: Why bother? We are men
of action. We don't have time

for that kind of organization.

K.J.C.: Yes, sire, I'm afraid the

Commander of Men is right, be-

sides this is only a business

matter, that can be of no con-

cern to the troops.

J.J.R.: I know just the people who
can solve our problems: SAGA!

K.J.C.: Yes, I have heard of the

Wonderous Good Deeds they

have done in other kingdoms.

L.E.W.: Yes, but I'm still con-

cerned about CCCA. What if we
should continue to ignore them?

News Editor Needed

The TIGER is accepting ap-

plications for the position of

News Editor. Anyone interested

in working in this capacity

should contact Dan Winograd
at 473-5105 or in the TIGER
office.

He OF

J.J.R,: They are just going to have
to learn to like it.

Act II

Subjects: All Hail Most Wonder-
ous Saga! Protector of Our Di-

gestive Systems, Master of the

Mystic Culinary Arts and Savior

of Stomachs.
Conclusion

Subjects get fat; Saga gets

rich; J.J.R. gets happy; L.E.W,
gets a leave; K.J.C. gets promoted
and everyone lives happily ever

after.

And what happened to the

CCCA?—No one knows.

ROTC Ravished
To the Editor:

I should like to make public by

means of the following letter the

rationale behind an action I re-

cently saw fit to undertake.

Lt. Col. Warren Langley

Dept. of ROTC
Colorado College

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Dear Lt. Col. Langley:

When I joined ROTC a year and

a half ago it was with two as-

sumptions in mind. First, I assum-

ed that I would probably have a

legal obligation to act in the capa-

city of a soldier of this counti-y at

some time in my life. Second, I

assumed that I would be employed

in the defense of this country. I

was, of course, aware at that time

that the country was engaged in

a program of military assistance

to South Viet Nam. I disagreed

with the United States' involve-

ment there and hoped to avoid go-

ing myself. Since that time our

commitment has grown steadily

and so has my opposition to it.

Every week in excess of a thou-

sand meTi (and women and child-

ren ) are killed and an inordi-

nate amount of property and re-

sourses are destroyed. Tonight I

hear on the radio, that the Senate

Armed Forces Preparedness Com-
mittee recommends extension of

our bombings in the North "as

necessary," irre-spective of the risks

of expanded war with other coun-

tries. Yet, at the same time, in the

face of this phenomenon there is

a great deal of scepticism at high

levels here as well as elsewhere

in the world as to whether or not

we're doing the right thing!

With this situation facing me I

am told that as a lieutenant ful-

filling a two year obligation the

probability of my being sent to

'50 m
Hem
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Viet Nam is nearly 100 percent. I

do not wish to discuss at lengtli

here the pros and cons of the U.S.

commitment in Viet Nam; for now

the pertinent fact is that I am

convinced that the United States Is

wrong—it seems obvious to me
that the Viet Cong are righteously

fighting a foreign aggressive pow-

er on her soil, in her air and med-
dling in her affairs. So, at this

moment I must make a simple de-

cision: Will I take the responsibil-

ity of 45 Amei'ican lives fighting

in Viet Nam ? My answer is clear-

ly "no." I cannot see my way clear

to taking that course of action. As
a militai"y man I could not choose,

but as a civilian I still have the

right to protest the course of ac-

tion being taken by this eountiy.

And, believing as I do, I would not

make a good soldier—leader. In

actuality, taking the responsibility

for those boys' lives would be an

irresponsible act; when I got one

killed I could not even write his

mother and say he died for a goi'd

cause. Ancient Rome had a law

stating that no man should be fui-

ced to fight for a cause he did not

believe in; for me to volunteer ).••-

cause of an "obligation" to tliis

country would be clearly hypbct i-

tical.

Consequently, I wish to witli-

draw from my military training

in ROTC. It may be that I can he

accused somewhat correctly of in-

consistency of action, but I should

like to submit that consistency is

not always a virtue. Situations

change, and if men can't chan-^^e

their views with them much stands

to be lost, I am only sorry that

American politicians do not recog-

nize this principle.

Sincerely,

Christopher Secor
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Math Department Gets Computer
Which Speaks in Three Languages
The CC math department has

rerently acquired an outlet for a

GE-235 computer. Two rooms in

palmer Hall have been remodeled

for the use of the computer pro-

gramming course, and a teletype

machine has been installed which

is connected with a computer in

phoenix, Arizona.

Professor Gately, who is serv-

ing as temporary director of the

computing center, said that the

computer will do "just about any-

thing a nonnal computer will do.

This system," he said, "has the

advantage of allowing you to 'de-

bug' your program while you are
feeding it into the machine. It

infoiTOs you of your error at the
time you enter it rather than pro-
cessing the faulty program and
letting you find the mistake for

yourself. Computing systems that
lack this feature can cause you to

waste hours correcting and re-

writing programs."
The new computer can speak

three languages: Basic, Fortran
and Algol. Dr. Gately said the

computer was relatively slow,

printing at 600 characters per

minute maximum, as compared

Riots and Religions to Be Examined
The Religious Affairs Committee

announced this week that Mr.

Gi'orge Pickering, Associate Direc-

toi of Research for the Church

Federation of Greater Chicago,

will deliver a series of speeches on

the CC campus.

Mr. Pickering is an expert on

the problems concerned with the

struggles of people of many dif-

ferent racial and economic groups

in our major cities. He is a native

of Massachusetts and holds his

doctor's degree from the Univer-

sii.y of Chicago. He is paiticularily

concerned with the problems of

minority groups in the city and

ItJiows much about the recent riots

in various cities.

Mr. Pickering has done a study

of the Coordinating Council of

Community Organizations (CCCO)
and it was this organization which

h^s been the leading group in west-

side ferment in Chicago in the last

three years. It has coordinated a

great deal of the work for Martin

Luther King's Chicago enterprise.

His schedule is as follows:

Sunday, September 17, 11:00

a. m.. Shove Chapel Worship Sew-
ice. Sermon title : "The Church
and the Urban Revolution."

Sunday, September 17, 12 :30

p. m., Luncheon for Religious Af-
airs Committee members with Mr.
Pickering.

Sunday, September 17, 5 :00

p. m., WES Room, Rastall Center.

Address and discussion: "The Ghet-

to and the Church."

Monday, September 18, 10 :00

a. m., Religion in America class,

Armstrong Hall, Room 302 (Visit-

ors Welcome).
Monday, September 18, 4:00 p.m.,

WES Room, Rastall Center. Talk

and Discussion : "The Fire This

Time—Detroit, Newark and the

Fate of the City."

Monday, September 18, 8:00 a. m..

Faculty Theological Discussion

Group, Professor Pickel's house,

2104 North Tejon "Sociological

Method and Theological Ethics."

CC STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS sport an+i-war signs as they turn

out en masse \o picket Vice-President Humphrey.

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus]
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with speeds up to 3600 characters

per minute in some modem com-
puters. The computer does have

the important advantage of being

"a vei-y simple machine to work."
said Professor Gately.

Because the computer costs

about 520 an hour to operate on

the General Electric Time Shar-

ing Service, only tlie computer
progi'amming course and certain

professors and chemistry and
physics students will use the com-
puter.

Another teletype terminal has

been ordered for the Olin Hall

Lounge. This will be installed in

about three weeks and will be

used by the Physics Department.

Dr. Gately said that the college

has no immediate plans for pur-

chasing a computer of its o%sti,

but will "keep this sei-vice until

something better becomes avail-

able."

A short course in the operatioii

of the computer and the basic

computer language will be offered

to students and faculty in the

near future. "I think we will prob-

ably be doing this at least by next

year," said Professor Gately.

Phi Delts Greet

Freshman Girls

By Toggle Switch

The Phi Delt-She Delt initiation

and dance last Friday was the first

major success of the young social

season. An egregiously large group

of fortunate young ladies under-

went the initiation festivities all

too reminiscent of the animalistic

and barbarian rites found JTi

many Greek organizations. One
young lovely's only comment was
a brief "It was hell" which fairly

accurately described the events.

The party was held at the Val-

iey-Hi Country Club on Airport

Road. It's a beautiful setting,

overlooking, on one side, a large

pond and, on another side, the neon

lights of K-Mart. After some of

the more dreary settings available

in Colorado Springs it was a plea-

sant change of pace (eh, Ralph?)

Although somewhat difficult to

find for the first time (the a'uthor

ended up in Monty-Ward's park-

ing lot), it is definitely a place

where more parties could and

should be held.

At first glance it appeared that

the upperclass women had been

replaced by the annual influx of

first year girls. Comments such as

"We senior girls really must stick

together" were typical of ones

overheard at the time.

The music was excellent, per-

formed by a group called Sonny,

or so it said on the drums, and the

drinks had their usual everlasting

etfect on everyone present. It was

truly a mind-boggling affair.

Winchell's Donut House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE D0NUT5 AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurnay Phone 635-5505

900 E. Fillmore

Polynesian Room
10:00 o.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. |Mond«y-S«liirdovl

12:00. B:00 (Sunday)

(Try Us lo. You: Ns«t Fiinc)ion|

^0t the OeJt . .

.

aehina
Lounge
•TWO FOB HOURS-

Fiisl Two Diinks
ioi the Price oi One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
1 1 8 North Cascade Avenue

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1171/2 E-

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses



Babe's Market
V G(N.<; rhirc to Trade

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. to fi:30 P.M. — Sundays till 6:00 P.M.

Selected Students 'Sweat It Out'

la'S ENCO SERVICE

-:- STATE INSPECTION
-: ATLAS BATTERIES

-;- TUNE UPS
-:- ATLAS TIRES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3S blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

t/empuhco

OFFICE SUPPLY
'516 N. Tejon 633-1721

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. io 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Fifteen CC fi-eshmen were se-

lected as this year's freshman par-

ticipants in the six year old Selec-

ted Student Program. This small

group was chosen from 50 stu-

dents who res|)onded to a letter of

invitation sent on the basis of

past academic performance to 8.5

fre-shmen.

The final decisions were made
after personal interviews which

revealed both the student's inter-

est and his ability to speak. Sev-

eral and varying reactions to these

interviews were obsei*ved.

One person "really sweat it out"

but felt that she was in an atmos-

phere where she could be what she

really is. Another was "very im-

pressed and had lots of fun." Still

there was the person who "was
frustrated because in his (the in-

terviewers) tried to find out how

I could express myself; it seemed

more like a debate than a conver-

sation."

Reactions to the first two weeks

of the freshman program have al-

so been noted. To one girl it is

"real real interesting, but a lot of

times expects background which I

don't have." Unfriendliness was
noted by one participant. The other

side is seen in the opinions that

"as long as class is at 8:00 it's

nice to be able to talk informally

rather than be lectured to."

All of these comments have hint-

ed at the nature of this system,

wliich encourages students to worlc

both independently and coopera-

tively. The stress in this flexible

course schedule is self-discovery

and sharing through class discus-

sion rather than lectures.

Dr. Krutzke, director of the Sel-

ected Student Pi-ogram, says that

this year an even more intense ef-

fort is being made to work toward

a genuine single course in English

and history. The instructors, work-

ing with Dr. Krutzke, are Dr.

Mauch and Dr. Bernard, both of

WOW*
We spent quite sometime

trying to find a simple, one

word description for our

New MAR-RU . . .

A striking success—

Mci^-du.

GoUejCfe SUofi
833 NORTH TEJON'WOW(Wou),n, Slang, U.S.

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15-16

PRIZES — MODELING — FUN — FREE COKES

and More WOW! Jusi look at the list of FREE PRIZES—
Come in and register for the following prizes:

A double knit dress by Jonathan Logan

Pant dress from Fritlzi of California

A Serbin dress

A matching bra and girdle by Jantzen

A skirt by Lady Manhattan

Cocktail dress by Jr. Theme
Kid Shortie gloves by Van Raalte

3 pair of hose by hianes

3 pair of Van Raalte hose by Van Raalte

Dress by Country Junior

Sweater and skirt by Jantzen

Lingerie by Texsheen

Sport SOX by Le Roi Hosiery

Slacks by Pacquette

A dress by Vicki Vaughn
Mercury slippers

A shoe groom kit by Pixall

A no-iron shirt by Lady Van Heusen

A Mr. John hat by Waynick Millinery

Ship'n Shore Blouse

;- A house coat by Katz

- Jewelry by MacAIIen

Necklace by Coro Jewelry

Bra and girdle by Playtex

Dress by Campus Casuals

Country Set sportswear

A dress by Gay Gibson
;- A V^hite Stag Car Coat

Carter Panties

A dress by Modern Jr.

Robe by Lounge Craft

Gloves by Hansen

Informal Modeling By

JANE EDDY
Gamma Phi

SHARON GARLAND
)

Kappa Kappa Gamma

VICKI MAGNIE JANIS METCALFE GINNY CRAWFORD
Kappa Alpha Theta Delta Gamma Independent

Register September 15 thru 23 — Drawing Held Saturday, September 23.

(You need not be present to win)

PRISCILLA RYDER
Kappa Alpha Theta

JANIS METCALFE
Delta Gamma

whom have been described as "in-

telligent" and "interesting."

These special sections are also

unique in their grading and test-

ing methods. No grades are given

on papers, oidy extensive evalua-

tion, some of which i-s done by

small groups of students.

The lack of testing, except for

oral tests at the end of each sem-

ester, is another different feature.

All of this leads to a final grad-

ing for both semesters given at

the end of the year along with a

written evaluation.

Besides this atmosphere, stu-

dents, who in the past have in-

cluded 38 majors in the humanit-

ies, 28 in the social sciences, and

2\i in the sciences, also receive

other fringe benefits.

This year the 15 freshmen sel-

ected students will get a closer

look at the freshman history lec-

tures held each Thursday at 11:00.

They will have the opportunity at

a weekly luncheon with the spec-

ialist who has been invited to

speak.

The concentration on these twn
courses, provided in the Selecti^d

Student Program, gives an excel-

lent preparation for other courses,

according to a second year parti-

cipant. With an "integi'ated out-

look" sophomores are allowed to

continue with other special sec-

tions of various courses.

Cramer Gives First Lecture

In Series on Western World
The first lecture in the fall ser-

ies, "Studies in the History of the

Western World," was presented

September 7 by Owen Cramer,
head of the Classics Department.

The lectures, to be given by Colo-

rado College faculty members and
guest speakers, will deal with var-

ious aspects and events in the de-

velopment of Western Culture. The
hour-long lectures are open to the

public and are scheduled for 11:00

a.m. Thursday mornings in Arm-
strong Auditorium.

Speaking to a full house of

Western Civilization students, fac-

ulty, and assorted interested peo-

ple, Mr. Cramer set the series off

on a chronologically appropriate

start by examining the roots "^f

Western Civilization in "The Tro-

jan and Peloponnesian Wars, or

Freshman Meeting
There will be a meeting for all

members of the freshman class

on Tuesday, September 19, at 11

a.m. in the Armstrong Auditorium.

Members of CCCA will explain the

upcoming election procedures for

freshman class officers. This is an
important meeting; please attend.

PLEASE VOLUNTEER
FOR SYMPOSIUM WORK

I volunteer to serve on the

following Symposium committee(s)

How to Read Greek Books." Wi.
Cramer explained the great influ-

ence of Homer in setting the ideai^

for subsequent literature and oul-

standing Gi-eek figures to follow.

He pointed out the manifestation^

of certain Homeric character traits

which can be traced from presen-

tations of the Iliad and the Odys-
sey through notable latter-day pei-

sonages such as Hippocrates ami
Themistodes.
A much appreciated aspect df

the program was the fact that M^-.

Cramer passed out mimeographiHl
outlines of his talk so that relieve,

I

students could relax from not tak-

ing notes and concentrate on lis-

tening.

The next lecture, scheduled fov

September 14, will also be giveii

by Mr. Cramer on the subject nf

Tribe and State: "The Greeks and

Romans with Apologies to the Iro-

quois."

* Pickets

Signed

:

Campus Address:

Return to Professer Sondermann.

(Continued from page oni i

"I was can-ying a picture of the
burned little boy," she said. "Ii

was almost enough to make you

sick, but there was absolutely nn

response."

Professor Barton commented
concerning student opinion ?-t

Colorado College, "One i--

very rarely aware of very much
active support of the war. I thinic

there is widespread dissatisfai-

tion.

"I imagine about half the stu-

dents oppose the war," he contin-

ued, "and I think it is safe to say

that a majority of the faculty

members are opposed to the war.

Very large numbers of the faculty'

are actively engaged in politicking

against it."

Asked about the eflectiveness nf

demonstrations such as the onr

staged Friday morning. Barton

said, "Effective? Oh, not very. A

little bit. It is the cumulative ef-

fect of these upon national leaders

that we hope will make a differ-

ence."

PROFESSIONAL
-: - Dry Cleaning

-: - Laundry

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
20 Maytag Washers

10 Double Load Washers

9 Dryers

-^''^"ciEANERSl

Cr 1 LAUNDRY 1

801 NORTH TEION 632-1476 |

One Block of Collogg on Teion

Colorado College Tiger • September 15. 1967 ['•1



:m RGB Sponsors Diverse Activities

MEMBERS OF RASTALL CENTER BOARD are (left to right) Standing:

John Miazga, Chuck Mullen, Jim Martin, Deen Buttorff, Gilian Royes.

Seated: Linda Corbett, Sonia Margolin, Rollie Walker, Sharon Dregne,

Marcia Phillips.

KIRK'S KORNER
The outrageous statement which

was uttered by the Vice-President

of the United States in Denver on

Saturday, Sept. 9, must not stand

unchallenged. The Sunday edition

nf The Denver Post reported

Humphrey's i^emarks on local tele-

vision as follows;

In reply to one student edi-

tor's question Humphrey said

he wouldn't favor extending the

draft's conscientious objector

exemptions to persons who ob-

ject to fighting in Vietnam for

moral but not for religious rea-

sons. "I don't think you leave

it up to individuals as to which

wars they want to fight," he

said. To permit draftees them-

selves to decid*^ which war is

moral and which is not would

"give a man God-like powers."

The Vice-President's last remark
certainly begs the question. Who
is to decide which war is moral

and which is not, (for surely that

decision should be conscientiously)

unless it is the individual ? I can

only imagine that Mr. Humphrey's
i-eply would be that the whole so-

ciety decides (the President, may-
be?), but in that case, why should

the collective group possess more
"God-like powers" than any one of

its constituent parts? That con-

clusion is only revered in a total-

itai-ian state and was roundly con-

demned by our judgements at

Nuremberg. (Imagine Adolf Hitler

using Mr. Humphrey's words
!

)

Of course, no man can claim to

know the perfect moral code as if

he were, indeed, God, but every

individual should and must make
moral decisions about the course

of action he will pursue unless he

is content to let chance (or the

state) make his decisions for him.

In the latter case, he can no longer

claim to be a free agent nor does

lie deserve his freedom. There is

only one instance where I can pos-

sibly excuse even a democratic

state for compelling its citizens

to act contrary to their wishes and
that is when its very existence is

directly threatened. Perhaps that

is the criterion for moral warfare.
At any rate, such reasoning is far
from sound when applied to the

present conflict in Vietnam, for

instance.

Finally, I fail to see the clear

distinction which apparently Mr.
Humphrey and the U.S. Selective

Service seem to be able to make
between moral and religious be-

liefs. Both imply a code of ethics

except that the latter is incorp-

orated into a system which in-

cludes many persons. The First

Amendment to the Constitution

states that ""Congress shall make
no law respecting an establish-

ment of religion, or prohibiting the

free excercise thereof;" I believe

that in light of our traditional

interpretation of that Amendment
a strong argument could be made
that by recognizing the moral be-

liefs of an individual only when
connected with "an establishment

of religion" one is celarly "recog-

nizing" that establishment and is,

therefore, violating the Constitu-

tional right of any man profes-

sing his own private moral judg-

ment. In fact, the "free exercise"

phrase of the amendment has tra-

ditionally been thought to defend

the beliefs of an individual. Jus-

tice Jackson, in the Supreme
Court decision for The West Vir-

ginia State Board of Education v.

Barnette (1943) stated:

If there is any fixed star in

our constitutional constellation,

it is that no official, high or

petty, can prescribe what shall

be orthodox in politics, nation-

alism, religion, or other matters

of opinion or force citizens to

confess by word or act their

faith therein, (bold face are

mine)
Perhaps the Vice-President will

weigh the meaning of his words

more carefully in the future.

Most people at CC have a pretty

good idea where Rastall Center is

located, but they seem to know
very little about the functions of

the student policy-making organ-
ization which presides over the

uses of that building.

Though not an elected body, the

Rastall Center Board feels that

the whole CC community—stu-

dents, faculty, and administration

—is its constituency, and wel-

comes ideas, aid, and criticism

from anyone interested enough to

put forth his feelings. Anyone in-

tei"ested in working on one or

more committees, should contact

the committee chairman or Rollie

Walker, over-all chairman of the

board.

Rollie Walker, the coordinator

of the Board, authorizes all the

RGB functions and works with

Barry Woodward, director of Ras-

tall Center, to keep all of the Stu-

dent Union activities and facili-

ties functioning in the best inter-

ests of the student body. He is

also the liaison between Rastall

Center Board and the CCCA.
When asked his opinion of this

year's RCB he stated, "We have

a great group of people working
this year, and we look for partici-

pation by all the student body."

The Special Interests Conmiit-

tee, chaired by Sonia Margolin,

is a fairly comprehensive commit-

tee in which all aspects of col-

lege programming can be experi-

mented with. This year, its major
project is a weekly Sunday night

movie series which began Sept.

3rd and will continue through the

year. It is also planning a series

of art, documentary, and foreign

language films to be shown

Weteme Sack

STUDENTS AND FACULTY

J's MOTOR HOTEL

820 NORTH NEVADA

viirious times througiiout the year.
Along with these will be slide

lectures on Greece and Israel,

bridge tournaments, and other
small scale activities like a few
bus trips to the mountains and/or
to Denver for special events.

Sharon Dregne, as chairman of

the Exhibits Committee, is in

charge of the circulation of dis-

plays in Rastall Center. "The
paintings in the lounge are
changed every three weeks and
we have set aside one display case
for varied exhibits throughout the
year. These exhibits may be any-
thing from zoology, anthropology,
etc, to hobbies such as stamp or
coin collecting. We may sponsor
an art show and/or art sale, de-

pending upon how interested you,

tlie student body, are."

The Hospitality Committee of

Rastall Center Board arranges the

teas, receptions, and open houses
held at Rastall Center, and is re-

sponsible for the Student Guide
Service, which provides toui's for

visitors to the Colorado College

campus. The Ride Board, a sei-vice

which aids students in finding

auto transportation to their homes
at vacation time, is also set up by
this committee.

This year the Hospitality Com-
mittee will help to aiTange in-

formal book discussions, organize

a summer employment guide, and
establish an employment service

for students wishing to work dur-

ing the academic year. Marcia
Phillips is in charge of the com-
mittee this year.

The Sports and Outings Com-
mittee is responsible for the co-

ordination of the games area, the

at ice rink, and the swimming pool.

tftui'iik^.A

TOWNHOUSE LOUNGE

WELCOME CC STUDENTS

Budweiser on Tap Piano Bar

Huiie Ham Sandwich

907 MANITOU AVENUE Manitou Springs

"During tJie year we hope to
sponsor special outings and ac-
tivities both off and on campus,"
said Chairman John Minzga. "In
the winter months, for example,
we plan to sponsor a few ski out-
ings at a nominal charge to the
student (providing there is enough
interest)."

Anyone who is interested espe-
cially in planning or participating
in such activities, please contact
John at X449.

The All-College Events Com-
mittee organizes school-sponsored
dances, special events, ajul big-
name entertainment. Chairman
Chuck Mullen stated, "Wo arc
planning n number of lectures to
beef up the College Lecture Scries,
and an inter-college book discus-
sion similar to the freshman one,
only in cooperation with other col-

leges and universities in Colo-
rado. We are sponsoi'ing the Win-
ter Formal, for which Jr. Walker
and the All-Stars have been tenta-
tively scheduled." In the .spring,

the committee will hold a folk

music festival.

The Publicity Committee con-
cerns itself with giving a maxi-
nmni amount of exposure to each
of the Board's many activities. It

accomplishes this task through
the Tiger, the College's publicity

office, the Colorado Springs news-

papers and radio stations, and
the use of p'osters and flyer.^.

According to its chairman, Jim
Martin, it is tlic hope of the Pub-
licity Committee to involve more

(Conllnuoil oil pniio <>)

S^vlngline

laPScham

THE CC SOCCER TEAM, shown in action last year, opens its season

against Denver Saturday. (See Sports Page).

[2] An ax?

A Gene Autry saddle?

TOT Slaplers?

(TOT Staplers!? What in...)

This is a

SMTingline
Tot Stapler

{including 1000 ito^

Larger »iio CUB Desk

Stapler only $1.69
Unconditionally guaranteed.

, itolionery. variety, or book More.

INC

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.V. lltOl

ucujsaius J^ldoiS XOX "

0U103OQ pinous no^ isjaitlois XOX loaiiio

.oxn 3J noA :.iipp8v ^JmV '^"^O V l^-""!

.Duia«uii uo louM 'vtoci :sniAnsaA ("now

iwipaja w.noA :»od« Jio" o^X =?"«"<

uflio inoK ui »auiHl a>lo» noA :ijad>io opni
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ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmeflcs - School Suppli« - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Uathau>aif,i

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTER
"Picture Framing' "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-69D3

jSau/j CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade. Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— I 1:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

^044
^

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 532-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Invited

COIN OPERATED SELF SERVICE

Throughout Rocky Mt. Region

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

Low, Low Price

Colorado Springs

695 South 8th

Campus Announcements
Job Interviews

Seniors, the interviewing season

is fast approaching and you still

have time to fill out a Placement

form in the Placement Office in

Room 123 of Armstrong Hall.

Below yo'U will find the Inter-

view Schedule as it stands now,

October 20^American Institute

for Foreign Trade

October 24—BuiTOUghs Well-

come and Company

November 2—Department of the

Army
November fi—U. S. Civil Service

November 8—Great American
Insurance
November 10 — Northwestern

Mutual Life Insurance Company
November 13—U. S. Inspector

General's Office

November 14—U. S. General Ac-

counting Office

Novembei- 17—Equitable Life

Assurance Society

Negotiate Now!
People (student, faculty, admin-

istration) are needed to circulate

peace petitions in shopping centers

and downtown.

If you can spare just two hours

TOMORROW and/or Saturday,

September 23, contact Mr. Arm-
strong' of the English Department
(home phone: 685-9700). We will

meet tomonow at 10 a.m. and 1

p.m. in the south patio of Rastall

Center.

The Negotiation Now petition,

which is being circulated nation-

ally, will be delivered officially to

Washington early in October. It is

sponsored by John Kenneth Gal-

braith, Martin Luther King, Rein-

hold Niebuhr, and other distin-

guished citizens.

Canterbury Club
The Canterbury Club will have

its fii'st meeting next Thursday,

Sept. 21 at Grace Episcopal

Church, two blocks south of the

campus on Tejon St., at 6 o'clock.

Dinner will be served. All inter-

ested students, Episcopalian or

othenvise, are invited. Discussion

groups, guest speakers, mountain
retreats, and social activities are

being planned. A worthwhile

chance to get off campus.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrou from t4i« C«mpiii

827 North Tejon

January 18—Hartford Insurance

Group

Januaiy 29—Hallmark Cards,

Inc.

Febi-uax-y 5—U. S. Civil Service

Commission

February 12—Security First Na-
tional Bank

Febi*uary 15—Texaco

February 19—Firestone Tire and

Rubber Company
February 20—Aetna Life, Group

Division

February 27—Arthur Anderson
and Company

March 12—Equitable Life As-

surance Society

April 4—Department of the

Navy, Administrative Office

More information is available on

the bulletin board outside the

Placement Office and in the Place-

ment Library, in Room 123 of

Armstrong Hall.

Anyone interested in taking ad-

vantage of the Placement Ser-

vices, should prepare a resume. It

should have at least the following

six parts in any order you desire:

Personal Facts

Educational Background

Work Experience

Activities and Hobbies

Type of Work Desired

References

A photograph is always desir-

able, especially if you are sending

the resume somewhere.

NSA Drops CIA
The National Student Associa-

tion will be trying to build a new
image this coming year by empha-
sizing domestic problems rather

than international affairs.

In adopting the new policy, NSA
is attempting to gain back the re-

spect it lost last February with

the revelation of past financial

links with the Central Intelligence

Agency.
Edward Schwartz, newly elected

NSA president, has promised to

expand and strengthen NSA's ed-

ucational reform activities, which
have grown rapidly in the last two

years, replacing international stu-

dent affairs as the primary preoc-

cupation of the association's staff.

To be retained and developed are

such programs as helping students

on local campuses design course

and teacher evaluation projects;

the Tutorial Assistance program,
which offers advice and materials

for students operating tutoring

projects in ghetto neighborhoods;

and the "student stress" pragrams,
which arrange free-wheeling con-

ferences at which students and ad-

ministrators discuss university life

on an equal, first-name basis.

In addition to its present pro-

grams, NSA will move into new
efforts related to the draft, black

power, and student power.

Welcome Back to School

Complete Professional Cleaning & Laundry

Pick-up & Delivery at all Girls Dorms

cM^ .
French

LEAKERS
and

AUNDRY

Kinnikinnik

Off-campus students may pick

up the 1967 KINNIKINNIK, Colo-

rado College literary magazine, af

the Rastall Center desk.

Exam Schedule
Listed below are all the senior

examinations and the dates they

will be given. Watch the bulletin

board outside the Placement Of-

fice for further details.

October 21, 1967—
Medical College Admission Test

October 28, 1%7

—

ORE National

November 10, 1%7

—

Institutional

November 11, 1967—
Institutional, continued

December 9, 1967—
ORE National

January 20, 1968—
GRE National

February 10, 1968 —
Law School Admission Test

April G, 1968-
National Teachers

April 12, 1968—
GRE Institutional

April 13, 1968—
GRE Institutional, continued

April 27, 1968-
GRE National

May 4, 1968—
Medical College Admission Tesi

Hub Hours Revised

New Hub hours beginning Sep

tember 18: Monday-Saturday,
'

a.m.-ll:30 p.m.; Sunday, 10 a.m-

10:30 p.m.

FulbrigKt Applications
Professor Louis G. Geiger, chaii-

man of the History Department, i-

the adviser for the Fulbright ap-

plications this year. A meeting foi

all students interested in makinv

applications is scheduled in th'

History Department, Palmer Hail

208, on Wednesday, September ^0,

at 3 p.m.

Deadline for applications is Oc-

tober 15,

* RGB Sponsors

(Continued from page fi\' i

of the CO student body and th-:-

citizenry of Colorado Springs i"

the activities of not only th^?

Board, but the college as a whole.

The Performing Arts Commit-

tee, headed by Gillian Royes and

Deen Buttorff, intends to bring in

top name entertainment whili?

maintaining a tinily high stand-

ard of pei-formance presentation.

"We are concerned with what the

students want, and will do our

best to get the performers stu-

dents want," Buttorff stated. The

committee sponsored the Culture

Night of New Student Week, and

is laying plans now for a folk

music symposium and several fib"

festivals featuring some of the

most popular film personalities

of all time.

Linda Corbett is serving as sec-

retary-treasurer of the board tlus

year. Anyone interested in work-

ing with the board should con-

tact her or the chairman of the

committee on which he wishes to

,
,-^00 can bej!„ >

219 North Cascade Telephone 633-3855 --trHE ''?*^'c^oRe'^

MONtV-I^ECOROS-EKPERIENCE
uxi'te: MATASUA,-Esp-D'isk'

154 5+Vi Aye.,N.y.C.
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50 Years Ago

LAST YEAR'S SUCCESSFUL DERBY DAYS activities will be improved
upon this year when the Sigma Chi's sponsor the event next week.

Law School Tests Announced
The Law School Admission Test,

required of candidates for admis-

sion to most American law

schools, will be given at more

than 250 centers throughout the

nation on November 11, 1967;

February 10, 1!)68; April 6, 1968;

;md August 3, 1968. The test,

which is administered by the Ed-
ucational Testing Service, was tak-

en last year by over 47,000 candi-

ilates whose scores were sent to

over 160 law schools.

ETS advises candidates to make
separate application to each law
school of their choice, and to as-

certain from each whether it re-

quires the Law School Admission
Test. Since many law schools se-

lect their freshman classes in the

spring preceding entrance, candi-

dates for admission to next year's

classes are advised to take either

the November or the February
test.

Frosh Girls Are Given
Suggestions on Behavior

The morning session of the Law
School Admission Test measures

the ability to use language and to

think logically. The afternoon ses-

sion includes measures of writing

ability and general background. A
Bulletin of Information including

sample questions and registration

information, and a registration

form should be obtained seven

weeks in advance of a te.?ting date

from Law School Admission Test,

Box 944, Educational Testing Ser-

vice, Princeton, N. J. 08540. Re-

gistration forms and fees must

reach ETS at least three weeks

before the desired test administra-

tion date.

Registration forms may be ob-

tained locally at Palmer 33 from
the Chairman of the Pre-Law
Committee, Professor J. Douglis
Mertz.

The following article was pn'ftfed

in the TIGER on October 2, I9I7.

As the high school clock boomed
out the last note of twelve last

Friday evening, Mary Smith of the

class of *21 rolled over sleepily. As
she did so three slow knocks
sounded upon her door. Now, there

is nothing strange about a knock
on a door in Bemis after lights

have gone out; but there was
something uncanny in this one.

The door slowly opened and some-
thing white entered.

More followed and stood re-

spectfully at the door while the

first moved silently and majestic-

ally towards the shrinking fresh-

man. Half-way to Mary the spec-

tor triped (sic) on a rug and a
chorus of very human giggles fol-

lowed. It restored Mary's courage
and she asked in a stem voice.

"Say, dam it, who in thunder are

you anyway?" Then doubt assailed

her mind. "You're not Miss Davis
are you?"

The white figure said nothing
but motioned to two of the others.

The three hauled her from the bed
and marched her out of the room
and down the hall. There poor Mary
found that she was not the only

victim of this outrage. Other poor
freshman girls were there also.

The ti-uth dawned upon her. These
ghosts were nothing more or less

than sophomores.

Mary and her associates were
tried before several of the white
robed judges. The following list of

niles was ceremoniously read to

them.

"We admire your pep but don't

let it get away with you."

"Listen to us on the following

points."

Table Manners

1. Be on time; if not excuse
yourself.

2. A cup and your mouth ai*e

not spoon holders, nor is your hair

a pencil-box,

3. Keep the conversation gen-
eral.

4. Upper-classmen have first

chance of being head of the table.

5. Move chairs with care, with

consideration for those passing.

6. Be interesting if possible, and
interested at least.

7. Don't fold your napkin before

the head of the table folds hers.

8. Don't keep the table waiting
by pretending you are at a pro-

gressive luncheon.

9. Individual napkins are pro-

vided for all.

10. Don't go to bed at the table;

sit up and take nourishment.

11. Watch the rest of the tabic,

remember you are not the only one
there.

12. Don't punctuate the conver-
sation with the table silver.

13. When cutting your meat
don't pretend you are rowing a
boat.

14. When someone asks you to

pass something, don't consider it

your duty to fir-st empty the dish.

Treatment of Upperclassmcu

1. Open doors for upperclass-

men.
2. Go to prayers, that is your

duty, but give the sophs and
upperclassmen, the benefit of the

seats and books.

3. Remember the "Miss" for

upperclassmen until invited to

drop it.

4. Do not indulge in nicknames.

Rugged but dressy-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

ii?'

I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

nina
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do yiou ir»«r

size 3-5-7-97

TOU ARE INVXTKU
to visit the nenr

NIMt
Gheae Stone Center

Colorado Springs

an Intimate,
boutlquey FASHION
SFECIAITT SHOP

»
full of oontempor-

aiy c?othes
»

for the HOir

INDIVIDUALIST
with the Junior

or Janlor~T'etlte

figure, sizes

3 to 9.

In a background

of antiques from
round the iwrld,

HE THINK SMALL

charge accounts
Invited

IT'S COMING ! !

SIGMA CHI DERBY DAYS ! !

Next V\feekencl, September 22 and 23

Friday - Derby Chaser Saturday Afternoon - Riotous Games - Wasliburn Field

Saturday Nite - All School Dance - Iron Springs Chateau - featuring The Candy Store Prophets
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Nugget Shrugged
By Gary A. Knight

With Hallmark sympathy card writing ("Green morning

.kies dawn breaking over Peak and Personality") and photo-

graphs that suggested that Helen Keller was the photograph ei".

the 1966-67 Colorado College yearbook, The Nugget turned

out to be only fool's gold once again.

forgot to put Hochman and Drake

in the social science section ?

If the photography was poor,

the writing was at least consis-

tent with it. The italicized version

of English that appeared in the

"Nugget" was hysterical. I be-

lieve the editor is American—so

are they all, all American—but

why write in language reminiscent

of the Romantic sentimental era?

With exception of Dave Bur-

nett's striking football photo-

gi-aphy and Mike Taylor's excellent

soccer shots (particularly the one

with fans roaring joyously down

onto the soccer field after a \'ic-

tory), there is little good that can

be said about the visual arts in

this annual. Dave is a pro, and

Mike is very good, but unfortun-

ately their associates were not.

In general, the photos suffer

from poor composition, develop-

ment, and cropping; unsubtly, they

suffer from amateur photography.

For instance, page three (I guess

it's page three; it's not marked)

contains a mystic picture of Shove

Chapel in the winter—with a pick-

up truck parked aesthetically in

front of it on the street.

And page five contains a rous-

ing good "arty" photograph of Pro-

fessor Fox—from the tip of his

nose to his chinny-chin-chin. The

action hockey photos are blurred,

and the "casual" -.shots (page 179)

are banal examples of spastic

photo fingers. Small wonder few

students want—or get—their pic-

ture taken for the Nugget.

Of course, some photos are not

blurry—those are the posed shots

for which students sat. held their

breath, and got x-rayed, such as

the group shot of the MRHA on

page 67. Why was it necessary to

make these gentlemen look as if

they were in a line-up'?—their

smiles certainly appear guilty

enough, but maybe they are just

grimacing in pain fix)m the extra

lighting which cast two shadows

of everyone on that handsome cin-

der block wall in the backgi-otind.

And why ask the AWS to sit

(pages 64 and 65) with their legs

all parallel—because it looked like

synchronized swimming? Why are

there so few photos of the profes-

sors? What is the humanities fac-

ulty doing without Rucker and

Ross? Why is science without

Wright, Hilt, and Stabler; who

For many men, natural-shoul-

der tailoring is more than a

way of dressing, it is an ap-

proach io life. Whether this

style was acquired during

college days or selected later

on, classically tailored cloth-

ing with the appropriate fur-

nishings has become their

style. If you are among the

discerning group who favor

this mode of dress, you will

find it of interest io visil our

Traditional Shop.

®ljp Ipgimrnt, %th.

'len i .^Mpparel

103 East Pikes Peak

Telephone 634-1062

Shelley would have blushed—

"the bonfire illuminating coach"

indeed. Listen to this, English

fans : "fires of controversy burn

despite the attack of apathy" and

"What? Why? Why Not? Why
me ? Question seeking answers,

hours seeking fulfillment, dreams

seeking a name . .
." Good Lord,

what does it all mean, any\vay?

I've seen better writing in a

True Romance comic book (I pre-

fer their layout over our annual's),

and I would have sooner paid my
money ($4, $6. or S8?) for a

comic book annual. At least they

could have given us the option.

Why waste money on something

you are even asJiamed to sit on?
The CC Nuggel was a bad job well

done, and does not, as their blurb

on page 75 suggests, "mirror the

faces and activities of the school

year in all their varied forms," In

our annual they may be varied, but

they appeared mutant.

Colorado College deserves better

than the Nugget has offered. And
if we can't get any better, then at

least we can burn them at this

yeai''? Homecoming bonfire.

A LARGE CROWD AND GOOD MUSIC characterized the dance held last week after the school pep

rally.

Alovie Review

"Barefoot in the Park" Caught with Pants Down
By Michael W. Taylor

"BAREFOOT IN THE PARK"
A Hal B. Wallis Production

Released by Paramount Pictures

Directed by Gene Saks

Screenplay by Neil Sunon

{From a play by Neil Simon)

Music by Neal Hefti

Costumes by Edith Head
Paul Bratter Robert Redford

Corey Bratter Jane Fonda

Victor Velasco ..- Charles Boyer

Ethel Banks Mildred Nawick

Harry Pepper Herbert Edelman

Cui-rently at the Ute 70 Theater

The adaptation of Neil Simon's

"Barefoot in the Park" from the

Broadway stage to the world of

cellulose wonders released by

Paramount Pictures results 'vl\ a

movie wluch tries very hard to fol-

low the stage version and which

often succeeds. Essentially, "Bare-

foot in the Park" is a romantic

comedy whose worth lies not so

much "in the motions of the actors

Miami U. Offers "Credit-No Credit" Plan
Miami University this Septem-

ber will offer a "credit-no credit"

program to encourage students to

explore courses which they other-

wise might shun to avoid risk of

lowering their grade-point average.

A difference from the "pass-fail"

programs in effect elsewhei'e is the

absence of a penalty for failure.

Advocates of the plan pointed

out that it would motivate stu-

dents to explore areas which they

might otherwise avoid when main-

tenance of a grade-point average

is of primary concern. It would en-

courage exposure to new disci-

plines, instructors and ideas. In

particular, students hoping for ad-

mission to graduate or profession-

al schools liave been reluctant to

take chances on their grade-point

averages.

In Miami's plan, juniors and

seniors who are not on academic

probation may sign up for one

course each ti-imester on a credit-

no credit basis. "Credit," without

any grade, will be put on the re-

cord for any course completed with

a C or above; "no credit" will be

entered for grades lower than C.

Work thus taken will count to-

ward credit-hour requirements for

graduation, but will not be figured

into grade-point averages.

The program has been approved

for a two-year trial. Registration

requires the instructor's approval,

and the plan may not be used for

required courses. Total number of

work a student may attempt on a

credit-no credit basis is 12 hours.

and the variety of physical locale

as in the actual dialogue. Fortun-

ately, the picture's producer, Hal

Wallis, hired Simon to \vrite the

scenario and, hence, most of the

play's original dialogue remains.

With that area I won't quibble.

The dialogue is as fresh and as

topically humorous as it was on

Broadway two years ago.

What I would take issue with,

however, is the level of acting.

Jane Fonda Vadim, since her am-
biguous defection to the "nouvelle

vogue" life of the French film in-

dustry, has yet to prove that she

has improved as a comidienne. A
few of her scenes in "Barefoot in

part an image of stuffiness when he

but it was a cool, hip type of hu-

mor and not the bright ingenuous

humor that Simon had intended

for Fonda's role of Corey Bratter.

As her "stuffed-shirt" husband,

Paul Bratter, Robert Redford does

beautifully as just that—a stuffed

shii-t. In fact, one really doesn't

have to strain very much to im-

part an image of stuffiness when

is stuffy already, as, according to

i-umor, Redford is. But, like his

colleague, Mrs. Vadim, he has a

few priceless moments. One, es-

pecially, stands out near the be-

ginning of the film; he and his bride

of six hours are riding in an

elevator in the Plaza Hotel in New
York. There is absolute silence and

Director Saks has been pointing

the camera at VI utterly express-

ionless faces for approximately 40

seconds, when Redford lets out a

short burst of laughter which, for

all intents and purposes, has no

relevance to anything at all—until

you start musing on why he

laughed. Aside from this brief in-

tcrPude, Redford's only other hum-
orous place in the sun happens

near the end of the film when he

is cavorting merrily and drunkenly

ai-ound Washington Square Park.

If he had displayed some of this

humor and sensitivity in a few

more scenes, one wouldn't receive

the overall impression that Robert

Redford is limited to the role ol'

a dull Establishmentarian.

In their supporting roles, and.

incidentally, it's too bad that these

roles were only incidental to the

plot itself, Mildred Natwick as

Corey's mother, and Charles Boyer

as the eccentric immigrant whu
lives in the attic apartment of the

Bratter's building are genuinel>

and hysterically funny. Just tn

point up Redford's seeming lack of

innate humor, there is one seem'

m which he and Miss Natwick are

shown in a close-up sitting on a

couch. They have jiist climbed six

flights of stairs and are completely

exhausted. But whereas Redfonl

is wrinkling his brow and making

a concerted effoit to look tired, it

is Miss Natwick who really steals

the scene merely by falling back

and looking at the ceiling while

panting heavily. Herbert Edelman

as Hairy Pepper, the Bell Tele-

phone repairman is peiiect as thc

comic relief who provides a wel-

come respite after seeing Mr. Red-

ford and Miss Fonda go througli

the embarrassing motions o!

"newlyweds-in-a-new-apartment"

who are still trying to get used to

being newly^ved.

"Barefoot in the Park" succeeds

as a motion picture largely be-

cause of Neil Simon's dialogue but,

also, because Gene Saks refrains

from the temptation to use the

camera for gimmicky and compli-

cated shots. In this genre of film,

there wouldn't be any point to

flashy camerawork. But, in the end,

it is Simon's dialogue that acts a.=

a basic support for the film and

which makes it the joy that it Is

to see.

QoXorado

College

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9855

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

Come One

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous CelUir availabU for

large fraternity or group functions

Come All! the FINEST Julte-Box in Town!!

$1.25

A
L.

I

A
N

T
A
U
R
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Student Loan Program Proposed
A recommendation that the fed-

eral government establish a novel

loan program to help undergradu-

ates pay for their education faces

stiff opposition from two power-

ful college associations.

If adopted, the plan, proposed

by a White House advisory panel,

could drastically alter the present

system of financing American

higher education.

The proposal calls for the es-

tablishment of an Educational Op-

portunity Bank authorized to bor-

row money at going government

rates. The bank would lend money
to any undergraduate college or

other post-secondary student for fi-

nancing his education in return for

an agreement by the student to

pay back a small percentage of

his annual income for 30 or 40

years after graduation.

Opponents of the loan program

say it would shift the major re-

sponsibility for support of higher

ciiucation to the students.

In addition to providing funds

for students to attend college, the

plan is designed to make it easier

for colleges and universities to

raise their tuition and other

changes. With students able to

borrow all the money they need for

their education, both public and

private institutions would no long-

er feel obliged to keep prices as

low as possible.

The Educational Opportunity

Bank was recommended by the

Panel on Educational Innovation.

The panel's report was made pub-

lic Friday (September 8) without

endorsement by the Office of Sci-

ence and Technology.

Shortly after the report was re-

leased, a joint statement rejecting

the recommendations was released

by the National Association of

State Universities and Land-Grant

Colleges and the Association of

State Colleges and Universities.

The two associations represent

more than 300 institutions of high-

er education enrolling more than

half of all U.S. students. An offi-

cial for the American Association

ijf Junior Colleges also opposed

the proposal.

The panel which prepared the

pcoposal advises Harold Howe, II,

U.S. Commissioner of Education;

Donald F. Homig, Special Assis-

tant to the President for Science

and Technology; and Leland J.

Haworth, Director of the National

Science Foundation.

An Educational Opportunity

Bank would "increase the extent

to which students can take respon-

sibility for their own education, in-

stead of depending on a 'free

ride' from either their parents or

the government," the panel added.

The recommendation said the

bank would have three principal

advantages to the individual over

the present ftxed-repayment pro-

grams.

First, no student borrower would

have to wori-y about a large debt

he could not repay. If he entered

a low-income calling, or was un-

successful in a normally affluent

one, his obligation to the bank

would decrease proportionately to

his income for that period.

Second, by spreading repayment

over 30 or 40 years instead of ten,

the bank would make it feasible

for individuals to borrow much
larger sums than are cun-ently al-

lowed. Currently authorized loan

programs have a four-year maxi-

mum of $5,000, which will not

cover tuition and subsistence ex-

penses for four years at most col-

leges. However, the bank would

be able to lend enough money to

cover subsistence and tuition at

any college. This would currently

mean a four-year maximum loan

of at least $15,000, rising in sub-

sequent years.

Finally, the panel says the avail-

ability of loans would not be di-

rectly affected by the state of the

money market.

Authors of the proposal also

emphasize it could increase the

viability of private institutions of

higher leamiTig. They note that if

present trends continue, private

institutions will be enrolling no

more than one-fifth of all students

by 1980, due to the ratio of pri-

vate to public college prices. But

the bank could alter this trend,

the report says, by "allowing the

price of education, at both public

and private institutions, to rise to

something close to its actual cost,

as would be made feasible by the

bank."

Opposing the plan. Dr. Edgar
F. Shannon, Jr.. president of the

University of Virginia and chair-

man of the executive committee of

the National Association of State

Universities and Land-Grant Col-

leges, said, "Our fundamental con-

cern is that this proposal would
shift the responsibility of financ-

ing higher education to the stu-

dent. Education is essential for

society's own self-interest and
should be the responsibility of

society."

The joint statement issued by
the two major college associations

called the panel recommendation
"a Pandora's Box of ill-considered,

obsolete, and contradictory ideas."

The statement continued, "It is

an ironic commentary on our times

that in this most afi'luent nation

in the world's history ... a panel

should seriously take the position

that our society cannot afford to

continue to finance the education

of its young people, and must
therefore ask the less affluent to

sign a life-indenture in return for

the privilege of educational oppor-

tunity."

The opportunity bank "would on

the one hand destroy the whole

concept of public higher education,

and on the other, if successful,

destroy the whole basis of volun-

tary support for private higher ed-

ucation," the two associations

charged.

Dr. Shannon suggested that the

bank would introduce discrimina-

tion in education, because "the

rich would be able to escape the

plan, while lower income students,

especially with even higher tui-

tions, would be forced to accept

it."

The associations urged expand-

ed institutional support, particu-

larly unearmarked federal grants,

as the means of relieWng the

tightening college financial bind.

Authors of the opportunity bank
proposal emphasized they were not

asking for a loan program as such,

but for "a device for enabling stu-

dents to sell participation shares

in their future incomes. They said

their plan calls for "contingent-

repayment loans," as opposed to

the present programs, which they

call "fixed-repayment loans."

Danforth Fellows Call for Vietnam Withdrawal
Seventy out of 113 students at-

tending the annual conference for

newly-elected recipients of Dan-
forth Fellowships, one of the ma-
jor graduate fellowships in Amer-
ica, today called for the "with-

ilrawal of American military for-

ces from Vietnam."

The Fellows also affirmed "the

right of any man opposed to the

war in Vietnam to refuse to seiTe

in the armed forces of the United

States."

The Fellows further called for

a "fundamental change in the di-

rection of American foreign pol-

icy and they criticized present

policy as "increasingly militaristic

and blindly opposed to radical soc-

ial change."

Danforth Graduate Fellowships

are awarded annually to 125 stu-

dents on the basis of academic ex-

cellence, an interest in college

teaching, and a deep moral and

ethical concern with issues both

within the university and within

society at large. The Fellows re-

present evei-y geographical area

of the United States, and they will

enter graduate schools throughout

the world this fall.

The 70 Fellows signing the

statement include the winners of

three Rhodes Scholarships, two

Marshall Scholarships, five Ful-

bright Scholarships, 17 National

Defense Educational Act Fellow-

ships, seven National Science Fel-

lowships, and 46 Woodrow Wilson

Fellowships. Thomas J. Wolfe, a

1967 graduate of CC, was one of

the signers.

This statement was issued at the

culmination of the conference at

Illinois Beach Lodge in Zion, 111.:

We are appalled by the purposeless

killing of thousands of Ameri-

cans and Vietnamese in the war
Vietnam.

We are appalled by the increase

in men and resources poured into

Vietnam while our ghettoe-s ex-

plode in a violence of despair.

We are appalled by "free elections"

in South Vietnam which exclude

neutralists and Communists from
seeking office—or even voting.

We therefore call for the with-

drawal of American military

forces from Vietnam.

Further, we call for a fundamental

change in the direction of Amer-
ican foreign policy—a policy in-

creasingly militaristic and blind-

ly opposed to radical social

change.
Finally, we affirm the right of any

man opposed to the Vietnam war
to refuse to serve in the armed
forces of the United States.

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cucharias

(Across from Courthouse)

Telephone S34-9513

Zecha
Conoco

Phone 633-1219

and Adams
Service Station

Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING ITT

All Souli

UmiARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.jon

634-2093

Buy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES
RUSS S HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Serving Pites Peak Region Since 1921

Open Every Day —
Auciion Every Monday

123 5. Cascade Ave. 632-6693
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I AM LOOKING FOR A PARTICULAR TYPE OF
WOMAN WHO IS INTERESTED IN WORKING
PART OR FULL TIME.

Call 635-8397

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Bght Blocks <rom Campui — Now and Usod Bikos

SCHWINN Frinchlf. O.al.r

H EAST KIOWA STREET
Ropain A Parti for Any Maks

TELEPHONE 634.4711

PattcHije Tl^ef M'HettUei'S

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

si.oo on
MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER

5 SOUTH TEJON

2O6V2 North Tejon

Acacia Artist

Supplies & Antiques

Phone 632-9502

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

]ust a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS
, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios^ TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiches

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4.30 p.m.-n .00 p.m. Tuai.-Sot.

71 I North Tejon

12flO-IO.OO p.m. Sundoy

634-9346

A Special University of Colorado

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Personal checks with YOUR name and address

Colorful checkbook cover with CU seal

FREE

Your only cost is 10c for each check Used.

The Colorado Springs Notional Bonk

Neoleit Bank to the Compua — leion al Kiowa

Call 633.7771, Exl. 23 lor Inlomntlon.



HALFBACK STEVE LANAHA gets Utile help from CC blocker Sieve Erhardt as he

Simpson Redman's left side. The Tigers, after absorbing a 20-12 loss at the hands of

College tomorrow.

attempts

Simpson,

to flank the

face Doane

Simpson Stomps Tigers

Tigers Invade Doane
With the Tiger tail between tlie

collective legs of Coach Jerry

Carle's football eleven, the pros-

pects of an initial gridiron victory

look dim.

Last Saturday the Tigers man-

aged everything needed for a suc-

cessful losing effort, granting

Simpson College a 20-12 victory in

an amazing display of bad luck

and misplay.

This Saturday (tomorrow) the

Tigers face Doane College in

Crete, Nebraska, a team that

graduated one person (a third

string halfback) from last year's

undefeated and 12th ranked NAIA
squad.

Tiger line coach Frank Flood

called Doane CC's toughest op-

ponent in three years.

Coach Jerry Carle is none too

optimistic about Tiger chances

against Doane. "We'll have to play

one hell of a ball game, utilizing

all the ability we possess to even

keep in the game."

Carle summed the Simpson loss

up as just plain "poor" football.

"Mentally we weren't sharp, T

think they just wanted to win

more than we did."

The first Tiger play of the game

was an indication of how things

went all aftemoon. Tiger quarter-

back Steve Erhardt handed off to

halfback Steve Higgins on what

appeared to be a sweep around

the Tiger left end. Higgins, hov;-

ever, lateraled to Dave Coggins

as the Tigers' double reverse-

pass unfolded. Coggins hit end

Mike Muller in the chest with a

perfect 40 yard spiral. Muller, not

a Simpson man near him, had only

to catch the ball and walk the re-

maining 20 yards to the goal line.

He caught, then juggled, then

dropped the football.

From then on CC failed to put

things together, or enough things

at one time to salvage a victory.

Junior back Dave Coggins was

the only Tiger who really shined.

Dave scored both Tiger touch-

downs, completed three passes for

08 yards and caught four move for

60 yards as he had his hand in

almost two-thirds of the Tigers'

total 178 yards offense.

Iiiirainiiral Oolf

Toiirii4^y iSIaled

For J^cxt Week
The intramural golf tournament

is scheduled to be played on the

weekends of September 21-22 and

September 28-29. While this is an

intramural event, it also doubles

as a tryout for the varsity golf

team. If you plan to be a candi-

date for the varsity golf team,

please sign up for this touma-

ment at either Slocum Hall desk

or the Athletic Department office,

Cossitt Hall. You need not be a

member of the team to compete

in the tournament. You can enter

and compete for the indi\idual

championship. The tournament is

held at the Patty Jewett Golf

Course. Transportation will be

provided for freshmen. The dead-

line for entries is Monday, Sep-

tember 18, at 5:00 p. m.

SOCCER
CC vs. DENVER

Saturday, September 16

Washburn Field— 2:00 P. M.

Sp00r/s

Cickers Entertain
Denver Tomorrow
The CC soccer team opens up the

-ra-son this Saturday at 2 p.m. on

Stinvart Field against the Denver

KL-kers. The highly regarded Kick-

!!> will not be as strong as in the

jiast, because their A-team is in

luirope, but the game still prom-

i.-^e.s to be a hard fought and chal-

Ipiiging opener for the Tigers.

The Tiger varsity boasts many
returning standouts from last

year's NCAA tourney team. Re-

turning letternien, insides Peter

Morse and Eliot Field, will be aid-

ril by sophomore wingei'S, Evan
Griswald and Tom Suster. Center-

ing the halfback line of Steve

"Lurch" Andrews and Ned Pike

will he the ever-hustling Jon Bod-

diiigton. Goalie Craig Clayberg's

fullback line is as yet unsettled,

but look for Wink Davis, Nick

Rutgers, John Volkman, Gil Rus-

.sell, Pete Shidler, and Cypriot

Bambos Hadjipolycarpou.

Scoring sliould come mostly from
Morse and Field, but both Gris-

wald and Shuster are more than

able to slip around the defense

and hammer home a shot into the

net. Also look for the talented toe

of Ned Pike whose halfback sh-ot

is always a threat. Sparkling de-

fensive plays should come from

Clayberg, Boddington, and Davis.

The Kicker game will see Coach

Horst Richardson experimenting:

quite a bit, but it should also be

an indication of what is to come

in the Tiger's defense of their

Rocky Mountain title. Late season

home games will include DU and

the Air Force Academy, and then

perhaps, another shot at St. Louis

in NCAA play.

Despite the loss of five key play-

ers, this year's Colorado Collegi?

varsity soccer team will be "as

-strong if not stronger than last

year's national quarter-finalist

squad." This is how head coach,

Horst Richardson, assessed his

team.

Perhaps one of the most impor-

tant fringe benefits obtained from

the varsity's fine showing last yeai

is a newly sodded field, north ol'

the football field. It is here thaf

CC will defend its title as Rocky
Mountain champions. Coach Rich-

ardson has emphasized that tli''

team will face its two toughest o]>-

ponents (besides the freshman

team which beat the varsity 1-0;

on the home field. These game.-;

are with the University of Denvei-

and the Air Force Academy.

£^^ ^^

TIGER STEVE LANAHA, a freshman standout from Denver's Mullen

High School, tries in vain to avoid a low-hitting Simpson tackier.

NUBILE AND NEWLY elected cheerleaders Ellen Austin and Julie THE UPPERCLASS ANIMALS badly outclassed the neophyte freshman lovelies in the traditional pushbaO

Ashenhurst pose in traditional cheerleading finery, ready to start their game held between halfs of the Simpson football game, winning 5-0. However, a rematch is anticipatedpose in traditional cheerleading '

climb On the Colorado College social ladder.

game held between halts or the bimpson tootbati game,
and the freshman hope to muster more brawn fete.

Colorado College Tiger September 15, 1967 rio]
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Pay $200

Professor Bitter Busts Beer Bust:

Freshmen Fined and Reproved
By Bob Clabby

Eight freshmen contributed $25

apiece to the MRHA fund last

week as a result of a drinking ses-

sion in Slocum Residence Hall

Sept. 8, according to Gary Bitter,

mathematics professor and direc-

tor of Slocum Hall.

"I had been informed of the

di-inking situation a week before,

but had done nothing about it,"

said Bitter. "Finally, I was con-

fronted by three individuals

(freshmen) who said something

had to be done. I knocked on the

door and they (the drinkers) let

me in, and there it was."

Normally, any incident requir-

ing disciplinary action is referred

to the .>itudent judicial board. As
none was set up at the time of

the incident. Bitter and Robert

Hooker, Director of Men's Hous-
ing, handled the case.

The $25 fine is an automatic

penalty set by the MRHA. The
residence hall staff itself has no
part in the establishment of fines.

"A knock came on the door,"

said one of the offenders, "and we
thought it was another guy join-

ing the party. He knocked and I

opened the door right away."

According to Bitter, the fresh-

men were told they had the right

to appeal to the judicial board
(composed of three freshmen, one
counselor and the assistant hall

director) when it was organized.

All declined and agreed to pay the

fine .

"He (Bitter) made it clear that

there was a $25 fine for the first

offense," said one of the fresh-

men." "We all realized we broke
the rule, there was no doubt about
that. But we weren't disturbing

anyone. We were sober. Having
caught us, he was fair, but he
didn't have to come looking for

us."

"I don't think there was any
malicious intent (to the boys' ac-

tions)," said Bitter. "I certainly

wasn't looking for trouble. In fact,

there was no doubt that two of

hem could have been expelled."

"It's tough to start a school year
that way," he continued. "That's

the only problem we've had in the

whole dorm that has reached me.
Everything else has been taken
care of by the counselors. This sit-

uation will never come up again
this year after the student judicial

board is organized. I imagine the

judicial body would have been
much tougher on them."

Bitter pointed out that there

was extensive damage done to the
residence hall last year, and "that
can't be any more." In an inter-

esting sidelight, he also stated
that the culprits inadvertently
paid for half of the Queen City
Jazz Band concert Sept. 17, as
their fines (amounting to $200)
helped nourish a rather depleted
MRHA treasury.

"The Board (of Trustees) pays
most attention to the Administra-
tion," stated Acting President Cur-
ran in reference to a 3.2 beer pi-o-

posal discussed at the CCCA meet-
ing Thursday, September 14.

The Campus Association spent
a large part of its meeting delib-

erating the beer proposal drawn
up last spring. Professor Finley
inquired into what faculty opinion
had been obtained on the issue
when it was first discussed. He
was told that President Worner
had established an ad hoc com-
mittee which had obtained some
faculty ideas.

Finley went on to say that he
would bring up the matter at the
next faculty meeting.

In relation to faculty opinion,
Acting President Curraii had this

to say, "I can't get excited about
this faculty business. The faculty

is represented here."

Along with the 3.2 proposal, an-

Ghettos Described As Artifact of Society

Describing the Negro Ghetto as

a "deliberate artifact of our soc-

iety," Mr. George Pickering, the

Assistant Director of Research for

the Church Federation of Greater

Chicago, lashed out at the social

climate of America which permits

what he calls the "institutional-

ized subordination of a group of

people."

Speakin? to a group of approxi-

mately 20 people, Sunday, Sept.

17, Pickei'ing ranged far-afield

from- his announced topic of "The
Ghetto and the Church" to include

most of the students attending in

an interesting give-and-take kind

of discussion. His speech was
sponsored by the Religious Affairs

Committee, under the direction of

Professor Joseph Pickle.

Pickering opened the meeting

by asking students for a definition

of a ghetto and then summed up
their reactions by stating that a

ghetto "is exclusion from society

in more than a geographic sense.

It is exclusion in a social and eco-

nomic sense."

In discussing the exclusion of

the ghettos from society, Picker-

ing stressed that it has come
about through design. "The ghetto

was not an accident. It was
brought about through the con-

scious action of various segments
of the white community," he com-
mented. Citing Chicago as an ex-

ample, Pickering described the ac-

tion of the Chicago Real Estate
Board in which it decided not to

sell homes to Negroes anywhere
except in blocks "contiguous with

the main Negro area."

He continued to say that even
though that rule has been remov-
ed from the books of the Board,

realtors in many areas of Chicago
still sell their poorest quality

North Indian Music Concert

To Star Nikhil Baneriee
On Thursday, Sept. 28, at 8:30

p, m., a concert of North Indian
music will be given in the audi-

torium of Armstrong Hall by
Nikhil Banerjee and Company.
This program, presented by the
Asian Studies Committee, with the

cooperation of the Forum Com-
mittee and the American Society
for Eastern Arts, is open without
charge or reservation to both the
College Community and the gen-
eral public.

In recent years the music of In-

dia has been made enormously
popular in the West by such artists

as Ravi Shankar and Ali Akbar
Khan, who have familiarized

American audiences with Indian
music and instruments. And now
that Americans have become at-

tracted to their music, other sitar-

ists, including Nikhil Banerjee
who ranks among the best in the
World, are coming to the United
States.

Nikhil Banerjee, born in 1931,

was honored in the Ann-Bengal

Sitar Competition at the age of

nine years. His teachers include

his father, Jitendra Nath Baner-
jee, also a well-known sitarist. Dr.

Allauddin Khan, the famous mas-
ter of North Indian music, and
Dr. Khan's son, Ali Akbar Khan.
He has made many recordings, the

latest of which is on the EMI lab-

el, entitled "Banerjee." Nikhil

Banerjee recently completed a tour

of Europe, and is currently on his

first tour of the U.S.

Mr. Banerjee's tabla (drum)
player, Kanai Dutta, is no less a

master of his own instrument. He
studied with the celebrated tabla

player Jnan Prakish, and has per-

formed frequently with Ravi Shan-
kar, including a performance at

Colorado College during a tour of

the U.S. that he made with Mr.
Shankar in 1965.

houses to Negroes. Restrictive co-

venants on land, although they are
not judiciable, are still being writ-

ten into many land contracts and
are not being broken by most
householders.

Pickering, in discussing other
problems which Negroes face, em-
phasized that public service to

ghetto area.s suffers from lack of

funds, inadequate facilities, and
lack of initiative. "School expendi-

tures in Negro areas." he said,

"fall far below those in white
areas." Graduates of Negro
schools also find it much harder
than whites to obtain work, even
if they have had equal education."

Pickering also claimed that the

Aid to Dependent Children Pro-

gram has produced the "patho-

logy of the 'disappearing male'
"

in many ghettos. "We didn't anti-

cipate that the day would come
that the man would have to leave

home to bring money into the

house," he commented as he pi-o-

posed that the ADC program be

reviewed so that fathers could re-

main witli their families and still

receive aid.

The future of the American
ghetto is bleak, according to Pic-

kering. There are now one million

people in the Chicago ghetto and
by 1985 that number will have
climbed to l.G million. "It is im-
possible for me to conceive how
even the 600,000 increase can be
effectively integrated into society,"

he concluded, "but something must
be done."

When asked v/hat a student at

CC can do to alleviate the situa-

tion, Pickering stated that stu-

dents must recognize the problem
and must press for action upon it.

Students at CC should question
the administration concerning the

limited number of minority group
members who are admitted to the

school. This questioning, he con-

cluded, should reach out beyond
this campus to the public school

systems and all other aspects of

society.

other major concern of the Cam-
pus Association was the new food
policy.

Steve Ehrhart reported that in a
meeting with Chuck Webb, man-
ager of Saga Food Service at Colo-
rado College, several questions
were discussed. Concerning the
matter of partial board, Mr. Webb
will write up the cost difference
for plans for the forth coming
year. He will present this to the
Administration who is in charge
of establishing food prices.

Jerry Hancock asked Acting
President Curran if the school
made a profit from the food Ser-
vice. Dean Reid intervened to

clarify the matter.

"The surplus has, in the past,
been put back into the food serv-
ice. The school is in the business
of trying to break oven."

In the same meeting, it was es-
tablished that the Huh hours
would be extended and that it

would offer a larger selection of
food. Along with these changes,
Mr. Webb suggested that a Food
Advisory Boanl be established to

make improvements and to gather
student opinion. Cal Simmons, em-
ployee of Saga and member of the

CCCA, will head this committee.

Bob Sears, in the absence of Don
Salisbury, reported on a meeting
with Dr. Sonderman, Cbainnan of
Academic Programing Committee.
Sonderman suggested that tho

CCCA Connnittee on Academics
concentrate its concern in three

areas, 1) An increase in non-credit

seminars, 2) an increase in inde-

pendent studies program, and 3)

an increase of inter-departmental

majors such as Political Economy.

Dr. Sonderman felt that this

committee should be established as

soon as possible. He suggested

that it contain eight members, two
from each class.

Steve Ehrhart announced that

the CCCA meetings will take place

on a revolving basis. The next

meeting will be held Friday, Sep-

tember 29 at 2:00 p. m. in the

Board Room in Armstrong Hall.

Sigma Chi Derby Days Continue
The second annual Sigma Chi

Derby Days, which began yester-

day, will get into full swing to-

day as CC girls begin their hunt
for Sigma Chi derbies. The event,

which promises to become a tra-

dition on campus, will continue

thx-ough Saturday night with a

dance at the Iron Springs Chateau
as its climax.

The Sigma Chi's have again

planned an afternoon of fun and
games for everyone as 10 girls'

teams will gather at 1:30 tomor-

row on Washburn Field for events

billed by the Sigma Chi's as "the

funniest thing that's happened on

campus since last year's Derby
Days."
At halftime of the events, the

Derby Days Queen will be an-

nounced. She will be selected from

a slate of candidates representing

the freshman girls, the four ac-

tive sororities, and the independ-

ents. Candidates from the fresh-

man class are: Ellen Beeley,

Nancy Fuller, Sue Diamond, Betty

Bass, and Janet Drescher.

Upperclassmen vying for the

title of Derby Days Queen are

Laura Haigler (indepemlent),

Christine Haigler (Kappa Kappa
Gamma), Bev Lowe (Delta
Gamma), Jackie Schidler (Kappa
Alpha Theta), and Hanna Palmer

(Gamma Phi Beta).

(See further information on

page 6).

GIRLS' TEAMS LINE UP at fhe beginning of a race during last year's Derby Days.



THE NUGGET LETTERS to the EDITOR
Colorado College, has. for a number of years, followed a

policy requiring all students, regardless of their desires, to

purchase the school yearbook. By deducting money from stu-

den fees to subsidize The Nugget, the school has allowed

mTny students to maintain the illusion that the book is dis-

tributed to them for free. „

We feel that this policy has worked to he detriment of

both me Nugget and the students. It has allowed the year-

book staff to be satisfied with something other than best pub-

lication possible by assuring them that the book will be paid

for even if no students actually want it. This arrangement,

therefore, has often caused students to receive a mediocre

publication.
, ^ -. j

We recommend that the COCA, which distributes funds

to student activities, devise a plan to go into effect next Sep-

tember under which the funds now going to The Nugget be

diverted to another gi'oup. Students should be allowed to

choose whether or not they wish to purchase the yearbook

and should pay for the book directly.

By giving students an option to buy The Nugget, the

CCCA'will also provide them with a means of expressing then-

approval or disapproval of the book, thereby causing The Nug-

get staff to realize the the sale of their publication depends

entirely upon its quality. This can only serve to improve the

quality of photography, writing and layout in the book.

The student funds saved by this measure could be used

to great advantage in obtaining a lecturer-in-residence, or

some big-name entertainment, for the school, or could even

be used to sponsor some all-school social events. The Nugget

can and should be a better publication. We urge the CCCA to

act to make it so.

Apologia: Gary Knight

Editor's Note: The following

Letter to the Editor from Gary

A. Knight was received by the

Tiger before any of the other

letters. Mr. Knight had no pre-

vious knowledge of the content

of the other letters before he

fiubmitted his.

THE HUB
While Saga Poods has made many improvements in the school food

service, we feel that it has neglected the Hub and, in fact, made it less

pleasant than it was last year.

A student union coffee shop, such as the Hub, should be designed

to provide its customers mth both a pleasant atmosphere and adequate

food choices to make it a gathering place between classes and during

students' free time. Saga has, we feel, failed in both these areas.

A student walking up to the food counter to be greeted with a gruff

"Whatta ya want?" is not bound to find the atmosphere around him to

be enjoya'ble, nor is he going to enjoy an overpriced meal. Courtesy"

from Hub employees is expected and should be received, no matter how

late the hour or how busy the time.

The selections of food in the Hub are severely limited and often

even these few items cannot be offered because of shortages in supplies.

If the Hub is to be a gathering place for students, this short-coming

must be overcome.

We realize that Saga is in business for profit and that each addi-

tional item on the Hub's menu costs them money. We, therefore, recom-

mend that the CCCA or the school business office consider paying Saga

a fixed amount for managing the facility and pay all other expenses

from budgeted money. The Hub should not be in business as a profit-

making facility, but rather should exist for the benefit of the students

who use it. It cannot attain this goal unless it is removed from the pro-

fit picture of Saga Foods.

I would like to clarify publicly

a few of the misunderstandings

that have arisen as a result of my
criticism of The Nugget (Nugget

Shrugged," The Tiger, September

15, 1967).

First, it was not—and never has

been—my intention to sabotage

"The Nugget," either by writing

my critique so that freshmen—or

anyone else — would not avail

themselves of ihe opportunity to

gel their photographs taken, or by

writing my critique so that the

CCCA Budcet Committee would

not apportion enoujih funds to

"The Nugget."

Second, my intent was only to

criticize The' Nugget. Without

being too audacious, I would ven-

ture that I succeeded; I did not,

however, expect to constructively

suggest what The Nugget ought

to do, though I will admit to some

ideas.

Since no one, in all of the criti-

cisms that have been mentioned

to me about my article, posited

that my premise—that "The Nug-
get" was awful—was wrong, I can

Second, should my first construc-

tive suggestion fal'. on hard times,

and CC students choose to keep

The Nugget, I believe that 1 was

pretty explicit—and constructive

—

in suggesting that The Nugget

Ijhotogiaphy and writing be

greatly improved. I did not make
up or imagine those examples that

appeared in my critique— they

are there for all CC students to

be proud of.

Third, it is possible to continue

the idea of the annual without con-

tinuing it in its present form. It

may just be un-American to be-

lieve that the institution of the an-

(Continued on pase three)

NUGGET Replies

To the Editor:

In response to Mr. Knight's com-

ments in your last issue, I would

like to know if Mr, Knight has any

constructive criticism to offer.

This is my second year with the

"Nugget," and as yet I have not

seen him offer to help improve the

"Nugget." If he feels it is so in-

adequate, why hasen't he tried to

improve it? Is his objective to de-

stroy the "Nugget?" Has he been

too busy to help . . . too busy at-

tacking?

I would like to offer Mr. Knight,

or any others who might be inter-

ested, an invitation to oifer their

nly assume that what I now need comments and services to help us

do is to explicate those con-

structive ideas which 1 did not

choose to explicate in my original

article.

I believe there are three con-

structive suggestions which could

be inferred from my critique.

First, The Nugget should be

abandoned. It is wasteful to con-

tinue publishing the last vestige

of Colorado College as the "high

school with ashtrays." Construc-

tivelv, then, the college could

spend ?S,000, $15,000, or $22,000

—floes anyone know what the en-

tire budget of The Nugget is? —
on one, two, or three parties, or

to pay for some real big name en-

tertainment, or to purchase a good

visiting professor for a year.

KIRK'S KORNER
By Kirk Thomas

Perhaps other CC students be-

sides myself encountered diffi-

culties in finding and retaining a

summer job. At least in Denver

there seems to have been a defin-

ite shortage of jobs and an over-

abundance of young people in

search of them. In fact, the Colo-

rado State Employment Bureau

was reported in The Denver Post

to have expected 12,000 young per-

sons between the ages of 16 and

21 to be in search of summer
work but only 1,000 job openings

were available!

Mrs, Esther Peterson, Assistant

Secretary of Labor, told a Denver

convention of the International

Association of Government Labor

Officials in July that youth em-
ployment is America's biggest

labor problem. "The Poet" re-

ported Mrs. Peterson as remark-

ing that, "... the government

has built up youth to look forward

to work. But nearly 2.8 million em-
ployable youngsters are jobless

this summer— 'and that's too

many.'

"

The government alone shouldn't

bear the only blame for this sit-

uation since our entire society

created the moral dilemma. There
are many high school and college

students who should not be com-

peting v?ith their needy peers in

the summer labor market.

However, from the days of our

Puritan forefathers the American
people have extolled the virtues of

hard work and financial respon-

Bibility and the "myth of the self-

made man" is still a potent force

in the land.

This attitude, the material

wealth of our society, and its em-
phasis upon mobility are difficult

to deny as valid justfications for

an affluent, middle class student

who wishes to work in order to

obtain such an "essential" posses-

sion as an automobile. This same
motivation to "earn your own
way" accounts for many high

school students who also add to

the summer confusion.

Then there is the particularly

disheartening position of the col-

lege student who cannot find an

adequate source of funds when he

discovers himself caught in the

merciless squeeze between the

shrinking job market for young
people (where low wages are

caused by the mammoth labor sup-

ply) and the rising costs of edu-

cation (need I remind CC students

of the extra $250 increase this

year?).

Time was when a student could

work for a semester in order to

return to school on a stronger

mental or financial footing but

the War and the subsequent draft

have ended that recourse. In such

an instance the self-help ethic

seems like a cruel hypocrisy when
the society which values it so can-

not or will not provide the neces-

sary conditions for its fulfillment,

even during an era of unpreceden-

ted prosperity.

Many more jobs could be found
or created but employers deserve

their share of the blame for con-

tinuing to be reluctant to hire the

young for temporary work despite

the President's annual summer job

campaign. Even though most

youths are diligent and conscient-

ious employees, many businessmen

still distrust them or refuse to

demonstrate the necessary pa-

tience to train them.

Persons with technical or scien-

tific majors are preferred over

students who major in the social

sciences or humanities even though

any college experience should in-

dicate that such a person pos-

sesses reasonable intelligence and

a certain capacity to learn quick-

ly and think analytically. Still, ex-

perience seems to be the principle

demand of employers—perhaps

they expect students to go look

under a bush to find some! No
wonder that the competition for

summer work is ruthless and that

the standard of ethics for job find-

ing has changed.

Mrs. Peterson lamented that em-

ployers often show favoritism in

granting summer work to the de-

triment of more disadvantaged

youth. Unfortunately, the use of

contacts is condoned as essential

anymore and those without an "in"

find little sympathy.

In a nation that grows younger

every year, more adequate re-

sponses to this problem must be

found. A free society cannot for-

bid certain individuals to work
if they wish to do so but it can

create incentives to redirect po-

tential young job seekers toward

other pursuits. The first order of

business must be to expose the

fallacies of the "self-help" ethic

(Continued on page six)

improve the 1968 Nugget.

Sincerely,

Libbie Booren
Editor, 1968 Nugget

Sunday, September 24, 11:00 a. m.

Preacher: Father Henry Lacerte

Shove Memorial Chapel will

have as guest minister this Sun-

day Father Henry Lacerte, Prior

of Holy Cross Benedictine Abbey
in Canon City. Father Henry has

spent four years training in the

Benedictine Order in Rome and is

one of the leading Catholic intel-

lectuals in Colorado, having ser-

ved with the Newman Foundation

at the University of Colorado. He
possesses three doctoral degrees

;

in ethics, sacred theology, and
Canon Law. He is also the author
of two books and several articles

and is greatly interested in the

contemporary movement of the

life and thought of the Catholic

Church. Father Henry has been
Prior of the Abbey in Canon City

since March 15, 1967.

Also, the Chapel will have as a

guest organist for the next three

Sundays Mr, Phillip Brunelle. Mr.
Brunelle, who is at the present

time doing reserve duty at Fort
Carson, is the organist of the

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
and also a member of the percus-

sion section of the orchestra.

More NUGGET
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter in con-

cern for what I feel was an un-

fair attack on the Nugget by Gary
Knight in last week's Tiger.

The examples he chose as bad
photography were, indeed, just

that. But for every miscue of the

shutter one can easily find several

other fine examples of good photo-

graphy. For example, on the page
with the picture of Shove Chape!
are two other excellent shots; and,

a few pages later, a beautiful

photo of Rastall in a winter set-

ting. Or on page 67, did Gary
make mention of the other four
pictures depicting MRHA activi-

ties? Then again, take a look at

the breath-taking shots of CC roek

climbers on page 80. The list could

go on!

As for the writing ".
. . remin-

iscent of the Romantic sentimen-
tal era . . .," I would point out

only that this is a matter of de-

finite personal taste. I for one, be-

ing a bit sentimental about my
years here at CC, liked it. Others
may have also.

Should Gary have a real inter-

est in the price of the Nugget per
student, he need only avail him-
slf of the College Council's open
budget hearings, at which time the

total money coming to CCCA from
student fees and the subsequent
dispersal of those funds to the

Nugget and other campus organi-

zations is made public. It then

takes only a short arithmetical

computation to come up with the

desired answer.
In short, it must be remembered

that the "Nugget" is a publication

done by CC students for CC stu-

dents. Amateurs pool their talents

to do the best job they can. Con-
structive criticism will help them
—destructive criticism will only

hinder them.
For my money, I shall take the

Nugget to a "True Romance"
comic book .

Sincerely ,

Bill McDonald

To the Editor:

Last Friday, Gary Knight made
a fantastic attempt at burning our

school yearbook, the Nugget, in

the inferno of Hades. He damned
and criticized with rhetoric as

florid as the "verbal garbage" he

accused the Nugget of printing;

yet, never a suggested word of

improvement did he let escape his

pen.

Perhaps the Nugget does not

fulfill Mr. Knight's deep desires

for off-beat, Op-art excellence, but

it admirably fills the need for a

recorded history of the year's

events. Last year's Nugget was
far superior to any other annual

we've ever seen at this school and

most of the photography showed
some degree of depth and imagi-

nation, a characteristic sadly lack-

ing in previous years.

Although no yearbook is ever

perfect, we think that the "Nug-
get" has made measured strides

toward perfection of technical

quality. Fortunately, most of the

students on this campus, do re-

cognize and feel the need for a

(Continued on paee three)
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and Still More Nugget
To the Editor:

Nearly everyone will agree that

iriticism is a good thing, but all

too often many find themselves

having to qualify this opinion by
preceding "criticism" with the ad-

jective "constructive." There was
once a time when "criticism" did

not have to be qualified, but its

misuse as a negative device alone

has, unfortDnately, tainted any
original connotation.

I am sorry fo say that last

week's "Tiger" freely licensed it-

self in its use of this new mode of

"criticism," I have found this per-

meating negativism especially ob-

vious in article headlines and pic-

ture captions.

On page one, for instance, the

jieadline "CCCA dissects Saga
, .

." stands out boldly. This is all

jrood and nice except that it is

more or less a lie. At the request

of the College Council, Mr. Chuck
Webb of Saga merely appeared
before cei'tain members of that

body to answer several questions

on the new Food Sei"vice adminis-
tration. The event was more of a

symposium than it was a "dissec-

tion."

On page eight I came across

another similar example of an ar-

ticle being misrepresented by its

title. Mike Taylor does an excel-

lent job in weighing both the

gxjod and bad points of "Barefoot

in the Paik," while the Tiger en-

titles it "'Barefoot in the Park'
Caught with Pants Down" as if it

were the biggest dud of the sea-

son.

Even the sports page was not
without some unwarranted "cut-

ting down." What service do you
render with a picture caption like

"Halfback . . . gets little help
from CC blocker . . ."? Since when
is a 20-12 score a "stomp"?

I found even more undue critic-

ism in the editorial, especially

within the paragraph discussing

the 3.2 beer proposal. At its May
9 meeting, the College Council did,

in fact, pass such a proposal to be
mentioned to the Board of Trus-
tees to gather opinion only. It was
purposely meant to be an informal
proposition, not to be formalized
until this fall when all loopholes

could be straightened out. It must
be kept in mind that there are

other alternatives in this plan, one
of which is the Rathskeller plan
which may be more readily accep-

ted by the Board of Trustees and
probably more useful to the stu-

dents.

Gary Knight's article on the
Nugget did hold some basis for
truth, but I doubt that the annual
did deserve being run over that
badly. If Mr. Knight knows so

much about the Nugget's difficul-

Apologia" Continued
{Continued from page (wo)

imal—as old and revered as it is

—

could suffer some orginality and
creativity.

I would suggest, for instance,

that three soft-cover publications,

published once at the end of first

,'^emester, once during late spring,

and once during the summer, be
substituted for the annual.

The first and second publica-

tions would cover—in black and
white and color photography, as

well as in good, clear, precise Eng-
lish, the fall, winter, and early
spring CC activities, including

p])orts, dances, and clubs. The
final publication would contain

late spring sports and acti\'ities,

riiong with photographs and copy
nf students, professors, social or-

ganizations, and graduation.

The final publication could be
mailed to graduated seniors, along

with a pleasantly colored box to

preserve the three soft-covered an-

nuals for eternity. Underclass-

men could receive the final pub-
lication and collector's box when
they returned the following fall.

There are several advantages to

my last suggestion. It would re-

quire the annual to be responsive
to public criticism, which at pres-

ent it is not. One publication a

year allows any publication to

K'ow com placent, and to assume
that everything is well when in

truth the publication often causes
ilisgust and downright embarrass-
ment to those who receive it.

Second, the soft-cover annuals
Could be printed in Colorado
Springs, rather than by the Amer-
ican Yearbook Company some-
where else. By doing this, the ed-

itor would be a lot closer to cor-

recting some of the many errors

that any publication is bound to

have, but that the annual seems
to suffer in greater pi-oportions.

And last, the three publications

have at least the pote'ntiality of

being more inclusive than the pres-
ent annual is.

As a final point, I would like to

caution Colorado College idealists

that a criticism does not necessar-

ily have to be constructive. The
mere fact that 1, as a student, pay
money to receive "The Nugget"
gives me the right to be damn
discouraged about what 1 received

last year.

Sincerely yours,

Gary A. Knight

NUGGET, II

(Continued from page two)

publication of this sort, and will

continue to support the endeavors
of the "Nugget" staff. It is tragic,

however, that some 600 or more
students and faculty, who are new
to the CC campus, have been need-
lessly poisoned by Mr, Knight's
diatribe.

Freedom of the press is admir-
able, but both sides of the issue

should have equal time, at the

same time, if a correct impression
is to be formed, and if the inte-

grity of all concerned parties is to
be preserved. We think Mr. Knight
just lost his!

Sincerely,

Sonia Margolin
Suzy Guenther
Diane Roberts
Diny Flesh
Kathy Garrett
Sue Linder

ties, why doesn't he propose some
solution—any solution—to the pro-

blem ?

I must congratulate Jerry Han-
cock, however, for his "Loyal Op-
position." Granted, it was outright

negative criticism, but it was done
very cleverly and with some smat-
tering of good humor. Besides, it

takes some guts for anyone in his

position to write such an article.

Perhaps you are merely trying

to create a stir, but I would pi'e-

fer that you do it in more constr-

uctive ways as you have done in

the past. For instance, "Feiffer"

was a welcome addition to the Ti-

ger last year, as were the articles

from other campuses. You have
shown support for the newly
founded CCCA, whereas other
groups have been willing to leave

it in the background. Pay heed to

the "Letter to the Editor" in the

Sept. 8 Tiger, for that is a feather

in your cap.

Sincerely,

Leigh Pomeroy

NUGGET, III

To the Editor:

The article, "Nugget Shrugged"
{Atlas Shrugged?), provides a

prototype for future hit-and-run

criticism. Indeed, it is a superb
example of our Knight-eiTant's

caustic wit and vapid insight vent-

ing their fury on the past.

Turning pages with a butcher-

knife, Gary turns up no less than

seven specific page references to

the "Nugget's" more obvious

bloopers, Yup, look 'em up. Bad,

you bet I However, I wonder just

how Mr. Knight rationalizes his

lopsided selection of pagings. The
"Nugget" has smiles as well as its

scars. How could he arrive at the

blur on page 179 without noticing

the photography and layout on
130-31 and 136? Or cite AWS leg-

parallelism without its opposite in

the German Club photo on page
897

Later I read, "The italicized

version of English that appeared

in the Nugget was hysterical." Ro-
mantic perhaps, but not hysterical

(or has Mr. Knight equated the

two?). An annual is a publication

intended as a memory of years

spent in college. Memory natur-

ally tends toward nostalgia and a

mild sentimentalism. Would Mr.

Knight prefer the opening pages

to be written realistically or natu-

ralistically ? How? Perhaps he is

developing a better lingo.

Some of the criticisms expressed

are most certainly valid. The
"Nugget" did lack a complete set

of pictures of our faculty. Some
of the photography could also have

been greatly improved. But select-

ing the faults and not suggesting

improvements is vivisection for the

sadistic pleasure it provides the

critic. Invectives like "burn them
at this year's Homecoming bonfire"

express nothing other than the

speakers' all-pervasive negativism.

The "Nugget" is put out by stu-

dents. If you don't like how it's

done, join the staff and help. Don't

bitch.

Sincerely,

Charles Mullen

THE KRAZY KAT
^ '' Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

Navajo Market
Choice Meals — Ftesh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

Pati-chije Ji^ef fi4i!ettUet^

UE'S ENCO SCRV/CE
:- TUNE UPS
-:- ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BAnERIES

230
NEXT TO

West Uintah
COLLEGE ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

1 12 Souih Tejon

Rugged but dressy —
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

Sa4A ^

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Teion 632-6161

Weeiums are

a way of life

Your Charff,c Account Invited

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 1 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

II 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses
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This is one of the prints that will be available when the Roten Galleries hold their print sale September 27.
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Roten Galleries Bring Prints

For Colorado College Consumption
The College Community will

have an opportunity to examine

and purehase original prints by

modern and old master artists next

Wednesday, September 27. A sales

representative from the Ferdinand

Roten Galleries of Baltimore,

Maryland, Mr. Robert DeMuth,
will be at the Rave Book Room in

Tutt Librai'y from 2 to 9 p. m.

On view will be approximately

fiOO original etchings, lithographs

and woodcuts by such artists as

l^icasso. Chagall, Lautrec, Renoir,

Rouaule, Goya, Piranesi, Baskin

and many others. There will also

be a selection of manuscript pages

from works of the 13th-15th cen-

turies.

One of the Gallery's special in-

terests is the work of Kaethe Koll-

witz (1867-1JI45), widely regarded

as art history's most accomplished

women artist. The collection to be

sliown here next Wednesday af-

ternoon, includes many examples

of her work including the "Self

Portrait," one of a number of in-

expensive restrikes of the artist's

early etchings.

Original prints are impressions

on fine paper taken from plates,

woodblocks or lithograph stones

prepared by the artist and hand-

printed by him or under his super-

vision. No photo-mechanical pro-

cess is employed as in reproduc-

tions of paintings, etc. Original

p'rinta are usually limited in num-
ber and often the modem print is

signed by the artist. Prices from
items of the collection to be dis-

played range from $5.00 to $100.

All works are for sale.

Graduate Fellowships

The function of the Graduate
Fellowship Committee is to pro-

vide inteiested students with in-

formation they might need to fi-

nance their graduate school car-

eers. Each member of the com-
mittee is responsible for one of the

major national fellowahips, and

in addition he tries to stay inform-

ed about other sources of money.

The members of the committee and

their associated fellowships are:

Professor Boyce (Woodrow Wilson

Fellowships), Professor Geiger
(Fulbright Fellowships), Profes-

sor Hotson (NDEA Fellowships),

Professor Pickle (Danforth Fel-

lowships ) , Professor S a 1 z m a n

(National Science Foundation Fel-

lowships ) and Professor Richard

Hilt. Dean Drake is responsible

for the Marshall Scholai-ships.

Students interested in these or

other fellowships are invited to

discuss them with the membei's of

the committee. Members of the

student's major department should

be consulted about graduate as-

sistantships in his field.

TOWNHOUSE LOUNGE

WELC0A1£ CC STUDENTS

Budweiser on Tup Piano Bar

Huge Ham SanditAcb

907 MANITOU AVENUE Manitou Springs

Freshmen Acquire Autos
Due to a reversal of campus

policy, freshmen are now permit-

ted to have cars first semester in-

stead of waiting until second sem-
ester for this cherished privilege.

Since this ruling seems to merely
legalize a situation which has ex-

isted underground in previous

years, traffic problems such as

finding parking spaces and coping

with the chronic snarl in front of

Loomis at 1:59 on Sunday morn-
ings have not been seriously com-
pounded. However, giving eager
freshmen a green light on having
their own cars has given rise to

some interesting comments from
various characters . . .

"Cars ? 7 I feel that every fresh-

man should have at least one."

"If you haven't got a car you're

stuck on campus."

"Without wheels your dating
prospects are slightly limited to
ex-track stars and hitch-hiking
enthusiasts."

"It's stupid for kids who have
had cars all during high school to
suddenly be without transporta-
tion when they're really on their
own for the first time."

"Do you realize how much it

costs to rent a car for some spei -

ial occasion, like when you don't
want to ask your date to walk t.,

the Broadmoor for the Homecom-
ing dance?"
And one small dissenting voice

—

"I'd rather wait until second
semester for having a car so I

don't have to constantly fight off

the temptation to lun down to G\
while I'm adjusting to the self-di.'^-

cipline of college life."

Plea Made for Peace
To the Editor;

I wish to make a plea to all of

the peace-minded students of Colo-

rado College. This concerns the

NEGOTIATION NOW movement
which is circulating a petition na-

tionally regarding an effort to

make peace with North Vietnam
through negotiations. This is a

"national citizen's campaign for

new initiatives to end the War in

Vietnam." It is trying to obtain

signatui'es fi'om one million citi-

zens of the United States who
wish to indicate their disapptoval

of the present policy in Vietnam
and who sincerely want to see

some action taken regarding
U Thant's proposal for peace.

These petitions are going to be

presented to the government in

Washington on Oct. 8 and 9, with

a speech by Arthur Schlesinger.

The time has not yet passed

when the American people, and
this particularly means those of

us of college age (both male and
female), must act or continue to

act to firmly indicate to the lead-

ers of our country that we are

disgusted by and demand an
abrupt halt to the outrageous

bombing of North Vietnam and

the unnecessary slaughter of hu-

man life on both sides.

What the U.S. is doing in Viet-

nam is a prime example of inhu-

manity to man, and those of us

who are concerned with the future

of mankind must never give up
trying to persuade the militaristic

leaders that they are making a

mistake.

If we are so apathetic that we
can only throw up our hands in

despair, then we are on our way
to becoming equally as corrupt as
those actually committing this

crime against humanity.

I have reason to believe from
what I see and hear on the Colo-

rado College campus that there

are more students concerned with
the ideas behind the NEGOTIA-
TION NOW movement than th,'

two students who helped with thi.^

last Saturday. Certainly, if som.^

of the professors of Colorado Col-

lege can donate their time and ei-

fort for this cause, a few student;

can do the same. It is not diffi-

cult to do and in just an hour
or two, even on a weekday aftei-

noon, a lot can be accomplished.

I, for one, will be glad to work
with as many other students as

are interested, (ext. 449)

Therefore, I strongly urge any
of you who are disturbed by what
is happening in Vietnam to indi-

cate your concern by getting oi.t

at least once before Oct. 8 "with i\

petition and to go in search nf

others who share your beliefs, 'i

is never too late. And one moi..'

thing. I suggest that we ci-usli

aur peace buttons and bum our

stickers and signs if we canni't

find some active means of dem-

onstrating that we fully compre-

hend the meaning behind thest:

ornaments of decoration.

Sincerely,

Bill Adkins

LUTHER
The first production of the Colo-

rado College Players, to be pn-

sented in cooperation with the R'--

ligious Affairs Committee, will be

Luther by John Osborne.

The play has been cast, featur-

ing students and faculty members.

Luther will be played by Profes-

sor Kenneth Burton, with other

major roles taken by Professors

Roberts, Cramer, Freed, and Rich-

ardson.

Production dates are Friday and

Saturday, Oct. 20 and 21.

All seats are reserved. Admis-

sion is $1.50 or by CC Activity

card.

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

"F^
Join Colorado College Soccer

Team and Ski Club for

Christmas Holidatjs in Europe.

^4^ Trip includes . . .

Cities, Soccer, Skiing,

Sightseeing.
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Queen City Band Well Received
By Jeff Bull

Despite considerable competition

from volleyball games in the ice

rink, the Queen City Jazz Band
was quite well received Sept. 17.

To say that the band was bet-

ter than advertised would be both

a mis-statement and an under-

statement. Posters heralding the

show as psychedelic entertainment
were far from the truth, for the

Queen City Jazz Band came on
with a pure, unadulterated style

of Dixieland music seldom found
in today's jazz scene. The fact that

only 260 CC students attended

seemed to point to a need of hav-

ing the musicians back, and, as

MRHA president Gary Ceriani

said, "We're sure going to try,"

Tearing themselves away from
a very hot poker game in their

VW bus, the band members got
started with a hopped-up version
of "Canal Street Blues." The
crowd filed in shortly after, just

in time to hear singer Mary Ann
K. in her CC debut.

A recent addition to the six-man
band, she was introduced by band
leader Alan Frederickson as a
"no-nonsense singer" modeled af-

ter such greats as Bessie Smith
and Alberta Hunter. Most of the

crowd was a bit taken aback when
the slim blonde, nicknamed
"Honey Bucket," belted a deep,

sexy voice through the mike.

Student Volunteer Programs

To Meet Saturday, September 23
An extensive volunteer program

for students interested in assisting

in public schools, tutoring, work-
ing with VISTA and Operation
Headstart, helping at Brockhurst
Boys Ranch, Boys' Clubs or at the

School for the Deaf and Blind will

be presented at an organizational

meeting tomorrow at 11 a. m. in

the WES room.

The meeting will explain the

programs outlined above and ap-

plications will be taken from vol-

unteers for specific programs. As-
signments of volunteers and
screening will be handled by the

program sponsors, Cap and Gown,
senior women's honorary, and Blue
Key Fraternity, men's honorary
fraternity.

The program "can be a mean-
ingful contribution to the educa-
tional program of the whole city,"

as well as "being a great contri-

bution to students hung-up on
s t u d i e s," commented Professoj-

Roger Eldridge, assistant profes-

sor of philosophy.

Eldridge, program advisor,
said that the meeting should

make students "aware of the

different things they can do,"

and hopefully, "fit their in-

terests to the community." He ad-

ded that transportation costs will

be covered on a mileage basis.

The primary program is assis-

tant teaching in area public

schools from the elementary level

to high school. Volunteers will

spend at least two hours a week
and must be regularly available.

Students "who have a lot of op-

tions," may be involved at a mid-
dle-class school or may deal with
students from underprivileged

areas, according to Eldridge.

Tutors will meet with one or

two students at a specific time out-

side of regular school hours.

VISTA (Volunteers in Service

to America) needs volunteers to

help in adult education in four

community centers. Operation

Headstart, concerned with the pre-

school level, the School for the

Deaf, area Boys' Clubs, and pos-

sibly Brockhurst Boys Ranch also

need student help.

Anyone having questions can
contact Charles Buxton, Jane
Rowntree, or Kathy Culbertson
for information.

KINNIKINNIK Meeting Planned
This year's Kinnikinnik staff is

off to an early start, vrith hopes
of publishing two issues during
tbe year. A general meeting of all

.students interested in working on
or contributing to the magazine
will be held on Monday, Sept. 25,

at 7 p. m. in room 203 of Rastall

Center. The purpose of the meet-
ing is to complete the staff, ans-

wer questions, and find potential

i-'ontributors. Immediately after

the meeting, there will be a criti-

([ue session of last year's issue.

Contributions are solicited from
the entire student body, and they
may be left in the Kinnikinnik box
at the Rastall Center desk. Early

submissions will be at some ad-

vantage, because the Board of Re-
view will have time to examine
them and, if necessary, return
them for re-drafting before final

selections are made. This year's

issue will again include color

plates, and contributions in paint-

ing, photography and sculpture
are solicited to fill these, as well

as black and white places.

Any questions concerning con-

tributions should be directed to

Jeff Loesch (632-0759) or Char-
lotte HejTick.

Frederickson, who spends most

of his time as an archietect, turned

out to be a no-nonsense jazzman

himself as he quickly got the stu-

dents tapping to the tempo of

"Royal Garden Blues." His swing-

ing slushpumping style in Happy
Hairy Zino's "Yellow Dog Blues"

easily eclipsed his vast repertoire

of weathered jokes.

Following a short break at 9

o'clock, the band ran through five

numbers before really getting

down to the ole nitty gritty with

"St. James Infirmary Song" which

featured a well-played tuba solo

and brought much applause. The

band seemed to get better and bet-

ter as the show reached an end

with Frederickson singing "Cake

Walking Babies from Home" to a

tremendous accompaniment of ban-

jo and clarinet.

Encores of the well-known "Ti-

ger Rag" and "Daybreak Blues"

ended the show, but not be-

fore Frederickson again inter-

jected the fact that the Queen
City Jazz Band played only as a

hobby.

But he said, "It sure beats hell

out of pounding something out of

wood in the basement."
And it sure beat heck out of

studying on a Sunday night.

Cramer Lectures on Greek,

Roman Governmental Changes

By Julia Sadler

Owen Cramer, head of the Clas-

sics Department, presented his

second lecture of the Western Civ-

ilization Lecture Series Sept. 14

in Armstrong Auditorium. Where-
as his first lecture dealt with the

influence of the Trojan and Pelo-

ponnesian Wars on the ancient

Greeks, Thursday's lecture ex-

plained and contrasted the changes

through which the Greek and
Roman governments passed.

Mr. Cramer posited that some
revolutions succeed largely be-

cause they leave the fomn of an

existing instition unchanged while

radically changing the content. In

this way the governments of

Greece and Rome retained the ap-

pearance of earlier tribal confed-

eracies while they were actually

functioning as imperial states to

adapt to the urbanization of a

more advanced society.

Because the division of

Greek and Roman societies into

brotherhoods and clans resembled

the tribal organization of the Iro-

quois Indians gave rise to the title

of Mr. Cramer's talk; "Tribe and

State: the Greeks and Romans
with Apologies to the Iroquois."

for the best in ihc Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pi
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI

3005 North Nevada Avenue

eria
LASACNA

Telephone 635-1806

For Sale . . .

1966 Magnavox— Portable Streo

with stand — White Cabinet with detachable speakers

Is New $80.00— Call ailei live— 473-1616

iSau/'.S CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Uio Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.l»l. to 2:30 P.lyt,

DINING ROOM — 5 P.l»l. to 9 P,lv(.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

2^h blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitar's, Banjo's and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00.8:30

PROFESSIONAL
-:- Dry Cleaning

-:- Laundry

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
20 Maytag Washers

10 Double Load Washers

9 Dryers

^jr^ ICLEANERll

^n^ IiaundryI

s
801 NORTH TErON 632-1476

One Block of College on Tejon

f\m. ^ by CHAGAll,
VJ' BASKIN, BOUAULT,

DAUMIER, PICASSO,

and many others

priced non ts.

RARE BOOK ROOM
TUn LIBRARY

Wednesday, September 27tli

2:00 to 9:00 P. M.

Arranged by

FERDINAND ROTEN
GALLERIES,

BALTIMORE, MD.

(^nBmn'^
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

633-9856

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Coine One . . . Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25

T
A
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Sigma Chis Invite All

To Derby Days Events

The Colorado College Foreign Student Committee is:
, „ , , ,,., .1 i j i

Top (left to right): Shinko Mandori (Japan], Mol:ammad Lebbadi (Morocco), Paul Zeven (Netherlands),

Kweku Sagoe (Nigeria).
, „ . . , .i im- •

1

Middle (left to right): Simon Salinas (Colombia), Christina Messier (Germany), Ben|amin Igwilo (Nigeria),

Hans Suring (Netherlands).
_i . , u j- 1

Bottom (left to right]: a visiting CSU exchange student, Farah Ebrahimi (Iran), Charalambos Had|ipoly-

carpou (Cyprus), Gillian Royes (Jamaica).

Not shown: Rainer Wvest (Goettingen exchange student).

Buy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES
RUGS S HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Serving Pikes Peal Region Since 1921

Open Every Day—
Auction Every Monday

123 S. Cascade Ave. 632-6693

S^ringlitie

Test yourself...

What do you see in the ink blots?

[1] A sizzling steak?

Ten dancers?

A rabbit?

[2] A lantern?

A moth?

TOT SUplers?

(TOT Staplers!? What in...)

This is a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

Foreign Student Committee

Elects 1967-68 Officers
By Alison Northcul

Charalambos Hadjipolycarpou

of Cypress wag elected chairman

of the Foreign Student Commit-

tee for the coming year on Sept.

12. To seire with him are vice-

chairman Dorothy Bradley, secre-

tary Sue Remple, treasurer and

social chaii-man Farah Ebrahimi

and publicity cliairman Gillian

Royes.

The committee functions inde-

pendently to serve Colorado Col-

lege. Its duties include the selec-

tion of foreign students to study

at CC and the selection of CC
students to study abroad, particu-

larly through programs with the

Netherlands and Germany.

The members of the committee

also help to arrange speaking en-

gagements for the foreign stu-

dents with local clubs and organi-

zations. Such things as dinners

and informal discussions are plan-

ned in order to involve the stu-

dents with the community and, in

turn, to give the community the

opportunily to become acquainted

with the foreign students.

The committee also has its

place on campus including certain

social activities. A picnic was
held on Saturday, Sept. 16, and

plans for an international dinner

will soon take shape. The commit-

tee may work in conjunction with

the Intei-national Relations Club

to plan discussions and other ac-

tivities. In any event, the Foreign

Student Committee, with new of-

ficers and with a busy year ahead,

plans to be an active group on

campus.

Coming Event

The Colorado College Art Series

The New York Concert

Monday, October 2 at 8:15 p. m.

Armstrong Theater

Further announcement in next

week's Tiger.

The Flick Cinema Presents . .

.

"Paris Seciel" . . . follow the cambras to unbelievable,

shocking secrets of Paris. Don't miss the unforgetable

bizarre of the behind scenes in Paris.

"The Cool World" ... a work of art by Shirley Clark

that explodes on the streets of Harlem.

532 North Tejon St. Phone 473-4488

Editor's note: The Sigma Chi

Fraternity has asked that the fol-

lowing be printed as an invitation

to all members of the Colorado

College community.

Yesterday you may have been

sui-prised to see small bands of

rather wild-eyed girls searching

frantically around campus. If you

had asked them what was going

on, they probably would have

mumbled something about search-

ing for some kind of hat.

If this behavior sounds a little

unusual, you ain't seen nothing

yet. Derby Days, one of the most

exciting, uproarious weekends of

the year has begun. An over-

whelming success last year, Derby

Days promises to be even more

fun this year—new events, an en-

thusiastic crew of experienced up-

perclass girls, an even more en-

thusiastic group of freshman girls,

and a great all-school dance, to be

held, by the way, at the Iron

Springs Chateau, far from the

dull, dry CC campus.

Competition among the girls be-

gan Thursday with the Mystery

Derby Hunt. Then at 7:00 the

great desecration of the stolid at-

mosphere of Colorado College be-

gins. Hysterical girls chase after

anything that looks like a derby,

not noticing where they run or

who they run over. No stone is

left unturned or door is left un-

opened.

Then Saturday the real merri-

ment begins as the girls meet on

Washburn Field at 1:30 for the

gals' Derby Days events. All are

invited to see the show. It is

really the funniest thing you'll see

in a long time. Events ranging

from the infamous "Zipped Strip'"

to the brand new "It's What's Up

• KIRKS KORNER
(Continaed from page three)

and reduce the fanatical empha-

sis which we Americans place upon

it. This would concomitantly re-

duce the stigma which accompan-

ies financial borrowing and would

contribute, together with increased

Federal loan programs, to a les-

sening of the summer labor mar-

ket by encouraging more students

to remain in school longer.

Some have even proposed that

summer vacations be abolished.

A long-term loan program to be

repaid together with yearly Fed-

eral income taxes has also been

proposed. But students do need a

change of routine so a new and

stronger emphasis might be placed

on the ethic of service in order to

persuade idle but affluent youth

to put their energy and efforts

into the great social pi^)blems of

our time thru expanded VISTA or

similar programs. Whatever the

solutions, the problem must be

faced soon before its inherent con-

tradictions become gross injustices.

.icluding 1000 staples)

Larger sUe CUB Desk

Stapler only $1.69
Unconditionally eua^nleed.

iny itationery, variety, or book nore.

INC.

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101

•pnraVlio -tpi» oi auo p»au noK isiaidois

Xoi -ii^tg aJ.fOA ^°'^ V i^vimoj

aim ^tTlU3 911X \t\bj -XpBaiiB pieei) aM
:iu9icnr] v Z "o^b auoi asooQ JallloM ^n
oaatS auBq pinoqs noX Idn mojo :>W<1^^

V iiooqai qam ui mFVj «l3m aqi pa^iung

noiC jspuoM ON :»M3UBp uaj, Ts^p e no

Ol :)|a3ii atp aw noX ji "x :saaMSNV

Afa4. flu QoUe<fe SUofi
833 North Tejon Telephone 634-3657

THANK YOU for the wonderful response to our

Grand Opening. Remember the drawing for

35 outstanding famous label prizes will be

held September 23rd. Check with us— you

may be a winner.

NEW SHIPMENTS ARRIVING DAILY

Front That Counts" (which is

billed as being self-explanatory,

but you'll be really disappointed

if you miss it and find out what
it is really like!) At halftime the

Sigma Chi Derby Days Queen will

be announced.

Then Saturday night at 8:30

will be a really banana dance at

the Iron Springs Chateau. The-

Candy Store Profits, one of the

biggest hands in Colorado, will be

playing as the strobe lights flash.

At the dance awards will be given

to the winner and runner-up teams.

Last year's Derby Days Dance
turned out to be one of the best

all-school dances in years, and it

was held at Rastall Center! This

year's, at the wild, wet Chateau
promises to be the biggest in CC
history. Don't miss it,

Danforth Fellowships

Explained by Pickle

Professor Joseph Pickle, Dan-
forth Foundation liaison officei

,

has announced that inquiries aboul
Danforth Graduate Fellowship?

which will be awarded in March.
1968, should be addressed to hin-

at his office, Armstrong 139, Ex-
tension 240 in the next few weeks

The Fellowships, offered by the

Danforth Foundation of St. Louie.

Mo., are open to men and women
who are seniors or recent gradu-
ates of accredited colleges in the

United States, who have serious

interest in college teaching as ;.

career, and who plan to study fo
a Ph.D. in a field common to the

undergraduate college. Applicant-

may be single or married, must be

less than 30 years of age at thf

time of application, and may no.,

have undertaken any graduate or

professional study beyond the bac-

calaureate.

Approximately 120 Fellowships

will be awarded m March, 1968.

Three candidates can be nominat-

ed from Colorado College by Nov.

I, 1967. The Foundation does nut

accept direct applications for the

Fellowships.

Danforth Graduate Fellows are

eligible for four years of financial

assistance, with a maximum an-

nual living stipend of $2400 for

single Fellows and $2950 for mar-

ried Fellows, plus tuition and fees.

Dependency allowances are avail-

able. Financial need is not a con-

dition for consideration.

Danforth Fellows may hoM

other fellowships such as Fonl,

Fulbright, National Science, Rho-

des, Woodrow Wilson, etc. con-

currently, and will be Danforth

Fellows without stipend until the

other awards lapse.

The Danforth Foundation was

founded in 1927 by the late Wil-

liam H. Danforth, St. Louis busi-

nessman and philanthropist. The

Foundation's primary aim is to

strengthen education through pi""'

grams of fellowships and work-

shops, and through grants to

schools, colleges, universities and

other educational agencies.

Wanted by . . -

Record Club of America

Campus Representative

to Earn over $100

In Short Time
Write for information to:

Mr. Ed Benovy, College Bureau

Manager, Record Club of

Ameriu. Club Headquarters

York, Penniylvania 17401
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ROTC Reviewed by Recent Recruits
By Barbara Witten

Since 1965 when the ROTC
lii'ogram ceased to be compulsory,

its enhstment has stabilized
around 50 students, 21 of which
are recent recruits. What do these

part-time soldiers think about this

organization in which they have
volunteered to sei've ? The follow-

ing are random comments culled

from a few members of the march-

ing militia about ROTC and their

experiences in summer camp:

"1 think ROTC is a good deal.

It's better to go in as a second

lieutenant than a buck private."

"The question is: can I best

ser\'e my country as an officer or

an enlisted man ? I personally feel

that I'd be a failure as an enlisted

man. Therefore my choice is 62

weeks of ROTC plus eight weeks

basic camp, or ROTC which more
accommodates my college situa-

tion."

"ROTC is pretty good. You learn

how to fight, work and to assume
responsibility which you must have

in civilian life anyway. I think the

llOTC program is a good pro-

gram. Everyone should decide in

their own minds if theyreally want

to do it. It will be what you want

it to be."

"I think it is quite a bit of

Mickey Mouse."
"Did I like camp? It was an ex-

perience. I can't say I really en-

joyed it. Something that you're

glad you went through when
you're done, but you wouldn't

ivant to do it again. I like the in-

formal atmosphere of ROTC as

compared to summer camp."

"I enrolled in ROTC because

I've been classified lA for two

years. However, I think it is a

tremendous program. Because of

RAG Plans Retreat:

Smith will Lead
The Religious Affairs Commit-

tee is planning a Retreat overnight

on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 7

and 8. The" theme of the Retreat

is "Religious Faith and the Intel-

lectual Life." The discussion lead-

er will be Roy Smith, Campus
Chaplain, the University of Colo-

rado at Boulder. Mr. Smith has

been greatly concerned with this

I'l-oblem as a live issue for him
personally and for the students

with whom he works.

The conference will be held at

the Grace Episcopal Church Camp,
Woodland Park, with lunch on

Saturday, Oct. 7, and ending after

breakfast on Sunday morning,

Oct. 8. The cost will be $2 for

students on board and $4.50 for

those who are not on board,

for overnight and three meals

;iiid late night snack. Any students

who may have difficulty meeting

this expense are asked to contact

Professor Burton, who has funds

available to help. Please sign up

at the Rastall Center desk and

make the payment there or by ar-

rangement with Professor Burton.

Cars will be leaving Rastall Cen-

ter just after noon on Saturday.

There will be both discussion and

lecreation during the time of the

conference. All students and fac-

ulty are welcome.

Boy

my experiences at Fort Benning,
I can make a more valuable con-
tribution as an officer than an en-
listed man. 1 don't fancy the idea
of going through O.C.S."

"I wouldn't have had a physical
deferrment if it weren't for
ROTC."

"The reason I'm in ROTC is

because at heart I'm a draft
dodger. As an able-bodied, reason-
ably intelligent person niy chances
of getting drafted are pretty high.
The alternatives are federal prison
or Canada; in both cases you'll

lose privileges as an American
citizen. I'd rather be an officer if

I have to go in, and ROTC is the
most painless way."

Colonel Langelv, the comman-
der of the ROTC program at CC,
is convinced that the "boys" who
join are whole-heartedly in favor
of their training. He states that a
vast majority of all the officers
in the army originated their mili-

tary duty in the Reserve Officer
Training Corps, and that soldiers

who have had some initial contact
with ROTC are far better equipped

tn handle themyelves in the bellig-

erent circumstances of Vietnam.

It is also his opinion that men
returning from fighting resent the
interference of anti-war demon-
strators who ostensibly \\'ish to do
something for the boys in Viet-
nam, but who are viewed as back-
stabbers trying to undermine the
morale of the troops. These civ-

ilians are "making assessments on
inadequate information" and giv-

ing preferential treatment to their

own views rather than the knowl-
edgeable ones of the government
administration.

He teaches his men that "any-
one who won't fight for his free-

dom deserves to live in slavery.

Anyone who is not willing to as-

sist his friends in maintaining
their freedom deserves no assist-

ance when his own freedom is

threatened."

"The majority of kids who go
over there (Vietnam) with a neu-
tral opinion come back .supporting
the war as moral and right. The
boys recognize the importance of
what we're doing over there as
necessary and proper."

Wisconsin University Experiments

With Scholars-in-Residence
The University of Wisconsin

Center System will be the scene
of a unique educational experi-
ment during the 19G7-r>8 academic
year.

Four senior professors— two
each semester—from Madison and
Milwaukee campuses will be cho-
sen as "scholars-in-residence" for
the 11-unit Center System. The
program will be funded by a
|5e,000 grant from the UW Kem-
per K n a p p Committee. The
"Knapp iriiiversity Scholars" will

divide their time between both
brief and extended visits to Cen-
ter campuses and conducting their

own research.

While in residence at a Center,
the scholars will conduct regular
classes, hold faculty colloquia, en-
gage in formal discussions with
students, give public lectuj-es and
serve as an intellectual stimulus
to the Center and the local com-
munity.

"The scholars will serve as a

vital link between the degree-
granting University campuses and
the Center System and help us
realize our goal of bringing Cen-
ter programs into harmony with
those of Madison and Milwaukee,"
Center Chancellor L. H. Adolfson
noted.

Campbell Wins Grant

William J. Campbell, a 1967

gi-aduate of Colorado College,

now attending the University of

Colorado School of Law, has just

received notice that he has won a
Rotarj' Fellowship to attend New-
castle University in Newcastle,

Australia. Mr. Campbell was an
honor graduate majoring in eco-

nomics.

The grant from the Kemper
Knapp Committee provides that
the scholars be paid their regular
salary plus travel and related ex-
penses, and that each scholar be
provided a research assistant. The
Kemper Knapp Committee — four
University administratoi-s and fac-
ulty members—plans and guides
expenditures from the income of
the Knapp Trust Fund, set up in

1945 with the estate of Kemper
K. Knapp, a Chicago attorney
who was graduated from the Uni-
versity Law School in 1882.

Last year over §250,000 was ex-
pended for programs in accordance
with the flexible guidelines laid

down in his will.

Intramural Football

The Independent's Intramural
Football team shocked the Phi
Gams last Wednesday, Sept. 20,

with a resounding 16-7 defeat of

last year's football champions.

With the superg quarterbacking
of Pete Weinberg, as well as the

solid perfoimances of Bob Har-
vey, Jerry Wainwright, Rich
Moore, Harold Minter, Scott Mc-
Leoud, Terry Covington, Terry
Milligan, Hugh McMillan, and
othei-s, the Independents mauled
the purple-coated Phi Gams.

Commented one spectator, the

game was entirely a "controlled

contest—they (the Phi Gams)
were never in the game."

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A, M to 9:00 P. M Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small ami Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picliirc Fraiiiiii'^" \rl SuppUc\"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

PIZZA 8, tvlEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemth'i CI tefph
NOW OPENS THE . .

"Annex'

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . ,

COMPLETE I.2B SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD — GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

ARE YOU A "Everything for

UNITARIAN Every Sport"

WITHOUT yy/y' LkLKNOWING IT? A«^ iyyycijx
All Soull fO^^osO
UmiABIAN CHURCH *• qOOODS^

730 North T.jon 119 N. Tejon 636-3348

63«-20?3 8:00-6:00— Friday till 8:30 f.M.

Matkaufaif'j

Impor+ed Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

AN EXTRA DASH

OF FASHION . .

.

Featuring . . .

-:- JOYCE
-:- SBICCA
-:- SPORTCASTERS
-:- MR. G — (our own)

-:- U.S. KEDS

YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT INVITED

WOIVIEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

A FEW STEPS FROM
THE ANTLERS PLAZA

146 Chase Stone Center

635-2201
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Tigers Meet Santa Fe Kickers — 1:30 Saturday

DAVE SMITH AND ELIOT FIELD beat Ent Player to the ball, while Pete Morse and Ned Pike look on.

Revised Soccer Shedule
Sept. 23 —

College of Santa Fe Home
Sept. 30—

Aurora Home
Oct. 7—

University of Colorado Boulder

Oct. 14—
Regis College Denver

Oct. 20—
Coast Guard Home

Oct. 22 —
University of Wyoming Home

Oct. 29 —
Colorado Mines Golden

Nov. 4—
Colorado State University Fort Collins

Nov. II —
Denver University Home

Nov. IB-
Air Force Academy — Home

All home games at 1:30 p. m.

Tiger Booters SluU Ent^ 7-4; Field Scores 4
By John E. Morris

Led by high scoring Eliot Field,

the Colorado College soccer team

stopped Ent Air Force Base 7 to

4 last Saturday on Stewart Field.

The day was cloudy and cold

and the Tigers had to do without

the sen'ices of forward Nick Bink-

ley, starting center half and co-

captain, John Boddington, both

out with ankle injuries incurred in

practice, and Evan Griswold, right

wing, who had a sore throat.

The Eiit team was a conglom-

eration of service men primarily

from Fori Carson wilh a couple

of airmen and one lone civilian.

However, though (hey did not

Seem very well organized, CC
coach Horst Richardson cautioned

against taking them loo lightly.

The Tigers got off to a slow
.start as Ent dominated the first 10

minutes of play. Two quick goals
by Ent seemed to snap the kick-
t-rs out of their lethargy and co-
caplain Peter Morse, right inner,

took a pass from Eliot Field and
rifled his first score past the Ent
goallender. with 17 minutes gone
in the 22 miuute first quarter.

A minute later, Ned Pike, play
ing center half in place of Bod-
dington, intercepted an Ent Goal
kick, sent it back to Field who
again relayed it to Morse for the
goal which tied the score at two
all.

Then, witli just 25 seconds left

in the first quarter, Field began
his scoring spree. He took a long
pass from Blake Wilson, right

half, and kicked the first of his

four goals into the lower right

hand corner of the cage. At the

end of the quarter, CC led 3 to 2.

The two teams stayed even
throughout the second period. The
crowd of 200 people saw Craig

Clayberg, CC goalie, turn in some
defensive gems on hard shots by
the Ent forward line.

Finally, with 19 minutes gone
in the period, an Ent shot sailed

by the outstretched hands of Clay-

berg and at half-time, the score

was tied at 3 to 3.

With only five minutes gone,

Pike took the ball from an Ent
player, kicked it up-field to Moi-se,

who passed across to Field. The
Ent goalie came out of the goal

to block the inevitable shot, but

Field, showing a much improved

sense of timing over last year,

bided his time and at the proper

moment sent the ball over the

prone goalie into the lower right

hand corner of the goal.

Five minutes later. Field scored

his third goal amost exactly the

same way. Then minutes later he

repeated the process but the goal

was not allowed because of an of-

ficial's mix-up over a time-out. At

the end of the third quarter, the

Tigers remained ahead, 5 to 3.

CC definitely dominated the

game to this point, but Ent was
by no means down and out.

With 10 minutes gone in the

last quarter, a hard shot from the

right of the CC goal by the Ent

wing bounded out of Clayberg's

hands and a red-shirted Ent fur-

ward followed the play beautifully

and banged it into the defenseless

CC goal. The game was still close

with the score CC 5, Ent 4.

However, three minutes later,

Field took a perfect feed from
left-winger Tom Schuster and

booted his fourth goal of the af-

ternoon pa.st the hapless Ent
goalie.

Shortly after this insurance

goal, the Tiger front line moved

in on the Ent goal again when

Morse stumbled and fell to the

earth where he was accidentally

kicked in the face by an Ent full-

back. His cheekbone was later

found to be broken. Hopefully

Morse will be back in action for

CC's first league game against

CU in four weeks.

Finally, with five minutes left

in the game. Pike added CC's final

goal with a booming shot fi-niri

outside the penalty area. Tl'>-'

game ended in the rain with the

final score; CC 7, Ent 4.

Ball boy: a tiny Tiger.

^ 1
-^.m'^

t€S
NED PIKE, exhibiting a strong foot all afternoon, takes time out

to do a seal's balancing act. AN ENT PLAYER makes a nice head ball, but Wink Davis anticipates the play.
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. Sports ..

Pushball Over;
2 West Triumphs

Another grueling pushball season has drawn to a close.

Amid the usual list of bruised and battered bodies, Slocum

Hall's second floor, West wing has emerged victorious.

This spirited squad had the strength and determination

to pile up, in four games, an impressive total of 26 goals,

while allowing their opponents only three scores. "Two West"
cruised into the finals with scores of 9-1, 9-0, and 5-0 in their

first three encounters.

The final, and championship game proved to be a little

more of a challenge. In this tilt, "Two West" was matched
against a formidable Arthur House team. Arthur House
lacked somewhat in numbers, but not in ability.

As expected, the game proved to be the roughest one of

the season. Both teams lined up at the center stripe deter-

mined to win. When the dust had cleared at half-time, "Two
West" had established a slim 2-1 lead. In the second-half ac-

tion, they built their lead to 3-1, and it looked as though it

would end with this score, but in a final, gallant effort,

Arthur House pushed across a goal with just 16 seconds re-

maining in the game.

But, failing to tally again in the final seconds, Arthur
House went down to a 3-2 defeat, and the boys from Slocum
became the new champions.

With the season over, freshmen have a chance to look

back at this unique experience with an eight-foot ball. In the
wake, there is an extensive list of damages including such
pleasantries as broken bones, pulled muscles, tom ligaments,

spi"ained ankles and fingers, crooked noses, lost contact lenses,

and innumerable generally battered freshmen.
In all honesty, it couldn't really be said that a good time

was had by all, but most will agi-ee that pushball will not

easily be forgotten. It is interesting to note some of the
comments of the players.

"A hell of a game . .
,"

".
. . simply unbelievable."

"It's the only game where the winners really lose, be-

cause they have to play again."

"Pushball should be banned."
".

. . gi'eat way to get to know guys."

"Good experience."

"I'll never drink or smoke again."

Although it was exciting and sometimes even fun, the

general reaction of the class can pretty much be summed up
in this statement from a member of the winning team.

"Thank God it's over!"

SECOND WEST POSES In the traditional winners' circle after their grueling championship game with
Arthur House.

CC Faces Saints in Weekend Match;

Yield to Eighth-Ranked Doane, 33-7
By Dan Bernstein

A crippled but hard-hitting Ti-

ger team will storm Dodge City

Saturday in quest of its initial

1967 victory against St. Mary's
of the Plains.

St. Mary's, victims of a 48-0

slaughter at the hands of CC last

year is winless this year as it

makes its home debut. In previous

contests St. Mary's battled to a

scoreless tie against Southern
Kansas and fought Peru State of

Nebraska to a 7-7 standofif.

Since St. Mary's has yielded

only seven points in two games
Saturday's match could prove to

be a tough defensive battle. A
prime reason for St .Mary's stingy

defense is that four of the five de-

fensive linemen weigh at least 225
pounds.

Offensively, St. Mary's should

carry over a good passing game
from last year, coupled with a po-

tent running attack.

Coach Jerry Carle's gridiron

squad has suffered more than

scoreboard losses in the past two
weeks. John Dent, Bob Justis,

Bill Melton and Reed Minuth have
varied and serious injuries and
will probably not see action tiiis

week. Steve Higgins is also a
doubtful staiter for the Tigers .

Commenting on an over-all

game plan. Coach Carle said,

"We'll just have to go all out and
plan one hell of a game."

Last week, the Tigers traveled

to Crete, Nebraska, to face Doane
College, the eighth-ranked team in

the National Association of Inter-

collegiate Athletics (NAIA). In-

jury-plagued but refusing to quit,

CC fell to defeat by a deceptive

33-7 score.

Cornerback John Fawcett play-
ed one of his best games as a Ti-

ger; Captain Bob Heister played
with a shoulder injury and a five-

inch gnsb in his head; and fresh-

man Jeff Bayer, defcnHJvo tackle,

found himself up against a fierce

All-America lineman on the

powerful Doane squad.

The only Tiger score came in

the final period of play on a spark-
ling 68-yard pass from Dave Cog-
gins to Dave Lanoha.

CC returns home after its match
with St. Mary's to play Mines Col-

lege, in one of the most exciting

rivalries in the Rocky Mountain

area.

REFEREE BOB McSWAIN tries to avoid the bal as Slocum 2 West heads for its pushball champ onship.

Photograph^ hj Dave Burnett PETE MORSE, star right inner, was side-lined late in the game

with a fractured cheekbone.
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Pelsor Arrives

In Philippines
Thomas P. Pelsor. a 19t57 gradu-

ate of Colorado College, and a new

Peace Corps Volunteer teacher as-

signed to the Philippines, arrived

Sept. 11 in the Philippines, after

completing 10 weeks of training at

San Jose (Calif.) State College.

Mr. Pelsor, a physics major

while at CC, is one of ICO new
Volunteers who will teach English,

science and mathematics in Philip-

pine elementary and secondary

schools. The volunteers will work

with Filipino co-teachers toward

broadening the base of education

in their communities and introduc-

ing modern metliods of instruc-

tion. Volunteers will also partici-

pate in community action and rice

demonstration projects.

During his training, Tom stud-

ied the Filipino language and local

dialects, Filipino history and cul-

ture, and methods of teaching

mathematics.

Competition for U.S. Government Grants Closing

Tom Pelsor

The competition for United
States Government grants for

graduate study or research, or for

study and professional training in

the creative and performing arts

abroad in 1968-69, is nearing a

close.

The awards are available under

the Fulbright-Hays Act as part of

the educational and cultural ex-

change program of the U.S. De-

partment of State. The program,

administered hy the Institute of

International Education, is in-

tended to increase mutual under-

standing between the people of the

United States and other countries,

and provides more than 800 grants

for study in 52 countries.

Application forms and informa-

tion for students currently en-

rolled in CC may be obtained from

the campus Pulb'right adviser. Pro-

fessor Louis G. Geiger. The dead-

line for filing applications through

the Fulbright adviser on campus
is Friday, October 13.

Candidates who wish to apply

for an award must be U.S. citizens

at the time of application, have a

bachelor's degree or its equivalent

by the beginning date of the grant

and, in most cases, be proficient

in the language of the host coun-

try. Selections will be made on the

basis of academic and/or profes-

sional record, the feasibility of the

applicant's proposed study plan

and personal qualifications, Pref-

erence is given to candidates who

have not had prior opportunity for

extended study or residence abroad

and who are under the age of 35.

Two types of grants are avail-

able through IIE under the Ful-

Nothing

is happening

Noon

September 23

sponsored by the

Colorado College Community

Crosswalk Co-Ordinating

Committee

Campus Announcements
CC Republican League RCB Sponsors Bus Trip Frosh Petitions

P4aHa^^ta^ ^eca^
coMfim twiBJcnoM

AULABOS

St»r*oph»iilt rhoBOsraphs

SALU t KBVia
SKEn MUSIC * Acauouo

ALTONES
ME 4-3482

The Colorado College Republi-

can League will hold an organi-

zational meeting Sept. 25 in Ras-

tail Center at 2:30 p. m. All inter-

ested students are invited to

attend.

Foreign Service Exam

Students interested in taking the

1967 Foreign Service Examination

are invited to pick up folders, ap-

plication forms, and other informa-

tion at Dr. Sondermann's office,

Palmer Hall No. 35. The written

examination will be given in early

Dec. and applications for it must

be postmarked no later than Oct.

21, 1967.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Acacia Artist

Supplies & Antiques

206V2 North Tejon Pho 632-9502

On Sunday. Oct. 1. 1967. Rastall

Center Board will sponsor a bus

trip to Cripple Creek. The trip will

include a jeep tour of the Cripple

Creek Area and will cost $2.00 per

person. The bus will leave from
Rastall at noon and will return at

fi p. m.
All interested persons are re-

quested to sign up at Rastall desk

and to pay ^-^e $2.00 fee at that

time.

Art Exiilbif Offered
A i-otating art exhibit of works

by CC women students will be in-

itiated soon in the AWS room in

the basement of Ticknor Hall. Wo-
men who have original works to

exhibit are asked to contact Pat

Sensaas or any AWS officer.

Talent Search Held
The Radio Department is con-

ducting a talent search for people

who are interested in a city-wide

talent show and the CC variety

show in February, There are also

possibilities of getting paid for

your talents. If you are interested,

fill out the foi-m below and return

to the radio station or call Mr.

Woodsin Tyree or Steve Spear.

Pick & Pan Speech Workshop
and Talent and Speakers Bureau

A college and community Ser-

vice Group:

Name -

Class -

Phone

Ex Derby Days
All School Dance

8:30 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight

Saturday, September 23

at the Iron Springs Chateau

ieaturing . . .

-:- THE CANDY STORE PROPHETS

-:- LIGHT SHOW

Tickets from your favorite participating girl

or Rastall Desk

SI. SO per couple, $1.00 Stag at the door

Check and return to Ras-

tall Center Desk if you can do

any of the following:

Acting Reading
Vocal Piano

Other instruments _

Debate Dance
Radio: operator, engineer;

Art publicity ,

Stagework ,., ,. Variety

Show director

Others
Woodson Tyree, Faculty Director,

Extension 343.

Peace Corps
Two Peace Corps representatives

will be on the CC campus during

the week of October 2 to discuss

the Peace Corps with students.

Further information will be an-

nounced in next week's Tiger.

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cucharras

lAcroK from Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513

Petitions for the freshman class

officers (president, vice-president,

and secretary-treasurer ) are now
available at Rastall desk. They
must be returned by 5 p. m., Sept.

29, to Rastall desk.

If you have any questions, Con-
tact Bill McDonald, ext. 356.

Research Center Meeting

The Center for Research and

Undei'graduate Development will

hold its organizational meeting

Monday, Sept. 25, at 7:30 p. m.

The Center has located its new
offices at 302 Pine Avenue. Pro-

fessors Ross and Johns are spon-

soring this first meeting.

Tutoring Information
Infoiniatiun about tutoring and

class assisting will be given at

11 a. m., Saturday, Sept. 23, in

the WES Room, second floor of

Rastall Center. The meeting is

sponsored by Cap and Gown and
Blue Key. Anyone who is inter-

ested but cannot attend the meet-
ing, should call Jane Rowntree or

Kathy Culbertson at Ext. 296.

Clarification
The new CC Computing Cen-

ter wishes to clarify that although

the present staff of the Center is

drawn from the physics and math-
ematics departments, Computing
Center is itself a separate admin-
istrative unit and is intended to

serve the entire college commun-
ity. While their current budget
limits their scope of activities, the

Center welcomes inquiries from
anyone throughout the college who
has needs or interests in comput-
ing.

bright-Hays Act: U.S. Govern-
ment Full Grants, and U.S. Gov-
emment Travel Grants.

A full award will provide a
grantee with tuition, maintenance
for one academic year in one coun-
try, round-trip transportation,

health and accident insurance and
an incidental allowance.

IRC Elects Officers
At its first meeting on Sept. 13,

the International Relations Club

elected the following officers for

the 1967-1968 academic year: Phil

Fearnside, president; Hilton Mar-
tin, vice-president ; and Allison

Northcutt, secretary-treasurer.

The club's new sponsor is Mr.
Roger Heacock of the History De-
partment, a recent gi'aduate of

Denver University's Graduate
School of International Studies.

Mr. Heacock has extensive ac-

quaintance with other experts in

the field of foreign affairs.,

IRC proposes a broad and stim-

ulating program of speakers, dis-

cussions, and debates emphasizing

the crises in China, Vietnam, and
the Arab-Israeli War. The IRC
will organize a model United Na-
tions of student delegates spring

semester.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campui

827 North Tejon

COLLEGE HALL

Herringbone Sport Jackets

in the traditional manner

Casual, comfortable, and
correct in every detail of

natural shoulder styling.

This all purpose, all sea-

son jacket finds itself

equally at home on camp-
us, country grounds or in

the city, with the unrais-

takable natural look of

College Hall.

for MEN
Number Ten E, Pikes Peak

now at our new location

iitsstnn l^U Itin
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

Ico.Cold Beer with t^eals

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933
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TPE NEW YORK CONSORT will perform Monday, October 2, at 8:15 in Armstrong Hall Admission fo

tlie concert is $2.00.
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Source Acknowledgement Revised

Chad Milton Elected

Honor Council Member

Colorado College

Chad Milton, a junior political

science major, was elected a mem-
ber of the Colorado College Honor
Coiiiicii in a recent meeting of the
organization. Chad replaces sen-
ior Dave Friend, who will finish

the requirements for his degree
from his home in Denver.

In other activity, the Council
approved the revised edition of the
Source Acknowledgment booklet,

and will begin distributing the
booklets to upperclassmen and fac-

ulty. Freshmen and transfer stu-

dents have already received copies
of the new work.

Michael Johnston, president of
Ibf Honor Council, commented: "It

is every student's obligation to be
familiar with the scope and appli-

cation of the Honor System in all

his academic work."

Johnston added that: "There has
always been a certain amount of
confusion on the part of students
concerning plagiarism. Often, one
misunderstands what actually can
be considered plagiarism."

"Unfortunately, such misunder-

standing can and often does lead

to unwitting violation of the Honor
System, which is no defense for

a violation and which can easily

be prevented by familiarizing one-

self with the requirements of
source acknowledgment."

The Honor Council intends the

new Source Acknowledgment
booklet to answer most general

questions that will arise in a stu-

dent's academic work.

The following members compose
the 1967-1968 Honor Council. Stu-

dents are encouraged to approach
any member of the Council if they
have specific questions.

Dr. Darnell Rucker, advisor to

the Council, 634-7906; Michael
Johnston, president, 636-2704; Jane
Lubchenco, secretary, X381; Dffug

Brown, X356; Charles Buxton,
632-7235; Lance Clarke, no phone;
Lana Coffman, 632-2086; Phil

Feamside X483; Diny Flesh, X296;
Faith Hughes, X413; Garv Knight,

X481; Bill McDonald, X356; Chad
Milton, 632-0769; Dell Rhodes,

X413; Dave Schaffer, 632-1191.

Doors Light My Fire'

Will Open Homecoming
The DOORS, whose single,

"i-ight My Fire," topped the na-
tion's record charts for over one
month this summer, will be the

featured attraction of this year's

Homecoming weekend. The
DOORS will play at the Home-
*^oming Dance at the Broadmoor
Hotel on Saturday, Oct. 21.

Six different campus organiza-
tions are working with the Alum-
ni Secretary and Blue Key to pre-
^^nt this year's Homecoming
^Veekend. The Colorado College
Campus Association, Rastatl Cen-
'er Board, Associated Women Stu-

^^Ms, Men's Residence Halls As-
sociation, Panhellenic, and the

Inter-Fraternity Council are all

•^ntributing time and money to

"le events of the weekend.

Miss Berger of the Alumni Of-
fice is again in charge of schedul-

ing the major events of the three-

day homecoming. The arrange-

ments for bringing the DOORS to

campus have been made by Bob

Sears and Steve Ehrhart of the

CCCA.

Members of Blue Key plan-

ning the undergraduate events of

the weekend are: Chuck Buxton,

Bob Sears. Dave Schaffer, Lance

Clarke, Skip Clark, Doug Brown,

Jerry Hancock, Ray Sitton, Rolle

Walker, and Steve Ehrhart. The
Homecoming events chainnen are

Skip Clark and Ray Sitton.

More information will be sched-

uled about the DOORS and the

other Homecoming events in the

next two issues of The Tiger. Any
questions about Homecoming can

be answered lay Blue Key mem-
bers.

New York Consort

Performs Monday
The New York Consort, an en-

semble of four musicians specializ-
ing in the performance of early
vocal and instrumental music, will

perform in Armstrong Hall Audi-
torium on the Colorado College
campus Monday, Oct. 2, at 8:15
p. m.
The public may obtain tickets at

the Rastall Center desk on cam-
pus prior to the concert or at the
Armstrong Auditorium box office

the night of the performance. Ad-
mission is 52. Students may obtain
tickets at Rastall or the Auditor-
ium the night of the concert with
Ihpir student activity cards.

The concert, under the auspices
nf the Colorado College Arts ser-
ies, will present musical treasures
from the courts and churehes of

the Middle Ages, the Renaissance
:md the Baroque periods.

The four members of the Con-
sort have versatile backgrounds
that include not only mastery of
their unusual instruments, but ex-

tensive study of the history and
performance practice of the music
of a five hundred year period. The
four are Michael JafFeo, flute and
guitar; Sarah Franklin, soprano;
Kay Jaffee, recorders; and Robert
Kuehn, baritone and viola da
gamba.

Chad Milton

Ninotchka to Play

Today and Saturday

Tonight and tomorrow night in

Theatre 32 of Armstrong Hall

Theatre Workshop will present

Ninotchka, a three act comedy by

Melchior Lengyel.

The play, set in Paris in 1939,

deals with the adventures of a
young Russian girl, Ninotchka,

played by Wendy McPhee, who is

on a mission for lier country. She
meets a suave Paris lawyer, Leon
Dagoult, played by Ed McDougal,
who tries to sweep the pretty

young Comrade off her feet. The
results are amusing and entei-tain-

ing.

Also in Paris on the same mis-

sion are three bumbling Russians

played by Dave Sullivan, Tom
Toth and Chris Gibbs. They have
grown fond of the gay carefree

life of Paris and ti-y to delay the

completion of the mission in order

to lengthen their vacation.

During the course of the play

Ninotchka meets the Princess

Stephanie, played by Marcia Wex-
ley, who is both the object of the

mission and Leon's latest lady-

love. The whole situation is resolv-

ed in Act Three by the anival of

the dreaded Krasnov, played by
Bob Follansbee. Otbei- members
of the play are Ellen Riorden,

Sarah McAnulty, and Miite Saw-

aya. Admission is free.

Michael JatTee has been active
both as a teacher and performer.
He holds a master's in music from
New York University, has per-
formed and recorded with the New
York City Opera Company. He is

also the director of the "Waverly
Consoi't.

Sarah Franklin has appeared as
a soloist with mimerous musical
organizations in New York City
and in recent seasons has partici-

pated in tlie summer cliamber con-
cert series at Dartmouth and the
.Aspen Music Festival.

Kay Jaffee, a graduate of the
Univei-sity of Michigan, is a doc-
toral candidate in musicotogy and
the fourth member of the consort,
Robert Kuehn, has appeared in

medieval liturgical dramas \vitl\

New York Pro Musica.

The Colorado Springs concert,
arranged in cooperation with the
Colorado College Department of
Music, will include Engli.sh nui.sic

from the court of Elizabeth I, mu-
sic from the court of Philip ll of
Spain, and baroque. The latter will

include George Phillip Telemnnn's
"Partita in E Minor" which is

chamber nuusic designed primarily
for tlie players and for non-pro-
fessional criticfl.

Political Association Forms
A different concept in political

activity has come into being on

campus this fall—the Political As-

sociation of Colorado College. The

PACC is comprised of the Interna-

tional Relations Club, College De-

mocrats, College Republicans, and

the Foreign Student Committee.

These four clubs will remain auto-

nomous units for many of their own

functions, but hope to combine ef-

forts on many activities of comnitm
interest.

One of the primary objectives of

the PACC is the establishment of

a permanent physical iieadquar-

ters, a "political room." This room
would be furnished with tables,

lounge chairs, a coffee machine, a

political paperback library and sub-

scriptions to a number of political

magazines and newspapers repre-

senting as many different view-

points as possible. These would be

of both foreign and domestic na-

ture.

There has been considerable stu-

dent and faculty support for such a

beadquartei-s. Dr. Fred Sonder-

mann suggested the idea of conver-

ting tliL- old registrar's oflice in

Cutler Hall into an Association

headquarters. He conmiented that

these facilities would be most ideal

for the iiurpose of the PACC.

Another function of the PACC
would be the sponsoring of speak-

ers on campus of common interest

to the four clubs; these and other
guests of the College would be in-

vited to informal discussion over
refreshments at the chib room. Dr.

Roger Heacock, the udvisor for

IKC, has suggeHted thai special

iliscussions on issues of immediate
and critical importance.

A radio in the room has also been
suggested for monitoring political

programs, speeches, and election

returns. It was proposed that in-

terested students sponsor a bi-

monthly publication announcing
i-egional political activities of in-

terest and presenting student

views on cuiTcnt political events.

The Co-ordinating Co-chairmen
for the PACC are; Phil Fearnside,

IRC; Hilton Martin, College Dems;
David Thompson, College Republi-

cans; and Pambos Hadjipolycar-

pou, Foreign Student Committee.

Anne Heald and Steve Hughes pin In the fun at the Informal FAC
on the Rastall Center patio.
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Langley Lashed As John Foster Dulles of CC

Mr • xm* \y %^»

The Tig-cr commends the members of the International

Relations Club, the College Democrats, the College Republi-

cans and the Foreign Student Committee for their originality

in forming the Political Association of Colorado College. It

is an organization which has long been needed on the CC
campus.

Political awareness is not something which should only

arise around election time and during debates on Viet Nam.

It is vital that students be constantly aware of the political

situation aiound them, but often they are too apathetic to

devote time to anything but their studies and their social

lives.

We hope that by making information i-eadily available

to all students, the PACC will be able to create some interest

in elections, social reform, world problems, and world un-

derstanding on campus. The PACC's plans to have guest

lecturers, a radio room, and a reading room strike us as

being excellent first steps in creating a politically aware stu-

dent body.

Perhaps the group can organize some projects in Colo-

rado Springs to help bring the town out of its traditional

consei-vative disinterest in social reform and political action.

Working together with the townspeople, the Association may
be able to have open meetings to discuss political issues in

conjunction with speeches they schedule on campus, thereby

providing CC with the opportunity to play a part in the life

of the town.

SIGI\-OUT SYSTEM
Signs appearing in the senior girls' dorms notifying them

that they are required to sign out to specific locations indi-

cate the type of unwarranted control which the school is

trying to place upon the girl students. Senior girls, who are

not limited by dorm hours should not be required to account

for every movement of their time to anyone, much less to the

dormitory personnel.

We do not think that the information which the school

requires of these girls can actually serve to help the school

locate them. Each girl has the responsibility to appear at the
dorm each day. She should not be forced to indicate how she
spends the time she is not in the dorm.

We hope that the AWS will realize that these new re-

strictions upon senior women are unwairanted and will take
action to revoke them.

To the Editor:

In last week's Tiger, Col. Lang-

ley of the ROTC staff criticizes

those who oppose U.S. policy in

Vietnam. He believes that the op-

ponents are inadequately informed,

that they give "preferential treat-

ment to their own views rather

than the knowledgeable ones ol

the government," and undermine

the morale of the troops in Viet-

nam. I think we are all aware that

we may not have adequate infor-

mation on the situation, since the

government will not or cannot

provide us with such information.

Many responsible newsmen in the

field have suggested that even the

President and his advisers are

often misled by field officers and

intelligence staffs as to the" true

state of affairs and the long-range

prospects,

More important, however. Col.

Langley does not believe that the

responsible citizen must make up

his own mind about public issues

on the basis of information avail-

able to him. He assumes the

father-knows-best attitude com-

mon among, for example, the pas-

sive German citizenry under Hit-

ler. To be sure, the Vietnam war
presents us \vith political and

moral problems that do not yield

to easy answers. And since Col.

Langley is a professional officer,

I am not surprised that he sup-

ports the government position.

But he also holds rank in a liberal

arts college, and I would expect

him to respect and defend the

right and duty of citizens to speak

and act according to their strong

convictions when the welfare of

the nation is crucially involved.

Finally, I would hope that the

morale of the troops is founded

on inner convictions rather than

the unqualified support of all

citizens. Unfortunately, the state-

ments in the article attributed to

some of Col. Langley's reciiiits do

not support such hopes. The self-

confessed "draft dodger at heart"

and the student who knows he

would be a failure as an enlisted

man and therefore wants to be an

officer show a lack of morale and

integrity that will probably al-

ways remain impervious to both

Col. Langley's earnestness and my
dissent. I wish they would go to

Canada

!

Sineerelyj

Dirk Baay

Dept. of German

To the Editor:

One would think that having in-

haled the liberal nondenomination-

al atmosphere of CC for over

a year, Lieutenant Colonel War-
ren Langley would know better

than to fall back on "knowledge-

able (views) of the government
administration" in arguing the

questionable merits of fighting in

Southeast Asia.

Having followed the palsied

United States' efforts to "win" in,

and/or "pacify" South Vietnam
in the dispatches of fairly know-
ledgeable but admittedly unofficial

sources such as Robert Shaplen,

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Roger
Hilsman, Neil Sheehan, Francois

Sully, the late Bernard Fall, et al,

and having weighed what these

gentlemen have said against the

stimulating and objective Depart-
ment of Defense publications that

the Colonel has absorbed, we feel

that the latter should be taken
with a few knowledgeable grains

of salt.

Like all professionals, the Col-

onel is undoubtedly inundated with

a vast amount of "official" read-

ing material, the better to keep
up with his profession. Perhaps
the question is merely academic:

should one rely entirely upon the

dispatches filed by the gentlemen
whose names we have mentioned,

or should one adhere unswerving-
ly to the mass of "information"

spewed forth by the "gentlemen"

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

Much has been written in the

past few weeks about the possible

candidates for the Republican no-

mination in 1968 and The Loyal
Opposition feels it should make
some hazardous and unfounded
predictions.

The first potential candidate is

Richard Nixon. Mr. Nixon is a man
with a broad background of pub-
lic service. He has done more than
perhaps any other man to improve
the American image abroad. He
was the one who soundly defeated

Nikita Khruschev in the Great Re-
frigerator Debates. And who but

Richard Nixon could have sold the

Southern Americans truth, justice

and the American way?
Some say Tricky Dick is a bom

loser. Grants he has lost in his

last two attempts to gain public

office, but has anyone ever been
more gracious in defeat?
Another of the leading candi-

dates is Governor George Romney
of Michigan. George has had some
rather bad luck these last few
weeka. He suddenly realized that

he had been "brainwashed" on a

recent trip to Vietnam. This led

many Democrats to support him
in hopes that they could make Mm
believe he was Bany Goldwater.
He suffered another rude awaken-
ing when he discovered there were
Negroes in Michigan. If the ques-
tion of his birth were settled, he
could turn out to be the brightest

hope the Republicans have had
since Warren G. Harding.
Another contender from the

ranks of the Republican Governors
is Ronald Reagan, late of Notre
Dame and now Chief Executive of

California. I have doubts about the
effectiveness of a campaign based
on re-runs of G.E. Theatre. He
will control the second largest de-

legation and is a force to be
reckoned with.

The man with the biggest dele-

gation is Governor Nelson Rock-
feller of New York. He is a candi-
date who is handsome, intelligent,

wealthy, popular with the public,

an effective executive and a win-

ner. All these things tend to work
against a Republican, so I'm
afraid Governor Rockfeller is out
of the race.

This is the way the convention
itself shapes up. After a first bal-

who have been so ordained by an

Act of Congress. It seems fairly

obvious that the latter gentlemen

have a certain vested interest in

the outcome of what they report,

whereas the former just may bp

more objective, not having to re-

port daily to someone with a few
more stars.

Additionally, Colonel Langley,

we had thought that the doctrine

of "if yer not fer us, yer agin us"

had died with John Foster Dulles.

However, it is a matter of histori-

cal interest to note that Colonial

Langley has resurrected and
breathed life into this tired dog-
ma. We realize that there is an
obligation to fight if one's fre< -

dom is "genuinely" threatened,

Ergo, it appears that the burden
of proof is on Colonel Langley and

others of his ilk to clarify hi^

statement that our freedom -.s

somehow threatened by a sm^ali

agrarian nation ten thousand miles

away, and that said nation wa::;,

in fact, ever truly free.

If—and this is a big if—the "Wiii-

in Vietnam does turn out to )<-

"moral and right," we doubt th;it

the opinion of those returning

from military service in Soutli-

east Asia will be the major coi-

tributing factor in the moral ju.-.-

tification of the war.

Sincerely yours,

James C. Martin,
Michael W. Taylor

"Better to Fight Red China Now"

lot of favorite sons including John
Tower from Texas. Karl Mundt of

South Dakota and George Wallace
of Alabama, the convention will be
deadlocked between Nixon and
Reagan. Deep in the bowels of the

Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel a group
of King-makers will meet and out
of that dark smoke-filled room will

emerge a compromise candidate, a
sure winner, the littlest colonel

who would now be Commander-in-
Chief, the one person who can
cure the moral ills of America:
America's Sweetheart — Shirley

Temple Black.

To the Editor:

I wish to defend the war in

Viet Nam in opposition to Mr.
Bill Adkin's letter in the last issue

of the Tiger.

The war must be continued, but

continued with an intent to end
it with a complete and uncondi-

tional suiTender of the Viet Cong,

rather than the present stalemate.

The people wishing to end the

war with a petition of a million

signatures to the President are to

be commended for the use of their

Constitutional rights, rights that

nowadays are either taken for

granted or disregarded completely.

But, have these people taken into

consideration the consequences of

a removal of our troops from Viet-

nam?

First, with evacuation of our

troops, that country would be left

wide open to take over from the

North. Second, in order to disen-

gage ourselves completely from
this struggle in Southeast Asia,

the United States should with-

draw all forms of financial aid to

South Vietnam, a move that

would leave the South Viet-

namese people with more poverty,

starvation, sickness, and death

than they have ever known before.

It does not seem rational that we
should continue financial aid with-

out the benefit of showing these

people the souixre of the aid and
how it can be obtained—through
democracy and capitalism.

The war would definitely end in

a shorter length of time, with vic-

tory for America and a positive

check on communism if the war
eifort were increased and the

United States offered North Viet-

nam its choice, unconditional sur-

render or total destruction, and
then follow through.

As to the threat of war with

Red China by a move of this sort,

I believe that it would be far bet-

ter to fight Red China now, while

we still have military superiority

than wait for the time, in the near
future, when China is capable of
delivering atomic destruction to

the United States. I wonder grave-
ly what will happen when Red

China has control over the atonnc
bomb and an effective means of

delivering it. With their total laik

of regard for human life, the ou.-

come would be disastrous.

In summation, I say, the war In

Vietnam is necessary as a check
on communism's conquest of tlie

world, plainly stated in the Com-
munist Manifesto,

I would ratherfightnow, in Viet-

nam, with the hope for complere
victory for America than back

down with the assurance that my
son will have to fight the same war
in his generation.

Vance R. Hayes

Bl^avi^ ClyapFi

Sunday, October 1, 1967—11 A.M.
Sermon Title;

"Will the Real Martin Luthei'

Please Stand Up?"

Preacher

:

Professor Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader

:

????????

This semester we ai-e celebrat-

ing the 450th anniversary of the

Reformation. On our campus we

are having various lectures and

visiting lecturers; a play; and ex-

hibits. We are sure that these

will be interesting and very worth-

while. They will give us different

aspects of Luther as he has been

seen by different individuals and

different groups. However, what

Luther himself was concerned

about was the living God. Tliis

sermon, therefore, will not be a

lecture on a view of Luther as

the speaker sees him in the past;

but it will be an attempt to take

up one of the themes with which

this great reformer was involved

and attempt to relate it t'^

the concerns of the present day.

In a certain sense it will attempt

to be faithful to Luther on con-

cerns by attempting to speak ^

living and contemporary word to

our times as Luther did to his.

The theme which is to be spoke"

to concerns the spirit and the 1^*"

ter, freedom and the law.
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More Letters . .

.

Knight Echoed, NUGGET Lambasted
To the Editor:

I would like to echo Mr.
Knight's critical comments con-

cerning: the Nugget. His critics

point to the fine layout of the

1967 Nugget, which I will agree
waa good; but what value is a

good layout if much material is

excluded. For example, from a
student body of about 1,500, only

467 were pictured in the classes

section—a whopping 32%. Also,

only 27 of the 154 faculty mem-
bers listed in the back appeared
in the academic section—an anemic
17.5%.
Furthermore, there were no

group pictures of the athletic

teams, which should definitely

have been included along with the
action shots. How are we supposed
to know who played on these
teams unless we have saved a

program from one of the games;
also there is not a single peep
about the spring sports: baseball,

track, and lacrosse.

On the subject of group pic-

tures, a number of those which
did manage to get into the Nug-
get were blurred in places or in-

fested with shadows, especially

those in the Greek section. Many
group pictures were missing. For
instance, where were the pictures
of honorary societies such as
Delta Epsilon, Delta Sigma Rho,
Tau Kappa Alpha, Pi Gamma Mu,
Kappa Kappa Si, and Cap and
Gown ? Where were the pictures
of the various committees such
as the Traffic Committee, Foreign
Student Committee, Student Con-
duct Committee, and the Publica-
tions Committee ? And what about
other groups such as the Tiger
Club, Honor Council, American
Chemical Society, French Club,
Spanish Club, Zeta, Letterman's
Club (if such exists), and the Stu-
dent Education Association? I

trust these all haven't faded into

oblivion.

In conclusion, I would like to

point out that in spite of its mani-
fold shortcomings, the 1967 Nug-
get may have its good points, at
least a record of the scores of
CC's games was included, al-

though some were excluded in the
1966 Nugget. {However, in the
case of most CC sports, such an
exclusion is truly a humanitarian

gesture. )Fina!ly, the features sec-

tion and pictures depicting campus
life were generally good.

Sincerely,

Tom Boyd

Senior Sign-Out Criticized

To the Editor:

Upon returning to Montgomery
Hall this evening at 10:45 p. m., I

came across a conspicuously po-
sitioned notice informing myself
and all other French House inhab-
itants of an absurdly arbitrary re-
vision in the already obsolete sign-
out policy. Designating "out" or
"town" had suddenly become tabu.
The era of minute-to-minute, pre-
planned evenings, it seemed, had
arrived. After my "seeing red"
stage became a relatively mild
"furious and livid" stage. I began
to consider the wildly ludicrous po-
tential exploitations of such an
incredible edict.

For example, the evening of the
great innovation passed for me as
follows: Tutt to Dorm to Town to

Tutt to Rastall to Bemis to Tutt
to Walk (north one block, east
three blocks, then south or was it

the opposite way around?) to Tutt
to Rastall to safety of Dorm. How
in the hell should I have let those
laughable do-gooders responsible
for the insulting, revolting i-epul-

sive change, know my evening's
plans ? I lasted five minutes at

Tutt the first time; if the sky had
decided to collapse on my Palo
Alto, California home during any
one of the 300 seconds spent in

serious study, I strongly suspect I

would have heard about it some-
how. Furthermore, I would be
600% willing to let my protective
"home away from home" know
every lewd, lascivious or clean de-
tail of my evening's i-oamings if,

alas, I could have remotely ap-
proached an accurate prediction
prior to my original departure.
However. I rate myself as basically
honest and will never invent a
phony address just to soothe the
consciences of some sacred bunch
of conservative CC coeds. I'd

sooner sign out to the Cotton Club
at 6 in the morning, if that would
be specific enough.

Cordially,

Stephanie Bennett

Traffic Hearing Set for Tuesday
The Traffic Committee will hold the first Traffic Hearing of

the school year next Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 7 p. m., in room 207 Ras-
tall Center. All students who have received ticltets for traffic
violations are requested to appear at this time or the right to ap-
peal these violations will be forfeited.

All students on campus are also requested to obsei-ve the fol-
lowing straftic regulations. THERE IS TO BE NO PARKING
AT ANY TIME BETWEEN THE REAR E-\IT OF RASTALL
CENTER AND THE ICE RINK, AND ON THE RIGHT HAND
SIDE OP CUTLER CIRCLE. Parking in both areas creates a
traffic hazard and blocks the Fire Lane. If necessary, cars parked
in these areas, will be towed away at the owner's expense. Stu-
dents are also requested to refrain from parking on the Bemis
Circle during the daylight hours, (except for unloading and load-
ing), because vehicles parked in this area are blocking the mail-
box and therefore the mailman will not deliver the mail to Mc-
gregor and Bemis Halls.

Frank Hoag Named to CC Board of Trustees
Frank S. Hoag, Jr.. president of

the Star-Journal Publishing Cor-
poration in Pueblo, has been
named a charter trustee of The
Colorado College for a six year
term; Russell Tutt. chairman of
the board announced Sunday, Sept
24.

"We are happy to have Frank
Hoag, an outstanding Pueblan and
an outstanding Coloradan. as a
member of the Board of Trustees."
Mr. Tutt said. "He is not only a
former Colorado College student
but has over the years made many
contributions to education."

At Colorado College, which he
attended two years (1926-1928), he
wag a member of Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity aiid president of
the sophomore class. He played
football and was on the track
team.

Mr. Hoag received his bachelor's
from Princeton in 1931. He was
president of Princeton Elm Club.

For several years after his grad-
uation he sei-ved as Washington
correspondent for The Star Jour-
nal and for The Chieftain during
sessions of Congress.

He was a member of the board
of directors of Pueblo Junior Col-
lege fix)m its inception in 1933
until its absorption by Southern
Colorado State College 'in 1961. He
is president of Southern Colorado
State College Foundation which
assists the development program
of the Pueblo institution and he
is also a member of the board of

directors of the United States Air
Force Academy Foundation.

From 1962 through 1964 he was
a member of the Advisory Com-
mittee of the Colorado Legisla-
tive Committee on Education Be-
yond High School, and on June 5.

1965, was appointed by Governor
Love to the Colorado Commission
on Higher Education for a four
year term.

He holds the honorary degree,
Doctor of Letters, awarded by
Southern Colorado State College
at its first commencement exer-
cises, June 11. 1965.

An exultant Kaye Burr is carried

to the "first aid station" on Wash-
burn Field by Sigma Chi doctor

Jack Foudy. Kaye won first place

in the "It's what's up front that

counts" event of Derby Days.

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Pasf the Dog Track— Only five minule* from the campus)

Frank Hoag

In addition to, his activities in
the field of education, Mr. Hoag
has been actively engaged in many
types of public service in behalf of
bis city, state and nation. As a
member of the board of directors
of the Water Development Asso-
ciation of Southeastern Colorado,
he played a major role in promo-
tion of the Frying Pan Arkansas
Trans-mountain Diversion Project,
and is currently n member of the
Advisory committee of the con-
servancy district.

Mr. Hoag was associated witli
his father, the late Frank S. Hoag,
in publishing The - Star Journal
and The Chieftain from 1931 to
1963. and has been publisher of
the two Puoblo newspapers since
1947. In addition to being presi-
dent of the newspaper publisliing
corporation, he was the owner
and developer of radio stiition
KCSJ. He sold his interests in the
enterprise in 1950.

Zecfia and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

a+ Cache La Poudre

PatfOHi^e Tigei- A4iiei-tiMi'^

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Bloch from (

SCHWINN Fronchiio Doilo.
I? EAST KIOWA STREET

R«pair S Pcrti (or Any Maka
TELEPHONE 634-473J

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

Quailttj — S((//e' — "Service

D. HITESHEW, Optician DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

Spaghetti ^tft^ Steaks

Pizza ppW^
Chicken

Sandw iches i—[L Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4,30 p.n ,-11:00 p.m. Tuo»,-Sot. I2:00-I0!00 i.m, Sunday

Cloi d Mondoy

71 1 N orth Tejon 634-9346

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Siocum Hall
10% Oisount Cash and Carry

1 171/2 E.
T>aHy Pick-Up and Delivery

Cache La

Poudre

to all Dorms and Houses
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Theobald Posits Poverty Programs Retread Men

Nieli Sfeele, Nick Campbell, Joanne Zimmerman, and Tyler Make-

peace watch as an unidentified Independent finishes her lap of the

"Doughnut Race" during Derby Days. ^^^^

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Wondoy-Snturday)

13:00-8:00 (Sunday]

»00 L Fillmore ITry Ui for Your Next Function) Phon» 634-0978

PROFESSIONAL
-:- Dry Cleaning

-:- Laundry

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
20 Maytag Washers

10 Double Load Washers

9 Dryers

801 NOBTH TQON 632-1476

On* Block of Colltga on Tajen

Dr. Robert Theobald, noted Bri-

tish socio-economist, was guest

speaker at Armstrong Hall on

on Sept. 21 for the evening ses-

sion of the Fall Happening, a pro-

gram of religious affairs present-

ed by the Pikes Peak Council of

Churches,

Dr. Theobald was born in India,

obtained his undergraduate degree

from Cambridge, and took post-

graduate work at Harvard. He has

specialized in cybernetics and soc-

ieties, and in economic relations

between rich and poor nations.

Presently he is studying the effects

of abundance on the U.S. economy,

and is working on a series for the

CBS program Look Up and Live,

entitled "Choice: The Imperative

of Tomorrow," which will be aired

on KKTV, Nov. 5-26.

Dr. Theobald stated that, as civ-

ilization pushes Man into the fu-

ture, Man finds himself faced with

many new problems, such as what

he is going to do with all his forth-

coming leisure; and where will he

find the initiative to do something

with it. Man has great potential,

but has always been restricted in

the past. And now our society is

reaching a point where Man is go-

ing to have to mature in order to

survive. The big question is whe-

ther or not he can develop suffi-

ciently.

At present we are involved in

many crises, particularly the rac-

ial problem, unnecessary poverty,

and the revolt of the young be-

cause they find they aren't allow-

ed to make decisions, even in

events of which the consequences

may involve them deeply.

In these crises certain groups

may develop potential strong en-

ough to force a change, but may
also remain without the power to

build. These groups may set back

or even destroy society. A good

example of this is the development

of Black Power radicals, who have

fomented riots in many of our

cities.

College radicals, likewise dis-

satisfied, demand a drastic change

in cun-iculum. But those elders in

education who could help refuse

to do so. Therefore, vast social re-

form may be necessary to effect

the change, because our present

educational system is a self-per-

petuating trap.

There is also a crisis of power-

lessness and immediacy of issue

in the problem of wars. It is get-

ting too risky for nations to settle

disputes by warfare because of the

growing threat of nuclear holo-

caust if neither side is willing to

compromise.

Yet another crises we face is

the automation of industry. The
growing efficiency of machines,

the necessity of which is often de-

batable, is replacing workers whe-

ther they like it or not. And our

present Poverty and Rehabilita-

tion programs just retread hu-

mans, destroying their dignity.

All these problems are solvable,

but society is largely run by two
generations of non-activating peo-

ple who can't imagine a leisurely

day and have no faith in their

own ability to solve problems. We
sit back, let experts find what they

think are solutions, and relegate

programs to the relative security

of the beauracracies. In the end,

little is accomplished.

But, Dr. Theobald says, man is

a self-educating animal, and if gi-

ven half a chance he will develop

himself. Hopefully, we can some-

day create a new world acceptable

to practically all of society and

eliminate all the present strife.

Peace Corps to Recruit Students
On October 3 to 6, Tuesday

through Friday of next week, a

recruiting team from the Peace

Corps will be on campus to speak

with interested students about the

Peace Coi-ps program.

The team consists of Mr. and

Mrs. David L. Myklebust, and they

will be available in Rastall Center,

as well as speaking to various

classes and campus organizations.

David Myklebust is a graduate

Colorado Springs Town l^eeting

Considers City Budget Problems

By Cynthia von Riesen

Dr. Fred Sondermann of the

Colorado College political science

department moderated the first of

three "Town Meeting" discussions

here in Colorado Springs on Mon-

day, Sept. 25.

Approximately 125 citizens from

the Pike's Peak area attended the

meeting, a follow-up to last Janu-

ary's Symposium, "The City."

Speakei-s in the panel included

Mr. Karl Andrews, city council

member; Mr. Arthur Tafoya, Com-

munity Action Program officer

;

and Mr. Marx Lorig, president of

Lorig's, Inc.

The problem put before the peo-

ple was of the city budget,

which in previous years has been

operated as a "bare bones" bud-

get. Mr. Andrews stated that the

council has worked effectively with

Afci^ Hu GoUeKfe SUofi
833 North Tejon Telephone 634-3657

You Are a Winner
COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR FAMOUS LABEL PRIZE

limited finances, but that it can

not continue, since Colorado

Springs has fallen behind on capi-

tal improvements in comparison to

growth.

He pointed to the practically

non-existent parks budget which

is, he stated, "incongrous with

Colorado Springs' status as a tour-

ist center."

All three panelists agreed that

the most immediate and piactical

solution to this problem is a one

per cent city sales and use tax

which, according to Andrews,

could produce an added $2,334,000

for the city budget. There was
some disagreement on whether to

charge the tax across the board
or whether to exempt food and
drugs.

The two other follow-up meet-
ings will be "Education and Eco-

nomic Opportunity in the Pike's

Peak Region," on Monday, Oct. 9,

and "Public Communications in

our Community," on Oct. 23.

Colorado College is sponsoring

the town meetings in conjunction

with 17 other civic organizations.

of California State College at

Long Beach, with a degree in his-

tory. His wife attended Central

State University in Wilberforce,

Ohio, and her degree is in English,

Both of them sei-ved for two years

in the West African countiy of

Cameroon, an'iving thei'e in Sep-

tember 1965 and leaving in Juh

1967. He was a teacher at a

Teacher Training College, where

he taught history, English, math,

science, and physical education.

Prior to her marriage, Mrs. Mykle-

bust taught in a boys' secondary

school, teaching English and Latin.

They got man-ied between school

years, and in her second year,

Mrs. Myklebust taught English at

the Teacher Training College.

At the moment, Colorado Col-

lege has 16 of its graduates as

volunteers in the field, while over

20 have already returned after twu
years abroad. There is great neci
for qualifield persons, and all in-

terested students are urged to

make contact with the Peace Corp^
team while they are on campus.

Fire Extinguishers

Found Purple Bugged

The Tiger learned this week
that all fire extinguishers in Slc-

cum Hall and Superdorm havr

been dusted with a light green

substance which turns dark pur-

ple when it comes into contact

with moisture. Probably a low-

grade version of methylene blue,

a dye used in ditto machines, th>'

substance is soluble in rubbing al-

cohol. Although officials have

been questioned concerning the

presence of this substance on th^

fire extinguishers, none of them
have been willing to devulge who
is responsible for tiaving the equii'-

ment coated.

^0f the IfeM . . .

Sharon Garland Penny Stewart Osa Thatcher
Jane Rawlings Sandie Story Pat Sleasons

Susan Schiele Ellen Wein Dancy Goodman
Carolyn Paddock Chris DeMoll Margaret Cerno
Marilyn Brown Helen Willing Ann Salozzi

Christine Barringer Jill Steinbanegge Pam Ingram
Janet Drescher Barbie Wheeler Marilyn Moon

Klasina VanderWerf Patricia Casey Ann Heald
Gini Crawford Sheryl Young Eleanor Purdy

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT OF BOY'S LEVIS FOR GIRLS

aehina
Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS-

First Two Drinks
for the Price ol One

4 - 7 P.M. DAILY
1 1 8 North Cascade Avenue
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Professor Bechtol Attends

National Issues Meeting
Colorado College economics pro-

lessor Paul Bechtol, attended the

National Issues Conference held in

Washington, D. C. on the Hth and
l2th of September. Approximately
!iO community leaders of Colorado's

Third Congressional District accep-

ted invitations to the conference.

Both Colorado Springs and Pueblo

belong to this district, which is re-

presented in Congress by Demo-
crat Frank Evans.

The purpose of the conference

was to clarify administi-ation pol-

icy on several pertinent issues and

to allow those invited to ask ques-

tions and voice opinions about the

policies. Some of the topics cover-

(.'il by the conference were: farm
policy, fiscal policy, the water pro-

blem, local economic development,

,md Health, Education and Welfare
housing programs.

Most of the sessions of the con-

ference began with a short speech

about the program and concluded

with a period for questions. Secre-

tary of the Interior, Stewart Udall;

^rimm Discusses

Dawn of Science
By Julia Sadler

Continuing the Westeni Civiliza-

tion Lecture Series, Hans Krimm
uf the Philosophy Department
spoke Sept. 21st on "The Davm of

S'nence." Mr. Krimm feels that the

Greeks, who were most influential

m science and philosophy, went far-

ther in seeking explanations of the

natural phenomena which they

ilidn't undei-stand than any preced-

ing civilization, and therefore they

^!•.ould be credited with the found-

ing of science.

Where science begins, of course,

liepends on one's definition of sci-

^^nce. If a systematical evaluation

of events is meant, then the Greeks,

by Mr. Krimm's explanation, may
i'e thought of as its founders. The
natural laws which the Greeks de-

vised were based on their belief

that everything which exists can

be understood. In their attempts

at understanding the world, how-
ever, then tended to oversimplify

their explanations. For instance,

they believed that all things were

made from one substance : air,

water, or fire. They were also inac-

curate, lacking most technological

devices for making exact measure-
ments. Therefore, many of their

natural laws were what they guess-

ed to be right or what seemed ap-

propriate rather than what could

be proven to be correct.

However, even if they didn't ex-

press their laws properly by today's

standards, the Greeks were the first

to have the right idea of what they

wanted to express, and for this

reason their age may be called the

Dawn of Science.

The next lecture scheduled will

be presented by Professor Paul

Bernard Oct. 5 on "The Evolution
of God in The Middle Ages."

* * * * *yCW « * <^ ( •

: VOLKSWAGEN

: PHIL WINSLOW

: V. w., INC.

730 North Circle Dri'

Secretary of State, Dean Rusk; ami
U.S. Ambassador at Large, Averill
Harriman, as well as Senator Ed-
ward Kennedy spoke to the group.
Major issues discussed included the
proposed ten percent surtax, ad-
ministration policy on Viet Nam,
and long range housing plans de-
signed to redistribute the popula-
tion of the U.S. inland.

Professor Bechtol considered thp
conference a success in pronding
a better picture of the programs
discussed and an opportunity for
those invited to question officials

directly involved with formulating
and executing administration pol-

icies. Dr. Paul Bechto!

Religious Affairs Retreat

Scheduled for October 7-8
The Religious Affairs Commit-

tee is planning a Retreat over-
night on Saturday and Sunday,
Oct. 7 and 8. The theme of the
Retreat is "Religious Faith and
the Intellectual Life." The dis-

cussion leader will be Roy Smith.
Campus Chaplain, the University
of Colorado at Boulder. Mr. Smith
has been greatly concerned with
this problem as a live issue foi-

him personally and for the stu-

dents with whom he works.
The conference will be held at

the Grace Episcopal Church Camp,
Woodland Park, with lunch on the

Saturday, Oct. 7, and ending after

breakfast on the Sunday morning,
Oct. 8, The cost will be ?2 for stu-

dents on board and §4.50 for those
who are not on board, for over-
night, three meals, and late
night snack. Any students who
may have any difficulty meeting
this expense are asked to contact
Professor Burton, who has funds
available to help. Please sign up
at the Rastall Center desk and
make the payment there or by ar-

rangement with Professor Burton.
Cars will be leaving Rastall Cen-
ter just before noon on Saturday,
Oct. 7. There will be both discus-
sion and recreation during the
time of the Conference. All stu-

dents and faculty are welcome.
Students are asked to sign up

by 5 p. m. on Thursday. Oct. S.

SHARON BISTLINE can truly be accused of being a "dirty loser" as

she emerges from the mud ba+h set up for the "sawhorse" competition

during Derby Days.

Winchell's Donul House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

LEI'S ENCO SERViCE
: TUNE UPS -:- STATE INSPECTION- ATLAS TIRES -:- ATUS BAHERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH
230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M to 9:00 P, M Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small ami Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing^' "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY
218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

0044
Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Teion 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Invited

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

2V2 blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitar's, Banjo's and Alt Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-6:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

/^..fW O^lli'iEfPS'i' 1

T

^W^^k-^'-'^^^M
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856 A

.;''!iMHM Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

1

A
N

H^B^ifip||KpipHH HOT REUBEN

i^^l^^
PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

R
E
S

^^ Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on r AP . . . ^.| 9B—
Biggest pitcher in Town for Sp 1 •^S^9
Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

T
A
U
R
A
N

Come One . . . Come All! the FINEST Julte-Box in Town!! T
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Christian Science Organization

Emphasizes Applicaton to School

EIGHT RECIPIENTS o( scholarships to Colorado College awarded by The Woman's Educational Society

p^iS^:^^edata.cheon^Ben,.^,,a^

:'phTp \«U:''cl "conlnc:- McpJeen llo' of LittMon. Kristine Gaen.el Colorado Springs;

KatherirHolMe T-pe, Ariz.; Patricia Stirling, Denver, Colo.; and Barbara Dav.s. Pasadena, Cahf.

The Christian Science Oiganiza-

tion at CC has begun its annual

activities, and plans to make this

a very active year. The Organiza-

tion is entirely student run. and

weekly meetings include brief in-

spirational readings l)y students

from the Bible and the Christian

Science text book, Science and

Heahh, with Key to the Scriptures,

by Mary Baker Eddy. Following

the readings, students are invited

to relate testimonies of Christian

Science healings and demonstra-

tions, with emphasis placed on the

practical application of Christian

Science to college problems.

Planned activities this year in-

clude a lecture on Tuesday, Oct.

24, by Miss Jane Robbins, a mem-
ber of the Board of Lectureship of

the First Church of Christ Scien-

tist, of Boston, Mass. Details of

the lecture will be announced soon.

Also, the Organization plans to

sponsor a film and speaker pro-

gram next semester. Pamphlet dis-

ti-ibution, begun last year, will

continue.

The Organization has recently

been authorized by the interna-

tional daily newspaper, The ChriB-

tian Science Monitor, to sell sub-

scriptions to students and faculty

members at one-half the regular

rate; a student subscription for

six months costs only six dollars.

All interested in subscribing should

contact Bill Veneris, Ext. 356, or

John Muth, Ext. 488.

The Christian Science Organiza-

tion meets every Thursday at 7:00

p. ni. in Rastall 203. Everyone is

cordially invited to attend.

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8tli Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. io 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Southern Menfaliiy Pictured

'^^hU

TH&ccMKts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

nom
17 Eart Kiowa Evelyn & Miles Iv^cBurney Phono 63 5-BBOB

COIN OPERATED SELF SERVICE

RELIEVES GAS PAINS*

*THOSE PAINS RESULTING FROM

THE HIGH PRICE OF GASOLINE

Colorado Springs 695 S. 8th

"In the Heat of the Night" Portrays Rednecks

By Michael W. Taylor

-In (fie Heat of Ihe Nighf

Reieosed by Uniled Arlisis

A Mirisch Corporation Production

Produced by Walter Mirisch

Directed by Norman Jewison

Screenplay by Stirling SilMphant

Director of Pholography,

Haskell Wexler, A.S.C.

Music by Quincy Joni

Cinem

ighwoy 24)

) by Ray Choi

70,

JS)llille « ^ . . ,

For the first time since Ten

nessee Williams' gaggte of south-

ern melodramas, someone has made
a film which more than just

scratches the surface of the south-

c'l-n redneck mentality.

Williams was content to relegate

the psyche of the south to second

place, "while letting his characters

(leal expansively and vociferously

with the problems of incest, alco-

holism and their attendant neu-

roses; but Norman Jewison and

Stirling SiHiphant, respectively the

director and scenarist of "In the

Heat of the Night," have gone di-

rectly to the heart of the matter

and laid it bare in the persons of

Rod Steiger and his associates who
malfe up what stands for the police

authority in Sparata, Mississippi.

Unless one has lived in the south

for quite a while, one cannot really

appreciate what I call the "south-

em redneck mentality." In fact, 1

don't think it has ever been fact-

ually and honestly portrayed on

the screen; at least, if it has, not

as scrupulously as in Norman
Jewison's film.

A police car, beat-up and

slishtly dusty, is slowly patrolling

the 2 a. m. streets of Sparta. In a

close-up, we see and hear a trans-

istor radio dangling from the rear-

view mirror (reminiscent of Bran-

don de Wilde's transistorized shirt-

pocket in "Hud"), and a white

Jesus figure on the dashboard.

Driving the car is Sam Wood.

"Officer Sam Wood" (Warren

Gates), his hat pushed back over

his hairline, his finger tapping the

steering wheel in time to the hill-

billy music. After a few minutes

of "camera in and on car" with

Sam, Jewison takes the camera to

a tall building and shoots from a

distance as Sam's car pulls up to

what looks like a drunk lying in

the street.

But it turns out that the man is

dead. Sam, the easy-going self-

assured cop is rather rattled and,

in the manner of all good sub-

servients, calls in to Chief Gilles-

pie (Rod Steiger) via the car radio.

Steiger arrives on the scene of the

homicide.

Chewing gum a mile a minute,

his eyes steady, he tells Sam to

go find a suspect; any s\ispect will

do. Naturally, Sam stumbles on an

immaculately dressed Virgil Tibbs

(Sidney Poitier), sitting in the

railroad station, reading a book.

From here, the story snowballs.

Tibbs is brought in and grilled by

Gillespie.

"Where'd you get all that money,

boy?" (referring to Tibb's wallet,

lying on the table).

"1 earned it."

"Hah! How'd a boy like you

earn that kinda money?"

i'm a police officer."

And so beginneth a series of

moves on Tibb's part which cul-

minates in a beautiful show of one-

upsmanship. Conveniently, it turns

out that Tibbs is the number on..'

homicide expert on the Philadel-

phia police force. Gillespie is in a

dilemma. He has to solve the mur-

der, but doesn't know how. He car

ask for Tibbs' help, and be forevei

branded as a "nigger-lover," as hi

is constantly reminded by his fel-

low rednecks throughout the film

In fact, the majority of the film

concentrates on the cfuasi-psycho-

logical battle between Steiger and

Poitier.

"In the Heat of the Night.'"

taken as a study of black versus

white, delivers outstanding per-

formances in the persons of Poit-

ier and Steiger. The latter, though

prone to lose his temper, holds it

in check as he listens to Officer

Tibbs expound on the methodology

involved in catching a killer. Poit-

ier, on the other hand, fairb

seethes with quietly-controlled al-

most passive anger at this pom

pous ass of a policeman (Steiger)

Only a few times does Poitier lasb

out at Steiger; otherwise, his onl\

emotions are reflected in hi-;

warmly liquid eyes and fluid

mouth.
As a whodunit, the stovy is rel-

atively conventional. But since thf

film's" excellence lies in the contro-

versy between Sidney Poitier an^l

Rod Steiger, one doesn't really

mind and the end result is a filn'

which kept me fascinated for it?

entirety.

Laura Haigler registers her emotions as she is proclaimed queen of Sigma Chi Derby Days .

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchaiias

(Across (rom Courthoussl

Telephone 634-9513

STAMP IT!

.^ ANY _— 3 LINE TEXT
The finest INDESTBUCTIBIE METAL

POCKET RUBBER STAMP. Vt" < 2".

Send check i.i" money order. Be

sine to include your Zip Code. No
poaUzc or handling chargea. Add
snlea tax,

Pfomptshlpmenl.SiliifadionGuinnttM

THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Bo« 13523 L»Mi Squsi* Slitlon

rtTl-TiNTft. GA., 31D326
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Mountain Club Begins Busy Year SALES - ReNTALS - REPAIRS

"In the beginTiing God created

the mountains" . . . and not far

behind came the Colorado College

Mountain Club.

This year the Mountain Club

program began September 2 at

North Cheyenne Canyon with a

rock climbing demonstration and

the introduction of "Teton Tea"
(which vaguely resembles motor

oil) to the freshmen. Comments on

both were "Bleagh" and the day

was considered a rousing success.

In actuality, the demonstration,

conducted by John Auld, gave the

novice members their first real

look at the technique of climbing

and its equipment. According to

John, "Most people think of climb-

ing as ice-ax wielding mountain-

eers crawling up shear cliffs. They
have no idea of what climbing

really is." The novices would soon

learn.

At the first rock school in the

Garden of the Gods, held Septem-

ber 9, the new mountaineers

learned the "ropes" of climbing.

Knot-tying, belaying, climbing and

repelling were all a part of this

experience which began on the

ground and progressed to the

aide of South Gateway Rock.

Belayed by more experienced
members, the tyros moved slowly

up the rock. "Please God, find me
a hand hold!" "Man, you're look-

ing right at it !" One freshman
suggested installing an elevator,

but he was ignored.

The rain started promptly at

4:30 and soon South Gateway
Rock was empty. Those who had
arrived as novices were no longer

inexperienced.

The Long's peak area is known
for its unpredictable weather con-

ditions. Hallets Peak, lying close

to Longs, is subject to these same
variables. On September 10, the

CCMC members on Hallets en-

countered sun, snow, hail, sleet and

rain (in no particular order).

Those battling their way against

the elements, via the trail, sur-

mounted Hallets at 3:30. Thirteen

rugged individuals reached the top.

A second party (Morgan Gadd
and Don Desett) made the top by

the way of the second buttress and

Hallets Chimney, In poor weather

conditions, they accomplished, in

Tufts Freshmen Offered

Student Seminar Option
(ICP) Freshmen at Tufts Uni-

versity- will have a choice this year

between seminar courses taught

by students and seminar courses

taught by faculty members.

The students maintain that

freshmen learn more when the

class leader is "asking with them

not telling them." The faculty

stresses the hope "that the oppor-

tunity for social contact in an in-

tellectual context between faculty

member and freshmen will give

freshmen an insight into the live-

ly practice of intellectual endea-

vor and discovery."

The friendly student-faculty ri-

valry is the result of separate ef-

forts by student members of the

Experimental College Board and

faculty members of the Committee

on Curriculum to provide alterna-

tives to the usual lecture and lab-

oratory courses now offered fresh-

men. Students have long main-

tained that such courses are too

impersonal. The seminars will be

sm«Il group discussions on selected

topics.

Student Experimental College

Board members who proposed the

seminars said they are intended

to develop a questioning attitude

in freshmen. They are not to teach

a set of facts or a particular piece

of knowledge, but how to go about

acquiring any desired knowledge.

The classes will meet twice a

week with one or two upperclass

leaders; note-taking -will not be

discouraged, and each freshman

will be required to keep a journal

for entries at the end of each dis-

cussion.

The students, in proposing their

seminars, described the freshman

year as "a dismal and drudgery-

filled experience." They opted for

student led seminars because

"freshmen will open up more with

another student than with a pro-

fessor. They still have their pre-

vious conception of a professor as

an infallible source of knowledge,"

and "the leader is exploring the

topics with the students and there-

fore makes better progress be-

cause he is asking \vith them not

telling to them."

The faculty, in proposing their

seminars, will begin this Sept. to

include a considerably wider var-

iety of courses. The faculty will

limit each class to ten students.

The formal faculty report de-

scribes the seminars as "explora-

tions in diverse intellectual areas."

In stating reasons for instituting

the seminars the report said:

"In these seminars the benefits

of individual instruction may be

realized; independent and analyti-

cal thinking will be encouraged;

new educational experiences both

in areas of study and in type of

study will be made available to

incoming freshmen ; the impor-

tance of intensive study as op-

posed to extensive survey will be

emphasized .

"It is believed that faculty-de-

signed and faculty-directed fresh-

man seminars will contribute to

satisfying a strongly-felt need

among both freshmen and faculty

for well-focused and directed in-

vestigations in limited areas. It is

also hoped that the opportunity

for social contact in an intellect-

ual content between faculty mem-

ber and freshmen will give an in-

sight into the lively practice of in-

tellectual endeavor and discovery."

four hours, a climb that can take

up to 10 hours. As Morgan put it,

"There was really no need for

protection, because there was no

place to put it, so we just

climbed."

September 15, the club held one

of its famous, annual picnics in a

well known but inaccessable place

(the Rocky Mountains). From
what can be remembered, it was a

real blast and everyone returned

safely.

The picnic was a sort of warm-

up to the next day's rock school.

The club again invaded North

Cheyenne Canyon with ropes and
enthusiasm. Climbing began with
some words of encouragement from
one member, "Try not to knock
anyone else off when you fall."

It became evident after a few
minutes of climbing that crash hel-

mets should have been issued along
with the ropes. The rock was very

crumbly and the people below were
continuously being showered with
fragn\ents of various sizes. One
clareless climber graciously added
his piton hammer to the debris.

Fortunately, no one was in his line

of fire.

Despite the problems, all the

climbers reached the top and most
agreed that the picnic had been

more dangerous (driving home,
that is).

The next trip scheduled was to

the scenic Sangre de Christos

mountains. Early Sunday morning,

September 17 four cars weighted
down with climbers, stumbled up
a rocky, narrow road miles from
nowhere. The road proved too

rough and the riders were forced

to take to their feet. Soon they

met with weather. Fighting their

way through snow, wind and a

number of beaver dams (which

collapsed as they walked on them),

they reached an old mining camp.

There they rummaged through old

buildings and eq"uipment and

watched it snow. The sun came

out to find the group on their way,

buch-wacking up another slope. A
few climbers reached the top of

the ridge and exalted in the in-

spiring view of Colorado.

Blanca Peak, one of the high-

est in the United States, was first

conquered by CCMC members in

1947. This past weekend, Septem-

ber 23 and 2-1, the chib attempted

to put two parties on the summit.

Bu t as the mountaineers hiked

slowly up the valley, they roalized

they were in for a tough climb.

Blanca's iron-grey, snow-covered

mass hung over their camp chal-

lenging them.

At night, the camp took on a

picnic atmosphere with campfires,

hot food and an "interesting" ren-

dition of "Old Susanna" on the

harmonica.

But Blanca awaited, and at 4

a. m. the climbers prepared for the

job at hand. The two groups set

Tip, and each moved out at 7:30.

The East ridge party scrambled

up' a long slope to the vidge face.

Their hopes for the summit ended

at the top of the ridge. A razor

edge, covered on both sides with

ice, made any advance impossible.

So they watched with binoculars

as the West ridge was assaulted.

In two's and three's the West

ridge group moved up the scree

and began to cilmb. Halfway up,

the lead man accidentally loosened

some rocks, which came crashing

down upon the climbers. One was

struck in the head and brought

down, shaken and bleeding. After

resting, the climber felt well

enough to go on and again the

party moved. They finally climbed

to the ridge, but it was too late

for a summit attempt. Blanca had

won.

Battered but unbowed, the CC-

MC mountaineers left Blanca

Peak, vowing to return and con-

quer.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "55" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Babe's Market
A Good Place to Trade

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.— Sundays till S;00 P.M.

J^aUf'j CAFETERIA
Kiov/a & Cascade, Lovirer Terrace Level

Uio Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

THE COLLEGE
BABBER SHOP

HAIR STYLINS

RAZOR CUTTING

Aueu from th* Campus

827 North Tejon

c

THE
CHINOOK
BOOKSHOP

)

M/

Whatever your hang-up— Tillich or Tolkien —
"The Prophet" or Pooh—^we've got the books for you.

On your next trip (downtown) conne see us.

2O8I/2 North Tejon Street

•TYPIYPEWMTER

105 N. Tejon St. 634-0102

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING ITT

All Souli

UNnARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.ion

634-209!

Buy Your Furniture Af

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES
RUGS S HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Sorvinq Pilos Po„l Ro.jion Sinto IVJl

Open Every Day —
Auction Evofy Monday

123 S. Ca^cado Avo. 432.6693

nina
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do 7011 wetcr

•Ize 3-5-7-9?

TOU JHE INVXTKU

to Tlalt the neir

Him
Chase Stona Center

Colorado Springs

an Intiaatej

boutlcraey FASHION

3FECliLTT SHOP
•

fnil of contenpor-

ary ci'othes

«
for the new
IHKrVIDUALIST
with the Junior

or JunlorTetite
figure, sizes

3 to 9.

in a background

of antiques froa

round the w>rld.

WB THIIIK SllUJ.

charge accounts
imrlted
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Soccer Team to Take European Trip
CC soccer coach Horst Richard-

ardson plans to return to his na-

tive Germany, but has decided to

bring along his entire team. Dis-

cussing his trip, Prof. Richardson

was quick to emphasize the fact

that the team will be seeing

more than soccer fields during

their stay in Europe.

He also noted that the trip is not

necessarily restricted to members

of the soccer team. 'It's open to

anyone who wants to go, so if

there are any avid skiers with the

money, they're welcome to join

us," he said on Monday. "Al! trans-

portation costs, including room and

board, will run around $700, but

this does not include such things

as ski tickets and the like.

If enough skiers show an inter-

est, they wouldn't have to tag

along with the team : we could

meet them in Switzerland." As
plans now stand, the team will

spend one week in Switzerland, de-

voting their energies to skiing

rather than soccer

With the members of the soccer

team possessing talents in other

various sports, Prof. Richardson

hopes to organize other teams.

"We'll probably play a few ice

hockey games in Southern Bavaria

and the Alps, and we can prob-

ably get a ski team together with

Wink Davis and the boys."

The CC team's stay in the Alps

will coincide with the training

camp of the Zurich team, so it is

hoped that they'll be able to ar-

range some kind of soccer clinic.

Arrangements are also being made
to play regular games in such

European cities as London, Am-
sterdam, and Munich, with univer-

sity and farm teams comprising

the opposition.

The actual details for the trip

are being handled by the Globe

Travel Service of Colorado Springs,

and they report that most of the

reservations have been completed.

The group will leave New York

on the 20th of December, arriving

in Geneva to check their skis be-

fore heading to Amsterdam for

three days. Christmas will find

them in London, enjoying several

tours and the traditional English

Yule festivities, as well as a couple

of soccer games.

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3}i blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

OFFICE SUPPLY
5I4N. Tejon 633-1721

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

Join Colorado College Soccer

Team and Ski Club for

Christmas Holidays in Europe.

Trip includes . . .

Cities, Soccer^ SWi'ng,

Sightseeing.

On the 28th, they'll invade Mu-
nich for two more games, tours of

the Bavarian royal castles and, vis-

its to several of the local beer gar-

dens. The Munich Express will

take the team to Zurich on the 3rd

of January, and six days later

they'll be entertained on their last

night by Swissair in Geneva.

A spokesman for the travel serv-

ice explained that the cost for the

trip will include breakfast and din-

ner at all hotels, taxi and train

fares from airports to hotels, all

tips, luggage handling costs, and

sightseeing tours. Accommodations
used on the trip will be for two

per room with private bath, so

there'll be no crowding of donns.

Prof. Richardson remarked that,

as far as he knew, a trip of this

sort has not been attempted by a

western college, though several

eastern colleges apparently make
a practice of it.

However, he feels confident that

it will prove a success "for the

team, for the boys, and for the

school." The college, though not

financing the trip, will uncfues-

tionably gain from the venture, as

Prof. Richardson noted.

Another important factor in the

success of the trip was aptly ex-

pressed by an employee of the

travel service who said, "They're

sure lucky to have Mr. Richardson

with them."

Though the team may never

meet the Russians, they're bound

to run into sorne stiff competition.

Students with Talent:

Audition for Television
An hour-long, on-location tele-

vision show is being produced by

Corinthian Special Productions, for

an all-state television broadcast

under the sponsorship of the

Mountain States Telephone Co.

CC students have been invited to

participate in the auditions which

will be held Wednesday, Oct. 11,

at 3:30 p.m. in Room 353 in Arm-

strong Hall for music students and

in the Little Theater for drama

and dance students.

Students are asked to provide

their own accompaniment at the

audition. A PA system with turn-

table will be available for dancers

or others who need a record
played.

Only one number will be needed.

Selected performei-s will be paid

a professional fee. In addition to

singers, dancers, musicians, or

groups, the program is also look-

ing for specialty acts— such as,

monologists, comics, or magicians,

Anyone who would like to present

an act should notify Professor

McMillen, Ext. 242, or Professor
Comick at Ext. 345.

Coach Horst Richardson and Simon Salinas watch intently as CC's
soccer team moves toward victory,

Rastall Games Area Provides Variety
"Rastall Center Games Area

provided by generous bequests
from Vera S. Irwin and Clifford S.

Robbins."

The gold plaque with the above
inscription is easily overlooked in

its position near the entrance of

the games room, but it hints of

the story behind our recreational

area.

From the donations of these two
Colorado Springs citizens, the

games room opened in the fall of

1959 completely equipped with

pool, snooker, and ping poing tab-

Rusty Hagen, Games Area
Manager.

les, a bowling alley, and a tandem
bike.

Adjoining the games area is an-
other room. On its door is a plaque
reading:

Stewart Crafts Shop

In Memory of

Second Lieutenant Ben H. Stewart

Who Died in the

Service of His Country

March 31, 1945

111 memory of their son, the

owners of the * Stewart Photo-
graphy Service completely outfit-

ted a dark room for all CC stu-

dents to use free of charge. They
also supplied ?500 worth of wood
and leather working equipment,
but these machines have disap-

peared over the past eight years.

Each spring and fall, tourna-

ments are held in pool and bowl-
ing, the two most popular activit-

ies, and in ping pong. Each event

is divided into Class A and Class
B. A trophy is given to the best

girl and to the best boy in each

class.

At a different time each spring

and fall, there is a special events

day sponsored ,by Rastall Center
Board. On that "day, all activities

in the games room have special

rates.

During the afternoons and even-

ings, students operate the games
room. But during the day, it's op-

erated by Mr. Rusty Hagen,
Games Area manager. Rusty also

sharpens ice skates and runs the

ditto machine. Immediate service

is given to all students for their

papers, reports, or anything that

needs copying.

The games room is open Monday
through Friday, 10 to 10; Satur-

day, 12 to 10; and Sunday, 12 to 9.

NOW SHOWING-CHIEF THEATRE-At 1:19 3:22 5:25 7:28 and 9:31 P. M.

STMRMa

BURL TROY

THE SUPREME IN HIGH ADVENTURE
with the swindlers,

sucl<ers, sinners and

those wlio believe.

that dishonesty

is the only policy

that pays!

HERMIONE
IVES-DONAHUE-FROBE-GINGOLD-JEFFRIESLAVI
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Deb Hooper Named

To Peace Corps
Miss Deborah Hooper has re-

lently been named a Peace Corps
Volunteer assigned to Columbia,
aftei" completing 12 weeks of

training at California State Col-

lege at Los Angeles.

Deb is one of 75 Volunteers who
will work in the Peace Corps' edu-

cational television project in Co-
lombia. Woi'king with personnel

of the Colombian Government, the

Volunteers will help' Colombians
to utilize better their television

ilasses and ^vill conduct courses in

teaching methods.

A 1967 graduate of CC, Deb re-

ceived her degree in the Human-
ities for Elementary Teachers.

Three Test Dates Announced
For National Teacher Exams

Deb Hooper

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY—
College seniors preparing to teach

school may take the National
Teacher Examinations on any of

three different test dates announ-
ced today by Educational Testing
Service, a nonprofit, education-
al organization which prepares
and administers this testing

program.

New dates for the testing of
prospective teachers are : Febru-
ary 3, April 6, and July 6, 1968.

The tests will be given at nearly
500 locations throughout the

United States, ETS said.

Independents Place

First in Derby Days
The Independents completed

their sweep of campus competition
last weekend, as they received first

place honors in the Sigma Chi
Derby Days. The scoring, based
on the results of a poster contest,

athletic events, and results of the

Derby Days Queen competition
placed the Independents in first,

followed by the Thetas and DCs,
respectively.

GDI Laura Haigler was chosen
queen of the three day event

which ended with a successful

dance at the Iron Springs Chateau
featuring the Kandy Store Profits.

Results of the National Teacher
Examinations are used by many
large school districts as one of sev-
eral factors in the selection of new
teachers and by several states for
certification or licensing of teach-
ers. Some colleges also require all

seniors preparing to teach to take
the examinations.

Leaflets indicating school sys-
tems and state departments of
education which use the examina-
tion results are distributed to col-

leges by ETS.

On each full day of testing,
prospective teachers may take the
Common Examinations, which
measure the professional prepara-
tion and general cultural back-
ground of teachers, and one of 13
Teaching Area Examinations
which measure mastery of the sub-
ject they expect to teach.

Prospective teachers should con-
tact the school systems in which
they seek employment, or their
colleges, for specific advice on
which examinations to take and on
which dates they should be taken.

A Bulletin of Infonnation con-
taining a list of test centers, and
information about the examina-
tions, as well as a Registration
Form, may be obtained from
Mr. Polk, the school Registi-ar, or
directly from National Teacher
Examinations, Box 911, Educa-
tiojial Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540.

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Acacia

Artist Supplies

And Antiques

206 V2 North Tejon Phone 632-9502

PI22A & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

lteiMth.6 r/ 7<7>«
3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KESS

NOW OPENS THE . .

flHhex

Monday and Wednesday Night Special . . .

COMPLETE 1.25 SPAGHETTI DINNER
SALAD— GARLIC BREAD for .65

TAKE-OUT SERVICE

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4B9I

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

1 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

MARK DUNN protects the ball from a Santa Fe player during the
soccer team's winning effort September 23. (See page 10).

Campus Announcements
Nugget Pictures

A photographer will return one
more time to take individual pic-

tures for the "Nugget", on Tues-
day, Oct. 3, from 4:00 to 6:00,
room 203 in Rastall. This is the
last time he will he here. Girls
are requested to wear sweaters;
boys please wear coats and ties.

It still costs $1.75 for three poses.
IMPORTANT: This also includes

Seniors.

Astrologer to Open
The Astrologer, converted this

year from a coffee house to a dis-

cotheque, will open tonight under
the management of Peter Ding-
man. Featuring a sound and light

show accompanied by the music
of the "Seeds," the Astrologer will

be open for dancing and refresh-

ments both Friday and Saturday
nights.

The Astrologer is located in the

old observatoi-y west of the

Schlessman Swimming Pool.

Library Competition
Intercollegiate Arts Affiliated is

now accepting entries in the fol-

lowing fields:

Poeti-y

Sketches and Graphic Art
Photography (max. size 4x6)
Film Criticism (max. 500 words)

for its forthcoming national pub-

lication. Only quality material will

be accepted. All applicants will be

notified of acceptance or rejection

by November 6. Entries will be

returned only if accompanied by a

self-addressed stamped envelope.

The best entry in each field will

be awarded a subscription to the

cultural journal of the entrant's

choice. Deadline: October 31, 1967.

Send to:

Intercollegiate Arts Affiliated

Box 608

5541 South Everett
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Freshman Petitions
Petitions for the freshman class

officers are due today by 1 p. m.
in the CCCA box at Rastall desk.

Campaigning may begin on Sun-
day, Oct. 1. Also, the candidates

for president will make speeches
on Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 11 a. m. in

Armstrong Auditorium. All fresh-

men are urged to attend.

Ross to Speak
Dr. Thomas W. Ross, chairman

of the Department of English at

Colorado College, will deliver a

paper "Kyd's, The Spanish Tra-

gedy: A Bibliographical Hypothe-
sis" at the 2l3t annual meeting of

the Rocky Mountain Modem Lan-
guage Association in Albuquerque,

N. M. Oct. 13.

Dr. Ross' paper will reconstruct

the practices in the printing-house

of Edward AUde, who printed the

first edition of Kyd's play along

with dramas by Marlow, Greene,

Peele, Dekker, Shirley and Shake-

speare.

Jack Rhodes, assistant profes-

sor of English, will accompany
Dr. Ross to the New Mexico meet-

ing. Colorado College and the

USAFA will co-host the 1968

meeting of the association at the

Air Force Academy.

Chess Club Meets
Weekly in Hub

Friday afternoons at 3:00 la the
official meeting time of Colorado
College's unofficial Cheas Club.

Described by Professor Thomas K.
Barton as a "chess Beaaion," thla

fluctuating group of about 11

uses the Hub as its place of con-
gregation.

Including CC students, a com-
muting member from CSU, non-
students, and others, this group
plays chess at many levels. "All

that is required to enjoy yourself,"

according to one participant, is an
"appreciation of chess."

Besides the regular Friday meet-

ings, it should also be noted that

a chesa partner can be found al-

most every afternoon in the Hub.

Jewish Services

Jewish students who would like

to attend Services on Roah Ha-
ehona, Oct. 4 - Oct. G, and Yom
Kjppur, Oct. 13 - Oct. 14, at either

the Conservative Synagogue or

the Reform Temple in town, or

who would like to have home hoa-

pitality on these occasions, are

urged to contact Dr. Fred Sonder-

mann, Palmer 36, Extension 822. .

BATES

Pharmacy

I Blecli South of C.mpyi on Coicodo

/^Ut/l'j Oi^eH

Pine Food . . . Excellent Service . . . Beautiful Surroundings

220 NORTH TEJON STREET

The U n i q u e
The only outlet for . . .

hand-made articles by master craftsmen.

Jewelry
Pottery

Handmade Ponchos

Wood & Metal
Sculptures

Wall Hangings

We will serve as outlet for CC Art Students

21V2 East Bijou Telephone 473-9406
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Sports

CC Booters Swamp
Santa Fe, 15-0

RIGHT INNER NICK BINKLEY fights for ball possession with Santa Fe defenseman. Binkley scored twice

in the decisive Tiger win.

lose to Plainsmen, 14-13

Tigers Face Mines in Annual Bout
By Dan Bernstein

If you want to watch a peace-

ful football game this Saturday,

find a teIe\'ision and listen to a

play-by-play account fi-om Chris

Schenkell and his ABC camera

crew.

But if you're looking for a fight,

and want to see live, and in color,

one of the most bitterly contested

rivalries of small college football,

come to CC's Washburn Field at

1:30 and watch the Tigers take on

the Colorado School of Mines.

This will be the 71st meeting

between these two schools, whose

cutthroat competition was initia-

ted in 1889. CC holds an overall

edge with a 35-32-3 mark, but has

not beaten Mines since that mem-
orable day four years ago, when
bone-crushing tackles were not

relegated to the football field.

Head Coach Jerry Carle asses-

ses Mines as the hai-dest-hitting

team on the CC schedule. He at-

tributes this to the fact that the

Tigers will be pitted against 278

and 292 pound defensive linemen,

and a 230 pound offensive center.

Coach Carle said that his team

was not yet physically sound, and

that at least five key players won't

see action on Saturday. In a situa-

tion where the team will he psy-

chologically up for the game,

Carle insists that he will stress

fundamentals, trying not to make
the mistakes which could easily

turn the tide of the game.

Last week, victory eluded the

Tigers because of such mistakes.

Playing in a 45 mile per hour

wind, CC ground out yardage con-

tinually, playing its best football

of the season.

With CC leading 13-7 and driv-

ing for another score, it looked as

if St. Mary's of tlie Plains would

bite the dust. With first and goal

on the St. Mary's six-yard line, a

Tiger fumble was picked up by a

St. Mary's player and can-ied 94

yards for the winning touchdown.

Coach Carle said that CC defi-

nitely dominated the game, and

paid special tribute to defensive

men Bob Knott, Bob Heister, and

John Faucett; and offensive stand-

outs Dave Coggins and Mike Mul-

ler, who caught a touchdown pass

that was called back because he

was just inches out of the end-

zone.

The CC football team has gain-

ed a certain confidence. It just

missed the taste of victory last

week, and will be hungry for it on

Saturday. Forget Chris Schenkell

and come out to Washburn Field,

where the Tigers will literally

claw their way to their first win

of the season.

By John E. Morris

Last Saturday was bright and

sunny for all but the Santa Fe

College soccer team as the CC Ti-

gers pulled out their second \ic-

tory of the season, 1.'3 to 0. Santa

Fe did not have four of their key

players and were the victims of

several fluke goals by the Tigers.

On the other hand, the Tigers also

had to do without the services of

right inner Peter Morse, recover-

ing from a fractured cheekbone,

riglit wing. Evan Griswald, still

recevering from a cold, and full-

back Wink Davis, who had wisdom

teeth pulled.

The crippled red-shirts from

Santa Fe were never in the game.

Ned Pike started the Tiger scor-

ing spree with three minutes gone

in the first period when he took a

pass from left-wing, Tom Schus-

ter, and drilled a shot into the nets

from ten yards out. With 11 min-

utes gone, Pike scored his second

goal on a corner shot from

Schuster. A minute later Simon

Salinas, The Colombian Tiger,

playing at right inner in place of

Morse, took a long pass from full-

back, Nick Rutgers, and sent it

by the goalie. At the end of the

first quarter, CC led three to noth-

ing.

CC scoring in the second period

began with an unusual goal by

right inner Nick Binkley, who re-

placed Salinas. He dribbled in on

the Santa Fe goalie who came out

to stop the shot. As the goalie

went to the ground to gi'ab the

ball, Binkley bounced the ball un-

der the goalie. He then fell over

the goalie and kicked the ball into

the nets from the prone position,

making the score CC 4, Santa Fe

0.

Three minutes later, Schuster

added his first goal on a pass from

center-half, John Boddington. Af-

ter four more minutes, Jon Nico-

laysen, playing in Griswald's

right-wing position, took a pass

from Salinas, and made the score

at half-time 6-0 in favor of CC.

The second half began with Bill

Jenkins replacing Craig Claybery

at goal. Clayberg had been calle 1

upon to make oidy one save dur-

ing the first lialf. Jenkins immed-
iately made two good saves on

hard" shots by the Santa Fe left

winger. The red-shirts looked like

they had a lot more hustle at the

start of the second half. But CC
continued its scoriiig barrage when
Eliot Field took the ball near cen-

terline, dribbled behind the Sant^
Fe defense and banged a shot b;i

the goalie to make the score 7 ti-

with four minutes gone.

Schuster scored his second goal

four minutes later, and Nicolayseii

his second, eight minutes after

that. At the end of the third per-

iod, CC led 9 to 0.

The fourth period was more of

the same. Wilson scored with two
minutes gone. Then, in an unusual

play, a long pass from left half

Dave Smith, to the center of th.:'

CC forward line went astray ami
slipped into the Santa Fe goal foi

a score with 11 minutes gone. A
minute later Binkley got his sec-

ond goal and with two minute;,

left to go in the game, Salina."

took a beautiful cross pass from
Schuster, now playing right wing,

and sent it into the goal. Smith
ended the scoring with his Seconal

goal just 30 seconds later. The fi-

nal score was CC 15 and Santa Fe
0.

Santa Fe had trouble keeping

up with the Tigers, but our kick-

ers looked sloppy an many occa-

sions. Coach Richardson said he

tried to use the game to develoiJ

a short passing attack. On several

goals this type of attack was ef-

fective. Tiger shooting was defi-

nitely off this week. They took nu

less than 69 shots, many from
close in, for only 15 goals. Th.^

Santa Fe goalie made many save.s,

but too many CC shots sailed ovei

the goal. Richardson indicated

some shooting practice may be in

order next week.

Independents Stop Kappa Sigs

-359-

NED PIKE dekes a Santa Fe defender in Saturday's 15-0 rout.

A good Kappa Sigma intramu-

ral football team was defeated 14-

12 by a better Independent team

in one of the most exciting intra-

mural football games in recent CC
histoi"y.

By defeating the Kappa Sigma
team this week and the Phi Gam-
ma Delta team last week, the

GDI's have virtually cinched first

place in the fraternity league.

Both Kappa Sigma and Phi Gam-
ma Delta had powerhouse foot-

ball team^ in the past.

The GDI scoring began early

with a screen pass from Pete

Weinberg to Harry Minter; Bob
Harvey sprung Minter open with

a key downfield block, and Minter
sped for the touchdown.

Before the half was over, Wein-
berg and his magic arm had con-

nected once again, this time \vith

a 20 yard down-and-out pass to

Rich Moore for the second GDI
touchdowm.
The Kappa Sigma offense got

into the game late, but managed
to score before the first half end-

ed. L. D. EUarton connected with
RoUe Walker for a 30 yard touch-

down toss.

The second half found the Kap-
pa Sigma defense finally sparking,

pressuring the Independent offense

and keeping them scoreless. Equal
to the Kappa Sigma offense, the

GDI defense allowed only one
touchdown, with J. C. Wells

bringing the score to 14-12 on a

one yard run.

A stronger Independent offense

which made both points after

touchdown made the important

difference, and frustrated the Kap-

pa Sigma attempts to tie the

game; in the end, the clock ran

out on the Kappa Sigs.

Outstanding Kappa Sigma play-

ers included Dave Schaffer, Doug
Whitney, John Anderson, Craig

Nelson, and Bill McDonald. For

the Independents, Jerry Wain-

wright was impressive as center,

working well with the fine per-

formances of Dave Herz, Mike

Kelly, Fred Brechtol, Sandy Alex-

ander, John Morris, Dave Dickey,

Scott McLeod, Bob Beck, Ken

Butler, Hugh McMillan, Sam Fen-

ton, Terry Covington, and Terrj-

Milligan.

The game ended on a humorous

note, with Harry Minter losing his

pants in the final seconds of the

game. Minter denied rumors tliat

this was a prepared comment on

the refereeing.

KAPPA SIG Rolle Walker springs J. C. Wells loose around the GDI

right end in Monday's Intramural Contest. The GDIs ripped the Kapp^

Sigs 14-12.
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Doors" to Be Featured
At Homecoming Dance
Tickets went on sale yesterday

for this year's Homecoming Dance.

The Doors will be the featured

band at the Saturday
. night dance

to be held at the Broadmoor Hotel.

Sharing honors with the Doors on
Oct. 21 will be CC's "The Broad-
way Shell and Muse Space Band",
formerly the Seeds. A stow band
will also play from 9:00 to 1:00.

Blue Key members are once

at^'ain handling the campus ticket

sales. Tickets will also be avail-

able at all men's and women's
(lorms, as well as Rastall Center
Desk. Single tickets are §3.50, and
couples are $6.00.

A Destruction is tentatively

planned for Friday night after the

traditional pep rally and bon-fire.

Saturday afternoon will be high-
lighted by an all-school picnic and
the Homecoming game against
Washington University of St.

Louis.

Transportation for freshmen
will be provided, if needed, by a
bus leaving from Rastall Center.

Those interested in taking this

bus should sign up at Rastall

Desk. Also, fraternity men will be
allowed to provide rides for fresh-

men to and from the dance.

I
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Common Market Expert to Speak
Gilbert Maurice Sauvage, a dis-

tinguished French economist, will

deliver a lecture on "Europe and
the Common Market" on Tuesday,
Oct. 10, in Olin 1 at 8:15 p. m.

Dr. Sauvage is a graduate in ec-

onomics of the Univei-sity of Paris

iRC Slates Arab-Israeli Symposium
The International Relations

Club, with the aid of the Forum
Committee, is sponsoring a "Sym-
pusium" on the Arab-Israeli Con-
posium" next week on the Arab-
Isi'aeli Conflict. The program will

begin in Olin I at 8:00 p. m., Mon-
day, October 9, with an address
presenting the Israeli point of

view. This will be given by Mr.
Gerson H. Brodie, a consulting

gei>logist who just returned from
Is] ael last week. Mr. Bi-odie has
liv3d in Jerusalem, is interested

in international affairs, and has
spoken many times to college

audiences.

Thursday night at 8:00 p. m. in

Ihe WES Room, Dr. El-Mallakh
will speak on "Conditions in the

Arab World." Dr. El-Mallakh is

eu'Tently a professor of economics
a( CU; he has been an economic
consultant to the World Bank, a
recipent of a Rockefeller Founda-
tion Fellowship, and a Post Doc-
toral Research Fellow at the Cen-
ter for Middle-Eastern Research at

Harvard University. He has just

returned last week from a con-

ference on the Middle-East in

Washington, D.C., and he has a
forthcoming book on the Middle-

East.

The climax of the "Symposium"
will be a student debate, to be

held in the WES Room at 3:30

p. in., Wednesday, October 11. Mu-
hammad Lebbadi, CC's articulate

Morrocan foreign student, will

argue for the Arab side. Muham-
lad recently published a letter

to the editor of the Denver Post
describing the lack of communi-
cation between Arabs and Ameri-
cans. This letter provoked several

scathing replies, declaring that
Arab students are "steadfastly

prisoners of their strange and
twisted logic," and live continually

in a "fantasy world." A second
letter of Muhammad's pointed to

a minimal effort on the part of
Americans to understand the Arab

the cause for the

communications

position £

Arab-Ame
barrier,"

The Israeli side will be upheld
by Steve Methner, notorious Zion-
ist and captain of the CC Debate
Team. The debate will be medi-
ated by campus gadfly, Gary
Knight.

A number of books on the issue

will be arriving at the Bookstore,
shortly.

Dr. Forslund Dies Suddenly

Dr. David Forsland, Professor of English at Colorado Col-

lege, died suddenly Wednesday, October 4, at Penrose Hospital

in Colorado Springs.

Professor Forsland, 29, was born July 21, 1938 in Rock-

ford, Illinois. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree at Rock-

ford College where he was elected to the Phi Beta Kappa hon-

orary fraternity and received a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.

He received his M.A. at the State University of Iowa, and his

Ph.D. in English at the Univeraity of Arizona in 1964.

Before coming to CC three years ago, Professor Forsland

taught at the University of Arizona and Texas Technological
College in Lubbock. He joined the CC faculty in September of

1965 as an Assistant Professor of English.

Professor Forsland had returned to CC on Monday, October
2, to resume his teaching duties after an illness he contracted
during the first week of school.

B\zneral arrangements for Professor Forsland are pending
at Law Mortuary.

'^ean Reid and a Mines official speak to Paul Klein after he was caught throwing eggs at the Colorado

College-Mines football game.

'^ean Reid: "Paul, you have a choice. You may go to Jail now or you may come in to see me on Monday
^t 10:00."

''^ul Klein: "I have a class at 9:00 and 10:00 on Monday."

'^^an Reid: "Well, Paul, you have a choice. You may go to jail now or you may come In to see me at
ll:00."

faculty of Law and Economics,
and in political science of the Uni-
versity's Institute of Political

Studies. He is now associate pro-
fessor of International Business at

the latter, and is also professor
at the European Graduate School
of Business Administration (IN-
SEAD) at Fountainebleau. A spec-
ialist on the Common Market and

Gilbert Maurice Sauvage
Danforth Visiting Lecturer

European Free Trade Area, and
on international business gener-
ally, he teaches courses on the
environment of European business
and the problems of European in-
tegration.

A former international oflicial,

Dr. Sauvage served as special as-
sistimt to the Direc to 1-General of
the International Labour Office in
Geneva.

Dr. Sauvage is also a graduate
of St. Anthony's College, Oxford.
He is currently ilirector of the Pa-
ris Honors Program and the Nan-
ifs Program of the Institute of
Kuropean Studies. Thu Institute
is concerned with American under-
trraduato studies abroad.

In addition In his locluro. Dr.
Saiivagf will meet on [Monday,
Oct. 9, with economics and politi-

cal science sludent.s nt 4 p. m. iii

(he WES Room to discuss "Econo-
mic Planning in Western Europe."
On Tuesday morning, Oct. 10,

he will appear at Professor Grif-
fith's class in Palmer 125 at 9 a. m.
to discuss "The Operation of a
Free Trado Area." On Tuesday
afternoon at 3:30 p, m, in the
Fiench House (Montgomery Ilall)

there will be a tea for Dr. Sau-
vage, who will didcuHs "American
Undergraduate Studies Abroad"
and the program of the Institute

of European Studies, of which lie

is the Director.

State Department Official

To Discuss Foreign Service
On Wednesday, October 11,

Mr. Robert T. Hennemeyer of the

Department of State will be on

campus to talk to interested stu-

dents about the Foreign Service as

a career.

At 11 a.m. he will talk to

Di". Sondermann's International

Relations Class in Palmer 315. His

talk will be open to all interested

students, and he will deal with

some of the problem areas with

which the Foreign Service must

(leal. At 12 o'clock noon he will

meet with interested department

chairmen and other faculty

member.s.

From 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.. he will

speak on "The Foreign Service as

a Career" in the WES Room, Ras-
tall Center, anrl will answer ques-

tions at that time. Following this

speecli, he will be available from
3:00 to 4:00 p.m. in Room 207,

Rastall Center, for individual dis-

cussions, consultations, answering

questions, etc.

All interested students are urged

to make use of Ihi.s opportunity to

discuss an exciting and challenging

career opportunity. In a recent let-

ter from ihc Department of State,

it was pointed out that "The For-

eign Service hats a definite need

for candidates trained in econom-
ics and administration, in addition

to the traditional disciplines

of political science, history and
government."

The letter added, "Although one

of the immediate goals of the trip

is to interest present seniors and
graduate students in Foreign Ser-

vice Caieers, we are also anxious

to speak with underclassmen, who
may be generally concerned with

foreign affairs, but have not yet

made their career plans."

Mr. Hennemeyer is a

native of Illinois, who received his

A.B. and M.A. degrees from the
University of Chicago. He joined

the Foreign Service in 1952 and
was assigned to Bremen, Bonn, and
and Munich, Germany, prior to be-

ing sent to Oxford University for

a program of African Area Stud-
ies. In 1901 he was posted as con-

sul in Dar-es-Salaam and following

the independence of Tanganyika,
he became First Secretary of our
Embassy there.

Budget Committee

Announces 1967-68

Club Allocations

The CCCA Budget Comrjiittee

reported Monday, Oct. 2, that the

following allocations have been

made to campus groups. The
amounts requested are in paren-

theses.

AWS, $0 ($700); Brockhurst

Tutors, $260 (.$260); Cheerleaders,

$1.^)0 ($300); Photographic Equip-

ment, $143 ($402.30); Foreign

Students, $3000 ($31,501; Forani

Committee, $.3300 ($6500); IRC,

$500 ($600); Kinnikinnik, $2600

(.$3017).

iVIRHA, $0 ($700); Nugget,

$0533 ($0778.60); PACC, decision

Itending ($500); Panhellenic, $0

($100); CCCA Spring Dance, $260

(.$600); Publications Board, $26

($25); Theatre Workshop, $700

($750); Tiger, .$8100 ($6100);

PSAC, .$0 (.$200); CCCA Contin-

gency Fund, .$2214 ($0).

A total of $33,582.15 was re-

quested by all groups of which

$27,675.00 was alloted. Members
of the committee were Jerry Han-
cock, chairman; Steve Ehrhart,

Corky Mathews, Bob Sears, Don
Salisbury, Leigh Pomeroy, Del

Rhodes, and Mr. John Howard, of

the CC Business Office.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

The CCCA Budget Committee by allocating tlie Tiger

?1000 less than it requested has, in effect, cast its vote for

mediocrity. Wliile we cannot and will not give up our attempts

to make the Tiger a good campus newspaper, we will now be

severely limited in the means we can use to accomplish our

goal.

Colorado College has a population of 200 more than last

year, yet the Budget Committee gave the Tiger approximately

the same amount of money as last year. Because of the extra

cost of publishing enough copies, we will be forced to take a

number of steps which, we feel, will lower the quality of the

paper.

The Tiger has had approximately 40 per cent of its space

occupied with advertisements. It will be forced this year, how-

ever, to up tliat figure to .50 per cent, leaving much less space

for news and pictures. We will further be forced to use

cheaper photograpliic teclmiques, lowering the quality of pic-

ture we are able to reproduce and decreasing the number we

may use. Picture pages may well be a thing of the past.

We regret, also, that the Budget Committee decided to

stress social activities more than academic .ones. The "CCCA
Contingency Fund," which was allotted $2214 was explained

to us by Jerry Hancock, CCCA Vice President, as serving to

"undei-write dances whicli we will lose money on." Are such

academic activities as Kinnikinnik, Forum Committee, and

FSAC to suffer severe losses because the CCCA and other

groups are unable to plan dances which will at least break

even? We feel that such an attitude is inconsistent with tlie

stated goals of Colorado College.

The Nugget, which received 97 per cent of what it re-

quested, will realize, we hope, that in receiving that money it

has been given a mandate to produce a good product. The

Budget Committee has expressed their confidence in the

Nugget editorial staff by allotting them nearly all they re-

quested. The Nugget, therefore, is obligated to show the

school that that confidence is not misplaced.

Tlie blame for cutting budget requests cannot fall solely

upon the Budget Committee, for the CC Administration must

also be found at fault. For the past three years, the Adminis-

tration has allotted the student government (ASCC, CUL, or

CCCA) nine dollars per student per semester. WTiat they have

failed to realize is that costs for all organizations have risen

sharply and that the money allotted is simply not adequate to

fulfill the needs of the campus. Perhaps, they are satisfied

with mediocrity in student activities. We aren't.

UNICEF Sales Begin Monday
Rastall Center Board will be

selling UNICEF greeting cards

beginning Monday, Oct. 9, 1967,

in the Rastall Center lounge. The
cards, which are available in a var-

iety of designs, are sold in boxes

of ten at a price of $1.50 per box.

UNICEF yearly calendars, note-

cards, and carosels will also be

available.

The card sale, which will last

for two weeks, is an RGB servic

project, and all proceeds will be

donated to the United Nations

Children's Fund to purchase food

and medical supplies for under-

privileged children overseas.

Students who wish to purchase

cards are requested to come to the

UNICEF table in Rastall Center

at any of the following times:

8-9 a. m., 11 a. m.-l p. m. and
3-5 p. m.

Bl^mt aiiyajiH ^M^K^^^
Sunday, Oct. 8, 1967—11:00 a. m.

Sermon Title: "Religious Faith

and the Intellectual Life."

Preacher; Rev. Roy Smith

Worship Leader:

Professor Kenneth Burton

This Sunday the preacher will

be the Reverend Roy Smith, Cam-
pus Chaplain from the University

of Colorado at Boulder. Mr. Smith
iB leading the Religious Affairs

Retreat-Conference this week end

at the Grace Episcopal Camp. His
topic for the week end is "Reli-

gious Faith and the Intellectual

Life."

"America is the only coun-

try in the world where men
get together to talk about

hard times over a S7 steak."

The Tiger is accepting contri-

butions for its poetry and creative

writing supplement, QUEST. Any-
one wishing to have original work
published should contact Skip
Clark at Extension 356. The
"Quest" supplement will be pub-

lished in mid-November.

Senior Sign-Out Defended
To the Editor:

In i-esponse to Stephanie Ben-

nett's letter, which appeared in last

week's Tiger, I would like to clear

up some obvious misconceptions

about doi-m sign-out policies.

It is only seniors with late hour

pri\'iieges who are required to

sign out to a destination more spe-

cific than "town" or "out"; and

only the first stop in an evening of

"great innovation" is required in

the sign out book. The reason for

this ruling is simple and straight-

forward. By signing out as spe-

cifically as possible, if a senior

woman has not retumed to cam-
pus by 8 a.m., there is a concrete

place from w h i c h to begin a

search. It is likely that the girl

will not be there but perhaps
others who sign out for the same
place would know her later desti-

nation.

There is another fairly obvious

reason for this rule. If a girl

should have to be reached because

of an emergency while she is away
from the donn in the evening, the

place to which she signed out is

again a location from which to be-

gin to look. It should be empha-
sized that AWS is not trying to

snoop into girls' whereabouts and
could actually care less except for

the above reasons.

I would like to add that there

was a meeting for women eligible

for senior late hours in Loomis
Rec. Room on Thursday, Septem-
ber 7, 1967, at which all rules and
penalties were handed out on

printed sJieets, all rules were dis-

cussed and all questions were an-

swered. Only thirty women ap-

peared. The rules were taken back
to dorms by dorm presidents and
given to any seniors not pre.sent at

the meeting. Ignorance, therefore,

is a poor excuse for rule infrac-

tions. If a woman is not sure of

any dorm policy, she should talk

to her dorm president. I am son-y

that Stephanie was confused, and
I hope that when she becomes a

senior she will make a point of

knowing the rules under which
she has consented to live.

Sincerely,

Nancy Corrigan
Executive Board,
AWS

Viet Nam
To the Editor:

I was very interested to read

Mr. Vance R. Hayes' suggestion

that the United States offer North
Viet Nam its choice of "uncondi-

tional surrender or total destinic-

tion, and then follow through." I

hope I will be forgiven for detect-

ing a bit of latent neo-fascism in

Mr. Hayes' "final solution" for

the Vietnamese people. I can
hardly believe that starvation and
death can be averted through the

judicious use of defoliants, plant

poisons and napolm or that whole-
sale destniction or removal of rice

crops in "dangerous areas" will

help alleviate poverty among the

peasants.

Just what Mr. Hayes intends by
"total" destruction of North Vie)
Nam, I have no idea. Since (I be-
lieve) we have already dropped
more bombs on Viet Nam than in

all of World War H, I can only
guess. Perhaps we must drop even
more devastating bombs or develop
other not entirely original means
involving large pseudo-showers and
cyanide gas.

I hope that Mr. Hayes is not
naive enough to believe that th-'

Vietnamese will suiTender uncondi-
tionally to the United States after

having fought for almost 40 year.-

against a variety of foes without
surrendering.

If the U. S. attempts to "de-
stroy" North Viet Nam, it wouir]

almost surely lead to direct con
frontation with China (which hafi-

pens to be the second largest an.
I

also the most populous country in

the world). Mr. Hayes, who al.^^i.

realizes this, seems to anticipat'='

the consequence \vith glee.

Of course, in thisprovoked coti

flict we would have a tremendoii-.

military superiority and could con-

ceivably destroy the Chinese. Ar-
cording to Mr. Hayes, this would
be for the best; and having h'^

word for it that the Chinese havi.-

a "total lack of regard for human
life," I suppose this should consti-

tute an acceptable solution for both

us and the Chinese. But my coi>-

science notices also a certain "lat^

of regard for human life" ii

Mr. Hayes' plan.

Personally, I would be happy
not to have Mr. Hayes save ni

from his idea of a Communi-t
threat.

Paul M. Holland

Culture Lovers Mistreated
To the Editor:

Last week, feeling culturally in-

clined, I decided to attend the In-

dian Music concert at AiTnstrong

Hall. Like all dutiful CC coeds, I

signed out for Armstrong, fully

convinced that I would be return-

ing to the doiTTi no latei- than

11:00. However, Fate had decreed

it otherwise. Sitting in the audi-

torium, I was thoroughly trans-

ported by the exotic music (or at

least, I was striding mightily),

when to my horror, I glanced at

my watch half way through the

light classical raga, only to find

that time's evil feet were march-
ing steadily onward.

My Nirvana-bound thoughts
were replaced by growing anxie-

ty, as 11:30 drew nearer, Mr.
Banerjee was still turned on and
going strong, with no sign of a
finale close at hand. It was 11:25
and I was confronted by a Dilem-
ma: should I get up and leave and
sprint back to the dorm, thus mak-
ing it in by hours, or shoald I wait
until the concert terminated.

Needless to say, I decided upon

the latter course of non-action.

Surely, I reasoned, the members
of the late board are lovers of cul-

ture—many of them were undoub-
tedly present in the audience. It

would surely be excused by that

auspicious body if the girls re-

turned a few minutes after hours,

owing to the length of the school-

sponsored concert. Truly, upon ar-

riving: at the dorm at 11:33 invi-

gorated by my late evening run,

there was a crowd of at least four
other culture lovers breathlessly

filling out their green slips. We
consulted each other and decided

to appeal our case, secure in the

thought that we had done no

wrong, and all CC was proud of

us for staying through the entire

concert.

Imagine my surprise and hor-

ror when I received my processed

green slip, and upon turning it

over, saw that my 11:33 re-entry

to the dorm on the night of the

Indian music concert was consider-

ed an offense and I was punished

accordingly, I then spoke with the

other girls who had retumed latt

and discovered to my no great a^

tonishment that they too had bee^;

docked. Late board had once again
in its own inscrutable way, metetl

out justice. We were all sinner.

because we failed to rise en masse
and walk out of the concert ai

11:25.

This entire affair certainly puz-

zles me, because one would thin';

that mercy would be granted whe:i

a school sponsored event ran over

the legal limits of the girls' cur-

fews, and that sufficient timo

would be allowed them for a r^^-

turn to the dorm. One evidently

doesn't go to CC.

I will take my punishment thi-

time, no rebel I, However, it is my

hope that the Powers That Bi"

will give consideration to this pn^-

blem, and will hand down an edii't

as to what should be done.

Submissively,

(Name Withheld
Upon Request)

The Loyal Opposition
by Jerry Hancock

Dear Dr. Baay,

I am the "self-confessed draft
dodger" of whom you spoke in

your letter in last week's Tiger. I

hope that I can explain my position

for two reasons. First because I

have reached a decision that many
of my comrades will be faced with
in the future. Secondly, I think
tliat my dilemma and the dilemma
of many a young man in America
shows a fundamental flaw in the

American dream of freedom of

conscience.

As I tried to explain in the

ROTC interview, the choices open
to me are only three. I can go to

Canada in which case I forfeit my
right to be an American for the
rest of my life. The second choice

is going to a federal penitentiary

in which case I lose temporarily

all the rights that belong to me
as an American and some perma-

nently. The final choice is the

army. If you choose the Army,
then it becomes a purely practical

decision to be a Second Lt. or a

private.

You're correct when you say I

lack integrity. As you can see, I

actively oppose the war in Viet

Nam. I'm not willing to give up
being an American for my beliefs,

however. I think you are wrong
in believing that I and many others
like me are "impervious" to the

Col.'s views and your dissent. I'm

painfully aware that by joining

ROTC and perhaps fighting in

Viet Nam, I'm compromising prin-

ciples, but it's worth it to me to be
an American.

The real problem lies with a

society that forces its young men
to compromise themselves or run

the risk of exile.
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Elections for president, vice-president, and secretary-treasurer of the freshman class will be held on Mon-
day and Tuesday. Oct. 9 and 10. Candidates for Freshman Class President are: (L to R) Steve Hughes,
Rick rown, Robert urBnBs, Dan Hurlbutt, Jim Drey, Tom rescott, Vance R. Hayes, and Rob Redwine.

Primary elections will be held on Monday; and, if no candidate for a particular office gets a majority of

the votes cast, run-off elections will be held on Tuesday between those two candidates having the most
votes. The polls will be open from 7:15 a. m. to 7 p. m. on both days in Rastall Center.

S.R.O. Crowd Hears Indian Concert
By Cynthia von Riesen

Two gracious Indian musicians,

accompanied by their student

from the United States, "tumed
on" a more than capacity crowd
which overflowed onto the stage

of Armstrong Auditorium on

Thursday, Sept 2S.

Adults, CC students, and assort-

ed high-schoolers listened with an

interested attitude to the first Ra-

ga, a tabia solo by Kanai Dutta.

After 40 minutes of continuous

playing, the listeners appreciated

the stamina of the musicians, if

they hadn't quite oriented them-
selves to the eastern drone and the

unfamiliar cycle of rhythms.

However, by the middle of the

second Raga, an Alap featuring

Nikhil Banerjee on the sitar, the

audience had begun to identify

with the strange but beautiful

sounds. The Alap, tasting about an
hour, consisted of 15 parts, and
served as an invocation, or call

to worship of God. The Alap is

one of the most difficult parts of

Indian music, and is learned after

all other skills are mastered. Nik-

hil Banerjee displayed his artistry

as he projected through his sitar

every mood which he wished to

express.

By intermission the audience

had turned on to the Indian gentle-

Stanford Women Win
Unrestricted Late Hours
Editor's note: the following ar-

ticle is reprinted from the Sept.

26 issue of the Stanford Daily.

All quotas on women's late

leaves except for those for first

quarter freshmen have been re-

moved, according to the latest

statement of women's sign-out pro-

cedures issued by the Dean of Stu-

dents' Office.

Freshman women are limited to

25 2:30 a. m. late leaves during
their first quarter of residence.

The reason for this restriction on
a first quarter is that "she lacks

experience with the academic de-

mands of the University, with dor-

mitory living conditions, and with
the social patterns of Stanford,"

says the statement.

No Limit
After first quarter, freshman

and sophomore women have no
limits on late leaves. Juniors and

seniors may take 6:00 a. m. late

leaves.

The information requested on

the sign-out list will only be the

expected time of return. Addition-

al information may be given, but

will not be required. On an over-

night, women must leave enough
information so she may be reached

by phone.

"The mechanics of sign-out

should fit the needs of the resi-

dence area," according to the state-

ment. "Any other workable sys-

tem, which takes into account the

requirements of the policy, may
be substituted after discussion

with the Dean of Students' office."

These new procedures were dis-

cussed at the Board of Trustees'

meeting last week. Full informa-

tion on exactly how sign-out proce-

dures will work will be announced
today.

Now-chief theatre
~

AT 1 :00, 3 :05, 5:10, 7:15 AND 9:20 P. M.

"SPECTACULAR! BRIGHT*
COLORFUL! Deserves the attention

of all skiers!" -Nxport

"THRILLING! BEAUTIFUL!"
—Cue Mogoiine

Sigma 111 "^-^ presents WMdW MILIEU'S

SRIOhHK

men, but because of freshmen

hours, and a general lack of the

Eastern concept of infinity, ap-

proximately one third of the over-

flow crowd left. Those who stayed

enthusiastically received the final

portion of the concert, a 50 minute

light classical Raga, and gave the

company a second standing ova-

tion.

Reflecting the eastern attitude

toward religion, the music expres-

ses moods such as love, pathos,

and melancholy which arise from

introspective contemplation. North

Indian music is based around a

central drone sound, furnished by
the tamboura. Instead of relying

on Western devices such as har-

monics, the musicians use descend-

ing and ascending phrases and se-

condary notes in order to provide

continuity. Rhythm is accented by
a clap or wave of the hand.

The Colorado College concert

was the fii-st stop of the Nikhil

Banerjee and Company tour of

the United States, and was spon-

sored by the Asian Studies Com-
mittee in conjunction with the Fo-

rum Committee and the American
Society for Eastern Arts.

GALS
Part-Time HeJp Wanted

If you are over 18, ombilioui, chorn

ing, personable, and enioy meelin

people, a greal opporlunily owoi'

you. Large down-town company
looking for atlroctive girls to serve i

a public relations capacity. Pleasor

• nditio brond

office—hours to be arranged—go

pay for the right girls ($2.00''hr.).

Call BETTY CROOK, 473-6616 for a

pointment on Fridoy or Monday.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON "66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Hathau>aif,6

Imported Pipei Imported Tobaccot
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framina" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY
218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

"your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

ffentetk'j CI TefPH

NOW OPENS THE . . .

"Annex"

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
SUSSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATURING . . .

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

>8$ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-459!

0044
Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Invited

An Extra Dash

of Fashion . ,

.

Saucy suede skimmer . . .

Soft, silky, o-o-oh so supple! Joyce's pigu-

ani lit+le buckle flat is super-li+he. The look

Is now. The colors newsy. Added spice for

kii+s, culottes ... all your bright coordi-

nates. Tasty Joyce! Dahila red or mud
brown sportsuede; black bukkid. S, N, M,

4 to II.

YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT INVITED

m.a
WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

A FEW STEPS FHOM
THE ANTLEBS PLAZA

146 Chase Stone Center

635-2201
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U. of C. to Sponsor Linguistic Lectures

Candidates for Freshman Class Vice-president are: (L to R) A. Joseph Bedell, Ray Kawano, Edward Mc-

Dougal, Davon Shipley, and Mark Weindling.

BOULDER, Colo.— Eight free

public lectures are scheduled this

year by the Linguistic Circle of

Colorado, which has its htadquar-

tera at the University of Colorado.

The lecture seriec will be on "Lin-

guistics and the Related Disci-

plines."

The first meeting of the circle

at 8 p.m., Monday, Oct. 9, in 156

University Memorial Center, will

feature a report on the lOth Inter-

national Congress of Linguists in

Bucharest, Hungary, by Dr. Rob-

ert Abemathy of the CU Depart-

ment of Slavic and Eastern
Languages, and a report on the

Seventh International Congress of

Phonetic Sciences in Prague,

Czechoslovakia, by Dr. Dorothea

Kascsube of the Department of

Anthropology.

The circle is open to anyone in

Colorado, especially persons at

other Colorado schools, interested

in linguistics. It serves as a forum

for the discussion of linguistics

topics and research results.

MeetBucl(Allen;He'sReadyforCollege

He Reads 4100 Words a Minute

Last week, Buck Allen began

his college career at Dart-

mouth. He is majoring in poli-

tical science and hopes to go

on to law school. With stiff

courses ahead, his reading skill

will be invaluable.

Buck learned this revolutionary

rapid reading technique at the

Evelyn Wood Reading Dyna-

mics Institute. He began read-

ing at 435 and finished at 4,170

with good comprehension.

He says, "In addition to boost-

ing my rate and comprehen-

sion, the course sharpened my
study skills . . . and increased

my concentration powers. I

strongly suggest that anyone

who reads for school, business,

or pleasure take Reading Dy-

namics."

With another school year be-

ginning, now is the time *^o

start to improve your reading.

Attend a free dmonstration to

learn more about how you can

at least triple your reading

rate with good comprehension

—or receive a full tuition re-

fund.

FREE DEMONSrnATION and LECTURE

COLORADO SPRINGS

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9
6:30 and 8:15 p. m.

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
430 North Tejon

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10

6:30 and 8:15 p. m.
READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

430 North Tejon

InlnVlood READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
430 N. Tejon street Colorado Springs, Colorado Phone 633-1707

I
I

lYlVl II '430 N. Tejon St.. Colorado Springs. Colorado

H Please send descripltve folder. ^
^^ ^^ *

I understand that I am under no obligation and that no salesman will call
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The circle meets on the second

Monday of each month at 8 p.m.

in UMC 156. Other programs for

the year will be:

—Nov. 13, Dr. James Dammann,

International Business Machines,

Boulder, "Linguistics and Comput-

ing Science."

—Dec. 11. Dr. Edward Crothers,

CU Department of Psychology,

"Linguistics and Experimental

Psychology."

—Jan. 8, Abemathy, "Linguis-

tics and Mathematics "

—Feb. 12, Dr. Hans H. Waeng-

ler, CU Department of German

Languages and Literatures, "Lin-

guistics and Ethnomusicology."

—March 11, Mrs. Gladys Doty,

CU Department of Speech and

Drama, ""Linguistics and Rhet-

oric."

—April 8, Dr. Frederick Eddy,

CU Department of French, "Lin-

guistics and Language Teaching."

—May 13, Dr. Alette Hill, CU
Department of Classics, "Linguis-

tics and Classics."
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Prof. Burton, Experienced CC Actor, to Portray LutherBy Julia Squires Piofpssnr Rn,-t..,',. »,„.. „„,„,. , , .. ,
/

A^ VC 1.1.1.\^1By Julia Sq

iMr. Kenneth Burton, chairman
of the Religion Department, first

began his acting career at CC as

the choi-us leader in OEdipus Rex
in 19C4. Since then he has played

such commanding roles as Dr.

Faustus in Marlowe's Faustus,

Galileo in Brecht's Galileo, Mayor
Hebble Tyson in The Lady's Not
for Burning, and a cardinal and a

judge in The Deputy and The Egg
I'espectively. Currently Mr. Bur-
ton is portraying Martin Luther

in the next play to be presented

at CC on Oct. 19 and 20.

His acting career has contained

many amusing and sometimes ap-
I'alling incidents. During The De-
puty, Mr. Burton enteitaiiied the
r;ist by mugging at rehearsals in

:i Nazi helmet. Another time he
remembers having to pretend to
^^'aze through a suspended window
\i.'hen that particular piece of sce-
nery had just crashed to the stage.
Although the 1964 production of
III-. Faustus was plag-ued by many
.-serious technical difficulties, the
[roubles were overcome by the in-
- piration of Marlowe's exquisite
poetry.

Professor Burton's most enjoy
able role was Galileo. He liked the
Cardinal the least, finding the
rharacter a disagreeable and an-
tagonistic figure. The quality of
his performance is underwritten by
the fact that a man in the aud-
ience left the theater stating that
he wouldn't come back until that

horrible man was off the stage.

Mrs. Burton contributes to her
husband's effort by helping him
learn his lines. "I teach him and
bully him." Even the Burton's

smalt daughter can still quote the
lines from last year's production
of The Lady's Not Burning.

When asked how his dramatic
career began, he stated that in
Kngland all school children not
only read and analyze plays but
also act them out in the' class-
room, especially Shakespeare. In
high school Professor Burton ap-
peared in Macbeth and after his
role in Oedipus Rex got quite in-
terested in working with the
Drama department at CC.

Mrs. Burton herself is appear-
ing in Luther and said that when
one of her sons was informed of
this responded: "It's alright as

long as you don't have to smooch
with anyone."

Working in the theater has
taught Mr. Burton a great deal

about the strain of being an actor.

"For niP in my declining years it

is just agony, a misery. All this

period is like being continuously

in a dentist chair . . . Sheer fact

of memory . . . The fact that you
have to express it in a natural way
on the stage like a speech of
everyday life. It requires control
of voice and movement coupled
with the intellect. At the same
Hme there is an awareness of the
audience without really playing to
them. And above all you are in a
drama which needs an awareness
of the other actors and the roles
they're playing."

As for the drama group he
states, "It has given me great
pleasure, fun and enjoyment be-
ing with the students. Some of
whom I rarely see in the chapel."

Luther is to be Mr. Burton's
last production for a while unless
he has the opportunity to play
Professor Higgins in My Fair
Lady. In the meantime, he wishes
to devote his energy to the class-
room.

PROFESSOR KENNETH BURTON is shown portraying Galileo in the Theatre Workshop production of the
play Galileo" during the 1965 Symposium.

THE KRAZY KAT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP
This Wednesday

COLLEGE NIGHT

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)
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Professor Kenneth Burton

JIJ^IOII WOME^
ARE

^aUf'j CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

UsG Lobby Eiovalor fo Lower Terraco

CAFETERIA— II A.M. lo 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE — I 1 :30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our
Dining Room Adjacent lo the Lounge

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

II 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses



ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - Sch(

802 North Weber

ol Supplies - Beverages

Telephone 633-2069

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE

- STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

.:. TUNE UPS
-:- ATLAS TIRES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

CADA Fields Candidates for 1968

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Spetial $17.99

I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

(CPS) Tliere is no national stu-

dent "(lump Johnson" movement.

Although liundreds of college

student body presidents and edi-

tors signed anti-Johnaon petitions

this summer, an informal CPS sur-

vey of groups most likely to pro-

mole such a campaign reveals that

there are individual state efforts

but nothing on a Tiational level.

The group most likely to form

.•^uch a movement is the Alterna-

tive Candidate Taskforce, known

a^ ACT '68, which got its start at

last month's National St\ident As-

sociation Congress when 500 dele-

^-ates, many of them student body

pre.^iclents, signed an anti-LBJ

jK-tirion, Later 100 college editors

at the U.S. Student Press Assoc-

iation C-ongress also signed the

petition. It was hoped that the ef-

fort would become a national anti-

Johnson campaign.

But Sam Brown, a Harvard Di-

vinity School student who took

over ACT 'fiS after he was narrow-

ly defeated for the presidency of

NSA, says his group is almost de-

funct as a national movement.

"We have decided that the shape

action will take has to be deter-

mined in the individual states,"

says Brown. "What we want to do

is energize groups to start work-

ing in the states."

Brown says student groups

working to "dump Johnson" have

already been formed in New York

and Wisconsin, and that a gi-oup

will probably be set up in Califor-

nia soon.

David Hawk, who is working

full-time in New York for ACT
i\% and the Campus Coordinating

Organization founded by the group

of student body presidents that

sent a letter to the Piesident last

.-^Ijring calling an end to the war

in Vietnam, says the problem is

money. He believes ACT '68 will

survive, however.

"I think we'll be able to strug-

gle by for a while," he says.

"Then, when we begin to get or-

ganized and become known, money
will start to come in."

Hawk said ACT 'r>8 has been of-

fered funds by supporters of Gen.

James Gavin, but has turned them

down. "We don't want to be tied

to a particular candidate," he says.

Campus Americans for Demo-

cratic Action (CADA), a gix-up

that virtually disappeared last

year when some members of the

national board quit, is attempting

to get started again this year. It

may not be able to use a call for

Johnson's defeat as a drawing

card, however.

Last week, ADA, the campus

gi-oup's parent organization, voted

down a "dump Johnson" resolution

at a national board meeting in

Washington.
When asked if that vote would

S+atevi

CAMPUS TALENT -TV AUDITIONS

/Ide television program auditioning for campus Talent
. .

.

VOCALISTS. MUSICIANS. GROUPS. DANCERS. VARIETY ACTS.

Hour-long program, produced by Corinthian Special Productions and

sponsored by Mountain States Telephone Company, will be produced

on-locatlon against campus backgrounds by video tape mobile unit.

Performers will be paid a professional fee.

Tryouts will be held at 3:30 p.m. Oct. I i in Room 353 in Armstrong Hall

for Music Department students and In The Little Theater in Armstrong Hall for the

Drama and Dance students immediately after the auditions in the Music Dept.

Contacts: Professor McMillen. Ext. 242; Professor Donald Jenkins. Ext. 236;

Professor Norman Cornick. Ext. 345.

hamper CADA's freedom, the

group's national chainnan, Elliott

Abrams of Haiward, said "we will

'I t be eunuchs."

Craig Pregillus, national direc-

tor of CADA, said Abrams' state-

ment meant that CADA would re-

main flexible on the question of a

"dump Johnson" program.
"We can't officially eudor.^e a

'dump Johnson' program," he ex-

plained, "but that doesn't mean
that CADA people won't partici-

pate in such programs on indivi-

tlual campuses."
Pregillus indicated that the

question of CADA's freedom to

work against Johnson in spite of

the parent organization'^ policy

would be debated at the CADA's
national board meeting Oct. 21.

Meanwhile, the group that was
established last year by dissatis-

fied CADA board members, the In-

dependent Student Union (ISU),

is in the process of folding. A call

to the organization's New York
office revealed that ISU has ef-

fectively gone out of existence.

Prof. Ellis Authors Literary Study
Professor Amanda M. Ellis, of

Colorado College is the author of

a new book, Rebels and Conserva-

tives: Dorothy and William Words-

worth and Their Circle. The book

is receiving excellent pre-publica-

tion reviews. The Library Journal

finds it "caviar for the general

reader" and states "it should be in

every library, public and college,

in the country." The October 12

issue of Publisher's Weekly says,

"This warmly human study of the

Wordsworths and their friends,

who included most of the fore-

most literary figures of England,

is long overdue. It not only traces

the development of the poet, but

describes his relationships with

his sister Dorothy and with Sam-

uel Taylor Coleridge in one focus

of the book . . . Miss Ellis also

discusses the relationships of the

Lambs, Byron, Shelley, Burns,

Southey, Scott, and Keats, and

has woven into her many-textured

narrative a fine strand on the

emancipation of women. Her Freu-

dian and sympathetic revelations

about a complex and stimulating

group of people make this excel-

lent monograph an excellent ad-

dition to the ever-increasing

Wordsworth literature.

Professor John J. de Boer of the

University of Illinois, who has

served the National Council of

Teachers of English in many of-

fices, finds "Rebels and Conserva-

tives" '-both highly interesting

and exciting" and says the reader

is "intrigued by Miss Ellis's skill

in relating the lives of Dorothy

aud William Wordsworth through

the live.s of other famous roman-

tics of the time . . . The book is

scholarly and well written."

Professor John Gerber, chaiv-

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25
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man of the English department of

the University of Iowa, found the

book well proportioned and clearly

written, and "packed with an en-

ormous amount of information

about the Wordsworths and their

circle." Maxwell H. Goldberg of

Pennsylvania State University,

Chairman of the Humanities Di\'-

ision and vice-president of tho

College English Association, found
the book a "welcome resource book

for scholars and teachers of tbi^-

romantic movement and the nine-

teenth century."

Rebels and Converatives: Dor-
othy aud William Wordsworth
and Their Circles is scheduled to

be published October 23.

Greeks Schedule

Freshman Party
On Saturday. Oct. 7, there wii!

be an all Greek-all Freshmen
party at the "Lady Bug." Thi.s i^

being sponsored by IPC and Pan-

hellenic Council and it will last

from 2:00 to 5:00 p. m. Freshmen
are welcomed to ride to and from,

the party with either fraternitie.^

or sororities.

For three years there has been

no first semester contact between
freshmen and Greeks, and the IFi

and Panhellenic Councils hope thi-

party may be viewed as a needeil

change in their thinking. Deferred

rush, they feel, is proving to he

inadequate as charges and coun-

tercharges are being issued be-

tween different fraternities. Rusli

meetings are open to any interes-

ted person, and are held Tuesday
nights at 9:00 in Rastall Center.

Any specific questions on this sub-

ject should be directed to Mai-

Taylor at Extension 352.

Queen Candidates

Candidates for 19(17 Homecom-
ing Queen are:

Judy White (Delta Gamma)

Candy Morse {Gamma Phi Beta)

Grace Ferguson (Kappa Kapp;i

Gamma)

Priscilla Ryder (Kappa Alpha

Theta)

Gilian Royes (Independents)

FOR SALE

'64 TR4

Like New

Low Mileage

Tonneau Cover

;all . . . 636-25807
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Candidates for Secr&tary-Treasurer of the class o^' I97i are Eileen

Grevey and Kathy Tomptin.

Big Eight IFC Analyzes Fraternities

and hostesses. Fraternities should

take time to evaluate each year

what they are really doing with

men they pledge. They must ask

themselves, "What do we really

do for our freshmen, sophomores

and upperclassmen?"

The report feels that there is a

tremendous credibility gap between
what houses are really doing and
what they tell the general public.

Yet, Greeks criticize the public
for their contempt.

AMES. Iowa ( I. P.)— Fraterni-

ties tend to be anti-intellectual,

steroetyped and are dictated by
sophomores, according to a detailed

report of the Interfraternity Coun-
cil, Big Eight Conference, released

to Iowa State University house
presidents.

The Greek system emphasizes
scholarship by grades, not by real

learning, the report says. "Too
often we say come to our group
to meet people like yourself" when
they should be saying "come to

the Greek System to meet people

both like and unlike yourself.

There should be a chance to pro-

mote a tolerance of outgroups
within a fraternity."

The report states that the
"Greek System provides a fresh-
man with security— this is good.
However, often Greek freshmen
have a tendency to become too
confident. Complacency results and
a tendency not to realize problems
objectively prevails."

"Fraternities," the report con-
tinues, "continually ship older men
out of their houses. The causes lie

in inadequate housing for all fra-

ternity members, interest in out-
of-house activities, being tired of
house responsibility and structured
schedule of participation, more
self-centered interest rather than
group - centered, and freedom
gained by living off-campus."

The report suggests possible so-

lutions such as programming for
niore mature activity in houses

—

above sophomore activity, using
juniors and seniors in prominent
positions, and upgrading sopho-
rriore-dictated activity to provide
P''3grams of interest to seniors;

"Good Greeks are great— aver-
age Greeks are no better than av-
erage anything. They are falling
far short of their potentials" the
report continues. "Joe Average has
more faith in what his pin will do
for him than what his house will."

Fraternities must program clos-
er to their ideas. They must do
more than build good executives

Long-range planning committe-
es should be established to deter-
mine where a house is going, in-

stead of functioning from crisis

to crisis.

The ISU system is at present
behind in programming pledge ed-
ucation, according to the report.

Other schools have developed re-

gulations concerning pledge activ-

ity, control of pledge skips through
registration at IFC offices, police

committees made up of frater-

nity representatives for enforcing
rules and a pennanent pledge edu-
cation officer on administrative
board.

At five of the campuses, presi-

dents, secretaries and business
managers of IFC were paid on a
monthly basis. It was felt that bet-
ter qualified officers were running
because of the change.

Drake Discusses

Christian Origins
By Julia Sadler

Leaving the administrative dut-
ies of acting Dean for the more
familiar realm of teaching, George
Drake of the History Dept. spoke
Sept. 28 on "Christianity and
Classical Culture" in the fourth
program of the Western Civiliza-

tion Lecture Series. Dr. Drake
covered the growth of Christian-

ity from its advent in the Roman
Empire at the turn of the millen-

ium to its development into a dis-

tinct religion as Rome declined.

Christianity, which began as a

Jewish sect preaching Jewish
thought, had to be flexible in its

early years to adapt to the differ-

ent cultures in which it was im-
planted and to grow with the

changes through which the Roman
Empire was passing. The Jews
themselves refused to accept the

divinity of Christ because he did

not fit their picture of the pro-
mised Messiah. The followers of

Christ formed a completely sepa-
rate religion, although they were
often confused with the Jews in

the early days of persecutions.

Since the Roman world into

which Christ was born was great-

ly influenced by Greek culture,

strong Hellenistic influences left

their mark on early Christian doc-

trines. Popular Stoic philosophy

lent the Christians their ideas of

rationality and asceticism. Chris-

tianity also resembled the pagan
mystery cults in that they both

contained a baptismal ceremony, a

creed which promised salvation

for the faithful, aTid a dualistic

idea of good and bad worlds,

The schism between the Roman
Church of the West and the Greek
Church of the East began as a lin-

guistic split between Latin and
Greek speaking Christians. There
was also friction because of vary-

ing views of Christ. The resurrec-

tion was of primary importance
to Western Christians, while East-

em Christians emphasized Christ's

life. Dr. Drake finished his lecture

with a description of the widening
gap which resulted between the

two branches of the Church.

The next lecture, scheduled for

Oct. 12, will be presented by Timo-
thy Fuller of the Political Science

Department on "Some Aspects of

Medieval Political Thought."

Ho Hum ... It's Another GDI Season
Phi Delta Theta fell to the con-

tinuing onslaught of the GDI in-

tramural football team last Wed-
nesday, Oct. 4, in a well-fought,
hard-hitting battle. The final score
was 18 to 6.

The Phi Delts fielded a power-
ful and exciting football team,
and effectively stymied the Inde-
pendents most of the first half. It

was not until the second half that

the Phi Delt momentum slowed
down and the GDI's managed to

pull ahead.

The following Phi Delt players

shined both in skill and sports-

manship: Bill Seale, Willie Robert-

son, Ron Kemp, Bill McDonald,
Dale Johnson, Bob Herman, Chuck
Mullen, Bob Truog, Morgie Aid-

rich, Lyn Bevington, and Steve
Creaghe.

Afa^ (lu GoUeCfe £UofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

College Fashions by . . .

-:- Villager

-:- Jonathan Logan Dresses

-:- Cocktail dresses by Jr. Theme

"No Iron" Shirts by Lady Van Heusen
and Lady Manhattan

-:- Levis

and Many Others

Navajo Market
Choice Meats — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

iHiBstnti I0U Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

Ico-Cold Beer with Moak

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

First Choice

Of The
Engageables
They like the smort styling and

the perfect center diamond

... a brilliant gem of fine

color and modern cut. The

name, Keepsake, in your

ring assures lifetime satis-

faction. Select yours at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store

He s in the yellow pages

under "Jewelers."

RECISTL. ^ ^

I
HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

|

I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
j

I menl and Wedding" and new 12-page tull color (older, both for I

I only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. I

I
Name I

Address
j

I City I

-Zlp-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
j
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QUARTERBACK DAVE COGGINS fakes a pitch and rolls left behind a wave of Colorado College linemen.

Tiger Eleven ''Edges" Miues, 70-35
The Colorado College Tigers

came through in the clutch Sat-

urday, as they broke into the win

column by thoroughly humiliat-

ing the Colorado School of Mines,

70-35.

The game, which perpetuated

the 78-year-old rivalry between

the two schools, was never close,

as a potent CC offense, and alert

defense combined to score nine

touchdowns against its error-

plagued opponents.

CC, out to win from the start,

set the pace with a 31 point first

quarter. Highlighting this relent-

less barrage were quarterback

Dave Coggin, who threw four

touchdown passes, and raTi for two

more scores, Mike Muller, who
caught three touchdown passes,

and Dave Lanoha, who scored on

a sparkling 53-yard punt return.

CC continually kept Mines in

poor field position by excellent

coverage on its countless kick-offs.

Mines failed to put a scoring

drive together until midway in the

second period, when Jay Lombardi

pitched a 12-yard scoring pass to

Rob McKee.
In the second half, the Mines

offense continued to resemble an

academic option given to college

students: pass-fail. Nursing a 44-7

lead, CC struck for 20 points in

SOPHOMORE
from a ra+hef

LINEMAN Jim Baker (67) grabs the loosly held ball

bewildered Mines halfback . . .

BAKER STARTS up-field with linebacker Bob Heister (20) cutting over

to block.

the third period to put the game
out of reach.

The multitude of CC fans were
amazed at the ease with which
the Tigers over-ran their oppon-
ents. One excited fan remarked,
"They're not half as good as we
are," She was wrong—they were
exactly half as good.

One of the side-lights of Sat-

urday's contest occured in the sec-

ond half when CC's Kappa Sig-

mas managed to rattle Mines'
ATO's as they triumphantly dis-

played a souvenir statue belong-

ing to the ATO House in Golden.

Shortly thereafter, groups of

ATO's, CC partisans, and local

police converged on the sidelines,

with hysterical ATO members

begging the police for their

statue's liberty.

The Tigers will not see battle

this weekend, but will clash at

Washburn Field a week from to-

morrow, as Texas Lutheran in-

vades the CC campus.

Last week's game proved that

Coach Carle's squad can execute

with precision, make and take ad-

vantage of its breaks, and pull

through with a victory in a crucial

situation.

Mines will not easily forget the

70-35 cave-in which befell it last

week, and the oldest rivalry west

of the Mississippi will continue to

generate excitement to all those

who enjoy the taste of CC victory.

GDPs Shut-Out Sigma Chis^ 27-0
The Independent intramural

football team continued its blitz-

krieg of the Fraternity League
with a shellacking of the Sigma
Chis, 27-0.

The shut-out was produced by a

brutal defense combined with an
offense that made the Arab-

Israeli six-day war look like a

long siege. Little can be said of

the static Sigma Chi offense, ex-

cept that it was difficult to dis-

tinguish from the defense.

Bob Harvey began the GDI

scoring on a 25-yard pass from
Pete Weinberg; Harry Minter
made the point after touchdown.
Rich Moore helped double the

score with an exciting pass inter-

ception and 10-yard touchdown
run; Fred Brechtol made the key
block for Moore, and Weinberg
made the point after touchdown.

In the second half, Harvey made
his second touchdown, again on a

pass from Weinberg, and Minter

again made the extra point. Sam
Finton made the final touchdown

after catching a 15-yard pass

from Weinberg.

Along with ace-quarterback

Weinberg, Sandy Thompson, Terry
Milligan, and John Moms of the

offensive line performed bril-

liantly, along with such stalwarts

of the GDI's as Jerry Wainwright,
Hugh McMillan, Mike Kelly, Scott

McLeod, Harold Minter, Alexander
(Sandy) Thompson, Bob McGee,
Bob Beck, Dave Dickey, Terry
Covington, Bob Slagter, John
Shackleford, Dave Herz, and
Kenny Butler.

Sigma Chis performing for the

honor of their house included cap-

tain Warren Malkerson, Nicli

Keys, Bruce Beaton, Jack Faude,
Kip Barber, Tom Stewart, Ted
Greiner, Darrell Sollberger, Alan
Reeves, Bob Hardy, Pet Geehan,
and Alan Reeves.

Reeves is recovering from three

cracked ribs he received in an ac-

cident during the closing moments
of the game.

DENNIS "PINKMAN" Malone, Tiger Tackle, and halfback David

Lanaha provide pass protection for quarterback Dave Cogglns in last

Saturday's romp over the caved-in Miners.

Buy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES
RUGS & HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Serving Pikes Peak Region Since 1921

Open Every Day—
Auction Every Monday

123 S. Cascade Ave. 632-6693

UP AND AWAY, Baker romps to his first touchdown of the year as ,

Heister and cornerbacker Jonn Fawcett provide protection.

^^EveryfMn^ for

Every Sport"

119 N. Tejon 636-3348

8;OO-6:0O—Friday till 8:30 P.M.

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches fo Sfealcs

211 East CuchoTxas

[AcroTj from Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from tha Campus

827 Nortli Tejon
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CC Kickers Down Spurs;

Entertain CU Tomorrow
By John E. Morris

Next week the CC soccer team
liegins defense of its Rocky Moun-
tain Intercollegiate Soccer League
title going against CU in Boulder.
The CC team is substantially im-
proved over last yeav's champs,
losing only four regulars through
transfer and graduation.

But the league has also im-
proved considerably over last year,

:.nA the Tigers are going to be
liard-pi-essed to beat teams like

llie Air Force Academy, Denver
University and CSU. Some ex-

I'ellent sophmores up from last

year's freshman team give the
Tigers a good chance to repeat.

CU, though in our league, does
not observe NCAA I'ules on player
1 ligibility so is ineligible for the
I'hampionship. However, a victory

nver the Buffs is a prestige in

and serves for comparison with
I'ther league teams.
As Coach Horst Richardson

i<ends his kickers into action at

Boulder, he will be watching his

fullback line closely. Defense will

be the big question mark this year
for the Tigers. Goalie Craig Clay-
berg can be counted on to turn
ill the same stellar performance as
last year.

However, the first fullback line

light now is in a state of flux.

The only veteran on the line has
bf^en Wink Davis with two new-
comers, Nick Rutgers, sophomore,
^t right full, and Cypriot Charal-
amboe Hadjipolycarpou at left

full. Richardson has also consid-
ei'ed putting Davis at center half
and switching co-captain John
r.oddington back to center full in

aii effort to find the most effec-
tive combination.

The half back line looks depend-
able this year with last year's
tliree starters returning. The for-

ward line, unlike last year, is the
strongest part of the team which
will make the Tigers a more ex-
citing offensive team.
At the moment, the starting

line-up' looks like this; fullbacks

—

Kutgers, Davis, Hadjipolycarpou;

halfbacks—Ned Pike, John Bod-
dington, Steve Andrews; for-
wards— Evan Griswald, Eliot

Field, Peter Morse, Tom Schuster;
goalie—Clayberg.

A strong point of this year's
team is its depth. There are good
replacements at every postion.
Fullbacks— Pete Shidler, Gil Rus-
sel, John Volkman, Charlie Mat-
teson

; halfbacks— Mark Dunn,
Blake Wilson, Dave Smith; for-
wards—Simon Salinas, Jon Nicol-
ayson; goalie—Bill Jenkins.

Last week the Tigers went to

Denver to play the semi-pro Den-
ver Spurs. The day was very hot
and the Tigers looked ragged but
they finally beat the experienced
Spurs, 8 to 4. Tom Shuster played
a good game at left wing with two
unassisted goals and two assists.

The game stayed close until 10
minutes were gone in the second
half when Eliot Field, at left in-

ner, went on another of his scor-
ing sprees, banging across three
consecutive goals. Simon Salinas,
Blake Wison and Evan Griswald
each added a tally to round out
the CC scoring.

This was Griswald's first re-

turn to action after he was side-

lined with a throat infection for
the last two weeks. He looked
healthy Saturday. He took a pass
from Salinas at right inner and
banged a short at the Denver
goalie. The goaltender got his

hands on it, but the shot was just

too hot to handle and Field fol-

lowed the play beautifully and
tapped in his first score.

Griswald's single score right be-
fore the end of the game was a
hard shot right at the goalie.

Again, though the goalie played
the bail well he just couldn't hold
on to it. The ball squirted through
his arms and into the nets.

Coach Richardson indicated since

the team looked tired and dragged
out probably because of the heat,

he might give them more condi-
tioning drills before the Saturday
game with Colorado University.

TIGER HALFBACK Steve HIggins flys high in the air over Tiger blocker Dave Hall (65) on an off tackle
plunge against the hapless Miners. CC "tiped" the Miners 70-35 in last Saturday's contest.

Tiger Netters Smash EnL CSU
by Jeff Bull

Fall varsity tennis, a sport
which has been long in absence
and long in demand at CC, was
reborn this year, and so far. has
been quite successful.

In its first two matches the
team has been victorious, rolling
over Ent AFB 6-0 on Sept. 24
and Colorado State College 7-2,

Sept. 30.

Playing at Greeley against CSC,
the team members easily mastered

their opponents in singles, with
to three sets. P. J. Anderson led

off with a 7-5, 6-1 victory in his

number one slot. Mark Moyle,
playing second man, also polished
off his opponent witji a 6-4, 6-2

win. Steve Trefts, a freshman
from California, was st the top of
his game in winning 6-2, 6-2, as
was number four, Tyler Make-
peace, who easily chalked up an-
other CC win. The number five

and six player.s, Doug Wheat and
Andy McConnell, had a little more
difficulty, and both their matches
extended to three sets.

The team appeared to let down
in the doubles, however, as only
Anderson and Trefts could manage
a win. The score was 7-5, 6-2.

Ent
Against Ent, CC's job was a

somewhat easier one with none of

the Tigers really being pressed for

a win. The order of the playi'f.s

on CCs' team was quite different,

however, as Anderson could not
play, and the team was still in

c)nly two of the .six matches going
tile early formative period. Make-
peace led the Tigers, followed in

order by Trefts, Moyle anil Hugh
McMillan.

Coached by lied Kastlack, the
team is playing fall tennis pnmar-
liy to be in better shajjo for the
spring season. A good team is ex-
pected for this coming apiing for
there were no graduating seniors

on last year's squad. There are
also a number of promising fresh-
men in addition to Trefts, who
appears, at thid iralnt, to be a
future CC standout. John Bodding-
ton, the team'.s regular number one
player, will also be playing in the

spring; this fall, however, he is

playing soccer.

With a fairly full schedule this

fall, the team is already consider-

ing the possibility of a trip into

Arizona in the ;^pring for a week
in March or April.

The next fall match is against
the Colorado School of Mines this

Saturday at 1 o'clock, away.

DAVE COGGINS (19) remains cool under a heavy Miner rush. Cogglns passed for three touchdowns to
CC end Mike Muller in the traditional contest against Mines that saw Colorado College leading 24-0 after
me first quarter.

Ifs not a question of which caves the

monsters come from, but how the

monsters act after they come out

of their caves ...

-TheZOOOO

STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAOE

REGULAR
MODEL

ANY S^9
3 LINE TEXT Cm

Tht nnMt INDESTRUCTIBlf METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. W I Z".

Send check or money order. Be
Bura to include your Zip Coda. Ko
postage or handlinE charges. Add

Prompt thipmML SatiifactJofi GuvtntMd
THE MOPP CO.

P. 0. Boi 1BG23 Lenoi Squirt SUUon
ATLAKTA, GA.. 30325

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUIICH

730 Nor+h Tejon

6J4-20»J

Interfraternity Council— Panhellenic

Presents

Freshmen — All Greek GatKiering
at the "Ladybug"— Saturday, October 7

2:00 - 5:00 P. M.

Free Admission — Free Dance with the Boenzee Cryque— Reduced tale on Beer

CONTACT LOCAL GREEK PERSONEL FOR RIDES
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Campus Annou
College Democrats

There will be a meeting of Col-

lege Democrats Thursday, Oct. 12,

at 4:30 p. m. in WES Room, Ras-

tall Center. This will be a meeting

for oi-ganizing activities for the

year and election of officers. All

interested persons are urged to at-

tend this important meeting.

Food Committee
The food sendee committee has

been organized and consists of the

following students : at Rastall,

John Corsentino, Marilyn Maguire,

Jim Stewart, Tina Zerdin and Cal

Simmons, chairman.

The committee for Bemis-Tay-

!or includes Karen Abbey, S. K.

Alexander. Doug Clark, and Steve

Spear.

Any suggestions for improve-

ment in the food service (Hub in-

cluded) should be refered to one

of these members, who will fore-

ward it on to Saga Foods and Mr.

Clark Webb at periodical meet-

ings.

Exchange Program

Lectureships for 68-69

The September Bulletin on the

U.S. Government educational ex-

change program lists approxi-

mately 50 lectureships that are

still available for 1968-1969 at in-

stitutions of higher learning in

Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle

East, and Latin America.

Also listed are 43 senior foreign

Fulbright scholars in the United
States who are available for occa-

sional lectures, and 25 senior Ful-

bright scholars from the Republic

of China, India, Iran, Japan, Ne-

pal, Korea and Turkey who may
be invited to give occaisional lec-

tures on non-Westem cultures.

The Bulletin can be consulted at

the office of the Faculty Fulbright

Adviser, Professor Louis G. Gei-

ger. He also has some information

for faculty members on advanced
research fellowship available for

1968-1969 under the exchange pro-

grams sponsored by the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and
the Southeast Asia Treaty Organi-

zation.

Astrologer to Show

'Old-time' Movies
This Friday the Astrologer will

hold its first "old-time" movie fes-

tival. The first showing begins at

8:30: "Double Whoopee" starring

Laurel and Hardy, and "The God-
dess of the Far West" with Jean
Harlow. A S n i d 1 e y Whiplash-
Dudley Do-Right spectacular and

Charlie Chapiin shoi-ts will com-

plete the show.

The second feature beginning at

10:30 stars Lon Chaney in "Phan-
tom of the Opera," an all time

horror classic. A 50c admission

will include a free soda.

RCB to Sponsor

Jazz Concert

Monday, Oct. 9, the Performing

Alts Committee of Rastall Center

Board is sponsoring "A Night with

Mr. George Nelson and the Nick

Dennis Sextet," a blues and jazz

concert tn be held in the Rastall

Center Dining Room.

The event wilt bring together

Mr. George Nelson, noted Beef- -

eater's pianoso, and the Nick Den-

nis Sextet from Boulder, a group

of jazz artists of modern Amen-
can music.

The concert will begin at

8:00 p.m. The price is 50c for a

-single tickets and 75c per couple.

Refreshments will be served.

Applications Accepted

For Jazz Festival

The Second Annual Intercollegi-

ate Jazz Festival, in which six

regional competitions will battle

for national honors, will be held

May 9, 10, and 11 in Miami. Appli-

cations and infomiation about re-

gional competitions can be

obtained by writing Intercollegiate

Jazz Festival, P. O. Box 246,

Miami Beach, Florida, 33139. Some
entries close on January 1 , so

write now if interested.

RGB to Present

'Spellbound' Sunday

The Rastall Center Board Movie

for Oct. 8 will be Alfred Hitch-

cock's Spellbound, starring Ingrid

Bergman, Gregory Peck, and Leo

G. Carroll. Peck, an amnesia vic-

tim, assumes the identity of a not-

ed psychiatrist, a Dr. Edwards.

Accused by the authorities of the

murder of a man he purports to

be, Peck escapes from the psychia-

tric ward with Ingrid Bergman, a

fellow psychiatrist, at his heels.

Convinced that Peck is innocent,

she plumbs the depths of his mem-
ory to try to uncover some lead

that would exonerate him and re-

store his mind to normal.

As with the previous RCB mov-
ies, Spellbound will be shown in

Ai-mstrong Hall starting at 7:00

p. m. Admission will be 50c.

Trident Theatre

Presents 'Marat/Sade'
The Trident Theatre has announ-

ced a special reduced price of

$1.00 off on all student tickets for

its production of Marat/Sade, win-

ner of the New York Critics and
Tony Awards, opening on Oct. 18.

Marat/Sade will mn Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday evenings at

the student rate of $2.00, and
Friday and Saturday at $2.50. Cur-

tain is at 8:30.

Reservations can be made by
calling the theatre, 733-6623 or

733-8091, or at the box office,

1028 S. Gaylord, Denver. Season
tickets for the year's five produc-

tions are still on sale, and group
rates are available. For further in-

formation call 733-6626.

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

2 ¥2 blocks South oi Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjo's and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00— FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

Peace Corps Exam

Sciieduled for Oct. 7

The Peace Corps Examination

will be given at 11:00 a.m. in

room 208, Rastall, on Saturday,

October 7. This examination is re-

quired for acceptance into the

Peace Corps,

Med School Test

The closing date for the Medi-

cal College Admission Test is Oct.

6, test date Oct. 21; GRE National

Test has a closing date of Oct. 10,

test date is Oct. 28; and GRE In-

stitutional Test has a closing date

of Oct. 28, test date is Nov. 10

and 11. The GRE Institutional is

required of all CC graduates.

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASAGNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

®l|^ Mlag^ 3ntt

2 1 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

Could you read these books

first quarter? Jim Scliwartz can!

Jim Schwar+z Is not a naturally fast reader.

He learned this revolutionary technique of

rapid reading at the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics Institute. He enrolled in the course

this summer, reading 304 words per minute

and finished reading 6960 words a minute
with good comprehension.

A college freshman, Jim used his rapid read-

ing in his summer political science courses.

He says, "In five weeks, I read 25 books on
Vietnam, and had a greater background than

anyone else In the class. I was able to use the

study skills to make an A on my final."

Jim feels that this new approach to studying

will be particularly helpful in his future col-

lege courses. He continues, "I have come to

attack my work with vigor and excitement.

By reading a book a day, I am now able to

develop a greater degree of background In

many areas. I can't emphasize enough the

tremendous help Reading Dynamics is in my
college work." Jim Is not alone in his reading

and studying ability. He Is one of over

300,000 successful graduates of the Evelyn

Wood Reading Dynamics course, people

from all walks of life, many of them college

students.

At C.C. this year, you may meet one of

these graduates. He or she will be eager to

tell you about the course, to explain the re-

markable improvement in reading and
comprehension.

If you're not able to read all the books Jim
Schwartz can, attend a free demonstration to

find out more about the course. You may not

liearn to read as fast as Jim, but the nation-

ally known Reading Dynamics guarantees that

you'll at least triple your reading rate with

good comprehension — or receive a full

tuition refund.

AHend a FREE DEMONSTRATION

MONDAY, OCTOBER 9
6:30 and 8:15 p. m.

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
430 North Tejon

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10
6:30 and 8:15 p. m.

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
430 North Tejon

Qeiif^ tt/oc^ READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

430 N. Tejon St. Colorado Springs, Colo. Phone 633-1707
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Homecoming Queen Candidates

Grace Ferguson Candi Morris Ryder Gillian Royes Joanne Zimnnerman

"^Ixe Tigey
Alums of '27, '42 to Join

Homecoming Festivities

Vol. LXXIII, No. 6 Colorado Springs, Colorado, October 13, 1967 Colorado College

Arab-Israeli Symposium Causes Raised Eyebrows
By Philip Fearnside

The InternatioTial Relations Club
sponsored a three day symposium
on the Arab-Israeli Conflict this

wf^ek. The first event of the sym-
pi'iiium was an address by Mr.
Gi-rson Bixidie "presenting the Is-

nti^li point of view." This took the

fu! m of an informal dialogue
winch might have raised some dip-

lomatic eyebrows, had it been
heard in Tel Aviv.

The first question put to Mr.
Brodie was: "Who was responsible

for the six-day War?" Mr. Brodie
pi;ced the blame firmly on the

Soviet Union, and said "I cannot
understand why the Uniled Arab
Iif[)ublic has not publically called

Russia's hand in this matter, as it

seems so clear to me that the Rus-
sians egged them on."

Mr. Brodie described at length
the Arab campaigns to teri'orize

ttie Israelis. He alluded to radio

broadcasts threatening to "drive

ttie Jews into the sea," "feed
corpses to the fish," and destroy

Isi'ael in a "bath of blood." Mr.
Brodie quoted a poem telling Is-

raeli women to prepare a welcome
for the Arab soldiers "in their

bedrooms over the corpses of their

husbands."

Several members of the audience
took exception to Mr. Brodie's ap-

proach to the problem. This
spurred Mr. Brodie to elaborate

his concept of "the Arab mind."

He saw in the repeated fleeing of

Arab populations before advan-
cing Israeli armies a kind of con-

fession of guilt for having the in-

tention of slaughtering the Israeli

masses "had the shoe been on the

other foot."

Mr. Brodie decried the confine-

ment of Arab refugees from the
'18 War for use as "political

pawns." He called on the audience

"as human beings" to join the Is-

raelis in protesting this cruelty.

He again brought up the guilty

conscience theory for the fieeing of

the refugees, implying that this

justified Israeli refusal to resettle

them.

He stated that Jordan, Egypt,
and Syria were underpopulated
and had arable land, so they should
reabsorb these refugees. Israel

might TOnsider admitting some of

the refugees if and only if the

Arab states guaranteed Israel's

national sovereignty and each re-

turning refugee swore allegiance

to Israel.

Further questioning of Mr. Bro-

die lead to graphic descriptions of

Arabs killing Jewish children in

"the massacre of '29," and "honor

students in the "slaughter of '48."

The questioning ended with a
statement by Mr. Brodie that the

Arab "cultural pattern of slaught-

ering the helpless" showed that

all Arabs, with the exception of

Morrocans were "immature."
The second event in the Sym-

posium was a debate between Mu-
hammad Lebbadi and Steve Meth-
ner, with Gary Knight as moder-
ator. Muhammad stated that the

conflict was a result of the "dis-

posession of the Arab people." He
assigned the Arab fear of Israel to

statements by Israeli leaders about
expansionist intentions. He read a

quote of Ben Gurion stating that

"The Israeli Empire must extend
from the Nile to the Euphrates,"
and this must be accomplished by

"e i t he r diplomatic or military

means."
Muhammad also said that his-

tory must be judged on the merits

of a question rather than consid-

ering the situation at the time of

the judgment alone. He pointed

out that the Israeli argument
that a fait accompli should be ac-

cepted regardless of how it came
about will be used against them-

selves when "one day, the Arabs
are strong enough to conquer

Israel."

Muhammad stated that the

(Continued on page five)

The annual CC Homecoming
festivities will ofticially begin
next Friday, Oct. 20, as the class-

es of 1927 and 1942, along with
other alumni arrive for afternoon

registration. Both the class of '27

and of '42 have planned numerous
events for their official reunions.

CC students also will be quite

active during the three day cele-

bration with the Homecoming
Dance at the Broadmoor high-
lighting the weekend. Voting for

the 1967 Homecoming Queen will

be held Thursday, Oct. 19, and Fri-

day, Oct. 20, at Rastall Center

with coronation ceremonies being
held at the Friday night Pep
Rally.

Candidates for Queen are Grace
Ferguson (Kappa Kappa Gamma),
Joanne Zimmerman (Delta Gam-
ma), Priscilla Ryder (Kappa AI-

pjia Theta), Candi Morris (Gamma
Phi Beta), and Gillian Royes (In-

dependents).

The judging of house decora-

tions will be Friday beginning at

0:00 p. m., with each group using

a song title for the theme of its

decorations. The results of the

judging will be announced later by
the judging committee.

On Friday and Saturday nights

the CC Players and the Religious

Affairs Committee will present

John Osborn's Luther at Arm-
strong Hall. All seats are reserved

and tickets are being sold at the

Rastall Desk. The group is also

presenting a Thursday matinee to

Colorado Springs high school stu-

dents.

^HE PERKINS PRIZE WINNERS are, left +o right: Gary Grantham, Patricia Perry, William J. Bowman, Lana Coffman, Jay Shelton, Marcia

Carpenter. Gary Grimes, and Dr. Kenneth J. Curran, acting president of Colorado College. Presentation of the prizes was made in Dr.

Curran's office In Armstrong Hall.

Saturday's events includi> im nil-

college picnic in tiie central qunil-

rangle fi-om 12:15 until the open-

ing kickofT of the CC- Washington

University football game at 1:30.

Following CC's game against tho

St. Louis team, all residences and

Greek organizations will hold open
houses with refroshments being
sei-ved.

The highlight of Die wceliend
for both alums and students will

be the Homecoming Dance at tho
Broadmoor Hotel on Saturday
night. The dance will feature tlio

music of three bands in two ball-

rooms. Besides a slow band in one

ballroom, tho event will feature

the "Doors" and the " Broadway
Shell and Muse Rand" for the fas-

ter dances. Tickets for the dance

which will be from 9:00-1:00 are

available at all dorm desks, fi^om

Blue Key member.s, and at the

Alumni Office,

Seven Students

Win Perkins Prize

For Scholarships
I'ei'kins I'ri/.i^:, fur uutsLandiiig

achievements have been awarded to

seven Colorado College students.

The six annual prizes, amount-
ing to $100 each, were awarded by
Dr. Kenneth J. Curran, acting

pi-esident of the college, to three

sophomores who had the highest

academic averages last year, to

the two juniors who had the high-

L'St academ ic average over the

past two years and the two seniors

who received the prize as Juniors

last year.

In past years there have always

been six winners, but a seventh

winner is listed this year as two

sophomores, William J. Bowman,
and Gary Douglas Grantham,
tied.

The other prizi; winners this

year are:

Sophomore Class—Marcia Jean-

ne Cai'penter.

Junior Class—Patricia Ann Per-

ry and Gary J. Grimes.

Senior Class—Lana Gayle Coff-

man and Jay Danny Shelton.

Said Dr. CuiTan, in presenting

the awards: "Colorado College is

very proud of these young men
and women anci the scholarship re-

cords they have achieved."

The Perkins Prizes are made pos-

sible by an endowed scholarship

fund left to Colorado College by

the late Willard P. Perkins of

Colorado Springs.
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The Blue Key has taken on one of tlie most ambitious

projects in CC's history with this year's homecoming. It lias

contracted witli the Doors, a well known national group, to

play at the dance at the Broadmoor Hotel. In doing so, the

homecoming has guaranteed the band $3,500 for two hours

of playing, to be interrupted by the "Broadway Shell and

Muse Band," which was also contracted for two hours of

music.

The cost of the whole event figures to be well over the

$4,000 mark. At that cost, 700 couples will have to go to the

dance, merely to allow it to break even. This is a large bill to

fill fo rail the organizations involved. It entails creating a

kind of enthusiasm for the dance which has not been seen on

this campus for a long time, along with the extra organiza-

tion and work which must go into making the dance a paying

proposition.

CC is getting the "big-name" entertainment it has wanted

for many years, but now has the responsibility to make sure

that the event is successful. An unsuccessful homecoming

dance could very well end CC's hopes for having further big-

name groups for school events, not only because the school

could go in debt to the Doors, but also because such a failure

would indicate that all the talk about wanting these groups

was only talk.

The dance promises to be one of the best to be held at

CC in many years. It will have everything from light shows

to waltzes and should be the biggest social event of the year.

We hope that CC students will be able to find the $6.00 which

tickets cost and will avail themselves of the opportunity to

hear the music of the Doors.

Editor's Note — The following poems are from a collection by Professor David Forslund whose
death stunned the CC campus on October 4. These and other works by Professor Forslund will be

published later this year. Anyone wishing to help ill having them published may contribute to the

David Forslund Memorial Fund through the office of the Dean of the College.

Poetry

Poetry is a child's dream walking

A highway in sunlight

And wondering about cities,

The skyscraper sun ahead,

And where the sun leads.

Icebergs of cloudy sunlight

Flow into a sea of white keys

That play and play . . .

Ifs, Ands, Buts, Maybes

If is decisive as a move in chess.

We share the happy fate of Paul and Peter
As if Christ countered Pilate with the answer
To what makes truth play dark across the board
And checkmate even Caesar's whitest lie.

An if confronts our most decisive tactics,

Whether we play by ear or upside down.

And is the moment when the curtain drops.

And Romeo creaks off, pockmarked and toupeed,

Methuselah of adolescent mooning.
Juliet, lively mistress, no wed maid,
Counterfeits consummation in Vennont.
What lovers trod these boards were Shakespeare's schemes
To pay for hai^I beds second best to dreams.

But is the timid captain holding back
The syllables standing eager in our eyes

From triumph over distances between
Opposing faces locked against each other.

One gallop of the tongue would save the day,

Allow both sides to bask in victory—
Silent, who loses? Either you and me.

Maybe is sunlight's toe-hold on the dark.

Perhaps Lautrec, when painting ballerinas.

Tip-toes his subjects' poise on whirling horses

As though he might perform that stunt with luck

Upon the tightrope of a balanced art

:

Abstraction walking tall on two straight legs

Is costumed with the maybes of his heart.

Msmm SKI AREA
1967-68 Rate Schedule

FOR

Students and Faculty of Colorado College

Full Day— All Lifts Weekendl and

Holiday Periodi

$3.50

Season Passes

Special Price— OCTOBER ONiy
Regular Season Pass _ _ .$40.00
Mid-Week Season Pass 15.00

Pick Up Free Color Brochure in Student Union Building

MONARCH SKI AREA, P. O. BOX 870, SALIDA, COLORADO 81201

Weekdays

$2.25

(Not Good Weekends
or Holiday Periods)

QUEST Poetry
The Tigers is accepting contri-

butions for its poetry and creative

writing supplement, QUEST. Any-
one wishing to have original work
published should contact Skip

Clark at Extension 356. The
"Quest" supplement will be pub-

lished in mid-November.

UNICEF Greetings

On Sale at Rastall
Rastall Center Board began sell-

ing UNICEF greeting cards Mon-
day, Oct. 9, 1967, in the Rastall

Center lounge. The cards, whicli

are available in a variety of de-

signs, are sold in boxes of ten at

a price of $1.50 per box. UNICEF
yearly calendars, notecards, and

carosela will also be available.

The card sale, which will la^'

for two weeks, is an RGB ser\'ife

project, and all proceeds will he

donated to the United Natiorid

Childi-en's Fund to purchase food

and medical supplies for under-

privileged children overaeas.

Students who wish to purchase

cards are requested to come to the

UNICEF table in Rastall Center

at any of the following times

:

I

8-9 a.m., 11 a.m. - 1 p.m, and

I
3-5 p.m.
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College Program Adds
Peace Corps Training

STUDENTS USE A "LOST CONTACT LEN5E" ruse +o halt traffic on
Cascade Avenue during the recent "crosswalk-in."

Bernard Analyzes Evolution of God
Paul Bernard of the History De-

partment gave a lecture Oct. 5

on "The Evolution of God in the

Middle Ages" which could best be

described as entertaining. To a

rapt audience Dr. Bernard explain-

ed the development of the Christ-

ian God from the appearance of

Jehovah, the early volcano god of

the Jews, to the "death" of the lat-

ter day deity in the Middle Ages.

As Dr. Bernard pointed out, all

gods throughout history have

taken on unmistakable character-

istics of their worshippers. Thus
during a period of tension for a

country, that country's gods are

likely to pass through a period of

crisis, too. If the crisis is passed

and the gods are to recover, they

must undergo a certain amount
of repair and face-lifting. If, how-
ever, the crisis proves fatal, the

religious system must be complete-

ly overhauled, building up from a

new foundation of myths and be-

liefs. Both the Jewish and the

Christian God developed in these

two ways as the two civilizations

passed through various crises.

By the beginning of the sixteen-

th century the Christian God, who

"Marxism Today"
To Be Discussed

"Marxism Today" will be the

topic of the 22nd annual meeting
of the Mountain-Plains Philosophi-

cal Conference on the Colorado

College campus Oct. 12, 13, and 14.

The meeting will open Thursday,

Oct. 11, with a smoker in the Pal-

mer House. The first business ses-

sion will be held Friday from 9

to 11 a.m. in Room 212 in Rastall

Center with Joseph Hassett of

the University of New Mexico ser-

ving as chairman. Richard De-
George of the University of Kan-
sas will present a paper on "Marx-
ism and Existentialism."

During the afternoon session in

Rastall Center, John Somerville of

Hunter College will speak on
"Marxist Dialectical Logic Today."
At the third and last session Sat-

urday morning, Oct. 14, "Marxist
Ethical Theory" will be discussed
by Donald St. Clair of South Da-
kota State University.

FOR SALE

'64 TR4

Like New

Low Mileage

Tonneau Cover

Call . . . 636-2587

had formerly been good and merci-
ful, had turned harsh and forbid-

ding. Too elevated for the run of

the mil! worshipper, He could only
be approached through intermed-
iaries—St. Mary and the various
saints. The crisis responsible for

this change was due to internal

factors in Europe: increasing pop-
ulation, the failure of a feudal econ-
omy and the resulting decline in

prosperity, and the devastating
Great Plague. This crisis, with
which Dr. Bernard ended his talk,

was one of those which proved
fatal, and "the patient did not re-

cover."

The next lecture in the series
will be presented on Oct. 19 by
James Trissel of the Art Depart-
ment on "Romanesque and Gothic:
A Comparison of Architectures."

The Peace Corps and the State
University College at Brockport,
New York, have announced comple-
tion of arrangement to extend and
expand the unique Peace Corps/
College Degree training project

launced in the summer of 1967. The
highly favorable reaction to this

summers' pioneer venture sparked
the decision to enlarge the program
for 1968. It is the first program to

make Peace Corps training and
service an integral part of curri-

cular leading to Bachelor's and
Master's degrees.

Candidates will be selected from
the rank of students in good stand-

ing at an accredited college who
are completing their sophomore or
junior year by June, 1968. Those
selected will be able to earn an
A.B, or B.S. degree and be eligible

for a Peace Corps assignment in

one academic year flanked by two
summers of fully subsidized and
integrated academic courses and
Peace Corps training. They will be
expected to major in mathematics
or the sciences; those who have
completed their junior year prior

to entrance into the program will

have the opportunity for a double-

major.

At the end of the second sum-
mei- armed with the degree, a teach-

ing license, in-depth cross cultural

preparation and fluency in Spanish,

the graduates as Peace Corps vol-

unteers will be off on their Latin

American assignment. As members
of the staffs of teacher training

institutions and/or consultants to

secondary teachers of mathematics
or science, they will be important

participants in the educational de-

velopment efforts of their host

countries. During their two year

sojourn they will have the oppor-

tunity to earn up to 12 semester
hours graduate credit.

Allocations Compared
The following is a comparison of the student budgets ap-

proved by COCA for 1966-67 and 1967-68. There are 200 more
students this year than last.

Nugget

Tiger

This Year

$9,533
(3.08 perBtudent)

5,100
(1.65 per student)

700Theatre Workshop

Foreign Student Committee .,... 3,000

Broekhurst Tutors 260

Community Service _

MRHA _.....

AWS ....; _...._ _

International Relations Club 500

Kinnikinnik 2,500

Forum Committee 3,300

Publications Board 25

Cheerleaders 150

Photographic Equipment 143

COCA Spring Dance 250

CCCA Contingency Fund 2,214

TOTAL ....._ $27,675

Last Year

$8,680
(3.10 iier Htudent)

5,025
(1.73 per student)

750

3,000

243

250

300

375

570

2,100

3,650

2,000

$26,943

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 (Sunday)

900 E. Fillmore (Try Us for Your Naxt Function) Phon* 634-0978

Peace Corps and College officials

pointed out the several features
which make this joint program
unique, including: academic credit
for Peace Corps training, two ful-
ly subsidized summer sessions to-

talling 30 semester credit hours,
in-depth Peace Corps training
synchronized with the liberal arts
and specialized professional prepa-
ration, individualized programm-
ing, opportunity for double majors
and supervised overseas graduate
work.

"This integrated program is

based on our two-fold conviction:

(1) to combine the college and
Peace Corps experiences is to make
both more relevant and meaning-
ful and the personal product more
valuable (2) to provide much-
needed skilled specialists—mathe-
matics and science teachers — as
Peace Corps volunteers in Latin
America is to make a significant
contribution to all concerned," said
President Albert Warren Brown, of
the State University C o 1 i eg c at

Brockport, New York, in announc-
ing the extension of this unique
partnership.

The whole history of reparations
has been a fight by the politicians

to get paid, and a fight by the in-

dustrialists to prevent themselves
frohi being paid.

— Sir Joseph Stamp

Shetland twccd, softness with-

out equal. Patterns perfectly

defined, colors rich and pure.

Tailored cxclusivehj for The

Rcf^iment, Ltd. into classic

odd jackets for today. And

tomorrow,

THE

LTD.

"Importers for Centlamen''

103 East Pikes Peak

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions . Cosmefics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-20M

lEE'S ENCO SERVICE

: TUNE UPS
-:. ATUVS TIRES

-;- STATE INSPECTION
-: ATLAS BAnERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

23C West Uintah Phone 634-9195

Hathau>aif,i

Imporied Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-144!

The New Look in Stereo Components

Recorders and Tape Decks:

Ampex . . . VM . . . Marlel . . . Uher . . .

Tanberg . . . Magnacord . . . Concord . . .

Viking . . . Sony . . . Panasonic

Speaker Systems:

Altec . . . Aztec . . . University . . . Ampex . . .

Bozak . . . VM . . . Scott

Tuner - Amplifiers:

Scott . . . Mantel . . , VM . . . Kenwood . . .

Bogen Sound Systems

Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239
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Winehell's Donuf House

COWE OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.

at Cache La PoudrePhone 633-1219

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejoi. Phone 633-6903

Spaghetti

P\zza

Sandwiches

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

hOO p.m.Tu4

711 North Te[on

4J0p.m.-n.00p.m.Tu«.-Sot. 12HD0-10:00 p.m. Sunday

Closed Monday

634-9346

THE BROADWAY SHELL AND MUSE BAND, formerly the Seeds will be the backup band for the Doors

at the Homecoming Dance. The band has played numerous dances tor Colorado Springs groups.

Acid Rock Blues' Shakes CC Campus

^^m^ Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 Eait Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurnoy Phon» 63&.BS06

By Janet Drescher

Two weeks ago, a sound identi-

fied as "acid rock blues" vibrated

over the entire CC campus. In

front of Rastall the "Wholesale

Meat Company" kept pace with

their faTitastic drummer, Bob

Stewart. He, along with Dale

Johnson, Barry Marshall, Scott

Bruning, and Dean Walker com-

posed the newest of CC's three

pop bands. The "Meat Company"

actually began the first week of

school, and in a short period has

worked up an amazing number of

songs, including a few written by

one member. Dale Johnson.

Another band which identifies

with the "acid rock" sound is the

"Broadway Shell and Muse Band,"

foj-merly the Seeds. Since the ad-

dition of vocalist Ellen Dahl, the

band has been in its present form

three weeks. Members include Jer-

ry Ahlberg, Rick Worden, Jack

Gallop, and Todd Ballantine, who

writes all their music.

A group which has been around

for one year, "The Nickel Bag,"

has also added the female voice

of Ellen Lanier. They will try for

a new style along with a new

name, which is yet to be decided.

Members Dorniie Dorr, Larry Neu-

man, Ken Ormond, and Mark End-

bloom are all CC students.

One member describes their

sound as "funky or anything

goes." the "Nickel Bag" is a ver-

satile group in that each member
plays at least two instruments. The

group is booked to play at the As-

trologer within the month.

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $2i.95

CC Special $17.99

fM&M
I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Telephon* 632-0371
THE NICKEL BAG, another campus band, is slated to appear at the Astrologer within the neitt month.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our battar SANDWICHES ara BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-bakad PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitehar in Town for

Our famoiu Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functiona

T
A
I.

I

A
N

The man who enjoys mai-chin;:

in line and file to the strains os

music falls below my contempt,

he received his great brain by mis-

take—the spinal cord would have

been amply sufficient.

— Albert Einstein

$1.25

One . . . Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box In Town!!

u
R
A
N
T

VOLKSWAGEN

PHILWINSLOW

V. W., IMC
730 North Circle 'Drive
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Burns Wins Frosh Presidency by 18,

Plans All-School Dance for Tonight
By JeEf Bull

Radical platforms seemed to be

the solution to the freshman class

presidential election this past week
as Robert Burns and Steve Hugh-
es used liberal methods to win

primary honors with Burns carry-

ing through in the run-off with an

18 vote margin.

Strangely enough, however, the

vice-p'residential appeared to run

the other way with Ray Kawano,

a rather conservative candidate,

winning in the run-off.

In the Secretary-Treasurer brac-

ket, Kathy Tomplien crushed Ei-

leen Grevey, the only other candi-

date, with a 284-83 count.

Burns' first official act after re-

sults were tabulated Tuesday night

was to buy Cokes for a number of

his friends who aided in his cam-

paign. He also made a statement

thanking the entire class for vot-

ing and layed plans for a dance to

be held tonight. The plans have

since been solidified, and the fresh-

man class is sponsoring the dance

from 8:30-12:30 in Rastall for the

entire school at 50 cents a person.

The foi-mer Wholesale Meat Co.

will provide the music.

Much in Common
Burns' reaction to serving with

Kawano was one of great satis-

faction, saying that the two had

much in common despite Kawano's

ticket affiliation with Rick Brown.

Through Brown, Kawano had ad-

vocated a number of innovations

in class government and a great

deal of student representation

while Burns ran on the "Dirty Er-

nie" platform, promising only to

"play it by ear" and to represent

student ideas.

Run-Oflf Results

The figures of the run-off were:

President—Bums, 186; Hughes,
168 and Vice-President—Kawano,
187; Bedell, 161.

Primary figures were President:

Burns, 99; Hughes, 91; Rick

Brown, 73; Bob Redwine, 52; Jim
Drey, 35; Dan Hurlbutt, 18; Vance
Hayes, 13; and Tom Prescott, 5.

Vice-presidential figures were Joe
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Bedell, 105; Kawano, 98; Ed Mc-
Dougal, !)4; Davon Shipley, 70;

and iMark Weindling, 17.

Combined Tickets

All other candidates ran on sin-

gle tickets. Sixty-six per cent of

the class voted in the primary, a

number which dropped to 69 per
cent in the iTin-off. The men far
outdistanced the women in both
elections, the margin being 17 per
cent in the primary and 14 per
cent in the run-off.

Neither of the two combined tic-

kets, Brown-Kawano and Hurl-
butt-McDougal, fared well with
the vice-presidential candidates
far out-distancing their running

mates in both cases, despite heavy
campaigning by the duos.
The run-off election on Oct. 10

climaxed a period of campaigning
which began on Sept. 29. Many of

the candidates went around in the
dorms shaking hands while others.

Burns for example, preferred a

softer touch.

Senior Class (and election chair-

man), who is responsible for the
election figures, remarked after
the run-off that the election had
gone (fuite well and that he was
pleased with the way the fresh-

men turned out to vote despite the
f'rop on the second day. The offi-

cers were installed without official

ceremony.

Arab-Israeli Symposium Causes Raised Eyebrows
(Continued from page <

Arabs did not want to destroy the

Israelis, but that they wanted to

destroy Israel. They wanted a new
government which would accept
the Arab and Israeli populations as
equal, rather than keeping the
Arabs as "second-class citizens."

Steve Methner, after absolving
himself from all responsibility for

Mr. Brodie's remarks Monday
night, said that the basic question
involved is Israel's "right to ex-

ist." He stated that the examina-
tion of historical events leading
to the -state of Israel was "purely
academic."

Steve quoted a definition of na-
tional sovereignty which included

threee conditions:

1.) a feeling of "National We"
as opposed to an alien "they," 2.)

demonstration of the power to hold

a specific piece of territory, and
3.) recognition of this power by
other nations. Since Israel fulfills

all three of these conditions and
has been recognized by both the

U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., it exists.

Once the Arabs recognize the fact

that Israel exists, most of the land
taken in the June War would be
returned.

Steve also pointed out that the
Arab states would be acting in

their best interests if they spent
their efforts on developing their

resources and improving the plight

of their people, rather than on
buying expensive military hard-
ware.

The questions from the audience

inevitably turned to the refugee

question. Muhammad attacked the

argument that the refugees were
being used as political pawns by
alluding to U.N. reports stating

that the Egyptians and Jordan-

eans were "opening their doors"

to the refugees, but the refugees

refused to go. This "door opening"

was challenged by some of the

audience,

Muhammad also pointed out the

discrepancy in Israel's soliciting

more Jewish immigrants while re-

fusing to admit the disposessed

Arab refugees.

Steve Methner answered the
question of who was responsible
for creating the refugee problem
by stating: "I believe history
really has no part in the present
solution here." He stated that Is-

rael was not resettling the re-

fugees because 1.) "the Arabs
weren't offering to embrace the

refugees, why should Israel bear
the burden alone? 2.) "The Arabs
don't want to come back, and 3.)

"It is economically ridiculous to

ask Israel to absorb 1.3 million

refugees."

Near the end of the program
Hans Suring made the statement

that the Arab-Israeli Conflict

would never be solved unless one
of the two parties took a first

step by settling the refugees. He
called on these countries to be

big enough to take that first step.

English Department

Requests Return

Of Questionnaires
Questionnaires concerning stu-

dents' preferences in English cour-

ses are still needed by the English
Department, according to Profes-

sor T. W. Ross, Chairman.
"Although the stated deadline

was Oct. 6, we hope that many
other students will complete our

questionnaire and return it to me
by campus mail," Professor Ross
said.

The questionnaire is designed to

determine which courses students

are likely to elect in English in

spring, 1968, and in 1968-69. The
English Department would like to

accommodate the desires of the

students so far as this is possible.

Therefore, it is important that all

the questionnaires be retui-ned as

soon as possible, Professor Ross

stated.

The English Department is very

grateful to those students who
have taken the trouble to provide

them with this important informa-

tion.

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocks from Campus— Ne» and Us«d Siksi

SCHWINN FranchiiB D.al.r R.pairt & Parh for Any Mat.
19 EAST KIOWA STREET TELEPHONE 434-(733

Babe's Market
A Good Place to Trade

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. la 6:J0 P.M. — Ssindays till 5:00 P.M.

"your Business Is Appreciated"

Jusl a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon G32-9004

(214 blocks Soiilli o( Ciimpus)

Headquarters for Guitar's, Ban/o's and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00- 5:00— FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

flemtk'A CI TejcH

NOW OPENS THE . . ,

"A "
mnex

FEATURING . . .

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Pitcher Beer $1.00

>8$ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY. WKDNKHDAY & THURSDAY

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

COIN OPERATED SELF SERVICE

RELIEVES GAS PAINS*

*THOSE PAINS RESULTING FROM

THE HIGH PRICE OF GASOLINE

Colorado Springs 695 S. 8th
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THE COLLEGE
B.^RBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acro« from th* Campui

827 North Tejon

nma
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do yoD ire«r

•lie 3-5-7-9?

IDU jRE mviTKU
to Tlslt the new

Chase Stona Center

Colorado Springe

an lotiatite,

boutique? 7ASHI0N
SPECiAirr SHOP

•
full of conteqpor-
ai7 clothes

•
for the WJK
UnHTIDUAlIST
vlth the Junior
or Jmilor~Fetlte
figure, sizes

3 to 9.

In a background
of antiques froii
rotmd the vorld.

IE THmt smix
charge accounts

JOTltad

ROTC STUDENT DRILL LEADER Nick Campbel

"What is the spirit of the bayonet?"

asks his charges, DUNCAN ALEXANDER and other ROTC members reply automati-

cally, "Kill! Kill!"

Canada Viewed as ^Nori'Warfare' State
By David Lloyd-Lewis

Collegiafe Press Service

If there were a place where a

young American could move to

without culture shock, earn a re-

spectable livitig and escape the

major stresses of life, a good num-
her might choose to live there.

In the past few years more and

more Americans have been finding

Canada such a place.

With a population of 20 million,

a way of life that is only margi-

nally different from the American,

political freedom, job op'portunit-

ie.- and, for some most important-

ly, no conscription, Canada is easy

to make the transition to. About
IfijOOO Americans move to Canada
every year.

Until recently this migi-ation

has been more than matched by
the 'Brain Drain' Canadians worry
about—the several thousand nur-

^, teachers and production work-

ers who move each year into the

States. But this year, for the first

time since the war, it is expected

that migration to Canada will out-

weigh immigration to the U.S.

If the U.S. is the home of the
brave and the land of the free,

Canada is the home of the peace-
ful and land of the free. Retired

people come here to escape the

high taxation of the warfare state.

The middle-aged move to similar

jobs in a place where they can take
a safe stroll at night and where
the police don't brandish billies.

Guns, if they are can-ied at all,

are kept in holsters out of sight.

More recently—and this accounts
for the change in direction of the
brain drain—young Americans are

KARATE

Anyone interested in taking

Karate classes four hours a

week, please contact . . .

JACK HOWARD for details.

Extension 356, or 632-5416.

more and more moving to Canada

to evade the draft and involvement

in the war. Canadian immigration

officials have no record of the

number of immigrants who were

1-A before they arrived, but Marc

Satin who runs the Toronto office

of the anti-draft program says he

gets about half-a-dozen draft-

evaders going through the office

a day, and says that the load is

about the same in offices in Mon-
treal and Vancouver. There are

also eight small offices and groups

helping draft evaders in other cit-

ies. Thousands of others simply

cross the border as landed immi-

grants without contacting groups

concerned with draft evaders.

Since Canada's -unified armed
services are manned by volunteers,

Canada does not recognize "draft

evasion" or "international flight

to avoid prosecution" as crimes,

though these are punishable by

five to ten years in jail in the U.S.

Consequently, draft evaders can-

not be extradited.

Tom Kent, the left-leaning chief

civil servant of the Department of

Citizenship and Immigration has

put it quite plainly: "There is not

any prohibition in the Immigra-
tion Act or regulations against

the admission of persons who may
b^ seeking to avoid induction into

the armed services and, therefore,

providing they meet immigration
requirements, we have no basis in

law for barring their entry."

Asked about American efforts

to prosecute draft evaders, Exter-

nal Affairs Minister Paul Martin

Bengal Burgler
Editor's Note; The following ar-

ticle has been reprinted from the

Oct. 9 edition of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN NEWS.
TULSA, Okia., Oct. 8— (AP)—

Mrs. John Slagle told police that

a burgler broke into her house and
took four silver dollars, $1.50 in

other denominations, a shirt and a

22-caiiber pistol.

In exchange, she said, he left his

dirty underwear, a black sweat-

shirt with orange lettering pro-

claiming "Colojado College Ben-

gals '69," and a ring in the bath-

tub.

said that Canada does not "feel

under any obligation to enforce

the laws in that regard of any
country."

Generally, a bare majority of

Canadians seem to be opposed to

the American war (though the

government is a member of the In-

ternational Control Commission in

Vietnam, and hence strictly neu-

ti'al), either from principled op-

position to its illegality and im-

morality or through a feeling of

nationalistic superiority to the

U.S. These people therefore sup-

port draft evaders.

Since Canada has a chronic

shortage of skilled labour, employ-
ers welcome Americans, who are

generally better educated and
trained than other immigrants or

Canadians. Draft evaders here re-

port little difficulty in finding jobs.

gj«f"-~, THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

and none have had more than oc-

casional friction with jingoes and
hawks.

The student council of Univer-

sity College, representing 2,000

students at the LIniversity of To-

onto, last week voted support of

a campaign draft evaders in Can-
ada. The resolution, supported by
:'ie Student Christian Movement
and B'nai B'rith Hiilel, the two
largest associations on the cam-
pus, gave $250 to provide tem-

o ary shelter and assistance for

\rierican students who are resist-

: the draft by going to Canada.

Psychology Professor Martin
Wall of University College said a

continued effort will be made to

raise money from other student
associations and to inform Ameri-
can students about the possibilit-

ies of going to Canada.

CCMC to Test Skills

In Shove Chapel Ascent
By Thomas L. Visher

I'he Colorado College Mountain
Club has taken on a new spirit

of climbing on campus. One of the

first challenges to come into focus

will be Shove Chapel. In an assault

made over ten years ago, a group
of ten men scaled the walls and
roof of Shove, drilling holes as

they went.

This year, the Mountain Club is

trying to establish the climb as

a tradition. A committee represen-

tative has approached the admin-
istration and has been given a fav-

orable response. Sunday, Oct. 15,

has been set for the assent and
annual painting of the clock. If

things work out, Tutt Library and
Olin Hall are next in line. To see

the mountaineers in action is a

death-defying feat on the level of a

circus. Climbing a building is one

of the most difficult ascents to do.

Fortunately, if need be, the climb-

ers will belay or hold the moun-
taineer's rope from the roof.

The club seems to be active

everywhere. For the past two
weeks, the CCMC has sponsored
a petition campaign to keep the

Interstate Highway out of wilder-

ness areas. Copies of several hun-
dred names have been sent to the
Governor and Colorado's Congress-
men. Every weekend, there are at

least two expeditions leaving the

Hub for climbs. One representa-
tive weekend is coming up: Rock
School in Cathedral Park, an over-

night hike to a sunrise breakfast
on Mount Garfield, a Friday night

picnic and the assault on Shove
Chapel.

Yom Kippur
Jewish students who wish to at-

tend either Reform or Conservative
services in town for Yom Kippur,
whicti begins tonight, Friday, Oct.

13, are welcome at both Temple
Beth El and B'nai Israel Synago-
gue. Arrangements for rides, etc.,

can be made by calling Professor

Sondermann, Ext. 322 or 633-4058.

^cf the beM . .

.

achina
Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS'

Fits! Two Drinks
ior the Price ol One

4 - 7 P.M. DAILY
1 1 8 North Cascade Avenue
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Art Works Offered to CC Students
A quality exhibition of original

graphic art comprised of etchings,

lithographs, woodcuts and silk-

screens of important and out-

standing artists will be on view
and for sale in the Rare Book
Room of Tutt Library on Oct. 26
and 27 from 10 a. ni. until 7 p. m.
For over a year, London Graph-

ic Arts has been visiting univer-
sities and colleges throughout
America and England, mounting
exhibits of original prints of a
range and quality usually seen
only in major galleries. The enthus-
iastic response has fully justified

its aim of bringing fine graphic
work to a nationwide audience.
Students and faculty, especially,
have appreciated the opportunity
to view a comprehensive selection
of original works.
The exhibition included every

THIS IS ONE OF THE ART WORKS which will be available for pur-

chase in the Rare Book Room of Tutt Library on Oct. 26 and 27. The
works are being sold by London Graphic Ar+s.

Campus Announcements

Cap and Gown
Cap and Gown has resei-ved

space for information of interest

to seniors on a bulletin board in

Tutt. This bulletin board is oppo-

site the card catalog, behind the

shelves holding Symposium books.

Ti^e information presently con-

ct'i-ns dates of GRE's and the nec-

essary application procedures.

Symphony Auditions

The San Francisco Symphony
Foundation annual auditions for

young insti-umentalists 16-28 has

been expanded to include 12 addi-

tional western states, among them

Colorado. Cash prizes totaling

$3000 will be awarded to winners

in three separate categories: piano,

strings, and winds. The outstand-

ing artist in the entire competition

will be invited to appear as solo-

ist with the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra at a spring eon-

ct-rt.

Application forms can be ob-

tained from the college music de-

partment or the San Francisco

Foundation, 821 Market St., San

Francisco 94103. Application dead-

line is Nov. 24.

Astrologer

Friday, Oct. 13, another light

and sound show will be held at the

Astrologer. A live band, "The Col-

orado Diver's Supply," will play

from 9:00 to 12:00. 75c per couple;

50c stag. Refreshments provided.

Ski Club Meeting
The Colorado College Ski Club

will hold its first meeting Tuesday,

Oct. 17, at 7:00 in Olin I. A 80
minute movie on skiing techinique

filmed in Colorado will be shown,

and organization of the CC Ski

Team will be discussed. Coach of

the Ski Team this year is Profes-

sor Michael Novak of the anthropo-

logy department. Ski Club's advisor

is Professor Horst Richardson of

the German department.

Dues this year will be $2.50. This

money will go toward the expense

of group weekends, bus space and
reduced ski ticket rates.

India Lecture

Antony Parimanath, associate

professor of sociology at Loretto

Heights College in Denver, will

speak on the topic "India's Crisis

Today," Oct. 23 in Olin 1. His visit

to the CC campus is being spon-

sored by the Asian Studies Com-
mittee.

Saut\i CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. )o 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

form of printmakiiig from hand-
printed manuscript pages and mus-
ic sheets, 18th and 19th century
prints from Europe, and a com-
prehensive selection of 20th cen-
tury artists. Selections include
such artists as Renoir. Degas, Ma-
net, Toulouse - Lautrec. Picasso,
Chagall, Vasarely and Giacometti.
not to mention the more esoteric
but equally important masters of
printmaking. Rouault's "Miserere,"
Picasso's "Vollard Suite" and Cha-
gall's "Daphnis and Chloe" are
all represented.

Finally, there is a selection of
colorful work by young contem-
poraries to attract those who pa-
tronize artists whose prices have
not yet become inflated by fame
and demand. The prices range from
$10 to several thousand for the
rarer examples.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWIhM) ITT

All Sonli

UNITAIUAN CHUBCH

730 NoilS T.ion

634-2093

Frosh Soccer Team Wins Four
Starting the season an a high

note, the Frosh Soccer team has
defeated, within the period of ten
days. Fountain Valley School 4-3,

Rockmont College 4-0 and Yampa
Valley College 4-2. The victories

over Rockmont and Yampa Valley
were accomplished within the span
of 24 houi-s with an exhausting
220 mile drive to Steamboat
Springs between games.

The aquad is made of 19 men,
giving the team fine depth in

most positions. The goal tenders
are Captain Scott MacGregor and
Bill Buker, the fullbacks are Craig
Skowrup, Bill Pugh, Jim Hopkins
and Dave Patton, the halfbacks
are Captain Dave Rutherford,

Charley Adams, Ward Hillyer, and
Dan Schaefer, and the forwards
are Dave Ellis, Chris Smith, Marc
Lowenstein, Doug Freeman, Bob
Chappell, Bob Dowley, John Sch-
warz, Dean Walker and John Gibb.
Rick Behr is on the injured list and
Win Lockwood is on temporary
leave Xo hit the books, but both of
these men should see action later
in the season,

The next game will follow the

varsity game against Regis Col-

lege and will be played at 3:30

p.m. at Denver Oct. 9. The Regis

Freshmen have been recruited
heavily from St. Louis and should
give us a very hard game.

DUE TO LACK OF INTEREST,

FRIDAY HAS BEEN CANCELLED THIS WEEK.

FRIDAYS WILL RECOMMENCE NEXT WEEK
ON OCTOBER 20.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevoda Telephone 632-0444

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8«h Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. lo 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE eANpUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchairas

lAcroBi from Courtliou.o)

Telephone 634-9513

INTERESTED
IN AN

OVERSEAS
CAREER?

Mr. Theodore I. Rothman

October 20, 1967

lo distuss tlie ttaining offticd a\

A.I.F.T. (an inlensivc nine monlhs

program of post graduate study) and

the job opportunilips open lo

graduales in tlie licld o(

INTERNATIONAL TRADE and

GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

Interviews may bp ^chocJuli-ti at

The Placement Office

The American Institute

For Foreign Trade

Thundcrbird Campus

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
An AlfiliaieOf

The Aniffkan ManagemenI Asiociallon

Man. (lu 6oUe<fe. £UofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

Take them with a grain ol leather . . .

Garay Handbags
The compact bag is the today bag especially

when it's soft, casual and grained Seton leather,

Hand bags, shoulder bags, convertible bags—
every bag The Campus ordered. Look for buttons,

strappings, chains, and turnlock closings. Look

for GARAY — in SEVENTEEN and in our hand bag
department. Espresso, haystack, brandywine,
fawn, avanti green, navy, black. $7.00

NEW COLLEGE FASHIONS ARRIVING DAILY
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CIJ Buffaloes Kickers
By John E. Morris

The CC soccer team ran into

strong opposition from Colorado

University and dropped their first

league game 3-2, last Saturday

in Boulder, in spite of a spirited

fourth quarter rally by the Tigers.

The game began a half hour

late because Coach Richardson re-

fused to risk the team's ankles

and legs on CU's choice of an ex-

tremely poor soccer field. The CU
coach

"

finally got their regular

soccer field which was destined to

be used as a parking lot for the

CU-Iowa State football game.

The game finally started after

the even later arrival of the ref-

erees. With just four minutes gone

into the game, CC goalie, Craig

Clayberg, was sidelined by a hard

kick to the back above the kid-

neys. He was taken to the hospital

where the injury was described as

painful but not serious.

Pete Shidler went into goal in

place of Clayberg and played a

very good game, making some
beautiful defensive p]a>'s.

CU drew first blood on a free

kick from the penalty line, with

just three minutes to go in the

first period. Such kicks are virt-

ually impossible to stop if they

are well placed and Shidler had

no chance to get this one.

With four minutes gone in the

next quarter, Tom Schuster, left

wing, tied the score when he

punched in a corner kick from
right inner, Peter Morse. The
score remained tied through the

rest of the second and all of the

third quarter.

With seven minutes gone in the

.. Sports ..

Racketmen Beat Mines

Tom Schuster (2) and Peter Morse appear to be fighting each other

for the ball during CC's losing effort at CU last week.

fourth period, CU broke the dead-

lock when their left wing, George

Tabah, a nemesis for the CC de-

fense throughout the game, scored

his second goal. Three minutes

later, CU scored again, and the

situation looked black for CC down
.3-1 with twelve minutes to go.

CC still made mistakes and CU
jammed their defense in front of

their goal to ride their lead. But

on a free kick from perhaps 25

yards out, Ned Pike, a right half,

sent a low booming shot across

the goal face. The shot grazed a

Rested Tigers Host Lutherans
By Dan Bernstein

The CC Tigers, well-rested from

the battle that brought them a TO-

SS victory over Mines, will hit the

Washburn gridiron Saturday at

1:30 p. m. in a clash against the

Texas Lutheran Bulldogs.

Coach Jen-y Carle rates Sat-

urday's tilt as the most evenly

matched game CC will play this

season. Like CC, Texas Lutheran

isn't a big team; the biggest Bull-

dog is a 220-pounder.

The Bulldogs are a quick team

with a wide-open attack, running

off a double-wing formation, iden-

tical to that of the Tigers. Texas

Lutheran boasts two offensive

stand-outs who present CC with a

foi-midable scoring threat. They
are split-end, Roy Maas, and quar-

terback, Pat Bailey, possibly the

best passer the Tigers will face

this season. Bailey will not hesi-

tate to iiin with the ball, and will

provide a dual challenge to the

Tiger defense.

Coach Carle will rely on his

stout defense which he cites as the

key to the victory over Mines to

stymie the powerful Bulldog at-

tack.

Offensively, Carle plans to go

with Cyril Logar at center, Dave

Hall and Tom Jeffery at guards,
.

Dennis Malone and Carl Jordan at

the tackle slots, and Steve Erhardt

and Mike Muller at ends.

In the backfield, Dave Coggins

will be at quarterback, Dave Lan-

oha at halfback, Steve Higgins at

fullback, and Steve Myers will get

the nod at flanker.

Saturday's game could go either

way—a tough defensive battle or a

relentless offensive barrage. Eithei-

way, Coach Carle's team won't

make any bones about trying to

beat the Bulldogs.

CU defender but hit goal pole

and bounced in to make the score

3-2 \*'ith five minutes to go.

CC was frustrated on several

scoring attempts. At one point,

the Tigers took three corner kicks

in the space of two minutes but

till couldn't score. The clock fin-

ally ran out and the Buffaloes

left the field victorious.

Coach Richardson's analysis of

the CU upset of the Tigers: "Our

major problem was we just drib-

bled around too much. We've got

a lot of good players but the team-

work sure wasn't there today. It

was quite obvious." He also com-

mended the CU team for its play.

Tomorrow the Tigers will travel

to Denver to battle Regis College

and get their first league victory.

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

Join Colorado College Soccer

Team and Ski Club for

Christmas Holidays in Europe.

Trip includes . . .

Cities, Soccer, Skiing,

Sightseeing.

The most civilized people are

as near to barbarism, as the most

polished steel is to rust.— Na-
tions, like metals, have only a

superficial brilliancy. — Rivarol

CC's tennis team pushed its

young string of victories to three

iast Saturday with an 8-0 shutout

of the Colorado School of Mines.

Freshman Steve Trefts moved

up to the number one Tiger posi-

tion in P. J. Anderson's absence

and outlasted his smooth-stroking

opponents (i-3, fi-4. Mark Moyle

followed with an easy G-0, 6-2 win

despite appearing rather eratic

throughout the match.

GDI Victory Leaves

Fijis with Crumbs
The GDI intramural football

team won first place in the frater-

nity league with an easy 34-7

romp over the Beta Theta Pi's last

Monday, Oct. 9. Left fighting for

the crumbs were the Phi Gams and

the Kappa Bigs; on Wednesday,

Oct. 11, the Phi Gams -squashed

the Kappa Sigs 15-0 in the big

battle.

Bob Harvey and Bob Beck scor-

ed two touchdowns each for the

GDI's and Jerry Wainwright scor-

ed one; four of the five points af-

ter touchdown were made.

This season the GDPs recorded

an impressive array of victories,

winning over the Phi Gams, 16-7;

the Kap'pa Sigs, 14-12; the Sigma

Chis, 27-0; the Phi Delts, 18-6;

and the Betas, 34-7. The GDI's

yielded an average of 6.4 points

per game, and scored an average

of 21.8 points per game against

their opponents.

Playing for the GDI's this year

were: Pete Weinberg, Jerry Wain-

wright, Bob Harvey, Rich Moore,

Harry Minter, Mike Kelly, Fred

Brechtol, Sandy Alexander, John
Morris, Dave Dickey, Scott Mc-
Leod, Bob Beck, Ken Butler, Hugh
McMillan, Sam Fenton, Terry

Covington, Terry Milligan, Bob
Slagter, John Shackleford, Dave
Herz, and Bob McGee.

Tyler Makepeace continued in

the Tiger win column trouncing

his less-experienced opponent 6-1

,

6-1. Doug Wheat also made quick

work of his opponent but only in

the first set, winning it G-0. In the

second, his opponent drastically al-

tered the pace of the match and

pushed Wheat to 7-5.

Playing in the number five posi-

tion. Andy McConnell put the

match on ice for the Tigers by de-

feating his Mines' counterpart. Jeff

Bull, moved up to the varsity b>-

Anderson's absence, had a frustra-

ting and long match but eventual-

ly won 6-4, 9-7.

Adding to the Miners' chagrin,

the doubles teams of Trefts-Moyl<-

and Wheat-Makepeace widened th..

margin with 6-3, 7-5 and 6-1, G-L'

victories.

On the Saturday of Homecom-
ing weekend, the team is scheduled

to host CSC in a match which will

probably be held at the Kissinp

Camels Country Club, starting iti

the early afternoon.

leers Begin Workouts

Head Hockey Coach John Match-

efts put his Colorado College Ti-

gers through their first practice-

session of the season Sunday, Od
1, at the Broadmoor World Aren;.

after a month of pre-ice workout?.

Matchefts has a squad of 26 thi-

year after losing seven seniors

through graduation, among them

Ail-American Bob Lindberg.

The Tigers open a 28-game sea-

son Nov. 17-18 here against Gust-

avus Adolphus College. They will

play a 20-game schedule in the

Western Collegiate Hockey Assoc-

iation and will compete in the St

Paul Classic Tournament Dec. 27-

28. They end the season March 1-l'

in a series with the University ol

Michigan at Ann Arbor.

THE GDI LINE tears through Its Beta counterparts on their way to their 34-7 whitewash of the fraternity

team. The Independents defeated all their fraternity opponents to win the intramural football championship

for this year. __^

STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAOE

REOULAR
MODEL

KNV S^3
3 LINE TEXT Ch

Tho finMt IHDESTBUCTIBUE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. "A" I 2",

Sond check or money order. Be
Bura to Induda yonr Zip Oode. No
iiostage or handllnK cturgefl. Add

Prompt ihlptnuLSaUifictionCuinnlMd

THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Boi 18GZ3 Lenoi Squir* Station

ATLANTA, GA., 3D326

For Sale— Motorcycles

1963 BSA GOLDSTAR —
Matchless Frame. Equipped for

Rodd Racing.

1966 YAMAHA —
Big Bear Scrambler.

1967 BULTACO 175 c.c.

—

Factory Racing Options.

Contact: Jerry Ahlberg

3528 N. Cascade

'Everyfhjng for

Every Sport"

119 N. Tejon 636-334e

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 P.M.
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Due to Homecoming

Saturday Classes

Are Cancelled
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CC Welcomes Alums

David Meyer, Professor Richardson, and Professor Burton are featured in the CC Players production of
Luther which is being presented tonight and tomorrow night at 8:20 in Armstrong Hall.

CC Players Present "Luther"
Tlie first production of the Col-

oiado College Players, in coopera-

tion with the Religious Affairs

Committee, is "Luther" by John
Osbome, presented yesterday, to-
nigtit, and Saturday, Oct. 19, 20,
aiul 21 in Armstrong Auditorium.
Curtain time for the Friday and
Saturday evening pei"formances is

8:20 p. m.

The Thursday afternoon perfor-
mance was given only for a sell-

out crowd of Colorado Springs
high school students.

The cast features both students
and faculty members. Luther is

played by Professor Kenneth
Burton of the religion department,
witli other roles taken by Profes-

sors Freed, Roberts, Cramer, and
Richardson. Pope Leo X is

played by Mr. Cramer, Luther's
father by Mr. Richardson, Tetzel
by Mr. Carl Roberts, and Luther's
wife by Mrs. Kenneth Burton.

Students in the cast include:
Wally Bacon, Chris Gibbs, Leigh
Pomeroy, and David Meyer.

Osborne's treatment of Martin
Luther's character is largely bas-

ed on the psychoanalytic interpre-

tation offered by Erik Erikson in

his book Young Man Luther. Rely-

ing heavily on orthodox Freudian
theory, Osbome hints that much
of Luther's behavior may be ex-

plained by an anal fixation. Also,

the relationship between Luther

and his father is of primary im-
portance in this interpretation of
Luther's life.

Howard Laubman. drama critic

for the New York Times has re-
marked of the play: "Luther leaves
one with the sense of a man per-
ceived in depth from his initiation
into the religious life to his later

days as liusband, father, and
world figure, when tranquility is

tinged by unquiet weariness. Both
sides in the church sti-uggle are
treated fairly. Luther himself
pmerges as heroic and unheroic."

Admission is $1.50 or student
activity ticket.

By Bill Gomez

Homecoming weekend will be
ushered in today by the arrival of
CC alumni from the Class of 1927
and the Class of 1942. After view-
ing the house decorations that
were built on the theme "Song
Titles," the members of the Class
of 1942 are invited to a cocktail
party at the Antlers Plaza Hotel.

Students will flock to Wash-
burn field at 8:00 p.m. for the
pep rally and later to Rastall Cen-
ter for a dance. The introduction
of the 19G7 Homecoming Queen
will highlight the events of the
bonfire on Washburn Field. At
8:20 the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee will present John Osborne's
Luther in Armstrong Theatre.
As CC students are preparing

for the big night by sleeping in

tomorrow morning, CC Alunmi
from the Class of 1927 and tlie

Class of 1942 will find their morn-
ing much more intellectual and
stimulating. They will converge on
Armstrong Hall at 9:00 for their
annual reunion meeting. Follow-
ing the meeting, they will be di-

vided into two groups.
Dr. William R. Hochman, profes-

sor of history and chairman of the
Department of Education, will

chair the discussion "On Going to

War: 1917, 1950. 1967" and Dr.
Glenn Gray, professor of philos-
ophy, will preside over the discus-
sion "Generations in Conflict

:

Can We Trust Anyone Under 30?"
The symposium wilt be followed

by an all-college picnic on the cen-
tral quadrangle at 12:16 p.m. It

will be over in time for every-
one to get to nearby Washburn
Field before 1:30 p.m. when the
Colorado College Tigers will meet
the Washington University eleven.

The fraternities and sororities

and Slocum and Mathias halls will

hold open houses beginning at
4:30 p.m. House decorations will

be on display from (J to 9 p.m. Also
there will be a party in the El
Paso Club for C-Men, their wives
and friends.

The Class of 1927 will have cock-
tails at 6:30 p.m. and dinner at

7:00 p.m. in the Colorado Room
of the Antlers Plaza Hotel while
the Class of 1942 will liavc cock-
tails and dinner at 7 p.m. in tho
Broadmoor Golf Club.
"Luther" will be presented a.

second time Saturday night at
8:20.

THE DOORS will climax tho
1907 Homecoming at 9:30 in the
International Center at the Broad-
moor Hotel.

Sunday will be anti-climactic
with "Homecoming Service" at
11:00 in Sliove Chapel, tho CC
bowling team vs. CU hero, a soc-
cer game vs. Wyoming U. at 2:00,
and an RCB movie in Armstrong
Hall at 7:00.

Spanish Students

Welcome Over 100

To House Warming
Spanish House vibrated to tho

sounds of guitars, maracas, and
castanets as it celebrated its of-

ficial opening at an Open House
held Sunday, Oct. [r,. President
Curran, Dean Moon, Dean Drake
and Residence Hall Director Mc-
Nary, along with students, faculty,

and Spanish-speaking community
members from Colorado Springs
and Denver made up a crowd of

over 100 at the festivities.

Spanish House, which houses 12
women students, is the thiid and
newest language house on the CC
campus; formerly a senior women's
residence, Mullott House, it is lo-

cated next to Max Kadc on Wood
Avenue. Its residents, though not
required to be Spanish majora,
speak Spanish among themselves.

The House's sponsor is Professor

Ganscr of the Spanish Department,
and the housemother, wlio hosted

the Open House, is Mrs. Folisa

Llorente, a native of Cuba.
Guests were entertained by Julio

Martinez, who sang and accompan-
ied himself on the guitar, featur-

ing songs such as "La Bamba";
and a group of five girls from the

House who sang and played typi-

cal Spanish folk music.

Debate Team Begins Season

Professor Shearn to Deliver Faculty Lecture Series

A young, relatively inexperienc-
ed Colorado College debate squad
opened the 1967-68 season with an
"npressive showing at the Univer-
sity of Wyoming Forensic Invi-

tational at Laramie, Oct. 13 and
14.

Competing against 26 colleges
3nd universities from nine west-
f^rn states all of the four CC teams
'^arne through with break-even or
better records in their first outing
°f the year. Janice Wright, the
team's lone senior this year,
teamed with first year debater
John Muth, and the pair reached
'Qe semi-finals in senior debate
t'efore bowing to the tournament's
^yentual winner, a team from the
L'S. Air Force Academy.

Second year debaters Bill Hyde
^ld Alan Sulzenfuss, competing
•^i' the first time in the senior
'inision, were particularly impres-
^'ve in losing only t^vo close

Jounds to strong teams from the

University of Wyoming and Idaho
^tate University.

Junior debaters Suzanne Gross,

Charles Lambie, Ron Melichar, and

Allison Northcutt came through

with 3-3 records in the two day

meet.

In the individual events John

Muth scored first place victories

in each for his preliminary rounds

in original oratory, allowing him

to go on to the finals for a fourth

place finish in the tournament.

Miss Northcutt also scored well in

the preliminary rounds of Oral In-

terpretation of Literature and won
fourth place in her event.

Sue Gross, Charles Lambie, and

Ron Melchar placed well in the

preliminary rounds of extempor-

aneous speaking but failed to make
the final rounds. Janice Wright

and Alan Sulzenfuss in oratory

and Chris Harris and Bill Hyde
in interp scored well in their

events but nan-owly missed the

final round.

Professors James A. Johnson,

director of the program, and Chris

(Continaed on page seven)

On Thursday evening, Oct. 26 at

8:15 p. m., in Armstrong Auditor-
ium, Professor Donald Shearn of

the Psyciiology Department will

deliver the first of a series of
two faculty lectures. Professor
Shearn's general topic will be "Be-
havior and Body Spirits." The sub-
ject of Mr. Shearn's first lecture

will be "Penetration of the Brain."
On the following Thui'sday even-
ing, Nov. 2 at the same time and
place, Mr. Sheam will deliver his

second lecture "The Heart of the
Matter."

Professor Shearn, a sometime
ba.ss player, received his Ph.D. in

Psychology from Indiana Univer-
sity and joined the faculty ot Col-
orado College in 1961. He ha.s just

returned from a year's leave of
absence where he was Visiting Sci-

entist at the Regional Primate Re-
search Center and Senior Fellow
in Neurophysiology a( the Depart-
ment of Physiology and Biophy-
sics at the University of Washing-
ton School of Medicine. He is cur-

rently involved in research in car-

diovascular control.

Professor Shearn's lecture marks

a departure from the Faculty Lec-
ture format. In previous years
several faculty members would
deliver single lectures on different

topics that weje often unrelated
to each other. Last spring tiie Pub-
lic Lectures Committee, in an ex-

perimental mood, decided tu n.-k :i

single faculty member' to deliver a

series of lectures on a single topic

to provide more depth of coverage

than had previously been possible.

Professor Sheai-n is the Fall lec-

turer so selected. The Spring lec-

tin-fr will hf" announced at a later

Professor Donald Shearn, shown working with a child in the psychology

lab, will present two of the lectures in the 1967 Faculty Lecture Series.
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EDITORIAL
§ource Acknowledgment

"Perhaps the most important factor in the life of Colo-

rado College is a tradition, expressed from time to time in

new modes, that the student should be given the largest pos-

sible liberty in developing his or her capacity for self-mastery

and self-direction. The Honor System is a form of student

self-govei-nment which, assuming that every student is a per-

son of absolute truthfulness and honesty, takes immediate

cognizance of all violation of an accepted code of conduct, and

entirely through student action procures the removal from

the student body of those who, by violating this accepted

code, prove that they cannot thus safely be trusted." (Presi-

dent Lloyd E. Worner, Introduction to Source Acknowledg-

ment, The Colorado College Honor Council, 1967, page 2).

In his introduction to the Source Acknowledgment book-

let, which was distributed to all students last week by the

Honor Council, President Worner effectively summed up the

responsibilities and the consequences of the Honor System at

Colorado College.

The system, which has been a widely acclaimed tradition

at CC since 1948, is worthy of the careful study of all stu-

dents. It is not merely an ideal which students should not

shmg off as "a good idea if it would work," but it is an

important statement of this school's trust that its students

are responsible adults, capable of imposing upon themselves

the ethical practices which society expects of them.

It is, further, a workable plan relying totally upon stu-

dent judgment and discretion and can only work if all stu-

dents abide by the rules of intellectual honesty and integi'ity

which are expected of them in this academic community. The
Honor Council has clearly outlined these rules, taking great

pains to explain the accepted norms and how they relate to

class work.

The council cannot foresee all questions arising under
the system. Each student, therefore, has the responsibility to

find out on his own exactly what is expected of him in each
class and to clear up any doubts he may have concerning the

operation of the system. A student failing to do so may dis-

cover that he has innocently performed some breach of the

code and may suffer from some very serious consequences.

We urge all students to examine carefully the Source
Acknowledgment booklet, to become thoroughly familiar with
the rules outlined in it and, most importantly, to abide by
these rules in all work done at CC.

Thursday and Friday

^^^B LONDON GRAFICA ARTS

^ October 26 & 27, 1967

Presents an exhibition

and sale of

originals, lifhograplis.

ercitings, wood cuts

DouEuier

Carzou

Chagall

Cobs

Corin

Duly

lit Maillol Rouaull

h Picasso Toulouse-Lautrec

Renoir Van Dongen

and mar y others moderately priced

Colozado College — Rare Booh Room, Tutt Library

1 ) A. M. to 7 P. M.

By Jerry Hancock
Last week I had the good

fortune to attend a rally spon-

sored by a prroup called Truth
About Civil Turmoil or TACT. The
local TACT group is headed by a

man who is also a chapter leader

in the John Birch Society. The fea-

tured speaker was a Negro min-
mister, Reverend E. Fi'eeman
Yearling, from Harlem. Reverend
Yearling's claim to fame was that

he was defeated last April by
Adam Clayton Powell in the elec-

tion to fill Powell's Congressional

seat.

The Reverend began his speech

by telling how he had been relieved

of his duties as a minister "sim-

ply" because he felt Martin Luther
King was a Communist. He went
on to say that all the civil turmoil

in the United States was a direct

result of the long laboi's of a Com-
munist named Joseph Pepper who

in the early '30's had written a

pamphlet urging Negroes to re-

volt. During the course of his

speech the Reverend Yearling
added to the list of "Communists
in high places" the names of Hub-
ert Humphrey and Robert Ken-
nedy.

After his address the speaker

agreed to answer a few questions

and they went like this:

Q. "Have the Communists infil-

trated the National Council of

Ch-urches?"

A. "My friend, the Communists
now control the Council."

Q. "Reverend Yearling, I am a

member of both the NAACP and
the Urban League and I was won-
dering if you have evidence that

Reverend King is a card-carrying

member of the Communist Party?"
(At this point a man in the aud-

ience asked if Mao canied a card,

followed by laughter and ap-

plause.)

A. "Sir, I must admire your

courage. It isn't often a man will

admit to being so wrong. In an-

swer to your question I would say

that if a man acts like a Commu-
nist then he is a Communist."
Reverend Yearling received a

standing ovation.

RGB Keeps Up with Modern Films
By Gillian Royes

Among the many—and often

justified—complaints that were
made against organizations on
campus last year was that of the

school's inadequacy in keeping up
with modern trends in entertain-

ment and education. This semes-
ter will see, and has already seen,

the expression of a new attitude

toward providing for the needs of

as many facets of the student body
as possible.

In moving toward this step,

Rastall Center Board, in an ar-

rangement with Bell and Howell
College Circuit of Underground
and Experimental Films, will be
showing a series of eight film

shows, with one showing a month.
Each film, from their collection

"The Film as Art and Document,"
will be an hour and a half of

16mm short subjects. The eight

programs will be:

Oct.: The Canadian Under-
ground.

Nov.: Protest and Politics

Dec: The Historical Under-
ground.

Jan.: The International Under-
ground.

Feb.: The Scene
March: Animation and Abstrac-

tion.

April: The California Under-
ground.

May: New York, or Scene I

Descriptions of two of the films

are:

Lydia (The Canadian Under-
ground produced by Joe Zackou,
19G4): "The unshackling of an
adolescent psyche, in color evolu-

tion animation. A succession of

sexual images and symbols, con-

stantly combining themselves into

parodies of famous paintings, reg-

isters the emotional life of Lydia,

a young art student.

Awards: Best Animated Film;

Best Amateur Film (Cannes '65);

Animated Short Subjects— First

Prize (London Film Festival);

Amateur Film—First Prize (Paris

Film Festival).

Super Up (Protest and Politics,

produced by Marv Gold, 1966):
"Across the deteriorating land-

scape of urban America unfolds

a drama of a young adolescent

whose desires are incited, but can-

not be fulfilled. "Giant-killing is

the point, all the giants of econ-

omic elephantitis . . . super pr -

ducts, super ads, and products ariil

super markets. Like a scream—
or a sennon—like anti-aircraft

"

— Ron Gold
Award: First prize, Tokyo I -

ternational Film Festival (196Ci.

The success of this ventu. o

rests ultimately with the patro -

age of the students, who ha e

long been awaiting something lii.e

this. It should be interesting lo

see the results.

^\^nm (Hl^VLpd

Sunday. October 22, 1967

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"The Generation of

Thy Children"

Preacher: Professor Joseph Pickle

Worship Leader:

Miss Susan Moldenhauer

One of the charges usually made
against Protestant Churches is

that they are too much bound up
with a dusty old book. Yet, one
of the great and proud claims of

the renewers of the Roman Catho-
lic Church is that they have re-

covered their Biblical basis as a
Church. Martin Luther, whose an-

niversary we celebrate this week,
insisted that the Biblical message
was the only true basis for Christ-

ian life and faith. We, on the other
hand, are uncomfortable with the

Bible. It is after all only a book.

Sometimes a dull one. It is at

best a cinerio for Hollywood epics,

and at worst an idol for funda-
mentalist sects.

The importance of scripture as

a basis norm for proper human
existence has been insisted by

questions for a long time. The
question is, can that insistance be

justified today? Is scripture really

second rate literature, should it be

do\vn-gi-aded in importance and

Shakespeare and Homer be thouglit

as more valid guides to human in-

sight? K not, why not?
All of this presupposes that

scripture was not handed down on

a golden thread directly from God.

If scripture is the testimony of the

community of faith from the early

days of Israel through to the fol-

lowers of Jesus, does it have a dif-

ferent characteristic than that of

literature generally? If so, c;in

scripture be thought to be an im-

portant guide for present day ex-

istence? These are the questions

to which the sermon Sunday will

be addressed.

HOMECOMING RALLY
AND DANCE
8:00 Tonight

Washburn Field

Ma^ Ru 6oUej(f£. BUofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3457

ADLER SOCKS THEM OFF THEIR FEET . . .

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT OF PANTY-HOSE

IN BASIC COLOR TONES AND HIGH FASHION SHADES

OF GOLD, GREEN, RED AND WHITE.

Check our Knee-Highs by Villager and Fishnets,

of course.
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CC Bookstore Provides
Services to Students

By Robyn Seale
Some of the most vital services

jjerformed for CC students are
those which never absorb a great
deal of their attention. Such is the
case with the CC Book Store. Its

function is to supply academic
material with as little inconven-
ience to the student as possible.

Yet, because the task of improv-
ing the book store goes on quietly
in the background, many students
fail to realize the extent of its

services.

The newest bookstore sei-vice

is the browse room, situated to the
side of the main store in the old
"Tiger" office. The books in this

room are ahnost all inexpensive
paperbacks, carefully selected to
bring students the supplementary
reading material which will be
most valuable to them in their

LiDllege experience. This does not
mean that all the books are di-

rectly related to subjects in the
academic cun-iculum. The book
store committee has shown great
insight into student needs by in-

stalling a section in the browse
room where a student can find
mystery stories, science fiction

and other types of escape litera-

ture which he will be sure not to

find on an academic reading list.

However, since popular litera-

ture is readily available in the
mass line, the book store commit-
tee has placed more emphasis on
supplying college-oriented mater-
ial. The conamittee consists of stu-
dents and faculty members from
most academic departments, whose
jub is to recommend books which
ihey consider to be most valuable
to students. Other sources of

recommendations are the book
committee of the National Asso-
ciation of College Stores and the
paperbound book lists of top pub-
lishing companies. Another, no
less important source of recom-
mendations, is the individual stu-
dent who comes in looking for a
particular book. The book store
will specially order for a student,
and can get copies of most paper-
backs for him in four days. Often
extra copies will be ordered at the
same time for the browse room.
Other new features will be a

periodical section and a section of
reading material for Symposium.
The entire stock of the periodical
section has not yet been estab-
lished, but its scope and variety
will be directly proportional to de-
mand. Reading material for Sym-
posium will include about one hun-
dred titles.

In order to formally introduce
these new features, the book store
manager and employees will hold
an open house all day on Nov. 3.

Refreshments will be sei-ved from
10.00-11:00 a.m. and from 2:00-
4:00 p.m. All students and faculty
are invited to attend.

Greeks Open Houses
All fraternities and sororities

will sponsor open houses imme-
diately following the homecommg
game. Decorations will be on dis-

play and all are invited to attend.
Greek organizations and the fresh-
men are reminded that homecom-
ing is not open i-ush. Therefore, no
fraternity man will be permitted
to give freshmen men rides to or
from the dance.

Dean Reid Describes Use of

Drugs as Serious Detriment
Over the past few weeks, five

CC students have left the school
because of their use of marijuana
on campus. When asked for details
of their dismissal. Dean of Men, J.

Juan Reid, declined to provide the
Tiger with any additional informa-
tion. He did, however, make the
following statement:

In recent years the use of the
illegal drugs LSD and marijuana
bas increased among college stu-
dents to the extent that it has be-
come a problem in a number of
educational institutions. There has
been a great deal of conflicting

testimony and misleading informa-
tion to the use of these drugs. All
of the facts are not in, but there
IS enough evidence from compe-
[iMit medical authorities to support
tbe fact that the use of drugs can
be a serious detriment to a stu-
dent's ability to function effeetive-
iy.

Colorado College students are

advised to discount sensational ar-

ticles regarding the use of di-ugs

in current publications and instead

refer to competent medical publi-

cations for information. Tutt Li-
brary has access to a number of
publications that treat the subject
from the scientific viewpoint.

State and federal laws pertain-
ing to the possession, distribution

and use of illegal drugs are strict,

and certain types of violations con-
stitute a felony. Colorado College
has the responsibility of cooperat-
ing with local authorities when
students are involved in drug a-

buse. Experience has sho\\Ti that
individual involvement invariably

leads to group involvement. For
this reason it has been college pol-

icy to release students who have
become involved in the use of il-

legal di-ugs.

Good Luck C. C.

Homecoming Special

PANTS (LADIES SLACKS) . . .

SKIRTS

SWEATERS (Plain)

3 WHITE DRESS SHIRTS . . . 75c

31 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-1476

Bill Veneris and Mary Beth Bloomberg take advantage of their free
time to use the new browse section of the Bookstore in Rastall Center.
Bookstore personnel report that they have had a very favorable response
to the new addition to their facilities.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

LBE'S ENCO SERVICE

TUNE UPS
ATUS TIRES

- STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

SaUf'^ CAFETERIA
Kiov/a & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. lo 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 1 P.M.

LOUNGE — 1 1 :!0 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Everjr Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

nina
THREE TO NINE
CHASE STONE

CENTER
COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do yon w»«r
IzB 3-5-7-?7

TOD ARE INVITSD
to Tisit the noir

sm
Chase Stona Center
Oolor«do Springs

an Intinate,
boutlquoy FASHION
3FE0IALTT SHOP

•
full of oonteapor-
»ry o?othes

•
for the WM
INDIVIDUALIST
with the Junior
or Jiinlor~Petite
figure, sizes

3 to 9.

In a background
of antiques troa
roujid the wjrld.

WE THINK SMALL

charge accounts
Invited

brings back

THE "SPOONBILL"

Charge It With . . .

• Bankamericard

• Carte Blanche

or our own

• Convenient Charge

Only Steps

from the

Anter's Plaza

To . . .

Tfl/t. S^(yta^
WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

146 Chase Stone Center— 635-220

Validated Parking Undercover—Escalatoi

To Plaza Level or Park 'n Shop Stamps

BLACK BBUSHED

OB

TAN BBDSHED
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Doors' Music Suggests
Editor's Note:T/ic following article

has been reprinted from the March

19, 1967, issue of the New Youk

World Jodrnal Tribune Magazine.

By Ricliard Goldstein

"We are from the West. The

world we suggest should be of a

new Wild West. A sensuous evil

world. Strange and haunting.

"The path of the sun, you know."

That's what Jim Morrison, vo-

calist and writer-in-residence of

The Doors, has to say about his

music and his home town. As part

of the new wave in Los Angeles

rock, he should know where things

are at. Since a pop generation

happens every two years or sooner,

The Doors have the proximity to

revere their elders, and the dis-

tance to be original,

Their initial album, on Electra,

is a cogent, tense and powerful ex-

cusion, I suggest you buy it, slip it

on your phonograph, and travel

on tjie vehicle of your choice. The

Doors are slickly, smoothly dis-

sonant. With the schism between

folk and rock long since healed,

they can leap fiom pop to poetry

without the fear of violating some

mysterious sense or form.

But this freedom to stretch and

shatter boundaries makes preten-

sion as much a part of the new
scene as medioci-ity was the

scourge of the old. It takes a spe-

cial kind of genius to bridge gaps

in form. Dylan's prime accom-

plishment as an innovator was his

ability to see rock as a recepticle

for nan-ative verso. The major task

of his heirs is not so much to

equal Dylan as it is to avoid mak-
ing his vision seem idiotic,

Los Angeles has been quick to

sense the new boundaries. From
McGuin to MacGuire, the L.A.

sound has been a carefully con-

structed sequence of musical
events. A song was something cre-

ated within the padded walls of a

recording studio. Kapport had

nothing to do with a performer

and his audience; it was a com-
munication by earphone between
artist and producer, with the

whine of spliced tape and the sil-

ence of soundproof glass in be-

tween.

Los Angeles electronics is there-

fore an intensely structured af-

fair. This artificiality at the nub

of creation never stunted anybody's

artistic growth. In fact, the re-

cording studio has been the green-

house for electronic pop (how can

you avoid thinking about distor-

tion with all that whizzing play-

back in your ears?) But the stu-

dio created a segmented concept

of music, a theory of song as the

sum of its pre-recorded fragments.

The new generation from Los

Angeles will reconcile studio per-

fection with the excitement of live

performance. Some groups, like a

combo called Love, try to mix the

eclectic polish of the old sound

with the spontaneous eruption of

the new. But they stick to their

music like flour paste. Their latest

album, Da Capo, comes on super-

literate, but turns out to be a

deadly and deafening bore.

The Doors manage to avoid th^

conflict entirely. They are studiu

musicians who radiate living pas-

(Continued on pngo five)

1 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $7 7.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

Fuller Traces Development of Political Thought
By Julia Sadler

On Oct. 12 Professor Puller of

the Department of Political Sci-

ence gave a lecture on "Some As-

pects of Medieval Political

Thought." Froni a general defini-

tion theory which has existed since

the time of Plato, Mr. Fuller trac-

ed the changes of attitude toward

this theory throughout Christian

civilization to the late Middle

Ages.

After defining various aspects of

political theory. Mr. Fuller went

on to explain the relationship be-

tween this theory and man and

society. He also explained the di-

vision and scope of power dele-

gated to different branches of a

political-social system.

In covering changing political

ideas from the time of Christ to

that of Machiavelli, he pointed out

that political institutions were gen-

erally acknowledged to be imper-

fect because they had been created

by imperfect man. Since a political

institution could therefore not be

good in itself, its only hope was
as an instrument in the pursuit of

salvation for the men who had
created it. Thus political institu-

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

' Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box In Town!!

I
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tions were judged by their ability

to fulfill providential design,

Mr, Fuller finished his talk 1'.

showing how many political theo-

ries incorporate ideas of the Greek-;

and by describing the attitudes "t

St. Augustine and St. Thoma-
Aquinas toward the relationshii'

of men to one another and to poli-

tical order.

The next lecture, to be given on

Oct. 26 on "Luther and the Psycho-

analysis," will be presented by

Douglas Freed of the Psycho-

logy Department.

HALLOWEEN PARTY
The annual AWS-sponsored Hal-

loween party for underprivilegeil

children will be held this Sunday,

Oct. 29, from 2:00 to 4:00 in the

Loomis Rec. Room. Thirty-five

children in the Colorado Spring?

area will be treated to old-fashion-

ed Halloween festivities, including

refreshments, making costume^

and bobbing for apples.

All CC students are most cor-

dially invited. Costumes will be

particularly welcome. Do come—

^

splendid time is guaranteed fo''

all!

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Soult

UNrTABIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.ion

634-2093
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New Wild West
(Continue from page four)

sion. They borrow like The Beat-
les, subtly and integrally. When
you hear the baroque-blues mer-
ger in "Take It As It Comes,"
you'll suspect the two forms have
always been in secret league. They
Weill and Brecht the way Judy
Collins doesn't: their "Alabama
Song" is as brittle as German
cabaret, but thoroughly American
in execution.

Their music works because its

blues roots are always visible. The
Doors are never far from the mu-
sical humuB of America — rural,

gut simplicity.

The most important work on
this album is an "extended pop-
;ong" called "The End." When
Dylan broke the three-minute mold
>vith "Like a Rolling Stone," pop
composers realized that the form-
follows- function dictum which has
always guided folk-rock applies to

time as well. A song should take

as long as it takes.

Too often, the "extended pop-
.^ong" turns into Love's stifling

"Revelations," which occupies a
complete side of Da Capo. By the

time this piece reaches a pinacle

of pseudo-Jagger screeching, you
long for the old days when, no
matter how bad a song was, if

you waited a minute it would be

replaced by a Pepsi commercial.

"The End" is 11 y2 minutes of

solid song. Its hints of sitar and
tabla and its faint aroma of raga-
countei-point are balanced by a

sturdy blues foundation. Anyone
who disputes the concept of rock
literature had better listen long
and hard to this song. This is

Joycean pop, with a stream of
consciousness lyric in which im-
ages are strung together by
association.

"The End" builds to a realiza-

tion of mood rather than a se-

quence of events. It is also the
first pop song in my memoi-y to

deal directly with the Oedipus
''omplex. "The End" begins with
visions of collapsing peace and
harmony, and ends with violent

death

:

This is the end
Of everything that stands
The end
No safety or surprise*

"I am interested in anything
about revolt, disorder, chaos, es-

pecially activity that seems to

liave no meaning," says author
Jim Morrison. "It seems to me to
be the road to freedom." And in

"The End," he writes: "Can you

H£W-

FIND

SCHOLARSHIPS

BY COMPUTER
Last year $30 million in college schol-

arships went unclaimed — because no
qualified persons applied . . . because
no qualified persons knew of them.
• Now ECS engineers and educators
have programmed a high-speed com-
puter with 700,000 items of scholastic
aid, worth over $500 million, to permit
students to easily and quickly locate
scholarships for which they qualify.
' The student fills out a detailed, con-
fidential questionnaire and returns it to
ECS, with a one-time computer-proces-
sing tee of 515, In seconds the compu-
ter compares his qualifications against
requirements of grants set up by foun-
dations, business, civic, fraternal, re-
ligious, and government organizations,
and prints a personalized report to
the student telling him where and when
to apply for grants for which he qual-
ifies. Thousands of these do not depend
on scholastic standing or financial need.

FREE n
1 INFORMATION AND SAMPLE OUESTIONNAIflE

,

picture it will be / So limitless and
free / Desperately in need of some
stranger's hand /In a desperate
land."

Morrison's writing shows an
awareness of modern poetic tech-

nique. He uses words not for their

logic, but for their emotive effect.

His songs don't mean; they sug-
gest. He symbolically creates a
psyche that is riddled with fear:

of sex, violence, death

Ride the snake
To the lake

The ancient lake

The snake is long, seven miles,

and the imagery is obvious. The
scene has a hpavy terrifying qual-

ity, too, because the snake is "old

and his skin is cold." That symbols

of death and lust are equated is no
coincidence. The same combine-
imagery occurs in the appearance

of the blue bus:

The blue bu.s is calling us

Driver where you taking us?

The entire song revolves around
a theme of travel but this journey

is both physical and spiritual. It

leads to the brass-tacks fantasy

of incest and patricide:

The killer awoke before dawn
He put his boots on

He took a face from the ancient

gallery

And he walked on down the hall . .

.

He came to a door

And he looked inside

"Father?"
"Yes, son"

"I want to kill you ... Mother .. .!

Morrison provides us with a ser-

ies of womblike halls and doors

and a reference to Greek ti'agedy

in the ancient gallery of masks.

And he juxtaposes this root fan-

tasy with a bluesy refrain which

begins: "Come on baby, take a

chance with us" and ends with the

proposition; "Meet me in the back

of the blue bus."

There is, of course, a danger in

so academic an interpretation of a

song like "The End." Its whole

value is its freedom to imply.

Morrison's delivery (during the

murder-fantasy it approaches gos-

pel wailing) tells us to absorb

first, and search later.

"All of us have the freedom to

explore and improvise within a

framework," says organist Ray
Manzarek. "Jim is an improviser

with words." In "The End" the

crucial quality of spontaneity-

within-structure was kept intact

by leaving large sections of ar-

rangement and text for comple-

NOW -CHIEF
WTATTEARP-

HERO OR KILLER?

In Color and Panavision

AT 12:55, 3:05, 5:04, 7:14

AND 9:24 P. M.

tion within the studio, while the
basics were perfected in perform-
ance. This hybridization is what
makes The Doors vital.

The group claims an interest in

jazz and it shows in their music.

The instruments are in total inter-

action. Most effective is the organ,

which provides a Flash Gordon-

surrealism in "End of The Night,"
creating a sense of nightmare
mystery. The guitar is just as cni-
ciul; it makes the eerie lyrical qual-

ity in "Crystal Ship" a musical
reality as well. And in "Twentieth
Centrury Fox," everything pounds.
The song b e c o m_e s a terse and
stabbing portrait of a sulnirhan
wonderchiid, etched in hard rock.

There are dull spots in this al-

bum, "Break on Through to the
Other .Side" seems a poor choice
as a single but il tinalifios ;is

commercial fodder. "Back Door
Man" and "Light My Fire" are
overshadowed by the major work,
and "Soul Kitchen" is just there.

But the Doors are a major
event for Los Angeles. Their
emergence indicates that the city

of formica fantasy is building a
music without neon, that glows
anyway.

". . . The Doors are slickly,

smoothly dissonant. They can
leap from pop to poetry with-
out fear of violating some
mysterious sense of form . .

."

Hathau>atf,s

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

iHtaatnu IfU Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

I.:« Cold Beer .villi Meol,

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picttirc FrdDtinii" "Art SitppUc-i"

NOViS FRAME ART GALLERY
218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

This couple is:
A. Studying a Greek restaurant menu
B. Rehearsing lines for a play

C. Attending a college History course

D. None of these

C Is correct. The couple In the picture are

students on a field trip in Athens during

the Fall 1966 semester with World Campus
Afloat-Chapman College.

Ruth Ann Spcclman, from Oakland In

northern California, a sophomore from
Foothill College, studying liberal arts, has

transferred credits earned aboard the

floating campus to her home campus and

has resumed regular classes. Stan Smith
lives in Glendora, California, attended the

floating campus while he was a senior

Philosophy major at Chapman's main
campus, rsiow he is engaged in graduate

sludies in Chapman.
As you read this, more than 500 students,

representing 200 colleges and universities

throughout the country, accompanied by
a distinguished faculty, already have

embarked from New York for the Fall 1967

semester which will take them to ports in

Europe, Africa and Asia, returning to Los Angeles via Honolulu.

Students are now enrolling for the Spring 1968 semester which will depart

from Los Angeles to engage in shipboard study supplemented by visits to ports in

Peni, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Senegal. Morocco, Spain, Greece, Turkey,

Yugoslavia, Italy, Portugal, The Netherlands and Great Britain, terminating in May
at New York.

To discover how you can include the Spring semester at sea in your college plans,

complete the coupon below and mall at once.

World Campus Afloat .Director of Admissions
j

Chapman College orangc. caiifomio gzeee

LAST FIRST
Nlrtrnp nf ^ir-hnnl

Campu-s .Address

City

Permanent Address

—

State Zip

Tel

City State Zip

Campus State

Present Status:

Freshman D
Sophomore Q
Junior D
Senior O
Graduate Q

M ^-F

Age-
Interested in:

a Fall 19 . n Spring 19 semester at sea.

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam, registered in the

Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for

new ships developed in 1948.
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for the best in the Region, it's . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASAGNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

"your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tojon Telephone 632-0164

Anyone can

GOOF.
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you

can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-

mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinarypencil

eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.

In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Sl<in. in

handy 100-sheet pacl^ets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

cEj
• cAmrcs coRRASABtMi
irYPmnncKfnpEdi

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFItLD. MASSACHUSETTS

Lectern, Case and Easel

Luther and Us counterpart, Cleves, a letter of introduction for

X, irTTi .™ fo.,f.,ro,l it, the Iris ambassadors who came to ne-
Henry VIII, are featured in the

^^^.^^ ^ marriage between his -^^^MPi-^
current Rare Book Room exhrbi-

^^^^ -(villiam, and Mary, daughter ^^^^^ "'^^
tion entitled, "Luther and His ^f Catlrerine. t_Vk^i9

"
i

Times." To he certam, their mo-
^^^ contracts were never drawn, '^^gt^ -^

tives were different, but German |^^j jj^^, i^.^^^. j^ „„ display in the -^^^^^^i *». *
and English religious society has \{are Book Room, as is a splendid

not been the same since the up- engraving of William (purchased

heaval in their countries. J;on.^^t,e Ko^„^ A.
^

Davis __ Fund).

In 1614, a year after his ascend- advantageous to marry William's

ancv to the Papal throne, Leo X sister, Anne, whom he took as his

, „ .. D t .f„„i. ;„ fourth wife in 1539. This collusion
issued a Bulla Reformat.onis in

^Xeen protestant Germany and
which he made overtures to bring

E^gi^nd failed, naturally, as one

order and reduce malpractice in haj bggn byjit on faith, the other

the church. This was insufficient „„ politics.

to satisfy men like Luther who
t,,^ j ^ the exhibition:

keenly felt the nepotistic and c^- ^\ /^^^j^,, j^ ^^ throne,
rupt manners ^-h'* ^^^Ped d™ S sternly set out to reestablish
the hierarchical ladder. Ihe Jr-ope s

"t-mp Faith" in her countrv
sale of indulgences to accumulate »= ™

j^j -J cC's Peggy Fleming prepares to

funds to build St Peter's, and by ^^^^^^^Zr.Z j, ,ig„ed letter go on to the ice at la,t year's
Albert of Brandenherg (Arch-

^^'"4/ji3' ,^^ ,.„„„ ^hows her opening of Honnen Ice Rink. The
bishop of Mamz) *=

PYhi^'cJuU w^it^e *<> her' agent in the "lowe Ice rink will open officially Sun-
sonal deM^, was more ttan^uU j^^^,, ^^.^j^; ^j^ ^„ ,,,^ j ^^^ jj for free skating,
be tolerated by the theologian-

..,^„chants (who) shall
'^^

turned-reformer Lather He re-
themselfe disobedient and

acted against these polici«, and,
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ C^Uikitinn

in domg, gained a following.
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^^ „j ^^_ Art bXhlbltlOII

Among these men, Ulrich von ligion ... and cause them to be ^ quality exhibition of original

Hutten published a bogus "Bulla sent hither w't full infoi-mation ol
^^.^^^y,^^ ^j.j comprising etchings,

Decimi Leonis Contra Errores their offenses to receive suche lur-
ijthographs, woodcuts and silk

Martini Lutheri" in which he de- ther punisshemenl here as the case
^^^.^^^ of important and out-

fends the charges of Luther by shall require." standing artists will be on view

satire and msinuation. This in the
y^^ Homecoming, the Rare Book and for sale in the Rare Book

name of the Pope! And in June of ^^^^ ,^111 be open Saturday Room of Tutt Library on Oct. 2C

the same year (1520) Leo wrote
„,oniing and 27 from 10 a. m. until 7 p. m.

to the Archbishop of Mainz, feel-

ing a misplaced tranquility that . n •« i.

the agitation in Albert's diocese VotlCOfI CouncH Oleitlfter

had abated. How wrong he was.

These two Bulls and letter are Outlef tO SpedK SUndaV
on display from the college col- ^^ "" |— '

lection, as is the 1649 Luther i„ connection with a great num- iversily, Dallas, Texas. He will

Bible (on loan from Reverend i,er of Luther-oriented activities have just returned from a confer-

Tatter) which the monk had orig-
t),jg semester Albert Outler, noted ence in Chicago following the Vati-

inally translated as a prisoner in scholar of Christian thought and can Council in Rome.

Warthurg Castle. one of the prominent observers of
j^^„ excellent lecturer and noted

Across the ehamiel, Henry VTH *e
^^^^l^Z's^^y'leZ^. -*<>-. O^"-

T^'^^lf c1having disposed of Catherine o± •

^^ 3^7.15 in Olin I.
honorary D.D. from Wofford Col-

Aragon and thus incurring ex- J „ . ^v. ,/.. „„j lee-e a B D from Emorv Univer-
communication from Pope Paul III,

,J° 'r''"^„i"J,°" '."t^^^^S^i'^o? Ify,' I ?hD. from Tale and an
was disposing confiscated mon- fZ-'^^y ™f" .?' tw"?X,e° honirai-y D.D. from Kalamazon
astic lands, often with great flour- ''"'^

°f,*°'"'' ^I'l'^J' .„ .^'e College. A past Methodist pastor

ish and at great profit as we can »°\ ^f'" f
'"'"'

mat°on '' On and pi^fessor at Duke and Yale
see from a Royal Letters Patent Continuing B''»™''^»"^ ""

Universities, he was also a dele-

on exhibition. The King had re- leave f"'"„ *^« P"™/,. =5?°°'
^ gate to the World Council of

ceived a letter from John of Theology, Southern Methodist Un-
^^^^^^^^ .^ j^^.^ .^ ^g^^ ^^^ ^^

the World Conference of Faith and

F,
|— CLJiiI^% Order in Canada in 1963, in addi-

Ina I PVAm ^Cn6QUI6 tiontobeingthepast president of
lliai Uyvaill w-

the American Society of Church

First Semester— 1967-68 Historians and the American Theo-

„ ,, T\^ Tir 1? 9.i(^ 9-11 ological Association.
December 8— Friday M W F 2. 15 J '^

T Th 1:15 -.- -^-* He has written three books and

r, u n o.,,-.,^,]n„ M W F 1-15 - 9-11 is an expert in patristics, theo-
December 9 -Saturday M W t _^1.10 -___^

_ ^^ ^^^^ and science. His recent visit

,* 1 Tr,,n.li-=>, in7 ^all t4pctinns') 9-11 in Rome at the Second Vatican
December 11 -Monday - Enghsh 107^(all sections) .9_r

^^^^^.^ ^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

.. ,„ „ n'o„ 11 Jng of the Synod of Bishops of

December 12-Tuesday 1,1^"^ (allsections) :Xi *e Roman Catholic Church.

December 13-Wednesday History 100. (all sections) 9-11
,^
^lon^^^.f -,» [^^^^^""cf

-, „" ^ °'. ""

o I, CC's ancient art and literature de-

December 14— Thursday M W t 11:00 »-ii
partment will have an exhibit

T Th S J:00 ""„,, of original Reformation docu-

December 16— Friday - Languages 101 (all sections) ..-..9-11
nignts, prints and artifacts on dis-

T Th S 10:00 — - - .2-4
^^^^ ^^ j^^ gj^^t jjall of Arm-

December 16— Saturday - M W F 10:00 -9-11 strong and in the Rare Book Room
T Th 2:15 2-4 of Tutt Library. There will also

Please note that special times have been allotted for examinations be an exhibition of reproductions

for all sections of English 107, Economics 201, History lOO's and all of great paintings from the Refor-

foreien languages 101. Examinations for classes not included on this mation era in the great hall, ai-

schedule should be arranged to suit the convenience of students and ranged by Professor Darren

insti-uctors.
Davissor and Miss Ruth Tatter. _

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minute; from the campm)

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619
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Campus Announcements
Jones to Speak on Nigeria
The International Relations Club

\s sponsoring a lecture by Mr. El-

lis O. Jones, III, from the depart-

ment of political science of the Air
Force Academy, Thursday, Oct. 26,

at 8:00 p. m. in the Alpha Phi

House. Mr. Jones will speak to CC
students about recent developments

ill Nigeria.

Mr. Jones has a B.A. and an
M.A. from Yale University, has

(lone graduate work at Columbia
and Oxford, and is an Arabic lin-

quist. He has done Foreign. Ser-

vice work and has special compe-
ience concerning African and Mid-

Parimarmth on India

Professor Antony Parimanath,

an assistant professor of sociology

at Loretto Heights College in

Denver, will speak on "India's Cri-

sis Today" in Room I of Olin Hall

on the Colorado College campus
at 8 p. m. Monday, Oct. 23, under

the auspices of the Asian Studies

Committee.

Educated at St. Joseph's College

ill Trichinopoly, India, and Gon-

iaga University in Spokane, Wash.,

Professor Parimanath is a candi-

date for a doctorate at Catholic

I'niversity of America.

In India Professor Parimanath
was active in the labor movement.

RCB Movie

This week's Rastall Center Board

Movie is War Lord, a romantic

spectacular set in 11th Century

England and staiTing Charlton

Heston. The basis for the story is

the love affair between the War
Lord and a village girl, who came
to him to fulfill a pagan custom

that permitted the village ruler to

take to his bed a virgin bride on

the eve of her wedding night

Custom decreed he was to relin-

(|uish her at daybreak, but by the

time the night is over, Heston isn't

about to give up his new found

love, and she, in love with him, re-

fuses to go back to her village

husband. The husband seeks out a

rival lord and persuades him to

storm the castle.

The movie will start at 7:00

IX m, on Sunday and will be shown
in Armstrong Auditoiium. The
management requests that you

please use the North door.

die Eastern affairs and in economic
problems.

While in the Colorado area, Mr-
Jones is eager to participate as
widely as possible in local academ-
ic and community life. He is par-
ticularly willing to confer with
university, college, and high school

students who may be considering
the Foreign Sen'ice as a career.

TW Meeting

The next Theatre Workshop
meeting will be held on Thursday,

Nov. 2, at 7 p. m. in the Little

Tlieatre, in the basement of Arm-
strong, New Members are welcome.

A new secretai-j'-treasurer and a
sets and props committee chairman
will be elected at this time. The
possibility -of another production
this semester will also be discus-

sed.

Those members interested in do-
ing a scene for tliis meeting should
leave their name and a description

of their scene in the TW box be-

hind the desk at Rastall. Contact
Louise Allen (X381) or any of the

other board members if you have
questions.

Brass Quintet

Coming Event

THE AMERICAN
BRASS QUINTEl'

Tuesday, Oct. 31—8:15 p. m.

Armstrong Auditorium

Varsity Swimming
All men interested in varsity

swimming are invited to attend

a meeting at 4:30 Monday, Oct.

23. The meeting will be held in

the "C" room in Cossitt Hall.

Christian Science

"What Choice Do You Have?"

will be the subject of a Christian

Science lecture to be presented to

the campus on Tuesday, Oct. 24 at

8:00 p. m. in the WES Room of

Rastall Center.

Miss Robbins is a Christian Sci-

ence practitioner. She is now on

tour as a member of the Board

of Lectureship of The First Church

of Christ, Scientist, in Boaton,

Massachusetts.

Grad Fellowship Information
The following books are avail-

able at the reserve desk of the li-

brary under the name of the Gra-

duate Fellowship Committee:

Allan M. Cailter, An Assesment
of Quality in Graduate Education,

19G6. E. Peter Johnson, A Direc-

tory of Assistantships and Fellow-

ships for Graduate Study in Eng-
lish and the Teaching of English.

Jane Graham, A Guide to Graduate
Study; Programs Leading to the

Ph.D. Degree, 1965.

Also institute of International

Education, Handbook on Interna-

tional Study: for U.S. Nationals,

i!)65. By the same authors. Under-
graduate Study Abroad, U.S. Col-

lege-Sponsored Programs, 1966.

George Stewart, Doctor's Oral.

UNESCO, Study Abroad, 1966-

h)G8. Bernard G. Maxwell, Current
'"inancial Aids for Graduate Stu-
dents, 1966.

Journals which might be of in-

terest are The Graduate Journal,

published by the University of

Texas Graduate School, and Jour-

nal of Higher Education.

Those students interested in

M.A.T. programs and their financ-

ing should contact Professor Ju-
dith Burleigh of the Education
Department.

French Art Lecture

Pierre Courthion, a well-known
French art liistorian, will deliver

a lecture on Eugene Delachoix,
Oct. 26 in Armstrong Hall, room
300, at 8:00 p. m.

Mr. Courthion is a French citi-

zen, the vice-president of the In-

ternational Association of Art
Critics (A.I.C.A.) and a member of

the jury for the International Gug-
genheim Prize. He has been direc-

tor of the Cite Universitaire in

Paris.

The lecture will be in French,
and open to the public.

Faculty Wives' Tea
The Faculty Wives Club of Colo-

rado College will hold its first tea
on Thursday, Oct. 26, 1967, at 3:30

p. m. at Hamlin House, 1122 Wood
Avenue. Co-Chairmen are Mrs.
Louis G. Geiger and Mrs. Elmer
R. Peterson.

YWCA Volunters

Panhellenic Council is organiz-

ing a pi-ogram of volunteer work
for interested CC women at the

Colorado Springs YWCA and the
Girl's Club. CC students would act

as advisors to elementary, junior

or senior high clubs. Advisors

would be responsible for attending
one meeting per week, and super-

vising the girls in their organized

activities.

Any women interested should

contact Jane McAtee (X264) or

Diny Flesh (X296) for further in-

formation.

* Debate Team
{Continued from page one)

Griffiths, a former championship

debater at CC, accompanied the

team as coaches. This weekend Dr.

Jack Rhodes, assistant director of

Forensics, will take four teams to

the Regis University Invitational

Tournament.
Accompanying Rhodes will be

senior debaters Hunt Kooiker,

Steve Methner, Bill Hyde, and

Alan Sulzenfuss. In the junior di-

vision Colorado College \vill be

represented by Marilyn Moon,
Ann Livedalen, Eugene Stoeekly

and Chris Cramer.

STAMP IT!

3 LIKE TEXT ^S
The flnnt INDESniUCTlBLE MnM.
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. ^' I r.

Send «beck or moner orda. B«
Bur« to Inelads your Up Qe&t. Ko
postage or bandlins ehttrrci. Add
Ala tMX.

Prompt ihlpfflADLUUacllan CLmwIiiJ

THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. B» 18623 Lmoi Squtr* StatJoa

ATLAHTA. GA., 30326

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudra

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

Navajo Market
Choice Ments — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

Quality - Style - Service

D. HITESHEW. Optidan DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

0044
Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6151

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Accouut Invited

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2.V-i blocks SoulU ul Cfimpus)

Headquarters for Guitar s. Banjo's and AH Accensories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: -JrOO- 5:00— FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

Creighton

Shirtmakers
adds an Innovation for tradi-

tionalists ... a buttoned flap

pocket to favored lightweight

oxford In a shirt that's natur-

ally tapered, extremely com-

fortable. Craighton's knowing

hand Is instantly recognized

by the seemingly careless, yet

carefully rolled button down

collar. Select from white and

colors.
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Tigers Eye Bears
Texas Lutheran Clawed;

Lanaha Stars in 13-12 Win

Dave Lanoha, who made a record-brealc.ng 99 yard run from scrimmage during the CC Texas Lutheran

football game, is about to be hauled !n by a defending Lutheran player during the early part of the game.

Regis Falls 5-2 in Soccer Brawl
By John E. Morris

CC soccer or CC hockey? It was

hard to tell last Saturday as the

Tiger kickers handily trounced Re-

gis 5 to 2. Two last period fights,

reminiscent of past CC-DU hock-

ey brawls, highlighted a rough,

gioieling match.

Regis dominated the first ten

minutes of the game, scoring with

jusf (w'o minutes gone. But the Ti-

gers, without the services of in-

jured goalie Craig Clayberg, slow-

ly turned the tide of the match.

By the end of the first period, CC
had tied the score on a goal by
Eliot Field, and took charge of the

game to the final whistle.

IFG Hosts Boys' Club

At Saturday Game
Tomorrow's Homecoming line-up

will also include the Colorado
Springs Boy's Club Football Team
as bleacher guests of the Inter-

Fratemity Council. The IFC has
arranged for four members of each
fraternity to accompany the Boy's
Club foot-ballers during the game.
This will be a special treat for

many of these boys, some of whom
will be seeing their first college

football game.

SOCCER

CC TB. WYOMING U.

1:30 Sunday, Oct. 22

Stewart Field

With ten minutes to go until in-

termission, left wing, Tom Schus-

ter, lobbed a pinpoint pass across

the goal face and Peter Morse,

right iimer, headed the ball into

the Regis nets. Four minutes later,

left inner, Eliot Field, took another

cross pass from Schuster and kick-

ed it by the Rfgis goalie.

Then, with just 20 seconds to go

in the half, a Regis defenseman

handled the ball during a wild

scramble in front of his own goal.

Ned Pike took a free kick from the

penalty line and banged it by the

defenseless Regis goalie. The score

at halftime: CC 4, Regis 1.

The rough play in the scoi-eless

third period set tempers flaring

and the first fight broke out with

nine minutes gone in the last quar-

ter. A Regis player illegally haras-

sed right-wing, Evan Griswald on

a CC throw-in.

A large group of Regis students

gathered around the fighters and
several spectators and players

crossed the field from the CC side

and joined the milling crowd. The
referees jumped in quickly and no
serious violence ensued, but Gris-

wald and the Regis player were
ejected from the game.
Jon Nicolaysen replaced Gris-

wald and the game continued with

center half, John Boddington, scor-

ing on a long shot from 30 yards

out.

Regis received a free kick from
the penalty line on an infraction

by Davis. The kick went by Bill

Jenkins, who replaced Shidler at

goal, and the final score stood at

CC 5, Regis 2.

In a game before the varsity

match, the CC freshmen soccer

team stopped the Regis freshmen

4 to with the help of a first half

hattrick by center half, Dave Ru-

therford. Right wing, Dave Ellis,

kicked the fourth goal in the third

period.

This Sunday, the varsity hosts

the University of Wyoming on

Stewart Field in their first home

league game.

By Dan Bernstein

If the CC Tigers have their o\vn

way, the Washington University

Bears will leave Washburn Field,

Saturday, singing the St. Louis

Blues.

The Tiger's opponents, who have

seen baseball's world champions

march into their city within the

last week, will hopefully beconie

the third straight victim in this

annual Homecoming clash.

The Bears have compiled a 4-1

record this year, and Coach Carle

rates them as the best team CC
will play since Doane College. A
well-coached team, Washington U.

has a variety of offensive forma-

tions, and can execute with preci-

sion. For the second straight week,

this will put a premium on the dur-

ability of the CC defense.

Mike Grady and Steve Morgan
promise to be the offensive punch

in the Bear attack. Grady is an

experienced and accurate quarter-

back, while halfback Morgan uses

his speed and agility to handle the

running chores.

Coach Carle emphasized that

CC will have to put together its

best game to date, both offensive-

ly and defensively sound, to

emerge victorious in Saturday's

battle.

Although certainly not the best

possible effort, CC 'racked-up an-

other victory last wek, to set the

stage for the Homecoming affair.

Dave Lanoha and Pat Bailey ac-

cumulated identical yardage, Sat-

urday, but Bailey was caught run-

ning the wrong way. That was
basically the stoi-y last week as

the Tigei's adapted a second-half

Mission Impossible script, while

the Texas Lutheran Bulldogs were

acting out Run For Your Life.

Trailing lO-O at the half, due

mainly to a sagging offense, the

Tigers roared back vnth two spec-

tacular touchdowns to edge the

Bulldogs 13-12.

Freshman halfback, Dave Lano-

ha, who put CC in its best field

position with a 40-yard ran in the

first half, reeled off a 90-yard

jaunt in the third period to make
the score 10-6.

Then, in the final period, Lano-

ha scored his second touchdown of

the day, as he snared a 31-yard

pass from quai-terback, Dave Cog-

gins, fumbled on the Bulldog three

and recovered in the end zone.

Place-kicker, Kerry Weinger, con-

verted, and so did Texas Lutheran.

Lanoha was the leading ground-

gainer with 176 yards in 23 car-

ries, while Bailey captured honors

for total yardage lost with an iden-

tical 176 yard count.

The victory was the second

straight for the Tigers after three

consecutive defeats. This week's

Homecoming battle will be a ci-u-

cial challenge to the CC momen-
tum, but the fiercesome defense

coupled with a sparkling and ex-

plosive offense should turn the

tide the Tiger way.

m^0,.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vmetk'^ CI Tej'cH

NOW OPENS THE .

"if '

fthhex

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATURING

Pitcher Beer . $L00
5W^ Tacos 19c

ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

Pllt
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CC's Ned Pike aims a well-placed kick into the Regis goal during the Tigers' 5-2 victory last week.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campui

827 North Tejon

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to S+ealcs

211 East Cuchoiias

(Across from Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513

'Ever/fhing for

Every Sport"

119 N. Tejon 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 P.M.
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Conservatives to Show Strength,

Claims Symposium Speaiter Rusher
'Ci"inse!vativt>s ai'e entitlptl to

feel a ceitaiu gratification at their

prospects for playing a major role

at the convention .. . two of the

men most prominently mcntionetl

:is possible nominees next year

—

Richard Nixon of New York and
llnriald Reagan of California—find
their basic support in the right

wing of the party," according to

William A. Rusher, publisher of

National Review and one of the

iiiujor speakers in this year's Sym-
nosium on "The American Presi-

ili'iicy."

Rusher will participate in the

Symposium's discussion of "The
I'ltdire of the Presidency" on Fi-i-

day, Jan. 18, His ideas as -a con-

servative have been cited often as

(ypical of the conservative point of

view in America and are exempli-

fied by his article in the Oct. 17,

1967 issue of "National Review"
ill which he said:

"Consei-vatives may yet win the

convention of 1968 for the candi-

[liite of their choice. And more in-

credible still, that candidate has a

\pi-y good chance of winning the

election itself—provided consen'a-

tives have learned the great les-

sons of the 1964 election.

("These lessons are): a hard-

hitting campaign in the modern
style, which will combine a person-

ally attractive candidate with the

last word in mass communications
efficiency, and a degree of party
unity sufficient to avoid fatal de-

fections on either the Left or the

Right.

("The San Francisco Convention
of 1964) marked a continental di-

vide in the history of the GOP:
for one foreseeable future, it is

going to be a basically conserva-
tive party.

"Some admirers of Rockefeller

(who will—may we agree on this?

^accept the nomination if he can

At Asian Studies Lecture

only net his hands on it) are ra-

ther desperately suggesting that

a Rockefeller-Reagan ticket is the

strongest the Party could find . . .

such a ticket would certainly af-

ford Nelson Rockefeller his best

chance at the Presidency—much
as "National Review's" circu-

lation problem could best be at-

tacked by absorbing the "Read-
er's Digest." The prospects of the

two mergers are about equally

likely.

"The conser^'ative candidate
must retain enough good will in the

Party as a whole to present a rea-

sonably united front in the ensu-

ing campaign.
"Certain heedless conser\'atives

. , . may try to force the victor-

ious Presidential nominee to de-

clare virtual war on the liberals

—

thus egging them on to defect in

November in numbers just suffi-

cient to insure a Republican defeat.

"This senseless tragedy is total-

ly unnecessary ... if conserva-

tives make up their minds that the

fun of indulging in a little over-

kill on the liberals at the Repub-
lican convention is as nothing com-
pared to the pleasures of listening

to Lyndon Johnson's concession

speech in the wee hours of Wed-
nesday morning, Nov. 6, 19G8."

Rusher will be one of the many
prominent figures in all aspects of

the Presidency who will speak dur-

ing the five day Symposium which
will prelude the second semester
of school. According to Dr. Fred
Sondermann, Symposium Director,

"Plans on all aspects of the 1968
Symposium are now going into

high gear. Many acceptances have
been received from many promi-
nent men, a tentative program has
been worked out, and all the other
committees are proceeding rapidly

with their parts of the planning."

(Continued on page five)
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Brass Quintet to be Presented Tuesday

THE AMERICAN BRASS QUINTET will perform in Armstrong Hall at 8:15 p. m. Tuesday, Oct. 31. Tickets

are available at Rastall Center Desk and may be obtained with activity tickets.

The American Brass Quintet, an

ensemble of virtuouso instiument-

alists, which has received sensa-

tional reviews from newspapers

throughout the world, will perform
in Armstrong Hall Auditorium on
the Colorado College campus Tues-
day, Oct. 31, at 8:15 p. m.

The concert will be open to the

Dr. Parimanath Tells of India's Five Crises
By Phil Feamside

Speaking Monday, Oct. 23, on

"India's Crisis Today," Dr. An-
tony Parimanath of Loretto
Heights College, described tbe five

ci'ises which have plagued India

over the past 20 years. In his lec-

ture sponsored by the Asian Stud-
ies Committee, Dr. Parimanath
enumerated the five crisis as being

1) the political-religious crisis, 2)

the jjopulation-food crisis, 3) the

economic crisis, 4 ) the communal
crisis, and 5) the leadership crisis,

The political-religious hatreds

which showed themselves in the

partition of Indian in 1948 to cre-

ate the state of Pakistan have
never died. Twelve million people

were forced to leave their homes,

and half a million were killed in

that war—the hate still lasts.

Dr. Parimanath pointed out that

the Kashmir problem had arisen

INDEPENDENT GILLIAN ROYES is crowned 1967 Homecoming
Queen by Dave Schaffer as Skip Clark looks on.

from the partition of India. "In
my estimation there will be no so-

lution to the Kashmir problem for

many years because of the 60 mil-

lion Moslems still living in the In-

dian subcontinent. If Kashmir were
given to Pakistan because it has a

majority of Moslems, . . . ortho-

dox Hindu groups in India would
. . . [plunge India into] an un-
thinkable blood bath."

The second crisis, that of pop-
ulation and food, was summed up
by the words: "The poverty in In-

dia has to be seen to be believed."

Dr. Parimanath mentioned that

only one person in 10 in India is

not engaged in agriculture. The
land has been subdivided among
each man's sons for generations,

and is now in pieces which can
not be economically farmed. Farm-
ers will not sell their land both

because of the tradition and status

associated with land, and because

there would be no where for them
to go and nothing for them to do

if they did sell it.

The population of India is grow-
ing at a rate of 2% per year, or

10 million new babies are added
to the 500 million population every

year. "The industries of India

can't possibly provide 10 million

new jobs a year," said Dr. Pari-

manath. The tragic effects of this

excessive birth rate are paradox-

ically compounded by the progress

of medicine in lengthening the In-

dian life expectancy.

The efforts of the U.S. and In-

dian governments to improve agri-

culture are facing several obsta-

cles. The fact that agricultural

success in India is so dependent

on the chance timing and severity

of the monsoon has "caused the

people to become fatalistic and,

often, lazy." The monsoon also

makes transportation and com-
munications very uncertain, with

dry waterways alternating with

mud blocked roads.

public, which may secure tickets

at $2 per person at (he Rastall

Center Desk. Colorado College stu-

dents will be able lo obtain tic-

kets on presentation of (heir ac-

tivity tickets. Any tickets not dis-

tributed by 7:30 p. m. Oct. 31 will

be made available at I he Arm-
strong Box Office on the night i>f

the performance.
Presented under the auspices of

tlie Public Lectures and Perforn\-

ances Committee, the quintet will

perfoiTn works by Bach, Telemann
and Scheidt, as well as works of

Hindemith and other contemporary
composers.

Dr. Gilbert K. Johns, chairman
of the Public Lectures and Per-

formances Committee, notes that

the quintet is the fruitation of

more than a decade of devotion to

the ideal of brass chamber music;

"These artists have done a great

deal of research on the .style and
performance practices of the pre-

Bach periods, the source of a good
part of their reportory. They have
transcribed and brought to light

many masterpieces of the Ifith,

16th. and 17th centuries and have
recently published several editions

of early music."

The quintet also has a commit-
ment to contemporary composition
and has a large repertoire of the

best in contcmporiiry bras.s cham-
ber music. They were the first

brass quintet to perform experl-
niental works in conjunction with
electronic music and with the

polynome, a machine that coordi-

nates several different tempo sim-
ultaneously.

Their performances have recei-

ved reviews from such papei'S as

The New York Times, The London
Times, and even Vjc.snik U Srijedu,

the leading newspaper of Zagreb,
Yugoslavia. The latter, in com-
menting on the ensemble, mxid :

"The American Brass Quintet was
a sensation . . . tiie five of them
played like devils . . . they showed
us with brilliant style how brass

instruments can be of high quality,

spirit, and rich in expressiveness,"

The quintet, which was original-

ly organized In 19157 to specialize

in educational concerts, made its

debut as a concert ensemble in

19G0, has appeared on radio and
television in more than 30 recitals,

and has toured both the Unitecl

States and Europe. It has pai-tici-

pated in a number of music festi-

vals abroad.

In April of this year the quintet

had the distinction of performing

in New York's Carnegie Hall as

the first brass quintet to appear

with a symphony orchestra.

PACC Given Alpha Phi House

(Continued i I paee (In)

The Political Association of Col-

orado College (PACC) has been

givn the former Alpha Phi House,

located on the western edge of the

campus between the Kappa Alpha
and Gamma Phi Beta sorority

houses as its headquarters for the

coming year.

The PACC is a group whose
purpose is to "improve political

awareness on the Colorado College

Campus." It consists of the com-
piled membership of the Interna-

tional Relations Club, the Foreign
Student Committee, the Free Stu-

dent Action Committee, the Col-

lege Demociats, and the College

Republicans. Each of these five or-

ganizations will remain autono-

mous, but will join in the manage-
ment of the political room and in

sponsoring events of common in-

terest.

The headquarters in the Alpha
Phi House will be furnished with a

coffee machine, a small political

papeiback library, and subscrip-

tions to various foreign and domes-

tic periodicals, which wilt include

newspapers and magazines repre-

senting as wide a range of political

opinion as possible. When the per-

ioilicals arrive, the group hopes

to have this political lounge open

to the College Monday through

Thursday from ',:30 p. m. to 10:00

p. m., in addition to other times

fur special events.

The PACC will hold an oi-gani-

zational meeting and open house

in the Alpha Phi House at 11:00

a. m. Tuesday, Oct. 31. The ope-

ration of the headquarters, future

events, and the IRC Model UN to

be held March 1 and 2 will be dis-

cussed. We urge all members of

the five participating clubs and all

other interested students to attend.

Daylight Savings

Daylight Savings Time will end

at 2:00 a. m. Sunday, at which

time all clocks should be set back

one hour. Girls will, however, be

expected in their dorms by 2:00

*MDT, before the school clocks are

changed.
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While many have hailed the 1967 Homecoming Dance as

an "unqualified success," we feel that some aspects of the

event bear close scrutiny, both in terms of the fiscal aspects

and in terms of the means by which the "success" was

achieved.

According to figures presented at the October meeting

of the CCCA, an estimated |300 to $400 was lost by the stu-

dent body on the event. A loss of that magnitude, while not

indicating a total failure, cannot indicate that the Home-

coming was a total success.

Many of the means used to diminish the losses which

were expected from the dance cannot be unequivocably ap-

proved by the Tiger nor should they be approved by the stu-

dent body.

Perhaps the most deplorable aspect of the dance was the

size of the crowd which was jammed into the small ballroom

provided for the "Doors." Students felt that they "didn't have

enough room to breath, much less dance" in the cramped quar-

ters, and, as a result, were unable to enjoy the dance. We

noticed the number of high school students present at the

event which was billed as the "CC Homecoming," not "The

Doors' Concert for Colorado Springs High Schoolers." Ac-

cording to Steve Ehrhart, CCCA president, there were between

50 and 100 couples from schools other than CC, many of whom

had no real ties to the campus and many others who were as

distantly related as children of alumni. We do not feel that

these high schoolers had the right to be at the dance, re-

gardless of the fact that their money did help to reduce the

loss from $1,200 to the actual $400. Children of alumni had

nothing to "come home" to other than their desire to heal-

"the Doors." If the event is to be a CC Homecoming, it should

be Umited to only those who have direct ties to the campus.

Otherwise it should be made a money-making project, with no

special significance to CC students, and open to the public.

While we commend the Homecoming Committee for ob-

taining "the Doors" to play here, we feel tliat they were lax in

outlining in the contract exactly what was expected of the

band. The committee was lax in contracting the group to ap-

pear for two "sets" of playing during the course of the dance,

thereby allowing "the Doors" to waste the first 20 minutes of

the first set by devoting them to setting up their equipment.

We did not pay to watch a group of musicians set up amplifiers.

We paid to hear their music and we deserve to receive our

money's worth. We hope that in the future dance committees

will make explicit in their contracts what is expected of per-

formers so that CC students will receive music, not mechanics.

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

-ffl

If you are flyinq home for

Thanksgiving ... or any

weekend . . .

m' Airline Reservations

OPINION
Viet Solution: Exchange Leaders

By Dan Bernstein

The debate continues to rage as

rampantly as the war when Amer-

icans attempt to resolve the Viet-

nam crisis. The hawk and dove are

no longer recognized as nature's

wildlife, but are synonniotis with

aggressive and passive attitudes.

Until recently, this debate, which

theoretically does no harni, and is

thus to be encouraged, has done

little good as well. That is until

the neutral country of Sweden as-

serted its new program, the For-

eign Leaders Exchange Associa-

tion (FLEA).

I am now convinced that all de-

bate can be curbed on the Vietnam

issue, for FLEA can certainly

solve the current tensions in South-

east Asia. After reading about

Sweden's revolutionary organiza-

tion, I called FLEA's top dog to

find out more about what lie had

in mind.

"How will your progi-am affect

the Vietnam situation, sir?"

'The Foreign Leaders Exchange

Association strives to place strong

leaders into the executive positions

of other countries so that they

may better understand each other

in domestic and foreign affairs.

We believe that our plan will be

extremely beneficial to Vietnam

and could quite possibly bring an

end to the war."

*'Do you mean to say that you

propose to transfer Ho Chi Minh
to South Vietnam and President

Thieu to North Vietnam?"

"Exactly, we feel that by taking

such steps the war would most as-

suredly come to an end."

"How do you know they'd go
along with it?"

"Political ambition. Each leader

would jump at the chance to gov-

ern the other's country, confident

in the allegiance of their own peo-

ple, and at the same time trying

to persuade the other side that

their cause is the best."

"How would this bring an end
to the war?"

The Lo^al Opposition

By Jerry Hancock
Despite predictions of failure,

last week's homecoming turned out

to be an unqualified success. The
weekend seemed to offer some-
thing for everyone.

The Independents contributed

the beauty of Gillian Eoyes, who
was cro'wned Homecoming Queen
at a Pep Kally supported by a

roaring bonfire and the equally in-

spiring oratoi'y of the dynamic duo
of Coaches Flood and Carle. The
senior football playeis received a

standing ovation. The rally was
followed by a Rally Dance featur-

ing Mike Kelly and the Chandells.

CAR PROWLS
Due to the number of reported

incidents of car prowling on and
around campus, particularly in the

Superdorm and fraternity parking
lots, the Colorado Springs police

advise all students to lock their

cars when they park them over-

night. They stress that such action

will protect both cars and students.

The weekend was dedicated to

the Alumni, both I'ich and poor and
Saturday those who could afford

lio price of a ticket were treated

tu a fine football game and half-

time show.

The mid-game show featured the

Iyer C. Ranum High School March-
ing Band from Westminster, Colo-

rado; and the antics of Blue Key.
Miss Royes and her court consist-

ing of Priscilla Ryder, Kappa Al-

pha Theta; Grace Ferguson, Kap-
pa Kappa Gamma; Jo Ann Zim-
merman, Delta Gamma; and Candi
Morris. Gamma Phi Beta, were in-

troduced to tho.se who missed the
Pep Rally,

For the Greeks there was the

announcement of the winners of

the house decoration competition.

This year the judges made no dis-

tinction between Fraternity and
Sorority decorations. First place

went to Phi Delta Theta whose
theme was, appropriately, "The
Teddy Bear's Picnic." Second

place was awarded to Kappa Kap-
pa Gamma whose theme was based

on a Hamm's beer can. The Delta

Gammas and Thetas tied for third.

The unbeatable combination of

the "Doors" and "Broadway Shell

and Muse Band" brought out 600

CC couples, the largest crowd since

the Hayes House fire, one year

ago. The gut-rock bands played to

the accompaniment of the Astrolo-

ger light show, producing a total

environment which could not be

matched this side of the Filmore

Auditorium.

"Ah, I'm glad you asked that
question. The first move Ho Chi
Minh would make in South Viet-

nam is to break all diplomatic ties

with the United States and order

U.S. and Allied troops out of the
country. At the same time, Presi-

dent Thieu would sever North
Vietnamese relations with botli

Russia and Red China. With the

aggressors out of the way, peace
would naturally follow."

"Aren't you forgetting the North
and South Vietnamese soldiers?"

"Not at all. With their respec-

tive leaders governing the other

side, they will face the dilemma
of which side to fight for. During
the time it takes to resolve this

dilemma, a cease-fire \vill be in

effect. In time, the soldiers wiil

begin to mingle and wonder why
they ever started fighting with

each other in the first place."

"What happens when the lead-

ers return to their respectivi?

countries?"

"By that time. President Thieu
will have decided that with all the

bombing damage, and the termin-

ation of communist support. North
Vietnam will no longer be a threat

to his own country. At the same
time, Ho Chi Minh will have con-

cluded that with the prevalent

hunger and poverty, coupled with

the Americanization of Saigon,

there isn't a chance in the worM
that a South Vietnamese demoL'-

racv could ever threaten his coun-

try/'

"That sounds like pretty sound

thinking to me, but tell me some-
thing. Suppose Ho Chi Minh de-

cides he likes South Vietnam, and

incites the North Vietnamese to

overthrow President Thieu?"

"Well, in that case, I guess our

organization will just have to flee

from the political scene."

QUEST Poetry

The TIGER Is accepting contributions for ts poetry and

crea ive writing supplement, QUEST. Any one vwishing to have

ong nal work published should contact Skip Cla rk at Ex+e nsion

356. The QUEST supplement will be publ shed in mid-

November.

^^^^4*

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

FLORA
17 Eait Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phon« 635-550S

i VOLKSWAGEN i

• •

: PHIL WINSLOW :

: V. w., INC. :

• 730 North Circle Drive •

Sunday, October 29, 1967

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"Ambassadors of Reconcilation"

Preacher:

Reverend Ronald White

Worship Leader:
Professor Joseph Pickle

In the "West Side Story" one

dies and two New York gangs are

reconciled. The gross fact is that

the "West Side Story" really

liappened.

Where is reconciliation happen-
ing today? Camus speaks of "Tiie

Stranger." Sartre says that "hell

is other people." The problem is

estrangement and alienation. Sar-

tre says that "Hell masks of Hal-

loween are really worn throughout

the year."

Men and women around the

world are pointing to the particu-

lar focus for the Gospel of our day

as reconciliation. The masks arc

torn away. One dies and many are

reconciled. The curious fact is that

i-econciliation is really happening—
in dynamic and creative ways.

* * * *yOv* •••*•-
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THE TWO GORGED BUT CONTENTED TIGERS shown above
contest for Homecoming decorations.

/on first place for the Phi Del+s

Trissel Discusses Medieval Architecture
By Julia Sadler

Due to a slight shuffling of the

hedule for the Western Civiliza-

tion Lecture Series, James Trissel
.:!' the Art Department gave a lec-

ture originally slated for Oct. 19

nri Tuesday, Oct. 24. He supple-

mented his talk on "Romanesque
and Gothic: A Comparision of

Architectures" with slides of the

French cathedrals which he dis-

cussed.

As Mr. Trissel pointed out, the

only similarity between the Rom-
anesque architecture and the Goth-

ic is that they are both manifest
ill the same form: the church. Al-

most all examples of Romanesque
architecture differ from every

Includes Flower-Child Short

other example. This complete lack

of pattern and homogeneity gives

Romanesque architecture what Mr.
Trissel described as an almost
whimsical quality. The unexpected
may always be expected in such
Romanesque forms, which vary
from the very elaborate to the ex-

tremely severe. Gothic architect-

ure, on the other hand, united sev-

eral previously unrelated architec-

tural forms and was therefore a
synthesis which was not only new
but unified.

In his discussion of Romanesque
architecture, Mr. Trissel showed
several slides of the cathedrals of

St. Sernin, St. Front, and St. Pier-

re, all of which are in France.

Canadian Underground to Be Shown Tonight
This week, The Canadian Under

ground, the first part of Rastall

Center Board's series nf eight

monthly film shows, will be pre-

^mted on Oct. 27, in Armstrong
Hall at 8:15 p. m. Admission to the

iilm is $1.00.

The Canadian Underground con-

-ists of a series of six short sub-

jects, several of which have won
distinguished awards at the Can-
nes Film Festival, London Film
Festival, and the International

Film Festival. The films, which
will be preceded by a short sur-

mise on each one by Professor

Johns, are:

Lords of Creation (produced by
Gerald Robinson): "The history of

Canada oddly viewed in animation
irtndensation."

Lydia (produced by Joe Zack-

son): "A succession of sexual

images and symbols, constantly

combining themselves into paro-

dies of famous paintings, registers

the emotional life of Lydia, a

young art student."

The Hyacinth Child's Bedtime
Story (produced by Burton Ruben-
stein): This film "deals with the

images and yearnings of early

childhood."

Lines (Horizontal, produced by
Norman McLaren): "Lines ruled

directly on film, move with pre-

cision and grace against a back-

ground of changing colors in re-

sponse to music specially compos-

ed for the films."

21-87 (produced by Arthurs Lip-

sett' : Mr. Lipsett presents a com-
mentary on the "machine dominat-

ed man."
Picaro (produced by Iain Ew-

ing): It is "about love and has

been intelligently made with love."

These slides included not only ex-
terior and inferior view.s of these
buildings, but floor plans of their
structures as well. In addition to
his discussion of the artistic char-
acteristics of these buildings, he
gave a brief explanation of the
general architectural plan of a
medieval church.

To illustrate Gothic aixhitecture
Mr. Trissel described the cathedral
of Notre Dame du Chartres. He
showed how this cathedra! con-
formed to his four "Perishable
Principles" of Gothic architecture.

The next lecture in the series
was presented on Oct. 26 by
Sister Elaine Marie from the Re-
ligion Department of Loretta
Heights College on "A Catholic
Looks at Luther."

Patriotism is the willingness to
kill and be killed for trivial rea-
sons. — Bertrand Russell

Ti-ue liberty consists only in the
power of doing what we ought to
will, and not in being constrained
to do what we ought not to will.

— Jonatlian Edwards

Offers an excellent selection of suits in two piece

or three piece (vested) for the gentleman who is

considering an addition to his wardrobe.

IGnnJion ^i|op for men

Number 10 E. Pikes Peak Ave. Telephone 635-2126

Cargo Accounts Invited

Vefif ^peciallif Pi-icM

"(^uU-Ouf SccU 15.99

Other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $23.99 and $36.00

107 STcjoa

IVIonarch Ski Area
and

Ski Town Lodge
1967-68 Rote Schedule —

ALL-LIFT TICKET

ADULT _ „.

STUDENT (12.22 /rs)

CHILD (under I2| ...

SEASON PASS

WtoLgnds S

Holiday Periods

Full Dey

$5.00

... 3.50

.... 2.00

ADULT
2nd ADULT .

STUDENT ..„.

CHILD

Holl Dey

$3.00

2.25

1.25

Indlviduel

$75.00

50.00

30.00

Weolrdeyi

$3.00

2.25

1.25

Femlly

$75.00

37.50

25.00

15.00

Family, Group and Military Rates also available. Write for particulars.

LODGING AT SKI TOWN
1 Person 2 Persons 3 Parsons 4 Persons

LODGE ,.-- S 3.00 S 500 $ 7 00 5 9 00

(.FOUNTAIN COTTAGES 10.00 10.00 12.00

Per Day
14.00

Per We.l.

CHALET — 5 BEDROOM (SLEEPS 18),

KITCHEN. DINING ROOM, 2 BATH, &

LIVING ROOM WITH FIREPLACE

Pian now to attend special Halloween Party Saturday,

October 28th at Ski Town. Garfield, Colo.— 18 miles

West of Salida on U.S. 50. Door Prizes and V.I. P. Tour

of new facilities.

FREE COLOR BROCHURE AT RASTALL DESK!

MONARCH SKI AREA, SALIDA. COLO, 31201

SKI TOWN. GARFIELD, COLO, B1227
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JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Bgtit Blocls from Campus — N«w ond Used Bilei

SCHWINN FranchiiB Dei

19 EAST KIOWA STREET

Roparre & Par+» for Any MaU
TELEPHONE 434-4733

God is Luther's Laxative

Babe's Market
A Good Place to Trade

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.— Sundays till 5:00 P.M.

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

/SauZ-li CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Uto Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— M A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— ll;30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2^ blocks Soutli of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitar's, Banjo's and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00— FRIDAY; 9:00-8:30

Coin Operated — Self Service

Lowers the AX on the

High Price of Gasoline
Drive in and See

Smsmmmtlw

Colorado Springs 695 S. 8th

Acting Surpasses Script in Osborne's "Luther'

by Jim Martin

The CC Players' production of

John Osborne's Luther, presented

last weekend, has to be called a

qualified success- The qualification

conies not from the production,

which was quite good, or from the

performances of the actoi-s, which

were generally excellent. Rather,

what prevented the production

from being a total success was

Osbome's transposition of a 16th

Century theological giant into an

archetype of the 20th century
genius tonnented by real and ima-

gined physical and mental ills, be-

set by a cosmic uncertainty, and

tortured by a family which does

not understand his wnthing

genius.

Osborne's intent to make a IGth

century man understandable to a

Mth century audience is laudable,

but his effect to boggle theatre-

goers with regular barrages of

Freudian psychoanalysis creates a

L-uther who seems somehow de-

tached from the spiritual and tem-

poral strife of his native country.

If Luther was a God-intoxicated

man, then Osbonie is a Freud-

intoxicated one. He seems to be

hinting that the Reformation was
started not by a greatly disturbed

and gifted rebel, but by a man fas-

cinated with his own viscera. Os-

borne postulates that Luther's phy-

sical constipation was a cause of

his spiritual constipation and in-

evitably led him to purge himself

of both by rebelling against the

established Church.

Furthermore, Luther's ever-am-

biguous feelings toward authority,

according to Osborne, can best be

explained by his relations with

his father, an earthly German min-

er who beat him in his youth and

taunted his celibacy in his man-
hood.

Psychoanalysis of any giant, his-

torical or literary, is always dan-

gerous, and the dangers are even

greater in a man of such complex-

ity as Luther. That Luther was
earthy, even scatalogical, in his

speech and in his sennons is a

matter of historical record. His

sermons are sprinkled with barn-

yard references to such things as

anuses and "breaking wind." But
to maintain that his physical dis-

comforts and obsessions were a

major factor in the formulation of

his theology and the main goal for

his actions, is to walk a frayed

tightrope.

Certainly, life in a Medieval mon-
astery was harsh and rigorous.

Certainly, this, coupled with Luth-
er's asceticism, caused him to suf-

fer many physical miseries, but he

was not the only monk to suffer

the agonies of Umnovable bowels
or even epileptic fits. Nor, it is

safe to say, was he the only monk
who fled family problems by re-

treating to the monastic cloister.

Dare we say that while these may
have been minor contributing fac-

tors, his intellect and his sensitiv-

ity to the dichotomy between the

profession of the Gospels and the
practice of the Church were the
prime movers of his rebellion?

Perhaps mystical experiences
can be explained by the undue
strains placed upon the body by

ascetics or by the fear for one's

very existence. But Luther's ac-

tions cannot be explained so easily

or so glibly.

This is not to say that Osborne's

Luther is a flop. Far from it. The

dialogue is sharp throughout most

of the play and, in a few places,

crackles with the intensity of the

confrontation between the right-

eous man and his enemies. The
play's greatest success comes in

its demonstration that the issues

which caused the schism of the

Reformation are still very much
alive today and are as relevant as

they ever were. At the play's end,

far from being absolutely con-

vinced of the holiness of his cause,

the now w o r I d 1 y and married

Luther seems as doubtful of his

actions as he ever was. And his

doubt lingers to this day.

Prof. Kenneth Burton's Luther

was probably one of the best indi-

vidual performances ever seen on

this campus. Alternating convic-

tion wath doubt and theological

ponderings with latrine meander-

ings. Prof. Burton exhibited all

the nuances Osborne gave to his

Pope. Pope Leo himself, played by
Prof. Owen Cramer, was depicted

as a man annoyed hy this Luther

thing, one who, though a trifle

effete, much preferred to get on

with his hunting than bother witli

German rebels. Prof. Cramer's ef-

forts made the Pope quite betieve-

able.

The finest strudent performance

was turned in by Chris Gibbs as

the knight who announced the time

and place at the beginning of each

scene and who confronted Luther
with the latter's handiwork after

he had urged the nobles to put

down a peasant revolt he had in-

stigated. Though he may not be

in ROTC, Gibbs spoke and clicked

his heels in a con\nncingly stern

military manner and was outstand-

ing in his TOle as a professional

soldier who is gradually swayed
by Luther's sincere eloquence and
who later feels himself betrayed

by the same Luther.

The ojily disappointment of the

evening came in Prof. Horst Rich-

ardson's performance as Luther's

unlettered peasant father. The role

itself was a potentially meaty one,

"Professor Kenneth Burtons Luther was probably one

of the best individual performances ever seen on this

campus."

Luther and added a few of his

own. The role was a physically

taxing one, calling for Prof. Bur-

ton's presence in all but a few mo-
ments of the play, and it is to his

credit that he seemed just as

strong at the end as he was at

the beginning. Prof. Burton was
at his best, oddly enough, in the

scenes which called for him to do
some sermonizing. His voice quav-

ering hut under control, he deliv-

ered his lines with the passion

Luther must have summoned up
in his best moments on the pulpit.

Prof. Burton's histrionics alone

made the long evening worthwhile.

As good as he was, however,
Prof. Burton almost had the eve-

ning stolen from him by Prof. Carl

Roberts' performance as Tetzel,

the h a w k e r of indulgences. In

Prof. Roberts' hands, Tetzel came
alive as the ultimate parody of

the camey barker in ecclesiastical

robes who dispenses salvation to

the fearful masses, for a price.

Only no carnival spieler ever had
the awesome power of the Pope
to back him up. It was interesting,

by the way, to note the presence
of two of CC's finest behavioral

psychologists. Profs. Roberts and
Douglas Freed, in such a Freud-
drenched play.

Freshman John Redman did a
good job of aging himself several

decades to portray Luther's men-
tor, Vicar-General Staupitz. His
carriage and his voice were that
of an old man though, curiously
enough, he spoke with a quasi-
Scottish brogue which somewhat
lessened Ms overall effect. An-
other freshman, Jedidiah Worm-
houdt, was also effective in his
role as Cardinal Cajetan. the wily
and pragmatic counselor to the

but Prof. Richardson could not

carry it off. His actions were me-
chanical and his voice carried the

same inflections he uses to teach

his German classes. This was un-

fortunate because Luther's father

was a very sympathtic char-

acter*, a sensual and intuitive man
who could not understand all the

pedantic theological mumbo-jumbo
which had so ensnared his son. He
was skeptical of men who did not

take their pleasures the way ordi-

nary men did and, like all intuitive

persons, he distrusted those who
relied upon reason to come to theii*

conclusions rather than insight.

It is unfortunate that little ef-

fort was expended to age Prof.

Richardson's character or strip a

few years off Prof. Burton's. The
"young" Luther was obviously

older than "Luther's father," who
had a springy step, a full head of

hair, and not one touch of grey on

his head or his beard. This was a

bit disconcerting, particularly in

the scene where Luther was visited

in the monastery by his father. It

took something away from what
was intended to be a p'ower-ful

scene. This, however, was the only

lapse in what was generally effec-

tive costuming and makeup.
It was an entertaining and stim-

ulating evening all told. But in the

future, when Theatre Workshop
attempts such ambitious produc-

tions, one may hope to see more
student leads. It is difficult to find

fault with most of the faculty cast-

ing in Luther; however, it is the

students in Theatre Workshop who
most need the experience provided

by the acting of difficult roles. The
competence of the students in

Luther suggests that they are

ready for bigger things.

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

CQORS ON TAP
This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

New Bands Weekly

3905 North Nevada

PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minuter from the campus)
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Panel Discusses Student Alienation
By John Pearson

"Generations in Conflict: Can

U> Trust Anyone Under 30?" was

the discussion topic of the second

Alumni Symposium held during

li,i:necoming. It was conducted Sat-

upiay morning in Armstrong Hail,

le.l by a panel consisting of Rich-

aiii Wood, Dean of Admissions,

i;,|enn Gray, Professor of Philos-

ophy, Mrs. Barbara Arnest, and

Coiky Matthews.

Professor Gray started the dis-

cussion by rejecting two common
fallacies about youth: that there is

no difference between this genera-

tion and previous ones; and that

the general unrest of youth is

caused by only a few radicals.

Youth today is much more afflu-

ent than youth in past generations.

Many young people feel alienated

from society and are less respect-

ful of authority; but today's youth

is generally harder working and
more serious minded than youth
of yesterday.

Dean Wood, a philosophy major
at Dickmam, presented a negative
view of today's youth movement.
The phrase "Something is going
on and you don't know what it is,

do you, Mr. Jones," is wrong, Mr,
Jones certainly does know what it

is, because his and every other
generation have gone through the

same stages of development, toy-
ing with the same ideas, such as

athiesm, pacifism, Utopian ideals,

etc. Youth has and always will

rant about the same things. Youth
of today, however, is differenti-

ated by its own consciousness of

itself, and is attempting mainly to

gain recognition. So, Mr. Wood
said, he has quit listening to most
of what anyone under 30 says,

Mi-s, Barbara Arnest, mother of

two teenagers, took a middle posi-

tion on youth. There is a genera-

tion gap, chiefly because the

young people think old. Youth

gets its moral and social values

from older people, starting in the

home. A youngster learns some
values and has others imposed

IFC Hosts Boys Club
Last Saturday's Homecoming

lino-up also included the Colorado

Springs Boy's Club Football Team
as bleacher guests of the Inter-

Fraternity Council. The IFC ar-

ranged for four members of each
fraternity to accompany the Boy's

Club foot-ballei-s during the game.
This was a special treat for many
of these boys, some of whom were
seeing their first college football

game.

This year, under IFC direction,

eath fraternity is sponsoring one
Boy's Club member to its summer
camp. It is to be held this next
summer at the Emerald Valley

Ranch on the Gold Camp Road.
The Boy's Club, located at 605
South Tejon Street, is composed
of 750 boys of all races, creeds,

and economic backgrounds and is

supported through the United
Fund.

In the near future, the entire

Boy's Club will be invited for an
afternoon of swimming at Schless-

man Pool, sponsoi'ed and directed

through the efforts of the IFC and
member fraternities. It is through
these and similar activities that

the IFC will continue to expand
its scope of com munity service

projects.

Conservatives to Show Strength

(Continued from page one)

He also said that the book shelf

at Tutt Library is complete.

A reading list and biographical

sketches of Symposium speakers
will be distributed soon. The book
store in Rastall Center is begin-
ni'ig to get a "good selection of

paperbacks pertaining both to the

historical and contemporary Pre-
sidency," according to Sondermann.

Opening the Symposium on Mon-
day evening, Jan. 8, will be Sir
Denis Brogan, foremost European
scholar of American politics. Bro-
gan, from Cambridge University,
and the author of many books, will

speak on "The World Looks at the
American Presidency."
The general theme for Tuesday

will be "The Making and Market-
ing of Candidates." Among the
speakei-s will be two presidents of
campaign coordination and polling
firms. The evening address will be

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Halt

ll7l/jE.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disounf Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses
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upon him. But, as Mrs. Arnest's

daughter told her, "they are good

because they are the way a per-

son gets along in society." Youth

today is willing to risk physical

danger, in ci\il rights and peace

movements, for example, to pursue

their ideals. There were activist

groups in her generation, but they

were much less willing to take

this risk. One big inconsistancy of

youth is that they reject estab-

lished institutions, yet at the same
time appeal to them to help in-

stitutionalize their rights. They
are also adept at finding ways to

get around laws they think are
unjust. This, for example, would
include the college's drinking and
off-campus housing policies.

Corky Matthews, student and
CCCA Representative, defended
youth's position. It isn't just the

radicals who have revolted. The
present generation gap is univer-

sal, even in Russia. Youth can no
longer simply accept everything
it is told, because it sees gaps be-

tween the ideology and realities

of our society. It fails to see, for

example how laws alone will make
the Negro acceptable in our so-

ciety; he needs equal opportunity
to advance as well. It also ques-

tions the motives of the Vietnam
War. Youth is looking for purpose
as individuals, more than money,
jobs, and success.

Among the comments made by
those alumni who participated

were

:

"Opportunism has taken over.

Ideals are divorced from actions."

"The student revolution may for

the fii-st time mean something
outside its peer group, and effect

some real c li a n g e s." "The
younger generation's articulateness

is frightening."

Winchell's Donut Hovse
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

LCE'S BNCO SERVICE
;- TUNE UPS
-: ATLAS TIRES

: STATE INSPECTION
-: ATLAS BATTERIES

230 West Uintah

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college sludent supplies in

variety ami abundance only 3li blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

aempuhco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South Sth Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

given by columnist Rowland Evans
on "The Johnson Presidency: Pow-
ers and Constraints."

Norman Thomas, Socialist party
leader, will speak Wednesday even-
ing on "Reflections on 50 years of

American Politics," concluding a
day based on "The Presidency in

Operation," while events on Thurs-
day will concentrate on ''The Pre-

sidency in Transition."
The general theme on Friday will

be "The Future of the Presidency."

Speeches are scheduled on the pro-

blems and prospects for Republi-
can and Democratic Presidencies,

including discussion of some of the
possible issues and candidates in

the 1968 election.

Further examination of possible

candidates for the 1968 Presiden-

tial election, followed by a straw
vote of the audience of various tic-

kets pitted against each other, will

end the Symposium Friday night.

This man is:
A. Juggling

B. Throwing pizzas

C. Discussing Venezuelan architecture

D. None of these

C is correct. Pictured here, Associate Pro-

fessor Peter Van Dcursen Haven discusses

Venezuelan architecture at Central Univer-

sity in Caracas with students enrolled In

World Campus Afloat-Chapman College

during the Spring 1967 semester at sea.

This group was one of many to fan-out

over Caracas for various course-related

field experiences during tlic several days

the s.s. RYNDAM, campus and dormitory

for the traveling students and faculty, was

docked In the South American port.

Professor Haven now teaches art courses

at the University of Miami, Florida. His

students have transferred credits earned

aboard the floating campus to their home
campuses and have resumed regular

classes. One is from South Dakota,

majoring In Sociology at Tabor College in

Hillsboro, Kansas; another is a Junior in Political Science at San Francisco State

College; a third is a sophomore In Latin American Sludics at Indiana University and

still another a business student at Santa Monica City College in California.

As you read this, more than 500 studenls, representing 200 colleges and universities

throughout the country, accompanied by a distinguished faculty, already have

embarked from New York for the Fall 1967 semester which will take them to ports In

Europe, Africa and Asia, returning to Los Angeles via Honolulu.

Students are now enrolling for the Spring 1968 semester and will depart from Los

Angeles to engage in shipboard sludy supplemented by visits to ports In Peru, Chile,

Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil. Senegal, Morocco. Spain, Greece, Turkey, Yugoslavia,

Italy, Portugal, The Netherlands and Great Britain, terminating in May in New York.

To discover how you can include the Spring semester at sea in your college plans,

complete the coupon below and mail at once.

I ^B World Campus Afloat .Director of Admissions
j

I ''^^' Chapman College orongo, coijfomto 92868

' Name
I

LAST FIRST

I Name of School

Campus Address—

City _Z(p_

Permanent Address-

City _^Stale_ _2ip_

Campus State

Present Status:

Freshman a
Sophomore D
Junior a
Senior a
Graduate D

M F

Aep
Interested in:

Fall 19 D Spring 19 . semester at sea.

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam, registered In the

Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for

new ships developed in 1948.



ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

ERTEL PHARMACY
Preicription! - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Uathai4)aif'^

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

The Unique
A TRULY NEW EXPERIENCE IN GIFT SHOPPING

Just arrived: a large assortment of . . .

CONTEMPORY JEWELRY

SKI SWEATERS FROM NORWAY
BATIK SHIRTS AND DRESSES

AND MANY FINE HAND CRAFTED ITEMS

211/2 East Bijou Telephone 473-9406

"Your Business /s Appreciated"

/iM( a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

flemeth'^S CI 7<7>*»

NOW OPENS THE . .

flHHex

FEATURING . . .

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

>8$ Tacos 19c

1004 South Tejon

ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

Telephone 634-4591

DONT
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.

Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears

from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets

you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?

Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy

weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-

Sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

/

Only Eaton makes Corrasable,

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Alums Discuss "Going fo War: 1917, 1942, 1967
by Bill Gomez

Last Saturday, as part of the

homecoming activities, a sympos-

ium was conducted in honor of the

Alumni of the classes of 1927 and

1942. The particular topic of one

discussion was "Going to War,

1917, 1942, 1967."

The discussion was moderated

by Dr. William H-ochman of the

histoi-y department, with a panel

consisting of Dr. Lewis Knap'p,

Professor Emeritus of English

;

Dr. Ray 0. Werner, Professor of

EcoTiomics; and Charles Buxton, a

senior student from Denver. After

a few introductory remarks, Pro-

fessor Hochman opened the sym-

posium by giving the floor to

Dr. Knapp.

Dr. Knapp, who drove an ambu-

lance in France for the Fifth In-

fantry Division, spoke for the

youth that lived through World

War L He told of the idealistic

attitude the youth of his time had

toward "the war to end all wars."

"We really felt we were 'making

the world safe for democracy.'"

There were no organized student

proteats, nor much opposition to

the war at all.

His personal feelings were that,

"I disliked the idea of being

drafted, but hated the idea of

being a slacker." As a whole, the

nation slipported the war enthusi-

astically. "But," he concluded, "I

must say this: as soldiers, we did

not worry about another world

war, nor about nuclear annihila-

tion."

Next Dr. Werner spoke on "Go-

RGB to Present

Belmondo Comedy
This week's Rastall Center Board

Movie is the French-produced

Backfire, starring Jean-Paul Bel-

mondo and Jean Seberg. Who but

Belmondo would have the audacity

to drive a solid gold Triumph from
Paris to Lebanon for the Organi-

zation and then decide, midway, to

hi-jack it himself and have the Or-

ganization in hot pursuit through

six countries? Who but Belmondo
would take Jean Seberg for the

ride knowing she is in the pay of

the Oiganization, but hoping to

make it with her anyway? He
shortly discovers a bucket seat

can be a bed of thorns, but with

a heavy foot on the accelerator,

Belmondo makes this an exciting

chase picture with loads of humor
and one of the most ironic sur-

prise endings going.

As with the other RGB movies,
this one will be shown in Arm-
strong Hall at 7:00 p. m. this Sun-
day. Admission will be 50 cents.

ing to War: 1942." The soldiers of

his generation also had few qualms

about the participation of the

United States in World War IL

Public sentiment was strongly with

the Allies even before the Pearl

Harbor disaster forced the nation

into war. The youth of his day felt

that war was a "normal continua-

tion of political policy" and in this

case that "force and only force

could succeed."

He also pointed out that his

was a "depression oriented genera-

tion"; used to doing what the gov-

ernment told them. As a result,

the youth of 1942 felt a "vague
sense of duty to country," but in

contrast to the idealism of 1917,

they had only a "feeling of resig-

nation" about going to war.

Charles Buxton represented the

youth of today. Before speaking

he qualified himself as a partici-

pant in the ROTC program at CC.

He also stated that he was opposed

to the war in Vietnam.

Mr. Buxton said that the present

generation can't find anything to

be enthusiastic about in Vietnam.

At best all they can do is resign

themselves to accepting the war as

a "job that must be done." The
youth of today is faced with an

issue in Vietnam which no genera-

tion of Americans has had to face

before. For the first time in our

history the U.S. has an underdog
for the enemy and is not winning.

For the first time in our history

an American war is being covered

"live" on radio and "in color" on

TV. And finally, for the first time

the world is faced with the threat

of nuclear annihilation.

As a result the young generation

"can't reconcile this war with other

wars." They "simply can't see that

we are accomplishing anything."

He also pointed out the fact that

for those who are opposed to the

war there is no "honorable alter-

native way in which they can serve

their country."

Dr. Hochman concluded the sym-
posium by recalling the enthusi-

asm that many of the past genera-

tions have shown for war. "The
American people,' he said, "will

never go to war in that mood
again."

* Dr. Parimanalh Tells of India's Five Crises
(Continued from page one)

Efforts to control the popula-

tion through artificial birth-control

devices have also met with only

limited success. Indians tradition-

ally have regarded children as a
blessing from God, and their be-

loved Mr. Ghandi preached against

efforts to control the population

as an affront to human dignity.

Early effort, including the dis-

tribution of rosaries for determin-
ing the "safe period" and unpub-
licized birth control clinics, were
total failures. Now, with wide-

spread propaganda campaigns, ex-

panded distribution facilities, and
a new sterilization program, "for

the first time there are some in-

dications of a drop in the birth

rate."

"The rest of the world can learn

something [from India's birth con-

trol programs] because we really

have the pi>oblem and we are going

to do something about it! . . .

nothing is illegal," said Dr. Pari-

manath.

The "economic crisis" was dis-

cussed next, with emphasis on the

fact that "India's industry can

absorb only 10% of her popula-

tion." India has had three five-

year plans, which divide economy
into three sectors—a "planned"

sector, a "controlled" sector, and
a "free" sector.

Although steady gains have

been made in all areas of the econ-

omy, the present food production

is still 20 million tons per year

short of that needed to feed the

present population.

Dr. Parimanath stated that the

five-year plans can only make pro-

gress in peace, and that border

tensions have forced tremendous
deficient budget increases in India.

These military expenditures cut

into the anti-poverty programs.

Dr. Parimanath criticized the

five year plan for "lack of ability

to execute plans efficiently," "in-

creasing corruption," "undue em-
phasis . . . given to heavy indus-

try rather than to agriculture, . . .

electric power, and transporta-

tion," and for "h e a v y deficit

spending in the second and third

five-year plans."

The " communal crisis" includes

such problems as increasing in-

fluence of religious fanatics, and

the gains made in the last election

by orthodox communal parties.

"Communal affilations threaten

to destroy the unity of the Indian

nation." Improvement of trans-

portation and communication sys-

tems must take place to reduce

the regional orientation of the

people.

The "leadership crisis" is rooted

in the fact that "India has had

orderly changes of leaders and

goveniment, but the leaders have

not changed the basic governmen-

tal policies." "The people elected

Indira Ghandi thinking that, since

she was from a new generation,

she would throw out some of the

old pai-ty leaders, but her narrow

margin has not allowed her to do

this."

"In conclusion," said Dr. Pari-

manath, "I don't want to leave

you with a completely hopeless

picture. We have had elections

with orderly changes of govern-

ment, three five-year plans, hun-

dreds of irrigation projects ; we

have outlawed the caste system

and have tried to update some of

our customs. All in all, India is

one of the greatest democracies on

the face of the earth."

Afa^ (lu QoUztfO. SUof,
833 NORTH TEJON Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

Jl^ Veu> Ucli((a^ ^a^khM

t j| J/h PaMei Jche^

^MtzJfj- Sportswear by Village

^?v^! Jantzen Russ Togs

^^^^^^^ Dresses: Gay Gibson, Jonathan

^^^^^M Logan,

m^M, Cocktail fashions by Jr. Theme
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Counseling Services Available

PROFESSOR CARL ROBERTS portrays Tetzel selling indulgences

last week's production of John Osborne's "Luther."

Campus Announcements

Student Teachers Dr. ShearntoSpeak
"Spring Semester Student Teach-

ing Applications: All students who
wish to apply for a Student Teach-

ing assignment for the Spring

semester, leading to a career cre-

dential for teaching in the public

schools, will meet Nov. 4, Satur-

day, at 11 a. m. in Rastall, WES
Room.
Students planning to student

teach this Spring who have not

previously filed their names as

part of the Education Programs,

aliould contact the Department Of-

fice immediately (Cutler Hall, sec-

ond floor, Ext." 433).

"Nickel Bag"
Another live band, "The Nickel

Bag," will be at the Astrologer

this Friday night from 8:30 to

12:00. Light Show and refresh-

ments are provided. Come early or

late to avoid the crowd.

'Atomic Space Science'
Roberts Memorial Lecture

November 7 — 8:15 P. M.

Armstrong Auditorium

Nobel Laureate Willard Libby

"Atomic Space Science"

Ice Rink Opens
For the official opening of Hon-

iieii Ice Rink this Sunday, Oct. 29.

Rastall Center Board is sponsoring

an appearance by the speed and fi-

gure skaters of the Broadmoor
Skating Club. The exhibition, to be

performed primarily by high school

and junior high school students,

;md some grade school students,

will begin at 4:30 p. m. and last

approximately one hour.

Rugby Team Starts
A meeting will be held in Rastall,

room 203, on Monday, Oct. 30, at

4:00 for all people interested in

forming the Colorado College Rug-
by Football Club.

Several men on campus with

previous experiences can coach

temporarily. Possible opponents in-

clude: Denver University, Colorado

University, Colorado School of

Mines, Air Force Academy, and
the Denver Barbarians.

For more information contact

Stan Tabor or Paul Zeven, Ext.

358.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNnARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T»ion

S34-2093

Fall Faculty Lecture Series

November 2— 8:15 P. M.
Armstrong Auditorium

Professor Donald Shearn
"The Heart of the Matter"

Followed by panel discussion.

TW Elections
Theatre Workshop elections will

be held on Thursday, Nov. 2, for

a sets and props cliairnian and a

secretary-treasurer. The meeting
will be at 6:30 p. m. in the Little

Theatre in the basement of Arm-
strong Hall. All members of the

college community are eligible for

membership in Theatre Workshop,
and new members are welcome at

this meeting.

AWS Halioween Party
The annual AWS-sponsored Hal-

loween party for underpriviliged

children will be held this Sunday.
Oct. 29, from 2:00 to 4:00 in the

Loomis Rec. Room. Thirty-five

children in the Colorado Springs
area will be treated to old-fash-

ioned Halloween festivities, in-

cluding refreshments, making
costumes and bobbing for apples.

All CC students are most cord-

ially invited. Costumes will be

particularly, welcome. Do come

—

a splendid time is guaranteed for

all!

Humphrey Bogart Films
The Perfurming Arts Committee

of Rastall Center Board will pre-

sent a Humphrey Bogart film fes-

tival beginning Sunday, Nov. 5,

and running through Friday, Nov.
10. The films will be shown at 8:00

|]. m. in Olin Hall L
For further information, see

next week's Tiger and the display

cases in Rastall Center.

By Ann Livedalen

The redecorated counseling cen-

ter, situated on the lower floor of

Cutler, provides the opportunity

for CC students to obtain help "in

relation to any kind of problem he

has," according to Mrs. John Ma-
haffy. director. Such sei-vices are

available to the students if they

make an appointment through Mrs.

Margaret Ferguson, administrative

assistant, w h o works Monday
through Friday, 8:30 to 5:00.

In addition to the opportunity

for counseling, it is also possible

to make an appointment through
Mrs. Ferguson with Dr. John Ma-
haffy, the college's consulting psy-
chiatrist, who has office hours on
Wednesday afternoons from 1:00

to 5:00.

Since group testing is presently
being handled by the Registrar's
office, the counseling center now
deals only with pei-sonal counsel-

ing, concerning emotional, educa-
tional and vocational problems.

It should be noted, however, that

the center continues to give both
the Strong Vocational Interest In-

ventory and The Miller Analogies

test in conjunction ^v^th their per-

sonal counseling. A fee for scoring

each test, $1.00 and §2.00 respec-

tively, is the only charge the cen-

ter makes at any time, since all

counseling is done nt no cost to

the student-

In speaking of emotional coun-

seling, Mrs. Mahafly stressed the

point that the center ia not a place

of "last resort." She remarked
that counseling can be "more
helpful when the student seeks

help early."

The center also finds that many
emotional problems are caused by

educational problems. Educational

counseling seeks to help the stu-

dent select a major, improve his

stmiy habits, or make the most of
his study time. This in tuni often

removes emotional problems.

Also of interest is the vast li-

brary of college catalogues which
can be used at any time by anyone
in the college community. Provid-
ing this information and vocation-

al counseling are other important
functions of the center, which, liow-

evei', does not do vocational place-

ment.

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

^Mliouse

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Mordoy-Sslucd.yl

12:00-8:00 (Sunday!

(Try Us (or Youc Next Funclio Phone 634-0976

I 12 South Tojon

Rugged but dressy -

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

For Sale: Two Hondas

'64 250 Scrambler, just rebuilt—$350

'67 305 Scrambler, now last spring—$650

Contact: ACE BUSH or Jll^ WADELL

Call . . . 473-6025

nina
THREE TO NINE
CHASE STONE

CENTER
COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do yon wo«r
•izo 3-5-7-91

TOO ARE INVITED
'to Tlalt the new

nhul
Chase Stono Cgnter

Oolorado Springs

an IntlMAtoy

boutiquey FASHION
3FECIALTT SHOP

•
fnll of oonteapor-

ary o?othes
«

for the HOir

IHDIVIDUAIIST
with the Jurdor

or JuplorTeCTJe
figure! siaes

3 to 9.

in a background

of antiques from

round the world.

HE THIMK SMALL

charge accoun'ts
Invited

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 533-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Come One . . . Come All! the FINEST Jute-Box in Town!!

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest piicher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25

A
1.

I

A
N

T
A
U
R
A
N
T
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Sp€0rts

Grid Team to Face Speedy

Austin College Kangaroos

TIGERS FLY HIGH m an attempt to block a Bear field goal during last Saturday's Homecoming game.

Kickers Bounce Wyoming 5-1

By John E. Morris

Co-captain-s Peter Morse and

John Boddington led the CC kick-

ers to a B-1 victory over the Uni-

versity of Wyoming last Sunday,

Oct. 22 on Stewart Field. Morse

booted four goals while Bodding-

ton contributed the fifth and was

all over the field in an exceptional

display of ability and desire.

The Tigers looked sloppy in the

initial frame before shaking off

the after effects of the previous

night's homecoming festivities.

But they got an early brake

when Morse scored his first goal

on a penalty kick with leas than

two minutes gone in the match.

No one scored in the remainder of

the first period.

Finally, with less than a min-

ute gone in the second quarter,

Boddington sent a long, left-

footed kick through the Wyom-
ing goalie's hands for CC's sec-

ond score. The Cowboys scored

their only goal with two minutes

to go on a penalty kick. Score at

intermission: CC 2, Wyoming 1.

The game was played evenly in

the third period although Morse

booted his second unassisted goal

with 12 minutes gone. He made it

look easy as he dribbled by the

defenseman and kicked it through

the goalie's legs for the score.

Early in the final period, Morse

took a pass from right half, Ned

Pike. The Wyoming goalie tried

to intercept the pass, but Morse

beat him to the ball by a split

second and kicked his third goal.

The Tigers' last goal came on

the most spectacular play of the

game. Simon Salinas, CC's dimuni-

tive left inner, dribbled the ball

toward the Wyoming goal then

passed out to his left wing, Tom
Schuster.

Schuster lifted a high, arcing

pass across the goal face. The

ball was dropping near the right

goal pole when Morse dived for-

ward and headed the ball into the

nets. The crowd of 300 went wild.

The final score: CC 5, Wyoming

1.

Sunday, Oct. 29, the Tigers go on

the road once more, this time

against the Colorado School of

Mines in Golden. CC hopes to im-

prove on its 2-1 league record at

the expense of the Miners, who
must be rated as one of the strong-

eat defensive teams in the league.

By Dan Bernstein

After battling to a 10-10 dead-

lock in the Homecoming game

against Washington University,

The CC Tigers will leap to Sher-

man, Texas, to face the Austin

College Kangaroos.

Head Coach Jerry Carle says the

Kangaroos pack a lot of punch

(and pouch) both offensively and

defensively, and are in many ways
comparable to Doane College, the

best team the Tigers have faced

this year.

Coach Carle sites fullback Mike

Maloney and versatile RoUie Rain-

ey as supreme offensive threats to

the rugged Tiger defense. Maloney

has broken almost all Austin Col-

lege rushing records, and Rainey,

who runs the 100 in 9.7 is a

threat at halfback, flanker, or

split end.

Austin carries a 4-2 record into

Saturday's game, and will attempt

to overpower the Tiger team with

a balanced and persistent attack.

There was almost no sign of a

balanced and persistent attack by
Washington University last Satur-

day, as a tenacious CC defense

surprised the Battling Bears by

1 West-1 North Unite for Intramural Championship

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUniNG

Acrost irom the Campui

827 North Tejon

By Jeff Bull

Slocum's 1-West and 1-North

wings combined to win the intra-

mural flag football championship

with a sparkling 19-7 victory over

Arthur House in the play-off

game between the two leagues on

Oct. 23.

Led by Minnesotan All-Confer-

ence quarterback John Logergren,

the Slocum team ran its string of

OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOWN.

*ALTONE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acres

GEORGE'S Sport Car Center
Quality Servicing & Re|

2440 East Platte Avenue

. on Foreign & Sports Cars

Phone 632-9717

^Cf the Oe^t . .

.

achina
Lounge
-TWO FOR HOURS-

First Two Diinks
ior the Pzice ol One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
I 1 8 North Cascade Avenue

victories to (i-O, with an accumu-

lated season's score of 129 points

to their opponents' 16, One of the

few teams (hat scored against the

IN-IVV merger was the Faculty

team which finished in third place.

The championship game, played

in high winds and under threaten-

ing clouds, was the best of the sea-

son, and the closest for both

teams. Characterized by tight de-

fenses and somewhat errant of-

fenses, both teams failed to score

in the hard fought fii-st half.

The second half was quite a dif-

ferent story, however, as Loger-

gren took his team into the end

zone in a quick five plays. Taking

the ball after a touchback, he

threw to teammate Bob Collyard

in a well-executed screen play. Two
plays later Logergren took the ball

across the midstripe for the first

down. The next play was also to

Collyard who snagged a Loger-

gren pass just before the end-zone

and stepped over for the score. The
point after was missed.

Arthur House came back quick-

ly with George Wood spelling re-

gular quarterback Steve Tharinger

and throwing to end Tod Bechtol

for the score. Wood called the

same play on the extra point, and

Bechtol again did a beautiful job in

losing his defender and pulling in

the throw to put Arthur ahead 7-6.

It didn't take the Slocum team

long to gain the lead, however,

with Collyard pulling in another

screen pass for the first down and

Skipper Dickson making a leaping

catch in the endzone. Bechtol kept

Arthur's hopes alive, though, with

a good defensive move jn prevent-

ing the extra point.

With only eight plays left in the

game, the IN-IW team needed

only to hold Arthur and called on

defensive lineman John Wasser-

man, Dick Vogt and Roscoe Hey-

men to do so. Doing a beautiful

job in alternately containing Bech-

tol, defensive backs Cliff Purpur

and Chas Osborne forced Wood to

throw wildly. Picking off one pass,

Slocum's Jim Heiztmann helped

put the game on ice as Logergren

turned two quick running plays in-

to another score. IN-lW finally

got an extra point with Collyard

taking a lateral from Logergren

and throwing to Helmen, who was
double and triple-teamed through-

out the game.

The win gave both IN and IW
ten points and shot IW into sec-

ond place overall behind Arthur

by five points. The overall points

so far in the intramural season

are: Arthur, 24; IW. ID; IN, 12;

2W, 10; Faculty, 8; IS, 5; and
3W, 4.

In the individual sports the

scores are Pushball: 2W, 10; Ar-

thur, 7; IN, 2; 3W, 2. Volleyball:

Arthur, 10; IW, 7; Faculty, 4.

Golf: IS, 5; IW, 2; 3W, 2. Flag
Football: IN, 10; IW, 10; Arthur.

7; Faculty, 4.

holding them to a 10-10 standoff.

Coach Carle admitted the team's

disappointment for failing to

emerge victorious in the contest,

but conceeded that Washington

had the better team, and that the

Tigers "played like hell defensive-

ly to stay with them."

In a game of lopsided statis-

tics, CC gained 107 yards passing,

but were held to a mere five on the

gi-ound. The latter figure is de-

ceptive however, as the only Ti-

ger touchdown was scored on ^

nine yard nin by halfback, Dave

Lanoha.

In reappraising the Battling

Bears from Washington U., Coach

Carle said he would have run more

and passed less had he known the

fine caliber of the Washington line-

backers.

Carle also lauded the CC de-

fense, which seems to rise to the

occasion ever more frequently as

the season goes on. Carle praised

Dan Stitt, Tiger defensive end, for

his best game of the year, and

middle guard, Jim Baker for an-

other fine effort.

This week, the Tigers will be

out to square their 2-3-1 record.

This is a team which has come to

life in the mid-season and is much

better than the record shows. This

will be even more evident after

CC pulls the puncli out of the Kan-
garoos pouch.

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to S+eaks

211 East Cuchaiias

(Across from Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513

STAMP IT!
irS THI RAOB

RBOULAR
MODBL

ANT 8^9
S LIKE TEXT ^S

Th« tiniil INDESTRUCnBLE HnAL
POCKET RUBBDt STAMP. U' < 2".

Bend check or moa«r ordw. B«
ure to Indada yoor Up Oodc He
posUse or handUns ^aicw. AU
Prompt (hlpmaat Strtlifictlon Oaanntaii

THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Doi 18623 Lanoi Square SMlm

ATLAPfTA, G«., 30326

Tiger Steve Meyers intercepts a

Washington University pass during

CC's Homecoming game, Satur-

day, October 21.

'Everything for

Every Sport"

119 N. Tejon 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday iill B:30 P.M.
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Trustees Give CCCA Go-Ahead

On Finalizing 3.2 Beer Plan

"The Board of Trustees has ta-

ken a step in the direction of ac-

knowledging the legitimacy of

student demands," atcord ing to

Bob Sears, chairman of the CCCA
(iinimittee which presented a pro-

posal to allow 3.2 beer on campus
at the regulai- board meeting, Sat-

urday, Oct. 28. The Board voted

\o ask the committee to finalize

(lieir proposal and announced that

\*-)ien the plan is ready, a special

meeting of the Trustees will be
lield so that immediate action can
lie taken.

The tentative proposal which was
|iiesented by the committee which
lias met weekly since its inception

reads as follows:

I. Present rules forbidding the
consumption of alcoholic beverages,
including 3.2 beer, in dormitories,

fraternities, sororities, or other

places on the campus, other than

a designated location, are to re-

main unchanged.
II. A location on the campus to

lie designated, providing a suitable

liicalioii can be found, where 3.2

heer can be sold. The operation of

the location to be conducted by a

Colorado College Students' Cooper-
ative Association, which will have
to be created for the purpose. The
implementation of the proposal will

depend upon the success of the As-
sociation in securing a license for

the sale of 3.2 beer at the desig-

nated location.

III. The above Association is to

be created by the CCCA which will

determine how it will be managed
and draft its by-laws. Membership
will be limited to students 18 years

old and over and only members will

be permitted to use the designated
location. A membership fee will be
charged and the proceeds will be
used to equip and improve the de-

signated location. Revenue from
the sale of beer will be used to

meet expenses and profits will be
employed to improve the designat-
ed location.

IV. Houns of operation will be
by the managing Board of the Co-
operative within the following lim-

its; Fridays—4 p. m. to 12 Mid-
night; Saturdays—12 noon to 12
Midnight ; closed on other days.

The time of operation may be ex-

tended to other evenings at the
discretion of the President, after

experience has been gained.

V. Only draft beer is to be
sold. Soft drinks and snacks are
also to be available for purchase.

VI. Presumably the designated
location is to be available to indi-

vidual students only and not to

groups engaging it for the even-
ing. This matter can be worked
out.

VII. Provisions for disciplining

students guilty of misconduct and
bad taste can be substantially the
same as in the original Guideline,

with the Managing Board of the

Cooperative playing a role.

In his comments to the Tiger,

Sears said that he is encouraged
by the action taken Satui'day be-

cause the action demonstrates that

"the administration and trustees

will consider reasonable proposals

presented by the students." He
stressed that the committee's
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10 Minute Registration Promised

To All Conscientious CC Students
Long waiting lines at registra-

tion are a thing of the pa.st as of
this fall, according to H. K. Polk.
CC's registrar. "By pre-registering
conscientiously, students can cut
the time it takes to register from
an hour or more to 10 minutes,"
Polk told the Tiger when asked
the purpose of the registering pro-
cedures which will be initiated be-
ginning with pre-registration on
Monday, Nov. 6.

Polk stressed that the new plan
can only work if students and ad-
visors work conscientiously during
the pre-registration procedure. He
urged all students to make ap-
pointments with their advisors to

discuss their planned programs for
next semester. At these meetings,
each student will fill out an IBM
card with his requested schedule.

He, his advisor, and the Registrar's
Office will each keep' one copy of
the cai-d, which will be the only
one that students will fill out.

From these cards, the Registrar's

Office will make class lists which
will replace the "Instructor's

cards" now being u=ed.

"thi ii'gislralion day. those stu-

dents who have no changes to

make in their pre-iegistration will

only need to stand in one short
line," Polk continued. They will go
directly to the Business Office,

pay their fees, and then drop their

certified packets off at the Reg-
istrar's Office. Since class lists

will replace the Instructor's Cards,
students will be done with the on-
tiie registration procedure as soon
as they deliver their packets to the

Registrar."

"Students who wish to change

their pre-registration will have a

much rougher time of it than
those who pre-registered cave-

fully," Polk stressed. Tiiese stu-

dents will be required to take
their proposed changes to their

advisors for approval and then
will be sent to "sectioning tables"

where it will bo decided if there
is enough room in the classes the
students wish to take. After the
worker.^ at the sectioning tables
have approved class changes, stu-
dents will proceed thi>ough the
regular registration procedure.
Polk added that other changes

in the pre-registration proccdui-e
will include pre-registration of in-

coming freshmen during tlie aum-
nier before they arrive at CC.
The official pre-registration per-

iod is from 8 a.m. Monday, Nov.
G until 6 p.m. Wednesday, Nov.
22. Studenta who fail to complete
their pre-registration by Nov. 22
will be assessed a $10 penalty fee

before they are allowed to register.

Registration will be held on Jan.
8, 19G8, and will be conducted ex-
clusively in Armstrong Hall. Class
listings may be obtained at the

Registrar'-^ Office.

International Relations Club Watches Nigeria

By Phil Feaniside
Mr. Ellis O. Jones spoke infor-

mally to the International Rela-
tions Club on "Watching Nigeria"
on Thursday, Oct. 26.

Mr. Jones first discussed some of

the histox'ical events leading to

the regional and tribal loyalties di-

viding Nigeria today. He spoke of
tiie poor transportation and com-
munication in Nigeria as having
allowed the development of very
small political units.

In the northern, Hausa speak-
ing part of Nigeria a well-estab-
lished system of small feudal king-
doms was in operation long before
t)ie arrival of the British. These
northern provinces had been con-
verted to the Islamic faith, and
were in communication with peo-
ples on the other side of the Sa-
hara.

In the south-western region of

present-day Nigeria lived the group
of tribes called the Yoruba. These
people lived in urban centers, with
organization similar to that of the

city-states of ancient Europe.
In the south-eastern region lived

;i less rigidly organized clan-

oiiented people called the Ibo. The
Ibo lacked the great respect for
authority, absolute sex discrimin-

ation, and the well-established so-

cial hierarchy of the other tribes.

When the British expanded their

influence in Nigeria in the middle
iiiirt of the last century, they fol-

lowed Lord Lugard's policy of "in-

ilirect nile." This entailed making
fjoononiic deals with tribal chief-

tains, rather than carrying out a

wholesale reorganization of the
country's power structure and ad-

iiiinistering it as an outright col-

ony. "Many Nigerians hold that
the British indirect rule had under-
liinned a failing and discredited

legime, and had thus kept the

Northern Peoples down."
Under British influence, it was

the Ibo tribe that "took all the

-Hlniinistrative and civil service

posts in Nigeria." "They were . . .

l^ind of the Jews of that area . -

they were quick to become edu-

'ated . . . and willing to travel."

"Today, if there's anyone with a
skill . . . whether he be an office

'^'erk or a carpenter, you can be
fairly sure he's an Ibo."

The three tribes despise each

other. "You have no idea what
racism is until you've been in an
African country," said Mr, Jones.

An Ibo is thought of as "a pushy,

aggressive little man who's out to

get you if he can," a Yoruba is

considered by the others to be "an
ignorant savage," and the North-
erners are "ignorant beggers . . .

still living in the thirteenth cen-

tury."

In 1960 the British set up a fed-

eral government to bring these

three disparate groups together in

an economicially viable nation.

This was the beginning of a pat-

tern of unsuccessful British at-

tempts to creat economically via-

ble federations of ideologically

and emotionally opposed groups

living in geographic pi-oximity. Mr.

Jones mentioned the cases of

Northern and Southern Rhodesia;
Tanzania, Kenya, and Uganda;
India and Pakistan; and the South
Arabian tribes near Aden as other
examples of this policy.

Akukabar Balewa, a Yoruba,
was elected prime minister of the

new country of Nigeria. During
his administration three political

parties formed aitjund regional af-

filiations, and power was grad-
ually transferred from the federal

government to the three regions.

(Continued on pane seven)

The long registration lines seen last fall will no longer torment students

as the registrar's office initiates new procedures.

Faculty Approves New Courses, Major
In a report submitted to the fac-

ulty during their monthly meet-
ing on Monday, Nov. 30, the Com-
mittee on Instruction announced

proposed additions to the curric-

ulum, including an inter-disciplin-

ary seminar, two seminars on the
problems of the urban dis-advant-

Nobel Laureate to Speak Nov. 7
Dr. Willard F. Libby. winner of

the Nobel Prize in chemistry in

1960 and former member of the

Atomic Energy Commission, will

deliver the 1907 Roberts Memorial

Lecture Tuesday, Nov. 7. His topic

will be "Atomic Space Science."

The lecture, open to the public

without charge, will be given in

Armstrong Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

In addition to the endowed science

lecture. Dr. Libby will speak on

"Space Chemistry" to science stu-

dents in Olin 1 at 4:00 p.m. earlier

in the day. This talk is also open

to the public.

Dr. Libby was born on a farm
in Grand Valley, Colorado, and
moved later with his parents to

California. He attended the Uni-

versity of California, at Berkeley,

where he received a bachelor of

science degree and doctorate

(1!)33) and continued there to

teach chemistry.

During World War 11. in the

vital phase of the Manhattan Pro-

ject, Dr. Libby assisted in the de-

velopment of the gaseous-diffusion

process for separating the isotopes

of uranium, a fundamental prob-

lem in the development of the

atomic bomb.
After the war, Libby joined the

newly formed Institute of Nuclear
Studies at the University of Chi-

cago and specialized in peaceful

employment of the atom. Investi-

gating the feeble radio-activity of

air, he found that a good part of

it conies from carbon-14, a radio-

active isotope of carbon that is

formed when cosmic rays hit nitro-

gen atoms in the atmosphere.

Dr. W. F. Libby

Living plants absoi'b carbon-14
from the air, and animals get it

from the plants. When the plant
or animal dies, the carbon-14 in

its tissues slowly diminishe.s (half

life equals 5700 years) and the
time that has passed since its

death can be calculated accurately
when the amount of carbon-14 re-

maining is measured by means of

its radiation.

This dating system, which Libby

checked on ancient objects of

known age, such as human hair

from F^gyptian tombs, has been
fabulously successful. It is now
used to date objects as diverse as

charcoal from neolithic campfire.s

and trees killed by Ice Age gla-

ciers. This won Dr. Libby his well-

deserved Nobe! Prize.

Libby 's laboratory career was
interrupted when he was appointed

ii member of the Atomic Energy
Commission by President Eisen-

hower. In 1959, Libby resigned his

commissionership and became a

Profes.sor of Chemistry at UCLA.

The widely-known scientist is

[jresently special Visiting Profes-

•^or of Chemistry, Physics, Astro-

jtliysics and Aero-Engineering at

the University of Colorado and
(Continued on pan*-' tivc]

iigcd. and a new major in Political

Economy. All were approved by
the faculty.

The Departments of History,

Philosophy, Political Science, and
Engli-sh proposed an inter-discip-

linary seminar on the topic, "Amer-
ican Culture of the 1920's." Pro-
fessor Gordon, representing those

departments, stated that the pur-

pose of the seminar will be "to

bring together a group of students

and teachers for one semester, aB

an experiment, to attempt an in-

tegration of several disciplines

brought to bear on a period of

American history. The approach

will not be general but will utilize

the specific principles and meth-

ods of the disciplines involved."

If this seminar proves successful,

it is hoped that future courses can

be set up on this pattern so as to

bring in as many disciplines and

teachers as possible.

Two seminars on the urban dis-

advantaged were also pi-oposed.

The first, |)roposed by Professor

Hochman and approved by the De-

partments of Anathropology, Polit-

ical Science, and Sociology and by

the Teacher Education Committee,

will be concerned with the prob-

lems of teaching the urban poor.

Professor Hochman stated the rea-

sons for the proposed seminar;

"There are two reasons why it

may he desirable for us to under-

take a program to prepare our

students to deal with disadvan-

taged youngsters. First, there is

now a great nation-wide need for

persons who have the inclination

(Continued on pnse five)
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BEER PROPOSAL
After many weeks of hard work, the CCCA's committee on 3.2 beer

has presented a tentative proposal for a student Coop to operate a beer

outlet on campus. The committee is to be commended for its work thus

far in the process of having student requests heard by the Board of

Trustees. We are encouraged that the Tiiistees have been willing to lis-

ten to and discuss legitimate proposals presented through proper chan-

nels by the CCCA.
It speaks well for the CCCA that they are being considered the legit-

imate voice for the students on matters which are primarily of student

initiative. We hope that the CCCA will continue to work with all seg-

ments of the campus to continue initiating valid proposals for the im-

provement of CO life.

We feel that the tentative beer proposal has many valid points which

should be incori>orated into the final proposal which will be presented to

the Trustees. A student cooperative seems to be one way in which stu-

dent interest can truly cause betterment of the school. There are, how-

ever, many problems 'which must still be met. Legal opinions must be

obtained, a location set. and many other administrative problems must

be solved. These details will take much work on the part of the com-

mittee and many suggestions from interested students.

We are looking forward to seeing the finalized |)roposal which will

be presented to the Ti-ustees and hope that the encouraging note which

was struck this week will be an indication that CC students will actually

have a voice in tliis and many other matters.

INNOVATION AT CC
This week has been one of innovation and change on the CC campus.

It indicates to us that CC is not stagnating, but is attempting to keep'

up with the changing needs of college education and is using creative

thought to give CC students preparation for their adult years.

The action taken by the faculty in creating a program for teach-

ing the urban disadvantaged is a highly imaginative idea, designed to

meet one of the major problems of our society and to fill a large vacuum

which has been neglected by colleges for many years. While no new

major was adopted to incorporate the teaching of ui-ban disadvantaged,

the topic lia? the potential of expanding into one of the most valuable

courses of study at CC. We hope that if the pi'ogram succeeds in its or-

iginal stages, the Departments of Education and of Sociology will design

more courses dealing with the subject and will continue their imagina-

tive thinking in the field of education.

The second major innovation which the faculty adopted presents us

\vith an exciting prospect. Political Economy is becoming more and

more important as our government becomes involved more deeply in the

economic and social life of the nation. People with good backgrounds in

the field are badly needed and the demand for them will continue to

increase.

By creating a new major in political economy, the departments in-

volved have recognized the scope of the topic and have wisely chosen not

to attempt to incorporate the topic into existing majors. A full major

field in the subject can provide students with much more comprehensive

understanding than could a few courses incorporated in other major

fields, and can also be expanded in meaningful ways as the need arises.

The TIGER is accepting, contribuiions for Hs poetry and

OXJEST creative writing supplement, QUEST. Any one wishing

to have original work published should contact Skip

POETRY ^^^''^ "^ Extension 356. The QUEST supplement will

he published in mid-Noveudier.

By Jerry Hancock

Last weekend, the dynamic duo

of Hancock and Crissman infil-

trated the Western States Repub-

lican Conference held in Denver.

By posing as members of the

working press, we were able to get

a first han<l look at some of the

leading contenders for the Repub-

lican championship and a second

hand look at some of the non-

candidates.

Governor George Romuey op-

ened the conference by participat-

ing on a panel dealing with "Labor

and Business." Romney seemed

nervou.s, unprepared, traditionally

Republican and always on (he de-

fensive. At a breakfast held in his

honor he called Lyndon Johnson a

"master brain washer" and called

the President's budget a "phoney."

Now this was an unfortunate

choice of words, because as the

story was reported by UPl Rom-

ney had called the President a

"phoney." Romney was forced to

issue an "explanation," but it

didn't seem to help much. UPI

also reported that Romney issued

the statement standing on a chair

with "donut and coffee in hand."

The Salt Lake City press men

were more concerned about the cof-

fee than either the donut or the

"phoney" crisis. It seemed at times

that Romney's brain was not only

washed hut bleached.

Applications for

Editor Available

Applications for Tiffer editor are

available at the Rastall Center

Desk beginning today. The Tiger

editor is chosen by publications

board to serve from Jan. 1, 1968

until Jan. 1, 1069. Anyone wishing

to apply should return his appli-

cation along with a letter of re-

commendation from a faculty

member to Jerry Hancock by Fri-

day, Nov. 10.

Students Given

Awards by TIGER
The Tiger will be giving out

awards each month for the out-

standing news, feature, and opin-

ion stories appearing in the pre-

vious month's issues.

Winners foi- September are Bob

Ckibby for his news stories headed

"V.P. Humphrey Peppers Pickets"

(Sept. 15) and "Professor Bitter

Busts Beer Bust" (Sept. 22); Bar-

bara Witton for the feature story,

"ROTC Reviewed by Recent Re-

cruits" (Sept. 22); and Gary
Knight for his opinion article

"Nugget Shrugged" (Sept. 15).

Winners were selected by the

Tiger editorial staff and faculty

advisors.

While Romney was speaking iiii

business and labor, the Honorable

Charles Percy, freshman senator

from Illinois, held a press confer-

ence. Of all the Republican lead-

ers at the conference, Percy was

by far the most impressive. He

was smooth, almost Kennedy

smooth; prepared; articulate and

well-informed.

Most of the questions from the

press dealt with two subjects: Viet

Nam and the Republican ticket in

1908. In regard to Viet Nam,

Percy stated be did "not favor con-

tinued war escalation by the U.S.

More importantly, he said that

many decisions were political, be-

cause they involved increasing the

chances of war with China or the

Soviet Union rather than military.

As far as the Republican ticket

in '68 is concerned, Percy first of

all ruled himself out for candidate

and then said that two other non-

candidates. Governors Rockefeller

and Reagan, would make a "pretty

sexy ticket."

On Saturday the conference re-

turned to those thrilling days of

yesteryear with Barry Goldwater

and Everett McKinley Dirksen.

Barry told an audience of 3,000

wildly cheering fans that we must
win the war and that our only

choices were total victory or com-

plete defeat. He received a stand-

ing ovation when he said that a

"putrid, paltry 50,000 [peace

marchers] don't represent my
America."

In a press conference he said

he will run for the Senate in 1968;

he also endorsed a Nixon-Reagan
ticket. Perhaps the most ominous

thing said the whole weekend was
that G5% of the delegates that

were in San Francisco will be in

Miami.

Everett Dirksen is probably the

most popular Republican in the

country, and as always it was not

what he said but how he said it.

He told his audience that we are

an "unhappy country" because of

the frustration of a "two front

war," a lack of direction by the

administration and America's de-

clining prestige. The night before

he spoke in Denver, he had been

given a matched set of ax han-

dles by Governor Lester Maddox.

Perhaps more important than

CORRECTION
It was incorrectly stated in last

week's re\iew of the play "Luther"

that the production had been put

on by Theatre Workshop. However,

it was produced by the drama de-

partment with the cooperation of

the Religious Affairs Committee.

Moy^ Hu QolUcfe £Uofb
Across from Campu: TELEPHONE 634-3657

Slacks!

Slacks!

JEANS and CORDS*
" LEVI'S oj course

uko . . .

JANTZEN

RUSS TOG

VILLAGER

WHITE STAG

COUNTRY SET

the people who were at the con-

ference were the ones who were

only represented. Richard Nixon

and Ronald Reagan both main-

tained "hospitality rooms." Nixon'-

was always the most crowded, mit

because of any support for hi?

candidacy but because of hi?

freely flowing alcohol. Reagan's

suite was more interesting, if a

little less happy.

It can be described as a non-

candidate's non-hospitality room

full of non-political literature. Tiu'

man in charge gave us such "non-

political" things as a Report tn

Califomians — The First Eight

Months of the Reagan Administrn-

tion. a Draft Reagan petition ami

a Reagan bumper sticker. Unfor-

tunately they had no bumper

stickers proclaiming Reagan for

non-President; those might have

gone over pretty well.

Sunday November .^. lil(i7

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"The Violence of Faith"

Preacher:

Professor Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader:

William Oman

There is a strange saying by

Jesus in one of the Gospels about

taking the Kingdom of Heaven liy

violent means. The sermon this

coming Sunday hopes to speak

about this term and its possible n?-

levance for today. It seems th:if

there are two possible eva.'^lvi'

claims of religion by people to-

day. One is that religion tries li>

make life too easy; and the othfv

group of people assert that it tend^

to make life too diffieult. Against

these contradictory viewpoints thi?

saying of Jesus stands in the Gos-

pels and it is hoped that it can

speak with power and meaning.

Professional Dry Cleaning & Laundry

Special:

PANTS (LADIES SLACKS) . . .

SKIRTS

SWEATERS (Plain)

3 WHITE DRESS SHIRTS ... 75c

I
LAUNDRY

I

1
801 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-1476
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AWS Halloween Party: A Time of Wonderment for Underprivileged

Children, But How Long Will CC Soothe Its Conscience Wl+h Mere
Parties?

Forum Committee Hosts

Talk on Japan Today'
The Colorado College Forum

Committee will present John K.

Emmerson speaking; on Tuesday,
Nov. 7 at 4:00 p. m. in the WES
Room at Rastall Center. Mr.
pjmmerson's topic will be "JAPAN
TODAY."

John K. Emmerson was bom in

Canon City, Colorado on March 17,

1908. He spent his junior
year at the Sorbonne in Paris, re-

ceived his Bachelor of Arts degree
from Colorado College, and hi?

Master of Arts degree from New
York University. Subsequently, Mr.
Emmerson taught history and ci-

vics at the Nebraska School of

-A. griculture, did further study at

Georgetown University, and in

1933 became Assistant Director of

the Berlitx School of languages in

Chicago. Mr. Emmerson was first

assigned to Japan as a language
officer in 1935. After spending
two years in Tokyo, he served as
Vice Consul in Osaka and Taikoku
(Taipei). In 1940 he was appoint-
ed Third Secretary in the Embas-
sy in Tokyo.

In 1941 Mr. Emmerson returned
to Washington where he served
briefly in the Division of Far
Eastern Affairs. In 1942 he went
to Lima, Peru as a Second Secre-
tary and Vice Consul. From 1943
to 1945 he was detailed as a Poli-

tical Advisor on the staff of Gen-
eral John W. Stilwell in the China-
Burma-India theater. In Febraary,
1945 he returned to Washington to

serve briefly again in the Division
iif Far Eastern Affairs. In August
uf that year he was assigned as a
Foreign Service officer in the

Headquarters of the Commander-
in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet, Admi-
ral Nimitz, but due to the ending
of the war was immediately reas-

signed to the Office of Political

Advisor to SCAP (General Mac-
Arthur) in Japan.

In 1946 Mr. Emmerson returaed
to Washington and sei-ved as the

Assistant Chief and Special Assis-

tant to the Chief in the Division

of Japanese Affairs. In 1947 he
went to Moscow as a First Secre-

tary. In 1949 he returned to Wash-
ington where, after a year at the

National War College, he was ap-

pointed Planning Advisor in the

Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs. Af-
ter two years at this post, Mr. Em-
merson was subsequently assigned
Karachi, Pakistan as Counselor of

Embassy and Deputy Chief of

Mission.

Upon the termination of this

tour in 1955, Mr. Emmerson was
transferred to the Embassy in

Beirut, Lebanon as Counselor and
Deputy Chief of Mission. In 1957

he because Political Counselor in

the American Embassy in Paris.

In 1958 he was appointed Consul
General with the personal rank of

Minister to the American Consul-

ate General at Lagos Nigeria, and
in 1960 transferred to Salisbury,

Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasa-
land as Consul General with the

personal rank of Minister. In 19G2
Ml-. Emmerson was appointed Min-
ister and Deputy Chief of Mission

of the Embassy in Tokyo. In

January, 1967 Mr. Emmerson took

up duties at Stanford University

as State Department Senior Fel-

low "Diplomat in Residence."

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

I 171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Oisount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

Psychoanalytical Interpretation

Of History Discussed by Freed
Douglas Freed of the Py\'chology

Dopa itment, in a lecture titled

"Luther and the Psychoanalysts."
discussed the psychoanalytical in-

terpretation of an individual's be-
havior and its influence on history.

To (he orthodox Freudian. Mar-
tin Luther's character fils Ihe mold
of those whose development has
been "hung-up" on a difficult
childhood stage, in this case the
anal period. People who have fix-
ated at this stage exhibit authori-
tarioii tendencies, which, in Luther,
miphi have originated from con-
flicts with his father over discipline
at the ages of one or two.

This problem affected his rela-
tionships toward the church and
God, for Luther alternated be-
tween groveling submission and
open defiance, at the same time be-
ing overly conscientious and often
expressing his hostilities through
anal imagery. It was this vacilla-
tion between obedience and rebel-

lion u'hirh led tu his ultimate
break with the church.

By discussing four aspects of

Luther's behavior: his relationship

with his father, his conflicts with
authority, his preoccupation with
anal imagery, and his frequent
guilt feelings and over-conscienti-

ousness; Dr. Freed posited the
psychoanalytical detenninents of
the decisions Luther made. How-
ever, Dr. Freed also pointd out
that interpreting history by rely-
ing on the psychoanalysis of nn iii-

dividual long dead is risky. Ignor-
ing the shortcomings of psychoana-
lytic theory in analyzing behavior,
such an interpretation must be
founded an a character's childhood,
about which, in the case of histori-
cal figures, there is usually little

existing data.

The next lecture in the series
will be given on Nov. 9 by George
Drake on "Why Luther's Reform?"

THE COLLEGE WAYNE'S
BARBER SHOP
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HAIR STYLING Open 24 Hours
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PAUL'S FLOWERS
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ATTENTION
Promising Young Men

Friduy, Ni>vernbcT 10, 1967, Mr.

Keyte L. Hason of the home office

of the Northwestern Mutual Life

Insuranee Company, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, will be on campus con-

tiucting Interviews for positions as:

SALESMEN
FINANCIAL COUNSELORS

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Seniors ant! Juniors interested in

remunerative work wliile studying

and learning in a Financial Counsel-

ing Training program are invited to

make appointments at the Placement

Bureau.

Openings available in choice loca-

tions for responsible men of

iiigest integrity who desire to

develop skills in working with

successful business leaders

and professional people who

are themselves enjoying a

high level of income and are

in need of top professional

counseling,
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ttathau>aif^

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

Says Symposium Speaker Jones:

Navajo Market
Choke Mccils — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

lEE'S ENCO SERVICE

TUNE UPS
ATLAS TIRES

-T- STATE INSPECTION
:- ATLAS BATTERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAIiiE ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

NOW SHOWING CHIEF THEATRE

MIVFYOUSIE?^ WHJT HAPPENED TO HER?

'"^

THIS* • ""'"'"^'"-
-'

HOUSE^OF
I Local P'"«^"^r (t iiie SHOCKING FACTS dwuv^Kd «iihinihe-

^ A- attracliMecol|

I lasi-aey I iIiiilLLLLUi
FROMlAMERICAN INTERNATIONAL ,.COLORSCOPE

WENTPRICE-MARTHAHYER-GEORGENADER-;.„:TH[DOi !
"V

3:35 5:35 7:35 9:35

i^au/j CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

--:l'^:3«^-

LONDON SHOP for Men
offers an excellent selection of suits in two or

three piece (vested) for the gentleman who is

considering an addition to his wardrobe.

UnnJinn ^\^ap for men

Number Ten E. Pikes Peak Ave. Telephone 635-2126

Charge Accounts Invited

Republicans Suffer Identity Crisis

By Kalliy Tompkiii

"Sliort of a niajm- domestic cri-

ses, the Republican Party can be-

('onip the majority party only by

convincing more citizens to ident-

ify themselves as Republicans," ac-

cording to Dr. Charles O. Jones,

professor of government at the

University of Arizona and a

speaker in the 1%8 Symposium on

"The American Presidency."

Dr. Jones is the author of The
Republican Party in American
Pnlifics; Parly and Policy-Making;

Ihe Role of Political Parties in

Congress (with Randall Ripley);

and Every Second Year: Congres-

sional Behavior and the Two year

Term. He will be speaking either

Tuesday, Jan. 9, on the general

subject of "The Making and Mar-
keting of Candidates" or Friday.

Jan. 12, on "The Presidency in

Action,"

Active and well-entrenched in

the R?publican hierarchy, Dr.

Jones has analyzed thoroughly the

party's factions and its future, as

is evidenced by a sampling of his

writing:

"In order to convince more
Americans lo identify with the

Republican Party, two elements at

minimum arc essential: time and
organization. Unfortunately, poli-

tical professionals are not able to

think in long-range terms. Most of

their effort must be spent meeting
short-term demands.

"Fortunately for the vitality of

the American two-party system.

Republican politicians are not fa-

talistic about their party's chances.

Many of tliem would scoff at much
of (my) analysis and continue to

offer varieties of solutions design-

ed to return the party to its

"rightful" position as a majority

party. At present, there are at

FSG Refreat lo Study

Man's Relation lo Self
"Man and His Relationship to

Himself and to Society in Different

Cultures" will be the subject of a
retreat planned by the Foreign
Students Committee on the week-
end of Nov. 11 and 12 at the Bear
Trap Ranch on the Gold Camp
Road. Among the professors invit-

ed to participate are Douglas
Freed of the psychology depart-

ment, Carlton Games of the music

department, and Joseph Pickle of

the religion department.

Those attending will leave the

college at noon on Saturday and
return Sunday aftemoon. The
cost to members of the Foreign
Students Committee will be $2.50

and to non-members $5.00. This in-

cludes all meals and sleeping ac-

comodations. Please watch for a

sign-up sheet at the Rastall Cen-
ter Desk.

least two and possibly three dis-

cei-nable groups within the party

that offer prescriptions for success.

"The first group ... is that led

by former Senator Barry M. Gold-

water of Arizona. It is the con-

sei-vative, or right wing, of the

party. The conservatives have long

been denied dominance in the na-

tional party organization, though

they traditionally have had
-strength in the congressional party.

"Republicans in this group claim

that victoi-y has eluded the party

because it has not been time to its

own traditions; it has not been vo-

cal enough in stating a philosophy;

it has been a "me too" party.

"The second group in the Re-

publican Party . . . are the "mod-
erates," and they have had several

leaders. The most recent is Presi-

dent Eisenhower. The moderates

had quite a different view of the

American voting public. A Major-

ity can be fashioned by projecting

an image of the party as a moder-

ate party because most Americans

are moderate,

"There is a third group that is

somewhat less distinct. They are

very close to the moderate position

but they tend to be more liberal,

especially on the issues of civil

rights and urban problems. For tln^

most part these are Republicans

from highly indu.<^trialized and ur-

ban states. Many of them are in

the United States Senate—for ex-

ample, Jacob K. Javits, Clifford P.

Case, Thomas H. Kuchel—but the

most active national representative

of the group has been Governev

Nelson A. Rockefeller of Ne\^-

York. This third group . . . wouM
concentrate Republican efforts in

the large metropolitan areas of

the nation, attacking Democratic

boss rule and trying to attract De-

mocratic and independent votes by

offering impressive alternative pio-

grams for solving public prob-

lems."

Dr. Jones will be one of tlie

many outstanding and controver-

sial speakers featured during Sym-
posium Week. Tlie Sjnnposiuni

will open Monday evening, Jan. S,

with Sir Denis Brogan and will

conclude Friday night with a straw

vote of the Symposium audienci?

on the upcoming Presidential elec-

tion.

Bogart Series to Begin Sunday

Rastall Center Board's Humph-
rey Bogart movie series will begin

this Sunday, Nov. 5, at 8:00 p. m.

in Olin Hall I. The admission price

will be 50 cents per night, or all

five nights for ?2.00. Tickets may
be purchased at Rastall desk or at

the door.

On Sunday night, Nov, 5, the

movie will be "Casablanca," star-

ring Bogart, Ingred Bergman,

Peter Loore, and Paul Henreid,

This movie, which received three

academy awards, is set in Vichy

French North Africa during the

Nazi era.

Monday's film will be "High

Sierra," an exciting gangster flick

filmed in the High Sierra Moun-
tains. This movie stars Bogart, Ida

Lupino, and Joan Leslie.

Tuesday, Nov, 7, will bring "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre," a

story of greed—"the one enemy
against which all men are power-

less." Besides Bogart, Walter
Houston and Bruce Bennett are

in this academy award winner.

Because Wednesday is academic

night, there will be no mo\'ie on

Nov. 8. However, "The Caine Mu-
tiny" will be shown on Thursday,

featuring Bogart, Van Johnson,

Jose Ferrer, and Fred MacMurray.

The series will close Fri'iay night

with "The Maltese Falcon," often

spoken of as cinema's most famous
detective story. The cast, which

tells the story of the missing and

mysterious falcon, includes Bogart,

Sydney Greenstreet, Mary Astor,

and Peter Loore.

These five films constitute what

has come to be known as the "Bo-

gart Canon." In them are all the

famous Bogey mannerisms : the

raspy voice, the stem, poker face,

the cynical sneer, the colloquial

expressions, and the self-confident,

"don't give a damn" manner.

All at once, this cinema tough

guy has become the idol of mo\'ie

addicts across the nation. Students

at Hansard University have mob-

bed ten successive Bogey festivals.

Vef^ ^fieciatltf Priced

"(^uM-Ouf S,,u 15.99

other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $23.99 and $36.00

* 3.2 Beer Plan

(Continued from page on*l

wuik is just bginning and that

there will be many more meetings

of the committee bfore the propos-

al is I'eady to present to the Trus-

tees.

Among the first steps that will

now be taken will be a study of

the legal and political aspects in-

volved in obtaining a beer license.

The school's attorney will be ask-

ed to write a legal opinion discus-

sing the restrictive covenants which

are written into the land deeds and

the provisions about these coven-

ants in the mortgages of 12 of the

buildings on the CO campus.

The committee also plans to re-

search the prospects of obtai:iing a

beer license from the Colorado

Springs City Council and of incor-

porating the student Coop as plan-

ned. The committee consists of

Sears, Kenneth Curran, Dean
George Drake, Dean J. M. Eeid,

Dean Christine Moon, Professor

David Finley, Vice-president f'""

campus development W. R. Bross-

man, Steve Ehrhart, and Bill

McDonald.

'J&#
l07S.Tcjoa
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Tom Schuster "Heads" the ball as Elioi Field watches during Saturday's soccer game against Mines.

"your Business Is Appreciated"

Just (J Short Walk from (.'o//c^<-

Open 8:00 A, M. to 9:00 P, M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 Norlh Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi ov Slereo)

*
Faculty Meeting

(Continued from page one)

and ttie knowledge to deal with
special ])roblemK encountered in

iiiner-cify scfiools. Second, a num-
Iht of our sturienis would probably
be interested in such a program.
They would be attracted because it

would appeal to tbeir sense of
idealism and their desire to do im-
portant work."
The new program is not a major,

nor is it even equivalent to what
might be called a minor. It in-

cludes the addition of one-semester
seminar to the curriculum, but that

is the only new offering involved.

Otherwise, the program utilizes ex-

isting courses without restnjctur-

ing.

The third seminar, which will

ha a part of the new program in

the problems of teaching the urban
ilisadvantaged, will be taught by
Professor Boderman of the Sociol-

ogy Department. The seminar will

deal with problems of education
in disadvantaged urban ai-eas.

Among the topics to be examined
are: the effects of different school

characteristics on what culturally

disadvantaged children actually

learn; the effects of family back-

ground, personal values, teachers,

and classmates on individual
achievement; types of expenditures

which might improve public schools

in slum areas; the amount of con-

trol which schools now have over
the achievement of disadvantaged
ciiildren; and the consequences of

segregation and desegregation on
school achievement. The seminar
will be one semester in length.

The new program, including two
seminars mentioned above, would
include six semester hours in spe-

cified courses, six or seven hours

from a prescribed group of courses,

and a one semester hour seminar.

This should be possible for almost

all students to undei'take within

the existing framework of the

cnllege requirements. In addition,

students would do summer and
volunteer work with disadvantaged

youngsters, but they would receive

no credit for these undertakings.

• Dr. Libby
(Continued from page one)

University of Denver, and Profes-

sor of Chemistry and Director of

the Institute of Geophysics and

Planetary Physics at the Univer-

sity of California in Los Angeles.

the Roberts Memorial Lecture

is the major science lecture of the

Ji-ar on the Colorado College cam-

Pus, as one of a series of three

t^'iido^ved lectures encompassing the

fields of science, social science and

the humanities. It is endowed by

the family and friends of former

Colorado College Board of Trus-

tees Chairman Harold B. Roberts.

Senior Michael Johnson will in-

ti-oduce Libby at both the after-

noon and evening lectures. John-

son, an acquaintance of the scien-

tist, wa5 instrumental in arrang-

ing his appearances at Coloratlo

College.

In further action taken at the

faculty meeting, a new major in

the field of poltical economy was
:i])proved. The major, proposed by
the Departments of Economics,
Business Administration, Po-
litical Science. History, and Philos-

ophy, will emphasize the study of

the "feasibility and wisdom of

government action to influence the
economy."

In his preseutatioii to the fac-

ulty, Professor Ray Werner of the

Economics Department defended
the program: "Its emphasis on the

feasibility of government action

with attendant constraints of po-

litical ideology, institutions and
personalities places the subject

partially in the academic discipline

of political science. Knowledge of

the consequences of alternative ec-

onomic proposals is the intellect-

ual concern of the economist.

"In our present program of

studies it would be extremely dif-

ficult, if even possible, for a stu-

dent to major in one of the par-

ticipating disciplines and also

complete all the other courses sug-

gested in this program." Professor

Werner added that by adding

courses in political economy to al-

ready existing major recfuirements

those departments involved might
prevent students from choosing

classes in other fields.

Course requirements for the

new major will include courses

from economics, political science,

and history. Students majoring in

political economy will also be re-

quired to submit a senior thesis

on "an interdisciplinary subject of

his own choosing," to take com-
prehensive exams to be admin-
istered by the Departments of

Political Science, Economics, His-

tory, and Philosophy, and to take

the GRE area tests.

Monarch Ski Area
and

Ski Town Lodge

1967-68 Rate Schedule

ALL-LIFT TICKET

STUDENT (12-22 yrs|

CHILD (under 12) ...

WesLoiids a

Holiday Periodi

Full D»y Half D.y

_. $5.00 $3.00

,.. 3.50 2.25

.. 2.00 1.25

SEASON PASS

ADULT
2nd ADULT .

STUDENT .._.

CHILD

Individual

575,00

50.00

30.00

Wosldayi

J J.00

2.26

I 25

Family

$75.00

37.50

25.00

15,00

Family, Group and Military Rates also available. Write fof portic

LODGING AT SKI TOWN

LODGE
MOUNTAIN COTTAGES ..

CHALET — 5 BEDROOM (SLEEPS 181

KITCHEN. DINING ROOM, 2 BATH, &

LIVING ROOM WITH FIREPLACE

1 Person 2 Parsons

$ 3,00 $ 5.00

10.00 10,00

3 Pof*oni 4 Porioni

i 7,00 $ 9.00

12.00 14.00

3T Day P8f Wool.

SO.00 i^Sn.OO

FHEE COLOR BROCHURE AT RASTALL DESKI MONARCH SKI AREA, SALIDA, COLO. 81201

SK! TOWN, GARFIELD. COLO. 81227

lli'?iil?i'g'
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box In Town!!

A
N

S
T
A
U
R
A
N
T
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THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
2081/j North Tejor, Siroet • Colorado Springs, Colorado

Writing home for money?

Enclose your appeal in a

pretty little Peter Pauper
book. Subtle. We'll gladly

giftvvrap and mail for you.

{We'd like to see your allow-

increased, too.)

1 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy —
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

' /?7 / r #IM A'T'
i/t/SAAZ-i'"-''--''

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemth\i CI JeJcH

NOW OPENS THE .

3.2 BEER

„jf
>, ON TAP or TO GO

flhMX GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATURING

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

3tS^ Tacos 19c

1004 South Tejon

ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY &. THURSDAY

Telephone 634-4591

JOYCE does it again with . . .

Charge it with . . .

BankAmericarcl
Carte Blanche
or our own
Convenient Charge

Jusf Steps

from the

An+er's Plaza

Cushioned crepe in

Hayriiie Suede

$16.00

^ota€/

WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR
146 Chase Stone Center— 635-2201
Validated Parking Undercover—Escalator
To Plaza Level or Park 'n Shop Stamps

Campus
Parking Restrictions

A .'^|)Ocial aroa has bocn set

aside on Cutler Circle in front

of Rastall Center for Molorcy-

cif Parking. Effective today,

Nov. 3, 1967, all motorcycles

parked anywhere on the circle

other than the designated cycle

aiea will be ticketed. Cars park-

ed in the cycle area will also be

ticketed. There is no appeal for

these violations.

To avoid confusion in the fu-

ture, it should be noted that tic-

kets are not issued to cars park-

ing on the left side of the Cut-

lei- Circle unless the front or

rear wheels are over the yellow

square.

UNICEF Cards
UNICEF greeting cards will be

available beginning Monday, Nov.

Ct, for ail students and staff who

have placed previous orders. Extra

boxes of greeting cards and extra

calendars will also be available for

anyone who may wish to purchase

theiTi.

The cards are being sold by Kas-

tall Center Board as a community
service project, and cost $1.50 per

box. Calendars are $2.50. All pro-

ceeds will be donated to the United

Nations Children's Finid.

Vista Recruiters

VISTA recruiters will be on the

Colorado College campus, accord-

ing to assistant field director De-

bora Signoracci, on Nov. 17, 1967,

More than 75 percent of VISTA
Volunteers are drawn from collega

campuses. This year, VISTA will

recruit and train 4,500 Volunteers

to serve in more than 300 projects

from coast to coast and in Hawaii,

Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Vir-

gin Islands.

The projects are located in ur-

ban slums, rural areas, Indian re-

servations, migrant camps, Job
Corps centers and mental hospitals.

VISTA trainees may express a pre-

ference for location and type of

assignment.

The Volunteers train intensively

for six weeks and sei've for one
year. They receive a monthly al-

lowance to cover basic living ex-

penses. At the end of seiwice, they
receive a stipend of $50 for each
month served.

STAMP IT!
ira THB RAOE

REGULAR
MODEL

ANV S^3
3 LINE TEXT flS

The finest INDESTTtUCTIBLf METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. W I r.

Send clicck or moaey ordsr. Ba
Bure to include your Zip Ood«. Ko
postage or handllDK eh&rstB. Add
sales tax.

Prompt itilpmwL Satitfartlon GuumntMd

THE NIOPP CO.
P. 0. Soi 1S623 Lsnoi Square Station

ATLANTA, GA,, 30326

Announcements
Rastall Records

Coffee for Libby

Delta Epsiloii, an honorary

science fraternity at CC, will

have a coffee to welcome Dr.

Willard Libby, Nobel Laureate

and Roberts Memorial Lecturer,

at 3:30 p. m. Tuesday, Nov. 7,

in the lounge of Olin Hall, pre-

ceeding the 4:00 colloquium.

All interested students and fac-

ultv are < h'ally invited.

Traffic Hearing
There will be a Traffic Hearing

for all students who have acquired

violations rturing the past month
next Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7:00 p. m.
in room 207. Rastall Center. All

students who wish to appeal vio-

lations must appear at this time.

CRUD
The Center for Research and

Undergraduate Development an-

nounces its first publication, the

result of first fniits of intense eru-

dition and bibliophilism. The work
is tentatively titled Platitudes for

All Occasions: A Scholar's Guide.

"A long-awaited response, now at

one's fingertips"—Dr. Johns. "A
concretized universal"—Dr. Mauch.
CRUD is vaguely associated with

The Colorado College. Those wish-

ing copies of the publication are

referred to any of the members.

Ski Movie
Exploring the fascinating ski

slopes of Portillo, Chile, in South

America will be part of the spec-

ial film showing "The Secret Race"
at Olin Hall on campus Thursday,
Nov. 2, at 8 p. m. with Dick Ban-y-
moi'e, narrator. Ann Brinkerhoff

Beatty of Denver will be in

charge, assisted by Kay Pulling of

Washington, D. C. Both spent last

summer in South America and are

avid enthlasiasts of Portillo's ski

and apres-ski activities. All stu-

dents are cordially invited to the

showing and there is no admission
charge.

For further information regard-
ing showings contact Bill Gerber.

Astrologer
"The Bruadway Shell and Muse

Space Band" will be playing at the

Astrologer this Friday from 8:30
to 12:00. As usual a light show
and refreshments will be provided,
Admission is 50 cents.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNUAUAN CHURCH

730 North T.jon

634-2093

Rastall Center Board will be

making additions to the Rastall re-

cord collection and requests that

ail suggestions for new records,

which will be purchased by the be-

ginning of second semester, be

placed on the "Request List" at

Rastall desk beginning Nov. G.

Donations Requested

Any faculty members or stu-

dents who would like to donate a

small sum of money for three win-

ter coats for a Mexican-American

family, please contact Ray Sifton

at extension 484 or leave donations

at Rastall desk. The family is ex-

tremely poor, and at this time,

the children have no warm clothing

for the winter months.

College Republicans

There will be a meeting of the

CC College Republicans Monday,
Nov. 6, at 2:30 p. m. in Rastall

Center.

GCGA Nugget Hearing

The CCCA will hold a public

hearing concerning the advisa-

bility of continuing or suggestions

for improving the Nugget at 3:30

Tlmrsday in the ASCC room. Alt

interested persons are urged to at-

tend.

Bookstore Open House

In order to officially introduce

its new browse room, the College

Book Store will hold an "Open
House" all day on Friday, Nov. 3.

Refreshments will be served from
10:00 to 11:00 a. m. and from 2:00

to 4:00 p. m.
All students, faculty and stalT

are invited.

GRE Dates
Institutional GRE's are being gi-

ven Friday and Saturday, Nov. 10

and 11, in room 300 of Armstrong
Hall. The Area tests will be given

on Friday afternoon beginning at

1:00. Advanced GRE's begin at

8:30 Saturday morning, and tiie

Aptitude test starts at 1:00 Satur-

day afternoon.

Alumni Hockey Game

Director of Athletics Jerry Carlp

announces that faculty members,

as well as students, will be admit-

ted to the Colorado College Var-

sity-Alumni hockey game Saturday

night, Nov. 11, on activities tick-

ets. Game time is 8:15 p. m. in the

Broadmoor World Arena.

"As long as the school is run-

ning club soda in its drinking

fountains, the least they could do

is provide free scotch and ii-'^

cubes." Jerry Magnusson

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP
This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admi:ssion tree

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minut« from the campus]
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Mrs. Elsa Reich, Fine Arts Center librarian.

FAC Provides Library Services
One of tJie lesser known serv-

ices of the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Centei- is the art library, lo-

cated in the northwest comer of
tiie main building just off the

theatre lounge.

Originated in 1934 as part of

;i gift from the Taylor Museum,
the library now contains over 8,500

Ijooks, including many bound jour-

nals; a large number of curreiit

magazines on art, anthropology,
interior decoration, and photog-
raphy; bulletins, catalogues, and
reprints from leading museums,
galleries, and publishers. There is

also a fine collection of art re-

productions, which are on loan,

as are most of the other volumes,

for one week.

Besides the fine arts collection,

the FAC Library is an excellent

source of information on anthrop-

ulogy, specializing in the Amer-
ican Southwest, especially Indian

art and culture and Latin

America.

The library is primarily of serv-

ice to members of the Coloraro

Springs Fine Art Center, but has

extended library privileges to Colo-

lado College students and faculty

and teachers of the Cplorado

Springs region.

The library is open daily ex-

cept Saturday and Sunday from
1:15 to 5:00 p.m. and evenings, in-

cluding Sunday, from 7:00 to 9:00

p.m. Students who use the library

aie asked to use the back door

fiom the entrance on Cache La
Poudre.

On duty each day is Mrs. Elsa

Reich, an exceptionally qualified

librarian who holds a doctorate of

law degree from the University of

Bern in her native Switzerland, in

ufidition to a certificate of library

science from the University of

Utah.

A collection of particular inter-

est to art students is the SKIRA
collection of books featuring indi-

vidual arti-^ts. These books are

)iublished in Switzerland. To vali-

date their outstanding quality each

reproduction that appears in a

SKIRA book is sent to the mu-

eum to be compared with the or-

iginal on color and exactness.

The library maintains a bio-

graphical file by author and a

^Bverythlng for

Every Sporf"

119 N. Tejon 636-3348

8:00-6:00— Friday llll 8:30 P.M.

file on anthropological subjects by
country, A collection of small re-

productions of artistic work-s and
newspaper clippings is also avail-

able.

* Watching Nigeria
(Continued from page onp)

In 19G2 the Ibos and the North-
erners joined against Balewa and
jailed him. "This coup was lead

by a group of young Ibo army of-

ficers, but tliey lacked the neces-
sarj- power to kill tribalism , . ,

an da .second coup was pulled by
Col. Gowon. Gowon, a Northerner,
is still head of the federal gov-
ernment."
The present split of the Ibo

region to form the "Republic of
Biafra" is a direct result of the

bloodshed in Gowon's coup. "The
middle belt tribes were responsible

for slaughtering SO.OOO Ibos and
for the fleeing of 700,000 refu-

gees." ".
. . Gowon is im|)o^ing na-

tional unity by force . . . The peo-

ple in thi.s coup Gowon's men are

. . . illiterate soldiers, . . , trained

to like killing."

"Tiie Biafra revolt occurred just

after the U.S. had sent a plane to

Mobutu to put down the white
mercinaries in the eastern part of

the Congo. Congress took excep-

tion to this and would not let the

U.S. government send arms to the

Nigerian Federal Government.
within two weeks the U.S.S.R.

,>ent aims to the Federal Govern-
ment. The Biafraus then cried that

the Federal Government was a

Communist plot, and asked what
we were going to do about it. The
O.A.U. has stayed out of this . . .

and the Nigerians have had to

stew in their own juice."

Debaters Compete in Busy Weekend
The CC debate squad has been

very active in tournament compe-
tition the last two weeks. Four
teams competed in an intercolleg-

iate tournament held at Regis Col-

lege in Denver Oct. 20 and 21,

three teams travelled to an inter-

collegiate meet at Texas Techno-
logical College in Lubbock Oct. 27
and 28, and a total of seven teams
debated at a local Colorado-Wyom-
ing tournament at CC on Saturday,

Oct. 28.

The junior division team of Ann
Livedalen and Marilyn Moon ad-

vanced to the quarter-finals at the

Texas Tech meet before losing to

a team from the University of

Denver. Livedalen and Moon
reached the quarters after winn-
ing five preliminary debates out of

six.

At the local CWFA tournament,
Ron Melichar and Alison North-
cutt scored a first-place victory in

Ron Melichar and Allison North-
while the teams of Roye Ely anil

Stephanie Bennett, Sue Gross and
Chuck Lambie, were undefeated in

three rounds of junior division de-

bate.

The next trip for the squad will

be this weekend to Texas Christ-

ian L'niversitv in Fort Worth,
Texas.

CC Freshman Wins

National Ski Award

Bino (Marc) Levitt, a fresliman

at Colorado College, received the

Alta Diamond early in October in

a special presentation during John
Jay's ski movie at Olympus High
School.

Levitt is the first teenager to re-

ceive the coveted award.

Alf Engen, chairman of the Alta

Diamond Committee stated during

the presentation "that Bino Levitt

is more deserving of the honor than
anyone I know."

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-3004

(2^ blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjo's and All Accessories

Band Inatrummt Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

QIl|r ItUag^ Jnn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON "66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHEITI RAVIOLI LASACNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

litaatntt lell Inn
fealuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. (ill 10 P.M.

Ice-Cold Beer with MoaK

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Teion 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Cliaif^e Account Invited

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only S'A blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

dcmpubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

' 516 N. Tejon 633-1721

SONY EEZlHEiZj'
AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS

$129.50
The finest Display of Quality Sound
Cquipmenf in Colorado Springs!

VOICE & V/S70A^ BONUS OFFEH
With the

Voice a Vt

pufchase of any tape recorder from
you dre entitled to the following

FREE TAPE CLUB MEMBERSHIP

Free Usc of Pro Microphones

Complete Service Deparfment
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RUNNING SENSATION Dave Lanoha scampers for yardage against the Austin College Kangaroos. Lan-

oha accounted for two Tiger touchdowns and 150 yards rushing in Saturday's losing effort.

Crunched by Kangeroos, 49-25;

Tigers Host Gracelaiid
By Dan Bernsleiii

Bad breaks continued to be the

trademark of the CC Tiger 1967

football campaign, as the team re-

tums Iiome from Texas to face

Graceland College in its season

finale.

The Tigers, 2-4-1 after Satur-

day's crushing 49-25 defeat at the

hands of the Austin College Kan-
geroos, are rated in the "poorest

physical shape of the season" by

Head Coach, Jerry Carle.

Wliat happened in Texas? Mike
Muller, CC's outstanding end team-
ed up with quarterback Dave Cog-
gins for the first Tiger touchdown
of the game. But in the process,

he suffered a hip injury which will

sideline him for the remaining con-

test. Team captain and hard-hit-

ting linebacker, Bob Hiester tore

all the cartiliges in his ribs, and
will not see action against Grace-

land.

Other players who are definitely

out are Dennis Malone, who suf-

fered an over-extension of the

knee, and Jeff Bayer, whose right

leg is firmly enclosed in plaster-

of-paris.

Coach Carle attributed CC's los.s

to bad breaks and a flat defense.

In the second quarter, the Tigers

fumbled twice inside their own 20-

yardline, and the Kangeroos pounc-

ed on tlie ball each time. In all,

Austin amassed three second per-

iod tallies and led at the half, 29-0.

Dave Lanoha, the weekly bright

spot in the Tiger attack, scored

two touchdowns, and ran for close

to 150 yards. Dave Coggins passed

well, but was incapacitated by the

loss of Muller, his favorite target.

A physical regrouping will be

the major game plan against

Graceland, and despite the numer-

FOOTBALL

CC vs Graceland College

1:30 P. M. — NOVEMBER 4— WASHBURN FIELD

Coin Operated

Save Time!

Save Money!
when you serve yourself

+o

Highest Quality Gasoline

^v 4>

us and heavy injuries, the Tigers

will be out for victory in their

last game of the season.

7908

Tigers Smash

Texas U., 15-0
"It was different when the Ti-

gers went to Texas to play their

first game in the Lone Star State,"

Juan Reid, dean of men, head foot-

ball coach in 1941, and football his-

torian, said in a reminiscing ses-

sion this week with Coach Carle

and some of his players. "Of course

that was 59 years ago."

In the first game the Tigers de-

feated the University of Texas by

a score of 15 to 0. In smothering

their opposition, they exhibited a

new and dazzling type of football

that left the Texas coach open

mouthed.
"The forward pass was legalized

in 1906," said Dean Reid. "It was
in (he rule books and it was legal

but not many teams used it or

even understood its potential. The
majority still thought of football

as wham and through the middle

of the line. But Colorado College,

under Coach J. R. Richards, knew
what the pass was all about and

had practiced it diligently."

The Tigers had played straight

football in the first half of the

1908 game but between halves

"Coach Richards instructed the

quarterback to uncork his assort-

ment of forward passes. This

proved the undoing of the locals.

They had not been instructed in

this style of play for some un-

known reason."

Colorado Springs 695 S. 8+h

. Sports .

.

Kickers Face CSU;

Smash Miners, 5-0
By John E. .Morris

The forward line of the CC soc-

cer team methodically ripped apart

the opposition's defense and Tiger

fullbacks frustrated every Miner
scoring attempt as the kickers

pulled out a convincing 5 to vic-

tory over the Colorado School of

Mines last Tuesday in Golden.

The Miners—who had lost to an
excellent DU team the week be-

fore by only a 1 to scoi'e—were
n-ot as easy to overcome as the

final tally would indicate. In the

first period, the game stayed very

close with neither team scoring,

though both kicked several close

sliots.

The s it u a t i n remained un-

changed until Tiger Steve "Lurch"
Andrews lofted a corner kick from
left toward the goal. Peter Morse,

using liis patented scoring method,

dived forward and headed the ball

into the nets for the first CC goal.

Mines came right back and al-

most scored on a shot that hit the

upper lefthand corner of CC's

goal posts and bounced out for

no score. Goalie Clayberg covered

the ball, to stifle the threat. From
then on, the Tigers seemed to iiick

up steam and played their sound-

est game to date.

WitJi just a minute and a half

left before the half, Eliot Field, at

left inner, took a left footed shot

that hit the bottom of the Min-

ers' cross bar and the ball bounded
in for the score. Score at half:

CC '> Rlmec;

In spite of CC's two goals, the

game remained close throughout

the half and Coach Richardson by

no means underestimated the

power of Mines to come back. But
the Tigers didn't let up and dis-

couraged any possible Mines rally

early in the third period.

With just four minutes gone in

that quarter, Ned Pike, right half,

sent a kick forward toward the

Miner goal. Field, adopting Morse's
tactics, lunged forward and headed
the ball into the nets for his sec-

ond goal of the afternoon.

Seven minutes later. Pike lofted

a corner kick across the goal face,

Several Miners jumped for tht

ball, but left wing, Tom Schuster,

came in and headed the ball intu

the right side of the goal. At thi?

end of the third period CC led

4 to 0.

CC's last goal came with just a

minute and a half to go in tin?

game. Morse took a cross path

from right wing, Evan Griswold,

and punched the ball into the

lower right hand corner of the

goal by the outstretched hands of

the sprawling Miner goalie. Final

score: CC 5, Mines O.

Tomorrow, Saturday, the Tigers

take on the Rams from Colorado

State University in Fort Collins.

This game will be CC's last roaii

game before the team takes nn

the University of Denver on No-

vember 11 and the Air Force

Academy on November 18. Both

games will be at home on Stew-

ait Field

Tom Schuster vaul+s over the Mines goalie after making an unsuccess

ful attempt to score.

FOOTBALL MENTOR Jerry
Carle attributed CC's loss to

Austin College to bad breaks and

a flat defense.

JUNIOR TACKLE Carl Jordon mirrors the dejection of a game Tiger

team after its bone-crushing, 49-25 defeat at the hands of the Kan-

geroos of Austin College.
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(See page 8)
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CC Players Bow Out Semester with 'The Lute Song'
A Colorado College cast of 57

students will present the colorful

Chinese music-drama, "The Lute

Song," Thursday, Friday and Sat-

urday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18, in Arm-
.strong Hall at 8;20 p.m.

The first presentation of the

play, written by Kao-Tong-Kia, was
before the Imperial Court of

I'eking in the year 1040. The ver-

sion being offered by the Colorado

College Players is an adaptation

by Will Irwin and Sidney How-
ard of a 14th century revision of

the play, "Romance of a Lute,"

which has enjo\ed a continuous

stage life in China.

The play was first presented on
the New York stage in 1946 with

Mary Martin playing the leading

role of Tchao-ou Niang. In the

Colorado Springs presentation, the

role will be played bv sophomore
Ellen Ball.

CCCA Ponders Beer, Money, Food
At their meeting on Monday, the

members of CCCA discussed three

major items: money, beer and food.

By unanimous vote the College

Council approved a Budget Com-
mittee Report. As a result of the

success of homecoming, the com-
mittee felt it could allocate an ad-

ditional thousand dollars. The re-

port recommended that the Tiger
receive an additional 400 dollars,

300 dollars more for Forum Com-
mittee and 300 dollars for the Poli-

tical Association of Colorado Col-

lege.

Acting President Cmran gave

a report on the actions of the

Board of Trustees concerning pro-

liibition of beer on campus. At
tlieir meeting on (Jet. 28, the Board
gave approval for the Beer Com-
mittee to continue investigating the

piissibilities of forming either a

Of /Monkeys and Men

corporation or association to obtain

a license to sell beer on campus.

President CuiTan has asked the

college's legal advisor to investi-

gate the legal obstacles to the
proposal.

Cal Simmons, Chairman of the

Food Advisory Board, reported

that the Hub menu had been ex-

panded by five items, as had been

suggested. Professor Boderman as-

ked if the menu could be expanded
even more to bring back some of

the old favorites. If this could be

done, perhaps more faculty would
return to eating lunch in the Hub.
The Food Advisory Board was also

working with Saga and the busi-

ness office on the optional board
plan that was approved by the Col-

lege Council last spring. Hopeful-

ly, the plan can be implemented
by next semester.

Others with leading roles are

Tchang, the manager, David Ben-

net; Tsai-Yong, the husband,
James Swanson; Tsai, the father,

Martin Bentz; Madame Tsai, the

mother. Donna Yorton; First prop-
erty man, Michael Sawaya; sec-

ond property man, David Sullivan;

Prince Neiou. Christopher C.

Gibbs; Princess Neiou-Chi. Janet
I'obinson; Sitchun, Cynthia Rosen-
er; Youen-Konh, and the stewai'd,

Jebediah Wovmhoudt.

The play is dii-ected by William
K. McMillen, associate professor
of speech and drama, who is being
assisted by Stephen Blake.

All seats for the three perform-
ances are resc-rved. The admission
for the genei-a! public is $1.50
with tickets available at the Ras-
tall Center desk beginning Nov. 8.

Holders of activity cards also may
get their tickets at the Rastall
desk.

Tliis is the last presentation of
the Colorado College Players this

semester.
G bbs as Prmce Neiou,

tion of The Lute Song.'

ground, as Pnncr^s N^'iou-Chl <ind Chris
will be featured in the CC Players' produc-

Libby Sees Space As Last Frontier
By Lynn Wilber

The Roberts Memorial Lecture
in Science was given by Dr. Wil-
lard Libby at 8:15 p. ni. in Arm-
strong Hall. This series of annual
lectures was instituted in 1962 in

honor of the late Harold Roberts,

Shearn Says 'Heart of the Matter' Is Research
By Faith Hughes

Speaking on "Behavior and
Body Spirits" in his two faculty

lectures delivered on Oct. 2G and
Nov. 2, Professor Donald Shearn
of the Psychology Department
stated that physiological psychol-

ogy has experienced rapid growth
ill the past several years and now
the most active literature in psy-

ctiology is in that area. Speaking
in his first lecture on "Penetration

of the Brain," Searn stressed that

there is also a need for behavioral

analysis, understanding how tam-
pering with the brain affects be-

havior. Therefore, "both the phys-

iological structure and the experi-

mental analysis of behavior are

critical for understanding the func-

tion of the brain."

In one experiment with donkeys,

shock stimulation of the brain was
tised to get desired beha\ior. This

stimulation was a positive rein-

forcement and after a number of

instances in which a turn in a

certain direction was followed by
the stimulation, the donkey tended
to turn in that direction with

f^reater frequency. From this stim-
ulus conti'ol, the donkey was made
to navigate up a mountain and
then retuni to the laboratory.

I Control of the stimulation was
possible through a backpack appa-
latus orientated to the sun.) In-

terestingly, the area which is re-

warded is the verv same area that
will be punished if the stimulus is

"-ft on too long, and of course,
such pain will have a negative ef-

*'ect on behavior. In this experi-
ment, one can see the necessity
for both anatomical and beha\'ioral

analysis.

Brain study uses stimulating
and recording electrodes in pai'ts

^i the brain, destruction and the

behavioral analysis method of

Thorndike, Pavlov and Skinner.

As an example of the recording

methods, Mr. Shearn played a

tape of the sound fiom the firing

of one brain nerve cell in a mon-
key. This animal had been trained

to press a key and it was found

that this cell had an inticipatory

burst to that response.

Studies have found that the

ideas of a brain center is a fic-

tion. It is more accurate to say

that the brain is made up of var-

ious levels of activity. One site

may control many things and one

thing may be controlled by many
sites. For instance, stimulation of

one site in the coi'tex will cause

movement as well as blood flow,

independent of each other, in the

arms and legs; the hypothalamus

is involved with many basic pro-

cesses: sex, sleep, food intake,

etc.

Another study mentioned was
concerned with the purpose of the

corpus callosum, that band of

fibers that unites the two hemis-

pheres of the cortex. "Destruction

of this fiber mass produced no
effect that could be detected for

a long time. Lashley thought its

purpose was essentially mechanic,

but he didn't know enough. Others
removed this and arranged the

eye tracts so that they were not

crossed (they usually pass to both

hemispheres)." It was found that

discrimination training of one eye

did not benefit the other eye and
when there was reverse discrim-

ination for each eye, the test for

conflict revealed that one eye

tended to dominate, especially in

monkeys and humans, although
not at all in cats. The conclusion

is that "this surgical lesion had
produced two independent brains,"

With repeatable experiments
such as the above, "modern psy-

chology is approaching the main
body of science, and the 'watei-'

betfeen them is receding." How-
ever, there is still a "gap
between science and technology and
man's knowledge of his own be-

havior." Mr. Shearn suggested
Hint people with any talent to

'.ork in the laboratory should stay
'lere. He brought up Skinner's

\ iew of Albert Schweizer, a man
who would have helped so many
more people if he had used his

genius for laboratory work rather

than on a person to person basis.

Prof. Shearn's last lecture was
entitled "The Heart of the Mat-
ter." Basically, he discussed the

events, cultural and experimental,

which prompted his own interest

in physiological psychology and
more specifically in cardiac, cardio-

Professor Donald Shearn

alumnus of Colorado College, class

of 1908. The title of this year's
lecture was "Atomic Space Sci-

ence."

Dr. Libby began his lecture by
emphasizing the citizen's responsi-

bility to government sponsored
programs in the sciences, especially

those in the atomic and space fields.

He then proceeded to demonstrate
wily we have this responsibility.

Libby comjiared the current

space program with the voyage of

Columbus, emphasizing that space
is one of the few (rue frontiers

left to modern man in the field of

science. He expiessed fear of dire

consequences if the United State.^

does not pull ahead of the Russians
in the field of space research and
technology.

Dr. Libby digressed for a time to

point up some of the advances
made by the space program so far.

Among these discoveries he listed

the following: (1) the discovery

of the so-called "solar wind" of

ionized particles from the sun

which fcathe the solar system;

(2) the discovery of the difference

between the magnetic field of earth

and that of Venus; (3) the discov-

ery of the lack of a magnetic field

on the moon; and (4) new insights

into the origin of life based on

the discovery of organic matter in

meteorites from deep space. He
then outlined a number of the pra-

tical results of space i-eseaich,

among them: (1) advances in tele-

l>hone communication through the

atmosphere; (2) contributions of

space photography to the fields of

mappin;^ and mineral pi-ospecting;

and, (3) value of research in the

foundation of meteoi-ological pre-

diction facilities.

Libby o'utUned these advances

because be is distressed bv the fact

that the Government has cut back

the space program. He feels that

this is an exti-emely un-economic

u-;e of our engineering power. He
.^aid, "f)iir .space program is dying.

This is a tragedy which we cannot

allow w'thon! prnlcst." Fie expres-

sed his belief that the Viet Nam
wir can be won as a result of

space research and technology.

Libbv is concfmed by the fact

that the Russian's Venus shot

showed them to be a good five

years aliead of us in the space

field, and said, ".
. , wuuld nut be

surpi'ised if the Russians bt'iit us
to the moon by years."

Dr. Libby believes that wi^ must
have a jioweiful scientific and tech-

nological program going all the

time in ordei- to attract bright

minds which would othei'wise be

captured by industrial concerns.

Libby illustrated hU point by dia-

cusaing atomic research and the ef-

foct.s of a i)owerful program in this

field. He discussed some of the bas-

ic advances in atomic research
and expi'essed his belief that the

monetary expenditures for such

research will pay for themselves
many times over in the technology

reaped from these basic findings.

He discussed the "fringe benefits"

which re.sult from even blind-alley

research such as that of the now
defunct atomic airplane.

Di-. Libby closed his lecture by

appealing to the citizen's reapon-

sibility to ask probing questions

concerning our scientific future

and to influence congressmen to

carry out our wishes ba.sed on the

answers to these questions. He
posited as his thesis the belief that

if you get interested people work-

ing togethei' in a high-powered
program, the benefits will pay for

itself many times over.

Ik- believes that the control for

this program cannot be left to in-

dustry because there the -scientist

does not have the freedom of in-

quiry he would have if backed by

the government.

He .said that it is unfortunate

pcrhap.s that our new frontiers

appear to be only technological.

Nevertheless, he said, we should

back interested people until the

frontier itself is dead. The atomic

program is no longer as important

as it once wa.s, and this is the reu-

sr)n why we must not let Ihe space

program die.

Following the lecture there was
a biief question and answer per-

iod. Among the more interesting

questions were these (para-

phrased):

Q. Can we catch the Russians 1

A. "Of course, just working at

it."

Q. Why beat the Russians to

the moon?
A. We don't need to necessarily

(Contlnuird on pngc tn-o)
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Symposium Skiing
While the Tiger cannot propose to tell students what their activi-

ties during Sjniiposium Week should be, we do feel that some events

of the past two weeks deserve mention. A group of students, working

in cooperation with the Aspen Ski Area, have been promoting an Aspen

Ski Week to be held from Jan. 8 through 13 and have been falsely

stating that that period is the last week of Christmas Vacation.

The official end of Christmas Vacation is Jan. 8, when students

are expected to return to campus (or registration. Symposium is part

of the official school calendar and as such should not have non-school

activities organized for large numbers of CC students in conflict with

it.

We realize that many students would go skiing during Symposium

Week whether or rot there were an organized ski trip planned. Our

argument is that the sort of group activity organized for Aspen should

not be arranged for that same week.

Symposium is an important and unique part of CC's curriculum.

It provides a deep look into subjects which are normally treated only

briefly during regular class time and definitely is a valuable addi-

tion to the academic life of the school. We feel it is an insult to the

many famous speakers who will be here from all parts of the country,

to greet them with an empty campus and a disinterested student body.

We hope that in the future students will realize that they are at

CC to learn, and that Aspen will still be here long after students have

graduated and left their formal education behind.

Selling in Dorms
Over the past few days, a number of college-age men have been

in the ciorms soliciting subscriptions for magazines, claiming that they

can win scholarships from the Ford Foundation and the Office of Ec-

onomic Opportunity if they amass enough "points" through their

magazine sales. While the Tiger is still in the process of checking the

claim made by these salesmen and is unable to verify their statements

at this time, we feel that their activity and the activities of those like

them should be examined.

Many of these "scholarship" groups cannot be trusted. Numerous

cases have been presented in which students paid their money to sub-

scribe to magazines and have never received the publications they or-

dered. Students, therefore, should be wary of the claims put forth by

solicitors who approach them in the dorms.

The school's official policy is that no salesman may approach stu-

dents in the dorms. If salesmen are active in the residence halls, students

would be wise to determine whether or not these salesmen have received

special permission to work in school living areas. The administration, in

turn, should enforce their no solicitor rule as fully as possible and all

people involved should report any verifiable cases of illegal activities

to the proper law enforcement authorities.

The TIGER is accepting coiHributions for its poetry and

QUEST creative ivritiug supplement, QUEST. Any one wishing

lo have original work published should contact Skip

POETRY ^'"''^ "' Extension 356. The QUEST supplement will

he published November 17.

CC: More Help, Fewer Parties
By liayiiiond -Sitton

Mexican and Negro families in

Colorado Springs live in squalor,

ignorance, and frustration, virt-

ually ignored by the State, Com-

munitv and College. It is estimated

by the El I'aso Counly Welfare

Departmeiil Ihat 42% of these

people live in "sub-standard hous-

ing (without proper heat, light and

sanitation facilities), and that

36% of these families are surviv-

ing on what are termed "subsist-

ence* incomes. The reasons for this

poverty are not simple, but

many are easily recognized: Colo-

rado Springs have a very low

wage scale, resulting from the

labor union's inability or lack of

desire to organize lower income

workers; poor educational oppor-

tunities, which tends to deny to

these people the social mobility and

motivation with which to better

themselves; and finally, subtle

discrimination, which tends to iso-

late these people in certain sec-

tions of the city and denies them

good jobs, and most importantly,

self-respect. The last reason is n

social problem, not an economic

one. It arises in Colorado Springs

not because of overt practices, but

because the Community as a whole,

out of sheer apathy, allows the

discriminatory practice.*; of a few

to continue unchecked.

Mexicans and Negroes are gen-

erally not employed in downtown

Colorado Springs businesses in

high positons because, as one busi-

nessman told this writer, "Our
customeis don't like to see Mexi-

cans and Negroes in our stores."

Schools in Colorado Springs gi-oup

poor Mexican and Negro students

in "B-groups" (slow learners) for

their educational betterment, but

in fact, discriminate against the

poor by isolating them from the

rest of the school community and

ignoring their special problems.

Tliese discriminatory practices

could be stopped if the community
in general would overcome its

apathy. It is true that the State

of Colorado has done little for the

poor, especially the Mexican, in

the areas of legislation or support

for their cause. However, for a

city of the size and wealth of Colo-

rado Spi-ings to allow poverty,

hunger, and discrimination to exist

within its confines is unforgivable.

And even more unforgivable is thr-

fact that we at Colorado CoUegf,

an institution with the talent and

finances to help these poor, ha\t'

done nothing more than to give an

occasional party, motivated not b^-

the problems of poor children, but

by a sense of self-satisfaction, that

liand-wringing warmness whicii

one gets by giving trinkets to th'^

natives. We have lelinquished om
responsibilities as a College Com-

munity.

It is time we forget our new

cars and clothes, our parties and

ex])ensive dances, our own fears

and problems, and mobilixe oui

talents and resources to solvr

these problems. If our generation

has the right to attack the estab-

lished order, then we also have a

duty to change it.

Grinell Abolishes Women's Hours
GRINNELL, la. (LP.)—Grinnell

College has abolished women's
hours effective immediately. Presi-

dent Glenn Leggett said the Board
of Trastees approved the new pol-

icy in the belief "that any regula-

tion of college women's hours, ei-

ther by the college or by the indi-

vidual, is a matter of security ra-

ther than morality and that rea-

sonable security can be assured

within the women's residences

without the necessity of the col-

lege's maintaining an arbitrary

'hours' system."

Dean of Women Alice O. Low
said the decision was made after

careful and lengthy discussion

among indi^^dual students, the

representatives of student govern-

Sunday. Nov. 12. 1967

11:00 a.m.

Sermon title:

Practice."

Preacher: Professor Kenneth

Burton.

Worship leader: Davon Shipley.

There is a verse in the Gospels

where Jesus says, "Those who
merely make a profession of re-

ligious faith and cry 'Lord, Lord'

will not enter the Kingdom of

God." It is this verse we hope to

speak about this Sunday. The
Reformation theologians are

greatly exercised about the rela-

tionship of faith and works and

it is hoped to make this seemingly

academic question a matter of

concern and urgency for our own
time.

nient groups, the Faculty Com-
mittee on Student Affairs, and
the student deans.

"The college is aware that sig-

nificant changes have occurred

over the years in attitudes and
practices which affect the social

regulations of women," Dean Low
said. "These changes have been

imposed on college women in their

fi'eedom to remain outside the

college dormitories, and the hours

imposed on most campuses today

are far more liberal than they

were only a decade ago." Dean
Low added that it has been in-

creasingly difficult to justify the

regulation of women's hours since

neither contemporary parental

practices nor educational philos-

ophy tends to -support such reg-

ulation.

"The way a student uses his or

her time clearly has an effect on

the individual's academic success

and social life, but the relative ef-

fect varies greatly on individuals

and at different times," Dean Low
said.

"From an academic point of

view, it seems likely that self-

regulation, with its irdierent nece:^-

sity for the sometimes painful de-

velopment of self-discipline and an

increasingly intelligent sensitivity

to priorities and pi-oportion, has a

firmer educational justification

than a gradually relaxing system

of arbitrary hours set by the

college."

Dean Low said the self-regula-

tion of women's hours will apply

without regard to parental per-

mission, adding that college va un-

willing to continue to undertal^e

regulation over and above that

which parents are able to encour-

age.

"The responsibility must re;^t

with the individual student aiHi

with her parents in their normal

family relationship," she added.

"Profession and Vietnam So/ution

Trade Ky to NLF
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (CPS)—

|

In a recent speech at Yale Univer-

sity Gilbert Harrison, editor of the

New Republic magazine, proposed

a simple solution for the Vietnam
problem, all the while keeping his

tongue-in-cheek.

He said that, as a first step, the

U.S. should allow the NLF to take

over the government of South

Vietnam. If it did so, according to

Harrison, our present allies in that

country would be forced to take

to the jungles and swamps.
When Ky and his supporters

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE 633-9856
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Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

Rwere forced into the wilds, Hani-

son hypothesized, they would be-

come guerillas while the NLF wa*

turning into an ordinary, ineffec-

tual milffitary force like the pic-

sent South Vietnamese army.

Since most experts agree that

conventional forces need a 10-1 aii-

vantage over guerillas to defeat

them, the NLF would probablv

find itself undermanned, Harrison

suggested, and would eventually

be overcome. Then Ky and com-

pany could take over for good.

Placement Interview
Mr. Keyte L. Hason of the hoin''

office of the Northwestern Mutual

Life Insurance Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis., will be on the Coki-

rado College campus, today, Fii-

day, Nov. 10, to speak with stu-

dents interested in careers in life

insurance under-writing and estate

planning. Mr. Hason will be at tlif

college placement office from '

* Libby Sees Space
(Continued from page one'

beat the Russians, but we mu:^i

be able to. Our way of life may

depend upon it.

Dr. Libby received his Phi''

from the University of Californi:>

at Berkeley. He is the recipient of

a long list of honors from various

institutions. He received the Nobel

Prize in li>GO for his work on the

Carbon-14 dating method. Cuv-

lently Dr. Libby is visiting profes-

sor at the University of Colorado

and is visiting scientist at the Uni-

versity of Denver.
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Prof. Gray Co-authors Three Books

THE PACC HAS ITS NEW QUARTERS in the Alpha Phi House on
ihe west side of the Colorado College Campus,

PACC to Open Headquarters
The Political Association of

Colorado College (P.A.C.C.) met
Tuesday, October 31, at its new
headquarters in the Alpha Phi
house.

It was agreed that the PAAC
woTiId be open Monday through
'i'hursday evenings from 6:30 to

10:00, beginning when the Asso-
ciation's periodicals arrive some-
time ill late November,
The PACC, which has been

given $300 by CCCA, is consider-

ing subscribing to such periodicals

as: Jeunc Afiique. Granma, Der
Spiegel, The India Times, Atlas,

Punch, Ham parts, the American
Political Science Review, and the

N ( w Y o r k .Sunday Times, The
PACC will also be receiving a

number of periodicals free of

charge, including political party

|iublicationS| and the Congressional

Record. Members of the club vol-

unteered to donate their own sub-

scriptions to: Time, Foreign Af-
fairs, National Observer, U.S.
News and World Keport, National
Review, New Republic, Cyprus To-
day, the Christian .Science Mon-
itor, the Wall Street Journal, and
Le Monde.

The group wonid like to find

people willing to donate subscrip-

tions to many periodicials, includ-

ing "11 a m p a r t s," "ChaUenge,"
"American Political Science Re-
view," and "Newsweek." Loans of

paperback books on political af-

fairs are also needed for the pro-

posed PACC paperback library.

Those present at the meeting
signed up for committees working
on publicity, organizing the IRC
Model UN, and for supervising the

PACC headquarters during the

hours that it is open to the col-

lege. It is still possible to volun-

teer for any of these committees.

Dr. J. Glenn Gray, professor of

philosophy at Colorado College, is

one of the authors of three new
books which have conie off the
press recently.

In Naturalism and Historical

Understanding, a series of essays
on the philosophy of John Her-
man Randall, Jr. "Dr. Gray is the
author of a chapter titled "Ran-
dall and German Idealism."

In a second book. Phenomenol-
ogy and Existentialism, edited by
Edward N. Lee and Maurice Man-
delbaun\ and published by The
Johns Hopkins Press, Dr. Gray's
essay is titled "Poets and Think-
ers: Their Kindred Roles in the
Philosophy of Martin Heidegger."
It is his conclusion that there is

a serious estrangement between
the poets and thinkers, between
philosophy and literature. He e.\-

presses "hope that philosophers
may once again take seriously the
discoveries of creative writers who
are not consciously seeking to Mo'
philosophy."

The third volume, The Modern
Vision of Death, edited by Nathan
A Soott, Jr. and published by the

John Knox Press, consists of a
diverse collection of thoughts by
eminent authors who reveal how

Championship Soccer

CC vs DU
Saiurday, Nov. 11-1:30 Stewart Field

Introducing . . .
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moderns grapple with the peren-
nial perplexity of death. The six

axithor^ discuss modern attitudes

toward death as reflected in mod-
ern literature, politics, philosophy,
theology and personal experience.

In liis chapter titled "The Prob-
lem of Death in Modern Philos-

ophy," Dr. Gray comments on the
modern American attitude of ig-

noring death and its inevitability,

points out that "awareness of

death may well be, for many of

us, a deep fountain of possibility,

stirring us into full realization of

the preciousness of living,"

Ur. t;iay. \\iu> joincit tlie Colo-

rado College faculty in 1948 as
an associate professor of philos-

ophy, is a widely known writer in

magazines and professional jour-

nals and is the author of two
books. The Warriors and Hegel's
Hellenic Ideal.

Symposium Meeting
A geiicni! Sym|>osiuni Ciiiiimil-

toe meeting will be Iield nt -hOO
p.m.. Monday, Nov. 13, in the
WES room. All intoreated stu-

dents are cordially invited to sit

ill and participate in the discus-
sion. 'I'Ue ageiuia deals with the
final overview of the total pro-

p V g r a m for the Symposium
Week.

Where's the

WEAKLY BITCH

when we really

need it?

Profe; J. Gle Gray

First Choice

Of The
Engageables
They like the smart styhng and

the perfect center diamond

. . a brilliant gpm of fine

color and modern cut The

name, Keepsake in your

ring assures hfetime satis

faction Select yours at your

Keepsake Jeweler s store

hie's in the /ellow pages

under Jewelers

HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
I

Please send new 20-page booklet. "How To Plan Your Engage

meni and Wedding" and new 12-pa9e lu" color «'\ie,'^oih\or

only 25c, Also, send special oiler ol beaulilul 44-page Bride 3 Boofc

I
Name

Address.

City

late_ _Zip_

,<EEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
]
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ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

The Astrologer Lives at CC

tfat/iau^aif'j

Tipor+ed Pipes Imporied Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to IhOO P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Discounts for

Fraternities and

/ Sororities

FLOM
17 Easf Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505

By Julia Sadler

"Hello!! How are you??"

"OK."

"What are you doing tonight??"

"Notiiing."

"Woll, would you like to gt)

out??"

"What for?"

"Well, I thought we could take

in a show, and then
—

"

"I'vo seen every show in town."

"Ob, I'eally. How ('id you like

Elmo Lincoln in Tarzan Faces

Death?"

"Huh?"

"Do you prefer the humor -of

Charlie Chaplin or the slapstick of

the Keystone Kops?"

"Wha—'

"Or would you rather dance to

the psychedelic psounds of the

Pseeds?"

"I get a choice?"

"Sure Baby, all you gotto do is

.stick with the Asti-ologer."

"The who?"

"The Astrologer. By day a harm-

less, hard-working Colorado Col-

lege sophomore, by night a won-

der-worker for weary students,

combatting lethargy with his

Thursday night quadruple feature

of Oldies but Goodies: famous and

not so famous movies from the

treasured vaults of cinematic an-

tiquity. And on Friday nights the

Astrologer, alias Peter Dingman,

provides light shows and dancing

to one of two campus bands."

"You're putting me on."

"No, the Astrologer puts it on,

and there are even refreshments."

"What next?"

"Anything could happen, maybe

even student art shows and sales.

After all, last year it was just a

coffee house with occasional poe-

try-readings and folk singers, and

look how it's expanded. The As-

trologer may do anything.''

"Where's it at?"

"Venture beyond the civilized

boundaries of Honnen Ice Rink

some time and there you'll be.

833 NO833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

Slacks!

Slacks!

JEANS and CORDS'
' LEVI'S oj course

also . . .

JANTZEN

RUSS TOG

VILLAGER

WHITE STAG

COUNTRY SET

GIRLS— EASILY EARN $200 BY CHRISTMAS THROUGH

Spare Time Sewing
AT HOME EVEN WITHOUT A SEWING MACHINE

EASY-TO-5EW PRODUCTS . . .

(both with and v/ithout a sewing machine) can earn you ertra money just in

time for Christmas (and in the following months, tool). You can accomplish

this in a few hours a week, even while you're baby-sitting. There is no per-

sonal selling needed.

Our booklet gives you all the easy steps to follow so that you can have fun

sewing those items which you already know, plus new ideas which you can

learn, while every stitch earns you more money.

Our extra Directory of "Where To Send For Sewing Bargains" will be in-

cluded FREE, (fabrics, threads, yarns, buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even

sev/inq machines at low, low prices!) if your order is received within a week.

Rush two dollars today, (only $2.00) for your copy of "GIRLS SEW AND
EARN "

to Amethyst Enterprises, 5 Jamaica Avenue, Greenlawn, New York,

11740. Your money v/ill be refunded if you are not completely satisfied —
and you may keep the Directory with our compliments!

It's a small stone structure one

flight up (from the sidewalk),

open to anyone interested in a uni-

(jue experience."

"How'd you find out all this?"

"Baby. I'm with it. Anyone who
isn't with it, but has eyes to see,

can find out what's doing with the

Astrologer by taking note of no-

tices displayed every week in var-

ious and sundry obvious places.

It's what's happening."

THE EYE ON THE WALL peers at patron: as they enter the Astrol-

oger in the old observatory west of Schlessman Swimming Pool.

Catholic View oi Luther Examine
On Nov. 2 the first speaker from

outside the Colorado College fac-

ulty presented a lecture for the

Western Civilization Lecture Ser-

ais. Sister Elaine Marie, Head of

the Theology Department at Lo-

retto Heights College, spoke on "A
Catholic Looks at Luther."

Per centures Catholics regarded

Martin Luther as a sort of diabo-

lical heretic. Sister Elaine Marie's

talk itself proved that in recent

years Catholics have become con-

siderably m-ore broad-minded con-

cerning Luther and today can un-

derstand his motives even though

they may still disapprove of many

of his actions.

Sister Elaine Marie began by

describing the dogmatic confusion

and weakening of papal power

which led to corruption in the

church. The need for reform was
evident in the sale of relics and in-

dulgences, the inability of either

the congregations or the clergy to

understand the Latin used in

church services, and the general

lack of morals among both the

people and the clergy. Also, theo-

logians at this time were concerii-

ing themselves with unimportant

questions, and the image of God

as a severe and harsh judge fright-

ened many Chi-istians into doing

anything, such as buying indul-

gences to guarantee their salva-

tion. Luther's movement succeeded

because a great need existed for

reform and because his ideas ad-

dres.sed themselves to the immedi-

ate needs of Christians.

Sister Elaine Marie pointed out

the difficulties of analyzing Luth-

er's personality by giving examples

of both Catholic and Protestant

historians, who give opposite pic-

tures of his character. Ever since

Luther's time writers have not

viewed him objectively, but rather

through -their own religious preju-

dices. The only aspect of Luther's

life which can be clearly examined

is the result of his works, ani.1

even those results are still being

crystallized within modern-day

churches.

The next lecture in the series

will be presented Nov. 16 by Dar-

nell Rucker of the Philosophy De-

partment on "The Cartesian Uev()-

lution."

Oxford Scholar Denis Brogan will

be one of interna+ionally-known

speakers at this year's Symposium

on "The Presidency."

jflo/- the Ire^t . .

.

Ill . , .

achina
Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS'

First Two Drinks
lor the Price ol One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
1 18 North Cascade Avenue
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THIS DRAWING oi "Appollo & Marsyas" by Schaivavone is one of

a group of early Italian master drawings which will be on display in

the Rare Book Room for three days only, Nov. 28, 29, 30. The exhibi-

tion, including works by Raphael, Titian, and Tintoretto, come from

the collection of Janos Scholz of New York, and off a rare oppor-

tunity for the college community to see original drawings of this qual-

ity outside a major metropolitan-area museum. Professor Scholz will

give an informal gallery talk on Tuesday, Nov. 28, in the library at

4:15, and a public slide lecture on Wednesday, Nov. 29, third floor

Armstrong Hall 300 at 8:15 p.m.

Emmerson Marks Japan

As Key Asian Power
Diplomat John K. Emmerson ad-

dressed a crowded group of stu-

dents, faculty and visitors in the

WES Room last Tuesday after-

noon on the topic of "Japan To-

day." The Forum Committee spon-

sored his visit to Colorado College.

Mr. Emmerson, a CC graduate,

was particularly well suited to

speak on this subject as he has

served with the State Department
in Japan on three occasions since

joining the Foreign Service in

lf)35 and speaks fluent Japanese.

More recently he was appointed

Minister and Deputy Chief of Mis-

sion in Tokyo before returning to

the U.S. last year.

The principle theme of Mr. Em-
merson's address was that Japan,

not China, will continue to play

the leading role in Asia. He dis-

cussed two objectives of modern
Japan: 1' economic development
and 2) a search for identity. Mr.
Emmerson reminded his listeners

that Japan is the third greatest

industrial power in the world be-

hind the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

Japanese citizens talk about the

three "C's" which everyone wants

to obtain—car, cooler {air condi-

tioner), and color TV. Yet modern
economic Japan is still a paradox

because while 90'/( of the popula-

tion owns a television set only

4'/, have flush toilets!

Concerning Japan's search for

identity Mr. Emmerson pointed out

that the Japanese are confronted

with the uncomfortable situation

of being an Asian power but iden-

tifying much more readily with

the industrialized nations of the

West. This schizophrenic split has

led Japan to follow two separate

courses in her foreign relations,

one political and the other econ-

omic. For instance, Japan trades

with Red China but recognizes the

govei'nment of Formosa.. Mr. Em-
merson said that most Japanese

are more concerned about the con-

tinued U.S. administration of the

island of Okinawa than about the

war in Vietnam. He implied that

Americans should not cause the

war to mask the fact that Japan

is the real key to the future of

East Asia.

By Boh Burnell

Collegciatf Press Service

PORTLAND. Ore. (CPS)—"If
\ m h^\e taken LSD, don't worry,"

a\b Di. Jose Efrozcue, a jrenetic

petiali'^t at the Oregon Regional

Pi miate Center. "The druf*: is not

IS dangerous as recent publicity

b Is led people to believe."

Fgozcue is considered, along
with JIaimnn M. Cohen, State Uni-
\ei<;it\ of New York, as one of

the country's most knowledgeable
I SD lese-r'-bers He has often

been nuoted in the American pi-ess,

thouah he says that man" of the

\\ninmp"s sounded agamst LSD by
n "itinnal magazines arc alaraiist

ind fike.

I don't think LSD will cause
in\(iK lo gel leukemia." he said,

md IS lone as a mother does not

tike the drug during the first

months of her pregnancy, her

ihiid la nol likelv to have any ser-

ious, drug induced abnormalties."

Not everyone who has taken
LSD sustains chromosome damage.
"LSD, if taken in small doses

about 150 mics, rarely causes

broken chromosomes." said Dr.

Egozcue. He said that the num-
ber of trips a person has taken is

probably not important, it is the

size of the dose which determines
the amount of damage, if any.

"LSD is not addictive," he added,

"but it can be habit forming,

like tobacco."

Dr. Egozcue, a young man who
is not afraid to answer truthfully

some of the questions which pla-

gue LSD users, is a pioneer in the

field of relating chromosome dam-
age to LSD.
He is a well known personality

to Portland's drug-using commun-
ity, both hippie and straight, be-

cause he has circulated among
them, taking blood samples out of

their arms. So far over 80 people

have volunteered blood. Their LSD
experiences vary from only one

trip to more than 100 LSD trips.

Pm looking for chromosome
damage," he said, "and LSD does

cause at least one chromosome,
Philadelphia one, found in circu-

AH Types of LAUSVSDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Disount Cash and Carry

ll7l/jE. Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

Cache La

Poudre

to all Dornvi and Houses

l;iliu- hlood c.-iK t.> tn-coim' hr..k-

on." {This cimdilton boar> some
rosemblanco lo leukemia but it is

nol leukemia). "As far as I know,
Philadelphia one breakage will not
cause liny permanent or lasting
damage." He added that the con-
<!itiou would probably disappear in

about ten years after the last LSI)
doae.

Dr. Egozcue is one of the few
researchers in the country to take
blood samples from LSD users
"from off the street." "1 sample
people who take drugs just for a
kick; most LSD research is done
on persons who take the drug un-
der laboratory controlled condi-

tions. I get a much bigger variety,

Dr. Egozcue comes off as an
Iionest man. As a medical research-

er he is convinced his work may
be a valuable contribution toward
unlocking the "secrets" of LSD.
He is scrupulously careful in his

experiments, as only a man who
loves his work can be. To the peo-
ple who volunteered blood samples,
Dr. Egozcue has proven be can be
tnisted to keep their identities an-
onymous.

"I wouldn't take it myself," he
said of LSD, but he believes the

dangerous aspect of the drug has
been greatly inflated by many pop-

ular periodicals. He said, "No one
is sure how much damage, if any,

the drug causes in brain cells and
nobody really knows, in the brain,

what is psychological and what is

psysiological."

IK- ^al,i (Uv,v i-nnhl be a relat-

ionship between "bad trips" and
brain cell damage, but nobody real-

ly knows. He said in his own field,

chromosome i"eseaivh, his work is

still in an infant stage. At any
time he might discover evidence
that LSD does do permanent or

serious damage to humans.

Norman Thomas, perinnial Presi-

dential Candidate and Socialist

Party leader, will speak on "Re-

flections of Fifty Years in Politics"

during Symposium '68,

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sisndwiche

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4:30 p.m,-l 1:00 p.m. Tubs. -Sal. 12,00-10:00 p.tn. Sunday

Cloiod Mondoy

71 I North Tejon (.34-9346

fy{\iB Country Selwlsspoied?
'

Absolutely!

Nothing is too

good tor ooi' girli

We give them our atf

in fabric, ladormg

Color, fit, design

If that isn't enough to

,
spoil.them, the price IS

Traditionals

Porev/ool Glen Echoola-J

Jacket.S2e.,Panl.3kJfl :

For frea Traditionals "Splnnire'.',

Counlif Stt clothel t

OoofdinatetJ fibbed wool sv/ealef.S10..Siies 32 lo 40.

.tlr/cin.wfileCountry Set Inc., Oept.C, 1407 Broadwfl/.N.Y.

lold Bl thfl nletil (lore* In town.
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JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Bght Blocl! (rom C.mpui — New .nd Ui.J Bile.

SCHWINN Franchise De.l.r R.pei" 8 P''^' '<'*"»
Jl'h.

I? EAST KIOWA STREET TELEPHONE 434-4733

Babe's Market
A Good Place to Trailc

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. lo 6:30 P.M.— Sundeyi till 5:00 P.M.

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

i2Mi blocks Soutli of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjo's and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentah

HOURS: 9:00-5:00— FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

Polynesian Room
10:00 e.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. |Mond»y-S»lijrday|

12:00-8:00 (Sundey)

(Try Ui for Yout Next Function] Phono 634-0978

CORDM
THEY ARE ALL AT LORIG'S IN THE COLOR AND SIZE

YOU WANT. ADEOUATE STOCKS ASSURE DISCRIMI-

NATING FIT.

Corduroy

Regular Blues.

Stay Pressed. 107 Souih Tejon

Saga Caters to CC Appetites
Saga Food Sen-ice, the organize

tion which caters to CC palates,

was started 18 years ago by three

college students who were dissat-

isfied with tiie food service they

were getting on their campus.

Since then it has expanded till it

now nourishes over two hundred

campuses, and at CO alone has 35

regular employees and close to

200 part-time workers.

Chuck Webb, the manager of the

'American Dream' to Be

At Broadmoor Church

Kdward Albee's one-act comic

nightmare, The American Dream,

will be presented at the Broadmoor

Church, Lake Avenue at Old

Broadmoor Road on Saturday and

Sunday, Nov. 18 and 19, at 8:30

each morning.

Director Robert Nuhn, who re-

ceived his training in drama at

Denver University, and the play-

cast of five, are being sponsored

in the presentation of this play by

the Broadmoor Church and the

Arts Committee. Scene designer is

Willian Wysong.

Tickets are available at the

church office or at the door on the

evenings of the play, $1-25 for

adults and 75c for students. The

Colorado College community is es-

pecially welcomed.

food service, has found it easier to

sei-ve CC students than those of

other colleges. "The administra-

tion and students have been good

to us," he said, "and it's a pleas-

ant place to work."

There are students who aren't

totally satisfied, however; and in

order to find out the likes and dis-

likes of the people it serves,

Saga has distributed a number of

questionnaires to various students.

On the whole, most students re-

sponded favorably to questions on

the survey. However, some com-

plained that the food tasted like

"flour and water paste," while

others griped about too much sea-

soning. Many commented that their

buns were often cold and that

napkins were never around when

they needed them.

According to Mr. Webb, SAGA
has found that the majority of

people do not like highly seasoned

food, and therefore the cafeteria

tries to be light on seasoning.

When fishes and steaks are served,

sauces are usually available for the

student with the tangy tongue.

Webb also commented that the

food sen-ice was trying to relieve

the cold bun problem and may

soon make napkins available on

every table.

Any other criticisms or suggest-

ions "on the quality of the food

service should be taken to Mr.

Webb who is very welcome to

ideas on ways to improve it.

* "The Heart of the Matter"
(Continocd from page one)

vascular control, Dr. Shearn gave

the audiencea easte of that re-

search by relating experiments and

showing directions it is now taking.

Prof. Shearn admitted a nega-

tive reaction to the lE)th century

cultural heritage of Freud and

James. That heritage does not have

much place in the laboratory, "one

can't find emotions, joy, intelli-

gence or the soul." Actually, one

can't say if James is right or

wrong as there is no way to get

an answer to this.

However, Mr. Shearn had a pos-

itive reaction to Pavlov and Skin-

ner. Pavlov did much work with

the conditioning of the gastro-

intestinal tract, although he is

best known for his work with sali-

vation. Applying this kind of con-

ditioning to cardiovascular study

was done in an experiment pairing

a deep breath with a light, the

light after awhile eliciting the

same cardiovascular response by

itself. Along the same line, a neu-

tral stimulus paired with a drug

would result in almost the same
cardiovascular response when pi'e-

sented alone. However, Pavlovian.

or respondent techniques, don't re-

sult in very many different kinds

of behavior, and operant condition-

ing, that used by Thorndike and
improved by Skinner has many
more possibilities. Operant behav-

ior is dependent on the conse-

quences being rewarded, to in-

crease the rate of the response.

As an example of operant con-

ditioning, Greenspoon increased

the frequency of plural nouns in

subjects by simply saying "urn-

hum" after such nouns. In another

experiment, by Porter, monkey

subjects with ulcers were investi-

gated. It was found that those

monkeys that could delay reg-

ular shocks, "the executives," de-

veloped ulcers, whereas those

which had no control over the mat-

ter and were simply shocked when

the other monkeys were, did not

develop ulcers. A third experiment

Mr. Shearn discussed concerned

thumb twitching. Human subjects

were not aware of what response

was being reinforced, but still the

rate of twitching increased.

Reviewing experiments such as

the above, Mr. Shearn thought he

"could get control of something

one can't control nomially by ap-

plying operant procedures to

autonomic responses." Using rats,

turtles and homosapiens, he insti-

tuted an experiment in which heart

rate acceleration would delay

shock, and he found that the heart

rate increased. Therefore, "an

autonomic response was controlled

by operant behavior."

Prof. Shearn has done research

concerning responses to simple

stimuli. For instance, he has found

that there is an increase of heart

rate when a tone is turned on and

a decrease when it is turned off.

Sylvia Thorpe, former CC student,

found that a small shock decreased

heart rate and a larger shock ac-

celerates it.

If shock is contingent on a

high heart rate, could animals

learn to keep that rate down ?

Shearn has experimented with

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You7( discover college s(ii(/en( supplies in

variettj and abundance only 3S blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

(/etnpuhco

OFFICE SUPPLY
516 N. Tejon 633-1721

John Brademas, Rhodes Scholar,

Congressman from Indiana, and

former advisor to Adlai Steven-

son will be a featured speaker at

this year's Symposium.

Volunteers Needed
The Dean's Office has received

a communication from the El Pasct

County Association for Retarded

Children, Inc., asking that we bring

their need for volunteers to thu

attention of interested students.

The copy is as follows:

Volunteers are needed to help in

recreation programs for teenage

retardates to be held the first and

third Saturdays of each month

through May. There will be grou]i

activities and field trips as well a^-

sport activities around the home

of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Marshall.

Jr., at 1329 Wood Ave. from 10:0u

a. m. to 4:00 p. m. Service train-

ing is included and supervision t.^

understanding individual needs i?-

available. A rewarding, interesting

program is promised. Call 473-6590

if vou wish to serve.

rabbits and found this does occur.

Rich Vogt, a CC sophomore, ha^

conditioned respiration, and it

might be possible to conditio]!

sweat glands.

Presently, Mr. Shearn is condi-

tioning monkeys to read meters.

Later the metei- will be connected

with a device that is recording

heart rate and the monkey will b'-

reinforced if the rate, and thr

therefore the meter is high or low.

Hopefully, the animal will be abl''

to control that rate and event-

ually after the meter is removed,

perhaps the animal will be able tu

tell whether its heart rate is higli

oi- low.

Cardio-vascular clinics are pre:^-

(.'utly using these methods, but

Mr. Shearn stated that "much re-

mains to be done to band psy-

cliology to physiology."

Following the lecture, Profes-

sor Bordner of the Physics De-

partment, Prof. Hochman of the

History Department, and Prof-

Johns of the Psychology partici-

pated in a panel discussion witli

Prof. Shearn,

Anyone interested in donatini;

money, clothing, food, or time for

use in the Colorado Springs Slum-,

contact Ray Sitton at 484 or Faitli

Hughes at 413 or leave donation-

at Rastall Desk.

..• •© ••

: VOLKSWAGEN

: PHILWIHSLOW

• Volkswagen

: Inc.

I 730 NORTH
S CIRCLE DRIVE

• Thinks Small
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SitKMBOM SPRINGS,

Colorado Ski

Areas Near

Colorado Springs

HUftTlSTN Hill

Gommillee Eliminates

Frat Blackball Policy
I ;ui. I. ;ri. T;,. il IM R.'gin-

iHH_; tin; r:ill, :i!l t rutornities at

Fvanklin and Mivvslmll College are

required to cliiiiiuate tlie blackbnll

procedures in whit-h a prospective

member may bo dismissed by one,

or ill some eases several, vote

against liim dnriny: his pledge

period.

Till' Coniuiittee described the

"social unacceptability blackball"

as '*lmmiliating and unuecessnry."

It declared tliat "students should

have the right to choose their

friends and associates, so long as

prejudice or bigotry are not rea-

sons for rojeetioa," but pointed out

that "so loag as a bhickbalt pro-

cedure exists, members of frater-

nities do not in fact have full righl

to choose tlieir fellow members.

"

Colorado Claims Top Ski Areas
Editor's Note: As a service to

Colorado College skiers, the Tiger

i.^ reprinting some of the informa-

tion about Colorado's ski areas

published in 1967-68 Colorado Ski-

ing by the Colorado Visitor's Bur-

.:-;iu. Students are urged to avail

themselves of these facilities dur-

ing weekends and vacations but are

reminded that Christmas vacation

ends Jan. 8.

Arapahoe Basin is located 66

miles from Denver, 200 miles from

Grand Junction via Interstate 70

(U.S. 6) on the western slope of

Loveland Pass. It has great bowls

and rolling slopes above timber-

line, ringed by the rocky peaks of

the Continental Divide. The long-

est run is 16,000 feet, and the

shortest 2000 feet. Accomodations

include a lodge and restaurant rath-

skeller, a bar-!ounge, and recrea-

tion room. Rates per ride are 75c,

half day $3.50, and one day $4.75.

Aspen Highlands has the longest

descent in Colorado, 3800 feet. It

is one and a half miles southwest

of Aspen, on a towering mountain

all its -own. It is 41 miles sout hof

Glenwood Springs, which is 169

miles west of Denver, and 89 miles

east of Grand Junction on Inter-

state 70 (U.S. 6). Most accomoda-

tions are in Aspen, although there

is a restaurant at 11,000 feet and

also on at the top of Exhibition

Lift. Rates are $6.50 per day.

Breckenridge is located 105

miles from Colorado Springs via

U.S. 24 and Colorado 9. Twenty-

two runs vary in length from 2,000

to 11,250 feet, with a maximum
vertical drop of 1900 feet. Rates

are $4.00 for a half day, and $6.50

for a full day.

CC skiers are lucky in that they

can ski almost any afternoon. Ski

Broadmoor is only five minutes

fi-om the Broadmoor Hotel, four

miles south of Colorado Springs.

Located on Ciieyenne Mo'antiin,

there are two slopes of 3,000 and

2700 feet, with a GOO foot vertical

droj). Rates vary with the time of

day, and all day is $3.00, with

skiing at night also.

Research Council to Advise NSF
The National Research Council

has been called upon again to ad-

vise the National Science Founda-

tion in the selection of candidates

for the Foundation's program of

graduate and regular postdoctoral

fellowships. Panels of outstanding

scientists appointed by the Re-

search Council will evaluate appli-

cations of all candidates. Final se-

lection will be made by the Foun-

dation, with awards to he announ-

ced on March 15, 1968.

Fellowships will be awarded for

study in the mathematical, physi-

cal, medical, biological, engineer-

ing, and social sciences, including

the history and philosophy of sci-

ence. Awards will not be made in

clinical, education, or business

fields, nor in social work, diplo-

macy, history, or law. Application

may be made by college seniors,

graduate students working toward
a degree, postdoctoral students,

and others with equivalent train-

ing and experience. All applicants

must be citizens of the United

States and will be judged solely on

the basis of ability.

Applicants for the graduate

awards will be required to take the

Graduate Record Examinations de-

signed to test scientific aptitude

and achievement. The examina-
tions, administered by the Educa-
tional Testing Service, will be giv-

•^n on January 20, 1968. at desig-

nated centers throughout the
United States and in certain for-

•^ign countries.

The annual stipends for Gradu-
ate Fellows are as follows: §2400
for the first year level; $2600 for

the intermediate level; and $2800
for the terminal level. The basic

annual stipend for Postdoctoral

Fellows is $6500. Dependency al-

lowances and allowances for tui-

tion, fees, and limited travel will

also be provided.

Further information and applica-

tion materials may be obtained

from the Fellowship Office, Na-

tional Research Council. 2101 Con-

stitution Avenue, N.W., Washing-

ton, D. C. 20418. The deadline for

the receipt of applications for gra-

duate fellowships is Dec. 8, 1967,

and for regular postdoctoral fel-

lowships, Dec. 11, 1967.

Traffic Committee Hears Gripes

The CC Traffic Committee is a

student-run court to which students

may appeal traffic tickets received

on "campus. Its members are ap-

pointed by CCCA and remain on

the committee until they resign or

graduate. Two advisors, Mr. Ken-

drick and a Burns patrolman, sit

in on hearings; but final decisions

on penalties are made by the stu-

dents on the committee.

Soiiia Margolin, secretary of the

Traffic Committee, has stated that

ignorance of the rules in the hand-

book "Traffic Regulations" is the

major cause of offenses. The hand-

book is revised every year and dis-

tributed to all students with re-

gistered vehicles.

When a student receives a tic-

ket on campus, the committee

sends him a notice stating the

time when he may come to make

an appeal. A student would have

a valid appeal under several con-

ditions. For instance, he could suc-

cessfully appeal for being ticketed

for non-registration within the first

week that his car is on campus. In

such cases the committee has the

power to revoke the fine, and in

other cases it can reduce the

amount of the fine.

The committee meets once a

month, but a student must come

to the hearing to which he is sum-

moned. If circumstances prevent

his appearance at the designated

time, he should contact the com-

mittee to arrange to be heard at a

different hearing.

Fines should be paid at the bus-

iness office. The money from these

fines goes toward paving and im-

proving streets and parking lots

on campus. It is this fund which

has made possible the paving of

the Eemis and Delta Gamma paik-

ing lots. Future objectives of the

committee ai-e consti-uction of a

parking lot between Haskall and

Tenney and another lot for Math-

Debaters at TCU
The CC debate Squad continued

its activity last weekend by at-

tending a tournament at Texas

Christian University in Fort

Worth. Sixty-six colleges from 14

states attended the TCU meet, at

which senior Janice Wright was

one of 20 speakers awarded a

certificate of excellence in debate.

'Everything for

Every Sporf"

119 N Tejon 636-3348

8:00-i:0O~Friday till 8:30 P.M.

Lovelantl Basin and Loveland

Valley are located 56 miles west

of Denver, on Interstate 70 (U,S.

G), on the east slope of Loveland

Pass, right at the starting i)oint

for the projected tunnel. There are

huge open bowls, plus more than 22

runs, up to one and one-half miles

in length, with a maximum verti-

cal drop of 1430 feet. Facilities

include two cafeterias plus lodges

and restaurants in nearby George-

town. Rates at Loveland Basin

are $5.00 for the day, $4.00 for

half-days, and $1.60 per ride.

Monarch, the "Powder Capital

of Colorado," lies 127 miles south-

west of Colorado Springs, via Colo.

115 and U.S. 50. Monarch has 12

runs with a maximum vertical

di-op of 890 feet. Area facilities in-

clude a cafeteria, Bierstube, ski

shops and rentals, and Sno-Mobiles

for rent. Rates are $3.00 per day

($2 25 for students 12-22), and

$5.00 per adult ($3.50 for stu-

dents) on weekends and holidays.

Vail, the complete Alpine ski

community, located 110 miles west

of Denver, has a variety of facilit-

ies: lodges, restaurants, shop.s,

nightclubs, ice rinks, heated pools.

?;aunas, and dormitories. Rates for

weekends $7.50, and half-days

$5.00.

Winter Park, a complete winter

recreation complex served by week-

nd ski trains of the Rio Grand<>

Railroad, is 67 miles west of Den

ver at the western foot of Berth

oud Pass, on U.S. 40. Wintei- Park

has 30 runs, the shortest of which

is 1,000 feet. In addition to a new

restaurant and warming house this

year at Midway, there are jump-

kig hills and a large ice rink. Rates

are $4.25 for halfdays and $5.00

per day.

Religious Affairs

Committee to Meet
Kflil'iiJiiK Affairs ('"mmicli-c will

meet on Tluirsday, N.i>. lli at 1:011

p. m. in Rastall. There will be liro-

jjress reports on tlie projeets un-

dertaken dnrins the last meeting

and final plans for next scmeater

will he made.

The various denominational

groups on cainpus are asked to

elect two niennbers to attend this

meeting. It is hoped that RAC will

serve as an organization which can

coordinate the activities of the de-

nominational groups on campus so

there will he more publicity for

them and fewer conflicts in dates

of their activities.

ARE YOU A

UN ITARI AN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tajon

434-2073

STAMP IT!
^'•\C^ JS^ iriTHBBAOl

^^*^^r;:^r^ri) REGULAR
WjM^t^jjR MODBL

^- i LINE TEXT ^£
ThB (in«.t iNDEsntuCTiBU una
POCKET nUBBEB STAMP. "A" t T.

Scncl check or mouor oril«r. B*
aura Lo Inoluda your Zip Coda. No
poaUKO or h«ndllnf cb*n~. A4d

PrompUhlprnwiLlrtlriirtlonguiiMilMJ

THB IWOPP CO.
p Bdi 186Z3 Lenol Squifo SUUoO

AtlPNTfl, GA., 30326

FUN WORKING
IN EUROPE

Jobs Abroad Guaranteed

BRUSSELS: The Inl'l Student

Information Service, non-prolit.

today announced that l.OtJO

GUARANTEED JOBS
ABROAD are available to

youne people \Wi to 40, Year-

Round and Summer. The new

34 page JOBS ABROAD maga-

zine is packed with on Ihespot-

photos. stories and information

about your JOB ABROAD.
Applications are enclosed.

LANGUAGE-CULTURE-FUN-
PAY-TRAVEL. For your copy

send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS.

133 Bue Hotel des Monnaie».

Brussels 6, Belgium.
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Tigers Entertain DU Pioneers in
*—

^

.. _ -,. J J „„ ^iAf;^W nnrk rr.inp ii> thp sRcond overtiiTic took n prc-seasoii game H to oi,

By John E. Morris

Tomorrow, Saturday, Nov. 11,

the Rocky Mountain Intercolleg-

iate Soccer League title race

comes down to the wive when the

CC kickers host the Pioneers from

Denver University in a battle of

undefeated teams. At stake is the

league championship and tlie se-

lection to play in the NCAA soccer

tournament.

Both teams carry a 7-1 won-

lost record into the contest. In

the NCAA division of the RMISL,

DU's )ecor(i is 3-0 after a narrow

to victory over the Air Force

Academy last week. CC raised its

division record to 2-0 with a 3 to

conquest of CSU last Saturday in

Fort Collins.

CC coach, Horst Richardson,

said the game would probably be

a contest of goalies. Richardson

characterized Denver's Norwegian

goalie. George Krog, as a "cat in

the goal with fantastic anticipa-

tion." Craig Clayberg will come

into the game with two straight

shutouts to his credit.

Richardson said the key 1o the

victory will depend on raidfield

play. The team that is to win must

put continual pressure on the

other team's goalie. Also, if CC is

to win, it must stop DU's All-

America candidate at inner, Arie

DeGroot.

The CU mentor pointed to De-

Groot's performance against Air

Force. The Academy concentrated

on stopping the DU inner and

slowed his play considerably. But

he still got the ball with 45 sec-

Gam6tiltl6 8^15

onds gone m the second overtime

period and scored the winning

goal.

The game promises to be close if

comparative scores against the

same teams are any indication.

Against Regis, both teams won
contests with identical 5 to 2 mar-

gins. Denver defeated CSU 3 to 2

while the Tigers stopped the Rams
3 to 0,

Against Colorado Mines, DU

took a pre-season game (i to o

their home field, but three weeks

ago squeaked by with only a 1 to f|

victory on the Miners' field in

Golden. CC defeated Mines 5 to

in Golden a week later.

Both teams will be going all

out. All the marbles are at stake.

The contest should produce the

finest exhibition of collegiate soc-

cer in the region this year. The
action will start at 1:30 on Stew-

art Field.

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE

. TUNE UPS

. ATLAS TIRES

- STATE INSPECTION
- ATLAS BATTERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

Tiger leers Face Alumni

Winchell's Donul House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4255

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

Quality — Style - Service

D. HITESHEW. Optician DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

Hockey- Coadi Joliii Matchetts

puts his 1007-08 Colorado College

hockey team on public display lor

the first time Saturday night in

a Varsity-Alumni game in the

Broadmoor World Arena here. The

pre-season presentation begins at

8:15 p.m.

The hockey team took to the ice

for practice sessions Oct. 1 after

running and practice shooting

from the start of the academic

year.

Nine lettermen, including v^.t-

eran goalies Don Gale and Jack

Herbert, both juniors, are the

nucleus of the 19G7-68 squad ol

23. Four—Capt. Wayne Nelson,

Chuck Reinking, Doug Clark an.l

Doug King—are seniors and all

are forwards.

Among defensenien absent d.ie

to graduation will be Dick Haug-

land and Jim Amidon.

"Kerry Oscar is the only dc-

fenseman returning w i t h sub-

stantial experience," Matchetts

said. In an effort to fill the gap,

Matchefts has shitted players

from forward to defense.

Working on defense with Oscar

ai'e sophomore Mark Paulson, jun-

iois John Amundsen, Jack Coles

and Bi-uce Mahncke, presently on

If YOU'RE A SKIER, YOU'VE HEARD OF PEPI ST/EGIER . . .

GOLD, SILVER & BRONZE MEDAL WINNER

IN THE LAST OLYMPICS.

Pepi will be in the Ski Shop Tuesday, November 14th

(10 A.M. to Noon) and (3 P.M. to 6 P.M.)

Come In - Meet Pepi - Talk Skiing - Let Him

Personally Select Your New Skis.

the injury list, and senior Doug
Clark.

Colorado College will face off

Saturday night with four lines.

Reinking centers Jim Hawkins and

Gary Myers, junior wings. Cen-

tering another line is sophomore
Tom Gould, who exhibited some
classy work on last year's fresh-

man team. His forwards are Nel-

son and King, who is also on the

injury list.

Junior Pete Ryan centers a liin?

with Bill Allen, a promising sopli-

omore and Townsend Bull, a vo^

turning junior.

Bill Olsen, senior, centers a line

with sophomores Pete Kearney ami

Bruce LaHue.

"We've been working extremely

liard and are prepared for a very

tougli game with the alumni,"

Matfhpfts paid.

Photo 1 V John Schlti, ngei

A CSU PLAYER BEARS DOWN on John Boddington as he and ihe

Tiger soccer team overcome adverse conditions to win Saturday's

game and place themselves in the conference championship game

against DU.

Professional Dry Cleaning & Laundry

Special:

PANTS (LADIES SLACKS) . . .

SKIRTS

SWEATERS (Plain)

3 WHITE DRESS SHIRTS ... 75c

LAUNDRY

T
801 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-1476
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Championship Tilt ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— :0;00 P.M.

801 North Nevaclj Telephone 632-0444

GEORGE'S ^/iCft Cat Centei-

Vual.ly Servicing & Rop.

2440 East Platte Avenue
(Not Highway 24)

Forsign J Spoil! Cji i

Phone 632-9717

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MSLLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

ELIOT FIELD GOES HIGH to keep the ball from two CSU pla

last Saturday's soccer action at Fort Collins.

ddington watches during

Tiger Kickers Stomp CSU Rams, 3-0
By John E. iMorris

The CC soccer team overcame

the elements and their own mis-

t;ikes to pull out a 3 to victory

over Colorado State University

|a,st Saturday, Nov. 4, in Fort

Collins, and tomorrow, Nov. 11,

will meet Denver University in the

game which will decide the Rocky

Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer

League Title.

Piles of snow surrounded the

field and the teniperatui'e hovered

between 20 and 25 degrees last

Saturday, but it didn't take long

for the Tigers to warm up. Left

itiiiei', Eliot Field scored two quick

(;tials in the middle of the initial

fi'ame.

The first came with nine min-

utes gone. Tom Schuster, left

wing, kicked a long pass from the

ceiiterline fonvard to right inner,

feter Morse. Morse controlled the

ball and passed it across the goal

face to Field who banged in the

tally.

His second goal, with 11 min-

utes gone, came after the CSU
goalie fumbled the ball on an at-

tempted save. Field was right on

top of the play and knocked the

ball into tlie upen goal. The score

remained CC 2, CSU 0, until the

fourth quarter.

The cold seemed to slow the

Tigers in the second and third

periods. They made many passing

erroi's as the Rams pressured the

CC defeivse most of thesL- two

quarters. But Wink Davis and the

rest of the fullback line along
\\\i\\ goalie Craig Clayberg, stym-
ied CSU scoring efforts.

Finally, near the end of the

third period, CC's offensive game
picked up and dominated till the

final whistle. The Tigers' last

marker came on Peter Morse's
penalty with eight minutes left in

the game. The CC kickers walked
off the icy field with a 3 to

victory.

Goalie Clayberg made several
key saves throughout the game in

spite of the sub-freezing tempera-
tures which numbed and stiffened
the hands. He recorded his second
sti-iight shutout against CSU.

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Fniiuiiii!," "Alt SitppUc.s"

NOVIS FiAfi^E ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

^ Photo by John Schl^sinpei

Pe+er Morse makes a determined

effori- to "head" the ball during

CC's winning effort against CSU.

Colorado College Hockey Schedule
Nov. II — Alumni (Pre-Seasonl - -

Nov. 17, 18— Gus+avus Adolphus College _ -

Nov. 24, 25 — University of Minnesota

Nov. 28, 29— University of North Dakota -

Dec. I, 2— University of Minnesota

Dec. 27, 28— St. Paul Classic Tournament
Jan. 3, 4— University of Minnesota, Duluth

Jan. 6— Michigan Technological University

Jan. 12, 13 — University of Minnesota, Duluth

Jan. 19 — University of Denver
Jan. 20— University of Denver
'"eb. 2, 3 — University of Wisconsin -

Feb. 9— Ohio State University

feb. 10 — Ohio University

Feb. 16, 17— Michigan State University

Feb. 24— Michigan Technological University

Feb. 27, 28— Michigan State University

I^^arch I, 2 — University of Michigan

IVIonarcli Ski Area
and

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
-Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away

.1

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

NOW OPENS THE . .

flmex
FEATURING . - .

Pitcher Beer .... $100

3»^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

1004 South Teion Telephone 634-4591

Ski Town Lodge
will enjoy the privilege of serving you during the

coming Ski Season. Courteous and experienced

employees v/ill make your Ski Vacation a little more

enjoyable.

-;- Beverly Ogilvie to direct the

Monarch Ski School for 67-68

Season.

-:- Starting December 3, Catholic

Mass will be held on Sunday at

8 :30 A.M. in the Nursery.

-:- 24-Hour Telephone Answering
Service. For accurate Monorc h

Pass Road Report and Monarch
Ski Report. After November 15th

Phone: 634-SNOW.

Tentative Opening Date— November 15th

Write for Free Color Brochure!
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Yellowjackets Nip

Tiger Eleven, 15-10
By Dan Bernstein

The Colorado College Tigers end-

ed the IfliT football season on a

dismal note .Saturday, as they

were stung both by the bitter cold

and by the Graceland College Yel-

lowjackets 15-10.

For the Yellowjackets, the vic-

tory avenged a 53-0 shellacking

which they suffered last year at

the hands of CO. For the Tigers,

the game ended a season that was

riddled with cmcial injuries pre-

venting Jen-y Carle's squad from

bettering a 2-5-1 mark.

Seven costly turnovers proved

to be the difference in Saturday's

game.

Lave Lanoha, the trigger of the

CO offensive attack, discharged

four fumbles and quarterback Dave

Coggins threw three inteiception^.

killing any hopes for sustained

drives and a Tiger victory.

The Tiger scores came on a 33-

yard field goal by Bt'uce Gilclirist,

and Al Springer's 28-yard runback

of an intercepted ijass.

The Tigers were not without su-

perb pei-fonuances in the game,

however, as Bob Hiester played his

last game as the team's captain

with cartilage injuries to his rib

cage. Other seniors on the team

are Tom Jexary, Cyril Logar, Mike

Muller, Jolui Miazga, Bill Cunning-

ham, Paul Barnard, Bob Justis

and Lance Clark.

Coach Carle's Tigers had a lot

to be proud of this season. Statis-

tics showed a consistently stingy

and rugged defense with explos-

ive offensive potential. The team

will Io=p ninp important seniors,

but quarterback Dave Coggins and

halfback Dave Lanoha will see

another year of experience. The

kicking of Bruce Gilchrist will coti-

tribute further to next year's of-

fensive punch.

The season is over, but the mem-
ories of an inspired football team

will be remembered. A 70-35

trouncing of arch-rival Mines, and

a 13-12 come-from-behind victory

over Texas Lutheran tell the story

of a determined and powerful foot-

ball team. e

Nowak Heads Call to Snow

FRESHMAN BACK DAVE LANAHA, racked and stacked by a hard tackle by a Graceiand linebacker,

fumbles into the hands of an aggressive Graceland eleven. Graceland utilized untimely CC fumbles to

eak out a 15-10 win.

Alpiners Start Season
By Mike Monderer

For some, last week's storm

meant bad weather, icy roa !s, big-

ger heat bills, and dragging out

winter clothing. But for the CC
Ski Team, it meant snow, and that

practice will probably be starting

this week, according to Coach Bob

Nowak.
However, CC doesn't actually

have its first meet until the end

of January, and it probably won't

be until then, that the team is

picked. But the team lost only

one member to graduation last

year, and most letter men are re-

turning as juniors.

CC's meets consist of what are

termed Alpine events. These are a

Giant Slalom in which a skier may
reach speeds of 40 miles per hour,

and a Slalom with more turns and

gates closer together, requiring

more skill. To make the team, a

skier must show skill and speed

in both events, and a present mem-
ber can be replaced by someone

better. Mr. Nowak also stated that

this year they will be making mov-
ies to be able to improve form.

Anyone can try out.

As for this year's chances, Mr.

Nowak feels that they are quite

good. This is CC's fourth year as

a member of the Central Intercol-

legiate Alpine League, along with

Regis, Colorado Mines, and CSU.
Except for one year, the Tigers

have dominated the league. Ac-

cording to Coach Nowak, this is

probably because CC has been ex-

posed to much rougher competi-

tion against bigger schools with

Olympic skieis, such as CU and
DU. 'But," he added, "the competi-

tion is getting rougher in this

league too."

All schools in the league com-

pete at one time, and there are

four meets scheduled. The first

is on tape for Jan. 21 at Mt. Wern-
er or Steamboat Springs, and will

be CC sponsored. The second to

be held at Arapahoe Basin, will

be hosted by Regis on Feb. 4, The
third will be sponsored by Colo-

rado Mines at Winter Park on

Feb. 25, and CSU will sponsor
the championship at Loveland on

March. 3.

Soccer Standings

The following arc the Rocky
Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer

League standings after last week-

end's play:

Team Won Lost

Denver 3

Colorado College 2

Air Force Academy 1 1

Colo. State Univ. 1

Regis College .3

Varsity-Alumni

Hockey

8:15 P. M.

SATURDAY, NOV. 1

1

Broadmoor World Arena

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

If you are flying home for

Thanksgiving ... or any

weekend . . .

Airline Reservations

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrosi from the Camput

827 Nor+li Tejon

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to S+ealcs

211 East Cucharras

(Across from Courlhouie)

Telephone 634-9513

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219

Nevada Ave.

a+ Cache La Poudre

I 1 2 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Ouf" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Westem Wear

Telephone 632-037!

^aU/'lS CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator lo Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 1 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace. Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

LONG TALL TEXAN Dan Stltt bulldogs the Graceland quarterback

behind fhe line of scrimmage as Tiger defensive standouts Bob

Shrecit (83) and Tim Gleeson (63) rush +o his aid. THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

New Bands Weel<ly

PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

3905 North Nevada (Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campui)
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Kickers Repeat in NCAA Tourney
The Fanvest Selection Commit-

tee for soccer announced Tuesday,

Nov. 14, that Colorado College has

boen selected as one of the Far

West representatives to the NCAA
sufcei* tournament. The Tigers'

first opponent in the 10 team,

single elimination tournament, will

be St. Louis University. The game
will be played in St. Louis on Sat-

iii'day, Nov. 18, beginning at 2

li.m.

CC Coach Horst Richardson

tiH'eived official word of the

Tigers' selection from Mr. Robert

PiGraxia, chairman of the Par
West selection committee Tuesday
!ifternoon.

CC will go into the first round

match with eight wins and one

loss while St. Louis has recorded

eifht wins, one loss and one tie.

Tlie tie was a 3 to 3 affair with

Michigan State University. The
Hillicans wins include a 3 to 1 vic-

Un-y over the Air Force Academy.
This is the second consecutive

yu'dY that the Tigers and the Billi-

i-AUS have met in NCAA tourna-

iiHMit play. Last year, St. Louis

(Inwned CC 5 to 1 in Colorado

Springs. Richardson is optimistic

ill spite of the loss, and feels that

though his Tigers were outclassed

hist year, "we definitely have a

chance to beat them this year."

The Coloi'ado College selection

came after the Tigers tlefeated

previously unbeaten Denver Uni-
versity 4 to 1 on Saturday, Nov.
11. Because of the conflict with

the NCAA tournament, the match
scheduled between CC and Air
Force Academy scheduled for No-
vember 18 will not be played this

weekend, but may be in a post-

season game.

Richardson did not plan any
great changes in strategy for the
St. Louis game since he is unac-
quainted with the Billican offense.

He said that his team would fly

to St. Louis Friday afternoon and
return the following Sunday,

Should CC upset St. Louis, the
next opponent could be any one of

three P'ar West teams including

San Francisco University, San Jose
State College, or the University of

California at Los Angeles. San
Francisco and UCLA played
Wednesday and the winner will

play San Jose to go to the quar-
ter finals.

If CC makes it to the quarter-
fhuils, the game would probably
be played in Colorado Springs.
The semi-final games and the

finals will all be played in St.

Louis. The finals will be on Sat-

urday, Dec. 2.

EVAN GRISWOLD
Saturday's action.

n last

e Tierer
fJotcracker Ballet

Christmas Ballet to Be December 12
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Concert to Feature Nationally Known Pianist
L'avici Burge, nationally known

i'oinposer-pianist, will give a pia-

no recital in Armstrong Hall Tues-
day, Nov. 28, at 8:15 p. m. under
tlie auspices of the Public Lec-
tures and Performances Commit-
tpe of Colorado College. He will

perform works by Mozart. Debus-
sy, Luciano B e r i o, Karlheinz
Stockhausen, Roger Hannay and a
composition of his -own.

An associate professor in the

Ciillege of Music at the I'niversity

of Colorado in Boulder, pianist

Rurge holds a bachelor and mas-
U'l's degrees from Northwestern
rniversity and a Doctor of Musi-
I'al Arts degree from the Eastman
School of Music. He taught at

Whitman College in Walla Walla,

\\'ash., before joining the faculty

"f the University of Colorado,

He has been heard in Europe, the

Fill' East and thi-ougbout the Un-
ited States in recitals of contem-
porary music, as lecture-recitalist

^t music festivals, on television

^inii as a recording artist for Mer-
cury and Advance Records.

Since joining the Boulder fac-

ulty in 1962, he founded and has

directed the New Music Ensemble
in Boulder and has also conducted

the Boulder Philharmonic Orches-

tra. He is a founding member of

the American Society of Univer-
sity Composers,

Among his own compositions are
an opera "Intervals" and numer-
ous piano sonatas. His "Eclipse 11"

has been issued in wax with other
contemporary piano works includ-

ing George Crumb's "Five Piece.s

"for Piano," Charles Wuorinen's
"Piano Variations," Salvatore Mar-
tirano's "Cocktail Music" and
George Rochberg's "Twelve Baga-
telles."

Burge has been enthusiastically

received in past appearances on
the Colorado College campus and
has earned critical acclaim in ap-

pearances throughout the I'nifed

States. Examples; The New York
times said after a Carnegie Hall

concert that "A Burge recital is

not just a breath of fresh air, but

a jolt of the stuff," and the Wash-

ington Evening Star said, after

Burge appeared in the National

Gallery of Art, "an extraordinar-

ily exciting recital."

The critics have repeatedly

found Mr. Burge to be a concen-
trated musician who projects the

total concept of everything he
plays.

In addition to the Armstrong
recital, Mr. Burge will give a lec-

ture demonstration on the contem-
porary works on his program for

all intere.^ted students and faculty

at 4:00 in Armstrong cla'^sroom

353 on the day of the recital.

The public may obtain tickets

for the evening recital at the Ras-

tall Center desk beginning Nov.

20 or at the box office in Arm-
strong Hall on the night of the

performance. The admission is .'^2.

Holders of Colorado College Ac-

tivity cards may obtain tickets on
presentation of the cards at the

Rastall desk.

Tlie popular Cliristinas .seariuii

"Nutcracker Ballet" will be pre-

sented by the Colorado College

Dance Theater Friday and Satui'-

day, Dec. 1 and 2, in Ai-mstrong

Hall Auditorium on the college

campus. Curtain time will be at

S:30 p.m. for both evening per-

formances and 2:00 p.m. for the

Saturday matinee.

Tickets, which will be available

to the public at the Rastall Center
desk at $1.50 for adults, $1.00 foi'

children twelve and under. Colo-

rado College students will not he

able to obtain tickets on presenta-

tion of their activity cards at the

center.

A cast of moi'e than eighty

dancers has been in intensive train-

ing for more than three months
for the presentation which will

Peter Rabbit to Visit CC Nov. 28
Peter Rabbit, a resident of the

Drop City hippie community lo-

cated just outside of Trinidad,

Colorado, will visit the CC cam-

))us on Tuesday, Nov. 28. Spon-

sored by the Forum Committee, he

will give a movie and slide presen-

tation at 11:00 a. m. in Olin I and

will spend the remainder of the day

contemplating the "straight" world

of the Colorado College. Mr. Rab-

bit will be directed toward the Hub
at approximatel , 2:00 in the af-

ternoon where students and faculty

are invited to engage him in con-

versation.

Drop City (Pop. 21) was found-

ed in li)(>5 by K. U. fine arts grad-

uate Clard Svenson, Larry Lard

from C. U. and psychology gradu-

ate Curlv Benson with wife. Drop

Lady. Mr. Barron Beshoar, CC

mark the sixth time the Colorado
College Dance Theater has offered

the "Nutcracker Ballet."

Director of the production is Pro-

fessor Norman S. Cornick of the

Colorado College dance depart-

ment. In addition to directing, Pro-

fessor Cornick will bo one of the

lead dancers in the two-act, four-

scene ballet written by Tschaikov-

sky.

The sets for this old Christmas
fairy tale have been designed by
David HaTid, technical director in

the drama department.

One of the lead dancers in this

year's performance will be Gary
Masters, a former student of Mr.

Cornick, Mr. Masters was gradu-

ated from Billy Mitchell High
School, is now in his second year

of study at the Julliard School of

Music and Dance in New York City.

Puhlic R.'Uitions chief who wu>b-

an article about Drop City for a

Time-Life book, quotes Peter Rab-

bit ns saying. "Wo want freedom

for aar bodies and freedom for our

social selves. We want to be good.

Besides freedom for our social

selves, we want love. Creation is

joy. Joy is love. Life, love, joy and

energy are all one. We are all

one." The colony lives in a groun
of geodesic-domed shelterj; mad''

from multi-colored automobile

roofs! Their principle pursuit is

the cieation of artistic works, but

their main source of "bread" is

still indi%idual contributions. The
Forum Committee will help them

in this regard but also hopes to

persuade Peter Rabbit to bring

some of the Drojjper's art up with

him to display at the college.

CHRIS GIBBS (center), as the imperious Prince Nieou, peers from the

heights at Tsai Yong (Jim Swanson. left), and Princess Nieou-Chi (Janet

Robinson, right), in a scene from the CC Players' production of "The

Lute Song."
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Poverty in Colorado Springs
The Tiger understands tliat there is a need in the immed-

iate Colorado Springs community among Mexican and Negro

families for warm clothing, bedding and food. These fam-

ilies are in the low-income bracket, but the heads of the house-

holds are emplo.ved. Therefore, these families are not eligible for

welfare money and are virtually ignored by Colorado Springs

agencies. The Tiger, wliile we understand tliat most students

at this college have neither the time nor the conviction to help

these families, believes that the college, both students and fac-

ulty, have a responsibility to the community and its problems.

Students at this college are more than willing to express their

disgust with poverty, but are not willing to make a commit-

ment of time or money in solving a small problem in their own

community.
The Tiger would like to ask all campus action groups,

especially the CCCA and the PACC to join with us on a "Scrim-

mage with Poverty" in the Colorado Springs area. We believe

that personal commitment is by far the best, but when this

fails, group action is the only alternative. Our goal is to

clothe eight families (averaging six children each) with win-

ter clothing. We estimate that the cost of this project will

be between $100 and ?1.50. We believe that the college has

the monetary resources for such a project. And we believe

that the commitment to these people is the i-esijonsibility of

the college community. — Sitton

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Symposium Value Stressed

Food Fi£<lit

While food fights, being both childish and impolite, are

unacceptable behavior for college students, we believe that

the real problem lives in the general atmosphere of the CC
dining rooms on weekends.

Saga Food Service, while trying to conserve funds, has

destroyed the relaxed atmospiiere wliich should be prevalent

in the dining halls on weekends. Long lines and crowded con-

ditions at Rastall on Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon

contribute to tension, culminating in activities such as the

food fight last Saturday evening.

We believe that weekend meals sliould be not only tasty

and attractive, but that a relaxed atmosphere siiould exist

for the enjoyment of these meals. We would suggest that

Saga Food Service open another dining hall on weekends to

relieve crowded conditions in Rastall and effectively elim-

inate long waiting lines.

In addition, we would remind the small group of indi-

viduals (many of whom were at the time intoxicated) who

were involved in the food fight, that tliis kind of behavior

is a severe encroachment on the rights of others and cannot

be tolerated.— Sitton

To the Editor:

I was very interested in your

editorial of 'last week pertaining

to the organized efforts to pro-

mote skiing during Symposium

Week, and agree with the point of

view you expressed. As director of

the Symposium, 1 am, of course,

not ail entirely disinterested by-

stander on this question. But, in

commending you for your editorial

position, it occurred to me that

some comments of my own might

be appropriate.

The Colorado College Sympo-

sium, in terms of .scope and sub-

ject matter, is a unique institution

amon? American colleges and uni-

versities. To the best of my knowl-

edge, no other school anywhere in

the country offers its students this

type of program—certainly not on

the scale that Colorado College has

done over the past five years. By

bringing in a "visiting faculty" of

national renown, which includes, in

addition to first-rate academicians,

persons who are engaged in the

practical aspects of the Symposium
topic, we are making it possible

for our students to learn a great

deal which they simply cannot learn

in the usual classroom context.

Tliis has been true of past Sym-
posia, and I expect if to be equally

true of the coming one.

The Symposium is a type of ed-

ucational experience by which the

mature and interested student can

benefit. At a time when colleges

are told by many critics—including

many of their own students—that

the regular educational process is

too structured, too formal, too com-
pulsory; that it depends too much
on courses, credits, papenvork,

grades, and diplomas—it seems to

me that the Symposium should be

a welcome change; that it should

have a particular appeal to those

students who feel that much of the

rest of the educational process is

too constrained and too confining.

In short, I think of the Sympo-
sium as a challenge to our stu-

dents. 'Jhe fact that attendance

voluntary, that no grades or cred-

its are involved, makes it possible

—

indeed, makes it necessary — for

each student to demonstrate just

why he or she is here. If it is only

to amass grades and to get the

diploma at the end of four years,

then the Symposiunx will have no

meaning for such a student, be-

cause no one (besides himself) will

ever know whether he attended or

not; and if he didn't attend, he will

never know what he has missed. If,

on the other hand, a student is

here to learn as much as he can,

and if this learning doesn't have

to be forced down his throat but

is a consequence of self-motivation,

a reflection of the pleasures and

joys of experiencing new aspects

of intellectual concern—then the

Symposium is an opportunity to

benefit by the allocation of the

College's resources which makes

this new and different type of in-

tellectual experience possible.

Your editorial has contributed to

sharpening the issues and to set-

ting the i-ecord straight. Sympo-
sium Week isn't a vacation week,

tliough students have the option

of considering it as such. It is a

part of the total educational pro-

gram of this College, and students

have the option of making the

most of this. Given the vitally im-

portant topic of next January's

Symposium, "The American Presi-

dency," it will be revealing to sec

just how Colorado College students

respond; what choices they will

make. Their choices will tell ua

something about them and about

ourselves; about this institution

and its prospects for the future,

which we might not be able to find

out in any other way.
Sincerely yours,

Fi'ed A. Sondermann

Care for the Poor: 'Trivia'

To the Editor:

Concerning Mr, Sitton's recent

article on the plight of the Mexi-

can American in Colorado Springs.

My aim here is not to criticize

Mr. Sitton's motives or values, but

to emphasize the fact that his is

a dead cause as far as the Colo-

rado College student is concerned.

As was shown by the response to

Mr. Sitton's pleas for help, Colo-

rado College is simply not interes-

ted in such trivia.

The CC student has his own
problems and needs, and is not yet

mature enough to recognize the

needs of others. Besides, what has

the student got to gain by all this

wishy-washy charity; this is what

he is concerned about. It's the cost

and profit of the matter that

counts.

Mr. Sitton's harangue about so-

called "duty and responsibility" is

in my mind a joke. Why should we
as students take responsibility for

these people, any more than \\r-

should do so for people in our own

towns, or even for people half way
around the globe? Contrary to pop-

ular opinion, this society is base(i

on the assumption that control of

power is a desirable thing. Wliy

should we give up the economic

and social power we possess to ;i

group which might not even know

what to do with it if they had it?

And who is Mr. Sitton to pre-

sume that he knows what is right

for mankind in general, or for tli..'

CC student. Right is determined in

society by what the majority con-

dones' at that particular time. As

far as the CC student is concerned,

the rest of humanity can go tn

hell, so long as he is provided witli

tlie luxuries of the "good life."

Perhaps Mr. Sitton would do well

to recognize this fact, and let well

enough alone. You can't get blood

from a turnip'. — Lynn Wilber

Committed Ten Broaden Horizons
Not four blocks from Colorado

College is a community of Mexican
and Negro families who live un-

der depressed social economic con-

ditions. Recognizing this, ten Col-

orado College students have taken

the step beyond merely objecting

to these conditions, beyond giving

an occasional party. They have ac-

cepted their responsibility to im-

prove those conditions.

Each of these 1.0 student "ad-

opted" a little brother or sister

through the Esperanza Neighbor-

hood Service Center. Tliis center,

located on North Spruce, is a non-

profit organization, established in

196(.! to broaden the interests and

to supplement the domestic skills

of any person seeking such help.

The Center recommends the chil-

dren who participate in the col-

lege program which goes by the

name of Higher Horizons.

The general objectives of Higher

Horizons are to expand the view-

points of these children, educa-

tionally, socially, and culturally

;

to enable these children to com-

municate with and know, as a

friend, someone concerned with

them as individuals; and to asso-

ciate learning with excitement and

new experiences.

The students participating in

Higher Horizons first became ac-

quainted with the children by tak-

ing them to CC's homecoming foot-

ball game. Since that time, the

various weekly activities of the

i-1 i g h e r Hori/.un members ;iim1

their young friends have includ'.ii

a trip to the zoo, a cookie-bakinj,-

lesson, learning to knit, and play-

ing football. Although this pro-

gram includes tutoring sessions,

when needed, its objectives re:irii

far beyond the classroom.

Because Higher Horizons was

originated by the students them-

selves, each participant plans lii-'

program according to the needs ul

the individual child. T h r o u f,'
li

Higher Horizons, the Colorado Col-

lege student can aid the commun-

ity at large directly, on a personal

basis, rather than thiough the di-

rectives of a larger community

organization.

In addition to benefitting tlif

(Continued on pngc scvfin

[With both hosiery and shoos,

;Uhc go-with-all is out;

Every cosLumc needs its

O'ii/n stockings, its owi\

pair of shoe

iltps from

Hosiery h-j^

« HANES
. TRIMPOOT-- \
o BEAUTY "ITST?

TH£ ANTLERS PLAZA

eoto6/

Professional Dry Cleaning & Laundry

Special:

PANTS (LADIES SLACKS) . . .

SKIRTS

SWEATERS (Plain)

3 WHITE DRESS SHIRTS ... 75c

WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR
U6 Chase Stone Center— 635-2201

LAUNDRY

T
31 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-1476
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Computer Hookup Extended to Olin
A second time-sharing computer

terminal and a tape-punching ma-

chine have been installed in Olin

Loung'e, to supplement the first

terminal, which has been in Palmer

Hall since the beginning of the

year. The Olin terminal will make

it possible and more convenient

for a greater number of students

and professors to take advantage

of the facilities offered tlu'ough a

time-sharing system.

The computer facilities are avail-

able to all students for work in

connection with class or individual

projects, subject to approval by

faculty members. A certain amount

of time has been allotted to each
of the science departments, both

for use in various classes and for

general use by students and fac-

idty in those departments. Addi-
tional information concerning the

computer terminals can be obtained

from Professor Gately, who is

serving as temporary director of

I he computing center.

The General Electric time-shar-

ing svstem is an arrangement by
which small units of time on a

large computer are made available

via telephone lines to a large num-
ber of users. The computer uses
three languages: BASIC. FOR-

TRAN, and ALGOL. FORTRAN
and ALGOL are common computer

languages that are used on many
other computers, and BASIC is a

language unique to the GS system.

Both BASIC and FORTRAN are

being taught in the computer pro-

gramming course at CC.

BASIC (Beginner's All-Purpose

Symbolic Instioiction Code) is a

precise, simple, easy-to-understand

language. However, a wide variety

of useful and interesting programs

can be written with it. Difficult

arithmetic calculations can also be

pei-formed easily. For example, to

find the square root of 3.7248 a

two-line program can be written

ajid typed into the computer. The

program would read:

10 PRINT SQR (3.7248)

20 END

"SQR(X)" tells the computer to

find the square root of a number

X and 'PRINT" directs the com-

puter to print out this number.

The computer can evaluate other

coiiimonly used mathematical func-

tion which can be combined with

computer commands into programs
to solve many different kinds of

problems.

fSC Retreat Studies Man and Society
The Foreign Stnudent Commit-

tee retreated to the Bear Trap
Ranch for a discussion on "Man's
relation to himself and to society

in various cultures," on Saturday
and Sundap, Nov. 11 and 12.

One problem faced by foreign

5lu;lents at universities where a
large number of students come
from one country is the tendency
to form national cliques. It was
also pointed out that almost any
foreign student experiences a "U-
curve effect," where he finds him-
self excited for a while by the
newness of his environment, then
liecomes adjusted to it and forgets
to notice the new things, and fi-

nally rises out -of his depression to

"some kind of emotional plateau."

It was suggested that stays of

longer than one year would allow
both the foreign student and his

host college to benefit more from
th exchange, the initial "cultural

shock" and "U-curve letdown" be-

ing of lesser relative importance.

Also discussed was the "brain

drain," or the problem of talented

people in underdeveloped countries

coming the the U.S. to study, and

then failing to return. Reasons
mentioned for the brain drain in-

cluded the lack of demand in un-

derdeveloped nations for knowledge

in non-technical disciplines, the

fact that little reward is given for

academic achievements in many
countries where a man is identified

in terms of his family rather than

by what he does.

Another question was: "What do

we want a foreign student to be,

or not to be, when he returns from

his stay in the U.S.?"

No definite answers were found

for any of these questions, but per-

haps that wasn't the real pui-pose

of the discusion, anyway.

A simple example of a program
utilizing these commands consists

of finding the time it would take

an object to fall 10 feet, 50 feet

and 100 feet. The time is equal to

the square root of 2D/32, where
D is the distance the object falls

and 32 feet/second/second is the

acceleration of gravity. The pro-

gram would read:

10 READ D

20 FOR N = l TO 3

30 LET T= SQR(2'D/32)

40 PRINT T

50 NEXT N

(!0 DATA 10, 50, 100

70 bJND

Statement 10 tells the computer
to use the three values of D given
in the DATA statement in the

calculations. Statement 20 and 50
form a loop telling the computer
to do the calculation three times,

one for each value of D. The for-

mula for finding the time T is

given in statement 30. The com-
puter will print out three num-
bei's corresponding to the three

time intervals which were calcu-

lated. Complete manuals of the

BASIC language and information
on the mechanics of the time-

sharing system can be found in

the computer room in Palmer and
in the Physics Seminar Room in

Olin Hall.

A large number of useful pro-

grams have been written and
stored in the computer; for ex-

ample there is a program that

will solve a system of simultan-

eous equations. These programs
can be called and a set of data to

be used in the program can be

typed into the computer.

Arrangements have been made
for the computer terminal in Olin
to be open during the day and Mon-
day through Thursday evenings
from 7:00 to 10:00. Students wish-
ing to use the computer at these
times should see Prof. Gately or
faculty members in specific depart-
ments connected witli using the
computer.

AT

YOU SAVE

Because you serve yourself to

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE!

Coin Operated

^ "^

S^stimalW

Colorado Springs 595 S. 8+h

LEE'S ENCO SERV/CE

TUNE UPS
ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 WesI Uintah Phone 634-9195

iltgstnu IBpU lutt
featuring exquisitf

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 ?,M.

(-Cold Boer ..ith Moots

fOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

PAULS FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1524 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

112 South Teion

Rugged but dressy -

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Tolephono 632-0391

Monarch SKi Area
and

Ski Town Lodge
Will enjoy the privilege of serving you during the

coming Ski Season. Courteous and experienced

employees will make your Slci Vacation a little more

enjoyable.

-:- Beverly Ogilvie to direct the

Monarch Ski School for 67-68

Season.

-:- Starting December 3, Catholic

Mass will be held on Sunday at

8 :30 A.M. in the Nursery.

-:- 24-Hour Telephone Answering
Service. For accurate Monarc h

Pass Road Report and Monarch
Ski Report. After November 15th

Phone: 634-SNOW.

Tentative Opening Date— November 15th

Write for Free Color Brochure!
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SaUtA CAFETERIA

Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 1 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacenl to the Lounge

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
20el/j North Tejon Street • Colorado Springs, Colorado

Writing home for money?
^ Enclose your appeal in a

pretty little Peter Pauper
book. Subtle. We'll gladly

giftwrap and mail for you

( We'd like to see your allow-

ance increased, too.)

J

s/

COEDUCATIONAL

DEGREE PROGRAMS

NEW DORMITORIES

DYNAMIC FACULTY

NATIONAL

COLLEGE

OF

BUSINESS
327 Kansas C\\^ Si.

Rapid Cily, S. D.

57701

Alpha Lambda Delta

To Award $2,000

Graduate Grants

For the 1968-f>0 academic year

the National Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta will award the Maria

Leonard, the Alice Crocker Lloyd,

the Adelc Hajnier Stamp, the

Kathryn Sisson Phillips, and the

Christine Yerkes Conaway Fellow-

ships for graduate study. The

amount of each fellowship is $2000.

Attendance at a graduate school

which has a chapter of Alpha

Lambda Delta is encouraged.

Any member of Alpha Lambda

Delta who graduated in 'Co, '6G, or

'67 and who has maintained the

scholastic average throughout her

college career is eligible. Graduat-

ing seniors may apply if they have

maintained this average to the end

of the first semester (or first quar-

ter) of this year.

Applicants will be judged on

scholastic record, recommendations,

the soundness of the applicant's

project and purpose and, to some

extent, on need.

.Application blanks and informa-

tion may be obtained from Miss

Christine Moon, Armstrong Hall.

The application must be com-

pleted by the applicant herself and

submitte'd to the National Fellow-

ship Chair'man by January L'i, lilGS.

t send me your free catalog and jnforma.

tton on business careers.

..j^

VINCENZO CATENA'S "Study of Drapery" will be one of the fea-

tured works In the exhibition, "Italian Master Drawings," to be dis-

played in the Rare Book Room of Tuft Library on Nov. 28, 29, and 30.

Janos Scholi, connoisseur of international prominance, will bring these

drawing from his own collection in New York when he visits The Colo-

rado College campus to make a public slide lecture on Wednesday

evening, Nov. 29 at 8:15 in Armstrong 300 on the third floor. Profes-

sor Scholz will also give an informal gallery talk in the library on Tues-

day, Nov. 28 at 4:15. Student and faculty are invited fo see these

events, rarely available to those not in major museum areas.

Denver Symphony to Offer Discover America Serie:
.. . 'r- j„.. M„„ 01 =inr.o l<)4-7r its AssociEite Conclu

DISCOVER AMERICA with thc-

Denver Symphony Orchestra is the

theme of a bright new series which

will be presented this season. For

the first time three special con-

certs will be devoted exclusively

to exploring the music of our

country from 1890 to the present

lime.

Each concert will focus on a

special aspect of American music.

The first, on Tuesday, Nov. 21,

to the Symphonic Direction, tlie

second, on Tuesday, Mar. 12, to the

Jazz Direction, and the final one,

on Friday, Apr. 19, to the Broad-

way-Hollywood Direction.

Louis Lane, Associate Conduc-

tor of The Cleveland Orchestra

will serve as conductor for all

three concerts. Mr. Lane has been

witli The Cleveland Orchestra

accounting
secretarial science
business administration

bookkeeping
receptionist training

electronic data processing

office machines
medical secretarial

legal secretarial

Nancy Taylor Charm course

Mr. Executive success course

Speedwriting

THE MIDWEST'S FINEST
CAREER COLLEGE

We are a growing private coliege

that specializes injust one tiling -

Business Education.
We offer one to four year courses in 17 different specialized aca-

demic and/or vocational programs. Bachelor's degrees and associ-

ate degrees in business science are granted as well as diplomas.

Full program of sports, activities. Accredited as a Junior College

of Business by the Accrediting Commission for Business Schools.

Approved for veterans training.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON BUSINESS CAREERS

Hathau^aif^s

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

"your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P, M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

since 1047; its Associate CondiR-

tor since 1960. Recognized as one

of the outstanding American con-

fluctors, He is widely known for

the regular Cleveland Orchestra

concerts, his recordings (ten al-

bums for Epic Records), and as

director of the organization's sum-

mer pops series.

The first concert will open witli

American Salute, variations on

"When Johnny Comes Marchiny

Home Again," by Morton Gould.

The soloist will be Joela Jones, t\

20-year-old pianist who has be-

come a favorite with pops concert

audiences in Boston, Cleveland ami

Phila<lelphia. She will play tlu'

Piano Concerto No. 2 in D Minor

by Edward MacDoweU and Gei-

siiwin's popular Rhapsody in Blu<'.

Other American composers repre-

sented are G u n t h er SchuUer.

Aaron Copeland and John Philii'

Sousa with Stars and Stript-

Forever.

Season tickets for the serifs

which will take place in the Audi-

torium Theatre at 8:30 p.m. ai"

$12.50, $10, §8, $6, and $3.50. Sin-

gle tickets range from $5.25 to

$1.50. They may be purchased by

mail or in person from the Den-

ver Symphony Box Office, Mnv

D&F, telephone 825-3(544.

Ma^ R^ QoUeXfB Slupp^
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

Zip Cod*

NEW TERM STARTS
NOV. 27TH

CALL 348-1200 COLLECT

National College of Business

Box ie2eu

Rapid City, S. Dak. 57701

College Fashions by . . .

-:- Villager

-:- Jonathan Logan Dresses

-:- Cocktail dresses by Jr. Theme

-;- "No Iron" Shirts by Lady Van Heusen

and Lady Manhattan

;

-:- Levis

and Many Others
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Drake Discusses Luther s Reform
By Julia Sadler

On Thursday, Nov. 9, George
Drake of the liistory department
gave his second lecture for the

WesteiTi Civilization Lecture Se-

ries. His topic, "Why Luther's Re-

form '?" continued the analysis of

Martin Luther begun in the two
previous lectures. Dr. Drake's pur-

pose however, was not to analyze

the refonri but to show why Lu-
ther's reform succeeded where ear-

lier movements ha<i failed.

Dr. Drake began by descnbing

I'eform movements before Luther's

time, such as that of the Cluniac

monks in the 11th and 12th cen-

turies concerning: the questions of

Denver Theatre
Mini-skiits and knee boots ai'c

^'iving a new look to Oscar Wilde's

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
KARNEST, at the Theatre in the

Square. A "mod" version of this

inth century comedy is playing at

8:30 p. m., Wednesdays through
Saturdays as the Larimer Square
Theatre, 1460 Larimer St., Denver,

Reservations may be made by tele-

lihoning the box "office at G23-7811.

Barbara Bradish directs the

nine-member east in this first play

of the 1967-68 season. Student tic-

kets $2.00, in groups of 25 or

more, tickets are $1.75.

THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do you TOcr
•IM 3-5-7-??

TOV ARE IMVlTiaD

to Tlslt the nenr

Hnu
Chase Stone C«nter

Colorado Springe

an Intijtatej

bontiqpxey TASHION
SPECIALTT SHOP

«
fnll of oontoapor-

arx clothes
«

for the SOir

IHHrVIDUALIST
with the Junior

or JiniiQr~?etite

figure, sizes

3 to 9.

la a baokground

of antiques fron
round the vorld.

IE THnC aULL
oharee aooounts

invited

celibacy and investitun.-. Such
movements had been either de-
stroyed or absorbed by the Church,
depending on how tolerable they
seemed to existing doctrines.

To explain why Luther's reforms
caught on where other movements
had not. Dr. Drake described the
religious factors which distinguish-

ed Luther's movement. Dissatis-

fied with the sacramental formula
for salvation preached by the
Catholics, Luther sought a more
fool-proof path to Heaven for his

own selfish motives. In his ques-

tioning he struck at the most vital

spot of Catholic doctrine—the sac-

ramental system, on whose accep-

tance the whole power of the

Church rested.

Luther's movement, which even-

tually gi'ew too large to be ci-ush-

ed, could not be absorbed by the
Church as some of the earlier

movements had because Luther
struck not only at Church practice

but also at major doctrines. He
completely transformed the locus

of Christian authority from Cath-
olic tradition to the scripture. There
were also several non-religious

reasons for the success of Luther's

religious movement. Political un-

rest cojitiibuted to the rapid spread
of his teachings since Charles the
Fifth was too preoccupied with
other problems to deal with the

Lutherans effectively. Also, be-

cause of the use of the printing

press and because of the gi'owing

literacy of people other than ec-

clesiastics at this time, religious

teachings were not automatically

accepted since people could read
the Bible for themselves and draw
their own conclusions.

The next lecture will be given
on Tlmrsday, Nov. 30, by Hans
Krimni on "The Second Coming of

Science."

Traffic Committee
The Student Traffic Committee

is accepting applications from stu-

dents who wish to work next sem-
ester issuing traffic tickets. In the
past, all ticket.? were issued by stu-
dents, and this policy is being re-

instituted in an attempt to make
the issuing of tickets more uniform
and to relieve some of the pres-
sure on the Burns Pati-olmen.

All students wishing to apply
should obtain applications from
Rastall Desk.

TOM SCHUSTER (right) winds up for long boot as two DU stalwarts

rush in to Intercept during action before a large crowd at Stewart

Field on Saturday, Nov. II.

FmEE
24-page brochure has facts

and figures to help you see
Britain on a student budget

How to travel 1000 miles by

train and boat for only S30,

100 places to get a single room

for $4 a night, breakfast

included— dormitory space

costs less.

Bicycle rentals lor $2.80 a

week.

Discotheques, folk singing, jazz

clubs and boutiques.

Season ticket to 900 stately

homes, castles and historic

sights for S3.

Whereto gel lunch or dinner

for$1.

Howlo choose your

transportation to Britain,

Special student programs
starting at S655, including fare

ana lour, but excluding cost of

free time.

Travel-study programs, work

camps, summer schools.

London theatres, balcony seats

SI.40 -some gallery seats 70C-

British Travel

Box 923. New York, N. Y. 10019

Please send me your free 24-page brochure "Students Visit-

ing Britain."

Name _

Co!lege_

Address^

City -Zip

L.»
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DUE TO TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

with advertisements, the Tiger is unable

to publish its Quest supplement this

weel as planned. According to Ann

Dugan. Tiger Business Manager, the

Tiger must sell over 50 per cent of its

space in each issue to advertisers in order

for the paper to run on a financially

sound basis. Quest editor Skip Clark

announced that as a result of the

delay in publishing, he will accept

contributions of poerty until Monday,

Nov. 27.

;UPPLEMENT TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE TIGER

Qfje^v
Vol 2, No. 2 Colorado Springs, Colorado, November 17, 1967 Colorado College

CORD M'
THEY ARE ALL AT LORIG'S IN THE COLOR AND SIZE

YOU WANT. ADEQUATE STOCKS ASSURE DISCRIMI-

NATING FIT.

Corduroy

Itvif/n'A
Regular Blues. JOUgA
Stay Pressed. 107 South Tejon

The ad is a curious invention.

We sometimes wonder its intention

For when It is used.

All art is abused

And the results we can't even mention.

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Tiaily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses
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Birth Control Program Instituted
TORONrn, Canada (CUP-CPS)

The student administrative council

at the University of Toronto has

L-iidorsed a birth control education

program to be run by a group of

.;enior co-eds.

They have been distributing con-

traceptive information to anyone
asking: for it and referring inquir-

ies to the Planned Parenthood As-
sociation and Toronto doctors who
liave agreed to co-operate.

The council's president, Tom
l''aulkner, thought he might face

jail as a result of the council's ac-

tion, since it is against the law in

Canada to sell or dispose of any
instructions "intended or repre-

.=ented as a method of preventing

lontraception."

But Ontario Attorney General

Arthur Wishei't says, "I have not

thought of taking action in this

matter."

Toronto is not the first Canad-
ian university with such a program.
Carleton University's chaplain says

tliere was a similar club on the

campus and there was no trouble

from either university authorities

nr the law.

Such clubs have also been formed
on U.S. campuses, as well. The
fii'st was at Hofsti-a University,

Long Island, New York, last year.

Althouph inaTiy student groups
in tiiu U.S. have pressed for health
services to give out birth control

pills, a survey of .315 health ser-

vices last year showed that onlv
one in 25 campus clinics will give
pills to unmriTied women and 55
per cent will not prescribe thi-

pill under any circumstances.

* Higher Horizons
(((.nliiiiitil from paKC twiii

children involved. Colorado Col-

lege students extend their own
horizons as they come to know a
child whose cultural backgi-ound

and resulting outlook on life may
he totally different from their

own. Higher Horizons can provide

the opportunity to enrich the cui-

lege experience by relating to {]:

"off-campus" world.

Higher Horizons is not attempt-
ting to find quick, easy solutions

to basic human problems or to

dramatically change the lives of

the children with whom it is in-

volved. If Higher Horizons accom-
plishes nothing more than to in-

dicate to the children that Colo-

rado College students care about
them as individuals, accept them
for what they are, and take an
interest in their pursuits; then our
efforts will have been successful.

>-«b>^0>..*^ ^ JliSBIi.<k,fcJufc.^

Colorado^

Hockey
1961-68

WORLD FIGURE SKATING CHAMPION PEGGY FLEMING of Colorado Spring. t<ikos t,mc out from
training for the Olympics next February to hear about Colorado College's upcoming hockey season from

Team Capt. V/ayne Nelson. She holds a window card which is appearing in Colorado Springs stores and
business places listing the home games. Colorado College opens Its two-game series this weekend at the

Broadmoor World Arena.

Cannpus Anrtouncements
IFC Dance

Saturday night, Nov. 18, follow-

ing the hockey game, the Inter

I'^iaternity Council will sponsor a

dance at the Old Colony Cafe at

:;020 W. Colorado Ave. Music will

lie supplied by the Pfefernoolie,

and all the beer you can drink will

\>e furnished for the $.50 admission

ciiarge.

Freshmen are invited to ride to

tlie game and to the party with

;uiy fraternity man. The party will

lipgin at 11:00 p.m. and end at

1:30 a.m. Freshmen men are re-

itiinded that they must return di-

rectly to and from the party if they

are riding with fraternity men.

Pub Board Meeting
The Publications Boai'd is hold-

ing a meeting Tuesday, Nov. 21,

at 3:30 p. m. in i-oom 203 of Ras-

tall.

Auditions

On Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 2:30,

liarts may be read for the spring

pioduction of Moliere's LeBour-

y;eois Gentilhomme. The auditions

^vill take place in Armstrong 32(1.

All students are encouraged to

try out, but preferences will be

civen to those taking French 305-

OG. If you have any questions, call

Dr. Madruga, Ext. 234.

Gibbs Scholarships

Two national scholarships for

<')llege senior women are being of-

fered for 1968-1969 by the Kathar-
ine Gibbs School. Each scholarship

consists of full tuition for the sec-

retarial training course, and win-

ners arc chosen on the basis of

their college academic record, fi-

nancial need, and potentialities for

success in business.

Application blanks may be ob-

tained by writing to: Memorial
Scholarship Committee, Katharine

Cibbs School, 200 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10017.

McGregor Open House

Everyone is invited to McGregor

Hall this Sunday afternoon, Nov.

m, from 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. for

an open house. Refreshments will

be served.

'Gaugin in Tahiti'

To be on TV Show
"Gauguin in Tahiti: The Search

for Paradise." a CBS-TV news

special will be shown on Tuesday,

Nov. 21, from 9:00-10:00 p. m.

"Gauguin in Tahiti," with nar-

ration by Sir Michael Redgrave

focuses on the impressionist paint-

er's years in Tahiti, where he

created as an artist the paradi.se

he failed to find there as a man.

Produced, directed, and written

by Martin Carr, the hour special

was filmed in France and Tahiti.

Many of Gauguin's paintings will

be seen, including those from pri-

vate collections and museums the

world over.

TW Meeting
Congratulations to Ruth Sten-

mark, newly-elected secretary-trea-

surer, and Dick Kendrick, sets and

props committee chairman, both

elected to the Theatre Workshop

board last Thursday, Nov. 2. The
last TW meeting for the semester

will be held Thursday, Nov. 30, at

(»:30 p. m. in the Little Theatre.

Members will be presenting read-

ings, cuttings, and one-acts, and
refreshments will be sexwed. Stu-

dents interested in performing on

that occasion should leave their

names in the box behind Rastall

Desk.

"Everything for

Every Sport"

119 N. Tejon 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 P.M.

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cucliairas

lAc.oi, (rom Courlhous.)

Telephone 634-9513

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from the Campus

827 North Tejon

jor the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI J.ASACIVA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

Happy Thanksgiving

Complete Professional Cleaning & Launcir/

Pick-up a Delivery at all Girls Dorms

French

CLEANERS
and

LAUNDRY

Ji9 North Cascade Telephone 633-3B55

STAMP IT!
irCTHIRAOE

REGULAR
MODEI-

ANT $^3
3 LIKE TEXT ^£

ThB fmeit IHDCSTHUCTIBLE HETAL
POCKCT nUBBER STAMP. "A* I 2".

Send check or moner order. B«
aur« to iadude your Zip Cod*. No
postaKo or hnndlinK ebsrsA. Add
sales tax.

Prompt thlpmMt SatlslKtioQ CutfulMd

THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. B"- neZl L^noi S^uaia SUtioo

Ai''.h;"a. G*., 3C32S

122 SOUThI CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better S&NDWICHCS are BIGGER

ITALIAtJ HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COOKS on TAP...
Siggest pitcher in Tov/n for

Our famnwi Cclltir twailahle for

large frtilernUij or group functions

$1.25

T
A

I

A
N

A
U
R
A
N

Come All! the FINEST Jjk=-Box in Town!!
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Navajo Market
Choice Meals — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
Picture Framing "M Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon

Sa44 ,

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6161

Phone 633-6903

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Invited

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3!i blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

tfempubco

OFFICE SUPPLY
'

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

The Classic Blazer Jacket i

For Men of All Ages
i

Classically correct. Have this jacket in your

wardrobe and always be ready to go almost any-

where, anytime. Featured in an unusually fine all

wool flannel, in an impressive choice of colors

with authentic natural shoulder patch pocket

styling, lapped seams and hooked center vent in

the true tradition of the London Shop.

From $45.00

IGotiibon ^t^np for men

Number Ten E. Pikes Peak Ave. Telephone 635-2126

Charge Accounts invited

CCS ELIOT FIELD, with hair aslcew, fires head shot against DU. CC won, 4-1.

Edge Alumni, 7-6

Icev^ Face Gusties in Opener
By Dan Bernstein

The Icemen Cometh! Yes, sports

fans, the fastest sport in the

world is here, and you can see

one of tlie best teams in the coun-

try play it. The Jiame of the g:ame

is hockey, and the Colorado Col-

lege stickmen open their season

tonight against Gustavus Adol-

phus College, of St. Peter Minn.

The season has already unoffi-

cially begun for the team as they

edged the Alumni last Saturday

by a score of 7-6 with the aid of a

three-goal hat-trick by CC's John

Hawkins. After this debut of the

Tiger material, Coach John Match-

efts' skatemen clashed with a po-

tent University of Denver squad

in a scrimmage at Honnen Ice

Rink. As a foreshadowing of the

rugged Western Collegiate Hockey

Association (WCHA) competition,

CC came out on the short end of

a G-1 score.

Each year, the Tigers compete

against the nation's top teams in

a four-month-long season culmin-

ating in the NCAA championships,

wliich CC won in 1958.

This season, the toughest com-

petition for the Tigers will be pro-

vided by DU, Michigan State,

Michigan Tech, and North Dakota

State.

The line-up for tonight will in-

clude defensemen, Doug Clarke,

Bi-uce Mahancke, Carry Oscar and

Mark Paulson. On the first line

the Tigers will have Chuck Rankin

at center, Gary Myers at left wing,

and Jim Hawkins at right wing.

On the second line will be cen-

terman, Pete Ryan, left winger

Doug King, and right wing, Wayne
Nelson. Filling the center, left and

right positions for the third line

will be Tom Gould, Bill Olsen, and

Bruce LaHue.

The Tigers will have two fine

goalies on hand tonight, with Don

Gale and Jack Herbert. Tony

Frasca, director of intramurals at

CC termed Gale the "best goal-

tender in the WCHA."

The stage is set for what should

be a fine hockey season for the

Colorado College skatemen. Get

out to the Broadmoor World Arena

by 8:15 tonight and tomorrow anil

watch the fastest and most thrill-

packed game in the world.

Tiger Women's Swim Team

Hosts Tri-Meet Saturday
This Saturday afternoon at two

o'clock the Colorado College wo-

men's swim team will host its third

annual swimming meet at Schless-

man Pool. Competing with the CC

swimmers will be teams from Den-

ver's Temple Buell (formerly Colo-

rado Women's Collegel and Fort

Collins' Colorado State University.

Events will include individual

races in both 60- and 100-yard

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions Cosmetics

802 North Weber

. School Supplies - Beverages

Telephone 633-2069

freestyle, backstroke, and breast-

stroke plus 50-yard butterfly and

lOO-yard individual medley. The-.e

will also be one-meter diving and

200- and lOO-yard relays in free-

style and medley.

Swimming on this year's team,

coached by Don Campbell, are;

senior Sue Linder, entered in but-

terfly and individual medley; jun-

ioi-s Jane Lubchenco in diving and

Cindy Todd in freestyle; sopho-

mores Cathy Livingston in back-

stroke and individual medley, Carol

Smith in freestyle, Anne Coppock

in backstroke, and Kathy Brotzniaii

in breaststroke; and freshmen Sue

Parks in breaststroke, Beth Jor-

gens in freestyle, and Mary Beth

Chubb in freestyle.

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 I 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 Nor+ii Tojon

634-2093

OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOWN.

*ALTONE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acres
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Kieker^ S^tomp DU^ 4-1
By John E. Morris

The Colorado College soccer

team, in a brilliaTit display of abil-

ity, stamina and desire, trounced

arch-rival Denver University 4 to

1 last Saturday on Stewart Field.

The Tiger offense pressured DU
;joalie, George Ki-og, from the

opening whistle and the CC defense

limited DU's Arie DeGvoot and his

forward line to a lone tally on a

third period penalty kick,

I)U was never in the game as

the Tigers scored two goals in the

liist period and one in the second

to spurt to a 3 to halftime lead.

The first marker came with seven

niiiuites gone when right inner,

I'fler Morse, took a short pass

from Eliot Field and slipped it into

the DU nets.

The home crowd, estimated be-

tween five and six hundi'ed peo-

|)!e. went wild. But the Tigers

(iiJn't let up. Halfbacks John Bod-
iiington and Ned Pike took full

control of midtield play and kept

the ball constantly in DU's end of

the field.

After several missed opportuni-

ties, Boddington rammed in CC's
second goal of the first period from
20 yards out with 14 minutes gone.

The DU offense, centered around
prospective AIl-American DeGroot,

could never organize a sustained

attack. CC coach Horsf Richardson

gave center fullback. Wink Davis,

the difficult assignmeut of stop-

pingDeGroot. Davis, with the help

of Steve Andrews, allowed the DV
forward only three shots on goal
all day.

The Tigers repeatedly penetrat-
ed tire Pioneer defense in the sec-

ond period and eventually scored
with 17 minutes gone. In an un-
usual play left-wing, Tom Schus-
ter, lofted a corner kick in front
of the DU goal.

Evan Griswold, right winger,
leapt high above the center full

back, headed the bail over goal-

tender Krog's hands and into the

net. Half time score: CC 3. DU 0.

The red-shirted Pioneers came
out after intermission looking for
blood and CC fans feared a DU
rally after DeGroot scored on a
penalty kick with only four min-
utes gone. But the CC defense
tightened and both teams failed

to score in tlie rest of the period.

CC broke out of their scoring
droiight early in the final frame.
With a minute gone, Tom Schus-
ter pinpointed another corner kick

in front of the DU goal. Peter
Morse dived forward and headed
the ball into the net.';, for what
Richardson described after the
match as "the most beautiful goal

of the game.*'

The officials called the score

back on a disputed off-side penalty
but only a minute later, CC got
the goal back when Blake Wilson,
subbing at right-wing, took a
short pass from Field and banged
the Tigers' final goal into the top
of the DU nets.

After the match, Richardson put

the crowd reaction in a nutshell.

"It was a hell of a game." He
complimented the whole team on
an outstanding effort and singled

out goalie Craig Clayberg for par-

ticular praise in making several

key saves.

CC's victory broke Denver's

perrenial dominance in the Rocky
Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer
League. Denver had not been beat-

en in league play since the season

of li)G3 when CC did the job with

a 2 to 1 victory.

Official word reached Richard-

son Monday that, because of their

win over DU, the Tigers had been

selected to play in the 16-team

NCAA soccer tournament. Their

first-round opponent will be St.

Louis University. The game will

be in St. Louis tomorrow starting

at 2 p. m. The team will leave

Friday afternoon and return on

Sunday.

In the last eight years, St.

Louis has been national champions

five times. Last year the Eillicans

defeated CC 5 to 1 here in the

Springs. This year, they have tied

Michigan State, and beat Air

Force 3 to 1. Whereas last year

the Tigers were totally outclassed

by St. Louis, Richardson said that

this year, "we definitely have a

chance to beat them."

GRISWOLD OF CC uses head to bat ball away from DU player in

Saturday's victorious effort. The Tigers defeated Denver University

to win a place as one of the three Far West representaiives In the

NCAA soccer tournament at St. Louis.

^•ood Luck

Tiajer Kifkers

ill Si. LoiiiN

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — I0;00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telcplionc 632-0444

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

3905 North Nevada (Past the Dog Tract— Only five minutei (rem the campus| |
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PIZZA 8, MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Venteth'j Q TeJoH

NOW OPENS THE . . . 3,2 BEER

"4t,t,0Y"
ON TAP or TO GO

nnnex glasses .pitchers, kegs

F K A T U R 1 N (; , . .

Pitcher Beer $1.00

5lS^ Tacos . 19c
ON MONDAY. WKDNKSDAV S TIIUBSDAY

1004 South Tejon Teleph ane 634-4591

^^"^^k KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2Vj bluctvs Soiitli of CiimiJus)

llemlquarlcrs jin Ciular's. liiinin's ami All Acccssniien

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY; 9:00 -8:30

STO\WE-A RUGGED MAN'S SWEATER HROM ENGLAND

Every inch a man's sweater, this handsome pull-

over is individually made on hand frame in bonc-

coiorcd pure wool. Ideal on ski slope, boat deck or

fairway. Sizes 38-46.

$35.00

Jfnifjorlcis for Cft'/iffemrii

103 East Pikes Peak Avenue Telephone 634-1062



We, who are opposed to the actions carried on in our nanne, wish to call the following declaration

to the attention of the College Community:

Individuals Against the Crime of Silence

A Declaration To Our Fellow Citizens 01 The United States, To The

Peoples Of The World, And To Future Generations:

1 We are appalled and angered by the conduct of our country in

Vietnam.

2 In tne name of liberty, we fiave unleashed the awesome arsenal of

the greatest military power in the world upon a small agricultural nation, killing, burning

and mutilating its people. In the name of peace, we are creating a desert. In the name

of security, we are inviting world conflagration.

3 We, the signers of this declaration, believe this war to be immoral.

We believe it to be illegal. We must oppose it.

4 At Nuremberg, after World War II, we tried, convicted and exe-

cuted men for the crime of OBEYING their government, when that government demanded

of them crimes against humanity. Ivlillions more, who were not tried, were still guilty of

THE CRIfy^E OF SILENCE.

5 We have a commitment to the laws and principles we carefully

forged in the AlVlERICAN CONSTITUTION, at the NUREIVlBERG TRIALS, and in the

UNITED NATIONS CHARTER. And our own deep democratic traditions and our dedica-

tion to the ideal of human decency among men demand that we speak out.

We Therefore wish to declare our names to the office of the Secretary

General of the United Nations, both as permanent witness to our opposition to the

war in Vietnam and as a demonstration that the conscience of America is not dead.

'

'

"" "
*
'"""" "^" ^"'"" a KcxL,.^'. ^.1 I9bl It..; UiMlc-rt Slnti-s Conit on

To Protest — To Object — To Dissent has long been an American tradition. The

following are a few among the many who have signed this declaration to be on permanent record.

IFATHEHU E BAMBEBGER. MD
OANIEl BEftRlGAN S J.

BEV PHILLIP BERRIGAN.SS J.

ROBERT McAFFEEBBOWN

'CI H FERRY

REV. STEPHEN H FRITCHMAN

[)H FRED GOLDSTEIN

OB. RALPH R GHEEUSON MEBBEFlT MAGIDSON ROBERT RYAN

.fiCEO BRIG GENEBALHB. HESTER. RET, NORMANMAILEB I.ORRV SHEBMAN
OR SrANLEY HOFFMAN THOMAS MEBTOrj PBOF ROBERT SIMMONS
TEREESAB HOFFMAN SIONEr MEYER DH BENJAMIN SPOCK
CHARLES H.HUBBEL EASON MONROE FREDH SIEINMETZ ESQ
SANDER L. JOHNSON. ESQ, PROF HANS J, MORGENTHAU DR NORMAN IABACHNICH;

PROF. DONALD KAL1SK HENRY E. NILES D lANTHlERMANN
EDWARD M KEATING OR MARK F ORFIRER BRVNA IVENS UNIEBMEVER

RING LARONEH. JR OR LINUS PAULING OICK VAN DYKE
BABBIfllCHARON LEVY BISHOP JAMES A PIKE ROBERT VAUGHN
LOUIS LIGHT ESQ RICHARD M POWELL OR MAURICE N, '/^ALSH

OR ROBERT E LITMAN FARL REINER OR HARVEY WHEELER
VICTOR LUDWIG lANlCE RULE • L WIBIN FSO

1 Wish 10 Sign my name lo tlie above Declaotion \o tHo United Nanons, ,-ind w.jnt lo y..^ or> reeoid '..M^ ihis Dficl.iriiiori

of ihe Individuals Againsl ihe Ciime ol Silence

signalure

\t address 'J'^tf

•f^'^
Ciiy state i\'ii

'2V Sign complete and mail 10 P.O Box 69960, Los Angeles. Calil.

ol Silence will then lorward Ihe inlormanon lo the Uniled Nali

Should you also wish lo support adOiUonal publishings and cotnmunicalions.

made payable lo Individuals Againsl the Crime ol Silence. This don.iiion enl

wallei-siied registration card. Money is needed to speed our progress

The sltenglh ol our numbers will regularly and ellecUvely be made known. Your

The ollice o( the individuals Agamsi the Crime

e does ha«e power.

We encourage members of +he College Community to support this statement and other forms of

protest against this immoral and indecent war.

ROBERT M. ARMSTRONG
BERNWID AfiNEST
DIRK BAAY
TOM K. BARTON
PAUL T. BECHTOL
RICHARD G, 6E1DLEUA1J
ALVIN BODER/MN
KENNETH B1JRT0N
JANE CAUVEL
OWEN C- CRAMER
.OARRELL DAVISSON

GEORGE A, DRAKE
WILLIAM A. FISCHER
OOUGLAS W. FREED
TIMOTHY FULLER
CARLTON GAMER
RODMAN F. GANSER
WILSON Y. GATELY
MICHAEL D. GRACE
ROGER HEACOCK
LEWIS B. HORNE
JOHN HOTSON

DONALD P. JENKINS
MARCIA D. JOHNS
GILBERT R. JOHNS
FRANK A. KRLTFZKE
PAUL KUTSCHE
MAX R. LANNER
HERV1NG MAOBUGA
THOMAS K, MAUCH
ROBERT M. ORMES
DOUGLAS A. PARKER
JOSEPH W. PICKLE

JACK L. RHODES
ROBERT S. ROSS
THOMAS W. ROSS
VAN B. SHAW
JOHN H, SHEARER
DON SHEARN
JAMES N, TRISSEL
RAY O. WERNER
WILBUR H, WRIGHT

SPONSORED Bt THE FACULTY PEACI COMMITTEE
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January 8-13

Outstanding Speakers to Highlight Symposium
By Mike Monderer

In just another month, we will

again be in a presidential election

year, and 19G8 is being billed by

some as a decisive turning point in

history, a year in which the future

of the country will be at stake.

With that in mind, some 140 stu-

(ii'iits and faculty members are

tiiiw busy putting the final touches

on plans for this year's Sympos-
ium, "The American Presidenty."

This is the fifth year the Sym-
posium has taken place and has

been a regular part of the Aca-
demic Calendar. It is held the first

week of the Second Semester, this

year Januaiy 8-13.

Dr. Fred A. Sonderinann, profes-

sor of political science, is the Sym-
piidium Director and recently sent

a "progress report" to students,

The program will cover almost

every aspect of the Presidency. Dr.

Sondermann says, "We have evei'y

rieht to look forward to a fii'st

rate Symposium."
According to Dr. Sondermann,

"Some of the country's truly out-

standing persons are going to con-

verge on our campus for Sympos-
ium Week to share with us their

experiences and their thoughts on

a topic which is second to none in

importance."

Opening the program on Mon-
day night, will be Sir Denis Bro-

g:an of Cambridge University, Sir

Denis is considered one of the

foremost European scholars of

American politics, and will speak
in Armstrong Hall on "The
World Looks at the American
Presidency."

Tuesday will be devoted to

Presidential campaigns and poli-

tics. David Goldberg, a profes-

sional campaign manager who is

President of Campaign Consult-

ants in Boston, and John Emery
of Research Services in Denver, a
polling firm, will speak in the

morning.

They will be followed by Arthur
Peterson, a former Assistant to

the Chairman of the Republican

National Committee, and Stephen
IVIitchell, former Democratic Na-
tional Committee Chairman, Tues-
day night, Rowland Evans, syn-

dicated columnist and co-author

of Lnydon B. Johnson: The Exer-
cise of Power, will give his views
of the "Johnson Presidency,"

One of the highlights will come
Wednesday night, when the Ab-
bott Memorial Lecture will be
given by "The Great Dissenter,"

Norman Thomas. If Mr. Thomas'
health will permit him to attend,

this will probably be his last trip

out of New York, and. Dr. Son-
dermann says, his farewell speech.

Also speaking on Wednesday,
will be James Cannon, Political

Editor of Newsweek; Blair Clark,

a former president of CBS News;
and Charles Brannan, Secretary of

Agriculture for President Tru-
man.

Thui-:5day will .'iee a debate be-

tween William Rusher, publisher

of National Review, and Edward

Keating, former publisher of Ram-
parts. Earlier, U.S. Representa-

tive John Brademas will speak,

and in the evening, Roger Hilsman,

author of To Move a Nation, will

talk of "Presidential Styles in For-

eign Policy: The Case of Viet

Nam."

Friday is the final day of the

Symposium, and participants will

get a chance to hear representa-

tives of presidential campaign or-

ganizations. These will include

Henry Eellmon, former governor
of Okla. and now chairman of the

Nixon organization; Richard Head-
lee from the Romney headquarters;
Charles Porter, co-chairman of

Citizens for Kennedy; and repre-

sentatives for Reagan, Johnson,
Rockefeller, Percy, and McCarthy.
Afterwards, the audience will vote

for their favorite candidates.

In addition, there will be movies
shown throughout the Symposium,
luncheons, and receptions. The en-

tire program will be available at

registration in January.

THE NUTCRACKER BALLET
2 by the CO Dance Theater.

be presented Docomber I and

Choir Concert Set for Dec* 3

Peter Rabbit Freaks Out
By Kirk Thomas

Using the beat of drums to gain

liis audience's attention on Tues-

day, Nov. 28, Peter Rabbit of Drop

City, Colorado, discussed the in-

tentions and purposes of the hip-

pie community. With a movie,
slide, and light show as his start-

ing point. Rabbit conducted a mon-
olugue spiced with discussions of

"fieaking-out and pitches for
Slime "Dropper Art" which he
piaced on sale.

In reply to the more philosophi-

<:al student questions, Mr. Rabbit
explained that the purpose of the

hippie colony outside Trinidad.

Colorado, is "to get to the elemen-
taiy basics." When asked what he
and the colony do at Drop City,

My. Rabbit replied that they "just
live." Holding hands and looking
into each other's eyes was another
full-time occupation of the group.
Peter said that he personally didn't

use drugs and that the community
has a nale that no drugs can be on
the premises but he "noticed a lot

of crazy paths behind the cactus."

He mentioned that the colony was
often harrassed by the state patrol,

tiut hundreds of visitors come to

^ee the community, which numbers
25 people.

Typical student reaction to the

"Droppers" was varied. "I'm as-

hamed of my school" said one stu-

fient, referring to the frequent
'sughter and irrelevant questions,
Wt another thought they "had
nothing to say" or he (Peter Rab-
''it) "couldn't communicate."

Co-sponsored by Forum Com-
'iiittee and the Psychology Depart-
ment, the "Droppers" also took
park in a panel discussion of Wai-
'ien Two with introductorj' psy-
chology students in the afternoon,
'n a nutshell, B. F. Skinner's
^Tiuk about a beha\'ioral utopia

"turned us off" said one of the

female 'Droppers." A lively discus-

sion with students also occurred

in the afternoon at the Hub.

The Colorado College Choir will

present its annual Winter Con-
cert in Shove Chapel, Sunday, Dec.

3, at 8:00 p.m. Prof, Donald P.

Jenkins will direct the 225-voice

choir and the orchestra, which in-

cludes CC students and faculty

and members of the Colorado
Springs Symphony,

The concert program will in-

clude "Quoniam tu solus sanctus"

by Antonio Vivaldo, Bach's "Can-
tata No. 21 — Ich hatte viel Be-
kummernis," and "Belshazzar's

Feast" by William Walton. "Quon-
iam tu solus sanctus" is the final

chorus from the "Gloria." This
piece demonstrates Vivaldi's main
interest in broad tonal effects. The
goal is moving of the emotions,
not the intellect.

Soloists in Bach's "Cantata No.
21" are CC junior Janet Halbert,
soprano: Laurie Mullins, alto; De-
Ross Hogue, tenor; and Keith
Dearborn, bass. "The general plan
of development in the work is

based on the contrast between the

anguish of spirit and redemption
from that state by the mediation

of Christ," according to Prof. Al-

bert Seay. "Like most of the can-

tatas of Bach, Cantata No. 21

is a mixture of choral sections and
arias. In all, there are four chor-

uses, these utilizing Biblical texts

as their foundation; the various

arias and recitatives are commen-
taries upon these sacred texts . . .

The work closes with a fugue, this

emphasizing the ideal of redemp-
tion and the spirit of joyfulness

by the addition of trumpets to the

orchestral forces."

Walton's "Belshazzar's Feast"
was written in 1930 for double

chorus, barritone narrator and or-

chestra. Donn E. Graham will sing

the baritone part. "The work is

an abndged and dramatized ver-

.'lion of the narrative of the fall of

Babylon, the death of Belshazzar,
and the liberation of the Israel-

ites . . . The work is conceived on
the large scale, with large forces

Indian Discusses 'First Americans

"

By Lynn Wilbur

Last Tuesday an extremely in-

teresting lecture was given to a
small group of students in Rastall

Center. The title of the lecture:

"American Indians: The First

Americans in an Atomic Age."

The lecture was given by Mr. Vine
Deloria, former executive director

of the National Congress of Amer-
ican Indians. Mr. Deloria is cur-

rently a law student at the Uni-

versity of Colorado.

Mr. Deloria began by illustrating

Indian geographical aggregations

and their relationship to Indian

political power. He said that In-

dians in many areas, particularly

the Southwest, are just beginning

to become politically minded, how-

ever, and are in great danger of

being exploited, as they have been

in the past, because of their rela-

tive political ignorance.

The major governmental activity

with lespect to Indians in thi.s cen-
tury was then reviewed by Mr.
Deloria. This activity included the
Allotment Acts, the Indian Citi-

zenship Act (1924), the Indian Re-
organization Act (1934), the Hoo-
ver Commission Reports, and the
Termination Plan. He illustrated

examples in everj' case of the
white man's insistence that he de-

termine the policy that the Indian
should live under.

Deloria exposed the latest in-

stance of white meddling in Indian
affairs in the plan of Stewart
Udall to persuade Indians to sell

their lands and use the monies
thereby gained to bring industry

info their culture. Udall is doing

this with no thought as to the soc-

ial consequences of such action,

Deloria emphasized that several

other federal experiments in turn-

ing the Indians into White Anglo-

Saxon Protestant Businessmen

havy resulted in social disasters.

Only federal appropriations saved

the cultures concerned from simp-

ly dissolving. It is the old story

of the whiteman working on the

assumption that the Indian is an

ignorant savage and is incapable

of determining his own policy.

^eaionJ LjreefinejJ

As till,. will be the la St issue

of the T iger before vacation.
|

the Tige staff would like to

take this opportunity to extend

our best vishes for the Holiday

Season to all members of the

College Community.

required. Not only is the chorus
itself quite large, divided into

many smaller groups as required

by the text, but the orchestra is

also larger than normal. All of

these groupings give Walton the

opportunity to pick his forces ac-

cording to the needs of the text,

chorus alone, orchestra alone or

various types of combination of

both groups."

The Faculty Wives Club will

hold a reception in Armstrong Hall

immediately after the concert.

CCCA, Saga Join

Forces to Solve

Food Problems
By Steve Ehrhart

Due to the problem of over-|

crowding in Rastall Dining Hall,

during Saturday night steak meals,

Taylor Dining Hall will open to-

morrow, Dec. 2, for Saturday even-

ing mcal-s, S:00-f::00 in both Din-

ing Halls. Chuck Webb, director

of the food service, worked close-

ly with CCCA i-equests to solve

this problem. Mr. Webb explained

that Taylor would remain open as

needed until a re-evaluation of at-

tendance figures is made when the

ski season cuts into Saturday

attendance.

Saga is also working closely

with CCCA to improve the Hub
situation. A number of new items

have been added to the Hub menu,

and various services such as glas-

ses and dispensers have been in-

stalled.

In addition, the CCCA is work-

ing with Saga in investigating the

possibilities of installation of an

optional breakfast board plan and

participation in a national fast day

program designed to contribute

to a UNICEF spon.'^ored food drive

fund for India.

Decisions on these questions will

hopefully be reached within the

next two weeks.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

Fiual Semester Issue
As this is tlie last issue of tlie Tiger for this semester,

and the last issue to be published by this editor, we would

like to express our gratitude to all those who have helped

mth the paper over the past four months. An active and in-

terested staff is an invaluable asset in producing the Tiger,

and we have been fortunate to have such a group of students

working with us.

The Tiger, however, could not exist without the interest

of the student body. Criticism and praise (when earned) are

the only means by whicli a newspapei- can gauge its success,

and these can only come from outside the active staff. We
hope that in the future students will continue to express

then- opinions about the Tiger either directly to the editors

or through letters to the editor.

We congi-atulate Ray Sitton for his selection as editor

for the coming year, and hope that he will continue to re-

ceive the aid, comments, and co-operation of the College

Community. — Winogi-ad

Saturday Evening Meal
The Tiger would like to commend My. Chuck Webb and

the staff of Saga Food Service for their efforts to satisfy the

demands and needs of CC students. Saga has announced that

beginning this week, Taylor and Rastall Dining Halls will be

open for Saturday evening meals from 5:00-6:00. AW upper-

classmen will eat in Taylor (with the exception of fraternity

men). Hopefully, the opening of another dining hall will ease

tensions wluch lead to food fights and other disrupting ac-

tivities.

The Tiger hopes that the C.C.C.A. and the student body

in general will continue to offer suggestions to Saga and

that Saga will continue its effort to improve its facilities.

— Sitton

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

I

Don Campbell, a friend of mine ^

from San Francisco and a comrade !

on the picket lines, tells a story

that bears repeating:

Last spring an anti-war demon-

stration was held in front of a na-

palm plant in Redwood City. The
demonstration was sponsored by

the clergy and lay concemed. The
featured speakers were Robert Mc-
Kaffe Ero^^^l, a theologian from
Stanford and Rabbi J. Fineburg,

who had recently returned from
Hanoi.
While Rabbi Fineburg was

speaking, a heckler arrived in a

1941 Ford that had three Amrican
flags on the radio antenna, three

more in the capless gas tank and

several more outside. The heckler

himself was an "all-American boy"
six-five and crew cut. During his

heckling, he called the Rabbi and

everyone else a communist.
After the Rabbi had finished, the

heckler was approached by a short,

long-haired "hippie-type," who ask-

ed the heckler what he meant by
a communist. The tall heckler

launched into an "hysterical ora-

tion" on the righteousness of the

American involvement in Viet

Nam. The "hippie-type" success-

fully defended his position and in

his fnistration, the heckler said

"what do you know about what our

boys are going through over

there? ?" At that, the short Maine
Veteran showed the heckler his

wooden leg.

Sunday, December 3, 1967

11:00 A. M.
Sermon Title:

"Religion; All and Nothing!"
Preacher:

Professor Kenneth Burton
Worship Leader:

A and Other
This coming Sunday, the first

Sunday in Advent, the worship
sei-vice will be resumed in Shove
Chapel. In the sermon, the preach-

er hopes to develop the theme that

the Christian view of the incarna-

tion comes as a fulfillment of re-

ligion and also its own abolition.

It is one of the paradoxes of the

Christian faith that it tends to

open a way for a view of ultimate
things and at the same time to

confound man's religiosity.

Werner on Vietnam
To the Editor;

Several students have suggested

that Ihe position of those who

signed the declaration against sil-

ence in the Vietnamese war is un-

clear. While I cannot speak to

clarify the position of others who

signed the declaration, I do not

want my own position to be mis-

interpreted. Moreover, I do not

find my past military sei-vice nor

my present military reserve mem-
bership inconsistent with my po-

sition.

To oppose the war in Vietnam

as explicitly immoral and unde-

sirable is not to resolve the infin-

itely more complex issue of how

we can extricate ourselves from

that war with honor. Such opposi-

sition is not to suggest unilateral

and immediate withdrawal. To

weaken our full support of the

military forces now engaged in

Vietnam would be immoral; to

abandon our Vietnamese allies to

the mercies of a barbaric Viet

Cong would also be immoral. To

be caught in such a web of im-

moralities does not render the war

either moral or legal; it makes it

only understandable. If silence

might mistakenly be rendered as

even passive acceptance of the

legitimacy of the unfortunate mis-

take we made in fighting the war,

I wish to be no partner to such

silence.

Stephen Decataur long ago

rendered a relevant toast: "My
country, may she ever be right,

but right or wrong, my country."

To lift a glass and join in Daca-

taur's toast is still appropriate.

But to join the toast is not to ab-

solve oneself of the need to ques-

tion explicitly Decataur's first

seven words,
— Ray 0. Wemer

Tiger' Viewed as

Failure
To the Editor:

Having read the Tiger since the

beginning of the school year with

an open and hopeful mind, I now
find myself resigned to accept the

inescapable conclusion that the

paper has failed not only as a re-

porter of news, but also a reflector

and innovator of student thought

and intellectual curiosity. The

paper has managed either to gloss-

over or to completely ignore mat-

ters that could be real news and

of great interest to the college

community.
For example in a review of the

lecture "Atomic Space Science" by

Nobel prize winner Dr. Willard

Libby, the writer for the "Tiger"

imuiaged to convey the same air of

iEuK'cision and wandering that cur-

i(Mi;-ly enough was the most inter-

v^liiig superficial aspect of the

talk. Yet the reviewer failed to

wniuier why the contents of the

lalk failed to correlate to the title,

nnr did he wonder why there were

puzzling contradictions of the

facts within the lecture. Had he

done so, he would have learned

that Dr. Libby gave an impromptu
speech concerning ideas that were

of the utmost importance to him,

ideas that could liave been brought

forth with a little perserverance

by the reporter and that would

have been of great interest to the

student body and faculty.

In another example, the "Tiger"

has yet to report any instances of

girls being subjected to attempted

molestations, peeping-Toms, and

other similar occuranoes on this

campus. Nevertheless, these things

are happening. Undoubtedly the

Administration is aware of the

situation, but shouldn't the stu-

dents also know not only of these

situations, but also what, if any-

thing, is being done to minimize

recuiTences? Or is it best that

rumors be allowed to run ram-

pant ?

Possibly this was true of those

particular circumstances, yet it

seems obvious that this attitude

is a reflection of the entire Tiger

policy and the result is a college

paper that really concerns few peo-

ple and a paper that refuses to

take the initiative on any issues

that could genei-ate intense cam-

pus interest. Not many people

will deny that the college pro-

vides a womb-like atmosphei-e

where the only problems are snow,

Saturday night, and grades. This

is not simply that we need a pro-

test or riot every weekend, but

there is a need for increased stu-

dent awareness and the resulting

increase in student activity and

campus participation.

Perhaps the "Tiger" should con-

sider using its position to stim-

ulate the students rather than

helping to maintain the present

grey situation.

Sincerely,

Mark Streuli

What Cheerleaders?
To the Editor:

Last Friday night at the hockey

game, a friend of mine raised an
interesting question: "Does CC
still have cheerleaders?" The best

answer I could give was a nebu-

lous "no." I pointed out that to

the best of ray knowledge not a

peep had been heard out of any

official CC cheerleaders at any of

the hockey games so far this year.

(I have rigorously attended them
all.)

Through my years at CC I have

observed that the cheerleaders

function adequately for the foot-

ball games, but after that they

seem to fade away almost com-

pletely except for special guest

appearances at hockey games. Al-

though my attendance record for

basketball games admittedly has

not been impressive. I have yet

to see a CC cheerleader for a game
in the City Auditorium. This fact

was especially outstanding during

the game with Hiram Scott Col-

lege during my sophomore year.

Hiram Scott had a vigorous group

of cheerleaders present while

CC's were conspicuously absent.

Certainly our cheerleaders could

find the time in their schedules to

support basketball — if nothing

more, their presence would at

least double the attendance at

these games.
Sincerely,

Tom Boyd

Recruit Athletes
To the Editor:

This evening's (28 Nov.) hockey
disaster (9-0) prompted me to put

down a few general thoughts con-

cerning athletics at The Colorado

College. The school has a policy

of not recruiting athletes for the

various teams that play in inter-

collegiate competition; CC has,

since 1958 or so, maintained that

amateur athletics are much more
morally valid than the "profes-

sional" ki]id (e.g., like at DU).
This is a wondei'ful notion when
it works, that is, when the team
involved wins over, say 50 per

cent of the games (league) played.

Obviously then, the soccer and la-

crosse teams do well enough under

the system that, for them, it should

not be changed. The other sports,

however, are a completely differ-

ent story.

Look at this year's football rec-

ord: 2-5-1. When a team only wins

two of eight season games, that

indicates to me that something '^

wrong when we just play schools

of approximately the same size,

With a little hunting around in

various high schools with gooil

football teams, a few scholarships

(partial or full) or loans to aca-

demically qualified players, tin?

story would soon change, and

Homecoming would begin to mean
something again.

Turaing to hockey, we all know
that several icers receive under-

the-table (or some way) scholar-

ships to play hockey for CC, How-
ever, the school still refuses to

recruit, and CC continues to oc-

cupy the cellar of the WCHA. It

appears to me that CC has two

choices if it wishes to continue to

])lay hockey in a serious manner:
(1)" drop out of the WCHA, ami

play in some league where the

teams are more or less equal to

ours, or (2) go all-out in recruit-

ing new students (and current

ones who don't now play due to

lack of incentives), and we could

then be able to go to the Broad-

moor World Arena and at least

have fifty-fifty chance of winning

the game. It may sound silly to

some students, faculty, or admini-

strators to actually care about CC
athletics, but there is a certain

peculiar pleasure instilled in stu-

dent bodies and canrpus environ-

ments when the teams that repre-

sent your school are doing well in

intercollegiate competition; tliat

peculiar pleasure is felt so in-

frequently around here that it lalls

to raise the general spirit and en-

thusiasm of the students, whicli

are, or seem to be, at ebb tide.

There are, of course, several

other teams that represent CC;

the story is much the same for

them. With enthusiastic reci-uiting,

publicity and incentives, all of

them could be made to win at least

half of their league (or scheduleil,

if no league) games.

Aha! you say. Just how do we

finance this? I believe there to be

a very simple and relatively pain-

less method. Despite the fact that

I am borrowing it from a county

junior college, i.e., Mesa Junior

College of Grand Junction, Colo.,

I feel it has merits. Mesa finance?

its entire athletic program by as-

sessing each student a ^10.00 ath-

letic fee at registration; with 1,-

500 students at The Colorado Col-

lege, that would give CC athletics

an additional $15,000 to use foi

the program I have briefly out-

lined, I for one would be willing to

give $10.00 to see CC beat DU thid

year! I hope thei-e are others who

feel the same way.

Sincerely,

iy '

Gregory J. Smitli

Tiger Meeting
There will be an editorial and

staff meeting of the Tiger for all

interested students on Tuesday.

Dec. 5, at 7:00 p. m. Planning \vill

be started for next semester's

Tiger.

i
^ f
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"Le+'s see what it says fo do— escalate or de-escala+e."
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"Grand Prix": A Racy Movie
By iMichael W. Taylor

Very few movies have been made
about automobile racinp; and, of
those, only John Frankenheimer's
"Grand Pri\" can really be said

to approach somefhinij akin to the

brutal reality of this highly intri-

cate and often disappointing (to

the competitors) sport. Filmed on
location at the various race tracks

on the international Formula 1

fircuit in Europe, "Grand Prix" is

the first film about a technical and
difficult sport to be thoroughly, al-

most overly, researched.

When Frankenheimer, a sports-

ear buiF for several years, had fi-

nally il)-ummed up enough finan-

cial backing to make the picture

the way he wanted to (10 milli-

meter Cinerama), he asked Steve

McQueen if h would star in "Grand
Pi'ix." IWcQueen read the script,

?aid he liked it, but asked if he
could make a few changes. The
"changes" amounted to a total

modification of over half the shoot-

ing script and Frankenheimer pol-

itely told him that if McQueen
wanted a starring vehicle for Steve
McQueen he could go out and create

one; but, that he, Frankenheimer,
could do without his services, (Sub-
sequently, McQueen, a successful

racer on the California tracks, en-

listed the support of Ken Purdy,
one of the best American wi-iters

on automobiles, and Stirling Moss
to make a picture called "Day of

the Champion." It was to be based,

loosely, on the successful, if

checkered, career of Moss; and
shooting was done on location at

all the well-known race tracks in

Europe —- coincidentally, at the
same time that Frankenheimer was
filming "Grand Prix," Curiously

eiiou^h, though, despite McQueen's
])henomenal box-office appeal, the

picture was never completed, even
though it had been touted by mov-
ie columnists and hangers-on to be
for more technically proficient and
exacting than "Grand Prix."

Frankenheimer then turned to

James Garner as his star. Gamer,
luilike McQueen, is one of the most
cooperative actors in the trade,

and he willingly accepted the part;

in fact, he even attended the two-
week course at Carroll Shelby'

Competition Driving School at

liiverside, California, to prepare
for his role. Having garnered Gai*-

ner, Frankenheimer had little

trouble in getting Eva Marie
Saint, Yves Montand, Brian Bed-
ford and Toshiro Mifune, the fa-

mous Japanese actor, to join the

production.

In typically American fashion,

the "Grand Prix" company then
proceeded to buy, rent or otherwise
procure 18 out of the 31 Cinerama
Cameras. Location shooting started
ill Monte Carlo at the Grand Prix
of Monaco in May, 1966. The tech-
nical adviser for the film, Carroll
Shelby, had seen to it that three
of the best drivers in the world,
Richie Ginther, Phil Hill and Bob
Bondurant would be on hand to
"fiflp out," as Shelby put it, with
?i>me of the more difficult racing
'liots. Cameras were mounted on
all accessible points of the cars and;
Hill, Ginther and company were
sent out to "lap" the Monaco cir-

cuit. The only flaw in the operation
came when the pros had to ask
GaiTier, whom they had been try-
"ig: to follow around the circuit, to
slow down; apparently, Shelby's
firiving course had paid off and the
^^31', who theoretically was only
supposed to go through the mo-
tions, was running away from the
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professional diivers. Garner duly
slowed down and from then on the
filming proceeded, largely without
incident.

"Grand Prix," in its finished
form, seems to be trying to accom-
plish two goals, both with equal
fei-vor: to portray international
Formula 1 racing as "it really is,"
and, secondly, to provide the mov-
ie-goer with a story of what the
drivers are like when they're not
hurtling 1300-pound cars around
corners at upwards of 150 miles-
per-hour. In the first attempt,
Frankenheimer succeeds, almost
unqualifiedly, an<l certainly more
than anyone else has who has tried
to make this type of film. However,
when he tries to tell a story about
people—and, after all, drivers are
people just like anybody else, be
they heavyweight fighters or ten-
nis players—Frankenheimer fails

miserably. Whenever the races are
over, or there is a definite inter-
lude, for instance when the team
ars travelling from one track to
another, the dialogue among the
principals borders on the inane.

Ostensibly. "Grand Prix" follows
a pattern based on the lives of four
drivers who were competing for
the World Championship in 1966.
Garner, for all intents and pur-
poses, portrays Phil Hill (first

American to win the World Cham-
pionship, 1961); Montand is John
Surtees (contracted to Ferrari un-
til the lOCfi LeMans 24-hour race.

Rowland Evans, half of the noted
Evans & Novak team which keeps

its coilec+ive eye on official Wash-
ington, will vivisect "The Johnson
Presidency" during the upcoming
CC Symposium on "The Amer-
ican Presidency."

wiien he resigned in a dispute with
Enzo Fenari) ; Bi-ian Bedford
plays Jimmy Clark (Worid Cham-
pion in 1963 and '65); and Antonio
Sabato is the late Lorenzo Bandini
(No. 2 driver on the Fen-ari team
until he crashed and burned to
death at Monaco in May, 1967).
All Frankenheimer has done t<

give any semblance of similarity
between th actors and their real-
life counterparts has been to dress
them appropriately (Bedford/Clark
in his Scottish tweeds and driving
cap) and deck them out with suit-

able country homes and beautiful
women. In fact, John Surtees
(Montand) doesn't have a "nice,
little apartment at Monza," as the
director would have us believe.
And women , , . Race drivers, like
the Lone Ranger, are frequently
more content to fiddle with their
mounts than go "chasin' after wim-
min." The few who do achieve no-
toriety through their amorous ex-
ploits (e.g. Stiriing Moss and the
late Wolfgang von Trips) are
sharply offset by the lesser known
but equally proficient drivers who
prefer to stay up 'til all hours of
the night preceding a race helping
the mechanics prepare the car,
Bruce MacLaren, Jack Brabham
and John Surtees are examples of
the latter.

While the story line of "Grand
Prix" wanders along with no pur-
pose ill mind, (he racing photo-
graphy more than makes up for
Ihe film's more platonic implausi-
bilifies. The title scenes, designed
by Saul Bass, are phenomenal

;

( even more fantastic when seen
and heard a legitimate Cinerama
theater). Unfortunately, for the

(Continued on pnge nix)

Early Graduates
To Be Honored

Coloradu College seniors who
have completed the course work
for their bachelor's degrees will be
honored at a special recepition, 4:00
to 5:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon,
Dec. 7, in Armstrong Great Hall,

Pi'esident and Mrs. Kenneth J,

Curran, Dean and Mrs. Geoi-ge A.
Drake will receive seniors, their

parents, and invited guests. Also
serving will be members of the col-

lege hospitality committee of which
Professor and Mrs. David D. Fin-

ley are chairmen. A trio composed
of the following college students
will fui-nish background music for
the reception: Priscilla Pelton,

flute; Patricia Anderson, cello; and
Patricia Burton, piano.

CC to Continue German Exchange
The exchange program between

Colorado College and the Univer-
sity of Gottingen in Germany -mil

continue during the academic year
1968-69. Professor Joseph Pickle,

Foreign Student Advisor, announc-
ed that a Colorado College student
will be chosen in the Spring Sem-
ester to represent the College at

the German university during the

next academic year. Karen Newton
is the Colorado College represen-

tative this year. Rainer Wuest is

the German representative at Col-

orado College.

Applications for the program
will be accepted during the second

semester up to Feb. 23, 1968. The
announcement of the Colorado Col-

lege representative will be made
by March 15. Selection will be

made by a special selection com-
mittee including faculty, students
and the present representative

from Gottingen.

Applicants should be competent
in German, be a qualifying junior,

or a senior who is prepared to re-

turn to Colorado College for a tifth

year. Application materials include

a statement in German explaining

the applicant's reasons for wishing
to attend the University of Got-
tingen, a statement in F-nglish out-

lining specific plans for piepara-
tion for study abroad, a statement
in English concerning the appli-

cant's academic and extra-cunicu-
lar background, and a transcript
from Colorado College, Applica-
tions and futher questions can be
addressed to Professor Pickle.

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiche ^H
Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

<:30p.m, -11:00p.m. Tuei. -Sol. I2:00-I0;00 p.m. Sundoy

Cloied Monday

71 I North Tejon 634-9346

f^^^jg^
iilui'fikif.6

TOWNHOUSE LOUNGE

WELCOME CC STVDENTS

Bndweiser on Tap Pia„o Bur

Huge Ham Sandwich

907 MANITOU AVENUE Manitou Springs

"Your Business (s Appreciated"

Jusl a SImrl Walk from College

Open 8:00 A, M lo 9:00 P. M Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon SIreel Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

1

THE LADYBUG LIVES
AT 1 W. LAS VEGAS

College Night — Friday

"Bakersfield Opera'

1I
0044

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Teion 632-6151

Weejurm are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Invited

Holiday Time—Party Time

Have all your party clothes CLEANED and

Freshened up for the coming Holiday Season

v.—^ LAUNDRYAUNDRY

• PICK-UP & DELIVERY

TO GIRLS' DORMS

219 North Cascade Telephone 633-3855
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PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
•Pidwc Framing" ~M Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Teion
Phono 633-6903

IFC Announces Rush Rules

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 Off

MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

1fienteth\i CI Jejch

NOW OPENS THE 3.2 BEER

„ - „ ON TAP or TO GO
fiHHeX GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATUEING . -

Pitcher Beer .... $100

>8^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

Telephone 634-4591
1004 South Tejon

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

IB24 North Tejon Telephone 632-OIM

Let Us Moke

Your Christ-mas

Shopping Easier

Editor's nolo; The Inter-Fra-

ternity Conncil has published the

followinB rules for fraternity rush

1968. Contact Rolle Walker, Kappa

Sigma House, concerning any ques-

tions alJout these rules.

It is the intention of the Rush

Committee in submitting the fol-

lo'ving rush rules that:

1. The freshman male will have

greater opportunity to become ac-

quainted with the entire fraternity

system, as well as the individual

houses; while the fraternities, in

ttiin, will have greater opportunity

to become acquainted with all

freshmen who are interested in the

Greek system.

2. It is expected that both the

fraternities and the freshmen will

attempt to mutually acquaiiit

themselves while keeping the spirit

of a deferred iiish system and the

above statements in mind.

All rush rales shall be subject

to interpretation by the IFC Ju-

dicial Committee and shall hold

for the period Oct. 1, 1!)Ij7 through

Jan. Ru.sh Week, 19f>S.

'Indian Discusses

Di'loria observes the teiidancy in

minority groups of wanting to lift

themselves by their ohti bootstraps

and thus gain social digiiity.

The Indian seems to rsent some-

what the hoardes of VISTA and

social workers which only serve to

magnify his so-called inferiority.

Deloria believes that the guen-illa

tactics of the Negro and Mexican-

American in New Mexico may be

an indication that these minority

peoples are to the point where

they believe that this may be thei

only way for them to gain for

themselves the self respect they

desire and desei-\'e.

Deloria himself would like to see

a setup in which the local minor-

ity power stiTjctures {Indian in

particular) could take grievances

directly to the federal level and

thus bypass local prejudice. He

sees a tendency of minority groups

to draw together and seek self-

determination unfettered by white

influence.

In the discussion following the

lecture, it was amusing to hear the

idealistic suggestions of CC stu-

dents dismissed with the alternate

suggestion that even though they

were good ideas, they simply would

not work, so why not be practical

about the whole thing.

Deloria illustrated his point of

view by suggesting that Indian

children should not be educated in

the white manner because this

merely alienates them both from

white'culture and his own. It only

serves to confuse the individual

who, in the southwest, for exam-

ple, will probably go back to herd-

ing sheep anyway. Deloria did say,

however, that he would be for In-

dian education if they themselves

desired it as a people.

be

all

Well be glad to help you select a

Fine Gift, Gift Wrap it and mail

it in time for Holiday givng,

Sintlbntl ^llOp FOR MEN

Number Ten E. Pikes Peak Ave. Telephone 635-2126

Charge Accounh InvHed

Kush Rules 1967-68

(On Campus)

1. All areas of Slocum Hall*

eluding wing hallways, will

closed to fraternity men at

times, except:

a) to directly communicate with

the counselor

b) to use lobbies, lounges, and

all other public areas

2. No freshman may be in the

rooms of fraternity men in Ma-

thias Hall after 7:00 p.m. or Fri-

day through Sunday. No fraternity

man may be in a freshman's room

in Math'ias Hall at any time, ex-

cept in the case of counselors.

3. Fraternity houses will be open

to all freshmen from 7:00 a.m. un-

til 7:00 p.m. Monday through

Thursday, except when, for some

reason, this privilege _is denied a

House by the IFC Judicial Com-

mittee.

4. Freshmen may at no time:

a) Take meals in a fraternity

house, or

b) participate in any social func-

tions planned or sponsored by a

fraternity, except as specifically

scheduled by the IFC Rush Com-

mittee.

(Off-Campus)

1. No freshman male may at any

time be off-campus with a fra-

ternity man, except:

a) while riding directly to ov

from his h.ome with a fraternity

man
b) during vacation periods as

prescribed by the IFC Rush Com-

mittee

c

)

with a counselor as outlined

in number 3 below

d) with a brother as outlined in

number 4 below

2. No freshman may at any

time use a fraternity man's auto-

mobile or other conveyance.

3. *Slocum Hall counselor-fra-

ternity men are expected to as-

sociate with freshmen only in an

official capacity

a) Counselor-fraternity men
may be off-campus with members

of "their own wing only.

4. A fraternity man may be off-

campus witli his freshman brothei,

but not in the company of any

other fraternity men or freshmen,

A fraternity man may not be in

the room of his freshman brother,

nor may the freshman brother be

in the fraternity house of said

brother, except at times as stated

by the Interfraternity Council or

Administration of Colorado Col-

lege.

5. During Thanksgiving vaca-

tion rush rules will be exactly the

same as if school- were in session.

Freshmen seeking rides with fra-

ternity men to and fiom home

during Thanksgiving should ob-

tain approval of the IFC Ru-sli

Committee.

G. Christmas vacation (Dec. 17,

1966 -Jan. 6, 1968) is open rush,

but it is understood that there

will be no organized fraternity

rush parties as such. From Jan. G,

Saturday, until rush week all rush

i-ules are in effect. During Sym-

posium rush is closed.

7. Off-campus rush rules do not

apply to ski areas during Symp<:is-

ium ' Week at the areas them-

selves. However, fraternity men

are not allowed to give freshmen

rides to or from the ski areas.

*and Arthur House

THE MAYSVILLE CROSSING, a CC group

this Sa+urd- - '^"*-" '""* """^ ^

I perform at a dance

ly in Rastall Center, sponsored by the freshman class.

AAUP Blasts Hershey
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The

American Association of Univer-

sity Professors has strongly pro-

tested a directive by Selective Ser-

vice Director Lewis B. Hershey

that persons involved in disruptive

antiwar protests should be drafted

first.

AAUP president Clark Byse, a

professor at the Haiward Univer-

sity Law School, and Dr. Bertram

H. Davis, AAUP's general secre-

tary, sent a telegram to Hershey

protesting the directive as it may

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

affect college and university teach-

ers and students.

Hershey's statement regarding

the protestors was made in a letter

sent to all members of the Selec-

tive Service System. The letter re-

feiTed to persons who protest the

war and the draft by disrupting

army induction centers or keepini-'

military recruiters from conduct-

ing interviews.

The AAUP said Hershey has set

forth a standard which would per-

mit local boards to induct person^

for exercising their constitution;

ally guaranteed freedoms oi

speech and assembly. "The mere

existence of this undefined po'.«i

to use the draft as a punitive m

strument must therefore have f^

chilling effect upon academic free-

dom and free speech and assembl)

as guaranteed by the Firs'

Amendment."
The telegram also said the con-

duct of some members of the aciv

demic community may be punish'

able under existing legal or insti-

tutional procedures and that tin

further use of the Selective Sei-

vice as a punishment \'iolates tta^

ditional American due P^'^''^^^

guarantees and is inimical to th

national interest.

"We do not believe that your le^

ter serves the national interest;

and we urge that it be prompt'-

rescinded," the telegi-am said.
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Dines Cites Perpetual Crisis
By John Pearson

On Nov. IG, Colorado State Sen-

ator Allen Dines was guest speak-

er for the College Democrats at

the Political Affairs House. His

main topic was the 1967-1968 cri-

sis in Education and Politics in

Colorado.

Senator Dines stated that there

has always been and always will

be some sort of crisis in education.

Today it is in three main areas.

The first, in personnel, has recent-

!v been overcome. In 1962 Colo-

David Goldberg, President of Bos-

ton's Campaign Consultants, Inc.,

will make his Symposium appear-

ance on Tuesday, Jan. 9. He will

explain "How to Win a Preslden-

Hal Primary."

ratio launched a program revising

School and Teacher Certification

Laws to upgrade the quality of

teachers in public schools. Senator
Dines had a primary role in this

program.

The second crisis is in the physi-
ical plants of schools. Many public

schools are housed in obsolete and
inadequate buildings which need
rpiacement badly. Progress in re-

novation has been slow. Denver, for

example, recently lost a S32 million

bond issue by a 2-1 vote. Funds
from this issue were supposed to

go for a new building program.
The third crisis is lack of money.

Presently Colorado public schools

are primarily financed on local

levels by property taxes. The state

of Colorado puts in 2G% from gen-
eral levies, but not property taxes.

The Colorado Educational Assoc-

iation wants the state to increase

its share of contributions to 40%;
if the Colorado legislature does

not increase the amount in its com-
ing session, the CEA warns it will

pass sanctions against Colorado by
refusing to accredit its schools as

adequate. Here there is a danger
that the CEA will become obsessed
with the politics of confi'ontation

when a more prudent approach

would be wiser. Since the Gover-
nor's position is firmly held by the

Republicans it is unlikely that any
great changes will be made this

year. And if the CEA does act this

year its move will be badly timed,

for next year the Legislature will

be in a mood to grant the CEA
much more than if they are forced

to do it through a confrontation

The best solution for Colorado

in getting the money to finance a

new building program, Senator

Dines said, would be in taking it

from the state income tax rather

Hawaii U. Offers Grants
The East-West Center, which

brings students from the United

States, Asia and the Pacific area

together for advanced study at the

University of Hawaii, is offering

70 scholarship to Americans for

the 1967-68 academic year.

Competition for the grants,

which cover all normal living and
tuition expenses, is keen. Last
year 748 Americans applied for

the 70 postgraduate scholarships.

The scholarships are awarded
initially for 18 months. But stu-

dents meeting high academic re-

f|i.iirements and demonstrating pro-

fessional commitment in Asian/
Pacific affairs may have the

grants extended to 21-24 months,

including a field trip for -special-

ized work in Asia or the Pacific

area.

At any one time there are about
fiOO students—in the ratio of two
Asian/Pacific scholars to each

American-—at the East-West Cen-
ter. All American students are re-

quired to study an Asian or Pa-

i-'ifie language appropriate to their

field of interest.

The East-West Center was es-

tablished in 1960 as a federal pro-

ject in cooperation with the Uni-

versity of Hawaii. Funds for

grants are appropriated by Con-

gress to foster a program of in-

creased, communication and mutual
understanding between East and
West.

Single .students live in East-

West dormitories. The grants

CO v e r air transportation, tuition

fees and books, health insurance,

housing and $150 a month for

food and incidentals.

Deadline for filing applications

is Dec. 16, 1967. Application forms

and information may be obtained

from the Office of Student Selec-

tion, Institute for Student Inter-

change, East-West Center, Hon-
olulu, Hawaii, 96822.

tlian passing state property taxes,

as income taxes are flexible and
stay with the growth and needs of

a community. This would make the

levy much move equitable between
the upper and lower income brac-

kets. But unless legislators feel

adequate support from their con-

stituents for raising the badly
needed money they won't push for

the legislation.

Senator Dines discussed other

topics as well. He discounted Pal-

mer Birchs' proposal for raising

money for schools by the imposi-

tion of a one percent tax on gross

income as being unfeasible. It

would actually increase taxes in

lower levels of income dispropor-

tionate to the increases among
higher levels by not considei'ing

deductions.

Colorado's colleges will receive

more state aid in the future than
they do now, but at present the

pressing issue is with public

schools, and by constitution the

state cannot run its budget on a

deficit policy.

As for Vietnam, Senator Domi-
nick is wrong in proposing further

escalation of the war, because we
have already escalated about as

far as we can go.

Senator Dines intends to be an
opponent of Senator Dominick for

his seat in the U. S. Senate next

year. But others, including Ken
Monfovt of Greeley, former Gover-

nor McNichols, and Tom Farley

are also interested in the Demo-
cratic nomination.

Senator Dines received his Bach-

elor's Degree at Yale in 1942 and

his Master's at Harvard in 1948.

From 1948 to 1954 he worked for

the State Department, in charge

of Foreign Aid Program Planning,

and Military, Economic, and Tech-

nological Assistance for the Far

East and Southeni Asia. In 1956

he became state senator for Den-

ver on the Democratic ticket and

has sei-\'ed continuously ever since.

In the Legislature he has served

as chairman of the Joint Budget
Committee of the House and Sen-

ate, and as Speaker of the House
as majority and minority party

leader.

Presently he is on the Education.

Judicial, Health and Welfare, and

Local Government Committees.

TWO MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY of Drop City, Colo., were

participants in a discussion on Skinner's "Walden Two" on Tuesday,

Nov. 28, sponsored jointly by the Psychology Department and the CC
Forum Committee.
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THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrois from th« CampUi

827 North Tejon

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchairas

(Acrois from Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWINO IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.ion

1,34^2093

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
208'/i North Tejon Street • Colorado Springs, Colorado

c

M/

Writing home for money?
Enclose your appeal in a

pretty little Pctci Pauper
book. Subtle. We'll gladly

gifhvrap and mail for you.

(We'd like to see your allow-

ance increased, too.)

20 East Pikes Peak

Travel
Telephone 473-4151

Irferrif L^hrislmas!

Have a good vacation and

leave the worry to us . . .

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

Attention Skic^rs;!
For Your Winter Sports Fun

THE SKI SHOP AT BLICKS
ffArUfiES NAM£ BRANDS . . ,

HART FISCHER LANGE HEMKE
WHITE STAC MEISTER

Complete Ski Rentals
$3.25 per Weekend

II!) Noilli Tejon

Telephone 030-3348

8;00-6;00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

^01- the ieM

.

.

.

;]iiiia

Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS-

First Two Drinks
lor the Piice ol One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
1 1 8 North Cascade Avenue

"(^uU-Out" SooU 15.99

other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $23.99 and $36.00

#
l07S-Tcjo!v
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CLOSEST with the MOSTEST

ymill discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3!i blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

"^^^^^^ OFFICE SUPPLY
„^... ...... ......... .............

^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^_ I ^^

I

tfcmpuhco

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Gt-t paid, (ravel, mecl people.

Summer and year 'round jobs for young people 17 to 40 For

illustrated magazine with complete details and applications

send SI 00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS),

133, rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

Headquarters for Hathaway, Gant, and Arrow Shirts

Chase Stone Center and

Pikes Peak Plaza

ANYWHERE,
EVERYWHERE

AMPEX
[M10(glM3© 20
PLAYER/
RECORDER
only $99.95

• Battery powered, play or record on the beacfi, car, home, anywhere.

• Also plugs into any A.C. outlet.

• Plays or records stereo or mono-up to 90 minutes on a single cassette.

• Can be used as'a cassette deck plugged into console or components.

• Tailored carrying case with shoulder strap holds complete equipment

• Ampex warranty goes on & on Ei on for one tuli year!

Go with Micro 20, the inside-outside, everywhere tape player/recorder from

Kauffman Discusses Greek System

AIVIPEX I the people u/ho started it all

Mel's Mecka Music
Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239

Monday night, Nov. 27, Mr. Jim

Kauffman, three year member of

the Residence Halls staff lieve at

CC and now at DU, spoke to a

group of sorority and freshmen

women about the Greek system.

He broke his speech into two sec-

tions, the first of which deals with

four general indictments that are

leveled against fraternity system:

1) "Fraternities and sororities

are undemocratic, hence un-Ameri-

can because they practice descri-

mination." Mr. Kauffman answered

this criticism by arguing that "it

is imperative that members of any

group, if it is to be truly fraternal,

must have similar, but not identi-

cal, social and cultural back-

grounds. The right to select, hence

to discriminate, is basic to our soc-

iety as long as we protect it from

bigotry and intolerance."

2) "Greek organizations are in-

compatible with scholarship." Bas-

ed on studies of this criticism, Mr.

Kauffman pointed out that "Greek

organizations are consistently a-

bove the all-school averages" and

that Greek groups are one of the

few organizations which are con-

sistently working toward cultural

enlightenmpnt and academic ex-

change on the relatively small

group level.

3) "Fratemities and sororities

are doomed and disappearing from

the campus scene because they are

outdated and useless." It has been

found, according to Mr. Kauffman,

that this is indeed a fallacious ar-

gument, for within the last six

years, 60 universities have instal-

led Greek systems, which created

for the school "a wholesome and

stimulating spirit within the stu-

dent body."

4) "By joining a group one loses

his individuality." to this charge,

Mr. Kaugman stated that the basic

ideals of each Greek group are,

on the contrary, definitely "based

upon the individual; self-discovery

self-development—and self-reali-

zation ... in a society where the

decline of individuality and self-

responsibility are becoming com-

mon place, how can \ve doubt the

need for belonging to self-govern-

ing groups composed of individuals

who voluntarily assume responsib-

ilities and ideals which provide

clear guideposts in their personal

lives
"

This print by Marc Chagall is one of the large selection of prints

and manuscript leaves displayed m the Rare Book Room.

"Grand Prix': a Racy Movie
e thrtp) one must bear in mind that auto-(Continutil from ijobc thrto)

sake of wider distribution, MGM
has seen fit to reframe the film

from 70mm Cinerama down to the

normal 35mm. Nevertheless, the

first scene in which the "extractor"

exhaust tubes of a highly tuned

racing engine are pointed at the

audience are ear-splittingly realis-

tic. It's as if you had stuck your

head inside an engine-testing room
at the Lotus factory while they're

getting ready to "dyno-tune" the

engine. Additionally, with each of

the ten or so opening shots, Saul

Bass, the titles' designer, splits tlie

frames, sequentially, into three,

six, 12 and, progressively, 144 sep-

arate frames, all of the same object,

whether it is a mechanic's screw-

driver-laden hand tuning a fuel-in-

jectiin system or a tachometer

needle clicking back and forth be-

tween eight and ten thousand

RPM.

During the shooting of the act-

ual races, Frankenheimer employ-

ed every conceivable method of

transportation for his various and

numerous shots. First of all,

throughout each race, he had a

helicopter following the cars a-

round the circuit. This may sound

simple and not very original, but

Henry Bellmon, former Governor

of Oklahoma and present Chair-

man of the Nixon for President

Organization, will give the former

Veep a boost by talking on "Why
Richard Nixon should be Elected

as the Next President," dur-

ing the "American Presidency

Symposium."

Essay Contest Offers

Soviet Union Tour

As First Prixe
A national essay contest on tlie

occasioii of the 50th anniversary

of the Soviet Union is being held

to stimulate both knowledge of

and interest in the Soviet Union

and its relationship to the United

States. Students must write an

essay of not more than 2,500 words

on one of 10 suggested topics. The

entries will be judged on knowl-

edge of facts, originality of ideas,

and quality of presentation. First

prize is a two-week all-expense

paid trip to the Soviet Union. Sec-

ond prize is a Zenith camera, best

Soviet camera on the market. Con-

solation prizes will also he

awarded. The deadline for mail-

ing entries is Jan. 25, 1068. More

information and a list of topics is

available in the Tiger office.

Forum to Sfudy

Public Schools
A Public Foium on our public

education system is being held Sat-

urday, Dec. 2, 9:30-12:30, at An-

drew Jackson Elementary School. A

panel consisting of superintendents

and school board members from

School District 11, with Dr. Wil-

liam R. Hochmann of CC as mod-

erator, will meet from 9:30-10:30.

A film, "Make a Mighty Reach,"

and revolving seminars are also

planned.

mobile racing is one of the poorest

sports for the spectator. He can

rarely see more than one-tenth of

the circuit at any one time and

considers himself lucky if he sees

ine car pass another more than

twice during the whole race. The
helicopter enables the viewer of

"Grand Pi'ix" to actually follow the

race all the way around, to see

where passing strategy is favored

for "slipstreaming." Another intri-

cate process involved the position-

ing of one of the cameras on a

platform attached to the racing

car, just in back of the right front

wheel. Next to it, and aligned par-

allel to the movie camera was a

television camera. During the

shooting, the director would follow

the race car in the MGM "work-

horse" car, a Ford GT40 {proto-

type of the 1966 and '07 LeMans
winner). By means of a small tele-

vision screen on the dashboard of

the follow-up car, Frankenheimer
could actually see what his Cine-

rama camera was recording. If he
wanted to change the scene, say,

swing the camera from a shot of

the driver's face to one panning
up to the front of the car, to give

the feeling of what it's like to see

a road coming up at you at 180

miles per hour, he merely pushed a

button and both cameras, by way

of remote radio control, turned

simultaneously.

As a story of how racing driv-

ers "live and play," "Grand Prix

leaves a lot to be desired. Even the

actors seem to realize this as they

mope through their parts with an

obvious lack of enthusiasm. Biit

the stars of the movie, the 20 ov

so automobiles which take up the

starting grid at each race, ai'e the

ones who really steal the sho^^'-

John Frankenheimer has done

everything photographically pos-

sible to place the viewer, as Hevt^

would have it, "in the driver'?

seat." The difference, though, i^

that, for the first time in cinema

history, all the would-be Fangio?

ai'e, for all intents and purpcfef.

"going along for the ride." As -^

friend of mine said—and, incident-

ally, a person who could hardly
fj^

called an afficionado of automobik'

racing
—"as far as I'm concei-neo.

the cars had the best lines." Anjl

it's true. If you can sit throug"

the ghastly story, the rest of tli^

movie is more than worth the p''"^^

of admission.
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE T16ER

Que^v
Vol. 2. No. 3 Colorado Springs, Colorado, December I, 1967 Colorado College

This Quest supplemenl contains some poems of contemporary

interest as well as some poems along more traditional lines.

Feeling as we do that the function of poetry, to a certain

extent, is social criticism, some of these poems were chosen

to represent that genre. These poems were submitted by CC

students and represent only a small part of the CC literary

community. More such work will appear in the spring with the

publication of the Kinniltinnik.

— Clark

A music vomited into the lips

(it an excited mouth

Will tell of summer days

hot and windless

Alone, yet crowded with desire

Silent anger will rise

The rain has come
Daggers hit to die to fall once more to kill

And the waters will rise

Oh Florence, you have seen that face

Of an old child followed by a younger man

The younger man was blue

and the old child was stinking red

These two, flowing toward mute understanding, scream

Tonight children must not cry"

"We're proud of you, very proud of you,"

President Johnson said time after time at

each military installation.

— Denvei- Post. 11. 11-67

The soldier's beard

fell upon

her yellow face

his passion rase (he'll f - -k her now}

She loved the beard

As well as the man
Yet, most of all — she loved

tlie life that stirred within

"T'll destroy this girl" the soldier thought

The Virgin Mary was raped

behind the cross

"Most beautiful bearded soldier

love me as Jesus

loved His mother"

This little slut

she has no honor (she does not kick)"

'T am his

we shall create (I must submit)"

'ril kill her now"

"He loves me now . .

."

Sasha

sitting silently in the dawn's dim light

drinking black beer down a brown bottle

thinking ... so swift, svelte sasha.

the dainty dance,

first hesitantly, then harder, swifter,

a whirling, swirling masquerade mania
piping the piccolos as sasha's scir^i,

sings in the sea.

— E. Soper

- M.A.J. Dunn

The light scent of smoke
stars, and the echo of remembered songs;

clouds and meaning — oneness.

Forgotten grass clings

and keeps the cold awa)-.

A kiss and the stars are black;

the smoke becomes perfume,

clouds are in back of the sky;

worlds of dreams are shared

because now is the time to be.

You are time, then

a mystical white-robed cloud

now in front, now in back;

all senses loosened

by the sparkling of your eyes.

"Hold on. Hold on,'" cries tlic aigiit

to me, as 1 grasp the far-flung clovids;

the sky comes alive with burning light

and the clouds take shelter next to me.

"Amen." A voice that used to be mute.
— Anon

a night un alone is a beautiful thing

the sunlite of the night

you could see from my face shone on Yours

Together we walked throught the quote

storm smiling coaking in tthe wind

through our hair

the Moon unquote like the eye of the dark

shone half blind the clouds

to the ground surrounding us

trapping for the instant that whicii was Us.

--Alan Gi-innell

Garden Thoughts

The green goosepimples of a cold rose

rise in thorns that reach to rooted toes;

the bud wrinkles, and falling somersaults

before enraptured rows of old gardening salts.

Peas bowl strikes against celery stalks

while tomato worms are the topic of talks

by noted thumbs: Farmers follow the moon

while their wives are pickled at least till noon.

Equal irrigation for all: the orcliid

grower pits science against an aphid,

and fails; the snapdragon is to the child

what his father was after a full flagon: wild.

The matron buries her hands in the good brown earth

and discovering a worm feels a great dearth

of botanical desire: just before this tragedy

she had soloed on one indigent iris ecstatically.

Corn always giows well in back-yards

and though strawberries can make cowards

smile, agriculture should be consumed in bites

and floriculture worn on rare festive ngihts.

— Gary Knight
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Chandeliers of flaming ci->'stal

Prisms crown the ballroom.

Pillars divide pictures of

Gaeit\' on the warped dance

Floor! Sadie taps the banker's

Slouching shoulder, and he

Waltzes her, in furs and jewels,

Throughout the sparkHng obstacle

Course of faces, with their

Jaws rebounding from ragtime

Thoughts. Theodore. \\Tapped

In the tils presented him

My Mamma and Papa, winks to

Every lip-sticked mouth. Often

The mouths speak to him, smearing

The ornamental red The curves

They exhibit move his heart

To hands, and his garments

Move the curves nearer to

His joyous limbs. Mamma and

Papa surely did properly.

Wrinkled, cackling Emma cackles

At wrinkles and wrinkles to

Cackles. How nice to see her

There. Happily, they are not

Alone. Their colorful duplicates

Are numerous. They all strutt

And sway to the same enchanting

Music, They laugh and smile

Throughout, for they are lock

Securely in this rocking ballroom.
— Steve Pett

There is no more gleam in her eyes

There no more are fingers searching

There are no more hands caressing

the back with digging finger tips.

There are no more breasts to press against the chest

or tlie chin to rest

There are no more lips to moisten or ear to nip

or hair to inhale

The odor passing into the lungs

the eyelids grow heavy as the sweetness lounges,

Flesh I smell for a second the nosbils are full of it.

Blood swells with every draught and then the breath is

plain

Gasp for perhaps a few more wisps

eyes dart in their moist sockets

She is nowhere near

Vision mellows itself intent into

a wet window pane

memories fly and the craving, craving for the

eye gleam, for the lip wetness,

for hair smell, for the fingers to dig

for the face to

— Andrew Goforth

Autumn Birthday
The golden light is celtic with enchantment

Because the dark is near;

We love the day with more than common passion

Because our hearts know fear.

Your beauty seems as a tear.

Because you are the child of winter s coming

And preciou,5 as the dying year.

A black mask I wear tonight

infection, the plague

It eats and rots away my skin

till only grey and hollow shell is left

Within and on that shell

a man once lived

Not until my fall

did I see those in white

"How do we feel" they say

as if a part of me
"Let us help you with that mask"

it had almost fallen off

"We all want to help" they say

i say leave

"Let's have none of that"

mv doctor commanded me

And so a life was stolen

done most legally

No rats no dirt ... not even belly lint

hand found its way to me
But here I rot ... . most clean away

no one will tell me why
I suspect my doctor could speak up

if he didn't love me so

And of all the sins to choose from

i enjoy being loved the most

— J. W. Rase

The quiet beating of dead hearts

Soothes the burning night.

That beast which is nameless

Controls the mana of the world.

Scarab, Scarab, on the ground

To what life am I bound?

Drums call the hunters back;

They are empty hollow souls.

That nameless beast has gone,

Forsaking those quiet empty drums.

Eagle, Eagle in the sky

What is it like to live and die?

The rhythmic breathing of the earth

Dispels all thought of stars.

That beast, nameless and aweful,

Quietlv leaves the empty breathing earth.

Cross, Cross, on the altar,

Does He catch those who falter?

"No mana for you, beating souls,"

That nameless beast cries leaving.

"I am the nameless beast thou shalt never know

,

So you will live and most certainly die."

Mirror, Mirror, on the wall.

Do fairy tales come true after all?

I discovered my red rusty

You are." It slid from the deadened

Smile while toying with moist.

Heavy hds in the leaves shed

By turning trees. It flashed

Its once silvery polished teeth,

Into my startled eyes. I said,

"Ah, what a colorful stranger

You are." It slide from the deadenL^d

Leaves and choked, with laughter.

At my gray heart and cobbwebbed

Mind. I knelt, crumbling leaves

One after the other. I

Clasped it up and packed it

To all black, red, white and

Blue meetings, until it rode

With my senses, feeling no effort

At all. It comforts, I am
Now walking through the

Decaying leaves, looking to

Nothing. For nothing.

There, rots no souls.

— Steve Pett

God i said what am i doing here

no answer

ive ben this low before but i cant

remember
It cant be here alone, there were others

before now
maybe its me alone, thats the word alone

on a ledge.

its no fun you know seeing your soul in

a streetlite

Staring at you, your only company wondering

where she is

do i care where that person is this night

maybe so

but ive been alone before and here i am
Alive Still

yeh but where am i, whats that echo

alone still

so what whocare no matter look —
the nights gone

see the pretty young things tomorrow, hope for a nite

tin alone
— Alan Grinnell

Forgotten are the hopeless chains of the old.

The mutterings of the scared, the laughs of the unknowing.

A new land of man.

A speaker of soft thoughts.

Trying to do away with war,

For that is not love.

Wanting to walk on the beach,

To race the lapping waves in bared feet.

To sing with tears of joy.

To write of the burning beauty he has felt,

and seeing others find what he has seen.

Maybe to wear a bright flower in his hair.

Talking and listening to liis friends

Under the summer sun

And in the drowsiness of night.

And most of all, to live for the love of a woman.
To speak of things that matter.

And to laugh at those that don't.

Together, making the silver moon whisper

And the msall children play.

And he knows of his way, is thankful.

And wants no more.

— Steve Culberson
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Hershey: US Should Draft Protestors
WASHINGTON (CPS) — Selec-

tive Service Director Lewis B. Her-

shey is recommending that Presi-

dent Johnson issue an executive

order making it standard proced-

ure for disruptive antiwar protest-

ors to lose their draft deferments.

Although the proposed execu-

tive order has not been made pub-

lic, its intent reportedly is to

"tighten up" sections of the draft

law which outline when a Selective

Service registrant should be de-

clared a "delinquent." Delinquents

are reclassified and placed first in

the order of call.

The proposal follows a letter

which Hershey sent to local draft

huards in late October recommend-

ing that those who block entrances

to army induction centers or ob-

struct military recruitment on cam-
puses be drafted first. If the exe-

cutive order is signed by the Pre-

sident, this plan, which now is

only a suggestion by Hershey to

local boards, will be clearly spelled

out as standard procedure.

A selective service official com-
ments that the proposal has been

turned over to the Bureau of the

Budget—where all proposed execu-

tive orders are initially sent—and

is now in the processing stages.

The proposal is now being re-

viewed by the Department of Jus-

tice prior to being sent to the

White House.

The Justice Department could

quickly end consideration of the

proposal by declaring it unconsti-

tutional. Since Hershey's letter to

draft boards has been made public,

there have been numerous charges

that reclassifying protestors is a

violation of the First Amendment
til the Constitution.

A Selective Sei-vice spokesman
said, "This office has received no
formal notice from the Attoraey

General that this document (the

letter) is unconstitutional. Unless

we receive such a notice from the

Justice Department, we will have

no fuilher comment."

Hershey said his letter to local

boards contains no new policies,

but is rather a recommendation
that the present draft law be

strictly enforced. The relevant sec-

tion of the Selective Service Act
says those who "knowingly hinder

or interfere or attempt to do so in

tiny way by force or violence or

otherwise" with the Selective Ser-

vice system should be declared de-

linquents and face penalties or re-

classification. The proposed execu-

tive order presumably would ex-

plain this section of the law in

more specific terms and order loc-

al boards to declare registrants

delinquent accordingly.

Hershey emphasizes that the ex-

isting draft law says deferments
should be given only to individuals

who are acting in the national in-

terest. He says those who inter-

fere with military recruitment are

not acting in the national interest.

The Selective Ser\'ice director's

views have been sharply criticized

by scores of college newspapers,
clergymen, several Congressmen,
and numerous organizations, in-

cluding the American Association

-'f University TM'ofessors and the

American Civil Liberties Union.

The Washington Post suggested
in a recent editorial that Hershey
should retire.

The fate of Hershey's proposed

executive order may well be de-

termined by what the Justice De-
partment decides. The Depai'tment

ruled on a similar question in Jan-

uary, 1966.

At that time, Assistant Attorney
General Fred M. Vinson, Jr. said

that ''as -a matter of both law and
policy, sanctions of the Universal

Military i'raininc and Service Act

cannot be used in any way to sti-

fle constitutionally protected ex-

pression of views." He said reclas-

sification by the Selective Service

System could not be used against

demonstrators "where the conduct
involved is the expression of an
opinion, even if the method of ex-

pression transgresses the taw. K
there is no transgression, then no

sanction can be invoked. If there

is a transgression, then the sanc-

tions which attach to it are all that

should be applied."

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
EigM 6lc;U from Campus — No» and Usad BiLoi

SCHWINN Franchise Dealer Repair! S Part, (or Any Mel.
19 EAST KIOWA STREET TELEPHONE 634-<733

European Jobs Offered
Job opportunities in Europe this

summer . . . Work this summer in

the forests of Gennany, on con-

struction in Austria, on farms in

Germany, Sweden and Denmark,
on road construction in Norway,

in industries in France and Ger-

many.

Well there are these jobs avail-

able as well as jobs in Ireland,

Switzerland, England, France.
Italy, and Holland open by the

consent of the governments of

these countries to American uni-

versity students coming to Europe

the next summer.

For some years students made
their way across the Atlantic to

take part in the actual life of the

people of these countries. The suc-

cess of this project has caused a

great deal of enthusiastic interest

and support both in America and

Europe.

Every year, the program ha?

been expanded to include many more

students and jobs. Already, many
students have made application for

next summer jobs. American-Eur-

opean Student Service (on a non-

profit basis) is offering these

jobs to students for Germany.

Scandinavia, England, A u s t ri a,

Switzerland, France, Italy, and

Spain. The jobs consist of forestry

work, child care work (females

only), farm work, hotel work {lim-

ited number available), construc-

tion work, and some other more

qualified jobs requiring more spec-

ialized training.

The purpose of this program is

to afford the student an opportun-

ity to get into real living contact

with the people and customs of

Europe. In this way, a concrete

effort can be made to learn some-

thing of the culture of Europe. In

return for his or her work, the

student will receive his or her

room and board, plus a wage. How-
ever, students should keep in mind

that they will be working on the

European economy and wages will

naturally be scaled accordingly.

The working conditions (hours,

safety, regulations, legal protec-

tion, work permits) will be strictly

controlled by the labor ministries

of the countries involved.

In most cases, the employers

have requested especially for Amer-
ican students, Hence, they are par-

ticularly interested in the student

and want to make the work as in-

teresting as possile.

They are all informed of the in-

tent of the program, and will help

the student all they can in deriving

the most from his trip to Europe.

Write for further informa-

tion and application foiins to:

American-European Student Ser-

vice, Box 34 733, FL 9490 Vaduz,

Liechtenstein (Europe).

stop your Self

and live:

the life you save

won't be your own

.

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

DOORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Post the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)
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GEORGE'S ^pPtt Cat Cehte/-

Quality Servicing & Repfliri on Foroi.^n X Sports Can

333-a North Circle Drive Phone 632-9717

for the best in the Rei^iou. il'x . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
Sl'ACIlhlll RAVIOLI LAfSAGNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

Babe's Market
A Ck>oi} Place to I'radr

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. io 6:30 P.M. — Sundays till 5:00 P.M.

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

Qualilij — Style — Seruice

D. HITE5HEW, Optician DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

Symposium guest Arthur Peterson

will give a talk on "The Two-Par+y

System and Presidential Cam-
paigns." Peterson is a former Ad-

ministrative Assistant to the Chair-

man of the Republican National

Committee.

Sitton Named Editor

It was announced at the I'ubli-

cations Board Meeting on Tuesday,

Nov. 21, that Raymond Sitton was

elected editor of the Tiger for 1968.

The new editor begins his duties

un Jan. 9, 1968 with a special Sym-

posium edition of the Tiger.

STOWE-A RUGGED MAN'3 SWEATER FROM ENGLAND

Every inch a man's sweater, Ihis handsome pull-

over is individually made on hand frame in bonc-

colcred pure wool. Idertl on ski slape, boal <lak or

fairway. Sizes 38-46.

$35.00

Jfntf}orter:> for Ljenllemen

103 East Pikes Peak Telephone 634-1062



ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

Dl North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

SawA CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elovafof to Lowor Torroce

CAFETERIA— M A.M. )o 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE — 1 1 :30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Spet.\a\ $17.99

Western Wear

Telephons 632-0391

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00
f

12:00-8:00 ISunday)

(Try Us for Yo Next Function)

(Monday. Saturday)

Phone &34-097S

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 Earf Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phons 63B-BB05

Peace Corps Aid Drafted Members
The Peace Corps announced it

will intervene «m behalf of Volun-

teers seeking draft defermenta for

two years of overseas service.

Agency Director Jack Vaughn,

concerned by mounting induction

calls to Volunteers serving over-

seas, said he will take an "active

i-ole" in seeking future deferment

cases hefore the Presidential Ap-

peal Board—the court of last re-

sort for draft reclassifications.

In the past the agency per-

formed a largely informational

function—ad\'isjng Volunteers and

trainees of Selective Service laws

and procedures and confirming to

local boards the fact of the Vol-

unteer's sei'vice.

In future appeals, Vaughn will

write letters to the board describ-

ing the circumstances in each case

and urging board members to grant

a deferment until completion of

the Volunteer's overseas tour.

"We have a serious situation,"

he said. "The problem of induc-

tion notices to overseas Volunteers

is becoming a major concern for

us. Pulling a Volunteer off a pro-

ductive job at mid-tour is unfair

1(> the nation, the host country,

the Peace Corps and the individ-

ual."

Vaughn said Peace Corps Volun-

teers have lost about GO deferment

appeals before the three-man

board in the last six and one-half

years. While adverse rulings by

the national board have involved

less than one-half of one per cent

of the estimated 15,000-draft-eli-

gible men to have served in the

Peace Corps, "virtually all of these

have occurred in the past year."

he said.

Of the approximately 25 Volun-

teers who have already returned

to the United States for draft in-

duction, two were disqualified for

physical reason and returned to

their overseas assignments.

The vast majority of Peace

Corps Volunteers are granted de-

ferments for two years of overseas

duty because their service is deem-

ed by their local boards to be "in

the national interest," as recom-

mended by Lt. Gen. Lewis B, Her-

shey, the draft director.

However, some local Selective

Service boards refuse deferments

even though Peace Corps service

does not relieve Volunteers of their

draft obligations. If the local

board is upheld by the State Ap-
peal Board, the case may reach

the Presidential Appeal Board
which makes the final decision.

The appeal process often takes

months to be resolved and the

Peace Corps frequently sends Vol-

unteers to their overseas sites

while their appeals for deferment

are pending.

Vaughn said the Peace Corps,

having provided upwards of 400

hours of intensive language train-

ing during the 12 to 14 weeks of

preparation, often sends Volun-

teers overseas to begin service

"rather than risk the loss of their

newly-earned language fluency

during the long waits for final ap-

proval or disapproval of defer-

ment requests."

Vaughn said, "So long as the

chances for deferment are good

this system makes sense, but as

moi'e and more Volunteers lo.se

their appeals we may have to re-

nsider tlie pi"ocess and ki

them a wasting asset in the

United States, until their cases are

resolved."

He also said induction calls for

Volunteers overseas "disrupts the

continuity of carefully planned

projects fay host country govern-

ments who also have invested a

large amount of time and money

in the program."

Vaughn also noted that in a

number of cases, host country

governments have been unable to

replace drafted Volunteer teachers.

Rusk's Reasoning Reviewed
By DAVID SALTMAN
Collegiate Press Service

PARIS (GPS)—My French friend

was a little puzzled by Dean Rusk's

press conference last week, and I

thought I ought to set him straight.

After all, didn't the Secretarj- say

that we would "subject this nation

to mortal danger" if we questioned

the credibility of the government?

I certainly didn't want to do that!

"How come Rusk says he is en-

couraged by the progress toward

peace at the same time that you

are bombing the hell out of Hai-

phong?" asked my friend.

Dr. Fred Sondermann, Director of

the 1968 Symposium has amassed

an Impressive list of speakers and

activities for the five-day event.

Beginning on Jan. 8, the Sympos-

ium promises to present a lively

discussion on "The American Presi-

dency."

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

T
A
L

ITALIAN HERO N
HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI R
B
SROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA T
COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for $1.25

A
U
R
A
N

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

. Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

"Why that's easy," I replied.

"I'm surprised at you. We are

fighting in Vietnam to make sure

Asia gets a lasting peace. So (he

bombing is really a peace move,

but evidently the North Vietnamese
are too short-sighted to see that."

I figured this would satisfy him,

since it has satisfied lots of Amer-
icans.

But with typical foreign tenacity,

my fi'iend pressed on.

"When Rusk says he wants re-

ciprocity from the North if you

stop the bombing, what does he

mean?"

"Simple. If we stop the bombing

we want the North to stop infiltra-

tion into the South," I answered

confidently.

"But won't you still be infiltrat-

ing the North?" asked my friend,

clearly a Nervous Nellie,

"Of course. What's wrong with

that?" I asked. After all, we've got

a commitment in Vietnam.

"What I really can't understand,"

said my friend, "Is that Rusk calls

the bombing 'the incentive for

peace'."

"Sure. Look, do you want to let

the North Vietnamese 'live thtre

comfortably for 40 or 50 years?'

I should hope not. As long as we're

bombing, there is an incentive for

peace. If we stopped the bombing,

that would be an incentive for

war," I answered.

"Wait a minute. You mean that

peace is an incentive for war and

that war is an incentive for peace ?"

he asked.

"Now you're getting it. It's

really quite simple. As long as we

have wars, there's a chance for

peace. But when we have peace,

there's only the chance for war.

So—since everyone wants peace—
we've got to have war. THAT'S
why we're fighting in Vietnam," 1

sard enthusiastically.

"And in Bolivia and Chile and

Ecuador?" asked my friend cun-

ningly.

"Of course. Do you want to l^t

the South Americans live comfort-

ably for the next 40 or 50 years?

We've got to send Green Berets

down there to create some incen-

tives for peace," I explained. These

French are so thick sometimes.

"But you don't even have treaty

commitments in South America,"

he said.

"Look, Buster, don't get funny

about our treaty commitments.

Why, Secretary Rusk himself said;

(Continued on page cleve"'

(••••

VOLKSWAGEN

PHILWINSLOW

V. W., INC.

730 North Circle Drive
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Rochester U, Study

Roommates Called Valuable to Learning
Rochester. N.Y. {I.P.)—Do col-

lege roommates affect each other's

academic performance ? For cer-

tain groups of students, the an-

swer is yes, according to a study

oil "Roommate choice and Aca-

demic Achievement" recently con-

ducted by Robert A. Pierce, in-

structor in psychiatry at the Uni-

versity of Rochester School of

Medicine and clinical psychologist

in the University's Student Health

Service.

Colleges and universities tend to

regard the provision of housing

facilities for their students as a

service—perhaps more for parents

than stnadents— rather than as an

educational tool. Dr. Pierce says.

However housing arrangements

do appear to have educational im-

plications, according to his sur-

vey of two groups of students and

their roommates. He found that

the students in the fall semester

of a class in Introductory Psychol-

ogy tended to achieve at a level

similar to that of their roomates,

but that there were interesting

differences when the group was

broken down by sex and by class.

For the overall group, only men's

achievement levels were signifi-

cantly related to those of their

roommates. Broken dowm by class,

however, the survey showed that

freshmen, "who are for the most

part arbitrarly assigned to each

other, tend to accommodate their

level of achievement to that of

their roommates."

Among the upperclassmen, who

are free to choose their room-

mates who achieve similarly to

themselves . . . while women seem

to pay no attention to this dimen-

sion at all."

Repeating the study with the

spring semester class and their

roommates, Dr. Pierce again found

that the overall group tended to

achieve at a level similar to that

of their roommates, as did the

freshmen. "But the findings that

upperclassmen match their levels

of achievement even more closely

to that of their roommates of

similar achievement levels, was not

borne out in the second study,"

he said.

On the basis of his findings. Dr.

Pierce concluded that "among cer-

tain groups of students, school

achievement correlates positively

between roomafes" and that "over-

achievement" probably accounts

for a fair portion of this effect.

(An overachiever was defined in

the study as a student whose class

standing at the end of the se-

mester or of the academic year

was higher than his ability as

measured by College Board

scores.)

The latter conclusion was based

on the fact that of the roommate

pairs whose achievements were

most similar, nearly half showed

Blair Clark, a former Vice Presi-

dent of CBS News, will be one of

the main participants in the '68

Symposium. Clark will speak on

"The Presidency and the Mass

Media."

WANTED: RIDERS

Am driving to San Francisco in

a Volvo on Dec. 20, and want rid-

ers. Contact Sgt. Derouen, Fort

Carson. 633-6644, ext. 2881.

mutual overachievement, "converg-

ence" (the brighter student un-

derachieved and the less bright

student overachieved), or "diverg-

ence" (the brighter student over-

achieved and the less bright stu-

dent underachived).

In the total group of students,

there were more pairs of mutual

over- and under- achievers than

pairs showing convergence or di-

vergence. This suggests, he said,

that "some roommates may arrive

at a common understanding, per-

haps not explicitly stated, about

the value of grades and of study-

ing, and then study accordingly,

thus overaehieving or underachiev-

ing together."

* Rusk's Reasoning
'If any who would be our adver-

sary should suppose that our trea-

ties are a bluff, or will be aban-

doned if the going gets tough, the

result would be catastrophe for all

mankind.' We don't fool around

when it comes to keeping our

word," I answered firmly.

"Then why didn't you keep your

word on the Geneva Accords of

1954," he asked.

"That was a matter of national

security. Anyway, we didn't actu-

ally sign the Geneva Accords," I

said,

"You didn't sign a treaty witli

South Vietnam either," said my
smart-mouthed friend.

"Look, do you want Communists

in Asia? Do you want our Pacific

defense line to be broken? Do you

want to let those dirty slant-eyed

Chinkos get into power? I'm be-

ginning to think you're a Commu-

nist yourself!" I snapped. I meant

it to sting.

"I am, actually. It's legal to be

a Communist in France. In fact,

it's legal almost everywhere but

the U.S.," he had the nerve to

reply.

Of course I walked away, and

we haven't talked since. I don't feel

comfortable around those fuzzy-

minded peaceniks.

Navajo Market
Choice Meats — Frcsft Ve<i.ita}>ies

1528 North Teion Telephone 632-7614

UE'S ENCO SERVICE

-;- TUNE UPS
-:- ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BAnERIES

NEXT TO

230 West Uintah
COLLEGE ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

ltd an after fii/e affair . . .

make it exciting!

Sociable shoes . . .

Confirmed party-goers, our liqH

and lively little Joyces.

Very much in phase with fashion.

In Gold or Silver K'd

WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR
US Chase Stone Centei— 635-2201

Just steps

The UNIQUE
DON'T MISS THE BEST

GIFT SHOP IN TOWN

211/2 East Bijou Telephone 473.940(>

First Choice

Of The
Engageables
They like the smart stylmg and

the perfect center diamond

... a brilliant gem of fine

color and modern cut. The

name, Keepsake, in your

ring assures lifetime satis-

faction. Select yours at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store,

He's in the yellow pages

under "Jewelers."

Ke^:p^^J<o

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Please send new ^S'P^f^^-^fpaoeTull'^olof"toS! bX^o;
S'nr;2l?^A^asen^dsp«1aTrr^oEll":55"pa,eBr,.e.BooK.

Name

Address

Clty_

3tate_
-Zip-

KEEP8AKB DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N,
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Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.

Phone 633-1219 at Cache La Poudre

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

iitfiston IfU Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD

HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

ke-Cold Beer with Meol-

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 EasI Fillmore 635-7933

At

You Get

THE WORLD'S BEST SERVICE

Your Own!

Coin Operated Self Service

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

Colorado Springs 695 S. 8th

^^ KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

^^^=^^
413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2% blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitar's, Banjo's and All Accessories

Band Imtmment Benlah

HOURS: ?!0 5:00— FRIDAY; 9:00-8:30

GOLDEN
R
A
G

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

O PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

N COCKTAIL LOUNSE

903 South 8th Street 632-3607

OPEN 1 1 :00 A.M. to 1 1 :00 P.M. CLOSED ON MONDAY

Cornell Studies Law Enforcement

Role of Campus Authorities
ITHACA, N,Y, (CPS)—A spec-

ial commission at Cornell Univer-

sity has recommended that the uni-

versity give up its law enforce-

ment activities on campus, and re-

strict its disciplinary authority

over students "solely to acts of

misconduct damaging to its (the

university's) educational objec-

tives."

Previously the university has

helped local law-enforcement au-

thorities apprehend law-breakers

at Cornell, particularly marijuana

users.

The commission's lengthy report,

released today, also called for a

greater student voice in discipli-

nary matters on campus.

Now that the report has been

made public, there will probably be

several months of discussion and

debate on campus before faculty,

administration and student groups

put its recommendations to a vote.

There are already indications, how-

ever, that some parts of the report

face tough sledding.

On the question of marijuana,

the commission found that "The

behaviour and attitudes accom-

panying student use of marijuana"

were damaging to the university's

educational environment, and that

therefore the university should

have regulations against the 'pos-

session, use or sale" of it.

In the view of David Radin, edi-

tor of the Cornell Daily Sun, such

a marijuana policy would be in

some ways a retrogression from

the previous policies.

"It appears to me," said Radin,

"chat the commission approached

the issue with the idea that mari-

juana had to be kept off campus."

He added that the Sun would de-

finitely come out against that part

of the report.

Another of the commission's re-

commendations that may come in

for criticism is the one calling for

faculty review of certain cases ad-

judicated by the student's Conduct
Board, According to the report, the

faculty board should be able to re-

view the student board's decisions

under "extraordinary circumstan-

ces," when it is necessary to "rec-

tify any gross miscarriage of jus-

tice."

Radin says that the faculty

board should not be able to initiate

such a review. He believes the fac-

ulty should review only those cases

that are appealed by defendants.

Radin praised some parts of the

report, particularly the section that

recommends an end to university

handling of civil cases involving

students.

"This means that a student who
gets arrested for being drunk
downtown won't have his case
turned over to the university,"

Radin explained. "He'll have to go
to court. It ends the privileged

position of students."

Trinity Approves Student Dialogue
Hartford, Conn. — (LP.)— The

Board of Trustees of Trinity Col-

lege has unanimously approved the

creation of a committee composed

of three undergraduates, a trustee,

a faculty member and an admin-

istrator "to conduct a continuing

dialogue within the college com-

munity."

This group will become a sub-

committee of the Joint (Faculty-

Trustee) Committee on Education-

al Policy. The Trustees also endor-

sed student participation in the re-

vision of the curriculum and asked

a newly-formed six-man faculty

committee on curricular revision to

"work out with care and discre-

tion the mechanics for meaningful

student participation."

Dr. Richard Lee, an assistant

professor of philosophy and a

member of the special curricular

revision committee of the faculty,

praised the Trustees for a ''well

balanced, tempered and judicious

decision regarding student involve-

ment in the shaping of the curricu-

lum.

"Beyond that decision, however,

I am heartened by the wisdom of

the Board in setting up a means
for an effective and progressive

discussion between the various

parts of the campus community."
Dean Robert M. Vogel termed

the response to the Student Senate
request for participation on the

Curriculum Committee as one of

the most potentially significant ac-

tions in the interest of improved
student-faculty and student-admin-
istration relations.

Support the

Colorado College

Basketball Team

One of the major speakers for the

'68 Symposium will be Charles F.

Brannan, former Secretary of Agri-

culture under President Harry Tru-

man. Brannan will discuss "Presi-

dents and Their Cabinets: The

Truman Approach."

Students Participate

In Volunteer Programs
Students from Colorado College

participate in a great number of

volunteer activities in the sur-

rounding community. The Educa-
tion Department, by virtue of its

extensive involvement of the pub-

lic schools in the community, lias

been doing the most to engage stu-

dent interest in volunteer pro-

grams and to find places for stu-

dents in a wide range of activities

in the community.
There may be some value in a

regular pattern of coordination on

campus so that these diverse

groups do not work at cross pur-

poses. For example, the volunteer

teaching program of the Education

Department from time to time has

a surplus of volunteers and other

groups with unmet needs could put

these volunteers to work if every-

one knows everyone else's activi-

ties. Another example is the stu-

dent who has spent a semester or

two working with one kind of vol-

untary organization (Community
Service Center) and would like for

variety's sake to work with a pub-

He school for a semester, and vice

versa. Another need is for prompt

response to requests from the com-

munity for volunteers; some time

requests are received but get no

action for such a long tune that

the need in the meantime disap-

pears.

SWIMMING SCHEDULE

Dec. 2— Colorado Mines
Dec. 5 — Regis College

Jan. 13 — Chadron State

Jan. 16— Colorado State College .

Jan. 23 — Regis College

Jan. 25— Western State

Feb. 2 — Keaniey State -

3 — Concordia Teachers
10— CC Ln-itational

13— Colorado Mines
20— Adams State

...Away

.-Away

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

...Away

...Home

....Away

.-.Away

....Away

...Home

Home
...Home

1:00

7:30

1:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

4:00

3:30

2:00

7:30

7:30

Afa/i Hu ColUfe SUofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

Gifts from The Mar Ru

Because

She Loves Nice Things

;^/2f^3\ -:- Cocktail Dresses

-:- Lingerie

-:- Robes

Blouses

Accessories

Gifts Beautifully Wrapped & Free of Charge too!
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St. Louis Drops Kickers from Tourney

leers Win Two, Drop Three

By John E. Morris

The St. Louis University Billi-

kens, playing in their ninth conse-

cutive NCAA soccer tournament,

nvt'rwhelmetl the Tigers from Col-

orado College () to 1 in the first

round of the 16-team competition.

The game, played in St. Louis on

Nov. 18, was never in doubt as St.

Louis scoved three goals in each

half.

John Pisani, a sophomore right

inner from St. Louis, led the Billi-

ken scoring with three goals. Cen-

ter forward, Wally Werner added

a pair, one on a second period pen-

alty kick, and Gene Geimer, at

left wing, added a single tally.

Colorado College's only score

came on a long shot by center half,

John Boddington, in the geeond

period.

CC coach, Horst Richardson, who
led his Tigers to their second con-

secutive NCAA tournament, analy-

sed his team's second loss to St.

Louis in as many years by saying,

"They were a much better team

and they deserved to win. Their

superior depth was a key factor.

We lacked depth so could not re-

place several of our players who
were bothered by minor injuries."

The Tiger mentor also said he

felt his team may have been men-
tally and physically let down af-

ter the hard-eax-ned victoiy over

league opponent, Denver Univer-

sity, the week before.

In spite nf the six. goals scored

against him, several of the CC
players praised goalie Craig Clay-

bei'g's play against the Billikens.

St. Louis took a phenomenal 48

shots on goal and Clayberg made
over 20 saves.

.'\t the other end of the field,

the Tiger forward line, normally

the strongest part of the CC team,

managed only four shots and St.

Louis goalie, Jim Conley, had to

make only two saves.

Both players and coach from
CC praised the arrangements for

accommodating the team, but also

had some critical words for the

playing field in St. Louis. The field

was hard dirt, without sod. Eich-

ardson described it as a "dirt lot"

and one player compared it unfa-

vorably to Stewart Field before it

was leveled and sodded last year.

Because of the obvious discre-

pancies in the caliber of the St.

Louis and Colorado College soccer

teams, Richardson said the CC ath-

letic department .would consider

whether or not to continue to play

in NCAA university division tour-

naments.
The possible alteniatives might

be participation in the NCAA col-

lege division or in the NAIA soc-

cer tournament with other colleges

our own size.

Richardson also revealed that

Colorado College will not play the

Air Force Academy this season as

had been tentatively scheduled.

Tankers Start Season Against WSC
The Colorado College swimming

team, coached by Jerry Lear, open-

ed its 1967-68 season Thursday
night against a very tough team
from Western State University.

.'Mthough the TIGER went to press

before the final results, this meet
will probably prove to be some of

the toughest competition the CC
swimmers will see all season since

WSC boasts two all-Americans

(freestyler Angel Kalehuawehe
and backstroker Nelson Shibaski)

and for the last two years has been

Rocky Mountain Faculty Athletic

Conference champion.

This year the Tiger tankmen
consist of nine returning lettemien

and 11 first year swimmers, who
will make the team a formidable

foe to all it competitors. Return-

ing are: seniors Don Campbell in

freestyle and Doug Brown as team
manager; juniors Ten^ Covington

and Jerry Hancock in backstroke,

and Charley Mullen in breast-

stroke; sophomores Bill Johnson in

breaststroke, Mike Kelly and Bill

Veneris in butterfly, and Don Ray-

mond in distance events.

Added to the above are sopho-

more Rick Symmons in freestyle,

and Freshmen Pete Banning, Glenn

Ebuna, Dan Hartman, and Jim

Spevak in freestyle; Aaron Spiezer

in distance events; Dale Forgy and

John Porter in backstroke; Bill

Hinson in individual medley; and

Ron Rossi and David Craig in

diving.

Saturday the Tigers travel to

Golden to match swimming skills

with Colorado School of Mines, and

on Tuesday they will take on Re-

gis College in Denver.

OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOWN.

By Dan Bernstein

After Gusta\'us Adolphus, the

CC hockey team boasted an un-

blemished record. But after two

games with Minnesota and one

with North Dakota, the Tigers are

playing catch-up to attain a .500

level.

That's been the story of CC's

young hockey season, as the Ti-

gers hit the ice for two quick wins

against Gustavus Adolphus, and

then thawed out, bowing to Minn-

esota G-1 and 5-2; and took a 9-0

thrashing from Nox'th Dakota.

The Tigers made a battle of it

in their second encounter with

Minnesota. The CC skatemen got

two first-period goals, and held

that edge going into the second

stanza. Minnesota equalled the

Tiger out-put in that period, and

put the game on ice with a three-

goal outburst in the final 20 min-

utes.

After Minnesota, the icers skid-

ded to North Dakota where they

were snowed-under with a nine

goal barrage. Tiger goalie, Don
Gale, had his troubles Tuesday

night as Souix stickmen, John Gas-

parini, Dave Kartio and Larry

Dobson each scored two goals.

Although the over-all Tiger re-

cord stands at 2-3, pending the

outcome of the final Noi-th Dakota

game, the Wctories over Gustavus

Adolphus were non-league con-

tests. That leaves the team with a

0-3 record in WCHA competition.

Coach John Matcheft's squad is

on the road until Jan. 12 when the

University of Minnesota of Duluth

will invade the Broadmoor World

Arena. In the meantime, the Tigers

will again face Minnesota, this

time at Minnesota for two games

^ALTONE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acres
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HOCKEY TEAM CAPTAIN WAYNE NELSON goes after the puck
during CC's recent victory over Gustavus Adolphus College at the

Broadmoor World Arena.

this weekend.

Rounding out the CC schedule

before the team returns home is

the St. Paul Classic Tournament

on Dec. 27, 28; a two-game set

with the University of Minnesota

at Duluth, Jan, 3 and 4, and a
one-game stand against Michigan

Tech on Jan. 6.

There's a lot more hockey on tap

for the Tigers, and the quick ac-

tion and plenty of goals promise

to net lots of excitement. Scon?

witiv Tiger hockey—next home

game: Jan. 12—Broadmoor Worhl

Arena.

Rugby Game
Weather permitting, the CC

rugby team will play tho Univer-

sity of Colorado rugby club next

Sunday, Dec. 3, in Boulder. Kick-

olT time will be 1:30 p. m.

Hathaufan'^

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Maaazines

127 NORTH TEJON ' PHONE 632-1441

Winchell's Donut House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2919 NORTH NEVADA

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Disount Cash and Carry

ll7l/jE. Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

Cache La

Poudre

to all Dorms and Houses

Monarch Ski Area
and

Ski Town l-odge

Will be sponsoring the following Television Ski Reports during

the coming Ski Season . . .

THURSDAY NIGHT - CHANNEL 1 1 (Colo, Spgs.)

FRIDAY NIGHT-CHANNEL 13 (Colo. Spgs.)

CHANNEL 5 (Pueblo)

Check Television Schedule for Report Time.
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Christmas Program
Sunday, Dec. 10, wiil once again

see tlie annual sei-vice of readings

and music on the theme of Advent

and Christmas. These will be given

by the Theater Workshop and by

a'voluntarj^ section of the College

Choir under the direction of Pro-

fessor Donald Jenkins. This very

beautiful occasion which v/as first

held last vear will begin at 5:30

p.m. in Shove Chapel, There will

be no regular morning worship

senice that day. the last Sunday

in the semester. A cordial invita-

tion is extended to the college and

town community to be present on

this occasion.

Traffic Committee
The Student Traffic Committee

is accepting applications from stu-

dents who wish to worli next sera-

ester issuing traffic ticlcets. In the

past, all tickets were issued by

students, and this policy is being

reinstituted in an attempt to re-

lieve some of the pressure on the

Bums Patrolmen and to make the

issuine of tickets more uniform.

nina
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do 710a VMor
iM 3-5-7-9*

IDU ABB INVlTffl)

to Tlslt the new

HTML
Chase Stona C«nter

Colorado Springs

•n iotlaate,

htnti-t^r FtSHIOH

SStULTT SHOP
•

fall of eont«q>or-

irr clothes

for the anr
UOXCTISIULIST
'With the Jqnlor

or jBnlor~Rtlte
figure, sizes

3 to 9.

.la ft baek^mmi
of antiques fren
TvaaA the 'orld.

TCTHPg BiaU.

charge aeooants
JjXTlted

All stu<lents wishing to apply

should obtain applications from

Rastall Desk. Students arc remind-

ed that applications are due at

^M p. m„ Dec. 2, Students accept-

ed for this position will be paid.

Tom K. Barton

Prof. Tom K. Barton will speak

on the subject of "How the Re-

publicans Can Throw it Away in

08." on Tuesday, Dec. 5, at 7:00

p.m. in the PACC Building (old

Alpha Phi House). Everyone is

welcome to attend this lecture,

sponsored by the College Repub-

UNICEF Cards

UNICEF Christmas cards, calen-

dai-s, and note paper are still avail-

able at Rastall Center Desk for

those who have not yet purchased

some and still wish to do so.

The cards will be on sale from

8:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. Monday

through Friday. The sale ends Dec.

6, so purchase your cards now.

[onijmm]

Announcements
CC Authors Maysville Crossing A Happening

The Cap and Gown Honorary

Society and the Faculty Library

Committee extend a cordial invita-

tion to the student body and the

college community to attend a re-

ception Tuesday, Dec. 5, from

4:00 to 5:30 p. m. in Armstrong

Atrium, to honor the Colorado

College Authors of the year 1967.

This will be the third year such a

i-eception has been held.

Overseas Study

Representatives of three Univer-

sity of Colorado overseas study

programs will be on the CC cam-

pus Wednesday, Dec. 6. At 4 p. m.

in the Spanish House, the academic

year programs at the University of

Costa Rica and the University

of San Marcos in Peru will be dis-

cussed. At 4 p. m. in the French

House the joint University of Col-

orado-Kansas University program

in Bordeaux will be discussed. Six

CC students were accepted for the

group which is now in France. All

interested Freshmen and Sopho-

mores are invited to attend the

meetings in the Spanish and

French Houses.

The Freshman Class is present-

ing a dance and light show featur-

ing the Maysville Crossing with

Lights by Leprechaun on Saturday,

Dec. 2, in Rastall Center from 8:30

to 12:30. Admission is ?1.00 per

person and $1.50 per couple.

The Maysville Crossing is a

campus band that played for the

Freshman class in October, has

played with "Them" at the City

Auditoi-ium, and will cut a record

in January.

Anthro. Lecture

Dr. D. E. Dumond, an anthropo-

logist from the University of Ore-

gon, will give an illustrated talk

on the "Preliistory of Southwest-

ern Alaska" on Monday, Dec. 4,

at 7:30 p. m. in Olin No. 1. Dr.

Dumond has been doing summer

field work with the Eskimo culture

of southwestern Alaska for seven

years.

light Quick. Casual. But with a

spirit that is dauntless. This is

the Essential Jacket. The one

to have whether you're taking

a walk, tossing a few, or

heading up to

winterize your

mountain cabin.

ANTI-RAIN . . . Wind and Weather Jacket

of automatic wash and wear G57o Dracron

poleyester and 357c combed cotton poplin.

Durably shower-repellent, with English ex-

tension collar, double-pleated back yoke,

waterproof reverse welt pockets, inside

cigarette pocket. Cuffed luxuriously lined

raglan sleeves are adjustable.

14.00

Le Theatre du Sous-Sol will pie-

sent a French Happening at 8:00

p. m. in the Armstrong Little

Theater on Tuesday, Dec. 5, and

Wednesday, Dec. 6. Members uf

the Sous-Sol group are Lynne Laz-

ier, Laurel McLeod, Courtney Mar-

tin, Louise Allen, Wally Bacon,

Heinz Geppert, and Professor Rot:-

er Heacock. All French-speakinir

students and faculty are cordially

invited to participate in this unus-

ual and amusing evening of en-

tertainment.

Scholarships

The Stanford University Depart-

ment of Communication is now re-

ceiving applications for graduate

scholarships for the 1968-69 aca-

demic year. The awards caiTy sti-

pends from Sl,920 to $4,920.

Requests for particulars should

be addressed to the Execut ive

Head, Department of Communii-a-

tion. Redwood Hall, Stanford Uni-

versity, Stanford, California, 9430rj,

January 15 is the deadline for ap-

plications.

COEDUCATIONAL

DEGREE PROGRAMS

NEW DORMITORIES

DYNAMIC FACULTY

NATIONAL

COLLEGE

OF

BUSINESS
327 Kansas City St.

Rapid City, S. D.
57701

accounting
secretarial science

business administration

bookl<eeping
receptionist training

electronic data processing

office machines
medical secretarial

legal secretarial

Nancy Taylor Charm course

Mr. Executive success course

Speedwriting

THE MIDWEST'S FINEST

CAREER COLLEGE

We are a growing private coilege

tliatspecializes injust one tiling-

Business Education.
We offer one to four year courses in 17 different specialized aca-

demic and/or vocational programs. Bachelor's degrees and associ-

ate degrees in business science are granted as well as diplomas.

Full program of sports, activities. Accredited as a Junior College

of Business by the Accrediting Commission for Business Schools.

Approved for veterans training.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON BUSINESS CAREERS

Please send me your free catalog and informa-

tion on business careers.

CALL 348-1200 COLLECT

National College of Busines'

Box ie28U

Rapid City, S. Dak. 57701Zip Cod*
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I DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR
THAT I WILL FAITHFULLY
EXECUTE THE OFFICE
OF PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES, AND
WILL, TO THE BEST OF

MY ABILITY, PRESERVE,
PROTECT, AND DEFEND
THE CONSTITUTION OF

THE UNITED STATES.
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American Presidency
Guest Editorial by Fred A. SonHermaiin

While I appreciate the courtesy of the "Tiger" editor in

asking me to write the editorial for this special edition of our

campus newspaper. I must confess that I have had difficulty

in deciding on an approach to take and on the specifics of

what I want to say.

An approach which I will avoid is that of further ad-

vertising the Symposium itself. It seems to me that all that

needs to be said about it has been said in the past; that at

this point the proo:ram of the week must speak for itself; and

that our students, in particular, must make their individual

decisions on whether the subject and the approach are such

as to attract their interest, participation, and involvement.

Fui-theiTnore, beyond the names of participants and the titles

of their presentations which are found in the brochure itself,

the success or failure of the Symposium will hinge on the

quaUty of the messages which our distinguished visitors will

bring to us, and on our receptivity to what they iiave to say.

It is to the latter point—receptivity—that I would like

to address myself. In a column on New Year's Day, James

Reston pointed out (accurately, in my judgment) that the

long, vigorous, sometimes vicious debate over Vietnam which

characterized the past year "has at least made one point

clear. It has made the leading antagonists on both sides . . .

and many others tliink about the rising power of the Amer-

ican presidency. Both the hawks and the doves, and a lot of

birds in between, now know after the arguments of 1967 that

it is the President personally who decides in the end whether

to bomb or not to bomb, to negotiate or not to negotiate, to

pursue the enemy into Cambodia or even China or to stop

short."

Reston continued: "At a time when the American people

are preparing to pick a President, this is a useful reminder of

the relationship between character and presidential power.

Neither the Congress . . . nor the Cabinet ... is likely to re-

strain a President from making the critical decisions on for-

eign relations, even if they involve the risk of fighting a

major war. This, of course, has been true {before, but) . . .

the major difference is that we are more conscious of it after

the events of the last year."

An additional point which Reston might have made is

that what is true in foreign relations is really also true of

domestic affairs. Tlie two are closely linked, as is evidenced

by the backseat which domestic programs have had to take

as a result of the need to pursue the Vietnam war, with all

the expenditure in resources, manpower, and attention which

this has required. It may be argued that in domestic affairs,

the role of Congress is more important than it is in foreign

policy. At most, however, it seems to me that this is a mar-

ginal difference, and that the President occupies the center

of the stage in domestic as well as in foreign policy. Can any-

one doubt, for example, that the President's program, as it

will be outlined in his State of the Union message next week,

will be the one (and the only one) that is discussed in Con-

gress and by the public over the next several months?
Beyond that, it appears to me that the President does

more than formulate and execute policy, foreign or domestic.

In addition, he sets what one must call the "tone" for our

entire national enterprise. Woodrow Wilson caught this well

when he wrote of the President, "His is the only national

voice in affairs. Let him once win the admiration and con-

fidence of the country, and no other single force can with-

stand him, no combination of forces can easily overpower him.

His position takes the imagination of the country. He is the

representative of no constituency, but of the whole people.

When he speaks in his true character, he speaks for no spe-

cial interest. If he rightly interprets the national thought and

boldly insists upon it, he is irresistible; and the country never

feels the zest of action so much as when its President is of

such insight and caliber."

One can validate this point—the centrality of the Presi-

dency in matters of thought as well as of policy—by looking

at the national cynicism of the Harding period, or the buoy-

I suspect that what the Ken-

nedys have done is to recognize

that American politics is— and

should be— inherently chaotic;

that the organizational trick is to

direct the guts of the campaign

independently of the chaos, and

hopefully, to" orchestrate the chaos

so as to reduce its di.saonance from

the main theme of the campaign.

[In the Edward Kennedy cam-

i)aignj there was no misplaced in-

sistence on the virtues of democ-

racy in campaign management.

The unsuccessful — or would be —
politician frequently confuses
]>roper solicitude for democratic

processes in American public life

with the requirements of conduct-

ing a political campaign. The Ken-

nedys not only understand the uses

of power but the means of its

achievement. Crucial decisions are

not made by majority vote at

meetings of twenty-five. To their

everlasting credit, the Kennedys
rarely act irrationally — most can-

didates do.

Their techniques were not black

nor mystic ones. They were the

simple techniques of intelligently

conceiving a precise plan and then

executing it in orderly and effi-

cient fashion. The chaos of Con-
vention politics is considerable—
but (]uite manageable. Here the

organization mu^t deal with an

electorate of fewer than 2000 peo-

ple. Adequate control can be

achieved through the disciplined

action of a very small group.

There is such a thing as too

much money in a campaign. For

example, in the New Hampshire

Presidential Primary of 19*i4 and

throughout his campaign, Gover-

nor Rockefeller was the victim of

plenty. He had money to hire the

bright men. So he liired hordes of

bright men who proceeded to dis-

agree with each other. Their bright

ideas were tried out, several at a

time, rather than weeded out,

Rockefeller had the money to con-

ceive, design and print a magnifi-

cent brochure— and so his staff

printed MANY magnificent bro-

chures. He had plenty of money for

all the media— and used them all,

frequently working at cross

purposes.

Just as we tend to give much
too much credit to the "profes-

sionals," we may have unrealistic-

ally overestimated the skill-5 of the

"image makers." The great dan-

ger is not that the amateurs will

be overwhelmed by the superiority

of the new breed of "pros," but

that amateurs will be discouraged,

having overestimated the qualifi-

cations for participation and

success.

Rockefeller: To Run or Not?

ED NOTE: The follnwinir artk-k-,

I'Ciirinteil from NewBwccU mrtiiaiioo.

necember 17, 1967, is by James

Cannon, Senior Editor for News-

week who will lie on camiiUH for th..

Synr.i'Oslum.

By James Cannon, Senior Editor

The icene; o deep-carpeted, postef-ond

chrome suile in the Fonfoinbioau Holel,

Minmi Beoch.

Time- next lummer'j RepubUean No.

lional Convention.

As the cv'lain rises, a stocky, gray

l,oired governor. Rockefeller, ond h;

cooriiy choncolhr. Hinmon. Ore quiell,

(olfcifig before o huge picture window

thai overlooks (he royal-blue surf fum-

bling on (o (he bench 100 fee* below

PoJh men I'onore (he corner TV se', where

From K. Boulding's "The Meaning of the Twentieth Century"

As we move to postcivilized so-

ciety, we find an extension of loy-

alty from the kinship group to

larger areas such as the national

state, or even to the world as a
whole.

... as far as many statistical

series related to activities of man-

kind are concerned, the date that

divides human history into two

equal parts is well within living

memory.

inkite.

>r7fe,

3c/e the

7 the

i ballot of the ftepub/kon

i,J enploins *hol ihe thirri

taken after a recess for

omong delegotions"—mo^

ancy of the Franklin Roosevelt administration; the feeling' of

confidence and stability of the Eisenhower years, and the

style and elan of the all-too-brief Kennedy era. One feels it

today also, though there are sure to be differences of judg-

ment as to how the present tone of our national life should

be described.

What I am trying to say here is that when we talk of the

Presidency, we talk in a real sense about all of American pub-

lic life, because the Presidency is at the heart of this great

—

and embattled—enterprise. This means that I have never

conceived of this Symposium as one in "Political Science"

only. We have tried to avoid the Political Science textbook

approach to the subject. This is not to suggest that there is

anything wrong with that approach—after all, I do carry a

Union Card to document my affiliation with the discipline.

Rather, it is to suggest that the Presidency embraces much,

much more of American life than simply its politics. In fact,

it would be difficult to draw precise boundary lines around

the impact and influence of this institution—and of the men
who represent, reflect, and shape it.

The magnitude of the position, the influence which its

occupants wield for good or bad, and the fact that 1968 is a

Presidential election year raises yet another question in my
mind; how can we make sure that the best possible candi-

dates will be placed before us; and, even more importantly,

how can we be at all sure that there is the insight, the wis-

dom, the sobriety, and the sense of responsibility among the

American people to assure that the most capable and gifted

person is elected? Raising these questions may sound as if

I am plagued by doubts about the underlying assumptions of

the democratic process. When I look around me the only

honest response to such a charge would be that I am indeed

troubled. I have not given up on that process, because it has

meant mucli to this country, to the world, and to me. But

anyone who would approach today's demanding problems with

blind optimism seems to me to be misguided. Democracy has

always made enormous assumptions about the education, the

information, the intelligence, the responsibility of vast num-

bers of people. These assumptions are greater today than

ever before—because the stakes are so much higher; and the

answers to the questions which this ])oses are far from clear

or obvious—at least to me.

What all of this adds up to is that during the next sev-

eral days, I plan to listen very carefully not only to the overt

aspects of the Symposium—the speeches, discussions, and

statements of the excellent participants who are coming to

share their thoughts with us. I will also try to listen, as it

were, "with the third ear" — to try to discover, within and

beneath what is said overtly, as much as I can about myself,

my own assumptions and preferences, about the values of this

country and the future prospects of my society. In it I shall

judge the success of the Symposium on the basis of its ability

to provide me with at least some answers to these underlying

questions.

From right, left and center seven men

of presence

—

Itho-ies. Shofter and Voipe

governors^ Morton. Case and Percy, sen

alors: or\d Ford, o congressman. All are

ovtv/ardy calm, but their silk suits are be-

g.nnmg (o wtif After handshakes oil

around. Rhodes speaks.

Rhodes; Romney is withdrawing

as a candidate and asking his deh-

gates to support you, Nelsnn.

Chuck Percy, here, is doing the

same. Now, we can deliver enough

votes to put you over on the thin]

ballot. Put we must first have an

understanding. You have insisted

vou are not a candidate and have

even said you don't want to he

President. And some of our dele-

gates still believe this. We've got

to know : will you accept the

nomination if we deliger the dele-

gates ?

Rockefeller; Thanks loads. Gen-

tlemen, my answer is . . . (cut)

If any such scene should take

place next summer, nobody ran

seriously doubt that Nelson Rocke-

feller's answer would be yes. This

is a man whose first love is gov-

ernini^ who has dreamed of the

White House since he went to woik

for FDI? in 1940. and who tried

twice to win his party's nomina-

ation. If it should be offered next

year. Rockefeller would certainly

accept.

But will it be offered? All po-

litical logic says no. Indeed, it is

taken for granted—by Nelson

Rockefeller himself and by mosl

other prudent Republicans—that a

Rockefeller draft is next to im-

possible. How could the man who

symbolizes to conservatives the

sjaiteful and disastrous split of

19(54 transform himself into the

symbol of Republican unity in

li)f)8 Just last week Barry Gotd-

water said that he considers thp

possibility of a Rockefeller nom-

ination so unlikely as to be beyond

comment. "I can't even visulalize

it," Goldwater said. "Rockefeller

has said he doesn't want to be

President. In the past three

months I've visited twenty states,

and frankly there's no talk of

Rockefeller. I can't see any cir-

cumstance that would even bring

his name up."

But the Rockefeller name is up'

Against President Johnson lif

leads all other Republican candi-

dates in the Harris and Gallufj

polls, and the latest Harris pot

has Rockefeller running ahead of

the President 52% to 35%. The

California Polls shows that Rocke-

feller is the only Republican wi«'

could beat President Johnson m

Califomia at this time. The Iowa

Poll shows Rockefeller 53%, LB-'

28%! the Minnesota Poll V^^'

Rockefeller at 56%, to President

Johnson's 37%; and the South Da-

kota Poll gives Rockefeller (33Ti;

to 18% for LBJ. And yet, most oi

those same polls show that rank-

and-file Republicans don't can

about Rockefeller's populai-itV'

they prefer Richard Nixon or Ron-

ald Reagan.

Rockefeller is the first choice j!

;it least eighteen of the 26 Repub-

lican governors, and he picked iJP

more support last week when tW

GOP governors gathered in Pal'^;

Beach, Fla., to plot the defeat '^|

LBJ. Smiling amiably, preachin?

unity and pragmatism, Rockefeller

maneuvered deftly to win for th^

(Continued on page thre<
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'The American Presidency" Is Symposium Topic .nJl
"The Woiid Looks at the Amer-

,;in Presidency" will be the sub-

j.'tt of Sir Denis Bvogan, widely

known writer on the American po-

litical scene and professor of po-

litical science at Cambridge Uni-

vei'sity when he delivers the Ab-
bott Memorial Lecture at 8:00

p. m. Monday in Armstrong Aud-
itorium to formally open Colorado

College's week-long symposium on

"The American Presidency."

Twenty experts, gathered from
yll over the United States by Dr.

Fred Sondermann, professor of Po-

litical Science and director of the

annual symposium, will appear

(luring the week to discuss various

aspects of the presidency and the

American political system. Some
will be on hand, particularly Fri-

day, the last day of the sympos-

ium, to advocate the candidacies of

pi'esidential hopefuls such as Rob-

ert Kennedy, Eugene McCarthy,
Richard Nixon aii'i George Rom-
ney.

The final event of the sympos-
ium week will he a mock election

with printed ballots. The ballots

will be locked up Friday night in

the vaults of the Colorado College

business offices, will be counted

Saturday morning, J an, 13 with

members of the Young Republican

Cannon on
(Continued from pace two)

governors nn unprecedented role

in writing next year's party plat-

form. Rockefeller's vigorous role

at Palm Beach touched off a new
rash of talk about Rockefeller for

President.

It is not surprising that many
voters are convinced that any pol-

itician so talked about is planning

to run. Why shouldn't they think

so? Lyndon Johnson, Richard

Nixon, Ronald Reagan are all get-

ting ready to run, but refuse to

acknowledge it. George Romney
lia? been campaigTiing for Presi-

dent since 1966, but he admitted
it ntily three weeks ago. So when
Rockefeller says, 'I am not a can-

didate and under no cirmustances
will I be a candidate," nobody be-
lieves him. One humorist says,

"He's the only man in the country
whose fallback position is to ac-

cept the Presidency?"

• Choice? What is Rockefeller up
to? Is he going to run? These ques-
tions suggest that Rockefeller has
^ choice between two political

courses—campaigning actively for
delegates, or waiting passively.

Actually, there is just one thing
Rockefeller can do about '68: noth-
ing- If he should enter one pri-

mary, or solicit one delegate, GOP
conservatives would spring to arms
overnight to defeat him. Says
California professional manager
Stu Spencer: "If Rockefeller
inakes one overt move, that's a
mistake. If he gets caught putting
anything together, that's a mis-
take. And if he gets caught force-

and Young Democratic organiza-
tions of Colorado Springs sei-ving

a.s watchers.

Although the symposium form-
ally opens with Sir Denis Brogan's
lecture Monday night, there will be
several preliminaries during the
day including a motion pictui-e

"Advise and Consent" at 9:30

a. m. in Armstrong Auditorium, a

record program featuring the

voices of Twentieth Century Amer-
ican Presidents at 12 noon in Ras-

tall Center, and a second motion
picture "Dr. Strangelove" in Arm-
strong Auditorium at 3:00 p. m.
Tuesday moniing the first offer-

ing will be two documentary type

motion pictures, "Polsters and Pol-

itics" and "Smear: The Game of

Dirty Politics." A record program,

"The Making of the President,

1960" will follow. It will feature

the Kennedy-Nixon debates, and
the Stevenson and Goldwater
speeches.

The first of the panel discus-

sions will be at 10:15 a. m. Tues-

day in Armstrong Auditorium.

Those taking part will be David B.

Goldberg, president of Campaign
Consultants Inc. of Boston; John
W. Emery, president of Research
Sei'\'ices Inc. of Denver; Arthur
L. Peterson, president of the

American Institute of Foreign

"Rockefeller: to Ru
feeding a draft movement, he's

dead." Thus at Palm Beach, ques-

tioned as to what he would do if

confronted with a draft at the con-

vention, all Rockefeller would say
was, "Then I would have to face

it." He was next asked, "How
would you face it?" Rocky's reply:

"T don't know."

These, then, are the reason why
Rockefeller is not "running" for

President. And by some curious

Alice in Wonderland logic, Rocke-
feller, by not running, is conduct-

ing the best campaign of his life.

By his unswerving support of

George Romney, Rockefeller dem-
onstrates the kind of loyalty that

Republicans have long doubted he
had. By staying out of the pri-

maries, he avoids the degrading
squabble and intraparty animos-
ities that primaries inevitably

breed. By concentrating on his re-

sponsibilities as governor of New
York, he implies that here is one

man, at least, who places public

service above personal ambition.

Now that he seems less eager for

the Presidency, it somehow seems
more fitting that he should be

considered for it.

• Overexposure: So long as he is

a non-candidate. Rockefeller can
avoid taking any premature stand

on the treacherous issue of the

war in Vietnam. He does not have
to offer instant solutions to com-
plex problems of slums, riots and
ci-ime; nor does he have to com-
ment on tomorrow's headlines. In

this age of instantaneous commun-
ication and overexposure, when

Trade of PhoeiiLx; Stephen A.
Mitchell, former Democratic Na-
tional chairman, and Rudolph Go-
mez, assistant professor of polit-

ical science at Colorado College.

The symposium week is the first

week of Colorado Collge's second
academic semester and is designe<l

pi'imarily for students, but Direc-

tor Sondermann has issued, as in

the past, an invitation to interested

alumni, friends, parents of stu-

dents from other institutions who
may want to attend.

The events of the week are free

to Colorado College students, fac-

ulty, staff and their husbands and
w i V e '3. Admission is by activity

card. Special students and hus-
bands and wives of regular stu-

dents may obtain complimentary
admission cards at Dr. Sonder-
mann's office, Palmer 35, or at the

Rastall Center desk on the college

campus.

For all others the registration

fee for all the events of the week
is $7.50. while the fee for a singlp

day is $2. Registration may be
made at the Rastall Center desk.

The exception to the fees is the

Abbott Memorial Lecture by Sir

Denis Brogan Monday night. It

will be open to all comers without
registT'ation or fee.

n or Not?"
every candidate is remorselessly

watched and tape-recorded and

written about, Rockefeller may
have discovered the perfect way

of campaigning.

H is noncampaign could even

work. The road to Miami is paved

with many imponderables, but the

circumstances setting the stage for

a Rockefeller draft next August

are entirely possible. It could
happen—
• If Nixon should lose out early,

in New Hampshire, Wisconsin or

in both states;

• If Romney should win enough

primaries to attract a strong mod-

erate vote, but still fall shoi-t of

the nomination;

• If Reagan should attract the

party's consei-vative delegates, but

also fail to win the nomination;

• If President Johnson stands high

enough in the polls next summer
to make it obvious that the Re-
publicans must nominate their

strongest ticket in order to have
a chance of beating him;

• And finally, if Rockefeller can
remain a noncandidate right into

the convention despite all the pres-

sures that will be put on him,

maintain his lead in the polls, and
at the same time make no major
political or personal mistake.

(Continued on paec tii^hl)

mposlum Chicken Dinner
All students and others ai-e cor-

<lially invited to participate in the
Symposium Dinner on Friday
night. This conies right before the
final event of the S>nnposium
Week — tlie meeting at which rep-
resentatives of the major candi-
dates will make their statements
on behalf of their respective candi-
dates.

The dinner will be a regular
"Political Banquet," with the inev-
itable chicken and peas being
sen'ed. This is the usual "Politics"
fare for occasions of this sort. All
participants will be present, will
be seated at different tables, and
this will facilitate good informal
discussion among them and the

students who are attending.
It is necessary to know ahead of

lime how many people plan to at-
tend this dinner. Thei-cfore, kindly
sign up at Rastall Centerj on a
sheet provided for this pur^tose,
and get your ticket there. The cost
is a minimal 60 cents for students
on Board tickets; and $1.85 for all

others.

FUN WORKING
IN EUROPE

fiichofd Head eo, (or nor N otional Presi-

de 1 o( Iho oycecs and now As illant

10 Ihe Choirr on, Romney lor Projident

Co Timil ee, w 1 speak on Friday o 7:00

P m.. on the lopic Why George Rom-

Jobs Abroad Guaranteed

BRUSSELS: The Int'l Student
Information Service, non-profU,

today announced that 1,000

GUARANTEED JOBS
ABROAD are available to

young people 17Vii to -10, Year-

Round and Summer. The new
34 page JOBS ABROAD maaix-

zine is packed with on-the-spol-

photos, stories and information

about your JOB ABROAD.
Applications :ire enclosed.

LANGUAGE-CULTUUE-FUN-
PAY-TRAVEL. For your copy

send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS,

133 Rue Ilutol dcs I\1unnuies,

ney Should Be Elecled," Brussels ti. Uclgium.

LBE'S ENCO SERV/CE
-- TUNE UPS
:- ATLAS TIRES

NEXT TO

230 West Uintah
COLLEGE

.:- STATE INSPECTION
-:. ATLAS BAnERIES

ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

GEORGE'S ^/?oft Cat Cehtet

Quality Servicing & Repairs or Foreign & Sports Cars

333-a Nortli Circle Drivt Phone 632-9717

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

locgfSouse

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monrlay.Saturday

|

12:00.8:00 (Sunday)

(Try Us (or Your Ne>t function! Pliona 634-0978

Vet^ ^fteciallif Priced

l^ug-Out" SccU 15.99

other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $23.99 and $36.00

AfoA (lu QoUe<fe. £UofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3457

Slacks!

Slacks!

JEANS and CORDS
" LEVI'S cj/ courfic

(ihn . . .

JANTZEN

RUSS TOG

VILLAGER

WHITE STAG

COUNTRY SET
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Broaan to Deliver Symposium Keynote Address
BrOgan lO wen ^

,_.„.„.,..,, P.r- «,. P,esi.l™, as leaCe. The „r- who advocate, and

[A bavrier is] the very different

view of modern American history

held by Americans and by most ill-

informed outsiders ,that is by most

oustiders. To the Americans it still

is a success story, the United

States till 'the last, best hope of

earth,' 'democracy,' 'freedom', 'pro-

grss', all terms best exemplified in

American practice. To the Ameri-

can, the United States is still 'the

and of the free and the home of

the brave', the American Revolu-

tion the beginning of real history,

the United States the most success-

ful .. - example of what happens

when vou give free men a free

hand, when the old barriers of

castes and hereditary privilege arc

swept away, when the public school

and the free press and churches

free from all state control arc pro-

moted or protected by a govern-

mental system 'dedicated to the

proposition that all men are cre-

ated equal'. ... It is obvious (to the

.American) that what the world

needs is what America has got,

that it is more disconcerting to

find that a lot of the world doesn't

need it, wants, apparently some-

thing quite different and a lot

more of the world may want what

America has, but is very slow

about trj'ing to get it the Ameri-

can way.
Of course, the Americans . .

•

(and we) suffer from all the gen-

uine faults in our ideas and con-

duct and we deserve to suffer. We
may be tempted to complacency

as we contrast the better sides of

our society with the woi-st of theirs

and that is a weal<ness to which,

at the moment, America seems es-

pecially prone. But what is needed

now is both a rational confidence

in real American superiorities and

a willingness to see, to admit, and

to amend real American faults

(which are so often the faults of

all the West.)
(from THE PHICE OF
REVOLUTION, I9S1)

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

Rugged but dressy-

These popular

"Ruff-Oof" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Telephona 632-0391

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

903 South 8th Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to I 1:00 P.M.

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

, COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

/mm: FOUTICAL FAT
TERNS IN TODAy'S
WORLD iwith Doualas

las Vcrncy), 1963:

America is ... in a very real

sense the land of many parties.

France cannot match the 100 or so

parties of the United States. These

various state organizations are

. . . in loose coalition and once

every four years are frozen into

unity bv a brief spell cast by what

is called the National Convention.

In a few days of frenzy, men of

varied views meet and agree not

upon a doctrine, but upon a man,

or rather two men, the candidate

tor President and Vice-President.

Having performed this midwifery

and hammered out a party plat-

form, the party leaders disperse,

hoping that tiie politician they

have selected will not alienate too

many of the party's supporters or

depart too much from the plat-

form hopefully presented to him.

It is a great tribute to their horse

sense that they so successfully

nominate men who accept the

the heterogeneous nature of the

United States and who do not at-

tempt to ride roughshod over any

region's sensibilities. Thus from

an international standpoint the

pussyfooting over segregation has

been' almost disastrous for Amer-

ican's prestige; ^'iewed domestic-

ally, by contrast, the careful man-

euvering of Presidents Ti-uman,

Eisenhower, and Kennedy has been

a masterly exercise in the art of

the possible.

Control of Congi-ess means a

great deal to the White House. A

President who hasn't got it (as

President Eisenhower didn't have

it for six of his eight years) can-

not be an effective political leader,

though he may remain a great na-

tional figure.

The position of President is . . .

very different from that of prime

minister. In the first place, the

President need not be a member

of the national political leadership

group, as a British prime minister

must be. He may have had no ex-

perience in any executive post or

have held no political office filled

by popular vote. But the moment

he is nominated he becomes the

leader of the part in name; if he

is elected President, he becomes it

in fact. He may handle this part

of his duties ineptly as, in differ-

ent ways, Taft and Harding did.

But there can be no substitute for

the President as leader. The of

fice creates the man, sometimes

out of rather poor raw materials.

Willy-nilly, senior politicians have

to accept him as their leader; his

party is committed to his success.

Since the time of F. D. Roose-

velt, the presidential press con-

ference has become a quasiconsti-

tutional institution. The advan-

tages, from the presidential point

of view, are manifold. If a Presi-

dent is ()uiek on his feet, he can

give the public an impression of

energy and competence that more

formal appearances may not make

possible. He can insure that if he

wants to make a point, at least

one questioner will let him make

it. He can actually influence the

press corps in his favor if he is

adroit and apparently candid, as

F. D. Roosevelt was, or charmingly

indiscreet, as Mr. Truman often

was. And through the press he can

influence and educate the public.

* * *

(from POLITICS IN

AMERICA, 1S54 and

1960):

Even in countries where formal

political continuity has been pre-

served, it can plausibly be main-

tained that far greater changes

have taken place in the poltical

realities, if not in the forms, than

have taken place in the United

States. Queen Elizabeth 11 and

King Gustaf Adolf VI hold of-

fices far less like those of then-

predecessors of 1789 than the of-

fice held by General Eisenhower

is like the office held by General

Washington. Forms and realities

have changed less in the United

States than in any other political

organization, even than in Tibet.

• • > •

Although it may be rash to sug-

gest a belief in a national memory,

it is at any rate possible that the

American shrinking from doctrin-

aire parties, from people who knew

their own minds, who would not

compromise, who had social theory

to defend or attack, owed some-

thing to the recollection of the

time when America HAD such

parties, when, to the astonishment

of each side, North and South

found themselves at war.

... the fact that, in this country,

three attempts to launch a new-

party have failed, shows that those

.vho advocated and advocate work-

ing w-ithin the existing system

have shown prudence, if they have

not shown sufficient regard for

logic. For each attempt to launch

a new party has failed, and the

first attempt was more successful

than the second, and the second

than the third.

• • • •

the American people get as re-

sponsible a party system as they

desire ... in a vast country, of

continental range and variety, with

sectional interests, traditions, pas-

sions to be allow-ed for, a highly

integrated and responsible party

system might mean the imposition,

by a numerical majority, of itf

views and interests and passion?

on great minorities. . . • Such a

sectional party triumph and

such a sectional party programme

brought about the Civil War.
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The weaknesses (of the national

convention system) are easily seen

and easily condemned. It is the

nearest approach in the American

system to parliamentary govern-

ment. It is the master of its own

rules, unregulated by federal law,

little regulated by state law, All

power is in one body and its de-

cisions, for four years, are final;

their results irrevocable. Yet it is

poorly organized for its basic func-

tions. It is too large . . .

Of course, there are Conven-

tions which are admirably disciji-

lined and organized from the mo-

ment they open. But these are tiie

conventions that are almost ?'•-

pei-fluous, conventions in whhli

the candidate is already chosen Id

all intents and purposes, either bi?-

cause he is the President in office

seeking a second term, or becausp

he is the choice of the dominant

forces in the party, or is himself

a great political power who h:is

managed to line up a majority •(

delegates before the convention

meets.

No congressional leader of the

very first rank, save James Madi-

son", has ever been elected Presi-

dent [note: this was written be-

fore LBJ was elected] and apart

from Polk, Gai-field, McKinley and

Truman no parliamentarians of the

second rank either.

Parties have seldom plumped for

the bold, aggressive, opinionated

candidate when they could fimi

something a little more safe iukI

equally marketable. The Demo-

crats have always been a more

truly national party than the Re-

publicans. . . .

• • •

There hangs . . . over all Amer-

ican national politics, even in

presidential years, an aura of the

temporary, if not quite of the am-

ateurish. What really needs year?

of tireless preparation, such as

can be seen in some efficient state

organizations, is rare indeed in ri

presidential campaign.

... a presidential election

may be a very unsatisfactory way

of testing the temper and the

views of the American people.

The President, if only because of

his choice is the most dramatic

and important function of the Po-

litical system, is at the summit of

the political system and his suc-

cess as a President cannot be sep-

arated from his success as a pol'"

tician.
(Continued on pose M"'
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SAMPLE PRESIDENTIAL BALLOT K'«9»"j£«!f!

ED. NOTE: The following is a Sample Ballot for the Mock

Election to be held on Friday, Jan. 12. This election may prove

to be the first such election in 1968. The results of the election

will appear in the next issue of the Tiger.

The Colorado College Symposium

"THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY"

BALLOT FOR MOCK ELECTION

January 12, 1968

ist check one: I am a repulnr student flt C.C

I urn a faculty member (Or member of faculty family)

I am n town-Rueat of the Sympoai

Other ( Hpecify) - ~ —

e check one: I usually think of myself s

Democrat —
Retiublican

Other (specify)

Independent —

vere held next week, I would hope

nated for the Presidency

:

Foi- Republicans and Independents only;

If the Republican National Convention

that the followinp person would be nom

Richai'd Nixon ( )

Charles Percy 1 )

Ronald Reagan ( )

Nelson Rockefeller ( I

(ieoifte Romney ' '

Harold Stassen ( )

Other (specify) - -— ' '

For DcmocralH and Independents only:

If the Democratic National Convention were held nest week, 1 wouUl hope

that the followintf person would be nominated for the Presidency:

Lyndon B. Johnson ( )

Robert Kennedy ( )

EuKene McCarthy ( )

Ceorge Wallace ( )

Other (specify) — * '

For everyone:

Below you will find a

nominees only, omittin

cnte in each case what
listed were to contest ^

H the choice were

Lyndon B. Johnson

Lyndon B. Johnson

Lyndon B. Johnson

Lyndon B, Johnson

Lyndon B. Johnson

Lyndon B. Johnson

Lyndon B. Johnson

Robert Kennedy

Robert Kennedy

Robert Kennedy

Robert Kennedy

Robett Kennedy

Robert Kennedy

Robert Kennedy

Eufjene McCarthy

EuKene McCarthy

Euiiene McCarthy

Eugene McCarthy

Eujiene McCarthy

EuKene McCarthy

EuBene McCarthy

George Wallace

(^orire Wallace

Geoi-ne Wallace

(.^orge Wallace

(George Wallace

Ceori-e Wallace

(feorue Wallace

number of possible competing tickets (Presidential

^ possible Vice-PveBidential nominees) ( Pleaae indi-

your preference would be if the two people who are

»ith each other for the Presidency in 1968:

( }

( )

Richard Nixon

Charles Percy

Ronald Reagan

Nelson Rockefeller

Georiie Romney

Harold Staasen

Other (specify)

Richfli-d Nixon

Charles Percy

Ronald Reagan

Nelson Rockefeller

George Romney

Harold Stassen

Other isi>ecify) ..__-

Richard Nixon

Charles Percy

Ronald Reagan

Nelson Rockefeller

Ceorge Ronaney

Harold Stassen

Other (specify)

Richard Nixon

Charles Percy

Ronald Reagan

Nelson Rockefeller

George Romney

Harold Stassen

Other (specify)

Richard Nixon

Charles Percy

Ronald Reagan

Nelson Rockefeller

(ieorge Romney

Harold Stassen

Other (specify)

(Continued from page foar)

Parallel with the growth of tlie

leatieiship inherent in the presi-

dential office has been the growth

of the symbolic character of the

office and of its incumbent. The
White House was and is one of the

few national sacred buildings in

America, more sacred than the

Supreme Court, much more sacred

than the Capitol ... No President,

however idle or incompetent, can

wholly divest himself of this repre-

sentative character; no President,

however great, can now add
greatly to it. The American peo-

ple need such a symbol and it is

impossible that the symbolic char-

acter of the office should not

strengthen its practical power.

. . . The moment the President

takes office, he becomes a man
apart, being almost as inacces-

sible to the common man and wo-

man as a King of France under

the old regime and being almost

as much a victim of protocol and

ritual as a King of Spain under

the old regime.

to know that the really big deci-

sions will be made at the top, by
the President and his principal ad-

visei"s . . . And we feel that the

entire decision - making process
ought to be a dignified, even ma-
jestic progrcssion, with each of

the participants having roles and
powers so well and precisely de-

fined that they can be held ac-

countable for their actions by their

superiors and eventually by the
electorate.

The reality, of course, is quite

different. . . . Rather than tlirough

grand decisions on grand alterna-

tives, policy changes seem to come
through a series of slight modifi-

cations of existing policy, with the

new policy emerging slowly and
haltingly by small and usually ton-

tative steps.

• • • •

... ill spite of the great power
they wield, presidents can very
rarely command, even within what
is supposedly their most nearly ab-
solute domain, the Executive
Branch itself. . , . Presidents, being
human, sometimes find the system
frustrating . , , mainly, presidents

m a n e u V e v, persuade, and pres-

sure— using all the levera, powers
and influences they can muster.
And most presidents recognize that

iliis is what they must do. . . .

On some occasions presidents do
not succeed in getting the others

to come around, and tUey must
then either pay the political costs

• •( public disunity or make some
'iMicession to achieve the unity of

1 nmpromise.
... On some occasions, the Pres-

ident clearly makes the decision,

I'ven if he cannot make it exactly

as he might wish. On other occa-

sions, the decision is just as clearly

made by Congress. But in action

after action, responsibility for de-

cision is as fluid and restless as

quicksilver, and there seems to b(^

neither a person nor an organiza-
tion on whom it can be fixed.

Symposium Luncheon to

Be Held Daily at Noon
All students and faculty ave

urged to join in the Symposium
Luncheons which take place daily,

Tuesday through Friday, in Bemis
Dining Hall. Students who are on
Board tickets can simply take their

meals in Bemis instead of Rastall,

at no additional expense. The cost

for all others is $1.10.

This Symposium, more than any
other, will stress the informal as-

pects of getting to know the vari-

ous participants, and tho daily

luncheons are a very good oppor-

tunity for doing so.

The social invention of parlia-

mentary democracy permitted soci-

eties to develop with much greater

diversity and wider distribution of

power than in the earlier absolute

monarchies, and the rise of mod-
em science is quite closely associ-

ated with the de V e I p m e n t of

<iemocratic and pluralistic institu-

tions of this kind. . . . Since the

development of industrial society,

exchange has replaced coercion a-s

the principal means of social or-

ganization even though coercion

and the threat of violence still re-

tain a great importance in the re-

lations of national states. Boulding

iSaUflS CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Ui8 Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— 11 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

AcroM Irom tK» Campu.

827 North Tojon

David B. Goldberg will explain 'How lo

Win a Ptesidenlial Primory," Tyesdoy al

10:15 a. m. in Afmstrong

Roger Hilsman on

Policy-Making
ED. NOTE: the tollowinc ijuotcs

me tukt-n fioni Mr. Hilsmiin'a book

To Moic n Nation.

I was on the winning side in

some of the policy debates . _. . and

on the losing side jn othei-s, includ-

ing one, lost after President Ken-

nedy's death, that tunied out to be

among the most important of all-

Vietnam. I still believe the side

that ultimately lost the battle on

Vietnam was right, and I would

argue that subsequent events lend

support to their case. But there

was a good and reasonable argu-

ment on the othe r side, even

though I did not agree with it then

and still do not In the Vietnem

case, as in the others, the people

on both sides of the argument

were honest, intelligent, reason-

able, and patriotic men struggling

manfully with mean and intricate

problems of the highest impor-

tance. In short, although there is

at least one hero in this story,

there are no villains at all.

• • • •

We like to think of policy as ra-

tionalized, . . . with each step' lead-

ing logically and economically to

the next. We want to be able to

find out who makes decisions, to

feel that they are the proper, offi-

cial, and authorized persons, and

President Eisenhower . . . tlid

not doubt the soundness of mill-

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOC) A SPECIALITY

Vemtft'^ CI JejcH

NOW OPENS THE ,
,

3.2 BEER

<iyl n ON TAP or TO GO
flHHeX GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATURING . - .

Pitcher Beer $1.00

>e^ Tocos
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY

. 19c
& THUI19DAY

1004 South Tejon Teleph 3ne 634^591

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

{21/4 blocks South of Campus)

Hi-adquurUTH f<ir (Jiiilars, Hanjos and All AccfHSoricH

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30
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Brogan in Perpetual lovers Quarrel" with U.S
By J. Martin

Sir Denis Brogan, who as Ab-

bott Memorial Lecturer will openTi

the 196S Symposium on the Amer-

ican Presidency, is probably the

foremost foreign authority on

American cultui-e and politics. His

eminence has been gaitied from a

number of witty and insightful

books on this country and from

countless articles published m
American periodicals. Critics have
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likened him to Lord Bryce and

Alexis de Tocqueville for his in-

sights into the American mind and

on American politics. His writings

are characterized by their wit and

by the almost incredible breadth

and depth of knowledge exhibited

by their author. No facet of life in

the United States seems too small

for Brogan to examine and few

things escape his probing eye.

Though he has written numer-

ous books on the U.S., perhaps his

best known work is The American

Character, written during the last

days of World War II and last re-

vised in 1956. Even after a decade

without revision, the book remains

a minor classic in its field. Though

some specific points are dated, his

general ones remain as valid, and

as telling, as ever.

Brogan observes that the chal-

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

open 24 Hours

Sandwiches io S+ealcs

211 East Cucharras

|Acro« (fom Courfhouse)

Telephone 634-9513

lenge of pioneering a whole new
counti-y, of opening it up to "civ-

ilization," produced the spirit which

helped overcome that land. That

spirit or, if you like, ethos, con-

sisted of a "can-do" optimism

which would admit of no defeat

and which would exclude from the

best society those who deviated

from this ethos. It is a spirit

which, Brogan notes, still pervades

the thinking of a significant num-
ber of Americans and is consist-

ently reflected in their everyday

lives. "That life is not reducible to

formulas, that there are bound to

be sorrows and disillusionment

even for the best prepared, foi' the

new elect who have had the right

eugenic ancestry, the proper edu-

cation, the necessary contacts

—

these ideas are heresy in modern

America."

Brogan observes that though the

litany of individualism is con-

stantly subject to reverent incan-

tations, it would do us well to re-

member that to demur from the

proper spirit of optimism is to be-

come too much of an individual.

"It has to be admitted that this

national spirit was often hard on

dissenters— dissenters, that is,

from the religion of economic and

political optimism."

Though Brogan is often hard on

the U.S., he is nonetheless a sym-

pathetic observer. He feels that the

American experiment has, for the

most part, worked, and that the

so-called "American way of life"

has much to offer—Americans. "In

the world in which the Americans

have to live, the 'American way of

life' in its simple, naive, confident

form is not exportable. In many
regions it is a way of life that

will be, in any foreseeable time,

beyond human means. In others it

will be, it is to be hoped, not uni-

versally welcomed even if it is ma-
terially within grasp."

In recent years, Brogan __ has

been a conistent critic of U.S. pol-

icy in Viet Nam. It is not sui'pris-

ing that he should be, for he was
one of the first to point out what
he calls the "illusion of American
omnipotence," and the attendant

feeling that "all modern historic:il

events are either American or un-

important."

In The American Character, lie

noted the American fondness for

the color, the trappings, and the

discipline of "things military," but

hastened to add that Americans
were not a militai'istic people and

did not take kindly to militarism.

Brogan now fears that in the quar-

ter-century which has elapsed

since he first wrote these lines,

the Cold War and two limited

wars may have changed all that,

which is another reason for his

strong criticism of Viet Nam.
Americans have never taken too

kindly to the criticisms of out-

siders and "furriners" because

they have not "been there."

Globe Travel
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arrangements to ski areas!
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Sir Denis Brogan has been thert-

off and on for most of his adult

life, so his criticism, and his

praises, are not to be taken too

lightly. Maybe even Lydon John-

son will have an ear cocked this

evening when Denis Brogan speaks

of how "The World Looks at th^

American Presidency."

Symposium Feature Films
By J. Martin

The Symposium Film Committee
has come up to its usual stand-

ards in the selection of the

Features for this year's Sympos-
ium. Some skeptics will undoubt-

edly question the relevency of

some of the features to the Amer-
ican Presidency, hut no one is per-

fect. The major disappointment of

the Film Committee was its inab-

ility to procur The Best Man, pro-

bably the mo\ne most relevent to

the general subject. We tried in-

stead to get a representative from
the organization of former Secre-

tary of State Henry Fonda and

one from the organization of Sen-

ator Joe Cantwell, but no luck

there, either. So instead, we offer

the following:

Monday, Jan. 8, 3:00-5:00 p. m.

Dr. Strangelove, or, How I Learned

to Stop Worrying and Love the

Bomb: It seems that General Jack

D. Ripper (Sterling Hayden),
USAF, is convinced that the Rus-

sians are sapping our vital bodily

fluids and that it is up to come
clear-sighted person to stop them
before it is too late. So Jack tries

to rip the Russians by launching

a wing of bombei's over the North

Pole into the heartland of the U.S.-

S.R. In the meantime, President

Peter Sellers tries to assure the

Russians that it is all in good fun

and that "generals will be

generals."

Monday, Jan. 8, 11:30-11:45 a. m.

Advise and Consent: This film,

based on the novel of the same
name by Allen Drury, concerns it-

self with the stormy Senate hear-

ings about the confirmation of

of the Repub-

liiree of Colo-

i Case for the Re-

idciy. a\ 4:15.

Secretary of State nominee Heniy
Fonda. The hearings are a power

confrontation between President

Franchot Tone and Senator Char-

les Laughton, a sort of corpulent

Tom Connally. President Tone is

aided in his struggle by Senate

Majority Leader Walter Pidgeon

who is adept at cloak-room arm-

twisting and Minivering.

Wednesday, Jan. 10. 7:30 p. ni.

Years of Lightening; Day of

Drums: Tliis is the acclaimed and

controversial USIA movie dealing

with the "Camelot" that was the

brief Kennedy Administration. The

movie was originally slated to be

shown exclusively abroad. Con-

gress passed a bill enabling the

movie to be shown in the U.S. Al-

though the movie has not yet been

released for general showing, the

movie was made available to the

Symposium through the courtei^y

of the John F. Kennedy Center for

the Performing Arts.

Thursday, Jan. 11, 10:00 a. m.-

12:00 Noon. Citiz-en Kane: A much

more svelte Orson Wells plays a

Hearst-like publisher in this llM-

film that is still called one of tin.'

ten best films of all time by most

critics. Kane is driven by a stri-

dent megalomania which can oniy

be satisfied by his holding of the

reins of power in his own hands.

Thursday,, Jan. 11, 10:30 p. ni-

This is the one you have all been

waiting for. In the best traditions

of Knut Rockne, All-American, and

San Francisco, the liXJS Colorado

College Symposium presents 31r.

Smith Goes to Washington. Jimniy

Stewart, in what he still calls hu-

"finest i-ole," plays the idealistic

young Congressman Mr. Smitii

who comes to Washington full ul

the pure hopes of American youth

only to find that Washington i--

full of rather unsavory politician--

who eat Freshmen Congressmen

alive. Don't miss it! A topic of

conversation for months!

The Symposium Film Commit-

tee is also presenting a number oi

short documentaries which will be

shown daily. For the time anO

place these films will be showH'

please consult the Symposium

Program. All the above Feature*

will be shown in Armstrong excep'

where noted. The Fine Arts Cen-

ter, as is their custom, will 1"^"

charging regular admission io^

the Tuesday showing of Seven

Days in May.
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Stephen Mitchell on "Adiai Stevenson"

"When Stevenson was nomin-

.iled for President in 1952, the

Democratic Party was at its lowest

ebb since Roosevelt's victory in

1936. President Truman and the

Tarty liad been vilified with the

catchwords, 'Communism, Korea
and CoiTuption'. The party had
been in power for 20 years; many
of its leaders were old, weary and

di?pirited. Stevenson's voice, and

jileals brought freshness, new peo-

ple and new vigor. His contribu-

tion tn the nation, to political dia-

logue and to the Democratic Party
earned him, even though twice de-

feated, equ:tl i-ank with Presidents

Wilson, Roosevelt and Truman."

"President Kennedy and Vice-
Piesident Johnson would not have
been elected in 1J)(>0 were it not
for the leadeiship and labors of

AdIai Stevenson for the eight

years before."

"Stevenson brought many val-

uable men and women into politics

and into Democratic Party prom-
inence."

"While President Kennedy and
Adlai Stevenson were similar in

many ways, I thinlt that Senator
Eugene McCarthy is closer in char-

acter, abilities, and wit to Adlai

Stevenson than any other man
prominent in American politics

today."

"Stevenson was and is an in-

spiration to young people—e\'en

including his sons. Adlai E. Stev-

enson III, while still a young man,
has won two state-wide elections

in Illinois and will surely add more
luster to the Stevenson name."

"It is ironic that Stevenson lost

votes in the 195G election by sup-

porting a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty

only to lay the groundwork for

such a treaty which became one

of the most impoi-tant accomplish-

ments of the Kennedy administra-

tion."

/oter Apathy Not Always "Bad" Thing
EI) NOTE: The folowinc is f

I work co-authored by Symiios

mrticinant WEIliam McPhee. '

(The paradox is) that individual

voters today seem unable to satisfy

tlie requirements for a democratic

system of government outlined by
|i(ilitical theorists. The individual

members may not meet all the

standards, but the whole neverthe-

less sui-vives and grows. This sug-

gests that where the classic theory

is defective is in its concentration

on the INDIVIDUAL CITIZEN.
What are undervalued are certain

(^.ilective properties that reside in

the electorate as a whole and in

the political and social system in

which it functions.

For political democracy to sui'-

vive ... the intensity of conflict

must be limited to the rate of

change must be restrained, tability

in the social and economic struc-

ture must be maintained, a plur-

alistic social organization must
e.xist, and a basic consensus must
bind together the contending

parties.

Such features of the system of

political democracy belong neither

to the constitutive institutions nor

Nation Needs
New Leaders

By Howard Probst

The nation is faced with a

mounting crisis caused by an un-

precedented loss of confidence in

the Johnson Administration. Most
of our problems are seriously com-
pounded by Johnson's failures of

leadership. L.B.J, has been so pre-

occupied with the politics of the

nation's problems, he has not been
giving the people all of the un-

pleasant facts that reveal the

Weaknesses in his programs.

The nation needs new leadership

imd the Republican P a rt y has

earned the right to serious con-

sideration in 1968. Republicans
ntiw hold a majority of the Gov-
einorships, and Republican Gov-
ernors are providing excellent pro-

gressive leadership at the state

level.

Constructive National programs
Such as the Human Investment Act
and the Tax Sharing plan are be-

'"g developed by the Republican
Coordinating Committee, which
represents the top Republican
leadership.

The new dynamic Republican
leaders rising throughout the na-
tion are the best evidence of a mod-
''n political party with the vision

and vitality that the times require.

to the individual voter. It might
be said that they foi-m the atmos-

phere or the en^dronment in which

both operate. In any case, such

features have not been carefully

considered by political philosoph-

ers, and it is on these broader

properties of the democi-atic polit-

ical system that more reflection

and study ... is called for.

In short, when we turn from re-

quirements for "average" citizens

to requirements for the survival

of the total democratic system, we
find it unnecessary for the indi-

vidual voter to be an "average

citizen" cast in the classic or any

other single mold. With our in-

creasingly complex and different-

iated citizenry has grown up an

equally complex political system,

and it is perhaps not simply a for-

tunate accident that they have

grown and prospered together.

But it is a dangerous act of

mental complacency to assume

that conditions found surviving to-

gether are, therefore, positively

•'functional" for each other. The

apathetic segment of America

probably has helped to hold the

system together and cushioned the

shock of disagreement, adjust-

ment, and change. But that is not

to say that we can stand apathy

without limit. Similarly, there

must be some limit to the degree

of stability . . . that a political

society can maintain and still sur-

vive in a changing woild. And
surely the quality and amount of

conformity that is necessary can

be exceeded ....

I am assuming here that the

prime mark of civilization is the

city. This is indeed what the

derivation of the word civilization

suggests. — Boulding

The growth of knowledge is one

of the most irreversible forces
known to mankind. — Boulding

From K. Boulding's "The Meaning of the Twentieth Century"
An important difference which

is likely to be maintained for a
considerable time is that between
societies which arc making the
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^Ll^lo U. make tile tfchnological
transition under both sets of insti-

tutions. ... It might well be that
of the greatest problems of

transition under democratic and po.stcivilized society will be how to
ipitalistic institutions and tho! preserve enough differentiation of
hich are making the ti-ansition human culture and how to prevent

under institutions of totalitarian
socialism. It certainly seems pos-

the universal spi-end of a drab
xmiformity.

Preview of Professor

Kenneth Boulding's Address

"The ci-itical question is not only

the impact of accumulating social

science technique on the method of

selecting the president, but also

the impact of the social sciences on
the behavior of the president in

office no matter who he is .The

reasons why i)eople vote for one
candidate over another probably
have very little to do with the

nature of the decisions which a

president will make when in office.

The critical question, therefore, is

whether the type of personality

that is likely to become president

will change under the impact of

greater knowledge about public
opinion. Second question is 'Does

this matter?' Will the decisions of

the president become less and less

dependent on the type of personal-

ity who happens to occupy the

role ? The greatest problem here

may well be an increasing diver

gence between the image of the

world of the elite which will be-

come more and more sophisicated,

and the image of the world of the

electorate, which will not. The eth-

ical and political implications of

such a movement could be very dis-

turbing. It would seem to involve

an increasing amount of deception

of the electorate and an increasing

divorce between the real reasons

for anything and official and os-

tensible reasons."

Evans Says LBJ Seeks Support

From Strange BedfellovfS

No man in this generation, if

not this century, has become Presi-

dent with so fluid a political base,

with so thin a national constitu-

etncy and so lacking in the ele-

ments of durable sup|)oi-t from the

post-FDR foundations of the Dem-
ocratic party. LBJ's political ma-
neuvers worked well during his

days as a Congressman, then Sena-

tor from the State of Texas. Ap-
plied to the highly complex art of

national politics, this tecimique of

the constantly shifting base could

not work— an aspect of Johnson-

ian "consensus politics" often over-

looked during his first years in

office. Now today, we see the

President entirely lacking in the

support of traditional, mono-

lithic Democratic - party constitu-

encies, and seeking, instead, his

strongest base of support among,
of all places, the military, while

the intellectuals, the liberals, the

ethnic groups, and the grass-roots

political organization of his party

desert him to greater or lesser

degree.

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
you'll discover college atutlent supitlies m
variety and abundance only 3?i blocks witth

of the campus - plenty of free parking-
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i
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Campus Announcements

New Faculty
There will be thiee new mem-

bei-s of the Colorado College fac-

ulty when the spring semester

opens the second week in January.

Dr. George A. Drake, acting dean

of the college, announced today.

Edward Spivey, an instructor in

English. He has his bachelors from

Davidson College and a masters

from Drake Univei-sity, expects to

receive his doctor's degree fi-oni

Duke in 1968. He is just complet-

ing a tour of duty with the United

States Annv a^ a captain.

Dr. Arthur H. Nethercot, visit-

ing professor of English, who -will

replace Dr. Neale R. Reinitz, pro-

fessor of English, who is on leave.

Dr. Nethercot, who received his

Ph.D. from the University of

Chicago, has had a distinguished

academic career, chiefly at North-

western University. He has pub-

lished a number of important arti-

cles and books, is considered an

expert on Shaw.

The third new faculty member,

John Van Sickle, is an economist

who taught for many years at

Vanderbilt University and was

chairman of the Department of

Economics at Wabash College. He

is replacing Dr. Paul T. Bechtol,

Jr. who mil be on leave during

the spring semester.

Trident
The Trident's repertorie produc-

tions of Mary Chases' "Harvey"

and Samuel Beckett's "Endgame"
u-ill open on January 10th. Due to

the completely opposite nature of

the two works, which will run al-

ternate nights during January and

February, this is one of the most

ambitious projects in recent Tri-

dent history. Both plays are con-

sidered classics in theatres through-

out the world.

The cast of "Hai-vey" will in-

clude: Jane Rolland, Steven De-

Fluiter. Michael Boyle, Kay Cable,

Herndon Ely, Jack Casperson,

Michael Rounds, Kenneth Mea-

cham, Nancy Vogel and James

Straley.

The cast for "Endgame" will be

the same as it was when it was

first presented at the Trident in

January of 1965: Jo An Segal,

Michael Boyle, Steven DeFluita

and Jane Rolland.

Special discount ticket prices

are available for students, groups

and theatre parties. The Trident

Theatre is now accepting phone

and mail resei-vations for both pro-

ductions and further information

can be had by calling 733-6623 or

733-8691 in Denver.

TIGER Staff Meeting
Any students who wisli to work

on the Tiger staff for the Spring

semester should attend the staff

meeting on Monday, Jan. 8, 1968,

at 6:00 p. m. in the Tiger office.

The editors of the Tiger welcome

suggestions and criticisms at all

times, either expressed to them

personally or by letter.

Conference on Protest
Principia Cnllegi> in Illinois has

invited Colorado College to send

up to three Juniors or Seniors to a

Public Affairs Conference on April

17, 18, 19 and 20. The conference

is in its 13th year, and Colorado

College has been represented each

year during the last decade or so.

The topic of the conference is

"Protest for Change: The Limits

of Violence."

Interested students should con-

tact Professor Sondermann, Palmer

35, to let him know of their inter-

est in atetnding this conference.

.. Sports

Tigers Host Hastings College
Colorado College played its first

home basketball game in a month
when it hosted Hastings College

at 8:00 p.m. Friday, Jan. 5 in Cos-

sitt Gymnasium on the campus.

The Tigers retunied to their

home court with a 2-5 record after

trips to California and Chicago.

They emerged from the seventh

annual Christmas Tournament at

the University of Chicago as nin-

nerup by defeating Grinnell Col-

lege 87-77 in the opening round
and dropping the final 77-61 to

Chicago.

The Tigei-s will be away for a

game with Westem State College

in Gunnison on Tuesday, Jan. 9.

The two teams tangle at 4:00 p.m.

Friday, Jan. 12, in the City Audi-

torium here.

Leading the Tigers in scoring in

the first five games of the season

preceding the Christmas Tourna-

ment was forward, Jerry Wain-
wright, who tipped in 49 points,

an average of 9.8 per game. Only
a shade behind was forward, Bob
Harvey, with 47 jioints and an
average of 9.4.

Sophomore forward, Harold Min-
ter, continued to lead in rebounds

with 47, averaging 9.4 per game.
Wainwright's five-game total was

43, averaging S^.'i.

CG Hosts Debaters
An estimated 500 debaters, mem-

bers of 180 debate teams from 50

Midwestern and Western univer-

sities and colleges, were on the

Colorado College campus Friday

and Saturday, Jan. 5 and 6 for the

college's 22nd annual Pikes Peak

Invitational Forensic Tournament,

The competition included de-

bate, oral interpretation, original

oratory, and extemporary and im-

promptu speaking, James A. John-

son, assistant pi-ofessor of Econo-

mics and Business Administration

and coach of the Colorado College

team, said today.

The Colorado College team

was the host team and partici-

pated in the tournament, but not

for awards. Another of its coaches,

Jack Rhodes, assistant professor

of English, was the director of

the tournament, largest tourna-

ment of its kind in the Rocky

Mountain area.

The debates on "Resolved, That

the Federal Government Should

Guarantee a Minimum Annual

Cash Income to All Citizens"

were held in several buildings on

the campus.

An awards assembly was held

at 1:15 p. m. Saturday in Arm-

strong after which 16 teams

competed in the finals during the

afternoon to conclude the tourna-

ment.

Regional colleges and univei-sit-

ies participating include Adams
State, Mesa College, the Univer-

sity of Wyoming, Colorado State

University, the University of Col-

orado, Colorado State College in

Greeley, the University of Denver,

the Air Force Academy, Western

State College, the University of

Colorado Denver and Cragnior

Centers, and Southern Colorado

State College of Pueblo.

Traffic Committee

students and faculty should be

advised that traffic tickets are

now being issued by student em-

ployees of the college. This is in

line with an attempt to put the

issuance of tickets on a more sys-

tematic basis.

Students are also reminded that

the Colorado College Traffic Reg-

ulations provide "Students who
show disrespect for persons com-

missioned to give traffic tickets

will ... be referred to the Deans

or the Student Conduct Committee

for action." This provision will be

strictly enforced against all re-

ported incidents of disrespect.

MORE CANNON ON ROCKEFELLER
(Conlinutd trimi pane Ihrtc)

But if one of these ifs is not ful-

filled, Rockefeller is probably out.

As Rockefeller himself sees it,

there is no realistic chance that he
will be drafted next year. When
he thinks of his primary defeats

in New Hampshire and California,

the boos and catcalls that greeted

him on the floor of the conven-
tion, the conservative steararoUer

that nominated Goldwater, he can
reach but one conclusion about the

prospects of a draft: "It just

won't happen."

Second Best: That '64 exper-

ience—his own and his party^s de-

feat— truly changed Rockefeller.

With his party in disarray and his

own political future in grave

doubt, he wrote off his Presiden-

tial hopes and concluded that what-
ever mark he maAe in history, it

would have to be done in the state

of New York. Reflecting on his

brother's experiences, Laurance
Rockefeller said recently, "Harry
Emerson Fosdick once preached a

sermon entitled, 'Life Is Making
the Most of Second Best.' I be-

lieve life taught Nelson that ser-

mon.

Now that Rockefeller has de-

cided to concentrate on New York,

the state is bending under a fresh

onslaught of Rockefeller activism

With only a month to go before

the legislature opens. Rockefeller

is busily conducting a series of

town meetings to give citizens and
community leaders a chance to tell

the governor and state legislators

about their problems. In Buffalo,

Johnstown, Harlem and in nine

other cities, citizens have stood up
to tell their governor face-to-face

about crime in the streets, the need

for more welfare, discrimination in

unions, rackets in cities, the faults

ijf bureaucrats.

Out of these meetings may come
more big state projects to pile on

top of a Rockefeller record that is

already formidable—in education,

mass transportation, urban re-

Rowa Id Evan CO DU Ihor of Lyn don

JohniOH! The Exe ci e o Power " V,

ipeok o Tue doy ol 7:45 P- m. on 1

topic oi 'The John o Pre idc ncy: How

newal, consei-vation—in short, in

every area of major domestic con-

cern in Washington today.

The price tag of Rockefeller's

enterprise is enormous. During his

nine years in office the state bud-

get has soared from $2 billion to

$4.G billion. Rockefeller has twice

raised taxes, and he will probably

ask for another increase in 1968.

But he has balanced his budget

every year since 1960.

Acceptance: Now that he is gov-

erning more and campaigning less.

Rockefeller may discover that

being a good governor is the best

Presidential politics of all. His

current popularity is based on his

record as a strong and effective

governor. Many Republicans will

never forgive him for his fight

with Nixon in 1060 and with Gold-

water in 1964, but outside the

hardcore South, conservatives are

grudgingly beginning to accept

him. In the Midwest, Rockefeller

has become the Republican who
can weather the political storms

and win. And in the West, Ne-
vada's Gov. Paul Laxalt, a red-hot

Goldwaterite in 1964, has publicly

said that "all the leading candi-

dates, including Rockefeller, are

philosophically acceptable to me."

Even Ronald Reagan has said that

although he is not interested in

the Vice Presidency, he would have

no ideological objections to shar-

ing a ticket with Rockefeller.

nd Conslroinl;."

* Hllsman on Policy
(CiiiKiiiucI ftnm iiayc fivcl

tary procedures. . . . Franklin D.

Roosevelt had had a free and easy

style that plucked advice and in-

formation from every conceivable

and even casual source, and he had

also built competition into the re-

lationship between departments,

cabinet ministers, and his personal

staff .Out of the competition and

glorious disorder he could develop

policy alternatives, test them an a

wide variety of people, and ensure

that it was he who made the

choices at his timing and not some-

one else.

The idea behind the Eisenhower

way of organizing the government

was that the top men should save

their strength and wisdom for what

the officials lower down were un-

able to decide, and the pressure

was toward reconciling differences

at as low a level in the hierarchy

as possible so as to give the top

leadership an agreed "best" solu-

tion. The assumption behind this

notion was that an administration

is a "team." . . . such an organiza-

tional aiTangement did tend to

produce the kind of basically con-

servative policies that the domi-

nant elements of the Eisenhower

administration desired.

[John F. Kennedy] was inter-

ested in ideas and theories, but

not for their own sake. His interest

was aroused only when the ideas

had some practical consequence,

only if they could make it possible

to shape the world, to accomplish

something. ... He had the capa-

city to see the complications in a

world whose inconsistencies .sur-

passed comprehension, yet he had

strong eomdetions on where we
ought to be trying to move it all.

He had patience and a pragmatic

willingness to settle for the possi-

ble, to see the other side of ques-

tions and to provide opponents a

way out. Yet he wanted to change

the world and was eager to get on

with the change. . . . Kennedy was

able to do all this without senti-

mentality, to do it with both style

and taste, and without letting

either the excitement or the ideal-

ism cloy. Often there was wit . . .

and always there was a skeptical

questioning and a cool, um'uffled

pragmatism that included not only

patience but a willingness to com-

promise, to make a world of diver-

sity with room for all.

Bellmon on Nixon
No one in the Republican Party,

or in tlie history of the Nation for

that matter, has ever been better

qualified to be President than

Richard Nixon. As Vice-President

during the Eisenhower Administra-

tion, he was the first man to give

strength and meaning to the of-

fice. He has demonstrated repeat-

edly his grasp of both national and

international problems while in

Congress, as Vice-President, and

now as a private citizen.

In just the last two years, Nixon
has traveled to every continent—
some of them twice. Professionally,

his recent arguments before the

Supreme Court in a case dealing

with the right of individual priv-

acy, have been hailed bv some as a

More Boulding
• • • •

There is in the world today an

"in\'isible college" of people in

many different countries and many
diffe'rent cultures, who have this

vision of the nature of the transi-

tion through which we are passing

and who are determined to devote

their lives to contributing toward

its successful fulfillment. Member-

ship' in this college is consistent

with many different philosophical,

religious, and political positions.

It is a college without a founder

and without a president, without

buildings and without organiza-

tion. Its founding members might

have included a Jesuit like Pieri'e

Teilhard de Chardin, a humanist

like Aldous Huxley, a writer of

science fiction like H. G. Wells,

and it might even have given hon-

orary degrees to Adam Smith, Karl

Marx, Pope John XXIII, and even

Krushchev and John F. Kennedy.

Its living representatives are still

a pretty small group of people. 1

think, however, that it is they who
hold the future of the world in

their hands or at least in their

minds.

But once we have joined this in-

visible college, what do we do? Do

we join a political party ? Picket

the White House? Go on protest

marches ? Devote ourselves to

research, education, and propa-

ganda? Or do we go about the or-

dinary business of life much as we

have previously done? Fortunately

or unfortunately according iv

taste there is no simple answer tu

this question.

Republican President?
By Charles Jones

First 1 will concentrate on

the conditions which must exist if

a Republican is to win the presi-

dency. The simple fact that a ma-

jority of voters identify with the

Democratic Party over time sug-

gests that the Republicans must

select the candidate with gi-eat

care. To select a candidate who is

"just right" for Republicans is

not enough (e.g., 1944, 1948, 1960),

To select a candidate on the hope

that there will be a political re-

alignment can, and probably will,

invite disaster (e.g., 1964). Clearly

until there are more voters iden-

tifying with the Republican Party,

the only way for that party to

capture the presidency is for it

to nominate a candidate who can

gain Democratic support. That

may be easier to accomplish in

1968 than it has been in recent

years.

The second set of comments will

relate to the problems faced by a

Republican President who has been

selected because of his attractive-

ness to Democrats. I will discuss

certain characteristics of the

Eisenhower Administration (in

particular his problems with Con-

gress), note the similarities be-

tween th Eisenhower and Wilson

Administrations in this connection,

and develop some generalizations

about a future Republican Presi-

dent. Specifically, I will suggest

the high probability of "stalemate"

government in these conditions,

discuss problems in developing

strategies under such circum-

stances, and note the consequent

dilemmas posetl for the party op-

position.

constitutional hallmark. He play

the key role in the rebuilding ol

the Republican party.

Possibly more important than

any of this, he has taken an oppoi-

tunity rarely offered politicians in

this Nation, the chance to step

away from the day to day decision

making process which so domi-

nates the viewpoint of elected an'l

appointed government offi-

cials, and view the long-run impli-

cations of government decisions on

American life. Richard Nixon, hav-

ing taken this opportunity, has

continued to gi'ow in the knowl-

edge and understanding of the

problems of our times and is un-

challenged today as the man most

qualified to discharge the respon-

sibilities of the most important

office in the world— the Pre-^i-

dency of the United States.
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Ian and Sylvia Are Coming
"Folk singevs . . . could hardly

fi[id a more tasteful model than

the work of Ian and Sylvia" said

the New York Times in reviewing

their disk, "Four Strong Winds."

>]ot only the Times' formidable

critic, but connoisseurs of folk

music throughout the United

States and Canada, have been

charmed by the honesty, the poig-

nancy, the genuine musical ability

and the scope of Ian and Sylvia.

At a time when everyone who
owns a guitar is trying to get in

on the folk music windfall, Ian

and Sylvia stand high above the

crowd by virtue of the integrity

and good sense inherent in their

every musical presentation. They
have the invaluable ability to judge
what is good and what is not.

They have the patience and en-

thusiasm to experiment with a

song that "seems right" for them

until their voices, their accompan-
iment, their pacing, their emotions,

each assume their tenuous balance
in an artistic unity. The singer is

foolhardy who copies a number
from Ian and Sylvia. They can-
not be matched.
Their repertoire of English and

American classic ballads, moun-
tain music, Negro blues, cowboy
ballads, and French Canadian ma-
terial is faultless.

They can infuse their own per-

sonalities into the rendition of a

song, thus giving it life, without
ever intruding to the point whei'e

they would distract attention from
the essential value of the song.

And Ian and Sylvia are young;
young enough to find a direct rap-

port with their college age fol-

lowers who seek, in folk music, re-

assurance of the basic values of

American life.

Both Ian T y s o n and Sylvia

Flicker are Canadians. Both were
successful performers in their

own right before they met and
siing together in a Toronto coffee

house.

Ian grew up on a farm in Can-
ada's cowboy country, the far
west province of British Columbia.
The great thrill of his early yeax's

was the rodeo. As soon as he was
old enough, he and his young com-
panions travelled the surrounding
I'anchlands to take part in the

rodeos. He learned about human
nature early, in the special contact

a rodeo provided. Its ever-present

Hanger sharpened character. It was
vhiie recovering from a serious

rodeo injui-y at the age of nine-

teen that Ian was able to concen-

trate completely on his deepening
interest in music. He was drawn
to country music in particular and

learned to play the guit^ir.

Though he majored in fine aits

at the univei-sity, lan's real intei--

est continued to be music. After
graduation he took small singing

jobs wherever they were available

and studieii with Roy Guest when
that noted English folk singer
toured Canada. Guest inti'oiiuced

Ian to the whole range of folk

music and he became especially in-

volved with mountain and country
singing. He was moved deeply by
the high wailing Kentucky tenor.

He hitchhiked east to the cosmo-

politan city of Toronto to perform
country music in coffee houses.
There he met Sylvia.

There is still sometlung of the
rodeo left in Inn. He has the mark
of quiet independence noted in

cowboy heroes. He embodies that
tension bet\veen freedom and nos-
talgia in Ins music.

The graceful, symmetrical beavi-

ty of SyU-ia's face in repose is

transformed into vibrancy when
she sings. She is self-possessed

and inspired before an audience,

(Conlinucd on pnso ieven)
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Williams to Present 'Dylan Thomas"
\\ venture tentative and small

in scope" gave rise to Emlyn Wil-

liams' widely praised performance
as "Dylan Thomas d'owing Up,"
an entertainment from the works
of the famous Welsh poet, which
will be presented Tuesday, Jan. 23,

in Armstrong Auditorium on the

Colorado College campus at 8:15

p.m.

After the death of Dylan
Thomas in 1953, Emlyn Williams

took an active part in England in

four Sunday memorial perform-
ances in memory of the poet. When
he was asked to read a couple of

stories, he quickly realized the

prospect of standing on the stage

holding a book and reading from
it was dull and cumbersome. So
he sat down, "put a wet towel

around his head," and committed
the stories to memory, studying

them as an actor studies the script.

The impact was electric. The
success of the venture led Williams
to prepare an entire evening of

comedy and drama mined from the

poet's sketches and stories.

Williams' initial and completely

unique endeavor of this sort was
his impersonation of Charles

Dickens. As Dickens, Williams vnth
a forked beard, red cai-nation, and
5Wallow--tailed coat perfonned all

over the world, including two i-uns

in Broadway and a national tour.

Here again, the venture originated

ill a smaller project, an eight min-
ute tryout in an all-star perform-
ance at the Drurv Lane Theatre

in 1951.

Williams worked on the Dylan
Thomas entertainment for a full

year while touring through South
Africa as Charles Dickens, and
during the filming of "The Deep
Blue Sea." As he edited, cut and
integrated the text for theatrical

purposes, he worked at portray-

ing the people and places. In May,
1955, the show was presented at

the Bath Festival and was such a

success that Williams was asked

to open the season at the Globe

Theatre in London.
When S. Hurok brought "Dylan

Thomas Growing Up" to Broad-

way two years later, it gaiTiered

a full set of critical raves. Said

Time Magazhie, "An evening that

has bubbled nostalgicaly, ca-

romed and swayed explodes into

gorgeous nonsense," while News-
week reported. "The words are

winged and the vignettes are

wickedly, uproariously funny."

Many requests have come to

Hurok asking for a retum of

Emlyn Williams and his "Dylan

Thomas," and the current tour is

the answer.

Besides being an actor of sta-

ture who has intei-preted great

roles on the stage in London and

America, Emlyn Williams has

status in the literary world. He is

the author of many plays including

"Night Must Fall" and "The Corn
Is Green," and of his best-selling

autobiography "Greorge."

The presentation on the Colorado
College campus is part of the col-

lege's "Program in the Arts"

headed by Dr. Gilbert R. Johns,

chairman of the Public Lectures

and Performances Committee.
Students will be admitted by ac-

tivity card. Any seats remaining
alter 8:00 p.m. the niglit of the

performance will go on sale to the

general public at the Armstrong
Auditorium box office for $2 per

ticket.

Cannon Discusses Presidency
By Michael W. Taylor

"1 think the country deserves

better leadership." If anything,

the senior editor from News-
week," who visited Colorado Col-

lege last week, was incisively frank

about the current state of the

Presidency, as practised by Lyn-
don Johnson. Johnson, according to

Cannon, ". . . has done moi'e to

degrade the office of the Presi-

dency than any other President

since Taft."

On this note, Cannon began a

carefully analyzed report on the

1968 Presidential Election, includ-

ing an up-to-date account of where
the major candidates stand in their

quest for the contemporary version

of the Holy Grail—although it is

somewhat unrealistic to consider

as being entirely pure of heart.

Since the Republican Party
seems to be the organization that

is undergoing the most convulsions

this year. Cannon began his anal-

ysis with a description of each of

the party's major presidential can-

didates. Nixon, a loser for all sea-

sons, has reversed his usual state

of w'oe, and is now "far ahead"
of all other Republican contenders.

This does not mean that he has it

sewed up, however. Cannon re-

minded his audience. "Nixon hasn't

won an election on his own in 17

years. I don't think he can win

all the primanes . . . [and, further-

more,] he has never run as well

as the primaries indicate." Despite

these forebodings. Nixon still leads

in the race for the nomination,

and, if all goes according to plan,

will probably get it.

Romney, on the other hand, in

spite of being the only man who
has actually declared himself as a

candidate, continues to sink deeper

into the morass of his own contra-

dictory proclamations. As Cannon
notes, ".

. . he could win a pri-

mary or two," but his chances for

the nomination are growing slim-

mer and slimmer as he bats around

the world with his foot locked

firmly in mouth.

Ronald Reagan, the man with

the whitest smile, who has never-

theless made a phenomenal leap

from the status of unemployed ac-

tor to Presidential contender in

the space of little more than one

year, is, according to Mr. Cannon,

"[waiting] for Nixon to stumble

in the primaries." If anything,

Reagan could commandeer a size-

able number of votes in the South,

hut this area would be his only

stronghold.

The big question in the minds

i)f the audience was what Cannon

would sav about Nelson Rockefel-

ler's "non-candidacy," (plaudits to

"Time" magazine for coining one of

the most ovei-used and hackneyed

prefixes heard during Symposium
week), Cannon confirmed the sus-

picions of most observers when he

noted that, "Rockefeller has no

choice. There is only one thing

he can do: nothing. If he gives

the slightest suggestion of run-

ning, the Republican conservatives

will nominate Nixon." Cannon
also remarked that, of all the Re-

publicans, Kockefellcr had the

best chance of defeaUng Johnson

in the November elcctioHH. (In a

realization of this prediction,
Johnson lost to Rockefeller in a

mock electhm held on campus two

days after Mr, Cannon had left).

Senator Percy of Illinois was

dismissed as a major candidate

(Cnntlnaed ( ^n)

Women's Hours Extended
As a. result of suggestions made

by women students through repre-

sentatives to Legislature Council

and Judicial Board, AWS has an-

nounced that both upperclassmen

and freshmen hours have been ex-

tended this semester.

Freshmen hours have been set

at 11 :00 p.m. Tuesday through

Thursday, making it more conven-

ient for those using the library

and atetnding lectures and con-

certs. The Sunday and Monday
hours (11:30 and 10:30 p. m.) have

not been changed. The 10:30 p. m.

hour is considered necessary for

meetings which will be held in the

dorm.
Upperclass women's hours have

been extended to 12:00 midnight,

Sunday thru Thursday. Weekend
hours are the same as last semes-

ter: 1:00 a. m. on Fridays and 2:00

a. m. on Saturday nights.

The number of 1:00 a. m. ex-

tensions per month also have been

extended. Sophomores now have

three extensions per month and

juniors five per month. All other

aspects of the extension are the

same.
To coincide with last spring's

ruling on off-campus housing by

the Board of Trustees, senior late

hours have been extended to girls

who are 21 years old. Any woman
student who is 21 by the first day

of classes may have senior "late

hours," by applying for them at

Bemis Desk.
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Televised Heart Transplants

EDITORIAL
A Week in the Life

By J. Martin

Viewed from the limited perspective of a few days, last week's

Symposium can, we feel, be called a success. It was a success if only

for the reason that it was very well-attended, both by local people and,

surprisingly enough, by CC students. Those who attended came away

with new facts (or, as least, facts that the two local newspapers, in

their concern for our emotional well-being, have seen fit to play down

or delete), a variety of different viewpoints, and an uneasy, some wouid

call it a fearful, feeling that all is not well with this country.

However, we feel that it was a success for more than just this one

reason. The topic was quite obviously a timely one and the Symposium
participants used it as a vehicle to discuss most of the important issues

arising from it. The participants were, on the whole, good, or at the

worst, mediocre. There were disappointing speakers but few real duds,

with the notable exception of Congressman Brotzman during the early

part of the week. The other exceptions to this were the unfortunate

Friday night advocates of the various contenders for the Presidency.

This was a sad way to end a good Symposium, but then we had been

spoiled for most of the week by the other gentlemen.

The week's biggest successes were Newsweek's James Caimon; Col-

umbia University's Professor Roger Hilsman, late of the lamented Fog-

gy Bottom; and the University of Colorado's Professor Kenneth Bould-

ing, an ex-drinker of Coors' Beer. Each of the^e men gave his listeners

a multitude of fresh insights into the inscrutable process of American
politics and the even more inscnjtable mind of Lyndon B. Johnson. Along
with his pundit's point of view, Mr. Cannon brought frankness and can-

dor to his discussions of LBJ's Presidency and the chances each major
Republican contender had for the nomination. Mr. Hilsman backed up
his discussion of Viet Nam with an almost incredibly varied array of

experience and academic expertise and spoke with a bluntness which
explained why he has many enemies in official Washington. (Mr. Met-
calf's excellent article deals with the impact of Mr. Hilsman in more de-

tail elsewhere in this issue.) Mr. Boulding was a mtty and charming
speaker who quickly made his audience forget his speech impediment.

The movies seemed to have gone over well, though we admit that

we might be guilty of a slight bias when we say this. At any rate, there

are probably many who will look twice at anyone with a star on his

shoulder after seeing Dr. Strangelove and Seven Days in May.
Those of us who attended most of the Symposium's major events

can humbly say that we learned many things. We learned that there is

no such thing as a credibility gap: LBJ simply ties; that George Romney
is afflicted with a severe case of the nearly always politically fatal dis-

ease that plagued Barry Goldwater and others, i.e., flapjaw; that it may
be possible with the use of new cinematic techniques to create a Presi-

dent out of Warner Bros, retreads; that a two-time loser may get a
chance to increase that number to three; that the man who brings the
lengthiest and widest-ranging executive experience to the quest for the
Republican nomination dares not make a move in the direction of that
nomination lest he alienate the entire right wing of his party; that the
future of "heir apparant" Robert Kennedy is not so apparant, that his
integrity may have prevented him from reaching the apogee of Amer-
ican politics; that the GOP still seems beset by its famed "Death Wish"
. . . and so it goes.

Probably the most important single message of the week was that
the Aemrican political system, though it may be besieged by various
forces at present, is still basically sound. Its early demise, to use Mark
Twain's most famous remark, is greatly exaggerated. To convince our-
selves that we are too pure of heart and motive to work within it, to
say that it is unworthy of our efforts to uphold it and make it respon-
sive to our needs, these are futile and potentially dangerous illusions.

As one of the participants remarked, pointing out what should be,
but what apparently is not, the obvious, it is illusory to think that the
liberal sentiments eWnced by the Symposium are shared by a significant
number of people in this country, or that they are even necessarily cor-
rect ones. Stridency on the left is not a very effective alternative to
stridency on the right.

Finally, kudos are due Professor Fred A. Sondermann for his efforts
in directing the Symposium. How he does it and how he comes through
it each year with his metabolism still functioning is known only to him
and his God.

Even as we say this, however, we are forced to start thinking of
next year's Symposium or whether we are to have another Symposium
at all. Most of the students who worked on this year's Symposium were
either Juniors or Seniors, a fact which does not portend well for the
future. If we may be allowed to give a blatant plug, we would hope that
the students on this campus are enough aware of the value of the Sym-
posium to want to pitch in on the choosing of a Symposium topic and
on the setting up of a Symposium on whatever that topic may be.
Clearly, not all Symposia will be as timely as the one just past, nor so
compelling for draft-age males, but most of them, we feel, will be worth-
while intellectual experiences and therefore will desei-ve as much stu-
dent support as they can receive.

It is to be hoped that Freshmen and Sophomores will be more will-
ing to help out in the future than they were this year. If we are to have
more Symposia as successful as this one, their success will depend in

large part upon the efforts of the present Freshman and Sophomore

During the past month, spec-

tacular medical history has been

made by virtue of two heart trans-

plants, which were performed by

specialists in Cape Town, South

.Africa. The first operation took

place on Dec. 3, 1967, when Louis

Washka-nsky, a 53-year-old grocer,

received a new heart from a

young lady who had died moments
earlier.

Although Washkansky ulti-

mately died of lung complications,

his eighteen day survival encour-

aged Dr. Christian Barnard and

his team of specialists to continue

their probe into the unknown
<iepths of medical science.

Days later. Dr. Barnard per-

formed his second successful trans-

plant on Philip Blaiberg, a dentist.

He is doing very well according to

the doctors, and may be allowed

to go home in three weeks. After

his operation, it was learned that

Blaiberg had sold exclusive cover-

age rights— including operation,

aftermath, and any other insights

considered pertinent— to NBC for

the sum of ?50,000. The fact that

mass-media has taken initial steps

for expansion into yet another

phase of human interest, has

prompted this writer to project

into the future, and to contemplate

the first nationally televised heart

transplant.

"Hello surgery fans. This is

Lindsey Nelson along with former

All - America surgeon, Dr. Sam
Sheppard, bringing you the Trans-

plant of the Week. As most of you
already know this is the first live

telecast of such an event, and it is

brought to you exclusively on NBC.
Sam, what kind of action is in

store for the fans this afternoon?"

"Well, Lindsey, as in all crucial

operations of tliis kind, it's going
to be a battle all the way. Let me
just say that I'm happy to be here

with you giving the stitch-by-

stitch account. I'm looking for a

real heart-stopper!"

"Thanks, Sam. I'm sure yoti will

all be happy to know that the

transplant will be brought to you

in living color. There's a crowd of

about 10,000 on hand here, and the

weather is perfect. There's not a

cloud in the operating room.

"To give you a little background

on today's operation, we prepared

a report on the surgeon of the

hour, Dr. Christian Barnard. As
you know, Dr. Barnard began prac-

ticing in South Africa, but later

came to America and signed a six-

figure bonus contract with NBC,
and has been here ever since.

"Dr. Barnard is G'2", 210 pounds.

He is quick, agile, and has fine

hands. He led the league (AMA)
in both attempts and completions

last year, and is going for an uti-

preeedented third title in 1968."

"I see that we're ready to -start

the operation, and since our booth

is located directly above the table,

we'll have to keep our voices down.

I'll now turn the microphone over

to my colleague, Dr. Sheppard,

who will provide coverage on the

first half of the operation."

"Thank you Lindsey, and hello

again, fans. This is Sam Sheppard
inviting you to settle back and
enjoy an afternoon of surgery,

brought to you exclusively on

NBC. The team of doctors is now
situated around the patient. There
are four doctors besides Dr. Bar-

nard, and they are located at

either end and on either half of

the patient's body. At left end is

Dr. Spear, from UCLA; at right

end is Dr. Johnson from Notre
Dame; at left half is Dr. Reed
from Har\'ard; and at right half,

the only rookie. Dr. Snow from
the University of Wisconsin.

"The patient has been put to

sleep, and Dr. Barnard is ready to

begin. There's the whistle, and the

operation is underway. Barnard is

entering just below the heart, and
from the look on his face, he is

very pleased with the incision. The
heart is completely visible now,
and is beating very rapidly. For
those of you who wish to see the

synchronized pulsation of the heart

more clearly, we will switch to

NBC,s exclusive slow motion coloi-

camera. I hope that gives you a

little more insight into human
anatomy. Well, we've been cover-

ing the operation for about ten

minutes now, so let me bring in

Lindsey."

'Weil, thank you, Sam, I've just

spoken with Dr. Barnard via the

NBC bug which we placed in his

rubber gloves, and he's agreed to

stop the operation long enough to

give your local stations time to

identify tliemselves. There's time

out on the table, but we'll be right

back."

"Back again, fans, and some in-

teresting events have taken place

during our short break. Sam will

explain them to you as we show

you the video tape instant replay

on our exclusive stop - action

camera."

"Tliank you, Lindsey. Yes, there

have been a couple of things that

might interest you. The first se-

quence shows the patient breaking

out of his anasthesia and asking

the doctors how the operation was

progressing. Next, our exclusive

instant replay captures the slug-

gish beat of the patient's newly

transplanted heart. Notice also the

look of dismay on Dr. Baniard's

face .The reason for this is that

the heartbeat you just saw was

not in slow motion."

"Yes, well, Sam, I imagine the

fans can foi-tell the outcome of

this operation, and if you think

the patient feels bad, think of t!ie

executive producer of NBC who

paid $50,000 for what appears to

be a very limited coverage. Before

i^igning off, I would like to remind

our viewers that the Transplant

of the Week is granted under the

authoi-ization of the AMA and is

solely for the entertainment of

our audience. Any reproduction,

rebroadcast, or republication of the

preceeding sequences, without the

expressed written consent of NBC
is pi-ohibited."— Dan Bernstein

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

Unfortunately last week's Sym-
posium did not end with an ex-

citing mock election. In fact, the.

pertormance of several of Friday

night's speakers was surpassed by

Jefferson Smith. The albatross that

L-aused the Symposium to end in

a becalmed sea should not be hung
around the neck of Dr. Sonder-

mann, the Symposium Committee
or even Friday night's partici-

p;nits. Friday night fulfilled its

purpose by presenting an accurate

picture of the 1968 Presidential

Election—dull, evasive and lack-

ing in viable altematives.

Fi'iday night's mock election

with its preceeding presentations

points up a few unfortunate facts

of political life in 1968. First is

the disparity between what Re-
publicans want and what they'll

get.

Governor Nelson Rockefeller, a

man of proven executive ability

with a successful record of achieve-

ments in New York as well as
some experience in the State De-
partment, was ovenvhemingly en-
dorsed by Republicans and Inde-

pendents. As in 1964, this will have
little bearing on the Miami con-

vention. The convention will be

dominated by old line party work-
ers and hold overs from 1964.

Barry Ooldwater supports R.

Milhouse Nixon and apparently

the nomination will be awai'ded

to a man of limited ability, limited

success and limited knowledge.

On the other side of the ai'^le

Democrats and Independents pre

ferred both Eugene McCarthy and
Robert Kennedy to the man who
will undoubtedly be their part\''^

nominee.

Several of Friday night's speak

ers were interesting, informed and
articulate. The same cannot be

said for Mr. McNichols and Mr.
Bellmon. Who wouldn't have
trouble speaking on the topics of

Why Lyndon Johnson Should Be
the Next President or Why Rich-

ard Nixon Should Be the Next
President? Unfortunately for both

the Democrats and the Republi-

cans, many people in the coming
months will be speaking on exactly

these two subjects.

Friday night was a clear pic-

ture of what is to come. If John-

son and Nixon are nominated, as

it appears they will be, the 19C8

campaign will be dull, evasive and

lacking in alternatives. It wall als^'

re.sult in large numbers of voters,

especially young voters, staying

home on Nov. 5.

"The Draft and the Vietnam War: The Legal and Moral Issues"

Olin I 8 p. m., Monday, January 22

Panelists: William F. Reynard, Chairman of the Legal
Panel of the Colorado American Civil Liberties Union;
Member, ACLU National Board of Directors; ACLU
legal counsel for cases involWug recent re-classifica-

tion and acceleration of induction.

General Howard Reed, retired director of the Colorado
Selective Service System; 20 years service to the
Selective Service.

Lt. Col. Warren G. Langley, Professor of Military Science,

Colorado College.

Rev. Robert M. Bowman, Unitarian Church.
Sponsored by: The American Civil Liberties Union

Colorado College Forum Committee

Sunday, Jan. 21—11:00 a.m.

Sermon title: "Drop City and the

New Jerusalem."

Preacher: Professor Joseph

Pickle.

The quest for a new deal or a

new deck for today's living is es-

pfciaily urgent today. We seek to

find ways of acting and living

that will not leave lis bound to the

mistakes and tragedies of earlier

ways of acting and living.

A quest for a new city and a

new being is the essence of the

Christian faith. Yet, it is a com-

mittment to a future in light of »

past that has had something
•''J

teach. The quest for novelty ano

the desire to build anew are the

themes to be considered.
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Hilsman Speaks on Viet-Nam
At (linnei- during Thursday eve-

ning of Symposium week in Bemis

(lining: liall, Dr. Roger Hilsman

iisked Professor Sondermann how
fiiuch of his, Hilsman's, speech

that evening should be on Viet-

nam, explaining that he had
". . . just returned from 15 months

abroad, including Vietnam and

Cambodia, where 1 talked with

representatives of both the North
Vetnamese government and the

Viet Cong. I'm loaded."

"Well ... a lot," Sondermann
iiiiswered, saying that Vietnam

policy was the context in which

most Symposium visitors wished to

heav the topic of the American
presidency discussed.

Hilsman was indeed "loaded";

he brought to his subject what

was probably the most effective

foiTibination of experience, insight,

and style of delivery offered by

any Symposium speaker, Hilsman

graduated from the U.S. Military

Aondemv at West Point in 1943

and was assigned to the 5307th

Composite Unit (Provisional) under

Rrif-;adier General Frank Men'ill.

Tlie unit became known as "Mer-

ijll's Marauders." After recover-

ing from wounds received in fight-

ing along the Burma Road, Hils-

man took command of an OSS
(riipri'illa battalion in Manchuria;

lie was in the team which liberated

n row camp where his father was

n prisoner.

Still in the army after the war,

Hilsman entered Yale's School of

Iiitfrnational Affairs and received

his doctorate in 1950. During the

Korean Wai' he worked for NATO
iieadquarters in Europe. He was
ilischarged from the army in 1953.

Ill the Kennedy administration,

Hilsman served first as the State

Department's Director of Intelli-

gence and Research— a post he

held during the Cuban missile

crisis — and later as Assistant

Secretary of State for Far Eastern

.\ffairs, during which time he

helped to formulate Kennedy's

Vietnam policy.

Changes in both tlie analysis

and treatment of the Vietnamese
situation by President Johnson
constituted the major reason for

Hilsman's resignation in March,
11IG4, about four months after Ken-
nedy's death. He is now a profes-

sor in the School of International

•Affairs at Columbia University.

His latest book is To Move a Na-
tion: The Politics of Foreign Pol-

icy in the Administration of John
r, Kennedy, published in 1967.

Presidential Styles

Dr. Hilsman introduced his topic

as "Presidential Styles in Foreign
Policy—and Viet Nam," or "Waist
Deep in the Big Muddy," and
began with some general remarks
about the nature of presidential

power before moving to a com-
parison of the styles of Eisen-
hower, Kennedy, and Johnson with

Viet Nam policy as a case study-

Quoting Richard E. Neustadt
( author of the widely respected

book Presidential Power) as say-

ing about the principle of separation

of powers that it was really more
like ".

. . separate institutions

sharing powers," Hilsman said that

this was less tme in foreign pol-

icy than in domestic affairs; that

unless the process of making a

particular decision were dragged
out long enough for public dis-

affection to grow, ".
, . the power

of a President to get us involved

in a war is virtually unlimited."

Hilsman had little to say about

Eisenhower's style in formulating

Viet Nam policy because he had
not been personally involved; he

quipped that he wasn't so sure

Eisenhower had been either. How-
ever, he briefly outlined the events

which took place during that time,

since they were the beginnings of

the present American involvement.

Dui-ing the last weeks before the

Viet Minh forces under General

Giap were to defeat the French at

SUMMEIt
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Chou En-lai at a conference nl"

Asian and African nations at Ban-
Dung. Indonesia, in 1955. Here
Hilsman saw fit to note that the

present reluctance of the Nortli

Vietnamese to negotiate, probably
dates frotn the 1954 Geneva con-

ference; that Ho was talketl into

a conference where he had nothing
to gain and which indeed weak-
ened the sti'ength his government
had gained from the victory at

Dienbienphu. In Hilsman's words,

Ho figures that "he's been had
once" and is still dubious about
talking with Westerners.
Moving to a discussion of for-

eign policy during the Kennedy ad-

ministration. Professor Hilsman
admitted to being guilty of "pro-

tecting the JFK memory," but un-

like some of the other Kennedy
apologists, Hilsman's regard takes

the form of genuine respect for

Kennedy's political acumen. The
late President had a feeling of

empathy toward the emerging na-

tions, and developed a keen under-

standing for both the range and

I

Dienbienphu, the Fi-ench asked the

United States goverament to in-

tervene directly (we had already

been supplying them with ai-ms

and money). President Eisenhower

passed the buck to Congress, and

Congress— including Senate Mi-

nority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson

—

said no.

After the French garrison at

Dienbienphu surrendered on May
7, 1954, Ho Chi Minh was pres-

sured to the conference table at

Geneva by Secretary of State

Dulles and by Mao Tse-tung, the

latter in keeping with the "Ban-

dung spirit," a period of cooper-

ativeness in Chinese foreign pol-

icy which was later enunciated by

Blair Clark on Mass Communications
By Ruth Stenmark

It is "frightening and hilarious

lioiv presidents have dealt with
"lethods of communication," com-
fnented Blair Clark during the

Wednesday afternoon symposium
session. In his analysis of the re-

liitionship between the Presidency
stij the mass media, Clai'k said
there are certain unpleasant

connotations in the term "mass
'"edia", in that there seems to be
Something manipulative in the con-

•^^Pt. However, he suggested a
simple definition of mass media as
"a way of communicating" which
'^an be used by the president and
^^hich is two-way. James Cannon,
who acted as discussant, empha-
sized that communication through
'h^ mass media not only can be
'wo-\vay, it must be two-way. Us-
"ig the example of the governors
who were isolated from the news
"ledia during their conference on
Ward the Independence, he pointed
"'It that "in order to make news,
Politicians must see news".
Citing examples of use and mis-

^^ of mass media by various

presidents, Clark turned to Cool-

idge, who insisted on having all

questions submitted to him 48

hours ahead of a press conference

in order that he might select those

he wished to answer. Woodrow
Wilson, on the other hand, was
more modem in his approach and

treated reporters as serious peo-

ple. Clark said Wilson understood

more about his constituents than

either Hoover or Coolidge and

therefore made skillful use of the

press.

The new era in mass communi-

cations was ushered in by Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt who "really

initiated and inaugurated a new

approach to public presentation of

the Presidency." In radio Roose-

velt "knew he had a way to talk

to his constituents over the heads

of the newspapers, and he used

this medium to great advantage."

Clark suggested that, in fact,

Roosevelt's feud with the press

may have aided rather than hin-

dered his political purposes.

The advent of television brought

a new scope to presidential com-

Conqratulations to . . .

LYNDON B. JOHNSON ON AN
ENTERTAINING PERFORMANCE

nan smiling?"

the urgency of the problems they

face. On the negative side, it

seems that Kennedy, who read

prodigiously in order to keep him-

self attuned to the mood of the

country, perhaps paid too much
attention to the press, letting pub-

lic opinion influence his decisions

where it might have been better

not to. Hilsman also recalled a

certain "gallows humor" type of

irreverence which the President oc-

casionally exhibited in times of

crisis.

Kennedy's executive style was

one of surrounding himself with

expert opinion—including, for ex-

ample, professional diplomats or

(Continued on paRe his)

Blair Clark

munications. Although Truman
used television, his use was limited

and there was no great break-

through in presidential use of this

medium during his administration.

Instead, television came into its

own during Eisenhower's term
when James Hagerty was presi-

dential press secretary. According

to Clark, Eisenhower was the first

purely pliblic relations product in

modem political history; he was

(Coi Bil)

Attention, Skiers!

Hmm! Too Bad About

Those Baggy Pants

and Shapeless Sweaters!

Give Your Skiweer Our

Custom-Care"

Service

• Wcatliciproofiiig

• Reshaping
• Expert Cleaning
• Professional Finishing

LAVKORV

219-221 N. Cascade 633-3855

Winners of 2 Dry Cleanen'

Nationol Morit Awardi

GEORGE'S ^fiott Cat Centet

Quolily Servicing & Repoirs on Foraign & Sporti Cars

333-a North Circle Drive Phone 632-9717

Navajo Market
Choice Meats — Fresh VegeUiblea

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY
Civilian Employment with the U. S. Air Force

Creating Aerospace Products

Must have complotod requifomonts (or Bacholor's Dagroo including

5 hours college math. The required math must include at loait 2 of

the following: college algebra, trigonomotry, analytic geometry. dJf-

fential calculus, integral calculus, or any courio for which any of

these is a prerequisite. Equivalent oporienco acceptable. Training

program. Openings for men and women. Application and further in-

formation forwarded on request,

WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Conlor

9900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125

An equal opportunity omployor

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
you'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3'i blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

t/c/npuhco

OFFICE SUPPLY
516 N. Tejon 633-1721

PIZZA » MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

NOW OPENS THE ,
,

"i^Hhex"

PBATUBING .

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KESS

1004 South Tejon

Pitcher Beer .... $L00

5ie^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY * TaUBSBAT

TeUphone i34^S«l
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Funds Cut for Graduate Schools campus Announcements
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The^

Council of Graduate Schools,

(CGS), which represents 262 gra-

duate institutions across the coun-

try', has attacked Congress for

cutting back fellowship funds and

criticized the Department o f

Healtii, Education, and Welfare for

attempting to collect racial data

from the colleges and universities.

The council took the action dur-

ing its annual meeting here last

weekend, which was attended by

nearly 400 graduate school offic-

ials.

Although the full extent of cut-

backs in fellowship aid by Con-

gress is not yet known, several

fellowsliip programs have already

been substantially reduced.

The number of fellowships avail-

able under the National Defense
Education Act will drop from 6,000

this year to 3,400 next year. The
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, which awarded
1,335 fellowships in 1966, has had
it program cut entirely. Fellowship

funds for the National Endowment
for the Humanities have been cut

from 7 to 3.75 million.

.-< In its resolution, the COS saiii

'^that it "observes with sincerp

/jjalarm the drastic decrease in fund-

ling of these indispensable pro-

.jgrams and urges the Congress to

^provide funding at presently auth-

'orized levels."

; In its resolution on HEW's pro-

'gram for gathering racial data,

the Council took the position that

deciding what race students be-

long to is an inexact process, and

that it can lead to the "offensive

practice of interviewing students

regarding racial origan."

According to COS President

Gustave Arlt, many states prohib-

it the collection of racial data by

colleges and universities, so that

it may be illegal for some institu-

tions to comply with HEW's re-

quest.

The department called for the

racial data this fall in order to

determine whether or not colleges

i and universities are complying

I with Title VI of the 1964 Civil

.Mights Act. The Title states that

Jschools which are discriminatory

will not be eligible for federal

funds.

ERTEL PHARMACY
PrescHptiont - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2049

tfatkaua^'^

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-144!

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Inoited

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

IS24 North Tefon Telephone 632-0164

A.W.S.

Application sheets for AWS of-

ficer positions will be available

Jan. 22-29 at Rastall, Loomis and

Bemis desks and from the present

officers. During that week, the of-

ficers will have office hours (AWS
office in basement of Ticknor)

2:30-4:30 p. m. for girls desiring

information about the various re-

sponsibilities and duties. Return

applications to Rastall desk by

Jan. 29; elections vn\l be Feb. 6

and 7 in Rastall. 7:00 a. m. to 7:00

p. m.

RGB Movie

The Rastall Center Board Sun-

day Night Movie Festival will re-

sume this Sunday, Jan. 21, at 7

p.m. in Armstrong Hall. The op-

ening film will be Lord Jim, star-

i-ing Peter O'Toole. Admission for

students is 50c.

Astrologer Reopens

On Friday night between 8:30

and 12:30, the Astrologer will be

open fo'- dancing to the Broadway
Sliell and Muse Space Band. Re-

freshments will be available,

G.O.P.

Phil Long, Republican chairman

of the Third Congressional Dis-

trict, has issued a call for a third

district meeting at which party

members will meet potential can-

didates for GOP Congressman.

The meeting has been set for

1 a.m., Sat.> Jan. 20, at the

y\ntlers Plaza Hotel in Colorado
Springs.

Featured speaker for the event

will be William Roberts of Spencer-

Roberts, noted Los Angeles public

relations finn. Spencer-Roberts

handled Ronald Reagan's campaign
for governor of California. Roberts

will discuss campaign strategy.

Among those mentioned as pos-

sible Republican candidates for

U.S. Congi-essman from the third

district are former Congressman
J. Edgar Chenoweth of Trinidad;

David W. Enoch, former district

judge from Colorado Springs;

State Senator Paul Bradley of

Colorado Spi-ings; Harry lloth.

former mayor of Colorado Springs

and Harold McCormick, state re-

resentative from Canon City.

Enoch was the GOP candidate

for Congress in the third district

in 1966.

Sorority Rush

Sorority iiish for freshmen wo-
men who attended Colorado Col-

lege during the fall semester and

have Eichieved a 2.0 grade average

will be held this weekend, Satur-

day, Jan. 20 through Monday, Jan.

22. Any freshman woman who at-

tended CC first semester but did

not attain a 2.0 may participate

in the first two days of parties

but may not pledge.

Rush registi-ation will be held

this afternoon. Friday, Jan. 19, at

4:30-r.:30 in the WES room of

Rastall Center. Anytime during

this liour the registration fee of

$.3.50 can be paid and rush sched-

ules will be distributed.

Saturday afternoon, Jan. 20,

Rush will begin with open houses

at the four sorority lodges. Sun-

day afternoon rushees will be en-

tertained at informal parties. Mon-

day evening, each sorority will

sponsor a preference dinner in

three successive courses; appetizer,

main course, and dessert.

CC Ski Club

Jan. 20 —
Steamboat Springs, Iv. 3:45

Feb. 11 —
Vail, lift ticket $5.50

Feb. 25— '

Tentative upon member interest

Mar. 10—
To be announced

April 7 —
Arapahoe Basin

April 21—
A. Basin, tentative on snow and

interest

Meetings: Tuesday nights at

0:30 in the WES room of Rastall;

Feb. 6, Feb. 27, April 9.

Senior Class

There will be an important meet-

ing of the senior class on Tuesday,

Jan. 23, at 11:00 a.m. in the

WES room, Rastall Center.

Pui-pose of the meeting will be

to voice your opinion and ideas

as to what senior activities you

want this year. Please be there!

Orphee

Try-outs will be held for the

Theater Workshop production of

Orphee on Friday aftrnoon, Jan.

19, from 3:15 to 5:00 and in the

evening from 6:30 to ?:00. Writ-

ten by Jean Cocteau, Orphee is

generally regarded as his master-

piece.

Athletic Department

For boys interested in winter

track, the first meet is with Colo-

rado School of Mines on Jan, 17.

Also, all intramural events for

Sunday, Jan. 21 are CANCELLED.

"Peace and Protest"

"I'eace and Protest," presented

by Bell and Howell and sponsored

by Rastall Center Board, will be

shown Jan. 25 at 8:00 p.m. in

Armstrong. Admission is $1.00.

Critical Languages

students who wish during their

undergraduate years to study such

"critical" languages as Arabic,

Turkish or Chinese can now do so

at Princeton under a cooperative

program with Colorado College.

The Cooperative Undergraduate
Program for Critical Languages,
including area studies, allows CC

students with distinguished aca-

demic records to study for one

year at Princeton and two sum-

mers at other institutions under a

cooperative program fully sup-

ported by the Ford Foundation.

The languages and areas included

are Arabic, Turkish, Japanese,

Chinese, and Korean, as well as

Russian.

These fields offer outstanding

opportunities for broad and long-

range scholarsiiip and professional

advancement. Graduate study in

them is heavily supported by

grants from the U.S. Office of

Education and several foundations.

The Office of Education alsu

makes available undergraduatf

awards for summer study in criti-

ical languages.

iTiterested students should see

Professor Baay, 239 Armstrong,

within the next few weeks.

Canterbury Club

The Colorado College Canter-

bury organization rounded out a

semester's activities with perform-

ances of the Rejoice Folk Mass al

Sf. Luke's Church in Westcliffu.

Colorado and upcoming perform-

ancea in Cripple Creek and Estss

Park this spring.

The group, sponsored by Grace

Episcopal Church but open to nil

students, also held a play readini^

of Arthur Miller's The Crucible*

and discussed such topics as the

role of the church in society, the

need, if any, of a God, the diffi-

culty of any real independent and

individual thinking on the part of

students at Colorado College b.-

cause of 'syllabus pressure,' and

the need for more inter-group par-

ticipation with the college Relig-

ious Affairs Committee and its

members. Canterbury's chaplain,

the Rev. James Mills has begun

meetings with the other college

chaplains and Prof. Kenneth Bur-

ton of the Religion Department.

In November a retreat was held

at Thunderbird Ranch with a dis-

cussion on the moral question

laised by the war in Vietnam,

Work has begun between the gronjj

and LOGOS, the new Colorado

Springs Center for Church-Worici

studies. Its purpose, still experi-

mental, is to promote a better un-

derstanding of intei-faith beliefs

in relation to the specific issue-^

and problems of evei-yday live.^.

Dr. Fred Sondermann is a member

of the board of ti-ustees. Dr. and

Mrs. Peterson are the new lay

sponsors of Canterbury.

The group hopes to continue tn

offer seminars, discussions, and

special progr-ams with speakers I'n-

couraging members to pailicip^iti'

fully in the discussion and to share

their understandings or confusions

freely and frankly with other mem-

bers. Canterbury meets ever\

Thursday at G p.m. at Grace

Church, two blocks south of the

Campus on Tejon, often with din-

ner included. Contact Jack Berry-

hill at 473-1328.

(>y J ^

3
THE KATT

~ Welcomes CC Students

'"'''2

mn-
This Tuesday

COORS ON TAP COLLEGE night

^c^> New Bands Weekly
^^ PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

3905 North Nevada lP«if the Dog Track— Only fiy» minut«t from th* campm)

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 1 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservation!— CALL 633-8619
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World Generally Misunderstands American Presidency, Says Brogan
By J. Martin

Sir Denis Brogan, the famous
British expert on the United States.

led off last week's Symposium by

speaking about "How the "World

Looks at the American Presiden-

cy." The speech, though more an-

ecdotal than scholarly, nonetheless

provided a number of insights into

why the Presidency has become
what it is and why it is often mis-

understood by foreign observers

and why it has never been success-

fully imitated in any other country.

Brogan began by noting that a

niajor reason for the magnitude of

powers given to the President by

the Constitutional Convention was
the fact that the delegates to the

Convention knew that General

Washington would be President.

Washington's immense personal

pi'estige led the delegates to give

him more power than they would

have given to any ordinary moi-tal.

Washington, in turn, put many of

those powers into practice, helping

to give them a permanency they

would not have acquired had he

not done so.

Andrew Jackson was the first

"modeni" President, according to

Brogan, in the sense that he had
[jceasion to use almost every foi--

iiial power at his command and
even some that were technically

not at his command. He under-

stood better than anyone since

Washington and until Lincoln what
the powers of the Presidency were
and how they could best be used.

Europeans, said Brogan, have

never really understood the office

of the Presidency because it is out-

side of their experience; it is an

office completely without prece-

dent in their history or anyone
else'-s. Even so acute an observer

as Tocqueville did not apprehend
its importance. Toqueville con-

cluded, after talking with Senate
aiul Congressional leaders, that the

I'eal power in American govem-
iiieiit lay with the Congress. It is

a mistake that has been repeated

often since Toqueville's day.

What, then, is the American
Presidency all about and how best

may it be understood ? Brogan re-

counted that during the War, when
lit was working in the British For-

eign Office, he was asked by a
pair of British Diplomats about
to depart for the United States
what books they should read in

order to gain an understanding of

the American Government. Bro-
gan replied, "Don't read Bryce,
don't even read Brogan. Read
Saint-Simon; you're going to a
Court."

And so it is, said Brogan. The
American Presidency is endowed
with a monarchical and almost
worshipful aura that is unmatched
by any other office in any other
democratic country in the world.

This feeling of awe towards the
office began with the worship of

its first incumbent, Washington,
was solidified with the martyrdom
of Lincoln, and was given a great

boost with the martydom of Ken-
nedy. Not even the most nonde-
script and/or ineffectual of Presi-

dents can greatly diminish the

great cumulative respect for the

office of the Presidency which the

American people are heir to. For
this reason, Brogan doubts that

even the great unpopularity of the

present incumbent will cause much
permanent damage to the office

itself.

«
kia

Sir Denis Brogan,

Symposium Keynote Speaker

The dissimilarity between the

nature of the American Presidency

and the nature of the supreme exe-

cutive office of other nations is

underscored, in Brogan's mind, by
the lack of success in the attempts

of other nations to imitate it. Har-
old Wil-son of England and Lester

Pearson of Canada were both im-

pressed with the style and success

of John Kennedy and resolved to

AMPEX SALE!

Il cemblnti an Ampei Sierso

lap* rscerder/player and AM/
FM lt«r«o roiBivor.

Iti ilmplUlly «nablei you lo lope

a muiltal llhiaiy right atl Ihs olr

— with Incredible eaie.

Il hai such Innovallont at aulo-

malic reverse for uninleriupled

mgineered by AMPEX, Ihs

e profe..

I finish and illdinQ

qualily in any docor.

illediha Ampei 985 Muiic

THE FABULOUS MUSIC CENTER

it's all stereo . . .

ff's a Sfereo

Tape Player/

It's a Stereo

Jape Recorder}

It's a Stereo

FM Receiverf

SAVE 960 -w^

AMPEX BONUS OFFER

iSinn WORTH OF PRE-RECORDED $1Q95
I lUU STEREO TAPES FOR ONLY... JO

With the Purchase of on Ampcx
Stereo Tope Ployer/ Recorder

Mel's Mecka Music
Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239

emulate him. They could not, said

Brogan, for a number of reasons.

not the least of which was the fact

that the necessary political infra-

stinicture does not exist in either

country. "It is difficult to transfer

very successful institutions to an-

other country with a different set

of underlying institutions."

Another example is De Gaulle's

inability to endow the French Pre-

sidency with the institutional cha-

risma {as opposed to personal cha-

risma) attached to the American
Presidency. "De Gaulle is called

'General', whereas General Eisen-

hower was called 'President' dur-

ing his term of office, being called

'General' only ofter he left office."

Furthermore, "there is no reason

to assume that the style of De
Gaulle's Presidency will outlive

him."

Brogan feels that Andrew Jack-

son was light, that the "President
is the only one who truly repre-

sents all of the people of the

United States." He feels that, par-

ticularly in today's dangerous
world, it would be folly to diminish

the powers of the Presidency. On
this one man rides many of the

hopes and most of the safety of

mankind.

Brogan's role at this Symposium
was supposed to be that of a gad-

fly. Disappointingly, age and ill-

health prevented him from taking

a very active part in the Sympos-
ium. However, in talks with var-

ious students and other Sympos-
ium participants, he did make
known his views on the present

situation in the United States.

Viet Nam, he feels, is poisoning

the feelings of the American peo-

ple towards their government and,

perhaps more importantly, is alie-

nating more and more people

abroad. Europeans especially do

not understand why the U. S. con-

tinues its bombing of North Viet

Nam because they know from first-

hand experience what bombing can

and cannot do. Americans, they

feel, art; callous in their bombing

because they have never been
bombed and therefore do not know
what it is like.

Lyndon Johnson made as smooth
a transition as was possible, said
Brogan, when he took over after

Kennedy's assassination, and
started on what could have been
a great domestic program. But his

misunderstanding of the problem
of Viet Nam has largely negated
these early accomplishments. Bro-
gan does not feel that Johnson's
present unpopularity nor his many
mistakes will irreparably damage
the prestige of the Presidency, but
some i-epercussions are bound to

losult. What these will be Brogan
is unable, or unwilling, to say.

Retreat with

Temple Buell

Advance notice is hereby given

of a joint discussion retreat witli

the young ladies of Temple Buell

College. This will be held from
Friday afternoon, January 26,

through Saturday afternoon, Janu-
ary 27. The participants will be
back on the Colorado College cam-
pus in plenty of time for the Ras-
tall Center Winter Formal. The
discussion leader %vill be J. Oliver

Nelson, formerly of Yale Univer-
sity, and the founder and leader

of the "Kirkridge Retreat Center
of Pennsylvania." There is only
room for about a dozen students
and a sign up sheet will be at the

Rastall Center desk— first come,
first go. There will be further
details later. Please sign up now
so that arrangements can be made.

ANTHROPOLOGY

WORK-CAMP

Students interested in

spending the Spring Break

are invited to a meeting Tuch-

working with the Tarahumara

Indians of Northern Mexico

day, Jan. 23, at TiL^i hi the

ASCC room, Kastall Center.

GO COLLEGIATE....

GO

WRANGLER
IN

COLOR-GAY
JEANS!

Pour yourseli into

authentic Wrangler
western styling that

will look great forever!

In quality 10 oz.

coarse western demin,
wonderful choice of

colorfast shades!

Sizes 6 to 18.

$4.00

Wrangler's Ate the

Fittinest Most
Coniortoble Jeans
Ever — And
WRangler (The W
is silent) Head-
quarters Is . . .

LORIG'S
107 South Tejon

FOR SALE

1967 Rally Sport Cameio

Convertible (yellow)

One owner car, 327 cubic inch,

275 horse power, Four on the

door shift. Storoo with tapas,

Four brand now wide ov.il tiro!.

$2,300,00 Call — 633-tMO

nma
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do yon iraar

•lie 3-5-7-97

IPg ARE IMVXTKU

to Tlalt the turn

Chue Stone Center

Oolorado Sprlnaa

an Intlsate,
boutiquoy FASHION

3FECIA1TT SHOP
«

full of oontenpoi^

try clothes
•

for the WM
mnrviruAiJBT
with the Junior

or Jnnlor~Petlte
figure, sizes

3 to 9.

In a backgronml

of antiques froa

round the world*

WE THDIK smiL
charge accounts

Invited
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OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOWN.

*ALTONE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acres

Buy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES

RUGS 8 HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Serving Piles Pe.l Region Since 1921

Open Every D«y—
Auction Every Monday

23 S, Caic.de A«f. 632-64')3

Hilsman on Viet Nam (Continued fr«

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE

-;- STATE INSPECTION
.:- ATLAS BAHERIES

.,- TUNE UPS

.> ATLAS TIRES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

iitsainn IfU Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD

HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

Ice-Cold Beer with Meols

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore
'

635-7933

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$i.oo on
MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER

5 SOUTH TEJON

CoicMifo ^pmgA Optical

DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

D. HITESHEW, Opfician

Quality — Style — Service

27 East Kiowa Street l^Sv^ Phone 636-3418

military men who had staked their

careers on a certain coui-se of

action—and of exercising liis auth-

oi-ity by choosing alternatives from

among those offered which best

•satisfied his own analysis of and

jirescription for, a particular prob-

lem. His telephone calls to minor

officials and academicians in

search of information and opin-

ions are a matter of public knowl-

e-lge.

Kennedy saw the Vietnamese sit-

uation, not as a war, but as a

struggle over who would define

the nature of Vietnamese national-

ism. This nationalism, he thought,

was the only force capable of de-

feating the insurgents. The Viet-

namese must fight their own war,

w i t h American aid, not control

(Kennedy thought that the United

States was already over-committed

in Southeast Asia when he in-

herited the situation from Eisen-

hower, but was resolved to con-

tinue the kind and magnitude of

aid to which we are committed)

;

loo many white faces would drive

Vietnamese nationalism into the

Lirms of the Communists.

Kennedy thought of the Viet

Cong effort as directed from
Hanoi but reinforced by social dis-

content in the South. Reforms
were urgently needed to gamer
support for the Saigon govern-

ment; there would be no military

solution.

Viet Nam was painful to Ken-
nedy because the situation was not

of his own making and because it

got in the way of bigger things.

His primary foreign policy objec-

tive was a detent with the So-

viet Union, and the Russians, while

becoming increasingly disenchant-

ed with their Asian ideological

brothers, had to lend them at least

nominal support in any effort

against inroads by the West, con-

sequently jeopardizing othenvise

good chances for a lessening of

tension between the Soviet Union
and the United States.

Although President Kennedy did

increase the number of U.S. mili-

tary advisors in Viet Nam, he
was strongly against the introduc-

tion of regular ground forces be-

cause it would hook U.S. prestige

to the outcome of a war which was
not ours to fight.

The Horse Trader

Shifting to the incumbent Pi'esi-

dL'nt, Hilsman noted that Johnson
had been one of the finest of Sen-
ate majority leaders, and went
downhill from there, Johnson is

very much a product of Texas pol-

itics, where horse-trading is the

rule, and of twenty-odd years in

Congress, where he became a mas-
ter of the gentle art of arm-
twisting. Part of the reason for

Johnson's estrangement from both

Congress and the public, says Hils-

man, is the fact that Americans
tend to condone and even to ex-

pect this legislative style in its

own place, but simply won't buy
it in their President.

Along this line, Dr. Hilsman

thinks that, strangely enough, the

Viet Nam situation may help

President Johnson in a way be-

cause it is the one issue which

does not look like wheeling and
dealing; it is the only one where
he can wave the flag and appeal

to patriotism and sentiment.

As the talk movea to the pres-

ent administration's Viet Nam pol-

icy, its flavor became progressively

grim. In 1961, while he was still

Vice President, Johnson retui'ned

from a tour of Viet Nam convinced

that we were faced with a war, not

just a "political situation" as Ken-

nedy had assessed it, and that a

solution would have to be military.

Shortly after Kennedy's death,

Hilsman and other advisors began

to notice that policy decisions were
moving along more militai'y lines,

and that those who disagreed were

being excluded from consultations.

It was then that Hilsman decided

to resign.

Implicit in his analyses of the

foreign policy styles of the two

latest Presidents seems to be the

idea that while Kennedy would

trust his understanding of a crisis

and would move to key it down and

control it with some confidence in

his ability to do so, Johnson tends

to be less sure of himself and to

merely react. Besides some of the

obvious costs, Hilsman says that

recent U.S. policy has hurt us in

other ways: for example, follow-

ing the Cuban missile crisis and

the Nuclear Test Ban Ti-eaty,

there were a growing number of

doves in Moscow whose position

might have been strengthened but

for our handling of Viet Nam.

Viet Nam: Present

and Future

Leaving his comparison of presi-

dential styles, Hilsman concen-

trated on an analysis of the pres-

ent situation in Viet Nam and

made some chilling predictions

about its future. Recalling his re-

cent visit there, he admitted that

American forces have made con-

Ma^ l^u CaU&fe £Uofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

ADLER SOCKS THEM OFF THEIR FEET . . .

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT OF PANTY-HOSE

IN BASIC COLOR TONES AND HIGH FASHION SHADES

OF GOLD, GREEN. RED AND WHITE.

\ Check our Knee-Highs by Villager and Fishnets,

of course.

siderable military progress, but

went on to say that that is pre-

cisely the problem: all the pro-

gress has been achieved by Amer-
icans and none of it by Vietna-

mese; in other words, the war has

Iiecome "Americanized," while the

Saigon regime is no closer than

it ever was to gaining the popular

support which it must have before

U.S. aid can be withdrawn, Thieu
and Ky don't need popular support,

said Hilsman, as long as they have

ours. So what U.S. military vic-

tories have accomplished is to

di-aw back a curtain revealing the

true extent of political and social

decadence in South Viet Nam.

Dr. Hilsman believes that

whether or not such has been the

case ever since World War II, it

is now true that Communism as a

political force in Viet Nam cannot

be destroyed. This belief, coupled

with the logic of the pi'esent ad-

ministration's policy and its ob-

jectives as stated by Secretary of

State Rusk—which amount to the

other side's simply quitting the

fight—led Hilsman to predict that

the United States will mount a

ground invasion of North Viet

Nam within the next few months.

He further predicts that such an

invasion will be doomed to failure.

While the personal bent of Presi-

dent Johnson seems to have pre-

cluded any alternative to such a

course of action, Hilsman argued

that the situation itself has not

done so. It would be possible, he

said, for Johnson to order a grad-

ual de-escalation without sacrific-

ing his politic;il head; indeed, doing

so would probably enhance his

prestige in the long run. Johnson'?

problem—hence everybody's prob-

lem—lies in the fact that when \v

goes alone into his room at night

and closes the door behind him.

he is personally incapable of say-

ing to himself, " 'L>Tidon, you wert-

w r n g and all of those sons of

bitches were right.'
"

(to be continued next week)

Mass Communications
(Continued from page three)

made a "hero" through the media,

and was more attuned to the

media than any of his predeces-

sors. Eisenhower used television

as a means of presenting a char-

acter and personality rather than

for argument and debate. He did,

however, use his press conferences

as instruments of sale for his

policies.

President Kennedy seemed to

have an extra appreciation and

understanding of the mass media,

and he definitely showed a ''weak-

ness for the press." Said Clark, "A
skillful president can play on the

(press) corps like on a drum";
and he felt Kennedy played well.

Kennedy knew the pecking order

in the Washington press corps and
was able to use this to his advan-

tage. Kennedy's flair for the media
was indicated by his having held

62 press conferences (with the

name changed to news confer-

ences) during his tenure.

In response to a question re-

garding the importance of the

press in the making of a presi-

dent. Cannon said that "presidents

are basically made through forms

of comunication"— not because

they communicate in direct issues,

but because they become better

known and they project a person-

alty and character, particularly

through the use of television.

Another questioner asked if, ii>

light of the credibility gap, the

mass media were under any obli-

gation to correct presidential er-

rors and deceits. Clark answered

that the press is usually at a dis-

advantage because the president

knows more, but the media are

obligated to ti-j- to discover thi?

truth. He feels it is important for

the media to remain skeptical and

keep digging.

Finally, Clark emphasized that

the mass media exist and must be

used by the president, although

the media also "can b eseriously

abused by a sitting president and

a cowardly set of networks." Said

Cannon, "all politicians live by the

press and they can't live without

it."

WATCH FOUND
A GIRL'S WATCH has been found. If you think

it might be yours, you may go to Room 120 in Arm-
strong Hall, identify it, and claim it.

112 South Tejon

Rugged but drossy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Spocial $17.99

Western Wear

T«l*phon« 632-0391
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Cannon Discusses Presidency
(Continued from paae one)

with the remark that ".
. . he is

everybody's candidate for vice-

president but nobody's candidate

for President."

Turning to the Democratic Party,

perhaps the most depressing note

was sounded when Cannon ob-

served that, ".
. . there is no ques-

tion who the next Piesident will

lie: LBJ." Ticking off reasons, he

cited " one, because of the

aura of the incumbent, and two,

if he has peace negotiations on

then, no one could beat him." In

spite of Senator McCarthy's dec-

laration to wrest the nomination

away from Lyndon Johnson, Can-

non ' noted that "[McCarthy's] a

thorn, not a threat. Even if he wins

a few primaries, that won't be any

influence on the Democratic con-

vention delegates." By the same

token, Cannon continued, Senator

Robert Kennedy, ". . . realizes the

party politics and knows it is im-

possible to defeat an incumbent

President who wants the nomina-

tion."

What this adds up to, essentially,

is that Johnson, by most yard-

sticks, will probably be re-elected.

A great deal could happen between

now and November, and most im-

portantly the results of the pri-

maries, but as it stands now ac-

cording to James Cannon, the

United States and, indeed, the

world are due for another four

years of Lyndon B. Johnson's ver-

sion of the Presidency.

James Cannon is not as charis-

malic a man as either Rowland

Evans, Jr., the syndicated colum-

nist who appeared on Tuesday

night's program with Mr. Cannon,

or Roger Hilsman, who dominated

Thursday's session of the Sympos-
ium, But, on the other hand. Can-

non seemed to develop a rapport

with Colorado College students un-

equaled by any of the other Sym-
po.sium lecturers. Included in his

talks were explicit appeals to well-

meaning but starry-eyed idealists

NOT to form a third party but to

use the existing system as a tool

by which to modify, if not alto-

gether change, the thorny status

quo. As far as is known. Cannon
is the only lecturer to go out of

his way to honestly solicit a con-

tinuing relationship with some of

Ihe students at Colorado College.

In fact, when one senior told him
she was contemplating working for

"Newsweek," Cannon went out of

his way to encourage her, give his

business card, and ask her to see

him in his office when she arrived

in New York. This one small act,

though surficially patronizing in

Nature, set Mr, Cannon apart from

the rest of the Symposium speak-

ers as the man who, besides being

articulate and knowledgeable in

the field of "Politics '68," was also

equally eager to find out the op-

inions of the audience to whom he

had spoken.

Ian and Sylvia
(Contlnaed from page one)

She is a natui-al musician. Apart

from a few piano lessons from her

mother in Chatham, Ontario, her

home town, Sylvia learned every-

thing she knows of music on her

own.

Together they have done con-

cert tours, dramatic roles on the

Canadian television network, and

innumerable nightclub engage-

ments. They won quick recogni-

tion on United States television

with their appearances on the

Hootenanny program and The Bell

Telephone Hour.

Ian enjoys the psychological as-

pect of performing. He became

aware of its pleasure when he

took part in the rodeos. He says

this is probably part of the rea-

son he turned from the visual arts

to music. Sylvia sees her work per-

sonally in terms of her music and

she deals with music on several

levels. She has done research in

folk music and has a special fond-

ness for the songs of Elizabethan

England.

As is the case with other fine

artists, the apparent simplicity of

Tan and SyKna's music is the re-

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

]nst a Sliort Walk from College

Open 8:00 A, M to 9:00 P. M Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV. Small and Large AppUanoea

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

James Cannon: "The United

States and . . . the World are due

for another four years of Lyndon

B. Johnson."

Excerpts from Boulding

The 20th Century marks the miil-

dle period of a great transition in

the state of the human race. It

may properly be called the second

great transition in the history of

mankind.

The first transition was that

from precivilized to civilized so-

ciety. This transition can be re-

garded as almost complete. A
second great transition may be

called the transition from civilized

to p'ostcivilized society. The word
postcivilized does bring out

the fact that civilization is an in-

termediate state of man dividing

the million or so years of precivi-

lized society from an equally long

or longer period which we may ex-

pect to extend into the future
postcivilization.

suit of intensive work with their

material and inspired performance.

They have yet another quality

which marks them as folk singers

with a future^besides the critics

and the public, other folk singers

like and respect them.

This great duo will appear on

Sunday, Jan. 28, at 8:00 p ,m. in

Armstrong Hall. Tickets may be

obtained at Rastall desk for $2.2B

plus activity card. The public may
obtain tickets at Rastall desk, or

bv calling 473-2233, est. 324.

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"PictuTe Framitig" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Te|on Fhona e3]-e903

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

107o Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

Attention Sophomore Men!

WOULD YOU RATHER BE AN ROTC OFFICER LEADER OR BECOME A DRAFTEE FOLLOWER??

OPENINGS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE COLORADO COLLEGE ROTC CADET CORPS

Earn and Learn Become a REAL Tiger

Applicants Will Be Interviewed Beginning 19 January 1968 In the ROTC Department
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for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASACNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 6324M44

Acacia

Artist Supplies

And Antiques

206 V2 North Tejon Phone 632-9502

^aUtlS CAFETERIA
Kiov/a & CoBcade, Lov/er Terrace Level

U» Lobby Elevator to Lo»«r T.nace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P M,

DINING ROOM — S P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE- 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2% blocks South o( Campus)

HeadquarterB for Guitars, Banjos and All Accessories

Band Imtrumtnt Renlab

HOURS: 9:00-5:00— FRIDAY; 9:00 - S:30

COIN OPERATED
Highest Quality Gasoline

Colorado Springs

695 South 8th

CC Tankers Drown Old Records
In the first five meets of the

season, the Colorado College swim-

ming team has built up a record

of three wins and two losses. Vic-

tories were taken from Regis Col-

lege (65-39), Colorado School of

Mines (54-60), and Chadron
State College (64-49); while the

Tiger fish lost to top-ranking Wes-
tern State College (34-70) and Col-

orado State College (47-57).

In all five meets the CC swim-

mers have shown great improve-

ment over last year, mainly

throiigli the hard work of all 15

memhers of the team. Against Re-

gis, firsts were taken by: Glenn

Ebuna in the 1000-yard freestyle,

Bill Veneris in the 200-yard butter-

fly, Aaron Spiezer in the 500-yard

freestyle, Terry Covington in the

200-yard breaststroke, Bill John-

son "in the 200-yard breaststroke,

and the 400-yard freestyle relay

team made up of Jim Spevak, Dan
Hai-tman, Jerry Hancock, and

Veneiis.

First place points in the Mines

meet were collected by Ebuna in

the 200-yard freestyle and 500-

yard freestyle, Don Campbell in

the 50-yard freestyle, Veneris in

tile 200-yard butterfly, Covington

in the 2bO-yard backstroke, John-

son in the '200-yard breaststroke,

and the 400-yard freestyle relay

team, this time comprising Pete

Banning. Campbell, Covington,

and Ebuna.
Against Chadron State, Ebuna

again took first place in both the

200 and 500-yard freestyle events,

Johnson in the 200-yard individual

medley besides the 200-yard

breaststroke, Veneris in the 200-

yard butterfly. Banning in the 100-

yard freestyle, plus Dale Forgy in

the 50-yard freestyle and 200-yard

backstroke, and Ron Rossi in 3-

meter diving.

New school records have been

set in many of the events. Fresh-

man Glenn Ebuna holds the re-

cord times of 11:56.5 in the 1000-

yard freestyle and 5:35.0 in the

500-yard freestyle. Freshman Dale

Forgy put his name on the record

chart with :23.1 in the 50-yard

freestyle and 2:17.5 in the 200-

yard backstroke. Freshman Ron
Rossi holds the 203.90 point record

in 3-meter diving, a new event ad-

ded this year. Another record was
set by the 400-yard freestyle relay

team comprised of freshman Pete

Banning, senior Don Campbell,

junior Terry Covington, and
Ebuna, with a time of 3:36.1. The
400-yard medley relay team made
up of Forgy in backstroke, sopho-

more Bill Johnson in breaststroke,

sophomore Mike Kelly in butter-

fly, and Baning in freestyle also

established a new school recoi-d of

4:03.6.

The Tigers' next home meet is

Tuesday, Jan. 23, at 7:30 p. m.

against Regis College from
Denver.

Sports

; t''£.

^'^^^ ^*a:^\-,''^^

iW^
CCS JOHN AMUNDSEN (No. 7] SKATES after elusive puck while

team mate, Doug Clarke receives a pat on the baclt. Action took

place last weekend in a two-game series with the University of Min-

nesota. CC faces DU twice this weekend in crucial and exciting riv-

alry contests.

Ski Team to Compete at Mt. Werner
Five teams will compete Sunday,

Jan. 21, in a Central Intercollegiate

Alpine League ski meet sponsored

by Colorado College at Mt. Wer-
ner, Steamboat Springs.

Four of the teams— Colorado

College, Colorado Mines, Regis

College and Colorado State Uni-

versity— are members of CIAL.
Competing as a guest team will be

Colorado State College. The giant

slalom will be run in the morning
and the slalom in the afternoon.

The meet is the first of four in

CIAL competition this year. Regis

sponsors a meet Feb. 4 at Arapa-
hos Basen, Mines a meet Feb. 25

at Winter Park and CSU a meet
March 3 at Loveland Valley.

Colorado College has a team of

nine coached by Mike Nowak. Five

are lettermen — seniors Steve

Brown, Steamboat Springs; Asa-
hel "Ace" Bush, Portland, Ore.;

Philip "Wink" Davis, Concord,

Mass.; and juniors Eric Nesset,

Edina, Minn,; and Lloyd "Mac"
Taylor, Great Falls, Mass. The
other four are freshmen Charles

K. Adams, Orchard Lake, Mich.;

Marc Lowenstein, Alta, Utah; and
Chris Smith, Glenco, III., and sop-

homore Brad Boynton, Center
Conway, N. H. Davis was leading

scorer last year for the Tigers.

The Colorado College skiers held

a training session and time tnals

Jan. 9-13 at Mt. Werner.

Eastlack Seeks Balance
With a little over half of the

season gone. Head Coach, Red

Eastlack, faces the task of mold-

ing a consistent, well-balanced bas-

ketball team.

In reference to the team's gen-

eral performance thus far. East-

lack described his Tigers as a sec-

ond half squad, which finds itself

insurmountably behind in the first

half, and struggles vainly in a

second half comeback.

Eastlack cited several reasons

for the Tigers' disappointing 2-S

record, which they have compiled

since the season opened on Dec. 4.

Inconsistent shooting, and not too

many hot hands are two offensive

strikes against the Tiger team.

Eastlack also mentioned that most

of the opposition the Tigers have

faced have out-manned them size-

wise.

Coach Eastlack paid special tri-

bute to senior forwards, Chris

Grant and Jerry Wainwright, and

junior guard, Mel Proctor, for car-

rying the scoring load for the

Tigers. The leading rebounder for

CC is sophomore Harry Minter,

who is averaging 11 rebounds per

game.
The freshmen standouts on the

varsity squad are Joe Rillos, and

the comedy team of John Alleii

and Ron Rossi.

With 10 games to play, Coacli

Eastlack emphasized that Colorado

State College was the team to

beat. "We beat them last year.

This year we'll be on home court."

The CC-CSC game will be held on

Jan. 27, but in the meantime the

Tigers will face St. Mary's of the

Plains on Jan. 23.

Hockey Schedule
January 19— University of Denver Away
January 20— University of Denver Home
February 2, 3— University of Wisconsin „. Home
Februar-y 9— Ohio State University ^„ Home
February 10— Ohio University Home
February 16, 17— Michigan State __ ,.„.. Home
February 24— Michigan Tech -. ...._ Home
February 27, 28— Michigan State University _ Away
March 1, 2— University of Michigan Away

"500-5,000 +

Miles of Free Air Travel

. . . offered to students

willing to act as campus
represtntative for

company organizing

student tours to Europe.
Write: Student Wheels

Abroad Program
555 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10022"

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cucharras

(Across from CourtSouie)

Telephone 634-9513

Stanford Scholarships

Approximately 25 scholarships

are available for students prepar-

ing for careers in editorial jour-

nalism, mass communications re-

search, and broadcasting and docu-

mentary film. These are grants,

not assistantships.

Part of a $975,000 grant to the

department made by the Ford

Foundation provides National Hon-

ors Fellowships. These are reserv-

ed for students who demonstrate a

strong interest in newspaper and

broadcast journalism, and are for

A.M. candidatees only.

119 Nortli Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday til! 8:30 p.m-

"Everything for Every Sport"
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UCLA vs. Houston: Showdown in Astrodome

CAUGHT IN ONE OF HIS RARE MOMENTS as spector. CC goalie,

Don Gale, watches the action of last week's clash against the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. The CC team recently returned from a holiday

tournament in St. Paul, where Gale was named Most Outstanding
Player.

CC-DU Rivalry Renewed
The big weekend for CC hockey

has finally arrived! Tonight, the

Cnlitrado College hockey team will

face the University of Denver at

the DU Fieldhouse, and the same
match-up will return to the Springs
Saturday night to face-off at the

Broadmoor.

All who can make it should wit-

ness Saturday night's contest and
see one of the toughest, roughest,

ami hardest-fought games ever.

Our team wants this one badly

and, as is usual against DU, will

pull out all the stops to defeat this

strong Pioneer club.

The rivalry is now being resum-
ed after the two Colorado teams
niisesd facing each other last year
so that hot tempers could be cooled
down for the two battles this

weekend.

During the past three weeks, the
CC squad has proved to be a very
formidable opponent. It whalloped
eighth-ranked Boston College 8-4

in the game which saw star for-

ward, Pete Ryan, tip in a hat-trick

(3 goals) during the St. Paul
Classic.

The team then went on to meet
mighty North Dakota in the final

game, and proceeded to lose it by
tlie very close score of 3-2 in over-
time. Actually, the score is deceiv-
ing, in that the game was incredi-
'Jly tight, as CC, leading 2-1 \vith

only six seconds left in regulation
time was tied by UND on a fluke
goal.

Despite this disappointing loss,

Colorado College was honored by
the fact that not only did they
place second in a tournament com-
prised solely of top contender, but
placed three men on the tourney's
All-Star Team.

The CC All-Stars were Jack
Coles, Pete Ryan and goalie, Don
Gale, who was also voted the
Most Outstanding Player of the
"Classic."

Editor's note: In the proceeding

issues, the Tiger sjiorts staff will

devote space not only to campus
athletics, but to upcoming events

of national concern. We feel this is

particularly appropriate in view

of the 1968 Winter Olympics,

which will be held in Grenoble,

France, starting in Feb. The na-

tional sports section will range

from features on athletes to actual

coverage of significant athletic

events. In this way, it is hoped

that the Tiger can encompass the

interests of its sports-minded
i-eaders).

The long-awaited showdo\vii be-

tween the nation's two top college

basketball powers will take place
when the top-rated UCLA Bruins
take on their most formidable op-
ponent, the Houston Cougars, Sat-
urday night in the Astrodome.
The Bruins, led by 7-2 Lew Al-

cindor, are riding a 48-game win-

After this rousing and uplifting

experience, the CC hockey team

again stunned the sports world by

knocking off pre\aously unbeaten

and second-ranked Michigan Tech

by a score of 3-2. Finally CC faced

the University of Minnesota at

Duluth, splitting the weekend ser-

ies, and duplicating the feat at the

Broadmoor last weekend.

In regard to injuries to the

squad, Coach John Matchefts com-

mented that, "We have been very

fortunate in the injury depart-

ment thus far, with with no major

physical impairments." Tom Gould,

foi-ward, seems to be the only

possible "casualty" for the up-

coming DU series since he has

been nursing the flu bug all week.

Of the Pioneer hockey squad,

Coach Matchefts said, "DU has
got to be the toughtest team we
will have to face in the second half

of the schedule.

"They have depth, finesse, speed,

and extra size in numbers as well

as physically. The Pioneers are
one of three top team in the West-
em Collegiate Hockey Association
(WCHA).

"We certainly respect their abil-

ity, but we are going to do all we
can to beat them in both games.
In order to defeat them, we will

have to be at our best. That is,

put together good, crisp play,

make few if any penalties, and
have the breaks on our side."

This weekend's series is not
only a must for the CC hockey
team, but a must for all hockey
fans to see, Game time is Satur-

day night, 8:15 p.m. at the Broad-
moor World Arena.

iiing streak, with 12 wins this year.
The Cougars ai-e undefeated in 16
contests so far this season, their
last setback coming at the hands
of UCLA in the NCAA semi-finals
last year.

Until a week ago. the cnicial
contest looked to be a duel be-
tween Alcindor, and Houston's All-
America standout, Klvin Hayes.
However, last Saturday night, in

:i game against California, Alcin-

dor su.^tnined an rye injury, and
has missed the Inst two games.

Bruin coach, Johnny Wooden,
has remained non-committal as to
the chances of his star center miss-
ing Saturday's game. But, juat in

case Big Lew doesn't recover in
time. Wooden has been drilling
his team with a "non-Alcindor"
offense — an offense which, even
without Alcindor should be deadly
accurate in all departments.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrosi from tha Campuf

827 North Tejon

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBC8

7;0 North T«ion
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WANTED
SPORTSWRITERS

Anyone Interested in

being d member of the CC
TIGER sports staff please

contact Dan Bernstein,

sports editor, ext. 449.

Posts needed to be filled

are (I) national sports cor-

respondent (2) interview

columnist and (3) general

sports coverage writers.

Interviews will be available

by appointment.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Come One . . . Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famoits Cellar available for

large fraternity or group function*
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You're Wasting Two-Thirds

Of Your Reading Time!

The good habits we teach you are

guaranteed to at least triple your reading speed

College Student Comments

About Reading Dynamics

Additional Comments

by some Colorado Students

JAMES A. WARNER, JR., Beg. -425, End. -1300

"With d little applied effort, concentration and confidence this

course will reap results beyond expectations. I have never felt as

satisfied with learning something as I have this skill. A great improve-

ment over any courses I have previously taken."

DONALD C. HAMBRICK, Beg. -341, End. -1850

"The course improves reading of all types of materials; improves

concentration; and helps organize study methods."

PAUL E. HADINGER, Beg. -456, End. -2320

"It saves time and allows more material in less time ... It gives an

opportunity to gain a broader background in various subjects."

JUDENE A. GRAGE, Beg. -290, End. -2088

"This course has been very thought stimulating! It has enabled me

to read many more books that I wouldn't have otherwise been ex-

posed to prior to this course. It is something that will benefit me

for the rest of my life."

MIKE MILLER, Beg. -235, End. -2222

"I would recommend this course to anyone, no matter what their

age and no matter what their reading needs. The student, the

business man or even someone reading for enjoyment only will find

this course an Invaluable experience."

GUARANTEE We guarantee to Increase the reading

efficiency of each student by AT LEAST three times with good

comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any stu-

dent who, after completing minimum class and study require-

ments, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as mea-

sured by our beginning and ending tests.

Reading Dynamics is a revolutionary process of readmg rapidly

down the page, allowing the eyes to trigger the mind directly.

This eliminates the bad habits which cause slow reading: I

—
the habit of saying the words to ourselves; 2 — Seeing only

one word at a time; 3 — Regression, that is, going back and

rereading material unnecessarily.

Reading Dynamics is different from other courses. No mach-

ines are used. You learn, instead, to use your hand as a pacer,

a tool you always have with you. Conventional reading courses

aspire to 450-600 words a minute. Most Reading Dynamics

graduates can read between 1
,500 and 3,000 words per min-

ute, and may go even higher.

In the 18 years since Mrs. Woods made the startling discovery

that led to the development of her unique method, over

300,000 people have taken the course. These are people with

different educations, different IQ's . . . students, businessmen,

housewives. All of them — even the slowest— now read an

average novel in less than two hours. You can, too. We guar-

antee it.

For further information or to register now. Call: 633-1707

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

430 N. Tejon

Sponsored by LYCEUM

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Our courses in Colorado Springs are geared to the

college student. We spend much of the time learning

to read rapidly in technical materials. Practice ses-

sions are scheduled for studying textbooks and work

materials.

Attend a FREE DEMONSTRATION

COLORADO SPRINGS

Mon., Jan. 22— Tues., Jan. 23

AT 6:30 AND 8: 1 5 P.M.

Reading Dynamics

430 NORTH TEJON
(2nd Floor)

, TO: Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics CST-I 19

I 430 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Please semi descriptive folder.

_ 1 understand that I am under no obligation and no salesman

Phone 633-1707

Name _.._ ~ —

Street Phone „

City State Zip .
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CC Classes Crowded
By Dave Hull and Jim Schwanke
"There is probably not a single

leacher at this school who doesn't

feel the students are being cheat-

ed," lamented one discouraged de-

partment chairman.

This may not come as a revela-

tion to the students in Evolution

(GO + students ) , Studies in Mo-

dern Japanese Culture (90 4- )•

.American Literature (90+), Soc-

iology of Education ( 90 -f ) , Re-

cent U.S. History (70-1- ), and hi-

troduction to Art History {100-f ).

These are some of the more dra-

matic examples of generally large

class sizes. In the first semester

approximately 35% of the stu-

dents' class-time was spent in clas-

ses of 37 01- more (defined by the

registrar as "large")- Thh can be

compared with only 23.1% of class-

DR. VAN B. SHAW'S no+-too-small Sociology of Education class meets

In Palmer Hall. (Also see chart on page7).

time spent in classes of 20 or

fewer (defined by the registrar

as "small").

These large courses are a re-

sult of greatly increased enroll-

ment both in the college overall

and pai-ticularly in the freshman
class. 578 freshmen arrived at CC
this fall which was 50 more than

anticipated and 112 more than last

fall. The students returning from
the Summer Start Program have
increased the freshman enrollment

this semester to 600, which is 149

more than the same time last year.

This fall's total enrollment was
1610 (115 more than last year)

and the second semester is 1558

(185 more than last year). There
has not been a commensurate in-

crease in faculty size.

Most professors interviewed be-

lieved that large classes detract

significantly from good teaching

in at least three areas: class dis-

cussion; testing; and papers

Albert Seay, Professor of Music,

described a student's ]K)sition in a

large class in the following way:
"When the class is too big you are

afraid to say anything." Ray
Werner, Professor of Economics,

was one of 11 others who empha-
sized the importance of "give and
take" found only in a small class.

Mr. Werner asserted that a stu-

CCCA Members Stress Important Campus Issues

By Robyn Scale

At their first meeting of the

semester on Thursday, Jan. 18, the

CCCA members stressed the is-

sues of meal hours, elections, class

sizes and a school operated beer

L'Stablishment.

Mr. Chuck Webb, director of

Saga Pood Service, attended the

meeting to answer any queries

put forth by members. When
ii^ked about the success of the

iioTi-breakfast option affected at

tlie last meeting, he stated that 65

students had signed up for the

pinii.

The bulk of the questions ad-

dressed to Mr. Webb noncemed the

shortening of meal hours, which

went into effect at the beginning

of second semester. CCCA Vice-

fiesident Jerry Hancock posed the

complaint that some students with

11:00 and 12:00 classes had ar-

rived at Taylor too late and had

tieen turned away, since lunch time

closing hours were changed from
1:15 to 1:00. Mr. Webb stated con-

cerning students in such a predica-

ment that "we'll feed them if

fhey'll just come and see us and
let us know.*'

Cal Simmons, chairman of the

Pood Advisory Board and Saga

mployee stated that upperclass

students with 11:00, 12:00 and 1:15

classes on Monday, Wednesday and

fiiday could eat at Rastall.

Bob Sears expressed concern

that meal hours in general had

Wen shortened so that "students

are now offered less sen'ice for

the same price." Further, he ob-

jected to the students not ha\nng

Wen consulted in the matter. "We
^vent to great lengths to establish

a Food Advisoi-j' Board. It was my
understanding that the Board

^vould be consulted in changes."

Mr. Webb replied that the Board
Was not around during vacation

«lien the change was made, that

llie changes were cleared through

'Hp college, and that the new hours

Were set up only on a trial basis.

Webb further explained that

change of evening meal commen-
cement from 5:00 to 5:30 was due

to student response to last semes-

ter's food service rating sheet on

which "our vevy lowest score was
on temperature of food." Accord-

ing to Mr. Webb, "from 5:30-6:00

we had 00-95'A of our eating

crowd" and "from 5:00-5:30 the

food gets cold." He explained that

the later rescheduling of Bemis-

Taylor hours to 5:00-6:00 was due

to student requests for earlier meal

hours.

Next, the group turned their at-

tention to the elections. Bill Mc-

Donald stated that petitions will

be available at 8:00 a.m. on Sat-

urday, Jan. 27, and will be due at

5:00 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 8, and

a list of candidates posted on

Feb. 10. Elections will take place

Feb. 19-20 with runoffs on Feb.

21. According to tradition, candi-

didates will take office on Feb.

26.

The CCCA unanimously decided

that in this and in future elections,

students should be required to pre-

sent activity cards in order to be

allowed to vote.

Another issue of primary con-

cern to the group was that of the

apparent increase in the size of

classes this semester. In response

to questioning by Jerry Hancock,

acting president Curran stated that

the present faculty-student ratio

was 13-1 and that the average

class size was 22 students. He fur-

ther stated that the present CC
enrollment was ],f>00 students and

that enrollment must be main-

tained at this level if the school

is to continue to afford attractive

salaries for outstanding profes-

sors. He assured the group, how-

ever, that "we're not going to go

higher than 1,600."

The final issue to come up be-

fore the CCCA concenied prospec-

tive sites for a school operated

3.2 beer establishment. Acting

president CuiTan stated that an

restigation had been made of

off-campus sites and that all ap-

peared to be unavailable, too far

away or too expensive. Concerning

on-campus possibilities, Curran

pointed out that utilization of

South Hall would entail an ex-

penditure of $5,000 just for piping

ill water and for a furnace. Cur-

ran further indicated that, though

far fi'om perfect, the Hub appeared

to him to be the most feasible

area for on-campus beer.

dent can learn more from merely
reading than from a lecture with-

out discussion.

Eight pi-ofessors revealed that

they have resorted to giving ob-

jective and short answer tests.

They all agreed with Kenneth Bur-

ton, Professor of Religion, who
said "I prefer essay type exams,

but I just can't do it."

Tom K. Barton, Professor of

History, and eight of his colleag-

ues have substantially reduced the

extent of paper assigning from
what it has been in the past.

Perhaps the most important ef-

fect of increased class size is the

growing distance between students

and faculty. As My Seay put it,

"Tliey become just a bunch of

faces." Richard Beidleman, Profes-

sor of Zoology, feels that "Inabil-

ity to get to know students by

name affects a teacher's teaching."

The current situation is a re-

sult of two administrative policies.

The first policy was on intentional

increase of 50 freshmen which was
compounded by an unfoi-seen ad-

dition of 50 more. Secondly, in

hopes of maintaining and improv-

ing faculty quality through in-

creased salaries, but hampered by

low endowment, the administration

chose to emphasize salaries at the

expense of faculty expansion.

"We can't afford to go that

route any longer," according to

George Drake, acting Dean of the

College. The policy will bo to main-

tain the present level of enroll-

ment and to make at least some
increase in the number of faculty.

However, many professors are

afraid that the projected increase

in thefaculty will mitigate but

not solve the problem. One factor

in this pessimism is the view that

once a course reaches about 35 or

40 students, any effective class

discussion is eliminated.

Owen Cramer, Professor of

Classics, feels that once the size

of a class gets near 40, it may as

well go considerably higher nnel

thereby free the professor to tench

some really small courses. Mr.
Beidleman suggested that "if the

class is over 30, you might ns welt

go 70." Since more than a third of

the students' time is now spent in

classes of 37 or over, tlie college

cleai'ly has a long way to go.

The Departments of Philosophy,

Knglish, Art, Koligion, Romance
Languages, Economic?, Sociology,

Anthropology, History and Politi-

cal Science have been hurt this

year. Many of these will get no

new men at all and only a few ex-

pect their problems to disappear

next year.

Economics is one Department
that will definitely get another

professor next fall. Mr. Wenior
has estimated the average courao

load will be just under 11 hours

(about 3'/j courses). The College

believes that three cour.sea is tlie

proper teaching load.

Jane Cauvel, Pro'fcsflor of Phil-

osophy, cancelled her leave of ab-

sence iu order to help in her de-

partment because of the exceed-

ingly high registration.

Several feel that changes in the

curriculum can do some good.

Most consistently overcrowded

courses are general service in na-

ture; that is. General Studies and
other courses open to all students

without prep requisite. Mr. Cromer
suggested that better overall plan-

ning, perhaps by the Academic

Program Committee, of the num-
ber and kind of general servici-

courses offered, would help.

Dean Drake is considering a pro-

posal to guarantee all fi'cshmen

a one-semester seminar of 15 peo-

ple. This would cause pressure

elsewhere but might be valued

enough to be worth it.

Many of those interveiwcd are

worried that nothing effective can

be done without Hubstantially more
money tlmn Colorado Cidlege now

has.

Freshmen Women Attend Summer Session

Last April, approximately 40

girls received acceptance notices

to Colorado College on the basis

that they attended the summer ses-

sion, take a leave of absence in

the fall, and retum for the sec-

ond semester.

Although the girls who returned

enjoyed their various fall activi-

ties, they regretted missing the

beginning of school in autumn.

"By returning in the middle of

the year," they thought, "we

missed freshman orientation,

homecoming, and activities that

are a part of every college."

Almost all of the summer start

girs worked or attended other

schools during the fall.

"This was really a good deal as

working gave you a chance to earn

money and obseiwe life as it is out

of school," one girl commented.

Several girls who attended local

state universities .were able to gain

college credits as well as compare

the advantages of a large and small

colleges.

"By attending a large univer-

sity, 'l was able to compare and

contrast the advantages and dis-

advantages of large classes and

the impersonal relationships be-

tween professors and students

which is more often found on large

student ob-canipuses." anothe:

si?rved.

Although the giris for the most

part enjoyed the summer session,

they pointed out drawbacks that

accompanied it.

"Because it started early in

June, a few girls were faced with

the decision of taking finals early

and missing graduation or coming

late and risking not getting into

desired courses," a freshman giil

commented.

Many differed in their opinions

nil the summer activities. Several

felt there v/ere not enough outside

activities planned which they could

take part in. Others said they en-

joyed the hikes, movies, and plays

offered.

Since they missed credits by not

going in the fall, many girts took

from 10 to 12 hours in the sum-

mei-. This proved to be undesirable

as most classes were held every-

day and a semester's work was

concentrated into two months.

Many of the summer matricu-

lates expressed optimism about the

starting of classes.

"At this time we will be able to

meet more people and feel like we

are in college," was the general

concensus.

When asked if they would advise

the Summer MatricuUiti(m I'ro-

gram to prospective freshmen, the

girls agreed that one must have

a strong desire to come to Colo-

rado College in order to undergo

the incentive of starting again

in the middle of the year.

As one girl summed up, " I

have always loved Colorado and I

wanted to go to Colorado College

very much. As this program was

the only way I would be able to

atterjd, 1 took part In it."

Prize Offered for

Kinnikinnik
This year Kinnikinnik is offer-

ing a ?20 prize for a cover design.

Photography, painting, graphics or

any other form of visual art is ac-

ceptable. All design entries should

be left at Rastall Desk before

Feb. 20.

Other contributions, particularly

fiction, short articles and photo-

graphy, are still needed for the

magazine. All material should be

signed and turned in to Rastall

desk by Feb. 20.

Anyone having questions con-

cerning Kinnikinnik should con-

tact Jeff Loesch, Charlotte Her-

rick, April Crosby or Jane

Paolucci.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR

EDITORIALS
CROWDED CLASSES
The Colorado College offers prospective students two im-

portant advantages over other colleges and universities in this

area: Classes taught by professors and not graduate students,

and small classes. Tliis year, however, both of these advan-

tages have been jeopaixiized. Classes have become far too

large for competent teaching (see story on page 1) and fac-

ulty salaries are not adequate enough to retain professors. In

other words, the two best features of the college (as adver-

tised in the college catalogue) are no longer attractive fea-

tures at all.

The blame for large classes at Colorado College lies with

the administration. By miscalculation, whether coveous or

not, the college has cost many students one year of valuable

educational experience. Tlie Tiger hopes that the administra-

tion of Colorado College will take appropriate steps to change

the existing situation, so that students will receive the edu-

cational opportunities for which they pay.

CAMPUS SECURITY
The attempt on the part of the Dean of Women and the

Dean of Men to solve tJie important problem of campus secur-

ity by sending out form announcements is weak at best. The
publication of a set of telephone numbers and extensions, ac-

companied by a set of suggestions so obvious as to be evident

to even the most naive coed, will not insure even a slight de-

gree of safety for female students at Colorado College. The
Deans' suggestions are excellent in the event an attack takes

place, but the essential problem of preventing such attacks

remains. The fact is that the administration at Colorado Col-

lege refuses to take the necessary measures which would in-

sure the safety of all persons on this campus. This attitude

on the part of Armstrong Hall is either the result of indif-

ference, or is motivated by economy measures, neither of

which have any relevance when personal safety is involved.

Because of the importance of finding relevant solutions

to this problem, the Tiger offers the following suggestions

which we believe will help to i^rotect students:

1) The Physical Plant should be instructed to install more
adequate lighting in certain areas of the campus, especially

near the Boettcher Health Center, Loomis Hall, Ticknor, the

Bemis Quadrangle area, and between Rastall Center and the

women's residences. These areas are especially dark and pro-

mote attacks and prowlers.

2) The Bums Security force should be increased in size

and improved in quality. The force at this time is inadequate

and incapable of handling emergencies more serious than traf-

fic tickets. The sheer age of the Burns agents prohibits them
from responding quickly to emergencies. Their intra-campus

communications system is primitive and inefficient. This edi-

tor, over a period of one week, called the campus security of-

fice, allowed the phone to ring 20 times, and on four occasions,

got no response. This kind of precedure cannot be regarded

as adequate protection.

3) The College should ask for increased patrols (both day
and night) by the Colorado Springs Police, to help especially

in the control of automobiles containing Fort Carson soldiers

iind other persons who make themselves undesirable. Female
students are daily insulted (or worse) by these roving males.

The solution to the pi-oblem of campus security lies with

the administration, not with the students. We sincerely hope
that the College will take quick and responsible action to in-

sui-e the safety of all students.

Dear Editor:

It's too bad that sometimes the

cuimination of all of our efforts

to make something a great success

ends in disaster. In the minds of

some, this is exactly what occurred

when the Greeks were finalizing

their Rush program.

I have no intentions, in this let-

ter, of condemning, condoning, or

even arguing the point of celebra-

tion in a di-unken stupor. I do,

however, admit that this was the

case and feel that the damage that

was done must be repaired and an

apology should be made for the

disturbance that was caused in

Loomis.

May I take this opportunity, on

behalf of the fraternity system at

Colorado College, to apologize for

these antics and assure everyone

that steps will be taken to avoid

such beha\'ior in the future. 1

don't think that asking one to be-

have when one is drunk is the ans-

wer, but rather making sure, by

changes in a timetable, that when
one is (boink the chances of such

things happening will be mini-

mized. I assure everyone that this

will be done and that reparations

for damages will be made.

Dave Schaffer,

President, IFC

Dear Editor;

After my discussion of politics

at The Colorado College sympos-

ium on The American Presidency

one participant came "up to me and

said;

"It seems to me there is a con-

tradiction in what you propose.

You insist we work within the

political system. At the same time

you also say that Senator Eugene

McCarthy, who is working within

the system, has no chance to pre-

vent the nomination of President

Johnson. So doesn't this show that

you can't work effectively within

the system ?"

The question was a good one,

and I only regret it was not asked

publicly so that 1 could have an-

swered it from the platform.

There is no contradiction, but I

obviously failed to relate the two

in a proper way.

Senator IVIcCarthy will lose, in

my judgment, not because of the

Party system, but because only a

small number of Democrats are

working within the system to help

him get delegates.

As a student of practical poli-

tics, I believe that if a number of

working Democrats did join the

McCarthy-for-President movement,

and did work in precinct party

meetings, and then in the county

party delegates convention.s, ami

then in their district delegate con-

ventions, then Senator McCarthy

would get delegates. And if enough

Democrats did this all over the

country, it is procedurally possible

that Senator McCarthy could get

enough delegates to win the Demo-

cratic nomination.

This approach— win in the pre-

cinct party committees and work

up— was used by Senator Barry

Goldwater's supporters in i;)04.

and of course it was successful.

Why won't it be successful for

Senator McCarthy?
As a political reporter, I believe

there are two reasons:

1. Time is short. The Goldwate!

group worked for three years.

McCarthy has seven months.

2. There is no evidence that iVic-

Carthy's -suppoi-ters are working

in large numbers and organizin),'

the support of others.

The majority of working Demo-
crats in America do favor the le-

nomination of President Johnson,

Thus far, the McCarthy-for-Presi-

dent movement presents no signifi-

cant challenge within the party to

President Johnson.

James M. Cannon

Senior Editor

NewBweek

HINTERLAND JOURNAL
Having absorbed the knowledge

and skills of my country, and

seeking to learn of the world about

in(?( of which 1 know hut little),

I act out at the precocious age of

twenty on a quest for knowledge

and fortune. I traveled about the

world to many far and enchanting

places, offering only my humble

services in return for bread and

learning. Finally, I landed upon

the fair shores of your countiy.

It seemed to me such a wonderful

and free place that I decided to

take up residence in one of your

educational institutions, where I

was sure I could imbibe of all the

distilled and sublime knowledge. I

wished to gain your enlightened

outlook and take its teachings back

to my somewhat backward and un-

cultured people. Thus it is that I

have been accepted on an exchange

program to your fine college and

find myself environed in majestic

Mathias Hall.

and I held her tighter so that she

might not be harmed by what she

had seen lurking in the darkness.

This action on my part only served

to make her scream more vigor-

ously. 0, Lone-horse, you Noble

Savage! Then, feeling the need to

protect myself, as well as herself,

from her irrational fury, T began

to call for more aid, to frighten

the villian away. Presently I spied

an old man in tennis shoes and a

long, long billy-club and a badge

and a look of mi-xed authority and

fright, come toddling at a fast

pace across the quadrangle. All the

while he was shouting, "Wh-wh-
what's g-g-going on here ? Wh-wh-
what's g-going on here? D-don't

panic. Fveryth-th-thing is under

c-control." I rather doubted the

man's judgement of the mattei',

but welcomed his aid nonetheless,

for I was having a terrible time

consoling the poor miss. When he

finally arrived, puffing and pant-

ing, he looked first at me, then at

the girl. Then, with a light of com-

prehension in his eyes, he beg;ui

to assail me with the weajion

which he carried, I must admit that

a creeping feai' began to take hnld

of my chivalric intentions, and I.

feeling that this was an inoppor-

tune time for a rational discussion,

prevailed upon this man's bravery

and ability to ascertain the situa-

tion and quickly fled the scene.

I am sure that the young lady

was well taken care of and duly

protected from the clutches of

whatever was frightening her. I

am very grateful to that gallant

man who came to my aid in a mo-

ment of crisis. I must take my hat

off to that noble agency whidi

strives to protect our poor naive

selves from evil and pi-event crime

before it has time to become im-

planted in this most enlightened

society.

By Eric Lone-Horse

The other day I received in my
mailbox (Ah, What a marvelous

invention!) a letter from one of

our illustrious leaders over in that

citadel of efficiency, Armstrong
Hall. It was an admonition to us

brethren not to forget the weak-
nesses of the members of the op-

posite sex hei'e at Colorado Col-

lege. It requested us to seek out

fair maidens, who, on lonely mid-

night walks upon a somewhat un-

tamed campus, might be in dangei'

of attack by unscrupulous agencies

of evil. We should escort them
bravely and reverently to their

respective destinations. I thought

to myself, what a wonderful place

this is, that these helpless crea-

tures should so honor me by al-

lowing me to come to their aid in

time of need. I looked forward
t'agerly to the time when I would
actually be called upon to aid such

a fair creature as the CC coed.

Ah, blessings, my chance was not

long in coming!
I was out taking my constitu-

tional walk one night when, lo

and behold, I did spy a likely

candidate for my chivalry walking

across the grass, and looking, as

it were, quite lonely and defense-

less. Thinking that boldness would

be the apt procedure in this in-

stance, I strode over to the fair

creature, and put my arm around

her waist, in oi'der better to pro-

tect her from the evils of the night.

Much to my surprise it was when
she promptly began to struggle

and scream and beat me over my
tender noggin with her handbag.

Being a little dismayed, I shouted.

"Fear not, I shall protect you
from this villian! Where be he?"

Johnson Termed Intraclible and Will-Less

By Ray 0. Werner
President Johnson's State of the

Union message was, for the most

part, an uninspired collection of

unobjectionable platitudes. Only

on the war in Vietnam on wliich a

divided nation cries for an effort

toward resolution was there an

exception — and that was all bad.

Intractability and a poverty of will

seemed all too clear there.

In Johnson's domestic proposals

the ten per cent tax surcharge

seemed the most controversial. It

seemed controversial more because

Congressman Mills and an election

year argued against it than be-

cause the state of the economy in-

dicated its inappropriateness. If,

as business cycle indicators gener-

ally indicate, inflation threatens,

then a tax program to reduce ag-

gregate demand is clearly needed

even if practitioners of the dismal

science, political science, explain

why in an election year, it can't be

done! Removal of the gold cover

on Federal Reserve Notes is de-

sirable even though it should have

been undertaken long before the

recent French-led attack on the

dollar occurred.

New programs to solve prob-

lems of domestic poverty are ad-

vanced willy-inlly with not the

least attention being given to Con-

gressional realities. These propos-

als, unlikely to be enacted, will

certainly serve the President well

in the great promising race of the

1968 elections. One wonders, how-
ever, if an attempt to secure

administrative integration and co-

ordination of existing progi'ams

might not have had more salutary

effects than the hodgepodge of un-

likely new proposals.

Indicative of the quality of tins

State of the Union me-ssage is the

fact that the Wall Street Journal,

usually scrupulously fair in news

coverage, didn't even bother to

print the full text of the measagel

Sunday, January 28. 1968

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"Faith, Fi-eedom and College"

Preacher:
Professor Kenneth Burton

Worship Leader:
(None yet)

It is often thought that commit-

ment to a specific religious faidi

is inimical to sound learning am.

academic freedom. The semio"

hopes to show that time religi""

is an ally to liberal learning ano

that the points of tension between

academia and faith should be crea-

tive gi'owng points and an oppo""'

tunity for a man to take a detacheii

stance and attitude toward his cul-

ture. This independent viewpoi"'-

enables him to criticize the culture-

academic learning and the univer-

sity in order that he might reaf-

firm it.
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Mentor Calls Fraternity System Colorado

College's Greatest Asset to Social Life

By Charles Mullen

The greatest asset of the frater-

nity system at Colorado College is

(he administration's residential

policy. The school attitude toward

campus life makes the fraternity

system a necessity simply for

maintaining sanity among the male
portion of the campus. When CC
compels its students to live on

campus and then forbids them to

have refrigerators, hot plates, and

electric blankets, it must have a

diversification in its living facili-

lies to alleviate the pressures of

merely living here.

The living accommodations af-

forded a non-Greek member of the

student body are not very excit-

ing. To say the least, four years

of life in Slocum and Mathias of-

fer no interesting prospects. If

there were no fraternities, more
men would be lumped together in

the dorms. This would not only be

distasteful, but would also be un-

natural. After a single year on the

CC campus, students have formed

friendships which usually continue

throughout their college career.

The biggest influence upon the in-

coming freshmen is their life on

their wing of the dorm. Most stu-

dents enter the college without

knowing anyone. Selection of both

roommates and wingmates is ran-

dom. But after a year at CC,

everyone has formed a very defi-

nite circle of friends. The frater-

nity system provides the oppor-

tunity for a person to live with

the men he chooses to live with

and also to extend friendships

over the lines drawn by class and

age.

The most frequently heard crit-

icism of the fraternity system is

that it tends to lower the grade

averages of its members by stres-

sing activities other than studying.

Whether or not this has been true

in the past, at the present time it

is not valid. A quick look at the

all-fraternity grade average of

2.62 as compared to the all-men's

average of 2.50 shows that such

criticism is groundless. Of course,

any extracurricular activity de-

tracts from the amount of time the

student can spend on studying.

Anyone who has participated in

debate, varsity sports, or the var-

ious clubs on campus can attest to

that. But the critics of the frater-

nity system seem to place a spec-

ial moral stigma against time

"wasted" in social activities. Actu-

ally, all of the fraternities at CC
have scholastic programs such as

study tables to help their own
members improve scholastically.

The Interfraternity Council acts

as a supervisory body for the

grade averages of its member fra-

ternities. Any house dropping be-

low the all-men's average by one-

tenth of a grade point must sub-

mit a plan for house scholarship

improvement to IPC. Subsequent

semesters below the required ave-

rage force measures to be taken

against a house such as loss of

voting privileges on the council,

exclusion from participation in in-

tramural athletics, social pi-oba-

tion. and loss of i-ush privileges.

In social life, the school can offer

dances to the entire college. But

social activities on such a large

scale become superficial after a

short time. Small social events

are as necessary as large ones.

The fraternity again fills this

need.

Thus the fraternity system as-

sumes part of the responsibility

for improving the nature of the

residential college. Instead of be-

ing detrimental to the school, it

contnbutes significally to both the

scholastic and extracurricular pro-

grams. In short, the fraternities

help make Colorado College a de-

gree more livable.

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions • Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone &33-20A9

Paul P. Bernard Discusses

The French Revolution
By Julia Sadler

The first lecture in the Western

Ci\i!ization Lecture Series for the

second semester was given Tues-

day, Jan. IG, by Paul P. Bernard

of the History Department on the

topic, "The French Revolution: An
End and a Beginning."

Dr. Bernard began his talk by

briefly sketching the background

of France in the eighteenth cen-

tury, emphasizing the fact that

this was an age of contradictions:

The French monarchy was strong

and well-designed, yet first to be

overthrown; France was based on

an agrarian society, yet the revo-

lution was prmiarily an urban
affair; finally, seventeenth and

eighteenth-century France was the

center of the Enlightenment, and

the revolution which resulted from
those centuries put an end to the

Enlightenment.

Dr. Bernard then traced the rev-

olution from its beginnings as an

agricultural crisis to the alienation

"f the peasants, the landowmers,

and finally the bourgeoisie from
the crown. The aristocracy chal-

lenged the power of the monarchy,
the Estates-General was called to-

gether, and the financial situation

of the government became disas-

trous. By the summer of 1789, up-

risings occurred in the countiy and
factions in the cities were restless

enough to revolt, for example to

overthrow the Bastille in Paris.

W. Robert Brossman : VOLKSWAGEN :

PHIL WINSLOW

V. W., IHC.

730 North Circle Drive

W. Robert Brossman, vice-presi-

dent of Colorado College, is one of

Seven national leaders in institu-

tional advancement who will serve
3s a lecturer at the second annual

Summer academy of the American
College Public Relations Assoc-

iation at the University of Notre
I'aine, July 28 through Aug. 3.

The academy, wliich is held in the

university's Center for Continuing

Education, offers formal study and

'^n-site training in the techniques
''f college advancement work.
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LfE'S ENCO SERVICE

TUNE UPS
. ATLAS TIRES

. STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

NeXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uinlah Phone 634-9195

Fraternity Averapes

Phi Delta Theta 2.r.8

Beta Theta Pi a.BOi

Sigma Chi 2.66

Phi Gamma Delta 2.65

Kappa Sigma 2.44

All Fraternity 2.62

All Men 2..'->0

All College 2,80

Dr. Bernai'd closed his lecture by
commenting on the fact that the

French Revolution, while a new
movement, was concerned with
problems resulting from the old

regime and tried to solve these

pi-oblems with old methods. Thus,

the situations at the beginning

and the end of the revolution were

similar, mainly because e vents
were controlled by well-established

power sti-uctures at both times,

and it was not until the summer
of 1793 that the conser\'ative ele-

ments lost power and a political

situation developed in which social

order was not all-impoi-tant.

Tuesday, Jan. 30, Dr. J. Glenn

Gray of the philosophy department

will deliver the next lecture of this

series with his topic: "Hegel and

Mai'x: The New Vision of History."

All lectures are given at 11:00 in

Armstrong Auditorium.

Notice
Due to the Ian and Syhda Con-

cert this Sunday and problems

with the distributor, there will not

be a Rastall Center Board Movie

this week. The scheduled film was

Arabesque, and will be shown next

week.

(p^^ Acacia

V^ %^/A Artist Suppl/os

U^f^^ And Antiques

206 1/2 North Tejon Phono 632-9502

'Towder
Capitol of

Colorado

13 Miles West of Salida

Featurinf^;

• 3 LIFTS and TOWS
• OPEN DAILY

• CAFETERIA — BIERSTUBE

• Cortiliod Sli School

• Proltssionol Sli P«)rol

• Sli Shop 8 Rental Sliop

• PHONE — 303-539 4040

• 3 MILES FROM SKI TOWN
• Mountain Cotiagoi, Clialol

and Dorm Accommodations
• Restaurant — Loungo
• Campof Facilitiei

• Ftto Shulllo Sor/ica to Sli Aroa

IDDLE EARTH
123 South Nevada Avenue

This Week: MAYSEFIELD CROSSING

Leprechaun Light Show

NEW BASEMENT BAR

Pizza, Beer . . .

Entertainment

DAILY: 4-12 FOLK. .. ROCK...

SAT. & SUN.: 12-12 WHAT EVER YOU WANT



Pattonije liqei- AdOettUet^i

Winchell's Donul House

COME OUT TODAl AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Spaghetti

Pijja

Sandwiches

^fJIfC^ Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

*^30p.m.-ni00p.m. Ti

Free Delivery to CC Students

12^-10:00 p.m Sundoy

Cloied Mondoy

71 I North Tejon
634-9346

PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY

Civilian Employmcnl with the U. S. Aii Force

dealing Aerospace Produds

Must h.v. compl.ted r.qmrsm.nli (or B.chslo/i D.gr.c ind.

5 houri toll.ge math. The requirsd m»lh must include et leeit

th, following; college .Igebro, trigonomotry, enalytic geometry,

Jentlal colcului, integral calculus, or any course lor which an

these is a prerequisite. Equivalent eiperience acceptable. Tra

program. Openings for men and women. Application and furthe

formation forwarded on request.

WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center

B900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 25

An equal opportunity employer

ding

2 of

dif-

y of

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You7l discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3a blocks south

of the campus - plentij of free parking.

Jcmpubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

516 N. Tejon 633-1721

Polyneman Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER; 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 (Sunday)

(Try Us for Your N«>l Function] Phona 634-0478

Dearson Analyses American Civil Liberties

Union Stance on Selective Service Draft
By John Pearson

The Colorado Branch of the

American Civil Liberties Union

held it3 annua! meeting in Olin 1

on Monday evening, Jan. 22, at

8:00 p.m., including a discussion of

deferments and the draft for the

benefit of all CC students who

wished to attend.

In the brief course of business

the officers elected for the coming

year were Professor Doug Freed

of the CC Psychology Department,

as president; Professor Tom Reev-

es of the CU History Department

as vice-president; Mrs. Elanor

Ryan as Secretary; and Rev. Ro-

bert Bowman a.=i Treasurer.

After completion of business a

panel of speakers, including Gen-

eral Howard Reed, director of the

Colorado Selective Service until

this year; Col. Warren Langley,

head of CC's ROTC Department;

Mr. William F. Reynard, ACLU
Counsel; and the Rev. Bowman,

minister of All Souls Church in

Colorado Springs, discussed the

Vietnam situation, the current sit-

uation of students and the draft,

.ind the Selective Sen'ice in gen-

eral.

General Reed. Director in Colo-

rado for the past 25 years, until

he retired tliis year, himself was

a draftee of World War I, and

stated "I hold an unpopular job."

He said that the Selective Service

has important functions: (1) It

serves as a register of manpower

in this country, keeping a record

t.f all males over 18, and recording

their special skills, abilities, pre-

vious military experience, etc

(2) It serves as an impetus for en-

listment for the other services, as

:it present drafting is almost ex-

clusively for the anny. In 1947

the SS was temporarily abandoned

but reinstated within a couple of

years because of manpower short-

ages due to drops in enlistments

in all the services. And since

World War II, Colorado has draft-

ed 600 men per month.

Also the boards in Colorado have

gone overboard in allowing stu-

dent deferments to college men;

and presently, exempt also are

school teachers, engineers, scien-

tists, and many othei-s who contri-

bute essentially to the war effort.

There are 67 draft boards in

Colorado. The members consist of

local volunteers who sen-e without

pay. By two laws i-ecently passed,

the age limit on those who can

serve is now 75, and women arp

no longer barred from sen'ice.

The SS feels that local boards

can understand local situations

better than larger boards. A man
who is drafted thus has it done

by his own neighbors. And often

neighbors, relatives, and even fa-

thers request that certain young

bloods be drafted by the boards.

The second speaker, Mr. Rey-

nard, briefly described the stand

of the ACLU on the draft. Their

moat common areas of concern are

in registration and the right of

free speech, which they feel is be-

ing abused by the SS. The war has

brought to a crisis many injust-

ices which have been accruing for

years because so many who op-

pose it feel they should not be for-

ced to fight.

Most local boards assume they

are being fair in allowing defer-

ments, but there are two facts to

which the ACLU objects in the

process of appealing. First, the

initial hearings are without per-

sonal legal counsel for the appeal-

ant. Second, no record is kept of

the board proceedings. Thus there

is no summary of facts, showing

the reason for denial for the ap-

pealant. The appelate boards can

only speculate as to just why de-

ferment was refused. The same is

true for Presidential appeals.

The denial of counsel, Mr. Rey-

nard said, is crucial; the boards

do assign an appeal agent to an

appealant, but do not allow him

personal legal counsel. Lack of

record also severly limits appeal.

The ACLU is also fighting Gen.

Hershey's order to draft protest-

ers who disrupt government busi-

ness or create disorder: As for the

burning of draft cards, they hold

that it is a symbolic act which is

in no way detrimental to the war

effort.

The third speaker, Col. Langley,

a professional soldier who enlisted

in the anny in 1938, defended the

administration's conduct of the

war. As a hard rock conservative

he stated, however, "What the hell

am I standing up here for" in a

meeting of the ACLU? He gave

liis own private views of the war.

based on a recent visit to Viet-

nam. He cited information gleaned

from captured documents and more

specifically, iTitelligence informa-

tion given by a North Vietnamese

defector, a chief of staff of a Reg-

ular division operating in South

Vietnam.

He was optimistic about the

war, pointing to the many changes

which have taken place since 1965,

when we first moved in. The AR-
VN Units are vastly improved

:

Morale and discipline are better,

defections have been cut in half,

and local units are taking more

part in the fighting. Many roads

are now passable, where all sup-

plies formerly had to be moved by

air. In contrast, VC recruitment is

falling drastically and defections

fi-om both VC and North Vietna-

mese units is rising.

Rev. Bowman, the fourth speak-

er, compared the issues of the war

Ma/i Hu QoUecfe SUofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus"

l.etus
nowpraise
permanent
press

TELEPHONE 634-3657

"NO-IRON"

Shirts — Shorts — Slacks

— Wind Breakers —
College Fashions by:

• Lady Van Heusen

• Lady Manhaftan

• Russ Tog

• Country Set

• Villager

• White Stag

• Jantien

today with the issues of his youth

during World War II. The issue-;

then were more clear-cut, and

youth then was largely uncommit-

ted to any ideal. Also, most peoph..

then could not associate this coun-

try with any wrong. The alterna-

tives to the draft then were mucli

the same as today, but most men
went, probably because it was sim-

ply "the thing to do."

But now students are facing up

to more issues, and are apprais-

ing our country's present and pa>.t

policies much more realisticalh

.

For those who oppose the war, tho

decision about whether or not tn

resist the draft is agonizing. Each

man must make his own decision^

about the war.

A general questioning discus-

sion followed the speakers' pre-

sentations. The general consensus

seemed to be that a present draft

system should be revised, but no

novel solutions were introduced, lii

order to fight the war the draft

is necessary; for as Col. Langley

put it, "Would you volunteer to go

over there and stay until it is

over?"

Fulbright Fellowship
The December Bulletin on tin?

U.S. Government educational ex-

change program lists approximate-

ly 80 lectureships that are still

available to American faculty

members for 1968-69 at institu-

tions of higher learning in Europ...

Asia, Africa, the Middle East, ami

Latin America. The Bulletin msy

be consulted at the office of the

Faculty Fulbright Adviser, Pro-

fessor Louis G. Geiger.

Fulbright awards for university

lecturing and postdoctoral research

abroad during 1969-70 \vill be an-

nounced in late March and early

April, 1968. Separate announce-

ments will be issued for awards in

the following fields: Agriculture,

American History, American Lit-

erature, Anthropology, Biological

Sciences, Business Administration,

Chemistry, Dentistry, Earth Sci-

ence, Economics, Education, En-

gineering, Law, Linguistics and

the Teaching of English, Mas;

Communications, Mathematics, Me-

dical Sciences, Physics, Political

Science, Psychology, Social Work

and Sociology. Scholars who wish

to be placed on the mailing list for

particular announcements should

write to: Committee on Interna-

tional Exchange of Persons, 2101

Constitution Avenue, N.W., Wash-

ington, D. C. 20418.

Attention. Skieis!

Hmm! Too Bad About

Those Baggy Pants

and Shapeless Sweaters!

Give Your Skiweer Our

Custom-Care"

Service

• Weathei'proofing
• Reshaping
• Expert Cleaning
• Professional Finishing

219-221 N. Cascade 633-3855

of 2 Dry Cioanori'

National Merit Awards
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Summer Session to Feature Tailored Excitement
The smiling figure pictured on

page three of last week's Tiger
was Summer Session official Gary
A. Knight, late of the long lamen-
ted Colorado College student popu-
lation. Interviewed in his garden
level office in Armstrong Hall,

Knight elaborated on his good
spirits: "The Siunmer Session pro-

gram is complete, and promises to

be more exciting than last sum-
mer."

"The variety and depth of cour-
ses offered," Knight added, "are
worth examining. The Summer
Session provides CO students with
the opportunity to fulfill graduate
requirements, as well as the chance
to take special coui-ses not offered
iluring the regular academic year."

"For instance, Summer Session

students can choose to take begin-
ning or intermediate French and
German or beginning Spanish

;

should a student's language back-
ground be more advanced, he may
(iesire to live in either the French
vv German language houses while
.-itudying the French film or Ger-
man political literature."

Knight continued: "There are

informal programs on the cultur-

;illy disadvantaged, and on urban
istudies. Once again, novelist James
Yaffe will offer a creative writ-

ing class, and Ur. Johns, Dean of
the Summer Session, will provide
general excitement during the
eight weeks."
"Anyone interested in the Sum-

mer Session," Knight concluded,
"should call me at X-431 and make
an appointment. I will be more
than happy to help tailor a Sum-
mer Session to fit anyone's indi-

vidual needs."

Courses offered during the eight-

week Summer Session, running
from June 17 through August 9,

1968, include:

Anthropology : Explorations in

the Prehistory of North America.
Art: Painting, Graphic Arts

Workshop, Sculpture, Drawing,
Advanced Sculpture, Modem Art,
Art Teaching for Secondary School.
New Methods and Materials in

Elementary School Art, and Prin-
ciples of Art Theory and Criticism.

Business Administration: Inde-
pendent Readings.
Dance

: Dance Technique and
Theory, Composition I and II,

Music for Dance, Labanotation I

and II. Al'SO, layman's dance cour-
ses in ballet, modern dance, and
jazz.

Drama: Creative Dramatics for
the Classroom Teacher.
Economics: Comparative Econo-

SUMMER

SESSION

LIVES

?

mic Systems, Introduction to Sta-
tiscal Analysis, and Independent
Headings,
Education: Creative Activities in

Music for the Elementary Class-
room Teacher; Studies in Schoul
Administration, Supervision and
Curriculum Development; Collo-

quium on Liberal Education and
Teaching; Clinical Diagnosis of

Reading Problems and the Teach-
ing of Remedial Reading; Seminar-
Tutorial in Teaching French; New
Directions in Social Studies for

Elementary Teachers; Education
of the Slow Learner; Science for

Elementary Teachers; Philosophy
of Education; Reading and Lang-
uage Arts for the Disadvantaged
Child.

English: Literature and Langu-
age, Drama, Themes and Types of

Literature, English Literature of

the Romantic Period, English Lit-

erature of the Victorian Period,

American Literature, Creative
Writing, Independent Reading.

French: Elementary French, In-

termediate Fi-ench, Cinema et Ve-
rite, Explication de Texte, La
Sensibilite Au XVIII Siecle, Inde-

pendent Readings in the Contem-
porary French Novel.

General Studies: Justice in

America, The Bible and Literature.

Geology: Fundamentals of Geo*
logy. Physical Geology, Elemen-
tally Rocks and Minerals.

German: Elementary German,
Intermediate German. German
Composition and Oral Practice,

Gemian Political Literature.

History: Europe and the Age of

the French Revolution, Intellect-

ual History of Europe to the En-
lightenment, American Diplomatic
History, American Urban History,

Germany from 1815 to the Present.

Mathematics: Basic Concepts in

Mathematics, Introduction to Mo-
dem Mathematics for Elementary
School Teachers.

Music: Source Studies III —
Twentieth Century; Vocal Reper-
toiret and Performance III—Twen-
tieth Century; Intsi-umental Re-
pertoire and Performance III —
Twentieth Century.

Philosophy: Principle of Morals,
Historv of Philosophy: Descartes
to Kant.

Physical Education for Women:
General Swimming, Senior Life

Saving.

Political Science: American Gov-
ernment, Selected Readings on
Constitutional Problems.

Psychology: Educational Appli-
cations of the Principles of Psy-
chology.

Religion : The God is Dead
Theology.

Sociology: Sociology of the Ur-
ban Disadvantaged.

Spanish: Elementary Spanish,
Independent Readings in the Con-
tempory Spanish Novel,

Alovie keview

Nameless, Mindless Violence in Italo-Western
By Michael W. Taylor

Kvery once in a while—say,
orife a generation—the American
public is treated to a "new breed"
of Western movies. Fifteen years
igo, this genre was typified by
"Shane" and "High Noon." Then
there was a lapse of 10 to 12 years,
broken only by the original and
startling "The Magnificent Seven."
Now we are inundated with the
"new, NEW Western." Paradox-
"^aily. the man who has brought
"^ ;i new tangent in the pursuit
'tf vicarious cinema violence is an
'talian.

Sergio Leone first started mak-
'"? Westerns two years ago. Out-
'i'le of Rome, with little more
'liiin the help of Cinecitta Studios
31(1 a mob of swarthy Italian ex-
''^s, Leone cast Clint Eastwood
ts tlie "man with no name" in a
If'vv-budget thriller called "A Fist-
fall of Dollars." Unexpectedly, the
'itni was a huge success in Italy;
3id when distributed in America,
^miiences lined up for blocks to
"'^'' what Eastwood, the ex-"Raw-

hide" star, had to say—or not to

say, as it eventually turned out.

Capitalizing on the success of
"Fistful," Leone promptly turned
out its baby brother, "For a Few
Dollars More." This time, how-
ever, he added Lee van Cleef as a
sinister-looking, slit-eyed bounty
hunter. Van Cleef was provided
with twice the amount of dialogue

as Eastwood and. combined with
glowingly colorful portraits of the

New Mexico (real Roman sub-
urbs) countryside, the picture
turned even more profits than its

predecessor.

Why these two pictures succeeded

can be attributed to quite a few
innovations used by Leone. First

of all, he thoroughly researched the

"Western mystique," and the result

is that all of his characters, and
the sets on which they played,

were authentic down to the last

detail . . . the long shabby coats,

dimly lit and cinadely appointed

sfiloons, alternately muddy or

chokingly dusty streets, derelict

buildings, et cetera. Additionally,

Leone kept his story basically sim-
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pie: a taciturn bounty hunter in

quest of his daily bread. A master
of the close-up and perspective/up-
shots, Leone, in his first two films,

would cut from bad guy to not-

so-bad guy, interspersing these
with panoplys of gut-wrenching
toi-ture inflicted by maniacal, ut-

terly grubby Italo-Mexicans. No
matter that the storv tine me-
andered away from its original

premise. What kept the picture
moving was the erstwhile appeal
of the lead characters (much like

WaiTen Beatty's winning smile in

"Bonnie and Clyde"). With all the
ballyhoo about violence on the

screen (rarticularly Bosley Cow-
ther's endless diatribes against

"Bonnie and Clvde," "Point Blank,"

et cetera), Sergio Leone neverthe-
less create:! a cult around Ea.<;t-

wood's namele.'ss man which ap-
proached the mysticalidolatiy sur-

rounding the late lamented James
Bond. And his pictures made
money, which, after all. is the

sine qua non for most producers
these days .

(Continued on pace *'x)

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151
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Boy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
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USED FURNITURE _ APPLIANCES

RUGS S HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
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Hi/sman on Viet-Nam
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charge accounts
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on on vieT-nam

HJlsman Has Great Impact on Students"^^
, „,.„t„otmn nf ihs; such tactics onlv hurt Lhe

(NOTE: This is tlie second lialf

of tlie article "Hilsman on Viet

Nam." which began in last weeks

issue of the Tiger. Last week's sec-

tion covered Professor Hilsman's

lecture on "Presidential Styles in

Foreign Policy— And Viet Nam"

during Symposium Week; this

second installment concerns Uie

question-and-answer period follow-

ing the lecture and a later discus-

sion of especially immediate inter-

est to students which took place in

an off-campus apartment. This ar-

ticle, including last weeks' section,

was «Titten by Dean Metcalf. Mr.

Metcalf's name was inadvertantly

omitted in last week's section.)

Question Period

(continued from last week)

In the first-floor lounge of

Looniis Hall, Professor Hilsman

fielded questions for about an hour

following the lecture. The ques-

tions were over a wide range of

topics, but some of the more not-

table ones concerned, as might be

expected. President Johnson, Sec-

retary of Defense McNamara, and

world opinion on the United States

involvement in Viet Nam.
One questioner wanted to hear

about some possible means of lim-

iting such complete Presidential

discretion as permitted the present

.lituation to develop. Hilsman re-

lilied that this should be a function

of the two-party system, but that

it cannot work when one of the

two major parties is bent on sui-

cide. The obligation of the minor-

ity party, especially in such un-

happy times as the present, is to

present reasonable alternatives to

both incumbent leaders and present

policies, and the thus far apparent

failure of the Republican party to

field a candidate capable of thi-eat-

eiiing Johnson's position in this

year's election is serious indeed.

Also on the subject of election ,

Hilsman said that Johnson did not

have time to effect any significant

change in the course of the war

before November, but predicted

that the President would make

some "flashy" moves—an example

mi?ht be sending Ambassador

Gofdberg to Moscow— and then

make a public somewhat optimis-

tic view of the results of such

moves.

.-Vsked about reasons for Mc-

Namara's leaving the post of Sec-

retary of Defense, Hilsman an-

swered to the effect that while

the exact details remain unclear,

it has something to do with Mc-

Naniara's disagreement over the

efficacy of the bombing of North

Viet Nam and of Johnson's Viet

,Vom policy in general. Hilsman

told of a Soviet official who, while

Hilsman was in Moscow, came to

his room and actually wept over

the prospective loss of McNamara,

calling him "the last voice of re-

straint."

Hilsman was asked about his es-

timate of world opinion toward the

United States after his recent tour.

He replied that it was becoming

increasingly critical, but that in

the event that the U.S. decided to

de-escalate, most nations— Thai-

bind might be an exception—would

approve. On possible reactions by

Communist China to further esca-

lation, he predicted that they

would match anything we do with

an equivalent increase in aid to

North Viet Nam, adding that Chi-

nese response was generally "cau-

tious and scaled," but also saying

that there was plenty of room

on both sides for mistakes which

would be no less dangerous for

their inadvertancy, and that China

would not hesitate to make any

violent moves which it might deem

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Siocum Hall

II 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

necessai-y for the protection of its

own interests, which include the

preservation of the North Vietna-

mese government as a political en-

tity.

On Students' Problems

Following tlie question-and-

answer period, Dr. Hilsman and

some others retired to an off-

campus apartment shared by three

or four CC students. Seated in a

living room chair with a scotch-

011-the-rocks in hand, he ,was none-

theless as deeply involved in his

subject as he had been all eve-

ing. Now he discussed, with a

smaller group of students, some

qu(-'stions of a more immediately

personal nature to the students

themselves.

Mindful of Hilsman's earlier re-

marks about Johnson's personal

intransigence and the present fail-

ure of the two-party system to

provide alternative leaders and

courses of action, one student

asked if there were yet anything

that private citizens could do to

change Johnson's course of action.

In answering, Hilsman noted that

Johnson is a man who stays with

the middle—meaning that he tries

to placate everyone from advo-

cates of nonviolence to those who

would like to see North Viet Nam
turned into a parking lot— and

that our only chance is to move

the middle: "If we can move^^the

middle, we can move Johnson."

His use of the word "we" was

significant. Hilsman, far from

being- a dispassionate lecturer,

added to his credentials a sense

of the urgent need for men to par-

ticipate in the running of their

own affairs. He .began to counter

students' questions \vith some of

his own, asking how they would

vote given certain choices of

presidential candidates, why they

would vote that way; he noted ap-

provingly the vehemence of their

reactions.

As it inevitably would, tlie ques-

tioning got around to protest and

the draft, and here Hilsman an-

swered more slowly, admitting to

some still unanswered questions in

his own mind. As an army man of

10 years whose father was a pro-

fessional soldier, all of his in-

stincts, he said, were against such

things as going to Canada to avoid

the draft, although he realizes

that the moral problem faced by

young men of our generation is

not capable of solution by the

standards which were applic-

able when he went to war in 1943.

However, Hilsman still believes

in working within the system

rather than in trying to overturn

it; hence, he thinks that the only

course of action left open for stu-

dents and for concerned citizens in

general is political involvement.

As to what form that involvement

should take, he denied the value

of such tactics as violence and

in-ofane placards, both of which

were in evidence at a recent peace

march in Washington, saying that

such tactics only hurt the march-

ers' cause. On the positive side,

he cited a sober, articulate let-

ter opposing the war, written to

the President and signed by .30

college student body presidents.

'Tm sure that shakes up the White

House," he said. Hilsman also sug-

gested active pai'ticipation in po-

litical parties and in any other

groups which are capable of organ-

izing opinion and gaining sup-

port.

In spite of the blackness of his

predictions, Hilsman's visit left

behind some notes of optimism.

One of these is—or at least should

be for some students—a sense of

the nobility of such intellectual

pursuit as can give one the quali-

ifications to work with talented

men and important issues. Another

reason for optimism is the faith

which Hilsman communicated in

the ability of men to control at

least some of the events of their

lives, and the very fact that there

are men like him around who can

contribute to such efforts.

But sadness gets the last laugh:

this from the fact that such men

are more appreciated in Colorado

Springs than in Washington.

Review - (continued)
tConlinucd from puKC (ivf)

The third picture of this series,

"The Good, the Bad and the Ugly,"

however, misses the boat al-

together. Adding another charac-

ter, Eli Wallach, has only served

to obfuscate the issue. The prob-

lem with this picture is twofold

First of all, Leone has fashioned a

fairly complicated story from

which 'the film's screenplay de-

parts after less than half an hour.

Once in a while the director comes

back to the story in some vague

illusory way, but "for the most part,

the vast tiesert (bona fide A.ri-

'zonan, this time) and the myriad

Italian extras are spread out in a

nonsensical turmoil alternating be-

tween clouds of dust— used only

occasionally to good effect—and

excruciatingly realistic torture
scenes. Second of all, what little

continuity there was in the first

half an hour is irrevocably lost dur-

ing the course of the remaining

two and a hall hours. Admittedly,

there are amusing vignettes scat-

tered infreciuently throughout the

picture, but their effect is drowned

in the tedious and overlong vac-

uity of the major sections of the

film.

Sergio is quite good in his u^c

of the camera for sort, explicitly

expository scenes; he knows how

to make use of the standard time

limit of three minutes—used ni

most modern cinema schools—and

he delivers his punch line expertly

and punctually. Several of these

vignettes are scattered throughout

the picture, but Iheir value in

terms of lhe film's overall cinilc\l

is almost rul.
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Freshman Summarizes CC Fraternity Rush Week as an "Enjoyable Experience"
This week the freshmen had thp

opportunity of participating in

Rush Week. They were able to at-

tend the informal gathering held

at each of the fraternities around

campus. I tliink most will say that

it was a very enjoyable experience

in that they were able to meet
many guys that they had heard

about either for their fame or in-

famy and also guys that they had
not heard about.

Each fraternity did a very good

job in getting you acquainted

with the house and its members.

The rushee wag first taken on a
tour of the house where he would

try to determine the character of

the fraternity by wading through

the ubiquitous Playboy picture

plastered walls and the fish net

infested ceilings. He might come

to a room where everything is

hanging from the ceiling includ-

ing the dresser, a bed, and closet

and a dart boaid with the picture
of President Johnson in the mid-
dle. Johnson had a bad case of
acne because of it. The room has
odor of an old closet that has just
been cleamed out and the sight

of dust settling can still be seen
because of the rays of light that

are made visible by the sunlight
coming through one small cryptic

window reflecting off the excited

dust particles. The college still

doesn't know about this coveted

abode. One might enter another

room and find it completely bare.

I still woncler what they keep in

the rooms of the first floors and
the closed closets of the fraterni-

ties. Maybe that would have told

IAN AND SYLVIA will appear at Colorado College on Sunday eve-

ning. Tickets may be obtained at Rastall for $2.25 and student activity

.rd.

the freshman boys what the Greek
system is really about. I still don't

know what they use the fire es-

capes for

After the proverbial tour, the

prospective pledges had the in-

sunnountable task of trying to

meet all the members of the fra-

ternity. The members helped very
much in this respect by not spend-
ing too much of their time talking

to one rushee but all the same were
still willing to spend a consider-

able amount of time answering
any questions that the nishees
might have. The whole atmos-
phere was a very relaxing one

—

one where the rushee did not feel

compelled to throw himself at the

fraternity and visa versa. Each
was trying to look over the other

to see whether or not he would
fit into the system and, specific-

ally, the particular fraternity.

In trying to draw out tlie trends

characteristic of each house, one
would have to look very closely.

When asked to explicit the trends

of their house, the members of

each fraternity would answer by
say in?, "Oh, there are definite

trends in each house but was are

the most diversified." In trying to

make a decision on the Greek sys-

tem, I have found (and even the

Greeks will tell you this) that it

is not so important that a person

belong to a fraternity but he finds

the guys with which he can get

along and have fun. The Greeks

will tell you that they don't want
a guy they won't be able to get

along with—for their comfort and

for his own peace of mind. Any-
way, they say some of their best

friends are Independents.

In talking to the Greeks at CC
one finds that organization within

the fraternities is almost absent.

They accomplish their activities

with as little organization as pos-

sible and what's wrong with that?

Each one has its share of "social

events" but one can't lose sight

of the fact that their sporadic com-

munity and school projects come in

a close second. As far as the "so-

cial events" go they all seem tn go

Campus Announcements
Middle Earth

A new, college-oriented 3.2 bar

with the only liquid-light show in

southern Colorado, the "Middle

Earth," is opening this Friday,

Saturday and Sunday.

Various CC students are work-
ing on the project, for example,

the Maysville Crossing, a Colo-

rado College band will open there

this weekend; the light show is

owned by Randy Collyer, a CC
sophomore; and Bob Pollock, a

senior, is doing a free form sculp-

ture to be placed next to the dance
floor.

'The Middle Earth," at 123 N.

Nevada, will be open from 7:30-

12:00. Pizza, sandwiches and 3.2

beer will be sold in the basement.
In the rear there is parking for

100 cars.

RAC
RAC will meet Thursday, Feb.

1 at 4:00 p. m .in room 208 of

Rastall. In the agenda are plans
for this and next semester, includ-

ing proposed dsicussions, retreats,

and movies.

CCMC
The CCMC will begin this sem-

ester with a series of three snow

and ice climbing schools. The first

of these will be held this coming

Sunday on Pikes Peak. Here, the

basic snow climbing techniques

such as stepkicking, the use of the

ice axe, and belaying on snow will

be taught. On the next two week-

ends more advanced techniques of

stepcutting, cramponing, and ice

climbing will be taught.

Theatre Workshop

The first Theatre Workshop

meeting of the semester will be

held at 7:00 p. m. Thursday, Feb.

1 in the Green Room in the base-

ment of Armstrong Hall. All mem-
bers of the college community are

reminded that they are welcome to

attend. Final plans for the semes-

ter will be made. Members are en-

couraged to bi-ing with them

scenes to present or scripts that

they want to have read for the

evening's entertainment.
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under the guise of such eiiphemt,^-

tic names as the "Cowboy" and
the "Mexican" parties but turn out

to be beer BUSTS.

While trjing to figure out what
the fraternities put in the punch
you're drinking, you ponder over
the question of what the fraterni-
ties are worth. One realizes that
they offer mostly parties and moiv
piirties and even a few more after
that and maybe they offer a great
deal at that. When asked why he
joined the Greek system, a fra-

ternity member said "I wanted to

get involved. After homecoming
freshman year, everything seemed
to go downhill but now parties,

every week where you are with the
guys you like" and T imagine the

girls also. U" the Greek system
weix- abolished, heaven forbid,

something much worse would prob-
ably replace it. Even the frater-

nity member admit that their fra-

ternity isn't perfect but they
don't really care. It is up to each
fi-eshman to decide whether he can
find what he wants in the Greek
system and if not ho must find it

some place else.

It was the feeling that vovyone
is not made for the Greek sy.stm

that made Rush Week ho enjoyable.
It was a time when the freshmen
could meet the iippinTlasanicn in a

I'elaxed and sociable atmosphere.
The food was great and everyone
seemed to conduct himself with
propriety. I just hope tlint the>'

can continue in that hadtion.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North T.jon

634.2093

I'erceiil

Of Classi'-^

Percent of

SludtMit Time

Very Small (1-12) 17% 5%
Small (13-20) 28% 18%
Medium (21-3G) 39% 41%
Large (37 up) 16% 35%

The first column of figures rorieclB iidiniiiistrative imalysiB of class

size distribution based <ui number of classes in eucU size group. The
TIGER feels that Ihe number of sludeiits affected is more important
than the number of classes affected. Therefore Ihe Hccond column is

based on the amount of time spent by students in viiriouH size ranges.

This reflecta more clearly the iinpnct of linger clns^cs in which ^^^^%

of CC students' lime is spent.

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2% blocks South of Campus)

Headquartern for GuitarB, IJanjon and All AcceHi

Band Inatniment Rental*

HOURS: V:00- 5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

Principia College

Conference
Principia College, near St. LouLs,

has invited Colorado College to

send a delegation of up to three

juniors or seniors to its forth-

coming Public Affairs Conference,

on April 17 through 20. The topic

this year is "Protest for Change:

The Limits of Violence."

Students who are interested in

representing Colorado College at

this conference should contact Dr.

Sondermann, Palmer 35, extension

322, and discuss this with him.

Variety Show
Special to all talent: the 22nd

annual Variety Show Student

Benefit for the United Fund is to

be Feb. 21-22-23. If you are inter-

ested, see Woodson Tyree, Diane

Roberts, John Shearer, Steve

Blake or leave notice in the KRCC
box at Rastall desk.

TIGER Staff Meeting
The TIGER staff will meet on

Monday, Jan. 29, at 5:45 p.m. in

the Bemig Exile Room. All inter-

ested students are invited.
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Tinor r^iaprs to Clash with Powerful Colorado State Bears

By John Miaz6«, Jr.

ill light all you lethargic, lack-

adaisical, wishy-washy spoils fans

at Colorado College, the ones who

hide when you mention basketball,

come out of your dens of iniquity

and help' boost spirit when the CC

Tigers take on the Colorado State

College Bears tliis Saturday night.

The Bears \vin invade the hard-

wood of the City Auditorium at

SOO p.m. looking to maul a weak,

Mndcrfed, and obviously (to them)

loo.sing CC roundball team. Ah!

We all know better! (Or has it

been a long time since you've seen

our basketball team play?) The

Tigers, manned by such stalwarts

as'Harry Minter, Joe RiUos, JeiTy

Wainwright, Bob Harvey, and

those sleepers Chris Grant and

John Anderson, have put on a fine

performance for the Tigers all

season and as often happens, have

come only a breath away from

winning. Good basketball is being

played and mth a little support

from us, we will win.

Coach Red Eastlack's starting

"seven" will be hard pressed this

Saturday by a fine Bear team.

Led by Dennis Clausen, the Bears

are one of the finest small college

teams the Tigers will face this

season. The Bears have been to the

NCAA Small College Tournament

three out of the last four years,

and it seems that they are headed

there again this year. CSC has one

small flaw, according to Coach

Eastlack: "They can be had on an

off night. They can be gotten to

wlieii they are too confident." The

Bears will be too confident when

they come to town this Saturday,

and the Tigers will be ready to

pull off another upset this year.

The Tigers will be refreshed

after an easy victory over Rock-

mont College of Denver. "We

needed a win," says Eastlack.

"The morale hasn't been great

after all the close ones, and we

needed an easy one to help build

up to the game with CSC. The

game was a proving ground for

some of the bench players. Every-

one got to play and I had a chance

to see who I could count on when

the going gets rough."

The Tigers will be playing con-

trol ball on Saturday and looking

for the big break. "You can't run

with the Bears; they have a quick

team and move the fast break

well." The Tigers will be going

into the contest about equal a,5

far as size is concerned. The two

teams haven't the big men but both

are pretty well-balanced; both

have key rehounders. Sophomore

Harry Minter will be called upon

again for the big rebounds of the

game. Coach Eastlack especially

praised John Anderson and Chris

Grant. "Both have played excep-

tionally well and have made the

team really jell in the last few

games." Mike Smith will return to

to Tiger lineup Saturday. His out-

side shooting ability will be a big

asset for the Tiger Five. The

Tiger team, without any unfor-

seen accidents, should be at full

strength for Saturday's tilt. The

biggest problem faced by the Tig-

ers will be finding the winning

five combination. "The only con-

sistent players this season have

been Joe RiUos and Harry Minter.

Market
\ Gooil PIdcr to Trade

731 Nc^rth Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.-Su.d.y. till 5:00 P.M.

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

lust a Short Walk from College

Open 8;00 A, M to 9:00 P. M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
Picture Frflmi/if,' Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Teion Phone 633-6903

Chris Grant and Jr>bii Anderson

have come along strong in the last

few games and if we get help

from Mel Proctor, Wainwright,

and Harvey, we should win this

one. But it will take a good effort

from the whole squad."

Saturday the Tigers enter the

home stretch of their basketball

season. The outlook is bright. The

chances for the Tigers winning

consistently are good. The teams

left on the Tiger schedule are not

winners and most face less formid-

able opponents. It will take con-

sistent effort from the Tigei

roundballers, but with the hustle

already shown, things can oidy

look up for the Tigers.

We really do have a basketball

team on campus and if you don't

believe me, watch them skin the

Bears Saturday night. With ;i

great effort from the team and a

I'ittle backing from us, you'll see

the best game of the season.

Colorado College Hockey Team Falls to Pioneers
^.TT 1 J.. ..-ii-;„ „ 1,„H^ fMrr, -Firct nPT'loH G^oals: the fl

JaU^^ CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator io Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. \o 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo <? P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Ever^ Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

By Alan Chalmers

Colorado College, after giving

their all, went down in defeat at

the hands of the Denver Pioneer

hockey team 3-1 and G-0 during

the split away-and-home series, re-

spectively, last weekend. It can

certainly" be said for the Tigers,

though, that they never ceased

skating hard throughout both

games. They were greatly aided

by the heroics of goalie Don Gale

who turned in probably his finest

performance of the season with 46

saves in the game played at the

DU fieldhouse; along with another

sparkling job in the nets here at

the Broadmoor, finishing with 34

saves.

Both games were as predicted-

rough and exciting. Tempers flar-

ed often but only in the form of

small skirmishes and hard checks.

The fans at both arenas were or-

derly, but by no means docile, as

each side ranted jeers and cheers

in unison at each other.

Despite CC's tenacious efforts,

it was apparent that Denver's all

too big, fast and talented team

would wear down the gallant CC
stickmen and by the third periods

of each, had the game clinched. Of

course it must be considered that

Colorado College gained its sole

goal of the series in the last per-

iod at Denver with a tally by sen-

ior center Chuck Reinking, tipped

in with only 27 seconds left in the

game to siwit DU goalie Gerry

Power's hopeful shutout.

The game played at Denver was

a thriller from beginning to end,

highlighted by the constant pres-

sure of DU which enabled them

to dominate the offensive play of

all three periods and the fantastic

goal-tending of CC's Don Gale

who had an average of three shots

thrust at him a period while al-

lowing one goal in each. The first

period goal was scored by DU for-

ward Tom Miller on a rebound

shot from five feet out after Gale

had fallen to his knees to make

the stop on the slapper by the

great DU defenseman, Keith Mag-

nuson. This score came while CC
was a man shy due to a holding

penalty to forward Jim Hawkins.

Denver's next "lucky strike" came

in the second stanza ^vith 8:35

gone by. It was scored by Gary

Jonasson off a 15 foot wrist shot

after he had taken a perfectly

executed pass from forward wing,

Tom Gilmore. Their final tally

came at the 7:41 mark of the last

period on a shot by Jim Shires

during a Denver power play. Pio-

neer net-minder, Gerry Powers

ended with 20 saves out of the 21

shotes fired at him by the fierce

fighting Tigers. In the only injury

of the series, starting defenseman

Jack Coles suffered a broken \vrist

during this game to dampen CC's

hopes.

With the 6-0 win in the second

game, DU mov.?d to within a half

a game of WCHA, leading North

Dakota and is rapidly proving it-

self as the team to beat. This sec-

ond game was the worst setback

for CC since the disastrous series

with North Dakota in December

when CC was shut out and by wide

margins twice in a row.

The fact that CC pressed the

play constantly throughout the

first period and a half of tliis hoc-

key game should not be overlooked

—the CC fans loving every minute

of it and giving their counterparts

something to worry about. But the

Tigers' inability to score when the

opportunity arose was where they

met their Waterloo. Denver scored

in every period of this one also:

twice in the first, once in the sec-

ond and three times in the third

and final period when CC seemed

exhausted and had pulled back the

play somewhat so that Don Gale

had his hands full. The Miller and

Shirs combination clicked for the

two first period goals; the first

coming at 12:40 for Miller on :i

Shirs rebound shot and the other

at 13:01, this time on a beautiful

pass by Shirs to Miller and the

goal hi the open side of the net.

.-Vt 11:13 of the second period, the-

third tally on a jick flip-in by

Gerry Jonasson following outsid.i'

shots by Keith Magnuson and Tim

Gould. Another possible goal by

Jonassen was thwarted magnifi-

ciently by brilliant goal tender

Gale in that same period. The

game went entirely out of CC's

reach when DU's third period goals

were scored by Rich Blanche and

Cliff Carol! to silence any hope of

a CC comeback.

Colorado College takes next

weekend off before facing the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin in two weeks

in a two-game homestand at tli^

Broadmoor, Feb. 2 and 3. Wiscon-

sin is coached by former CC men-

tor Bob Johnson who was succeed

by John Matchefts.

int^ts • •

BRUCE LA HUE (No. 15) skates between two Denver defenders, show-

ing that the Tigers' offensive punch was not indicative of the score.

Tigers dropped the tv<o-game set against DU, but will be back on the

ice again on Feb. 2, 3 against the University of Wisconsin at the

Broadmoor.

Skiers Conquer Werner

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8;00-6;00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

Colorado College skiers took

eight of 10 places in winning the

opening meet of the Central In-

tercollegiate Alpine League 1968

season Sunday, Jan. 21 at Mt.

Werner, Steamboat Springs.

Colorado College racked up 197.8

points. Colorado State Universit.v

scored 190.8, Regis College 179.9,

Colorado State College 113.6 and

Colorado Mines 87.8 .

Individual results in the two

events were;

Giant Slalom— 1. Steve Brown,

CC, 51.1; 2. Ace Bush, CC, 53.6;

3. Erie Nesset, CC, 64.6; 4. Mac

Taylor, CC, B4.8; 6. Chris Smith.

CC, 5B.6.

Slalom— 1. Jim Roberts, CSl'.

1:32.3; 2. Steve Brown, CC, 1:37.1:

3. Eric Nessit, CC, 1:37.3; 4. Char-

les Adems, CC, 1:39.6; 5. Clint

Coleman, CSU, 1:40.6.

Hatkau>a^',i

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441
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Ebuna Sets Records in 100, 500, 1000 Yd. Freestyle
By Robert S. Niss

For a person who has been

swimming competitively for only

three years, Glenn Ebuna con-

ducts himself amazingly well. A
freshman from Commerce City,

Colorado, Ebuna has led the CO

team to a very respectable 4-2

record against schools with fine

swimming records. His statistical

performances illustrate his ability

while his outlook embodies his

value.

Previous CC team records in the

1000-yard freestyle, 500-yard free-

style, and 100-yard freestyle have

fallen to Ebuna. He also holds the

pool record in the 500-yard free-

style and anchored the record-

smashing 400 - yard free relay

team. Six others have either
broken records or assisted a relay

team in doing so: Ebuna is not

alone, though his achievement.'^

may have paved the way for

others.

Needless to say, the attention

of spectators is on Ebuna during

meets, either for his expected per-

formance or for a special effort to

top the opposition. "I used to get

scared," says he, "like in any sport,

but once I'd hit the water T'd be

calm and confident. Now I've got-

ten used to it and am not as ner-

vous." He is also quite confident

in the ability of his teammates
and is the first to laud their ef-

forts.

Having participated in numerous

other athletic events early in high

school, Ebuna tumed his major
attentions to the water. "Swim-
ming was on the way up and

looked interesting, and it was an

Olympic year when our team was
wiiming all kinds of gold medals."

Caught up in the fever of a new
sport, Ebuna at first proved an
unaccomplished s w i m m e r. "My
coach in high school (Adams City

High) taught me how to sunm: I

really couldn't swim w^ll then."

At CC, team coach Jerrel Lear

has concentrated on utilizing his

star's endurance and strong lungs

to lengthen his distance capacity.

Evidently his efforts have suc-

ceeded because Ebuna has shat-

tered records at varying distances.

Ebuna still wishes to shorten his

stroke in order that he may be

more effective in the sprints where
his naturally long stroke proves
ineffective. However, improvement

the 50 - yard fi-eestyle and Ron

Rossi in the 3-meter ili\ing. Two
other freshmen, Pete Banning and

Dan Hartman, have figured in the

destruction of relay records.

The word "team" is in con-

stant use by Ebuna, because he is

basically a team man who doesn't

hesitate to praise his teammates
when they deserve it. Says he of

Dan Hartman, for instance, "He
really wanted to work and showed
us that he could." He also looks

for strong contributions from
Forgy and Banning in the future.

Ebuna only digresses from tlie

"team" when mention is made of

the upcoming NAIA champion-
ships in March. He hopes to qual-

ify for these events but indexes
his statement with an additional

hope that a few of his teammates
will also qualify.

A sense of quiet optimism is

evident when he discusses his

dreams of the future: swimming
and the intangible ingredients of

competition mean a great deal to

him. Yet never does he lose sigjit

of the "team,"

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.
Phone 633-1219 at Cache La Poudre

GEORGE'S ^p^ft Cat Cehtec

Quality Servicing & Repoin on Fo sign X Spofis Caii

333-a North Circle Drive Phons 632-9717

Ruggad but dr«uy-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

0"

I 1 2 South Tejon

WeBteni Wear

T*l*pliona 632-03*1

GLENN EBUNA

in his overall swimming has been

evident, and he personally attrib-

utes this to competition itself.

"The competition in high school

was pretty weak, but here, against

seniors and really good swimmers
from other colleges, the competi-

tion is strong."

The future is bright for Ebuna
and the CC tankers in general. Of

IG members, only one, Don Camp-
bell, will be lost to graduation this

June. Nine swimmers, including

Ebuna, are freshmen, four are

sophomores, and the remainder are

juniors. Two other team records

have recently been established,

both by freshmen; Dale Forgy in

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Post th« Dog Track — Only fivo minutet (rom lti« c«mpu»|

Smart Sophomores Select Service

Status - - - The Choice Is Yours

THIS o r THIS

SECOND LIEUTENANT (Gold)

Officer Lead
$321.00 per month

plus allowances

er Private E-1
$95.70 per month

N O allov>/ances

Can You Qualify?

Investigate R.O.T.C. Now!!

Interviews in ROTC Department Extn. ai9
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ARE READING ASSIGNMENTS

GETTING YOli DOWN!!
START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT BY LEARNING HOW TO TRIPLE

YOUR READING SPEED! AND DEVELOP GOOD STUDY HABITS!

Reading Dynamics is a revolutionary process of reading rapidly

down the page, allowing the eyes to trigger the mind directly.

This eliminates the bad habits which cause slow reading: I
—

the habit of saying the words to ourselves; 2 — Seeing only

one word at a time; 3 — Regression, that is, going back and

rereading material unnecessarily.

Reading Dynamics is different from other courses. No mach-

ines are used. You learn, instead, to use your hand as a pacer,

a tool you always have with you. Conventional reading courses

aspire to 450-600 words a minute. Most Reading Dynamics

graduates can read between 1,500 and 3,000 words per min-

ute, and may go even higher.

In the 18 years since Mrs. Woods made the startling discovery

that led to the development of her unique method, over

300,000 people have taken the course. These are people with

different educations, different IQ's . . . students, businessmen,

housewives. All of them — even the slowest— now read an

average novel in less than two hours. You can, too. We guar-

antee it.

Our courses in Colorado Springs are geared to the college stu-

dent. We spend much of the time learning to read rapidly in

technical materials. Practice sessions are scheduled for study-

ing textbooks and work materials.

For further information or to register. Call: 633-1707

Attend a FREE DEMONSTRATION

Especially for Students

TODAY— JAN. 26 at 4:00 & 6:00 P. M.

Reading Dynamics

430 North Tejon (2nd Floor)

NEXT WEEK

MONDAY, JAN. 29 -:- TUESDAY, JAN. 30

at 6:30 and 8:15 P. M.

Reading Dynamics

430 North Tejon (2nd Floor)

Class begins in Colorado Springs, Hon. Feb. 5th - 7 P.M.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

GUARANTEE We guarantee to increase the reading

efficiency of each student by AT LEAST three times witli good

comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any stu-

dent who, after completing minimum class and study require-

ments, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as mea-

sured by our beginning and ending tests.

430 N. Tejon

Mail

Coupon

Today

Sponsored by LYCEUM
Colorado Springs, Colo. Phone 633-1707

J
TO: Evelyn

I.
Wood Reading Dynamics CST-II9

1 430 N. Tejc n, Colorado Springs Colo.

Please send descriptive folder.

m 1 linderstand that 1 am under no obligation and no salesman

J
will call.

M

' Street - Phone

, City „ ..„.. State Zip
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"In the Heat of Passion"

CCCA Talks and Talks
"We have always resei-ved the

right to enter anybody's room dur-

ing the routine inspection over

Christmas vacation," said Rean
Reid at the CCCA meeting on Jan.

31. The statement was made in

connection with the issue of the

confiscation by administration of-

ficials of several refrigerators

from dormitory rooms over the

Christmas vacation.

Reed reported that 21 refrig-

erators had been removed from
men's rooms, 19 of which came
from fraternity rooms. Further, he
maintained that two of the refrig-

erators were equipped with beer
dispensing units and that seven
hari liquor in them.

Men students had, according to
Reid, been wai'ned in a letter de-
livered to them before Christmas
vacation that refrigerators found
in rooms would be removed. He
denied responsibility for the five

dollar fine which was assessed to

refrigerator owners, but st-ated

that Mrs. McNary assessed the

fine to cover the cost and labor of

moving the appliances.

Leigh Pomei'oy asserted, how-
ever, that some fraternity men

had not been notified of the plan
to confiscate refrigerators over
the holidays and that some had
left medicines in their refrig-

erators, which had subsequently
been spoild when the refrigerators

were unplugged.

When asked about the specific

ruling prohibiting possession of re-

frigerators, Reid read a rule from
the Residence Hall Regulation
Booklet stating that electrical ap-
pliances, such as hotplates, would
not be permitted in dormitories.

He further alluded to a college

ruling prohibiting preparation of

Tt'lie Tiger
Vol. LXXII, No. 16 Colorado Springs, Colorado, February 2, 1968 Colorado College

Winograd Attacks IFC Conclusions

Dan Winograd, in an ad hoc
policy statement for the indepen-

dent men of Colorado College, to-

liay questioned the validity of the

statements m a d e by mentor
Charles Mullen in last week's edi-

tion of The Tiger.

Said Winograd: "I found error

ill Mr. Mullen's facts. First, his

computation of all men's aver-

ages leads one to the incorrect as-

sumption that the fraternities are

the intellectual lighthouse for Colo-

rado College. That is categoric-

ally untrue.

"First, using statistics provided
by the registrar's office, Dean
Drake's office, and by IFC Presi-

dent Dave Scbaffer, I have deter-

minrd that the true independent

men's average, excluding freshmen
and those on academic probation,

as do the fraternities in their com-
putation of all-frateniity averages,

is 3.04. This is significantly higher
than the 2.02 all fraternity aver-

age which Mr. Mullen so joyously

pointed out in his article."

Recomputed, then, below, are the

correct statistics on college av-

erages :

All fraternitv 2.G2

All men 2.5

Independent men .3.04

Freshmen men 2.20

Mr. Winograd. in an aside, said:

"It's not the independent men who
are holding the averages do^vn."

Criticizing another aspect of Me.
Mullens ai'ticle, Mr. Winograd
lashed out at Mullen's claims that

fraternities are the only means to

sanity during four years at Colo-

rado College. Citing Mullen's in-

sinuation that having refrigerators

and hot plates are life and death

issues for CC men, Winograd
stated : "School rules forbid all

men from having such appliances

in their rooms."
"It is only because of the in-

equity in enforcement that fra-

ternities have been able to make
such claims." At a recent CCCA.
meeting. Dean Reid commented,
"Oui- biggest problem (with le-

frigerators) is with fraternities."

Mr. Winograd quoted Dean Reid
as saying that the fraternity presi-

dents are given the same respon-
sibilities as residence hall direc-

tors, but "we can't rely on the

fraternity presidents to carry out

the school rules."

Winograd continued to last out
at Mullen's claims that "The fra-

ternity system provides the oppor-

tunity for a pe)-son to live with

the men he chooses to live with."

"A freshman pledging a fratern-

ity has nothing to say about who
that frateiTiity picks as his broth-

ers to live with him for a min-
imum of one year and often for

three yeai*s," Winnograd stated.

"Superdorm, on the other hand, al-

lows everyone the option of not

only picking his roommate, but

also the 10 men who live in his

house area or the six who live in

his suite."

Winograd concluded, "I find it

difficult to agree with Mr. Mul-

In's conclusions that fraternities

'help make Colorado College a de-

gree more livable.' " "So far as

I've seen," he said, "their most no-

table contributions to the school

have been noise in the library after

beer busts, and broken windows at

the west end of Loomis."

food or possession of liquor in

dormitoiy rooms.

Jerry Hancock brought up the
point that it was conceivable to
have a refrigerator in a room
without storing liquor or prepar-
ing food. In supporting his point,

be stated that, "Personally, I hap-
pen to like orange juice." He as-

serted that if he left orange juice

in one of the three kitchens pro-
vided in Superdorm, it would in-

evitably be stolen.

In consequence, Hancock moved
that college niles be changed to

allow students to legally o\.'n and
operate refrigerators in residence

halls, so long as they did not con-

tain liquor or food to be prepared
in the room. Dr. Finley objected

that the proposal was made in the
height of emotion over a partic-

ular situation. He said, "I would
encourage discussion of a more
fundamental issue." Hancock's mo-
tion was tabled.

Mr. Davisson then made a mo-
tion that fines be remitted and
refrigerators returned to those
who were found to have no liquor

or food that must be prepared.

Davisson made the motion on the

grounds that, "I think it is ap-
. parent that the administration of-

ficials did not act precipitously in

removing refrigerators in view of
existing prohibitions in fraternity

regulations concerning electincal

appliances did not include refi'ig-

erators.

As the CCCA members prepared
to vote on McDonald's motion.
Dean Drake raised the objections

that the issue had not been in-

cluded on the agenda for the
meeting and that, according to the

CCCA constitution, issues could

not be voted on unless they had
been arranged on the agenda and
circulated a week before the meet-

ing. Amidst the vehement proteats

of Jerry Hancock, the motion was
duly tabled until (he next meet-
ing.

Another issue considered by the

CCCA was a report by Mr. Davis-

AWS Candidates Announced

Kathy Tompkin, a freshnian, was
'Chosen the new member of Honor
Council to replace Gary Knight,
who graduated last December. The
following are the members and
their phone numbers: President,

^lichael Johnson, 633-8383; Secre-
tary, Chad Milton, 632-0769; Jane
Lubchenco, X381; Dianne Flesh,
-X296; Bill McDonald, X356; Lance
Clarke; Doug Brown, X356; Lana
Coffnian, 632-2086; Dave Scbaf-
fer, 392-9810 ; Phil Feamside,
^483; Dell Rhodes, X413; Chuck
Buxton, 632-7235; Faith Hughes,
^36-2124; Kathv Tompkin, X263.

The Associated Women Students

of Colorado College announced the

names of candidates for election on

Feb. G, 1968, in Rastall Center. The
candidates include: president, Jan

Strong and ICathy Adelshiem; vice-

president. Dee Fitzsimmons; cor-

responding secretary, Karen Blase;

recording secretary, Jane McAtee
and Cindy Brumbaugh; treasurer,

Barbara Klein and Susan Black;

social chairman, Kathy Shiramizu.

In their applications for AWS
Executive Board positions, candi-

dates for offices gave their views

on AWS and future plans if they

ai'e elected.

Jan Strong: "I would encour-

age a review of past legislation in

light of the trend toward liberal-

ization of policies." "I feel that

AWS as it is presently oriented

will find itself devoid of function."

I would "improve communications

in all aspects of AWS functions."

Kathy Adelshiem: "As an AWS
officer, I hope to continue with the

progressive ideas of the past year.

1 am very enthusiastic about the

potential of AWS as the represen-

tative organization of the women
students. We need to continue to

work for better communication be-

tween th women and their repre-

sentatives."

Dee Fitzsimons: "I believe that

AWS should assume a role simi-

lar to the Interfraternity Council.

AWS should have a social calen-

dar."

Karen Blase: "As an AWS of-

ficer, I would be first concerned

with doing my job and sei-\-ing as

an active and responsible mem-
ber of AWS."
Jane McAtee: "I want good com-

munication with women students

—

especially freshmen so that AWS
can he truly representative."

Cindy Biumbaugh: "I would like

to assist in any way possible, to

make AWS a leading part of CC
life and promote its activities."

Barbara Klein: "I would hope to

gain added understanding and ex-

perience of the workings of this

Di'ganization."

Susan Black: I would work for

"the continuation of progres.iive

evaluation and advancement in the

area of women's regulations."

Kathy Shiramizu: "I would like

to see AWS sponsor mor projects,

not only on campus, but also in the

community. Although AWS pres-

ently has an annua! Halloween

party for underprivileged children,

more parties of this type and other

service projects would be a sug-

gestion."

sou of the Campus Design Com-
mittee concerning the placement
of campaign posters in the up-
coming elections. Davisson voiced
the Campus Design Committee de-
cision that "postei-s will be re-
stricted to dormitories mid student
centers," and that "posters in nil

academic buildings will bo prohib-
ited." In Armstrong, posters may
be tacked on the movcnblo bulletin
boards and hmig, not taped, on
the walls. In Palmer, only the bul-

letin hoards may bo used.

Another consideration on the
agenda for CCCA was tho discus-
sion and approval of certain bylaws
conceniing committee structures.
Tlie Traffic Committco and tho
Student Conduct Committee wero
approved with structures and reg-
ulations essentially tho sanio as
those formed and recognized under
the Associated Sludents of Colo-

rado College.

Another proposed bylaw, provid-

ing for a merger of the studont-

run Forum Committee and the

Faculty Public Lectures Commit-
tee was tabled on grounds raised

by Dean Drake that auch a merger
could not be imposed on tho fac-

ulty without anproval by tho fac-

ulty. Jerry Hancock objected that

the faculty was represented on the

CCCA; but Dr. Finley argued that

he was not, as a CCCA faculty

representative, sanctioned to make
decisions concerning faculty-i"un

organizations.

The last issue raised at the

meeting concerned 3-2 boer on
campus. In this connection, Dean
Reiil stated his opinion that tho

disturbance on campus Inst Tuor-

day, which resulted in broken win-

dows on the west side of Loomla

and one broken window in a soror-

ity house and which included a

food fight that evening, wero

Ijrobably due to students drinking

on campus. Taking this behavior

as evidence of the effects of on-

campus beei", he queried, "Are our

men responsible enough to drink

lieer on campus?"

CCCA Elections Announced
Completed petitioTLS nuist he re-

turned to the CCCA mailbox at Ras-

tall desk no later than 12 noon,

Thur., Feb. 8. Candidates for presi-

dent and vice president of the Col-

lege Council shall be nominated by

a petition signed by at least 30

students. Nn student may sign

more than one petition for each of

these offices. Candidates for rep-

resentative-at-large shall also be

nominated by a petition signed by

a minimum of 30 students. No stu-

dent may sign more than five peti-

tions for this office.

In order to facilitate the elec-

tion procedure this year an<l in the

Tiger Conducts
tluestion: llnw havt- larne

clas.';e.s, in your opinion, affected

the educational proces.s at Colorado

College?

Julia Sadler, freshman : "It's

often hard to concentrate during

a lecture with a lot of students

around you, and it's also hard to

be able to get all your questions

answered when there are other

people who have questions, too."

Ann Williams, junior: "I like

large classes because then when I

cut, nobody notices. Furthermore,

when I'm not prepared, no one

calls on me."
Chris Han-ig, sophomore : "I

think the pui-pose of small liberal

arts schools, particularly one like

Colorado College, is to provide

small classes so that the students

will have a more personal atmos-

phere in which to perform and a

closer relationship wUh the in-

sti-uctor. I think large classes have

impeded this very much and as a

whole are a detriment to the stu-

future, a student muHt present hiR

current activity card as identifi-

cation and to be punched when ho

comes to vote.

The entire schedule for olectlonfi

is as follows: petitions available

at Rastall desk on Jan. 27; peti-

tions due at Rastall desk by 12

noon, Feb. 8; campaigns start on

Feb. 11; speeches by candidates at

11 a. m., Armstrong auditorium,

Feb. 15; elections on Feb. 19 and

20; and runoff elections on Feb.

21.

The senior class president, Bill

McDonald, is in charge of elections

and questions should be addressed

to him at ext. 356.

Student Survey
,|c-at and tlir- prMfessor,"

Dan Winograd, sophomore: "I

Ihink it's more important to have

good teachers than small classes,

and that in order to have good

teacherH, the school had to make
the decision to have larger classes

and to be more competitive in their

salaries. I think they made the

right decision. Small classes are

definitely better than large classes,

hut small clas.'ies with poor teach-

ers are not as good as large

classes with good teachers. This

is why I would rather have more

competitive salaries and large

classes.

Marilyn Fischbach, sophomore

:

"It's made it difficult to become

excited by the class, to feel an

involvement with the class and

with the studies. The teachers

can't have personal contact and

involvement with the students and

so the educational process isn't

really as exciting and as challeng-

ing as with a small class."
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Wliile the Tiger does not wisli to endorse candidates for

tlie offices of the Associated Women Students, we would urge

all women students to take a very long look at the slate of

candidates. Tlie Tiger believes that next year will be a critical

one in the area of student's rights, and we would hope that

radical changes will be made in women's hours, sign-outs, and

the entire area of in loco parentis. The past year under Miss

Stensaas has been one of hesitation, and finally, inaction. We
believe that unless AWS can offer something more than soc-

ial events and minute changes in women's regulations, it

should dissolve itself and allow the Dean of Women to as-

sume its responsibilities.

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

1 want to comment on the article

about crowded classes and your

accompanying editorial in the Jan-

uarj' 26 issue of the Tiger. I think

that the article by Messrs. Hull

and Schwanke is a balanced and a

fair presentation of the situation,

and the administration welcomes
this kind of forthright commen-
tary. I could give you a list of

valid explanations for the exist-

ence of some large classes such as

the fact that as long as there are

popular professors and popular
subjects and no arbitrary limits on
size are imposed .there will be a

few unusually large classes. How-
ever, I don't wish to dispute the

major thesis of the article that
there are more large classes at
Colorado College than any of us
would like to see.

My real quarrel is -with your
editorial. You maintain that
the administi^ation has jeopardized
both class size and the retention
of faculty because not enough has
been done to keep salaries competi-
tive. Your statement about sala-
ries, in my opinion, is inaccurate.
The College currently is launching
the third year of a three-year plan
to raise faculty salaries to the av-
erage level of salaries at other
liberal arts colleges which are at
least the equal of Colorado College
in prestige and accomplishment.
This effort has been very expen-
sive, for our rate of increase over
the past two years has been nearly
double that of the colleges ivith

which we compare ourselves. We
estimate that with the salary in-
creases planned for the next year,
we will achieve our goal of com-
parability in 1968-69.
Our experience has been that

even before embarking on our plan
dramatically to raise salaries, Colo-
i-ado College had a better than av-
erage record of faculty retention.
In other words, there simply is no
evidence that "faculty salaries are
not adequate to retain professors."
I would add that we are not apolo-
getic for the quality of education
offered our students, and I do not
feel that we are depriving them of
"the educational opportunities for
which they pay," as you state in

your editorial. Our expenditures

per student to provide a highly

competent faculty adequate in

number, are outstanding in this

region and compare favorably with

the better liberal arts colleges

thi-oughout the country.

I would be the first to admit

that our effort to improve faculty

salaries during the past two years
lias forced us i<> limit the number
of net additions to the faculty. The
administi-ation must assume full

responsibility for this policy, and
if it has compounded the problem
of oversized classes, we must plead
guilty. However, you must recog-

nize that there is a positive side

to this decision; namely, that top

priority has been given to attract-

ing and retaining a first-rate fac-

ulty. 1 tlTJnk that we have suc-

ceeded in this goal and that the

pnority was the proper one.

As I stated to Messrs. Hull and
Schwanke when they interviewed
me, within the limits of the Col-
lege's resources, the administration

must make net additions to the

faculty adequately to cope with
the increased student load. We al-

ready have projected four net ad-
ditions for next year, and the
impact of these additions will be
felt in such hard-pressed depart-
ments as Economics, English, and
History. Doubtless, \vr will make
further net additions for the 1069-

70 academic year. In neither of
the next two years do we contem-
plate any increase in the size of
the student body, so that the
planned additions to the faculty
should help to relieve overcrowded
classes.

I hope that this letter \vill not
be intei'T)reted as an overly de-
fensive reaction to an article and
editorial which were critical of the
administration. Rather, it is an ad-
ministrative contribution to a dia-

logue which the Tiger has helped
to initiate. Stimulation of construc-
tive discussion is one of the obli-

gations of a good campus news-
paper, and I congratulate the Tiger
for successfully having done its

job.

George A. Drake
Acting Dean

of the College

HINTERLAND JOURNAL
As I sat musing in my study

last night, a wonderful discovery

1 made, which I feel is my duty to

pass on to you, my fellov/ stu-

dents. 1 was pondeiing upon the

indications of unity in the world

and felt elated at what I did per-

ceive, but at the same time I felt

somewhat subdued that I had no

way of applying what I saw to my
own situation, that o fa new or-

ganism in the college community.

For I saw that the physicist has

his quantum mechanics and rela-

tivity ; the biologist his cell of

theory; and the philosopher his

truth, justice, and the American
way. But it seemed to me that

there was no basic, underlying

uity and organization in the cam-

pus community.

Thus it was that I retired to my
laboratory and took out my micro-

scope, in hopes that a little ob-

servational activity might drive

the gnawing thoughts from my
embattled mind. Then, as I gazed

at the organisms undulating be-

neath the lens, the idea struck

me as a clap of lightning, and the

clouds rolled back in my mind to

reveal the answer to my longings.

"Eureka!", I cried, and dashed

wildly about the room, tumbling
fuiTiiture, ripping my clothing, and
generally disturbing the tran-

quility of the atmosphere. But I

had found the answer! I found a

new science—Cliqueology—the sci-

ence of the organized campus.

An so, my fellow students, I

feel obliged to pass on to you what
1 learned in that brief, but glor-

ious moment. I hope that my find-

ings will better equip you to be

able to recognize your place in the

college community. I think that my
theories will prove of most bene-

fit to those who are new to the

community , such as freshmen,

transfer students, and fox'eign and
exchange students, so I beg of

these people, in particular, to pay
close attention.

I perceived that there is a hidden

unity on the campus which has its

counterpart in the ecosystem con-

cept employed by the science of

Ecology, of which I have some
familiarity. I designated by basic

unit—the Clique. 1 have only begun
to realize the potentialities of my
system, so I hope that you will

forgive my somewhat rudimentai-j'

formulation of the concepts, until

I have worked out the system
completely.

The basic organizational unit of

my new system is the clique. It is

a body of students differentiated

(by certain traits, which I shall

enumerate) into a separate micro-
osm within the college community.

Equipped with this concept, I

set out this morning, feeling like

a Twentieth Century Linneaus, to

observe and set down the various

genera, which, in my judgement,
forms the basis of the college com-
munal system.

,
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1 have thus far discovered the

following genera, which I will de-

scribe briefly. I have Anglicized

the Latin equivalents to make it

easier for you. Most of the genera

I have thus far observed can be

most readily seen dui'ing the hours

between 11:15 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.,

and between 5:00 p.m. and 6:30

p.m. at any of the dining halls.

Major Genera
Genus No. 1. "First-instar-cli

que"—this group seems to be com-
posed almost entirely of freshmen

and can be seen during the first

two or three weeks of first se-

mestei-. After this period the group

seems to spontaneously disinte-

grate and its members migrate to

other cliques. Characterized by a

look of mixed confusion, naivete,

and wonder.
Genus No. 2. "Politicoclique"—

distinguished by the predominance

of mud-slinging, fist-waving, and

support of obscure political fig-

ures—favorite expressions: "lib-

eral," "conservative," "green
power," "man-of-the-people," etc.

characterized by worship of the

"power structure," and mutual dis-

like of "Cowboy Bob in The White

House."
Genus No. 3. "Artsy-craftsy-

clique"—habitat; the Hub—char-

acterized by colorful displays of

emotion and a general disdain for

reason. Commercial groups include

disallusioned beats and hippies.

Many members take philosophy

courses in order that they might

be able to refute "establishment"

values, and in order that they

might be able to figure out par-

ents who ron't understand them.

Genus No. 4. "Jock-clique"—

composed of batle-scared Phys. Ed.

majors and other assorted he-men,

whose primary interest in life is

the domination of weaker oppo-

nents. Dedicated to the proposi-

tion that "the muscles make the

man." Can be recognized by the

member's 18 inch biceps and
weight exceeding 300 pounds. Able
to leap tall buildings in a single

bound . ..

Genus No. 5. "TV-clique"—mem-

bers keep their sticky fiiigei

.

glued to a TV dial and absorb life,

giving ionic fluids from a phos-

phorescent vacuum tube. Seldom

seen

Genus No. 6. "Fraternity and

Sorority-cliques"—^by far the lar-

gest groups, for organization-

minded men and women, respec-

tively, recognized b ythe strange

and mysterious rites of initiation

which take place in the spring-

little data is available concerning

their secret and occult practices.

Occcupy large well-fortified paU

aces located about campus.

Genus No. 7. "Out-of-it-clique"

composed mainly of lonely, for-

gotten, and dull individuals who

are unable to enter the other

groups mentioned above. Mose uie

indifferent to the comunity as a

whole and are easily dominatcfd

by the more powerful groups.

This brief list illustrates some

of the basic di\'isions I have thu?

far discovered. I am sure that any

new or unlearned person in tliis

community, by using the above in-

formation, will be able to select the

group into which he would best

fit. If he cannot find his rightful

place then I would council him to

not give up hope, as I will surely

make further discoveries which

will be of use to him. Until then

he should go about his own affairs,

and try to interfere with the intri-

cate workings of the system as lit-

tle as possible.

Thus I will close for now, after

giving you the gist of my new

system .1 will, I assure you, con-

tinue to develop my mey science,

and will surely let you know when

I have made more discoveries. 1

leave you, until further develop-

ment ensues, to your own devices,

and hope that you will make ex-

tensive use of my discoveries to

help you find your rightful place

in this highly organized com-

munity. — Eric Lone-Horse

Sunday. February 4, 1968

11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"N'er the Twain Shall Meet"?

Preacher

:

Professor Kenneth Burton
Worship Leader:

A. N. Other
The first characteristic of this

sermon will be its brevity. For the

anxious, this will be a consider-

able change! The idea for the ser-

mon comes from a letter from ^

Colorado College graduate working

as a Peace Codps volunteer in Ne-

pal. He reflects upon Christmas in

a totally alien land and questions

its meaning. At the same time, h^

comments upon the terrible social

problems of the Orient and the at-

titude of fatalism toward them.

The Loyal Opposition
By Jerry Hancock

After the President's call for a
number of Reserve Units, there

was some discussion about other

units that might be called to active

dufity. One of the units under con-

sideration was the First Detach-
ment of the Fifth Army, known
locally as the ROTC company of

The Colorado College. As the time
for active duty approaches, the
college community will have an op-

portunity to watch its long-haired

boys in green perfonii several in-

teresting operations.

One of the most outstanding
functions of the army in a guerilla

war is the control of civilian pop-

ulations. In order to prepare our

sunshine patriots for their duty,

a platoon will enter the Hub every

day at 1200 hours with orders to

capture any peaceniks who may be
lurking there. This is a vei-y prac-

tical exercise because in a guerilla

operation, the aggressors often

pose as faculty members. There
is, however, no cause for alarm

because according to the Defense
Department, the Army never kills

any civilians, well almost never.

When a country is invaded from
within, it is most important for

the Army to regain \nllages cap-

tured by the enemy, then win the

allegiance of the villagers. In order

to prepare our Thursday Warriors
for tliis type of operation, the

officers have arranged for a sim-

ulated assault on a village. The
code name for the village is Super-
dorm.
The attack will begin at dawn.

The unit will be led by Cadet
Major McDonald. The independ-

ents, realizing that the attack is

coming from the fraternity quad
and is being led by a Phi Delta
Theta, defend their homeland as

if it were the Alamo. Suddenly,

almost before the attack begins,

the enemy surrenders and the

peasants leave the village to be
counted with their countrymen.
Under interrogation, the leaders of

the resistance explain their sud-

Jerry Hancock

den capitulation. It seems the ^ij

lagers understand the methods o

the Army better than the resen-

ists and they watch happily
3'

their village is burned to tnf

ground.

I'm sure we will all sleep betw

knowing that the long-haired boJ-

in green are so well prepared.
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Deutch Dept. to Present 'Dreigroschenoper"
The German Department goes

into rehearsals this week for

B r e c h t ' s "DreJKroscheiioper"
(Threepennyopera) which will be
presented in German sometime in

March in the basement of Giu-
seppe's. The idea of staging a play
ill this "renown" location occurred
(o Prof. Peterson during a rehear-
sal foi' the last Fi'ench "under-
ground" production, and he related

tills possibility to members of the
(lerman Department. The idea was
welcomed with enthusiasm, and one
f'ould almost say with certainty

that Brecht himself might have
welcomed this thought.

Brecht wanted the theater to be
a place of debate, not of dreams.
He exhorted his audience to think
and even to maintain a quarrel-
some attitude like sportsfans
watching a game. There is no rec-

ord of a playgoer throwing a beer
bottle at the stage, but if one had,
Brecht would have probably loved
it. A critical, beer-drinking and
smoking audience would indeed be
misplaced in the conventional in-

terior of most theaters.

Bert Brecht, the playwright and
poet, and Kurt Weill the composer,
rewrote the old English work "The
Beggar's Opera" by John Gay in

1!)28. Their aim was to attack the
rapacity of the people of postwar
Germany who had turned to op-
portunism, blackmail, pimping and
pi'ostitution, just to name a few
of the not-so-uncommon ways to

"make a living." The show became
a sensational hit, but more for its

exotic characters and Weill's vi-

vficious music among- his composi-
tions "Mack the Knife," "Septem-
ber Song) than for its moral sua-
sion. Thirty years later it ran Off-
Broadway for 2,611 performances,
stari-ing the incomparable Lotte
Lenya recieating her original role

as Jenny.

Critics have often maintahied
thnt Brecht is too prickly for

Broadway to be handled success-
fvilly. The claim is often made that

I he average theatergoer wants to

be entertained and not forced into

active participation. This is per-

iiaps one oi^ the reasons why the

1947 production of "Galileo" m Los
Angeles with the late Charles
Laugrhton failed, and why the pro-
duction of "Mother Courage" a
few years ago on Broadway with
.•Vnne Bancroft in the lead," could
be called a "distinguished flop."
But last year a dozen of his plays
were given in over 100 productions
in the U.S. alone. They are a chal-
lenging enterprise for Repertoire
Groups and Campus-productions.
His works are required reading in
every major College Drama and
Literature classes.

Brecht's plays have all his own,
personal stamp. The combination
of elements in most of his plays
imitate frequently all the country
fairs and circus-shows he has seen;
tlie clowns with their bizaiTe
make-up, the baltad-singers who
bawled out tales of murder, theft,
and seduction, and the colorful
images of the gaudy side-show
posters. He combined all this into
his plays, using placards and some-
times projected slides. The action
is interrupted with songs, in which

the "plny-actor" steps out of his

characterization and communicates
directly with the audience. Brecht
wrote the way the common man
talks but with force imd eloquence,
his words have rhythm aiid bito.

Many thealrical cliches were abol-
ished, but the influences of Fran-
cois Villon. Shakespeare and the
Bible can be felt.

Brecht wrote little during Ids
last years in East Berlin. He liad
his own theater and was very pro-
ductive as director and inventor
for the theater. Since his death in

1056, the leading spirit of the
"Berliner Ensemble" has been his
widow, Helene Weigel, a magnifi-
cent actress. People come from all

over the world to see their pro-
ductions. But although Brecht has
been a Marxist, and scholars are
not sure to winch end, his plays
are seldom performed in Russia.
They are pei-haps too provocative,
rebellious and aggressive. His paci-

fistic belief, however, should rank
him as a related spirit to the
modern generation.

Freedom and Authority Films Begun Last Week
A series of provocative films

will be shown during the Spring
semester in connection with Free-
dom and Authority classes. The
films will be shown on Thursday
evenings in Olin Hall 1, at 7:00
and 9:00 p. m. Admission is free
and all students and faculty are
welcome to attend. Members of the
six Freedom and Authority sec-
tions are expected to attend so
that the films may be discussed
in class.

February 8, 7:00 and 9:00 p. m.—
Death of A Salesman

One of the most significant

plays of our time, by Arthur
Miller, put on fihn by Stanley
Kramer. Willy Loman (Fredric

March), who has lived the

American dream of self-made

success all of his life, cannot
face the tragedy of his own and
his son's failtires.

February 22, 7:00 and 9:00 p. m.

—

Nothing But a Man
The struggle of a Southern Ne-
gro and his wife in a society

hostile to them. Free of stock

ideas and polemics, it is a film

Open Lettes- fo Governor NeJsoo ^oekefeJ^er

There is little need to repeat the grounds of the com-
mon dissatisfaction with the present course in American
politics. We face the disruption of the domestic polity
because of inadequate and uninspiring responses to the
crisis in our cities. We face the depletion of our resources
and leadership internationally because we have allowed
the rhetoric of security to convince us that, at the very
height of our power, we are in peril of impotence.

The failure of the present administration to maintain
an authoritative stance in the face of these and a host of
other problems, requires not only a change in administra-
tion but an alternative to the Democratic Party which
provides a creative and integrated view of our domestic
and international position in the years ahead.

We recognize the creative leadership you have dem-
onstrated as governor of New York. We feel you are
particularly qualified fo provide the alternative this coun-
try needs. We, therefore, urge you to seek, by all

appropriate means, the Republican nomination for the
presidency.

Signed, Timothy Fuller, Jerry Hancock

Editor's Note: The above letter will be available for sign-
ing at Kastall desk from Friday. Feb. 2, until Friday, Feb. 9.

about human beings facing frus-
tration. Called by the NY Her-
ald Tribune, "one of the great
American films." Venice Film
Festival prize, 1964.

March 7, 7:00 and 9:00 p .m.

—

The Bridge

A study of a group of German
Mgh school students drafted in

the final days of World War II

and called upon to defend a
bridge against the advancing
allied armies. One of the most
devastating indictments of war
and its psychological resuppo-
sitions ever filmed.

April 11, 7:00 and 9:00 p. m.

—

Order

1957 film by Carl Dreyer, the

great Danish film maker. Order
is a study in religious psychosi.s.

It is the closest approximation
of the writing of Soren Kierke-
gaard to be found in film.

April 25, 7:00 and 9:00 p. m.—
He Who Must Die
The film version of Nikos Ka-
zantzakis' The Greek Passion. It

was both critically acclaimed
and decried for its Marxist in-

terpretation of religious themes.
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SAT. & SUN.: 12-12 "WHAT EVER YOU WANT'

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to S+ealcs

211 East Cucharros

(Acroit from Courthouf«)

Telephone 634-9513

nina
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do you ymKC
»lz8 3-5-7-9?

TOO ABE IMVlTlflJ

to visit the now

Him
Chase Stona C»nter

Colorado Springs

an IntlBnta,
boutiquey FASHIOH
3PECIALTT SHOP

•
fall of oontaapor-

uy olothes
«

for the BOt
INDIVIDUALIST
with the Junior
or Jniilor"Tetlte

figure, sizes

3 to 9.

In a background

of antiques frcn
round the aorld.

BE THDIK SMAU.

charge accounts
ijivited
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ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosme+rci - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Six CC Professors Garner Grants

Navajo Market
Choice Meats — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

for the best in the Region, ifs . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASAGNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

112 South T(ejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Tdaphon* 632-0391

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

1624 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS

presents a One-Day

EXHIBITION and SALE

graphics
PICASSO

RENOIR

GOYA
CHAGALL
DUFY
DAUMIER
GAUGUIN
CASSAT

ROUAULT
TOULOUSE-
LAUTREC

and many others

lUiuniDated

Manuscripts & Maps

Publishers of

Contemporary
Printmakers

LITHOGRAPHS, ETCHINGS AND WOODCUTS

More than 400 items from $8 to $3000

Colorado Springs, Colorado

COLORADO COLLEGE
Rare Book Room — Library

Friday; February 9, 1968-10:00 a. ni,-7:00 p. m.

Six Colorado College professors

from six departments have re-

ceived $1000 grants from the col-

lege to do independent research in

their special fields of interest. The
professors and their departments
are Joseph T. Gordon, English;

Albert Seay, music; Richard L.

Tabor, chemistry; Paul Bernard,

history; Paul Hernadi, German;
and HaTis Krimm, philosophy.

Mr. Gordon, who
plans to compile
an anthology of

American literary
**•£?

f^ history and his-

torians, explained
^ r that history has

\ "^£^f^ developed into a

_^^innmttr^^ social science, but

^V ^ ^IH 3 division of the

humanities. The
authors who viewed history as
symbolic, subject to interpretation,

have largely been ignored iTi favor
of straight factual chronologies.

Literary historians such as Adams,
Bancroft, Parkman, and Presscott,

Mr. Gordon believes, deserve to be
voted both as artists and histor-

ians. Thus, in his anthology, he
plans to explore both the chrono-
logical development of America
and the critical development of the

authors' styles.

Dr. Seay, head
of the music de-

partment, hopes
to do work on the

history of opera.
Noting that very
little work has
been done on the

lesser composers,

J^ '^^^^H since most mu-
W^ _^ aH sic liistorians are

tied up with the

big names bke Mozart, he ex-

pressed a desire to study the less-

er known Itailian operas, starting

with the 18th century. The main
emphasis will be on comic operas,

and the varying balances of music,

drama, and poetry, "The only way
to study these works," he said, "is

to sit down and examine them,

since they aren't well researched,

and since they are no more per-

fonned." Most of the operas are

not published, but only in manu-
script form, and Dr. Seay will

study them by microfilm, which he

filmed while in Paris. The end
product of the research will either

be a book, or several articles.

Stating his

PN views on his work
» on chemisti-y ed-

ucation, Dr. Tab-
or expressed a
wish to create a

^ lab course which
A couples safety
^H with an element

^ ^H of surprise. This

^ ^^1 project is unique
to a smaller

school, since in larger universities

.'S'^P^'%

ic

the chemistry labs are supervised

by undergraduate assistants, and
the experiments must be relatively

.smooth to run. However, he ex-

pressed a desire to challenge the

students in sophomore and junior

labs with something more than a
"recipe book." Dr. Tabor will

spend much time testing the ex-

periments, in order to make sure

that the "planned problems" are

also safe. He also hopes to develop
a lab for the bio-chem students

which would be different from the

regular chemistry labs.

Dr. Bernard,
who has taught
at CC since 195.5

and is presently

associate profes-

sor of history,
will pursue his

study in Vienna,

Austria. Using
the National Ar-
chives and pri-

vate papers as

^(juices, he plans to show that

Emperor Joseph II and his reforms

were favored by many 18th cen-

tury aristocrats.

This view is contrary to the

common one that Joseph was im-

plementing the theory of the Eng-
lish reform in Austria and was
therefore opposed by the aristo-

crats. Bemard asserts that Joseph
was actually "a pure pragmatist"
and had only vague notions of

English reformation. Joseph's re-

peal of Ms numerous reforms was
not because of pressure from the

aristocrats, Bemard continued, but
rather a product of disenchant-
ment, for as many inlers have done
before and since, Joseph tried to

satisfy everyone and ended up
pleasing few.

Planning a three-month stay in

Austria with his family, Bernard
will be working alone on the proj-
ect which is actually an outgrowth
of his soon-to-be published biog-
raphy of Joseph II.

Working on the

Colorado College
campus, Dr. Paul
Hernadi hopes to

extend h i s doc-
toral dissertation

^ ^^'-W
"Concepts of Gen-

M' "'^^ ^'^ '" 20th Cen-

I y^llH t u r y Criticism"

L - "a^^K ^° ^ ^"^^
'
length

»-"» \ ^.S^^a book. A compar-
atively new face

on the campus, Dr. Hernadi joined
the faculty in the 1967 summer
session as an assistant professor
of German. A native of Hungai-y,
he studied at the University of
Budapest before leaving after the
suppression of the Hungarian rev-
olution of 195(5. After receiving a
Ph.D. from the University of
Vienna in 1963, he went to Yale
University as a post-doctoral fel-

low, he soon asked for a change
in his status, became a graduate
student, and earned a Ph.D. in

Comparative Literature in 19G7,

This final study and doctoral dis-

sertation is to be the primary basis

for his book.

The book will be concerned with

a critical discussion of other crit-

ics of English, German and Freni.li

literature. In his wi-iting, Dr. Her-
nadi will attempt to establish per-

spective and relation between the

different critics, two qualiti es
which he feels are lacking in much
literary- criticism. As he said, "crit-

ics tend to disregard each other.'

He hopes to finish the book hiv-

foie the fall semester,

Dr, HansKrimni,
Tssistant profes-

sor of philosopiiy

and teacher at CC
smce 1963, will
continue work
on an introdiic-

t)ry textbook ill

the philosophy of

science.

Already three

J ears in the mak-

ing, the textbook will follow a now
approach, designed by Dr. Krimm,
toward the teaching of philosopiiy

of science. According to Krini ;i
i

,

there is no worthwhile text pres-

ently available for the beginning

student. His major complaint about

existing texts is that they are

aimed at the philosophy student

much more than the science stu-

dent. By "integrating philosopiiy

and elementally science" he will

attempt to reach both types of

students. In addition he will bleiul

differing notions of scientific

method into one understandable

and 'Significant for all. In doing

this he hopes to establish a rehi-

tion "between the sciences and tiie

humanities showing the humani-
ties students the relevance of sci-

ence to their fields of interest ami

imparting to the science student a

greater sense of appi'eciation oi

their humanistic heritage."

China Conference

Colorado College has been invit-

ed to send delegates to the West
Coast China Conference, which is

to be held Feb. 23 and 24 at Paci-

fic Lutheran University in Tacoma,
Washington, This conference mil

provide an opportunity to stmly

the history, culture, and philosophy

of Oiina, to analyze the effects of

the Communist takeover and the

cultui-al revolution, and to discuss

the implications of these factors

in China's role as a world power.

Major speakers include Dr, John

Stoessinger of the United Nations,

Dr. George Taylor, Director of tlie

Far Eastern Institute of the Uni-

versity of Washington, Mr. Ken-

neth Young, former Ambassador
to Thailand and President of the

Asia Society, and others.

Students interested in attending

this conference should make their

interest kno\vn to Professor Son-

dermann, Palmer 35, Ext. 322.

Mci4^ (lu GoUexfe. £Uofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

'New Spring Fashions

in Gay New Tones

Arriving Daily . . .

SPORTSWEAR

DRESSES -

COAT AND DRESS ENSEMBLES

Parity hose in basic and high fashion colors
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Wesleyan University Presses for Poetry
Wesleyan University Press

now inviting submissions of poems
from undergraduates in American
colleges and universities for in-

clusion in a new, semi-annual pub-
lication—to be launched in the
spring of 1968—entitled Alkahest:
American College Poetry.

Submissions are solicited sub-
ject to the following conditions:

1. Poems must be original and
not previously published except in

local, campus publications.
2. The poet must be an enrolled

undergraduate student in an in-
stitution of higher education in

the United States.

3. The poet's name, institution,

and address must appear on each
page of material submitted.

OPEN LEnER TO SENATORS KENNEDY AND McCARTHY
We are writing this letter as a group of concerned

citizens. Our concern focuses on several points.

1.) We are concerned about the present course of

foreign policy, and particularly the inability of the pres-
ent administration to progress toward an honorable diplo-

matic conclusion of the Viet Nam War.
2.) We are concerned with the diminishing confidence

of Americans in their ability to solve major problems
within the present political system.

It seems highly improbable that the Republican Party
will offer a presidential candidate capable of dealing ef-

fectively with these issues. It also appears unlikely that

the incumbent administration, if re-elected, will be able
to solve these problems. Since we believe the solution of
these problems to be vital to the future of the nation, we
are convinced that the Democratic Party must offer an
alternative candidate. We present this letter as a
demonstration of our support for efforts to secure the
Democratic Presidential Nomination for an alternative

candidate.

Sincerely.

The above letter will be avail-

able for signing at the following
t i mes

:

Friday, Feb. 2: Rastall 8:00
J. m.—9:00 a. m., 11:30 a. m.—
1:00 p. m., 5:30 p. m.—6:30; Pal-

mer 8 a. m., 9 a. m., 10 a. m.; Tay-
lor 11:30 a. m.—1:00 p. m.; FACC
4:00 p. m.
Saturday, Feb. 3: Rastall 11:30

a. m.-l:0O p. m., 5:00 p. m.-6:00
p. m.
Sunday, Feb. 4: Rastall 11:00

a. m.-l:00 p. m.
Monday, Feb. 5: Rastall 8:00-

f);15 a. m., 11:30 a. m.-l;00 p. m.,
5:00 p. m.-6:30 p. ra.; Taylor 11-30

a. m.-l:O0 p. m.
Tuesday, Feb. 6: Rastall 8:00

a. m.-9:15 a. m., 11:30 a. m.-l:00
!-. m., 5:00 p. m.-6:30 p. m.; Taylor
11:30 a. m.-l:00 p. m.
There will be an important meet-

ing at 4:00 p. m., Friday, Feb. 2
at the FACC (old Alpha Phi
House ) at which the following
things will be done:

1.) The movement for an alter-

native Democratic Presidential
candidate will be explained.

2.) Transportation will be ar-

ranged for those wishing to attend
a meeting of the "El Paso County
Democrats for an Alternative Can-
dinate for President to be held
Wednesday, Feb. 7 at 8:00 p. m.
in the Security Savings and Loan
Ass'n. meeting room, Platte and
Union. The importance of a size-

able student presence at this meet-
ing will be explained.

A student organization will be
formed for lending further aid to

the alternative candidate move-
ment.

AMPEX SALE!

tl (omblnii an Ampoi Star«a

lap* recortftr/playsr ond AM/
FM ilarao racilvtr.

'
Iti ilmpllclty inoblei you lo lope
a mutkal library right off (he air— with Incredible eais.

It hoi luch Innavalloni ai oulo-
mallc ravsriB for uninterrupted
llilenlng.

Iff engineered by AMPEX. the
lamo poople that moke profet-

ilonol recording equipment.

Iri walnut finlih and illding
doori lay quality In any dscor.

lalled the Ampex 9B5 Muilc

THE FABULOUS MUSIC CENTER

It's all stereo . . .

* It's a Stereo

Tape Player!

* It's a Stereo

Tape Recorder!

* It's a Sfereo

FM Receiver!

SAVE 960 -w

AMPEX BONUS OFFER
I^V^ )lnn WORTH OF PRE-RECORDED $0095
* S ""' STEREO TAPES FOR ONIY... «>•

With the Purchase of an Ampex
Stereo Tape Player/Recorder

Mel's Mecka Music
Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239

4. Letters of recommendation
supporting submissions wilt be ig-

nored and submissions exceeding
five poems will be under n marker!
disadvantage.

6. The publisher will pay, on
publication, ?3.00 for each "poem
accepted.

6. The editors cannot, unfortun-
ately, provide evaluative or criti-

cal comment on rejected poems,

7. Submission vnW not be re-
turned unless accompanied by a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.

8. Although reasonable care will

be taken, the Publisher will not
be responsible for lost manuscripts.

Submissions for the Spring,
1968, issue will be accepted until

1 Feb. 1968; for the Fall 1968 is-

sue, until Sept. 10. Address all

submissions and correspondence to

Wesleyan University Press, Mid-
dletown, Connecticut 06457.

Selection will be made by a
committee of undergraduates com-
posed of Paul Flavell, University
of Connecticut ; Sandra Gary,
Mount Holyoke College; Andrew
Gaus, Wesleyan University; Kath-
leen Norris. Bennington College;
James L. Price, Dartmouth Col-

lege; Lawrence Raab, Middlebury
College; and IVIichael Wolfe, Wes-
leyan University, chairman.

Alkahest, to be issued in April
and November of each year, will

be 7" X 10" in size, 80 to 96 pages
per issue, paperbound, available

as single issues or on a standing
order basis at 95c per issue —
wherever books are sold, or from
the publisher. {Payment must ac-

company single-copy orders,

)

Seay Elected
Dr. Albert Seay, professor of

music at Colorado College, has
been elected to a thi-ee-year term
on the Council of the American
Musicological Society, it was an-
nounced this week. Dr. Seay served

a term on the council once before
and has also served on the national
society's executive council. He has
been on the Colorado College fac-
ulty since 1953 and is chairman
of the Department of Music.

tfatkauatfld

Imported Pipe! Imported Toboccoi
tvlagaiines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M to 9:00 P. M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 Norlli Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small ami Large AppUanon
Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY
218 North TeJon Phona 633-1903

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

QIljp lillagp Jnn

217 East Pilces Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

"Powder
Capitol of

Colorado

13 Miles West of Sallda

Featuring:

3 LIFTS and TOWS
OPEN DAILY

CAFETERIA — BIERSTUBE

Nunory
Certified Sfci School

Pfofejjional Sti Potro

Ski Shop & Rental SKop
PHONE— 303-539-4060

3 MILES FROM SKI TOWN
Mountain Coitages, Chalet

ond Dorm Accommodations
Restaurant — Lounge
Camper Facilities

Free Shuttle Service to Ski Area
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Campus Annou
Foreign Student Committee

The Foreign Student Committee

will have an important meeting on

Thursday, Feb. S, at 4:00 p. m. in

the WES Room, to elect a new

Executive Committee for 1968.

The present Executive Commit-

tee is comprised of chairman,

Chai-alawsos HadjipoHcarpou; vice-

chairman, Dorothy Bradley; Secre-

tary, Susan Rewple; Publicity

chairman, Gillian Royes; the For-

eign Student Advisor, Professor

Joseph Pickle, and his assistant.

Professor Carlton Gamer. This

committee has amended important

pai-ts of the constitution and plans

to infomi the Committee about

them at the meeting.

The Executive Committee to be

chosen will include a Treasurer and
a Program Chairman instead of a

Publicity Chainnan. Nominations
will be submitted from the Nomi-
nating Committee and from the

floor, as well.

All members are requested to at-

tend, and an invitation is offered

to all who are interested.

French Antilles Study

Program

Monday, February 5, at 4 p.m.

there will be a meeting for stu-

dents interested in a s u mm e r

French Antilles Study Program in

room 315 of Annstrong. The six

students selected for this program

will meet in Miami, fly to Puerto

Rico and Antigua for brief stop-

overs, and then proceed to Pointe-

a-Pitre, Guadeloupe, where they

will spend six weeks at the Centre

International d'Etudes Francaises.

They will study French language

and literature in Guadeloupe and

may caiTy out a research project

in sociology.

E. R. Peterson of the Romance
Language Department, who went

to Guadeloupe last summer to plan

this program, will be present to

answer questions and to show
slides of the study center and of

the island,

Global fees (room, board, and
tuition) were $145 last summer.
One full scholarship' to cover these

fees will be awarded by the college.

CC Receives Grant

Colorado College is the recip-

ient of a grant of $2,500 from the
Esso Education Foundation's 1967-

1968 Presidential Contingency
Fund, announced Floyd C. Eth-
ridge, Director of Development.

The grant to Colorado College
is one of a number made by the
Esso Education Foundation to fur-

ther higher education in the
United States.

RCB Movie

Tliis week's Rastall Center Board
Movie will be Oiie-Eyed Jack
starring Marlon Brando, Showtime
is 7 p. m. in Armstrong Auditor-

ium. Admission for students is 50c.

Traffic Committee Meeting

There will be a traffic hearing
this Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 7 p, m. in

room 207, Rastall Center. All stu-

dents who wish to appeal traffic

violations must appear at this

time.

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE
TUNE UPS

- ATLAS TIRES
- STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

230 West Uintah
NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

2O6V2 North Tejon

Acacia

Artist Supplies

And Antiques

Phone 632-9502

PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY
Civilian Employment with the U. S. Air Force

Creating Aerospace Products
Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Degree including
5 hours college math. The required math must include at least 2 of
the followmg: college algebra, trigonomeiry, analytic geometry, dif-
fentiai calculus, integral calculus, or any course for which any of
these IS a prerequisite. Equivalent experience acceptable. Training
program. Openings for men and women. Application and further in-
formation forwarded on request.

WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125

An equal opportunity employer

Rare Book Room Exhibit

Original grapliics by Picasso,

Chagall, R e n i o r, Cezanne, Dali,

Miro and Vasarely are among the

400 works of art tliat will go on

exhibition at Colorado College in

the Rare Book Room of Tutt Li-

brary Friday, Feb. 9, 1968.

The exhibition hours are from

10 a. m. to 7 p. m.
The collection, on a tour of col-

lege and university campuses, is

presented by London Grafica

Arts, which is affiliated with ma-
jor galleries in London, New York,

and Detroit.

The collection includes litho-

graphs, etchings, woodcuts, dry-

points, aquatints, silkscreens and
posters by more than 75 modem
masters and younger contempor-
aries.

All are on sale at prices ranging
from $10.00 to §3.000.00.

The collection has been assemb-
led by the London Grafica Arts di-

rector, Eugene Ivan Schuster, art

historian and visiting lecturer at

Wayne State University, Detroit.

Schuster feels "it is necessai'y to

understand what is meant by the
rather unsatisfactory term of 'an

original print.' Various techniques
of printmaking enable an artist to

make a number of identical im-
ages of his work. The noi-mal prac-
tice is to make an 'edition' of be-
eween 25 and 125 numbered and
signed copies of any one work be-
fore destroying the plate from
which it h;is been printed. Thus,
although a print is not as unique
an item as a painting, it neverthe-
less has a degree of exclusiveness."

Artists like Rembrandt, Tou-
louse-Lautrec or Picasso Iiave ex-
pressed themselves as thoroughly
in their graphics as in their oils
by exploiting the potentials of the
print medium, hut their graphics
are available at a much more rea-
sonable sum because they are mul-
tiple originals and yet possess all

the aesthetic qualities -of a great

Summer Session Still Lives

The publicity office of the Colo-
rado College Summer Session an-
nounced Thursday, Feb. 1, the con-
tinuation of the intimate class tra-
dition for which tlie Summer Ses-
sion has long been famous.
Gary Knight, chief protocol of-

ficer, met with reporters in the
oval anteroom of his office to
formally proclaim the policy.

Said Knight: "Good day, ladies
and gentlemen. I am reminded of
the... famous., words., of... Genera!
Eisenhower: 'As I was coming to
campus today, I was sti-uck by a
statistic'

"Specifically, I wish to an-
nounce the results of a survey
made of the size of Summer Ses-
sion classes. Last summer, 49 of
the 79 Summer Session classes had
15 or fewer students in them.

"In fact, in the last lustrum,
there have been no more than six

S u m m e r Session undergraduate
classes that had enrollments of
over 30. Again, duiing the 1967
Summer Session, there were only
two classes having an enrollment
exceeding 30 souls, and these

classes did not exceed 37 students.

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 Nor+h Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATt PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Onfy five minutes from th« campus)

'\ou know, [ sleep a iiUle bit

betu-r at night knowing Summer
Session classes are small and good.

"May I be permitted to invoke

the memory of a sometime la-

mented publication by paraphras-

ing their cri de guerre ? 'Don't

bitch about large classes; trans-

fer to the Summer Session.'
"

Recital

Josephine Estill, soprano, and

Max Lanner, pianist, will present a

joint recital in Armstrong Hall on

Sunday, Feb. 11 at 4 p. m. Free to

t!ie public.

Woodrow Wilson Foundation

Princeton, N. J.— (LP.) — The

Woodrow Wilson Foundation will

henceforth operate mainly as an

identifying agency to aid students

in obtaining graduate fellowships.

The established selection com-

mittees of the 15 regions of the

U.S. and Canada will designate

1000 young men and women best

qualified as potential college teach-

ers and in addition will designate

another 1000 winners of Honor-

able Mention.

By Febi-uary 15, 1968, the names

of these 2000 will be sent to the

deans of all graduate schools in

the U.S. and Canada. Each gradu-

ate school is free to make what-

ever offers of financial assistance

to the student as it sees fit.

The foundation will identify

"top-flight college seniors for gra-

duate fellowship awards" just as

the National Merit Scholarship

Corporation identifies and publi-

cizes promising high school grad-

uates.

These selected by the regional

committees in Januai'y will have

their applications evaluated at

Princeton, the 1000 who are selec-

ted will be known as Woodrow
Wilson Designates. Only 150 di-

rect grants will come from the

Foundation, 100 from the U.S. and

50 from Canada.

The identification program is an
entirely new experiment and no
one knows how many of the 1000
Designates will be granted a fel-

lowship from the numerous grad-
uate schools. However, since form-
erly none of the Honorable Men-
tions received anything from the
Foundation, there is a possibility

that many of them ^vill now re-

ceive offers. There may also be a
wider spread of graduate schools
that will give consideration to Wil-
son selections. The procedure for
seeking a Wilson identification is

the same as in past years.

TIGER Staff Meeting

The TIGER staff will meet on
Monday, Feb. 5, at 5:45 p. m. in
the Bemis Exile Room. All inter-

ested students are invited.

Spring Vacation Reservations

Two groups of students from the
CC campus will be spending theii'

spring vacation with two Indian
tribes. One group, led by John
Miazga will be leaving to work
with the Tarahumara Indians in

Chichuahua, Mexico. The other
group led by Jeff Ehrlich will work
on the Navajo Indian Reservation
at Window Rock, Arizona. Both
these groups have been student or-

ganized and student run. They alsn

will be gone the full spring vaca-
tion leaving March 16 and return-

ing about March 30.

The gi'oup leaving for Mexico
plans to drive to El Paso and take
the train to Criole, Mexico. At
Criole they will walk to the mis-

sion where they plan to stay. The
Tarahumara Indians are a very
primitive people. They live in

caves, use mostly hand made tools

and live like their families have
for centuries. At the reservation

they will either do skilled or semi-

skilled work in the area or at a

new hospital located 15 miles from
the mission. Accoi-ding to Miazga,
the plans are unsettled for the mo-
ment but the students will follow

any suggestions presented by the

priests at the mission. The student.;

plan to maintain a fixed budget by

paying their o'wn traveling expen-

ses and taking their own food and

bedding. They plan to camp out

and cook their own food, reducing

any burden on the people. By be-

ing self-sufficient, the students

prevent disrupting the economy of

the community. The group will

also have a linguist along to help

in forming the relations with tlie

Indians.

The group that is going to Win-
dow Rock is going on somewhat a

different project than those going

to Mexico. This project which ori-

giiially started as a work camp de-

veloped into a youth-help project

because of the concern of the tri-

bal council for its youth. Jeff has

been in contact with Mr. Martin

Link, Director of the Navajo Tri-

bal Museum in Window Rock, for

arrangements. Mr. Link is in

charge of a Science Fair being

held March 23 in conjunction with

the centeimial celebration of a

treaty freeing the Indians. Center-

ing its activities around the fair,

the group hopes to introduce the

Navajo youth to life outside the

reservation. The students plan to

take demonstration in the natural

and social sciences with them to

give at five area high schools. By

giving these demonstrations, they

hope to come in contact with the

youth and discuss life outside the

reservation with emphasis on col-

lege life. The group is also plan-

ning to be self-sufficient with only

shelter being furnished by the Na-

vajos. They also hope that a re-

presentation of foreign students

will be able to go for the impoit-

ance that they would play.

Sophomore Class Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

sophomore class, Tuesday, Feb. (5,

at 7:00 p.m. in Olin 1. Winter Car-

nival plans will be discussed, and

Winter Carnival King and Queen

candidates will be announced.

0044

Weijuns

Weejuns are

a way of life

College ^m^
Shoe Shop ^^^^

831 N. Teion 632-6161

Your Charge Account Invited
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Rested Slickmen to Face "Tlie Spoiler"
By Alan Chalmers

This weekend the University of

Wisconsin Badgers come to toY.Ti

to take on our CC Tiger hockey

team for a two-game stand at the

Broadmoor.
The Badgers, although not a

Western Collegiate Hockey Assoc-

iation (W C H A) member, are

known as the spoilers to the cir-

cuit teams. This fact was most re-

cently illustrated when they knock-

ed off big winner and second place

WCHA power, Michigan Tech 5-4,

in a game that men-in-the-know

felt had to be a fluke.

The experts were proven wrong,

however, when the Badgers fell

short of \'ictory in the second

game on a last minute goal that

gave Tech a 0-5 win.

Wisconsin, coached by former

Colorado College hockey mentor.

Bob Johnson, might also have an

advantage over the Tigers. CC
drew a bye last «eekend so they

may not he as sharp as they could

be. Also figuring into a possible

CC deficit is the leave of absence

taken by Head Coach, John Met-
chefts, to travel to Canada and the

Midwest searching for new re-

cruits. It is hoped the Tigers can

be molded in to a smooth-working
unit for this weekend's clashes.

Although the Coach was away
from his squad for over a week, he

offered some insight to the upcom-
ing games. "Due to the injury of

defenseman Jack Coles, which was
a broken wi'ist suffered in the

opening game of the DU series, I

will have to work on finding an

Eastlack Seeks Winning "5"

Skidding Cagers Juggle Line-Up
By John J. Miazga, Jr.

The Colorado College roundbal-

lers went do-\pn to a crushing de-

feat Saturday Tiight at the hands

of the Colorado State Bears. The

Tigers weren't even in the swing

of the game until late in the sec-

ond half. "What can the matter

be?"

The Tigers, after a miserable

first half, came back and played

even ball with the Bears. "There

was no individual effort when we
needed it, said Head Coach. Red
Eastlack. "When you get a good

effort by a player, then you get a

jiood t«am effort." The Tigers

showed little individual effort ex-

cept perhaps on the part of John
Anderson. "John again came down
with some important rebounds, and

lie did a great job both offensive-

ly and defensively."

The Tigers looked harried and
liarrassed during the first and

opening minutes of the second

half. They made costly mistakes,

continually thi-owing the ball away
or having it needlessly stolen.

"I'm not saying wc would have

been capable of beating Greeley,

Imt the team didn't give enough
and they are capable of doing

much better," added the Coach.

Coach Eastlake also thought
that he would make major revis-

ions in his starting line-up. He said

he hoped he would find the five

who would give him the effort he

was looking for. "By juggling the

line-up, I hope the people who
start will realize the job they have
lo do and the ones who will sub-

stitute will realize the job they
Haven't done."

The Tigers have their job cut
nut for them again this week. They

face two strong and fast teams.

Wednesday night, the Tigers take

on CaiTol College on their home
court. "We have a good chance of

beating Carrol. They have seven

wins and eight losses and probab-

ly have a small height advantage,

but their schedule isn't as rough

as ours and I think this is our best

chance for a needed win."

The Tigers take to the road this

weekend and face strong Doane
College in Kearney, Nebraska.

Doane, 9-2 for the season, have a

power-house team. Earlier this

season, Doane played even ball

with the Air Force Academy be-

fore going down to defeat in the

second half. Air Force is in a dif-

ferent league than the average

small college team, so it speaks

well for the Doane five.

Coach Eastlack expects to use

a zone defense against the torrid

shooting of the Doane five, who
average in double figures every

game. As for any other plans,

Eastlack says, "We'll have to wait

and see how our changes will work
out. 1 hope that it will work bet-

ter than it did against the Bears

Saturday night."

In case any of you sports fans

are accosted by an assailant while

going to or returning from a sports

event, the TIGER sports staff

would urg« you to conduct your-

selves in keeping with Administra-

tion policy by screaming so that

(1) the attacker will be scared

away; (2) someone will come to

your aid; or (3) you will know
that you did all that was humanly
possible before the inevitable took

place.

able and experienced man to re-

place him so that the defense will

not be severely weakened.
"Wisconsin will surely go all-out

to defeat us, but we want and need
these games just as much or more-
so than they."

You can bet your bottom dollar

that these next two games will be
real thrillers, no matter what the
outcome, especially when one rea-

lizes that Badger Coach. Bob John-
son would like vei-y much to see

his corps beat his former platoon,

if only for the added satisfaction.

Thomas D. Brindley

Killed in Vietnam
A former Colorado College hock-

ey player, Mai-ine Lt. Thomas D.
Brindley, was killed in action last

Saturday, January 20, in Vietnam,
the Pentagon has announced.

Brindley, a student from Sep-
tember, 1961, through the fall se-

mester of 191)4, played freshman
hockey in 1961-62 and va r s i t y
hockey the following two seasons,

A former student at Johnson High
School in St. Paul, Minnesota, he
played hockey when Tony Frasca
was Colorado College coach.

Brindley was the largest de-

fenseman on the Colorado College
team during his years with the
varsity. He was li feet tall and
weighed 200 pounds.

He was born June 28, 1943, in

St .Paul, and was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth M. Brindley of

that city.

He was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity at Colo-
rado College.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tejon

634-2093

iitSHtrnt IfU Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

Ice-Cold Beef with MeoU

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

Vemeth.i CI lefPH

NOW OPENS THE . .

"Annex'

FEATURING . . .

3.2 BBER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KESS

Pitcher Beer $1.00

>e^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY, WBDNBSDAT A THtmSDAT

1004 South Tejon TeUphon* 634-4S«l

SaUt,A CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Ui« Lobby Elvvdtor to Lower T.rr.ca

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2i30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent lo Ihe Lounge

Thomas D. Brindley, former CC
student and member of the Tiger

hockey team was killed in ac+lon in

Vietnam on January 20, 1968.

ATTEi\TIO^
The University of Colorado

ANNOUNCES ITS FOURTH ANNUAL

HELLENIC INSTITUTE, JUNE 15 -AUGUST 17, 1968

EIGHT-WEEK COURSE IN . . .

Classical, Post-Classical and Modern Greek,

Art, Archeology, History and Literature

Six semester credit hours In General Classics at the

University of Colorado; residence In Athens; trips to

all major archeoloqical sites.

Faculty: Profs. Ernst A. Fredrlcksmeyer, University

of Colorado; C. W. J, Eliot, University of British

Columbia,

Direct inquiries to Department of Classics, University

of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302

SOPHOMORE MEN
THESE ARE THE LEADERS

WILL YOU BE ONE?

You Can -Through ROTC
Join Now- Interviews in ROTC

Lieufenan) Colonel

Captain First Lieutenant

Second Lieutenant
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National Sports

Pro Draft Raises "Pro'bing Questions
By Big Gino Stoeckly

For many people the profes-

sional football season came to an

appreciated halt two weeks ago,

but to those who manage and

manipulate these teams, the 1968

season has just begun. Beginning

with the stocking of football's

newest franchise, the Cinncinnati

Bengals of the American football

League, general managers wilt be

trying to impx-ove their respective

teams for the upcommg season.

The quickest way for teams to

improve is to trade for proven

talent, but tiiis is often very diffi-

cult. Iherelore, the player draft

that was held earlier this week
serves as a long-range team im-

provement plan lor luture years.

Tills yeai-'s talent is considered

"better than average," but the gen-

eral concensus is that it is not as

good as last year's "outstanding

crop."

Thus, m^ny questions will result

from the 1968 draft: Is UCLA's
Gary beban the (jpe ui quarter-

back thai can step into the pros

and run a ball cluo like Joe INam-

ath has dune, or will he require a

numl>er of years, as in the case uf

Cleveland's Frank liyan?

Can Lai-ry Csonka, who Syra-

cuse fans consider their best back

ever, rival either Jim Nance or

Jimmy Brown in professional foot-

ball ? Will Notre Dame's Kevin
Hardy be rated with Merlin Olsen,

and will JRon Yary of USC make
it like tYank Parker has?

fankers Split Meets
In dual swim competition over

the last two weeks, the Tiger tank-
men scored a 71-32 victory over

Regis College from Denver to bal-

ance out a 59-45 loss to powerful
Western State College in Gunnison.
The CC fish now stand 4-3 for the
season.

Against Regis the CC swimmers
won nine out of 12 events. First

place points were scored by Aaron
Spiezer in the 1000-yard freestyle,

Glenn Ebuna in the 200 and 500-

yard freestyle. Bill Veneris in the
200-yard butterfly. Dale Forgy iu

the 200-yard backstroke, Bill John-
son in the 200-yard breaststroke,

Ron Rossi in one-meter diving, and
the 400-yard freestyle relay team
made up of Pete Banning, Don
Campbell, Bill Hinson, and Forgy.

The 400-yai-d medley relay team
comprising backstroker Forgy.
breaststroker Johnson, butterflyer
Mike Kelly, and freestyler Bann-
ing also took a first, and in doing
so, set a new school record of i

4:02.1.
I

Against Western State, CC led
throughout the first part of the
meet before Western's strength
began to turn the tide.

First places for the Tigers were
taken by Aaron Spiezer in the

1000-yard freestyle, Glenn Ebuna
in the 200-yard freestyle, Dale
Forgy in the 50-yard freestyle,

Bill Veneris in the 200-yard butter-

fly, and Bill Johnson in the 200-

yard breaststroke.

In addition, the CC 400-yard
freestyle relay team made up of
Forgy, Don Campbell, Banning,
and Ebuna set a new school re-

cord of 3;3o.2 in that event.

Note: It was omitted from an
earlier article that sophomore Bill

Johnson established a new school
mark in the 200-yard breaststroke
with a time of 2:31.9.

Turning to the i3ig Eight, will

Wayne Meylan be too slow or

Okliihoma's Granville Liggins too

light to be a Dick Butkus or Tom-
my Nobis?

Still others may be "sleepers"

such as UTEP's outstanding line-

backer, Fred Carr or Massachu-
setts' all-time great quarterback,

Greg Landry. And who has heard

of Lee White, Weber State's pow-
erful fullback, who ripped oppo-

nents on the ground last year?

These questions won't be ans-

wered immediately, bait is is cer-

tain that next year will bring many
surprises.

Buy Your Furniture At

AUCTION
AND SAVE

USED FURNITURE — APPLIANCES
RUGS a HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Ross Auction House
Ser-ing Piloi Pe»l Region Sinte 1921

Open Every Day—
Auction Every Monday

123 S. Coic.de Ave. (.32-6693

By Dan Bernstein

President Johnson's rather demanding recommendation

that U.S. citizens limit their investments abroad has had un-

expected ramifications in areas completely outside of econo-

mic or pohtical boundaries. One less obvious, but certainly

equally serious problem that stems from this decree faces the

United States Olympic team, which is due to begin competi-

tion in Grenoble, France.

The Early-Bird satellite has en-

abled the Tiger to obtain the fol-

lowing conversation between one

of the natiijii's foremost skiers,

Billy T. Kidd (the T stands for

"The") and his coach. Bob Beattie.

It is hoped that you will realize

the gravity of the situation after

reading this exchange.

"Hey, Coach, we only have a

few more days before the Olym-
pics start. I sure could use a cou-

ple of practice runs."

"Take all you want, Billy, but

remember to conserve your

strength when you're walking up
the slopes."

"Walking ? Can't I take the

tow?"

"Now, we've been all through
this before. You're read the Pre-

sident's statement, and we're not

going to exceed his spending limit

for a couple of lousy tow tickets.

Besides, we're not going to give

DeGaulle the satisfaction of spend-
ing money in his country. So, if

you want to ski, start walking."

"Coach, how do you expect me
to practice for the Giant Slalom
if I can't ride the tow?"

"The United States won't be
competing in the Giant Slalom this

year. Billy. It's just too expensive,
that's all. Five dollars a ticket is

way beyond the President's budget.
Anyway, I don't think you could

make it down the course with those

wooden skis."

"Yeah. I meant to ask you about

those. Coach, why—

"

"Because the transport costs

were cheaper, that's why — all in

the best interests of American
economy, you know."
"Well, if I can't take the tow, I

won't go skiing. Let's get some-
thing to eat."

"Are you sure you want your

meal now, Billy?"

"Oh, I almost forgot. This one-

meal-a-day business is pretty

rough, but it does one thing."

"What's that Billy?"

"Well, acute hunger makes the

whole team revert to its basic in-

stinct.s, and our desire to kill

makes us a real threat in the

games."
"But Billy, killing isn't part of

tlie American Image!!!"
"Oh ... I guess Asian Flu

means something else . .
."

"Well, Billy, no matter how bad
it seems, the team is going to end
up by satisfying everybody."
"How's that, Coach?"
"Y''our desii'e to kill will make

the hawks happy . .
."

"Yeah, and what about the
the doves?"

"Since you can't use the tow,
you won't be able to escalate!"
"Hmmmm, I never thought of

that . .
."

GEORGE'S ^ppft Cai- Centei-

Quality Servicing & Repairs on Fore

333-a North Circle Drive

& Sports Cars

Phone 632-9717

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(ZVa blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accessories

Band Inttrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00— FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3?a blocks south

of the campiis — plenty of free parking.

•tWJjf^Srlif'x OFFICE SUPPLY
516 N. Tejon 633-1721acmpuAco

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

mM^i^w^rB
122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORS on TAP
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group funotiont

Come On« . . . Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

$1.25

I
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'i^'lxe Tigey
Faculty to Present Concert
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Winter Carnival to Feature Sports

Festivities and Theatre Production
The 196S version of Winter Car-

nival gets off to a fast paced
start Thursday evening when the

Tiger round bailers meet Regis
at 8:00 in the City Auditorium.
Sponsored by the sophomore class,

the weekend festivities include in-

ti"imural hockey and broomball
(this year on skates) both Fri-

day and Saturday afternoons,
varsity hockey action Fiiday and
Saturday evenings, a dance, with
crowning of a king and queen
Saturday night, and a theatre
workshop production on Saturday
evening and Sunday afternoon.

Intramural hockey and broom-
ba!! will be the featured events

Fi'iday and Saturday afternoon.

With the Independents being de-

fending champions in both divis-

ions, the Greek will be out to seek
revenge after last year's white-
washing. For the first time, this

year the girls' broomball will be
played on skates, which should
prove to be quite colorful.

Both Friday and Saturday eve-
nings the Colorado College hockey
Tigers face the Spartans of Mich-
igan State. Game time is 8:15,

while face off is at 7:30 of Satur-
day evening. The Tigers have yet
to meet the Spartans this year,

which should prove to be a very
exciting series.

Theater Workshop is presenting
Orphee, a short play by Jean Coc-
teau on Saturday at 7 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. in The Little

ullen Sets Record

Straight on Averages

COMPARATIVE GPA - [Men] Upper Three Classes

1st Semester 1967-68

Sophomore men 225 GPA 2.35 2.35 X 225=.528.75

Junior men 215 GPA 2.72 2.72 X 215=584.80
Senior men 154 GPA 2.84 2.84 X 154=437.36

Total grade points = 1550.91

Total men 3 upper classes —-.594

1550.91 = 2.61

594
Fraternity average—upper 3 classes 2.62

All men's average—upper 3 ;lasses , 2.61

By Charles Mullen

A front page article by Dan
Winograd in last week's Tiger

charged that my conclusions con-

cerning the fraternity and all-

man's grade averages were mis-

leading and "categorically untrue."

Mr. Winograd produced a statistic

which he claimed he determined
from "statistics provided by the

registrar's office. Dean Drake's
office, and by IFC President Dave
Schaffer." He claimed that the in-

dependent men in the sophomore,
junior, and senior classes have an
average of 3.04. He computed this

average "excluding freshmen and
those on academic probation, as do
the fraternities in their computa-
tion of the all-fratemity averages."
It is time to set the record straight.

First, the fraternity averages
are computed on a basis using the
entire membership of each of the
five fraternities. They are com-
puted by the registrar's office,

which uses the same technique in

computing all-college, all-men's,

all-women's, and sorority averages.
Somewhere along the line, Mr.
Winograd has been misinformed.
Any computation of the averages
that exclude those students on aca-
demic probation would invariably
^aise the independent men's aver-
erage. The Dean of Men has fur-
nished the information that 31 in-

dependent men are on academic
probation, while seven fraternity
fiien are on academic probation.

Second, the registrar's office

does not compute the independent
'nen's average at all. As Mr. Polk,

School registrar, has pointed out,

this would involve separating
Greek and non-Greek students and
adding their individual averages.
The computation involved in such
figuring would involve not only a
tremendous amount of time but
^'ould also require complete access
to all the grade averages for up-

plerclass men. Neither the re-

gistrar's office nor the dean of the

college furnished Mr. Winograd
with such information. The infor-

mation put out by the registrar

involved only the following sta-

tistics pertaining to the men's
averages:

Men's Averages, First

Semester 1967-68

Freshmen men 2.20

Sophomore men 2.35

Junior men „, 2.72

Senior men 2.84

All-men .2.50

All-fratemity , 2.62

Now, if the grade average of

the freshmen men is excluded, we
can compute the average of the

entire body of upperclass men.
(See table).

A quick glance at the statistics

shows that the averages of the

frateniities compare well with the

average of the upper class men
as a whole. These figures, com-
puted in the presence of Dean
Reid, repr^ent a weighted average

of the hour-weighted total num-
ber of grade points divided by
the total number of indiWduals in

the respective groupings. With-

out any access to the entire col-

lection of independent men's av-

erages, I wonder how Mr. Wino-

grad arrived at his 3.04 figure!

Certainly the 2.62 average of the

fraternities is not pulling down
the 2.61 average of the upperclass

men.

It would be hard for any ad-

vocate of the fraternity system to

find a definite correlation between

fraternities and scholastic excel-

lence. But it would be equally as

hard for a non-Greek to do the

same for his segment of the com-

munity. And it would be even

harder for a spokesman for either

group to prove that being either

in or out of a fraternity is pos-

itively a detriment to learning.

Theater, Armstrong Hall. It is the
Greek legend of how Orpheus
braved the terrors of the under-
world to recover his wife Euridice
from the dead. The timeless story
i.s retold in a capricious, fantastic
and constantly surprising produc-
tion, full of unexpected events.
Orphee is like a dream transported
to reality—miracles come true,
time is re-arranged, and tears and
death lose their tragedy. Orphee
is like a poem—an exercise in im-
agination.

The weekend's happenings will

be climaxed with a dance and cor-
onation of Winter Carnival King
and Queen Saturday evening in the
Broadmoor main ball room. Musir
will be supplied by the Beethoven
Soul from Dallas, Texas, and will

be flowing from 9:00 to 1 :00. Gamr-
time Saturday evening has bcon
moved to 7:30 thus allowing tho
students to attend both the game
and dance. Tickets may be pur-
chased from your fraternity rep-
resentative or Steve Couture, Car-
olyn Mertz, Cal Simmons, Rastall
Desk, Slocum Desk, or Mathia.s
Hall desk and are priced at $1.50
per person. The candidates vying
for the king and queen title are.

Independent Men: Steve Radock-
avich; Dave Mayger, Beta, Rick
Paakee; Kappa Sigma, Harry
King; Phi Gam, Bill Bowman;
Phi Delt, Bill Vieregg; Sigma Chi,

Erwin Goldberg; for queen. Inde-

pendent, Kay Burr and Liz Mc-
Ilroy; Delta Gamma, Jane Titus;

Gamma Plii, Sharon Andress;
Theta, Sue Atwood
Voting will take place in Rastall

Center on Friday, Feb. IG from
7:00 to 7:00.

Josephine listill, soprnno, and
Max Lanner, pianist, will present
a joint-recital in Armstrong Hall
on Sunday, Feb. \\ at 4 p.m. The
concert will be fi-ee to the public.

Both artists are membere of the
nuisic faculty of Colorado College.
Miss Estill will sing six songs

by Debussy to poems of Verlaine,
known as "Ariettes Oubliees"; the
aria "Depuis le jour" from Char-
pentier's opera Louise; four songs
by the American composer Nod
Rorem and two songs by Curltou
Gamer of th« college music de-
partment.

Mr, Lanner has chosen works by
two impoi"tant composer-sons of

Bach: a "Polonaise" by Willielm
Friedeman and a Sonata by Carl
Philipp Emanuel. His second group
will consist of the "Passacaglia" by
the American composer Aaron
Copland and 10 short numbers
from Pixikofieff's "Visions Fugi-
tive."

Josephine Estill, voice instructor

at Colorado College, has sung as
a concert artist in the United
States and Europe.

She has appeared often with the
Colorado Springs Symphony (Ver-
di's Requiem, HantU-l'.^ Messiah,

Villa-Lobos' Brasilieras Bacliianas)
and will again be soloist with this
oi-chestra in March in Beetiioven's
Ninth Symphony, The Colorado
Springs Opera Association featur-
ed her as Santuzza (Cavalleria)
and ns Tosca .Her first opera ap-
pearance was here at Coloi-ado Col-
lege as Dido (Dido and Aeneas)
under the direction of Donald Jen-
kins and William McLiUen.

In addition to hor activities as
tpacher and performer. Miss Estill

has been studying and investigat-
ing new theories of vocal produc-
tion wliich she thinks may revolu-
tionize tho study of voice.

Max Lanner, professor of music
and former chairman of the music
department at Colorado College,

was horn and educated in Vienna.
He graduated there from the Cou-
sorvaiory of Muaic and holds a
Ph.D. from the Uuivcrsity of
Vienna. He concortlzod extonsive-
ly in Europe and America bofoi-o

joining tho faculty of Colorado Col-
lege. Since then he has appeai'od
in Colorado Springs numerous
times in solo recitals and chamber-
music concerts and was four times
soloist with tho Colorado SpVinga
Symphony.

JOSEPHINE ESTILL, SOPRANO, AND MAX LANNER, PIANIST, ro-

hearse for their recital in Armstrong Hall on Sunday, Feb. I I at 4 p.m.

The concert will be open -fo the public.

Dean Moon Discusses Crime Incident

IncreaseonColoradoCollegeCampus
In an interview last week, Chris-

tine S. Moon, Dean of Women,
told this Tiger reporter that "there

definitely has been an increase in

the number of incidents reported

involving Colorado College coeds

on campus this year," but that the

bulletin all students received ear-

lier in the semester did not neces-

sarily reflect a desparate situa-

tion.

Instead it was meant as an at-

tempt to make students more cau-

tious and to make them aware that

there is a rising crime rate in Col-

orado Springs and, therefore, on
the CC campus. She added that the

same type of letter has been sent

out "at least two other times since

I have been Dean and before that

had been sent by the president of

AWS."

Dean Moon emphasiKed what the

administration has done in the

past and what it is now doing to

try to alleviate the problem. Three
years ago, with the help of WES,
the college initiated a campaign to

improve the lighting on campus.

In an 18 month period $10,000

worth of new lights were installed,

in the Bemis Quad area, near Tutt,

in back of Loomis, and by tho sor-

ority houses. Since then, flood

lights have also been added on the

east side of Bemis to cover the

Strong Elected President
By Cynthia von Riesen

Jan Strong, current president of

Jackson House, snatched the pre-

sidency of AWS in the Feb. 6

Executive Board elections. Run-
ning on a platform which spoke

for "liberalization of womens' re-

gulations . . ., open communica-
tions . . , and review of past legis-

lation," Miss Strong re-emphasi-

zed these ideas by stating that

next year, AWS will try for "as

much as we can get," but that sug-

gestions and support must come
from the .students themselves. She
viewed the Executive Board as a

mediator, responsible for putting

the -wishes of the women students

in final form, and presenting them

to the Administration.

Other officers elected were Dee

Fitzsimmons, vice-president; Jane

McAtee, recording secretary; Bar-

bara Klein, treasurer; and Cathy
Shiramizu, social chairman.

Interest in the Executive Board
elections seemed fairly mild, as

half the candidates ran unopposed,

and only 236 of the eligible women
students voted.

Although AWS performs many
other functions, the school has

watched the organization mainly

for its work towards easing the

doiTn rules for women. Miss Strong

felt that the role of AWS will have

to be reviewed after most of the

regulations have been abolished.

The survival of AWS, she stated,

depends on its ability to "respond
to the needs dictated by its

members."

i-oof and in certain other areas,

for example, near tho new women's
dorms.

In addition. Dean Moon has pro-

posed that lighting be expanded to

several other areas—the north-

west side of Ticknor, the island in

the Bemis-McGregor parking lot,

and the area between Boettcher

and Tenney. Also, the college has

asked the city of Colorado Springs

to put better lights along Wood
Avenue and Cascade all the way
to Uintah,

Dean Moon posited that "our

campus police force is more than

comparable to other colleges the

size of ours." One extra security

man has been added to the force

this year ,At the present time

three men continually patrol an

eight to nine square block area

from 7 p. m. to midnight every

night.

Although there have been many
complaints concerning Fort Carson

.soldiers "oogling and bothering"

CC girls, according to Dean Moon,
"there has never been one serious

incident reported on campus in-

volving someone from Fort Car-

son." Their presence is due to tho

fact that the campus is an open

area; its roadways aren't closed

to anyone and "there has been no

incident to specifically indicate

that they should be."

Finally, Dean Moon indicated

that the increasing number of in-

cidents may be a function of the

fact that there are more girls on

campus than before and that the

womens' residences are more scat-

tered this year.
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EDITORIAL
The formation of the Center for Community Action

marks a new beginning in the community service at Colorado

College. Tlie Center, temporarily located in the basement of

the PACC buliding-, was tlie idea of Professor Ptoger Eldridge,

and was formed by a coalition of all of the volunteer program

at Colorado College. It is hoped that new and more efficient

programs can be established through the Center.

The final end, however, is to more completely involve tlie

College resources in community action. The Tiger urges all

interested persons to join in this new program. Tlie Tiger will

begin a series of articles next week on the different pro-

grams involved in the Center, and we would hope that the

College, with its manpower and financial resources, will sup-

port this new program so tliat it can become a per-

manent aspect of the participation of the College in commun-

ity affairs.

The views expressed in LelterH to tJie

Editor are the opinions of the nuthora

only, and do not neceBSSrily reflect the

editorial opinion of the C^lorndo Collepe

Tiger.

CCCA
Di?ai- Ml-. Sitton:

I must call your attention to a

miaquotation of what I said at the

last CCCA meeting refiarding my
proposal for action to be taken on

the 'Refrigerator Issue.' You quote

me as saying: "I think it is appar-

ent that the administration offic-

ials did not act precipitously in re-

moving refrigerators in view of

existing prohibitions in fraternity

regulations concerning electrical

appliances did not include refrige-

rators." Anyone ti-j'ing to read

this 'quotation' should not only

have doubts about my logic but
also niy command of the English
language.
What I did in fact say was this:

'1 think il is apparent that the ad-

ministrative officials "did" act

precipitously in removing the re-

frigerators in view of the fact that

there is nothing intrinsically evil

about the refrigerators them-
selves.' As far as I can recall, I

went on to move that the refrige-

rators should be returned to their

owners, that those fines le\ied for
the refrigerators be remitted, that
those students whose refrigerators

contained beer be fined the usual
charge for possession of liquor,

and that those who had suffered
loss of property (other than ille-

gal property such as beer or 'food
which needs preparation') be com-
pensated by the college for their
loss.

Dean Reid then produced a Di-
rective in which the fraternities

were specifically warned against
having refrigerators in their
rooms. I then withdrew my motion
altogether, since I was trying to
stay within the guidelines of Col-

HINTERLAND JOURNAL
1 set out yesterday on what

proved to be a most exciting and

enlightening joumey to your owti

Tutt Library. What a magnificent

stiTJctui^e! Its granite slabs invoke

\'isioiis of the Citadel of Know-
ledge rearing its bastions against

the searing elements of ignorance.

I passed through its gates to view

with awe row upon row of immor-

tal tomes. Can you picture or tru-

ly appreciate my wonder in such

a place? If you can not, let me
tell you something of the Hinter-

land Library, then perhaps, you

will sympathize mth me.

Our library in Hinterland con-

tains but 47 volumes, 30 of which

are kept under lock and key and
may only be used by the royal wi-

zards. These works elucidate age-

old rites which might become dan-

gerous if they got into the hands
of the novice. Therefore, they are

well protected. The other volumes
in our library are standard refer-

ence works such as Ma StrobJH's

Use of the Chee-Chee Bird in the

Millinery Industrj' of Hinterland
and Olaus Graepskinn's Basic
Architecture of Mead-halls. As you
can see, our selection of material

tends to be somewhat limited; so

you can understand my joy at dis-

covering Tutt Library.

But to continue with my story.

As I entered the door, I spied a lit-

tle old lady to my left, standing
behind a huge desk upon which
rested a sign which read "LIBRA-
RIAN." Ah joy! The desk and
floor around it were piled high
with books, so that all I could see
was her head. I turned and walked
toward the desk in hopes of gain-
ing information as to the use of

this tremendous storehouse of
knowledge. But as I approached, I

observed that she had disappeared
behind one of the stacks. "What
manner of behavior is this ?" 1

said. And I rushed over and peer-
ed behind the stack, but lo, she
had again disappeared! Then I

spotted her peeping from behind
another stack a short distance
away. I strode over to this stack,
but when I arrived the old woman
had completely vanished and could
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be detected nowhere. In fact I no-

ticed that the whole place had a
deserted look about it. It must be
lunch hour, I thought.

I walked over to a large bank
of books at which I thought I

might find a book on the use of

the library, but saw immediately
that this was a futile search. How
could I, unlearned as I am, hope
to decode that myriad of numbers.
There must be a solution to the
]3roblem, I thought; immediately,
as if guided by a guardian angel,

mine eyes fell upon a series of
filing cabinets marked "CARD
CATALOGUE." "Aha," I cried,

"All is well. My search for order
is ended." But I was deluded. All

that I gleaned from the amazing
catalogue was another series of

numbers which I was helpless to
use, as they meant nothing to me.

I resigned myself to relying up-
on trial and error methods. So I

set off up the stairs, feeling vag-
uely excited. I did a gay little

dance and soft-shoed across the
beautiful autumn toned carpet.

Then, as I reached for a railing to

steady myself after such vigorous,
dizzying exercise, a tremendous
bolt of phosphorescent light darted
from the railing to my hand. Much
surprized was I to find myself re-

clining in a prone position on the
floor after being touched by this
wierd phenomenon. "What can be
the meaning of this ? Perhaps it

is a warning device to protect un-
wary students from getting too
near the precipice. Brilliant think-
ing it was, on the part of the build-

ers." (But on with my search).

I wandered for some time down
many con-idors of books until fi-

nally I spied a series of books on
library use. "At last!", I cried, and
pulled one volume from the shel-
ves. This action left a space in the
row of books. As I inserted my
hand into the space to retrieve the
next hook, wluch I also desired,
the spring-loaded device which
holds the books in rows proceeded
to contract the row of books
against my hand. I was utterly
and hopelessly trapped. Can you
imagine, my friends, the thought
of having to spend the night alone,
environed within rows upon rows
of tomes, behind which lurks the
unknown ? I did not relish this

fate, so I began to call for help.

Then I noticed that low sighs
and groans were coming from a
place just out of niy field of vis-

ion at the end of the row of shel-

ves. It sounded like two voices,

one male and one female. I shouted
louder, that they might hear and
come to my aid. But they did not
liear me; they semed to be total-

ly engrossed with something far

more important than my urgent
pleas. What were they doing ? I

can only guess. Perhaps they were
having a philosophical discussion!

As you can see, I did not perish

in that forgotten region. I was
rescued by a friendly janitor who
noticed my plight while making
his evening rounds. I was duly re-

leased and advised against becom-
ing so ensnared again. But still the

question plagued me; who was the

psychotic engineer who designed

that diabolical device in which I

was caught? Had a student in-

sulted his mother? Or was he only

a frustrated scholar whose soul had
gone bad on him ? I'll never know.

— Eric Lone-Horse

lege policy, and it was now clear

that specific prohibitions against

refrigerators in the rooms had al-

ready been in effect. Withdrawing
the motion, I hastened to add that

the directive was still unclear and
that the presence of refrigerators

themselves did not constitute evi-

dence of misuse, that removing
the refrigerators was similar to

cutting off one's finger in order to

remove a sliver.

I understand that for the sake

of brevity you had to compress a

good deal of information which
accounts for the misquotation, es-

pecially since the issue became in-

finitely more complex as the meet-
ing developed.

Sincerely,

Darrell D. Davisson
Assistant Professor

of Art
The miaiiuotation Mr. Davisson mentions

nbove was the result of an unfortunate
proofing error, not ft concious attempt to

misrepresent Mr. Davisson. The Tiger apo-

lojriies to Mr. Davisson, end above, reprints

his letter in nn attempt to clarify the very

confuse*! and comple.\ CCCA meeting of

January 31. Editor.

More CCCA
My Dearest Editor:

I wish to thank you here foi-

your prompt reporting of the 31
January meeting of the CCCA Col-

lege Council. You gave it a front
page billing and a full-fledged

headline as well. Good, great! I'm
sorry, however, that the article

was not only incomplete, but mis-
representative.

First of all, "Dean Reid" is

spelled "D-e-a-n R-e-i-d," not
"R-e-a-n R-e-e-d." Secondly, I

would prefer that you complete
his quote from the first lines of

the article. He stated that students
do not rent their rooms during
Christmas break, but rather by
semester. The College then has
every legal right to enter the
rooms for a "routine inspection."

A more obvious omission in the

article was made somewhere be-
tween Professor Davisson's and
Bill McDonald's separate motions.
You neglected to include that Mr.
Davisson withdrew his motion af-

ter Dean Reid read the published
housing regulations to the meet-
ing (those which are available to

all students). Although it was the

consensus of the College Council
that these rules were inappropri-

ate, if not outrightly unfair to

orange juice lovers, it was also

the general agi'eement that the

Dean had the right to take the re-

frigerators at that time.

Following the withdrawal of Mr.

Da\'isson'3 motion, Bill McDonald
made a motion which was similar

to the one made earlier by Jerry
Hancock. At this point. Dean
Drake rightly brought up the con-
stitutionality of voting on a sub-

ject that was not announced at

least a week in advance by the

circulation of the agenda.
The situation now stands as

this: Dean Reid has agreed not fo

raise the amounts of the fines, as:

was scheduled, nor to press for

the collections of these fines until

the next meeting of the College

Council when these matters will bo
settled. For that meeting there are

already two resolutions pending
(on the table) concerning thet re-

frigerator problem.

I am vei-y sorry that the Tigi-r

did not include this most impor-
tant aspect in its article. There is

talk among those who were hard-
hit by the search and seizure of

hiring a lawyer in an effort to

"straighten out" the matter. I bn-

lieve an effective Tiger article

could have somewhat alleviated

their fears that "nothing is being
done."

Off of refrigerators and on to

by-laws, I wish to point out still

another gross mistake in the arti-

cle. The by-law concerning the Stn-

dent Conduct Committee was not

passed, and consequently will be

a subject of much discussion in

next week's meeting. There will be

a move to make the by-law more
specific and in so doing to increase

the power of the Student Conduct
Committee.
Now, please do not misconstrue

my intentions here. T was elated tu

see the element of contixiversy

sneak into last week's Tiger. How-
ever, I cherish fact as being more
important, and a well-wiitten pa-

per as being still the most impor-
tant goal of all.

Hence, I ask two things: (1)

That you include a copy of the

minutes of the last meeting of the

College Council in this week's Ti-

ger. (2) That you cut out some of

the junk you publish, thereby mak-
ing the paper smaller and saving
enough money to pay decent news-
writers to write decent news
stories.

With all due regards,

Leigh Pomeroy
Representative-at-large

Opinion
By Dave Hull

At the last CCCA meeting it

was proposed that the two faculty
and student committees be merged
and the Student Conduct Commit-
tee have a student chairman. The
proposals were made in an impor-
tant form and \vill be resubmitted
at next week's meeting (Thursday,

Feb. 15 in the Trustees' Room of

Armstrong Hall).

One suggested merger is of the

Faculty Public Lectures Commit-
tee (Gilbert Johns, chairman) and
the student Forum Committee
(Kirk Thomas, chairman). It was
stated that these groups already

work together informally and that

it would be more efficient to com-
bine personel and funds.

The second proposal is to merge
the Faculty Academic Program
Committee (Fred Sondermann,
chairman) and the student Aca-
edmic Affairs Committee (Don
Salisbury, chairman). The Acad-
emic Program Committee is one of

the most important in the school.

It is presently considering a thor-

ough overhaul of the all-college

requirements, and will submit its

reports an this and other questions

to the faculty tliis summer.
Professor Sondemiann said he

would favor such a merger, de-

spite reservations, because of his

strong belief in student participa-

tion. His resei'\'ation concerns the
fact that in past joint committees
the students haven't done their

share. Some have responded by
pointing out that in the past, the

joint committees have been less

important, or that the students

have not been full voting mem-
bers. David Thompson said that

"you get what you pay for," and

expressed the view that if given

the responsibility, students would

measure up to it.

Both combined committees would

have equal student and faculty

members with a faculty chairman.

If passed by the CCCa", these pro-

posals would only serve as recom-

mendations to the faculty, which is

fully autonomous in such matters.

The Student Conduct Committee

is now chaired by Dean Reid, and

in addition consists of Dean Moon,

two faculty members and foui'

students. It is proposed that an-

other student be added and that a

student member be chairman. The

committee has not heard a

case, though many students have

been disciplined, including several

who were kicked out for possess-

ing marijuana. A student member
predicted that more cases wouM
be brought before the committee

if a student were made chairman.

Jerry Hancock, CCCA Wce-pi't'-

sident, explained the rationale be-

hind these suggestions: "In intro-

ducing this motion, we hope to ap-

ply the concept of community go}''

ernment to a lower level of decis-

ion-making. I feel that in some

areas, such as public lectures ^'^

academic programming, student^

can be of value and are capable of

handling the responsibility of com-

mittee membership."
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More Letters to the Editor
Campus Security

Dear Editor:

I'd like to say something about

the recent physical attacks that

have occurred on campus. I'm not
the Hkeliest person to be wilting
this article (my very first for the
Tiger), but then the more capable
voices seem to be preoccupied with
more important issues, such as
who's got the higher grade-point
average. I don't happen to have
the vital statistics on how many
people have been jumped and
when, but I felt when two such in-

cidents can occur in one weekend,
someone should at least write a
letter to the Tiger.

It has been known for some time
how dangerous it is for a girl to
walk around this campus after
liark, and yet efforts on the part
of the Administration for remedy-
ing the situation seem to indicate

only that someone is pretty pea-
lirained. The first decisive action
the Administration took was to
distribute a bulletin to ail students,
reminding them that it's unsafe
after dark, and girls — please
scream if you should find yourself
being dragged into the bushes, and
boys—remember you should take it

upon yourself to see th^t our girls

make it across campus safely. But
should this be insufficient for dis-

couraging potential molesters, girls

now have an opportunity to be in-

structed in the art of self-defense.

While I appreciate the Adminis-
tration's concern, I'd like to see if

i can't shoot a couple of holes in

these courses of action, if I may.
In one sentence, there's not a girl

iiround who, if jumped, has got
any kind of chance, even if she's
faithfully attended her self-defense
lessons, carries a teargas pen, and
has her hatpin handy. To be ter-

ribly bold for a minute, there's not
a single girl on campus who could
fend me off if I decided to

Given the dark of night
and anyone of the many likely

places on this campus, I'm quite

Bl^avt (HJ^^pei

Sunday, February 11, 1968
11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"The Church in Tenth Place"

I'reacher:

Professor Dirk Baay

\\'orship Leader:
Louise Allen

This Sunday's sermon uses the
exile in Babylon ("there we sat
down and wept") as a metaphor
for man's alienation from God and
his disorientation. What does this
predicament mean for the Church
today? Should the Church, having
tost its sure sense of the presence
of God, turn to -social action, or
withdraw behind its walls to seek
to recover in worship the sense of
"divine milieu"? If we take ser-
ious our loss, what may we vet
hope for?

sure I could shove any girls' face
in or di-ag her off, without anyone
hearing anything from her. Any
guy could. That's just the way it

is. If any guy on this campus
couldn't handle any girl on this
campus, then I guess he'd just
have to come up with another ap-
pi-oach. And to hope that CC
"men" can escort every girl every
place she wants to go is equally
ridiculous.

What's more, I'd expect the num-
ber of attacks to increase rather
than fall off. The word may get
around that CC is the ideal place
for decking the babes. Seriously,
can you imagine a more perfect
spot in Colorado Springs for at-
tacking a girl? Most of the cam-
pus is completely dark, the cover
is plenty heavy, the city police are
not allowed on campus the Bums
Cops don't even desen'e mention),
and girls are necessarily running
back and forth across campus.
What a real setup! A guy can sit

back and take his pick. Pretty
soon, all the guya who spend their
weekend on Colorado Avenue are
going to catch on and make the
scene. I really can't see what's to
prevent them (no sense in paying

for it when it's free for tho tak-
ing).

Tliis may sound gi-ossy over-
stated and to that I'd readily ad-
mit, and yet there are eiiougii

girls on this campus who don't
think so. I'm not going to suggest
what needs to be done, because I

think the problem lies in how to
get it done. The situation may call

for additional lighting or some
real police, but getting (he Admin-
istration to consider anything like
this in terms of something less
than a five-year program is the
real difficulty. I suggest that if

conditions are bad enough to war-
rant action, then you girls ought
to \vrite your parents. This, ad-
mittedly, isn't the most noble way
to go about it, but it's the only
way to apply enough pressure to
get anything done. And I address
this suggestion to you girls, be-
cause I don't think the guys are
threatened enough to cause any
real concern on their part. Parents
can do the job if you'll get them
involved, and if things really aren't
that bad, then forgive my concern.

Respectfully Submitted,

Steve Street

Crav\/ford to Present Paper on Privacy
Professor Berry Crawford, as-

sistant professor of philosophy in

the College of Arts and Sciences

at the Colorado Springs Center of

the University of Colorado, will

present a paper entitled "Privacy"

at the first philosophy department

discussion session of the semester.

The discussion will take place in

Olin Lounge on Sunday, February

11, at 7:30 p.m., and all interested

students and faculty are invited

to attend.

Crawford was a volunteer in the

Peace Corps in Senegal from 1962

to 1964, and he taught in the phi-

losophy department on the C.U.

Boulder campus before coming to

Colorado Springs. He has a B.A.

degree from the University of

Kansas, an M.A. from the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and a Ph.D.
from the University of Southern
Illinois. At Kansas, he won the Al-
bert Schweitzer Education Foun-
dation Essay Competition, and at
Michigan, he won first prize in
the Broomfield Essay Contest.

Correction
The President of Honor Council

is Michael Johnston and his phone
number is 636-2704.

Christmas Concert

Records Available
Christmas Concert Records to be

made available. Please place an or-
der in the bookstore. Deadline for
orders is Friday, Feb. 23.

In addition to Ms academic at-

tainments, Crawford won the Na-
tional A.A.U. Marathon champion-
ship in the meet in Columbia, Mis-

souri. He i.s in training now for

the Olympic Games in Mexico
City next summer.

CC Debaters
CC. debaters began second se-

mester toiimament competition

last weekendwith participation in

the Rocky Mountain Speech Con-

ference College Toumament at

the University of Denver. The
squad encountered very stiff com-
petition but did manage a 407o
victory record. Bob Clabby, fresh-
man from Ai-vada, Colorado, reach-
ed the finals of Original Oratory.
Twenty-two colleges from eight
midwestem and western states at-

tended the meet. The team's next
tournament will be at Colorado
State College in Greeley Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 9-10.

Variety Show
The Colorado College Variety

Show, to be held February 22, 23,

24, still needs talent. If you are
willing to give some time for the
United Fund, please contact Mr.
Woodson Tyree at Ext. 241 or at
the radio station by this Sat.

^Of the ^eM

.

acnma
Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS'

Fiisl Two Drinks
lor Ihe Price- of One '

4-7 P.M. DAILY
118 North Cascade Avenue
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Acacia

Artist Supplies

And Antiques

2O6V2 North Tejon Phone 632-9502

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Iml a Short Wnlk from College

Open 8:00 A, M. to 9:00 P. M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small ami Large Appliancen
Phonographs (Hi I'i or Stereo)

Cchtatfc ^pm^^ Optical

DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

D. HITESHEW, Optician

QuttliUj - Style - Service

/S^.

27 East Kiowa Street
'/r.f.*/

Phone 636-3418

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 Off

MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiches

Stoaki

Chiclcon

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

4:30p.rn,.l hOO p.m. Tuei.-5o1, I2r00-I0i00 p.m. Sunday

Cloiad Monday

71 I North Tejon 634-9346

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framin<^ 'Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAE^E ART GALLERY

218 North Tejan Phone 633-6903

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

[Pa«t the Dog Trade— Only five mintitwi from ttw campus)



LtC'S ENCO SERVICE
:- TUNE UPS

-:- ATHS TIRES

- STATE INSPECTION
ATLjkS BATTERIES

NEXT TO

230 West Uintah
COLLEGE ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

1 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Rsgular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Tslaphon* 632-03*1

GOLDEN
R
A
G

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chines*

and Annerican Restaurant

o PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

N COCKTAIL LOUNGE

903 Sou+h 8th Street 632-3607

OPEN IhOO A.M. to llrOO P.M. CLOSED ON MONDAY

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 Eait Kiowa Evelyn & MiIm McBumoy Phono 63B-U06

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

Take a Trip

and Leave the

Worry to Vs.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

Bob Clabby: A Precocious Columnist
Most of the midnight oil bunied

i-n Colorado College dormitories is

used to unravel puzzlers provided

by such things as differential

equations, the Spanish subjunctive,

and molecular transformations.

But not all by any means. In Slo-

cum 310, Freshman Robert T.

Clabby uses some of it to knock

out a weekly column for his home-

town newspaper, the Arvada Citi-

zen.

Writing under the heading,

"Youth Forum," the 19-year-old

columnist ranges widely, writes in

a professional manner about every-

thing from income taxes and the

credibility gap to spoi-ts and drugs.

Most young journalists start out

regular editorial column which ap-

pears on the same page as "Youth
Forum."

When Clabby wrote a column
que-stioning the tactics used by
Denver Police in their surveillance

of a Hippie hangout Icnown as

"The Family Dog." Editor Farrar

wrote in the same issue:

"Rarely, we disagree ^vith the

perspicacious Robert T. (Bob)

Clabby, the Citizen's celebrated

columnist whose essays appear re-

gularly on this page. However, in

the interest of freedom of the

press (especially written opinion)

we refuse to serve as censor.

Therefore we run his column as is.

"His column today (across the

Bob Clabby of the Arvada CITIZEN.

on a police beat, but Clabby began

his career in the Denver suburb

as a columnist.

"I just went down to The Citi-

zen one day and asked if I could

write for it," Clabby said this

week. "The answer was yes, and I

started out with the column."

Arvada Citizen Editor, Harry
Farrar, former Denver Post staf-

fer, gives the youthful columnist a
free hand, but occasionally takes

issue with him in the newspaper's

page from here) is a technically

excellent defense of youth's quaint

rebels—the hippies. I think he was
defending their constitutional

rights.

"Bravo.

"We have no quarrel with Clab-

by's right to express his viewpoint.

Bob has more than youth's natur-

al flair for figuratively belting us
elders."

Farrar went on to say that Clab-

by 's columns regularly display a

Hatkaifiaif,6

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

IDDLE EART
123 South Nevada Avenue

This Week: "BABY MAGIC"

Leprechaun Light Show

NEW BASEMENT BAR

Pizza, Beer . . .

Entertainment

DAILY: 4-12

SAT. & SUN.: 12-12

FOLK. ..ROCK...

"WHAT EVER YOU WANT

"

maturity far beyond that of the

average young man of hia age,

praised him for some of the points

he made in the column, concluded:

"We don't have to coach him in

editorial -style. He has plenty of

that. We won't censor him—unless

he starts attacking Santa ClauK.

virtue and the sanctity of Amer-
ican apple pie.

Clabby worked on the student

newspaper. The Lance, when he

Was a student in North Arvada
Junior High School, then worked

on the Arvada Redskin when he

attended Arvada Senior High
School.

Since entering Colorado CoUegt
last September, he has written a

few things for the Tiger, Colorado

College student newspaper, hopes

to do more during his college days.

When he finishes college, Clabby

expects to teach English classes in

liigh school, but says "of course

there is always a possibility I

might continue in journalism."

If he doesn't stay in journalism,

the Clabby family will carry on.

A sister, Margaret, who is a sen-

ior at .Arvada High School, is the

current editor of the Redskin, and

a younger sister, Cathy, is work-

ing on North Arvada Junior High's

"The Lance."

Their father, Robert Clabby, a

district production manager of di-

rectories for the Mountain States

Telephone Company, majored in

English and minored in journalism

at Grinnell College.

CoMegiate Fellowship

Collegiate Fellowship is a study

gToup which investigates and dis-

cusses the relevance of faith in a

college atmosphere. It is a unique

study group because it has no for-

mal lectures or teacher who recites

while students take notes. Instead,

the assembly's organization and

success depends upon the spontan-

eous and frank remarks of stu-

dents . . . students wanting to share

the thoughts, frustrations, and

joys of their own personal faith.

The group doesn't, however,

wander aimlessly in offhand dis-

cussion. Under the guidance of

the Associate Pastor of the First

Presbyterian Church, Ron White

(formerly a professor of history

at The Colorado College), the dis-

cussions are channeled in construc-

tive directions. At present, the

group is struggling to define the

relation of sex and love, and how
it relates to their faith. Starting

February 13, thoughts will focus

on a study of St. Paul's letter to

the Ephesians. The Collegiate Fel-

lowship meetings or this four-week

study will attempt to discover

Paul's message to this generation

concerning the church, the family,

and the indivual.

A highlight of this group is a

weekly Sunday evening meal at

Ron and Sherry White's home

just a few blocks from the campus.

The relaxed atmosphere of this

Sunday meal is really an effec-

tive mens of unifying the Colleg-

iate Fellowship group and of ex-

panding college friendships.

Collegiate Fellowship is com-

posed of approximately twenty

students (with equal represention

from all classes). The only prereq-

uisite for attending the meetings

is a sincere interest. All students

are invited to attend the 7:30 p.m-

Tuesday meetings in Rastall, room

208.

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8:00-6;00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"
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STIMULATING LANGUAGE IS THE ESSENCE, SAYS MADRUGA
By Heinz Gepperf

Since this seems to be the "sea-
son" for productions in foreign
languages, the Germans and their

"Dreigroschenoper*' and the French
with Moliere's "Le Bourgeois Gen-
tilhomme," the author thought it

appropriate to interview one of the
main-promoters, Dr. Madruga of

the Romance Language Depart-
ment, who is participating either

as actor or director in both produc-
tions. This very informal interview

took place in the attic of Dr. Mad-
ruga's house while he was sorting

out costumes for the beggars and
prostitutes, which will see the lime-

light in the "Threepenny Opera."

The atmosphere was a little dusty,

to say the least, and Professor
Madruga seemed to be in a state

of "nothingness." Indeed, I had
my doubts to get any sensible ans-
wers at all, but we proceeded any-
way.
Question—Do you recognize any

pedagogic value in producing a

foi-eign language play ?

Professor Madruga: Definitely,

it is not only the exposure to the

language on p'ai-t of the student,

but also an experience in emotions
of another culture in another time.

Question—Does little exposure
to the language make this type of

venture questionable ?

Professor Madruga: Well, the

scope of the undertaking has t-o be
realized at the outset, for the di-

rector is faced with a dual task of

imparting both acting and langu-
age skills, and it sometimes sug-

gests the wisdom of restricting the

choice of plays to a more sensible
one. Lavish productions without
any talent would be out of place,
the stimulating, living use of the
foreign language is much move
important. Visual emphasis can be
great, but, after all, the Shakes-
pearean stage did without all the
Hollywood pomp.

Question—But how do you
choose a play, what criteria do you
have ?

Professor Madi-uga: First, I try

to find a play which relies to a
great extent on visual means, per-

haps a comedy in which the plot is

not too complicated for the aud-
ience to follow, i.e. a play which a
public with limited knowledge of

the language can appreciate. And
since you will not have the human
resources of the Drama Depart-
ment which can draw on the en-
tire student, and sometimes facul-

ty body, you must first size up
your potential actors and then sel-

ect the play in terms of talent ava-

ilable, as I did with "Tartuffe"
two years ago. Often it will pay to

have a meeting of interested stu-

dents in order to determine the na-

ture of that talent, they in turn

have to be prepared to work very
hard.

Question—What problems do you
encounter when you pi-oceed to the

actual job of casting?
Professor Madruga: Student in-

terest is a fine thing, but if you
cast on interest alone, you will get

a wonderful variety of headaches
and dubious results. With inexper-

ienced actors, it is imperative that

their personalities resemble at

least vaguely the roles they are to

play.

Question—How do you feel about
learning and memorizing the
parts?

Professor Madruga: Correct pro-
nounciation should precede every-
thing. The individual learning of
pai'ts should be begun at least two
weeks before the first group re-

hearsal, since the process in a for-

eign language is especially slow.
But too early memorization before
cast confrontation leads to a rigid

and sterile pattern that often re-

sists the later acquisition of dra-
matic feeling. I don't like students
to go "flat" long before the per-
formance."

Question—Can you give your op-
inion about interpretation of the
parts ?

Professor Madruga: It is not al-

ways wise to explain your inter-

pretation immediately after rehear-
sals begin, but rather let the stu-

dents first familiarize themselves
with their lines and blocking. How-
ever, if you wait too long, their

patterns may get set and difficult

(o change. For the week prior to

the actual performance only minor
corrections should be made at re-

hearsal. Whatever the actors have
achieved at this time must be re-

garded as their zenith and be al-

lowed to set. Further changes will

result in confusion which, when
combined with stage-fright, may
result in a fiasco. On the other
hand, I have often experienced act-

ing that may now appear to you

Student Teacher Panel to Discuss Korea

as mediocre, if inspired by confi-
dence and first-night enthusiasn\.
may acquire a wonderful spirit

that will carry the performance.
Question—How do you regai'd

publicity?

Professor Madruga: Witliout ad-
equate audience reaction the cast
soon feels depressed and let down.
Newspaper articles, postei-s, an-
nouncements on departmental bul-
letin boards, pictui-es if possible,
are of utmost importance. The
teacher should also make sure that
a sizeable part of the student body
is familiar with the play, it can
be discussed and integrated into
the regular class work. But 1 don't
have to give you any pointei-s on
publicity, do I ? You Germans han-
dled that quite well last yeni'.

Question—Thanks! Now, as final
question, can you give us one more
hint (or lecture) on what could
save the pergformance, if every-
thing went bad?

Pi-ofessor Madiaiga; Though it is

true that clear language is essen-
tail, call the cast together and
make it clear to them what counts
now is not correct pronouncintion,
and here I go against my main-
principle, but vitality, and that the
audience does not consist of 100
percent language teachers but am-
ateurs. Better a line spoken with
mispronounciations u n d feeling
than the opposite. But before I

want you to disregard that lusl

statement, I better leave thin

dusty attic. I'm nrllcrgic to dust,

and feel one of my spells comint;
on, only anti-allergy pills can help
me now. If was a pleasure, bon
soir!

On Thursday and Fi-iday, Feb. 15

and 16, the Asian Studies Com-
mittee of Colorado College -will pre-
sent a short symposium on Korea.
The symposium will consist of two
panel discussions and a lecture cov-

ering various aspects of Korean
politics and the Korean Wai-.

The program promises to be one
of interest to students of current

affairs. Topics that will be dis-

cussed are sure to include the re-

cent capture of the U.S. intelligence

ship Pueblo by North Korea, the

attempted assisination of the South
Korean President and Korea's sig-

nificance to the Vietnam situation.

The symposium will start at 8:00

p,m. Thursday night in Olin Hall
witii a lecture presented by Yung-
liwan Jo of Arizona State Univer-
sity. Mr. Jo will speak on the topic,

"Communist China's relations with
North Korea and North Vietnam.

Jo is now Assistant Professor of

Political Science at Arizona State

University, after instructing at
CSU, Denver University Graduate
School of International Studies and
Adams State College. He came to

the United States from Korea pen-

niless and worked his way through
college through scholarships and
fellowships. He was also a liaison

officer under General John A.
Gavin.

The next afternoon at 3:30 p.m.
'•i student panel discussion will be
given in Olin Lounge. The topic for

discussion will be: "What Useful
Lessons Can We Learn from
Koi'ea's Experience in Recent De-
cades." Students on the panel in-

clude Waiter Bacon, Barbai'a Wit-
ten, Gary Kniglit, David Thompson,
Dean Metcalf , M a r c i Cai-penter

* * * * *yO\ •**"*•.

and five cadets representing the

Air Force Academy History De-

partment.

Closing out the activities will be

a panel of Asian specialists dis-

cussing the topic: "The Korean
War." Professor Frank Tucker ^vill

lead the discussion being held Fri-

day night at 8:00 p.m. The panel
includes Yung-hwan Jo, Hammond
M. Rolph and Major Plulip D. Cain.
Each panelist will have 15 to 20
minutes to discuss his topic, after
which there will be discussion

among the panelists and questions
from the audience will be con-
sidered.

Professor Jo will be speaking on
the international relations aspects
of the Korean War and the feeling

and public opinion of the Korean
people. Mr. Rolph will compare
Korea and Vietnam as elements of

Communist startegy and as chal-

lenges to the U.S. military and po-

litical posture. Lastly, Major Cain

will compare the attitudes and pub-

lic opinion in the U.S. on the two

wars.

Hammond M. Rolph is Executive

Secretary of the Research Institute

of Communist Strategy and Propa-

ganda in the School of Interna-

tional Relations of the University
of Southern California. He is also

a research assistant for the Insti-

tute. Fi-om 1945 to 1948 he served
as a Navel Attache in China.

Major Philip D. Cain is Assistant

Professor of History at the Air

Force Academy. He specializes in

Far Eastem history, especially

South Asia. He has also traveletl

in the Far East.

Professor Tucker has placed on

reserve two books in Tutt Library

concei-ning the symposium topic.

They are The Korean War by Gen-

eral Ridgeway and Korea: The
Limiled War by David Rees.

Colorado

College

Hockey

1937-1968

R. I. P.

: VOLKSWAGEN :
• •

: PHIL WIKSLOW :

: V. w, IMC :

« 730 North Circle Drive ^

Afa4> (lu QoUejCfe. BUofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus"

SO

MANY

WAYS

TO

LOOK

LOVABLE

TELEPHONE 634-36B7

\\n
w ^

w^

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cucharros

(Acro.l Irorr, CoorthoUMJ

Telephone 634-9513

nina
THREE TO NINE

CHASE STONE

CENTER

COLORADO SPRINGS

ANTLERS PLAZA

Do yon mcr
size 3-5-7-9?

TOD JKE IMVira)
to Tlslt ths nair

Ghaae Stone Cmtar
Colorado Springs

an Intliuta,
boutiquey FASHIOH
SPECIALTX SHOP

«
foil of oont«^por-
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•

for the WJf
EttllTZDUALIST
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figure, alzes

3 to 9.
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of antiques froii

round the world.
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charge accounts

Invited
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JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Bqht Blocli from Compui

SCHWINN Franchise DsaUr

\9 EAST KIOWA STREET

Rspain & Parti far Any MaU
TELEPHONE t34-4n3

WinctieH's Donul House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3?? blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

aempubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

'5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

V&i
!m,wm

f^#b
DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Mondar-SsWdayl

12:00 -B.-OO (Sundayl

|T,y Ui lor Your Next Function] Phono (34-0179

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS
i

Across from

Slocum Halt

1 171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

'Cool Hand Luke" a System Beater
By Michael W. Taylor

"Wliat we'vo got here is a fail-

ure to communicate." This may be

so in the ugly provincial world of

southern prison farms, but Stuart

Rosenberg, through the medium of

his new film, "Cool Hand Luke,"

certainly gets his many and varie-

gated points across. They are sub-

tle and, I suppose, everyone can

and will read different meanings
into each laugh or grimace that

Luke and his cohorts make.
But what really stands out is the

overall concept of "system-beat-

ing." A cold, dewy morning in Mis-

sissippi. The prisoners file glumly
and sloppily past the chow line,

before going out to work on a road

gang for 10 hours. This is the way
it is and the way it will always be.

Enter Luke, Cool Hand Luke (Paul

Newman). He's tough, physically

tough, but not as tough as the pri-

son bully ,who promptly beats the

crud out of him. What he does
have is that peculiarly charismatic

quality which appeals enormously
to a group of men who are incar-

cerated, in one way or another,

seemingly without any hope that

the future is going to produce a

drastic change in their lives. Luke
manages to endear himself, first

of all, to his colleagues in jail by
taking a dare to eat 50 hard-boiled

eggs in the space of an hour. In a

fleeting allegory to Christ, direc-

tor Rosenberg has his hero, (or

anti-hero, as seems to be the cur-

rent fashion in movies) lying on a

table, his legs crossed and arms
outspread as the camera fans up
and away from him the last shot of

the egg episode. Conceivably, he

could have done without this and
the film would be no worse for the

ommission.
The picture accelerates when

Luke makes his first attempt at

CC Girls Learn Gentle Art

Of Hand to Hand Combat
By Robyn Seale

In a six-week course which began
on Feb. 1, two Colorado Springs

policemen began giving lessons to

CC women on methods of self de-

fense. Sgt. Kirkbride, the head in-

structor in the course, has taught

two similar courses at the YWCA.
He and his assistant Lt. Moore
have come to CC at the request of

the Dean of Women, who is con-

cerned about the rising crime rate

in Colorado Springs and the in-

creasing number of campus inci-

dents in which girls have been mo-
lested and hurt. Although the course

had cost six dollars per person at

the YWCA, it is offered to CC wo-
men free of charge.

The instruction planned for the

gix-ls, as Sgt. Kirkbride explained

it, places no particular emphasis on
mastery of judo, jujitzu or karate.

He told his students at the first

session that they would learn to

use certain elements from all three

methods, but that the artistic dis-

cipline involved in these modes of

fighting would be of little use in the

course. As he put it, "We're going

to learn good old dirty alley fight-

ing."

Concerning objectives of the

course, Kirkbride promised instruc-

tion in defense measures to be used

in case of actual assault, when the

option of running away^—"tactical

retreat," as he called it— is no
longer open.

For instance when escape is im-

possible, the girls are taught to

forthrightly kill or maim an as-

sailant. "Every one of you ladies

is capable of hurting a 250 pound
bruso," Kirkbride asserted. "You
are capable of killing him in a very

few seconds."

The course is designed to help

women to think quickly and act pre-

cisely at times when their lives may
be at stake. Thus, gaining thor-

ough knowledge of a few single

techniques is of utmost concern to

the students.

Notice

"The Hunters," a 75 minute doc-

umentary film on a four day gi-

raffe hunt conducted in the Dala-

hari Desert in South Africa, will

be shown on Wednesday, Feb. 14,

in Ai-mstrong Hall at 4:00 p.m.

and 7:00 p.m. The admission is

free. According to Professor Paul

Kutsche, this is "the best docu-

mentarj' ever made in anthropol-

ogy."

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON •66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

601 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Babe's Market
A Good Place to Trade

731 North Weber Telephone 632-4463

8:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.— Sundays till 5:00 P.M.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

coons on TAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functiont

$1.25
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Come On« . . . Come All! the FINEST Juice-Box in Town!!

beating the basic jail system: es

cape. He doesn't really have a

chance of making it very far and
he knows it. The idea, though, iy

not really to escape, but just to

give some sort of "raison de vivi-e"

to his fellow imnates. They have
been resigned to this world of

barbed wire and bloodhounds for

so long that even any explicit mo-
tion towards a different status quo
partially alleviates if not totally

relieves the misery to which they

have bee nsubjected for so long.

Needless to say, Luke gets caught
every time he escapes, but in the

context of the film it doesn't rea-

lly matter. He's already beat the

system, for what it's worth. What
does matter is how he does it and

for that process alone, it's worth

one's while to see the picture.

Supporting characters play key

roles in this film and two of them,

George Kennedy as the prison bul-

ly who becomes Luke's confidant,

and Strother Martin, as the prison

camp director, especially stand out,

Mr. Martin had a small part in

"Harper" as the priest of a typical-

ly Californian mountaintop reli^'-

ious cult. In "Cool Hand Luke" Ik-

retains his high grating voice

which seems at once so placid ami

benign, even in his opening speech

to the prisoners: "If you people he-

have, ah'U be a real good guy; but

you get rabbit blood in your veins

and wanna light outa here, and

you find ah can be a real sum-

bitch."

Artistically, the director doesn't

get earned away mth too many
trick shots and, on the contrary,

manages to use the camera with a

commendable amount of economy.

Shots are done esoterically only

when a particular effect is needed

and, by and large, the camera stays

at waist or, occasionally knee level

and the story is allowed to adapt

itself to film quite naturally.

New Organization
Formed

A new student organization

called "Students for an Alterna-

tive Democratic Presidential Can-

didate" was foi-med at a well at-

tended meeting Friday, Feb. '^.

Dan Winograd, Chuck Buxton, and

Heidi Young were elected co-

chairmen of the organization,

which will be based in the PACC-

Students will work to elect county,

district, state, and national con-

vention delegates supporting two

things: an altemative Democratic

candidate for the presidency and a

platform plank calling for a more

flexible policy in Vietnam. Stu-

dents interested in working with

the organization should contact

one of its officers as soon as pos-

sible.

Rugby
There will be a meeting of the

Colorado College Rubgy Football

Club on Monday, Februai-y 12, in

Rastall Center, room 203. All mem-

bers and any others who are in-

terested in playing please show up

promptly at four o'clock. On the

agenda will be a discussion of

dues, unLEorms, the schedule, and

practices. If you are unable to

make it, please call Stan Tabor

or Paul Zeven at ext, 358.

TIGER STAFF MEETING
The TIGER staff will meet on

Monday, Feb. 12 at 7:30 p. m. '"

the TIGER office.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North Tejon

634-2093
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CC Tankers Host Invitational Relays
By Sue Linder

Last weekend the Colorado Col-

lege swim team boosted its season

record to G-3 by defeating Kear-

ney State College (56-38) and
Concordia State Teachers College

(fi4-39).

Against Kearney the Tiger fish

won eight out of 12 events. Indivi-

dual first place points were earned

by: Bill Hinson in the 200-yard
freestyle. Dale Forgy in the 50-

yard frestyle and 200-yard back-
ytroke, Mike Kelly in the 200-yard
butterfly, Pete Banning in the 100-

jard freestyle. Bill Johnson in the

200-yard breaststroke, and Glenn
Ebuna in the 500-yard freestyle.

Forgy lowered the school record

in the 200-yard backstroke with a
time of 2.15.6, and Ebuna set a

new mark of 5:27.5 in his event.

The 400-yard medley relay team
made up of Forgy, Johnson, Kelly
and Banning also took a first, and
in doing so, lowered their record

time to 4:00.8.

Against Concordia, firsts were
taken by: Aaron Spiezer in the

1000-yard freestyle; Bill Hinson in

tlie 200-yard freestyle and 200-

yard backstroke; Bill Veneris in

tlu' 200-yard butterfly; Bill John-
son in the 200-yard breaststroke;
Gicnn Ebuna in the 200-yard indi-

vidual medley; Pete Banning in the
100-yard freestyle; the 400-yard
medley relay team made up of
Dale Forgy, Johnson, .Mike Kelly,
and Banning; and the 400-yard
freestyle relay team comprised of
Forgy, Don Camphel!, Banning,
and Ebuna.

Ebuna, a freshman who now
holds five of CC's school records,
established a new mai-k in the 200-
yard individual medley with a
time of 2:17.0.

CC's next home swim meet is

the annual Invitational Relays to
be held on Saturday, Feb. 10, at
2:00 p. m. Teams invited include:
Adams State College from Ala-
mosa, Colorado School of Mines
from Golden, Colorado State Col-
lege from Greeley, Regis College
from Denver, and Western State
College from Gunnison,

This year's relays will bring to-
gether both some powerful teams
and some outstanding indi^^dual
swimmers. Western State boasts
three ail-American swimmers, An-
gel Kalehuawehe, Nelson Shibas-
aki. and Jim Leong, while Colo-

rado State claims all-Americau
Chris Jensen.

All events in Saturday's meet
will be relays which include: 400-
yard medley relay, .'JOO-jard back-
stroke relay, 400-yard breaststroke
butterfly relay, one-meter diving
relay, r>00-yard distance freestyle
relay (where each swimmer swims
50. 100. 150. and 200 yards respec-
tively), 300 individual medley re-
lay, and 400-yard freestyle relay.

Trophies awarded to the winn-
ing and runner-up teams are made
possible through a donation by
Thomas A. Abel, a 1953 alumnus
of CC and captain of the Tigei-
."^wim team at that time.

After the relays the Tiger tank-
men will be looking forward to
dual competition with Mines on
Tuesday, Feb. 13, at 7:30 p. m. at
Schlessman Pool. Coach Jerry Lear
says that this will be "one of the
toughest and most exciting meets
of the season." Both the Mines and
CC swimmer.s have greatly im-
proved since their first m'eeting
last December when Ihe Tigers
won a close 54-50 decision.

Ask about our . . .

STEREO TAPE CLUB

ALL TAPES $3.99

Mel's Mecka Music
Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239

Spot*ts ..

Basketballers Round-Out Discouraging Season

FOR SALE
KLH MODEL 15 STEREO

Doug Brown — Extension 356

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudro

By John J. Miazga
The Colorado College Tiger bas-

ketball team is all but finished for
the year. With five games left,

(four in the next two weeks) the
Tigers are closing out another dis-

couraging season.

The Tigers take on Nebraska
Wesleyan this Friday afternoon at
City Auditorium. Both teams have
comparable schedules and Colorado
College will have a good chance
for a win. Doane College beat
both CC and Wesleyan about as
badly. Coach Eastlack reports that
Doane's Head Mentor rates the
Tigers the better club. Although
tho roundballers lost to Doane
twice this last weekend, the teams
weren't separated by too much.
CC came out on the short end but
leam effort was the best of the
season. "Doane has their best team
in four years," said Head Coach
Eastlack, and we stayed with them
all the way."
CC's Head Coach was pleased

with the Tigers' performance in

their last three games. "The team
played well together, especially

against Carrol College. Our only

remaining problem seems to be the

consistant shooter, someone who
can pump in 15 points a game,
evei-y game. No one individual ever

gets hot for us and this is what

we have lacked all year, the key
point, at the monent."

The Tigers last home game will
be against Regis College, Thurs-
day. Feb. 5, at Cossit Hall. Regis
is a team comparable to Colorado
College, both have won about as
many games. The Tigers always
fare well in their battles with the
Rangers. This could end (he bas-
ketball season on a warm note, es-
pecially if Cossit Hall is filled to
capacity. (I might add that it'll

only hold 200 people and I have
never seen it packed.)
The Tigers are left with three

road games, St. Mary's of the
Plains, Colorado School of Mines
and Regis College. Both St. Mary's
and Regis seem shoe ins for the
Tigers if they continue to play

ball but the Orediggers will pose a
threat.

The Mines team has torrid shoot-
ing ability on a good night, as can
be witnessed by their victory over
Colorado State College last Satur-
day night. "The team always plays
well against Mines and if they
aren't scorching the nets, we have
a chance to come out on top."

Coach Eastlack again praised
John Anderson on another fine
round of basketball this weekend.
"John has been an inspiration to
the whole team. His best playing
has come in the last four or five
games. John's consistent scoring
and work on the boards has kept
the team going when we had all

but given up." Joining Anderson
in the limeUght is Senior Jerry
Wainwright. "At Doane Jerry
played exceptional ball, both
games. If he and the rest of (he
team can put (ogether as fine an
effort in these last three weeks,
w« could pick off some surjirising

wins."

Be what it may CC does have a

basketball team and it does de-

serve our support. COME SEE
THE TIGERS MAUL THEIR
LAST TWO OPPONENTS.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY 1

Vemt/i'^ CI JefcH

NOW OPENS THE . . , 3.2 BEER

"iA.l./,v"
ON TAP or TO GO

rinnex glasses .pitchers, kegs

FEATURING . . .

Pitcher Beer $1.00

3*8^ Tacos . 19c
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAT A THUBBDAT

1004 South Tejon Telsph one 634-4591

SaUf,S CAFETERIA
Kiowa 5( Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Uia Lobby Elovstor to Low.r T.rrsc.

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2i30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 (o MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent lo the Lounge

Rebounder Harry Mintor

Late Scores Slay Tigers
Alan "Super Smile" Chalmers

Fabulous sophomore c en t e r ,

Bruce DeHate, led his team to vic-

torj' twice in a row, thus enabling
the Wisconsin Badgers to sweep
the series with Colorado College,

played at the World Arena last

weekend.

DeHate scored three goals, two
of them proving to be the winning
tallies in each of the two games.
His first goal came at a very fit-

'ing time since not only was it

scored at 17:02 of the third per-
iod in the first game, giving Wis-
(^onsin a 4-3 lead, but also marked
^1 all-time Badger season record
of 50 points. The goal was De-
Hate's 33rd of the season.
The Badger star's second goal,

although an anti-climax, broke a
'~2 tie in the second game, and
greatly aided the Badgers in over-
Powering the Tigers by an even-
tual score of 6-2.

The Badger scoring kind added
"'s third and final score of the
series and 35th of the season with
':02 remaining in the last contest
'^hen he slapped a long one into
an open CC net. CC goalie, Don
"^^le, had been pulled out in favor

of an e.xtra forward in a last-ditch

effort to get back on the score-

board.

The first game proved to be a
heart-stopper, as Gale was called

upon to make 31 stops ,while Bad-
ger net-minder, Dennis Vroman
turned 23 away.

Clarke's first score was unas-
sisted and his other tally was aid-

ed by center, Pete Ryan and able
defenseman, Jim Hawkins. Colo-
rado College's hopes were soon
dashed, however, when three third

period goals were produced, the

clincher scored by DeHate with

just under three minu(es left in

the game.
Chuck Reinking's goals, the only

two for CC in the entire game,
drew extra bravos from the home-
town fans since Chuck attended

high school in the Springs.

As usual, thet third sfanza prov-

ed to be CC's undoing. In this sec-

ond game, however, Wisconsin
turned what was a fine match into

a 6-2 rout.

Colorado College's Tigers retui-n

to the Broadmoor again this week-
end to face Ohio Univ. on Friday

and Ohio State on Saturday.

If you like the feel of money-
lots of it...why not

work for a big, strong bank?

Lots of money Isn't all we
have at Security Bank: A
career with us would
mean working In an
atmosphere where youth

is accented, with people
who are progressive as well as financially

astute. Southern California is an exciting

place to be— as a banker

and as an individual. And
Security Bank is the larg-

est bank based there. The
opportunity is great. If you

have an interest in money
and want to work for a big bank that isn't

stuffy, we'd like to talk to you.

Make your financial partner '

SECURITY FIRST NATIONAL BANK!

Undergfoduole students coni PlocemenI Office for forlher tnformalio

on compus Monday, February 12.

We'll hove a represertlolive
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National Sports

Killy, Fleming,. Wirkola Head 10th Olympic Field

CCS OUTSTANDING GOALIE, Don Gale, challenges anyone lo

score on him, as he comes up with another defensive gem against

Wisconsin.

Gale Plays Up a Storm
By Eugene William Stoeckly

Although the Tiger skaters are

not ha\'ing one of their better

years, the man who wears numeral
"1" and stands in front of CC's

net has been providing the team

mth an outstanding individual per-

formance. This individual is a jun-

ior majoring in business, and hails

from Port Arthur, Ontario. His

name is "goalie" Gale.

Don, like almost all Canadians,

and in particular good hockey
players, started skating when he

was very young. As he put it, "I

began skating when I was either

five or six and soon began playing

forward in pee-wee hockey."

Wlien asked how he became in-

terested in playing goalie, he

chuckled a moment and said, "It's

kind of funny. I was about 10

years old and was beginning to

play in minor hockey, and

the coach said that the team need-

ed a goalie. I quickly responded

and have been there ever since,"

His high school had no hockey

team, but he played junior "A"
hockey during the three years of

his secondary school career. "Our
team was sponsored by the Mon-
treal Canadians of the National

Hockey League (NHL). 'A' team
hockey is another way of calling

it a farm club for the profession-

als," Gale related.

Surprisingly enough, Don con-

tacted CC first. "After I began
13th grade (the equivalent of the

first year of college), I decided T

wanted to play hockey in America.

I applied to the Univereity of Min-
nesota at DuJuth, Michigan Tech,

DU, CC, and the University of

Michigan.

"Denver and CC both offered

me a full scholarship and Michi-

gan Tech a partial one. But the

deciding factor was a friend of

mine from Port Arthur, Art War-
wick." Don went on to explain

that, "he (Warwick) had played
goalie at CC and encouraged me
to come also."

Don explained that the hardest
job of being a good goalie is

"mainly cutting down angles of
shots." He went on to say that
"good eyes, quick hands and con-
centration are all needed." Al-
though Don doesn't have good vis-

ion, he has had no troble getting
adjusted to wearing contact lenses.

Thoughts shifted to this year
and Don commented that "We have
had a lot of trouble with defense."

He singled out Senior Doug Clark

for being in front of him about 80

percent of the game. "He (Clark),

Jack Coles, and Mark Paulson have

played extremely well all year,"

added Gale.

However, these players can't

carry the load of defensemen by

themselves. "A team in the class

of DU or UND will have two de-

fensive sets and an additional

swing man," Gale stated.

The high point of the season to

Don was the 13 day road trip over

Christmas Vacation. This trip was
one of the most successful jour-

neys CC has made in quite some
time. Three out of five games were
won, and the Tigers came within

six seconds of winning the St. Paul

Classic
Although in a losing role, Don

played his best game ever against

UND. He made an unbelievable 48

saves and for his pei-formance was
voted the most Valuable Player of

the tournament. Without a ques-

tion Don said, "the UND game
was the roughest game both phy-
sically and mentally I have play-

ed this year."

As far as the highlight of this

year is concerned, the victory over

Michigan Tech ranks tops in Gale's

book. The victory at Houghton
marked the first time in 10 years

CC had beaten Tech on its home
ice. Don explained he felt "we
caught them with their pants
down" and they will be "tough lo

beat" when they come here next
week.
Don feels morale on the team is

still high, and the goal the team
has set is "to do reasonably well

in the remaining seven conference
games so we can get the best pos-
sible pairing for the NCAA play-

offs. We would like another chance
to defeat Minnesota."
As for the future, Don feels

next years team should be "darned
good." "A number of freshmen
should plug holes left by gradua-
tion and help give more depth to

the defense," said Gale.

Conceming liis own life Don
would give professional hockey a
chance if "they are interested in

me and I find that I can make it

in the NHL. I may go into coach-
ing."

But the important thing Don em-
phasized is that he wants to make
sure he has a degree. With a de-
gree and a goalie's mitt, Don Gale
is likely to be at home either on
or off the ice.

Vez-if ^fieciallif Priced

l^u^fOut" S0PU 16.99

Other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $23.99 and $36.00

By Jim Ahlbrecht
Certainly the biggest news this

week in the world of sport is the

Xth Winter Olympics, this year

being held in Grenoble, France.

Athletes from 38 countries will be

\'ying for medals in 35 events

ranging from the beautiful figure

skating events to the tremendously
gi-ueling Nordic biathlon

Once again the United States

team is in a position where only

superhuman efforts can win us

more than eight or 10 medals. Per-

haps our best chances for gold

medals lies with the speed-skating

contestants, one event usually dom-
inated by the Russians and Hol-

landers. 16-year-old Diane Holm
is the favorite in the ladies 500-

meter speed skating event. She is

a cute, slender, Illinois-bred girl

—

keep your eye on her. In addition,

the U.S. has an excellent yoong
skater by the name of Neil Blacth-

ford to watch in the men's 500-

meter race.

Turning to an event the Ameri-
cans have always struggled in, we
find a possible chance for a good

showing this year. The reference

is to the alpine events at Cham-
rousse. Jimmy Heuga and Billy

Kidd can give the world's classiest

skier, Jean-Claude Killy of France,

some excellent competition in the

men's downliill, men's slalom, and

men's giant slalom. Of course,

Killy is the favorite in all three of

these events, and if he should sweep

them, it would be the first time

that has happened since 1956.

France also has another poten-

tial gold medalist in Mariel Goit-

schel, the flamboyant young wo-
man presently leading in the World
Cup competiton. She is heavily

favored to take the ladies giant

slalom event.

America has another good chance
for honors in the figure skating

events. Since the plane accident in

1961 (which almost wiped out our
figure skating team), (he United
States has been rebuilding. This
year we have produced some
classy competitors who may win a

medal or two for the U.S. Peggy
Fleming, presently World Cham-
ion, is heavily favored in the

ladies' single figure skating com-
petition. Experts agree that her

charm and ballet-like grace will

win a gold medal for the LI.S.A. in

this event.

Other LT.S. skaters to watch are

America's brother-sister team of

Cynthia and Ronnie Kauffman, but
the Protopopovs of Russia should

still win the figure skating pairs

event. And keep one eye on Tim
Wood and Tom Petkevich of the

U.S., but note the dazzling smooth-
ness of Danzer of Austria in men's
figure skating.

In ice hockey, there is only one
team everyone simply knows will

take the gold medal. Barring a
tremendous upset, Russia's big,

strong, superbly conditioned, and
flawlessly executing team will win
the ice hockey event. Don't entirely

discount Canada and the Swedes,

but Nikifin and Almetox (two su-

perb forwards) will probably lead

Russia to an undefeated gold

medal in the ice hockey evenf

competition.

Elsewhere, Bjorn Wirkola of

Norway in the 70 meter and 90

meter jumps is the man to watch,

Steen Kaiser and Kees Verkerk of

the Netherlands in long-distance

speed skating are the favorites to

bring skating honors back to the

Dutch.

On an overall picture, Russia and

the U.S.A. will figure significantly

in the contest for medals, but Nor-

way, with its tremendous endu]'-

ance skiers, Bjorn Wirkola, and

distance skaters will take the

gi-eatest share of medals in the

19(i8 Winter Olympics.

3-South Wins!
The jocks of 3-South, Slocum

Hall, achieved a 1-0 record for the

first time this year, as Rob David-

son and John Miazga paced them

to a 47-33 victory over neighbor-

ing 3-West. Davidson had 19 big

points, while Miazga tallied 18

and led in rebounds. The hot-

shooting Davidson plans to trans-

fer to UCLA next year to become
a full-time playing-partner with

Lew Alcindor.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

AcroH from ttis Campui

827 North Tejon

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2H blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accessories

Band Insirameni Rentals

HOURS; 9:00-5:00— FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

"Powder
Capitol of
Colorado

13 Miles West of Salida

Featuring:

• 3 LIFTS and TOWS
• OPEN DAILY
• CAFETERIA — BIERSTUBE

Nursery

Ceriified Ski School

Professional Ski Patrol

Ski Shop & Rental Shop
• PHONE— 303-539-4060

• 3 MILES FROM SKI TOWN
• Mountain Cottages, Chalet

and Dorm Accommodations
• Restaurant— Lounge
• Camper Facilities

• Free ShuHle Service to Ski Area
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Sears Discusses Beer Proposal
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WINTER CARNIVAL QUEEN CANDIDATES FOR I 968 are, left to right' Susan Atwood, Liz Mclroy
Kay Durr, Anne Porter, Sharon Andrees, Jane Ti+us.

Winter Carnival Activities Start Swinging Today
Winter Carnival activities s\ving

into the spotlig-ht this afternoon
as the hockey and broomball events
take off. Game time in the first

event is 3:30 as the DCs meet the
(lamma Phi's in broomball, which
will be staged on skates. Trophies
will be presented to the winning
t<?;mis in both sports.

The Winter Carnival dance, at
thp Broadmoor Main Ballroom,
fiMin 0:00 to 1:00 Saturday eve-

ning, will feature the "Beethoven
Soul" from Dallas. Playing all

types of current music, they are
one of the biggest names in the
Dallas and University of Texas
(at Austin) area. Dress will be
semi-formal and any student not
dressed in coat and tie for men
and semi-formal wear for girls

will be turned away at the door,

by or<ler of the Broadmoor. Fol-
lowing last year's troubles on the
ski slopes and past dress code
problems at CC functions there,
the Broadmoor people are hoping
that they will be able to improve
their now low opinion of Colorado
College students. Tickets for the
dance may still be purchased from
Slocum desk, Rastall desk, Mathias
desk, Carolyn Mertz, Steve Cou-
ture, Cal Simmons, or your fi-ater-

nity representative. The hockey
game has been changed to 7:30
p. m. to enable the students to at-

tend both the hockey game and the
dance.

Voting is taking place today for
King and Queen in Rastall Cen-
ter between the hours of 7:00 and
7:00. Coronation will take place
at the dance Saturday eve.

RIGOLETTO, SUNG BY JOHN DUNLAP of +he Metropolitan Opera.
""ill be presented on February 23.

Colorado Springs Opera Association to

Present "Rigoletto" on February 23
Verdi'-s Rigoletto, scheduled for

presentation by the Colorado
Springs Opera Association Feb. 23,
is a musical adaption of "LeRoi
s'amuse," a play by Victor Hugo.

In Hugo's story the Duke, sung
'n this production by Georges Gar-
'iques, was a king; but censors
fijund the portrayal of first-rank
'lyalty as a first-rank scamp dis-

tasteful, and a compromise was
made.

Rigoletto, a role to be sung by
John Robert Dunlap of the Metro-
politan Opera, is a hunchback—

a

Court jester who is characterized
•"Is almost the personification of
^vil and whose one redeeming trait
is his love for his daughter, Gilda.

The vole of Gilda will be taken
^y Judith Turano, who sang with
the Chicago Lyi-ic Theater in 1967.

Count and Countess Ceprano
(the latter one of the Duke's many
iiistresses) will be Carl Martins
3rid Elinor Schaible; Borsa and
Marullo, gentlemen of the court,
will be played by Leo Lyons and
Jerry Teske, respectively.

The Count Monterone, whose

curse is credited, in the opera, \\ith

Rigoletto's downfall, will be sung
by Don Spegal; Robert Taylor of

Pueblo will be Sparafucile, the as-

assin; and the role of the servant,

Giavarma, will be sung by Arline
Kushnir.

Gene Langseth will be the her-

ald, and Truly BaiT Nelson of

Denver will sing the role of Mad-
dalena. Mary Strunk, Ruth Arm-
strong and Shirley Dearing will

have walk-on roles.

Rigoletto is one of Verdi's ma-
jor and most popular operas. Many
people who have little background
in opera are familiar \vith some of

its arias, such as the Cara Nome,
sung by Gilda, and the Duke's
musical opinion of womankind. La
Donna e Mobile.

Costumes for this opera, con-

trary to general practice by the

local opera company, will be rented.

Tickets to Rigoletto may be ob-

tained by writing the Colorado
Springs Opera Association at P.

O. Box 2393, Colorado Springs, by
calling 634-6820. or at Kaufman's
after Feb. 18 .

Both Friday and Satui-day night
the Varsity Hockey Tigers meet
the Michigan State Spartans. With
a recoi-d of 2-11-1 in WCHA ac-
tion, the Spartans are a notch be-
low the Tigers in the tight league
race. Between periods Saturday
night. Figure Skater John Baldwin,
former national novice men's
champion and current national jun-
ior men's runner-up, will skate an
exhibition, Remember, the face-
off Saturday is 7:30 at the World
Arena.
The Theatre Woi'kshop produc-

tion of Orphee will be presented
in the little theatre Saturday at

7:00 and again Sunday at 2:00. Ad-
mission is free of charge with ac-
tivity ticket.

Hochman Blasts Vietnam Policy

AtDACP Meeting
Approximately 2'i placard-car-

rying CC students attended a meet-
ing of the El Paso County Demo-
crats for an Alternate Candidate
for President Feb. 7. The organi-

zation will work to elect county,
district, state, and national con-

vention delegates supporting two
things: an alternative Democratic
candidate for the Presidency, and
a platform plank calling for a more
flexible policy in Vietnam,

Dr. William R. Hochmann gave
the principal address of the even-
ing, describing in detail why, if

public faith in the democratic pro-

cess is to be salvaged Democratic
nominating conventions must re-

main open assemblies in which is-

sues and candidates are seriously

debated. For this reason, as well

as the obvious one, active support

for alternative candidates must be

encouraged.
Dr. Hochmann also presented

five points on which our present

Vietnam policy is wrong: histori-

cally> politically, militarily, strate-

gically, and morally.

Volunteers were recruited at the

meeting to work telephoning and
canvassing for sympathetic voters

at the Democratic precinct caucu-

ses to be held May 6.

Several students have volunteer-

ed, but more are needed. Interest-

ed students should contact one of

the following: Dan Winograd
(473-510.5), Heidi Young (X408),
or Chuck Buxton, (co-chairman of

the campus organization "Students
for an Alternative Democratic
Presidential Candidate); Mrs. Dou-
glas Freed (636-2251) (co-chair-

man of the County Organization);
Phii Fearnside (X483), or Dr.

Hochmann (X432) (interested by-

standers).

Representatives of the Colorado
College Campus Association mel
with membei-s of the Board of

i

Ti'vistees Kducational Policies Com-
mittee in Denver to discuss tlie

beer proposal. Attending from CC
were President Curran, Dean
Drake, Mr. Finlcy, Bob Scars.
Steve Ehrhart and Bill McDon;il<l.

Discussion during the moetinf;
centered on the particulars in-

volved in the operation of an ;irea

dispensing beer. The proposal.
generally, involves dispensing 2.2
percent beer in the Hub on Friday
and Satui-clay nights from 7:30
p.m. until 12:00 p.m. CC student.s
and their guests over eighteen
years of age will be admitted.
Coors Brewing Company has of-
fered to provide the necessary fa-
cilities. Saga Food Service is very
interested in the beer operation as
a money-making proposition.
Bob Sears, a member of CCCA

who has been instrumental in the
beer proposal since its inception,
was hopeful that the Board of
Trustees would act favorably on
the proposal. "Acceptance or re-

jection of this proposal will effect
the CCCA in its general admin-
istration-student relationships. The
students, after the decision is

made, will judge whether or not
the Administration is responsive to

student demands. And, may I add.
we need 3.2 beer on campus— it is

a more nialinv appmach to the

Don't Forget to Vote!

The two-day elections for the

new CCCA President, Vice-pre-

sident, and five Representatives-

at-Large will be held next Mon-
day and Tuesday, Feb, 19-20.

The polls will be open from
7:30 a. m. until 7:00 p. m. both

days in Rastall.

All students will be required

to present their activity tickets

to be punched when they come
to vote. No exceptions will be

made. It is hoped that this pro-

cedure will facilitate voting at

the polls as well as further in-

sure fair elections.

problem of alcohol." Scars iiddod:
"The problem with tins propo.sal is

that it took so long in its realiza-
tion. The main concern of the
Trustees was with the logal prob-
lems. These are now aolviid,"

Sears also had some comments
on the ineetiivg in Denver and
meetings in the past. "Meotinga of
this typo represent the typo of
communication which is uocoaaary
if the College is to avert continual
student unrest. Ucasonnblc men
listen to reasonable proposals.
These meetings are based on mut-
ual respect and trntli—points vital
for the success of those typos of
proposals."

The Board o Trustees will act
on this propnsa at tli.Mr March 2
nieetiiig.

REHEARSALS ARE UNDERWAY for the production of "Orpheo"
to be presented February 17 and 18.

Cocteau's "Orphee" lo Be Shown

Tomorrow in Theatre 32
Theater 32 will be the setting for

"Orphee," which is to be perform-
ed Saturday, Feb. 17 at 7:00 p. m.,

and Sunday, Feb. 18, at 2:00 p. m.

Free coffee will be served in the

Green Room next to the Little

Theater at 1:30 before the Sunday
lierformance .

The beautiful Greek myth of Or-

pheus and Eurydice ifi tranftformcd

into a modern fantasy in Couteau's

"Orphee." Lighthearted and unpre-

dictable, the drama spins on mud
inspirations, tricks and miracles;

in fact, Cocteau sets the stage

hopping, like a magician show at

top speed.

The setting is timeless, yet

there are echoes of Greek tradi-

tions; the country is Trace, and
the murderers of Orphee are mad-
women called Bacchantes, who, ac-

cording to Greek mythology, did

not worship the gods in the tem-

ples, but prayed in the forest. Mad-
dened by wine, they would race

shrieking through the leaf-covered

paths, stopping only to tear from
limb and devour any creature that

came their way. Brutal slaughter

was considered part of the ritual

worship of their god, Dionysus.

Oi-phee incurs the hatred of the

Bacchantes and their jealous lead-

er, Aglaonice, by following a new
religion; he is the "high priest of

the sun" while they are of the

"cult of the moon."
One day Ori»hee finds a myster-

ious horse in the village. He brings

the horse home under the impres-

sion that the horse can communi-
cate to him the essence of poetry,

and together they will revolution-

ize the literary world. To Eury-
tlice's chagrin, he spends hours and
hours with the horse, trying to get

him to reveal his .secrets. Eury-

dice eventually feels neglected, and
tired of playing second place to a
talkative horse, she decides to poi-

son it. To that purpose, eho con-

spires with her confidante, Heur-
tebise, a glazier by trade, and
guardian angel in disguise.

Through him, she arranges a deal

with Aglaonice: she will trade the

horse's latest poetic utterance

(which Orphee intendw to submit
in the Thracian poeti-y competi-
tion) for a piece of sugar soaked
with fatal poison. Aglaonice

double-crosses her, though, and in-

stead of the horse, Eurydice dies.

Death and her two assistants then

come to claim her in a scene that

portrays the mechanical workings

of the transition from the living

to the world of the dead. Orphee

finds her again by an ingenious

method of reaching the under-

world— a way that is as easy as

stepping through a mirror.

I'he play leaps from the hilar-

iou.s tci the tragic and back . to

laughter. The poet's vision is its

meaning — a joyful acceptance of

the cycle of life and death with a
Hpellbinding dose of the magical
and Kupernatural.

Christopher Gibbs plays the

slighty mad poet, Orphee, a puz-

zling man, who has the misfortune

of loving a woman who can't begin

to understand him. Eurydice, his

uncomprehending, but irresistible

wife is played by Donaa Yorton.

The mediator and guardian angel

is Art Robinson, and Death, a sop-

histicate, who handles her morbid

business with style is played by

Mimi Johnson. The other members
of the cast are: Martin Bentz,

John Redman. Mike Sawaya, and
Tom Tolh.
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EDITORIALS
Student's Rights

The CCCA elections of next week affui'd Colorado Col-

lege students a second chance to redeem campus government.

The past year has shown that the CCCA can be a most effect-

ual organization. We would hope that next year will prove

that students have some part in the planning of the edu-

cational experience.

However, inherent in the CCCA itself is the fact tlial

students here are an unrepresented group, a disenfranchised

majority. Tiie CCCA gives an illusion of governing power,

when in fact, all of the power lies with the President and

Board of Trustees. Any gains made by the students in iiro-

curing their rights are first granted by the Administration.

The CCCA presents, on the surface, an equal balance of power
between the students, faculty, and the Administration. In

reality, it is a hollow mockery of the democratic process.

hogged down in red tape and emasculated, robbed of the power
to act.

If the students are interested in gains in their rights as

students (and the responsibilities which accompany such

rights), they should allow the CCCA a reasonable chance to

prove it can do something (say, the next three months) and
tlien. if sufficient gains are not made, the period of rational

"dialogue" should come to an end. The officers of this College

should be made to realize that students want their I'ights and

they want them now. If necessary, force should be used and
the educational process stopped until students' demands are

met. We are growing tired of old men and women telling us to

be rational and do as they say. We are tired of having our
personal lives run by incompetent administrators with out-

moded educational philosophies.

Tlie Tiger calls upon the new CCCA to answer this chal-

lenge. If the CCCA persists in its inability to get meaningful
gains in student rights, it should pennanently adjourn itself

and stop its hypocrisy in purporting to represent student

opinion.

Finally, we call upon the student body to elect people who
will be forceful, intelligent, and tireless in their efforts to

achieve these ends.

Why Xot Security
After three weeks, no changes iiave been made in campus

security practices. Incidents involving CC students have not
abated, nor has the number or quality of the protection

agency improved. The Dean of Women insists that all is being
done that is humanly possible. And yet, attacks and other

indignaties continue to occur (see letter: "Exhibitionist").

Tlae Tiger, in order to take positive action on this problem,
will, beginning Monday. Feb. 19, circulate a petition outlining

the following: (1) Improved lighting, especially around the

women's dormitories and Tutt Library, and between the dor-

mitories and Rastall and Armstrong, (2) Better campus secus-

ity, entailing the hiring of better security men, and; in in-

creased numbers. The Dean informs us that other campuses
have no more security agents than we do. It is obvious that
we do not have sufficient number to insure campus security,

and other campus security forces are of no interest to us. The
security agents must be efficient and able to respond quickly

to calls, Tliey must also be intent on protecting students as

well as College property. (3) Urging the Dean of Women to

take immediate action in this matter. We suggest, if mone-
tary considerations are prohibitive, the firing of some of the

in effectual maids and janitors employed by the college, or

some of the incompetent Administration personnel, so that

monies can be found.

The Tiger urges all women students to sign this petition.

Statistics

To the Editor,

What is all this nonsense about

Grade Point Averages ? That such

a trivial topic can capture the

front pages of the Tiger for three

weeks is indicative of tJie lacit of

real news on this campus.
The articles by Mr. Mullen and

Mr. Winograd seem to have
proved nothing- except tiiat st;i-

tistics are wonderfully versatile

creatures, easily manipulated by
either side to prove contradictory

points

In the first place, since a liigh

B plus and a low B minus both

are averaged as a 3.0, whereas a

low B minus and a high C plus are

separated by a whole point, the

concept of the Grade Point Aver-

age is hardly a good average of a

student's grades. Even if it was,

since when are grades or averages

a just indication of a student's in-

telligence?

Grades become meaningless un-

less seen in regard (o the type of

courses that a stuilent is taking.

One student taking 14 or 15 hours

of "gut" courses can come out

with a much better GPA than an-

other taking 19 or 20 hours in a

challenging program. The GPA in

this case is not a valid form of

comparsion.
But I am not basically concerned

with Mr. Mullen, Mr. Winograd,

and their silly argument, or even

with the intricate workings of the

GPA. What bothers me is Ihe over-

emphasis I think many of the stu-

dents here and everywhere put

on grades.

A grade is a form of reward,

and in this material society it

seems we are not expected to work
or to accept a challenge unless

we are promised a reward. Money
is the reward, or prestige, success,

or heaven—or good grades (sup-

posedly synonymous with intelli-

gence).

I'm afraid I'm playing with

cliches; but it's about time that

we, you and 1, accepted the chal-

lenge of learning because it might

maite us a better person, or be-

cause we might be able to fix up

this crazy mixed up world that

has been left to us by another

generation that felt they had to

have a reward for everything they

did. If we cannot learn wtihnut

a reward, how can we expect to

grow up and act intelligently un-

less we are praised or paid ?

And our price ? Is it money,
grades and praise? Or is it blood,

suffering and life?

I don't mean to suggest that

Mr. Mullen and Mr. Winograd are

guilty of being unsympathetic

grade grubbei'^, or that motivation

is necessarily an evil.

I do suggest that their argument
is trivial and unnecessary. The
campus certainly doesn't need any

more antagonisms between the

Greeks and the Independents. Andj

with such a spirited and livelyi

student body, I doubt that there

are many students who give a!

damn about someone else's GPA.j^^

Let us judge, if we must, the
ji||

warring group by their individual .^

members, by their accomplish-V^

menfs in and out of class, and by[.)^'

their concern and sympathy for,^

other people and for the world. 1'^ J

Surely there is more to the ques-j|^

tion of intelligence than Grade ,i[S

Point Averages.
^j^

Sincerely, {:'i}

Ellen Riordeii

CCCA
To the Editor;

I would like to take this occa-

sion to reply to some recent nim-

blings heard around campus about!

the ineffectiveness and near worth-j

lessness of the CCCA. i

At the outset, may I make it;

clear that I do not intend to de-|

fend my personal position or thatjji

of anyone else presently seated on,'-

the College Council of CCCA. Ea-1

ther, let me reflect on the scope of I

the present comnTunity government

as I see it.

It seems to me that given the

context of a private college whose
administration maintains the right

to the final say on all college mat-

ters (and rightly so I personally

feel), then the community govern-

ment as now constituted in its ad-

visory and recommending capacity

is the best possible means of stu-

dent expression. The reason I be-

lieve this is that as long as the

final approval comes from the

administration and/or the faculty, it

is only a pratical expedience to

have representatives of those two

bodies meet with students in mean-
ingful discussion {hopefully so, at

least) so that the recommenda-
tions made for changes affecting

students can be tempered to meet
with better success when present-

ed in their final form to the pro-

per persons. Of necessity then, the

College Council acts rather slowly

and deliberately as the three dif-

ferent parties work to find a com-
promise suitable to sometimes

widely divergent points of view.

In my estimation, the extra time

spent is a small price to pay if

workable solutions result, in con-

trast to flat refusals on the ad-

ministration's part when approach-

ed with rashly thought out student

demands.

If one accepts and is willing to

work within that structure pre-

sently provided, then the short-

coming to be guarded against by

students is the lack of quality in

and leadership of the peers we
elect to sit on the College Council,

If you are dissatisfied with my ac-

tions and those of other students

presently on Council, it is your
responsibility fo have students run

and be elected who will do the job

you want done.

The CCCA is a young organiza-

tion and undoubtedly in need of

the very best students have to of-

fei-. You will have the opportunity

to express yourself Monday and

Tuesday. If you do not avail your-

self of that opportunity, then

please do not raise your voice in

protest later on, because I, for

one, would not be willing to listen

then.

Respectfully,

Bill McDonald

Exhibitionist
Dear Sir:

Last Friday night we were walk-

lljing back from Michelle's. Stand-

ing on the traffic island across

from the Flick was a man, com-
pletely naked. One girl screamed

and he turned and ran. We con-

tinued walking. Who was waiting

'for us just a block away from tho

campus? Our exhibitionist friend,

j^niore brave now, was sitting on

l^Uhe steps of a house which we had

to pass by. He followed us until

he realized that none of us wn's

going to scream and then he van-

ished. Being thoroughly frighten-

ed, we thought if a good idea to

let the campus police know thai

such an individual was within a

block of the school so we called

their emergency extension:

"Hello."

"I would like to repoi't seeing

an exliibitionist and I would like

to tell you where we saw him."

"Just a moment, please. I'll get

vou a Burns."

"Hello."

"I would like to report seeing

an exhibitionist and I would like

to tell you where we saw him."

"Yes miss, go on."

"The first time was by the

Flick and the second time was by

Dale Street, both times near

Tejon."

"Would you spell the names of

those streets, please."

"Tejon. T-E-J-0-N."
"Is that north?"
"No, we were south of the

school on Tejon, the street that

runs into the campus."
"Well, if he wasn't on the cajn-

pus, we can't do anything about

it. I suggest you call the local

police."

Susan Black
Adrienne Drake

HINTERLAND JOURNAL
Ah yes, at last 1 have found the

time to pursue a little thought on

a subject which has intrigued me
for some time. I am speaking spe-

cifically of a couple of the rules

by which your marvelous college

operates. These two rules are

those which apply to the concept

of "honor" and the prohibition of

liquor, respectively.

I have sometimes thought that

these rules were somewhat two-
faced in their implications, but I

am now beginning to realize that

they serve an importance which
far outweighs their inherent weak
points. I will discuss this function

shortly.

I have several comments "ith
regard to the rule which states, in

effect, that one who cheats, or ob-

serves another cheating, should

immediately turn himself or that

other person in, respectively. I

think that it is naive to suppose
that one who cheats will voluntar-

ily turn himself in after he has
committed the crime. Is his honor
something which he turns on and
off like a lightbulb? Perhaps he

should mentally turn himself in be-

fore he actually cheats, on the as-

sumption that "he who hath sin-

ned in his heart, hath already, as

ence law.s follow. It seems that the

rule concerning the prohibition of

liquor from the dorms is again de-

signed to present a desirable image

to the world at large. Surely the

administration of this college rea-

lizes that the liquor flows likf

water on campus. But why isn't

there large-scale enforcement of

the rule? Because they realise

that any Gestapo tactics on their

part would soon become known,

and cause prospective students 1"

shy away and take up residence

in more liberal institutions. So the

beer still flows and the resident

advisors still turn their backs

(don't make waves with the fel-

lows) and the people in Armstrong
are happy with their powerful

rules.

I hope that you do not think that

I am trying to make any kind f'

remarks nhich might detract from

the glory of your honorable insti-

tution. I am sure I will accept anj

comments with an open mind that

1 may truely understand the work-

ings of this complex community-

Please excuse me if I have shown

a bit of impudence in my anal.v-

sis. The ignorant always tend ti'

he a little arrogant.

— Eric Lone-Horse
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well, committed that crime." This

action would save him flie discom-

fort of paying the price for his ac-

tual crime (as yet not committed)
and would also serve to give him
the satisfaction of allowing his

evil side free rein for a time, then

conquering it by the violent action

of his better self.

Also, to ask someone to turn one
of his comrades in, is presenting
that person with a conflict of

ideals which can only result in an
impending visit to a psychiatrist.

The person must either turn in

one of his fellows, and thus save
face with the "honor rule," or re-

frain from doing so, and thus re-

main true to his conviction that to

be a stoolie is just not the Olde
American Way.

But, as I have remarked, I be-

lieve I have discerned the ti-ue

worth of the above rule. The sign-

ing of the honor pledge builds for
the incoming student at least a
facade of so-called "honor," and
simultaneously placates the par-
ents of that student by making
them believe that there is no more
upstanding an institution than
good or CC.

My thoughts on your temper-



Cool "Head" Takes Pot Shots at Conventional Wisdom
(Editor's Note: The following article

was on "under the door" contribution.

Normally, it is the policy of the TIGER

not to Qccepl unsigned articles. However,

because of the topicolily of the article

ond for other obvious reasons, the

TIGER deemed it wise to make this one

exception.)

By M. J. Anon

I smoked my first joint of pot

when I was still in high school.

Smokin(f it in high school isn't like

smoking it in college, because in

college it's far more accepted. It's

all part of the rebelling and iden-

tity crisis scene, that sort of thing.

In high school, though, you've got
your folks telling you how evil it

is all the time and the school au-
thonties bearing down on you be-

cause they're scared to death of

tJie PTA. And then there's always
your friends and neighbors at the
local Narco board. Plus the fact

that the stuff is pretty hard to get
and damned expensive when you
do get it.

In college it's a lot easier to get
because, as I said before, it's more
accepted and there are more peo-

ple on it. My California friends tell

me you can almost buy it on
streetcorners out there. In fact,

one guy told me he bought some
from a streetcorner Santa when he
was home for Christmas! Well, it

isn't that easy to get here in the

Rocky Mountain states, but it's a
cinch compared to how tough it

was back home.

I've been drunk on liquor and
high on pot and, in my opinion,

pot is far and away the best of the
two. For one thing, it isn't fatten-

ing like booze and, for another,

it isn't nearly as expensive unless

you really get out-manuevered in

hargaiuing to get some. The main
reason it's better than the sauce,

though, is because pot never gives

you a hangover. You smoke it, you
get high, you climb down again,

and that's it. No muss, no fuss. And
lion't believe any of this crap the
fuzz puts out about pot being the
gateway to the road to horse ad-
diction. Only the poor low-lifes in
the slums, the ones who get
dumped on by the cops and their

Narco buddies, ever Jump from
pot to horse. Besides, who wants to

louse up Ms veins by filling them
up with that junk?

There are only a couple of ways
you can tell whether a person's
high or not, and in both cases
you've got to know what you're
looking for. First of all, the eyes
get real bloodshot. Well, you say,
eyes can get bloodshot for any
number of reasons. Ain't it won-
derful ? Second, the eyes tend to
get real constricted until they're

just slits, sort of like an Orien-
tal's eyes. And that's it, baby.
There's no other way to tell, un-
less you smell the stuff in the air.

And a smart Head is going to be
tcfo careful for that.

You can even start an intelli-

gent conversation when you're on
the stuff. I remember one time
wjien a whole bunch of us had
tieen smoking the stuff steadily

for over an hour. Somebody men-
tioned the Jesus-prayer in Franny
and Zooey and we all proceeded
to shoot off about that for a good
long time. All perfectly coherent,
though we all laughed like hell at
the most unlikely things because
we were all flipped out.

That's what the stuff does for
you, besides the visions when
you're really up. Everything seems
just as funny as it can be no
matter what kind of uiood you're
in before you go up. Of course,
it's just that much funnier if you
are in a good mood before you
start youi- trip, but even if you're
not, everyone you talk to seems to
be another Chaplin or Hope.

The visions are what you can
really groove on, especially if you
take the stuff just before you "hit
the sheets. A Fourth-of-July show
pales alongside your nightly shot
of God. Lights jump in front of
you in all sorts of shapes, patterns,
and colors. You hear sounds com-
parable to the best stereo sound-
track you ever heard in the flicks.

What I really groove on is get-
ting hyped up and listening to the

last two Beatles albums or the lat-

est one by the Stones: Their Sa-

tanic Majesties Request. All of

those guys have been up at one
time or another, so they must have
known what they were doing when
they put those albums together.
I usually have trouble following
the lyrics when those guys sing,
but when I'm up I can hear every
word clearly and distinctly. Not
only can I hear them. I can see
them. They hop up in front of me,
dance around, change colors, and
disappear to make way for the
next bunch.

Another t^virly thing about pot
is the fact that it really jumbles
up your sense of space and time.
Fifteen minutes seems like an
hour and a coxiple of miles like
twenty. You don't even want to
drive when you're on the stuff,
but it's a kick to ride along when
somebody else drives. You see
things you never saw before if

you look out of a car window.
I'll bet that no Narco has ever
been on pot because he wouldn't
be a Narco if he had. One good
trip and you can't help craving
the stuff because it's safe, sound,

and goovy. It's a helluva lot bet-
ter to get your thrills this way
than to use booze and endup a
lush. Besides, since when can you
grow j-our own bottles in a flow-
er pot? As some sign I saw said,
"God rolls his own."

Leary says pot and acid ai-e

great because you get to know the
One better, or something like Uiat.
You know, instant mysticism. Well,
I don't know about that, but I

kind of suspect that the old doc
say.s that because he figures ho
needs a fancy reason for being
what a friend of mine calls an
"inveterate Head." If you're tlie

religious type I suppose you can
get that stuff out of it, but nobody
I know does. It's sort of like try-
ing to justify sex because it's the
highest form of interaction be-
tween two people. Well, why not
just be honest and say you like

it because it's great and harmless
fun? You can woiTy about all

that religious and interacting jazz
later on. In the meantime, just
take pot.

Tliat's just abtfut all I have to

say, except that there's an awful
lot of crap being written and said

about the stuff. It's too bad grass

can't sue for libel, because it sure

could collect a lot of bread. Es-
pecinUy from the US government.
The laws the Feds and the local
yokels have against poor Mary
Jane are really screwed up. I hope
we can fix them up some day. If
we made the stuff legal maybo we
could turn the whole country on
and stop anything like Vietnam
from happening in the future.
Couldn't you just see it? Instead
of America's main export being
coal or cars or money or puffed-
up tourists or a lousy foreign pol-

icy, it could be pot. We could go
down in history as tho country
that turned the whole world on.

Senior Class Meeting

To Discuss Activities

There will be a senior class
meeting Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 7
p.m. in the WES room of Rastall.

Senior sneak nnd other Senior
Week activities will be discussed.
Be there.

40-page brochure has facts

and figures to help you see
Britain on a student budget

A Guide tot

Students Visiting Britain

^How to travel 1000 miles by
train and boat for only $30.

--100 places to gel a single room
for $3,50 a night, breakfast

included—dormitory space
costs less.

- Discotfi^ques, folk singing, jazz

clubs and boutiques.

_A week in London in a student

hotel for $30 with tours of the

famous London sights and visits to

Oxford and Stratford-upon-Avon,

^A week in an international studeni

centre for $25.

- Where to get lunch or dinner for $1,

- How to choose your

transportation to Britain.

^Special student programs
starting at $675, including fare

and tour.

"-Travel-study programs, work
camps, summer schools.

-London theatres, balcony seats

$1.20— some gallery seats 70^.

British Travel

Box 923, New York, N. Y. 1001

9

Please send me your free 40-page brochure "Students Visit-

ing Britain" plus 52-page color book "Vacations in Britain."

Name

College .

Address

City State -Zip_
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Black Sea+ed Torso (1909)

(Side view)

Black Seated Torso (1907)

(Front view)

Archipenko
STORY BY CYNTHIA VON RIESEN

Works of the Retrospective Memorial Collection of 20tli

century artist Alexander Archipenko will continue to appear

in the Coloiado Springs Fine Arts Center until Feb. 25.

The 67 sculptures and 51 drawings and prints span his

career from his earliest work with "Woman, Head on Knee,"

(1909) to his most recent development with the "Queen of

Sheba" (1961) and "King Solomon" (1963).

Archipenko (1887-1964), who is said to have brought the

principles of cubism from painting to sculpture, shows a

blocky form at the beginning of his career, as his "Woman
with Cat" (1910) remains close to the shape of the block from

which is was carved. This stage was very brief, however, and

soon his experiments with concavity appear, for example, with

the "Seated Woman Combing Her Hair." done in 1915.

His progression toward negative space, or the use of

concave surfaces to represent convex curves, and finally the

use of voids to express volume, can be seen in the "Head" of

1913, in which all volume is expressed by the use of flat

planes.

Throughout the "negative space" one can still sense that

Archipenko had a feeling for volume, and especially for hu-

man anatomy. Straining of opjjosing forces is expressed in

two of his bronze works of 1914, "Boxers" and "Gondolier."

The Memorial Retrospective opened in Los Angeles in 1967

and will be on tour through 1969 in the United States. Fran-

ces Archipenko, widow of the artist, made the collection for

tour and has included several iiieces which have not been on

display before.

Blue Dancer (1913)

Seated Woman Combing
Her Hair (1915)

Small Reclining Figure (1913)

PHOTOS BY DAVE BURNETT

EDITOR: RAYMOND SITTON

The Dance (1912)
(Orange and Black, 1957, In background)
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Family Life (1912)

Hand (c 1928)
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CCCA Candidate Interviews
The candidates for CCCA offices

were inter\'iewed on Feb. 12 and

13 by the Tiger in order to ac-

quaint CC students with students

running for offices. The intei-views

included questions concerning qua-

lifications, the candidates' under-

.;tanding of the operation of the

CCCA, their goals if elected, and

the special areas of in loco paren-

tis and the Student Conduct Com-
mittee. The Tiger below prints a

summary of each interview.

Chad Milton, a junior candidate

frir President, has been in contact

with the student
' government and
believes be is in

', contact ^vith

I many student
;
ideas. He feels

I an effective
member of CC-

j CA is one who is

I a politician, a-

ware of the
weaknesses of the faculty and ad-

iiiini'stration. He hopes to "push
things along." He would like to see

a definite statement on student's

rights and responsibilities, students

on academic committees, and stu-

dents responsible for their own
('oiiduct completely.

Tom Gould, the other candidate

for President, was unavailable for

an interview or a picture.

Dave Eisner, sophomore candi-

date for Vice-President, is inter-

ested in the bud-

get aspects of

CCCA. He be-

'Heves iie has the

p rope r rapport

with the faculty

and with stu-

dents. He would
like to see publi-

cations improved,
and better cam-

Mr. Eisner believes

parentis should be
amended, although it is basically

n sound policy. He favors students
judging students on the Student
Conduct Committee.

Sunday, February 18, 1968
11:00 A. M.

Sermon Title:

"The Gospel According to

McMurphy."
Treacher:

Professor Joseph Pickle

Worship Leader:
(None yet)

Ken Kesey's provocative novel

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
is rich in insight concerning the
nature of redemption. Kesey is not
a Christian theologian, and his in-

tention has not been to -write an
iipologetic for the Christian faith.

Nevertheless, the way in which
McMurphy brings his friends to a
recovery of their humanities and
their freedom is an amazingly ade-

quate illustration of the way in

which Jesus brings redemption to

men.

Christmas Concert records will

'le made available. Please place an
order in the bookstore. Deadline
fin- oiders is Friday. Feb. 23.

* * * * *yOv •••«<>•.

pus security,

that in loco

: VOLKSWAGEN

: PHIL WINSLOW

: V. w, iKC
! 730 North Circle Drlv*

Jerry Hancock, incumbent can-
didate for Vice-President, offers

h i s experience

n d know-how
jfrom last year.
I He believes that
the CCCA has

I

"strong possibil-

ities for action,

although these
possibilities have

I

not been exploi-

ted." He would
like to see the CCCA support
worthwhile student activities, such
as the PACC, Brockhurst, and the
new Center for Community Action.

Although Mr. Hancock does not
tike the concept of in loco parentis,

he believes that changes will be
slow. Hr. Hancock says; "CCCA
is ready to move. It is time now
for students to become aggressive,

to push, regardless of obstacles."

The next 11 intei'V'iews, in very
shortened iomi, are with candi-

dates for the office of representa-
tive-at-large.

Kathy Collier, a junior, believes

that procedural matters bog the

CCCA do\\m. She likes the form of

government at CC and hopes to

launch an investigation of the

Health Center, Campus Security,

and introduce new variety into the
cun'iculum.

Marilyn McGuive is a freshman.

She believes that freshmen need

representation. She views more

power for the students, diversified

seminars, and lower student-fac-

ulty ratios.

Mike Egger, a junior, believes

that students do not have enough
power. He would like to see liquor

on campus, open dormitories, joint

student and faculty committees,
and the entire philosophy of in

loco parentis abandoned. He favors

the abolishment of the double
standard with reference to men
and women students, and feels that

students should handle student
affairs.

Charles Mullen, a junior, feels

that he represents "a good portion
of the student body," is able to

express himself fluently, and "will
reflect faithfully the opinions of
the students." CCCA is weakest
"because it is merely a recom-
mending body; it must have nvore

power." Mr. Mullen is in favor of
liberalizing dorm policies, and fa-
A'oi-s a student on Conduct Com-
mittee.

Janet Robinson, a sophomore, is

"interested in becoming active and
effectively involved in student af-

fairs." She would like to see joint

committees, in loco parentis modi-
fied, the students on the Conduct
Committee. Miss Robinson seemed
to be a very effective speaker and
very involved.

Jim Diracles. a sophomore, be-

lieves that direct confrontation
and dialogue are the best points

of CCCA. "Students, ideally, should
control all of their own activities."

He hopes to have more informed
students, less restriction on private
lives, and clearer definition of the
rights of students.

Simone Salinas, a foreign stu-

dent, believes that CCCA has been
ineffectual in the past year. "I

would like to see open dormitories,

beer on special occasions, and a

clearer definition of student's

housing rights. I really want to

do my best, to work hard, and to

know problems; I want to solve

problems."

Charlie Mayfiold, a sophomore,
hopes for mi improved food ser-
vice, and would like to see uniform
student identification cards. He is

opposed to the entire in loco par-
entis philosophy and favors re-

form of the Student Conduct
Committee.

Tyler Makepeace, a junior, feels

that the CCCA has lost the f!utl\

of the students. Ho hopes to gene-
rate student interest and partici-

pation, and proposes to recover
some tennis courts, establish joint

committees, and to promote volun-
teer traveling student ndmiaaions
people.

Eugene Stockloy, a freshman,
believes all changes must como
through CCCA. "The issues are
ready; now wo need action." "1

am not in favor of students having
equal strength. The Administration
should i-un things." "I favor in

loco parentis; the college should
have restrictions on the students."
"1 am a freshman with no deep
prejudices, no axe to grind. I have
taken a definite stand. I will got

things done."

Bill Veneris, a sophomore, hopes
to be a g!ul-fly, "to ride the Ad-
ministi'ation to action." "T h e

CCCA is too conservative; it

should mediate between studcnt.s

and Administration." Ho opposes

in loco parentis and liopcs that the

Student Conduct Committee will

be radically changed In favor of

\\u- .shidents.

Robert Mezey, winner of the 1960 Lamont Book Award, will read his

poetry at 7:30, Wednesday, Feb. 21, in Armstrong 300. He will be

presented by the Public Lectures Committee, the Forum Committee,

and the English Department. A teacher at Fresno State College, Mr.

Mezey has seen his work appear in "Harpers," "The New Yorker,"

"Poetry" Magazine, "Keyon Review, "Partisan Review." and "Botteghe

Obscure," as well as several anthologies. His books of poetry include

"The Lovemaker," "White Blossoms," and "The Mercy of Sorrow."

CCCA REPRESENTATIVE CANDIDATES (back row): Eugene Stoekley,

Mike Egger, Jim Diracles, Charlie Mayfield, Charles Mullen. (Front

row): Simon Salinas, Janet Robinson, Marilyn McGuire, Kathy Collier,

Tyler Makepeace.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tdjon

634-2093

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

"your Business Is Appreelafed"

lust a Slwrl Willk from College

Open 8:00 A, M. to 9:00 P, M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Slerco)

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functiortt

$1.25

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box In Town!!
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ERTEL PHARMACY
PrMcripiions - Cosmotici - School Supplies - Beverages

•02 Skirth Weber Tel.pKone 633-2069

Battle Between I9tli Century Liberals and Romantics Still Rages

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "65" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Buying Gasoline at

is as SIMPLE AS A-B-C

Buy Tokens a+ Change Window . . .

Insert Tokens in Punnp . . .

Place Nozzle in Tank and Fuel Auto — Pump

Will Shut off Automatically . . .

Colorado Springs at 695 South 8th Street

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

By Memo Gomez
Last Tuesday, Tom K. Barton,

Professor of History, spoke to the

CC history students as part of the

series of lectures given by the de-

partment to augment the history

student's i-egular class time. His

lecture was entitled Liberals and

Romantics; Two Views of 19th

Century Industrialism and Pros-

perity.

Mr. Barton began with the Li-

berals. A liberal, he said, believes

certain doctrines. The Universe is

orderly, being operated (mechani-

cally) by natural law. The opera-

tion of the mind is physical; Real-

ity and "the Good" are material.

Irrationality is "the Bad"—capri-

cious government an dreligion for

instance. Society is a collection of

individuals shaped by their en-

vii'onment.

The liberal is basically a mater-

ialist, and his queen of sciences,

naturally, is economics. He wants
the greatest good for the greatest

number of people. His approach
to problems of society, then, is

statistical. Liberals were the first

to assume that it is possible to

get a measure of how everybody

is doing. They were the first to

"give a damn." The U.S. census

that is taken every 10 yeai-s is a
example of liberal influence in

government.

The Romantics, on the other

hand, are a different breed alto-

gether. They are the leadei-s of a

reaction against reason and ration-

ality. Reason alone does not work,

they feel, as exemplified by thet

French Revolution. "The dillema of

man liets in the marvels man can

concieve and his weakness in ach-

ieving those marvels." Tliis is be-

cause man's reason is imperfect,

his execution of aims wretched.

The universe to the romantic is

messy, not orderly; his reality

spiritual, not material. Society to

them "is made up' of something

more than economic men." It is an

organ of itself, not of individuals

—bonded by affection, not interest.

Truth is grasped intuitively, not

niorely by the use of reason.

"Powder
Capitol of
Colorado

13 Miles West of Salida

Featuring:

• 3 LIFTS and TOWS
• OPEN DAILY
• CAFETERIA — BIERSTUBE
• Nursery
• Certified Ski School
• Professional Sti Patrc

• Ski Shop & Rental Shop
• PHONE— 303-539-4060

• 3 MILES FROM SKI TOWN
• Mountain Cot+ages, Chalet

and Dorm Accommodations
• Restaurant— Lounge
• Camper Facilities

• Free Shuttle Service to Ski Area

With such totally differing at-

titudes toward life, liberals and
mmantics are natural enemies.

England, meanwhile, was exper-

iencing the growth pains of the in-

dustrial revolution. Large cities

were appearing on an industrial

landscape. Along with unprece-

dented prosperity came unprece-

dented misery for the English la-

borer. It was in 19th century Eng-
land that the liberals and roman-
tics "fought it out."

The liberal's ideas were repre-

T. K. Barton: "MacCaulay is like a

20+h Century Chamber of Com-
merce."

sented by Thomas Babinston Mac-
Caulay. Besides having a pei'fect

command of the English language,
he was "smug, crass and self-

satisfying." Mr. Barton compared
him to a 20th century chamber of

commerce. Among other achieve-

ments he wrot-e a history of Eng-
land since 1685, in order to show
its industrial progress.

The romantic thinkers, on the

other hand, were represented by
Robert Southey, a poet and critic

of the industrial revolution. He
stated, in one of liis works, that
the factories and homes of the
English industrial workers were
articificial and ugly as compared
to the dwellings of the rural vil-

lagers. He felt that the industrial

revolution could only end in un-
happiness for the English worker.

It so happened that MacCauley
had the opportunity to write a cri-

tique of Mr. Southey's work. He
took the typical liberal point of
view and stated flatly that the
"facts" were against Mr. Southey.

He also Condemned picturesque-

ness as a criterion of govemmei-it

policy. He proceeded to overwhelm
the reader with a great list o£ sta-

tistics to prove his point.

John Ruskin, a late 19th centuiy

radical, later became the cham-
pion of the romantic cause. Ho
felt good was produced by good
men. Men were not artificial, but

creature's of emotion. "It may be

discovered," he said, "that the fi-

nal outcome and consummation nf

wealth is (in) the producing (ofi

as many as possible full-breathd,

bright-eyed, and happy-hearted hu-

man creatures." Ironically, thouy^h

he believed in neither liberty mir

equality, he became the model of

the 20th century socialists.

Mathew Arnold, another Eng-
lish critic and poet, expressed the

romantic's view of the United
States when he wrote that tlif

United States had solved its "poli-

tical and social" problems, but hafj

failed to solve the more import-
ant "human" problems. Why? Bn-

cause it had failed to make life in

the United States "interesting."

Mr. Barton concluded that nei-

ther side has ever effectively re-

futed the other in their long de-

bate, since they have never agreed
on a definition of terms. Botli

sides are genuinely alive today:

maybe the 20th century can pro-

duce a final compromise.

Debaters Impressive in Victory

CC debaters scored their moA
impressive victory of the G7-68 sea-

son last week at the Colorado

State College Forensics Tourna-
ment in Greeley. The team of

Suzanne Gross and Christine H;ir-

ris garnered a third-place trophy

in Junior Division debate; after

winning five out of six preliminai y

rounds, Gross and Harris defeated

a team from Kearney State Col-

lege of Nebraska in the quarter-

finals and were finally defeated

in the semi-finals on a, 2-1 de-

cision by Northern Arizona Uni-

versity, The junior debate team of

Bob Clabby and Roye Ely also

scored well by winning four out of

six preliminary rounds and nar-

rowly missing a berth in the quar-

ter-finals. Clabby I'eceived fourth

place in Original Oratory at the

tournament. Other students repre-

senting CC were Chris Cramer and

John Muth, Al Sulzenfuss and Bill

Hyde, and Jim Bailey. The next

tournament for the squad will be

Saturday, Feb. 17, at Metropoli-

tan State College in Denver,

ANYONE CAN

HOOF.
With Eaton s Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you

can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-

mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil

eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.

In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In

handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

/
EATO^S COIXASABtE I

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELO. MASSACHUSETTS
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Stickmen Net Two Wins; Face MSI) Tonight

By Alan Chalmers
As expected CC came thi-ough

with two wins this weekend to

knock off Ohio State and Ohio
University respectively, enabling

the Bengals to boost their season
record to eight victories against

13 defeats.

The doubleheader at the Broad-
moor World Arena was in Colorado
College's command all the way,
though Ohio gave the team quite

a hard time of if, only to be finally

shut down permanently on John
Amundsen's short slap shot at 7:05

of the third period.

With Ohio State as our oppo-
nents, tlie first game was high-
]i),''lited by second-string goalie

John Herbert's 8-0 shutout and
center Pete Ryan's pair of goals

and two assists. Herbert was cal-

led to make only eight saves the
entire night, as the inexperienced
Buckeyes could not mount any ser-

ious attack despite the fact that

CC blended lines and experimented
with its reserves.

Herbert managed to receive a
certain amount of personal glory

ivlien he made his sole stop of the
second period on an attempt by
OSU to ice the puck which cli-

maxed as a shot on goal. As Her-
bert gallantly brushed it aside
ivith his stick the house came down
with rousing cheers and boisterous
applause.

Ohio University proved to be by
far the better team from Ohio as
they gave us a real scai-e only to

lose by the -score of 7 to 6 after
whalloping the Air Force Academy
on the preliminarj' Friday night
setup, 11-0. This second match-up
proveii to be quite a wild and
wooley one as nine goals were tal-

lied in the first period alone fol-

lowed by a near brawl in the sec-
ond stanza.

Chuck Reinking duplicated his

fame of last week's contests by
ayain being the leading point scor-

er including a hat-trick in the sec-

ond game, and, thus was the de-
ciding factor in CC's razor-sharp
triumph. John Amundsen also fig-

ured prominently in the scoring
since he not only tapped in the
winning shot, but gained many
assists on magnificently executed
and perfectly precisioned passes.

The middle-period fracas that
occurred at 17:03 stopped play for
several minutes as players from
both squads started to mix it up
in the Ohio end of the ice,

resulting in three penalties.

Two of these went to CC with

Doug King picking up a two min-
ute boarding penalty and Doug
Clarke receiving a major five min-
ute penalty for speai-ing, while
OU's Esdale sat in the "sin bin"
for two minutes on a roughing in-

fraction.

All in all the game had every-
thing to offer and the fans totally

enjoyed seeing our club finally

come out on top in such a tightly
Contested match.

Tonight, Colorado College faces
tlie Michigan State Spartans to

commence another two-game home-
stand at the World Arena at 8:15

p. m. The same two teams will be
playing tomorrow night at the
same time. MSU played a very ex-

citing and tight game last Satur-
<lay night with fellow rival Uni-
versity of Michigan, only to go
down to a 4-3 defeat. Now that
CC hockey is back on the winning
track, come and see them "de-
vour" the men from Micliigan
State!

CC HOaiEY
Tigers vs. MSU Spartans

8:15 p.m., Broadmoor World Arena

Sports .

.

St. Louis, Philly: Teams to Beat in NBA
By Eugene Stoeckly

With all the headlines and fan-
fare that professional football and
baseball attract, it is no wonder
that, when the whistle is blown
signifying the end of the "Super
Bowl," many Americans take the
yearly rest until the familiar cry
"play ball" is heard in the spring.

What then has happened to pro-
fessional basketball ? It is not that
basketball isn't as popular as the
two other sports, but rather that
football and baseball each tend to
liiu so long that they overshadow
the "hardwood sport."

Nevertheless, basketball is the
sport that is in its prime at the
present time. Some surprises are
taking place, but the season is go-
ing just about the way most peo-
ple felt it would.

With two new additions to the
NBA and a newly-established lea-
gue, the ABA, there exists plenty
of opportunities for the sport's fans
to .see basketball. The ABA is still

sti'uggiing for recognition, and
only if Rick Barry is able to pump
new life into the Oakland Oaks,
ind the newer league is able to
secure such present college stars
as Elvin Hayes, Jo-Jo White, Wes
Unseld and Lou Alcindor, will the
l-^agae be able to establish a name.
In the NBA, the St. Louis

Hawks are making a shambles of

the WesteiTi Division race. Despite
Rick Barry's retirement, Nate
Thurmond and his San Francisco
Warriors were expected to have
only marginal opposition fixim the
Hawks.

But Barry's refusal to play this

year has had a decided effect on
the Warriors point output. His loss

coupled with Thurmond's knee in-

jury, has left the Warriors with-
out 50 points a game that they
could count on last year.

The Hawks, with Richie Guerin's
retirement and Lou Hudson's ser-

vice duty, were expected to be too
far back in the pack before Hud-
son was available. Instead, the

Hawks have found a star and a
leader in Len Wilkins and present-

ly find their lead stretching from
seven to eight game.s.' The Hawks
definitely have established them-
selves as the team to beat in the
West.

In the Easteni Division, Phila-

delphia and Boston are in their

usual scramble. As was the case
last year when the two teams met,
Boston usually wins. However,
Philly does much better overall

against other league members. De-
spite an early season slump, coach
Alex Hannum and Wilt Chamber-
lain have re-grouped the 7Gers in-

to the team that is beginning to

flash the championship form of

the previous year.

The race in the East is strictly

between these two powers. The
New York Knieks, it appears, are
beginning to shake their loser

image, but their road to success
appeal's very rough at the present
time. Cazzie Russell may even-
tually become the star he was
hilled to be. Former Rhodes Scho-
lar Bill Bradley will have to ad-
just after a two-year lay-off, so
for the present, the Knicks will

have to be content to be third best,

if even that in the Eastern Divi-

sion Race.

When the championships are

concluded in April, look for pen-

nants flying from St. Louis and
Philadelphia, with the World
Championship resting once again
in the City of Brotherly Love.

FILLER
The following paragraph is sim-

ply a journalistic device which is

employed periodically when an edi-

tor finds that there is not suffic-

ient copy to fill his allotted face.

The contents of this de\ice usually

has little or no significance at all,

and serves only as an alternative

to a gaping hole in a page. The
journalistic term that best de-

scribes this useful joumalistic de-

vice is "filler." You have just read
the contents of a filler, and this

serves to emphasize why an editor

does not like to get himself into

such a situation.

ttathau^aif-i

Importod Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in

that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-

gagement ring you choose soys so much about

your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the

word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine

color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or

replacement assured) . Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages

under "Jewelers."

REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

___. REGISTERED _

BELAtR tdJB. ALSO }2B0. TO 1100. V/EDDIMO nittO 100.

PRICES FRou tioo. TO jBooo, nitics LtiunoED TO snow DCi^iiTVor DCTMIL
® TBAOE-NAHK REG. A. H. POHD COMHArif, IHC, ESTADLISJIED lOBZ

^HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENTAND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for

only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book,

Clty_

-Zlp-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201 ,

I I

Don't Wait Til It's too Late!

The Colorado College ROTC Company Has a

Limited Number of Vacancies Available

Applications Accepted Until AAarch 15, 1968

Phone Extension 419 for Appointment
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Records Fall as Tankmen Edge Mines

In tlie past few months, various groups have organized

to promote campaigns for alternatives to President Johnson

in tlie Democratic party, and alternatives to Richard Nixon

in the Republican party. But camiiaigns of this sort have not

been relegated to the political area alone. Recently I was ap-

proached by a group of dissatisfied CC students and was

asl;ed to give e<iual time to an alternative to collegiate sports.

In the spirit of equal representatition, I therefore devote

the foUowins paragraphs to those who seek another option of

how to spend the weekend in Colorado Springs.

To make my recommendations as universal as possible

I will deal with the movie industry, as it can probably satisfy

even the most diverse interests of the Colorado College pop-

ulation.

As long as I started out on a political note, let me just

recommend a new motion picture release that will soon come

to the Springs. Don't miss a political film that rivals "Advise

and Consent" as Richard Nixon stars in "Born Losers."

For those of you more interested in campus politics and

administration decisions, be sure to see the documentary film,

"HELP," an official policy statement regarding the molesters

on the CC campus.

Also interesting to, note is that along with "HELP," a

second feature representing the molester's attitude on the

situation will be shown. This film is entitled "Wait Until

Dark."

Over the .^•ears, films have been made from immortal

books in order to place special emphasis on different aspects

of society. One such film stems from the impoverished condi-

tions wiiich grip our nation and is a description of affairs

that should lead to rapid reform. Of course, I'm referring to

Walt Disney's adaptation of Upton Sinclair's immortal novel,

The .lungle Book.

.\nother movie is taken from a work that bemoans the

skyrocketing theft rate. "Gone with the Wind" does, indeed,

have a significant message.

Naturally, a movie industry wouldn't be complete if a

film of monetary intrigue wasn't included. Thus, to satisfy

this basic need, and to conveniently state a change in policy,

CC's financial aid center has come out with a suspenseful

tuition-increase plot in a film called "For a Few Dollars More."

The only other film I can think of right offhand, is one

made in protest to the food at Rastall Center. Although not

due to be released before March, "Some Like It Hot" should

still maintain its widespread appeal.

Well, that about takes care of the movie industry as an

alternative to collegiate sports on weekends. It ought to keep

you busy. For those of you who are interested in both sports

and movies, I understand the movie industry is now producing

an adventure about a fullback from UCLA, a quarterback

from Duke, and a hunchl)ack from Notre Dame.

Cagers Hope for Final Win
By John J. Miazga, Jr,

The Colorado College Tigers

round out their season next week
against St. Mary's of the Plains

and Regis College. Although the

Tigers haven't been spectacular

this season, or for the past few
years, they still perform well

against subsidized athletics. The
Tiger team should be commended
for a fine job-

CC went down to defeat in ac-

tion this past week, losing to Neb-

raska Wesleyan last Friday and to

Colorado School of Mines on Tues-
day, The Tigers probably played

their best ball of the season
against these two teams. Coach
Red Eastlack stated, "Both games
were high-lighted by good team ef-

fort. We played as well against

Mines as we have played against

any team this year. Our old prob-
lem is still with us though, consis-

tent scoring. If we could piece to-

gether a whole game for a change,
we would win."

The Tigei^ played on even t«rms
vrith the Orediggers almost the
whole game. With seven minutes
left the score was 66-64. The
Miners then poured it en for 14
consective points and the Tigers
ended up' on the short end of a

98-78 score.

St. Mary's and Regis are all that
is left for the season. St. Mary's
will be the tough team to beat.

Their team shapes up much the

same as last year when the Tigers

came out 10 points behind. "St.

Mary's is a big team and has a

big center, who we'll have to stop

to win the game." With CC's lack

of height this will be no small
task.

CC AND MINES SWIMMERS TAKE-OFF neck and neck as another

close race begins. The Tigers edged the Orediggers 58-46 by captur-

ing the final event.

By Sue Linder

The Colorado College sv^immers

boosted their dual competition

record to 7-3 by defeating Colorado

School of Mines 58-46 last Tues-

day night -at Schlessman Pool. The

Tigers and Orediggers were pretty

evenly matched throughout the en-

tire meet, and although CC led all

the way, the score was so close

that the Tiger fish literally won in

the last eight-tenths of a second by
squeezing Mines out in tlie final

event.

First place points in the winning
cause were taken by : the 400-yard

medley relay team made up of

Dale Forgy, Bill Johnson. Mike
Kelly, and Pete Banning; Glenn

Ebuna in the 200-yard freestyle

and the .lOO-yard freestyle: Foigy
ill the 50-yard freestyle; Kelly in

the 200-yard butterfly; Bill Hin-

son in the 200-yard individual med-
ley and the 200-yard backstroke;

and (he 400-yard freestyle relay

team made up of Banning, Don
Campbell, Forgy, and Ebuna.

To add to all of the excitement,

the Tiger tankmen set five new
school records. Furthermore, CC
and Mines each established a new

])Ool mark. Glenn Ebuna erased his

old record in the 200-yard free-

style with a time of 1:57.5, while

Dale Forgy set a new :23.0 time

in the 50-yard freestyle. Bill Hin-

son lowered the 20p-yard individ-

ual medley time to 2:16.7, and Bill

Johnson established a new record

in the 200-yard breaststroke with

a time of 2:31.5.

Tlie final CC record, which was
both a pool and school mark, was
set by the 400-yard freestyle relay

team comprised of Pete Banning,
Don Campbell, Dale Forgy, and
Glenn Ebuna. Thi.<i final event

proved to be the most exciting

;i:31.0 of the entire meet since (he

CC relay team won by only eight-

fenths of a second. Bill Abbott
from Mines set the second new
pool record in the 200-yard breast-

stroke with a time of 2:29.7.

In other swimming action over
the past week, the CC swimmers

placed thii-<l in the annual Colo-
rado College Invitational Relays.
First place in the Relays was
taken by Western State CoIIegr-

with 04 points. Second place went
to Colorado State College with
(Ji; points followed by CC with 4S.

The last three places went tn

Mines with 42, Adams State Col-

lege with 38, and Regis CoIIepn
with 16.

in the Relays, Western Slal,.

dominated the meet by winnini^
fii"sts in six out of seven event.s.

The single event which West (en

did not win was captured by CC's
400-yard freestyle relay team.

WSC set four new meet record^

in the following events: 400-yai(|

medley relay (3:55.3—also a new
pool record), 300-yard backstrolf.

relay (3:05.5), 4b0-yard breasr.

.stroke-butterfly relay (4:26.5), ami

300-yard individual medley relay

(3:00.1). CC's 400-yard freestyle

relay team also established a new
meet record with a time of 3:35,^,

The Tiger tankmen finish their

season next Friday, Feb. 23, ut

7:30 p.m. with a home dual nicii

scheduled against Adams fi,tau>

College from Alamosa.

Basebal
There will be an important meet-

ing for all men interested in play-

ing baseball at 11 o'clock Tues-

day, Feb. 27th in the C Room in

Cossitt Hall.

Navajo Market
Choice Meats

North Tejon

Fresh Vegetables

Telephone 632-7614

Afa^ (lu GoUeKfe, £Uofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3657

Put on a Funnj Lace

LEGLITES BY HANES

. . . soft pink

. . . soft green

. . . soft yellow

. . . black or white

We have a full selection of boys LEVIS for girls

IDDLE EART

DAILY: 4-12

SAT. & SUN.: 12-12

123 South Nevada Avenue

This Week: "BABY MAGIC"

Leprechaun Light Shov\^

NEW BASEMENT BAR

Pizza, Beer . . .

Entertainment

FOLK. ..ROCK...

"WHAT EVER YOU WANr'
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Buxton Reports on Finances of Sma!! College
"We are facing- today what

might easily become a crisis in

the financing of American higher
education, and the sooner we know
about it the better off we will

be." This warning by Grayson
Kirk, president of Princeton Uni-
versity, clearly applies to the fu-
ture of Colorado College.
The small, private liberal arts

college is caught in the dilemma
(tf attempting to maintain the
highest quality of education while
lieing forced to meet rising costs.

Colorado College faces rising costs
ill educational equipment and li-

brary acquisitions, faculty salaries,

student aid, and annual mainten-
ance of the institution. Sufficient
income must be gained from tui-

tion and fees, endowment, gifts
riiid grants.

Estimates for this year's bud-
^^et show that tuition and fees
pi'ovide 71.5% of necessary income,
gifts 11.5% and endowment in-

come 7.9%. In the past years, the
percentage of costs paid by stu-

dents has increased. Each year,
the college must meet its budget
by relying on direct gifts which
make the difference between ex-
penses and tuition and endowment
income. The college must raise

tuition every few years. The
"pressure on the administration is

ab.iolutely fantastic" in attempt-
ing to meet rising costs and edu-
cational demands while raising

enough money to keep the college
solvent, according to Professor
William R. Hochman, chairman of
tlie faculty Committee on Commit-
tees.

Increases in faculty salaries are
ojie of the most pressing demands
facing administrators. According
to Hochman, when Louis T. Ben-
ezet became president in the fall

of 1955, the highest salary for a
full professor was less than $6,-

000. The college has strived to

raise faculty salaries to a level

f^qual to comparable schools.

Through the combined efforts of
the administrative officers of the
college, the Board of Trustees
and the faculty, the college has
launched a three year effort to

increase faculty salaries to a level

reaching the average of the median
salaries paid by 11 comparable
colleges by 19r>8-1960. The increase
may reach more than 5300,000
over a three year span if totally

implemented.

According to Hochman, addi-
tional faculty members will be
ailded next year to meet the
needs of hard-pressed depart-
ment. The result is that the pro-
posed increase in faculty salaries

CC Debaters

Travel to Tucson
A team of students from Colo-

lado College will travel to Tucson,
Arizona this April to participate
i'l the 18th session of the Far
Western Model United Nations.
The session will be held at the
L'niversity of Arizona April 24
through the 27. The model session
i^ expected to include the repre-
sentatives of more than one hun-
dred colleges and universities in
tlie western United States, Mex-
'•^'0 and Canada.
Accurately portraying the views

of Botswan, the delegation will

participate in a mock General As-
sembly, Security Council, Economic
^nd Social Council and the Inter-
national Court of Justice. The del-
^?ates from Colorado College are;
Steve Brooks, Jim Heller, Kob Da-
^'idson, and John Whiteside. The
delegates' four day stay and work
"1 Tucson will culminate months
''f preparation and study of the
"Machinery of the United Nations.

for li)G8-19(50 rerpesents the great-
est increase ever presented to the
Board of Trustees. This request
will be considered by the Board
on IVIarch 4.

With increased costs, the indi-
vidual student is forced to con-
tribute more and more money to
his education. Colorado College
has an extensive student aid pro-
gram to meet this problem. Wil-
liam A. Ferguson, director of stu-
dent aid, said that for every 10
students offered admission need-
ing aid, eight could be given aid.
Ferguson noted that "institutions
which cost the most because of
their independent nature are apt
to be more generous with their
scholarship program, and they
have to be."

The college attempts to make
up the difference between costs
and ability to pay. Student aid us-
ually comprises a team approach
of student, parents and the insti-

tution. Grants fi-om the college
are usually complemented by gov-
emment loans which are repaid
after graduation. The follo-wing
table shows the amounts provided
by the college, income from en-
dowed scholarships and loans. The
major increases in college remis-
sion in 19C5 and 1967 resulted
from tuition increases.

Ferguson said that the college
makes a major effort to encour-
age slaident from low income fam-
ilies to apply to Colorado College.
He reported, "We would never
discourage anyone from applying
for lack of money." Also, he noted,
"the student showing the great-
est amount of need will receive

the most attractive package . . .

We could just admit students who
could afford to pay, but this is

not the kind of student body we
want."
Ferguson explained that the

college is participating in a gov-
ernment p r g r a m to provide
money for low income families who
can contribute less than $625 a

year to education. The program,
titled Educational Opportunity
Grant helped 21 students last

year and 50 more were helped this

year by the grants. Ferguson re-

ported, however, that the program
may get only 60% of what has
been requested by federal officials

because of government spending
cuts and due to the Viet Nam

Ferguson noted a shift in the phil-
osophy in the granting of aid. He
said that need, rather than schol-
arship, is becoming the basis for
student aid. Ferguson said that if

a student wants this type of edu-
cation, the college would attempt
to make it financially possible.
The college has only two main

sources apart from tuition to meet
increased expenses— endowment
and gifts.

One basic source of funds is en-
do^vment—money left to the school
in trust, many times specified in
the manner it will be invested
and how the earnings will be used,
according to Robert W. Brough-
ton business manager of the col-
lege. The endowment of the col-
lege is now approximately $9,-
300,000 which is "very average"
with respect to good " small col-
leges.

The annual fund, makes the
"critical difference" in determin-
ing the solvency of the college.
This yearly effort is the central
endeavor of trying to meet the
deficit between expenses and tui-
tion, fees and endowment income.
The goal is $325,000 this year.
Floyd C. Ethridge, director of
Development, heads the project of
raising this money. He said that
the college is trying to increase
the participation of alumni. He
note d that about 30% of the
alumni participated in last year's
fund drive, while at some schools
alumni participation may be from
40-.50%.

He thinks that participation
could be increased by more direct

and personal contact mth individ-

ual alumni as well as instilling in

the students a sense of the im-
portance of contributing to the
college after graduation.

Yet, Broughton himself admits
that nobody knows the answer to

the future problems of college

financing. Educators across the
country are concluding that pri-

vate colleges must be helped by
either state or federal aid. Hoch-
man described a possible future
solution as a form of "public-

private financing" which main-
tains the "independence and flexi-

bility of the small private col-

lege."

As both Bi'oughton and Hoch-
man noted, the final solution may
be in turn to either state or fed-

ovii] assistance for .^urvival,

Loesch Wins Coveted Wilson Fellowship
The Woodrow Wilson Nationai

Fellowship Foundation, Monda.\'.

Feb. 19, announced the designa-

tion of 1124 college seniors at 309

colleges and universities in the

United States and Canada as "the

best future college teacher pros-

pects on the continent." Jeffrey

H. Loesch, senior history major
and this year's editor of the Kin-
nikinnik, was among those hon-

ored.

Two Colorado College students

were on the foundation's honor-

able mention list. They are Jack
W. Berryhill, an English major,

and Gary D. Watson, a mathema-
tics major.

Both lists—Woodrow Wilson

Designates and the 980 Honorable
IVIention winners—are now in the

hands of graduate school deans
and departmental chairmen with

the recommendation that all are

"worthy of financial support in

graduate school."

"Now our major role is to iden-

tify for graduate departments
those students who in our view
have the best potential for college
teaching," said Sir Hugh Taylor,
president of the foundation, in an-
nouncing the names of the Wood-
row Wilson Designates. "This

year's Designates are as distin-

guished and carefully selected a
gi-oup as last year's Fellows. We
hope all of them wilt receive as-

sistance from the graduate schools
or from federal or other fellow-
ship' programs."

Fifteen regional committees
made up of members of the aca-
demic profession selected the De-
signates out of a total of 11,682
who had been nominated by their
college professors.

Diaz to Present Concert
Alirio Diaz, a Vouozuelan who

has won wide acclaim a.'* one of

the world's greatest oxponeiils of

the classical guitar, will give ii

concert in Amisfrong Auditorium

on the Colorado College campus at

8:30 p.m. Monday, Feb. 2ti. The
concert will be open to the public

without charge.

Mr. Diaz, who was born in Ca-

rora. Venezuela, in 1923, received

his musical education under Pro-

fessor Raul Borges at the Caracas
Conservatory of Music where he
completed courses in guitai-, theory,
harmony, composition, history and
aesthetics of music.

Seeking perfection al the foun-
tain head, Mr. Diaz next studied

under Andre Segovia at the Aca-
demia Musicale Chigiana in Siouu.

He was not only Segovia's star

pupil, but soon became his as-

sistant and finally his successor ns

head of the guitar department.

During the summer montlis Dia?.

continues giving his classes at

the Academic Chigiana. The bal-

ance of the year he tours from
one continent to another. His eon-

certs in Berlin, Rome, Paris, Brus-

sels. London, Madrid, Florence and

other musical centers have won for

him a unique position in the world

of the guitar.

Mr. Diaz has been honored not

only by an award from the Vene-

•/Aielan government, l)ut also by

t\v„ grants l'ron\ the Cruolo Foun-
dation. His highly acclnimcd Town
Hall debut rocitnl in 1959 was
made under the patronage of the
Ministry of Education. His re-

citals in Town Hall (he following

season and in 1965 confirmed thc>

high opinion ho had enrncd for the

purity of his playing, liis sensi-

tivity, musicianship and brilliant

virtuosity.

Hiti brittiant inlcrpii'fatioiis nf

Iho gronf cla.ssical master.s, IWh
and Scarlatti, in piirticular, have
earned Mr. Diaz coiiHiderahle rc-

knowu ill Europe and North Amer-
ica. IhouKli thiH aspect of his art
would be sufficient in the World
»f nniHic, there in an added wealth
ill liis lopeitory in the variety of
l.atin-Americiin nuwic which he in-

cludes in his concerts.

The guitar has always spoken
the natural and oxproasivo
language of the Latin-Amoricun
peoples, and in the hands of Mr.
Diaz it becomes an inspired voice

in the performance of folk music,
or works based on folk music, by
such renowned musicians as Villit-

Lobos, I'once, narrins-Mangore,
Lauro 01- Diaz himself. This music
offers a varied and beautiful range
of hues from the moliincliolic ca-

dences of the Incas to the compli-
cated rhythms of Brazilian oi-

Venezuelan dances, tlio haunting
Argentine "vidalaa" and the spon-
InnfOdB songs nf Mexico.

CGGA Discusses Refrigerators, Committees

Ity IJubyn Scale

At a meeting on Tuesday, Feb.

13, the CCCA members devoted

the major portion of their atten-

tion fo the issues of refrigerators

in dormatory rooms and proposed

alterations in the CCCA by-laws

concerning student committees.

The refrigerator debate con-

cerned the justification of admin-

istration officials in confiscating

21 refrigerators from men's doi-m-

itory rooms over Christmas vaca-

tion. At the preceding meeting, a

proposal had been made that col-

lege i-ules be changed to allow stu-

dents living in the more modern
dorms and fraternity houaes to

keep refrigerators in their rooms,

provided that the refrigerators

did not contain alcoholic bever-

ages or food to be prepared in the

room. The proposal had been tab-

led, but was revived at the Tues-

day meeting. At this time, it was
presented to President Curran aw

a recommendation.

Concerning the rationale behind

the prohibition of refrigerators

in dormatory rooms. Dean Reid

stated that there was a danger
that circuits would become over-

loaded if every student kept a re-

frigerator. Secondly, he maintain-

ed that a sanitation problem
might then exist. He mentional in

this connection that one refrige-

rator confiscated had been com-
pletely filled with fungus growth
and that the Kappa Sigma house.

wliicli bad (•(.iitained Llie mo.st "un-

authorized refrigerators, had had

to be fumigated for cockroaches.

Thirdly, Reid objected that "the

majority of refrigeratons in men's

rooms are used to conceal beer or

to keep beer cool."

It was this last jioint which

seemed to constitute the major

thrust of Reid's argument againsl

possession of refrigerator. He
maintained that private owner-

ship of refrigerators would en-

courage students to break the re-

gulation prohibiting liquor in the

dormitories. CCCA would have to

take measures to allow for more
.stringent enforcement of college

regulations prohibiting liquor.

Most of the discussion which
followed concerned students'

rights to privacy and administra-

tive rights to enforce regulations.

Dean Drake asked whether stu-

dents would consider college offi-

cials inspecting refrigerators an

invasion of privacy. In answer.
Bob Sears expressed his opinion

that if the college did have rea-

son to believe that liquor was be-

ing consumed, they should be al-

lowed to enter for the express pur-

pose of inspecting the refrigera-

tors .

The next CCCA meeting will be

held Monday, Feb. 26. At that

time — t he new officers will be
installed.
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The Citizen and the University

Letter to the Editor
Campus Mail

Dear Sir;

I recently printed up notices

concerning student health services.

This letter does not pertain to that

topic, as I feel it has been ade-

quately explicated in the letter

beiow.' Rather, 1 intend to deal

with what I consider to be a far

more serious subject, stemming

indirectly from the health service

issue.

In more than one instance, the

flyers I distributed were inspected

by school officials, who disap-

proved of the message and took

steps to insure that students

would never see them. This action

clearly constitutes a most serious

infraction upon students' rights.

What is involved here is not just

academic freedom, but personal

freedom. One has the right to

communicate with others. This is

indeed the most basic meaning of

free speech. I can discern no dif-

ference bet\veen censoring mail and

monitoring phone calls.

I have been informed by a high

administration source that the only

way one can use the mail boxes

"is" through the regular U.S. mail

or by going through the campus

post office which will mean using

envelopes and names and ad-

dresses." Since this is stated

school policy, I must expect that

all con-espondence, whether from

the school administration, "Middle

Earth," or clothing stores will be

in an envelope, properly addressed,

and sent through the proper postal

channels.

I find it disturbing that the ad-

ministration would wait until a

topic with which they took issue

emerged before enforcing their

previously unannounced policy if

indeed such a policy ever existed.

Respectfully,

Tom Zellerbach

Health Service
Dear Sir:

In response to a growing num-
ber of vocal complaints among

students conceming the operation

of the Boettcher Health Center,

we recently undertook an in-

formal investigation of student

sentiment regarding this facility.

Our efforts were largely directed

towards discovering whether the

frequently-heard complaints were

grounded in fact or not. This past

week notices were distributed to

many students requesting that

anyone having complaints against

the campus health center or the

campus physician contact one of

us. The notice was poorly worded

and masked our intent. We would

like to gather information con-

cerning ANY student's opinion

on the operation of the health

center in order to form the most

realistic picture of its effective-

ness on campus. We therefore re-

quest that any and all students

who have either positive or nega-

tive comments to make concerning

the college health service contact

one of us. Thank you.

Dell Rhodes X413
Tom Zellerbach X449

Curran
Dear Mr. Sitton:

I was disappointed in the tone

of your editorial on "Students'

Rights" which appeared in the

February 16 issue of THE
TIGER.

I am not much concerned about

your personal remarks about

anonymous administrators which

can be attributed to an emotional

lapse from good taste. But the

attitude you express in the last

half of your editorial appears to

me to be destioictive of the efforts

that are being made by respon-

sible students, faculty and admin-

istrators to find answers to

complaints of students with which

all can live. Moreover, only a very

inexperienced person can believe

that in our situation the road

to successful negotiation lies

through the use of threats.

Sincerely,

K. J. Curran
Acting President

i>I|011^ Qll^apfl
.Sermon Title:

"Honest to God About Goodness"
Preacher

:

Chaplain William B. Green
Worship Leader:

Professor Joseph Pickle

This coming Sunday, Febru-
ary 25, the visiting speaker at

the Shove Chapel Worship Ser-
vice will be William Baillie Green,
Chaplain and Professor of Reli-

gion at Temple Buell College
(formerly Colorado Women's Col-

lege), Denver. Professor Green
was bom in Kentucky and re-

ceived his higher education at

Southern Methodist University,

Louisville Seminary and Union
Theological Seminary, New York.
He received his doctorate from

the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland; and his dissertation

was on "The Concept of Culture
in the Theology of Paul Tillich."

Professor Green has served as a

parish minister and came to Tem-
ple College after having served

as a member of the Religion De-
partment and Chaplain of Vassar
College. He came to Temple Buell

in 1966 as Chaplain and Professor

of Religion. Chaplain Green has

contributed articles to several

noted periodicals and has preached
at various colleges and univer-

sities throughout the country.
Accompanying their chaplain

will be the girls of the Temple
Buell chapel choir and they will

also be visiting the Colorado Col-

lege campus. They will sing two
anthems under the direction of

their organist and choirmaster,

Charles Eve. As the Colorado Col-

lege tour choir will be visiting

the Denver college, the Temple
Buell students will be visiting

Colorado College for lunch while

the Colorado College students will

be at lunch in Denver.

". . . it is often easier to fight

for princinles than to live up to

them." — Adiai Stevenson

To criticize one's country is to do

it a soi-vice and pay it a compli-

ment. It is n service because it may
spur the country to do better than

it is doinc; it is a compliment be-

cause it evidences a belief that the

country can do better than it is

doing.

In a democracy dissent is an act

of faith. Criticism mav embarrass

the country's leaders in the short

run but strengthen their hand in

the long run; it may destroy a con-

sensus on policy while expressing

.-1 consensus of values. Criticism,

in short, is more than a right; it

is an act of patriotism, a higher

form of patriotism, I believe, than

the familiar rituals of national

adulation.

Wc are an extraordinary nation,

endowed wi(h a rich and produc-

tive land, a humane and decent po-

litical tradition and a talented and

energetic population. Surely a na-

tion so favored is capable of extra-

ordinary achievement, not only in

the area of producing and enjoy-

ing great wealth, in which area our

achievements have indeed been ex-

traordinary, but also in the area

of human and international rela-

tions, in which area, it seems to

me, our achievements have fallen

short of our capacity and prom-

ise.

My question is whether America
can close the gap between her ca-

pacity and performance. My hope

and my belief are that she can.

that she has the human resources

to conduct her affairs with a ma-
turity which few if any great na-

tions have ever achieved : to be

confident but also tolerant, to be

rich but also generous, to be will-

ing to teach but also willing to

learn, to be powerful but also wise.

I believe that America is cap-

able of all of these things; I also

believe she is falling short of them.

THE FEAR OF DISSENT
The discharge of the duty of dis-

sent is handicapped in America by

an unworthy tendency to fear ser-

ious criticism of our government.

In the abstract, we celebrate free-

dom of opinion as part of our pa-

triotic liturgy; it is only when
some Americans exercise it that

other Americans are shocked. No
one of course ever criticizes the

right of dissent; it is always this

particular instance of it or its ex-

ercise under these particular cir-

cumstances or at this particular

time that throws people into a

blue funk.

Intolerance of dissent is a well-

noted feature of the American na-

tional character. Louis Hartz at-

tributes it to the heritage of a

society which was "born free," a

societly which is unnerved by ser-

ious criticism because it has exper-

ienced so tittle of it. Alexis de Toc-

queville took note of this tendency

over a hundred years ago: "I know
of no country in which there is so

little independence of mind and

real freedom of discussion as in

America." Profound changes have

occurred since Democracy in Amer-
ica first appeared and yet it may
be asked whether recognition of the

right of dissent has gained sub-

stantially in practice as well as in

theory. The malady in Tocqueville's

view was one of democracy itself:

".
. . The smallest reproach in-i-

tates its sensibility and the slight-

est joke that has any foundation

in truth renders it indignant; from
the forms of its language up to

the solid virtutes of its character,

everything must be made the sub-

ject of encomium. No writer, what-
ever be his eminence, can escape

paying this tribute of adulation to

his fellow citizens,"

Fi-om small-town gatherings to

high-policy councils, Americans
are distressed when a writer or a

politician or even a private citizen

interrupts all this self-congratula-

tions and expresses himself with

simple, unadorned candor. The
problem is worsening, among other

reasons, because more and more of

our citizens earn their livings by

working for corporations and other

large organizations, few of which

are known to encourage political

and other forms of heterodoxy on

the part of their employees. The
result is that more and more
Americans face the dilemma of

how, if at all, an individual can

safely exercise honest individual

judgment, indeed, retain his capa-

city for it, in an environment in

which the surest route to advance-

ment is conformity with a barren

and oppessive othodoxy.

The problem is acute in the fed-

eral bureaucracy, whose congenial

inhospitality to unorthodox ideas.

were its dimensions only known,

would allay the anxieties of the

most agitated superpatriot. This is

unfortunate indeed because the

most valuable public servant, like

the true patriot, is one who gives

a higher loyalty to his country's

ideals than to its current policy

and who therefore is willing to

criticize as well as to comply.

Some time ago I met an Amer-
ican poet, Mr. Ned O'Gorman, who
had just returned from a visit to

Latin America sponsored by the

State Department. He said, and

previously had written, that he

had been instructed by American
Embassy officials in the countries

he visited that if he were ques-

tioned, by students and intellect-

uals with whom he was scheduled

to meet, on such "difficult" ques-

tions as the Dominican Republic

and Vietnam, he was to reply that

he was "unprepared." At a meet-

ing with some Brazilian students

he finally rebelled, with the fol-

lowing result as he described it;

".
. . the questions came, swirling,

battering, bellowing from the

classroom. Outside the traffic and

the oily electric heat. But I loved

it. I was hell bent for clarity. I

knew they wanted straight an-

swers and I gave them. 1 had been

gorged to sickness with embassy

pi-udence. The applause was long

and loud. The embassy man was

furious. 'You are taking money
dishonestly,' he told me. 'If tlu

government pays you to do thi,-

tour you must defend it, not damn
it.' It did no good when I explainer!

to him that if I didn't do what

I was doing, then I'd be taking the

money dishonestly . .
."

It escapes me totally why
American diplomats should not bi'

proud to have American poets and

professors and politicians demon-

strate their country's political and

intellectual health by expressini;

themselves with freedom and can-

dor. As O'Gorman put it, ".
. . (

spoke with equal force of the

glory and the tragedy of America.

And that is what terrified the

Americans."

[Excerpted by permission of

Random House, Inc. from "THE
ARROGANCE OF POWER," by

Senator J. William Fulbright,

Copyright, 1966, by J. William

Fulbright.]

HINTERLAND JOURNAL
I believe that I have discerned

rumblings of dissatisfaction with-

in the student body the past few
weeks. I have thought long and

hard upon grievances and have

come to the following conclusions.

My friends, I think that pei'-

haps your judgements upon our

noble administration have been
made somewhat hastily, and merit

more consideration. Who are you

people, to assume that you truly

have knowledge of how a college

comnTunity should be run? I am
sure that our administrators know
exactly what they are doing, and
if their actions or inactions of-

fend you, do not presume that

they don't understand you (per-

haps they understand you better

than you think), or are trampling
on your rights without due regard
for them.
You should consider it a pri\'i-

lege to be allowed to attend such
a fine school. Why th^n do you
want to tear down its lofty prin-

ciples and deplace them with your
halfbaked, and selfish, spur-of-

the-moment idealistic attitudes?

You do not see further than to-

morrow. I am afraid that it is too

much for me to imagine that you,

who are capable of nothing but

outlandish stunts when liquor is

allowed to come into your hands,

should actually have access to the

stuff right here upon our nice,

clean campus. Shame on you, you

rabble-rousers.

You actually have the nerye to

castigate our administration,

which is so much more enlighten-

ed and experienced than you.

These people have your welfare

in mind constantly. Look, they

must provide curfew hours for

women students in order to pro-

tect them fi-om the midnight an-

tics of your male population. They
must keep the parents happy, you
know!
Do you really believe that you

know enough about the educa-
tional process to take a hand in

the determination of curriculum
and constitution of the faculty ?

Surely you jest. Why, the people

who would come out of this in-

stitution if you had control would

defy any sort of categorization at

all. We are trying to turn out a

unifonn group of people who can

realize their rightful place in soc-

iety, not a band of insurrection-

ists who would seek to destroy tlu^

blessed status quo.

And you complain that you

have no rights here. I sometimes

think that you wouldn't know h&w

to handle them if you had theni-

You must be worthy before you

deserve control. Do not be so au-

dacious to suppose that you are

mature enough or have knowledge
enough to have a large amount of

control over the workings of this

institution. The only thing you

people would do is talk. You have

demonstrated that before. You

seem to be incapable of any type

of concerted action. Just be hap-

py that you have the rights you

do, for I sometimes wonder ''f you

even merit those.

— Eric Lone-Horse

Phi Beta Kappa Members Elected
The Colorado College chapter

of Phi Beta Kappa has elected 27

seniors and two juniors, Ann Eli-

zabeth Nichols and Patricia Per-

ry, to membership in the national

honorary society, according to

Professor Joseph Pickle, chapter

president. Selections were made
Feb. 6, and initiates were notified

by letter last week. The initiation

ceremony will take place at the

Antlers Plaza Hotel on March 15,

and a banquet will follow the

ceremony. Following is the list:

Louise Allen, Caria Bauman,
Jack Berryhill, Karen Chadwick,
Kenneth Cunningham, Kay Fields.

Susan Fisk, Charles Francis,

Nanette Furman, Beth Louise
Har\'at, Rosalyn Israel Knepell,
Stephen Langhoff.

Jeffrey Loesch, Jamie Lytle,

Ronna Matsch, Betsy McCammon,
Susan McCormick, John Mc-

Donald.

Junior, Ann Elizabeth Nichols;

Diane Novosad, Robert N. Park.

lanka Peff, Junior, Patricia Per-

ry; Jay Danny Shelton.

Susan Susemihl, Marilyn Turn-

er, Peter Van Zante, Gary ^
Watson, Heidi Young.
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J. Glenn Gray: Scholar-Warrior
By looking at him, one would

say that J. Glenn Gray, Professor
<)f Philosophy, was bom to the
world of Academe. His air is dis-

tinctly professional, replete with
pipe, heavy horn-rimmed glasses,
disappearing hair, and properly
ill-fitting clothes. The lines around
his eyes betray his age; and his
face, from beneath his high-domed
forehead, has a stai'tling resem-
blance to Academia's favorite pol-

itician—the late Adlai Stevenson.

Only his hands indicate that he
may ever have been something
other than a philosophy professor.
They are large, powerful hands,
deeply veined, and having thick,

strong fingers. They are not the
liands of a scholar, but those of a
working man, suggestive perhaps
nf a rural upbringing.

If the hands are out of the or-

dinary, then so is the man. For
Prof. Gray was once what he
terms a "wai-rior," a member of
the American Army of World
War 11 who was considered by one
uf his friends to be "the soldier."

Prof. Gray has set down his ex-
periences as a soldier and intelli-

gence officer in the European
Theatre in an extraordinary book
entitled The Warriors: Reflections
oil Men in Battle.

The Warriors is not the usual
run-of-the-mill "I was there when
the bullets were flying" soi't of

memoir. It deals less with the spe-
cific experiences of the author than
with the meanings of those ex-
periences as the author sees them.
It ranges from how men behave
in battle to the very nature of war
itself.

Prof. Gray admits at the outset
nf his book that "Tlie deepest feor
tif my war years, one still with
me, is that these happenings had
no real purpose. Just as chance
^iften appeared to rule my course
then, so the more ordered paths of
peace might well signify nothing
much." Much as he would like to,

he cannot and must not forget
the war. His book is an attem^it
fo rekindle that memory, to make
it as vivid as he possibly can. He
w ishes to make it permanent by
settling down in writing, and by
having it down in written form,
lie hopes to share it with others.

The vastness of war, its inconi-
jirehensibility to Prof. Gray and
others caught up in its voiiex, is

undei'scored by his meeting with
;m ancient hermit on a hilltop
(luring the Italian campaign. The
hermit, a.'?toundingly, did not know
that there was a war going on and
«"as puzzled by all the commotion
in the valley below. In trying to
explain it to him, he found himself
wholly inadequate to the task,
.^side from the language barrier.
Prof. Gray found that his undej--
standing of the war did not much
exceed that of the old man's. "The
professors who had taught me
philosophy and for whom I had
Jiad great respect and esteem be-
L'^me all at once puny in my im-
;igination . . . Even the great
thinkers of Western civilization

^eemed suddenly to lose their
.stature and become only human
I'eings, unable to help me fathom
what millions of Europeans and
Asians were undergoing at this

moment."

His remarks evoke those of Re-
"larque's student soldier in All
Quiet on the Western Front when
lie is describing his basic training:
"We learned that a bi-ight button
is weightier than four volumes of
'Schopenhauer."

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrosi from tha Campui

827 North Tejon

If war is incomprehensible to its

participants, then its appeals are
even more so to those who oppose
war as a matter of principle. Tt
is dangerous and illusory, says
Prof. Gray, to underestimate those
appeals. The first appeal that
comes to mind is the one most
glorified by the movies and adver-
tised by the recruiting posters.
This is what Prof. Gray calls the
"confraternity of danger," the in-
tense comradeship experienced by
men sharing common dangers.
Though it is essentially an ephem-
eral feeling—depending almost en-
tirely upon the commonality of foe
and danger—it is nonetheless a
compelling and very powei-ful one.

Nor should one overlook war as
a feat for the eyes or the sirenic
fascination of its emotional appeal.
"The emotional environment of
warfare," says Prof. Gray, "has
always been compelling; it has
drawn most men under its spell.

Reflection and calm reasoning are
alien to it."

LovG, sa- s Prof. Gray, is war's
ally and foe. Love is an ally in the
erotic s:nse because it throws peo-
ple together who might never have
met, and made love, in peacetime.
The i-ciationships are s h o r t e r,

s-veeter (or so they seem), and

Professor Gray

more poignant, for the threat of

separation and death is always im-
manent. ".

. . the Greeks were wise
when they mated the god of war
with the goddess Aphrodite. The
soldier must not only kill, he must
give birth to new warriors."

But love is as powerful a foe of
war as it is an ally. For the arbi-

trariness of war, its cutting off of
friendships at their height through
death, makes men rail at the
chances of their fate. To reverse a
popular dictum, there are atheists

in foxholes. How, men feel, can a
just God allow such a monstrous
thing as war to occur?

To those who have not exper-
ienced it, one of the great myster-
ies of war is how soldiers can
face long periods of combat and
the attendant high possibility of

death without running, going mad,
or both. A classic answer, and one
hypothesized by Prof. Gray, is the
combination of military regimen-
tation and combat fatigue. The
endless uniformity of the military
and the endless months of battle

combine to grind down the individ-

ual soldier's awareness and sensi-

bilities.

But Prof. Gray offers an even
more chilling explanation. Death
offei-s quietude, a release. "This is

part of the unromantic answer to

the question how young men can
face nearly certain death in war.
It comes as a relief from what

they are doing. Death appears to
be a rest; it is quiet, sleep . .

."

Most soldiers, Pi-of. Gray avers,
find death "so foreign and un-
real as to be incomprehensible."
But others find in death a ful-
fillment which gives their lives a
meaning it lacked before, To them,
death is a denouement not unlike
that a fanatic experiences when he
sacrifices his life and/or his treas-
ure to a noble cause. Is it any won-
der, then, that few dangerous mis-
sions lack for volunteer ?

Most men who have taken part
in combat are not killers. Rather.
they are men who have been
called upon to kill. The combat
soldier operates in a moral and
legal limbo. He is called upon to

pei-form acts which are legally and
morally repugnant to his civiliza-

tion in order, so he is told, to

defend that civilization. Does he.

nevertheless, feel an "ache of
guilt" for his acts? Yes. says
Prof. Gray, but only on reflection
after the fact. Usually, even the
most sensitive of men are able to

absolve themselves of guilt by the
simple expedient of reminding
themselves of their soldierly oath.
Thev are, they say, only following
orders.

The Nuremburg trials attempted
to resolve this dilemma by saying
that a soldier is not compelled to

follow orders if the caiTying out
nf those orders require him to com-
mit a criminal act. "Presumably,"
says Prof. Gray, "the distinction is

always clear according to official

pronouncements, but in reality, un-
der the conditions of total war
few thing.s are more difficult to

distinguish." The combat soldier
has to carry on as best he can.

In musing on the future of war.
Prof. Gray rejects optimism and
pessimism as being equally irrele-

vant. He thinks that modem com-
munications will render it more
difficult for leaders to conjure up
Satanic images of the "enemy,"
and the television coverage of the
war in Viet-Nam may be vindicat-
ing his point nine years after it

was first made. On the other hand,
the blurring of distinctions be-

tween combatants and noncombat-
ants is the most "crucial" of the
changes wrought by modem war-
fare. "With civilians and soldiers

alike, physically and spiritually dis-

placed after future wars, who will

be available to heal the sick, the
dispirited, and the lost?"

Nor are wain's much heralded
cathartic powers any cause for op-
timism. At best, the sufferings
caused by war will "leave no last-

ing mark for good or ill." At
worst, those sufferings will cause
a tleterioration of the character
and will. Few are the individuals
who will be ennobled by the hurts
inflicted upon them by war; and
chances are that these individuals
would have developed nobility of
spirit without war's dubious aid.

If a warless world is what we in

the U.S. seek, asserts Prof. Gray.
then it will in large part be up to

us. It is the strong who must take
the initiative because "peace will

never occur as a consequence of
weakness, exhaustion, or fear," as
post-World War I Europe attests.

On this point Prof. Gray quotes
that great pessimist, Friedrick Nie-
tzsche, who, paradoxically, puts
the case for a warless world in the

most optimistic terms. "Rendering
onself unai-med when one has been
the best amied, out of a height of
feeling—that is the means to real

peace, which must always rest on

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Sltort Walk from College

Open 800 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

a peace of mind: wliereas the so-
ealled armed peace, as it now
exists in all countries, is the ab-
sence of peace of mind."

— Grand

Interviews
The following schedule lists the

interviewing dates now available
to graduating seniors. Further de-
tails can be obtained concerning
each interview from the Place-
ment Office Bulletin Board or by
contacting Mrs. Henningson in
Room 123, in Armstrong Hall.

Feb. 27—
Arthur Anderson and Co.

Mar. 1 —
New York First National Citv
Bank

Mar. 5—
St. Paul Insurance Co.

Mar. 7—
Johnson and Johnson Co.

Mar. 12 —
Equitable Life Assurance
Society

Apr. 4—
Department of the Navv

Apr. 9—
Upjohn Company

Apr, 23—
Metropolitan Life of New York

Anyone interested

in covering baseball

track, lacrosse or

tennis for the

CC Tiger Sports

Staff, please contact

Dan Bernstein,

ext. 449

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchcnnis
(Acroti from Courthouit)

Telephone 634-9SI3

Free Delivery to CC Students
4.3Op.m.-ll:0Op.m,TuB,..5at,

2,00-10,00 pm. Sundoy

71 I North Tojon

SKIS

POLES
BOOTS
BINDINGS
CLOTHING ACCESSORIES

SKI SALE

30% to 50% OFF

SKI RENTALS
$3.25

complete per

week-end

1 19 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

Open 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.n

Friday 'til 8:30

^PU^/l Out SocU: $fS.99

^cm SppUi $Z4.99

other Ruff-Out Booti

by

Acme or Nocona

at $24.99 to $36.00
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Hathauaifli

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Preicriptions Cosmetics • School Supplies - Beverages

M2 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and abundance only 3!a blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

^'^^^^i^0$h, OFFICE SUPPLY
'5I6N. Tejon 633-1721aejn/fwco

SaUI-'S CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator to Lower Terrece

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

Ta]ie a Trip

and Leave the

Worry to Us.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

STUDENTS DRAFT ROCKEFELLER COMMIHEE

STUDENTS WANTING TO ASSIST THIS EFFORT . . .

are encouraged to write: R. L. Kessier.

9820 Rapp Lane. Denver, Colorado 80221

stating prior experience and evidence of Republican

Affiliation.

Theatre Workshop Meets 'Orphee' Challenges; Chris Gibbs Leads Cast

By Elion Riordon

Last Saturday and Sunday. Fel>.

17 and 18. Tlieatre Workshop put

on a fine production of Jean Coc-

teau's Orpliee. Director Vicki Gits

should be cninplimented for choice

of a truly experimental play that

presented challenges in imagina-

tive staging and production, as

well as interpretation.

The challenges were met for

(he most parf hy nearly everyone.

Theatre Workshop did not, as it

has in the past, bite off more than

it could chew; and, therefore, the

play as a whole was well done.

Chris Gibbs in the title role

Rave the smoothest performance.

He has given more miticulons per-

formances in the past, but on the

whole he led the rest of the cast.

His major fault (and this, I might

add, was ti-ue for the entire cast,

with the exception of Mimi John-

son) was the pace of his speech.

Too many lines were garbled or

thrown away by everyone.

The pace of the play was good;

we nevpr lost interest, but I think

b_\' achieWng this fast and nearly

always smooth pace, some good

lines were sacrificed.

Donna Yorton as Orphee's lover

Eurydice, and Art Robinson as

He^rtibise. gave good but some-
what uneven performances. Miss

Yorton had a rather unconvincing

case of stomach cramps, but made
up for it in other scenes. Tn par-

ticular, she and Mr. Robinson did

excellent jobs in the lunch scene

with Orphee.

The death scene, with Death

played by Mimi Johnson, and her

two assistants by Martin Bent'z

and Mike Saway, was as delight-

ful as it was weird. The scene as

Cocteau wi'ote it has many possi-

bilities; and Mimi and the two
boys, despite a few technical pi-o-

blems on Sunday, exploited the

possibilities and presented an a-

musing and peculiar scene. Special

praise must also go to Eben Moul-
ton for constructive and spontan-

eous audience participation.

As for John Redman, the Com-
missioner of the Police, I'm not

sure what to say. He was undoubt-

edly amusing, but he nearly threw

away the scene by speaking too

fast and often indistinctly. He ob-

viously enjoyed the part, and be-

cause of this, the ludicrous scene

went off quite well. Tom Toth a-s

the Scrivener, although in a small

part, was appropriately comical.

One last character that cannot

be forgotten is the Horse played

by Theatre Workshop's "Mystery-

Actor." Rumored to be anyone
from Elizabeth Taylor to Mr. Mc-
Milien, the Horse nearly gave
away his mystery by making ;i

prematnare exit from his stall dur-

ing a scene change on Sunday.

To return to serious matters,

the technical side of the show was
well done and fascinating. The set

and lights effectively helped some
of the complicated staging that tho

play demanded.

On the whole, Orphee was a

good production of an absorbing

and whimsical play; Jean Cocteau,

Vicky Gits, and Theatre Workshop
are to be congratulated.

Seay Talks on Wagner: 'Twilight of Internationalism'
By Memo Gomez

Tuesday, Feb. 20, Professor Al-

bert Seay of the Colorado College

music department delivered a lec-

ture entitled "Wagner^The Twi-

light of Internationalism" as part

of the CC lecture series on the

history of western civilization.

The professor began the lecture

with several conmients made by

some prominent men of the last

century concerning Wagner. None
were very complimentary: "He
must be the only genius who was
not quite first rate." "His operas

are a continual bombast." Then
finally a typically French com-

ment: "I once said that I would

die for Mozart—for Wagner I

would kill." All these illustrate the

controversial nature of Wagner
and the tendency of most non-Ger-

mans to discount him musically.

Richard Wagner was bom in

1S13 in Leipzig, Germany. He was
the probable son of a minor Jewish

civil servant. His education was
sound, but not too terribly exten-

sive. After graduating from his

gymnasium, he studied at the Uni-

versity of Leipzig. At the age of

20 he left the university and went
traveling in search of a job. He
worked occasionally as a chorus

master. While on one of these jobs

he fell in love with one of the

chorus girls, Minna Palmer.

After placing several third-rate

Gel-man opera companies in debt

with his lavish and earless expen-

ditures, he went to Paris to try to

make a name for himself. His

three years in Paris were disas-

trous. He lived in grinding poverty,

but staved off starvation by doing

hack work.

In 1840 he composed his first

successful opera, Rienzi, and later

The Flying Dutchman, which were

first produced in Dresden, Ger-

many in 1842-43. In 184',i he was

forced to leave Dresden. He said

in his autobiography that he left

for political reasons, but some ob-

servers felt his financially embar-

rassing position had something to

do with it.

He now fled Germany with a

price on his head and went to

Zurich, Switzerland, where he

composed, wrote treatises, and con-

ducted. Life in Zurich became em-
barrassing after some years, due
in part to his love for the \vife of

his parton and also to his poor fi-

nancial position.

He went to Vienna, where for a

time he was welcomed. But his

habits of lavish expenditures and
living off others brought him once

more to financial disaster. His ar-

tistic self-centeredness and bad
dealing had made him powerful
enemies throughout Europe. At the

age of 51, he would have been
through if it hadn't been for

Louis 11 of Bavaria, who had as-

cended to the throne of Bavaria
at the age of 18, and who hap-
pened to be a fanatical admirer
of Wagner.

In Mtmish, Wagner's works were
conducted by Hans Von Bulow, who
is known as the first great Wag-
nerian conductor. By now it had
become a habit with him to get

into as much trouble as possible,

so he fell in love with Von Bu-
iow's wife, Cosima also happened
to be the daughter of his best

friend and suppoi'ter, Pi^anz Liszt.

He still would have been safe if

he hadn't tried to interfere in the

Bavarian government while he was
running up the king's debts.

He spent the last few years of

his life in his home in Bayreuth,
Germany, which he called Wahn-
fried. Wahnfried in Gennan means
"peace from madness."

tunist and a scoundrel, Mr. Seay

said it does not discount his im-

portance in both the musical and
philosophical arts.

His view was that art should b-e

the expression of society. It should

be at one with the nature of th.^

society. It should reflect the wants,

desires, and demands of the peo-

ple. In Russia this is now calleil

socialist realism.

Wagner was one of the first

to express provincial nationalism

in terms of the arts. In most of his

works he used traditional German
folk stories or ballads and de-

pended tremendously on the Ger-

man "volk." It is said that one

must be German to appreciate him
fully.

His work represents a great

turning point in western music.

The old, romantic tonal system was
being replaced by the modern,
sensual music of our time. The in-

ternational w'as being replaced hy

the strictly provincial. This mo\e-
ment has led to such great com-

posers as Russia's Nikolai Andree-
vich Rimski-Korsakov, Sweden's

Jean Sibelius, Bohemia's Anton
Dvorsak, and America's own Aai'uii

Copeland. It has also, however, led

to such totally nationalistic lead-

ers as Russia's Stalin and Ger-

many's Hitler.

In conclusion. Professor Seay

stated that Richard Wagner's

music may seem to many critics

as overly patriotic, bad, or even

silly— but the movement he

started, both artistically and po-

litically, is not silly at all.

OPEN HOUSE
All students, faculty, adminis-

tration and staff are invited to

an Open House at the Counseling

Center (Cutler Hall No. 101) on

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COGRS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Pas-i- the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campiu)

Thougli most people agree that Wednesday, February 28, from

Wagner was basically an oppor- 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Ask about our . . .

STEREO TAPE CLUB

ALL TAPES $3.99

Mel's Mecka Music
Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239
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TUNE UPS
ATLAS TIRES

LEES ENCO SERVICE

230 West Umlah
NEXT lO COlLEGf OH UINTAH

STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

Phone 634-9195

PHI BETA KAPPA-Rrst ro» (left fo right): Caria Bauman. Karen Chadwiclc, Nanette Furman, lanka'Peff
Ann Nichols, Susa Fisk, Jamie Lytle, Ronna Matsch. Second row (left to right): Diane Novosad Gary

Pat Perry, Bill McDonald, Heidi Young. Louise Allen, Marilyn Turner, Jack
Watson, Betsy McCammon,
Berryhill. Nym Park.

Asian Studies Panel Compares Korea, Viet Nam
I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

These popular

"Ruff-Ouf" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

Talaphon* 632-0391

Last Friday niglit, F.^l). IC, m
Armtrong Auditm-iuni, the Asian

Studies Committee of Colorado

College finished up the Short-Sym-

posium on Korea with a panel of

Asian specialists discussing the
topic, "The Korean War." The
panel include Harmon M. Rolph
from the University -of Southern
California, Major Phillip D. Cain
from the US Air Force Academy
and Yung-hwan Jo from Arizona
State University.

Mr. RolpVi started the evening's

activities by comparing the Ko-
rean War and Vietnam as elements
of Communist -strategy and as a

I'hallenge to the US military and
lioliticai posture. He showed that

Vietnam and Korea have manv
striking similarities but the dif-

ferences are the significant deter-

minants in the handling of the war.

One of the similarities is that

of the physical and human settings

of the countries. Both Korea and
Vietnam are long, narrow, rugged
countries that have strategic value
ill Asia. Also, both countries are

di\'ided by a line which was meant
to be only temporary but has be-
come a basic demarcation in world
politics. They also have appi'oxi-

matety the same population.

The Sino-Soviet split presents
one of the most startling differ-

ences in the two wars, according
to Rolph. Both countries hold the

basic position in Vietnam as they
had in Korea, but the split has
changed the relation of these two
positions considerably.

Discarding the policy differen-
i"es, Rolph states both the Soviet
Union and China have two major
objectives in Southeast Asia. The
first is to desti'oy or weaken US
power in Asia and second, to in-

crease Communist or neutral ten-i-

tories in Asia.

The Soviet Union's position in

botli conflicts has been one of

"militaristic c a u t i o usness." In
speaking of Korea, Mr. Rolph
stated, "Stalin obviously acquiesced
ill the plan, maybe under the pre-
sure of Mao Tse-tung in Moscow
in 1950." In the end, the major
role of Russia in the conflict was
to "{ietain and limit V*'estern ac-

tion with the threat of attack in

Western Europe."

That risk is not present today.
In Vietnam the Soviet Union is

avoiding direct military confron-
tation which, according to Rolph,

: VOLKSWAGEN :
• •

: PHIL WINSLOW :

: V. w., INC. :

I 730 North arcl« Driva !

was the cause of tlie peao- talk^
in the Korean situation.

China has different stakes in-

volved. They have a war being
fought on their borders. The people
have that goal of expelling the
United States from Asia and by
helping North Vietnam as they
did North Korea, they become a
significant Communist power a-
gainst the United States.

Rolph concluded with a dismal
outlook for negotious of the Viet-
nam conflict. He predicted that in

the Communist world there will

probably be a "bitter division on
this issue." The split stems from
Hanoi's refusal for "half a loaf"
settlement like the one in Korea.
The USSR will he looking for a
negotiation that would be a vic-

tory over both the US and China,
leaving a settlement that will be
"as frustrating as Korea" for the
United States

M]'. Rolph was followed by Ma-
jor Phillip D. Cain who compared
the attitudes and public opinion
in the United States of the two
wars. Korea and Vietnam are con-
sidered by Major Cain as the only
two American wars that have not
been "crusade-type" wars.

In the realm of American sup-
port, the major difference of the
two wars is the American involve-
ment. The Korean War came on
suddenly which spurred American
support. Also, Americans were

missal, a greater percentage of

Americans were on MacArthur's
side in the dismissal controversy.

In Vietnam the American people

have no "hero general," No single

person has become the final word
in military operation.

Professor Jo completed the dis-

cussion by adding comments to

the previous speeches. One of the
major points he discussed was
the historical background of the
38th parallel and the traditions
that help make it a permanent
boundary.

The remaining time was spent
discussing questions raised from
the audience. These included ques-
tions over the Pueblo incident,

UN involvement in the two war's,

and the journalistic opposition to

the Korean War.

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 ».m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5;00-l2;00 p.m. IMond.yS.lurJ.yl
12:00 -B.-OO (SunJ.y)

Tr, Us lor Your N..( furiction| Phono 634-0976

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Teion

634-2093

^OA the 6eAt .

;hiiia

Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS'

First Two Drinks
lor the Price ol One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
1 18 North Cascade Avenue

ready for another war, as shown
by a poll presented by Major Cain.

On the other hand, Vietnam is

a gradual war and holds only SKIERS!
gradual support,
that before 1964
Americans did not
was a war being

Polls showed
one out of four
know that there

fought in Viet-

The Miners' Stew Pot
in BRECKENRIDSE

Another American support reg-
ulator is that of "hero generals."
The problems arising from Gen-
eral MacArthur's dismissal dur-
ing the Korean War exhibit tliat

fact. Many months nftor h\r^ dis-

A homey

Restauran

lIHle restaurant with good hot food reasonably priced at . . .

$1.25 FOR ANY COMPLETE MEAL

Won't you drop in and see us?

t and Bar Telephone 453-2484

i^fei^'M (gllg>i£fii£'i'
1

T

\^|P^^PS^K 122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856 A

M Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

1

A
N
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B

l^RH ^I^^Ell
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ROAST BEEF S
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T
A
U
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Our jiiniouH CelUtr (tvailahle for
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Korean Symposium Discussion Deteriorates into Argument
By Michael W. Taylor

A week ago this afternoon, the

"Asia Studies Committee" liosted

a student-manned panel on the

subject of Korea. Specifically, the

lecture was to have centered

around the topic "What Useful

Lessons Can We Learn from

Korea's Experience in Recent
Decades?" Well, for a while it

did.

The panel was composed of five

cadets from the U.S. Air Force

Academv and six students from

Colorado College. The discussion

started with a reasonably dry

statement by Cadet James W.

Thomas. According to the pro-

gram, he was supposed to have

simply given an historical sketch

of the relationship of Japan, the

Soviet Union, the United States

and Korea prior to "25 June 1950."

The remaining participants, in-

cluding CC's Dean Metcalf. pro-

vided some additional, albeit more

interesting data on Korea; until

Gary Knight's turn was reached.

Gar>', however, tumed the panel

into' an informal discussion period.

Inevitably, in view of the day's

topic, the discussion tumed to the

Pueblo incident of a few weeks

ago. One aspect concemed the

relative position of Pueblo when

she was boarded by the North

Koreans. After this point of con-

tention had be e n unresolvedly

batted back and forth for awhile,

the subject turned to the very

necessity of deploying ships like

Pueblo.

"

Cadet Thomas interjected with

the following point, "Well, there

are a lot of this type of boats

floatin' around, and what they do

a lot of us don't know, and you

don't have to know." "... you

don't have to know." (emphasis

addedi. At this point, what could

have been an interesting discus-

sion about Korea deteriorated rap-

idly to a halt, and the field wns

opencf! up to a talk, or rather an

argument on the value of intelli-

gence-gathering agencies. Cadet

Thomas, on further questioning,

elaborated his point of view to

make it ringingly cleai- to all and

sundry that he considered it highly

necessary that the "need to know"

niystique about classified intelli-

gence should be kept to exactly

that : a secret to be zealously

guarded. Specifically, Thomas felt

that only those who are "in a posi-

tion of authority" e.g., assigned

to one of the military services, or

the agencies of the intelligence

community) should be privileged

to the morass of classified infor-

mation which constitutes the hard

core of national security data. Ex-

panding upon his theme, Thomas
imbued his audience with the idea

that they, the audience, should let

the "authoritative" agencies take

care of the intelligence-gathering

operations.

And this is exactly the straw

that stuck in the throats of sev-

eral members of the audience.

First of all, Thomas was remind-

ed of the last classic example of

a civilian's penchant to listen to

the intelligence "experts" : in

April, 1961, it was quite embar-

rassingly proven to President

Kennedy that he would have done

well to have more thoroughly re-

searched the vagaries of CIA op-

erations; their latest "black" op-

eration having been the Bay of

Pigs caper .

Undeterre'I by this historical bit

of logic. Cadet Thomas continued

to bombard his audience with a

baiTage of selective facts and un-

selected opinion, The essence of his

point revolved around the sanc-

tity of the military and the rela-

tive paucity of information with

which the civilian populace is ac-

quainte^l. Thomas even went so

far as to explain, in the most pa-

tronizing mannei' possible the dif-

ferent levels of classification used

in the intelligence world. That's

fine. He can talk about the vagar-

ies of classified material in a class-

room at the Air Force Academy,
but at this discussion his patron-

izing, almost demeaning a i r

sparked more than just a little op-

position from the audience.

It was pointed out to him by one

student that c;-en the classifica-

tion of material, including the pol-

icies and decisions by which cer-

tain data is assigned its classified

nature, is open to strong debate.

For instance, data which may be

relatively meaningless in the more

strategic sense of national secur-

ity is immediately the highest pri-

ority of classification, not to be

i-egarded or declassified for a great

many years. No matter that it lias

to be logged in and out every time

somebody wants to read it and

consl:antiy watched over like a

clutch of new-bom babies. It's

still classified and an even larger

proportion of energy and man-
hours is devoted to its safekeep-

ing.

But has anything ever been done

in the area of investigating the

classification process itself? Has
anybody ever sat down and eval-

uated the policies and guidelines

by which certain information is as-

signed its "secretive value?" If

such a study has been launched, it

lias certainly escaped the atten-

tion of most of the recognized ex-

perts in the field, civilian as well

as military.

Beyond the basic classification

of raw data, however, two mem-
bers of the audience brought up

the even more important issue of

whether such classified information

should be divulged, if only in part,

to the public wliich supposedly con-

trols its collection and collation

—

albeit somewhat indirectly. The Air

Force contingent, to a man, ten-

aciously maintained the thesis that

intelligence, if it is to be of any

woi-th at all, must be kept highly

secret, both in terms of the data

itself and the process by which it

is accumulated. I won't argue with

the fact that certain aspects of in-

telligence should be classifed, but

what I would take issue with is the

intelligence-gathering operations

themselves — operations conducted

largely by the CIA and, to a lesser

degree, by the military services

and the National Security Agency.

Almost autonomously, the CIA
controls the collection and produc-

tion of not only strategic intelli-

gence (quanitative as well as qual-

itative analysis of military and

associated hardware), but they

also engage in the political agita-

tion usually connected with the fa-

miliar seamy phrases "agent pro-

vocateur," or, simply, "Agitprop."

While it may seem logical and

even necessary that the American

intelligence community be involved

in the "procurement" of strategic

intelligence—and, to their credit,

they have been quite diligent—

their involvement in the area of

intelligence which requires a great

deal moi'e sophistication (i.e. po-

litical activities in other nations)

leaves quite a lot to be desired.

Ever since the CIA started promot-

ing the overthrow of governments,

which didn't seem to be providing

very much for a given nation, the

theme has developed that upon the

dowTifall of the old government,

the new government should be, at

best, pro-Amei"ican, or, at worst,

pro-"Westem-world." But in either

case, the new government had to

be drawn up along heavily auth-

oritarian and conservative lines

—

and always with the background

theme that the government will be

"staunchly anti-Communist." Never

mind that there have been some
cases where a more liberal, even

socialist-leaning regime would have

proven better for al! concerned

xcept, of course, for the

United States government. Per-

haps the "Communists" would

have taken over, "but so what" ?

One final point was raised b;;

audience members which all but

ended the discussion: when the Air

Force Academy team had just

about exhausted the point that in-

telligence must be collected in spitu

of all risks, they were reminded

that there is a certain limit to

which a country can go in its quest

for intelligence data. This boundary

is usually established by the worth

a country will place on raw

data, as opposed to the risks it

will take to get it. In the case

of Pueblo, the intelligence data

procured didn't seem to be worth

the price the United States paid,

in terms of loss of "national face,"

to obtain it.

Debate
The Colorado College debate

squad completed its second week-

end in a row of successful compe-
tition with good showing at the

Metropolitan State College Debate

Meet held in Denver last Satur-

day. Steve Methner and Hunt
Kookier took second place in the

Senior Cross - Examination Divi-

sion, while Ann Livedalen an^!

Maril>m Moon captured second

place in Junior Division; and an-

other CC team, Roye Ely anil

Bob Clabby, were a close thini

place in the same division. Chri^

Cramer and John Muth completed

the CC delegation. The next trip

for the squad will be to the Des-

ert In\itational Debate Tourna-

ment, Tucson, Arizona, at the end

of the month.

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Mltei McBumfty PhoiM 63&-8606

Campus Security Officers Use Chemical Mace
— MACE, a chemical initant that

operates like teai--gas but is shot

out of aerosol cans, has been is-

sued to campus security officers

at the University of Utah.

Campus officials said that use

of the chemical was intended to be

"purely defensive." One of the uni-

versity's vice-presidents noted that

the Mace is not generally used to

control crowds, and that an offi-

cer must "hit the individual in the

face in order for the Mace to be

used effectively,"

Mace, which was used extensive-

ly by police during the anti-draft

demonstrations last October at the

Oakland Army Induction Center in

California, is a mixtui'e of tear-

gas and other chemicals. It pi'o-

duces a burning sensation on the

skin of anyone sprayed with it. It

can also make it difficult for the

victim to breathe.

The Utah campus police carry

only Mace. Security officers at

Colorado State University, how-
ever, can-y both Mace and revol-

vers. The spray has been used six

times since the CSU police began

^v^ Xmy^jf
123 South Nevada Avenue

Leprechaun Light Show

NEW BASEMENT BAR

Pizza, Beer . . .

Entertainment

carrying it about two years ago.

mainly to subdue individuals who
had gotten into fights or weiT-

fleeing from the scene of a crime.

The University of Texas, like

Utah, is also moving to equip' its

security forces for action. The uni-

versity's Board of Regents voted

last month to permit campus pol-

ice to carry firearms. Previous!}'

any police efforts that requireil

the use of firearms were left to

the Austin city police.

FUN WORKING
IN EUROPE

DAILY: 4-12

SAT. & SUN.: 12-12

FOLK. ..ROCK...

"WHAT EVER YOU WANT'

Jobs Abroad Guaranteed

BRUSSELS: The IntT Student

Information Service, non-profit,

today announced that l.OOU

GUARANTEED JOBS
ABROAD are available to

young people ITVa to 40, Year-

Round and Summer. The new

34 page JOBS ABROAD maga-

zine is packed with on-the-spot-

photos, stories and information

about your JOB ABROAD
Applications are enclosed.

LANGUAGE -CULTURE -FUN
PAY-TRAVEL. For your copy

send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS.

1S3 Rue Hotel des Monnaies,

Brussels 6, Belgium.
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Professor Yunghwan Jo Lectures on China, Korea, N. Viet
Professor Yunghwan Jo, of the

Political Science Department of

Arizona State University, pre-

sented a lecture in Olin Lecture

Halt on the evening of Feb. 15,

entitled "Communist China's Re-

lations with North Korea and

North Vietnam." The lecture was

part of the Korean Symposium,

one of a series of presentations

arranged by the Asian Studies

Committee of Colorado College.

Prof. Jo defined Red China's

foreign policy and traced the de-

velopment of its foreign relations

with North Korea and North
Vietnam since 1945. Since China
is an isolated civilization with a

closed society, Prof. Jo, a native

of South Korea, admitted a lack

of first hand knowledge of the
processes of decision making in

the Communist Regime. Even the

Russians, he said, have a hard
time figuring out Red China's

aims, but is it apparent that the
main determinants of China's for-

eign policy are internal pressures.

Its leaders' views are very paro-

chial. It is not interested in jom-
ing the UN or any other interna-

tional organizations. And it in-

tends to propagate Cliinese views
and Communism to the countries
surrounding it, viewing them as
tributaries, not equals.

Both Korea and Vietnam have

much in common, Prof. Jo said.

Having been traditional tributar-

ies of China for centuries, they

share the same form of Buddhism,

and a Confucian-trained ruling

class. However there are also

many differences. For instance,

Korea has figured much more in

international affairs because it

shares common borders with both

Russia and China, and has had to

deal with the imperialism of these

two powers. Though it has had
t-o deal with Japanese expansion,

it never was colonized by any
western powers. Vietnam was col-

onized by the French in the 19th
century, but before that it had to

deal only with the Chinese.

Red China is now allied with the
two Commimist Regimes of North
Vietnam and North Korea, in

their struggle to take over the

southern halves of the two coun-
tries. In giving aid, it is vying
with the Soviet Union for influ-

ence and control of the Commun-
ist movement in Asia.

North Vietnam has been much
more recei^tive to the Chinese be-
cause the Vietnamese Communists
patterned their takeover and gov-
ernment on the Chinese model,
and the subversion of South
Vietnam is taking the same pat-
tern. But since the Russians took
over North Korea immediately

after WW II, before the Chinese

Communists were able to get to

it, \orth Korea's government has

been essentially Stalinistic and

patterned after the early Russian

Communist regime. However
North Korean Pi-emier Kim II

Sung does not want to be domin-

ated by either of the two major

Communist powei-s, and has kept

Korea walking a tightrope be-

tween the two. If one pressures

him too much, he slides towards

the other. But North Korea does

lean mostly towards China, not

only because China supplied most

of the direct aid in manpower to

the Communist forces during the

Korean War, but because the Rus-

sian troops acted like invaders,

not liberators, during the take-

over in 1945. Also, much of the

heavy industry in North Korea
was shipped back to Russia, The
Chinese soldiers, on the other
hand, stayed out of local politics

and conducted themselves admir-
ably while in North Korea.

At present North Korea is pro-
Peking, Prof. Jo said, and we em-
barrased the Russians terribly in

seeking their aid over the Pueblo
incident. We greatly overrate her
influence in North Korea, for she
can do little at present to alleviate

the situation.

Netherlands Business Scholarships Available
By Peter Van Zante

The Foreign Student Committee-
is soliciting applications for the
exchange scholarship to the Neth-
erlands School of Intemational
Business, the NOIB. The award
will include full tuition, room, and
board.

The NOIB, a school of about 420
students, began as a school to train

Dutch students for executive po-
sitions in Dutch export industries,

but it now includes the Dutch
Branch, an International Branch,
and the American Exchange
Branch.
The Exchange Branch numbers

about 20 students each year from
colleges all over the United States.
All teaching is done in English
:md the work it quite comparable
to American college work. The ma-
jor academic difference is the em-
phasis on breadth of cuiriculum,
rather than on depth as found at

CC. Each semester the American
Ii; X c h a n g e Branch offers 12
coui'ses, from which most students
Select seven or eight. Most courses
carry two semester hours of credit.

Last year the course offerings
included European Law and Organ-
ization, Trade Unions in Europe,
European History, European Econ-
omic Geography, Capitalism, So-
cialism, Communism and Denioc-
lacy. Philosophy, Industrial Psy-

chology. Marketing, The Common
Market, and Developing Nations,
Internationa! Finance, Intema-
tional Trade, and European Polit-

ical Problems. These courses are
specifically designed for American
students spending their junior year
abroad. Their greatest value lies

in the opportunity to see the is-

sues from a non-American view-
point. Professors are drawn not

only from the faculty of the NOIB,
but from the Universities of Ut-
recht, Tilburg, Armsterdam, Rot-

terdam, and Leiden. Hence the

quality of instruction is high.

Spanish, German and French are

offered on beginning, intermediate,

and advanced levels. The NOIB
has organized for the American
Exchange Branch a course in

Dutch which can help students to

gain a basic command of the lan-

guage. All students participate in

a sports program for four hours

a week. Basketball, soccer, rugby,

fencing, rowing, volleyball, and
boxing are available.

In addition to the academic cur-

riculum, the NOIB has aiTanged
several supplementary programs.
The work-study period gives the

student the opportunity to be

present in the office of a Euro-
pean business during the month of

January to learn about their op-

erations and problems.

The NOIB !s situated on a Neth-
erland Historical Reserve about
one mile from the small village of

Breukelen. Breukelen is located
about 20 miles from Amsterdam
and 10 miles from Utrecht. The
Historical Reserve is dominated by
the thirteenth century castle of
Nijenrode which serves as a class-

room building and houses the ad-
ministration. The old coach house
has been converted into a dining

hall. There are three modem dor-

mitories and a new classroom
building which includes language
laboratory.

The NOIB exchange scholarship

is usually awai'ded to men in the

Business, Economics, or Political

Science Departments, although all

applications will be considered on
their own merit. Factors to be

considered will include good aca-

demic performance, but personal

qualifications will weigh at least

as heavily. All interested men are

encouraged to apply. Applications

are available from Professor
Pickle, Armstrong 139. Students
who would like further information
may contact Professor Pickle, or

Paul Zeven, the NOIB exchange
student to CC this year (Fiji

house, X358), or Peter Van Zante,

CC's exchange student to the
NOIB last year (633-9123).

In North Vietnam, despite the

fact that the Vietnamese agree
with China that wars of libera-

tion should be guerrilla-type ac-

tions, they realize the fact that

they face a Chinese challenge as
well as an American and Russian.
The Chinese want lo fight, but in

absentia only, using the local Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese army
as the cannon fodder. And Gener-
al Giap under pressure by the
VC is criticjil of the Chinese Con-
cept, and wants to go all out in
escalation, using whatever means
necessai->' to tflke over the South.

But while they disagree with the
Chinese concepts, they also reject
the Russian concepts which call
for negotiation. Russia pressured
Peking and North Vietnam to
accept the Geneva Agieement in

1954, and a settlement again in
1962, and both times Ho Chi
Minh felt he lost out. So al-
though Russia provides aid to
North Vietnam and the Viet Cong,
it holds much less influence there
than do the Chinese, who were
aiding the Vietnam against the
French way back before 1954.

Although both North Korea and
North Vietnam are wary of (he
Chinese, Red China holds far more
influence in those countries than
does Soviet Russia. The lessoiis

we must learn, Prof. Jo said, are

that there is a big gap between
what Red China says and what it

does. It \vill not act unless it per-

ceives a threat to its integrity.

Otherwise, when faced with con-

frontation, it will back down. In
Korea, for example, it sent troops
into action only when it felt Man-
churia was being thioatened by
the crossing of the 3Sth parallel
by UN troops. American entry into
the Korean War actually took the
Cliinese and Russians by surprise,
because they were confident that
the takeover of South Korea could
be accomplished witliout trouble
from the West.

.\.s to what we should do in the
Vietnam War, Prof. Jo staled that
escalation is not the answer. De-
spite the arguments to the con-
trary, the plan lo build intiltra-

tiou barriers ucros-i the l>MZ to

hall infiltration is fcii.sible. The
barrier will consist of electronic

detection devices already in ex-
istence, which will alert the Al-
lied forces nivd allow them to hit

the infiltrators as tlioy cross tho
border.

MR. STEAK
403 North Circle Drive

Atnerica's luimily Steak House

fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.

Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears from

the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets you erase

without a trace. So why use ordinary paper? Eaton's Corras-

able is available in light, medium, heavy weights and Onion

Skin, In IO0-';heet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

/ fE)
CAION-S CORHASABLC
TYnvtmtH papcK

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPtn CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSEHS

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Disount Cash and Carry

1171/2E. Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

Cache La

Poudre

to all Dorms and Houses

Man. Hu GoUejCfe SUofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Acroii (rem Cartipu! " TELEPHONE 634-36B7

DRESSES!

DRESSES !

DRESSES!

FOR EVERY OCCASION,

Elegant or Casual

WE'VE GOT 'EM
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Campus Annou
GRE

The GRE Institutional Testing-

Program consists of Area, Ad-

vanced, and Aptitude Tests.

Colorado College graduation re-

quirements state that each stu-

dent must take the Area and

Advanced Tests. The Aptitude

test can he taken if the student

so desires.

The student need not take the

Ad\'anced test if he has previously

taken the GRE National Program
Advanced Test.

The GRE Institutional Program

tests will be offered on our cam-

pus Friday, April 12, and Satui--

day, April 13. The deadline for

registering for these tests in

AiTiistrong Hali. 123, is Wednes-

day, March 13.

The location of the testing will

be announced at a later time.

RGB Movies

On Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 8:00

p.m., the Performing Arts Com-

mittee of Rastall Center Board

will present "The Internationa]

Underground." This is a series of

nine films dealing with all aspects

of the Underground. The first

film is "Lecture on Man," shot by

Richard Williams in 1962. Admis-
sion to these Bell and Howell

sponsored films is only $1.00 per

person, and tickets may be pur-

chased at the door.

PACC

The Political Association of Col-

orado College will hold a Grand
Opening this Friday afternoon at

4:00. A panel discussion on the

American foreign image will be

featured. Participants will include

Dr. Gomez (recently returned
from Lima, Peru), Muhammad
Lebbadi (foreign student from
Morocco), Hans Suring (foreign

student from Holland), and Dr.

Ellis 0. Jones (formerly of the

foreign sei-vice in Africa and the

Middle East.) Refreshments will

be served, and a number of the

PACC's periodicals will be on

hand.

Beginning Monday, Feb. 26, the

PACC will be open to the students

at regular hours; every Monday
through Thursday from 6:30 p.m.-

10:00 p.m. Students interested in

helping run the PACC should

contact Phil Feamside (X483),

Hilton Martin (X498), Dave
Thompson (X491 ), or Pambos
Hadjypolycai-pou (X492).

White Camel

Applications are now being re-

ceived for the program of TW's
final production of the semester

on May 3 and 4, which will be a

White Camel.

Traditionally, TW's annual
White Camel has been in a coffee

house setting with a program of

such items as short scenes, one-

acts, poetry readings, and mono-
logues. Interested performers may
leave their names and a descrip-

tion of their act in the Theatre

Workshop box behind Rastall

desk, or contact any member of

the board.

The next TW meeting on Thurs-

day, March 7 will be the last oc-

casion on which prospective per-

formers may suggest items for

this program.

Foreign Exchange

Applications for Colorado Col-

lege exchange programs at Goet-

tingen, Germany and the Nether-

lands Institute of Business may
be made with Pi-ofessor Pickle,

Armstrong 139, X240. Students
interested in spending a yeai'

studying in either country should

submit a letter indicating their

interest by March 1, 1968. Addi-
tional transcripts and recom-
mendations can be submitted
later.

Model UN
students and faculty are invited

to attend all events.

Friday, March 1 —
1:30 p.m.—Coffee and discussion,

Loomis Recreation Room

2:00-3:00—Security Council Veto

3:00-4:00—Vietnam

4:00-5:00—Ca]nbodian Borders

6 :00—International Dinner

—

Bemis Dining Boom — sign up

at Rastall Desk ($1.50 for

those not on board.)

8:00—Keynote Address in PACC
(no charge: open to public)

Dr. Edward Miles—D.C.
School of International Studies

Saturday, March 2—
9:30 a.m.—Coffee and discussion,

Loomis Recreation Room

10:00-11:00—Apartheid

1 1 :00-12 ;00—Disarmament

12:00-1:00—Lunch break

1:00-3:00—Middle East

2:30-4:00—Admission of Red
C^ina

Winter Formal

The Winter Formal will be held

on March 2 at the Antlers Hotel.

Admission is free (by activity

card only ) . A soul band from

Denver, King Louie and the Lay-

men, will play from 9:00-1:00.

Dress will be formal.

Road Rally

The pledges of Phi Delta Theta

are sponsoring a Road Rally to

be held on the 10th of March. This

event is open to the entire school.

A short meeting explaining mles

and regulations will be held on

Thui-sday the 29th of February.

Time and place will be posted

around the campus.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

flemeth.i CI lejPH

NOW OPENS THE , . 3.2 BEER

«jl
» ON TAP or TO SO

flHheX GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATURING . . .

Pitcher Beer $L00
>8$ Tacos

ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY
. 19c

A TBUBaOAT

1004 South Tejon Teleph Dne 634-459!

ADD SOME FUN TO YOUR LIFE . . .

TAKE A DAY OFF AND COME
ON OUT TO MONARCH FOR A DAY OF SKIING!!

NOW . . .

SKI
EVERY FRIDAY

FOR ONLY
$1

featuring

MONARCH

• the best groomed slopes in Colorado "Packed nightly"

• 3 lifts & tows

• cafeterio & BicfSlube

• Nursery

• Sli School

• Sfci Shop & Rentals

• 3 Miles from Ski Town
• cottages

• Chalet

• Dorm Accomodations

• Restaurant £ Lounge

• Free Shuttle Service to Ski Area

"Powder Capitol of Colorado'' 13 Miles West of Salida

NOW SHOWING

WINNER

7ACADEMY
AWARD

NOMINATIONS!
BEST PICTURE!

BEST ACTRESS

BEST ACTOR

BEST SOPPORTING ACTRESS

BEST DIRECTOR

BEST SCREENPUY

BEST PHOTOGRAPHY -COLOR!

-AND-
WINNER0F5G0LDEN

GLOBE AWARDS
-:- Best Picture -:- Best Director

:- Best Actress -:- Most Promising Actor
-:- Most Promising Actress

JOSEPH ELEVINE

MIKE NICHOLS
LAWRENCE TURMAN

This is Benjamin.

He's a little worried about his future.

THE GRADUATE [in Color)

ANNE BANCROFT..DUSTIN HOFFMAN KATHARINE ROSS

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Q\mmM
3500 E. HWY. 24 • 473-7070

MATINEES EVERYDAY THIS WEEK
SHOWS AT 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:05 and 9:20
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Milton, Hancock to Lead '68 CCCA;

661 Cast Ballots in Feb. 20 Election
CCCA begins a new legislative

ypar next week, with a fresh slate

of officers and representatives

chosen during school-wide elections

Tuesday, Feb. 20. Chad Milton and

Jerry Hancock, new president and
vice-president, respectively, wilt

officially meet at that time with

the five new representatives-at-

large: Kathy Collier, Marilyn

Maguire. Tyler Makepeace, Simon
Salinas and Janet Robinson.

A total of 661 students partici-

pated in the election, with votes

distributed among the two candi-

dates for each top office, and 11

candidates for representative. Re-

sults were tabulated by Bill Mc-
Donald, senior class president,

who supervised the entire election.

"I think it's a good council the

students have chosen," said Presi-

dent Milton. "All of these people

are interested in the CCCA and

willing to work."

Milton takes the CCCA reins

from outgoing president Steve

Ehrhart.

Issues the new president anti-

cipates being on the Spring a-

genda include the matter of beer

on campus, privacy in the dorms
and fraternity houses, a joint stu-

dent-faculty committee to analyze

the college academic program, and

reorganization of Student Conduct

Committee,

"I don't think it's true that the

CCCA is inherently ineffective,"

Milton said. "The CCCA has a

better chance than anything we've

had before, largely because it

combines students, faculty and ad-

ministration into one body. It is

important that each group re-

spect the others, and the present

organization encourages that re-

spect."

Jerry Hancock, new vice-presi-

dent, succeeds himself in the of-

fice. "We made a lot of mistakes

this year," he says, "especially on

the budget committee." Hancock

plans to stress budget planning

in the new CCCA, among other

important issues.

Fulbright-Hayes

Seeks Applicants
Fifteen Fulbright-Hays awards

are offered to American college

teachers of history and political

science for participation in an in-

tensive seminar on India. The
Seminar, to be conducted for six

Weeks from approximately July 1

through August 15, will involve

group travel to several Indian uni-

versity and cultural centers and
will include a series of lectures and
interviews interpreting both his-

torical India and the current social,

economic and political scene.

The awards will cover tuition

and round-trip travel between the

United States and India. The gran-
tee will be responsible for his per-

sonal expenses en route to and
from India and for a Seminar fee

of $500, payable to the United
States Educational Foundation in

India, to assist in meeting the

costs of the Seminar, including

administrative, program and gran-
tee maintenance expenses. Inas-

much as the program is designed
to enhance the grantee's teaching

qualifications, it is hoped that his

home institution will seriously

consider providing all or part of

the 1500 Seminar fee.

Applicants must be United
States citizens. Awards are speci-

fically for undergraduate teachers,

preferably persons "under 35 who
hold a doctorate, who have not
had significant previous exper-
ience in Asia, and who are trying
to develop or improve course of-

ferings in Indian studies. Applica-
tions, including supporting refer-

^ces, should be submitted by
March 15, 1968. Additional infor-

"lation and application forms may
^e obtained from the Committee on
International Exchange of Per-
sons, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
^W., Washington, D. C. 20418.

Each of the newly-elected re-

presentatives-at-large seems to be
in favor of liberal policies in re-

gard to student rights and privi-

leges. Specific interests of the re-

presentatives include actions in

the academic area, such as ex-

panded seminar programs and
courses in contemporary issues,

wider recognition and publicity

for CCCA in order to encourage
greater student involvement, and
strengthening joint student-fac-

ulty committees.

Representatives during the past

year have been Bob Sears, Don
Salisbury, Leigh Pomeroy, Corky
Matthews and Dell Rhodes.
At present, the CCCA for lOfiS

is made up of officers Milton and
Hancock; the five representatives-

at-large; class presidents McDon-
ald, Don Gibbas, Cal Simmons and
Rob Burns; Professors Pinley,

Mertz, Fisher, Bodermann and
Davisson; and the deans and presi-

dent of the school as ex-officio

members.

Most Rhodes Scholars Ivy League
WASHINGTON (CPS) — L a s t

December, when the names of the

winners of the 1967-68 Rhodes
Scholarships competition were an-

nounced, it turned out that half the

32 recipients came from four
schools — Harvard, Yale, Dart-
mouth, and Princeton.

These Ivy League schools made
a much stronger showing than they

had the year before, but a study

of the history of the scholarships

shows that the year before was an
exception— Ivy schools, partic-

ularly Harvard, Yale, and Prince-

ton, have dominated the program
since its inception in 1903, with

West Point and Dartmouth College

a distant fourth and fifth. The
question is, why ?

The regular awarding of Rhodes
Scholarships began in 1904, with

money going to students in America
and in the British colonies to study

for two years at Oxford College

in England. The U.S. is allotted 32

of the awards. The country has

been divided into eight districts for

the purpose of making the awards,

with four recipients being chosen

from each district. An applicant

can use either the location of his

home or that of his college in de-

ciding which district he will apply

from.
Among the Rhodesmen in gov-

ernment now are Dean Rusk and
Nicholas Katzenbach. State De-
partment; Byron White and John
Harlan, Supreme Court; Sen J.

William Fulbright, and Reps. Carl

Albert and John Bi'ademus.

The head of the Rhodes Trust

in this country is Courtney Smith,
who is also the president of

Swarthmore College, a small lib-

eral arts school near Philadelphia.

In 1960 Smith wrote an article for

the American Oxonian, a bimonthly
magazine for American Rhodes
Scholars, in which he gave five

reasons for the dominance of cer-

tain Ivy League schools.

The reasons Smith offered were,

1) these schools are of high qual-

ity; 2) they attract the best stu-

dents from all over the country,

which means Ivy League candi-

dates often can go back to win

scholarships from districts outside

of the East; 3) they have close

student-faculty relations, which
means that Rhodes applicants are
given aid and encouragement, and
also that detailed, informative let-

ters of recommendation are writ-

ten about them; 4) these schools
rely to a large extent on seminars
and tutorials, which give students
more "ability to talk and to han-
dle ideas" than they would get
from large lecture courses; and
5 ) the schools have a "strong
tradition" of encouraging Rhodes
applications.

Whether or not Smith's reasons

for the Ivy dominance of the

Rhodes program are valid, it is

clear that the state colleges and

universities have been at the op-

posite end of the Rhodes spectrum

from the Ivy League schools.

EarnestGriffith, former dean of

American University's School of

International Service in Washing-

ton, and a Rhodes Scholar himself,

estimated in I960 that a Rhodes'

applicant from an Ivy League

School or one of the service acad-

emies had a one in 250 chance of

winning an award. A candidate

from a state university had one

chance in 48,000.

Hastings Prize

The departments of philosophy

and religion announce the annual

Hastings Prize competition. This

year, an award of forty-five dol-

lars will be made for the best

essay submitteii by a graduating
senior on some topic related to

the philosophy of religion (in its

broadest interpretation). The es-

say may either be written espe-

cially for the competition or have

been written as a course paper.

Entries must be handed to Pro-

fessor Burton or Professor
Rucker by April 20.

CCCA ELECTION RESULTS
PRESIDENT Simon Salinas

Chad Milton 383 Janel Robinton

154
VICE-PRESIDEN Mlko Eggof 131

337
315

Charles Mullen 340
REPRESENTATIVES BiU Vonorit

. 147
Kathy Collier 241 Eugene Sloockly

, , 199
Marilyn Maguire 246

Tyler Makcpc.io 330 TOTAL VOTE 661

Beer Proposal Outlined
March 2, ISIOS

I. — Present rules forbidding the
consumption of alcoholic beverages,
including 3.2 beer, in dormitories,
fraternities, sororities, and other
places on the campus other than
the Hub, are to remain unchanged.

II. — The sale of 3.2 draft beer
is to be permitted in the Hub at
designated times, along with its

usual sale of food, coffee and soft

CC Gives Scholarship
Indian, Spanish Students

The United Scholarship Service,

a private educational agency work-
ing nationally with Indian com-
munities and Spanish and Mexi-
can Americans of the Southwest,
has agreed to cooperate with three

pi'ivate liberal arts colleges in the
Rocky Mountain-Southwest in the

interest of securing admission and
financial aid for qualified and fi-

nancially needy Indian, Spanish
and Mexican American students.

The three participating colleges

are: St. John's College in Santa
Fe, New Mexico; Colorado Col-

lege in Colorado Springs, Colo-

rado; and Prescott College in

Prescott, Arizona.

They, along with USS, feel

there are college bound students

of American Indian and Mexican
American backgrounds each year
interested in this kind of educa-

tional setting who would not at-

tend without special attention gi-

ven to their applications for ad-

mission and financial aid, and to

their particular needs once in col-

lege.

The colleges are situated in a
well-known region of Indian,

Spanish and Mexican cultures, and

as institutions they feel the con-

cern to accurately reflect in their

student bodies the total society of

the area within which they reside.

United Scholarship Service will

work closely with the admission

and financial aid offices at these

schools to insure that a student

is given all possible consideration

in the selection process with ade-

quate funds to attend if admitted.

drinks. Deer is not to be taken
out of the Hub or to be consuineil
ill other parts of Rastnll Center.

III. — The sale of beer in the
Hub is to bo conducted by the
Saga Food Service under n con-
tract to be concluded with the col-

lege.

IV. — Admission to the Hub dur-
ing the times when beer is sold is

to be limited to members of the
college community (students, fac-

ulty and administration) 18 years
of ago and over.

v.— Beer will be sold at the
H u b on Friday anti Saturday
nights only from 7:30 p.m. to 12:00
midnight, unless extended to other
evenings and hours by action of
the president of the college after
ample experience haa been gained.

VI. — It shall be the responsi-
bility of the Colorado College Cam-
pus Association to appoint repre-
sentatives who will be in the Hub
during hours when beer is served
and who will be responsible for

restricting admission to those ineli-

gible and Un enforcing standards
of moderation and good taste.

Those representatives are to

receive reasonable compensation
chargeable to the operation. Stu-

dents guilty of misconduct or ex-

cessive drinkin-j are to bo discip-

lined by a student judicial body to

be set up for the purpose. The
Student Conduct Committee and
the President of the College will

take jurisdiction of cases of fla-

grant ur persistent misconduct and
guilty students wilt be subject to

dismissal from the college.

VI. — This arrangement is to be

instituted at the start of the 1968-

69 academic year, providing the

necessary license is secured. It is

an experiment and is to be ended

by the president of the college if

he finds that the rules governing

the arrangement are being broken,

beer is being consumed in excess,

the conduct of the students is

ungentlemanly or if, In his opinion,

the arrangement is operating con-

trary to the best interests of the

college.

International Center for Academic Research
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.

We at The International Center tor Academic Research are proud that these outstanding instructional tech-

niques have shown proven results for decades.

OURGUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money bacic guaranteeMf after

following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.75 per course.

FOR PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE send $1.00 per course to:
, „ l

The International Center for Academic Research

1492 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:

Name _

Course

Address

City _

Zip Code-

College or U - - 5. ..-

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups

of ten or more. Please include organization title __ - —
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

Last semester's

average
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leers Face Tech in Final Homestand
By Alan Clialmeis

Last weekend Colorado College

dropped 7-3 and 3-0 hockey

matches to the Michigan State

Spartans, lowering CC into seven-

th place in the WCHA ^vith a 3-12

mark.

CC skated well in both games

only to be foiled by two outside

factors. The main reason for the

loss in the first game was the

panalties, 10 out of 16 went to

CC.

However, penalties were not the

reason for CC's second straight

defeat, since fhey skated very hard

and with much finesse, especially

during the third period, only to

be stopped cold by the shutout

goal-tending of MSU's Robert

Johnson.

The first game handed the fans

a real thrill, owing to its unex-

pected violence and ferocity. Prac-

tically as many penalties were

called as goal shots in this one,

which saw Colorado College fall

Wctim to their own violations.

First period action saw CC's

Mark Paulson scoring an unassis-

ted goal at 18:46 after Michigan

State's Bob Fallat and Pat Russo

had each tallied much earlier in

the period. Then MSU broke

loose in the second stanza with

Fallat again scoring one, accom-

panied by a goal from the leading

scorer on the team. Ken Anstey.

It was the third period that vir-

tually opened the game up action-

\vise as nine were sent to the

chicken coop, including two mis-

conduct penalties to CC's Wayne
Nelson and Chuck Reinking with
10:03 left.

These two penalties were
enough to squelch the home team
comeback which was put together
by Doug Clark on a nicely exe-
cuted unassisted goal and Doug
King, who tipped his in at 13:28.

assisted by Chuck Reinking and
Jack Coles. These tallies made the

score 5-3 mid-way through the
final period.

Actually by this time, the game
was out of CC's reach, as MSU's
Nino Chrislofoli and Pat Pattulo
both scored goals at around the

15 minute mark as an indirect re-

sult of back-to-back penalties be-

ing meted out to CC's Jack Coles
for high-sticking and Wayne Nel-
son for charging.

The final contest of the home
series with State was highlighted
by good, fast skating combined

with clean, but hard, board checks.

Althougli CC suffered its fourtli

shut-out of the season by the

score of 3-0, they had the momen-
tum of play in their favor through

out the last two periods.

The visiting team drew first

blood when Chuck Phillips per-

formed a neat drop pass to line-

mate Pat Kusao after the first

half of the first period had ex-

pired. Later on in the same per-

iod, Bob Pattullo broke free on

the right side of goalie Don Gale

and tapped the disc into the net

for number two.

No goals were produced in the

next stanza, even though it signi-

CC's DOUG CLARK DRIVES MSU goalie, Rob Johnson to his knees,

Saturday night in a vain attempt to put the Tigers on the scoreboard.

Action took place in the third period of MSU's 3-0 victory at the

Broadmoor.

Sp0^rts

Soccer Standouts Selected
Four Colorado College players

were named today to Rocky
MouTitain Intercollegiate Soccer

League teams and three received

honox'able mention on the basis

of competition last fall, Coach
Horst Richardson announced.
John Boddington, center half-

back, was picked for the league's

first team. Boddington, son of

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Boddington,
1433 Alamo Avenue. Colorado
Springs, was named this w«ek to

the Dean's List for this year's

first semester at Colorado College.

He is a junior.

Ned Pike, junior right halfback
from Lafayette, Calif.; Peter
Morse, senior inside right from
Princeton, N. J., and Craig Clay-
berg, senior (;oalie from Lake-
wood, Colorado, were picked for
the league's second team.

Receiving honorable mention
were Tom Shuster, forward from
Albuquerque, N. M.; Philip 'Wink'

Davis, junior halfback from San-
ta Barbara, Calif; and Eliot Field,

junior forward from Palisades,

New York.
Richardson said this is the first

year more than four players have
been named from any one college.

Selections are made by votes by
opposing coaches.

Teams of the league are from
Colorado College, University of

Denver, Air Force Academy, Re-
gis College, Colorado Mines, Uni-
versity of Colorado, Colorado
State University and Wyoming
University.

Soccer has been a varsity sport

at Colorado College for five years.

Colorado College won the 1967 lea-

gue championship title.

Lear's Jets Propelled by Crew of Record-Breakers
By Sue Linder

A winning sport at CC, although
not enough people seem to realize

it, is summing. So far this sea-
son Coach Jerry Lear's tankmen
have built up an impressive 7-3

record. There is one final dual
meet left on the agenda—tonight
at 7:30 at Schlessman Pool
against Adams State College from
Alamosa.

Pacing the Tiger swim team
this year are two freshmen, Glenn
"Tuna" Ebuna and Dale "Frog"
Forgy. Ebuna, a freestyler and
distance swimmer, holds school
records in the 200, 500, and 1000-
yard freestyle events; while For-
gy, a backstroker and sprinter.

bas the 200-yard backstroke and
50-yard freestyle marks to his

credit.

Furthermore, in a survey con-
ducted by the National Associa-
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics,

Forgy is ranked 10th nationally
in the 200-yard backstroke. He
has also tied the 10th place time
in the 50-yard freestyle.

In breaststroke and individual
medley there are sophomore Bill

Johnson and freshman Bill Hin-
son. Johnson holds the school re-
cord in the 200-yard breaststroke,
and Hinson has established a new
school mark in the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley.

In freestyle are senior captain
Don Campbell and freshman Pete
Banning, both of whom swim on the

400-yard freestyle relay team.
Two other freestylers are fresh-

men Jim Spevak and Dan Hart-
man, who have shown amazing
progress since their first meets
last December.

Buttei-fliers include sophomores
Mike Kelly and Bill Veneris, two
of the hardest workers on the

team. Also, there is junior back-
stroker, Jen-y Hancock, who is in

there pushing every stroke in his

event. In the gi-ueling distance

events are sophomore Don Ray-
mond and freshman Aaron Spie-

zer, who keep dropping seconds
off their times. Also showing im-
provement are the two freshmen
divers, Ron Rossi and Dave Craig.
Finally, there is senior manager
Doug Brown.

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2'^ blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

fied a definite offen-iive shift on
the part of the home team as they
peppered sophomore goal-tender

Johnson for 13 shots while Gale
only had to busy himself with two
saves.

In other action during the per-

iod, MSU found itself in a rough
position when wing Bill Watt
wasted five minutes in the sin-

bin for decking CC's John Amund-
sen. Unfortunately, CC just could
not get the score.

The third and final period of
this match saw Colorado College
easily play its best hockey of the
entire series as they skated well

and passed with a certain amount
of excellence, only to be constant-
ly thwarted by State's goal tend-

er and top-notch defense. CC
pumped in another 13 shots on
their opponents' net, but again
they could not budge the Spartan
webbing.
The Tigei.s were doomed to be

frustrated permanently when ai

13:45 of the period. Nino Christn.
foil back-handed a shot past goal-

ie Don Gale to nail the lid on fhi^

coffin.

This Saturday, Feb. 24, the Ti-

gers finish out their games ut

home with what should be a real

nail-biting battle with the second
place WCHA club, Michigan Tecli.

Currently, Tech is only half a

]ioint away from league-leading
DU which has a 14-2 record.

DU puts this mark on the lino

this weekend when they play
Michigan Tech tonight and next

Monday evening. CC will certain-

ly attempt to knock-off this fop.

placing team as they did in their

first meeting by a score of 4-3.

This is a must game for all hoc-

key fans to attend and our team
will definitely need your added
support to close out their home
schedule with a great victory.

MMINE CORPS
In Rastall:

29 FEBRUARY

From 9:00- 3:00

THE MARINE CORPS
BUILDS LEADERS

TRAIN AS A

Winchell's Donul House
COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

«JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight Blocts from Cempus— New and Used Bikes

SCHWINN Franchise Deale
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

Repairs & Parts for Any Make
TELEPHONE 634-4733

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NQVIS ¥Mm ART GALLERY
218 North Tejon Phone E33-6903

GOLDEN
Colorado Springs'

A Most Unique Chinese

G and American Restaurant

O PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

N COCKTAIL LOUNGE

903 South 8th Street 632-3607

OPEN IhOO A.M. 1o 1 hOO P M. CLOSED ON MONDAY
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'fKe Tia:er
Rosa Scott to Headline

CC Players MEDEA
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Old " CCCA Bows Out in Style
By Cynthia Von Riesen

Both newly elected and veteran
ippvesentatives and officers dis-

cussed a variety of topics at the
Feb. 26 meeting of the CCCA.
A review of complaints about

the general service of the heiiltb

center started the meeting, but

since no one had any written and
documented incidents, no conclus-

ions could be made.

The topic then turned to stuffing

of mail boxes. The administration

policy is that no "stuffin,c:" is to be

allowed unless tiie mateiial is of

freneral importance to the studF'nt

hody. An administration or CCCA
stamp of approval would waiTant
distribution of material. There is

nothing' anyone can do about mail-

ing lists or the unlocked boxes

which all women students, with the

exception of those in Loomis, use.

Jan Strong, president of .WVxS,

emphasized the problem of not

being able to call in to the campus
after 12:00. She stated that her
organization was especially con-

cerned with this problem, since

often when girls are late, they
cannot reach their doi^ms. Dean
Moon explained that there is an
emergency number which will con-

nect the caller to Loomis desk,

and the lady at Loomis will con-

tact the head resident of the dorm.
Tliis is a general hassle, however,
since by the time the person on

campus is reached, the call is us-

ually lost.

Ellen Riorden reported her ex-

periences as student representative

on the admissions committee. She
was placed on the committee last

spring, was congratulated on her

appointment this fall, and was told

tliat the admissions committee has

not met in two years. Furthermore,
she was not a voting member, and

PACC Holds

Grand Opening
Friday, Feb. 23, the Political

Association of Colorado College

held its Grand Opening, with

Dean Drake cutting the ribbon

before local TV cameramen and
about 45 students and faculty.

The PACC, which consists of

the International Relations Club,

the College Democrats, the College

Republicans, and the Foreign Stu-

dent Committee, was g:iven the
former Alpha Phi Sorority House
by the College Administration and
S300.00 by the CCCA last fall. The
Association has subscribed to a
variety of foreign and domestic
periodicals, which are finally ar-

riving now.

The "G rand Opening" was
called to announce the opening of
the PACC to students and faculty
at regular hours: every Monday
(hrough Thursday. G:30-10:00 p.m.
The P.A.C.C. has already been ac-
tive in sponsoring several lectures,

hosting numerous meetings, and
influencing, in one way or another,
the formation of a "Students for
an Alternative Democratic Pi'esi-

'iential Candidate" movement, a
Draft Rockefeller open-letter, and
a volunteer service supper-club
failed the "Center for Community
Action."

After the Grand Opening cere-

monies, the program moved in-

side for a panel discussion on the
"American Foreign Image," fea-
turing Professor Gomez (recently
returned from Peru), Muhammad
Lebbadi (Moroccan foreign stu-
dent), Hans Suring (Dutch for-

not allowed to look into any files.

Further discussion with Mr. Wood
was planned.

A well-received proposal to in-

vite the Board of Trustees to lunch
this spring, providing that they

Dean Juan Reld

have time when they are here, was
put forth by Jerry Hancock.

Dean Reid then presented a
memo to the CCCA stating that
drunken students were lieginning

to be a large problem during Fri-

day and Saturday meals, and asked
what the organization could do to

remedy this problem. The final so-

lution was to print a notice sup-
porting the campus policy which
states that obnoxious drunks will

not be admitted to the dining room.

Finally Raymond Sitton thanked
the CCCA for its cooperation with
the formation of a Center for Com-
munity action, a combination of

all v o 1 u n t a r v organizations at

CC.

Welcoming of new members and
setting the next meeting date at

March 12 concluded the two-hour
meeting,

Miss Rosa Lee Scott, a Colo-
rado College freshman, will play
the lead in the classic Greek play,
"Medea" to be presented in Arm-
strong Theatre at 8:20 p.m. Mai-ch
7. 8 and 9.

A native of Atlanta, Ga., Miss
Scott was reni-ed in Cleveland
where she was graduated from
East High School. She was for a
time assistant director of children's
theatre in the Cleveland Conmiun-
ity Center and served four years
in the Women's Air Force befoiv
entering Colorado College last

fall. She is a drama major.

The play, a version adapted by
Robinson Jeffers in I91ii as a ve-

hicle for Dame Judith Anderson,
remains essentially the classic

play of Euripides, with some of
the boring theater formalities of
the original edited out.

Tlie Colorado College Players
presentation is directed by Wil-
liam E. McMillen, associate pro-
fessor of speech and drama at the

college. Sets and lighting designs
are by David Hale Hand who has
done so many notable seta for

the players, and costume design
and execution are by A. Jean Mc-
Millen whose wardrobe depart-
ment in the basenieni of Arm-

strong Hull has turned out so
many beautiful costumes for past
plays.

Admission to the play \vill be
$1.50 or by Colorado College ac-
tivity cai'd.

The cast of the play is as
follows

:

Modea, Rosa Scott; Nurse, Me-
Innie Austin; First Woman, Cyn-
thia Uusener; Second Woman,
Ellen Riorden; Third Woman,
Frances iMillikeu,

Tutor, Jot hnm TrafIon ; Creon
(King of Corinth). John Redman;
Jason (King of Medea), Christo-
pUer Gibbs; Aogeus (King of
Athens). William Jenkins; Slave,
Michuel Sawnya.
Slavewonian No. I. Susan A(-

W(ii)d; Slavcwonum No. 2, Kirsten
Culler; (Juards for Creon: No. 1,

iM. Anderson; No. 2, tl. Itont;

Guards for Jason: No. :i, M.
Smith; No. I, P, Hovi'raten.

German Woodcuts to Be Sliown in Rare Bool( Room Tlirougli IWaroh 16
By Mark Lansburgh

Twelve Fifteenth Century Ger-
man woodcuts from (he National
Gallery of Art are being exhibited

from 2 to r, p.m. each day (Sun-
days excepted) in the Rare Book
Room of Tutt Library, through
March 16.

At the Colorado College, where
annual exhibitions parallel and
complement the collection in the

Rare Book Room, Mr. Lessin':^ Ros-
enwald encouraged an exhibit from
his gifts to the National Gallery.

These distinguished materials,
never before shown in the West-
ern United States, contribute sig-

nificantly to graphic art scholai--

ship in the Rocky Mountain region.

Although the art of the woodcut
print comes to flower in the fif-

teenth century, its roots reach far

back into Gothic times. The act-

ual technique of cutting designs on

planks of wood may well derive

its inspiration from Near Eastern
and Oriental woven fabrics, with

their motifs repeated again and
again. These stuffs found their

way into Charlemagne's Europe
and soon influenced illuminated

manuscript pages. Such leaves can
be seen in the Escorial Library's

EVANGELISM OF HENRY III

which bear repeated motifs of out-

lined, gold hawks, lions and palm-
ettes on a purple ground, in effect

simulating women or stenciled fab-

rics. Although woodcut prints do
relate to block-printed or woven
textiles, the very concept of wood-
cut prints seems to be an exten-

sion and mechanical processing of

manuscript drawings.

After 1400 th^' buigeoning of

middle-class t-ducation created a

public demand for low priced il-

lustrated matenals, not only for

liturgical instruction, but also to

serve as mementos of visits to holy

places or as devotional images. The
advent of woodcut printing co-

incided with the growth of the new
needs. And the concun-ent in-

creased availability of paper added
momentum to the woodcut art. It

would appear, therefore, that wood-
cut prints sprang from the old

traditions of manuscript drawing,

and were nurtured by the public

demands of the early fifteenth cen-

tury.

Now, the Gothic nature of wood-
cut imagery, with its heavily con-

toured and angular figures and its

Biblical episodes, had its most
sympathetic milieu within the

Gothic strain of Germany. Thei-e

the monolithic structure of church

traditions still constrained the Gei'-

man temperment. Italy was not

bound in by the church in the same
way that the North was. South of

the Alps there was easy circum-

vention to classical themes by art-

ists who sketched in a more re-

laxed manner from antique stat-

uary and rediscovered friezes. In

Germany the winter of the church

still prevailed, unthawed by winds

from the South during the fif-

teenth century.

So it was that the woodcut print

thrust forth with its greatest vigor

in Germany. For the sinew of the

woodcut print came in part from

the character imparted by driving

the knife and gouge into the

plank,

trolled by the nicilium it.seif. Ini

ages created in angular outlines ri--

tained their Gothic stances. Thr
spirit and vitality of the art w:\;-i

indeed indigenous to the Cermnnic
mentality.

The charm of the early woodcut
pi'int lay in its deceptively child-

like figures, much like in the c:ir-

toons one finds in a coloring

book. The fact is that the first

woodcut prints were hand colored.

Later mechanical stencils were
used. Yet, the master's touch

could raise this art form to high
rank. This is felicitously evident

in the 12 woodcut and metalcut

prints selected for The Colorado

College exhibition, — (See Page A)

MISS ROSA LEE SCOTT, Colo-

rado College freshman and for-

mer WAF, will play the lead in

"Medea" when Euripidos' classic

Greek play Is presented by the

Colorado College Players in Arm-
strong Thoatro on +ho campus
March 7, 8 and 9 at 8:20 p.m.

Miss Scott is a drama student.

Model UN to Solve World's

Problems Today and Tomorrow
T li e International Relations

Club will be holding its annual

Model United Nations today and

tomorrow. The Model UN i.s a

make-believe session of the Gen-
eral Assembly in which students

act as delegates from the various

countries, introducing, debating,

and voting on their own resolu-

tions concerning important inter-

national problems.

The Model UN is an opportun-

ity for students to display their

oratorical skills and learn about
critical issues. Such events as the

Leddy to Discuss "American Relations in Latin America'
The International Relations Club

and the Foioim Committee are

bringing Raymond G. Leddy to the

CC campus; he will speak on

"American Relations in Latin
America" at 8:00 pm Tuesday,

March 5 in the PACC.

Mr. Leddy, a member of the

New York Bar, entered govem-
ment service in 1938, and was in

Europe and Latin America con-

tinuously between 1940 and 1946.

Since World War II, he has served

extensively in America Embas-
sies in Latin .America. At the De-
partment of State in Washington,
he was Director of the Office of

Central American Affairs for
three years, and attended the Na-
tional War College for one year.

His knowledge of Latin America
in its economic and political re-

lations with the US has caused
him to be called as an expert be-

fore several Congressional com-

mittees, and he sen-ed as Latin

American Adviser on the United

States Delegation to the United
Xatinn^ in IfinO,

Raymond G. Leddy

In Ins latest assignment as L)i:-

partment of State Adviser at the

US Army College at Carlisle,

Penn., Mr. Leddy is responsible

for consultation and assistance on

world-wide political affairs and

the formulation and implementa-
tion of US Foreign Policy.

Winter formal
lojnorrow night, March 2, Colo-

i;ido College will have its fir.;t

-o'.iai event at the Antlers Hotel.

The Winter Formal, sponsored by
R;istali Center Board, will rock

t<j the sounds of King Louie and
the Laymen, a top soul band from
Denver. The dance will be held in

the Grand Ballroom and will be-

gin a 9 p.m. The dance will be the

first formal social event of the

year; diess is either formal or

coat and tie. The Ballroom is lav-

ishly decorated and has accommo-
dations for 400 people on the dance
noor.

assassination of the delegate from
Cuba with a water-pistol, and the

Chinese delegatcH' commentB
about his "personal experiences"

with the substance of a resolution

[)resented by India, insure that

the danger of the Model UN be-

coming a (lull two-day lecture ser-

ies on international affairs is

slight.

The schedule for the Model UN
followii; interested students and
faculty are invited to attend all

events.

['riduy, March 1

:

i :yo i).m.—Coffee and discus-

sion, I^oomis Recreation Room.

2 :00-.3 :00—Resolution discontinu-

ing the Security Council Veto.

3:00-4:00—Vietnam

4:00-5:00—Peace-Keeping force

on Cambodian Border

f;:00—INTERNATIONAL
DINNER—Bemis Dining Room
—sign-up at Rastall Desk
(.fl,50 for those not on board).

i:i:00—KEYNOTE ADDRESS in

PACC (no charge: open to the

public) Dr. Edward Miles

—

DU School of International

Studies.

Saturday, March 2:

9:30 a.m.—Coffee and discussion,

Loomis Recreation Room.

1 :00-l 1 :00—Apartheid

11:00-12:00—Disarmament

12:00- 1:00—Lunch Break

1:00- 2:30—Middle East

2:30- 4:00—Admission of Red
China.
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The Citizen and the University

EDITORIAL
The Tiger editorial of Feb. 16, 1968, entitled "Student's

Rights," was clearly an exiiortation to a new militancy on

the part of Colorado College students. It called for a period of

understanding and advocated the use of force only as a last

resort, in the event that meaningful progress in the area of

student rights was not made. Mr. Curran, in a letter to this

editor dated Feb. 19, expressed his disappointment in the

tone of the editorial, pointing out that the editorial appeared

to be "destructive of the efforts that are being made by re-

sponsible students, faculty and administrators." Mr. Cur-

ran's claim for responsibility is hardly justifiable, especially

on the part of Armstrong Hall.

In the past few weeks, the TIGER has been offering posi-

tive suggestions for the solution of the pressing problem of

campus security. Not only have these suggestions been ig-

nored by the Dean of Women and the President, but no ef-

fort to communicate with the Tiger or tlie student body has

been made. (Tiie Tiger editor was told by a Bums officer to

keep his mouth shut and three parking tickets were applied

to the front window of his legally parked car). Tlie past week

has seen more incidents involving CC students, with seem-

ingly no concern on the part of the Administration.

The Colorado College Campus Association has a new set

of officers and virtually no power. What student members

request and what they are granted by tiie President and the

Board of Trustees is very often unrelated. Last year's hous-

ing proposal and this year's beer proposal are excellent ex-

amples of the ability of the Administration to misjudge and

misinterprete student demands. The housing proposal, in es-

sence, did not change College housing policies nor did it con-

tribute to a more liberal atmosphere in the educational pro-

cess. The new beer proposal, when carefully examined, con-

tributes nothing to the liberalization of liquor policies, and

more importantly, does not provide for a relaxed atmosphere

of discussion, food, and a good beer. In fact, the proposal was
drafted with administrative guidelines in mind, not with

student demands for a more convivial atmosphere on the

entire campus. The result is that the beer proposal has solved

nothing for the students and has added the possibility of in-

numerable problems for the Administration.

The Administration attitude on student rights seems to

be adequately summed up by the words of Dean Juan Reid

at the CCCA meeting of Feb. 26: "We reserve the right to

interprete the rules at Colorado College." And again: "We
make the rules and we will not back down." And finally, to

Professor Boderman: "I don't tell you how to teach your
class—don't you tell me iiow to run my school!" This kind of

conversation is more indicative of the true position on stu-

dent rights held by the Administration than anv formal letter

to the TIGER.
Finally, the TIGER is receiving more and more evidence

to substantiate the claim that certain administrative per-

sonnel have violated student civil rights in their quest for

supposed violations of rules and have, indeed, used their con-

siderable and as yet undefined police powers to interfere with
free speech and privacy. Furthermore, when questioned about
the validity of a College policy or regulation, the recourse of

administrators is usually to the rulebook. thereby constitut-

ing a circular proof for the validity of College regulations.

Mr. Curran's disappointment with certain student atti-

tudes seems to this editor to be unfounded. Students, together
with many sympathetic faculty members, have tried un-
successfully to question certain practices and to bring about
dialogue in a reasonable manner. The true failure lies in the
inability of Armstrong Hall to understand student prob-
lems and to cope in a meaningful way with their changing
demands. This failure, if continued, can only lead to the con-
clusion that administrators do not want to have reasonable
dialogue with the students, which in turn, can only lead to
violence on the part of students.

By Scnaloi- .1. William FiilbriKliI

Freedom of thought and discus-

sion gives a democracy Iwo con-

crete advantages over over a dic-

(ator.'ihip hi the making of foreign

policy; it diminishes the danger of

an irretrievable mistake and it in-

troduces ideas and opportunities

that otherwise would not come (o

light.

The correction of errors in a na-

tion's foreign policy is greatly as-

sisted by the timely raising of

voices of criticism within the na-

tion. When the British launched

their disastrous attack on Egypt,

the Labour Party raised a collec-

tive voice of indignation while the

military operation was still under

way; refusing to be detei'ved by

calls for national unity in a crisis,

labour began the long, painful

process of recovering Great Brit-

tain's good name at the very mo-
ment when the damage was still

being done. Similarly, the French

intellectuals who protested
France's colonial wars in Indo-

china and Algeria not only upheld

the values of French democracy

but helped pave the way for the

enlightened policies of the Fifth

Republic wliich have made France

the most respected Western na-

tion in the underdeveloped world.

It has been in the hope of per-

forming a similar sen'ice for

America on a very modest scale

that I criticized American inter-

vention in the Dominican Republic

and that some of my colleagues

and I have raised questions about

the wisdom of American military

involvement in Vietnam.

The second great advantage of

free discussion to democratic pol-

icy-makers is its bringing to light

of new ideas and the supplanting

of old myths with new realities.

We Americans are much in need of

this benefit because we are sev-

erely, if not uniquely, afflicted

with a habit of policy-making by

analogy: North Vietnam's involve-

ment in South Vietnam, for exam-
ple, is equated with Hitler's invas-

ion of Poland and a parley with

the Viet Cong would represent "an-

other Munich." The treatment of

slight and supei-ficial resemblances

as if they were full-blooded anal-

ogies—as instances, as it were, of

history "repeating itself"—is a

substitute for thinking and a mis-

use of history.

There is a kind of voodoo about

American foi'eign policy. Certain

di-ums have to be beaten regularly

to ward off evil spirits—for ex-

ample, the maledictions regularly

uttered against North Vietnamese
aggression, the "wild men" in

Peking, communism in general, and
President de Gaulle. Certain
pledges must be repeated every

day lest the whole free world go
to rack and ruin—for example, we

will never go back on a commit-

ment no matter how unwise; we re-

gard this alliance or that as ab-

solutely "-^ital" to the free world;

and of course we will stand stal-

wart in Berlin until Judgment

Day. Certain words must never be

uttered except in derision—the

word "appeasement," for exam-

ple, comes as near as any word

can to summarizing everything

that is regarded by American
policy-makers as stupid, wicked,

and disastrous.

Free and open crilici.'im has a

third, more abslraci but no loss

important function in a democracy:

it is therapy and catharsis for

those who are troubled bv some-

thing their country is doinfr; ii

helps to reassert traditional "alues.

to clear the air when it is full of

tension and mistrust. There are

times in public life as in private

life when one must protest, not

solely or even primarily because

one's protest will be politic or ma-
terially productive, but because

one's sense of decency is offended,

because oTie is fed up with political

craft and public games, or simply

because something goes against the

grain. The catharsis thus provided

may indeed be the most valuable

of freedom's uses.

While not unprecedented, pro-

tests against a war in the middle

of the war are a I'are experience

for Americans. I see it as a mark
of strength and maturity that an

articulate minority have raised

their voices against the Vietna-

mese war and that the majority

of Americans are enduring this

dissent, not without anxiety, to be

sure, but for the moment at least

with better grace and understand-

ing than would have been the case

in any other war of the twentieth

century.

It is by no means certain that

the relatively healthy atmosphere

in which the debate has been tak-

ing place will not give way to a

new era of McCarthyism. Critics

of the Vietnamese war are being

accused of a lack of patriotism,

and these accusations are coming
not only from irresponsible column-

ists but, with increasing frequency,

from the highest levels of govern-

ment. This situation is likely to

become worse. The longer the Viet-

namese war goes on without pros-

pect of victory or negotiated

peace, the higher the war fever

will rise; hopes will give way to

fears, and tolerance and freedom

of discussion will give way to a

false and strident patriotism.

In Mark Twain's novel The Mys-
terious Stranger a benevolent and
claii-voyant Satan said the follow-

ing about war and its corrosive

effects on a society:

"There has never been a just

one, never an honorable one—on

Letter to the Editor

the part of the instigator of tlio

war. I can see a million years

ahead, and this rule will never

change in so many as half a dozen

instances. The loud little handful

—as usual^—-will shout for the war.

The pulpit will^—-warily and cau-

tiously—object—-at first; the great,

big, dull bulk of the nation will

rub its sleepy eyes and try to

make out why there should be a

war, and will say, earnestly and

indignantly, 'Tt is unjust and dis-

honorable, and there is no neces-

sity for it.' Then the handful will

shout louder. A few fair men on

the other side will argue and rea-

son against the war with speech

and pen, and at first will have a

hearing and be applauded; but it

will not last long; those others

will outshout them, and presently

the anti-war audiences will thin

out and lose popularity. Before

long you will see this curious

thing: the speakers stoned from

the p 1 a t f o r m, and free speech

strangled by hordes of fuinous men
who in their secret hearts are still

at one with those stoned speakeis

—as earlier-—-but do not dare tn

say so. And now the whole nation

—pulpit and all— will take up the

war cry, and shout itself hoarso,

and mob any honest man who ven-

tures to open his mouth; and pres-

ently such mouths will cease to

open. Next the statesmen will in-

vent cheap lies, putting the blame

upon the nation that is attacked,

and every man will be glad nf

those conscience-soothing falsities,

and will diligently study them, and

refuse to examine any refutations

of them; and thus he will by and

by convince himself that the wni-

is just, and will thank God for

the better sleep he enjoys after

this process of grotesque self-

deception."
1

Past experience pi'ovides little

basis for confidence that reason

can prevail in an atmosphere of

mounting war fever. We must try

nonetheless to bring reason and

restraint into the emotionally

charged atmosphere in which the

Vietnamese war is now being di^;-

cussed. Instead of trading epithets

about who is and is not giving "aid

and comfort" to the enemy, we

would do well to focus calmly and

deliberately on the issue itself,

recognizing that all of us make
mistakes and that mistakes can be

corrected only if they are acknowl-

edged and discussed, and recogniz-

ing further that war is not ilj-

own justification, that it can and

must be discussed unless we are

prepared to sacrifice our tradi-

tional democratic processes to a

false image of national unanimily.

(Excerpted by permission oi

Random House, Inc. from "THE
ARROGANCE OF POWER," by

Senator J. William Fulbright,

-Copyright, 1966, bv J. William Ful-

bright.)

Dear Sir:

I find it encouraging that an
honest election has come to pass

at the Colorado College. Follomng
the CCCA elections of one year

past, cries of "fraud!" and "fix!"

were raised above the quickly di-

minishing din of promises and
congratulations. Insiders pleaded

with the defeated Presidential can-

didate in an attempt to get him
to call for a new election. He re-

fused graciously, perhaps with

the thought in mind that the

school gets what it desen^es.

Come election time for Winter
Carnival this year, a new fraud

was exposed. In horror, our noble

Sophomore Class poll-watchers

of the fairer sex witnessed these

deviations, helpless to alleviate

them. When the polls closed, a

count of some 750 votes was tal-

lied on the machines, wlule only

650 names were marked off in the

corresponding directory. It is not

without ironic justice that the can-

didate of the deviationists lost,

fair and square, despite his heavy
support.

By this time the deviationists

were not without recognition, and
this year's CCCA elections were
held with tlus in mind. The me-
thod of checking activity cards
and doublerchecking names in a
closely guarded student directory

proved successful. However, it

was reported that a close associ-

ate of the deviationists, one who
is "liigh up", was a holder of sev-

eral acti\nty cards with somewhat
questionable authority.

There is no need to mention
names; these deviationists know
who they ar-e. But beware you
honest citizens: It is rumored
that they have each pledged to

vote at least five times for the
candidate of their choice.

— Leigh Pomeroy

^\}a\it QHjapfl

Sunday, March 3—11:00 a.m.

Sermon title: "Pride

Preacher: Professor Kenneth
Burton

Worship leader; John Redman

Pride stands at the top' of the

list of the seven deadly sins. This

seems a little strange when we

are always talking about priil^

of achievement, pride of oneself

pride of one's work and manV

other forms of pride. The preach-

er hopes to show that actually

what the Bible means by this sin

or vice is something very serious

and perilous for the human pei"'

sonality and society. Particularly-

there is the pride or "arrogance

of power which faces any natio'i'

intellectual pride which confront

an academic community or the i"'

tellectual person and spiritual

pride which is a decision faci"?

any person.
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Student Rights and Responsibilities
By Timothy Fuller

In writing tliia article on student

rights (oi' on "in loco parentis" as

one of those who solicited my ef-

forts put it), perhaps I ought to

say something about the incomp-

etence I bring to the task. In the

first place I was one of those who
was an undergraduate at the tail

end of what was known as the

yilent generation of college stu-

dents. One of the books which T

and most of my friends read care-

fully was a collection of essays by
Princeton seniors (under the title

which became the epithet feared

today), indicating in a rather too

cleverly cynical fashion that their

education at a very distinguished

university had done almost noth-

ing for them. There is a different

generation at Princeton now and,

if the letters from Princeton stu-

dents appearing in recent "News-
weeks" are representative, they

have discovered a different argu-

ment: namely that in the serious

pursuit of academic excellence they

have no time for concern with

what they are fold is fashionably

crucial, student rights or the "prob-

lem of in loco parentis."

Let us assume that there are

one or two places in America
where the problem under consid-

eration here is happly iirelevant.

1 have no desire to argue that

what is the concern of some should

be the concern of all. But we are

not in the happy position of being

able to ignore the problem. What-
ever else recent undergraduates

may be, they are not silent, and

if there are academic and admini-

strative personnel who now squirm
because undergraduates are no

longer .silent, they ought to re-

flect on their own responsibility

in the matter.

There was one virtue at least

ill us—when we bothered to exer-

cise it—we got on with the busi-

ness for which colleges and uni-

\ersities presumably exist. We
were, fortunately or unfortunately,

insulated from the enormity of the

problems both domestic and in-

ternational which hardly disappear

from anyone's thoughts these days.

I venture to sugge.st, therefore,

that the problem of student rights

is intimately tied to that other

phenomenon—student politics.

It is quite clear that the model
of student politics as academic an-

alysis is being challenged by the

model of political activism bol-

stered by a healthy sense of out-

rage. There is no reason to sup-

pose that institutions of highpr ed-

ucation should be immune to the

criticism leveled at other equally

revered institutions. What per-

])lexes is that the question of stu-

dent rights is raised so vocifer-

ously in the very quarters which

likely enjoy the freest and least

directed environment in American
society. From the perspective of

tlie external obsen'er, the question

of student rights may seem either

to be unimportant, a matter of in-

difference, or an indication of mis-

guided and potentially dangerous
claims to autonomy unjustified by
the level of maturity and consist-

ency it is assumed the college stu-

ilent has achieved.

There is at least one element of

truth in this perspective: To en-

joy pai-ticipation in an academic
community is not simply to mill

about in a temporary assemblage,
whose purpose is as varied as the
numbers of those who drift in and
out of it. Tt is rather to accept,

in a more or less conscious fash-

ion, and for a greater or lesser

period of time, a manner of ac-

tivity which has a traditional as

well as an immediate meaning. To
resolve the problem of student

rights we cannot ignore the con-

text in which the problem arises.

The claim of rights, from what-
ever source, is validated primar-

ily by the appropriateness of the

claim lo the enhancement of the

general purposes of colleges and
universities.

I am aware that a more radical

view would suggest that these

"general purposes" ought to be

cast out without regret. I have

been less impressed by these argu-

ments ever since Herman Kahn
was refused a lectureship in the

Free University of New York

Professor Fuller

To say these things is not, how-
ever, to provide a direct answer
to our problems. I tiiist we do

not have to belabor the fact that

there are no simple techniques by
which to resolve the problems we
face. Above all, we should con-

tinually remind ourselves of some-

thing easily obscured in the quasi-

politica! rhetoric that too often

passes for debate and argument

:

that it is the very freedom of ar-

gument and receptivity to change,

which traditionally we revere in

the academic community, that pro-

vides the freedom to act which

we demand. If we lose sight of the

fact that all of us are committed

somehow to the same goal, what
could be a fiuitful conversation

among the members of a commun-
ity may well become the hai-angue

of those who.forgetting themselves,

see only a grim necessity: "When
the springs dry up, the fish are

altogether on dry land. They will

moisten each other with their

dampness and keep each other wet

with their slime. But this is not to

be compared with their forgetting

each other in a river or a lake."

But having said this much thert.-

is certainly more, and more useful

things, to be saitl. In Febraary of

1!I67 the California Court of Ap-
peals handed downi a decision in

the case of Goldberg vs. Regents

of the University of California. A
number of students had challengf d.

on the constitutional grounds of

free speech and association, the

right of the Univci-sity of Cali-

fornia to dismiss students who
had demonstrated against the ar-

rest of a non-student who had dis-

played, on the campus, a sign em-
ploying allegedly objectionable

language. The Dean of Men and
a hearings committee agreed
Unanimously that the students had
committed the action in qiiestion.

They also agreed that the actions

were "violations of the Univer-
sity's Regulations on Student Con-

duct and Discipline."

The Court uphold the Univer-

sity's action; "The Regents have
the general rule-making or policy-

making power in regard (o the
' University . . . and are fully em-
powered with respect to t he or-

ganization and government of the

University . . . including author-

ity to maintain order and decorum
on the campus and the enforcement
of the same by all appropriate

means, including suspension m-

dismissal from the University."

The Court went on to say that,

"Conduct, even though intertwined

with expression and association, is

subject to regulation." It should

be noted that the Court did not

defend this position by arguing
that the University ought to func-

tion in loco parentis. Rather they

suggested that regulation in this

instance resemble the reasonable

restrictions public agencies may
impose on their employees.

This serves merely to illustrale

what is an inescapable fact of life,

namely there are no rights which

can be claimed in I he abstract

withoul regard for the circum-

stances or the consequences. There
is, however, an orderly procedure

of debate and disagreement whicli

works to the extent that those who
are the objects of dissent recog-

nize its value in clarifying for

them, and informing them of, the

difficulties at hand. And, it must
be said, the procedure works to the

extent that tho.se who dissent

recognize the danger in precipitous

social disruption.

Let me hasten to add that I am
not arguing that revolutions are

never justified. But I am convinced

that there is no value in the apoc-

alyptic pretensioiis which far too

often suggest that men are at

their best when they put aside all

thought for the morrow (I mean
no disservice to the classic version

of that doctrine which meant some-

thing quite different).

I seem to have moved far afield

from the focus of tlie discussion.

But I confess to the belief that

these somewhat dusty remarks, if

they have any merit, refer cor-

rectly to evei-y level at whicli the

problem of rights and duties re-

veals itself.

Thei'e is another point which is,

perhaps, worth pursuing. There is

a tendency in most of us to assume
that the rationality of the sy.stem

is directly proportional to the

elaborateness and specificity of

constitutional statements regard-

ing rights and duties. This view

is, at least in part, mistaken. What

Ask about our . . .

STEREO TAPE CLUB

ALL TAPES $3.99

Mel's Mecka Music
Complete Service Department

412 South Tejon Street Telephone 635-2239

men do now or later depends in

part on what is written down, but

only in part. There is no ponit in

time at which we can foi-esee all

the problems the advance of time
will bring. There is, conceivably,

a point at which constitutional

elaboration will break down under
its own weight, a point at which
the freedom we have sought in

great detail becomes the arbitrari-

ness we thought we were escap-
ing.

The quest for freedom is of the
greatest importance for us all

—

its practical consequence ought to

be the establishment of rights in-

dispensable to the common pur-
pose which we share. There is no
final answer to the question of

what those rights should be, but
whatever answer there is lies in

reflection on the reasons that

brought us all together, and on the

goals which singly and collectively

We may ignore only al our peril,
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UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?
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UNITARIAN CHUBCH
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WAYNE'S
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Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-1219

Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

Navajo Market
Choice Meats — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-761

PRINTS ^CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOViS fMME ART OALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

Tlie UNIQUE
DON'T MISS THE BEST

GIFT SHOP IN TOWN

211/2 East Bijou Telephone 473-9406

0044
Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Teion 632-5151

Weejuns are

a way of life

YouT CliaTge Account Invited

Muhammad Explains His Moroccan-American Exchange Program
fiimilies. Anrither indi%'i(1ual

wovk here with the College

Tiffer : You mentioned at the

PACC Grand Opening panel dis-

cussion on the "American For-

eign Image" that you were pre-

sently setting up a Moroccan-
Amevican Exchange program.
Could you explain a little more
about the purpose of your pro-

Aliihanimad: I think that U.S.

foreign policy is lacking in a very

imjiortant human dimension. Amer-
ican policy makers and the Amer-
ican public do not have an ade-

quate appreciation for other cul-

tures and ways of life.

One of the reasons your policy

in Vietnam is rotten, for example,

is that your knowledge of their

problems is, so shallow that you
are unable to predict what is go-

ing to hap'peB there.

1 believe that the only way one

country can properly set its poli-

cies toward another country is

through knowledge of the people

on a personal basis. The only way
one can gain this kind of under-

standing is by living with a peo-

ple and taking part in all that con-

cerns them; one must become per-

sonally involved in their political

and social problems in order to

develop an appreciation for their

culture.

At present, most Americans
who stay abroad are either study-

ing in Western Europe or parti-

cipating in the Peace Coi'ps. The
first of these groups ignores the

'third world' altogether, even

though Americans know so little

about the part of the world which

will affect their interests most in

future years.

The Peace Corps does bring

young Americans into this 'third

world,' but it has several draw-
backs which prevent a mutual
understanding from maturing.

Firstly, participants in "Interna-

tional Understanding" will be on
their own; they will not be repi*e-

senting the U.S. and will not have

to report to anyone. They will

have greater freedom of expres-

sion than Peace Corps volunteers,

being restricted to about the

same degree as foreign students

in this country.

A second drawback to the Peace

Corps is that volunteers have a

peculiar puritantical complex a-

bout being a "helper." I know
plenty of Moi-occans that are

ed about this attitude—
after all, what can a political sci-

ence major do for a Moroccan
that he couldn't do for himself?

Instead of deceiving themselves

about tiieir ability to help, par-

ticipants in I-U will live with

Moroccan families, leading the

closest thing possible to the life

of a Moroccan. It is only through
an unstructured, indi\'1dual pro-

gram such as this that the other

side will open up to them and ac-

cept them as individuals.

Tiger: Could you describe in a

little greater detail what partici-

pants will do in the Intel-national

Undei'standing program?
Muhammad: Participants will

undergo extensive training and or-

i?ntation programs, which will be

provided by the Ministries of Ed-
ucation and Tourism upon an"ival

in Morocco. Some of this orienta-

tion will be done before, and some
after "adoption" by a family. The
participant will then work mUch
as a Peace Corps volunteer does,

except that he will be on his own
rather than trying to execute a

stiTJCtured "project." He will not
come as a "volunteer" or a "social

worker."

An individual will stay for a

year, or more if he is willing. His
working will be interrupted by
short vacations during which he
may enjoy Morocco's beaches, ski-

areas, or folk festivals.

Tiger: How do you plan to ad-

minister the program ?

Muhammad: I will coordinate

the program in Morocco with the
assistance of the Ministries of
Education and Tourism. I will

seek the aid of private organiza-

tions and, of course, the host

interested student organizations.

Tiger : Could you say a little

about how you will recruit peo-
ple in the U.S., how draft defer-

ments will be obtained, and
where you plan to get funds foi'

transportation, living expenses,
and perhaps pay, etc. ?

Muhammad: These important
details have not yet been worked
out. This exposure in the Tiger
will, hopefully, help ine determine
how much interest there is in this

p'roiwsal. Interested students
should contact me (033-4171). We
could then meet and start working
on these problems as a group. Sev-

eral people have already expressed
interest, and I am confident a pro-

gram such as this can be aiTanged.
I expect that similar progi-ams

will be set up for countries other

than Morocco once this gets
started.

Saint Onuphrius, circa 1450, Dim, Busel, or Franconia. Rosenwald Ca^-
ologue Woodcut. Onuphrius, a fourth century hermit, was later asso-

ciated with European wild men. The banderoles read, "Those are

enriched by gifts who hunt me; neither shall they be condemned nor

shall the enemy prevail against them." This print is possibly a copy of

an earlier, lost work, and has connections with an Uim workshop which
produced figures with heavy contours. — [See Page One)
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Campus Announcements
Pre-Med Meeting

There will be an important

meeting for all premedical, pre-

dental, and preveterinarian stu-

dents in Olin Lounge on Tuesday,

March 5, at 11:00 am. The impact

of the new curricula in the Chem-

istry and Biology departments

will be discussed, and the collec-

tion of data for persons applying

for a d m is s i o n to professional

schools for the fall of 1969 will

be started.

American Studies Film

American Studies Seminar is

s[)onsoring a documentary film,

"The 1920's", at 3:00 pm Monday,

March 4 in Armstrong 300. Evei-y-

nne is welcome.

RAC
Religious Affairs Committee

will begin its informal Wednes-

day evening discussion meetings

on Wednesday, Feb. 28, at 7:00

p.m. in Cutler with a discussion

of William Golding's The Spire.

Copies of this book are now on

sale at the bookstore for 75 cents.

Louise Allen wil 1 be responsible

for leading this particular week's

discussion, but it is hoped that

everyone present will contribute

to a rousing discussion in a free-

dom-and-authority manner of the

I'eligious questions raised by the

novel.

In future weeks thi'S semester

we will be discussing Bertolt

Brecht's play Galileo and Charles

William's All Hallows' Eve. Cop-

ies of these works will also be

available in the bookstore.

All members of the college com-
munity are invited to take part

in these discussions.

RCB Movie
This week's Rastall Center

Uoard Sunday Night Movie will

lie Gigi, starring Louis Jordan
and Maurice Chevalier.

The movie will be shown in

Olin Hall at 7:30.

Canada Immigants

The Manual for Draft-Age Im-

migrants to Canada is now on

reserve in Tutt Librai-y for ref-

erence by any students who are

considering immigation as a pos-

sible alternative to participation

in the war.

This 132-page book, published

by the Toronto Anti-Draft Pro-

gramme, contains detailed advice

aboxit how to qualify as a Can-

adian immigrant and information

about Canadian jobs and school

opportunities, housing, politics,

culture antl climate. The editor,

Mark Satin, under whose name

the volume is filed, includes a

very frank discussion of the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of im-

migration as a means of draft

refusal.

Tlieatre Workshop Meeting

The Theater Workshop meet-

ing, announced last week for

Thursday, March 7, will be can-

celled due to the drama depart-

ment's production of Medea on

that date. Our next meeting will

be held after Spring break.

MAT

Applications are now being

considered for the new Colorado

College MAT in Teaching Ele-

mentary School Pi-ogram. The 15

month Program will begin wth
the 1968 Summer Session. The
Master of Arts in Teaching Pro-

gram has been designed for the

recent liberal arts graduate who
wishes to fulfill certification re-

quirements for elementary school

teaching while earning a Master's

degree. Additional information

and application forms may be ob-

tained from Professor Burleigh,

Education Department.

Traffic Committee

The Traffic Committee will

hold a hearing this Tuesday,

March 5, at 7 pm in room 207,

Rastall Center. All students who
have tickets to appeal must ap-

pear at this time.

Student Teacliing

All students who are planning

to student teach either semester

during the 1968-69 academic year

will meet in Room 208, Rastall

Center, at 11:00 a.m. on Thurs-

day, March 7. All students who
plan to student teach at either

the elementary or the secondary

school level next year are re-

quested to attend. Professors

Hochman and Burleigh will ex-

plain the CC Student Teaching

Program and procedures for ap-

plication for a student teaching

assignment.

Feyman Film Festival

The physics deinirtment is spon-

soring a series of seven films of

Richard Feyman, bongo player and

Nobel Laureate, speaking on "The

Character of Physical Law." One

film of the series will be shown

each week starting this Monday,

iVIarch 4, at 7:30 p.m. in Olin 1.

This first film is titled "The

Law of Gravitation, An Example

of Physical Law." In it Professor

Felman describes the history of

the law of gravity, the method anil

character of its discovery, its

range of application and its limi-

tations.

There is no one in the counti-y

who can do a better job with pop-

ular lectures on physics. Feyman

is a gas.

VVANTEDl

Manager tor 1968 Lacrosse

team. Anyone interested, please

contact Coach Stabler.

UE'S ENCO SERVICE

Colorado Rocicefeiler Committee Opens Denver Hdqtrs.

In ribbon - cutting ceremonies

fhursday, Febniary 15, the Colo-

rado Draft Rockefeller Committee

officially opened its Denver head-

quarters in the Shirley Savoy Ho-

tel.

State Representative Floyd K.

Haskell (R-Arapahoe County),

chairman of the state-wide com-

mittee, announced that organiza-

tions are being set up in most

Colorado counties.

"Our first order of business,"

Haskell said, "is to demonstrate

broad support for Nelson Rocke-

feller in Colorado. Our volunteers

are now circulating petitions
which will be forwarded to the

Governor when they're com-

pleted."

Speaking to an over-flow crowd,

Haskell said that "If the Republi-

cans are to win in November, the

Draft Rockefeller Committee be-

lieves that the party must nomi-

nate not only a man with a

winner's image, but also the man

whose experience and beliefs best

qualify him to find and implement

solutions to the problems Amer-

ica faces today."

Haskell indicated that the Colo-

rado committee is still in the pro-

cess of being formed. "We don't

ever plan to announce that the

committee is complete," Haskell

said. "In fact, the strength of

our organization is that anyone

who wants to help will be given

something significant to do."

The committee has representa-

tives on the Colorado College

campus and urges all who desire

Nelson Rockefeller to be the Re-

publican candidate for President

to contact the follov/ing individ-

uals for additional infoi-mation

:

Jerry Hancock X464, lone Has-

kell X410, Scott Crissman 633-

7202.

. TUNE UPS
ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
. ATLAS BATTERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH
230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy -

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $7 7.99

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 1 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1171/2 E-

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

tn all Dorms and Houses

International Center for Academic Research

c Research is designed to help every student achieve his nnaximum potential

ud that these outstanding instructional tech-

The International Center for Academ'

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.

We at The International Center for Academic Research are

niques have shown proven results for decades.

prou

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to g

follov/ing instructions faithfully you have not increased your sch elastic standings

a complete money back guarantee: if after

noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

FOP PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE send $1.00 per course to;

Please include:

Name ~ -

Address.—
City — State

Zip Code

College or U - - — - - -
_

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities.

of ten or more. Please include organization title

.Allow 4 to t> weeks for processing and delivery.

The international Center for Academn

1492 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02135

Research

Course

I^ast semesler's

average

1.

2.

20% discount for groups
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OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOWN.

*ALTONE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acres

GEORGE'S $/fCft Cat Centet

Quality Servicing & Repairs on Foroiqn & Sporti Cais

333-a North Circle Drive Phone 632-9717

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-FI and Stereo Records

$1.00 Off

MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

Mtfifiuin 1?U Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY- II A.M. till 10 P.M.

Ice-Cold Beer wifh Meal-.

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

Cchfadc ^priHp Optical

DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR
D. HITESHEW, Optici«„

Quality - Style - Service

27 Easl Kiowa Street ['i^JiJ Phone 636-3418

The Ballad of ROTC
By David William Mayger

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

ERTEL PHARMACY
Preicriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies - Beverages

802 h4orth Weber Telephone 633-2069

Neither grace of form nor deptli of beauty
prompts this vei'se to your attention. Duty
i-ather felt within compells expression
of dissent. Decide at your discretion
ti-ue or false the centi-al thought, but realize
please—it's not to blame but s.vmpathize.

jVIaiching, mai'ching ever onward
sea to shining sea,

An olive plialanxe pressing onwai-d

—

the men of R.O.T.C.

Why this line of troops ai'rayed
in brass and martial glory;

Weaijoned tyros, boys parade
with flags and oratoi-y?

Misguided fools and spies abound
(a fact to make one shiver)

But di-aw us now the shaft renowned
fi-om Militai-y quiver:

.Stalwart heaits to keep us safe

—

safe from them, you see

—

Traitors, Reds, their patience chafe,
those men of R.O.T.C.

Bled to leap when Nation calls,

schooled in Liberty,
Guai'ding us in blood.\' walls

liom pinko polity.

Alone protecting what is meant
by "ideals" old and dear:

Rights to choose a government
or one that's favoi'ed here.

Saving men from Commies, finks,

the trigger finger itches;

"Duty!" "Country!" and no one thinks
but zaps those sons of b . . .

Honor weighs on Ares' scale

about a pound of lead:

"Better done if we would nail

those dii-ty bastards dead!"

And on anon they do their job
to guard democracy

—

the guardians, R.O.T.C.

Chi-istians love their fellows when
taught the art of killing:

"Rather than despise it, men,
try to find it thrilling."

Foi- mud and sores and vicious heat
they slay their fellow-man;

Foi' .jungles. Mandarians who bleat
and couldn't give a damn

—

The fault for making a mistake?
The country's mad, you sa.'i';

Who blames an aim for conscience sake,
the heart and mind you flay.

An olive phalanxe marching vet,

the Mighty Shaft foresaid—
That stands as much for wliat they get

as what they are instead.

An Empire built on fear again
exacts a horrid fee:

The blood of blameless, countless men
and the men of R.O.T.C.

(C

PACC Holds Grand Opening- (con!.)
!inued from page

eign student), and Dr. Ellis O.
Jones (formerly of the foreign
service in Nigeria and the Mid-
dle East).

Hans Suring, speaking for Wes-
tern Europe, says that Europeans
still "look sympathetically on the
United States." He also cited a
poll showing that only two per
cent of Westeni Europeans ap-
proved of L.E.J, in 10G6. "I think
the American President has a
great deal to do with American
prestige in Western Europe . .

The president needs to rally world
support by explaining whatever
he does, rather than simply in-
forming the world of his 'deci-
sions

. . . Kennedy was much bet-
ter at this than Johnson."

Dr. Jones stated that "It can
be surprising to people who have
not lived abi-oad how little people
think of the US in their dailv
lives . . . they think of us only
when we directly affect their in-
terests . . . for example, Israel

thinks of the US when we give
aid to the Arabs and the Arabs
(io the same when we aid Israel.

. . they see us in regard to their
central problems."

Because of this apathy about
things the US is doing which do
not affect these people's interests,
worry about the bombing of North
Vietnam degrading our image in
Africa, for example, has been
overdone.

Dr. Gomez has observed that,
in Latin America, the "central
tendency is critical of the United
States.

. . we really can do very
little to impi-ove our image abroad
because our interests aren't con-
gruent. ... I am not very san-
guine about improving thisimage
through any sort of govenimental
program; I am resigned to the
fact that we are going to be
damned whatever we do."

Muhammad Lebbadi is c o n-
cerned both about the lack of un-
derstanding of America abroad

and with the lack of understand-
ing of foreign countries in Amer-
ica. He is discouraged about the
ability of cun-ent political leaders
in the US to overcome this barrier.
Eugene McCarthy, the only pres-
idential candidate he regards cap-
able of inspiring this kind of un-
derstanding, has little chance of
getting the nomination.

Muhammad believes that the

best hope of achieving under

standing lies in young people

Young people must go to othei

countries and live with their peo

pie, as Muhammad himself ha;

done, so that mutual understand-
ing can develop.

"I propose you come to Mo-
rocco," said Muhammad. He then
described briefly some of the at-

tractions of Morocco and his pro-
posal for an American-Moroccan
exchange program. This program
is described in greater detail else-

where in this issue of The Tiger.

FEELING THE DRAFT?

UNCLE SAM WANTS
YOU!
(ROTC)

WOULD YOU BELIEVE APPLICATIONS UNTIL 15 MARCH 1968??
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Payne Chapel Project Discussed by Love
by Toni Love

Many people discuss the social

injustices of our country, criticize

the older generation for allowing

them to exist and mai'ch in pro-

test. Few people actually become
Involved in the difficult task of

working side-by-side with the un-

derprivileged in an attempt to help

them gain dignity and a more
equal place in our society.

Most of the students and some

of the faculty and administratoi's

may be surprised to find out that

a few students from CC are in-

volved in such work. Several stu-

dents have started programs of

various sorts aimed at different

problems in our own community of

Colorado Springs. One such pro-

gram is the Payne Chapel Project.

Last semester, Dr. Pickering

from Chicago spoke to a group

of student-3 about the ghetto and

related problems in Chicago. Af-

ter the discussion, he was ques-

tioned about what the college

students could do to help alleviate

some of the problems in the sur-

rounding community. This initial

inquiry was followed up by meet-

ing's with some of our own fac-

ulty members which resulted in

contacting Reverend Coleman of

the A.M.E. (African Methodist

Episcopal) Church. Rev. Coleman

was very interested in having col-

lege students conduct a study hall

lirogram for the Negro and Span-

ish-American children from under-

privileged homes. A few interested

CC students began tutoring early

this semester. The Payne Chapel
Project was undei'\vay.

From its beginning with only a
handful of students involved, the

PCP has grown considerably. (It

now involves an even larger hand-

ful of students. (Twelve CC stu-

dents are now tutoring undei-p'ri\--

ileged children on a one to one

basis. Some of the students have

carried their work beyond the aca-

demic tutoring by meeting their

students at other times in order

to befriend the children and help

them gain a greater perspective

on life.

Besides the tutoring, a Satur-

day recreations program was
started which has been a great

success. Every Saturday aftei-noon

for the past four weeks, CC stu-

dents have supervised some sort

of activity for the children. The
first weeks appi-oximately 80 to

90 children used the gym here at

CC for basketball, games, and

swimming, thanks to the cooper-

ation of Mr. Carle, Mr. Lear, and

the life guards. The second Sat-

urday some of the children went

on a bus tour of Manitou Springs

and the Garden of the Gods, while

the rest returned to the gym for

basketball and games. The next

week the children were given a

guided tour of the Air Force Aca-

demy by two instructors from the

academy staff. This past Satui--

day r>0 children braved the cold

to have a picnic in Monument
Park sponsored by Sigma Chi and

Delta Gamma. Next week the ac-

tivities will consist of a tour

through the East Coloi-ado Springs

National Bank as well as the us-

ual basketball and games in the

gym.
There is a great need to ex-

pand this program. Many more
children wish to participate in the

recreation program but can not

be admitted because of the short-

age of student supervisor aiul

transportation for the trips. There

is not a similar rush of children

desiring tutoring help, but there

are a few who want it. The main
problem, of course, is a lack of

tutors. If you are interested in

helping in either the tutoring or

the recreation program, or would

like more information about the

project, please contact Tom Love

at 471-0173. As mentioned earlier,

the Payne Chapel Project is

merely one of the several projects

being couducted by CC students.

The leaders of several of these

projects have recently cooperated

in forming the Center for Com-
munity Action. It is our hope

that all interested students, fac-

ulty and administration membei-s

will support the Center and the

individual projects with contribu-

tions of time and suggestions, as

well as cognizance and sanction

of the woi-ks being done.

More Announcements • . .

m Debate

On Sunday, March 3, at 5:00

])m the Religious Affairs Commit-

tee will present a debate of con-

temporary relations between Chris-

tian and Marxist thought. All in-

terested members of the College

L'ommunity are invited to attend

this program which will be held

in the WES Room of Rastall

Center.

The major participants will be

I'l-ofessor Clark Bouton of the

Political Science Departnient at

Colorado University and Father

Anselm Amadio, a Roman Cath-

-ilic priest also from Boulder.

Dialogue between Marxist think-

ers and European Christian the-

nlogians has burgeoned in recent

years as efforts on both sides

have been made to find common
ground to explore the relevance

of their differing positions for

contemporary society. Unfortu-

nately rather little of this ex-

change has made its way across

the Atlantic. It is in the interest

of illuminating the new ideas

which this dialogue has generated

that the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee has invited Professor Bou-

ton and Father Amadio to the

campus.

Quiz Bowl

The annual Quiz Bowl,

sponsored by Rastall Center
Board, will be held the week be-

fore Spring Vacation, from March

11-15. The competitions will begin

eacli evening at 7:30 p.m. and will

take place in Olin 1. Unlike pre-

vious years, there will be no en-

trance fees for teams desiring to

compete. Teams are to comprise

four members and any teams

wishing to enter should submit

the names of its members to Ras-

tall Center Desk no later than

Wednesday, March fi. For further

information, contact Marcia Phil-

lips, Extension 26S).

Nowak Slides

Slides of Professor Nowak's

19G7 Summer Archeological Re-

connaissance of Nunivak Island,

Alaska will be shown at 8 p.m. in

the WES ix)om at Rastall Center

on March 7, 1968. Nunivak Island

is a tundra-covered 40xG0 mile is-

land sitting in the Bering Sea off

the coast of Alaska. Presently

about 250 Eskimos live on the is-

land, and still exhibit many fea-

tures of their ancestoi-s' way of

life.

Sondermann Lectures

Dr. Fi-ed A. Sondermann, pro-

fessor of political science at Colo-

rado College and director of the

college's annual symposium, will

be one of the principal speakers

at the University Foi-um of the

University of North Carolina in

Charlotte, N.C., Friday, March 1.

He will speak on the subject "A
New Look at the Intellectual and

the Foreign Policy Process." Other

speakers on the day long program

will Include Dr. Fred W. Neal,

professor of government at Clare-

mont Graduate School; Dr. Luc-

ian Pye, professor of political sci-

ence at the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology; and Dr. Henry
Kissinger, professor of govern-

ment at Harvard.
In addition to their addresses,

the four political experts will par-

ticipate in a symposium on the

subject "The University and In-

ternational Relations: Problems

and Prospects."

Tiger Meeting

There will be a Tiger staff

meeting today at 5:30 at the new
Giuseppe's East. We will meet

first at the Tiger office and then

dispatch Tiger staff cars to the

meeting hall.

Hathau>aif.s

Imported Pipe^ imported Tobaccot

Magazine;.

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
2OSI/1 North Tsjon Stroot • Colorado Sprinqi, Colorado

\^
. . . part of the Cheyenne

experience, browsing at

the Chinook.

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies iu

variety and abundance only 3li blocks south

of the camptis - plenty of free parking.

Va^^nx OFFICE SUPPLY
516 N. Teion 633-1721a&mpuoco

Sf!^ KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2Mi blocks Soiitli of Cnmpiui)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos ami All Acccsaories

Baiul Iralmmenl RentaU

HOURS; 9:00 -5:00 "FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

PIZZA i MEXICAN FOOn A SPECIALITY

Vemeth'i G TeJcH

NOW OPENS THE , - .
3.2 BEER

„j, „ ON TAP or TO GO
fihheX GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

CKATURING

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

>S$ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY * TUUHflDAT

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

/^CU^k Out SCCU: $15.99

/dcm /Sp0U: $Z4.99

other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $24.99 to $36.00

MoA^ (lu CoUe<fe SUofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Acfoss from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-3667

DRESSES!

DRESSES !

DRESSES!

FOR EVERY OCCASION,

Elegant or Casual

WE'VE GOT 'EM
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National Sports

Tommie Smith May Run in '68
Editor's Note : The following

article is reprinted from SPORT
Magazine. February 20, 1968.

NEW YORK, Feb. 20— Sprint

star Tommie Smith of San Josf
State College, one of the most
vocal and outspoken athletes sup-
porting a Negro boycott of the

1968 OIjTiipic games, has admitted
that he will participate if a ma-
jority of the outstanding Negro
Olympic prospects do.

Stating his views in an article

in the current issue of SPORT
Magazine, Smith says: "I believe

that total agreement, or some-
thing close to total agreement, is

necessary for success in this. If

my brothers and the majority of

the outstanding Negro Olympic
prospects cannot concur in thiB

resolution and are not prepared to

accept such action, then 1 "will

go on to fulfill my ambition to

become an Olympian."

Among the abuses Smith would

like to see corrected before he de-

cides whether or not to try out

for the U.S. Olympic team, are

the opening of the all-white mem-
bership' roles of the New York
Athletic Club to Negroes, the bar-

ring of Southern Rhodesia and
South Africa from Olympic com-
petition, the appointing of an ad-

ditional Negro coach to the Olym-
pic coaching staff and the ap-

pointing of at least one Negro to

the UTiited States Olympic Com-
mittee.

Continues Smith in the state-

ment of hia position in SPORT
Magazine.

"i am not entirely sure of my
actions. No one could be. But I

have searched my conscience and
I am acting as I believe I should

act. I would be less than a man
if I did not act for what I believe.

"Black comes first. I say it

flatly and simply, if there is a
Negro boycott of the Olympics, I

will participate in it willingly. If

there is not, I will go to the Olym-
pics and 1 will go to win."

SKIERS!
The Miners' Stew Pot

In BRECKENRIDGE
A homey little restaurant with good hot food reasonably priced at . . .

$1.25 FOR ANY COMPLETE MEAL
Won't you drop in and see us?

Restaurant and Bar Telephone: 453-2484

Joinafirm that'll

giveyouexecutive
responsibilify your
firstdayatwork.

Now, that's a pretty funny thing for a

civilian firm to say. A boss) Right out of
college? The first dav?

But the Air Force can make such offers.

As an officer in the world's largest

technological organization you're a

leader. Engineer.Scientist. Administrator.
Right where the Space Age break-
throughs are happening.

Or how about the executive respon-
sibility of a test pilot clocking 2,062 mph
in a YF-12A jet?

That could be you, too.

But you don't have to be a pilot in the
Air Force to move fast. With your college
degree you zip into Officer Training
School, spin out an officer, speed on
your way as an executive, in the fore-
front of modern science and technology.
Right on the ground.

The Air Force moves pretty fast.

Think it over. A man's career can
sometimes move pretty slow.

1
United States Air Force

1 Box A,Dept. SCP-82

R.intlolpli Air Force Base, Texa'^ 781 4R

1
NAME ^cE

' FLtASE PRINT

[

COLUnr GRADUATE DATE

1
MAIOK SL'iiiECT

1 CAkiii' l^rrRESTS

' HOMl AliuRESS

1

f^'T^ STATF Tip

By Dan Bernstein

The struggle between the frat-

ernities and the Independents has

been in the limelight much of the

semester, and a large part of the

factional exchange has taken place
via the news media, and more spe-
cifically, the Tiger. There seems
to be a growing conflict between
these two groups, and I wondered
what would happen if two repre-
sentatives met face-to-face and
answered the same questions. To
my surprise, the fratemity man
and the independent are ver>'

much in agreement when it comes
to discussing the vital isslies on
the CC campus.

"Gentlemen, 1 suppose the hol-
iest issue today is whether or not
3.2 heer should be permitted on
the campus grounds. The admin-
isfiation and some students have
had a tough time reaching a satis-
factory decision, and as represen-
tatives of two of the most impor-
tant groups on campus you must
have a few strong feelings. How
do the fraternities feel about beer
on campus?

"Who cares?" said the frater-
nity man, bouncing his little black
ball.

"Well, what about the indepen-
dents?" I said, trying to inject a
little enthusiasm into the conver-
-.^ation.

"Listen, anything they give us,
we'll take," he said, glaring at the
black ball while popping a bitter-
lemon cough-drop into his mouth.

"Okay," I said, slightly discour-
aged, "let's talk about the crime
rate on the campus. How do the
frats feel about the molesting in-
cidents?"

"Just as long as they leave my
babe and my brothers' babes alone,
we won't get bugged."

"But what about the girls who
don't go with fraternity guys??"
"They should have pledged . .

Talk to him about the indepen-
dents, don't bother me!"

"Well?" I asked, turning to thf
GDI.

"Oh, sometliing should defi-
iiitely be done. Steps should be ta-
ken by independents and fraternit-
ies alike to protect the female po-
pulation of our college."

"N o w we're getting some-
where!!!" I thought to myself.
"What would you recommend?" I

asked.

"Oh, something should definite-
ly be done."

"You already said that!"

"And that's exactly how I feel
too!!!"

"Well," I said, willing to give it

one more try, "what do you guy>
think about student's rights?".

"All men are created equal amj
sliould be afforded equal expres-
sion, equal opportunity, and be al-

lowed equal participation and
should not be subjected to any dis-

crimination of any kind, any-
where," said the fratemity repre-
sentative emphatically.

"This applies in every case ex-
cept those outside the law, isn't

that con-ect?"

"Yes, and fraternities too," he
added.

"Now, what do you tliink about
that?" I asked the independent.

"He said it all," was the reply.

"You know, gentlemen, I gel
the impression that neither group
really cares about what's going on
around here. In fact, I would ven-
ture to say that there is a general
state of apathy in every phase of

campus life. Do you have any com-
ment on that?"
"No."
"Me neither."

Skiers Edged by AFA
The Air Force Academy Ski

Team claimed a narrow victory
over GO'S skiers in the third Cen-
tral Intercollegiate Alpine League
meet held at Winter Park Feb. 25.
The Falcons normally compete in
the Rocky Mountain Intercollegi-
ate Ski Association meets against
CU. DU, Western State, and
other skiing giants, but along
with Colorado State College was
a guest team at this CIAL meet
sponsored by Mines. Team results
according to NCAA computations
were AFA 193.2; CC 191.0; CSU
185.7; Regis 179.9; Mines 170.2;
CSC 135.7.

AFA ace Greg Schwartz led the
field in both giant slalom and sla-
lom events. His team mates J.

Sabala and H. Tunier captured
i-espectively the silver in G.S. and
bronze in slalom. Jim Roberts of
CSU passed the League members
with a third place in G.S. and a
i^econd in slalom.

Individual results of slalom:
1 ) Schwartz 57.2 ; 2 ) Sabala
57.3; 3) Roberts 57.7; 4) Wink
Davis, CC, 58.1; 5) Steve Brown,
CC, 58.5. Other finishers were 10)

Mac Taylor, 1:02.1; 12) Chariie
Adams 1:02.5; 14) Chris Smith
1:03.7; 17) Eric Nesset 1:03.3:

Tie 18) Brad Boynton 1:03.4.

Individual results of slalom: 1|

Schwartz 41.9; 2) Roberts 44.9;

3) H. Turner 46.4; 4) Davis 46.5;

5) George Petritz, Regis, 47.0; (31

Taylor 47.1; 7) Adams 47.2; 8)

BojTiton 47.8; 9) Nettet 48.0; 10)
Smith 48.4.

The final, championship CIAL
meet will be sponsored by CSU at

Loveland Valley March 3. CC will

have to depend on its strength in

depth, because Steve Brown, Wink
Davis, and Mac Taylor, along with
Jim Roberts of CSU will be repre-
senting the CIAL in the NCAA
regional qualifying meet at Winter
Park.

The Tiger skiers have also been

racing well in RMD individual

competitions. At the Aspen Giant
Slalom held to raise money for
the Olympic Team, Wink Davis
captured the gold and Steve Browii
tied for fourth place in Class A.
Ace Bush placed fourth and Char-
lie Adams fifth in Class B.

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

Take a Trip

and Leave the

Worry to Us.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
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Huskies Spoil Tiger s Home Finale, 2-1
By Alan Clialmers

Colorado College's home side of

the season ended on a dismal note

as the Tigers fell victim to the

Michigan Tech Huskies by the

very tight score of 2 to 1 last

weekend.
CC goalie Don Gale was at his

best as he stopped 39 shots, many
of these under very tense circum-

stances. With Gale leading the

"Bengal brigade," CC almost pull-

ed off an upset as the entire team
passed accurately and skated hard

oiily to wind up on the short end

of things after another case of

third period blues.

It was this period that CC fi-

nally began to run out of gas, not

being able x- U<jU\ their own ii-

gainst the top ranked Tech team
while eventually gi\ing up the
two winning goals.

With the end of the 1967-68

home season realized, CC has a

disappointing 3-13 record in con-

ference play, just ahead of last

place Duluth while Michigan Tech
ran their WCHA mark to 13 wins
aTid tour losses—good enough for

second place.

The battle opened on a bright

note for Tiger fans as standout de-

fenseman Jim Hawkins rifled in a
rebound at 2:25 of the first. Gain-
ing assists on the goal were Chuck
Reinking and John Amundsen.
Tho score remained unchanged

Sports mm

face Sigma Chi Tonight

tlirougliuut the pL-riod thanks to

the heroics of goalie Gale who
managed to stop all of the 12
shots tluiist at him by tlie hai"d

hustling Huskies. Gordon McRae,
Tech netminder, was called upon
to save only four shots since CC
could not summon up a real offen-

sive spark.

The second period was a com-
|)letcly differeni story howpviT as
Ihe Tigers prowled the MTU net
consistently, especially pressing
McRae in the first few minutes.
But. the men of CC were unable
to break the ice; Tech could not

score either despite a 12-7 goal
shots edge. This scoreless period
was highlighted when players
from Michigan Tech and Colorado
College boarded the referee while
scrambling for the puck.

The lid on the coffin was nailed
shut in the third period when Ed
Shilington scored early in the per-
iod after a fine pass to tie it up
and teammate Dick Sieradski fol-

PETE RYAN DISPLAYS the CC momentum against Michigan Tech as
he skates Huskie defensemen and goalie to the Ice. Tech stormed back
with two third-period goals to nip the Tigers 2-1.

lowed suit after taking a well-

timed pass from Bob Marshall,
tapping it in from the right side.

Fifteen penalties were handed
oul in this contest, eight of which
wont to MTU and the rest to the

home team. One of these, graci-

ously given to Captain Wayne Nel-
son by "popular" referee Andy
Gambuoci, was a major ten minute

misconduct offense coniniiUed to-

ward the em! of Ihe malch.
Our Colorado College Tigers

close out their current season
this week on tho road with a two-
game set at Michigan State Uni-
versity, Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 27 and 28, and tonight and
tomorrow night at tho University
•
<\' Mirhignn campus at Ann Arbor.

Fijis Seek Dual Crown Fifteen Leltermen Bolster Lacrosse Hopes
By Eugene Stoeckly

A sure winner in sports at Col-

orado College is an intramm-al

team! So what could be more ex-

citing than an intramural hockey

championship at a school whose
sports strength lies in hockey?

Yes, very shortly the intramu-

ral hockey season will come to an

end with the crowning in both

"A" and "B" league hockey. The
"A" league includes players who
have had previous hockey exper-

ience not only in high school, but,

in a few cases, on the college level

as well.

"B"-leaguers are those with lit-

tle or no experience, and the teams
are comprised mostly of freshmen
with the exception of a few frat-

ernity teams.

By virture of their 7-1 victory

liver the Kappa Sigs, the Fijis

find fhemselves atop the "A"
league standings, having clinched

at least a tie for the crown. The
only team that has a chance to

lie the leaders is the Independents.

To do so the Indeps (4-1)

must defeat the Betas (3-1) in a

make-up game, and coui\t on the

Sigma Chis to knock-off the Fijin

tonight at 6:15. The Independents

are included in the "A" league

standings, but cannot compete for

the fratei-nity league champion-
ship. Thus, tonight's game at Hon-
nen Ice Rink shapes up as the bat-

tle for the "A" League fraternity

cro\vn.

The Chis and Fijis have 3-0

marks against fraternity competi-

tion. A victory for the Phi Gams
will clinch a dual championship:

Fraternity and all-"A" League. A
loss would give the Sigma Chis

the fraternity league crown and
throw the all-"A" league contest

into a tie between the Fijis and
Independents.

Action in intramural hockey is

rapidly coming to an end in both

leagues, but there are still many
exciting games left to see. Tonight
at 6:15 the two top fraternity

squads take the ice for the frat

championship, and possibly the

championship of the entire "A"
League. Don't miss the action of

this contest which promises to

highlight the Winter Intramural

season.

"AND I TOLD THE COACH I was thirsty . .
." sighs freshman BHI

Hinson as he gulps his way to a victory in the individual medley.

Action took place as CC crushed Adams State College 62-41.

Tankers Finish with 8-3 Mark
By Sue Linder

The Colorado College swimming
team finished off another success-

ful season last Friday night with

a Gl-43 victory over Adams State

College from Alamosa. This year

Coach Jerry Lear's tankers collec-

ted eight wins to more than bal-

ance out three losses in dual meet
(^'ompet it ion.

Against Adams State the Tiger

tankmen won nine of 12 events, set

two new school records, and tied

one school and two pool marks.

First place points were earned
by: the 400-yard medley relay

team made up of Bill Hinson, Bill

Johnson, Mike Kelly, and Pete

Banning; Glen Ebuna in both the

200 and 500-yard freestyle events;

Dale Forgy in both the 50-yard
freestyle and 200-yard backstroke;

Hinson in the 200-yard individual

medley; Ron Rossi in one-meter
diving; Johnson in the 200-yard
breaststroke; and the 400-yard
freestyle relay team made up of

Banning, Dun Campbell, Forgy,

and Ebuna.
Forgy's time of 0:22.9 in the 50-

yard freestyle established a new
school record and tied the pool re-

cord in that event. Johnson low-

ered his school record time in the

200-yard breaststroke to 2 :30.0.

and Ebuna repeated his lime of

1:56.4 in the 200-yard freestyle to

tie the school and pool marks he

set in that event earlier in the

season.

Although the Tigers have ended

their regular season competition,

they will be taking part in some
post-season meets. The entire

team will swim in the Western
Invitational Swimming Meet to

be held at the Aii- Force Academy
on March 7, 8, and 9; and those

members with cfualifying times

will travel to St. Cloud, Minne-
sota, to participate in the annual
National Association of Intercol-

legiate Athletics Conference Meet
on March 14, 15, and 16.

By John E. Morris

Coach Robert M. Stabler, wel-
coming buck 1.") lettermen, will open
the 1968 lacrosse campaign against

a much-improved team from Colo-
rado State University on ,'Vpri! 6.

The Tigers will be tough to beat
again this year. They lost only
three starters b>' graduation last

year from the team that ended
the season in second place in the

league behind Air Force.

Stabler reported that tho main
difficulty this year will be at mid-
field positions. Only five letter-

men, Bruce Beaton, second team,
All-Conference, at midfield last

year, Paul Bernard, Jack Foddy,
Dave Herx and Mark McElhinny
will he back to form the nucleus

for this year's midfield lines.

However, Stabler feels that sev-

eral standbys from last year, in-

cluding Dave Strawn, John Camp-
bell, Don Dorr and Gil Russell,

along with such freshmen as Steve
Lantz and Ed Halloway can ef-

fectively fill the vacuum left by

th- <lfparUirc o( A!l-ConlVnMU'u
middle Tad Davis and Jinnny
Mare.

At attack and defense positions,

the team looks exceptionally strong
with the entire attack and defense
returning intact. The attack will

be led by Captain Blake Munro,
second team, All-Conference. With
Munro will be Dave Peterson and
Jon Nicolaysen, who was top

scorer for the Tigers last year and
selected to the first team, All-

Conference,

Finally, the defense has seven
returning lettermen. Jim Austin,

starting goalie last year, will be

hard-pressed for his position by
Bob Follansbee, a freshman who
has shown considerable promise in

the first few days of practice.

It is difficult to anticipate who
will be playing the other three de-

fensive positions. Doug King, first

team, All-Conference, Doug Clark

and Larry Newman, both on the

All-Conference second team, fin-

ished last season as starters. But

Ihoy will bo I'losi-ly pressed by
Warren Malkerson and Phil Hov-
ersten. Bruce Gilchrist, dofeuaive
star for the Tigers last year, may
be shifted to midfield, depending
on how tho situation dovelopa.

Slnbler reported that CC is now
a member of the Rocky Mnuntnin
Division of the Niifional lutercol-

Icgiiile [jHcrosse Association, The
Division has six teams including

CC, Colorado State University,

Denver University, Air Foi-ce,

Colorado University and tlm Den-
ver Lacrosse Club.

As n member of the AnHociatioii,

CC now can have playern eli-

gible for All-Aiucrican coiwldora-

tion. Stabler feels that he has a

couple of possibilities for auch

recognition.

In addition to the six teams in

the Division, CC will meet tho Uni-

versity of Arizona at home on

April 10 and tho University of

Utali on May 5, All homo gnnies

will be played on Stewart Field.

ADD SOME FUN TO YOUR LIFE . . .

TAKE A DAY OFF AND COME

ON OUT TO MONARCH FOR A DAY OF SKIING!!

NOW

SKI
EVERY FRIDAY

FOR ONLY
$1

featuring

+he best groomed slopes in Colorado "Packed nightly"

MONARCH
3 lifts a towi

cafotcria & Bieritubc

Nursery

Ski School

Sli Shop S Rentals

3 Miles from SIci Town

cottages

Chalet

Dorm Accomodations

Restaurant & Lounge

free ShoHle Service to Sli Are

Powder Capitol of Colorado" 13 Miles West of Su/ii/a
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Will You Enjoy
Spring Vacation?

OR WILL YOU SPEND YOUR

TIME WORRYING ABOUT THE

HOMEWORK YOU SHOULD BE DOING!

START ELIMINATING THAT WORRY NOW

By Learning How to Increase Your Reading Speed and Develop Good Study Habits!!

COMMENTS BY RECENT

COLLEGE GRADUATES

PAULETTE FRENCH — BEG.-489 END-4000

"I find Reading Dynannics particularly helpful in research. I can

cover so much more material; in this way I can concentrate more

on developing my own material. It works in any language!"

ROGER KELLER — BEG.-2I7 END-2510

"I would recommend this course for any person who has a desire

to increase his reading speed and skill . .

."

TONY VERSACE— BEG.-290 END-2000

"All progressive individuals need this skill to further their goals."

G. D. MORDHORST— BEG.-260 END- 1 870

"Don't expect any magic formulas. The course requires hard

work to go along with instruction and practice. The results are

worth the effort."

STUDYING
OUR COURSE IN COLORADO SPRINGS IS GEARED TO THE
COLLEGE STUDENT. WE SPEND MUCH OF THE TIME LEARN-

ING TO READ RAPIDLY IN TECHNICAL MATERIALS. PRAC-
TICE SESSIONS ARE SCHEDULED FOR STUDYING TEXT-

BOOK AND WORK MATERIALS.

COMMENTS SPECIFICALLY
ABOUT STUDY SKILLS

NAOMI LAPP— BEG.-264 END-2222
".

. . Definitely increases reading speed, even in study materials.

The study skills are good!"

RAY CARLSON — BEG.-440 END-1895
"If you believe in the concept of Reading Dynamics and have

confidence, you can increase your rate manifold. The marvel to

the student is that speed gives better comprehension. You must

believe in this seeming paradox."

MICHAEL PALMER — BEG.-2I8 END-3000
The course is quite well equiped to aid the student in speeding

up his rate of completing homework."

ATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Today

FRIDAY, MARCH I

4:30 P. M.

Tuesday

TUESDAY, MARCH
6:30 & 8:00 P.M.

Wednesday

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
6:30 & 8:00 P.M.

All Demonstrations at Reading Dynamics, 430 North Tejon

Evelyn Wood
Sponsored by L Y C E U M

READING DYNAMICS
430 North Tejon — Colorado Springs, Colo. Telephone 633-1707

OUR READING COURSE

GUARANTEES TO DO JUST THIS!

MAI L COUPON TODAY

GUARANTEE

We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student by

AT LEAST 3 times. We will refund the entire tuition to any student

who, after completing minimum class and study requirements, does

not at least triple his reading efficiency as measured by our begin-

ning and ending tests.

CS-38TO: Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

430 N. Tejon St., Colo. Springs, Colo.

Please send descriptive folder.

I understand that I am under no obligation and no salesman w

Name

Street

City..

Phone

. State . Zip.
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Trustees Pass Limited Beer Proposal

Vol. LXXIV, No. 21 Colorado Springs, Colorado, March 1 Colorado College

Model United Nations Termed "Learning Experience'

By Stephen Brooks

"Mr. Chairman, I move we

amend the resolution by striking:

the word 'order' in line 29 and re-

place it with the word 'recom-

mend.' " By proposing this amend-
ment, the representative from
Israel protected his country from
being ordered to withdraw from
its previously occupied territories.

The Israeli representative was ex-

pressing his opinion from the

Loomis recreation room at the

Colorado College Model United
Nations.

The Model United Nations was
held last Friday and Saturday,
March 1 and 2. During the two
day session, students from CC and
Air Force Academy acted as dele-

gates from over 30 different

countries.

During the Friday session the
delegates discussed the topics of

the Security Council and Vietnam.
India presented a Security Council
resolution by suggesting that the

Security Council's power be re-

duced to an "affinnative vote of

nine members." This would elim-

inate the power of the five per-

manent members and replace it

with a two-thirds majority vote

of all members. On this issue, the

USSR oddly voted in favor of

eliminating its own veto power.

A confusion over parliament-
ary procedure overshadowed the

debate on the Vietnam resolution.

A proposal submitted by Turkey
eliminating all bombing north of

the 17th parallel and proposing
negotiations supervised by the

United Nations, was also defeat-

ed. Debate over the proper proce-

dure for handling amendments
dragged the discussion into the

time alloted for the Cambodian
Border resolution. The extended
discussion prompted a postpone-
ment of that resolution and al-

lowed the session to adjourn early.

The next morning the delegates
were faced \vith the proposition
of sending a UN peace-keeping
force to the Cambodian borders
to protect Cambodia from invad-
ing armies. Debate centered around
the problem of Cambodia not
Wanting the troops and the in-

voSvement of other countries into

a similar resolution. One amend-
ment, submitted by Thailand,
added Laos and Thailand to

countries receiving similar peace-
keeping forces. The amendment
was soundly defeated.

ferent amendment adding "should

Cambodia so desire." With the
idea of leaving the matter to

Cambodia, most member states

accepted the Cambodian amend-
ment and followed by a swift pas-
sage of the complete resolution.

The General Assembly then
plunged into a debate over the In-

dian resolution concerning apar-
theid. In the resolution, France,
the United Kingdom, Japan and
the US, were all strongly censered
for their refusal to impose econo-
mic sanctions on the Republic of
South Africa, The condemnation
was the spark of most debate ex-

cept by South Africa, who conde-

mned most other UN countries for

apartheid-like practices in their

countries. After many attempts to

amend the resolution, it was pas-

sed in its original form until the

United States changed its vote

from abstain to no, leaving the

two-third majority short by one
vote.

Al! members adjourned to the

PACC house for lunch in the in-

ternational style and a discussion

of strategy for the afternoon ses-

sion.

After lunch, the proposal for nu-

clear disarmament was introduced

and discussed. The complaint that

the proposal was too vague was
remedied by an amendment spell-

ing out a specific job for a disarm-

ament commission. All the while,

discussion was spiced by attempts

by France to reduce the control

clause. The amended disarmament

resolution was accepted by a vote

of 12 in favor, 3 {Canada, France

and Netherlands) against and 7

absentions.

abstentions.

The Arab-Isi'aeli conflict was

the next topic of discussion. A
very peaceful resolution by the

United Arab Republic presented

the most interest to the partici-

pants. Although many amend-

ments were passed over the Sec-

retary's desk, only three were pas-

sed. The final ammended resolu-

tion was one of recommendation
for a cease-fire and a realization

for the need of peace talks. Al-

though weakened, the solution had

the most striking resemblance to

an actual UN proposal to turn the

Suez Canal over to the UN. This

prompted the Netherland's repre-

sentative to a walk-out demon-
stration.

Brazil submitted the final re-

'lution of the day, suggesting the

Cambodia followed with a dif- denial of membership to the Peo-

Frame to Present Phi Beta Kappa Lecture
Donald M. Frame, Professor of

Fi'ench at Columbia University,
will be on campus March 14 and
i5 as Phi Beta Kappa Visiting

Scholar. One of the leading Mon-
taigne scholars of our time, Pro-
fessor Frame is the author of

Montaigne: A Biography and the
translator of the complete works
of Montaigne, as well as of works
V Voltaire, Prevost and Moliere.

During his visit Professor Frame
^^'ill attend classes and seminars
and will meet informally for dis-

<^ussions with students and fac-
ility. He will give an open lecture

Thursday, March 14 at 8:00 p.m.
"I room 300 Armstrong Hall on
Montaigne: A Biography and the
'Jignity of Man," and will speak at
the Phi Beta Kappa initiation ban-
quet at the Antlers Plaza Hotel
on Friday, March 15. Students in-

terested in attending classes at
which Professor Frame will speak
^y contact Dr. Boyce or Dr.

Ma-uch.
"

Professoi

!>leV Itepiil.lio of China while con-

demning them for their "past acts

of aggression." After another

small parliamentary tie-up, many
amendments completely revising

the proposal were submitted and

ilefeated. The original resolution

was also defeated by a roll call

vote of 7 in favor. 7 against and

4 abstentions.

The General Assembly conclud-

ed its session by each delegate giv-

ing his comments about the trends

of this year's Model United Na-

tions. Professor Heacock, who ac-

ted as Secretary General, the par-

liamentarian and the page wei'e

all complimented for their work.

Most participants agreed that the

MUN was a learning experience

and they all expressed the hope

that next year the MUN would be

able to have a larger delegate at-

tendance.

Irusleos (if Colorado tollcKO

Saturday approved a new policy

which would permit the sale of

3.2 beer in the student union snnrk

bar on the campus two nights a

week.

The experiment, and it is so

labeled by Colorado College auth-

orities, is scheduled to begin in

September with the opening of the

1968-19Gi) school term, contingent
upon the grating of a 3.2 license

to the college.

The decision to open the
74-year-old campus to 3.2 beer
came after long study by the col-

lege authorities in consultation
with members of the board of
trustees and student committees.

Said Acting President Kenneth
Curran; "In the light of the mores
of our times, our policy has
seemed unduly protective. Beer is

viewed as a fairly innocuous drink

and undoubtedly appears fre-

quently in the home of many of

our students."

The college authorities have
been aware that beer busts in

parks and other recreation areas

in the area have been fairly com-
mon and that 3.2 beer establish-

ments throughout the city are

open to the student body.

Under the policy approved by

the trustees, beer will be sold in

the Hub, the snack bar of Kastnll

Center, Fridays and Saturdays be-

tween the hours of 7:30 p. m. and

^p^' yp^^^

Colorado College Choir Launches Eighth

Annual Spring Vacation Concert Tour
Colorado College's 58-voice choir

will launch its eighth spring va-

cation concert tour in Manitou

Springs this year with a concei't

in the Community Congregational

Church under the auspices of the

Rev. Sam T. Lenters and the Sen-

ior Choir of the Church. The con-

cert, which will be open to the

public without charge, is sched-

uled for 8:15 pm.

The program arranged by Di-

rector Donald P. Jenkins, associ-

ate professor of music at Colo-

rado College, is the program the

choir will offer in thiiteen cities

in six states during a tour that

will immediately follow the Man-
itou Springs concert.

The prograni includes: Gloria

Patri by Niccolo Jomelli, Motet

Op. 74, No. 1 by Johannes Brahms,

Tresis Chansons by Claude De-

bussy, and Lamentations of Jere-

miah by Alberto WUliams, Eyrd,

Lotti, and Biordi, Conductor Jen-

kins said this week.

After the local concert, the choir

will go to Greeley where it has a

concert scheduled for Sunday,

March 17, in the First Congi-ega-

tional Church under the auspices

of the Rev. Paul D. Tiller.

The choir will then visit, in suc-

cession, Wheatland, Buffalo, Bil-

lings, Bozeman, Butte, Pocatello,

Salt Lake City, Grand Junction,

Durango, Albuquerque, Los Ala-

mos and Pueblo before retui-ning

to the Colorado College campus.

It will go to Denver April 5 to

present, in Augustana Lutheran

Church, the same program that

will be heard in Manitou Springs

Friday night.

All of the choir's concerts are

given without charge to the pub-

lidnigbt wilh the actual sale of

the beer being conducted by the

Saga Food Service under a con-

tract with the college. During the

horns when beer is being sold, ad-

mission to the Hub will be lim-

ited to members of the college

community (students, faculty and
administration) 18 years of age
and over.

Current i-ules forbidding tlie

consumption of alcoholic beverages
of any kind, including 3.2 beer, in

doi'mitories, fraternities, sorori-

ties and otlier places on the cam-
pus mil remain in force. This
means that while 3.2 beer will be
sold in the Hub during specified
hours, it will not be pei-mitted
elsewhere in Rastall Center.

Responsibility for enfoi-cing
standards of moderation and good
taste in the Hub will be in tl\o

hands of tlio Colorado Campus
Association.

Any time the president of tho
college decides the rules goveni-
ing the availability of beer in the
Hub arc being broken, that drink-

ing is oxces-sive or that the ar-

rangement is in any way coutiuiy

to the best interests of the col-

lege, he will terminate it.

College authorities point out

that many colleges now pennit
beer in student rooms or elsewhere
on campus. Said Dr. Curran:
"A recent authoritative study

on the problem has reconunonded
a more liberal policy with respect

to drinking on college campusea.

It feels that the present bans

have been somewhat hypocritical,

since it is widely known that stu-

dents drink off campus and some-
time illicitly in their rooms.

"Also it feels that young peo-

])le are now given no preparation

lor tlieir introduction into a so-

ciety where drinking is wide-

spread. A limited opportunity to

drink on campus, it was felt,

wouhl counteract the 'forblddon

fruit' reaction of young people to

alcoholic beverages and place

drinking in a healthier and more
iinrmal context."

Chad Milton, president of the

CCCA, called the proposal "good

news for the student. Some stu-

dents feel the trustees' decision is

:i rather weak effort, but most of

us agree that it is a reasonable

first step. If it works out well, I

see no reason why we shouldn't

ask for a new locution and an ex-

pansion of the hours and days

when beer can be sold on cnmpuB."

Students Reminded of Glass Attendance Rules

Students are reminded that no

unexcused absences are permitted

from I he last session of each

course section before spring vaca-

tion or the first session of each

course section after spring vaca-

tion. Interpreting this rule with

regard to the usual -schedule of

class meetings, no unexcused ab-

sences will be permitted from

class sessions on the following

days:

Monday, Apiil

Tue.^day, April

Permission to

dropped from the cour.^e

with an F.

concerne<i

Friday

Saturday

March 15

March 1

Kenneth J. CuiTan,

Dean of the College

Buxton Awarded

West German Grant

fromabsent

classes at the above times may

only be secured for satisfactory

reason from Dean Moon or Dean

Reid. Violation of this regulation

lay result in the student being

Charles Buxton

Charles H. Buxton, Jr., a senior

majoring in history, has been

awarded a gi-ant by the Federal

Republic of Germany for a year of

study in West Germany beginning

next fall.

The grant, administered by the

International Institute for Educa-

tion, provides travel to and from

Germany, a two months long inten-

•sive language course, and mainte-

nance, books and fees for study of

modem German history at the

University of Munich.

Buxton is the son of Mr. and

Mi-s. Charies R. Buxton, Sr., 5215

Sky Trail. Littleton, Colorado.
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EDITORIAL
Mr. Adams's letter is certainly the result of taking the

Tiger editorial of March 1 completely out of context and of

gross misintei-pretation of this editor's intention. The edi-

torial did not threaten violence; it was merely a statement of

the editor's opinions that continued frustration of student

demands can only lead to violence. This opinion is based on

what has happened (and will continue to happen) on other

campuses. Certainly, the Colorado College is not a hotbed of

student unrest but frustrations continue to grow with each

year. If these frustrations continue to grow, Colorado Col-

lege will someday be the scene of unfortunate, disruptive

violence.

Tills editor has never threatened anyone with violence.

On Feb. 16, a Tiger editorial called for the use of force; how-

ever, the distinction between force and violence is a signifi-

cant one. Violence tends to be destructive and indeed, under-

mines the very freedom this editor desires to preserve. Force,

however, can be a subtle, political weapon, which, when used

properly, can correct wrongs without destroying the basis

tor individual freedom.

This editor believes that Mi\ Adams is very unfair in

his use of the examples of refrigerators and beer in his criti-

cism of the editorial of March 1. Indeed, refrigerators were
not mentioned in the editorial and the beer proposal was used
only as a pertinent and timely example of the inability of

college administrators to interpret and understand student
demands. In the context in which Mr. Adams sees these
things (race riots and the Vietnam War), student's de-

mands are indeed insignificant. Taken in the important con-
text of individual freedom, however, these demands achieve
gi-eat significance; the function of the student in a college
or university and his function in a free society are inextric-

ably linked. — Sitton

Tiger Staff Answers CCCA
If Messrs. Ehrhart, Sears, et al.,

are dismayed with what they
term "the factual in accuracies and
the generally misleading and
threatening character of recent

Tiger editorials," then we the un-
dersigned are even more dismayed
with their conception of what is

truth and what is fact. We find

the statements and allegations con-
tained within the CCCA statement
spurious and almost entirely with-

out foundation.

Concerning their first statement,
we were sui-pi-ised to find that
"only one member of the Tiger
staff, the editor, holds these opin-

ions." How the perpetrators of the

above statement came by this in-

teresting tidbit of information is

known only to them and their God.
None of the undersigned members
of the Tiger editorial staff were
ever contacted by any of the

signers of the above statement,
nor did they ever volunteer their

opinions to these people. We do
not pretend to agree with Mr. Sit-

ton on all of his editorial state-

ments and he, in the traditions of

responsible journalism, has never
made it a condition of employment
that we do so. While we do not
totally agree with his editorial

stands, we feel that it is his pre-

rogative to shape Tiger editorial

policy and on this he has our un-

equivocal backing.

Concerning their second state-

ment, we rather doubt that the out-

going members of the CCCA went
about the gathering of student op-
inion in any systematic way or
that they expended any effoi-ts in

that direction whatsoever. The
Tiger, unlike the signers of the
above, has never claimed to have
pipeline to the fount of student
opinion. Our editorials merely rt^-

flect what we deem to be in the
best interests of the student body.
If we are to be faulted, it is for
that and that alone.

Their third statement is an ex-

ample of some the more exotic

logic extant around this camp'us.

Lack of space precludes us from
giWng this statement the treat-

ment is (lesei-ves. Instead, let us
refer them to past editorials. We
are sure they will receive all the

enlightment they can absorb from
these statements.

It is another interesting fact

that three of the people who alleg-

edly signed the above statement
claimed, when asked by the Tiger,

that they had not seen it in its

form. This is hardly evidence of

responsibility or pui-pose on their

part.

We would hope, in short, that

the new CCCA will show evidence
i)f a less cavalier attitude toward
their responsibilities than did their

immediate predecessors.

James Martin
Tory Marquesen
Dan Bernstein

Faith Hughes

By Senator J. William Fulbrifrht

The wisdom and productivity of

(he protest movement of students,

professors, clergy, and others may
well be questioned, but their cour-

age, decency, and patriotism can-

not be doubted. At the very least

the student protest movement of

the sixties is a moral and intellec-

tual improvement on the panty

raids of the fifties. In fact it i.';

a great deal more : it is an ex-

pression of the national conscience

and a manifestation of traditional

American idealism. As one univer-

sity publication characterized it,

the "new radical" movement "is

not shallow and sophomoric, it is

not based on the traditional for-

mula of generational defiance, am!

it is not the result of an infusion

of foreign ideologies. It is based

instead on personal disenchant-

ment and the feeling of thse radi-

cals that they must repudiate a

corrupted lision of society and re-

place it with a purer one."

No student generation in recent

history has faced both brighter

lifetime possibilities and greater

short-term uncertainties than the

present one. The bright possibil-

ities are those afforded by a pi>os-

perous and dynamic America; the

uncertainties are those of a ciniel

and costly war in Asia, a war
which has already taken thousands

of American lives, a war whose

end is not in sight, a war which

may indeed grow larger in scale

and destructiveness. The central

issue in the debate here at home

—

the issue on which all other ques-

tions turn—is whether the sacri-

fices imposed on the present gene-

ration of young Americans are

justified by the stakes of the war,

whether the diversion of hundreds

of thousands of our young men
from their homes and jobs and

families will yield rewards of

freedom and security commensu-
rate with their sacrifices.

It is one of life's injustices to

fight the wars that older men be-

gin. To a gi-eat extent, therefore,

the lives and hopes of the present

student generation turn on the

wisdom and judgment of the men
of an older generation to whom
the people have enti-usted political

power. Surely, considering what

they themselves have at stake, it

is not proper for young people to

question the wisdom and judgment

of the makers of our foreign pol-

icy. Surely it is the rights of citi-

zens in a democracy, especially

citizens of military age, to ascer-

tain the great decisions of war
and peace are made with care

and deliberation. The calling of

public men to account unquestion-

ably adds to their burdens, but

the convenience of policy- makers

is not sufficient reason for the

shutting down of public discussion.

The responsibilities of high office

are burdensome indeed but they

are borne, let it be remembered, by

men who actively sought or freely

accepted them, men who accepted

not only the obligation to use pow-
er but the obligation to account

for its use as well. When former
Press Secretary Bill Moyers re-

ported with respect to the Vietnam
protests the President's "surprise

tliat any one citizen would feel

toward his country in a way that

is not consistent with the national

interest," he was denying the ex-

istence of a question as to where,

in fact, the national interest lies.

The answer, one must concede, is

elusive, but there is indeed a ques-

tion and it is a sign of the good

health of this nation that the

question is being widely and clear-

ly posed.

With due respect for the honesty

and patriotism of the student de-

monstrations, I would offer a word
of caution to the young people who
have organized and participated

in them. As most politicians dis-

cover sooner or later, the most
dramatic expression of grievances

is not necessarily the most effec-

tive. That would seem to be espec-

ially true in the United States, a

counti-y easily and excessively

alarmed by expressions of dissent.

We are, for better or worse, an es-

sentially conservative society; in

such a society soft words are like-

ly to carry more weight than

harsh words and the most effective

dissent is dissent expressed in an

orderly, which is to say a conser-

vative manner.

For these reasons such direct

action as the burning of draft

cards probably does more to retard

than to advance the views of those

who take such action. The burn-

ing of a draft card is a symbolic

act, really a form of expression

ratlier than nf action, and it i>;

.stupid and vindictive to punish jt

as a crime. But it is also an un-

wise act. unwise because it is

shocking rather than persuasive to

most Americans and because it ex-

poses the individual to personal

risk without political reward.

The student, like the politician,

must consider not only how to say

what he means but also how to

say it persuasively. The answer, 1

think, is that to speak persuasive-

ly one must speak in the idiom of

the society in which one lives. The

form of protest that might be I'e-

warding in Paris or Rome, to say

nothing of Saigon or Santo Do-

mingo, would be absolutely disas-

trous in Washington. Frustrating

though it may be to some Ameri-

cans, it is nonetheless a fact that

in America the messages that get

through are those that are sent

through channels, through the

slow, cumbersome institutional

channels devised by the founding

fathers in 1787.

The good order and democracy

of our society therefore depend on

the keeping open of these chan-

nels. As long as every tendency

of opinion can get a full and re-

spectful hearing from the elected

representatives of the people, as

long as the classroom from pri-

mary school to graduate school is

a place where freedom of thought

is welcomed and encouraged, Ihf

teach-ins and the draft-card burn-

ings and the demonstrations are

unlikely to become the principal

forms of dissent in America. It is

only when the Congress fails to

challenge the Executive, when the

opposition fails to oppose, v/hirn

politicians join in a spurious con-

troversial policies, and when in-

stitutions of learning sacrifice tia-

ditional functions to the short

-

term advantages of association

with the government in power,

that the campuses and streets and

public squares of America are like-

ly to become the forums of a di-

rect and disorderly democracy.

(Excerpted by permission of

Random House, Inc. from "THE
ARROGANCE OF POWER." by

Senator J. William Fulbright,

Copyright, 196fi, by J. William

Fulbi-ight.)

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Tiger Censured

Ed Note: The following letter

was drafted and signed by two

students and presented to the

Board of Trustees. It was not seen

by all of the members of CCCA,
nor does it necessarily reflect their

opinions.

We are dismayed and concerned

by the factual inaccuracies and the

generally misleading and threat-

ening character of recent Tiger

editorials. With respect to propos-

als now pending before the Board,

and out of concern for the future

tone of student-administration re-

lations, we feel compelled to of-

fer our view of these recent edi-

torials:

1.) These editorials have been

misleading in that they represent

neither the views nor the spirit of

even a small minority of students.

Indeed, we find that only one mem-
ber of the "Tiger" staff, the edi-

tor, holds these opinions.

2.) With specific reference to

the current beer proposal, we have

found that a preponderance of stu-

dents favor the Proposal and are

encouraged by Administrative will-

ingness to seriously consider stu-

dent suggestions.

3.) We further fear that articK's

wil be destructive of the good will

that has been generated by fruit-

ful dialogue in the CCCA and by

the frank and open exchange of

views that has characterized our

discussions with members of the

Board.

The mutual respect that arises

from our common commitment to

the goals of a liberal arts educa-

tion is placed in jeopardy by har-

angue and polemic. Responsible

students recognize that threats of

violence and force have no place

in the College and deplore the mis-

guided efforts of those few who
have failed to appreciate this fact.

s/Steve Erhart 'ti9

Bob Sears '68

Carolyn Mathews '68

Dell Rhodes '69

Leigh Pomeroy '70

Jerry Hancock '69

Don Salisbury '68

CCCA Statement

• Unfortunately we were unable

to see the above letter before it

was sent to the Board. Although

we have some reservations about

recent editorials, we do not con-

demn any constmctive criticism by

the Tiger editor. We only wish to

express support of the beer pro-

posal.

Corky Mathews
Jerry Hancock
Leigh Pomeroy

Ryan Fired

To the Editor;

It has recently been brought to

my attention that justice at Ras-
tall Center is lame as well as blind.

After having sei-ved Rastall Cen-
ter as a night hostess for eight

meritable years, Madge Ryan,
known to many as "the grey-hair-

ed Irish lady behind the desk," has

been relieved of duty as a result

of obscure charges of "personality

conflict"—whatever that means.

Those students acquainted witli

Madge have found her straightfor-

ward cordiality far superior to

the traditional anemic, cast-iron

greetings regularly afforded the

students at the Rastall Desk. If

the charges of personal antago-

nisms are to be sustained, it cer-

tainly appears that the Young
Turks of Rastall Center have im-

plicated the wrong antagonist and

should direct their firing cam-

paign at more suitable victims.

Madge and the guests of Rastall

Center deserve a better break. 1

shall hope to see a clarification of

charges or an apology from the

Director of Rastall Center, Mr.

Barry Woodward.

Sincerely,

C. John Friesman

Adams

To the Editor:

In your March first editorial yu
threaten violence. Put in the n;^-

tional context of race riots anil

the Vietnam War, this militant

concern for a refrigerator and beei

is surely among the most banal

and pathetic sentiments ever to ap-

pear in the paper.

Robert Adams,

Asst. Prof, of Englisli
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More Letters - ROTC Replies
To the Editor:

I should like to direct this let-

ter to the would-be poet who

stirred us all by his thrilling verse

last week, "The Ballad of ROTC."

Such a magTiificent literary cre-

ation must surely have been in-

spired by the Muse herself. If it

was, however, I seriously ques-

tion the Muse's source of informa-

tion. Where, then, did the "poet"

jrain his penetrating insights into

the Colorado College ROTC pro-

gram? How many ROTC cadets

on this campus has he taken time

to talk to in order to find out

their political beliefs? I think that

if Mr. Maygar will seek verifica-

tion for his facts instead of writ-

ing on assumptions, he will find

little ground to stand on. To begin

with, we students of the ROTC
program are hardly jingoistic in

our political ideas. We are not

w i t c h-hunting, "domino-theory"

boys who cry "Wolf" at the words

"left-wing" or "radical." Many of

us consider ourselves politically

liberal in philosophy; others more
conservative. This is not imporant.

The imporant fact is that we have

ieai-ned to appreciate opposing

viewpoints with a tolerance which

you have apparently as of yet

failed to develop.

And how, may I ask, does our

campus laureate justify his ring-

ing moral indictment that we of

ROTC gain pleasure and thrills

from taking the lives of other hu-

man beings? If I should ever be

on the verge of being killed, I am
sure I would consider it a thrill

to keep myself alive, but that is

all. Please don't put words in our

mouths ; you may put your foot

in your own. Any man who enjoys

taking another man's life is not

fit to live, much less serve our

country.

Furthermore, to assume that one

is a red-hot chauvinist merely be-

cause he is in the army is as ri-

diculous as to assume one is a

poet because he writes in couplets.

I hold the political beliefs I

choose, and they do not, incident-

ally, concur with LBJ's, General

Westmoreland's, or Nguyen Cao

Ky's — they are my own. In ad-

dition, the army's job is not to

make political decisions; it is

merely to implement those made

by a civilian government. There-

fore, I would suggest that, if you

so intensely dislike the military

establishment, don't write absurd,

ill-founded poems about it; write

your Congressman instead. And
when you do, be sure you have

the facts straight; it helps. One
more bit of advice— you might

write him in iambic pentameter —
he'd get a kick out of it, if noth-

ing else.

Sincerely,

Hilton G. Martin

MS III, CC ROTC

The Lo;fal Oppositioo
By Jerry Hancock

Governor Romuey's dramatic

withdrawal from the New Hamp-
shire Presidential Primary and
abandonment of his Presidential

ambitions has suhstantially altered

the position of all the other GOP
liopefuls and their supporters.

Richard Nixon, who offers the

country an echo not a choice, was
by far the most adversely effect-

ed, and Governor Nelson Rocke-

feller -undoubtedly has the most tiD

gain.

Nixon's whole purpose in enter-

ing the primaries in New Hamp-
shire was to prove to Republicans

(hat he was not an inevitable

loser. By \vithdrawing, Romney
liievented him from accomplishing

this. Nixon has spent a great deal

of time and money both in New
Hampshire and Wisconsin, and the

only result will be a possible vic-

tory over Harold Stassen. With
Stasseii representing the liberal

Republicans, a Nixon victory even

in Wisconsin is in no way guaran-

teed.

The final primary in Oregon
will undoubtedly be the most cri-

tical for Nixon. Romney's with-

drawal has emphasized the fact

that Nelson Rockefeller is the only

person capable of stopping Nixon.

The pressure on him from Pixj-

gressive Republicans will hopeful-

ly prove unbearable and he will

not ask that his name be removed
from the Oregon ballot. Oregon
will, in otSier words, develop into

a direct confrontation between

Progress and stagnant Republican-

ism.

Rockefeller's chances of winning

in Oregon are exceptionally good.

He won the Oregon Primai7 in

1964 so he is familiar to Oregon
Republicanism. The Governor's

position on Viet Nam is not clear.

Nixon on the other hand definite-

ly favors the war and in a state

that elected Wayne M-orse and

Mark Hatfield this is a definite

liability. Nixon is also hampered

by his reputation in the Far West
which is based on his gubernator-

ial race in California in 1962.

A victory in Oregon would un-

fortunately not guarantee Rocke-

feller the nomination. The latest

poll of convention delegates still

shows Nixon only a few votes

short of the number needed to

nominate. If, however, he does not

receive the nomination on the first

ballot he has very little chance of

winning. Many delegations and in-

dividuals are committed to Nixon
on the first ballot. After the first

ballot, they are free to bargain.

After being out of the White House
minds for 38 years, the Republi-

cans want a winner, and the only

man who can beat Lyndon John-

son is Nelson Rockefeller.

If you are interested in working

for Rockefeller, contact either my-
self, Scott Crissman, or Professor

Tim Fuller. Profesor Fuller is

Chairman of the Draft Rockefeller

Committee in Colorado Springs.

Dear Sir;

Upon reading Jlr, Mayger's

"The Ballad of ROTC." I have de-

cided to comment on a fact which

I have known for some time

—

that ROTC is the least understood

segment of college life on this

campus.

Taking a few words and pharse,^

from the "Ballad," I would like to

make things clearer for the reader.

We, in ROTC, do not need any
sympathy. ROTC is a volunteer
unit; and, by joining, we have
made a decision within ourselves

that this is the best possible way
for a college graduate to serve

his military obligation.

We are not misguided by any-
one. We too, are Colorado College

students. We take the same
classes as everyone else. We too,

can think for ourselves. We are

not swayed to the far left or to

the far right. We happen to sup-

port our government and its pol-

icy—despite all the faults it may
happen to have. Our society may
be shaken by riots, war, poverty,

and disease, but, all in all, most
of us have been well cared for.

Where else can we have the same
opportunities, the same freedom,

and the same benefits for our la-

bors as in this country ? There
are indeed, some cracks and pits

in our governmental foundation.

However, the foundation is still

solid. (Hopefully, the cracks and
pits will be repaired in the near

future.) I cannot find any other

government under which I care to

live; therefore, I'll support mine
— even though it be not perfect.

I dare say there is no one in

our ROTC program who would
find killing "thrilling." Hardly a
day passes when I am not ad-

dressed as a "trained killer,"

"stooge," "war criminal," "fas-

cist," and the like. I resent this.

I am neither a fascist, a criminal,

nor a stooge. Though I am
trained in the use of various wea-

pons, I do not like the idea of

killing another person. However,
as it has been said so many times

before—"War Is Hell!" If our

duly elected government chooses

to combat any force which it sees

as a threat to itself—then I will

perform my duty in the best way
! know.

No, you need not spread your

sympathy on us of KOTC. The
ones who really need the stuff are

those who have chosen to aban-

don our system—they, who find

no use for, cannot derive any
benefit from, or contribute to our

democracy.

Sincerely,

Dan Cullman
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Latin American Relations

KRCC-FM will broadcast a re-

cording of the lecture "American
Relations in Latin America" deli-

vered by Raymond G. Leddy in the

PACC March 5. The recording will

be broadcast at 10:15 p.m., Tue.^-

day, March 12.

Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phono 633-1219
Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudpi

ERTEL PHARMACY
Pre*criptionj - Cosmetics School Supplies - B«v«fa9M

•02 North Weber TaUpKone 633-2069

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2^ blocks South of Campui)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accossorles

Band Irutrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00 B:30

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student siip)){ics in

variety and abundance only 3^ blocks soutfi

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

'^^^^!^!^^^^ OFFICE SUPPLY

ae^mpubco 516 N, Tejon 633-1721

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNSE

632-3607

CLOSfD ON MONDAY

"Oiscoxmis for

Fraternities and

Sororities

1 7 Eait Kiowi Evelyn & K/HIm McBumey Plion* 6)S-IM)f

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-4151

-^ Take a Trip

and Leave the

M^orry to Us.'^ AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

Ttils Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
adnnission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES V/ELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minutei from ttl» camput)



Spaghetti

Pina

Sandwiches

Free Delivery to CC Students

Sleaks

Chicken

Barbecue

4J0p.m.-lli00p.m. Tuei

711 North Tejon

Ooied Monday

634-9346

HINTERLAND JOURNAL

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTE
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Teion Phone 633-6903

Ah, my friends, 1 consider my-

,^p|f lucky to be amoTig the liv-

ing after a week of utmost trial

in tlif underground system right

here at Colorado College. I must

tell you of my harrowing exper-

ience so that you may not be

caught unaware when the forces

of evil iieneath your very feet un-

leash their terrible vengeance up-

(m the student body. Do you thiTik

I jest? No! Tt's right here, in the

.subterranean world of the heating

tunnels, that a dastardly organiza-

tion dedicated to the destruction of

free thought and action carries

on its evil work. And I alone

have escaped to warn you of their

vile plans. I live in a world of

creeping fear now, honing that

their spies will not find me out be-

fore I have told my stoi-y- Having

done that, I shall not be afraid if

1 am compelled to leave your

ranks, for I know that your stu-

dent leaders will then be able to

take appropriate action against the

forces of evil. But to the point;

the story of my adventures into

the unknown and fearsome world

(if the Heating Tunnel Moral and

Intellectual Sabotage Corps nr

"OPERATION ZOMBIE."

It was two weeks ago today that

I was taking one of my usual ev-

ening strolls about campus. The

air was calm and sweet, and the

swelling buds of the trees herald-

ed the coming of spring. I had

just begun to traverse the quad-

rangle between Tutt Librar>' and

Annsti-ong Hall, when I perceived

through the sensitive soles of iny

Looking into Careers . . .

at EQUITABLE

Actuarial Science

- Insurance Operations

Investments

Marketing

- Systems and Operations Research

Inlerviews:

MR. VICTOR R. JACKSON

TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1968

ADD SOME FUN TO YOUR LIFE . . .

TAKE A DAY OFF AND COME

ON OUT TO MONARCH FOR A DAY OF SKIING!!

NOW . . .

SKI
EVERY FRIDAY

FOR ONLY
$1

featuring

feet, a vibration of the ground.

Then, the shaking ceased, and I

stood there, rooted to the spot,

hoping to perhaps feel the tremor

again. It was not repeated. I had

just dismissed the phenomenon as

a manifestation of the fault slip-

page so prevalent in your area,

when lo, the earth beneath my
very feet gave way, and I found

myself tumbling and sliding down

a long metal chute. All was dark-

ness. I landed finally upon a level

floor of some kind, and started to

pick myself up, being somewhat

bruised and shaken, when another

individual came down upon me

from above, knocking nie to the

floor. Obviously this person had

walked iTito a trap similar to that

which I had liappened into. I felt

huge and hairy hands groping in

the dark. Something then lifted the

liapless individual from my person

and I heard shuffling movements

in the dark. Then a door opened,

and I saw in the dim light, a tre-

mendous, hunch-backed monster

carrying the recent arrival down
a long, ill-lit corridor. I knew I

must get out of that place or meet

a similar fate. So I dashed out the

door just as it swung shut. 1

looked down the long hall. Period-

ically, passages diverged at right

angles to the main hallway in

which I found myself. Not know-

ing where 1 was, I determined to

learn by trial and error, if pos-

ble, how I might escape from this

underground labyrinth.

So I crept down the hall, taking

care to go softly and listen care-

fully for the approach of more of

the ugly bnjtes such as I had al-

ready encountered. Presently T

heard shuffling footsteps in the

far end of the corridor, so I duck-

ed into one of the side passages.

This was to lead to my first dis-

covei-y of the evil planned for you,

my fellow students.

I ran softly through the dark

corridor toward a soft red glow
which showed itself at the end of

the side passage. I appi-oached the

portal furtively, and when I

reached it, gazed with horror upon
a revolting and macabre scenario

whicli unfolded before my eyes.

The passage opened upon a gigan-

tic room lit by red and blue neonic

flames which belched from some
type of energy machine at the far

side of the caveni. In the centre

of the huge, red-suffused amphi-
theatre, was a dissection table.

Trays of terrible instuments a-

bounded, reminding me of a med-
ieval torture chamber. Upon the
table lay the anesthetized fonn of.

MONARCH

the best groomed slopes in Colorado "Packed nigh+ly"

3 llHi & tows

cafeteria & Bierstube

Nursery

Ski School

Ski Shop & Rentals

3 Miles from Ski Town

coHeges

Chalet

' Dorm Accornodations

> Restaurant & Lounge

' Free Shuttle Service to SIti Area

"Powder Capitol of Colorado" 13 Miles West of Salida

Oh God, one of my fellow student-

He had disappeared from the cam-

pus only a few days ago. We all

thought that he had failed hi,~

exams or had been asked to leave

because of some breach of campus
law. Oh, our naivete! He had act-

ually come into the malignant

cluti;hes of "OPERATION ZOM-
BIE." And this was to be only

one of many such scenes I was to

witness while imprisoned in that

ev\\ place beneath the beautiful

world of light. But, back to my
story.

From the quiescent fonn ran el-

ectrodes and wires which in turn

were connected with a great shin-

ing, stainless-steel machine which

periodically vibrated and lit the

area with a scintillating display

which reminded me of one of your

light shows. The room was other-

wise unoccupied but for the pre-

sence of a tall, gaunt figure, whose

face was permanently etched with

a malignant scowl. He was dress-

ed in the apparel of a medieval

alchemist or astrologer, and hi>

costume billowed mencingly as he

strode about the room. Suddenly,

with a magical laugh, he leapei]

to the electrical machine, and

threw the main switch. SizzlinK

flashes of electricity -split the air,

and the low whine of the mach-

ine mounted to a piercing screecli.

Acrid, sulphurous smoke billowed

from its shining tubes, fairly

choking me. Then, suddenly, the

motion terminated, and only tho

low hum of the machine betrayed

the silence. The wizard disconnec-

ted the electrodes. Then, to my
horror, the figure on the table sat

up, swung his legs off the table,

and stood up stiffly. He had been

completely transformed into one

of the beasts! I shall not forget

that blank, inhuman stare. It was

utterly selfless. The wizard cack-

led like a demon, and screamed at

the monster he had created, "Go,

my pretty! You are now ready for

the Indoctrination program. Phase

two begins! Ha ha ha ha ha . .
.!"

The beast lurched toward me.

Thank goodness I had not beeii

spotted, or I might have met such

a fate myself. I felt it the bet-

ter part of discretion to desert

that place immediately. I heard the

evil shreaks of glee echoi-ng behind

me as I fled down the dark ami

murky con'idor,

(To he continued next week)

^ Eric Lone-Horse —

Letterman Meeting
There will be a very importanl

meeting for all lettermen in the

gym on Tuesday, March 12 ;il

li:00.

Dartmouth College
COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM

June 30 — August 24

LIBERAL ARTS
7 courses in liunianities, sciences, social sciences —
intensive foreign language instruction — introductory

computer course.

CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS
Courses in theatie, music, painting, sculpture.

Symphony and Chamber Orchesti'a, master classes.

Composers - in - residence: Alberto Ginastera, Easley

Blackwood, and Niels Bentzon. Dartmouth Repertor>"

Theater Co. — professional and student actors.

Film Society'.

For information send coupon below to:

Dartrtmuth ColJeg_e. P._O^Box J82, Han_over,_H._H._0375.S

Please send me summer term information CC

ADDRESS

Zip
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Higher Horizons

CCSO Challenges Student Non Involvement
By Klasina VanderWerf

In last week's issue of "The Ti-

ger," there appeared an article on
the Payne Chapel Project, one of
several community projects con-
ducted by Colorado College stu-

dents to help underprivileged
children in the Colorado Springs
area. Some major strides have re-

cently been made to coordinate all

of these projects under a single

group called CCSO (Colorado Col-

leg's Service Organization). As a

larger body, in touch with all

community projects on campus and
aware of community needs, the

CCSO hopes to promote greater
student participation and more ef-

fective results. This article is .sec-

ond of a series to help' better ac-

quaint CC with the various organi-
zations which make up the CCSO.

A second group involved in the

Colorado College Service Organi-
zation is one called Higher Hori-

zons. Briefly, Higher Horizons is

a big-brother, big-.sister program

for underprivileged children. Each
college student involved in Higher
Horizons works on a one-to-one
ratio with a child. Therefore, each
student plans his own program to

meet the needs of the individual

child. The goals of Higher Hori-
zons go beyond strictly tutoring to

include recreation programs, com-
panionship, the development of
other skills: a broadening of the
child's often-limited resources and
environment.

Three weeks ago the 10 college

students participating in Higher
Horizons found themselves eating
hot dogs and roasting marshmal-
lows with as much enthusiasm as
their younger friends. This picnic

in Monument Park is one of sev-

eral group outings being held dur-

ing the year. Otherwise, students

meet with their friends on the ave-

rage of once a week, to take walks,

visit places of interest, play bas-

ketball, bake cookies, tackle home-
work, or simply to share ideas and

Campus Announcements

Attention Artists!

On a Saturday morning three or

four weeks after Spring Break,
Rastall Center Board will sponsor
an art show and sale to be set

up along Cascade Avenue.
Any student who wishes to sell

or display something—whether it

be a poster, painting, print, sculp-

ture, etc.—is invited to participate.

Sign-up sheets for space on the

provided easels will be made avail-

able at Rastall desk and in the

art department.
The event will be well-publicized

in town, as well as on campus, so-

this will be a good opportunity to

sell some of your work, if you so

desire.

For further information, contact

Carol Cimino, X296 or Sharon
Dregne, X375.

Interski

During the week of April l!)-28,

the Aspen Ski Corporation is

sponsoring "Intex'ski," a week-
long congress of ski instructors

from all over the woiid. Held
every three years, Interski allow?

ski school personnel from Europe,
Scandinavia, the United States and
South America to trade ideas and
techniques back and forth, and
ill so to demonstrate tliese techni-

ques on whatever ski slopes are

learest. In its publicity concerning
this year's congress, to be held

at Aspen, the Aspen Ski Corpora-
tion has asked for volunteers to

help out with some of the langu-

age translation problems that will

inevitably occur. As it stands now,
volunteers will be pro\'ided with

free room and board for the dura-
tion of Interski, and perhaps a

free lift ticket will be thrown in.

Those who are proficient enough
in their linguistic abilities to sim-

ultaneously interpret English into

either French or German will be

paid a nominal fee foi their ser-

vices. Those interested should con-

tact Tom Richardson, Buttermilk

Mountain Ski Corporation, Aspen,

Colorado,

Feynman Film Festival

This Monday, March 11, at 7:30

in Olin 100, Richard Feynman will

give the second lecture of his ser-

ies on "The Character of Physical

Law." The title of this lecture is

"The Relation of Mathematics to

Physics." Various examples of

how the logic of mathematics aids

us in describing nature are dis-

cussed, as well as the use of mo-
dels in formulating laws. Feynman
emphasizes the contrasts between
Physical laws and mathematical
theorems.

Folk Song Mass

There will be a Folk Song Mass
performance in Shove Chapel this

Sunday, March 10, at 11 a.m. The
Rejoice Mass will be performed by
Canterbury in conjunction with

the regular moming worship ser-

vice. Ham Soper and Scott Mc-
Gregor will be on guitar and Doug
Rasmusson will be on string bass.

Jen'y Teske, choir director at Pal-

mer High School, will conduct.

Professor Burton will narrate the

Mass in its liturgical setting.

/^fiU^fl Out SCCU: $15.99

/Icm SooUi $24.99

Other Ruff-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $24.99 to $36.00

-'"
107 S.Tcjoa

friendship. The students partici-

pating in the program have found

themselves playing a helpful role

in the lives of these children. Not

only can Colorado College student.^

widen the horizons of the under-
privileged child involved, but, at

the same time, students can better

come to grips with the larger
world which so often gets forgot-

ten in the self-contained campus
community.

A number of CC students have
expressed a concern in community
needs and have translated their

concern into positive action.

Higher Horizons is just one group
of many. It has its own unique
purpose and means of helping
those involved. The aim of the

CCSO is to direct those interested

students into the particular pro-

gram which appeals to them.
There is indeed a larger commun-
ity which has a need for and can
benefit from the interest and ef-

forts of the members of this col-

lege; the Colorado Springs com-
munity offers an exciting chal-

lenge to every Colorado College

student who chooses to accept this

cliallenge.

ie6 TV ^ertJice

119 East Cache la Poudre Telephone 632-1716

SALES, SEHVICE, and RENTALS

$10.00 Monthly (when available)

USED T.V.'s $40 and up

PIZZA i MEXICAN FOOI1 A SPECIALITY

Vmeth\s CI Jej^H

NOW OPENS THE ,

"Attnex'

3.2 >EER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KE©S

PBATURINC

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

>8^ Tacos 19c

1004 South Teion

ON MONDAY, WBONUIDAT * THinUDAT

Telaphono 6344B9I

SKIERS!
The Miners' Stew

In BRECKENRIDGE
Pot

A homey little restaurant with good hot food reasonably priced at . . .

$1,25 FOR ANY COMPLETE MEAL

Won't you drop in and see us?

Restaurant and Bar Telephone 453-2484

How to cure T^^.^'L
the travel ALCll • • •

. . .without a

lot ofScratch.
Low Cost Charter Tours to Europe

Now Available to College Students

This summer, for the first time, you as a

college student can take advantage of low-

cost group charter rates. Your travel agent

can sign you up as an individual (or your

college group) for one of the new "Inclu-

sive Tour Charters" offered by S.T.O.P.

Tours. You'll get jet transportation, hotel

accommodations, guided tours and more!

Float down Munich's Isar River with a

Dixieland Band • "Ramble" through his-

toric seaions of Paris and Rome • Hydro-

foil the English Channel • Try a trad itional

"pub crawl" in swinging London • Visit

the Sistine Chapel • Swim in Nice • Sail in

Amsterdam • See the bullfights in Madrid.

You'll fly on the big new Boeing 707

intercontinental fan jets of World Airways,

the world's largest charter airlme. Gourmet

dining en route, beverages, snacks. But you

better hurry -sign up now while space is

still available,

I'or full details see your travel agent or

contact ST.O.P. Tours, 2119H Addisoa

St„ Berkeley 94704.

inteteiied in full details on inclujive tour ch»riti..
,

* ind me ddcripiive bookltr. TOUR CHARTERS
;

My Addfci*

My Travel Agcn

S.T.D.P. TDURS
STUDENT TRAVEL DVERSETAS PROGRAMS
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ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "65" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Winchell's Donul House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

?,i'fS^.l.

Western Wear

Telephone 632-0391

Polynesian Room
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 (Sunday)

Us lor Your Ne).t Function) Phone 634-0978

Threepenny Opera
By Hciii/. Gcpperl introdurtin

The Gei-man Department will German by

go into the final week of rehear-

sals for the presentation of

Brecht's "Dreigroschenoper" on

March 14 at 2:00 and March 15

and 16 at 8:00 pm in Armstrong

Hall. Admission is 75c or activity

card. The show was originally

planned to be given at Guiseppe's,

but certain djfficulities could not

be overcome.

The "Threepenny (Jpera" which

has proven to be Brecht's mosi

popular work, is bawcd on the

eighteenth-century English comic

work "The Beggars Opera" by

John Gay. Gay wrote his piay to

satirize the aristocracy of the time

by pointing out similarities be-

tween them and the rogues who
made up his list of characters.

Brecht's strategy is similar, but

his target is the middle class,

which might well have the same
characteristics today. His irony

went unnoticed, but the German
middle-class audience made the

"Dreigroschen Oper" a popular

success, because of its songs and
exotic characters.

Brecht places his satire in the

Soho district of London, where
beggas, thieves and prostitutes

all ply their trade. Each scene as

well as each song will have a short

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

Cancels Showin
,n Englisli and in

streetsinger-narrator

in the person of Owen Cramer of

the classics department. Members

of the cast and of the orchestra

will again consist of students and

professors of various departments.

The pions, Bible-quoting Beggar-

King, Peachum, will be played by

Heinz Geppert, his wife and help-

mate by Linda Barclay. Janet

Robinson will lend her talent to

the role of Polly, their daughter,

"that heap of sensuality" aa her

father calls her, who gets maiTied

to Mackie Messer against the wish

of her parents. The "romantic an-

ti-hero" of the play, IVIackie Mes-
ser (Mack the Knife', leader of

London's most notorious gang of

thieves and cutthroats is no other

than Horst Richardson, who also

directs the show. His friend, the

Sheriff of London, faithful as long

as there is a profit in it is played

by Hewing M a d r u g a of the

French Department. His daughter

Lucy, one of IVIack's former con-

quests is Dorothy Bradley. The
role of Jenny, the prostitute

turned informer, has been given to

Debbie Abbott, a newcomer to the

campus. David Sullivan appears

as Filch, the beggars apprentice,

and Wally Bacon and Tom Shuster

g at Guiseppe's
will form the moral support and

"backbone" of Mack's gang, who
fail to fulfill their pledge to help

their leader. Ted Greiner, Simon
Salinas and James Berry will be

other members of the gang. The
two police-officers, receptive to

various bribes will be played by

Chuck Mullen and Jim Siegmann.

while Gillian Royes, Diane Padel-

ford, Sharon Bistlinp, Betsy An-
schuetz and Charlotte Kline will

make up the chorus of prostitutes.

Kurt Weill's music, an interest-

ing mixture of Baroque, Jazz, Bar-

tok and Cabaret nTusic elements,

will be directed by Dave Friend,

who was also connected with last

year's successful "White Horse

Inn." Members of his ten-piece

orchestra include besides very

talented students, such good mu-

sicians as Tom Ross from the Eng-

lish Department, and Bill Fergu-

son and Richard Wood, who will

exchange their desks with a place

in the spotlight.

it should be added that each

scene will be complimented by an

English text in the program, and

slides in the manner of Brecht

will accompany the action, com-

menting on human conditions past

and present, all of which should

help to make the play timely and

easy to understand.

Ayala at Conference Adams State Choir Wind Ensemble
Profesor Juan-AntoTiio Ayala

assistant professor of Spanish at

Colorado College, will deliver a

paper titled "Textual Problems on

Manuscripts of Cicero" at a meet-

ing of the International Congress

of Classical Languages at the Uni-

versity of Madrid March 19-28.

Professor Ayala leaves for Spain

March 18, and will spend a month
visiting with friends and with his

mother and sister in Burgos,

where he attended school and col-

lege.

Profesor Ayala taught at the

University of Nuevo Leon in Mex-
ico and at National University of

El Salvado prior to coming to Col-

orado College.

His trip is made possible by a

grant from the Institute de An-

tonio de Nebiiza.

The Adams State Choir will :

pear in concert in Security, Colo-

rado on March 17, 1968. The con-

cert will be presented at St. Rap-

hael's Episcopal Church at 3 p.m.

Membership of the choir is com-

prised of G5 students from Colo-

rado, Georgia, California, Nebras-

ka, South Dakota, New Mexico,

Ohio, Missouri, and Alberta, Can-

ada. They represent all academic

fields at the College.

The choir has traveled extensive-

ly on its annual tours. Although

it gives its annual Christmas con-

cert on four consecutive evenings,

hundreds of people are tumed
away. The choir appears at many
other colleges and state functions.

The program, divided into five

groups, consists of selections from

the Early and Contemporary per-

iods and concludes udth varied set-

tings of folk songs.

VOLKSWAGEN :

PHIL WINSLOW :

V. W, IHC.

730 North Orcla Drlva t

J

Help Wanted
Notionally known men's apparel and

lornishings corporation /ookmg (or

fialernity and independent men to

represenl and promole quality men's

wear of reasonable prices.

Write:

College Classics, Inc.

1585 No -th High Street

Columbus
,
Ohio 43201

One

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

$1.25

T
A
I.

I

A
N

A
U
R
A
N
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'Concert of Music for Wind En-

sembles" will be presented by

members of the College Commun-
ity Orchestra under the baton of

Dr. Albert Seay, professor of

music, in Armstrong Auditorium

Tuesday, March 12, at 8:15 pm.

The program, which is open to

the public without charge, is as

follows:

W.A. Mozart, Serenade in C Mi-

nor for eight winds; composed

1781 for two oboes, two clarinets,

two horns and two bassoons,

Richard Strauss, Serenade in

Eb, Op. 7, for 13 winds; composed

1881.

Intermission.

L. Van Beethoven, Octet. Op.

103.

Conductor: Albert Seay

Flutes ; Priscilla Nicolaysen,

Daphne Barstow.

Oboes : Maxine Fischer, Loren

Wright.

Clarinets : John Muth, Helen

Rudnick.

Bassoons: Craig Beeson, Kath-

leen Schrader.

Horns: William Albright, Floyd

Snider, Jr., Benson Shaw, Joan

Davies.

Bass: Edith Tibbits.

Quiz Bowl
The Quiz Bowl competitions,

originally scheduled to begin at

7:30 p.m. on Monday, March 11,

will now start at 1:30 p.m. on Sun-

day, March 10. A second round of

competitions will also he held on

Sunday evening beginning at 7:30.

Participating teams should see th^?

schedules posted in Rastall Center

and Taylor Dining Hall for the

exact times of their competitions-

All contests will be held in Olin 1-

Europe
'68

Why nol use WHEEIS ro guide

you to ihose "in" and very

special oul-ot-lhe-woy ploces?

Tfovel wirh Oxlord-Combridge

guides. Meol sludenr hosis (who

know where the lun is) in each

couniry. A new opprooch lo

sludenf travel. And it swingsl

Inieresiod oi' cufious? Contact:

Student Wheels Abroad, 555

Modiion Ave., N.Y., N,Y. 10022.

(212)688-5910.
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Nichols' Second Picture "Graduates" with Honors
By J, Martin

If the transition from stage to

screen is generally difficult for

:m actor, then that difficulty is

usually three-fold for a director.

The different medium, the differ-

ent freedoms and limitations, all

require some getting used to; and
•'getting used to" them can be a

bumpy and agonizing process for

the successful Broadway director

who has the temerity to think he
L-an make the transition a success-

ful one.

For Mike Nichols, the change
has apparently been made with

comparative ease. Before his first

Hollywood effoi't, Nichols had al-

ready been a successful comed-

ian (in partnership with Elaine

May), and a fantastically success-

ful Broadway director, having di-

rected a number of hit comedies,

most of which had been \VTitten

by Neil Simon.

Because he had lieen so successful

on Broadway, the material he was
given by Hollywood for his first

movie was, to say the very least,

far better than that normally

ifiven to a neophyte director. For

^ staii;er, he was given the screen

adaptation of the most success-

ful and controversial American
play in recent years: Who's Afraid

of Virginia Woolf. Next he was
given two of the biggest stars in

the Hollywood firmament: Eliza-

beth Taylor and Richard Burton.

And to top this happy mixture

off, he was given a budget com-

mensurate with the magnitude of

stars and script. The movie was a

financial and artistic success and
Nichols was hailed as the Mes-
siah come to lead American movies

out of their artistic doldrums.

Even so, it would not have been

too surprising if his second ef-

fort had been a flop. Instead of

basing his second go-round on a

known property, he chose to adapt
a little-known novel into a screen

play. And instead of using big

stars, he used, with the exception

uf Anne Bancroft, unknown quan-
tities. The result was an even

bigger success (including seven

Academy Award nominations)

than Virginia Woolf.

That second effort was, of

course, The Graduate, this season's

favorite with undergraduates. As
probably everyone knows by now,

The Graduate concerns itself with

one Benjamin Braddock, a recent

(-ollege graduate and one who
seems destined to go places, al-

though neither be nor anyone else

seems too sure exactly where. Col-

lege has been a breeze for Ben-
jamin—he has been a star both

academically and athletically. But
now, as the ads so aptly put it,

"he's a little worried about his

future."

Poor Benjamin. He has to face

the real world now, and even
though he has a brand-new Alfa
Romeo to help him out, he is still

quite unsure as to how he should
face up to that real world. He
is admonished by one of his par-
ents' friends to go into "plastics,"

hut he looks at the plastic people
around him, he looks at their

homes (styled in the appropriate
California Grotesque), and doubts
begin to creep into bis liberally-

educated head.

Kindly Mrs. Robinson, one of his

parents' best friends, offers a so-

lution : have an affail" with her.

Benjamin initially recoils from
this idea, but Mrs. Robinson is al-

luring and persuasive, and soon
Benjamin is launched into the
real world. However, complications

soon arise in the form of Mrs.
Robinson's daughter, Elaine, who
is about Benjamin's age. The
Braddocks and Mr. Robinson think

it would be nice if Benjamin took

Elaine out. Though Mrs. Robin-

son objects rather . . . strongly,

Benjamin dutifully does just this.

Then, in spite of himself, he falls

in love with Elaine and Elaine

with him, and we are off.

As Benjamin, Dustin Hoffman
combines guilelessness with a

quality Henry James calls being

an "expert young person" for an
expert performance in his first

major role. He fidgets, his voice

is tremulous, and his eyes gleam
as he guides Benjamin stumblingly

through the ntes of manhood.
Anne Bancroft, as the lecherous

and shrewish Mrs. Robinson, is

sweet and deadly as a frustrated

woman who is bitter because her

maniage began in the back seat

of an old Ford.

What Hollywood will do with
Katharine Ross, who plays Elaine,

is open to question. She is too

lovely and her background is too

professional for her to be a typ-

ical Hollywood star. It would not

be too surprising if, instead of

waiting for meaty cinematic roles

to open up for her, she made the

cross-continent trek to success on
the stage.

But what about The Graduate
itself? Except for the fact that

it is a quality movie it is not, as

has been claimed for Bonnie and
Clyde, a major breakthrough in

American cinema. The camera
techniques are, for the most part,

borrowed. The shots through Ben-

jamin's face mask as he plods

along in his brand new scuba gear,

for example, are straight out of

The Hill. And the shot of Ben-
jamin driving his Alfa along the

Coast Highway to the strains of

Simon and Garfunkel are reminis-

cent of similar scenes in A Man
and a Woman whei-e the hero is

piloting his Mustang through
Southern France .

Nor is the theme of the trials

of disaffected youth anything

new. It is a theme which has be-

come popular in recent years as

the problems of youth, according

to youth, have increased and as
movie-makers have begun to no-
tice that most of the people who
watch movies are under twenty-
five.

What makes The Graduate just

a little bit better is the excep-
tionally high quality of its acting,
the pungency and topicality of its

dialogue, and its wild and contro-
versial ending.

Concerning that ending, Direc-
tor Nichols (who, incidentally,

thinks critics aio like "eunuchs
watching a gang-bang") main-
tains that people are wrong if

they think it is a happy one. "Ben-
jamin is terrifically lost, rebel-

lious." If moviegoers think the
second half of the film is roman-
tic or that Benjamin finds redemp-
tion, they are mistaken.

"At the end he is just as lost

as he was in the beginning . . .

At least [Benjamin and Elaine]
are out of the terrible world they
lived in, but they're not to be en-
vied. I think Benjamin will end
up like his parents."

In this gloomy assessment,
Nichols is probably right. The
first problem facing Benjamin and
Elaine is the annulment of her
unconsummated maniage, the one
Benjamin has just rescued her
from at the end of the picture.

Adds Nichols: "I think 10 minutes
after the bus leaves, the girl will

say to him 'My God, I have no
clothes!' " The problems facing
the momentarily happy couple
seem endless, and it seems un-
likely that their love alone will be
enough to see them through the
rough times ahead.

But don't take Nichols' or any-
one else's word for it. See, or
rather experience the picture your-
self. You won't always be an
undergraduate.

Allen Lecture
Mr. Allen, a distinguished dip-

lomat who has been I'.S. Ambas-
.sador to several countries includ-
ing Yugoslavia and India, will be
speaking at the Air Force Acad-
emy at 3:30 p.m. Friday, .March 8.

Those interested in attending the
lecture should contact either Phil
Fearnside (X483 ) or Professor
Finley (X322).

KKG Variety Show
Members of Kappa Kappa Gam-

ma sorority at Colorado College
will present a Variety Show at the

USD, 211 Colorado Ave., at 4 p.m.

March 10 for servicemen in the
Pikes Peak area.

The special features plaiined for

the show include a "Jug Band,"
a chorus line, dancers and the
Hilton Martin Band.

After the show, the Kappa Kap-
pa Gamma will stay on to help

serve a dinner sponsored bv the

USO.

Man. (lu GoUejCfe SUofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Acrosi from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-36S7

DRESSES!

DRESSES !

DRESSES!

FOR EVERY OCCASION,

Elegant or Casual

WE'VE GOT 'EM

lEE'S fNCO SCRV/CE
- TUNE UPS .,- STATE INSPECTION

; AT1>S TIRES -:- ATUkS BAHERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH
230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

Hatkaya^.i
Imports! Pip« lmpor««:l TobMco.

Magazinss
127 NORTH TEJON PHONE M2-I44I

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M lo 9:00 P M Daily

TV SPECIALISTS A
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large AppUancm
Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

JAY'S BICYCUE SHOP
Bglil Bloch tfom Campui

SCHWINN Franchix D.al.r

l» EAST KIOWA STREET

— Naw and Uiad Bikai

Rapain A Partv for Any Mak
TELEPHONE 0*->m

All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in

that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-

gagement ring you choose says so much about

your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the

word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine

color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or

replacement assured). Just look for the name

Keepsake, in the ring ond on the tag at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages

under "Jewelers."

REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

___. REGISTERED _

eLAIR KIS. ALIO USO, TO ZIOO. WEODINO RIIIO 100.

ptiicfs rnoH iioo. to jsooo. nrHcs einhnnso to show
•trade- BARK REO. A, H, POMt) COM PAH f, inc., ESIAflll:

BEAUII OF OETJ

^HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-

ment and Wedding" and nev/ 12-page full color folder, bolh for

only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

i
Name-

1 City

I

State .

I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

_Zip-
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Nation's Best Vie for NCAA Basketball Crown
By Big Big Giiio Stoeckly

With spring just around the cor-

ner the thumping of a basketball

is being heard less and less each

dav. But before the "collegiate

round ball" is officially tucked

away, the climatic Ail-American

teams and team championships

must be decided.

The 1967-68 season has been

very unusual. Normally there are

several teams that have a good

shot at the NCAA crown. But this

year there are only two teams,

and the avid fan won't pick New
Orleans Lovala and Portland.

Barring a sensatiouui u|)set,

Houston and UCLA should play

anotlier spectacular duel in the

NCAA semi-finals in Los Angeles

on April 22. The winner of this

game then \vill be considered the

odds-on-favorite to whip the East-

em winner in the finals on the

following night.

UCLA, defending national king,

led by classy Lou Alcindor, speedy

Mike Warren, and flashy Lucias

Allen should have little trouble

getting past this year's surprise

team, the University of New Mex-

ico in the Far West regionals.

In the midwest regionals at

Wichita, Kansas, look for Wes
Upseld's Louisville cagers to give

Klvin Hayes' top-ranked Cougars

all they want in a close opening-

round game. If an upset is to oc-

cur, this may he the game. De-

spite a 20-6 record, the Louisville

team got off to a very slow start

and has since rebounded in fine

fashion to take the iTIissouri Val-

ley title, the toughest conference

in the nation. The addition of a

sensational 6'9" transfer from

North Carolina, Mike Grosco, plus

Louisvilie's dismal showing of a

year ago will make this a game
to watch.

'I'lip Kentucky Wildcats, led by

Adolph Kupp, collegiate basket-

hall's all-time winningest coach,

should have little trouble getting

past Iowa to eani another berth

in the NCAA mideast regional

finals .

The far east tournament ap-

pears to be the best regional with

any one of four teams capable of

emerging victorious. However, un-

defeated .'^1. Bonaventure has the

inside tracks. There is a possibil-

ity that all four teams in this re-

gion will be ranked in the na-

tion's top ten college teams. That

regional would then include the

IJonnies, either North Carolina or

Duke, Columbia and Davidson.

The finals in L.A. would then be

played between Houston, UCLA,
St. Bonaventure and Kentucky.

Look for the first place ti-ophy to

remain in Pauley Pavilion, the site

of the finals, and the home of the

Bniins.

Individual players have also

been unique this year. There is an

outstanding group of college sen-

ior and sophomores, but take away
Lou Alcindor and next year's crop

nf seniors doesn't look to be sen-

sational.

A concensus All-American team

would include player-of-the-year

Big E. Hayes, Alcindor, the all-

time single season scorer Pete
Maravich from LSU, Larr;,- Miller,

North Carolina's standout, and
Wes Upseld. Pistol Pete Maravich
is one of many outstanding sopho-
mores. The names from hi.s class

include prep sensation Rich Mount,
and steller center Bob Lanier.

The 19(;7-G8 season will be rp-

membered as the year Adolpli

Rapp became the wimiingest coacli

ever, the rise of a shaqj shooter
from the Bayou country, the .^nap-

ping of UCLA's seemingly endless

victory skein in the astronomical
"game of the century" and pos-
sibly, but doubtfully, the year of

the Cougar.

Torrid Tankers Hit Post-Season Trail Skiers Capture

CIAL Title

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North Tojon

634-2093

By Sue Linder

In the next two weeks the, mem-
bers of the CC swim team will be

jiarticipating in some post-season

competition.

Today and tomorrow the entire

team will swim in the Western

Invitational out at the Air Force

Academy. Events and i?ntries on

today's agenda (with preliminaries

beginning at 4:00 p.m. and finals

scheduled for 8:00 p.m.) include:

Mike Kelly and Bill Veneris in

200-yard butterfly; Glenn Ebuna,

Bill Hinson and Jim Spevak in

200-yard freestyle ; Bill Johnson

in 100-yard breaststroke; Dale

Forgy and Jerry Hancock in 100-

yard backstroke; and Pete Ban-

ning, Don Campbell, Fcrgy and

Ebuna in the 400-yard freestyle

relay.

Saturday the preliminaries and

finals are scheduled to begin at

1;00 p.m. and 8:00 p'.m. respec-

tively. Swimming then will be the

following : Avon Spiezer in the

1650-yard freestyle; Banning,
Campbell and Spevak in the 100-

yard freestyle; Forgy, Hinson and

Hancock in the 200-yard back-

stroke; Johnson in the 200-yard

breaststroke; Kelly and Veneris in

the 100-yard butterfly; Forgy,

Johnson, Kelly and Banning in the

400-yard medley relay; and Ron

Rossi in 3-meter diving.

Then on Sunday afternoon Pete

Banning. Glenn Ebuna. Dale For-

gy, Mike Kelly, Bill Johnson and

Coach Jerry Lear will leave for

St. Cloud, Minnesota to participate

in the N.A.l.A. Championship

Meet to be held the following

weekend. Coach Lear says that

this is the first time the CC swim

team has ever entered any na-

tional competition. Both he and

those swimmers participating are

eagerly looking fonvard to the op-

portunity of seeing how the Tigers

will fare against other swimmers

from all over the country.

Female Athletes Fare Well

WAYNE'S
)(7i)' Ia

Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours 0'^^
Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchorras

(Acros! from Courthoui.)

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8;00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

Telephone £34-9513 "Everything for Every Sport"

^Pf the beM

.

.

.

Ill

acnina
Lopnge
TWO FOR HOURS-

Firsl Two Drinks
ioi the Price ol One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
1 1 8 North Cascade Avenue

Loomis first floor and basement

was recently awarded the Wo-

men's Athletic Association Fresh-

man trophy. This ti-aveling trophy

is presented each year to a fresh-

man wing for outstanding par-

ticipation and achievement in

WAA athletics. Loomis first and

basement not only won the fresh-

man volleyball tournament last

semester but were also key par-

ticipants in a recent Sports Day

at Colorado State University in Ft.

Collins.

Licluded in the CSU Spoils

Day were more than a dozen

schools from the intermountain

area. CC 'girls entered both swim-

ming and basketball competition.

The result was much fun but little

success. Following the example

set by the boys' team, the girls'

basketball team returned with a

0-3 record, despite expert volun-

teer help from several of the op-

posing teams' coaches.

The female fish fai'ed somewhat
better, placing ninth out of 11

schools, finishing higher than New
Mexico Highlands and the Uni-
versity of Wyoming and scoring

within two points of the Univer-

sity of Utah and Brigham Young
University. Arizona State Uni-

versity, one of the top schools for

women's swimming in the country,

won first place with 141 '/2 points.

CC's sole six points came when

the lOO-yai'd freestyle relay team

placed fourth in that final event.

Aside from the relay the high

point for the Tiger swimmers was

when freshman Tracy Lees pulled

the first reverse dive of her two-

year di\'ing career.

Next on the agenda for WAA
will be gymkhana in mid-April

and the election of officers and

the appointment of spoils heads

for the coming year. Girls enthus-

iastic about any particular sport

and wanting to see it dveloped

on the campus are encouraged to

contact their WAA representatives

or Cathy Livingston at X286 or

Adrienne Drake at X381 for fur-

ther details.

Other possible activities, if

enough interest is showni, will in-

clude: co-ed water polo, intra-

mural swimming, co-ed softball,

a miniature golf tournament, a

girls' riding drill team, and a

games area tournament. Again
those interested are urged to con-

tact the previously mentioned peo-

ple.

Colorado College skiers acquired

tlieir third Central Intercollegiate

Alpine League championship in

three years in winning a title

touniament Sunday at Loveland

Valley.

The Tigers posted combined
time of 196.3 for the giant slalom

and slalom although several mem-
bers of the team were absent, com-
peting in a regional NCAA tour-

nament at Winter Park.

Regis College placed second in

189.7. Others in the Loveland Val-

ley meet and their times were: Col-

orado Mines, 173.7; Colorado Statp

University, 163.0; and Colorad..

State College, 148.6.

At the end of the meet, the last

of the season for CIAL, combined

times medals were presented to

George Petritz, Regis, and Marc
Lowenstein and Charlie Adams,
both of Colorado College.

Winners in the two events were;

Giant Slalom: 1. Charlie Adams,

CC, 48.0; 2. Bob Kuen, Mines, 49.0;

3. George Petritz, Regis, 49.3; 4.

Marc Lowenstein, CC, 50.0; 5. Eiic

Nesset, CC, 50.1; 6. Chris Smith,

CC, 50.6.

Slalom; 1. George Petritz, Re-

gis, 73.0; 2. Marc Lowenstein, CC,

74.4; 3. Chris Smith, CC, 75.2; 4.

Charlie Adams, CC, 76.6.

Nesset is a junior at Colorado

College. Other winning skiers from

Colorado College are freshmen.

The team is coached by Mike

Nowak.

WANTED!
Lacross manager . . . anyone

interested contact Coach

Stabler.

PatfCHi^e Tifet A4i^ettUet^

FEELING THE DRAFT?

UNCLE SAM WANTS
YOU!
(ROTCl

WOULD YOU BELIEVE APPLICATIONS UNTIL 15 MARCH 1968??
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Baseballers Face Grueling Season
By Ray Kawano

Under the helm of a new coach,

the Colorado College baseball

team opened practice on Febru-
ary 19 at Wasson Field in prepa-
ration for a rugged 24-game
schedule which begins on March
26 against the University of New
Mexico at Albuquerque. Tony
Frasca succeeds Jerry Carle as

head coach and his primary ob-

jective is to improve last year's

rather disastrous 3-13 win-loss

record.

With only seven returning let-

termen, the Tiger nine lacks both

depth and experience. The re-

turnees are infielders Greg Kent,

Dave Dix, L. D. Ellarton and
Kerry Weigner; outfielders, Mike
Smith and Wayne Woodyard and
pitcher, Craig Clayberg.

Defensively, the Tigers are

hurting in the outfield as the out-

fielders lack experience. Here,

Coach Frasca has to depend quite

heavily upon Mike Smith and
Wayne Woodyard, a pair of con-

verted infielders whom he is hop-

ing will be able to make the

switch.

The Tigers are weakest in pitch-

ing. With only two dependable
hurlers in senior Craig Clayberg
and freshman Jim Ahlbrecht, the

Tigers need help badly in this de-

partment and they must depend
on rookie Jeff Frees to help a

iot. Clayberg, who has the dis-

tinction of beating every major
team in the region, is considered
a real gem. He has good control

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from ths Camput

827 North Tejon

along with good breaking stuff

and is tough to beat. Frasca indi-

cated that Craig would probably
pitch on every fourth game.
Frasca also expressed a great

deal of hope in freshman right-

hander Jim .-Vhlbrecht. "I'm count-

ing on Ahlbrecht to start at least

eight games. Jim throws very hard
and has got fairly good control,"

he said.

Besides Ahlbrecht, other fresh-

men the Tigers must bank heav-
ily upon are John Logergren
(shortstop). Art Stapp (catcher),

Roger Hein (outfield) and Hap
Ellis (third base).

Logergren is a strong-armed
lad who has good hands and was
a high school standout. Stapp is

the only catcher the Tigers have,

but baiTing any injury to him,
catching should be fairly adequate.

Hein should help out in the

outfield while Hap Ellis, another

high school standout, will fill in

at third for Kerry Weigner, who
is being moved to outfield with

Smith and Woodyard.
Another aspect which finds CC

lacking is hitting. With the team
leader batting only .277 last sea-

son, the overall batting average

was quite anemic to say the least.

In the department, the brightest

prospects are Ellarton, Clayberg.

Woodyard, Kent and Stapp. How-
ever the hitting attack is noth-

ing to boast about.

Although Frasca claims the

team has looked fairly good so

far this season, the weather has
not helped the squad much.

"We've had a particularly cold

winter. With the temperature be-

tween 50 and 55, the pitchers have

not been able to throw hard," he

said.

The same goes for the rest of

the squad who have not had the

opportunity to work under ideal

conditions.

The success of the team de-

pends on the versatility of Clay-

berg, Ellarton, Kent and a few
others. Some have to be able to

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

play several positions although
this is not regarded as baseball

in the conventional sense.

In spite of the fact that CC has
the toughest baseball schedule
it has encountered in years and
that the Tiger nine lacks depth
and experience, in Coach Frasca's
words, "they're a great bunch of
guys to work with." However, he
seemed to indicate that the club
needed a lot of good breaks to

have a respectable season. From
this point on, all he could utter
was "Clayberg and Ahlbrecht and
pray for rain."

Mar. 26, 3 p.m.—
Univ. of Albuquerque

Mar. 27, 3 p.m.—
Univ. of Albuquerque

Mar. 28, 3 p.m.—
Univ. of Albuquerque

Mar. 30—
State Penitentiai-j'

(doubleheader)

April 1, 3 p.m.

—

S. Colo. State College
April 5, 2 p.m.

—

Western State College
April 6, 2 p.m.

—

Western State College

April 9, 1 p.m.

—

Adams State College

{ doubleheader 1

April 10, 3 p.m.—
Air Force Academy

April 16, 3 p.m.—
Colo. State College

April 17, 3 p.m.—
Colo. State College

April 22, 3 p.m.—
Denver University

April 24, 1 p.m.-

—

Adams State College

(doubleheader)

April 27, 2 p.m.—
Southern Colo State Col

April 28, 1 p.m.—
School of Mines

May 1, 3 p.m.

—

Univ. of Albuquerque
May 2, 3 p.m.—
Air Force Academy

May 4, 2 p.m.

—

Regis College

(h)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(h)

(t)

(h)

liege (t)

(h)

(h)

(h)

Frosh Tracksfers Pace CC Attack
COLORADO SPRINGS — Colo-

rado College took a first, three

seconds, a third and a fifth place

in a quadrangle indoor track meet

Saturday in Golden in which Colo-

rado Mines, the University of Den-
ver, and Western State as well as

the Tigers participated.

John Barlett, freshman from
Seattle, Wash., placed first in the

triple jump with 42'-10" and se-

cond in the broad jump with
20'-10".

Dave Carle, freshman from
Colorado Springs, placed second

in the shot put with 42'-ll" and
Tom Cohen, senior from San Fran-

cisco, was second in the high jump

with 6'-2". Carle is the son of

Colorado College athletics director

Jeri7 Carle. Cohen is captain of

the Tiger track team.

Ai-t Stapp, freshman from En-
glewood, placed third in the 220-

yard dash in 23.9 seconds, and
Phil Dorff, freshman from Des
Moines, Iowa, took fifth in the

880-yard dash in 2:07.0.

Coach Frank Flood said he was
"well pleased" with the showing
made by his quintet. He will take

several trackmen to Boulder March
16 to compete in an indoor meet.

Colorado College opens its out-

door track season April 6 against

Fort Lewis College and the Uni-
versity of Denver in Durango.

CC Tennis: A Good Racket
Opening shortly after spring

break with u match asaiust the

-Vir Force Academy, CC's 1968
tennis team has a good chance to

improve on last year's 10-3 record.

With five of last year's seven
lettormen returning. Coach Red
Eastlack will capitalize on depth.
.A,s one player said, "Thei-e will be
.'Cvon guys going for six place.s

(starting positions)." At this point
it looks as if there may be more
than seven,

The five lettermen are John
Boddington, P. J. Anderson, Mark
Moyle, Tyler Makepeace, and Doug
Wheat. In addition, freshman
Steve Trefts, who played off and
on at the number one position dur-
ing fall tennis, wilt almost assur-

edly be close to the top. Freshman
Jim Stewart and sophomoi*es
Hugh McMillan and Andy McCon-
nell are expected to make strong
bids.

Boddington, however, will pro-

bably hold the lop position for

most of the season. A small, tight-

ly-knit player with hard strokes,

he will use his ability to adjust

his game to the particular matcli

in trying to hold off the top layers

from other schools.

Anderson, Moyle, and Trefts will

be in constant competition for the

second spot on the ladder, Ander-

Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

son, the only sonior on the teuni,

plays a harder game tlian the
other two but is inconsistent.

Trefts plays an attacking gan\e
with a serve that is probably the
best on the team when it goes in.

Moyle, who likes to put heavy
twist on his delivery, also likes to

rush the net but may be forced
to piny backcourt ball against tlie

touglier competitors. His consis-

tency should bring him through,
however.

Makepeace will hold down tlio

number five position thi-ough the
season. He will make up for his
inability to quickly cover court
with a well-placed forehand and
awareness.

Stewart, McConnell, Wheat and
McMillan are all fairly close in

ability and will fight it out for

the number six place. Stewart,
playing with a steel racket, has
the hardest game of the four but
is not as consistent or variable as
McConnell and Wlieat who re-

trieve most of the time. McMillan
is an all-around player.

Playing over M malclu'^s the

learn is scheduled to nieel CSU,
AFA, SCSC, CSC, Mines. IlcglB,

Dll and perhupH CU. The 1)1'

match will be the biggeHl.

All home matches will bo played
at the Kissing Camola Country
Club.

Practice Tilt Opens '68 Rugby Play
By Dan Bernstein

"A game for ruffians played by

gentlemen," This is the sophisti-

cated description of the historic

game called i-ugby. The founda-

tion for American football, rugby

has remained alive for almost 150

years, and is now being grasped

by some enthusiastic sportsmen on

the CC campus.
Along with CU, Mines, and

Denver RuRby Club. Colorado

College rugby players have form-

ed the Eastern Rockies Rugby
Football Union, which permits

extensive athletic competition dur-

ing the spring sports season.

The Colorado College Rugby

team, which began practicing last

November, and is comprised of

20-25 hard-core members, will

play its first official game on

April 7 against Denver Rugby

Club. In preparation for the game,

the team will hold a practice game

against the same team on Sunday,

March 10 at Washburn field at

1:30 p.m.

International Center for Academic Research
The International Center for Academic Research Is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.

We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding Instructional tech-

niques have shown proven results for decades.

OURGUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a connplete money back guarantee: if after

following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

FOR PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE 5end $1.00 per course to

The International Center for Academic Research

1492 Commonv/ealth Ave,

Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:

Name

Address

Course

City

Zip Code.

College or U-

LaHt semester's

average

1 „

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups

of ten or more. Please include organization title — _ —
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and deliverj'-

AUhough nol yet able to pro-

cure a coaching stuff like other

CC iitlileticw, the rugby ciiacbing

chores are capably handled by
Paul /even and Stan 'rubor. Ta-
bor also captains the squad.

Rugby games are played on a

field HO yards long and 76 yurdw
wide, with cndzonos up to 25
yards in length. The game is divi-

ded into two 40-minute halves,

with a five minute interniiflaion be-

tween the two stanzas.

Fifteen playere comprme each
U'uni, wilh eighl forwards and sev-

en bucks. All If) may run, kick or

puHs (he bull. Kugby is sharply

dirttinguished from American foot-

ball, however, in (hat a forward
pass is illegal, and the game is

played "without substitution."

The object of the game is to

.score a touchdown or a try by

touching the ball down i n, not

merely crossing into, the endzone.

The game begins with a kickoff

which must travel 10 yards, and

the clock runs continually, stopped

only for infractions of game rules.

In the meantime, the unpadded

teams, utilizing the key point of

the game, teamwork, make their

way up and down the field, the

only theoretical contact being tack-

ling of the ball-carrier.

When a try is scored, the team

penetrating the opponent's endzone

is awarded three points with an

opportunity for a two-point con-

version which is scored when the

ball splits the uprights that ore

located on the goal line.

Sound complicated? Not at all.

It's a game that demands team-

work, conditioning, and above all,

a fierce desire to win. It is indeed

a game for ruffians played by

gentlemen.

• Well, it finally happened again!

You would see only a blank space

right here, were it not for the ex-

planation of how this space is

being used. Amidot all the protest

and turmoil being levied at and

raised by the Tiger, someone for-

got to take some pictures. Act-

ually, I'm pretty proud that I only

had this little section unfilled since,

as anyone knows, pictures usually

play such a vital role in the make-

up of a page. I guess I've beat the

system . . . Bill Melton lives!
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MEET JIM PHILLIPS
HE'S BROKEN

THE

NOTE-TAKING

BARRIER
Jim is a graduate student in Business at tlie Uni-

versity. Here is wliat he lias to say about tal<ing

class notes in recall form:

"For the first time in my three years of college I've

had time to reflect on what the professors are say-

ing during their lectures. My doodlings are actually

organized recall patterns, so constructed that I do not

have to write everything verbatim like I have been

doing for the last three years. I do not know of any

other skill that could have taught me this simple tech-

nique like Reading dynamics has done."

Incidentally, Jim now reads his texts six times

faster with good comprehension than he did

just 4 months ago. You too can greatly increase

your reading rate as specified in our guarantee:

GUARANTEE
We guarantee to increase the reading efliciency

ol each student by AT LEAST 3 times. We will

refund the entire tuition to any student who, alter

completing minimum class and study requirements,

does not at least triple his reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending tests.

Note For Reading Dynamic's Graduates!

All graduates of Reading Dynamics are welcome

to come to practice sessions Mondays and

Wednesdays.

Practice schedule: Mondays

4 to 6 P. M.

Wednesdays 7 to 9 P. M.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Sponsored by LYCEUM

430 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs 633-1707

Taking class notes is usually one of the unfor-

tunate necessities in going to college. Why?

Because most students spend their time copying

down everything spoken, developing writing

cramps, and having to go through volumes of

notes when studying for tests.

In Reading Dynamics we give you not only a

skill to read faster and comprehend but also

methods for studying, material organization,

and for taking class notes. With this particular

note-taking skill the student has time to think

about the lecture plus time to enjoy it instead of

madly copying everything down.

The basic course begins March 18 and ends

April 29. This allows plenty of time to prepare

for finals this Spring.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND

TO REGISTER CALL 633-1707

— or— ATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION

COLORADO SPRINGS

Friday, March 8-4:30 P.M.

Tuesday, March 12 - 6:30 & 8:00 P.M.

READING DYNAMICS

430 N. Tejon (2nd Floor)

Colorado College Tiger • March 8, 1968 [10]
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"Developed and Developing Nations" Is Theme of ISC Conference
By Cliaralambos Hadjipolycarpou

Oil M a r c li 1 ^n Intprnatiorial

Students' Conference, organized

by the University of Texas Inter-

national Club, was held at the Uni-

versity of Texas at Austin. Par-

ticipants included 300 delegates

representing 50 countries, from
44 campuses across the United

States. I was honored with an in-

vitation, and I found the confer-

ence exciting and worthwhile.

The basic theme of the con-

ference was "Developed and Devel-

oping Nations: The Gap." Mr.
Chakravarthi V. Narasimhan Chef

de Cabinet to the United Nations
Secretary-General and Under-
Secretary-General for General As-

SL'rnbly Affairs was the inaugural

speaker for the conference. In his

speech Mr. Narasimhan pointed

out that ''International political

stability will not prevail until the

gap between developed and under-

developed countries is bridged.

Evidence shows that the gap is

becoming broader." Narasimhan
gave several reasons for this trend.

One was that the world share of

exports by underdeveloped nations

has deceased. In addition, he said,

international assistance to these

nations has remained the same as

it was in 1960 even though the

income of the developed nations

has increased by $120 billion. Fin-

ally the population of these areas

h;i3 increased twice as fast as

tlutt of the more advanced regions.

The UN diplomat said that re-

sponsibility for development lies

primarily with the countries

themselves—of which self-sustained

gro-wth is impossible when the peo-

ple do not have the urge to de-

velop; it is the responsibility of

the leaders of the countries ''to

make their people aware of the

need for discipline and sacrifice,"

the speaker added. Beyond this

internal effort, he called for in-

creased international assistance,

which besides being an interna-

tional responsibility going beyond
alti-uistic philanthropy, is for the

economic benefit of the developed

I'ountries as well.

The conference continued with

a lecture on "Economic Develop-

ment—Is Private Enterprise the

Answer?" Addressing his audience,

Br. Harold N. Graves, Jr., asso-

ciate director of the World Bank

said that together, the less-devel-

oped countries dispose of less

than one-sixth of the world's
wealth. The other third of the

world's population that lives in

industrial countries disposes of

fixe-sixths. One way to impro\'e

the situation of the poor countries,

he suggested, is through a more
liberal trading system \vith them.
Another way is through private in-

vestment, government grants and
loans, or government aid pro-

gi-ams. Mr. Graves also com-
mented on the disadvantages of

the aid given by the developed to

the developing countries.

The population explosion is so

serious that in the next two dec-

ades it will affect every aspect

of social and economic life on this

planet, according to Dr. Bert
Hoselitz, director of the Research

Center in Economic Development
and Cultural Change at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, who was the

next speaker in the symposium.

The need for population control

is greater in the underdeveloped
countries. Dr. Hoselitz said. He
suggested that punitive methods
may be used in some countries to

control population. The ideal

growth rate would be one or one

and one-half per cent, he said.

Dr. Joel Neal, speech professor

and director of the International

Center at the University of Texas,

opened the second day of the con-

ference with a lecture on "Brain

Drain—How Can It Be Stopped?"

"Bi-ain Drain" is an archaic

phrase for the international mi-

gration of talents and skills, Dr.

Neal said, adding that "When the

United States emerged as the in-

tellectual leader of the world,

some Americans acted like this

had never happened to a coun-

try before." In fact this phenom-

enon happened in the past with

Babylon, Athens, Alexandria,

England and others.

Dr. Neal cited cei-tain reasons

why foreign students stay in the

United States after finishing

their studies: maiTiage, material

gains, access to financial support

for their country, and capacity to

return home when needed. He also

pointed out that the number of

students remaining here is propor-

tionate to the number of those mi-

grating to the United States from

the students' respective countries.

The professor suggested that

probably the same amount—
slightly less than 10 per cent

—

of American students remain
abroad after studjdng there.

In defending the international

.skills. Dr. Nea! pointed out that

it enables the United States to

utilize the intellects of great sci-

entists and scholars in the world.

He recommended that schools

break down the artificial front of

nationality and modify curricula

to meet the needs of foreign stu-

dents. In concluding, he urged a
general effort to forget the so-

called brain drain and to concen-

trate instead on building educa-

tional centers here and abroad.

The conference was concluded

by Dr. Alex Inkeles, professor of

sociology at Harvard and Director

of Studies on Social and Cultural

Aspects of Development in the

Center for Intei-national Affairs,

who talked on the topic "Becom-

ing Modern: The Individual and
Modernization." The professor

pointed out certain qualities which

are common among "modern men"
of different countries. Using re-

sults of research done by him, Di*.

Inkeles suggested that he had hit

upon two major surprises in man's
modernization; namely that the

more metropolitan the city the less

the modernity of man, and sec-

ond, that religious participation in-

creased \vith the modernity of the

cities.

Each lecture by the five dis-

tinguished speakers was followed

by discussions in small groups led

by qualified speakers. The confer-

ence was concluded after two days

of intensive programs. It mainly

focused on a problem basic to all

nations : the growing separation

between developed and developing

countrie.^. It seems to mc that the

conference has been successful in

creating an atmosphere conducive

to meaningful interaction, con-

frontation of divergent points of

view, a sharing experience of stu-

dents of various nationalities, and

thus it provided many opportun-

ities for dealing with different as-

pects of development. The in-

formal conversations and unstruc-

tured discussions with the dis-

tinguished speakers also provided

the chance for further exchange

nf ideas and philosophies.

CCCA Announces Cancellation of Final Examinations

In a joint statement issued by
the CCCA and the Administration,

the canceling of all final exami-

nations has been made official.

Due mainly to a general lack of

student interest in finals coupled

with a highly perceptive and un-

derstanding administration, an-

other triumph in the realm of stu-

dent's rights has been effected.

A CCCA representative, who
wished to conceal his identity, ex-

pressed the thoughts that final

cancellation was inevitable. "It

was all in the general trend of

things. First the beer proposal,

now final exams. What could be

more logical?"

A noted administrator, who also

preferred to remain anonymous,

commented. "This decision takes

a lot of pressure off of our stu-

dents. I just hope our policies are

not too conservative to meet the

needs of the times. I'm sure that

the abolition of women's hours,

the construction of co-ed dormi-

tories, and the authorization of

liquor anywhere on campus will

all contribute to a more relaxed

atmosphere."

He was quick to add, however,

that "Coffee pots and hot-plates

are still contrary to the College

policy."

In a hasty poll taken of 2.^0 stu-

dents, pertaining to the abolition

of final exams, it was found that

10 percent were for the decision,

five percent opposed, while 8.i per-

cent "didn't care."

In place of the finals, the honor

code has been altered slightly,

now reading, "On my honor, I have
learned something in this class."

A signed statement to this effect

will be turned in by each student
to each of his teachers, and on

the basis of that infomuitii

grade will be determined.

The Romeros
Since the Romero s—Spain's

Royal Family of the Guitar—began
concertizing in the United States in

1961, a new and demanding aud-

ience has been created foi- the glor-

ious art. Father Celedonio and his

three sons—Celin, I'epc and An^el

are proven virtuosi; their solo and

ensemble playing has no rival in

the concert world. Their artistry is

"disciplined in a famil , tradili(»n

and mellowed to a sweetness and

delicacy unique in the field." (New
York World Telegram) Their "bril-

liant technical ability" is unsur-

passed and they generate an ex-

citement equal to the intensity of

the wildest flamenco. In the span

of six years, the Romeros have

played nearly 600 Noi-th American

concerts, released immensely pop-

ular recordings for the Mercury

label, made numerous appearances

on nation-wide television, and

scored enonnous success in or-

chestral performances. In the

words of Time Magazine, they are

"indisputably the best guitar en-

semble around."

Ill their final meotJnK before

-.pring break. Tuesday. March 12,

I he CCCA discussed an agenda of

iloms which included the tele-

phone switchboard system, the

beer proposal, election of a secre-

tary, Ihe Boettcher Health Cen-
ter, ami listened to a report by
Richard Kendrick, director of the
physical plant, on the statu.'; of

campus security.

Mr. Kendrick. wlio attended the
meeting at the request of Presi-

dent Worner, stated thnt CC now
has 57 standard 170 watt lights

and other 250 watt lamps in place

on campus. He explained that the
college, since 19ti2. has attempted
to add new lighting "in the dark-
est areas as wo have had the

money to do it . . . with a plan in

mind."

This year, a 250 watt liglit was
added to the area of ROTC, one
in the Taylor area, two in the

Cutler circle, one at the FAC, and
two near Jackson House. In addi-

tion, lights hove been planned for

the north side oT the library on

San Rafael, the area around Has-

kell and Mullet and near Mullet

and Kade, and four in the Bcmis
area, Working with the city, the

college has helped to procure nine

light installations in the blocks on

Cascade from Cache la Poudre to

Uintah and added 12 litrhts on

Wood. He was optimistic that the

lights would be delivered to be

installed by May 1.

After this report, Tyler Make-
peace introduced a recommendation
that "switchboard hours for in-

coming campus calls be increased

to 24 hours with the addition of

a telephone operator from 12 mid-

night to 2 in the morning." He felt

this recommendation was neces-

sary since a number of students

liavG not been able to receive em-
ergency calls after 12:00. Dean
Moon expained that when the

switchboard closes ( 12:00 mid-

night), all calls go to the night

matron in Loomis Hall, who can

then, if the call is an urgent one,

contact the head resident in the

other donn. Moreover, she stated,

"This is not as effective as it

could be; the system itself is not

:i griod one."

President Worner interjected

that the ability to reach the cam-

pus security police by phone after

r>;;JO may also be a problem. In ex-

plaining the present situation, Mr.

Kendrick said that after 5:30, se-

curity can be reached by dialing

X347. Then, calls are received at

the physical plant and then may
be relayed by radio or walkie-

talkie to the security force. In an-

swer to a charge that this number
had been once dialed 21 times be-

lore an answer, Mr. Kendrick re-

plied that it may take the boiler

operator up to four or five rings

to reach the phone, however norm-

ally two to three.

President Worner then men-
tioned that Mountain States Tele-

phone Company had contacted him

and he explained that "phones in

evei-y room, private, long-distance

direct dialing, billing once a month
. . . could be done if this is what

is wanted." Howevei', according to

Mean Curran. a "lot of this i^ not

;i matter of security but conven-
ience, in which case you would
have to weight expenses against

:ilternntive uses for the money."
Finally, the oriKinal recommendu-
lion was withdrawn by Taylor
Makepeace, in order to Rive him
more time to gather information
nliout costs and problems involved.

The next item on Ihe agenda
was (hat of the heer proposal. Bill

McDonald pointed out thot there
Were at least four problems raised

by the proposal, which would have
to be considered by the CCC.\:
if beer is not to he taken out of
the Hub, certain areas must be
sealed off; tlie sale of beer by
Saga food depends on a heer li-

tense which has not been issued
and on a contract with the school,

which has of yet not been drawn
up; admission of people to the
Hub may become a problem, in

which case student ID's might
facilitate identification; and final-

ly, the enfoi-cemont of good stand-
ards of conduct in the Hub ia an
issue which necessitates a review

of the whole aysteni of student

conduct.

Oeua Curran asked "whether
CCCA would like to set up a com-
mittee to act in laison with .Saga

. . . and whether such a committee
would act us a judicial Iwdy."

Serious breeches however, would
still be handled through the regu-

lar procedure — Student Conduct
Comniittec, etc.

The next item of buaiiies.s was
a report by Dell Rhodes on results

of an investigation of the Boot-

tcher Health Center. Sh(> stated

that her report had been present-

ed to the Health Committee at

their last meeting, and according

to Dean Reid, "Dr. Hodman won't

sit on it."

Other items discussed at UiIh

meeting included the appointment
of Jerry Hancock as intovmcdiale

Pub Board Chuirmun (tlio chair-

man to be chosen after the by-

laws have been passed), tho elec-

tion of Janet Robinson as secre-

tary of the CCCA and the passage

of a recommendation to hire a

"recorder" to record tho minutes

of the meeting, tho approval of

Jim Swanfion as chairman nf the

Parents' Weekend (April 20-28).

As a last item of business, Preel-

dent Wonier mentioned that Sen-

ior Sneak would not be called off

this year.

The next meeting of the CCCA
will ho Wednesday, April 10. A
tentative agenda for the meeting

includes mail diHtribution, by-laWH,

switchboard, and Student Conduct

Committee.

Theatre Workshop

Theatre Workshop' will meet on

Thursday, April 4 at 0:30 p.m. in

the Green Room in the basement

of Armstrong. Everyone interest-

ed in planning for the White Cam-
el is welcome to attend. And even

if you shouldn't be interested, per-

haps yoii could be induced to come

by the refreshments which will h*^

sen'ed.

THE ROMEROS (left to right, Pepe, Angel, Celln and father Cele-

donio) do a little informal rehearsing on the grounds of their California

home. Center Is their pet, Melchlor, who accompanies them on tour

The Romeros will be appearing at Armstrong Hall on Saturday, April

6, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets may be obtained at Rastall Center desk. The

concert is being sponsored locally by Rastall Center Board.
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The Citizen and the University

Daedalus Reports Student Apathy
In spite of a reputation for vifl-

orous protest, toppling govern-

ments, and confrontation politics,

students are a very conservative

group." DAEDALl'S, tlie Journal

of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, points out in a spe-

cial issue on "Students and Pol-

itics.'*

The winter issue celebrates the

journal's tenth anniversary and is

devoted to an analysis of student

groups all over the world.

Even in Latin America, activ-

ists "are in a minority, often very

small," Seymour Maitin Lipset,

author and professor of govern-

ment at Harvard University, writes

in an introductory essay. "In

most countries the vast majority

of students are apolitical, and
tend to endorse the moderate or

even the conservative parties."

Other obsei'vations in the jour-

nal conti'adict stereotyped ideas

about students.

—Though students may provoke
political action, they seldom bring

it to fruition; the support of other

groups is mandatory if any real

change is to take place. Those
political parties which do not re-

pudiate student efforts are most
liable to benefit from them; many
parties which once relied heavily

on student support, including the

British Labor Party and official

Communist parties, now tend to ig-

nore student views.

—Student activism varies sig-

nificantly according to discipline.

"Those disciplines that are thought
of as 'intellectual'—the humanities
and most of the social sciences

—

are more activist and leftist than
those that are oriented toward
the professional or scientific
world," Lipset writes. This rela-

tionship also varies, however,
from country to counti'y : "Medi-
cine has a leftist aura in various
Latin countries in the Americas
and Europe, but is traditionally

quite conservative in most of
northern Europe and the Anglo-
phonic world.

"Where economics is taught as

Congratulations

To Rosa Scott
To the Editor:

I would like to thank Rosa Scott
publicly for her savagely magiiif-

icent performence of Medea. I saw
Judith Anderson create the role in

Jeffers adaption many years ago.
Miss Scott is obviously too young
to have seen Miss Anderson, but I

am sure Miss Anderson would en-
joy seeing Miss Scott.

I wish I could speak as highly of

whoever was responsible for get-
ting up the printed program. Who-
ever it was couldn't even spell the
name of Euripides, forgot to put
an apostrophe after the name as
he did spell it, and referred to Rob-
inson Jeffers as "Mr. Robinson."

Yours sincerely,

Arthur H. Nethercot
Visiting Professor

of English

an extremely technical, mathema-

tically based subject, those who
concentrate in the field are less

I'adical than where it remains con-

cerned with qualitative and his-

torical institutional analysis . . .

In every discipline those who
think of themselves as intellect-

uals rather than professionals are

more politically activist."

—University systems with de-

manding class and academic
schedules allow for less unrest

than those depending primarily

upon examinations. "Tlie exam-
ination system used is a key fac-

tor," Lipset states. In the United
States, too much extracurricular

activity often jeopardizes academic
work; in Latin America, where
examinations "are not so impor-

tant or may be postponed," stu-

dents are free for political action.

—Parents' political attitudes

show a "high correlation" with the

politics of their children and are

a determining factor. Children of

poorer families tend to be less

active politically because they are

"strongly oriented toward upward
mobility . . . concentrated on ca-

reerist professional objectives,"

and need to work as well as study.

"Social status seems more im-

portant than economic class back-

ground in affecting propensity for

action."

—Student unrest is greatest

when the society is changing rap-

idly or is felt to be "backwards."
The student feels alienated from
traditional values and finds either

that his education is not relevant

to the new situation or that the

society cannot offer him a pro-

fessional career when he is grad-
uated.

"Confrontation politics is char-

acteristic of politics in which stu-

dents, and other groups as well,

lack legitimate channels of com-
munication to authority."

—This factor can also affect

"rightist" behavior, as is evi-

denced by contemporary groups in

several countries and , most dra-

matically, by German youth in

the thirties. "Rightist students
were nationalistic, anti-authority,

and concerned with the seeming
inferiority of their nation within
the world community."

—In many countries, local uni-

versity issues—housing, tuition,

food—are the only ones which
can evoke mass protest. When this

sentiment can be linked—often de-
liberately, by student leaders

from major party gi-oups—with
national issues, a vigorous pro-
test movement can result, only to

die when local demands are met
or disappear.

Conservative, preoccupied with
career and other immediate con-
cerns, most students are far from
being fiery radicals intent on bet-

tering the lot of mankind. "Stu-
dents and Politics" documents
these conclusions with a series of
studies of students in many dif-

ferent countries in the world.

By Senator J. William Fulbricht

The University and

The Government

Whatevei- the cireumstance.s of

the moment, whatever the demands
of govemment and industry on the

universities—and whatever the re-

wards for meeting these demands

—

the highest function of higher ed-

ucation is what might be called

the teaching of things in perspec-

tive, toward the purpose of enrich-

ing the life of the individual, cul-

tivating the free and inquiring

mind, and advancing the effort to

bring reason, justice and human-

ity into the relations of men and

nations. Insofar as the study of

politics is pertinent to these ends,

the university is properly a place

in which scholars analyze existing

public policies with a view to de-

termining whether they advance or

retard the realization of basic hu-

man objectives and whether and
how they should be changed. Only
insofar as the university is a place

in which ideas are valued above

tlieir practical application, in which
there is greater interest in con-

tributing to the sum of human
knowledge than in helping a gov-

emment agency to resolve some
practical problem, is the univer-

sity meeting its academic respon-

sibility to its students and its pa-

triotic responsibilitv to the coun-

try.

Obviously there are great mu-
tual benefits in relations between
the univei^sities and govemment,
but when the relationship becomes
too close, too extensive, and too

highly valued by the universities,

the higher functions of the uni-

versity are in danger of being

compromised. The danger goes far

beyond contractual associations

with the Central Intelligence

Agency, which, unfortunate though
they are, are so egregious that

once they become known, there is a

tendency to terminate them with

all possible haste, although at a

lasting cost to the integrity of

the institutions involved. Nor is

there great danger inherent in

government-sponsored research of

and by itself; on the contrary.

government contracts bring needed

money to the universities and

needed intellectual resources to the

govemment. The danger lies rather

in the extent and the conditions,

implicit as well as explicit, of these

governmental associations: as long

as thoy involve secondary func-

tions for the university they are

not harmful, hut when they become
primary areas of activity, when
they become the major source of

the university'.s revenue and the

major source of the scholar's pres-

tige, then the "teaching of things

in perspective" is likely to be neg-

lected and the universality of the

university compromised.

I suspect that when a university

becomes very closely oriented to

tNe current needs of govei-nment,

it takes on some of the atmos-

phere of a place of business while

losin? that of a place of learning.

The sciences are emphasized at

the expense of the humanities and
within the humanities the behav-

ioral school of social science at the

expense of the more traditional^

and to my mind more humane

—

approaches. Generally, I would ex-

pect an interest in salable infor-

mation pertaining to current prob-

lems to be emphasized at the ex-

pense of general ideas pertaining

to the human condition. The kind

of professor needed in the govern-

ment-oriented university is one, I

suspect, who though technically

brilliant is philosophically ortho-

dox, because the true dissenter, the

man who dissents about purpose

and not just technique, is likely

to lose a sale.

"Sound" scholars produce

"sound" disciples. In a reseai'ch-

oriented university, especially a

govern ment-reseai'ch-oriented uni-

versity, I would expect, the stu-

dent who is highly valued is the

one who can contribute to produc-

tio!i. Obviously the graduate stu-

dent is a more valuable assistant

IVight Wateh
By Gillian Royes

My eyelids drowse.

My neck sleeps on in stiffness.

Attempting to ignore the scrawls

And scrambled comments
In the margins of my patient books.

A blob of glare stares up at me.

And nothing speaks.

And not a whisper—
Except my thoughts, my weariness

And presence of the darkness.

What time is it?

Why should I look?

My time cannot be measured by a clock

But by my need to finish or begin.

To finish?

When?
A too-familiar, now-wamied question.

Suddenly my sun-starved limbs cry out:

What books can store experience, human love or open ;

Who am I to Darwin?
Socrates to me ?

And aching for a hand of sympathy
My spirit flies for home.
I wonder what they're doing now.

My thoughts reach out to touch
Their sleeping shoulders,

I'd sacrifice the next two months
For one wann hour with them.

A sudden question-mark at that.

You'd sacrifice the next two months? smiles memory.
Would you give up the season's glow
That leaps at knotty buds and breezes?
Could you forget Spring fever?
Ignore long walks among the shrieking children ?

Things you'll never know again once home?

I love you, memory.
Perhaps there is a joy in all life's situations

And to everything there comes a season
As they say.

My season comes, I know.
New hope, a promise, something,
Surges through me;
Patience sees that better times are waiting.
Smile.

And while my mind is spiralling across the world
Young sneaky dawn surprises me
Outside my window-pane
His grey sleeves propping upon the sill

And mischief in his wink.

than the undergraduate and the

scientificall v-oriented student is

more valuable than the one who is

interested in history or philosophy.

The latter, indeed, is likely to find

himself relegated to the charge of

the lower echelon of the faculty,

those, that is, who are condemned
to teach.

In lending itself too much to the

purposes of government, a univer-

sity fails of its higher purposes.

It is not contributing to the re-

examination of the ideas of our an-

cestors on which human survival

depends; it is not dealing' with
the central problems of the first

generation in human history which
holds the power of life and death
over its progeny; it is not, in

Archibald MacLeish's phrase, try-

ing to produce "an idea that man-
kind can hold to." It is not, there-

fore, meeting its responsibilities to

its students and to society.

The university, it is true, can-

not separate itself from the so-

ciety of which it is a part, but

neither can the community of

scholars accept existing public pol-

icies as if they set limits on "re-

sponsible" inquiry, as if the schol-

ar's proper function, and only pro-

per function, were to devise the

technical means of carrying thesf-

policies. The proper function of

the scholar is not to exclude ques-
tions in the name of practicality,

or in the name of a spurious pa-

triotism, but to ask all possible

questions, to ask what has been
done wisely and what has been done
foolishly and what the answers
to these questions imply for the

future. It would be a fine thing in-

deed, if instead of spending so much
time playing "war games", polit-

ical scientists were asking how it

came about that we have had fov

so long to devote so great a part

of our resources to war and its

prevention, and whether we are
condemned by forces beyond our
control to continue to do so. The
scholar can ask v.'hat is wi-ong
with the "other side," but he must
not fail to ask as well what is

wrong with our side, I'emember-
ing always that the highest devo-
tion we can give is not to our

country as it is but to a concept
of what we would tike it to be.

(Excerpted by permission of

Random House, Inc., from "THE
ARROGANCE. OF POWER," by
Senator J. William Fulbright, (?>

196G, by J. William Fulbright.)

Park Supports

Tiger Editor
The controversy that the recent

Tiger editorials have stirred up is

certainly gratifying; it shows that

a small liberal arts college can be a

place of new and liberal ideas. Un-
fortunately some of our admini-
stration, faculty, and students wish
to squash the source of the contro-

versy, the Tiger editorials, and re-

turn to the solidarity and certainty

that the inert past has provided for

us. It is truly a sad state of affairs

when the supposedly liberal

minded and foi"ward looking stu-

dent committee, the CCCA, takes

it upon themselves to pass an act

of censure on the editor of the

Tiger, an act which should not be

used without vei-y careful consid-

eration of the consequences, by
claiming that they are representing

the majority of the student body in

this act, and that the censure is

needed to insure the passing of the

Beer Proposal. In my estimation

this act of the CCCA has conclus-

ively demonstrated to all that the

CCCA is a sham and a scab for

the administration.

In conclusion, I would like to

publicly state that the CCCA does

not represent me in their act of

censuring the editor of the Tiger,

and that I am in full accord with

everything which has been stated

in the past Tiger editorials.

Sincerely,

Tym Park
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Five Members of College Facylly Granted Tenure
Five members of the Colorado

College faculty have been given

tenure and nine have been given

liromotions, effective in the 1968-

i]0 academic year, Dr. Keimeth J.

Curran, Dean of the College, an-

nounced this week.

Those given tenure by the Board

of Trustees are Thomas K. Barton

and George Drake, assistant pro-

fessors of history; Thomas K.

Mauch, assistant pi-ofessor of

English; James N. Trissel, assoc-

iate professor of art, and Frank

H. Tucker, associate professor of

history.

The nine promotions, all appro-

ved by the trustees, ase as fol-

lows :

Robert M. Armstrong, from in-

structor to assistant pi~ofessor of

English; Jerrel W. Lear, from in-

sti-uctor to assistant professor of

physical education; James H. En-
lierson, from assistant professor

of zoology to associate professor

of biology; Douglas A. Fox, from
assistant professor to associate

professor of religion; Donald P.

Jenkins, from assistant professor

to associate professor of music

;

Hans H. Krimni, from assistant

professor to associate professor

of philosophy; Richard L. Taber,

from assistant professor to pro-

fessor of chemistry; Paul Beniard,

from associate professor to pro-

fessor of history.

Two members of the faculty.

Dr. C. William T. Penland, pro-

fessor of botany, and W. Wood-
son Tyree, associate professor of

drama, speech and radio, have
been voted the titles Professor
Emeritus by the ti-ustees, Dr. Cur-
ran said.

Dr. Penland, professor of bo-

tany at Colorado College since

1922, received his bachelor's from
the University of Wyoming in

1920, his master's from Hai'\'aix\

in 1922 and his Ph.D. from Har-
vard in 1925.

"Dr. Penland's 46 year's of ten-

ure with the college is one of the

longest if not the longest in the

history of the college," Dr. Cur-
ran said. "Generations of college

students have leamed of the won-
ders of botany in his classrooms."

A native of Clarksburg, W. Vir-

ginia, Professor Tyree did his un-

dergraduate work at the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma where he ma-
jored in English. He did under-

graduate work at Oklahoma State

University where he received his

master's degree in 1938. He
taught in high schools for 20 years

before he joined the faculty of

the college in 1944.

During his years at the college

Professor Tyree has handled the

college radio station, KRCC-FM.
and has staged a number of no-

table variety shows.
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E RT E L PHARMACY
Prescriptions - CosiT etics - School SupplltM - BsvM-agM
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Leddy Speaks on "American Relations in Latin America"

By Dianne Friend

Upon an invitation from the

r a m p u s International Relations

Club and the Fomm Committee,

\lr. Raymond G. Leddy spoke in

the PACC House Tuesday, March
'i. Refen-ing to himself as "a di-

plomat in residence" at the Uni-

versity of New Mexico, Mr. Leddy
gave a talk on "American Rela-

tions in Latin America."

Our great concern with the

Latin American countries in re-

;;ard to our national security began
(luring the Teddy Roosevelt era

with our inter\'ention in Carri-

bean affairs and into the govern-

ment of the Panama Canal Zone.

This concein carried over into the

beginnings of World War II when
the Americans were shocked to dis-

cover little spontaneous support

from the southern nations for our

own declaration of war. The alli-

ance between North and South

America was evidently not as

strong as it had seemed before

the conflict.

At Rio de Janeiro steps were
taken to insure a greater alliance;

the "International Treaty of Re-

ciprocal Defense" was drawn up.

This treaty was to serve as a

model for "the NATO Treaty one

and one-half years later.

Tui-ning from the problem of

national security, Mr. Leddy dis-

cussed the other factor which has

remained fairly constant in our

<lealings with the South Americas:
economy. The Latin American ec-

onomy depends largely upon the

exportation of a vaiiety of raw
materials. America has been a ma-
jor buyer; so great was this trade

necessity that, as early as the

late 1800's, a Pan American Trade
Bureau had come into existence.

We carried on a type of "dollar

(iiplomacy" with the southern

countries.

During the two World Wars,
Latin and South America fared

very well economically. After this

time, however, the countries' gov-
ernment went on spending sprees

which quickly dissipated whatever
funds had been accumulated.

According to Mr. Leddy: "I don't

suppose there is a country which
compares with the economic in-

stability of Latin America."

These problems have been tack-

led by the U.S. in the Alliance for

Progress, appropriations for which

were begun in 1962. This plan

strives to assist on a planned

basis of economic development,

reformation of backward tax sys-

tems, and education of government
officials. In spite of some progress

reported by the Alliance, Mr.

Leddy sees its future as "very,

very foreboding" and hardly war-

ranting hopefulness,

One of the fallacies of the

Anierican image in the Latin coun-

tries is connected to our many
business enterprises down there.

These companies are staffed com-

pletely by Americans; Mr. Leddy
sees this as an acknowledged "un-

healthy situation" which often

leaves the people ready prey for

adverse propaganda.

Overall, Mr. Leddy predicted a

"good deal of turbulence in the

years to come" both on the econ-

omic and political levels. The Al-

liance has only started to solve

many of the disparities in LLS.-

Latin American relations. As cred-

its to our policy he cited the fact

that the Alliance is run by the

people themselves, the usefulness

of the Export-Impoi-t Bank, and

the implementation of World Bank
loans in these countries.

For Mr. Leddy, Mexico provides

a model of cooperation and im-

provement in conjunction with the

Lf.S. For example, we have no se-

curity fears along the open border
between the two counti-ies. Mexico
is our fifth largest trading part-

ner and maintains a very stable

currency.

Mr. Leddy concluded by sizing up
the considerable need for conscious
planning in South and Latin
America. This is a job, he said, in

which young people in particular

should take an interest.

Sparks of opposition to current

U.S. policy were provided by Di".

Sonderinann and student Rick
Parker. The latter brought up the

point that perhaps our defense

concerns can best be solved by
helping the economies of the coun-

tries rather than maintaining our
overpowering concern with the pol-

itics in these nations. Mr. Leddy
replied by citing specific instances

where American interests have
pertained to the people of a coun-

try, for instance where we con-

tinue aid to countries under dic-

tatorship.

Dr. S n d e r m a n n, in order

to clarify one of Mr, Leddy's

comments, stated that "it is not

only tlie young people and the un-

informed who raise the most im-

portant questions concerning the

implementation of our foreign pol-

icy." He also voiced the viewpoint

that Mr. Leddy's comments seemed
to be keyed toward an era twenty
years ago.

In conclusion, Simon Salinas

pointed out that the reasons for

the great Communist appeal in

South America is that their sys-

tem makes use of the country's

natives. In assertion, Mr. Leddy
stated that the key to the better-

ment of these countries lies in

wide private programs. This pri-

vate concern is appearing as the

greatest present lack in U.S.

Latin American policy.

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just (I Sliorl Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS
, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Sireel Telephone 632-4265

Records, RadioSy TV, Small and Large AppUanoea

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

iSaUf.6 CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elovator lo Lowor T«rr.cD

CAFETERIA— II A.M. lo 2:!0 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo ) P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies iii

variety and abundance only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

dempubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

' 616 N. Tejon 633-1721

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Disounf Cash and Carry

1171/2E.
Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

Cache La

Poudre

to all Dorms and Houses

Man. (lu GoUexfe. SUofi
833 NORTH TEJON "Acrost from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-36S7

SLACKS!

SLACKS!
JEANS and CORDS*

° LEVI'S of course

also . . .

JANTZEN
RUSS TOG
VILLAGER
WHITE STAG
COUNTRY SET
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Navajo Market
Choice Menu — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Teior Telephone 632-7614

for the best in the Region^ it's .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASACNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

Hadiaya^,A

InporM PipM Impoftid Tob»eco«

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

HtfiHuin IpU Inn
featuring exquisite

MEXICAN FOOD
HOURS DAILY— II A.M. till 10 P.M.

lu.Cold Baer with Mails

FOOD TO TAKE OUT

1010 East Fillmore 635-7933

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6901

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

IB24 Norih T«ion Telephone 632-0164

1 1 2 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy—
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

w
Western Wear

Telaphon* 632-0371

Brockhurst Provides Home for Underprivileged Boys
by Janet Ci'ouch

Tony Mason is just an average

ki(J — for Brockhui-st Boys' Ranch.

He starts his story this way: "T

spent 42 days in Juvenile Hall in

Denver— that was after I ran a-

way from my second foster home."

Tony spent some time on the street

before he was taken to Juvenile

Hall, where officials gave him the

option of going to Brockhurst.

That was over two years ago; Tony
i.s now a fourteen-year-old ninth-

grader who commutes daily to the

Manitou Schools from the Ranch

near Green Mountain Falls.

Tony hag a quick wit, a good

sense of humor and is strikingly

adept at sarcasm — often it is hard

to tell whether he is putting you

on or not. Like most boys who come
to the Ranch, Tony has had a va-

riety of experiences— some savory,

many not; he has been forced to

mature faster and face responsi-

bilities sooner than most teenagers.

Consequently he is probably more
independent, self-sufficient, and

pragmatic than the nonn. He is

honest and forthright when he eva-

uates Brockhurst and what it has

done or not done for him.

Tony reflects the consensus I

found among the boys I talked to

when he says that (1) the Ranch

haa kept him out of trouble (he

means trouble with the Law), (2)

the Ranch has kept him in school,

and (3) it has provided him with a

better environment than he would

otherwise find. Tony's complaints

are minor: he says there are too

many regulations now— for one

thing, you can't smoke until you're

15 anymore, and not in study hall.

Tony will quickly squelch those

who complain about a lack of ac-

tivities on the Ranch: Brockhurst

has teams for most major sports.

The Ranch is currently acquiring

its own livestock— two horses are

broken for riding, and a new con*al

has just been built. The Ranch is

building a tennis coui-t, and during

the summer the boys can swim
evei-y day at the Green Mt. Falls

pool. On weekends the boys vote

whether to go to the movies, skat-

ing, or swimming. They are trans-

ported in the Ranch's bus, old but

semnceable.

The Ranch presently has 24 boys,

and is staffed by seven counselors

and a teacher. The boys live in

two doiTnitories (one for older

boys, one for younger), and eat in

a centrally-located lodge which

doubles as a schoolroom for the 10

boys who do not attend the Mani-

tou Schools. The Ranch is a non-

profit organization, mn entirely by

contributions, that provides a home
for boys who might otherwise be

sent to reformatories because of

minor crinies, or who have no place

to live because of broken homes.

The Ranch's next major projects

are acquiring a pick-up and uni-

forms for the baseball team.

Brockhurst's boys come fram a

variety of backgrounds and have a

variety of talents; many are skilled

and persuasive consersationaiists.

Bob's sketches show real promise,

and Rusty wants to give guitar

lessons for 75 cents an hour. But
they aren't babes in the woods.

This was brought home to me one

night when 1 helped Steve wi'ite a

"How to" speech for Speech class.

He wanted to tell how to take her-

oin (a topic I couldn't dissuade

him from), so I resignedly helped

him draw up an outline. To my

amazement, he rapidly listed the

things one needs, how to get them,
and how to administer the dnig in

detail. I did make one point— that

he indicate to the class that he did

not approve of taking dnigs. He
agreed {"If you want to take a
trip, take it m a car"), and got
a B on the speech.

Surprisingly enough, most of
Brockhurst's boys have a strong
sense of values, and tend toward
the conservative. Most boys are
not at all sympathetic to the hip-

pie movement; its mention elicited

comments such as "I hate "em,"

"All they are is scum and trash."

Even those halfway sympathetic
to the movement did not approve
of the di-ug-taking closely identi-

fied with it.

The Ranch tries to pi'ovide in-

centives to motivate the boys in

different ways. One way is by a

grading system in which points are

based on the cleanliness of one's

living area. If it is dirty, a corre-

sponding reduction is made in the

boy's weekly allowance. The boys
are also encouraged to bring their

complaints and problems to their

counselors and to express their

opinions in gixnip meetings every
Saturday.

The Ranch also conducts nightly

study halls, where the boys are

usually helped by volunteer tutors

from CC. A lot of two-way learn-

ing goes on in these sessions; tu-

tors learn that the world is more
than an academic community, and
the boys get help with their home-
work plus opportunities for inter-

esting conversations——a lot of

genuine friendships develop.

Debate Teams to Compete in Missouri Valley Tourney
fessors Johnson and Rhodes have

expressed great pleasure over the

acceptance of CC's application to

attend the tournament. The first

CC squad ever to enter MoValley
competition will include Steve

Methner, Marilyn Moon, Ann
Livedalen, and Bob Clabby.

Colorado College has been in-

vited as a guest school to attend

the 1968 tournament of the Mis-

souri Valley Forensics League, ac-

cording to Professors James A.

Johnson and Jack Rhodes, coaches

of the CC debate squad. The invi-

tation is a prestigious one in de-

bate circles since a very small

number of colleges belong to the

Missouri Valley League and be-

cause almost no applications for

guest invitations are ever accep-

ted.

The Missouri Valley Forensics

League is the one American foren-

sic league which has the longest

history of annual competitions in

the country, and it presently in-

cludes the following member
schools: Louisiana State Univer-

sity, The University of Texas.

The University of Oklahoma, Ok-

lahoma State, Wichita State Uni-

versity, Kansas State University,

The University of Kansas, Saint

Louis University, The University

of Nebraska, Creighton Univer-

sity, The University of North Da-

kota, Iowa State University, and

The University of Colorado.

In order to become a full mem-
ber of the League, CC \vi\\ have

to attend as an invited guest

three consecutive yearly tourna-

ments. The 19G8 meet will be held

the last weekend of spring vaca-

tion at Oklahoma State Univer-

sity in Stillwater, and the topic

will be; "Resolved, That „ ,..

should be the next President of

the United States"—the affirma-

tive team must fill in the blank

with their favorite candidate. Pro-

FOLLOWINS IN THE V^AKE of the new student militancy on the

CC campus, the campus maids and janitors have organized for befter

working conditions and higher wages. The maids and janitors are being

led in their struggle by Mr. Leigh "Chipmonk" Pomeroy and Mr. Rob-
ert "Dr. Lao" Sears. Also pictured above with Messrs. Sears and
Pomeroy are Miss Carolyn "Corker" Mathews, Mr. Donald "ROTC
Ruck" Salisbury, and Miss Dell "Dusty" Rhodes.

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 Nor^h Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARnES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

Slfp lillagf 3nn

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619
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Beidleman Speaks of American Wilderness and Science
Dr. Richard G. Beidleman of

the Colorado College Zoology De-
partment gave an unusual lecture

to CC Freshman Western Civil-

ization students. If was entitled

"European Scientists and the New
World Wilderness." It was a vis-

ual as well as an auditory ex-
perience for those attending, as
Dr. Beidleman interlaced the lec-

ture with some well-chosen slides.

"Atop L i n n a e a n House in

Shaw's Gai'dens of St. Louis,
earliest greenhouse west of the
Mississippi," began Dr. Beidle-
Tiian, "are the busts of three sci-

entists—Linnaeaus, Thomas Nut-
tall, and Asa Gray. These men ex-

emplified by their cares and as-
sociations the unique pattern of
scientific endeavor in the New
World."

Linnaeus, who was the "father
of modern scientific classifica-

tion," is representative of the tra-

ditional pattern of historic Euro-
pean scientific endeavor. European
science had a great and disting-

uished antiquity, it was labora-

tory oriented, there was an avail-

ability of academic institutions,

scientific societies, equipment, fi-

nancial support; all immersed
within a civilized society. Their
scientific patterns had already
been established before the New
World was discovered

While Columbus was busy look-

ing for a shorter route to the

East Indies, Leonardo DaVinci
was initiating new scientific ideas.

While Copernicus was risking his

life on the idea that man was not
the center of the universe after
all, Coronado was looking for

gold in Kansas. About the time
Galileo was counting the moons
of Jupiter with his telescope, and
Harvey was discovering the cir-

culation of the blood, the Pilgrims
were swapping wampum for furs.

This trend continued well into the
i;ith century.

"The New World's real contri-

bution to scientific advancement,"
stated Dr. Beidleman during a
display of slides, "was a pristine

wilderness — ocean shore, decid-

uous woodland, prairie, jungle,

coniferous forest and desert—an
immense outdoor laboratory avail-

able at a time when the Old
World had trained and eager sci-

entists . . . and the New World
didn't."

There were two pattems of sci-

entific frontier investigation in

Linnaeus's day: by European
amateurs, many of which were

sent on behalf of Linnaeus; and

by European "scientific" expedi-

tions which particularly touched

the West Coast of North America
and none of which penetrated in-

land.

Among these expeditioners were
the 1741 Russian Bering expedi-

tion \vith the scientist Steller

(Steller's Jay); the Spanish Mal-
aspina expedition with Haenke;

many European scientists in the

early 19th century who, by them-
selves and often on their own re-

sources, penetrated into the heart-
land of the New World wilderness
making collections and observa-
tions.

They were among the fii-st

white men along the frontiers.

Nuttall, along with John Bradbury,
traveled up the Missouri in 1811.
He then went up the Arkansas
River in 1819, and finally across
North America in 1834. A Scots-
man named Alexander Wilson
studied the birds of America,
while the Liverpool jeweler Bul-
lock was doing the same for the
birds of iVlexico. Scot David Doug-
lass was studying the nature of
the Northwest, while the young

The TIGER HAS searched its morgue and
come up with (his old picture of the

famed scientist-mountain climber Herr von

Humboldt. At the time this picture was
taken, Herr von Humboldt had just com-
pJeted a harrowing descent from the high

peoks of the Andes. His drawn face gives

some indication of the ordeal he had just

gone through.

the English Cook expedition in-

cluding a Mr. Anderson and a

Vancouver expedition with a Mr.

Haenke. The German naturalist

von Humboldt scaled an 18,000

foot peak in South America—col-

lecting plant specimens all the

way to the top. Many Russian ex-

peditions were sent with scien-

tists such as von Langsdorf, von

Chamisso and Echscholtz. The
greatest foreign scientific expedi-

tion however, was the French La

Perouse expedition of the 1780's,

with 17 scientists included—all of

whom later perished somewhere in

the Pacific.

Thomas Nuttall, an English-

man, is representative of a chang-

ing direction in New World sci-

entific endeavor, being one of

COIN OPERATED SELF SERVICE

Throughout Rocky Mt. Region

Highest Quality Gasoline

Low, Low Price

Colorado Springs a+ 695 South 8th Street

Charles Darwin was discovering
the mysteries of the Galapagos
Islands. Germans and Fi'enchmen
were also "seeing America fii-st".

These included such scientists as
Engleman, Michaux, Eafinesquo,
and in particular John James Aud-
ubon. These New World scientists
from Europe encountered adven-
tures and hazards never dreamed
of by tlieir European scientific

"closet-scientist" coiitemporarios.

The third bust atop the Linnaean
House entrance is that of Asa
Gray, who was established at

Harvard in 1842. He represented
America's coming of age in sci-

ence, with American scientists
continuing scientific endeavors in

the New World, iibroad. and In-

day, in outcrspace.

In the forefront of fashion .

are shoes with flattering unswept vamps. Bold, yet completely ieminine
Important emphasis for broader toes. Must have magic from

"Little One"

Black Patent

$18.

Only Steps from

The Antlers Plaza

m.s€<n.o
WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

146 CHASE STONE CENTER — 635-220

Charges Welcome Park 'N Shop

ADD SOME FUN TO YOUR LIFE . . .

TAKE A DAY OFF AND COME
ON OUT TO MONARCH FOR A DAY OF SKIING!!

NOW . . .

FOR

SKI
EVERY FRIDAY

ONLY
$1

featuring

MONARCH

• the best groomed slopes in Colorado "Packed nightly"

• 3 lifts a lowi

• cafeteria & Bierilube

• Nursery

• Ski School

• Ski Shop & Rontalt

• 3 Miles from Ski Town
• cottages

• Chalet

• Dorm Accomodations

• Restaurant & Lounge

• Free Shutile Service 4o Ski Area

"Powder Capitol of Colorado" 13 Miles West of Salida
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ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "65" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

LES' TV SERVICE
119 East Cache la Poudre Telephone 632-1716

Sales, Service and Rentals

STEREO SALE

Voice of Music Stereo

) — Was $99.95 N<

!_WaE 589.95 Nc

19" Admiral Port, with stand was $139.95 Now $119.95

Model 350 — Was $99.95 Now $89.95

Model 333— Was $89.95 Now $75.00

Campus Annou
Final Exam Schedule

.SECOND .SEME.STEH— 191)7-68

May 15— Wednesday Histoi'v lOO's (all sections) 9-11

M W F 1:15 - —2- ^

Mav 16— Thursday M W F 11 -
9-11

T Th 1:16 - --2- 4

Mav 17 — Friday - English 208 (all sections) — 9-11

T Th S 9 - - -- 2- "l

Mav 20— Monday Languages 102 (all sections) .,_ 9-11

M W F. 2:16 - - 2- 4

Mav 21— Tuesday -M W F 8 - -9-11

T Th S 8 - 2- 4

Mav 23 — Thursday Economics 202 (all sections) -....- 9-11

T Th S 10 - 2- 4

May 24— Friday M W F 9 -.... 9-11

M W P 12 -.... 2- 4

May 25 — Saturday - M W F 10 9-11

T Th 2:16 2-4
NOTE: Economics 202, English 208. History lOO's and Languages (all

102 sections) have special times alioted. Examinations for

classes not included on this schedule should be arranged to suit

convenience of students and instructors.

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOn A SPECIALITY

Vemtk'i a JeJPh

NOW OPENS THE . . .
3-2 BEER

„yi
.. ON TAP or TO eO

flhheX GLASSES .PITCHERS. KEGS

FEATUBING

Pitcher Beer . $1.00

1004 South Tejon

>e^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY & THURflOAT

Telephone 634-4B9I

^044
,

Weejuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Teion 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Your Charge Account Invited

The UNIQUE
DON'T MISS THE BEST

GIFT SHOP IN TOWN

211/2 East Bijou Telephone 473-9406

ad\ised to complete pre-registra-

tion promptly.

The pre-registration card when
completed should be returned to the

Registrar's Office by the student.

Students may pre-register during

the period Monday, April 8 through

Friday, April 26, without payment

of a fee. Students who do not pre-

register and return the pre-regi-

stration card to the Registrar's

Office during the period of April

8-April 26 will be required to pay

a fee of §10.00.

Conference — Declaration of Major

All Sophomores and Qualifying

Juniors will meet with the Faculty

representives of departmental ma-

jors on Monday, April 8, at 3:00

pm or on Tuesday, Apnl 9, at 11:00

Attention Seniors

Immediately after spring vaca-

tion there are two things you must

remember to do. On Tuesday, April

2, Graduation announcements mil

be availible in the Book Store (on

that day only). Then on Thursday,

April 4, measurements must be

taken for caps and gowns in the

Bonk Store.

Lectureships

The February Bulletin on the

U.S. Govei-nment educational ex-

change program lists approxi-

mately 60 lectureships that are

still available to American faculty

members for 1968-69 at institu-

tions of higher learning in Eur-

ope, Asia, Africa, the Middle East,

and Latin America.

The Bulletin also contains a pre-

liminary announcement of awards

for university lecturing and ad-

vanced research for 1969-70 in

Argentina, Australia, Columbia

and New Zealand, for which ap-

plications are now being accepted

from American scholars.

This publication may be consul-

ted at the office of the Faculty

Fulbright Advisor, Professor

Louis G. Geiger. He also has for

reference purposes a newly issued

list of more than 10 foreign scho-

lars who are interested in obtain-

ing remunerative lecturing and re-

search appointments at American

colleges and universities for 1968-

69. Overseas agencies assisting in

the administration of the educa-

tional exchange program have
nominated tliese scholars for tra-

vel grants under the provisions of

the Fulbright-Hays Act, pro\'ided

they are able to secure lecturing

or research positions. Forty-four

of the scholars are prepared to

teach foreign language and litera-

ture courses, chiefly French, but

also Spanish, Italian and German;
14 are specialists in economics

and business administration; eight

are in medicine; and about 25

are in the biological and physical

sciences. The foreword to the list

outlines the procedures for ex-

tending invitations to the scholars.

Independents Again Victorious

The Independents recently cap-

tured first place in the fraternity

basketball league. The team fin-

ished undefeated with a perfect

G-0 record. Members of the team

were S. K. Alexander, Tom Boyd,

Dave Dickey, Jim Fredericks,

Mike Haughton, Steve Langhoff,

Kemp Letts, Scott McLeod, Steve

Radakovich, and Owen Smith.

Pre-Registration

Pre-regist ration period — Monday,

April 8, through Friday, April 26.

During this period all students

are expected to meet with their

faculty advisers to plan schedules

for the first semester of the 1968-

69 academic year. All conferences

during this period will be by ap-

pointment only and students are

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souli

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North Tejon

634-20V3

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchorros

(Across from Courtheuiv)

Telephone E34-9SI3

One Come All! the FINEST Juice-Box in Town!!

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our (tone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group functions

$1.25

I

T
A
L
I

A
N

T
A
U
R
A
N
T

Ray O. Werner, chairman of the Faculty

Committee on Disciplinary Affairs, has

annooneed that his committee is recom-

mending a general crackdown on unruly

students to the President, the Board of

Trustees, and the faculty. Said Werner:

"My colleogoes ond 1 are weory of

having our eloquent lectures and out

sporkling repartee continually interrupted

by unapprcciative students. We think we

know how these people should be deoii

with,"

RAC Discussion

The Religious Affairs Commit-
tee discussion of William GoUI-

ing's The Spire was postponed due

to mid-term exams and has been

rescheduled for Wednesday. April

3 at 7:00 p.m. in Cutler. The fol-

lo^\^ng Wednesday evening Hans
Suring will lead a discussion of

Bertolt Brecht's play Galileo and

the series ^\^ll be concluded on

Wednesday, April 17 with Jack

Berryhill's analysis of Charles

Williams' novel All Hallows Eve.

The main topic of all three dis-

cussions will be concerned \vith the

religious questions raised in these

modern works. All members of the

college community are invited to

participate. Copies of the works

to be discussed are available in

the bookstore.

There will be a general meeting

of Religious Affairs Committee

members on Thursday, April 4 at

4:00 p.m. in Rastall.

Immense Journey

A couple of friends of ours

di-opped by the other day to wisii

us well. After exchanging pleasan-

tries, they explained that they

were on their way to Pei-u to "lis-

ten to the groovy radio stations."

We wish them good luck in theii'

venture.

FOR THE FINEST IN STEREO

EQUIPMENT OR TAPE RECORDERS

See Mel or Dave at

MECKA MUSIC

Free Use of Our
Tope Library with

The Purchase of Any
Tape Recorderl

Service Depl. , . All Makes

Mecka Music Co.
formerly Voice & Vision

412 S. Tejon 635-2239
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Melton Signs -Baseball Can Begin
Bil] "Bad Mem" Melton, the

tenipermental slugging outfielder

of the Colorado College, finally

came to terms last night, after an
extended hold-out which lasted
for over three weeks. Melton, who
i-eportedly asked for a six-figure

contract, settled for what he term-

ed a "reasonable compromise,"

which is believed to be in the

neighborhood of §95,000.

Melton's attorney, Frederick

Upshaw Anderson (FUA) was no

more committal, as he merely sta-

ted, "Bill has signed a contract

and is ready to play ball."

The name Bill Melton has been

synonjTnous with greatness over

the past few years. As a rookie

he led the league with 37 homers,

and has not dropped below the 40-

homer mark since. His constant

effort as a team man have earned

him the Most Valuable Player

award for three of the past four

years.

Bernstein's Bid Fails

PREPARING TO GO to practice after sign-

ing a Jucrative $95,000 contract, slugger

Bill Melton poses for a flood of photog-

raphers.

After signing the contract. Mel-

ton allowed reporters a lO-minutt-

interview, during which he stalt-d,

"I thought 1 Mas worth at least

§100,000, hut 1 guess it'll fake

another season to prove it. I know

I can help the learn with my out-

standing ability, and since I'm a

team man more than a money-

grubber, I decided to settle for

the compromise."

In other baseball news Art
Stapp banged-out five homers in

four trips to the plate yestei-day

to pace his team to a 3-0 victory,

Stapp, a La Junta boy from Lake
Englewood has almost assuredly

clinched a starting job as catcher

. . . and pitcher, first base, short

stop and leftfield. When informed
of tliis, he only smiled and said,

"When you've got competition

from a Bill Melton, you just push
yourself that much harder."

Connor Captures World Go Fish Champ'onship
The World Go Fish champion-

ships were completed this week,

and favored EJ Connor emerged
victorious by thoroughly trounc-

ing Dan Bei-nstein in the final

round of play.

Connor, ahead from the start,

compiled a 3-0-1 record in the

best-of-five series, to become the

first gold medalist ever in this

highly prestigous event.

Go Fish is an excruciating card

game, pitting every ounce of stra-

tegical capability of one man
against another. This rapidly

growing sport should ultimately

find a comfortable niche in colleg-

iate athletics.

Bernstein, noticably dejected,

but not willing to concede total de-

feat, was quick to add that a Go
Fish rematch would be held as

soon as possible to determine the

true champion.
Connor has been playing Go

Fish since he was five years old,

"Wliere I lived, all the big five-

year-olds played hockey, and us
wimps stuck to Go Fish. I guess
it finally payed off." EJ declined
to tell reporters where he lived.

As gold medalist, Connor will

be asked to make numerous ap-

pearances demonstrating the tech-

niques spreading the excitement

of this revolutionary game. "At
times (before he won the medal)
I used to ask myself, 'Where am
1 going? What's the future in Go
Fish?' Now that I have won the

championship, and can serve hum-
anity with my life's work, 1 am
satisfied."

Connor was extremely confident

that the game would spread ram-
pantly across the nation, insisting

that the American dream is to be-

come a champion. "Go Fish is a

game of champions, and it takes a

champion to play Go Fish."

Tiger Nine Prepares for Opener
By Ray Kawano

The Colorado College baseball

team is slowly making progress

in preparation for a three game

series against the University of

Albuquerque, lomning from March

2(1 through March 28.

The Tigers' clash with Albu-

querque will be the 23rd encoun-

ter of the season for their oppon-

ents, while the Tigers will be

playing their opening game.

Thus far this season, Albuquer-

que has trounced the University

of New Mexico three times, all

lop-sided efforts, and split in two

game series against Texas West-

ern.

Furthermore, the lads from New
Mexico, piloted by Vines Cappelli,

boast to be the equal of Anzona

and Arizona State, the latter

being the defending NCAA cham-

pions.

Undoubtedly Albuquerque
should prove to be one of CC's

toughest opponents. In addition to

that fact, both John Logergren
(shortstop) and pitcher Jim Ahl-

brecht are participating in the

World Arena and consequently are

Junior Olympics at the Broadmoor
not making the trip to New
Mexico.

With his number one shortstop

gone and more important, with
only half the mound coi-ps in tact,

the Tigers are <iue to face some
rough goings.

Coach Frasca has indicated that

both freshman Jeff Frees and the
versatile L.D. Ellarton are going

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

{2% blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS; 9:00 -5:00 — FRIDAY: 9;00-e:30

• • Sports
Davidson Deals Cri^shing

Blow to Roundball Hopes
U.S. Olympic basketball hopes

took a staggering blow earlier to-

day, as CC's Rob Davidson con-
firmed rumors that he would by-

pass the Olympic trials. In a pre-

pared statement before a seeming-
ly infinite number of reporters,

Davidson said, "It is with much
regret, but only after deep
thought, that 1 have decided not

to participate in the Olympic trials

for the ItHiS basketball team."
Davidson, of course, has been in

basketball's limelight much of the

year due to his fine outside shoot-

ing which earned him an admir-
able 18.C average, and a total

point out-imt of over 750. It was
recently learned that he has defin-

ite plans to transfer to UCLA
where he will receive a full scho-

larship, book fees and car.

Davidson joins an ever-growing
list of top athletes who have elec-

ted to stay out of the Olympic
Games. The freshman from Pasa-
dena just plans to "play it real

cool" until "1 start practicing with

the Bruius or I get n lucrative pro

offer." Davidson shouldn't have to

wait too long, as he is one of the

top ten college pro.spocts in baw-

ketball today.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

CHAMPIONSHIP
Arthur Huust^—ri4

SKiouni -1—West ;!4

Steve Radokovieh liad 25 points
for 4-West.

Europe
'68

Why noluio WHEELS logulda

you lo Ihojo "In" ond very

ipocial oul-oMho-Woy placoi?

Trovol wirh Oxiord-Combrldgft

guidoi. Mool tludoni hojii (who

know where Iho lun li) In oach

counlry, A new opprooch lo

jtudonr Irovol. And it iwlngil

Interoitod or curlou\? Canradi

Sludent Whaali Abroad, 333
Modiwn Avo., N.Y., N.Y. 10022.

(2T2)6B8-S910.

Who Is

Steve

Ehrhart?

119 Nortli Tejou

Telephone 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Evory Sport"

share the mound duties. L'litil

A h I b r e c h t returns, and the

weather clears up. the team will

have a tough time meeting its po-

tential.

/^CU0/l Out /ScotJ: $15.99

fime Sopts: $24.99

other Ruff-Out Booti

by

Acme or Nocona

at $24.99 to $36.00

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from the C^mpui

827 N Drth Tejon

International Center for Academic Research
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.

We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding instructional tech-

niques have shown proven results for decades.

OURGUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee: if after

following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholaslic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

FOR PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE send $1.00 per course to:

The International Center for Academic Researcti

1492 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:

Name -...

Address

City_ „

Course

Laut eemester'n

average

1. ,.,- - - -.^..-

2

Zip Code

College or U...

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities.

of ten or more. Please include organization title-

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

1% discount for groups
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MEET JIM PHILLIPS
HES BROKEN

THE

NOTE-TAKING

BARRIER
Jim is a graduate student in Business at the Uni-

versity. Here is what he has to say about taking

class notes in recall form:

"For the -first time in my three years of college I've

had time to reflect on what the professors are say-

ing during their lectures. My doodlings are actually

organized recall patterns, so constructed that I do not

have to write everything verbatim like I have been

doing for the last three years. I do not know of any

other skill that could have taught me this simple tech-

nique like Reading dynamics has done."

Incidentally/ Jim now reads his texts six times

faster with good comprehension than he did

just 4 months ago. You too can greatly increase

your reading rate as specified in our guarantee:

GUARANTEE
We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency

of eacli student by AT LEAST 3 times. We will

refund tlie entire tuition to any student who, after

completing minimum class and study requirements,

does not at least triple his reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending tests.

Taking class notes is usually one of the unfor-

tunate necessities in going to college. Why?

Because most students spend their time copying

down everything spoken, developing writing

cramps, and having to go through volumes of

notes when studying for tests.

In Reading Dynamics we give you not only a

skill to read faster and comprehend but also

methods for studying, material organization,

and for taking class notes. With this particular

note-taking skill the student has time to think

about the lecture plus time to enjoy it instead of

madly copying everything down.

The basic course begins March 18 and ends

April 29. This allows plenty of time to prepare

for finals this Spring.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND

TO REGISTER CALL 633-1707

— or— ATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Note For Reading Dynamic's Graduates!

All graduates of Reading Dynamics are welcome

to come to practice sessions Mondays and

Wednesdays.

Practice schedule: Mondays

4 to 6 P. M.

Wednesdays 7 to 9 P. M.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Sponsored by LYCEUM

430 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs 633-1707

COLORADO SPRINGS

FREE DEIVIONSTRATION

Friday, March 15— 7:30 P.M.

READING DYNAMICS

430 N. Tejon (2nd Floor)
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CC Choir to Sing Sunday

llic Luluiadn (_ ,. I I t? g r Choir,

ivliich recently cDmpk'ted a suc-

cessful tour that carried it to 13

cities in Colorado, Wyoming, Mon-
lana, Idaho. Utah, and New Mex-

ico, will give its final Colorado

Springs concert of the season
Sunday, April 7, at 8 p.m. in

Shove Chapel on the college
campus.

Director Don Jenkins, who will

be on a sabbatical during the com-

ing academic year, will be direct-

ing his last concert until the

Christmas concert in December,

1969.

The 58-voice choir sings in Au-

Student Radicals

Active isi Choice '68

For student radicals these days,

the menu has been sparse. Vilified

by the press and Congress for

their noisy acti\'ism, scorned by

the majoi-ity of their moderate

classmates more concerned with

cLtinpus affairs, and lambasted

from the pulpit for their flowing

locks and sundry other hygienic

offenses, they seem to have no-

where to go.

Their views, sound as they ap-

pear to them to be, remain large-

ly ignored, and their protests, cor-

lespondingly, have disintegrated

into displays of cynicism and emo-

tional diatribes aimed at the Es-

tablishment. The American demo-

ci'atic process strikes them as

more absurd with each passing

day—and each mounting crisis.

CHOICE 68, the National Col-

legiate Presidential Primary, will

lirobably either solidify the skep-

ticism of the campus ladicals or

cause them to re-evaluate their

thinking as to the actual political

power of the vote.

If a sizeable percentage of col-

lege students do care enough to

participate in the election, and, in-

ileed, do succeed in exerting some

appreciable pressure over the pol-

icymakers of the country, then the

radicals may well channel their

considerable energies into the

drive to lower the voting age ti:i

18.

If the Primary fails, however,

to stir the long silent student mo-

ilerates or to influence American

policy, then leftists will probably

remain convinced that only force-

ful and, if need be, violent action

will produce acceptable political

ends.

But of more immediate concern

is whether the radicals will parti-

cipate at all in CHOICE 68. The

ballot, certainly, is well stocked

with leftists and moderate-liber-

als, and the Viet Nam referendum

iiuestions should satisfy the most

extreme of the radicals. The cur-

rent anti-administration feeling

among students would also seem
to indicate that a leftist vote is

;i distinct possibility.

Unfortunately, it's too soon to

iiegin forecasting whether the rad-

icals will respond to or boycott

the primary. The one fact that is

certain is that they do have a

chance to mobilize and express

themselves meaningfully and ef-

fectively in CHOICE GS. The de-

cision is theirs, as James Reston

wrote, whether they "want to

dream or work." CHOICE 68 may
well tell us which avenue they

choose.

gustana Lutheran. Church n. Den-

ver Friday, April 5, under the

auspices of the Denver Chapter of

the American Guild of Organists,

presents a second concert in Den-
ver Saturday, April 20, at a ban-

quet in connection with the

annual Women of Achievement
program sponsored by Columbia
Savings and Loan.

The program for the Augustana
concert Friday and the final Colo-

rado Springs concert in Shove
Chapel Sunday will include "Gloria

Patri" by Niccolo Jomelli; "Motet

Op. 74, No- 1" by Johannes
Brahms; "T r o i s Chansons" by

Claude Debussy, and "Lamenta-
tion of Jeremiah" by Alberto
Ginastera.

In addition, the choir will sing

several works by Vaughan Wil-

liams, Byrd, Lotti and Biordi, Di-

rector Jenkins said this week.

The Colorado College choir, un-

der the direction of Professor Jen-

kins, has become one of the best

known and one of the most highly

rated college choirs in the United

States. It has appeared on the

East and West Coasts and
throughout the Midwest in past

years, has won favorable notices

from critics wherever it has gone.

Professor Jenkins is a graduate

of the Oberlin Conservatory of

Music and Oberlin College witli a

Bachelor of Music Education de-

gree and a Bachelor of Arts de-

gree. He also holds a Mt^ster of

Science degree in Choral Conduct-

ing from the Juilliard School of

Music in New York City.

During his sabbatical, which be-

gins after the current semester

ends. Professor Jenkins plans to

compile a bibliography of choral

music. He will also investigate the

possibilities for the development

of choral ensembles at Colorado

College.
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French Department to Present Comedy-Ballet Play

comedy-ballet in five acts, will be

presented Thursday, April 11 at

1:00 p.m. and Friday, .Vpril 12 af

8:00 p.m. in Armstrong Hall. Dr.

Herving i\ladruga is producer and

director of this French Depart-

ment production.

Although the play is a social

satire against "nouveaux riches"

it contains some of the broadest

and most uproarious comedy

scenes of the whole MoUere repe-

toire. The blind, absurd Monsieur

Jourdain, played by Steve Men-

dillo, wins applause at the expense

of those who still share his avid

desire to be accepted by "Society."

His long-suffering wife is played

by Janine Seay.

In his attempt to become a

"man of cjuality" M. Jourdain

takes lessons in the gentlemanly

arts. His instructors are; Heinz

Geppert as dancing master; John
Whiteside as the master musician;

Mack Taylor—the fencing master;

and Dr. Dirk Baay, Chairman of

the German Dept., as master of

philosophy. Each in turn fleece

the gullible, ignorant bourgeois.

M. Jourdain is also cheated by the

needy nobleman Dorante, played

by Roger Heacock -of the History

Dept., who flatters the boui-geois'

conceit.

Martin Benz is the bourgeois'

daughter's worthy suitor Cleonte

who is rejected by the pretentious

M. Jourdain. The bourgeois wishes

to marry off his daughter, played

by Suzanne Wright, to a man of

noble birth. Cleonte, masquerad-

ing as the son of the Grand Turk,

convinces M. Jourdain that he has

come all the way to Paris for the

express purpose of courting his

daughter. Jourdain is further im-

pressed by a ludicrous ceremony,

prepared by his servant, Nick
Binkley, in "which Cleonte confers

the high dignity of "mamamouchi"
on him. The foolish bourgeois

gladly gives his daughter away to

this exalted suitor.

''' story is .supixjrted by Lou-
ise Allen, a charming duchess; and
Susan Btigley, a witty servant,
Hoist Richardson of tlie German
Dept., Suzanne Gross and Gary
Meyers,

In producing this comedy-ballet,
Moliere worked in collaboration
with his friend, the great nuisi-

cian, Jean-B a p ti s te LuUi. His
sense of theatre enabled Lulli to

write musical interludes closely

linked to the dramatic content and

lu .MihnnLC MmU.'Iv's |hos,> bv
means of simply constructed air.s

with n natural comic quality. The
orchestra, under the direction of
Albert Seay of Iho Music Dept.,
will provide this musical back-
ground. The choreography and the
sounds are under the direction of
Norman Cornick and Don Jenkins
of the faculty. Included in tho
singing and dancing siro Janet
Hnlbert and Sally Wngnor and
Diane Novosad.

MADAME JOURDAIN (Janine Seay] discusses her husband's antics

with his would-be mistress (Louise Allen) in the performance of "Le
Bourgeois Sentilhomme," Friday, April 12th at 8:00 p. m. in Arm-
strong Hall.

Oavisson Discusses ''Diaspora of Modern Art"

PEGGY FLEMING. OLYMPIC GOLD MEDAL WINNER, was the

center of attention during festivities held In her honor on March 29.

in Colorado Springs and at Colorado College.

By Tory Marquesen

On Tuesday, April 2, ProfesHor

Davisson of tho Art Department

delivered the ninth in this semes-

ter's series of Western Civilization

lectures on the subject "Post-

Impressionism and the Diasjiora of

Modern Art," He suggested tliat

his purpose was twofold: 1) to ex-

plain the unique qualities which

distinguish Post - Impressionism

from the art that came before and

after, and 2) to analyze why it has

had the impact it has.

In discussing the first point, Mr.

Davisson analyzed the art of Vin-

cent Van Gogh and Paul Gauguin,

who by 1888 had significantly de-

parted from the current Impres-

sionistic, Realistic styles. Both men

felt that "visible nature was sec-

ondary to the artist's intentions;

t he duty of the ideological painter

was to capture the ideological . . .

ab.sti'act idea of the subject."

In penetrating below the sur-

face of things, both introduced new
techniques. These included innova-

tions in the u.se of colors, often

alien, hot and clashing, to convey

the notion of the object's internal

reality; a flattening of the land-

scape into a two - dimensional

plane; loosened-up brush strokes

to convey a feeling of intense ex-

pression; and, in the ease of Gau-

guin, the use of quasi-symbolic

motives.

Both Gauguin and van Gogh

were disillusioneJ with the cor-

ruption they saw in the western

society of their day, and both

hoped to find a deeper humanity in

.simple peasant or primitive peo-

ples. To Gauguin, this disillus-

ionment led to a preoccupation

with the Orient and to an inter-

est in Eastern art forms, from

which ho borrowed, for his own

work, rhythmic contours aTid flat,

two-dimensional pattci-uM.

Moving into twentieth century

art. Ml'. Daviason posited that the

developmenL.^ of Van Gogh and

Gauguin were recognized by later

artists and incoi-jjorated into latin-

and modern art. A group known

as the Fauvoa took upt with a vi-

taiiBtic attitude, the use of Intensi-

fied and exaggerated color. Die

Brucke in Germany delved into the

use of primitive subject matter

{Gothic German woodcuts) and

contrasting light and dark.

The Cubists, with the influence

of African Negro sculpture and

Cezanne's "intellectual fitting of

geometric parts into a whole,"

also moved toward an internal in-

terpretation of what they saw.

This search for the deeper reality

beyond the surface of the object

had finally led to completely non-

objective painting.

It is from this point in the his-

tory of art that the Bohemian

Artist becomes a necessity; and,

according to Mr. Davia.son, there

is now an ironic similarity be-

tween the artist and his art: "as

the content of modern art reaches

the abstract . . . artists become

esoteric . . . their quest becomes

deeply personal."

Mr, Davisson concluded that the

beginning of modern art may be

a function of the arrival of a new

way of visualizing the world,

tempered by discoveries in the sci-

ences, industry and psychology.

With the awareness that univer-

sals do exi.st in science, with the

aid of Freid's view of the inner

self, and with the aid of mass

communication to spread artistic

styles, there has been a re-human-

ization of art and an assertion of

the artistic personality.
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EDITORIAL
In both the style and the substance of liis campaign, Sen-

ator Eugene McCarthy is sliaping up to be the Adlai Steven-

son of tlie Sixties. Though this is hardly a new insight, it is

one which has taken on increasing relevency in recent weeks.

The man who became a candidate only because he hoped he

could shake the Wliite House into reassessing its Viet-Nam
policy and who candidly admitted at the outset that he did

not have a prayer for his Party's nomination, has suddenly

become a serious Presidential contender, with all the attend-

ant need to broaden his base of support, hammer out positions

on the other salient issues of the day, and gather more money
and workers to his cause.

IV'IcCarthy's are the "politics of honor," as one writer has

dubbed the politics of his mentor, Adlai Stevenson. Sen Mc-
Carthy jumped into the Presidential fray last November in

an effort to dramatize his feeling that this country is head-

ing for disaster if it continues its present Viet-Nam policies.

Has was immediately assured by most of those around
him and by most of the nation's press that his cause was
hopeless and that his act was one of mere political eccentric-

ity. Still, few denied that his was an act of high political

courage and that his example of working for change chrough
the existing system could give heart to the growing number
of persons alienated from that system.

We strongly feel that all this—his integrity, his finely-

honed intelligence, his progressive record in 20 years as a
Congressman, and his eloquent appeal for the presei-vation of

the American political system—merits his occupying the Of-

fice of the Presidency of the United States. We realize that

even with the withdrawal of Lyndon Johnson, McCarthy is

not the front-i-unner in the race for the Democratic Presiden-
tial nomination. We are also aware that the views of the pres-
ent front-runner—Sen Robert Kennedy—are very close if not
completely concuiTent with those of Sen. McCarthy. Nonethe-
less, McCarthy has proven his worth if only because he was
there first. As one McCarthy coed said in New Hampshire,
"He was there when we needed him."

We think the whole country needs him too. We there-
fore urge all who can or will to work for him and contribute
towai'ds his campaign in any way they can. He has given
those of us in the college generation a cause which for once
can be supported by staying within the system. It will be
to our discredit if we do not rise to meet this challenge.— Martin

Hinterland Journal
I recently passed on to you the

/Irst pait of an adventure which
I had in the hidden recesses of the

CC heating tunnels; of obsei-ving

part of the working of a diabol-

ical plot to alter and control the

thoughts of every CC student. I

had originally planned to complete

the story the next week, but just

as I was about to turn over the

final part of my manuscript to the

proper party, I received word that

"OPERATION ZOMBIE" was no
more. A group of vigilant and re-

sourceful students had crept down
into the depths one night and had
engaged in battle with the

uTetched machine of evil and com-
pletely destroyed it. All this saved
rae the trouble of going through
with the publication of the second

part of my story. And perhaps it

is for the best, for I had detected

about campus a feeling of disgust

with the fii-st part of the naiTa-

tion. Objections were heard that

the matters revealed by the story

were tiivial and unfit for the

consumption of "mature college

audiences." "That stuff is mere
children's fare," I heard spoken
in so many words. Perhaps this

viewpoint is coiTect. But I can-

not help feeling that before the

present time I really had thought
that I was in fact, writing for
children, or at best adolescents.

For T had judged your populace
on the appearance of its most im-

mediate and superficial actions.

And you must admit that your
actions are often childlike and
trivial. But I have begun to see

that a minority can often color the

judgements made upon the whole
macrocosm to which it belongs. I

hope that this is true in your case.

Because if your nature is truly

that of the iiTe.;ponsible and minor
key facade you often present, then
1 can see reason for the reluc-

tance of older generations to take

your pleas for rights and such
seriously.

And so I must begin to look

more closely at your little society,

to which I am somewhat a

stranger, in hopes of discovering

a truly noble and wise and honest
nature which is merely masked by
a sugar coating of adolescent fri-

volity. I hope that my future ob-

sei-\'ations will be acceptable to

you. I will do my best not to judge
too hastily upon matters which
are more complex than they at

first seem, and I trust you will do
the same.— Erik Lone-Horse

Newsweek Survey Shows College Students Apathetic

NEW YORK—A new survey of

American college student opinion

on major issues shows them to

be far less in rebellion and much
closer to adult views than is com-

monly believed. The poll was
conducted by Newsweek magazine

and represents a cro.ss-section of

R.700 students from 150 colleges.

Among its highlights:

—On Vietnam only 17 per cent

advocate a unilateral halt in

bombing and withdrawal of U.S.

forces, while M per cent would

escalate the war effort to seek a

military victory.

—On the one person they re-

spect most, a parent or relative

is cited by 10 per cent. Far down
the line are celebrity choices such

as the late John F. Kennedy \vith

3.4 per cent. Two per cent of the

students cited "myself," more than

was accorded with any individual

other than President Kennedy.

—On politics, no presidential

hopeful received a significant plur-

ality. Highest is New York Sen.

Robert F, Kennedy with 15 per

cent backing for the Presidency.

President Johnson and Richard

Nixon each received 1 1 per cent,

Nelson Rockefeller 10. George
Romiiey 9, and Ronald Reagan 8.

The Newsweek poll was con-

ducted by reply-card questionnaire

last fall as a part of the maga-
zine's College News Letter. The
8.700 respondents voted by Jan-

uary 1.

In addition to the 34 per cent

who would escalate in Vietnam and
the 17 per cent who would with-

draw unconditionally, anotliei' 8 pei'

cent would call a cease fire and

seek negotiation. (But 6 of this

8 per cent would then escalate if

the call for negotiations were re-

fused.) Six per cent w'outd con-

tinue pi-esent policy, five would

appeal to the United Nations or

other outside groups, five would

recognize the Viet Cong, and two

would simply negotiate now. The

remaining 17 per cent had no op-

inion or suggested individual plans

too diverse to tally.

On the draft, the Newsweek sur-

vey showed that 44 per cent of

the students disapprove of some-

one who rejects his military obli-

gation, while 37 per cent accept

his position if he is "sincere." Sis-

teen per cent refused to pass

judgement saying it is a personal

decision, and the remaining 3 per

cent passed over the question.

Only 5 per cent of the respond-

ents say they favor a lottery ap-

proach to tlie draft, while a sur-

prising 17 per cent support uni-

versal military training. Thirty-

seven per cent pi'efer a volunteer

army and 32 per cent favor the

present draft setup as is. Seven

per cent offered their various in-

dividual alternatives, and 2 per

cent skipped the question.

The poll of Presidential choices

drew votes for eleven different

candidates. Besides the six leaders

cited above. John Lindsay, Barry
Goldwater and Charles Percy each

received 3 per cent. William Ful-

bright got 2 per cent and George
Wallace 1 per cent.

Votes for the "person in tin

world you most respect," wen?

widely scattered after the 19 per

cent choice of a parent or relative.

John F. Kennedy was second with

3.4 per cent, Pope Paul with 1,7

per cent, Martin Luther King and

Barry Goldwater, each with lA

per cent, and "a teacher" with If,

per cent. "Myself" received 2 per

cent of the total.

In .selecting today'.'* "Big Man
on the Campus" 39 per cent told

Newsweek they preferred thi'

"good student or intellectual,"

while 17 per cent selected the "in-

volved. aware" student. No other

grouping drew more than 9 per

cent and athletes didn't even fig.

nre in the returns.

Most students—some 73 per ceiii

according to the Newsweek suivcy

—are content with their choice of

college, and say they would at-

tend the same school given tin^

chance to begin again. Sixty-thv.p

percent say they want to get an

advanced degree.

Twenty-eight per cent of Hit

students say they have taken part

in a demonstration or march, 27

per cent have sent a protest letter,

and 66 per cent say they have

signed a petition.

The issue of Vietnam, they say,

has figured very little in these f\-

pressions, accounting for a little

more than a quarter of demoTi-

stration activity and 16 per cent

of letter-writing or petitioning.

The bulk of all protest activi(\

has been on other world problems

or campus issues.

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Socialist

Editor, The Tiger:

The war situation as it exists

today, shows prayers, demonstra-
tions and vigils for peace, do NOT
end wars.

Wars have economic causes and

it is the economic causes that must
be removed.
The present system of capital-

ism, based on the private owner-
ship of the means of life by a few,

thus dividing society into classes,

produces tlie cause of war.

It must be ended and replaced,

as the SOCIALIST LABOR PAR-
TY teaches, by the Socialist soc-

iety that gives everyone a stake in

peace.

The great need of the hour is

for the acceptance of Socialism as

the solution to war and the other

evils of capitalism.

(Signed)
Nathan Pressman
12 Catherine Street

Ellenville, N.Y. 12428
(Member of the SOCIALIST
LABOR PARTYi

Sun., April 7—11:00 a.m.

The Religious Affairs Commit-
tee is verj' pleased to welcome
back to the campus for another
visit Rabbi Jo.^eph Goldman of

Temple Micah, Denver. This visit

will be by courtesy of the Jewish
Chautauqua Society.

Rabbi Goldman received his un-

dergraduate education at Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pa. After

graduation he worked in industry

for three years. After this, in 1954,

he studied at Hebrew Union Col-

lege, Cincinnati, Ohio, and received

his Bachelor of Hebrew Letters in

195G and his Master of Arts in

Hebrew Letters in 1959 and was
ordained as a Rabbi in 1959.

From 1959 until 1961 he sei-ved

as the Associate Director of the

National Federal of Temple Youth.

While serving this Denvei- Tem-
ple, Rabbi Goldman has studied

as a candidate for the Ph.D. de-

gree in English history at the Uni-

versity of Colorado and the sub-

Vietnam War
To the Editor:

Many of the students graduat-

ing from college this spring will

be drafted by the end of the sum-
mer. We, comprising 66% of the

male seniors of Reed College,

Portland. Oregon, will not serve

in the aimed forces of the United
States.

Our decision is irrevocable. Our
consciences do not permit us to

participate in this senseless and
immoral war.

We are .sure that tens of thous-

ands of students throughout the

country will join us in resistance.

Signed:

69 Male Seniors

of Reed Colloge

Lonely Heart

To the Editor:

Would you please put my name
and address in your paper, I am
presently in Viet-nam and do not

receive any mail to speak of. I

ject of his dissertation concerns
the climate of religion prior to and
during the protectorate of Oliver

Cromwell which aided the I'esettle-

ment of the Jews. Last semester
Rabbi Goldman was a visiting lec-

turer in Jewish thought at Colo-

rado College,

His schedule is as follows:

Sun., April 7, 11 a.m. Shove
Chapel Worship Service, sennon
title: "It Takes Courage to Live."

Sun., April 7, 5 p.m. Religion

Forum in WES Room, Rastall Cen-

ter. Discussion topic : "Judaism
and Existentialism."

Mon., April 8, 9 a.m. Professor

Burton's class. AH 300, "The Idea
of Sacrifice."

l\ies., April 9, 9 a.m. Professor

Pickle's class, AH 302, "The Re-
ligious Thought of Martin Buber."

Students will be able to meet
and discuss with Rabbi Goldman
at a time to be arranged. It is

hoped that many students will

avail themselves of this oppoi-tun-

would be most happy to corres-

pond with anyone who has the

time to write me a line.

Thank you for your time and

consideration.

Sincerely,

Fred Ott-STG3
USS John W.
Thomason (DD760)
Fox Division

F.P.O. San Franci-^oo

(96601)

Philosopliy Discuss

Professor Francis Myers of lli'-'

University of Denver, will present

a paper, "On Revolution", for tlie

second philosophy department di.--

cussion session on Sunday eve-

ning, April 7, at 7:30 in OHm
Lounge. Professor Myers received

his Ph.D. from the University "1

Wisconsin, and he is the authm'

of The Warfare of Democrafic

Ideals. He has spent several yeai-

in PeiTi, as a Fulbright scholar

and as a teacher, and he has livii

in Mexico.

ity, particularly, as the Rabbi will

be leaving the Temple in Denver

this coming summer,

Puh Board Applications
Applications are now availaM''

at Rastall Desk for the follnwin.u'

positions

:

Tiger Editor—
S;200 stipend per semester
Tiger Business Manager—
.?200 stipend per semester
Nuggett Editor—
$200 stipend per semester
Nugget Business Manager ^

—

.'5150 stipend per semester

Kinnikinnik Editor—
§150 stipend per semester
New Faces Editor—
§150 stipend per semester

Student Guide Editor—
$30 stipend per semester
Applications must be returncil

to Rastall Desk by Friday, Apvil

19. If you have any questions '"'

any position, call Jerry Hancock'

X464.
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RGB Application Deadline Is April 18
Applications are now being taken

for position on Kastall Center
Board for the 196S-1969 school

year. Application forms may be

picked up at Kastall desk Friday,

April 5 with the deadline for fil-

ing applications being Wednesday,
April lli. Interviews for the nine

positions will begin Thursday,
April 18.

A brief outline of the structure

of Rastall Center Board reveals

the basic unit of the Board, the

committee. Each committee, there

:\ye seven, is comprised of the

chairman of the committee plus

the working members of the com-

mittee chosen by the committee

chairman. The seven standing com-

mittees of Rasfall Center Board

arc: Hospitality, A 1 1 - C o 11 e g e

Events, Sports and Outings, Pub-
licity, .Special Events, Performing
Arts and Exhibits. Completing the

Board are the offices of Secretary-

Treasurer and the Chairman.

Whereas the committee chairmen

are involved with activities within

their areas, the Secretary-Treas-

urer and the Chairman handle the

administrative end. CoiTespond-

ence and financial recording are

duties -of the Secretary-Treasurer

while the Chairman calls and pre-

sides at weekly meetings. The
Chairman serves as an ex-officio

member of the CCCA, in addition

to maintaining close contact with

committee planning mth the staff

of Rastall Center.

Rastall Center Board is the pol-

icy-making and programming body

THE ROMEROS (I. to r., Pepe, Angel, Celln and father Celedonio) do

a little informal rehearsing on he grounds of their California home.

Center is their pet, Melchlor, who accompanies them on their exten-

sive annual tour. The Romeros will be appearing at Armstrong Hall on

Saturday, April 6, at 8:00 p. m. Tickets are available at Rastall Center

desk.

Summer School, Anyone?
students planning to do aca-

demic work at summer schools

other than our own are reminded

that they must fill out the form

"Application for Study at Another

Institution" if they expect to

transfer the credits earned to Col-

orado College. This action should

be taken before leaving in May.

The above form may be secured

from the Registrar's office. It is

to be signed by the student's ad-

viser and the Dean of the College

and should indicate the courses

it is planned to take. Failure to

follow this procedure may result

in loss of the credits involved.

Colorado College offers a Sum-
mer Reading Program which may
interest students who wish to earn

a small amount of credit for work
done at home. These courses carry

two hours credit, and a student

may enroll in up to two of them
in the same summer, thereby

earning a maximum of four hours

credit. Those studying at any
summer school are not eligible.

The tuition charge is §40 per cre-

dit hour, or §80 for one course.

The procedure for enrolling in

a Summer Reading Course is as

follows; The student should ask a

professor teaching in the field of

the student's interest to work out

a suitable program of reading.

Considerable latitude is permitted

as to the subject of the reading

program, as these reading courses

iire not le.'-tricted to courses

CcIcm4<^ ^ptiH^'^ Optical

DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

D. HITESHEW, Op+Jcian

Quality — Style — Service

27 East Kiov/a Street Phone 636-3418

of the college union building, Ras-

tall Center. The success of various

acti\'ities is gained by the com-

plete coordination of all efforts.

RCB not only sponsors acti\'ities at

the committee level, but also works

as a unit itself in providing such

sei'vices as the Cai-e Package, Quiz
Bowl and a large part of the

Fi-eshman New Student Week. The
Board, as a whole, seeks to pro-

vide activities and sendees for the

benefit of the college community.

If students have any questions

concerning applications for Ras-
tall Center Board, please feel free

to contact any of the present

Board membei's: Rolle Walker,
chairman, X468; Linda Corbett,

secretaiy-treasurer, X413; Marcia
Phillips, hospitality, X26fl; Charles
Mullen, all-college events, X356

;

Sonia Margolin, special events.

X384; Sharon Dregne, exhibits,

X374; Dean Euttorff, Performing
Arts, X479; John Miazga, Sports

and Outings, X44S); Jim Martin,

publicity, 633-2463; Dr. Richard
Hilt, faculty advisor, X300; Dr.

Joe Gordon, faculty advisor, X231;
Mr. Barrv Woodward, administra-

tive advisor, X323; Mr. Bob
Hooker, administrative advisor.

X459.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM |

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
EigKt Blocks from Cnmpui — N.w ond Uiod Bikii

SCHWINN FrancHs. Dooloi

19 EAST KIOWA STREET
Rspalri & ParH for Any Mak*

TELEPHONE 634-4731

^au/'.i CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Uss Lobby Elevator lo Looor Tarraco

CAFETERIA— II A.M. fo 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo f P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

taught in the regular school year.

They may be tailored to the inter-

est of the student, providing that

the i)rofessor concerned and his

department approve it as suitable.

The student must then register

for the course in the Registrar's

office and pay the tuition prior

to leaving school in May. The tui-

tion will be refunded providing

the student notifies the Registrar

prior to June 10th that he is with-

drawing from it. After that date,

he will be held responsible for the

completion of the course and tui-

tion will not be refunded.

Students who have questions

about either summer study at

other institutions or our Summei-
Reading Program are asked to see

the Dean of the College.

CG Debaters Place

In Two Tourneys

CC debaters continued to im-

prove their winning record in tour-

nament competition during the

Spring Break. Steve Methner was
named first place speaker at a de-

bate held Sat., March 16, at CU.
Bob Clabby scored a third place

victory in Oratory at the Missouri

Valley Forensics Toumament held

March 28-30 at Oklahoma Statt-

University in Stillwotei'.

OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOV/N.

*ALTOHE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acres

LES' TV SERVICE
I 19 East Cache la Poudre Telephone 632-1716

Sales, Service and Rentals

Voice of Music Stereo

Model 350 — Was $99.95 Now $89.95

Model 333 — Was $89.95 Now $75.00

19" Admiral Port, with stand was $139.95 Now $119.95

Virginia (i)and FrsmkO)are:
A. Interviewing an African couple. B. Visiting a Nigerian University.

C. Exchanyiny idciis wilh .\igcriiiii University stutleiits.

Actually, Virginia Blount and
Frank Ogdcti arc doing nil (hcsc

things, As niemhers o( the 50Q-

sludLUt World Campus Alloat-

Ciiapniaii College, tiicsc two
Arizona college students had the

opportunity lo talk with students

at the University of Ife, Ibadan
V" blanch, Nigeria.

With llie help of Nigerian

students and professors, the Amer-
icans compared religions, art,

anthropology, educational systems,

economic developments, geog-

raphy, drama, music, and dance of

the two countries. This Is the

regular course work aboard Chapman s> shipboard campus, llie s.s. Ryndam.
Virgmia and Frank translerred the credits thtv earned back to their home colleges,

Arizona State Universitv and Northern \ri/ona University, and are going on for their

baccalaureate degrees Chapman College is Lurrently accepting enrollments for the

1968-1969 academic year with the World Campus Afloat program.

ITINERARIES
Pal! 1968: Dep. New York Oct. 10 for Dublin, London, Copenhagen, Rotterdam, Lisbon,

Rome, Athens, Haifa, Catania, Barcelona, Las Palmas, Freetown, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos

Aires, Montevideo, Punta Arenas, Santiago, Lima, Acapuico, arriving Los Angeles Jan. 29.

Spring 1969: Dep. Los Angeles Feb. 3 for Honolulu, Tokyo, Kobe, Hong Kong, Bangkok,

Kuala Lumpur, Colombo, Bombay, Mombasa, Durban, Cape Town, Dakar, Casablanca,

Cadiz, Lisbon, arriving New York May 27.

The coupon below, if completed and mailed at once, will provide the first step In

reserving space for your fall 1968 and/or spring 1969 semesters with World Campus Adoat

where you can take full advantage of Chapman College's unique three-year experience In

effective teaching aboard ship and In world ports.

World Campus Afloat, Director of Admissions

Chapman College Oconee, co/if«fnia 92ee&

PLEASE PRINT on TYPE

LAST NAME FIRST , iriAL

City 7ip

Academic Major Appro

City _St3te _Zip_

School

AEa_

To which address mBlerral should be sent; Campus D Home Q Parent or Guardian

I am inleresled in Q Fai! D Spring Semester 19 D LanS Campus D Floaling Campui Q Both

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. RYNDAM, registered in The Netherlands, meets

International Safety Standards for new ships developed In 1948.
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Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre
Phone 633-1219

Winchell's Donul House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities/ Sororitii

TLom
17 Earl Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurnsy Phoiw 63B-S506

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P, M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
Picture Framing "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

GOI-DEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South eth Street

OPEN IhOO A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Nine Faculty Members to Go on Sabbatical Next Year
Nine membprs of the Colorado

College faculty have been granted

sabbitical leaves of absence for

either one or (wo semesters. Dr.

Kenneth J. Cinran, dean of the

college, announced this week.

During their absences from the

Colorado College campus, the

nine faculty members will engage

ill a variety of activities, all in

conformity with the aim of the

sabbatical which is to encourage

professional growth and intellect-

ual enrichment.

Louis C. Geiger, professor of

history and chairman of the his-

tory department, will be gone dur-

ing the spring semester of next

year lo complete his research and

do some writing on a projected

history of higher education in the

Rocky Mountain West.

"If present plans work out 1

will work in England," Professor

Geiger said this week. "The his-

tory will deal primarily with pub-

lic institutions of higher learning

Calcutta. In 1954-.55 he was a Ful-

bright Lecturer in American Civi-

lization at the University of Hel-

sinki in Finland.

Other Colorado College faculty

members going on sabbaticals

next year are:

Donald P. Jenkins, associate

professor of music, whose sabbati-

cal will fall during the spring

semester. However, he will be ab-

sent from the campus duri-ng the

fall semester on a Benezet Rotat-

ing Fellowship. During his two-

semester absence from the college,

Professor Jenkins expects to com-

pile a bibliography of choral mus-

ic and investigate the possibilities

of developing choral ensembles at

Colorado College.

Martha Jane Cauvel, associate

professor of philosophy; She will

be gone from the campus during

the fall semester to work on an
extended essay on coTitemporary

trends in Aesthetics.

Leon C. Eastlack, associate pro-

fessor of physical education: He

Robert M. Stabler, professor

zoology: He will be gone durinp

both the fall and spring semester,-^,

plans to use the year for field re-

search.

Tn addition to granting ninp

sabbatical leaves, an unpaid, two-

year leave has been granted (o

Darrell 0. Davisson, assistant

professor of art. He plans to com-

plete his Ph.D. in art history dur-

ing his two-year absence from Crii-

orado College.

GEIGER JENKINS

in Colorado, Wyoming, Montana,
Utah, Idaho, Arizona and New
Mexico."

While a great many histories of

colleges and universities have been

written, no one has done a history

of higher education on a regional

basis, primarily because the basic

research has not been done.

Dr. Geiger has been researching

his projected history for some
years and expects it will take an-

other five or six years to complete

it. Coming ahead of the regional

histoi-y will be a history of the

North Central Association of Col-

leges and Secondary Schools

which is headquartered in Chicago.

Dr. Geiger is attending a meeting

of the publication board of the

association in Chicago this week.

Since 1948, Dr. Geiger has pub-

lished four books: "Race to the

Alps," a history of the Fifth

Army, 1948; "Joseph W. Folk of

Missouri," 1953; "University of

the Northei-n Plains," a history of

the University of North Dakota,

1958; and "Higher Education in a

Maturing Democracy," 1968. In

addition, he has published numer-

ous articles in historical quarter-

lies and journals.

Although the sabbatical next

year will be Dr. Geiger's first, he

had an unpaid leave in 1963-64

when he was a Fulbright Ex-

change Professor of American his-

tory at Jadavpur University in

^W«««gJ^^ ^^

ROSS SHAW

will be gone alt of the 1968-69

academic year, plans to take ad-

vanced courses in physical educa-

tion at Colorado State College.

Herving Madruga, associate pro-

fessor of French: During the sec-

ond semester he will study in

Paris at the Institut de Phoneti-

que.

Thomas W. Ross, professor of

English: He will be a NATO lec-

turer at the University of Gottin-

gen during the second semester.

Van B. Shaw, professor of soc-

iology: He will be gone all of the

academic year of 1968-69, plans
to travel and do research on

American expatriates.

George F. Simmons, professor

of mathematics: He will be gone
during the second semester next
year, will work on a college math-
ematics textbook to be published

by McGraw-Hill.

''People to People"

The "People to People" pro-

gram sponsored by the United
Stat'Cs State Department has an-

nounced the 1968 University Stu-

dent Ambassador Program. Durini;

the summer of 19ti8 a select group

of U.S. university and college stu-

dents is invited by special flight

to Europe to meet with foreign

students in eight European capi-

tols.

These "student ambassadors"
will have the opportunity to ex-

change ideas and discuss prob-

lems of mutual concern with their

European counterparts. The go:il

of the program is to improve iii-

temational understanding a n ti

friendship.

As a unique feature, a number
of European students studying in

the United States will be invited

to act as host moderators in their

own countries on this program. A
special program to several citit--

behind the Iron Curtain is provid-

ed on an optional basis. The pi di-

gram begins the 30th of June with

briefings and orientation in Waslt-

ington and New York. After 'a

HXiropean orientation in London,

there will be a month long periled

of pi-ograms from July 8th to Au-

gust 4th in Amsterdam, Copen-

hagen, Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Zu-

rich, and Paris and in the remain-

ing two weeks of the program stu-

dents may travel through Iron

Curtain countries, remain with

host families in the country of

their preference, or travel iinh.'-

pendently. The program will cost

appi-oximately $1,000, with a co-t

of approximately $450 for the :id-

ditional travel behind the Iron

Curtain. Further information i-

available from Professor Pick^^

Foreign Student Advisor.

Afa4^ Hu QolUcfe SUofi
833 NORTH TBJON "Across irom Campus" TELEPHONE 634-36B7

CC Girls - VISIT MAR RU COLLEGE SHOP AND

SEE THE NEW SPRING FASHIONS

1. NEW HOSECANTRECE
2 pair for $1.50

others 2 pair for $1.00

2. BERMUDA SHORTS
in checks and solids by Villager

3. COTTON CLASSIC
Summer Dresses by Country Junior

4. YOUR FAVORITE LEVIS

in bright citrus new colors —
Lime, Lemon, and Orange

5. PANTY HOSE
in bright gay colors

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% DIsount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses
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Prof. Lewis Has Adventurous Stay in Antarctic
By Huth Sfenmark

"The plane was only 100 yards
iiway, kicking up a local blizzard

and then there was dead silence.

Those were the loneliest four or

five minutes of my life." Thus
began the Jack London adventure

of Dr. John H. Lewis, of the CC
geology department.

]n October. 1967, Lewis left for

the Antarctic as one member of a

Ihree-man team of geologists doing

gtoloKic mapping in the EMsel Ford
Mountain of Marie Byrd Land. The
previous year other teams had

worked in the area and had dis-

covered a number of anomalies

that needed further investigation,

so it was decided to send another

team in during the Austral sum-

mer of 1967"19fi8. Sponsored by

Texas Tech, the project was car-

lied on under a grant from the

National Science Foundation with

the cooperation of the United

States Navy.

Lewis explained that although

the project was primarily scien-

tific, it had another, perhaps more
important aspect. In 1959 a 12-na-

tion pact was signed guaranteeing

international cooperation in the

scientific research carried on in

the Antarctic. It was agreed that

there would be no weapons or

territorial claims and mutual in-

spection of research facilities was

to be allowed. The treaty has

worked amazingly well; the 12

nations work side-by-side on var-

ious projects, exchanging ideas,

know-how, and even personnel.

Lewis told of one American who

is at a Russian station now and

will be there for 16 months.

Following an orientation meet-

ing in Shenandoah National Park,

Virginia, and a round of farewell

parties here at home, Lewis em-

harked for New Zealand with

stops in San Francisco and Hawaii,

where the men stayed long enough

to see the bikinis on Waikiki.

The next stop was Christchurch,

New Zealand, where, among other

things, Lewis spent six hours get-

ting the required clothing. Each
man was issued five pairs of muk-
luks, saran liners to catch ice

ti-j'stals, felt insoles, stockings and
wool socks. Also included among
the clothing were several suits of

long-johns, windproof pants, fleeee

liners, heavy wool shirts, and a
bulky pai'ka. Experience has shown
thai the best way to dress in

the Antarctic is to wear many
layers of clothing, always having

a windproof layer on the outside;

Lewis said Ihey learned early that

the wind was their greatest enemy.

After one last sauna bath, the

team left for McMurdo Station,

where they stepped off the plane

into a summer temperature of 37

degrees with 10 knots wind. While

at McMui-do, they undei-went n

program of surNival training
taught by a group of New Zeal-

and mountaineers. The training in-

cluded ice belays, crevasse extrac-

tion techniques, and proper meth-

ods for sliding down ice slopes.

Bad weather hampered the first

three attempts to set the team

into their area 700 miles east of

McMurdo, but finally they landed

in beautiful weather which immed-

iately turned bad and "whited out."

The plane stayed long enough to

unload gear and make sure the

radio was working, then left the

men on their own.

The first two days were spent

setting up a base camp, after

which the three moved to their

first work site. If was during this

move that they found h4iw deceiv-

ing distances can be in the Ant-

arctic. Lewis said a distance which

appears to be a 30-minute walk

might actually take half a day to

travel; it look them seven hours

to move to the first of their six

work camps.

The workdays began at 5:30 or

(i:00 a. m.; it took quite a while

to put on all the layers of clothing

and have breakfast, but they were

usually working on the rocks by

8:00. In order to take advantage
of their short time, the team did

not stop for lunch, but citrried

candy bars instead. They worked
until 3:30 or 4:00, then returned

to camp where they shook the ice

out of their mukiuks and wrote up
their field notes.

The food provided included

frozen steaks, shrimp, and trout,

but Lewis said they were often

too tired to cook these and found

C-rations and Polish sausage were
their mainstays. They also craved

grease and would eat butter by

the spoonful; later they learned

that this is a common occurrence

because of the cold.

Prof. John H. Lewis

During the field season bad

weather hampered operations so

badly that of the W/z weeks spent

in the field, only 31 days were
spent actually working on the

rocks. Survival was their first

concern, and although the team
did what would be called rccon-

aissance mapping here in the U.S.,

under Antarctic conditions it was
considered quite detailed work.

Five major blizzards accounted

for much of the lost time, the first

one coming only a few days after

they set up their first camp. Winds
reached as high as 90 knots and
were so loud the men could not

even shout over the noise ; the

tents shook so hard that sleeping

was impossible. On the third night

of the first blizzard, Lewis crawled

from the radio tent lo the sleep

tenl and found there a "flapping

hell." One end had bet-n ripped

open and the mattresses blown out,

but Lewis managed to grab the

sleeping bags and save them. He
and one other man hud to make
three trips between tents dragging

one sleeping bag at a time; each
times it took several minutes to

crawl the 20 feet.

Boredom was a constant compan-
ion during the long seiges in tJie

tent, but the throe used various

methods to combat it. During the

first blizzard Lewis made a crib-

bflge boai-d and taught the others

how to play- At others times they

were occupied with I'eading or

letter writing. Oddly enough, tUero

were few long bull sessions, though
Lewis said they all tended to get

quite reflective and introspective.

Mail came in and went out on

but two supply planes that landed

in their area during the season.

On Christmas the three were sit-

ting out a blizzard in the tent;

their overseas receiver had gone

out a couple of weeks before, but

Lewis felt it was just as well that

they weren't able to hear Christ-

mas carols.

During the first part of the stay

Lewis and one of his companions
resolved to give up cigarettes, hut

the resolve shattered during the

first blizzard, when they smoked
an entire box of cigai-s, then went
through all the C-rations taking

nut the cigarette packs. Finally,

out of desperation, two of tliem

tried rolling their own, using pipe

tobacco. They tried various meth-

ods, but eventually settled on using

the flaps from air mail envelopes

with a toilet paper filter.— with

the pipe tobacco it was "like smok-

ing incense." They could only

make about three of these per day,

hut since each one lasted 30 min-

utes this wasn't too much of a

hardship.

Moltwater and aluHh finally

forced the trio to cut the expedi-

tion off three and one-half weeks

early. By this time anxious to get

hack to civilization, the three were

also keenly disappointed at havint;

to leave without seeing the last

quarter of the mountain range.

The Antarctic scenery is "some of

the most beautiful scenery any-
where. On good days you can sec

100 miles, and the view is differ-

ent every time." "Ou many days,"

Lewis said, "we yodelled all day
just to shout and scream and feel

happy."

Back at McMurdo thoy had dif-

ficulty in readjusting to civiliza-

tion and found it extremely

strange to stand up to walk into

an enclosed building, and stranger

still to have people around. Worst
of nil was sleeping in a complete-

ly dai'k room—Lewis didn't sleep

well for two weeks.

The team spent six days pack-

ing specimens and gear, then took

off for home, with a stopover in

Hawaii along the way. Despite the

hai'dships, Lewis' most vivid niem-
oriea aixi of the good parts oC tho

adventure; when asked if he would
go back ho anaworcd, "I sure

would. Some people seem to got

tho bug for it, and others don't.

I guess I've got tho bug."

Class Officer Petitions

petitions for c1h9.i officers of

next year's senior, junior, and

sophomore clnsscs will be made

available this Friday at Ka.stall

desk. Petition munt bo n'tuniud liy

April 18.

Class officers include the I'rcBi-

dent, VicG-I'residcnt, and the Sec-

retary - Treasurer. The Proaidont

also serves on the Colleger ('ouncil

of the CCCA.

Primary election.s will be held

on Monday, April 21). In the oveiil

no one candidate guhis u majority

for a particular office on tho first

ballot, a runoff election between

the top two cundidatoB will be

held the next day on April 30.

Newly elected officora take office

un Monday, May tJ.

Herman Snyder Exhibit to Open at FAC April 5
More than 20 works of the late

Herman Dale Snyder, an assistant

professor of art at Colorado Col-

lege, who was killed in an automo-

bile accident west of Manitou in

May, 19(i7. will be exhibited in the

Taylor Museum Gallery of the

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Cen-

ter April .> through April 30.

The Herman Snyder Memorial

Exhibition will open at 8 p.m. on

April 5 with Mrs. Barbara Sny-

der, widow of the late artist, pres-

ent along with associates and

friends, members of the Fine Arts

Center, faculty and alumni of Col-

orado College and others.

The Snyder sculptures, most of

which were produced between the

time he joined the Colorado Col-

lege faculty in 1961 and his death

last spring, are essentially non-

objective. Most of them are done

in metal, but some are in wood.

His later works approach primary

structures or minimal sculptures.

After the exhibit closes April 30

Mrs. Snyder plans to remove the

sculptures to Atlanta where she

is presently working as an artist

VOLKSWAGEN

PHIL WINSLOW

V. W., IHC
730 North Circle Driv*

and designer. They have been in

the care of the Fine Arts Center

since his death.

In addition to his teaching and

his work as a sculptor, Herman
Snyder also was noted as the pro-

ducer of three very successful

"happenings" on the Colorado Col-

lege camims.

The Missouri-born artist, who

was only 36 when he was killed,

held a B.F.A. from the Kansas
City Art Institute and an M.F.A.

fi-om Arizona State University

where he taught drawing, painting

and sculpture from 1958 until he

joined the Colorado College

faculty.

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 North Tejon

634-2093

At Colorado College, a Her-

man D. Snyder Fund has been

established as a permanent endow-

ment to bring outside artists ami

sculptors to the college and the

Fine Arts Center for brief visits

each year. The fund, which is still

open, is chaired by Dr. Gilbert R.

Johns, dean of the summer session

at the college.

THE COLLEGE
BAUBEU SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroti from th. Campui

827 North Tejon

^cf the be^t . .

.

aenina
Lounge
•TWO rOR HOURS'

First Two Drinks

lor Ihe Price oi One
4-7 P.M. DAILY

1 18 North Cascade Avenue

Dartmouth College
COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM

June 30 — August 24

LIBERAL ARTS
7 courses in liumanities, sciences, social sciences -

intensive foreign lanRuaRe instruction - introductory

computer course

CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS

Courses in theatre, music, painting, sculpture.

Symphony and Chamber Orchestra, master chisses.

Composers - in - residence: Alberto Ginastera, Easley

Blackwood, and Niels Bentam. Dartmouth Repertory

Theater Co. - professional anti student actors.

Film Society.

For information send coupon below to:

Dartmouth College, P.O^Box J82, Han^vcj-,il._H-_037.).>

Please send me summer t«rm information CC

NAME

ADDRESS

Zip
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Administration Threatens Crackdown on Drugs
WASHINGTON (CPS) — Under

an Administration proposal now

being considered by Congress a

student who loans his roommate a

pep pill to stay awake during

finals will be a federal criminal

subject to 10 years in prison and

a S15.000 fine.

The bill, which embodies pro-

posals made by President Johnson

in his State of the Union and

crime messages would make pos-

ession of "hallucinogenic drugs

{including LSD) and other de-

pressant and stimulant drugs" a

misdemeanor and "illegal manu-

facture and traffic" and ''posses-

sion for sale" of such drugs a

felony.

The House Subcommittee on

Public Health and Welfare com-

pleted hearings on the bill in early

March. Although the subcommittee

had not yet scheduled action on

the bill, it is almost certain to be

passed, possibly in an even

stronger form. All but one of the

^subcommittee members have said

they favor the bill.

It may face slightly rougher

going in the Senate. At a series

nf hearings this week members of

the Senate Juvenile Delinquency

Subcommittee appeared sympa-

thetic to arguments that laws for

possession of drugs, especially

marijuana, are unenforceable and

that the penalties ought to be les-

sened or completely eliminated.

At one point Senator Thomas

Dodd (D-Conn.), chairman of the

subcommittee, said, "I have always

had doubts" about the severity of

marijuana laws, which are much

tougher than those proposed for

LSD, even though LSD is gener-

ally acknowledged to be a much

more dangerous dinig.

And Sen. Edward M. Kennedy

(D-Mass.) questioned how effec-

tive the goveniment's "education

program" on drugs could be when

the laws on marijuana and LSD
are so inequitable.

Dr. James Goddard, commis-

sioner of the Food and Di-ug Ad-

ministration, descnhed an exten-

sive "education program" in drugs

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions • Cosmetics School Supplies Beverages

tm North Weber Telephone 633-2069

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 oH
MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER

5 SOUTH TEJON

being mn by his department. Ken-

nedy responded, "I think we need

more study before we can develop

an effective educational program.

LSD is 100 times more dangerous

than marijuana, yet we have a

lesser penalty for it. In light of

those inequities, do you think

young people will pay any atten-

tion to an educational program?"

"1 don't believe they will." re-

plied Goddard, who has often ex-

pressed doubts about penalties for

the possession of marijuana.

Two educators who appeared

before the subcommittee argued

that the present laws against mari-

juana are unenforceable.

Dean Helen Nowlis, director of

the di-ug education project of the

National Association of Student

Personnel Administrators, told the

committee that criminal penalties

for possession of marijuana should

be removed. She said, however,

that she was against legalization

of marijuana until more research

could be done on it.

She agreed with Kennedy that

the legal inequities make it diffi-

cult to convince people not to use

marijuana. "I wish," she told the

subcommittee, "everyone of you
had to face thoughtful young peo-

ple who may or may not use mari-

juana and who ask yon to justify

such penalties and at the same
time explain why a bill regulating

merely the mail-order sale of guns,

who do kill and maim more people

both accidentally and intentionally,

than ail drugs put together, can-

PIZZA a MEXICAN RDOH A SPECIALITY

Vemeth\6 Ci Te/'t^h

NOW OPENS THE . ,

ftmex

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

FEATURING . . .

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

>e$ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY * THUEBDAT

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
youll discover college student supplies m
variety and abundance only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

^^%^IVS^»W^*J^ OFFICE SUPPLY
""""^^

'

516 N. Tejon 633-1721dcmpubco

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
2081/3 North Tejon Sheef • Colorado Springs. Colorado
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Visit the Current Events section

of our Paperback Department.

not get to first base; or why
alcohol, which i-uins the lives of

countless millions and has been

demonstrated to be associated with

many crimes of violence, is widely

advertised and promoted and freely

available to all adults."

She also expressed the fears of

many deans and administrators

about the tactics used by law en-

forcement officials in cases such

as the police raid on the State

University of New York at Stony

Brook: "The great majority of stu-

dents, teacliers, and administra-

tors find many widely used en-

forcement techniques both repul-

sive and disruptive. Undercover
agents, informers, invasion of pri-

vacy, tapped telephones are an an-

omoly in a situation where we are

desperately trying to substitute

inner controls for outside control,

to foster individual and group re-

sponsibility, to encourage mature
behavior by expecting mature be-

havior."

(Although many deans have ex-

!)rGs.sed these fears, the major na-

tional education associations, such

as the American Council on Edu-
cation, apparently plan no action

on the drug bill.)

Dr. Dana L. Fanisworth, direc-

tor of the Harvard University

health sen'ice, told the subcom-
mittee bluntly, ''The present laws
a5,ainst possession of marijuana
are so severe they're not being
enforced."

But the subcommittee heard con-

flicting testimony from two gov-

ernment officials who appeare<|

before it.

Harry Gioi-dano, commissioner of

the Bureau of Narcotics told the

subcommittee that, if the penal-

ties for marijuana were eliminated,

sellers of the drug would "escape

justice." He said 70 per cent of

federal marijuana ai-rests were for

sales and that many of those for

possession were persons "in pos-

session of large quantities of

marijuana, clearly destined for the

market."

Food and Drug Commissionei

James Goddard told the subcom-

mittee that he "respected the jud-r-

ment" of enforcement officers such

as Giordano, although he had

earlier questioned the severity of

marijuana penalties.

This disagreement led Dodd tu

say at the end of the hearings

that "We must resolve the con-

flicting judgments of educators

and law enforcement officials be-

fore we enact any new legislation

on drug abuse."

Thus, it is possible that several

senators, including both Kennedy
brothers and possibly even Dodd,

who is generally regarded as a

conservative, will speak out against

possession of marijuana and LSD.
Dodd's subcommittee may even

decide to report out a bill to

lessen the penalties for possession,

But such a bill is not likely to

get verv far. Nor is the Admin-
istration's LSD bill likely to bi>

stopped in the Senate. Few mem-
bers of Congress are likely to voto

for lower dniEC penalties in an

election year.

Intervisitation Prevents Cohabitation
The doiinitory rules proposal;^

at St. John's College, announced
recently by a faculty-student com-
mittee, apparently produced the re-

action for which they were in-

tended.

Acting Dean Robert Skeele, a

member of the commitfee. called

them an example of "how problems

can be dealt with most maturely

and responsibily," handling a situa-

tion without making a major issue

out of it.

"No big thing" seemed the re-

action of students to the recom-

mendations that "intervisitation" in

dormitory rooms by men and wo-

men stud'ents be determined by in-

dividual dorm units witlrin 12-hour

bounds set by the committee.

Time limits set by the commit-

tee in the recommendations to the

faculty and the school president,

Dr. Richard Weigic, are noon to

midnight, Sunday through Thurs-

day and 7 p.m., to 1 p.m., Fridays

and Saturdays. The proposals, most
likely to come up for approval in

the first two weeks of April, would

be on trial for the remaining two

months of the school year-. They
would be reconsidered next fall.

A standing dean's advisory com-

mittee would be appointed to keep

abreast of any problems arising.

"We've had" a good time talking

about this," Skeele said. "It has

been a profitable series of joint-

committee discussions. The recom-

mendations reflect a lot of con-

sideration and particularly reflect

student consensus on what they

really believe to be the best ar-

rangements."
The problem crystalized last

month when about 50 men stu-

dents, according to Dean Clarence

J. Cramer, allowed women stu-

dents into their rooms to study.

Suspension was considered, but the

students said they believed the

dormitories were their homes while

at college and they should have
some say as to whom they could

invite into them.

So Cramer appointed four fac-

ulty members— Skeele, David
Jones, Dean Haggard and Don
Cooke—to the committee. He asked
a student, David Sackton, to ap-

point three others as committee
members. Sackton was joined by
James Liljenwall, Christie Chapin
and Elsa Blum.

Cramer said committee mem-
bers were selected as representa-

tive of various points of view.

A poll was sent out. Skeele said

that of 160 copies, 121 were re-

turned. Seventy students favored

the dormitory units determining
visiting hours. Skeele said a

"healthy minority," about 40 per-

cent, preferred no change in the

rules or limited hours defined for

the entire college.

He said if the proposals are ap-

proved, they would put the burden

of regulation on the students

themselves.

"Now they would be forced to

face the question of how one lives

responsibly in society," he said.

Guasie Goldstein, a senior from
Claremont, Calif., said self-regula-

tion would be a minor problem.

She said last summer a group

of St. John's students stayed in

Santa Fe to work, lived in town

and decided that dormitory niles

for all practical purposes, were

suspended. They were later told

that wasn't so.

But, she said, "There wasn't a

m oral problem. It just didn't

arise."

What did happen was what she

called "companionship and some
leally good conversation."

She said the students had a sum-

mer reading list and discussed the

books.

"It was more like genuinely liv-

ing," she said. "If someone wanted
to borrow a record or something,

you could say 'sure, it's in m>
desk in such-and-such drawer.'

When I returned to the dorm in

the fall. I felt vei-y constricted."

One drawback she could see to

open dormitories was that for the

shy student, it could get lonely.

She said some students might

just wait for someone to invite

them to his room. But generally

open rooms would produce ;5

warmer, more natural climate.

"I know how^ unbearable it can

be not to be able to just go to

someone's room and say hello."

Maury Schell, a married senioi

living off campus, said simply.

"Living in dorms is unnatural."

She said she believed the new

rules would be a good idea if hand-

led responsibly.

Political Science Grant

The Political Science Depart-

ment announces that a ?500 gran'

is available for the summer oi'

1968, for a Colorado College stu-

dent who wishes to travel to and

work or study in an underdevel-

oped country. Interested students

are asked to contact Professoi

Sondermann prior to April 15, and

to submit a statement of their

plans or projects which might he

funded by tliis grant.

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchanas

(Across from Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513
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Winter Sports Bow-Out in Tournament Blizzard

By Gino Stoeckly

With winter weather giving

way to the warm spring air the

sports of winter gradually are re-

placed with the robust activities

of summer. The change to summer
sports, however, isn't as sudden

as the influx of the football and
basketball into the heat of sum-
mer. Thus it seems a lull is al-

ways created in the sports vac-

uum this time of year. However,

the developments of the past two
weeks shouldn't go without men-
tion.

The Western Collegiate Hockey
Association and the state of Col-

orado can be very proud of the

Denver University icers and their

(lutstanding performance in cap-

luring the coveted NCAA hockey

championship. To secure the title

the Pioneers bested Boston College

and then shutout conference rival

North Dakota in the finals. The
Sioux were upset winners over

Cornell, the defending national

champions in the serais. Thus the

NCAA had the top two teams in

the nation.

In pro hockey the long playoff

grind foi- the Stanley Cup began

last night with Eastern division

winner Montreal favored to come

out on top. Meanwhile rugged for-

ward Stan Mikita captured his

seemingly perennial scoring cham-
pionship for the fourth time in

the last five years.

LewCLA captured its second

consecutive NCAA basketball title

by shocking the top-ranked Hous-

ton Cougars by a score of 101-69.

The Bruins left no doubts in any-

body's mind that they are one of

the best college quintets ever as-

sembled. Although UCLA loses

team quarterback Mike Warren

and forward Mike Lynn through

graduation, and possibly guard

Lucius Allen because of scholastic

problems, the Bruins should have

little trouble winning an unpre-

cedented third title. A guy by the

name of Lew Alcindor and coach

named John Wooden just happen

to be returning to Westwood!

i'hiladelphia and Boston renew

their rivalry for the Eastern divi-

sion playoff berth this Sunday.

Their annual feud for the Eastern

Division championship which us-

ually means the world champion-

ship always arouses the pro fan

who doesn't become avidly inter-

ested until the last of March.

Neither the Celts nor the 7lJers

should have little trouble with the

Western winner.

The NBA was also delighted to

have Big E. Hayes sign with their

new expansion team, San Diego.

The fledgling ABA has declared

an all-out signing war against the

NBA, and the signing of Hayes
for a reported $450,000 was defi-

nitely indicative of the upcoming
battles.

The winding up of the hockey

and basketball seasons means only

that by the middle of May base-

ball will be THE sport. In fact,

the season officially opens next

week. Any bets to as who will be

playing in the series in the fall?

C/gyberg Pitches 3-Hiffer

7 Errors Let Indians Scalp Tigers
By Ray Kawano

The Colorado College baseball

team suffered its fourth setback

of the season at the hands of The
Southern State College Indians,

by a score of 5-3 on Monday, at

Memorial Park. Previously, the

Tigers were trounced fairly hard

three times by the University of

Albuquerque with scores of 9-0,

13-3, and 5-1. Their only two vic-

tories were accorded in a double

header sweep against the State

Penitentiary, 6-5 and 8-5.

In Monday's contest (the first

home game), the Tiger nine was
plagued by a deluge of errors

which finally led to disaster.

Southpaw Craig Clayberg held a

3-2 lead in hooking up in a pitch-

ing duel with SCSC's Dennis

Jones for eight innings. Then, in

the top of the ninth, the roof fell

in on Clayberg's chances for his

first win.

The Indians rallied for three

luns when Pat Bekeza singled,

went to third on an error and

scored on Tom llandolf's single to

right. Randolf stopped at second

oil another error and moved to

third on pitcher Dennis Jones'

bunt. The third Tiger error of the

inning allowed Randolf to score

the go-ahead run and Jones gal-

loped to third. Finally, Clayberg

uncorked a wild pitch allowing

Jones to score an insurance run.

In picking up the win, Jones

fanned 14 while yielding eight hits

and four bases-on-balls. Clayberg

did equally well whiffing nine In-

dians, yielding but three hits and

giving up two bases on balls. In

addition, all of the Indian runs

were unearned.

Art Stapp, Dave Dix, and Bill

(Bibo) Bowman each paired hits

in a game highlighted by a braw!

in the 6th which saw CC's L. D.

Ellarton ejected. Both benches

were cleared and fists flew, but

fortunately, cooler heads prevailed

and tempers were cooled. To add a

little more color to the contest,

SCSC's Steve Chevey clouted a

tremendous "homeiim" (over the

left field fence) in the second inn-

ing, but in the process of round-

ing the bases, failed to touch

first. Fortunately, an alert Tiger

defense spotted this and Clayberg

tossed the ball to "aggressive" El-

larton at first for the out.

In all, the Tigers committed

seven costly errors to pin a heart-

breaking defeat on the hard work-

ing Clayberg. This is how the

scoring went:
123456789RHE

SCSC 000001103 5 1 1

CO 00020010038 7

Gridders to Face Black Hills State!
Colorado College will open its

1968 eight-game football season

at home Saturday, Sept, 14,

against a new opponent, Black

Hills State College of Speaiiish,

S. D.

The Yellowjackets are one of

two new foes on the schedule. The

other is Claremont-Mudd College

of Claremont, California.

Head Football Coach Jerry

Carle said a former opponent, Wil-

liam Jewell College of Liberty,

Mo., will play the Homecoming

game here Saturday, Oct. 5.

Carle said each of the four home
games will start at 1:30 p.m. at

Washburn Field.

Following is the complete sche-

dule:

Sept. 14—Black Hills State, H
Sept. 21—Colorado Mines, A
Sept. 28—Claremont-Mudd, A

Oct. 5—William Jewell, H
Oct. 12—St. Mary of Plains, H
Oct. 19—Washington U. (Mo.),

Away
Oct. 26—Austin College, H
Nov. 2—Graceland College. A

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiches

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

IZflO-IO^OO p-m Sundoy

Clo(ad Monday

71 I North Tejon

4:30 p.m. -1 1 ;00 p.m. Tuei-Sal

634-9346

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE
. TUNE UPS
ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
. ATLAS SAnERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH
230 West Uinlah Phone 634-9195

Globe Travel
20 East Pikes Peak Telephone 473-41S1

Take a Trip

and Leave the

Worry to Us.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

Polynesian Room

iouse

DINNER: 5:00-12:00 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)

12:00-8:00 |Sunday|

Try Ui lor Your Naxt Function |
Phon. 134-09;B

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy —
These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

Western Wear

T«laphone 632-0391

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2^4 blocks South of Gmnpus)

Headquartera for Guitars, Banjos and All AccanaorlM

Boml Itufrummt R«n(<>l<

HOURS; 9:00-6:00— fRIDAY: );00 - 8:!0

Boxing
All letteimen or other sIMdents

interested in participating in pro-

moting the April Itlth boxing

benefit jjlease meet in the "C"

Room—Cossitt Gym im Tuesday,

.\pril 9, at 11:00 a.m.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famom Cellar available for

large fraternity or group function*

$1.25
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Tiger freshmen Star

CC Grabs Second m Junior Olympic Tourney
By Jim Ahlbrecht

During the second week of

spring vacation, while most CC
students were off sunning in var-

ious parts of the country, a group

of hockey players from Colorado

College were representing Colo-

i-ado Springs in a national tourna-

ment here at the Broadmoor World

Ar&na.

The tournament was the U.S.

Junior Olympic Hockey Tourna-

ment, sponsored by the American

Hockey Association. Six teams

from ail over the country were en-

tered in the tourney, with the guys

from Colorado College represent-

ing Colorado Springs. The other

entries were: Lewiston, Maine;

Chicago, Illinois; Los Angeles,

California; Minneapolis, Minne-

sota; and Detroit, Michigan.

These teams represent a coun-

try-wide program begun three

years ago to improve the national

OljTiipic teams of the future.

The Colorado Springs team was
made up of mostly the CC fresh-

men team (plus two Canadians)

along with Kick Symonds, Hugh
Walnutt, and four members of the

I'SAFA hockey team.

The tourney began on Friday

night, the 29th of March, with the

opening round scores of Los An-
geles 6, Chicago 3. And the second

game that night ended up Minne-

sota 6, Detroit 4. Saturday morn-

ing at eight o'clock the Colorado

team made its debut by beating

a tough Los Angeles team by the

score of 4 to 3. The score of that

game didn't indicate the game, as

the Colorado team outshot the

LA team by a 50 to 16 margin.

Two excellent goals by John Lo-

gergren and two by Casey Ryan
won it for the Springs' team.

Casey's first goal was a brilliant

individual effort as he came out

of the comer in front of the net

to score. John Logergren's second

goal, the winner, was a tough

clutch goal off a face-off pass

from Bob CoUyard.

Saturday night at si\ o'clock

the Colorado team played their

second game of the day against

Chicago Jr. Black Hawks. At the

end of the first period, a 1-1 score

had the Chicago boys yelling:

"These guys are nothin' ." But the

Colorado men broke o|)en with

seven goals in the second period

to hit the dressing room with a

8-1 second period edge.

The home-town team played

some of their best hockey of the

tourney in this second game. Air

Force wing George Roberts not-

ciied a hat trick (3 goals). Cliff

Purpur scored two goals, one on a

beautiful 20-foot slap shot the

Chicago goalie never saw. Rob
"Jake" Jacobi scored on a, whist-

ling blue-line shot, and even Scott

Eeisner scored an 'eyes-closed, an-

gle-shot goal'.

Tremendous defensive play by

'Ringo' John Ringer, Hugli Wal-

nutt, Rob Jacobi, and excellent

g\)altending by Steve Tharinger

held the Chicago team to only

two goals, the eventual score be-

ing 11 to 2. Jim Ahlbrecht's pass

set up the second Chicago goal.

With these two victories, and

Minnesota's 6-4 win over Detroit,

and aTi 8-3 victory over Maine, the

two teams moved into the nation-

al championship game Sunday

night.

The Colorado team brought the

game to the Minnesotans during

the entire length of the game, but

a gusty comeback by the Minne-

sota team gave them a 6 to .'S win

over the CC boys.

Colorado's first goal came on a

quick slap shot off the stick of

Bob Collyard when the Minnesota

team was short-handed. The puck

was put on Bob's stick on a per-

fect pass from John Logergren.

The goalie never saw Bob's shot

through a screen.

Cliff Furpur scored the second

goal on a beautiful pass from

Scott Beisner, who picked up Chas
Osborne's driving rebound attempt

CC LACROSSE STARS prepare for tomorrow's 2:00 p. m. game wi+h
Colorado State University in the team's home-opener. After a suc-

cessful 7-2 record in 1967, the Tigers will be going all-cut to equal
and even surpass that figure.

/^PU^Il Out SC0U: $/S.99

Acme Sects, $24.99

Other Ru(f-Out Boots

by

Acme or Nocona

at $24.99 to $36.00

107 S.Tcjoa

and whipped tho puck to I'lnp.

The Colorado team entered the

dressing room after the fir.st per-

iod with a 2-1 lead. In the second

period Minnesota tied it u[), and

then went ahead lo a 3-2 lead.

Purpur came down Ihe ice again,

amazingly faked the dcfensemen
on the left, pulled the goalie for

a wide-open shot he handled with

ease.

Colorado got the lead back an

a humming wrist shot by 'Ringo'

John Ringer from the blue line,

and once again went to the locker

room with a 4-3 lead. However,
the Minnesota team never let up
and got three goals in the third

stanza, and held off tremendous
pressure by the Colorado team to

emerge victorious by a (J-5 score.

Mark Enbolm played magnificen-
tly in the nets, but Minnesota
hounded the puck to eventual
victory.

The Colorado team finished sec-

ond, perhaps a bit disappointing

but certainly a good showing. The
last game was described by one
official as; "Some of the best hoc-
key ever played at Broadmoor."
But, they never stop keeping the

Spoa^ts
There is Still Hope m Mudville

By Dan Bernstein

Despite a seemingly slow start

by the Colorado College base-

ballers, it is important not to take

the upcoming season too lightly.

New talent is cropping-up almost
daily, and it seems that the only
thing the Tigers need is a big win
to get them started.

The team grabbed two wins at

the State Penitentiary, and looked
as if they might have another
against SCSC were it not for
seven untimely errors and five un-
earned runs that gave the Indians

a 5-3 victory.

The chief talent in this year's
squad lies in the infield. At first

base, L. D. Ellarton provides con-
sistency and experience which are
essential to a potentially tightly-

knit diamond. Greg Kent, the Ti-

ger second baseman is the deftji.

sive spark-plug and a superior

middle-man in the double-pluy
combination.

Art Stapp provides outstanding
catching ability which will pro-
bably be overshadowed by his bul-

ging batting average. In his last

10 times at bat, Stapp, a fresh-

man, has collected seven hits.

Much has been said of the Tiger
pitching, and if Craig Clayberi,'

has anything to say about it, much
more will be said. Clayberg's los-

ing effort was an impressive pitch-

ing exhibition as he gave up only

three hits and had a no-hitter go-

ing for seven innings. Jim Ahl-
brecht's eagerly-awaited ascension

to the Tiger baseball ranks should

bolster the staff considerably.

tfathauai/,4

Imported Pipes Imported Tobaccos
Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

m^m

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES V/ELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five minute* from the campus)
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Special

Civil Rights

Issue

Colorado College

ave a uream . .

.

ft

By J. Martin
The Broadmoor Area seemed a

strange place to hold a memorial
service for a man who had spent

tlie better part of his adult life

fighting for the rights of the poor,

till! that is where the leaders of

Colorado Springs chose to hold it

and, since few seemed to mind,

the choice of place was generally

supposed to be all right. It was a

Sunday and Martin Luther King
had been dead almost 72 hours, so

everyone showed up well-scrnbbed

and in his Sunday -best to listen

(0 what his community and relig-

ious leaders would have to say
about the significance of the Rev.

King's life and his death.

The floor of the World Arena
was covered with an unscaired

sheet of ice and in the middle of

It, facing south towards Ft. Carson
and Cheyenne Mountain, was
placed a modest platform with

chairs for the leaders and a lec-

tern with the Broadmoor label on

it, for their use.

The men on the platform repre-

sented a cross-section of the com-
munity. There were representa-

tives of the NAACP; the Human
Relations Council ; numerous
churches, from Negro Baptist to

ttiiile Unitarian; the Jewish com-
munity ; Colorado College ; and
others. The mayor, of course, was
there too, as was an Air Force
officer in full regalia.

Ted Martin of the NAACP
ooened the service by reading
President Jolinson's proclamation

of national mourning. After the

choral call to worship, the Rev.

David Coleman, of the Human Re-
lations Council, gave the invoca-

tion, which deploi'ed the violence

and hate which struck the Rev.
King down.
The congregation and choir

sang "Faith of Our Father's."

slowly and ))erhaps with more
feeling than is normally resented

for that hymn. The Rev. Richard
Baker of the Pikes Peak Council

of Churches read Scripture from
Psalms 15, 91, and 121.

'.'Lord, who shall abide in thy

tabernacle? who shall dwell in thy

holy hill ? He that walketh upright-

ly, and worketh righteousness and
speaketh the tnith in his heart.

"Thou shalt not be afraid for

the terror by night; nor for the

arrow that flieth by day. A thou-

sand shall fall at thy side, and
ten thousand at thy right band; but

it shall not come nigh thee. There
shall no evil befall thee, neither

shall any plague come nigh thy

dwelling. He shall call upon me,

and I will answer him: I will be

with him in trouble; T will deliver

him, and honour him.

"Behold. He that keepeth Israel

shall neither slumber nor sleep.

The LORD shal! preserve thee

from all evil i he shall preserve

thy soul. The LORD shall pre-

sei"\'e thy going out and thy com-

ing in from this time forth, and

even for evermore,"

Father Stephen Handen, repre-

senting the Corpus Christi Church,

reminded all present, in giving

the Memorial Prayer, of their in-

dividual responsibility for what
had recently happened, "We dare

PACC Sponsors National Collegiafe Primary
The CHOICE 68 project has

Ijecn lauded by countless politi-

cal leaders and newspaper editors,

and it is possible that the mas-

On April 24, 19G8, the National

Collegiate Presidential Primary,
or CHOICE fi8, will be held on the

CC campus, and simultaneously
on hundreds of other campuses
throughout the country. CHOICE
(58 is being run here by the PACC
and is sponsored by Time maga-
zine. The results will be analyzed
and published in Time. Students
mW vote by punching an IBM
card indicating a first, second and
third choice for president, and
also answering each of the fol-

lowing referendum questions:

I. What course of military action

should the U.S. pursue in Viet

nam: (choose one only.)

A. Immediate withdrawal of

U,S, forces.

B. Phased reduction of U.S.
fnilitary activity.

C. Maintain current level of

U.S. military activity.

D. "All out" U.S. miiitar>' ef-

fort.

II. Wliat course of action should
the U.S. pursue in regards to

the bombing of North Vietnam:
(choose one only.)

A. Permanent cessation

hombing.

B. Temporary suspension
tiombing.

C. Maintain current level

bombing.

D. Intensify bombing.
E. Use of nuclear weapons.

Hi. In confronting the "urban
crisis" which should receive

highest priority in government
spending: (choose one only.)

A. Education
B. Housing.
C. Income subsidy.

D. Job training and employ-
nient oppoi-tunities.

E. Riot control and stricter law

enforcement.

sive participation predicted for it

may have some effect on the fu-

ture of this election year. Never
before could students be heard by
so many doing so little.

to meet togther this afteiTioon," he
said, ''and in doing so we can aid
in keeping the spirit of Dr. King
alive.

CC freshman Rosa Scott fol-

lowed a moving rendition of the
old Negro Spiritual "Deep River"
hy reading excerpts, as she had
done in other memorial services,

from the writings of Dr. King.
Among the selections were Dr.
King's "I Have a Dream" speech
from the 19(J3 march on Washing-
ton and his uncannily prophetic
"I've Been to the Mountaintop"
speech given the night before his

death in Memphis. Miss Scott*s

faithful delivery brought to life

once again the Rev. King's ability

to weave a spell over his listeners

through his oration and his power
as a prose stylist.

Colorado Springs Mayor Eugene
McCleary led off the comments
section of the ser\'ice. He congrat-
ulated the citizens of Colorado
Springs for not being violent.

"This is a non-violent city. This
is what Dr. King would have
wanted." Jim White of the local

NAACP deplored the violence
touched off by Dr. King's death.

While he assured the congrega-
tion that the violence was not con-

doned by the Negro majority, he
let it be known that "brotherly

love is not a one-sided affair."

Dan- Patterson, a white repre-

sentative of the Urban League,
remarked that, "It is sad that in

this enl ightened country in 1068,

some of our citizens are deprived

of simple rights of citizenship."

Turning to Colorado Springs, he
said that there is much work left

to be done, noting that 80% of

local Negros and Spanish-Ameri-
can live below the poverty level.

Dr. Fred Sondermann spoke on
behalf of the local Jewish com-
munity. He felt that the long per-

.•^ecutioii of thi_' Jews has made
them more sensitive to the trials

of those who suffer persecution.

(Continued on pane six)

In Memoriam
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Students, Faculty, and Friends of Colorado

College are invited to contribute to the Martin

Luther King Memorial Fund, to be used for

the Education of the King Children. Donation

envelopes ore available at Rastall, Mathias,

Loomis, and Bemis.

CCCA Discusses Student Conduct Committee
By Cynthia von Riescn

Discussion of the role of the

Student Conduct Committee and
campus policy on stuffing mail

boxes dominated the business of

the April 10 meeting of the CCCA.
President Chad Milton explained

that a complete copy of the by-

laws was not available, but he

threw open the discussion of the

Student Conduct Committee. A
tentative proposal, presented by
Bob Sears, called for exclusive

jurisdiction concerning guilt, and
for final authority on punitive

Writer Lomax to Speak on "The Urban Negro"

of

of

of

Ml'. Louis Lomax, one of Amer-

ica's most arliculale Negro Hocial

critic;, writer, author and lecturer

will speak on the topic af "The

Urban Negro" at 8:00 pm, Thurs-

day, April 18, in Shove Chapel.

A native of Valdosta, Georgia,

Mr. Lomax received his BA from

Paine College, pursued graduate

,studic3 at Yale and American Uni-

versities and was Assistant Pro-

fessor of Sociology at Georgia

State College. He is a prolific

writer for newspapers and national

periodicals as v/ell as the author

of three books. His first work,

The Reluctant African, won the

Annisfield-Wolf Award from the

Saturday Review of Literature

in 1!K;1. He has written The Negro

Revolt (U»61) v/hich studied the

Black Muslim movement, and his

most iGCent book is Thailand: The
War That Is— The War That

Will Be (l!>f!7). He has moderated
his own television commentary
program in New York City and
produced a TV documentary en-

titled "Walk In My Shoes."

Mr. Lomax's visit to CC is

sponsored by the student Forum
Committee.

measures, subject to overriding
only by the president. The matter
of legal right.s wa.s also mentioned,
the ideal situation giving the stu-
dents the right of duo procesH
without the committee being
Iiogged down by legal tangle. The
proposal will be discuBsed with
President Womer.

A statement was paused con-
ceining the use of mail boxen.
Signed material of campus con-
cern can be stuffed into the mail
boxes subject to the approval of
of the head resident. Question-
able material may be submitted
to a designated member of the
CCCA who may make the final de-
cision.

Dean Metcalf and Jim Martin
presented their plan.s for travel-
ing to Viet Nam for the summer,
stating that they needed approx-
imately $3,000 in funds and were
giving presentations to various
organizations in return for their

support. The CCCA voted to give

favorable consideration to their

request, keeping in mind the

necessary margin which must be
kept in the reserve fund of the

budget,

Chad Milton announced that

petitions for class elections are

due April 18, the campaign begins

April 21, the election will be held

April 2!J, and if necessary the

nin-off elections will be on April

30.

Dean Reid reported that nego-
tiations with Polaroid for campus
ID'S were in progress. The need

for identification for the Hub
next year on Friday and Saturday

nights brought the idea into focus.

The Polaroid plan would give one

card for activity ticket, meals,

age identification and library use.

In other business, it was an-

nounced that a telephone operator

from the hours of 12 midnight to

7:00 a.m. to take care of outside

calls would cost an additional

$3,000. Further research will be

done.



EDITORIALS
Priority Change Needed
Racial discrimination per t.e will probably never be much

of an issue on the Colorado College campus. It never has

been, possibly because any students from minority groups

at this school have usually had, as individuals, economic and

social backgrounds very much like those of other CC students

and therefore fit in and are willingly accepted by campus

groups.

However, Colorado Springs is no rose bed as far as dis-

crimination is concerned. Problems exist in many areas, for

example eighty per cent of the Spanish American and Negro

citizens of this city live in substandard housing and at the

present time the Springs does not even have a fair housing

code.

The mechanisms for change are available to students,

both on this campus and in the community. Local chapters

of the NAACP and the Urban League welcome anyone who

would be willing to help in their organizations; on campus,

volunteer groups such as the Payne Chapel tutoring program,

the Brockhurst tutoring program and others now incorporated

under the newly formed CCSO (Colorado College Service Or-

ganizations) constantly need more workers.

A number of years ago two issues competed for student

concern. Civil Eights and the war in Vietnam. But in the last

three years Civil Eights, as an issue, has died. We feel that

now, with the dramatic events of the last two weeks, it may
again be time to change priorities. The problems and issues

do exist in the community and so do the solutions, if those

who are concemed are willing to become involved. — TM

The Somnolent CCCA
The new members of the Colorado College Campus As-

sociation should be reminded of their responsibilities to the

student body as an alert legislative body. During the last

three meetings at which the new members have been present.

Eepresentativs Collier, Maguire, and Salinas have made little

or no effoi't to contribute to dialogue and at times it has

been questioned whether these members have even been con-

scious. To be a good legislative body, the CCCA must have the
alert, informed, and active participation by all of its members.

The Tiger also recommends that the student members of

the CCCA abandon their conservative, reactionary positions

on student problems, and demand that clear explanations of

administrative positions be given and defended by their pro-

ponents, and that certain high standards in the pursuit of

student rights be maintained.

It is also suggested that President Chad Milton gain a
more competent knowledge of procedures, and that he investi-

gate all matters which are to come before the CCCA. Dur-
ing the April 10 meeting of the Council, Mr. Milton discov-
ered that the copies of the proposed by-laws could not be
acted upon because he had distributed the wrong by-laws.
After over a year, the CCCA has not even ratified its own
by-laws! Such incompetence is unacceptable for good gov-
ernment.
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When I was in high school there

was only one Negro family in my
town. As far as I know it is still

that way. Three members of that

family attended my high school.

I really don't think that anyone
ever paid much attention to the

fact that they were black. At
least. I couldn't detect it, They
were all great athletes, and one

of them was elected to the year-

book as most popular boy of the

year. They were all well liked.

Perhaps this was because they

were athletes, or had good per-

sonalities, or maybe it was be-

cause we realized that this was
a chance to prove that we were
enlightened and could respect the

members of another race. I do not
know, for I did not know them
that well myself; but I do know
that they were accepted as human
beings.

And yet the same people who
knew and respected those Negro
boys were the ones who told the

off-color Negro jokes, and who
seriously doubted that Negros,
taken as a whole, were capable

of performing an act more comp-

licated than shining a white man's

shoes and shuffling, and who have

since said that Negroes should

be shipped back to Africa, or

should be taken out and shot.

The same people can easily har-

bor two conflicting vie\vpoints on

black people. Those Negro boys

in my town had not really been

identified with "the Black Horde
that seeks to over-run us all." And
that was the way it was, because

they existed in reality and the

other was an abstraction. Man
fears what he does not know. And
this fear can easily be tuiTied into

hate; hate for a faceless black

menace that exists perhaps only

in the minds of scared white peo-

ple, and is yet very real in its in-

fluence. This "composite black

man" must be destroyed. We must
see humans instead of the black

menace our minds have created.

And we should never accept the

idea that nothing can be done

about the problem. After all, we,

the white race, created it. And
what is so revolting to us is the

i-eflection of our own failures and
shoi-tcomings. Perhaps that is why

SIFT OF BOOKS by the Jewish Chautauaua Society -j-o the Colorado
College. Pictured are Rabbi Joseph Goldman presenting books fo

Miss C. D. Christensen, Associate Librarian, and K.W.F. Burton, Chair-

man .Department of Religion, looking on.

Burton on A Fellow Man of the Cloth
Tiger: Do you think that the

violence following King's assass-

inati-on will release any of the
pressure which was expected to

be vented in cities during the

"long, hot summer?"
Burton; The basic reason for

the present trouble is the Negroes'
frustration over the ghetto sit-

uation. If nothing is done to re-

lieve the tension of this situa-

tion, the problem of violence will

remain as large as ever. Contin-
ued overtaxation of the Negroes
by the establishment will fui'ther

the definite threat of violence in

the future.

Tiger: Do you think that the
current violence is directly related

to civil rights pi-obiems, or is it

simply a reaction to the assass-

ination ?

Burton: Both factors, the ever-

present civil rights problems and
the assassination, are pi-obably re-

sponsible for the present violence.

The sheer agony and frustration

of the Negroes' plight, which has
recently received so much publi-

city, for instance in magazine ar-

ticles, have illustrated Dr. lung's

total commitment to his ideals of

integration. The violence result-

ing from the assassination is

clearly the sort of thing against
which King was fighting.

Tiger: Do you see any succes-

sor to take King's place in leading
the colored people? Do you think
that anger generated by the as-

sassination could convert former
Negro pacifists to Black Power
views ?

Burton: It is difficult to say
what will happen. King's follow-

ers in the Southern Leadership
Conference could take hold and,

out of respect for ICing, follow

through on his plans. However, if

conditions do not change, a com-
bination of King's death and un-

bearable conditions could mean
anything. The assassination may
serve as an impetus for passing

civil rights legislation, such as
the open housing bill.

Mr. Burton concluded the inter-

view by expressing his own high
personal tribute to Dr. Iving as a
man whose efforts and accomp-
lishments in the struggle for civil

rights have been tremendous.

Join the
1968 Socialist Campaign

BRING THE GIs HOME FROM VIETNAM

BLACK CONTROL OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY

YOUNG SOCIALISTS for HALSTED & BOUTELLE
FRED HALSTEAD

Socialist Workers Candidate

for President

PAUL BOUTELLE
Socialist Workers Candidate

for Vice-President

YOUNG SOCIALISTS for HALSTEAD & BOUTELLE
2338 >larket Street • San Francisco

we hate it so. But we have to

look at the reflection, and feel

ashamed. For we cannot continue

to detest a part of ourselves, be

it ever so repulsive. The fate of

an innocent people is at stake,

and in fact the fate of a so-called

free nation.

I cannot really say that I am
very hopeful that any very sig-

nificant steps will be taken with-

out the presence of violence. Per-

haps it will take a little violence

to shake us from our ivory tree.

But the violence must be con-

trolled and directed toward the

right sources. Its indiscriminant

use can only place hate on a

higher pedestal. Yet I believe it

can have a useful purpose in the

end. This country is being shaken
to the i-oots by its problems, but

I hold the hope that they are not

the faltering steps of a dying man,
but are the pains of rebiith of a

potentially great nation. We must
not let the experiment fail. We
can only hope, and yet assure, that

the spirit of Martin Luther King
was not shoveled under mth the

body.— Eric Lone-Horse

Letter to the Editor

To the Editor;

1 hope many CC students will

support presidential candidates

during the coming campaign sea-

son. I hope many will work for

Eugene McCarthy rather than Rob-
ert Keimedy. McCarthy is a man
of high standards who is running
not only for himself but for the

ideas that he believes in. Kennedy,
it seems to me, is power hungry.
His personal attacks on the Pres-

ident as one who creates "the

darker impulses of the American
spirit" show poor taste. His cam-
paign so far seems to be an at-

tempt to arouse emotion rathe !

than thought from the American
people. McCarthy appeals to those

who agree with him. His successes

in New Hampshire and Wisconsin
]irove he can win on his ideas.

Sincerely,

Sue Hemplr

^lyotJf Cijapfl

Good Friday, April 12tli, and
Easter Sunday, April 14th

Schedule—Good Friday, April

12th. There will be a short woi'-

ship sennce from 11:30 a. m. to

12 noon in the side chapel in Shove
Chapel.

Easter Sunday, April 14th. f

a.m. in the side chapel there \vill

be a celebration of Holy Commun-
ion according to the liturgy of the

Church of Southern India.' This is

customarily held in the chapel
when the college is in residence
at Easter time. This United
Church of South India is the first

church body to be composed of

Episcopal and non-Episcopal
church bodies. The liturgy is a

moving ceremony incorporating
many interesting arrangemeiits
from the various traditions.

11:00 a.m.— Shove Chapel
Easter worship ser\ace. This serv-

ice -will take the usual foi-m of the

Sunday worship ser\ice and the

preacher will be Professor Ken-
neth Burton. There will be an aug-
mented chapel choir singing spe-

cial music at this ser\'ice.

All members of the public and
the college community are invited

to worship on these two occasion.s.

if they so desire.

Policeman on Duty
It was announced by Colorado

College that a Colorado Springs
policeman has been employed to

supplement the College Security
Force. The police officer will be

on duty until 11:00 p.m. and i>

patroling in an unmarked car.
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President's Commillee Studies Students' Rights
By Steve Brooks

Across tlie iiaHon today, the
students on American campuses
are leading campaigns for rights,

rights they feel are being denied

them by the administrations of

the schools of America. With dem-
onstrations and sit-ins, students

test the limits of their rights and
express dissatisfaction with col-

lege policy.

Dissatisfaction has also been

shown on the Colorado College

campus. Demonstrations last year

over off-campus housing and the

problems arising fi'om campus se-

curity, beer and mailboxes this

year have plagued administi-ation

and student govemment alike, all

showing that the student rights

controversy has not conveniently

passed over the CC campus.

The general feeling of unrest

among the college students at CC
and across the nation prompted

CC's President Worner to take

some action on the issue of stu-

dent rights. Last fall he set up a

President's Advisory Committee

on Student Rights and Kesponsi-

bilities consisting of 11 students

and five faculty members. Accord-

ing to Professor Pinley, chairman

of the committee, the committee

was formed to "get together views

of everyone on the subject (stu-

dent rights), then, if this is done,

the college can pi-oceed wisely in

this important area."

The committee has been meet-

ing regularly about once every

two weeks and plans to conclude

their meetings and submit their

report to President Worner at the

end of this month. They have cov-

ered a wide area in the past few
months. At the start of last fail,

a preamble to the report was writ-

ten and the committee decided to

GRE's 5
Area Test^Friday, April 12—

1:00 p.m., Cossitt.

Advanced Test—Saturday, April

]3_g:15 a.m., Cossitt.

Aptitude Test—Saturday, April

13—1:15 p.m., Cossitt.

Students are asked to be on time

and bring two number two pencils

for marking their answers,

Gounselor Applications
Applications for men's counselor

and resident assistant positions

are now available. These positions

offer the opportunity for leader-

ship, initiative and responsibility,

and also offer a good occasion for

educational and maturational ad-

vancement. In addition, each coun-

selor Lind resident assitant is

given free room for the school

year, work preference in the res-

idence hall and a single room.
Application forms may be picked

up at the Mathias Hall Desk and
must be returned by Wednesday,
April 17, 1968, at noon. Selections

will be based upon the candidate's
application form, interview and
persona! performances.

use the Student Bill of Rights, a

document prepared by various
student, faculty and administra-
tive organizations, as the basis of

the report.

Using the Bill of Rights, the
committee decided which areas of

student rights were the most im-
portant and set up sub-committees
of two or tliree members, headed
by a student, to research and
write a draft statement for the
report.

In the following meetings, the
committee discussed the di'aft

statements and wrote a finalized
copy. The sub-committee topics
were:

Freedom and Access to Higher
Education—a comment on admis-
sion p'olicies and students' abil-

ity to obtain the proper faculty,

curriculum and facilities of the
college.

Student's Rights and Responsi-
bilities in the Classroom—discus-

sing student activity in the class-

room and the student's right to

know what to expect from a class.

Student's Rights and Responsi-
bilities with regard to publications

—dealing with censorship, finance

and journalistic practice of the

school newspaper, especially with
the jobs of editor and business

manager.

Freedom of Association, Inquiry

and Expression—proposals on stu-

dent organizations, their rights

and responsibilities to the college

and what First Amendment right:?

are related to student expression.

Student Participation in Insti-

tutional Government—considering

the prerogatives of student gov-

ernment with an emphasis on bal-

ancing rights and responsibilities.

Privacy with regard to Persons

and Property—taking into account

the problems resulting from col-

lege owned housing, such ques-

tions as the entering and search-

ing of students' rooms.

The Off Campus Responsibili-

ties of Students— regarding the

two questions of off-campus hous-

ing, such questions as the rela-

tionship of the college to the com-

munity.

Student Conduct and Disciplin-

ary Proceeding — the committees'

attitudes towards the px-oper dis-

ciplinary action needed for stu-

dents.

The comments on each of the

subjects are of a general nature.

The committee tried to shy away

from any specific proposals bi>-

cause, first of all, that would be
hard to reach with the wide va-

riety of opinion and secondly, the
purpose of the report was to pre-

sent opinions and not solutions.

After the committee submits
the report to the President, its job

is finished, Wliat is to be done
with the report is up to the Presi-

dent. Professor Finley was opti-

mistic of the effects of the report.

"I am confident that the commit-
tee report will be given serious

consideration by the President and
will be as persuasive as it deserves

to be." He also pointed out that

this report is only one of the

many sources which the President

will use in making decisions on

specific rules governing student

rights.

The committee members were
chosen by the President for the

task due to their qualifications.

Among the students he "tried to

represent all segments of all the

student body." He appointed mem-
bers from most student governing
associations on campus. The stu-

dent members are Steve Erhart,

Dianne Flesh, Jerry Hancock,
Corkey Mathews, Mike f\IcElhin-

ney, Leigh Pomeroy, Del Rhodes,
Don Salisbury, Dave Schaffer, Bob
Sears and Jim White.

Among the faculty, the Presi-
dent appointed members whose
profession or acitvity on campus
best suited the topic of student
rights. The faculty members in-

clude Professor Burleigh, Profes-

sor Finley, Professor Mertz, Pro-

fessor Sondermann, and Profes-

sor Drake.

Professor Finley was also

pleased "with the atmosphere at

which the committee has pro-

ceeded with the task and with the

reasonable, candid and conscien-

tious work that the members
have exhibited."

The future of the committee is

unknown, it will probably disband

after submitting the report and
discussing it with the President,

"The committee was not set up' to

become part of bureaucratic struc-

ture of the Administration. Some
parts of the committee could be

continued but it would be up to

the President to take such action,"

according to Finley.

At the end of the month the

committee's work vnl\ be done, the

frank discussions will be over and
the problem then rests with the

President.

Foreign Students Plan Retreat
The Foreign Student Commit-

tee is sponsoring a retreat next

weeken<l. April 20-21, at La Foret

in the Black Forest, to consider

the problems of underdeveloped
nations, with a focus on Latin

America. Professors Gomez and
Geiger have been invited to at-

tend, and a guest professor from
CU may be on hand as well. Heil-

bronner's book The Great Ascent

has been chosen as a take-off

point: several copies are available

at the bookstore to everyone who
signs up in Rastall to take part.

The cost is $3.00, plus an addi-

tional dollar if you bring no bed-

ding. We're meeting in front of the

Hub Saturday at 12:30, and wilt

return right after lunch Sunday.
If you have questions, contact Dr.

Pickle, X240. or Mary Gilbert,

X.3;i2.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephons 632-0444

fifadias^aif'j

lmfX)r+»d Pipss Imported Tob«ccci
Magszinss

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1^1

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framing" "Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tefon Phon* S33-UI3

PIZZA 4 MEXICAN FOOD A SPECIALITY

NOW OPENS THE . . .

"Amex"
PUATURING . . .

3.2 BBER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KEGS

Pitcher Beer $1.00

1004 South Tejon

>8^ Tacos 19c
BflDAT * THinUDAT

TeUphona 634-4691

ON MONDAY, WBONBflDAT * THinUDAT

LES' TV SERVICE
I 19 East Cache la Poudre Telsphono 632-1716

(Across tho Stroot from tlio Collogol

Sales, Service and Rentals

COMPLETE STEREO & HI-FI SALES

Stereos. Tape Recorders. Accessories

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall
10% Disounf Cash and Carry

II 71/2 E.
Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

Cache La

Poudre

to all Dorms and Houses

Fashion News Bulletin from

833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 63+-36S7

J. P. STEVENS HOSE — 2 pair $ 1 .00 PANTY HOSE -

New Small Handbags in Gay Citrus Colors — $4.00 and up.

NEW JANTZEN BIKINI — 2 piece Swim Suits

SPRING COCKTAIL DRESSES by Jr. Theme

$1.75
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Spaghetti (i'lfe/'^iir
Steaks

PIna fsmm.S^^ Chicken

Sandwiches L(L|.S Berbecur

Free Delivery to CC Students

4J0p.m.-M.00p.m. Tu* i..Sal. )2K)0-10.00 ,m, Sunday

Cloied Monday

711 North Teion 634-9346

Tiger Po//

CC Said to Need More Diversified Student Body
Tiger: Do you think that the

CC campus community is well in-

lesrated, racially, ethnically, and
economically? If not, could it

benefit by increasing the number
of students from those various

{groups and how could this best be

done?

As far as recruitment, this col-

lege also lags. If they were inter-

ested, they could send recruiters

to various high schools which have
people of different backgrounds.
But the school seems to want rich

alumni.

CC, okay, but CC should not so-

licit a certain group from any
group. That would defeat the pur-
pose of the college.

Weijuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6161

\Vee\wns are

a way of life

YouT charge Account Invited

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2M! blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accessoriea

Band Inttrument RentaU

HOURS; 9:00-5:00— fRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

^iai/" BEAUTY CO.
327 South Tejor Street Telephone 473-2233

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Attention CC Students

Wigs - . . Falls . . - 100% Human Hair

10% Discount on all purchases

with this ad

NOW AT 1:00, 3:08, 5:16, 7:24 & 9:32

WINNER of 7

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS!

INCLUDING

BEST PICTURE. ACTOR, ACTRESS

6en|cimin —- do

/"u find me un-

l>^ irdble?"

Oh no Mrs,

Pobinson.
I think

you're Ihe most

jHractive of all

n
, parents'

THE GRADUATE
"'

Anne Bancroft • Dustin Hoffman • Katharine Ross

PEAK
THEATRE DOWNTOWN

Bart Mendcnhall, senior: No, I

think we're too highly pi'otected at

CC and the administration should

be willing to reeniit students from
many racial and other different

backgi'ounds. Of course, many
more students would have to be
given scholarship aid, but there

are now a lot of grants to these
people from other sources. The
admissions office should make
changes in recruiting.

Nancy Wexler, freshman: This
campus is not at all integrated, it's

a school of upper middle class,

white, Protestants. I think, with
the elimination of curfews, the

college may be able to attract a

different group' of kids.

A solution might be to offer

more scholarships to these types

of people. It can be done. Kala-
mazoo College, which is a sim-
ilar type of school in Michigan,
has many more Negro students
than here, about one-fourth of

their student body. Also, the
Tiger should start doing things,

pointing out such problems to the

administration and to the students
to get their support. The admis-
sions office, by making interviews
mandatory and looking at more
than grades and scores, might
help.

Dave Herz, junior: No, but it is

a rough problem. When you start

integrating groups you have the
obligation to not make them iso-

lated, so they don't feel lousy.

Very few Negroes can get in to

Colorado College, but how many
would want to come? Most of the

people here now don't like it. It

is nothing to do with what school
is about to be integrated. It's a

fine, idealistic idea, but I don't
know if it would ever work at

Colorado College.

Ann Williams, junior: Colorado
College is cei-tainly lagging be-

hind other comparable schools, for
example, Giinnell and Carleton in

having a diversified student body.
The admissions office says that
most applications are homogen-
ous and that there is not much
th:it can be done about it, hut I

feel that this fact only indicates
that the image of the college

should be changed. The present
image doesn't appeal to lower
class, racially different people. I

definitely think new buildings are
not as important as scholarships.

Hilton Martin, junior: As far as
being racially integrated, I don't

think it is. I don't think it should
be a policy of the school to re-

cruit from different groups to
make the campus racially bal-

anced. Tf someone wants to go to

Gary Cerianni, senior: As far a^

numbers, we don't have many
Negi-oes or Spanish Americans on
campus. This is perhaps the re-

sult of few Negroes or Spanish
Americans applying to CC. We
do have a really good foreign stu-

dent program here, though, and
all students get along.

I don't think recrnjiting a cer-

tain group is the answer. If some-
one from a minority group ap-
plies, is qualified and fits in, ho
should be admitted and everything-

should be done to see that he can
come. However, it should remain
a question of the individual as a

person, regardless of his race, re-
ligion or creed.

CC students Seek Support for Summer in Viet Nam
Last week in political science

classes it was announced tliat a

$500 grant is available through

that department to finance study
by a student in an underdeveloped
counti-j' for the summer. T\vo jun-
iors, Jim Martin and Dean Met-
calf, have applied simultaneously
for the grant with the same pro-
ject in mind: a summer of inde-
pendent research in the Republic
of Viet Nam. After investigating
other potential sources of finan-
cial backing, they decided to make
it a joint project.

Jim Martin came to CC after a
hitch in the Navy, when he spent
a winter on the Antarctic icecap

and made ports in the Caribbean,
South Pacific, Atlantic, and Med-
iterranean. A selected student his

freshman year, he was subse-

quently admitted to the Pord In-

dependent Study Program as a
major in political science. Metcalf
enlisted in the Marine Corps after
a freshman year in engineering at

Oregon State University, and

served as a radio operator for four
years, half of which was in the
Far East, including 10 months in
Viet Nam. He has been at CC
since fall of 1966 as a combined
major in political science and phil-
osophy.

Martin tentatively intends to

work in and around Hue, studying
the aftermaths of the recent Tet
offensive from the perspectives of
the Vietnamese civilians and
American policy. Metcalf will

move almost exclusively in rural
areas, sampling the economic sit-

uations and political attitudes of
the villagers. He says from per-
sonal experience that the language
problem can be partially overcome
because many young Vietnamese
have had some English in school,
and are usually anxious to prac-
tice its use in talking with Amer-
icans who are able to elicit their
confidence. Also, they are often
willing to help foreigners to leam
a basic Vietnamese vocabulary.

Besides hoping to make signifi-

cant inquiries into the areas of

American policy and civilian at-

titudes, the two feel that some
contact with the Viet Cong is both
inevitable and desirable; for this

reason they will be dressed in ob-

viously civilian attire and will be
completely unarmed. Having al-

ready initiated applications for

student press accreditation, they
intend to make it obvious that
they are indeed students, because
the first Americans with which
the NLF might be sympathetic
and potentially communicative
would logically be students.

President Worner, several fac-

ulty members, some campus or-

ganizations, and numerous indi-

vidual students have already ex-

pressed enthusiastic endorsement
of the project, and several group-s

have pledged contributions to help

pay for transportation and living

expenses for the summer. Martin
and Metcalf are currently looking

for other sources of aid in order

to raise the nearly three thousand
dollars they need.

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP
This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

W-.-'

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

[Past H\e Dog Tract— Only five mmut« from the c<nipui|
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Urban League Seeks lo Narrow Economic Gap Between Races
By Oianiie Friend

•'ilie Irban League's goal is to
eliminate racial segregation and
discrimination in American life;

and to give guidance and help to
Negroes and other economically
disadvantaged groups so that they
may share equally the responsibil-
ilies and rewards of full citizen-

ship." The national organization
~ct itself this high, and somewhat
idealistic, goal when it was found-
vd in 1!)10.

li)10 was a time of migration for
p;reat numbers of Negro citizens

from the farms of the south to the
supposedly gi'eater .iob opportun-
ities of the cities. Realizing the
difficulties raised by this situat-

ion, a group of concerned Negro
and white citizens banded together
to help these people find jobs and
housing. This was the beginning
nf "The National League on Urban
Conditions Among Negroes," later

shortened to "National Urban Lea-
gue." The League is now recog-
nized as a great community ser-

vice agency and maintains a bur-

eau in Washington, five Regional
offices, and affiliates in 85 major
urban centers. Most local Leagues
arc suiiported largely by the
United Fund or Community Cliest.

Other monet-ai"y support is obtain-
ed I through private donations by
i-oncerned community members.

Nationally, the Urban League is

diverse in its services. It has in-

volved itself in five major fields

nf improvement: (1) economic de-
velopment and employment, (2)
education. (:i> housing, (4) health
and Welfare, (.t) community re-

sources. Working in conjunction
with national, state, and commun-
ity organizations, it continually
strives to attain greater equality
foi- minority groups by "gathering
and publishing facts ;ii--..t condi-
tions under which Negro citizens
live and work." These findings
may well be shoclcin? to the mid-
dle-class citizen who cites only im-
provement in racial relations and
Negro status.

According to Colorado Springs'
U.L. President Dan Palterson in a
recent speech, "the economic gap
between the races is not narrowing
but widening." He reported the
facts that more Negro children are
in segregated schools today than
ever before, that Negro college
graduates are averaging less in-

come than our white high school
dropouts, and that the Negro un-
employment rate is twice as high

Delta Epsilon

students elected Spring, 19(38,

to membership in Delta Epsilon,

an honor oi-ganization whose func-
tion is to stimulate interest in

scientific areas, include the fol-

lowing: Paul Leland Bernard, Ruth
Bussey, Nicholas Longworth Camp-
bell, Martha Cogswell, Sharon
Margot Dregne, Carol Marie Er-
bisch, Peter Feinsinger, Richard
A. Fon-est, Roger Thompson Good,
Philip Alan Goodell, Paul Glen
Grant, William Lancaster Hines,
Jeffrey Wilburn Johnson.

Jamie Laverne Lytle, Ronald
McClain, Mary Flo Olsen, Duane
Russell Packer, Christopher Sher-
man Palmer, Michael Warner
Press. Kent Fielding Schobe, Jav
Danny Shelton. James Ray Sieg-
mann, Daniel T. Simmons.
Owen Irby Smith, Janet Lvnne

Strong, Lloyd McCully Taylor,
Gary Dean Watson, Mrs. Mary Sue
White, David M. Williams, Jo-
anne Zimmerman.

Passover

Any Jewish students who would
like either home hospitality or a
congregational "Passover" supper
are urged to contact Dr. Fred
Sondermann at Extension 322 for

arrangements.

Closs Officer Petitions

Class officer petitions are now
available at Rastall desk. They
must be completed and returned
no later than 5 p.m. on Thursday,
.A.pril IS. Elections will be held on
Monday and Tuesday, April 29-30.

Notice!

The Phi Delt pledge class will

hold its road rallv Saturday. April

13. Entry fee will be S3.00.

Pub Board Editor

Publications Board will accept
applications for Photo Editor. The
stipend of §150 per semester will

be paid.

Feynman Film

This coming Tuesday, not Mon-
day, but Tuesday, April 16, at 7:30
and 9:30 in Qlin 100, not Alin I,

but Olin 100, the fifth film in the
Feynman series will be shown. The
title of the talk is "The Distinction
of Past and Future"; in this

lecture he compares the obvious
irreversible phenomena of nature.
Numei-ous models are used to de-
scribe these processes; analogies
of temperature and entropy are
developed. Feyman also describes
briefly the interconnections be-
tween various scientific and phil-

osophic ideas.

Cfieerleaders

There will be a general meeting
for all girls interested in trying
out for cheerleader or pom-pom
girl Monday, April 22, at 8:30
]j.m. in the basement of Loomis.

Recital

A Senior voice recital will be
given by Marilyn Turner in Arm-
strong 353 on Tuesday, April 16,

at 4; 15 p.m. Songs by Rameau,
Brahms, and Hindemith will be
performed with Mr. Jenkins accom-
panying. The public is invited to

attend.

Parents' Weekend
Anyone interested in working on

this year's Parents' Weekend to be
held April 26-28, please contact
Jim Swanson {x354) or Rachellc
Lesai-tre (x375). Help is particu-
larly needed with publicity and
registration.

the Caucasian.

Colorado Springs* own Urban
League was initiated just a little

less than a year ago in June, lOtiT.

The foundation of this community
action group had begun in 19G(i a^
a committee of intei-ested and cnn-

cemed local leaders. The arrival of

Mr. John S. Holley provided the

impetus for fulfilling the national

requirements, and the League wa^
officially recognized last August.

Since that time most of the Ur-
ban League's effort has been con-
centrated toward educating the
majority of the community as to

the League's purpose and the need
for community concern in the ra-

cial area. Work is now under w;i

to determine the precise needs :i-
'

size of the minority faction in tli

Springs.

Mr. Holley, Executive Director
for the immediate Pikes Peak re-

gion, stated in a recent interview
that he is fairly well pleased with
the League's acceptance into the
Colorado Springs community. He
seems hopeful that the relative

newness of the organization here
will not pi-event it from becoming
more of a determining, vibrant as-

set to the city in a few short years.

Senior Class Measurements

Senior class members are re-

minded that they MUST go to the
book store within the next few
days to have measurements taken
for their cap and gown sizes. Also,
any order you wish to place for

graduation announcements must be
made at the book store within the
next few davs.

Buy Those Texts

The management of the Book
Store urges all students to pur-
chase any required books for the
spring semester at once. The Book
Store will be retuming to publish-
ers all unsold text books within
the next two weeks.

Symposium Meeting

A meeting to plan the 1969 Sym-
posium is called for Friday, April
19, at 4 p.m. in the WES Room,
Rastall Center. All students and
faculty who wish to participate in

planning the Symposium are in-

vited, and urged to put this date
on their calen(!ar and to attend
the meeting.

Pre-Med Day
The University of Colorado

Medical School will hold its an-
nual Pre-med Day on Saturday,
April 27. This very worthwhile
orientation is open to all pre-med
students. If you are interested in

attending, please see Mr. Gateley
by April 15.

LEE'S CNCO SERVICE
TUNE UPS
ATLAS TIRES

- STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BAHERIES

NEXT TO COLIEGE ON UINTAH
230 West Uinlah Phone 634-9195

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa PIzxerIa
SPAGHETTI RAVIOU LASAGIVA

3005 Norlh Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

ERTEL PHARMACY
Pr«scnptions - Cosm«tics - School Supplivt - B«v«ragM

102 North Webor TaUpKon* 633-»)6f

"Your Business Is Approelated"

Just a Short Walk from Co/Iege

Open 8:00 A, M, lo 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-426S

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large AppUano0»

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

iSauf'^ CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Ui6 Lobby EUvalor lo Lowir Tarrao

CAFETERIA— II A.M. lo 2;!0 P.M.

DINING ROOM — B P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— I h30 lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

Sll^ TJillag^ Jntt

2 1 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservation!— CALL 633-8619

International Center for Academic Research
The In+erna+ional Cenfer for Academic Research Is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding Instructional tech-

niques have shown proven results for decades.

OURGUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, Is able to give a complete money back guarantee: if after

following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

FOR PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE send $1.00 per course to:

The International Center for Academic Research

1492 Commonwealth Ave
Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:

Name

Address

Citv , _.

Course

Last tiemeftter'K

average

...State

Zip Ci>de -

College or U...

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups
of ten or more. Please include organization title. -. .._ —
Allow 4 to C weeks for processing and delivery.
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Navajo Market
Choice Meats

1528 North Tejon

Freeh Vegetables

Telephone 632-7614

Boyce Discusses the French Novel

STUDENTS! TEACHERS! ANYONE!

PART OR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT . . .

plus Managerial Experience

Telephone . . .

473-2941 AFTER 5:00 P. M.

GO COLLEGIATE ....^^\

GO

WRANGLER
IN

COLOR-GAY
JEANS!

Pour yourself into

authentic Wrangler
western styling that

will look great forever!

In quality 10 oz.

coarse western demin,
wonderful choice of

colorfost shades!

Sizes 6 to 18.

$4.00

Wrangler's Are the
Fittinest Most
Confortable Jeans
Ever— And
WRongler (The W
is silent) Head-
quarters is . . .

LORIG'S
107 South Tejon

Dartmouth College
COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM

June 30— August 24

LIBERAL ARTS
7 courses in humanities, sciences, social sciences —
intensive foreign language instruction - introductory
computer com"se.

CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS
Courses in theatre, music, painting, sculpture.

Symphony and Chamber Orchesti-a, master classes.
Composers -in -residence; Alberto Ginastera, Easley
Blackwood, and Niels Bentzon. Dartmouth Repertory
Theater Co. — professional and student actors.
Film Society.

For information send coupon below to:
DartmouHi College, P-_O^Box_582, Handover, _H._H. 03755

Please send me summer term information CC

NAME

ADDRESS

Zip

By Memo Gomez

The development of the French
novel since the turn of the cen-

tury was discussed last Tuesday,
April 9, by Professor W. C. Boyce
of the CC Romance Languages
Department. The lecture was
given to an audience of CC West-
ern Civilization students.

He began by mentioning that

"In France the period around the

turn of the century is called la

belle epoque." There had been no

wars; Fi-ance was prosperous and

most of the reading public was
content to read what was being

wi-itten by most writers who, in

one way or another, were follow-

ing the forms and contents of

their predecessors. At the time

the most imposing literary figure

was Anatole Frances who had a

tremendous following in his own
country, England, and the U.S.

Although he was a solid writer

(he won the Nobel Prize for lit-

erature in 1921) he brought noth-

ing new to the literary scene.

Dr. Boyce stated that the novel

had been for almost one hundred

years the ideal foiTn of a repre-

sentation of life, of particular peo-

ple at certain moments and in cer-

tain places. Authors had been en-

deavoring to portray the sense of

a person's motives, adventures,

and success or tragedy in life."

But even then some writers had

become dissatisfied with the tra-

ditional form of the novel. "Writ-

ers such as Andre Gide felt that

the traditional form was "passe"

that something had to be done

about the structure of the novel.

It was fundamental for him to

tear himself away from all pre-

vious attachments, such as tx'a-

dition, church, family. His intro-

spective works continually ex-

posed Ms own search for open-

ness and fulfillment."

The next significant innovation

in the development of the twen-

tieth century novel, according to

Dr. Boyce, came from Marcel

Proust. Proust, in his Remem-
brance of Things Past, explored

not only the the exteriors but also

the interiors of persons. He had
the power of perception and an-

alysis, revealing the personality

in its outward manifestations and
even its vague and unrecognized

desires. This was a far cry from
the documentation of former nov-

elists.

The years after 1918 brought

their inevitable post-war novels.

These, on the whole, were a con-

tinuation of the traditional form.

Many were long, flowing novels

that the French call roman fleuve

and we call sagas.

A few writers separated them-

selves completely from the harsh

realities of the 20th century. As
tiie world readied itself for another

holocaust, such men as Alain-

Fournjer and Jean Giraudoux

wrote literature of "fancy and of

dreams of poetic beauty with the

freshness of honesty and sincerity

expressed in light and gay langu-

age."

Also during this period there be-

gan a movement, exemplified by
Boris Vian, of surrealism in novel

form. His characters move in a
dream-like world of unreality fill-

ed with symbolism and mystery.

Finally we find, during the same
period, those writers who involved

themselves wholeheartedly in the

turmoil and change that was go-

ing on all over the world at that

time. Andre Malraux is an out-

standing example. His interest in

art and archeology lead him to

Indo-China where he associated

himself with a league of young
revolutionaries who were the pre-

decessors of the Viet-Minh and
now the Viet-Cong.
The novel becomes, with Mal-

raux, a field for exploration into

the meaning and value of actions

in a world in upheaval where
heroes seek their own involvement
and dignity, yet consider others

that are struggling with the same
anguishing problems.

The anguish of r)ne's existence,

I he individuality and loneliness,

the search for liberty and commit-
ment are treated by him, in a

background of violent action.

Along the same line is Jean-Paul
Sartre. In his works a character is

deeply moved by the objectness

and separateness of all objects and
of himself, seeing all things exist-

ing as unconnected entities, gratui-

tously and autonomously—and ab-

iiurdly.

Camus followed along the lines

set down by Sartre in dealing with

the individual faced with absur-

dity. His novels, however, also in-

clud what he calls "la fendresse

humaine."

From here French writers have
moved inwardly: into the psycho-

logical description of various states

of mind; into objective enumera-
tion of things and I'eported events;

into a dreamlike world of poetic

beauty, supeiTeality, and escape.

Today the French novel, as re-

flected by the works of such writ-

ers as Sarraute, Robb-Grillet, Du-
ras, Simon, and Mandiai'gues. is

characterized by an irrational at-

mosphere; by the appeal of the ab-

sti-act where objects exist iis^

though in a vacuum, where people

exist for the moment nf frenzy

and uncertainty.

As Dr. Bryce concluded: "The
one clear trend in the French novel

of the 20th century is found in

desire of the artist in creating his

fiction to involve the reader so that

we must see for ourselves real life

in all its everchanging complica-

tions."

And as to the future? "! leave

that up to you," Professor Boyce

fold his listeners. "Novels get

written, not becau-sje some writer

hai^ a tale to tell, but because h--

is plagued by the elusive nature

of truth; some vision of truth

which has been nagging at him.

There ai'e many diverse routes fol-

lowed by contemporary writers in

search of "la vraie vie."

Martin Luther King... (Continued from page one)

Now that Jews have gained accep-

tance in America, he said, it is

their duty to aid those who still

struggle to gain that acceptance.

Art Tafoya of the GI Foium repre-

sented the Spanish-surnamed. He
(h'ew a pointed analogy with the

struggle of Negros to the struggle

of Spanish-Americans to enter the

mainstream of American life.

The Rev. Robert Bowman of

All Souls Unitarian Church gave

the first of the two main addresses.

He said that his words were inad-

equate for the occasion, that those

touched by Dr. King needed no
other words than those Dr. King
uttered. "We are all laggards," ob-

served Bowman, even those of us
who may have participated in Sel-

ma, Montgomery, Chicago, or Mis-
sissippi. All of us, he said, were
and remain one step behind Dr.
King. We still have a long way
to go, he noted, and emphasized
his point by quoting Dr. King:
When Negi-o Americans speak of
'equality,' they mean just that;

when white Americans speak of

'equality,' they mean 'improve-
ment'." When Bowman sat down,
his hand was briefly touched by
the large black one of Baptist
Preacher Milton Proby.

The Rev. Proby, whose pulpit
is St. John Baptist Church, gave

the second and final main address.

"Our Moses is dead," said Rev.
Proby, "The Dreamer is dead," as
the comfortably middle-class Con-
gregation, which by then had been
sitting still for close to an hour
and a half, shifted in their seats.

The Congi-egation was about two-
thirds white and few Spanish-
Americans were present. It had
been patient and wished to go
home.

The service came to an end. The

Congregation and the distinguished

personages on the platform rose

for the sustaining song of th.?

civil rights movement, "We Shall

Overcome." As the song began,

someone on the platfoini began

a motion to link hands in the

cross-armed manner in which the

song was sung during the height

of the civil rights movement. The

Mayor and those nearest to him,

however, did not understand and

failed to cross their arms.

Dems Support McCarthy, Kennedy
Heidi Young, who was chosen

to head those supporting Senator

Kennedy, has written Kennedy

headquarters in Chicago, which is

sending 500 buttons, brochures

and bumper stickers. Until they

arrive, anyone interested in work-

ing for Kennedy may do so by

distributing literature to Colo-

rado Springs townspeople at the

Kennedy-McCarthy headquarters

at Bain's Department store.

Both chaii-men urge any CC

students or faculty members to

contact them il they axe inter-

ested in helping either candidate.

Friday afternoon, April 5, in the

PACC house, 14 members of the

Colorado College Dissenting Dem-
ocrats met and split into two

camps, one composed of those peo-

ple backing Senator Eugene Mc-

Carthy and the other of those for

Senator Robert Kennedy. Both

groups have now begun planning

and organizing support for their

candidates.

Skip Clark, chairman of the

group for McCarthy, stated that

sign-up sheets have been set up
in Rastall for those willing to

work for McCarthy in his head-

quarters downtown. Later, his

group plans to begin calling and

house to house precinct work.

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636^3348

8 :l>0-&.-00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acrou from th* C«mpiH

827 North Tejon

FOR THE FfNEST JN STEREO
EQUfPMENT OR TAPE RECORDERS

See Mel or Dave at

MECKA MUSIC

Thi

Free Use of Our
Tope Library with

i Purchostt of Any
Tape Recorderl

Service Dept. . . All Makes

Mecka Music Co.
formerly Voice & Viiion

412 S. Tejon 635-2239
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Tiger Boseboll

Diamond Men Drop Two, Dump Western State

Last

THIS DILAPIDATED HOUSE Is symbolic of the poverty which grips

18 percent of the Colorado Springs population. Included in this num-
ber are 80 percent Negro and Spanish-American poverty-stricken in-

dividuals who must live daily a culture of destitution. What can be
done?

"Road to Nowhere" Exceptional
Alumni have orE:anized to form
the lecture series that tries to pre-

siMit tlie life of crime as it really

is. The prisoners completely run
and supervise the program. Each
of four that leaves for a lecture,

takes an escort who is not armed
or has handcuffs. The prisoners

are on their honor when they are

lecturing, and if is an honor that

means a lot to them.

The inmates spoke very highly

of the lecture program and what
it means to them and the others

who are behind bars. The student

acceptance was sho'wm by the pro-

gram lasting, due to questions,

from 7:30 to 9:30 and, after the

program was over, the men of the

team being surrounded and asked

questions until past 10:00.

The members expressed a desire

to receive letters concernino- the

program and especially requested

those who enjoyed it to write the

prison warden, Mr. Wayne K. Pat-

terson, and tell him of your ap-

preciation. The four men, Donn
Zorens, John Hill, Harry Wilson

and Joe Ferrell were escorted by

Don Stites. They can be reached

by wiiting D.C.A. Team Program,

in care of Alex Wilson, Asst.

Warden of Treatment, Box 1010

Canon City, Colorado S1212.

By Steve Brooks

Monday night, Slocum

Hall held one in a series of fire-

side chats. The program was the

award winning lecture series "The
Road to Nowhere" by four of the

team of inmate-lecturers from

the Colorado State Prison at

Canon City.

The discussion consisted mainly

of the four convicts telling of

their lives of crime and how they

ended up where they are today.

All the con\'icts had started by

committing petty offenses, such

as stealing pop' bottles, and

"worked their way up" to major
crimes. All the members stressed

the importance of attitudes by
comparing the one of the crim-

inal to that of the inmate. As a

criminal, each had to be bip- in

his own way. They felt that they

were "always better than anyone

else," and always felt sorrj- for

themselves, never anyone else.

After describing their lives they

opened the floor to questions

which dealt mainly with prison

life and the lecture progi-am.

The program consisted of a

"roup called the Dale Carnegie

Alumni who are inmates that have

completed, on their own time, a

simple Dale Carnegie course. The

Bj Kay Kawano

On Tuesday, April 9. the Tigers
dropped a twin bill to Adams State
College at Alamosa by scores of
2-0 and 9-0. In the opener, fresh-

man Jim Ahlbrecht tossed a neat
three hitter, but his teammates
came up witli only one hit, an in-

field single by catcher Art Stapp,
and the Tigers lost 2-0. The sec-

ond game was a complete rout as
the Adams State scored five times
in the fii-st inning and went on to

score four more, capitalizing pri-

marily on Tiger errors.

On I'liday. April '», the Colo-
rado Ctille^'i' baseball team scored
an impressive 5-1 win over West-
ern Stale College at the latter's

home field. Once again, Craig Clay-
berg hurled a brilliant game in

striking out five and walking only
two. The lone run tallied off him
was a solo home run by Western
State's right-fielder. Bob Chick, in

the bottom of the fourth. .Mean-
while, the Tigers were pounding
out eighi hits including a pair each
foi' short si op Wayne Woodyard
and catcher Ait Stapp.

Clayberg aided his own cause by

Twelvetrees Film Festival to Be Held at OG
The Annual Helen Twelvetiee^

Film Festival will again be held

this spring at Colorado College.

The festival, given in honor of

Hollywood's first flower child and

one of the greatest stars in cine-

matic history, will award $175.00

in prizes through the generosity

of the Forum Committee. The
members of the Festival Commit-
tee are Paul Holland, John How-
ard, and Jerry Waldvogle who
have initiated this year's contest.

The Art Department is sponsoring

the festival. The entrance rules

are as follows:

1. Films produced by Colorado
College students, faculty, and
Ktaff are eligible for entry. There
is no entry fee.

2. 8mm., super-8, and 16mm.
films are welcome. They shouhl

be no more than 30 minutes in

length.

3. Notice of entry should be

given to a member of the Fes-

tival Committee no later than
Friday, IVIay 10. Judging and the

Ifublic showing of the entries will

take place Tuesday, May 14 in

-A.rmstrong Auditorium at 8:00
)i. m.

4. The awards jury will consist

uf Professors Johns, Bodemian,
Adams, and Trissel and the stu-

dent judges will be announced.
Audience will participate in the

judging for the first time in fes-

tival history as audience response
iit the public showing on May 14,

measured by the most scientific

means, will count as one-third of

the jurv decision.

5. An award of $100.00 will be

given the first piacs w i n n e r,

i>50m for 2nd place and §25.00

for 3rd place. The awards will be

announced as soon as possible

after the public showing.
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Tiio Helen 'I welvetrees Film

Festival has had outstanding en-

trants in the past both in qual-

ity and quantity and the Festival

Committee anticipates even

greater results this year. Any
questions regarding details of the

Festival may be taken to any
member of the Festival Commit-
tee. Paul Holland, ext. 484, John
Howard, ext. 482, or Jerry Wald-
vogle. The public showing will be

open to all members of the Colo-

rado College community except-

ing, of course, the Humphrey
Bogart Claque and Truckling So-
ciety.

tviuR-king in a pair of runs as did
Tiger first baseman L. D. EUarton.
Art Stapp was responsible for the
final Tiger i-un.

What was most impressive in

the game, however, Mas that the
Tiger defense was almost flawless
in committing only one error. A
light infield throughout the game
kept Clayberg out of trouble, al-

lowinjj Craig (o concentnite on the
hitters.

Clnyberg lowered his earned
run average to O.riO with his latest
masterpiece. Thus far. in 18 inn-
ings, he has allowed only one earn-
ed run. Freshman -Art Slapp con-
tinues to lead the civib in hitting
with a .;181 batting average.

Tlie totals against Western
State:

Inning 1 2 :j 4 5 6 7 8 9 U H R
CC 2 M) 2 r. 8 I

WSC 000100000 17 1

On Wednesday, April 10, the Ti-
gers played Air Force Academy.
The finals were not available for

press. However, there were iudicii-

tioiis that it M'ould he a real thril-

ler as Clayberg was scheduled to

Quote of the Week
"I could have swoni I saw a

dove fly into Mrs. Johnson's
window." — an unidentified

White House aide.

3 South Victorious
The 3 South machine continued

its wiiming ways last Wednesday

by taking a 13-6 softball victory

over a squad comprised of 2 West

and 2 North ailstars.

South trailed 3-0 after an inn-

ing-and-a-half of play, but then

exploded for nine big i-uns to put

the game out of reach. A tight

defense which yielded only 10

errors and six hits, along with a

potent offensive punch, enabled
the team to win the first game of

the young softball season.

Among the standouts of the

game were ace pitcher Bob Clabby,

whose perfected lob played havoc
with the opposing hitters for the

entire afternoon. Rob Davidson,

that versatile athlete that you've

all been reading about, capped the

game with a spectacular catch to

end the contest. E. J. Connor,

former Go Fish champion, and

currently trying to qualify for the

national Sock Hockey champion-

ships, played a solid third base

and drove in two runs. Bill Mel-

ton did not play.

The upcoming season promises

to be a good one for the touted,

season veterans of 3 South. Re-

action to the team's success was
put best by wing-mate Bill "Bad
Mem" Gomez who simply said, "I

just can't understand."

pilc!i :main>t Honicek, the Falcon's
iice pitcher.

Next week the Tigers play CSC
(there) on Tuesday before return-
ing home Wednesday for a game
against the same team. Game lime
is :i:00 at Memorial Park.

Golfers Win 4 of 5
Thi- Coluradd Collfj;,' ^-,.11" leani

won four matches anil lost one in

Inst week's competition. On Tues-
day the Tigers defeated Colorado
State College 13 to 6, Regis Col-
lege ll'.j to G!-j, and H i ram
Scott College 17 to 1 in n quad-
rangular match played at Lake-
wood Country Club in Denver.

Saturday the team defeated Col-
orado Slate University 14'{i to

1
2

'ij at the Broadmoor and on
Sunday the Tigers lost an inter-

-^quad match 7 to 32 to the U. S.

Air Foi-ce Academy at the Broad-
moor.

Chris Grant U'd llu'

four i n d i v i d n a 1 \^

matches,

with

Rugby Remafch

Tigers Set for Barbarians
By Paul Zevcn

This coming Sunday CC will a-

gain tackle the Denver Barbarians

Rugby Club, at 2:30 p.m. at Stew-
art Field in an Eastern Hockies
Rugby Football Union game.

The first CC game, played last

Sunday against the Barbarians,

eniled in an 8-8 tie. CC, with many
players without any experience,

iiad the disadvantage (45 mph)
during the first half, but was
nevertheless able to withstand the

onslaught of the experienced Den-
ver players, Tlie half time score

was 8-0 in favor of the Barbar-

ians; they having scored two tries

( touchdowns ) and converted one.

In the second half CC went on
the attack, getting on the scoring

hoard when Peter Morse kicked a

40-yard penalty kick between the

uprights (three points). Ten min-

utes before the final whistle, Slevi-

Radakovich was passed the ball I 'i

yards from the opposition's end-

zone. Shaking off four would-be

tacklers, he ran into the end-/ii

-

and scored. Peter Morse again con-

verted successfully, and it wa^ ;i

tie game.

This coming Sunday we sluiuid

win. Our players now know what
it is like to play two 40 minute

halves without substitution. We
have the advantage of being in

better shape than the Denver busi-

nessmen, and also we will be play-

ing before a liome crowd.

We hope that the CC students

will give us a lot of support. Rug-

by is a great spectator sport, as

it is a continuous game, without

suhstilulioii. The CC Rugby Cluh

will provide the spectutorH with a

short explanation of the giuue.

CC Rugby Football Cluli Schedule

April 7— Denver, A

.'Vpril I't — Denver, H
April 21 — CU (niggerfost), A
April 28— 7-a-side tourimmeiit,

AwEiy

May 5— CU, H
May 12 — Mines, A
May li) — Denver, 11

ARE YOU A

UN ITAKIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING ITT

All Souli

UNITARIAN CHUBCH

730 North Tajon

634-2093

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchorras

(Aero.i Irom Courttioui.)

Telephone 634-9513

f.. \ <i3

^/y

m
i.

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856
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Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for $1.25
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Ottr famous CetUlT available for

large fralernitti nr group functionM

Come One . . . Come Al ! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!
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Cards Picked to Win National League Flag
By Gino Stoeckly

No National League team has

i-epeated as World ChampioTis

since the old Brooklyn Dodgers

did the trick in 1955 and 1956.

but don't bet money that there

isn't an excellent chance of the

Redbirds being the first St. Louis

teani to repeat as champ's since

the twenty's.

Led by the National League

:\IVP Orlando Cepeda, a healMiy

Bob Gibson, and flashy Lou

Brock, (he Cardinals should re-

peat in a closer National League

race. The Cards showed no signs

of complacency in the Grapefruit

Circuit this spring, as all Card-

inal regulars were ripping the ball

at a .300 average or better in ex-

hibition contests, and Bob Gibson

was determined to prove he is the

best pitcher in baseball.

Only a let-down in the Cards'

pitching and a poor season by the

Card sluggers, Cepeda, Bi-ock, Mc-

Cai-\'er, and Flood will prevent the

World Series from opening in St.

Louis come October.

On paper, several other teams

look like contenders in the Sen-

ior circut. Never disregard San

Francisco. Willie .Mays is due for

one last good season and maybe
this iB the year. Juan Marichal,

Gaylord Perry, Mike Cormack, and

Ray Sadecki have all won 20

games or more, and if all can get

their arms clicking together their

power arsenal may take them all

the way. The loss of Tom Haller

hurt, but the Giants helped^ them-
selves by picking up Ron Hunt.

For the past three years, the

Pirates have had the ball players

that were all seasoned veterans

that have many people drooling,

but something always happens to

Pittsburgh. This year is no ex-

ception with the acquisition of

fireballer Jim Bunning, the object

of this winter's biggest deal. Un-
doubtedly something will happen
to the Pirates this year and it

won't be a flag. Look for the Pir-

ates to finish tliird.

Last year, Cincinnati was lead-

ing the league for the first two
months until a rash of injuries

knocked them to an "also ran."

The Reds were the biggest trad-

ers in the off-season and they

have the confidence that (his will

be their year. Their pitching is

sound, if Gary Nolan can get his

arm back in last year's form. The

Reds may pull some surprises and

take the "works," but then too

fourth place looks friendly.

Essentially then, the i£ce ap-

pears to be among these four

clubs with the Cardinals given

the nod because they have "pride,"

but there are several other teams

who could develop into contend-

ers.

The surprising Cubs of last

year will be a year older in ex-

perience and will have Kenny
Holtzman for a full season. If

the Cub.s are to repeat the noise

they made last year and hope for

a big bang this year, veterans

Ernie Banks, Ron Santo and Biily

Williams will all have to carry

big sticks. Last year's sensation,

Fergie Jenkins will have to be

as good or better. That's a lot of

ifs for a team that finished dead

last two years ago. In any case,

the Cubs should be in the first

division, and fifth place seems

fitting.

Just a year ago progTiosticators

like myself had St. Louis pegged

for sixth place. But I doubt if

even super-manager Walt Alston

will be able to do much more
than g^ide his "bums" out of the

second division. Los Angeles is

still smarting from Sandy Kou-
fax's retirement. The Dodgers
field a new look this year with

guys like John Roseboro, Lou

Sports ••

Monroe, Beaton Pace Lacrosse Win
Blake Monroe and Biuce Bea-

ton paced tJio Colorado College la-

crosse team to a 13-7 thrashing of

the CSU Rams. Monroe was the

high point man for the Tigers wltli

tJiree goals and three assists,

while Beaton contributed three

goals of his own and supplied two

The game, played at Washburn
field, saw a iiigged offensive bat-

tle with many significant defen-

sive highlights. Among the more
noteworthy was the fact that al-

though the CSU goalie was pound-

ed for 13 scores, he made a phe-

nomenal 35 saves.

The victory set the stage for

one of the most crucial games o/

the lacrosse season. Tomorrow,
April 13, at 2:00 p.m., the Tigers

play iiost to the tough Denver Uni-

versity squad. The Pioneers are

led by Sandy Lai'kin, last year, one

of the highest scorers in the nation.

The pressure for victory will be

riding the Tigers, and a win on

Saturday could put them out of

reach. Get out to Washburn and
see one of the most exciting ath-

letic encounters of the spring.

Netmen Bounce Back After Upset
By Jeff Bull

After a staitling 8-1 loss to the
Air Force Academy in the season
opener, CC's varsity tennis team
tunied the tables on Southern Col-

orado State College with an 8-1

victoi-y.

Leading the way was Steve
Trefts. He was followed with vic-

tories by John Boddington, Mark
Moyle, Tyler Makepeace, and Doug
Wheat. P. J. Anderson, CC's third

man, was the only player to lose

as the three CC doubles combina-

tions easily took their SCSC
opponents.

In the A FA match, Trefts was
the only victorious Tiger.

^^
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mmmm
HAS EVERYTHIPIG

.
(EVEN SKIING IF YOU'RE SO INCLINED) 1

NOW EVERY

MON. thru THURS

SKIING —
2 for Price of
Buy I Ticket, tli.

Ticket

DINING —
2 for Price of I

Enjoy a Delicious Meal

at Ski Town
2nd Meal

LODGING —
2 for Price of
Stay Over Night Mon.
thru Thurs. 2nd Person

is Free!!!

Every Friday

Ski for Only $1.00
and Enjoy a Delicious

Chicken Dinner at

Sl(i Town Only $1.00

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Tow & Lift Tickets

Weekdays . . . $2.25

Weekends . . . $3.50

'Towder Capitol of Colorado"

Just 13 Miles West of Salida, Colorado

Johnson, Bob Miller, and Ron Per-

ranowski all departing in place

of Tom Haller, Zolio Versalles and
Mudcat Grant. Looks aren't ev-

pvything, unfortunately for the

Dodgers.
As for .Atlanta they have the

power with Henry Aaron and Joe
Torre, but their pitching is very
questionable. Tony Clonninger

can't be expected to do all the

mound work by himself and the

loss of Rico Carty hurts. Never-
Iheless. the Braves should be good
for at least seventh.

The Phillies at last have real-

ized that acquiring old vets in

hopes of a quick pennant just

simply won't work. The road back

to respectablility will be difficult.

The loss of Jim Bunning, an un-

filled shortstop position, and the

question of Richie Allen's hand
present too many problems foi

Cene Mauch.

Houston's hopes are invested for

dividends in five years not this

year. Uncle Sam will likely play
havoc with the Astro's young-
sters and that, coupled with in-

experience, spells doom for the

Spacemen.

Then there are the New York
Mets. The Mets' chances begin and
end with the playing of the Na-
tional Anthem. The Mets need
about eight more Tom Seavers,

then maybe ex-Met Gil Hodges
will have something to talk about.

(Next week: a look at tho

American League.)

By Dan Bernstein

Civil rights was never an isolat-

ed issue—Americans merely isola-

ted themselves from it. The death

of Dr. King, along with other past

events and the fearful prospect of

a violent summer has forced the

civil rights struggle out of the pol-

itical arena, and into the cities,

streets, and homes of almost every

American. We have waited long

enough. We have remained lifeless,

allowing a monster to sneak up be-

hind us, and now stand puzzled and
awed as he threatens to bludgeon
us with his club of insurrection.

It is ironic that a nation that has
taken every conceivable step to de-

fend itself against foreign inva-

sion is so blind to its domestic

cleavages that almost nothing has

been done to insui'e the United
States against its o\\ni internal de-

stniction.

So, we finally come to the point

that we should have reached years

ago: the recognition of the urgency
of living up to what is written in

the Constitution, and the realiza-

tion that the achievement of this

demand is contingent upon a na-

tional effort.

Perhaps one of the most signi-

ficant endeavor.s for Negro equal-

ity is being made not by a group
of disturbed politicians, nor by a

mob of black power advocates, but

by one of the most prestigious soc-

ieties in our country—the society

of Negro athletes.

There is not one major Amer-
ican sport played today where it is

not easier to name the few who
are white when juxtaposed against
the many who are black. The Ne-
gro has indeed made a name for

himself in this realm of human
life, and is more than entitled to

use it as a tool to secure his liber-

ties. Those who would argue that

the civil rights issue has no place
in the life of the Negro athlete

would get just as far by asserting
that oxygen has no place in the air.

Should a Negro athlete be expec-
ted to play his game, thrill his

fans, and think nothing of those
of his own race who watch him and
worship him but will never come
any closer to personal success in

their own lives? Must a Negro
athlete consider himself an excep-
tion, fortunate that his physical
prowess has lifted him from cer-

tain poverty and discrimination?

The answers to both of these

questions should be unconditionally

no. But no matter liow advanced
the American society claims to be

the reality of how these questions

are really answered shov/s the na-

tion's severe retardation in thp

veahn of human dignity and racial

equality.

The Negro athlete must and
should be concerned with the wel-

fare of his people, and the actions

he takes will affect the degree of

concern held by the white societ>

as well. The force of the Olympic
boycott is already being felt

throughout the nation. Tommif
Smith, Lew Alcindor. Mike Warren,
Lucious Allen, and Elvin Hayes.
no matter "primary" reasons, have
been approached by boycott advo-
cates and apparently are willing

to forego the Olympic games in

protest of racial inequality.

This action is a step in the right

direction. It is a non-violent asser-

tion of the Negro voice, and a

peaceful demand that steps be ta-

ken to remedy an uimecessary
but severe conflict. People will lis-

ten and act if these prominent
voices speak out in force and uni-

son because they have integrated

themselves into the American soc-

iety and are in a key position to

help the less fortunate of their

race.

The boycott is a useful and ef-

fective tool, and, if exploited to its

fullest capacity, will inevitably

force the white power centers ol

society into some serious thinking,

and, hopefully, into taking con-
structive measures to alleviate the

present racial tensions. Riots will

only bring white retaliation; the

affluent white society does not un-
derstand the ghetto, and protests
from that sector will be heard by
few and listened to by even less.

The channels through which the

voice of the Negro will be heard
the loudest are those through
which the Negio race has directed
its greatness.

The Negi'o athlete has achieved
this greatness, he has the powei'

to use it as a means of uplifting

his people. In this way the Negro
can force tlie issue of civil rights
upon his white societal peers,

where the understanding will b^
deeper and the influence will br

greater.

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

IB24 North Tejon Telephone 632-0164
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Exclusive Choice 68 Statement Issued by Senator Robert Kennedy
the National Liberation

New York, New York, April 10,

jr|(;s—Senator Robert F. Kennedy

of New York responded today to

a request by the Executive Office

of CHOICE 08 to comment on the

nrimary's three referendum ques-

tions. His statement, reprinted in

its entirety below, reflects not only

the Senator's feelings on President

Johnson's most recent peace init-

iative, but also his determination

that coming peace talks not be

hampered by a dogmatic insistence

on "Total Victory" by the United

States.

"Hundreds of thousands of lives

have been lost in vain," states the

Senator and more, he feels, will

inevitably be wasted away if ne-

gotiation's flounder in stalemate.

One concession that Kennedy

feels the United States should

make to convince Hanoi of our sin-

cere desire for peace is "to insure

the National Liberation Front^ a

germine place in the political life

of South Vietnam."

While such a move is considered

annthema to many of Soxith Viet-

nam's leaders, and has, in fact,

been fomially rejected by Vice-

President Ky, it represents but one

of many necessary steps that Sena-

tor Kennedy feels reality has dic-

tated if a 'peaceful settlement to

tlie current conflict is ever tn be

achieved.

In handling the "urban ci-isis".

Sejintor Kennedy strongly endorses

massive government action to

cieate more jobs and employment

i.it>[)ortunities. "In America," he

states, "you are what you do, and

every man deserves a chance to

hold' down a job and suppoi-t his

family with dignity and satisfac-

tion."

What course of military action

should the United States pursue in

Vietnam; what course of action

should the United States pursue in

regards to the bombinp; of North

Vietnam?

"At the time that this is writ-

ten the President has taken certain

steps, including the cessation of

bombing in part of North Vietnam,

in an effort to begin peace nego-

tiations with the North. Hanoi

has indicated an interest. We can

hope, but we cannot be certain

what the turn of events will take.

If negotiations can be started, we
should be prepared to offer a rea-

listic program towards peace in

Vietnam. In the meantime, we
should de-escalate our military ef-

forts in South Vietnam and con-

centrate on protecting populated

areas so as to reduce immediately

the devastation and killing. We
should also insist that the South

Vietnamese el iminate corruption,

institute major social reform and
assume a greater responsibility in

the military effort in the South.

In a diplomatic area, our pro-

irrams should include an offer to

insure

Front a genuine place in the po-

litical life of South Vietnam. With-
out this, the success of the nego-
tiations is doubtful.

In early 19G5, when tliere were
fewer than 40,000 American troops
in Vietnam, I said that if we pur-
sued a strictly military policy in

Vietname we were headed straight

for disaster. Events have pi'oven

the truth of this. Hundreds of

thousands of lives have been lost

in vain, I can only hope that we
and our adversaries can now find

it within ourselves to make the

mutual concessions that can bring

an end to this terrible war."

In confronting the "urban cri-

sis" which of the following should

receive highest priority in govern-
mental spending:

BMucation job training and em
ploymen t opportunities. Housing,
Income subsidy, Riot control and
stricter law enforcement?

"In my judgement, jobs and job-

ti-aining are the key to solving the

urban crisis. Action to improve
our schools, build more houses, im-

prove the delivery of health care

and cope with urban problems are

all urgently needed, but jobs are

the first priority. Unemployment in

slum areas ranges from two to

three time the national average,

and this does not include those who
work for poverty level wages. Be-
cause there are not enough jobs,

men are forced to leave their home
so that their children can get wel-

fare. Much of tlie frustration and
tension in the cities goes back to

this.

In the most recent faculty meet-
ing, Monday, April 15, several pro-

visions were passed that point to

a reduction of all-college require-

ments.
Beginning with freshmen enter-

ing in the fall of 19G!). the total

number of hours required for gra-
duation will he lowered from 128
to 120—the average load each se-

mester being 15 instead of Ifi

hours.

This, however, does not mean
that students presently enrolled nt

CC will still have to complete 128
hours. Since the change implies a-

bout a six percent reduction in the
hours i"equired for graduation, next
year's sophomores, juniors, and
seniors will be allowed a six per-

cent reduction in the number of

hours they have yet to complete.
For example, at the end of his

sophomore year, a student now
would normally have 64 credit-

hours left to take. Six per cent of

64 is approximately four, which
means that the student would only

have to complete 60 credit-hours

instead of G4. The formula is thus,

T=N+.94 (128—N), where T is

the new total number of hours re-

quired for graduation and N is

the luunber of hours already com-
•pleted toward graduation credit.

THESE TWO LOVELY YOUNG THINGS will be featured In the Riverboat Playboy Club in Rastall Cen-

ter on April 19. They will be part of a "hufch" of twenty bunnies recruited from Loomis Hall.

AWS Questionnaire Favors Liberalization of Dormitory Regulations

Sixty -eight percent of the wo-

men students at CC who returned

an AWS questionnaire think all

upperclass girls should have no
hours under a system similar to

present senior regulations. The
423 girls who returned the ques-

tionaire demonstrated a strong de-

sire for extensive re-evaluation of

women's houi-s and regulations.

Numerical results of the ques-

tionnaire are: 147 girls were sat-

isfied with hours as they are now;

31 would object to the removal of

hours; and of the 298 who would

like hours to be changed, 288

wanted a no-hours system with a

touchdowm time, as seniors have

now. Only 108 thought a minimum
grade average should be required

RGB to Direct KRCC-FM
In the Fail of VJG8, KRCC-FM

will become a student activity un-

der the direction of Rastall Center

Board. At that time, students who
are interested in bi'oadcasting and
communications will be able to par-

ticipate freely in the activities and

direction of KRCC-FM without the

obligation of enrolling in a class

in radio, as has formerly been the

case. Since the station will no long-

er ser\'e academic ends, it is hoped
that greater flexibility and creat-

ivity can be brought by the stu-

dents for its operation and pro-

t^ramming.

At present, the Rastall Center

Board plans to create a new com-

mittee whose chairman would be

station manager, and who would

be afforded an appropriate stipend.

Committee members would be

members interested in various as-

pects of broadcasting : directing,

scheduling, programming, announ-
cing, etc.

Applications for all RGB com-
mittees, as well as the new KRCC-
FM committee, are available at

the Rastall Center desk. The new
deadline for applications is Satur-

day, April 20, 5:00 p.m. Appli-

cants will be notified concerning
inter\'iew time.

of participants. In the portion of

the question concerning signout

procedures, 311 girls (74%)
thought pink slip procedure .should

be changed so that the head resi-

dent's signature is not required;

205 thought the 8:30 evening sign-

out procedure should remain as it

is; 196 said it should be optional.

Concerning freshmen regula-

tions, 185 women felt that the

present hours are acceptable; 245

would like freshmen hours to he

changed, in many cases at least

until after the library closes. Only

120 felt that having 10:30 hours

their freshman yeai' helped in

meeting the academic requirements

of CC.

The initiation of a limited open

dorm policy was one of the most

numerous suggestions on the ques-

tionnaires. At the present time

AWS has no jurisdiction in this

area; instead each dorm sets its

own schedule for open houses, sub-

ject to approval. Many girls would

like a more general open dorm

policy applicable on weekend af-

ternoons and possibly other after-

noons and early evenings.

Many other comments, ranging

from recommended safety precau-

tions to reasons behind proposed

changes were included in the ques-

tionnaires. Sample comments are:

"I think hours are very helpful

one's first semester. If they

haven't achieved their purpose

(recognizing the value of an or-

ganized schedule) by then, they're

never going to help the girl"

;

"The school's 'concern' is appre-

ciated, but it is definitely curry-

ing the parents' role too far"; "I

think it is up to the individual

whether she wants to have the

college know where she is or not

—

some feel as though their destina-

tion is public knowledge when

they sign out"; "Self-defense

should become part of a physical

education program."

Partially as a result of tin-

overwhelming desire for an exten-

sive change in the women's dorm

system, AWS has passed such a

proposal to be submitted to the

administration for approval.

Dance
Colorado College's version of a

Riverboat-Playboy Club will open

in Rastall Center on April 19 at

8:30 p.m. The Riverboat dance is

sponsored by the freshman class

and the MRHA. There will be re-

freshments and 20 beautiful "bun-

nies" recruited from Loomis Hall.

Music will be furnished by the

I'seffernoozie, with Harland Soper

and Scott MacGregor of the New
Bell Shanty Men (a folk-singing

group) playing during the band's

break.

Those who tire of dancing will

be able to retreat to the casino in

the WES Room and try their luck

as such games as black jack, soli-

taire, and roulette.

Tickets may be purchased at

Rastall desk or at the door. Admis-

sion is §1.00 stag and ?1.50 per

couple.

Along with the above reduction,
the faculty also voted to reduce
the number of hours n student may
lukc without special permission
from 19 to 18 honrs each semester.

Other provisions enacted upon
include the evpnusion of the num-
ber of Pass- Fail courses from six

to eight and the extension of the
advisor plan to admit 50 students
t'lich year.

Changes in distributional re-

quirements and special freshmen
seminai-s will be discussed and
voted upon in a special faculty
meeting to he held on Monday.

Honor Council

Selects Booren
Libbie nourcn, a sopUomorc, wan

elected by the Honor Council to
fill the vacancy left by Doug
Brown. In order to replace the
graduating seniors, the Honor
Council Nominating Covention will

be Tuesday, April 30 at 4:30 p.n\.

in Olin 1. Classes should bo elect-

ing representatives to this As-
sembly in the next week.

The format for tho Honor Coun-
cil Assembly and election of new
members has been somewhat
changed this year. The Assembly
con.iists of one student from each
academic class, phis (he clasa of-

ficers. This grou]) will present to

Uie Honor Council a slote of 25
nominee.s, and the Council will no
longer nmko the decision the nigtit

of the Assembly, but after a mini-
mum of two weeks consideration,
(lie Council will fill tho vacancies.

Oommiinily, College

Organize Draft

Information Service

A grou|i of interested Colorado
Springs citizens teamed up with
members of the college community
in the second organizational meet-
ing to form a drai^t information
center Monday night, April 15.

Meeting in the PAAC house, they
tried to work out the problems in

getting a center for draft infor-

mation started in Colorado
Spring.s.

People were signed up to be

counselors, to man telephones, to

organize literature and appropri-

ate funds for the center which
will be established to give infor-

mation on how to obtain defer-

ments and other wayH to avoid

military service.

The group decided to call tliem-

selves the Di'aft Information Serv-

ice and approved a 14 member
steering committee, oC which

Professors Freed, Gamer, Ma-
druga, Parker and Picklo are

members. Possible sites for the

center were discussed, but no def-

inite location was named. What
is to happen at the center and

the number of programs the cen-

ter is supposed to follow took a

major part of the two and a half

hour discussion. The group con-

tained a number of high school

students who expressed the spe-

cific needs of their age group.

The meeting adjoumed with the

hope of opening the center aa

soon as possible for, as was ex-

pres-sed by one of the members,

"Fvery minute we waste, some-

one may get drafted in this area

that we might have been able to

help."

Any students interested in help-

ing set up the center are urged

to contact any faculty member
on the steering committee or stu-

dents Skip Clark or Chuck Bux-

ton.

Nothing
Absolutely NOTHING will hap-

pen (again) in the Monument Park

Pavillion on that lovely afternoon

of Saturday, May the Fourth.

Sponsored by the Colorado College

Community Crosswalk Co-ordinat-

ing Committee.



EDITORIALS
AN HONORABLE PEACE

What is an honorable peiice? Since the United States

and North Vietnam seem to be moving closer to negotiation,

this terni must be considered and ultimately defined in the

context of American goals in Southeast Asia and the ex-

tent to which they will be compromised.

Current policy dictates that we are fighting a war
against the spread of communism—a war that, if lost, could

threaten the very domestic institutions upon which this

country is founded.

Years of fighting this communist enemy have shown only
his will to resist. Even now, as peace talks gain reahty, re-

ports are still heard that North Vietnam is in no hurry to

bring the war to an end. In short, without the risk of a war
whose ramifications will exceed the realms of many an im-
agination, the communist cannot be defeated.

The realization of this fact has resulted in a compro-
mised state of affairs called peaceful coexistance. The United
States and Russia acknowledge it. to be sure, but it is glar-

ingly obvious that this philosophy is not without contradic-

tions with 500,000 Americans trying to beat the system in

Vietnam.

For argument's sake, let us suppose that the U.S. comes
to the conclusion that the communist threat in North Viet-

nam cannot be destroyed. Negotiations begin, and the omni-
present command to accept an honorable ])eace pervades the

atmosphere. \Vliat will the U.S. do?

Do we withdraw every American soldier and advisor
from South Vietnam ? Or do we leave a substantial military

force tiiere to insure the security of the South Vietnamese
people and the growtii of democracy.

These unanswerable questions are indicative of the con-
fusion, stalling and stalemate that the United States could
conceivably encounter when and if peace talks occur. It is a
challenge not only to our diplomatic representatives, but to

every conceraed American to contemplate, debate, and finally

define the tei-ms which this country would consider an hon-
orable peace. — Bernstein

KING ASSASSINATION
THE ASSASSINATION of Martin Luther King is not

merely a "tragic incident" as President Jolinson has termed
it in liis announcement of a period of national mourning.

It is a criminal outrage which demands more than
mourning and eulogies. It demands indignation and pui-pose-
ful caution against a barbarous system which allows oppres-
sion, indignity, and exploitation to exist.

Tliis was no isolated incident of violence involving a de-
ranged killer. This was a part of a pattern of violence which
soaks southern soil with blood and the sidewalks of northern
ghettos with blood. Martin Luther King's death is the latest
expression of the truth that the oppression of black people
is enforced by white racist terror—legal and illegal, offic-
ially sanctioned or unofficially supported by the white Es-
tablishment. In the murder of one man is manifest the
hatred of an entire race. In the narrow legal sense, it was a
murder. In the profound social and political sense, it was a
fragment of racial genocide.

Martin Luther King went beyond civil rights. He boldly
challenged the Vietnam war, for he understood that the bat-
tle against national oppression and racism was indivisible,
that an unjust war the Vietnamese could only prepetuate
the injustice against the black people of this country.

Dr. King's legacy, his enormous contribution to history
which makes him a truly great American, lies in his inspira-
tion, his vision, and his leadershi]) in the battle against un-
just war, white racism, and economic oppression.

Significance of Vietnam Actions Discussed

ABOLISH R.O.T.C.

The growing dissent on college campuses to the war in
Vietnam and, indeed, the seeming contradiction between the
goals of the military and a liberal arts education leads us to
question the validity of an R.O.T.C. program at Colorado Col-
lege. The Tiger, in opposition to an unjust and immoral war
calls upon the faculty, students, and administration to move
to abolish the R.O.T.C. program. We believe that a humanist
education which the liberal arts college purports to instill in
its students precludes a program which has as its end the
destniction of these humanistic principles.

Help Celebral-e May 1 , 1 968 . . .

THE INTERNATIONAL DAY OF SOLIDARITY
with Youth and Students of Other Nations against

United States Imperialism!

By Phil Fearnside
I have been asked to comment

on the significance of recent devel-

opments in Vietnam. L.B.J, an-

nouncPS Iwmbing limit . . . WHAT
A BREAK!! The concession of a

bombing limit was sufficient to

induce Hanoi to agree to a face-

to-face meeting; formal meeting
with the Americans with part of

its territory still under fire is a
new "clarificalinn" of Hanoi's

position—a policy change, in the

language of the marketplace.

It should be noted that Ameri-
can military leaders liave recently

made some long overdue policy

statements of their own. Comman-
der-to-be Abrams said that he

would, given the present number
of U.S. fighting men, transfer

some of the burden of defending
the DMZ to ARVN troops. Also,

Clark Clifford in a press confer-

ence April 11 announced "a policy

decision has been made to turn

over gradually the major effort to

the South Vietnamese." This is

the first time such a statement
has been linked to one of the per-

ennial "ceilings" on U.S. troop
commitment. 1 greet these state-

ments, and their apparently favor-
able reception by President Thieii,

with unqualified joy.

These hopeful signs are, unfor-
tunately, not the whole picture.

No meeting has yet been agreed
on, the fighting still continues,

and T.D. Nixon and his supporters

(as of April 2, 1968) still call for

a traditional military "victory."

Also, the March 31 bombing limit

announcemeTit was accompanied
by another raising of the "troop

ceiling" and the calling up of re-

serves to the tune of 13,500 men
(which later gi-ew to 24,.500 men).
The "temporary" combat reserves
ruslied to Westmoreland after the

Tet offensive are (credibility gap,

anyone?), still in Vietnam. The
permanent assignme7it of reserves

to the Vietnam war represents a

definite escalation of our military
commitment there. Since I have
questioned the wisdom of such
moves for some time, this part

of my worries has, obviously, not

been assuaged.

Attempts to agree on a meeting
place have been mishandled by both

sides. The repeated suggestion of

Geneva by the U.S. was diplomati-

cally obtuse. Surely the city of

Geneva must be anathema to H-o

Chi MiTih, who was persuaded
there by western diplomats in

1954 to agree to relinquish the
control of the South he had won

:it Dienbienphu pending electi<iiiv_

Ho could have won the elections

at the agreed time, but, of coursi?,

they were never allowed to happen.
.'Acceptance of Geneva by Hanoi
would therefore be regarded as :

propaganda defeat there.

Hanoi's proposal of Cambodia
and Poland as talk sites was ir-

ritating. It has been suggested
that Warsaw was rejected as a site

for trivial reasons. H«w inconven-
ient Warsaw would have been for
the U.S., I don't know. I hope that
offorts to choose a conference site

will not be hindered by maneuvers
to deny Hanoi the propaganda
"victory" of naming the site, par-
ticularly since we have declared
our willingness to go "anywhere,
nnytime."

The dream of a negotiated set-

tlement whereby the future of

South Vietnam will be determined
by all the South Vietnamese seems
nearer than ever. Also, it has been
predicted that the prospect of

peace may cause both sides to lose

their zeal for fighting, and Viet-

nam may fade into the limbo it

deserves. The achievement of peace
will depend on our leaders' will-

ingness to furthei- compromise
American pride.

HINTERLAND JOURNAL
I really don't understand you

boys and the reason why you don't

go right out and join the war ef-

fort in Viet Nam. I think that
perhaps you don't realize what
wonderful experience you are mis-
sing. Let me list a few of the
many benefits you would receive

if you joined up:
1. Military life will make a real

man out of you. You'll be made,
I mean learn, to accept responsi-
bility, to be tough, rough and
ready, able to handle any situa-

tion with a perfectly designed
show of force. And force is such
a useful tool in civilian society.

2. You'll get to travel. You will

see areas which have never sus-
tained the eye of man before, since

you, yourself, will have only re-

cently altered the topography.
You will see geological forma-

tions peculiar to that part of the

world, such as the ever-popular

bomb-crater. Also on your itiner-

ary will be architectural works in

the process of remodeling by the
creative hand of man.

3. You will leam a skilled trade

which will bring fame and fortune
after your dismissal. Can you
imagine the demand for an expert
latrine cleaner, or a specialist in

the repair of trigger guards for
the M-16 rifle? You will pick up
specialized vocabulary and as-

tound your friends with words
like "strategic," "Charlies," and
"Flophouse."

4. You will contribute to the re-

habilitation of a backward coun-
try which needs your help ever so
badly. You might participate in

plans to provide black mai--

ket opportunities to underprivil-

eged Vietnamese.
5. Military life will see to it

that you i-ealize that you are only
a very insignificant part of s

huge, beautiful machine. You will

see your only worth in the organ-
ization. How comforting to know
you are needed and how compla-
cent you mil become.

6. Above all, you will learn how
easy it is to kill. And how val-

uable this skill will be when on
your return you must hunt down
and destroy Negroes, students,
hippies, and other assoi'ted unde-
sirables who would seek to change
or destroy the beautiful establish-
ment vou worked so hard to dt>-

fend. The Ungratefuls!
So join up! See the world and

find out where it really is. It'?

the good old American Way! —
Eric Lone-Horse

David Thompson Speaks on Vietnai
With any luck, the war won't

have a future. However, things
being like they are (more or less
unresolved), the U.S. can probably
look forward to a series of peace
talks like those at Punmanjun,
Korea, which lasted for a year or
so before coming to any kind of de-
cision. Then the decision was
pretty much on the basis of the
status quo ante, something which
the NLF (Viet Cong) are un-
likely to accept, since they were
illegal before and nowhere near
as powerful as they are now. A
peace on the basis of the Geneva
Accords of 1954 would probablv
not be acceptable to either side",
since the NLF does not feature
wliat the U.S. would call "demo-
cratic elections" in its program,
and the U.S. and especially the
South Vietnamese governnifnt is

not likely to give up its claim to
an independent South Vietnamese
state.

A better example of the type
of peace most likely to be agreed
upon is the Geneva Accords de-
fining the form of the Laotian
state that President Kennedy
signed. A coalition government
was set up among the Pathet Lao
(Communists ) , the neutralists,

and the "pro-westeni" faction,

which was to remain neutral. The
coalition broke down, however,
fairly soon after it was formed,
each party accusing the other of

insincerity.

The country is now divided
roughly between the Pathet Lao
and a "pro-west"-neutralist coal-
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ition, in which the neutralists have
almost been completely swallowed
by the "pro-west" government.
The government forces aren't very
strong, and the U.S. government
might decide that it might have
to intervene or let it go "under."
Given a coalition government of

that pattern, South Viet Nam oi

a greater Vietnamese state prob-
ably would not take long to eithei-

take on the form of the strongest
party or to again lapse into ;i

fratricidal war in which the great
power might not be able to with-
stand the temptation to intervene.

This optimistic assessment
(which isn't even close to being
complete) for peace settlements
finished, we come to the real crux

of the problem. How far is the

U.S. willing to go for South Viet

Nam ? If we want peace, we can
have it, although the situation for

the South Vietnamese would be

more or less the same as it was
in North Vietnam after the French
left. We can "win," with modifi-

cation of strategy and a lot of

time and men. But a victory (mil-

itarily speaking) in Vietnam may
very well result in a total collapse

of law and order at home. A de-

feat in Vietnam (diplomatically

speaking), could have very serious

military and diplomatic conse-

quences. Some kind of settlement
with the North Vietnamese seems
difficult, to say the least. It's a

nice choice any way you look at

it. If we stay, we may win, and
the victory could very well be

Pyi-rhic; if we leave, the South
Vietnamese government will col-

lapse like a house of cards, with all

that means; and if we negotiate,

the result, in terms of our pres-

ent goals, will be at best unsat-

isfactory.
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Washington Youth Writes

Reflections on the Assassination
(Ed note; The author is a 16-

yeai-old Nejjro who lives in Wash-
ington. D.C. He is currently at-

tending vocational high school,

where he is concentrating in art

sludies. At the age of 14. Mr.
Reynolds composed an opera which
ivas presented to !\lrs. Lyndon
Johnson at the Smithsonian Insti-

(ute. During the same year, a col-

lection of his paintings won first

prize in a citywide contest spon-
sored by the National Capitol
Housing Authority. The following
article deals with the author's re-

flections on the assassination of

Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. The
article is made available to "The
Tiger" through the courtesy of

Miss Torey Winkler.)

By Gregory Reynolds

When the news of Dr. King's
i\fnth was first received in my
neighborhood, all action seemed
to have ceased, as ears propped
against radios and eyes focused
on TVs.

"It can't be true! Dr. King
,lead?"

But it was true, and after it had
become a reality to those still

sliocked by the sudden news, tears

of sorrow began streaming from
people's eyes as they drifted down
the streets in the evening rain.

While, on the other hand, anger,

hatred and revenge filled the

liearts of many other Negroes!

Later that same evening, loot-

ing, fires, and sniping were re-

ported on 14th Street. Policemen
with riot helmets and tear-gas

guns were rushed immediately to

the scene. However, the trouble

did not cease: at daybreak it had
spread to other parts of Wash-
ington.

I didn't go to school the next
morning, and when Gregory, Al-

icia and Joyce, three close friends

of mine, came home from school

early, I was puzzled.

"Hey, what digs? How come
you people out of prison so soon?"
Each one goes to a different

school here in the neighborhood.

"Man, me and some other dudes
turned the school out! We didn't

go to any classes today, all we
did was sing spirituals and then

we closed down the school our-

selves!" Greg totd me.

"Things were somewhat the

same at Douglass (Jr. High
School,)" said Joyce,

Mr. Galloway told us to get

out and go home; that's because

we were raising four hells up
there! Those fools started throw-

in' rocks and bricks at cars and
buses with white drivers and those

stupid sonofaguns even busted

out the car windows of a priest

as he was driving up the hill,"

"I know it," said Alicia. "The
black Student Union took over our

school, too. They told everybody
to go home and mourn for Mar-
tin Luther King, and this white

girl got up and said, 'No, this is

nut right, leaving the school like

this. This is not what he would
have wanted you to do.' And they

actually pulled guns out on her.

So I walked her home and they

looked at me like I was some kind

of a slut!"

Similar reactions took place in

most of the schools here in the
District; in fact, they were of-

ficially closed at 2:00. As the
angry students went their way,
they even beat up white people
that came into their neighbor-
hoods and on the streets.

I live in Anacostia, which is in
Southeast Washington. So it was
said, anybody driving who lived
in Southeast had to turn their
lights on so as to let the people
know they were "Soul Brothers
and Sisters."

When night came, the National
Guard had been called in and a
5:00 o'clock curfew was imposed
on the city. But that still didn't
stop the looting and fires down-
town. Whenever you saw your
friends, the first thing you would
say was: "What did you get

"

The answers weren't surprising:
liquor, money, clothes, diamond
rings, lamps, color television and
practically anything you can name.

Although looting and robbery
are serious crimes, I seem to find
a touch of humor here and there;
for instance:

This particular woman was
having a difficult time caiTying
this lai'ge chair—which she "had
looted, of course—and along came
this gang of boys hustling their
merchandise, so she said: "Hey
fellas, help me carry this chair
will ya?"

''Sure, lady."

And they loaded their stuff in

the chair, picked it up and kept
gettin' up, leaving her behind yel-
ling ...

"Stop, thief! Police! They stole
my chair! Come back here, vou
&?fi(!V2»&"

This incident really happened.
In another case -somewhat the
same as the first-—only this wo-
man was white, and pregnant

—

she was carrying a large chair . . .

that is, until she sat in it to rest!

And this was repeated until she
reached her destination.

All along the -streets people
were running into stores and
making out with their "goods"

;

and, of course, being in such a
hurry, they would drop a lot of

stuff. People living in houses
nearby would run into the streets,

pick up the dropped items and
dash back into their homes, await-

ing other "free gifts."

I think it only fair, at this par-

ticular time, to include a lot of

the good tilings that people

around town have done to main-

tain "coolness" and return things

to law and order. I mean, after

all, we're not all bad! It's a fact

that many responsible people did

obey the mayor's rule on the cur-

few hours.

It is a fact that many respon-

sible Negro citizens helped to aid

white people who were beaten. A
very good example of that hap-

pened at the Anacostia Neighbor-

hood Museum, where I work, and

was present at the time:

A white man walking down the

street in front of the Museum
Friday, who had seen the angry

stares of Negro teen-agers, was

^iaif BEAUTY SUPPLY -IMPORT M/y

327 South Teion Street Telephone 473-7737

Attention CC Students

BUY WHOLESALE

Wigs . . . Falls . . . 100% Human Hair

10% Discount on all purchases

with this ad

Lowest Price on Fall's and Wigleti in Town

jumped b\- a gang ot them not

far from the Museum. Mr, John
Kinard, the director of the JIu-
seuni. along with other adults,
managed to control the crowd and
took the bleeding man into the
Museum. Alicia and another wo-
man got the police while I tried
to call an ambulance.

Many paients actually made
their children retum stolen goods.
Mr. Stanley Anderson, who is our
city council representative, Rufus
Mayfield and Clinton Mitchell
helped to control one crowd that
had gathered around a Negro man
who was lying on the sidewalk.
The man had fallen, but rumors
went around saying the man was
shot by police.

James Brown, the hottest soul
singer of our lime, made a spe-
cial effort to get to Washington
to speak on television to (he cit-

izens, an effort which cost him
approximately 1,800 dollars. In
his speech, he said: "Don't terror-
ize, organize!"

Radio disk jockeys did a re-
markable job on getting through
to the people to stay off the
streets. A local newspaper quoted
a man leading with a crowd at
7th and Q Streets, Northwest,
saying; "It ain't worth dying for.

If you love Martin Luther King
and all that he stood for, please
go back. At least let him get in

the ground."

Churches set up food centers to

aid riot victims and a Mrs. Louise
Jackson even used her living room
as a center.

Many conscience-stricken people
even want to return stolen goods
through their local ministers and
priests.

The opinions of people about
the past, present and future seem
to vary from one person to an-
other.

"If you really want to know
what the kids think, I don't think

the looters were mourning Martin
Luther King's death," one girl

volunteers.

"They just used his death to

break into stores and get what
they never had," a second girl

says.

"The people who were burned
out of their homes didn't take

part in it. The others listened to

Carmichael, and he stirred them
up."

"I don't think things will ever

go back the way they were be-

fore Martin Luther King was
killed. He was the only sensible

leader. Now all they've got is

Stokely and Rap Brown," the girl

says.

My opinion is that it is a be-

lief that Dr. King has become a

martyr, and many people are ac-

tually dedicating themselves to

carry out his work. A believer of

non-violence, yet struck down by
violence was iMartin Luther King-
Truly a great man, a prophet of

our time! Things may never go
back the way they were before he
was shot, but through his death

he was able to accomplish niaii\

of the impossible dreams.

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

oorietii ond abundance only 3li blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking.

"" '"^"^1^ OFFICE SUPPLY

aetnpuhco 516 N. Tejon

I 12 South Tejon

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

>^ /-J^l^ty

Western Wear

Talophone 632-03f I

PRINTS- CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Frajuing "Art Siipjflics

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phons 333-6901

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOn A SPECIALITY

Vemth\6 CI lejPH

NOW OPENS THE ,

"ithhex'

FEATURING . . .

3.2 BEER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES ,PITCHERS, KEQS

Pitcher Beer .... $L00
>e^ Tacos 19c

ON MONDAY. WEDNE8DAT * TUUBBDAT

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4591

LES' TV SERVICE
I 19 East Cache la Poudre Telophono 632-1716

(Across the Stfeot from the College)

Sales, Service and Rentals

COMPLETE STEREO & HI-FI SALES

Stereos, Tape Recorders, Accessories

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
adnnission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track — Only five rrtinutes from the campui)
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"Your Business Is Appreciated"

]u3t a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M, to 9:00 P M Daily

TV SPECIALISTS A
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Record; Radioi, TV, StmM and Large Appliartctt

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

SatWA CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Uio Lobby Elevator to Lowor Tarrace

CAFETERIA— II A.ltfl. lo 2:30 f.U.

DINING ROOt^ — 5 P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

FLORA
l7E<itKlewa Evelyn & MIIk McBumay Phoiw UUBOE

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

THE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses

Langley: Military Wants Peace Too
By Chris Cramer

'Nobody wants peace in Viet

Nam as much as the military peo-

ple," stated Lt. Col. Warren G.

Lanfiley, V. S. Army, head of the

Military Science Department, in a

recent interview. "We don't want

to take anything away from the

Vietnamese—we don't want to de-

stroy their land, grab their terri-

tory, or control their government.

The damage and destruction we're

doing is to make them see the fal-

lacy of their course of action." He
stated that as soon as Ho Chi

Minh realizes that further aggres-

sion will prove unfruitful, there

will be peace. Victory for ub is to

stop the aggression of North Viet

Nam; for them, to get the Saigon

government out and have a Com-
munist triumph. We want to de-

fend the status quo; they are not

interested in the status quo.

Asked whether or not be believ-

ed the recent willingness of Hanoi

to negotiate was merely an exten-

sion of the conflict from the mili-

tary to the diplomatic arena, Col.

Langley stated that if by negotia-

tions they can cause us to cut back

on our military efforts, as they in-

crease theirs, they will certainly

do that. North Viet Nam wants to

win; their "face" as representa-

ti\'es of Conmiunism is on the line.

He went on to say that we could

undoubtedly win militarily. Even
in Hanoi, there is no hope of

North Viet Nam winning militar-

ily. They are hoping for a change
in the administration in the United
-States, which will abandon South
Viet Nam by withdrawing our for-

ces and then leaving them to de-

feat South Viet Nam militarily.

At the present time, however,
the only way for either side to win
is for the other side to give up'.

The Viet Cong have sanctuaries in

both Laos and Cambodia; they can
fade into the jungle to recover
fi-oni a bad chewing-up—this gives

them a tremendous advantage.
They only need to fight until we
get tired and give up and then
they can simply step into our
place when we leave.

Col. Langley explained that we
have three choices in Viet Nam:
to abandon it, to go for a military

victory, or to continue as we
are doing. The results of the first

choice, abandonment, are unthink-
able. We are and should be in Viet
Nam because the North Vietnam-
ese are definitely aggressing in

South Viet Nam. Even in 1965,
there were 22 North Vietnamese
Army units in the country. Whe-
ther they infiltrated or made a
crossing in military force makes
no difference. They are not there
at the request of the South Viet-
najnese government. They are also
aggressing in Laos, Cambodia, and
Thailand. If we are successful in

Viet Nam, we can avert greater
trouble latei- and make the next
attack of this movement for Com-
munist domination more peaceful.

North Viet Nam is operating with

Russian, East European, and Chi-

nese assistance. "All Communists

are interested in world domination

by Communism," and if they can

render us a death blow, they will

certainly unite to do it. The tre-

mendously negative effect on the

morale of our allies in Asia and

.Southeast -Asia of our abandoning

South Viet Nam to these aggres-

sors is unthinkable. If we revert

to our traditional isolation, we
leave the people at the mercy of

the Communists.

The second alternative, a pure-

ly militarily victory, possibly in-

volving the invasion of North
Viet Nam, complete destruction of

their agriculture or cities, or block-

ade, is equally unthinkable. It

might bring in Red China, which
will intervene only if their secur-

ity is directly threatened. They
don't want in this thing now. In

fact, some feel that Red China is

alrea<ly advising Hanoi to pull

back from conventional military

action to guerrilla or even pre-

guerrilla stages of resistance. The
risk of involvement for China is

currently too great, but an all-out

military effort on our part could

change this with drastic conse-

quences in terms of a very large

and destructive war.

The best alternative open to us,

therefore, is to continue as we are

doing in making their aggression

as expensive as we can. We should

pursue a policy of small escalations

which can easily be rescinded

should they go too far. A sudden
massive escalation could easily ag-

gravate a war, but the inching-up

process of escalating punishment
allows more flexibility for both

sides. Although this method can

take years, they are losing a lot

more than we are— at least twice

the casualities—and this course of

action will eventually lead to vic-

tory more quickly and at less cost

than anything else. "To give up
would be positively the worst
thing we could do." It would show
them we're really not interested in

containing Communism, and could

lead to a larger war in the future

as their continued aggressions fi-

nally overstep all boundaries and
force us to retaliate massively.

Asked about the rural pacifica-

tion programs, Col. Langley said

they had received great emphasis
for at least ten years. This has
been a continuing effort on our
part, although without security it

cannot work. "If you can provide
security for the people, they will

respond; but what they really want
is to be left alone." He explained
that most of the people live very
far from Saigon, that the center
of their lives is their o^vn village,

and that they have no conception
of what is really going on outside

of it. They do not want Commun-
ism, but they are not informed or
convinced that it is in their best
interest to rise up and cut it out.

Bartenders, Waiters V\fantecl

Kelker Junction Concert Hall
25401/2 WESTON ROAD

Colorado's Newest 3,2 Night Club

Featuring National Entertainment

FOR JOB INTERVIEW CONTACT . . .

MR. TROXEL ON APRIL 22nd at 1:00-2:30 p.m. — ROOM 209 of RASTALL

Please Bring Small Photograph or Snapshot

They are easily controlled through

terrorism or superstition and

are very susceptible to Commun-
ist propaganda.

Therefore, it is necessary to in-

tegrate them into the national

system by such programs as that

of "revolutionary development."
This trains teams of 60 to 65 Viet-

namese people in all aspects of
organizing and securing a hamlet.
They receive special training to

give them technical expertise and
a nationalist feeling^—-"to make
them aware of what they have and
want to defend." The army pre-
cedes them to make the villages

secure, and then these groups fol-

low to maintain the villages and
actively oppose the Communist ele-

ment in their areas. Such pro-

grams as these will take time, but
will eventually win the support of

the people for the government in

Saigon.

In reply to a question as to whe-
ther the Saigon government was
actually capable of controlling its

own country without American mil-

itary support. Col. Langley point-

ed to the examples of Korea and
Nationalist China, both govern-
ments which were accused of

corruption and incompetent arm-
ies, and which have enviable re-

cords of economic and militai-j-

strength as our allies now. "We
were not wi'ong to support them
then, and in a matter of time, the
South Vietnamese government will

also be able to control its coun-
try." In fact. Col. Langley stated,
if elections were held right now
between the Hanoi and Saigon
governments, there is no question
that the present government would
win. Ho Chi Minh is no George
Washington figure to the South
Vietnamese. The Communist re-

gime is at the lower end of thf
popularity scale, although they ex-
act obedience by their terroristic

methods.

In conclusion. Col. Langley stat-
ed that the length of the war was
up to (he Hanoi government.
The war will stop when they are
convinced that further efforts will

be fruitless. This depends on thf
morale of the Communist leaders
and, to a lesser extent, on the
morale of the people to support the
war; but the Communists are sus-

ceptible to the same emotional
pressures we are. If we can con-
vince them that we won't give up,
the war will end quickly, but mean-
while peace protestations, the
great popularity of peace candi-
dates in the United States, and so

forth, give North Viet Nam great
encouragement.

King Fund
Contributions for the Martin

Luther King Memorial Fund
are being accepted by the Tiger.
Students, faculty, and friends
of Colorado College are invited
to contribute to the fund which
will be used for the education
of the King children. Donation
envelopes are available at Mat-
hias, Bemis, Loomis, and Eas-
tall.
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Parker: "We Are Fighting an Illegal War''
By Bob Clabby

As the I'nited States continually

escalated military efforts in Viet

Nam during the past two or three

years, an I i-war f;entiment among
many members of the academic
community has steadily risen. The
TIItT^R recently interviewed one

of these dissenters, sociology in-

structor Douglas Parker, a relative

newcomer to the CC campus. Par-

ker received his B.A. from San
Fi-ancisco State College, a masters

degree at the University of Cali-

fornia Berkeley campus, and came
to CC in September. He served

1!)58-I9fi4 as a member of the

Marine Coit)s Reserve, and is pre-

sently affiliated with the McCar-
thy for President organization.

Tiger : What is your general

view of the U.S. involvement in

Viet Nam?
Parker: I think the current pol-

icy is definitely against our best

interests. If the Communists had
planned it themselves, they could-

not have done a better job of di-

verting our energies and resources.

Tiger: Is the United States jus-

tified in fighting the war?
Parker: No, we are fighting an

illegal war, in ^^olation of the

Geneva Accords, United Nations

Charter, and U.S. Const ituti on.

Tiger: The Constitution?

Parker: According to the Con-

stitution, Congress has the right

to declare war, not the President.

Johnson seems to consider the

(lulf of Tonkin resolution as a

mandate to prosecute the war, but

I don't. The President should be

required to take the entire ques-

tion to Congress again.

Tiger: The Administration says

we must "keep the world safe for

tiemocraey" by fighting in Viet

Nam. How do you view the con-

flict?

Parker: Thex'e are three possible

types of wars—civil war; civil war
where the outcome is determined
Ijy foreign powers; and invasion

of one country by another. The
Viet Nam conflict began as the

first type—civil war—and wound
u|) as the second type. The North
Vietnamese are primarily nation-

alists, and only secondarily Com-
munists. The Viet Minh, who were
organized to resist Diem's corrupt

regime, fought the French, and
now the Viet Cong are fighting

the United States.

Tiger: If the war is nationalis-

tic, then what do you think of the

"domino theory"?
Parker: We're going to have to

fight wars of national liberation

in Asia, Africa and South Amer-
ica whether we stay in Viet Nam
or not. There may be some rela-

tionsliip of time—for instance,

Thailand may be troubled sooner

if we pull out of Viet Nam—but

we would have to be involved there

.sometime anyway. The situation

is not like a Hitler, grabbing up
ten-itory. These wars are fomented
by poverty and a lack of social

ipportunity.

Tiger: Recent reports have re-

ferred to "military victories," yet

many dissenters feel no real mili-

tary victoi-y is (Kissible.

Parker: I agree. We seem to be-

lieve that by killing the body we
c^an kill the idea, but it isn't that

way. This isn't a conventional war,
where the numbers of troops have
to approximate each other on both
sides to have a stand-off. The
North Vietnamese aren't trying to

iiold cities and tenitory like we
are. They're content to hit and run,

and it can be effective. Look at

uur own cities where a small num-

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"EvGryihing for Every Sport"

i)er of snipers and rioters can keep
thousands of troops tied up. An-
other example — we were greatly

outnumbered by the British in the

Revolutionary War, yet look at the

oxitconie. I think the Vietnamese
could hold us at bay if they had
only a tenth of their present
troops.

Tiger: But wasn't the Viet Cong
withdrawal at Khe San a military

success for the United States?

Parker: First, that's only one

incident. But more important, we
have to ask why they withdrew.

We didn't really drive them away,
they just left. Perhaps they had
some political reason for pulling

back. I don't know. Look at the

well-known "Communist" Tet of-

fensive. Certainly they didn't top-

ple the government of South Viet

Nam, but they did achieve politi-

cal success—the pacification pro-

gram was disrupted and popular
opinion in the United States was
focused on the weakness of the

U.S. hold in South Viet Nam.
Tiger: The Administration seems

to recognize that any military

"success" in Viet Nam will entail

a significant period of continued

costly fighting, and has recently

taken steps to increase the possib-

ility of negotiation. Do you find

these "peace offensives" encour-

aging?
Parker: I don't think the United

States really wants to negotiate.

The Administration said we would
be willing to "go any place, any
time" to negotiate, and during the
past week we've already turned
down two possibilities.

Tiger : But what of President
Johnson's decision not to run for

re-election in order to further the
cause of peace in Viet Nam ? Isn't

it also true that the President an-
nounced a de-escalation of bomb-
ing?

Parker: I believed that the Pre-
sident was sincere at first, but 1

can't believe it now. Although the
bombing may have been .slowed or
concentrated, the number of ground
troops has been significantly rais-

ed. This administration has been
committed to a military solution

of the war since 1961, and many
announcements of peace efforts

have been followed by quiot esca-

lation of the war. His recent an-
nouncement was a political move
to hide escalation—an appeal to

the public for more support. His
move was not calculated to im-
press the North Vietnamese, but
to impress the people of the United
States.

Tiger: What type of withdrawal
plan would you favor?

Parker: Well, we would have to

be there long enough to secure
our own people in North Viet Nam
—such as downed fliei-s. We would
also have to protect the civilians

against massive reprisals by the
North Vietnamese. A truce or
withdrawal, could be supervised by
some international body, such as
in the 1959 withdrawal of the
French. It could take up to five

years or more—I don't think you
can set a definite time limit on
something like this.

Tiger: What type of negotiated
.settlement do vou feel might be
effected ?

Parker: It would depend a lot

on what position the Saigon gov-
ernment and United States took
on recognition of the NLF. Wliat
the North Vietnamese want is a

unified country run by Vietnamese
alone, preferably North Vietnam-
ese. The North will not be serious

at the negotiation table unless
some of their demands are recog-
nized.

Tiger: Since you feel the pre-
sent Administration is not really

committed to a negotiated settle-

ment, what courses of action are
open to Americans who oppose the
war ?

Parker: Once we lose whatever

chance we have to influence the
political system, and tliat cliance
comes only once in four years, then
we must take other measures. If
men like Johnson. Humphi-ey or
Nixon are elected, nianv of us
next year may have to face the de-
cision whether to violently disobey
the system or leave the "country.

Tiger: You said violence wa'^
one answer?

Parker: Well, right now the
most influential course is tn sup-

P*'it an altormitive candidate for
president, ns I mn doing. But fail-
i"g: that. I can envision civil dis-
obedience or beyond-such as in-
.reasing the domestic cost of thewar by sabotage of rail lines, ty-
ing up Federal troops

. , .

TiKcr: Couldn't that be consider-
ed treason?

Parker: No, not legally, because
we have never declared a state of
war. Some would call it treason.

-:- TUNE UPS
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International Center for Academic Research
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.

We at The Internationa! Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding instructional tech-

niques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is oble to give a complete money bock guarantee; if after

following instructions faithfully you have not Increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

FOR PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE send $1.00 per course to
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2.

Citv....... .... 3.
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The International Center for Academic Research
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Boston, Mass, 02I3S
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of ten or more. Please include organization title. , __,.,..

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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Everj'body has an Uncle George.
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Uncle George is a real expert with other
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Effect of Viet War on Economy of U.S. Examined
By Peter van Zanti'

The effect of the war on the A-

nierican economy is not a subject

that lends itself to reliable quant-

ification and definite conclusions.

Theories that are logically valid

and superfically appealing often

are based upon nothing more than
their authors' preconceptions and
prejudices. Given the intense emo-
tionalism fhat usually colors any
debale about this war, statements
rif the economic impact should be
approached with extreme caution.

It is important to realize that

the Vietnam war marks no great
change in the government's spend-
ing policy. The prosperity of the

1950's was sustained by high levels

of government spending. And dur-
ing these years, increases in gov-
ernment spending were, for the
most part, increases in defense and
defense-related items. The Viet-
nam war has led to further in-

creases in defense spending. And
these increases have been greater
than they would have been without
the war.

The most widely quoted price

for the war is $30 billion per year.

And since it is fair practice when
talking about the govemnnent's
money to drop or add a few billion

tlollars, this figure is acceptable.

To get a better picture of the im-
portance of $30 billion, the Gross
National Product should be used

as a base. Such calculation reveals

(hat the Vietnam war will consume
between 3.0 to 3.5 per cent of all

goods and services produced by
Americans in the coming year.

While even 3,5 percent seems
like an insignificant fraction, the
effects of this portion of govern-
ment spending on the economy
have been a source of concern.

Inflation ballooned at near-unac-
ceptable rates in 1967. Vietnam
spending has grown from almost
nothing to $30 billion in four years.

Non-defense spending (e.g., Med-
icare, poverty programs) has in-

creased by $27 billion per year
since 19(J5. The cumulative effect

has been to push the government
budget toward a §20 billion deficit.

In an economy which was near full

employment as a result of the 1962
income tax cuts, such drastic in-

creases have resulted in inflation.

The proposed income tax surcharge,

and government spending cuts

would narrow the deficit, but typi-

cally, Congress seems detennined
to let illness njn its course before

allowing remedy.

The war also aggravates the bal-

ance of payments deficit. It is not

easy to calculate the quantity pre-

cisely. Most of the $30 billion is

paid to American servicemen, or

American manufacturei-s. About
$1,5 billion was granted to South-

east Asian countries in military

assistance, but most of this flows

back to the United States for arms
purchases. The secondary effects

are more significant, and at the

same time, more indeterminate.

American export capacity is re-

duced by concentration on defense
goods. Some war industries use
large quantities of imported raw
materials, for example copper. It

has been estimated, liberally, that

a dramatic cutback in the Vietnam
war would reduce the balance of
payments deficit by $4 to $5 bil-

lion.

Turning to the question of jobs,

the effect of the war has been sig-

nificant. The war represents one-
fifth of the economic growth in the
United States since IflGG. In addi-
tion, the military has grown from
2.7 million to 3.4 million men
thereby keeping 700,000 men out
of the labor force. Since last year
the economy has been operating
near the four per cent level that
economists regard as "full employ-
ment."
Thus the effect of the war could

be summed up as significant in the
economic growth. But it should not
be regarded as critical. If the eco-

nomic professionals know as much
as they think they know, there will

never be a critical factor in eco-
nomic growth and stability. For
them, varying the mix of fiscal

and monetary policy to achieve
balanced growth is as certain as a
student's knowledge to add more
scotch to the water of each new
drink. Economic prosperity is in-

sured.

The possibility of peace has been
considered by the President's Coun-
cil of Economic Ad\'isors. Given
an 18-month return to pre-Vietnam
levels of defense spending and de-

ployment, the economy would have
to absorb 400,000 men per year.

And some of the $30 billion could
be reehanneled into health, hou;=-

ing, and job training. However, the
end of the war should not be a-

waited with great hopes of an orgy
of welfare or poverty spending.
Having seen a long period of defi-

cit budgets. Congress will be in-

clined to moderate spending in-

creases in domestic programs. The
military can also be expected to

retain some of the increased appro-
priations. And finally, the bal-

ance of payments situation, not
that it is understood by many Con-
gressmen, demands an austere pro-
gram for the economy. In 1967 the
surplus trade balance shrank. And
the trend will continue through
this year. The price inflation of
American goods must be halted if

our goods are to retain any com-
petitiveness in world markets.
Thus the end of massive Vietnam
spending should be a time for the
government to approach the spend-
ing programs with caution. Even
if the war ended today, our cur-
rent deficit would still account for
two-thirds of the presumed sav-
ings.

Kiosk Added to Campus Architecture

The eight-sided wooden poster

kiosk pictured above is only one

of the I'ecent improvements ap-

proved and installed by the Colo-

rado College Campus Design Com-
mittee. The newly completed

structure, which has been placed

between Tutt and Palmer Hall,

when finished will contain sockets

cut for the deposit of the school

newspaper.

The committee, according to

chairman Darrell Daviason of the

Department of Art, was estab-

lished in order to make the CC en-

vironment "move liveable, to live

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI
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Try our itone-baked PIZZA

COOKS on TAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famous Cellar available for

large fraternity or group function$

$1.25
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N
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Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!

up to the expectations we profess
in classrooms about creativity and
our environment, and to bring to

the CC campus a kind of unity
and distinctiveness which would
make it more attractive than it

presently is."

However, at the same time, Mr.
Davisson stressed that the com-
mittee is constantly looking for
constructive criticism from stu-

dents, "whose environment it ac-

tually is," and could function
more effectively if students would
take an interest in the problems
of campus design.

This year the committee, which
is represented by both faculty and
students, has approved many other
minor campus improvements; a

new play court near Slocum for

the head resident, approval of

clocks in Palmer, recommenda-
tions for rectangular benches {sim-

ilar to the ones next to Arm-
strong Auditorium door) in var-

ious places in Armstrong Hall.

and the temporary installation of

student paintings in the Hub, pos-

sibly this year.

In addition, a Subcommittee of

Campus Design to Examine the

CC Environment, has been estab-

lished to "examine the entire

campus in light of its function

and aesthetic distinctiveness." The
results of the committee's work
will be submitted to a professional

architect or to an architectural

school to be studied.

Members of the Campus Design

Committee include: Darrel Davis-

son, chairman; Robert Armstrong,
Robert Broughton, W. R. Bross-

man, Mary Chenoweth, Dean Cur-

ran, Dean Drake, Douglas Freed,

Timothy Fuller, Richard Ken-

drick, Joseph Leech, and students

Bben Moulton and Wendy Stokes.

The Campus Environment Sub-

committee consists of all present

members of the Design Commit-
tee, plus these added members;
Bernard Arnest, Richard Beidle-

man and David Finley.

Fashion Show
In order to raise money foi

their service project, the members

of Junior Panliellenic are spon-

soring a fashion show, April 30,

7:00 p.m. in the Douglas Room at

the Antler's Plaza. Pledges f3-om

each sorority will be modeling
clothes and shoes from "Nina's"
and "Mr. George". Tickets are

$1.00 and can be obtained from the

pledges. Punch and cookies will

be served.
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Tiger Poll

Bombing Halt Seen As Good First Step
Tiger: (1) Do you think the

bombing halt is a good first step
toward peace negotiations? (2)

What kind of settlement should

I lie U.S. accept for peace in Viet-

nam?
Harry Sperry, Junior: (1) Yes.

(2) The U.S. should demand with-
drawal of North Vietnamese
troops north of the DMZ. and neu-
tralization of the DMZ should be
g-uaranteed, perhaps by the UN.
All VC should be given amnesty
for their terrorist acts and the

NLF should be allowed to exist as

a political force.

There should be free elections

including the NLF with fairness

guaranteed by the UN or another

international organization.

The U.S. would stop all hostile

acts towards North Vietnam and

U.S. allies would also de-escalate

their activities by a hoped for de-

escalation of guerrilla activity.

The treaty should include provis-

ion for an international organiza-

tion to economically redevelop

North and South Viet Nam and

other underdeveloped parts of S.E.

Asia. The U.S. would eventually

become the chief provider for tliis

aid, but the American people

probably wouldn't stand for direct

aid to North Viet Nam.
Pam Roach, Senior: (1) The

bombing halt is inappropriate be-

cause, I think, it may be inter-

preted as a politically expedient

move by Johnson. No one can

take this gesture seriously until

the results of the elections are

known. It would be foolish for the

VC to act on this when the de-

cision could easily be reversed by

a new President. (2) Merely UN
supervised open elections.

Gene Sprague, Junior: (1)

Yes, definitely. (2) I think we

siiould accept total defeat. Viet-

nam should be united under Ho
Clii Minh; we have betrayed hini

several times. I would favor fol-

CC Art Sale
The outdoor art show and sale

scheduled for 9:30-1:30 on Satur-

day, April 27, will be an excellent

u|)portuiiity for CC students to

buy art work, and for CC artists

to show and sell some of their

work. Because this is the Saturday

of Parent's Weekend, the chance

for maximum exposure will be all

the greater.

Artists should sign up at Ras-

tall Desk or in the Fine Arts Cen-

ter art office, saying what they

plan to bring-—and then bring it to

the lawn on Cascade, north of Ras-

tall Center, by 9:30 Saturday
morning.

The event will receive wide cov-

eiage locally, so a good number of

townspeople will also be present.

Tbis "happening" is sponsored by
Rastall Center Board.

lowing the Geneva accords with
popular elections; I assume Ho
would be elected. The NLF should
be included in our negotiations for
settlement.

Kirk Thomas. Junior: (1) Yes,
by alt means. T don't think it is

limited as much as it should be,

however. (2) A coalition govern-
ment should be what we hope for,

with a phased withdrawal of
troops.

Francie Fleck, Freshman: (1)
Yes, I think that a bombing halt
is a good first step towards peace
negotiations. By taking this step
the U.S. is proving its desire to

end the fighting. But I think we
must be certain to convince the
Vietnamese that we are serious

and that we will not change our
mind if anything starts to go
wrong. (2) As for the negotia-

tions, I believe that we should only

be moderators. I think that it is

up to the Vietnamese to settle

matters. The people know best

their own wants and aspirations.

I think that it is time for us to

withdraw our opinions from Viet-

nam.

Jolin iVIorris, Junior: (1) Defin-

itely a good beginning, perhaps

not enough, but a good first step.

The benefits can onlv be deter-

mined in the future. (2) The U.S.

should withdraw from Vietnam.

But I would like to see a gradual

withdrawal giving our allies in the

Far East—whose national interest

may be much more vitally con-

cerned with the situation in South-

East Asia than ours—an oppor-

tunity to fill in any power vac-

uum our withdrawal might create.

I doubt that this scheme would

ever be put into action.

For our goals at any peace talks

we may have vnih North Vietnam,

I think that a neutral government

in the South made up of a coal-

ition including the NLF is prob-

ably the most realistic solution.

I'm skeptical whether it would

work, but the effort should be

made.

Galileo
Wednesday, April 24, at 7:30

p.m. in Cutler Hans Suring will

lead a discussion of the religious

aspects of Brecht's play Galileo.

Copies of this short play are on

sale in the bookstore. The play

deals with the struggle of the sci-

entist Galileo against the Church.

Galileo's observations lead him to

believe that the earth is not the

center of the universe, a position

not shared by the theologians of

that time. In a larger context the

theme is the responsibility of the

scientist (really man) to work for

a better society.

Stop U.S. Imperialism Abroad!

Curb the Strength of the Military!

Abolish R.O.T.C. at Colorado College

Support the Student Committee to

Abolisti R.O.T.C. at Colorado College

Tym P. Park, Chairman

GOi-DEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN I 1:00 A.M. to I 1:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Jeriv Hancock, Jiiniur: (

1

) It's

a good first step, but it doesn't go
far enough. We should have ceas-
ed all bombing of the North; we
should not have increased troop
commitments at the same time,
but should have started turning
the fighting over to the South
Vietnamese.

(2) I think the U.S. should ac-
cept a unified South Vietnam un-
der Ho Chi Minh. but with a pop-
ularly elected assembly. Ho can't
live forever and we would have
planted the seeds of democracy. Ho
has shown to be an effective ad-

ministrator and is probably the
only man in S.E. Asia who could
rebuild Vietnam after the war.

Hilton Martin: Escalation of an
ever-increasingly unpopular war
in an election year is a politically

hazardous move fore the Demo-
cratic party, even if Johnson does
not run again. The peace feeler

extended by the President, on the

other hand, helps the party and
particulaiiy improves the image,
popularity, and potential power of

Johnson himself in every way. On
the other hand, should Johnson's
attempts at peace fail, his moi'a!

justification for continuance of the
war will be strengthened both
domestically and internationally.

He can say, "I told you so," and
will be able to conduct a contin-

ued war with more support from a

greatly strengthened militarist

spirit among the American public.

Feynman Film Festival

This coming Mondav at 7:30

and at 9:30 in Olin I the sixth in

the series of seven 19G4 Messen-
ger Lectures at Cornell University
on "The Character of Physical
Law" will be slio'wn. The subject
of this lecture is "Probability and
Uncertainty, the Quantum Me-
chanical View of Nature." Using
a mixture of analogy and contrast,

the behavior of electrons and
photons is described in "common
sense" and quantum mechanical
ways. Single and double slit ex-

ijeriments are discussed.

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2"^ blocJ<s South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All Accesaorles

Bond Instrumtnl RentaU

HOURS; 9:00-6:00— FRIDAY 9:00 - 8:)0

Polynesian Room
10:00 ..m. — 2:00 «.m.

Tropical Drinks at

liot^*yme

DINNER; 5;00-I2:00 p.m. | MondaySalurdav)

12:00-6:00 (Sunday)

Try Ui for Your Noxi Function) Phono 634-0978

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by llio Golden G.ilo

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executive Sct.rol.irial Courio lor CoIIuho Wutnun
• General Secrotarial Courso
• Legai Socrclarlal Course

SUCCESSFUL •Electronics Tcchnlcoi SecrolarinI Courso

SECRETARIES -MPdical Secretarial Courso

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVtCa
62,1% ol students enrolled havn had ono lo tour years ot cnljnp.it

ENROLtMENT DATES: JULY 8. SEPT. 23

Send for College Calaloy: 1325 Sutler Slriicl. cornor Powell

Siin Francisco, Ciitifnrniji !)1102

V^^^U Cfl" ^©T
Jl,

HAS EVERYT^iiriG
(EVEN SKIING IF YOU'RE SO INCLINED)

NOW EVERY

MON. thru THURS.
9 FOR THE I

^ I'KICE OF '

SKIING —
2 for Price of I

Buy I Ticket, the 2nd

Ticket is Free!!!

DINING —
2 for Price of I

Enjoy a Delicious Meal

at Slcl Town . . . the

2nd Meal Is Free!!!

LODGING —
2 for Price of I

Stay Over Night Mon.

thru Thurs. 2nd Person

is Free!!!

Every Friday

Ski for Only $1.00
and Enjoy a Delicious

Chicken Dinner at

Ski Town Only $1.00

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Tow & Lift Tickets

Weekdays . . . $2.25

Weekends . . . $3.50

"Powder Capitol of Colorado"

Jml 21 Miles Weal of Salida, Colorado
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Zecha and Adams
Conoco Service Station

Phone 633-12 IV

Nevada Ave.

at Cache La Poudre

Wincheli's Donul House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

Of HOWE-WADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

ERTEL PHARMACY
PraecriplXHU - Coimetics - School Suppliet - Bevereget

•02 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Eight BlocU from Campui— New and Uiad BiV*i

SCHWINN Franchise Deat»r Repairt & Parti for Any Mahs

19 EAST KIOWA STREET TELEPHONE 63+4711

f^athas^ai/J

Imported Ptp« ImpoHed Tob«cco»

Magazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

/^fiu^/i Out Scf^U' $15.99

Acme SppU: $24.99

other Ruff-Out Boott

by

Acme or Nocona

at $24.99 to $36.00

COIN OPERATED SELF SERVICE

Throughout Rocky Mt. Region

Highest Quality Gasoline

Low, Low Price

Book Review

Schlesinger Cites History, Criticism of Vietnam

Colorado Springs at 695 South 8th Street

By J. Martin

With the profu.sion of bookp.

articles, and news items on the

Viet-Nam War, many people who
desire to know more about the

background of the war are un-

certain as to where they should

start. Pprhaps one of the best

primers on the war is Arthur M.
Schlesinper, Jr.'s The Bitter Her-

ilage: Viefnam and American
Democracy, published in Decem-
ber 19f)6, and available in a Faw-
cett Crest paperback for 75c. The
book contains a history of Amer-
ican involvement from World War
II up through 19fi6 and offers the

author's cogent "moderate" criti-

cisms of our presence there.

Aside from this, though, the

book has the twin virtues of being

short (128 pages), and having a

highly readable style. Bernard

Fall, in one of his last writings

before his death, remarked on that

famous style as follows: "Like

all of Schlesinger's writing, The
Bitter Heritage is peppered with

hard-to-forget quips which will

probably be quoted for decades or

more . .
•"

According to Schlesinger, the

United States probably would not

have supported French re-entry

into Indo-China (now Viet-Nam)
after the War had not FDR died

at the beginning of his fourth

term. Instead, Roosevelt wanted
Indo-China to be placed under an

international trusteeship and "pre

pared for independence." He dis-

-"ussed this idea with Chiang Kai-

shek at the Cairo Conference and
with Stalin at Teheran, and both

seemed amenable to the idea.

However, with Roosevelt's death,

this idea was soon forgotten. With

the Communist threat to Europe
dominating the attention of Amer-
ican policy-makers, and with a

Europe-oriented State Depart-

ment, the whole problem of Amer-
ican involvement in Asia, save for

Japan, was sloughed off.

With the Korean conflict and
with the growing strength of the

Viet Minh, however, the "prob-

lem" of Asia soon leaped again

to the fore. The very real pros-

pect of "losing" Indo-China

seemed to indicate to the Eisen-

hower Administration that all of

Southeast Asia was in danger of

becoming so many dominoes.

Even so, a number of high of-

ficials argued against giving the

French American aid in the form
of air support and troops. The
main proponents of this ai-gument,

which eventually carried the day,

were Generals Matthew Ridgeway
and James Gavin, and Senate

Minority Leader Lyndon Johnson.

The rest of the story, from Eisen-

hower's famous letter to Diem, to

the increasing use of American

"advisors," to the Gulf of Tonkin
incident and the attack on the
American barracks at Pleiku
which led to the massive infusion
of American troops, is sadly fa-

miliar.

Schlesinger takes pains to de-

molish many of what he consid-
ers to be the "myths" and ration-

alizations behind the American
presence in Viet-Nam. Concerning
our professed obligation to defend
Viet-Nam under the SEATO
Treaty, Schlesinger notes that Sec-

retary Rusk himself did not cite

that as a reason for our involve-

ment until January 1966, almost

a year after the bombers went
North to stay. Even at the time
it was signed, he says, it was not

considered to be an extension of

the principle underlying the NATO
Treaty, viz., that an attack on one

signatory was an attack on all.

He adds that "No president of the

United States before President

Johnson interpreted the SEATO
Treaty as COMPELLING Ameri-
can military intervention, and no
other signatory so interprets the

treaty today."

Likewise, Schlesinger asserts,

the American contention that the

North Vietnamese are the "ag-

gressors" has a very shaky foun-

dation of fact. Indeed, claims

Schlesinger, the increased use of

American troops there in the early

Sixties turned what was essen-

tially a civil war, one which had

only the tacit support and en-

couragement of the North, into

a major conventional war involv-

ing American troops and North
Vietnamese main-force units. "The
best evidence remains that the

war began as an insurrection

within South Vietnam which, as it

has gathered momentum, has at-

tracted increasing support and di-

rection from the north."

Schlesinger has the most fun

and uses his biggest guns in the

obliterating of the so-called "Mu-
nich analogy." He begins his bar-

rage by recalling that:

''When President Eisenhower in-

voked the Munich analogy in 1954

in an effort to involve the British

in Indo-China, Prime Minister

Churchill, a pretty keen student

of Munich in his day, was un-

moved. He evidently saw no use-

ful parallel between Hitler, the

man on the bicycle who could not

stop, a madman commanding vast

military force and requiring im-

mediate and visible success, and

the ragged bands and limited goals

of Ho Chi Mmh."

In a wistful aside, he almost

wishes aloud that "a graduate stu-

dent someday will write a doc-

toral essay on the influence of the

Munich analogy on tlie subsequent

history of the twentieth century.

Perhaps in the end he will con-
clude that the multitude of ei-rorp

committed in the name of 'Mu-
nich' may exceed the original eiTor

of 1938."

After taking an overview of
American policy in Viet-Nam,
Schlesinger labels it a ti-iumph of
the "politics of inadvertance," The
escalation of our effort there was
incremental and woefully un-
planned- We backed into it, much
like the man who backed into the
propeller, and were surprised at

the sudden pain.

Worst of all, with Viet-Nam we
have been tending towards a sort

of reverse isolationism. The har-
mony of our immediate post-war
foreign policy has been allowed
to degenerate into an increasingly

dangerous dissonance. "Unilat-
eral action is the essence of iso-

lationism, and this is increasingly

the logic of our Vietnam policy."

Schlesinger's book is a good and
valuable one. It is a paste-pot af-

fair, having been put together out

of three long magazine articles he
wrote and certain verbatim pas-

sages from A Thousand Days, but

he may be forgiven for this,

though the book is an obvious ef-

fort to jump into the Viet-Nam
market and make a quick buck.

However, he may not be for-

given for a fault which was also

annoyingly evident in A Thousand
Days. That is his propensity for

glossing over or de-emphasizing
the responsibility John F. Ken-

nedy bore for our being "waist

deep in the big muddy." He fleet-

ingly notes that Kennedy was the

man who gave the order for the

first major escalation in Viet-

Nam, i.e., the increase in the

number of American "advisors"

from several hundred to several

thousand, but makes no further

mention of this most interesting

fact.

And this is not the only exam-
ple. The villains of the piece are

Lyndon Johnson, Dean Rusk, and

the ghost of John Foster Dulles.

Schlesinger does not deign to sully

the memory of Kennedy or tar-

nish the Kennedy mystique. He

also, in a strange lapse for such

a fiercely competent historian,

fails to note Robert Kennedy's

role in the formulation of his

brother's Viet-Nam policy. In this

latter, he is not alone. Roger Hils-

man is also guilty of the curious

lapse.

With all this, though, the book

desen'es a place on anyone's Viet-

Nam shelf. Bernard Fall's recom-

mendation should be enough for

anyone, including the worst skep-

tic. Besides, it can be read in ;i

couple of hours.

Campus Announcements
RGB Applications

The deadline for the submitting

of Rastall Center Board applica-

tions has been extended until this

coming Saturday, April 20, at 5:00

p.m. All persons interested in be-

coming members of the Board will

have until then to apply.

Interviews of pi'ospective candi-

dates for the Board will start the

following Monday, April 22, at

4:00 p.m., in the old ASCC Room
in Rastall Center. Candidates \vi\\

be notified individually as to the
time of their inten'iew.

Sunday Niglit Movie
This week's Rastall Center Board

Movie will be No Time for Ser-

geants. This comedy, somewhat in

the mold of The Good Soldier Sch-

weik, is based upon the book of

the same name by Mac H>Tnan. It

stars Andy Griffiths, Myron Mc-
Cormack, and Nick Adams. The
mo\'ie will be shown Sunday even-
ing at 7:00 p.m. in Armstrong
Hall. Admission is 50 cents.

Patrons are reminded that there

is to be no smoking in Armstrong
Auditorium.

CCCA Committees

Applications for CCCA Commit-
tees are available at Rastall Desk,
to be returned by Wednesday, May
1. The committees are the follow-

ing; Forum, Traffic, Residential,

Academic Affairs, and Publications

Board.

Games Tournament
The Games Area Spring Tourn-

ament will be April 22-May 10.

There will be pool, ping pong and
bowling (singles and doubles) for

the boys. The girls will have sin-

gles and doubles bowling, also. If

you are interested, you must sign

up before April 21 in the Games
area.

Senior Meeting
There will be a senior class

meeting on Tuesday, April 23, in

Olin 1 at 11 a.m. to discuss the
plans for senior sneak.

Since this information will be
given only at this time, everybody
needs to be there. Pass the word
around!

Fresliman Dinner
Freshmen who are considering

the possibility of entering grad-

uate school upon graduation from

CC are invited by the Graduate

Fellowship Committee to attend a

dinner on April 24 at 5:15 p.m. in

the Rastall Dining Room. Faculty

members from the various divi-

sions of the college will be pre-

sent to answer questions and dis-

cuss problems concerning prepar-

ation for, admittance to, and life

in graduate school.

RAC Meeting
There will also be a meeting for

all RAC members on Thursday,

April 25 at 4:00 p.m. in Cutler,

The main item on the agenda is

election of a new chairman, so it

is important that all members be

present to vote.

Cheerleaders
General Meeting for those in-

terested in being cheerleaders oi'

Lpom-pon girls April 22, 8:30 p.m.

Loomis Rpc. Room.
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JOHN KARG (with head protector)

and Coach Frank Flood spar in

preparation for tonight's Boxing

Smoker to be held at 8^00 p.m. in

Cossitt Hall. Twenty Boxers will

compete in 10 three-round bouts.

Tickets arc $1 and can be obtained

at the Rastall Desk, from "C" Club

members, or ol the door,

Sports ..

Tennis Team Serves Op Exciting Win

Boxing Tonight; Friday Fights to Storm Campus
Would y<iu belic-ve 30 rounds of

boxing for a buck ? Well, that's

what the "C" CUib and 20 aspir-

ing figiiters are proposing to the
general public tonight at 8 :00

p.m. when CC's first BOXING
SMOKER gets undenvay at Cos-
sitt Hall,

The contestants have been
learning the basics and polishing
their boxing techniques for two
weeks now in preparation for the
fights of three rounds each. Some
of the big names expected to see
action in the fights, which, inet-

Stoeckly Predicts

denial) J , will be held in a regula-
tion boxing ring, are John Cor-
sentino, John Perna, Joe Rillos,
Dave Hall, John Karg, Steve Ehr-
hart, Tim Gleason and Greg Kent.
The tickets for this unique and

exciting event are only one dollar
and are on sale at the Rastall
desk, from any "C" Club member
and even at the door. The pro-
ceeds will go to the CO athletic
fund in order to improve the Col-
lege's athletic facilities.

Coach Frank Flood has been the
chief instructor of this manly art

of self-defense, and will be pair-
ing the 20 contestants according
tn size and experience. Although
the names were not available at
press time, some possible match-
ings are Peina and Hall; Corsen-
tino and Rillos; Kent and Ehr-
hart; and Sitton and Reid.
The Friday night fights promise

to be the main event on campus
this week. Not only is it being
held for a good cause, but it will

provide a new source of recreation
and relaxation for those who love
violence.

By Jeff Bull
Continuing its pattern of cold-

hot perforniancea, the Tiger ten-
nis team dropped a match Inst
Friday to CU 9-0 but came back
Tuesday with its best pei-formance
to date in defeating a powerful
DU squad 5-4. The next match is

against CSC today.
The outcon\e of the DU mutch,

played at the Garden of the Gods,
was not determined until the final
doubles match, won by CC's John
Boddington and Steve Trefts 7-5,
H-H, 6-3. Continually nishing the
net for the quick point, the team
used precise volleying and speed
to break down its experienced op-
ponents. The first two sets went
almost entirely with serve. In the
second Boddington was finally
broken in the 19th game to give
the Pioneers that set. With all

the other matches completed, the
outcome depended entirely on the
third set.

Tvefts held serve the first game
and then teamed with Boddington
to break DU's practically flawless
Jim Edwards for a 2-0 lead. Ed-
wards and Tom Dierdorf came
back to break Boddington in the

third game and made it 2-up by
holding in the fourth. CC broke
back in the eighth game to make
it 5-3, and Trefts served out tlio

Inst game to give CC the team
win.

BnddinRlon, Tyler Makepeace,
and Doug Wheat provided the her-
oics in singles. Boddington. the
shortest CC player, look on the
O'-V' ghuit Oierdorf and slew him
with extremely aggressive play,

Trefts, Mark Moylc, and P. J.
Anderson had little luck in sing-
les. Moylo had the toughest match
of the afternoon. After winning
the first set 18-l(i, he dropped the
last two G-2, G-0 hi n hot-tcmpored
match wliich almost erupted into a
fight.

Trefts, freshman playing nt the
lo|i i»f (he 'lik'or lenin. lost G-2, 5-2
lo the indomilnbh. i;dwnrds. An-
der.son, a lillle .iff his giime, lost
fi-O, ti-2. lie and Moyle joined for-
ces for doubles but could not find
the right combiuntioii and lost 2-li,

2-6.

The team's record now stands
at 2-2 bul should impmve quiekly
if the players retain their prespul
tnomemtum.

Detroit is Team to Beat in A.L. Race "^"^gersw Denver;s bojarian^^^^^^^^^

By Big Gino .Stoeckly

With the era of the Yankees
i'iimly destroyed, perhaps the
American League can retain some
of the wild scrambling action that

lias been so typical of the Senior
Circuit over the past decade. Last
year is indicative of the type of
play that can he expected of Jun-
ior Circuit ball. On paper, any of

six teams appear to be in the run-
ning for the cro\vn.

Only a repeat of last year's late

season heroics will make it pos-
sible for the Impossible Dream of
li)68 to be played again. While
hopes for many teams rose through
the winter, the snow and cold sig-

naled only problems for Boston.
Tbe loss of Tony Conigliaro coup-
led with Jim Lonborg's question-
able leg, spelled trouble for the
Bosox, even before the season be-
gan. Boston's slim hopes lie in the
ti'iple crowni winner who made all

of New England forget that Ted
Williams ever played, Carl Yes-
trzemski. Yaz is already off to a

blazing start despite opponents
pitching around him. But neither
Yaz or anybody can carry a team
all year.

For the past 22 years, October
lias meant the time when all eyes
ill Detroit are centered on the pig-
skin instead of a spectacle involv-
ing a white sphere. This dry spell
combined with Al Kaline's never
playing in a World Series game
means that the odds lie with the
tigers, and they seem to point
"pennant" this year. Detroit has
u heavy arsenal of hitters combin-
t'd with good if not spectacular
pitching led by underrated Earl
Wilson. The only element which
"as missing from Detroit's attack
last year was relief pitching and
a little luck. Since it is unlikely
tliat as much misery will befall
Uie Bengals this year, look for De-
troit's No. G to be in the starting
day lineup in the Series opener.
Baltimore has nothing to be

complacent about this year and has
too good a team to finish sixth
again. Thus ex-Marine Hank Bau-
ei' will likely regroup his leather-
necks for a direct assault on the
American League flag.

If the left side of Minnesota's
nifield can be plugged effectively
the Twins may play the series this

year that eluded them in 1967 and
«1th the help of new veterans like

Ron Perranoski and Ron Miller

capture a third place in the end.

Eddie Stanky of the Wliite Soxs
's without tjuestion one of the best
nianagers in baseball. Only a pen-
nant could match his success of
generating his "hitless wonders"
into a team that was still battling
for a pennant with four days left.

Tile Chisox indeed demonstrated
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that pitching is OO'/o of the game.
Despite a corps of experienced
pitchers it is doubtful if the Sox
moundsmen can put a season of
last year back-to-back this year.

Since the Angels have at last
found a home in Anaheim, feelings
of belonging may add to the ma-
turity the young Angels received
in their final destruction of Min-
nesota and Detroit in late Septem-
ber. The Angels may have the
next American League super-star
in Rick Reichardt. Too many ifs

means at the best a repeat of fifth

place for California.

More ifs with Boston than
with California reads that on the
sixth rung rests a red sock.
A seventh place prediction could

be deceiving in either the case of
Cleveland or Washington. That
battle could go either way.

The Athletics have a new home,
a new manager, a coach named
Joe Dimaggio and most important
of all a year of experience for all

youngsters. Chances are not un-
common for owner Charley Finley
but he will probably smile more
often in Oakland than he did in
Kansas City. Fiuley should also
smile more often about his team
which is on the way up. With too
many youngsters, the Athletics
can't move too fast and ninth
place looks like the beginning.

Just as it seemed impossible for

Boston to have jumped from ninth

to first in a single season, it seems
ridiculous for the once proud Yan-
kees who just three years ago were
defending their Junior Circuit
championship to be picked last.

The Yankees are on the road back,
but the ascent will he rough.

Phi Delts Stage Successful Rally
By Tom Newman

The road rally sponsored by the
pledges of Phi Delta Theta was
held last Sunday afternoon at

Armstrong parking lot. There
were 16 entries in the field which
included four Volkswagens, a Por-
sche, Volvo, Opel. Corvette, MGB,
Chevelle, Javelin, and various
other marques. The rally was not
limited to just members of the
college community as there were
members of sports clubs in the
area participating.

The rally course ran around the
Colorado Springs area and in-

cluded sections in the mountains
and plains. The official time of
the rally was 103 minutes and the
winner was the di-iver closest to

the official time. There were three
checkpoints along the route where
times were measured and new di-

rections handed out to the drivers.
Fifteen entries finished the rally

as one dropped out early and Ed
"Rebel" Fortson's Volvo was hit

from the rear wiiilt at a traffic
signal. Fortunately no one was
hurt.

'I'he winning car was a VW 1500
driven by Tom Newman and navi-
gated by John Browne. The win-
ning time was 103:12. Second
place went to -Mike Tracey a
member of a local sports car club,
who drove a MGB. Jack Hanley
iiid Mopsi iVIorrow were third in

a Fiat-Abarth 1000. Fourth place
went to Jim MacDougall, Tom
Whitney, and Bill Allen in a VW
1600. This car was unique in that

the navigators were powered by
a special liquid formula which
gave them tremendous powers of

concentration. Fifth place went to

Larry Johnson on a Yamaha
motorcycle.

The rally was a great success
and the Phi Delt pledge-s are to

be congratulated for an excellent

first effort. We hope that more
of these events will be held in the
future.

By Paul /..

Last Sunday, the Tiger Ruggers
defeated the Denver Barbarians
iingby Club in an exciting game
at Stewart Field.

Roughly 250 spectators saw the

Tigers take advantage of a serious

mistake made by the Denver
scrum-half as Evan Griswold scor-

ed CC's first try during the first

minute of the game. The TigGl's

continued to set the pace during
the first half, and rarely had to

take up defensive positions. Steve
Radakovich repeated his trick of
two weeks ago, and scored after

i-unning 25 yards, while shaking
off five tacklers. Peter Morse con-

verted, making the score 8-0 for

CC.
During the second half, Denver

took the initiative, scoring a try

{three points), and taking a pen-
alty kick successfully towards the
end of the game. Then CC began
striking back with a series of at-

tacks, but Denver defended well,

We won the game largely be-

cause of the excellent playing by
the three-quarter line (backfield),

where Steve Radakovich especially

exhibited strong running. Lance
Clarke, also playing his seconri

rugby game, did a fine joh as
scrum-half (similar to quarterback
ill football). The overall improve-

dui^ largi-My to the In
of Mr. Keimeth Dalgleish, an ex-
international from Scotland and of
Mr. Bob Rich, an Englishman re-
siding in Coloriido Springs.
Next week, CC plays CU. This

game, which will bo played at Har-
low Park in Denver, will bo our
toughest: test, as CU is nt the
moment the best team in tlia Lon-
guo. Our playei-s, however, intend
to dethrone them from this posi-
tion conio Sunday; the game will

be part of an ERRFU Ruggerfcst,
in whicli al! Ihc lenguo'a teams will

take part.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING ITt

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHUItCH

730 North Tojon

634-2093

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Across from (ha Campui

827 North Tejon

VOLKSWAGEN

PHIL WIHSLOW

V. W.. IHC.

730 North Otola Dily.

PHI DELT PRESIDENT, JIM MacDOUGALL demonstrates
safety points in preparation for the Delt road rally which was
last Sunday. Phi Delt pledge class sponsored the event

auto

held

COMBAT FASCIST POLICE!

More Right's and Responsibilities

for Students!

Join the Socialist Campaign in 1968

HALSTEAD-BOUTELLE

For President and Vice-President

YOUNG SOCIALISTS for HALSTED & BOUTELLE

2338 .Market Street • San Francisco
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LEGALIZE POT!
In a poll conducted by the Tiger

last week, G97 members (45%)
of the CC student body indicated

that better than 40% have used

niarijiiana at least once ; and

li7% approve its legalization.

The poll, which is reproduced at

the right, consisted of two parts;

the first question pertained to the

use of marijuana, LSD, other hal-

lucinogens, and heroin and other

narcotics. The second question

dealt with the legalization of the

four.

The all-college results were as

follows: 59% indicated that they

never had used marijuana; 25%
had used it sometimes; 16% fve-

(jiiently; and 10% said they never

had but would like to try the drug.

Thirteen per cent had used LSD
sometimes, 2% frequently, 2.5%
would like to, and 85%- never

liave used LSD.

Eighty-seven per cent respond-

ed that tliey never used other hal-

lucinogens, 117o sometimes used
them, 2% used them frequently,

and 2. 5 per cent would like to try

them. A mere 4.5 per cent had
used heroin and other narcotics

(3.5% sometimes and 1% fre-

quently), while .5% would like to

and 94.5% have never used these

liritgs.

To question two, 677c of those

wlio replied approved the legaliza-

tion of marijuana, and 33% op-

posed it; 157p approved the legal-

ization of LSD; 15 7p appi'oved

the legalization of other hallucin-

ogens, and only C)% were in favor

of legalizing heroin and other nar-

cotics.

The datii was broken down
into sex and class, the all-wo-

men's averages were in the same
direction but more conservative

than the boys. Of the 368 girls

who replied, 69% had never used

pot, 24% had used it sometinaes,

77r frequently, and 7% would like

to. 95% had never used LSD, 4%.

had sometimes used it, and less

than I% used it frequentl y , and
less than 2% would like to try

it.

Conceming other hallucinogens,

91% had used them,S7c sometimes,
less than 1 per cent frequently

and 2%! replied that they would
like to try them. Ninety-seven per

cent of the women said they never
had used heroin and other nar-

cotics, 2% said they had used

them sometimes, and 1% replied

that they frequently used these

drugs. Less than one per cent of

the women polled replied that they

would like to try heroin and other

narcotics,

To qoiestion 2, 59% responded
that they would like to see mari-
juana legalized; 12% were in fa-

vor of legalizing LSD; 14% would
like to see other hallucinogens
legalized, and 13% favored the

legalization of heroin and otliei

narcotics.

The all-mens' averages were as

follows: 40% had never used
marijuana, 25 7f sometimes, 2G7r

frequently, and 11% would like to

but never have tried it. Thirteen
per cent had used LSD (11%
sometimes. 2% frequently); 81%
never had and 2% wanted to try

it. Of the 329 men who replied

(38% of the total) 83% never had
used other hallucinogens, 13% had
used them sometimes, 4% fre-

quently, and 3% would like to try.

Ninety-five per cent of the men
indicated that they had never used
heroin and the other narcotics,

4% had used them sometimes and
1% had frequently used them.

Two per cent said they would liki.'

to try these drugs.

Conceming the legalization of

marijuana, 16% of the men were
in favor, 18% approved the legal-

ization of LSD, 21% favored legal-

izing other hallucinogens, and
13% would like to see heroin and
other narcotics legalized.

Several points must be taken

into consideration when analyz-

ing this data. The categories used

did not take into consideration the

number of people who may have

taken a drug once or twice and
never again. These users would be

classified under "sometimes" and
thus might inflate the number of

students presently taking tlie

drug. There also was a very small

response from botli meit and wo-
men living off-campus.

1. Havp you evor used ntiy of tin* f< llowiair;

Nevei' Sometimes Frequently Would like lo

Pot 59% 26% 1G% lO';,

LSD 86% 1S% 2'.". •.h' ,

Other
HalluciuoKoiis S7%, 11% 2% 2.6';.

Heroin or other
Ntircotics 94.6% 3,6% !::. S<r,.

2. Do vou npprove or oppose the legalization ot the following:

Approve Oppose \

Pot C7% 33%
«LSD 16% 79%
Other Hallucinogens 16% 86%
*Heioin or other Narcotics (!% .S2'7,.

*These columns do not total because many were undecided.

Lomax Challenges White Society

Large Turnout Expected for Parents' Weekend
A large turnout of parents from

^il! parts of the United States is

expected for the 11th Annual Par-
piits' Weekend on The Colorado
College campus April 25 through
28.

Parents will register between 1

and 6 p.m. on the first day, Thurs-
day, April 25, or they may regis-

ter between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday.

Parents may attend any classes

they wish between 8 a.m. and 4:15

li.m. Fi'iday. Also Friday there

will be a golf nieet against the

University of Colorado at 1 p.m.
at the Broadmoor, and a drug
symposium in Olin 1 from 4 to 5

p.m.

Participants in the drug sym-
posium will be Prof. Joseph Pic-

kle, moderator; Dr. George Drake.

professor of history; Prof. Leo-

nard J. Donk, University Coun-
selling Center at Colorado State

University at Fort Collins, and
Robert Sears, a member of the

senior class.

At 8 p.m. Friday there will be

a song fest in Shove Chapel fol-

lowed by a reception in the Greal

Hall for new Blue Key and Cap
and Gown members.

Saturday morning classes aUu
will be open to the parents. At 10

a.m. the Drama Department will

present The Pied Piper in Arm-
strong Theater. From 11:30 a.m.

to 1 p.m. there will be a picnic

in Rastall Patio, and at 1 p.m.

there will be a golf match against

Regis College at the Broadmoor.

Saturday afternoon there will

be an open house in all dormitor-

ies and classrooms, a quiz bowl

from 3 to 4 p.m. in Olin 1, a re-

ception for faculty, parents, ad-

ministration, and students from

4 to 5:30 p.m. The President's

Ball at the Broadmoor Interna-
tional Center is scheduled for 9

p.m. Saturday.
The Sunday, April 28, program

includes a 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

brunch at Rastall Center, a spe-

cial 11 a.m. service in Shove Cha-
pel with Prof. Richard R. Neibuhr
of Harvax"d as the speaker, a golf

meet against the Air Force Acad-
emy beginning at noon, a baseball

game against the Colorado School

of Mines at 1 p.m. at Memorial

Park, an hour long orchestra con-

cert in Shove Chapel beginning at

4 p.m., and a concluding recep-

tion.

Student co-chairmen of the

week are James Swanson and
Gary Ceriani. Other members of

the Parent's Weekend Committee
are Dave Schaffer, John Camp-
bell, E. Harland Super. Rachelle

LaSarte, Collette Smith, Janet

Robinson, Larry Seitz, Jedidiah

Wormhoudt, Marcia Phillips, Kirk

Thomas and Barry Woodward.

By Steve Brtioka

Ask yourself the hardest ques-

tion of thoni all—can America ac-

cept black people as l)rother.s and
keep the present American insli-

tufions? This wa.s the challenge

offered by Louis Lomax last

Thursday night in Shove Chapel.

The audience, filling only three

quarters of Shove, was then bom-
barded by a sometimes amusing,

sometimes frightening but always

enlightening attack on American
society and its WASP attitudes.

L o m a X started with an "in-

siders" view of the ghetto and tho

]-eal ghetto problems. By giving

examples and accusations he

showed the ghelto is more than

a place lo live, it is an attitude.

"How is black Johnny from the

ghetto in Los Angeles supposed

to know that bears hibernate 'I

"

Lomax asked, stating a question

from a pre-school intelligence

test. The result is that Johnny is

deamed a failure in a system that,

according to Lomax, "is designed

to make him fall."

From a dim picture o£ the

ghetto, he moved to his attack on

the institutions of our society. He
tried, by approaching each insti-

tution, to prove tliat "all Amer-
ican institutions are built to per-

petuate the white system."

CC Musicians to Present Recitals
Performing students of the Co-

lorado College music department

will be presented in two student

recitals on Tuesday, April 30, and

Thursday, May 2. Both recitals

will be given in Shove Chapel and

start at 8:15 p.m. They will be

free to the public.

Three of the advanced piano

students will perform piano con-

certs with Professor Max Lanner

playing the orchestral parts on

the second piano: Claire Gillespie

of San Antonio, Texas, is sched-

uled to perform the first move-
ment of the concerto by Schu-

mann; Jan Janitschke of Denver,

Colorado, will be featured in the

final movement of Rachmaninoff's

Piano Concerto No. 2 ; and Zana
Timroth of Colorado Springs will

be heard in the complete perfor-

mance of Cesar Franck's "Vari-

ations Symphonique".

Four voice students will be fea-

tured, accompanied by Professor

Donald Jenkins. They are Marilyn
Turner of Greeley, Colorado

(Songs byHindemith); Janet Hal-
bert of Pueblo, Colorado, (Arias

from "Freischultz" and "Car-

men"); Janet Robinson of Gales-

burg, Illinois, (Songs by Brahms)

and John Campbell of Cincinnati,

Ohin, (Folksongs arranged by Ren-

jamiii liritlen ).

COLORADO COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC students will be

features In recital on April 30 and a second recital on May 2. Among

+hose who will be presented are, left to right, Pat Anderson, Zana

Timroth, Jan Janitschke, Marilyn Turner, Phillip Huscher and Claire

Gillespie.

Tlio first iiustlLuLiitn tn undiu-Ko

thi.> .scrutiny wa.s the church. Tho
church has bccomo a machine for

tlie white society from tho time
it put its blessing on slavery. As
an example in tho modern church,

ho described pictures in American
Bibles by guaranteeing the aud-
ience that "no mun could be horn

in Bethlehem iind look like (ioorge

Wallace."

In commenting on the schoob,
Lomax stated that tho "future of

the university iia seen by tliG

Board of Trustees, \a to turn out

people like them, and anyone who
comes out different is labeled a

'Conmiunist'." Ho folt enough had
been said about olemontai'y edu-

cation so Lomax moved to the

political and economic institutions.

His attitude toward the econ-

omic institutinna can be summed
Up in Ills discription of tho black

man's plight. "Society tells him
work iti virtuous but since there

is no work available, ho goea to

hell by default." The deaire per-

petuated by society to have two
cars is the reason credit recorde

are burned first in tho riots.

The first change that Lomax
suggested must be in the economic

insitution, for "green power is the

only power in America today."

The change first should be for

America to "rethink work, then

rethink money." He ulso HUgKCHtcd

the guaranteed annual wage and

commended Presidential hopeful

Kugene McCarthy for malting it a

part of hlH platform. The cost of

the guaranteed annual wage
would be less than one half of the

Vietnam war per year, a war in

which Lomax feeb that "it's vul-

gar to Hcu a hiack MiHsissippJan

standing in the rice patties killing

people to guarantee tht- Vietnu-

inese the right lo vote."

hi changing education Lomax
would change the universities from

cui-riculums of history to studies

of piactical problem solving in the

social area. He would teach the

gopsel according to Barbra

Streisand: "P c o p 1 e who need

people are the luckiest people in

the world."

A simple future but a difficult

challenge was left to the youth

in his final prediction that "if we

are willing, the future holds the

best, but if we are not, we will

not only have severity but we will

deser\'e the sevei'ity."

Honor Council
The Nominating Convention for

the Honor Council will be Thurs-

day, .May 2 at 4:30 p.m. in Olin I.

Don't forget this date if you are

a delegate.
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EDITORIAL
LEGALIZE POT!

As should be evident from the outpouring- of verbiage

on the subject, the place and use of marijuana is one of the

major problems confronting college campuses and American

society as a whole. The problem, however, is largely an arti-

ficial one—created by the fears, the prejudices, and the

empty theorizing of the past. Somehow, in the '30's, it was
decided that marijuana is a narcotic, that it has harmful

physiological side-effects, and that stiff penalties should be

meted out for its possession and/or use.

TJiere was little concrete evidence to substantiate these

views then; there is little to substantiate them now. Tlie re-

turas are by no means all in, but biologists and medical sci-

entists are a long way from proving that the use of mari-

juana in any form can cause long-range or permanent phys-

iological damage. Nor has anyone been able to prove that

marijuana causes any form or type of physical addiction. If

it causes psychological dependence, as some have claimed,

then that dependence is certainly no greater than that caused

by the use of liquor. Indeed, the intemperate users of liquor

and marijuana seem to fall into the same psychological cate-

gories.

As for the allegation that use of marijuana inevitably

leads to the use of dangerous drugs such as opium and

heroin, this is idle speculation at worst and tenuous at best.

The feeble argument set forth to establish some sort of

casual relationship here may satisfy the police—they do not

satisfy us. Nor do they satisfy those who have attempted

studies in this area.

Tlie myths spread by police departments and other auth-

orities about the effects of marijuana use, and who the "typ-

ical" maiijuana users are, do nothing to curb its use. Instead,

they contribute to a wide-spread feeling of contempt for the

mythmakers. There are simply too many people around who
know better either from personal experience or through the

reading of the abundant objective scientific literature on the

subject.

Archaic marijuana laws tend to have the same effect as

prohibition. They do not curtail the use of marijuana, they

only drive its users underground, creating an immense fra-

ternity of furtiveness. If, as some have estimated, as many
as 20 million Americans have at one time or another used

marijuana, then it is absurd to suppose that the marijuana
laws are doing their job.

Marijuana laws hardly fit the punishment to the crime.

In many states the possession or use of marijuana is a crime
more serious, in punishment, at least, tlian murder, rape,

kidnapping, etc. Surely, an act which does not involve the
use of force and whose designation as a felony is being ser-

iously questioned, should not be punished as severely as an
act of murder, if at all.

Furthermore, we feel that the extraordinary amount of

energy being expended in the tracking down of marijuana
use is being wasted. So too is the amazing, and amusing, zeal

exhibited by the officers charged with the enforcement of

existing marijuana laws. We are quite sure that there is

enough of the more traditional type of crime to warrant their

use elsew'here.

A number of eminently respectable national publications

have published lengthy discussions of the "pot problem," in-

cluding Newsweek last July and Time just last week. While
they have not come out openly in favor of legalization of

marijuana, they have strongly intimated that our -marijuana
laws leave a gi-eat deal to be desired.

Tlie New Republic has gone even further than this. They
have advocated the complete legalization of the use of mari-
juana. Though we do it somewiiat belatedly, the Tiger would
like to applaud the New Republic's stance, and would like to

join W'ith them in their advocation. We hope others in the
College Community will join with us in the urging of this

reform upon those in positions to carry it out. If ours is a

society as enlightened as we claim it to be, then we can do
no other.

There seems to be at present a

great furor amoiig students and
others concerning the drug issue,

especially that involving mari-

juana use. I should like to regis-

ter some of my thoughts on the

subject.

For one thing I am offended by
the present laws outlawing the

use of pot. It seems to me that for-

bidding a practice which seems to

be growing drastically is not only

hypocritical and blind action on

the part of the government, but

may well be a violation of a basic

freedom of choice. It's much like

the prohibition era. Is the gov-

erament to assume that every
maiijuana-user is a potential fa-

ther-stabber or mother-i"aper ? I

suppose that the government is

trying to protect the citizenry, but
from what just exactly?

And perhaps the 3V" increase in

"Iiard drug" use in the past year

pales beside a five or tenf-old in-

crease in pot use (statistics out of

my head; but probably no more in-

accurate than govt, figui-es). There

may be no linear relation at all.

In fact, there may be no relation-

ship. That 3% increase may smi-

ply be a reflection of increasing

social pressures upon unbalanced
individuals. And you can buy more
habit-forming drugs than mari-

juana right over the druggists

counter to calm your shattered

nerves.

Could it be that this country

does not give credit where it is

due ? Though our generation has
not had the experience of the old-

er ones, it is in many ways infi-

nitely more well informed. In fact

we, as a group, may know more

i.'oinjerning pot, and it.s use and
effeiHS, than the so-called autho-

rities that control its use.

Also I think that perhaps it is

a mistake to control pot by outlaw-
ing it. This very practice is pro-

bably one of the main incentives

to the potential grass-blower to be-

gin u?e in the first place. And if

he does begin use, he may be us-

ing a product "cut" with poison-

ous impurities and sold by a cri-

minal syndicate. The government
should realize that brute force

is not the answer, and in fact is

alienating many potential govern-
ment supporters. Our government
should ? ' that we are well in-

formed upon the subject, and then

Irave xhe decision as to use of

grass io the individual. The whole
n^ess i;mi>st makes me feel like

dropping ouf.

— Erik Lone-Horse —

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Parker

To the Editor:

In general, Tiger reporter Bob
Clafaby did a commendable job of

editing the interview with me that

was published in last week's issue.

However, in the process of edit-

ing, Clabby omitted certain state-

ments that might have produced
more understanding of my posi-

tion. Also several historical facts

were in error in the published

version.

The phrase "Given our present

foreign policy of counter-insurg-

ency," should be added to the sen-

tence "We're going to have to

fight wars of national liberation

in Asia, Africa and South Amer-
ica whether we stay in Vietnam
or not."

The sentence "Although the

bombing may have been slowed
down or concentrated, the number
of ground troops has been signif-

icantly raised" should have "and
the magnitude of 'search and de-

stroy' operatiojis has been in-

creased." added.

The sentence "The Viet Minh,

who were organized to resist

Diem's cornipt regime, fought the

French, and now the Viet Cong

are fighting the United States"

should read, " The Viet Minh, wro

fought the French and resisted Di-

em's corrupt regime, are now
fighting the United States."

The phrase "such as the 1959
withdrawal of the French" should

be changed to "such as the 1954

withdrawal of the Fi-ench."

Thank you very much for your
attention to these corrections. I

hope that any of your readers who
have detected errors not gene-

rated- in the process of editing

will call our attention to them.

Of course, as Professor Langley's

interview on the adjacent page of

the last issue indicates, there is

considerable disagreement among
the member.s of our community as

to what the facts are and to what
courses of action seem called for

by these facts.

Sincerely,

Dougias A. Parker

Instructor,

Depf. of Sociology

R.O.T.C.
To the Editor:

If a student at a liberal arts

college cannot resist unquestion-

ing acceptance of those goals of

the military which have as their

end the "destmction of humanistic

principles," then the college itself

has failed.

Perhaps R.O.T.C. classes should

be opened to students who wisii

only to "audit," without signing

up for the program, in order to

encourage free discussion of such

subjects as Military History and
Traditions. This would be more in

the tradition of a liberal arts col-

lege. Abolishing the R.O.T.C.

would not be in this tradition, but

would limit student access to an

important, albeit frightening, point

of view.

If the collective mind of the mil-

itai-y establishment is ever to be

influenced by more humanistir'

principles, this change must be

effected by officer-graduates from
1 iberal arts schools. The Second
Lieutenants from USAFA, the

Citadel, and similar institutions are

not going to accomplish this.

Sincerely,

Bob Lovell

TIGER Interviews Curran, Reid on Drug Use
"I don't think there's any like-

lihood that the college will begin
policing the dorms in the sense of

raids or regular checks. To my
knowledge, it's never been done.

If there were a legal request by
the proper law-enforcement auth-

orities to enter the campus,
though, I don't know that the col-

lege could keep them out if it

wanted to."

The statement quoted above, by

Dean of the College Kenneth Cur-

ran, was in answer to Tiger ques-

tions regarding "drug raids" on

campus. In the wake of unsubstan-

tiated rumors of "busts" at other

colleges in the state, the Tiger in-

terviewed Deans Curran and J.

Juan Reid coneening the possibil-

ity of such an occurrence at Colo-

rado College.

"The college policy is not to tol-

erate (drug use) if brought to

o\ir attention, but we don't go
aixjund snooping. If a student is

using drugs, we don't feel he be-

longs at CC," continued Curran.

Reid pointed out, "It's never

been our policy to call in outside

agents . . . we've never called in

outside authorities. I don't think

though, that students should be
protected from outside agencies

—

society in general—just because
they are members of a cloistered

college community."

The most recent incidence, and
perhaps the only one in the past
few years, of authorities api^re-

hending a large number of student

and non-student drug usei's was
in May of 19GG. In this case, the

offenders were caught off-campus
by the Colorado Springs Police

Departnient and dealt with, ac-

cording to Curran, by "agreement
of the district attorney and those

concerned. The case was brought
to the attention of the college by
the district attorney." Although
several students left school as a
result of the incident, all were "gi-

ven clean transcripts."

Curran explained that in cases
where students are found using
drugs, the college policy does not
involve bringing in the legal auth-

orities. "It is the college policy to

dismiss the students," he said,

Reid commented that dismissal is

not mandatory. "To my know-
ledge, we have dismissed no stu-

dents because of drugs," he said.

"Some have left by request . .

."

Both deans were asked whether
this week's Tiger poll on drug usf

would affect administration policy

or action, and both were skeptical

of the poll's validity.

"I have a certain skepticism in

regard to polls," said Curran.

"Some students take pleasure in

bragging. Whether or not the poll

was padded by these students, 1

wouldn't know ... I would ac-

cept this one with reservation."

"This may not be a very valid

poll," believes Reid. "I don't know
how many ballots were put out.

how many were taken in ... 1

would suspect that a large percen-

tage of drug users would answer
this poll, but that non-users wouhi
answer to a lesser degree. I ques-

tion the validity and i-eliability un-

less there is a high percentage of

ballots returned."

Niebuhr to Visit Campus This Weekend
Richard R. Niebuhr, Florence

Corliss Lamont Professor of Theol-

ogy at Harvard University will be

visiting Colorado College this com-
ing weekend" April 27-28. His
schedule on Sunday is as follows:

Sunday, April 28—11:00 a.m.,

Shove Memorial Chapel worship
service (Parents' Weekend). Ser-

mon title: "In the Presence of My
Enemies."

Sunday, April 28—5 :30 p.m.

Religion Forum, WES room, Ras-

tall Center—"Academic and Other
Moralities : To What and To
Whom are Students and Faculty
Responsible ?

Before joining the Harvard fac-
ulty, Dr. Niebuhr was minister
of the Fii-st Church of Christ,

Congregational, in Cornwall, Con-
necticut. He also lectured on re-

ligion at Vassar College.

He is the author of Resurrec-
tion and Historical Reason: A
Study of Theological Method,

(1957) and of Schleiermacher: On
Christ and Religion, (1964). For

the latter volume he did researdi

at the University of Heidelberg i'>

1958 while on a Fulbright grant.

Professor Niebuhr will also ad-

dress a Seminar for faculty mem-
bers of the independent colleges

and universities in Colorado. This

will be on Saturday, April 27,

from 10 a. m. until 3 p.m. The
general theme of the sessions will

be: "The Biilhs of God in Hu-

man Consciousness."
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Professor Boderman Discusses Political Extremism
By iMemo Gomez

Professor Botieiman of the Soc-
iology Department delivered a lec-

ture to Western Civilization stu-

dents on "Political Extremism,"
Tuesday, April 23.

Professor Boderman began by
listing five characteristics which
extremist movements are likely

to show,

1) "A millenial appeal." This

implies a conviction on the part

of the membership that if only

certain chaTiges were made all pei'-

sonal and social problems will be

solved. Those who seek to fulfill

apocalyptic visions through politi-

cal activity seem drawn toward
extremist movements.

2) "An attempt to bring about

social change through an atypical

rtf non-institutionalized means."

Tliis ingredient of extremism in-

volves the bypassing of the usual

channels for exerting influence in

a society in favor of those which
offer the possibility of immediate
and direct impact. This may take

many forms—riots, strikes, march-
es, non-payment of taxes, intimi-

dation, and so on.

3) "Denying political means to

opposing groups." This element
stems from the belief that not all

g;roups are legitimate participants

in the political process. In classic

CommuTiist and Fascist States,

political conflict is viewed as a
right of only a few select groups.

4) "A tendency to see problems
in black and white terms." Here
all opinions are readily reducible

to the "ti'ue" and the "false."

There is only one correct doctrinal
position; all others are either mis-
li'ading, false, or heretical.

ii) "Discussion and difference of

opinion are not viewed as essen-

tial components of a political sys-

tem: the emphasis is put on uni-

form beha\nor." The extremist

style has little appreciation of dis-

sent and schism in the total

society.

In contrast to these ideas is the

doctrine of the balance of power.
Pluralistic politics assumes that

society is composed of many and

diverse social giKiups; that in the

pursuit of contrasting goals each

of the opposing groups must reach

moderation and compromise their

interests.

One of the chief tenets of de-

mocratic politics is that opposing

forces are accepted into the poli-

tical process on the same terms.

This lays the groundwork for poli-

tical compromise and conciliation;

for if all g^^^ups have some politi-

cal power and if all ai-e allowed

into the political process— then

political conflict has to be settled

by compromise and bargaining.

Violence is ruled out as a means
of solving social and economic con-

flicts. Political extremism is not

simply opposition to a particu-

larly popular cause, but occurs

when such movements advocate

violation of the democratic, plur-

alist "rules of the game."
Professor Boderman went on to

give several examples of extrem-

ism. He began with Germany. The
rise of German Fascism, and Fas-
cism in general, was the result of

a reaction against cei-tain new
ideas of government that were be-

ing adopted by the powers of

Europe. During the 19th century
most European government polic-

ies were characterized by laissez-

faire ideology, a belief in the im-

portance of small business and an
opposition to aristocracy. Pretty

soon, however, it was evident to

most politicians that the old ways
could not serve the needs of an
advanced industrial society. Large
scale organization, the growth of

state authority, strong labor move-
ments, government regulation,

heavy taxes—these were the trends

that were sweeping the Continent.

Hitler's Fascism was a reaction

against these trends. Attempts to

stem the tide from within had
failed miserably—similar to Barry
Goldwater's monumental defeat of

19G4. The tendencies which the

lower middle class feared most-
concentration and centralization

—

continued under almost all

conditions.

The movement which Hitler led

promised to restore many of the

19th century ideas. It appealed

especially to the small business-

men, who were being hurt by big

business and threatened further

by the advance of Communism.
iVIuch more recently, but along

the same line, was the Poujadist

movement of France in the fifties.

Poujadists were opposed to almost

everything; big business, financial

trusts, Marxist parties, trade un-

ions, department stores, banks, and
any social security. Here in Amei--

ica such a movement was embodied

by the late Senator Joe McCarthy.
He too, found his main body of

support among the small business-

men. The small businessman seems
to be the dangling man of the

modern industrial economy. It is no
wonder that they tend to support

those extreme ideas which pro-

mise salvation from their contin-

ually worsening plight.

Furman; McCammon Awarded Fulbrights
Two Colorado College seniors.

Miss Nanefle Furman, 21. of Al-

liance, Nebr., and Mi.ss Elizabeth
McCammon, 21, of Lakewood,
Colo, have been awarded Ful-
l)iight scholar.ships for a year's

study abroad.

Miss Furman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Furman, Jr., of

Alliance, is a German major and

Miss McCammon, daughter of

Dr. and Mrs. Robert W. McCam-
mon of 2255 Garrison Street,

Lakewood, will spend her year of

study abroad at the University of

Salzburg. She hopes to attend

Yale Graduate School and to ob-

tain a Master of Arts in Teaching-

degree.

An English major, .Mis- M---

I Phi Beta Kajipa, will spend a

year studying at the University

of Vienna. She hopes to enter the

Foreign Sei-%'ice of the U.S. State

Department.
During her four years at Colo-

rado College, Miss Furman was
active in the German Club, earned

an academic average of 3.66 out

of a possible 4.0. Her father

teaches American history in the

Alliance high school.

Cammon is a Phi Beta Kappa,
earned an academic average of

3.62 out of a possible 4.0 during

her four years at Colorado Col-

lege. Her father is a pediatrician

and researcher at the Colorado

Medical Center in Denver.

A thii'd Colorado College senior,

Charles R. Buxton, Jr., also hopes

to study abroad next year. He is

the recipient of a scholarship from

the West German government

which would give him approxi-

mately the same benefits as those

provided by a Fulbright Scholar-

ship.

Alpha Lambda Delta

Alpha Lambda Delta, a national

scholastic society for freshman

women, conducted initiation Wed-

nesday, April 10, for 28 new mem-

bers. Those joining were: Susan

Bagley, Rosemary Barnes, Daphne
Barstow, Pamela Dobson, Roye
Ely, Alice Espey, Michele Fluckey,

Nancy Fuller, Diane Hirst, Sharon

Kahin, Audrey Land, Marcia Lann,
Vickie Manning, Janet Meek,
Christine Moore, Gentina Mosch-
etti, Alison Northcutt, Patricia

Parker, JoAnn Pan-ino, Nomia
Piatt, Jacqueline Scholten, Susan
Slingman, Patricia Stirling, Jill

Steinbmegge, Cynthia Stone, Sal-

ly Wagner, Diane Warner, and

Klary Wright.

At the same meeting, officer.'^

weie elected for next semester.

They were Janet Meek, president;

Gentina Moschetti, vice-president-

secretary; Rosemary Barnes, treas-

urer; Michele Fluckey, historian

and news editor. Outgoing officers

were; Chris Cramer and Vickie

Easterling, co-presidents ; Susan
Black, treasurer; Linda Backup,
historian.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

M^diaM^'j
Imported Pip«t Imported Tob«ccc(

Maqarines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 632-1441

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies Beverages

102 htorth Weber Telephone 633-206*

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOll A SPECIALITY

Vemtk\6 CI 7ejtH

NOW OPENS THE , ,

"^HHex'

FBATURINO . . .

3.2 BBER

ON TAP or TO GO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KS«S

Pitcher Beer $1.00

1004 South Teion

>e^ Tacos 19c
BSDAT * THUBUJlAT

TeUphona 634-4191

ON MONDAY, WBONBaDAT * THUBUUT

LES' TV SERVICE
119 East Cache la Poudre Telephone 632-1716

(Across tha Straet from lh« Collagoj

Sales, Service and Rentals

COMPLETE STEREO & HI-FI SALES

Stereos, Tape Recorders, Accessories

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Siocum Hall

I 1 71/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorms and Housen

Olait BEAUTY SUPPLY -IMPORT 'M/>.

327 South Tejon Street Telephone im-nYl

Attention CC Students

BUY WHOLESALE

Wigs . . . Falls . . . 100% Human Hair

10% Discount on all purchases

with this ad

[ot^eit Price on Foil's ond WigJels m Town

The v.i.p. Hangout
Now Opening with Tlie Fantastic Banana From CAL.

3.2 BEER

4630 Templeton Go pRoad - \ M lie East of Academy Blvd.
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LBE'S ENCO SERVICE

TUNE UPS
. ATLAS TIRES

-:- STATE INSPECTION
.;. ATLAS BATTERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

—:C

MAY 11

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• Executiue Secretarial Course tor College Women
• General Secretarral Course

• Legal Secretarial Course

• Electronics Tectinical Secretarial Course

• Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
62.1% of students enrolled tiave had one to four years of college.

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 8, SEPT. 23

Send for College Catalog: 525 Suller Street, corner Powell

San Francisco, California 94102

SUCCESSFUL
SECRETARIES

THE
EXPERT.

THERE'S ONE
IN EVERY FAMILY

Everybody has an Uncle George.

He's the one who knows which car is a piece of

junk. And where yoa can get practically anything

wholesale.

Uncle George is a real expert with other

people's money.
But when it comes to your diamond, we're going

to suggest that you ignore him.

Because unless Uncle George is a trained

gemologist, he probably knows little more than you

do about diamonds.
Every ArtCarved diamond is inspected by a

gemologist and backed by a written PVPSM
guarantee. He evaluates it for carat weight, color, cut

and clarity.

And at any time during your lifetime, if you
ever want to trade your ring in for a more expensive

ArtCarved ring, we'll take it back. At it's full

value.

Can Uncle George give you that kind of

guarantee?

j2^^rtCHrvedf
I

'.^jiiy' A beaiitifu] ZOO page wedding guide and free

^^ v I style brochures ore available at the ArtCarved

[' j[ deelera listed. Juet try on nn ArtCan '

i diamond ring n isk for detoilB.

-See ArtCaryeilOlamoni) Rings at-

Professor Bernard Arnest Tells It Like It Is

Bernard P. Arnesl. uur eleven-

year veteran of the Colorado Col-

lege Art Faculty, is a noted

painter, an urbane and wilty lec-

turer on art, and an all-around

linnd fellow.

Though he usually does not con-

sent to interviews. Prof. Arnest

relished an opportunity, in this

political year, to comment on the

current scene. Prof. Arnest is Di-

rector of the Colorado College

Summer Art Se.ssion.

Arnest: "Sock it to me.

Tiger : "Prof. Arnest, what i.';

the basic philosophy of the Sum-

mer Art Session?"

Arnest: "I'm glad you asked.

It is directed cs.seiitially towards

correcting the balance of payments

deficit, and indirectly, to correct-

ing the gold drain from the

United States. As a consequence,

French art won't he over-empha-

sized."

Tiger: "Is it true that Profes-

sor Bi-uce Colvin has been hesitant

t.o discuss any art executed before

January, 1968, in his modem Art

History course?"
Arnest : "Originally, that was

ti-ue. but Prof. Colvin and I have

worked out a mutual agreement

to open up tlie range of the course

to include all of the 20th century."

Tiger: "Mr. Arnest, you're put-

ting us on."

Arnest "Yes, Gilbert R. Johns

lias consented to model for the

drawing class, in case of need."

Tiger: "Very interesting."

Arnest: "Giving it to you

straight, the Summer Art Session

permits the greatest concentrated

period of time and study in an

area in which a student can really

accomplish something. Students

profit more from this concentra-

tion.

"For instance, a student who
wanted to fake eight hours of art

might take Graphic Art from Alis.s

Clienowth, Painting or Drawing
from Visiting Professor Roland

Ginzel. and Principles of Art The-

ory and Criticism from Art Critic

Franz Schulze.

"Though the latter course car-

ries a pi'erequisite, students who
have completed Art 111-112, Art

History, have .satisfied that re-

quirement.

"In addition to our regular staff

of Professors Trissel, Chenowetli,

feried to Jean Tingeley as the

Great Guru of Junk. Mr. Schulze

is also an art critic for the Chi-

cago Daily News."

Tiger: "What about experimen-

tation ?"

Arnest: "Summertime is an ex-

perimentation time in art; one

visiting artist several summers
ago had the students throw away
their easels and crawl around

painting on the floor. While this

presented certain problems to in-

"Professor Bernard Arnest tells it like it is.'

and Colvin, and, of course, myself,

we will be joined by artist Roland

Ginzel and critic Franz Schulze.

Mr. Ginzel has exhibited at the

Museum of Modem Art, the Phil-

adelphia Museum, the Walker Art

Center, and the Cliicago Art In-

stitute.

"Mr. Schulze, an informed and

articulate lecturer, is a great

phrase maker, having recently re-

flexible students, some interesting

and surprising results were ob-

tained."

Tiger; "Is admission to the

Summer Art Session difficult?"

Arnest: "It's on the basis of the

formula printed in last week's

Tiger: T - N -}- .94 (128 - N),

where T is the. . .
."

Tiger: "Thank you, Mr. Ar-

nest."

Symposium Planning Committee Meets
The Symposium Planning Com-

mittee met April 1, to discuss pro-

posed topics for the 1969 Sympos-

ium. Suggestions for a symposium

on "The Contemporary American

Ai-ts" included a major symphony
orchestra in residence for a week,

contemporary art exhibits, and a

major film program with directors

and actors present.

About another topic, "The New
Image of Man", Dr. Sondermann
has said the following: "In the

light of the recent advances in

archaelogy, anthropology, zoology

and experimental psychology, we
seem to be on the verge of funda-

mental reinterpretations of the

origin and nature of human be-

havior. In a symposium, we could

try to piece together a fresh pic-

ture of man and to discuss its

implications for politics, religion,

war, and morality."

Dr. Shearn prepared a sketch

of a -symposium on "Hunger". In

it, he stated that hunger is

clearly a most monstrous problem

of mankind today, not only be-

cause of direct stai'vation, but

because of the widespread social

effects as well. These effects

he said, are increasing exponent-

ially and perhaps will bring with

them the likelihood of a catastro-

phic result, such as widespread

starvation or a world war. A sym-
posium on "Hunger" would have
strong social, economic, political,

ethical, and technical facets to be

developed.

"The Implications of Space Ex-
ploration" could involve many ar-

eas, such as the development of

space technology, space as a

source of raw materials, space law,

communications, weather controlled

from space, uses of space, litera-

ture of space, possible effects on

religion and morality, and even if

we should explore space at all.

Other Symposium proposals not

yet written up include "The Con-

temporary American Arts", "Vio-

lence", "Amei'ica and the World
Community", "Films", "The Ne-

gro In America", and "Contemp-

orary Britain".

The next meeting of the Sym-
posium Planning Committee will

be at 4:00 p.m., Monday, May 6 in

the WES Lounge of Rastall Cen-

ter. If last year's procedure is

followed, only persons who attend

at least one previous Symposium
Planning Committee meeting will

be able to vote on the final ques-

tion that recommends a Sympos-

ium topic for the coming year.

Dr. Sondermann estimates that

there will be one meeting after

May 6. and that will be to vote

on the topic.

Fashion News Bulletin from the

kt Dream Diamond Rings only at this Authoriied ArtCarved Jeweler

CECIL HOWELL JEWELER

126 N or+h Tejon Colorado Springs

Afa4. Ilu QoUeXfe BUofL
833 NORTH TEJON "Across from Campus" TELEPHONE 634-36S7

• Ponfy Hose by Spirit- - $1 .75

• Levis in Bright- Citrus Colors

• Chic New Cocktail Dresses for Spring Parties
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Campus Announcements
Vote! Ye Dullards!!

Elections for next year's class

officers wiil be held next Monday
ind Tuesday, April 29-30, in Ras-

tall. As in the past CCCA elec-

tions, ACTIVITY TICKETS MUST
BE PRESENTED BEFORE ANY-
ONE WILL BE ALLOWED TO
VOTE.

The election on Monday will be

the primary election, and if a sin-

gle candidate does Tiot receive a
majority of the votes cast at that

time, the top two candidates on

the primary ballot will be put in

the runoff elections to be hebl the

jiext day on Tuesday.

The polls will be open from 7

a.m. initil 7 p.m. on Monday and

from !) a.m. until 7 p.m. on Tues-

day.

According to the schedule set

up and approved by the College

Council of CCCA, the filing date

for petitions closed at 5 p.m. on
Thursday, April 18. The following

ballot is therefore composed of

those candidates who complied
with those rules as advertised for

two weeks.

Class of 19ti9: President, Harry
Durham and Steven R. Hughes;
Vice-President, James Siegmann
and Darrell Sollberger; Sec.-Treas

Rachell Lesartre and Pamela Shipp

Class of 1970: President, C il

Simmons.

Class of 1971: President, Ste\p

Hall, Ray Kawano. Tom Zellei

bakh; Vice-President, Ste\ l

Hughes, Reed Kelley, Keith Petei

son; Sec.-Treas., David Criig
.l"hn Sexton. Linda Stewart.

Chic PanhelDenics

Junior Panhellenic is sponsoring

a fashion show Tuesday, April 30,

7:00 p.m. at the Antler's Plaza

Hotel. Models will be Gail Turner
and Barbie Wheeler, Delta Gam-
ma; Beanie Ferguson and Jenny
Mo'ulton, Gamma Phi; Linda Bar-

tnii and Laura Delambre, Kappa
Aipha Theta; Nancy Dees and
I'ona Hopper, Kappa Kappa Gam-

Tickets may be purchased from
itdgcj^ at $1.00 each. All pixi-

I'l ds wiil go to the Colorado Col-

'S.? .Service Oi'ganization.

Bold Defender

in i;i5b from the Univei-sity of

Maryland and his M.A. in Far

Eastern Studies—Southeast Asia

from the University of Michigan

in 1965. He has had special train-

ing in the Vietnamese and Japan-

ese languages at the language

school in Monterey, California.

He has served in Vietnam from

1958 to 1967, first as a Military

Assistance Advisor, then as an

Army Intelligence Officer, and

most recently as a Provincial Re-

presentative of the AID program
(New Life Development in Quang
I'ri and Quang Nam Pro\'inces).

The program is open to the gen-
(-r:\] public without charge.

Canterbury Club

There will be a colloquium on
"God and Tragedy," sponsored by
Canterbury Club, Thursday, May
2, in the' WES Room of Rastall

Center at 7:30. Prof. Cramer will

present the classical viewpoint,

Prof. Ros.'i will speak on Renais-

sance tragedy; Prof. Baay will dis-

cuss 20th Century tragedy. Re-
freshments will he served.

Girvin H. Griffith, U.S. State

l.)epartment foreign sei-vice offi-

cer, will speak on "Vietnam: The
Past and the Prospects" Monday,

.\pril 29 in Armstrong Hall at 8

|).m. under the auspices of the Col-

"ado College Forum Committee.

Mr. Griffith, a native of Mil-

ford, Michigan, received his B.S.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITAMAN CHOBCH

730 Nortk T«|on

t34-!0?3

— Photo by Dave Burnett

Judy Reynolds, CC freshman, was

recently selected one of the ten

best dressed college coeds by

"Glamour Magazine."

Senior Streak
All seniors are reminded tliat by

this Saturday they must get their

lunch ticket for Senior Sneak at

Rastall desk. You must get this

ticket if you want lunch, whether
or not you are on board. If you
are on board, present your meal
card. If you are not on board, thp
nost is 75 cents.

Draft Information
This organization, the Draft In-

foi-mation Seiwice, is not a part

of Selective Service, nor is it af-

filiated with any private or public

group (church, political party, or

other). It is staffed and supported
entirely by volunteers. It is not
for profit.

The sole ]iurpose of the Ser\'ice

is to provide young men and their

families, with factual infonnation

(not advice) about the Selective

Service system and related mat-
ters. We offer the following:

Literature on Selective Service

laws and the classifications and
choices pixivided under those laws.

Counseling on conscientious ob-

jector status (1-0 and 1-A-O of

the law).

Information on various foi-ms of

resistance to conscription, includ-

ing information on possible hard-

ships.

Private consultation with rela-

tives of draft-age men on family

problems that may arise from dif-

fering points of view about the

draft.

Book and pamphlets on philoso-

phical and religious questions con-

cerning war, violence, and civil

strife.

The Draft Information Service

maintains a Center, open to the

public at 25 E. Bijou St. {around
the comer from Tejon St.)—Room
Ifi (upstairs). Presently, hours are

3-6 p.m. Thursday and Fi-Iday, O-fj

on Saturdays. Other hours by ap-

pointment only. The Center will

officially open on Saturday, April

27. at d a.m.

Barnes Book Discussion
Professor Hazel Barnes of the

University of Colorado will discuss

her recent book. An Existentialist

Ethics on Sunday evening. April

28. at 7:15 p.m. in Olin Lounge.
The discussion is sponsored by the

philosophy department, and all in-

terested students, faculty and staff

are invited to participate.

Copies of Miss Barnes' book are

available at the CC Bookstore and
at downtown bookstores.

The Underground RCB
On Tuesday, April 30. at 8:00

p.m.. in the WES Room of Rastall

Center, the Performing Arts Com-
niittee of Rastall Center Board will

present the final movie in the Bell

and Howell Underground Movie
Series. This final film will be The
Scene. Anyone interested is wel-

roine to attend.

KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon G32-9004

{2\^ blocjcs South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and All AcccBsorles

Band Inatrumtnt RentaU

HOURS- 9:00-5:00 — FRIDAY; 9:00-8:30

Rugged but drassy -

These popular

"Ruff-Ou»" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17.99

I 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Tel«phona 632-0391

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discover college student supplies in

variety and iibundnncc only 3fa blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking.

^^^j^l^^ OFFICE SUPPLY
^^^

^BlfcN.Toion 633-1721dempuhco

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 I 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

International Center for Academic Research
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential

in the subject, or subjects of their choice.

We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding Instructional tech-

niques have shown proven results for decades.

OURGUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee; if after

follov/ing instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money v/ill be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

FOR PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE send $1.00 per course io:

The International Center for Academic Research

1492 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Mas^., 02135
Last Bemeater'H

Please include: Courae average

Name _ „ 1- — ^*

Address _ -,.. 2. - 2.

City .. „™......_ ^ State ., - 3 — ^

Zip Code - ^ „. 4. _-_ — - ^- —
College or U _ ..._ - 5 ^ - - - - — ^

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups

of ten or more. Please include organization title — -— — - '"" "
' ^ "~""

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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New Faculty "Impressive" )avs Drake

All You Need Is Love

After all, it's what mokes the world go 'round in

thot wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-

gagement ring you choose soys so much about

your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the

ward is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine

color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or

replacement assured). Just look for the name

Keepsake, in the ring and on the tog at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow poges

under "Jewelers."

REGISTERED

DIAr^OND RINGS

REGISTERED _,

W jei9. ALSO $250. TO JIOi

^HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-

ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, bolh for

only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

CIty_

_Zip-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
I

The follnwing is a brief <ie-

scription of the new CC faculty

members presently under contract

for the 19C8-G9 term. George

Drake, Associate Dean of the Col-

lege, has commented:

"I think that the list is an im-

pressive one and it gives mc a

great deal of confidence in the

future of the College. A lot of in-

telligent work by the depart-

mems comhiued with the rather

dramatic itcent improvement in

our salary structure as well as

the attractiveness of Colorado

College accounts for the success

of our faculty recruitment."

The list of new faculty follows:

1) Michael C. Bird. Assistant

Professor of Economics. Mr. Bird

holds the B.A. from Western

Maryland College and expects to

receive his Ph.D. from the Uni-

versity of Colorado this summer.

His specialty is economic devel-

opment and currently he is in

Mexico on a Rockefeller Founda-

tion doctoral fellowship writing

his dissertation on the impact of

human resources on economic de-

velopment. He has held a Ful-

bright fellowship.

2) Salvatore Bizzarro, Assist-

ant Professor of Spanish. Mr.

Bizzarro holds the B.A. from

Fordham University, the M.A.

from Stanford University, and

expects to receive his Ph.D. from

Stanford during the summer of

19G8. He is a member of Phi Beta

Kap'pa and the holder of Wood-

row Wilson and NDEA fellow-

ships. Next year at Colorado Col-

lege Mr. Bizzarro will be a teach-

ing fellow sponsored by the Na-

tional Endowment for the Hu-

manities. Mr. Bizzarro's specialty

is Latin American liturature and

culture and we hope that he will

play a leading part in the develop-

ment of a Latin American area

studies program at Colorado Col-

lege. He has published several

articles on Chile, including one

in the Encyclopedia Britannica. A
monograph on Chile soon will be

published in the Contemporary

World Survey series by the Stan-

ford Research Institute.

3) Jack Carter, Professor of Bi-

ology. Mr. Carter holds the B.S.

and M.S. degrees from Kansas

State Teachers College, Emporia.

His Ph.D. was awarded by State

University of Iowa. He has taught

at Simpson College and Kansas

State Teachers College, Emporia,

and most recently he has served

as Associate Director of Biolog-

ical Science Curriculum Study lo-

cated at the Univej-sity of Colo-

rado. He is the author of over

a half dozen articles, most of them

relating to his interest in plant

growth and development.

4) Robert Dunn, Instructor in

Sociology. Mr. Dunn holds the

B.A. from San Diego State Col-

lege and expects to receive his

Ph.D. from Washington State

University in June, 10(^8. He comes

to us with extremely good recom-

mendations from his professors

at Washington State.

5) John T. Edwards, Instructor

in Art. Mr. Edwards holds the

the B.A. from Dartmouth College

and M.F.A. from the University

of Colorado. He is an accomplished

sculptor.

(i) Frank H. Gleason, Assistant

Professor of Biology. Mr. Gleason

holds the B.S. from Trinity Col-

lege, Hai-tford, and the Ph.D. from

the University of California, Berk-

eley. He has been awarded both

the National Institute of Health

predoctoral and postdoctoral fel-

lowships .Mr. Gleason has pub-

lished several papers in his spe-

cialty, plant psysiology.

7) Donn E. Graham, Instruc-

tor in Music. Mr. Graham holds

the B.A. and expects the M.M. in

August, 1968, from Colorado

State University. Mr. Graham is

an outstanding soloist whom many
of you heard at last December's

Christmas Concert.

8) Slawomir Grzelkowski, In-

structor in Sociology. Mr. Grzelk-

owski holds an M.A. in Philology

from the University of Warsaw
and expects to receive the Ph.D.

from the University of Indiana

in August, 1968. His research in-

terests are in the area of socio-

political development.

9> Robert D. Mcjfimsey, Assist-

ant Professor of History. Mr. Mc-

Jimsey holds the B.A. from Grin-

nell College and the M.A. and

Ph.D. from the University of

Wisconsin. He has taught at Ob-

erlin and Ohio Wesleyan. He is a

member of Phi Beta Kappa, and

was the holder of both Rotary and

Fulbright Fellowships. Mr. Mc-
Jimsey will teach modern British

and German history.

10) Selma Pfeiffenberger, As-

sociate Professor of Art. Mrs.

Pfeiffenberger is the holder of a

B.A. from Queens College, M.A.
from the Institute of Fine Arts,

New Pork University, and a Ph.D.

in Art History from Bryn Mawr
College. A member of Phi Beta

Kappa, she is the author of sev-

eral articles on iconology in the

Renaissance as well as two books.

She has taught at Queens Col-

lege, Bard College, Connecticut

College, and the State University

College, New Paltz, New York.

11) John Riker, Instructor in

Philosophy. Mr. Riker holds a

B.A. from Middlebury College and

expects to receive the Ph.D. from

Vanderbilt University during the

summer of 1968. He is a mem-
ber of Phi Beta Kappa and the

recipient of an NDEA fellow-

ship. He is writing his disserta-

tion on the relationship' between

value and fact in Wliitehead's

metaphysics.

I
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12) Mark Stavig, Associate-

Professor of English. Mi. Stavig

holds the B.A. from Augustana

College (South Dakota), B.A. and

M.A. from Oxford University, and

M.A. and Ph.D. from Princeton

University. He joins our faculty

after six years at the University

of Wisconsin, and he has been the

recipient of Fulbright, Danforth,

and Honorary Woodrow Wilson

fellowships. He has written a book

on the 17th century English dram-

atist, John Ford, and edited Ford's

play, Tis Pity She's a Whore, for

Croft's Classics.

1.3) Daniel Sterling, Associate

Professor of Mathematics. Mr.

Sterling holds the B.A. from St.

Lawrence University, the M.A.
from Columbia and Ph. D. fi-om

the University of Wisconsin. After

a postdoctoral fellowship at Yale,

he taught at C.W. Post College,

the University of Wisconsin, and

most recently Bowdoin College.

McCarthy Wins,

War Rejected

In Choice '68

Six hundred and eighty Colorado

College students voted in the

Choice '68 election sponsored by

Time on April 24, 1968. This elec-

tion gave college students, includ-

ing those under 21, an opportunity

to express their opinions on Pre-

sidential candidates and major is-

sues. Eugene McCarthy was the

most favored Presidential candi-

date and there was ovei-whelming

opposition to the War in Vietnam.

Results are given below.

Party preference— Democrat:

139; Republican: 231; Other Party:

3; Independent: 252; expressed no

choice: 55.

First choice for President: Fred

Halstead: 1; Mark O. Hatfield: 7;

Lyndon B. Johnson: 2; Robert F.

Kennedy: 61; John V. Lindsey:

15 ; Eugene J. McCarthy : 281

;

Richard M. Nixon: 70; Charles H.

Percy: 18; Ronald W. Reagan: 10;

Nelson A. Rockefeller: 201; Har-

old E. Stassen: 0; George C. Wal-

lace; 2; Hubert H. Humphrey: 4;

Other write-ins: 4.

What course of military action

should the U.S. pursue in Vietnam

—Immediate withdrawal of U.S.

forces: 131; Phased reduction of

U.S. military activity: 455; Main-

tain current level of U.S. militai-y

activity; 22; Increase the level of

U.S. military activity; 22; "All-

out" U.S. military effort: 43; No
opinion: 7.

What course of action should

the U.S. pursue in regards to the

bombing of North Vietnam—Per-

manent cessation of bombing: 325;

Temporary suspension of bomb-

ing: 231; Maintain current level of

bombing: 49; Use of nuclear wea-

pons: 10; No opinion: 11.

In confronting the "urban cri-

sis" which should receive highest

priority in government spending

—

Education: 228; Housing: 33; In-

come subsidy: 51; Job training and

employment opportunities: 345;

Riot control and stricter law en-

forcement: 16; No opinion: 7.

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroii from th* C«mput

827 North Tojon
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PAINTING AND INSTALLING the swing sets at the Heads+eirt Center

on East Dale are from left to right, in the foreground, Jeff Frees, Ralph

Pui^. Bill Oman and Rick Simpson.

Prof. Geiger Announces October, 1968

Fulbright-Ha^es Scholarship Deadline
I he hislitiilf of tiiti'inalioiial

Education annually conducts com-

petitions for U.S. Government

scholarships provided under the

I'lilhrifiht-Hays Act as part of tiie

educational and cultural exchange

piograrn of the U.S. Department

of State, and for piaots provided

by various foreign governments,

univeisities and private donors.

Under these programs, more than

g.lO American graduate students

will have an opportunity to study

ill any one of 50 countries. The

puipose of the grants is to in-

crease mutual understanding be-

tween the people of the U.S. and

other countries through the ex-

clwnge of persons, knowledge and

skills.

Candidates who wish to apply

for an award must be U.S. citizens

at the time of application, have a

bachelor's degree or its equiva-

lent before the beginning date of

the grant and, in most cases, be

proficient in tlie language of the

host country. Selections will be

made on the basis of academic

aud/or professional record, the

feasibility of the applicant's pro-

posed study plan, language pre-

paration and personal qualifica-

linns.

For U.S. Government grants,

preference is given to candidates

who have not had prior opportun-

ity for extended study or resi-

dence abroad, with the exception

af those who have served in the

armed forces. For foreign grants,

applicants who have had extensive

previous foreign experience are at

a disadvantage but are not dis-

qualified for this reason. For all

grants, preference is given to ap-

licants between the ages of 20

and 35.

Creative and performing artists

will be requii-ed to have a bach-

elor's degree but they must have

four years of professional study

or equivalent experience. Appli-

cants in social work must have at

least two years of professional ex-

perience after the Master of Social

Work degree. Applicants in the

field of medicine must have an

M.D. at the time of application.

Two types of grants will be a-

vailable through HE under the

Fulbright-Hays Act. U.S. Govern-

ment Full Grants, and U.S. Gov-

ernment Travel Grants.

A full award will provide a

grantee with tuition, maintenance

for one academic year in one

country, round-trip transportation,

iiealth and accident insurance and

an incidental allowance.

Countries participating in the

full grant program will be: Ar-

gentina, Australia, Austiia, Bel-

gium-Luxembourg, Bolivia, Brazil,

Cevlon, Chile, China (Republic

of)", Columbia, Costa Rica, Den-

mark, Ecuador, El Salvador, Fin-

land, France, Germany (Federal

Republic of), Greece, Guatemala,

Honduras, Iceland, India, Iran,

Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan,

Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, the Ne-

therlands, New Zealand, Nicara-

gua, Norway, Paraguay, Pei-u, the

Philippines, 'Poitugal. Spain, Swe-

Thailaiul. iurkLy. the United

Kingdom, Uruguay and VenezOi-

ela.

For holders of grants to Au-
straitia, Ceylon. China (Republic

of), Finland, Germany, India,

Japan, Korea, Norway, Poland,

Portugal, Rumania and Turkey, a

maintenance allowance will be pro-

vided for one or more accompany-

ing dependents.

Application forms and informa-

tion for the students currently en-

rolled in Colorado College may be

obtained from the campus Ful-

bright Adviser, Professor Louis

G. Geiger. The deadline for filing

applications through the Fulbright

Adviser on this campus is (Octo-

ber 1, 1968.

Phi Delts Install

Local Heodstart

Play Equipment
l-Jach Spiing the National Fra-

ternity of Phi Delta Theta sets

aside a day on which its chapters

across the nation perfonn com-

munity service. This year the CC
Phi Delts chose to work for the

undei"privileged children involved

in Project Headstart.

Several Phi Delts have been

working with the Project through-

out the semester and noted that

there was u total lack of play-

ground equipment for the child-

ren. Thus the co-chairmen, Peter

Shidler and John Sass, launched

a massive radio and television

campaign in an attempt to get the

necessary equipment donated.

Their efforts were not in vain.

By the day of the project, they

had accumulated four swing sets,

three slides, and several frames

from which to hang tire swings.

These were sanded, painted, and

installed in cement at the various

Headstart Centers here in town.

Also essential carpentry work and

outdoor painting was accomplished.

The project, which was covered

live by KRDO-TV, was a great

success and the hardworking co-

chairmen feel that CC's Phi Delts

have a good chance of winning the

national award. As a closing point,

they would like to thank the ad-

ministration and the physical

plant for their full cooperation, for

without their help and support,

this project would have been im-

possible.

VOTE
TEVE HUGHE
PRESIDENT -SENIOR CLASS

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Frniniu^:," Art Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon PhoM 633-(S03

Socialist Halstead goes to Viet Nam
Fred Halstead, the Socialist

Workers Party candidate for Pre-

sident, announced i-ecently his

plans to go to Vietnam and Japan

this summer to campaign among
servicemen.

"I don't plan to do anything pro-

vocative," Mr. Halstead said, "I

just plan to listen and learn."

Halstead, 40 years old, was his

Geology Prof. Pearl

Publishes Gem Book
Richard M. Pearl, professor of

geology at Colorado College, is

the author of a new book, Gem
Identification Simplified, it was
announced this week.

The paper bound volume is il-

lustrated by drawings and photo-

graphs from the Smithsonian In-

stitution and the Field Museum of

Natural History.

Using heavy liquids to identify

gems by the easy sink-or-float

method, the book outlines a pro-

cedure for determining the major

gems used in American and other

Western-world jewelry. These in-

clude most of the gems worked by

the amateur lapidary as well. A
few dollars' worth of chemicals

are required, and several sources

of supply are given for them.

The major gems are described

briefly, emphasizing the means of

telling each of them from the rest.

The book also contains extensive

tables of many other gems as well,

including their properties (spe-

cific gi-avity, refractive indices,

hardness, pleochroic colors). The

gems are listed according to color.

Special characteristics are tabu-

lated separately, such as star
stones, eye stones, gem with shiny

inclusions, banded and spotted
gems, and several kinds of man-

made gems.
Printed locally by the Dentan-

Berkeland Printing Company, the

book is published at one dollar un-

der the name Maxwell Publishing

Company.
Professor Pearl is also the

author of other books on gems, in-

cluding Popular Gemology, Ameri-

can Gem Trails, and Wonders of

Gems. He has written extensively

on other subjects in the field of

mineralogy and geology.

party's candidate in the '(i4 elec-

tion, where he was on the ballot in

11 states. He received 40.000 votes,

and expects to be a candidate in

at least 30 states this November.

He is currently campaigning al-

most exclusively on college cam*

puses throughout the country, and

is basiiig his attack mostly on

two issues, "Bring the GIs Home

from Vietnam" and, "Black Con-

trol of the Black Community."

Halstead has claimed on several

occasions during the past years

that the differences between social-

ism and communism are slight.

During a speech at the University

of Houston, in fact, he stated that

the Vietnam war is "creating more

"Vour Business Is Appreciated'^

Just ii Sliort Wtilk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appluincea

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

PAUL'S FLOWERS

Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

IB24 North T«|on Telephono 632.0IM

Communists in this country than

I could in 30 years of agitation."

/SaUfJ CAFETERIA

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cuchanas

(Acrois from Cour+houi«|

Telephone 634-9513

Kiowa & Cascade, Lower Terrace Level

Uso Lobby Elevator to Lowor Torraco

CAFETERIA— II A.M. lo 2;30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE — 1 1 :30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission fr««

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Post the Dog Track — Only five minutei from the mmpm)
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119 North Tejon

Telephone 63&<}348

8:00-6:00—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

Strapp Belts Homer

Pitching and Power Ignite Tigers to Twin Win
By Hay Kawano

Craig Clayberg and Jim Ahl-

brecht limited Adorns State Col-

lege to just five runs, and Art

Stapp smashed a three-run homer
to highlight the CC Tiger's double-

header sweep by scorPS of 9-2 and
7-3.

In the first game, Tiger bats

really came to life when they

.iLingpd nut a total of 14 hits, seor-

Cut extra-lean for that slim Levi's look—made
extra-rugged with Levi's famous heavyweight

pre-shrunk blue denim. Get months of extra

wear and trim good looks in Super Slims.

$5.50

107 South Tejon

Free Parking

ing five runs in the first inning,

a pair in the second, and two mon^
in the sixth.

Clayberg, the Tiger pitching ace,

hurled all seven innings of the

first game, while striking out

three, walking four, and giving up

only seven hits. After toiling for

four excellent innings, Clayberg

was touched for a run in the fifth.

The boys from Alamosa then

scrounged for a final tally in thf

seventh, but Clayberg was in con-

trol the rest of the way.

Of the Tiger's 14 hits, six men
paired safeties. They were Clay-

berg, Art Stapp, L. D. Ellarton,

Gregg Kent, Mike Smith and David

Dix. The key RBI men were Bill

Bowman and Dave Dix, each

knocking In two.

In the second game, freshman

catcher Art Stapp walloped a tre-

mendous homerun with Wayne
Woodyard and J i m Ahlbrecht

aboard to push the Tigers to vic-

tory. Stapp hit relief pitcher Alex

Jenning's first pitch high and deep

over the left field fence. Stapp

was unavailable for comment.
Clayberg started the second con-

test and worked for three of the

seven innings before giving way
to freshman Jim Ahlbrecht. In this

game the Tigers jumped to an

early 1-0 lead by tallying in the

bottom half of the third. However,

Adams State rallied with three hits

sandwiched in between a couple of

eiTors to score twice.

The Tigers knotted the score in

the bottom of the fourth before

Stapp unloaded his game-winning

THE STORY HAS BEEN DIFFERENT THIS YEAR for the CC Tiger

baseball feam. Under the leadership of Coach Tony Frasca, the Tiger

nine continued to avenge last year's disappointing season with a 9-2,

7-3 doubleheader sweep of Adams State College. After two road

games on Friday and Saturday, the Tigers return to Memorial Field

for a Sunday afternoon game against Mines.

clout in the fifth.

Ahlbrecht, though a rookie in

the circuit, was calm and collected,

as he mixed his pitches well.

Though noted earlier this season

as primarily a fast ball pitcher,

Jim broke-off a lot of shai-p-

breaking cuiTes to keep the enemy
hitters off balance. Ahlbrecht pit-

ched scoreless ball most of the

way, before yielding a single run

in the seventh.

The Tigers face a rugged week-
end schedule, facing DU and SCSC
in away games today and tomor-
row, and capping the week with a

Parent's Weekend special in a

game against Mines which will he

held at 3:00 p.m. at Memorial
Field.

Spi^ rts

Stabler Smells Success

Inning

Adams St.

By John E. Morris

"For the first time this season

we looked like a lacrosse team.

Everything went well — and the

attack looked terrific." This was
Coach "Doc" Stabler's description

of the systematic 12 to 6 shellack-

ing his Tigers dished out to the

Denver Lacrosse Club.

The issue remained in doubt

throughout the first period which

ended in a four-four tie. But
freshman goalie Bob Follansbee,

starting his first varsity game,
shut out DLC in the second period

as the Tigers pulled away with

three goals.

CC had to wait until the fourth

period before putting the game out

of reach of tlie older DLC team
with four goals. Sixteen DLC pen-
alties helped the Tiger cause
considerably.

In praising his attack line,

Stabler noted that Don Peterson

had four goals. Captain Blake
Munro, three, and Jon Nicolaysen,

two goals with a fantastic six as-

sists. This line's total output was
three more than the entire team's

point production in its 12 to 6 loss

to Dir the week before. Bruce Bea-

ton added two goals and John

Campbell, one, to complete the

scoring.

Tomorrow, the Tigers travel to

Boulder to play the CU lacrosse

team. Stabler is confident that CC
is capable of stopping CU if they

play as well as last Saturday.

Then, next Tuesday, April 30, the

Tigers will take on the Air Force

Academy in what must be describ-

ed as the Game of the Year.

Stabler described the Academy
as "the team to beat" in the re-

gion. "Under their new Coach,

Capt. Keating, we have to respect

them both as a team and as indi-

viduals," Stabler said. The Tigers

will be out to avenge their 7 to 4

loss at the Academy last year in

a game which decided the league

championship. Game time is 3

p.m. on Stewart Field.

1 2 3 4 5 (i 7 H H !:

10 1 2 7 1

5200020 9 14 3

HERE IT IS FOLKS. Live and In black and white, heavyweights John
Corsentino (left) and John Perna slug It out during last week's Boxing

Smoker. Action took place In the second round of their bout as Cor-
sentino's left hook sails high, and Perna prepares to deliver his pat-

ented knock-out punch. Unfortunately, the bell rang before he could

unload it.

:'econd Game

inning 12 3 4 5 6 7 U H K

Adams St. 002000135 1

CC 1001320772

Golfers Swing

Into Action
Currently sporting a 9-2 record,

the Tiger golf team will face Col-

orado University, Regis, and tho-

Air Force Academy in weekend

matches that will go a long way

in determining just hnw strong

this year's team is.

The team is led by Senior cap-

tain Chris Grant and Junior Al

Reeves. Strong depth is supplied

by number three man Tom Basin-

ger and number four man Bill

Hood, while Jim Rosenthal, Bob
Langin, and Duncan Samuel have

all supplied timely victories.

Many feel that this year's team
is as strong as any team in the

state, but Colorado University

must be reckoned with. An inter-

esting matchup should find Grant

going against Jim English, Jr., a

former two time state junior

champ, while Reeves is expected

to battle Bill Mussleman, current

state match play champion. K
the Tigers can defeat CU, an

NCAA tournament bid is within

reach, so CC will undoubtedly be

primed for an upset.

The high point of the season J-

expected to be the Pikes Peak In-

tercollegiate Golf Tournament, co-

sponsored by CC and the Air

I-'orce Academy. Some of the teams

in the field this year will include

Houston, NCAA champion for the

last nine years, as well as Okla-

homa. Oklahoma State, Nortli

Texas State, Brigham Young and

New Mexico.

Other than the NCAA, the Pike.^

l^eak Tournament will have thf

.strongest field of any collegiate

golf tournament in the cotintr\

.

Set the weekend of May 11th, the

tournament will be an exciting op-

portunity for students to enjo\'

collegiate golf at its finest.
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. O. T. C. DISCUSSED
By Richard Anthony
College Press Service

Although ROTC pvograms gen-

erally are prospering, with the

pressure of the draft keeping ap-

plications up, it's evident that

ROTC has some problems now,

and that these may become more
nettlesome if the Vietnam War
continues to generate anti-war

sentiment on college campuses.

There are three major questions

that ai^ise in connection with

ROTC programs now in effect.

The first is, what justification is

there for compulsory ROTC; the

second, should ROTC courses be

granted academic credit; and the

third, is a college campus an ap-

propriate place to conduct mili-

tary training.

The first of these questions

—

compulsory ROTC—has been

around a long time. Although

the Defense Department has more
tlian once said that it doesn't fa-

vor the compulsory system, there

are still about 100 schools that

have it. What's more, schools that

have had a voluntary program in

the past, or no ROTC at all, are

now in process of instituting a

a compulsory program. Morehead
State University in Kentucky is

one, and the Lowell Institute of

Technology in Lowell, Mass., is

another.

It's difficult to explain why
there are still so many compul-

sory programs in effect. One pos-

sible reason is that Army, al-

though it officially maintains

neutrality on the compulsory i.s-

sue, really favors a compulsory
program. As one Pentagon offi-

cial put it, "the Army has tradi-

tionally felt that they could attract

people better when they had a

chance to work with them,"

The Army has always had dif-

ficulty attracting candidates to its

more or less unglamorous pro-

gram. It's possible that in order

to keep its ROTC ranks filled, the

A r m y has kept pressure on

schools that regard a ROTC unit

as a status symbol to maintain

the compulsory aspect of their

])rograms.

Another possible explanation is

that compulsory ROTC has been

kept on where students are least

prone to buck the system. IVIany

of the schools where compulsory

ROTC is still in effect are con-

centrated in the South while a

number of the others outside the

South are church schools. In New
York State, for example, three

out of five schools with compul-
sory ROTC are church-affiliated.

What ever the reasons, compul-
sory ROTC evidently is going to

linger for some time. If notliing

else, it will sei-\'e as a reminder

of a time when colleges across the

country could demand participa-

tion in diill and the study of mil-

itary subjects as the price of ad-

mission.

The credit issue is a complex
one, much more so than that of

compulsory ROTC. Basically,

though, it centers around two
basic questions: First, what is the

quality of the education offered

in ROTC classes; and second, what
control does the school exercise

over that education.

All the sei-vices are attempting

to liberalize their curricula. The
Air Force has probably gone fur-

thest. It relies heavily on faculty

members other than ROTC offi-

cers to particiapte in its classes

(though the officers still do the

bulk of the teaching). It has also

begun to place strong emphasis on

the seminar method of teaching,

and on individual research pro-

jects.

In addition, the Army next fall

will begin an experimental pro-

gram at 12 schools, under which
civilian faculty members will be

largely responsible for setting up
introductory courses on military

history and international relations,

and will teach half of each course.

This program has already run into

a snag at one of the 12 schools,

however. Faculty members at the

University of Rhode Island are

objecting to it because they fear

it will cut into their own courses.

In terms of curriculum, the

Navy is by far the most rigid of

the services. Its present course

schedule which was set up 20

years ago, provides for students

in NROTC to take just one se-

mester-long course outside of the

Naval Science Department, and

that course must be psychology.

The Nax-y, though, has just com-

pleted a study of its curriculum,

and promises some major changes

for the coming school year.

Can these ROTC curricula stand

on their merits? The Very Rev.

Paul C. Reinert, President of St,

Louis University and a member
of the Defense Department's civ-

ilian advisory panel believes so.

St. Louis has an Air Force unit,

and he is satisfied both with its

curriculum, and with the quality

of insti'uction.

By Cynthia von Riesen

As a result of the April 22 fac-

lUty decision reducing specific re-

quirements, Colorado College fresh-

men entering in the fall of 1969

will have extended freedom in

choosing their programs. No West-
ern Civilization or freshman Eng-
lish will be required, and the

groupings within the natural sci-

ences will no longer exist.

Instead, students will be requir-

ed to take four semesters of any

course within each of the divisions

of humanities, social sciences, and
natural sciences.

Also, instead of being strongly

"They { the Air Force ) have
made a great effort to upgrade
the curriculum." he explains, "and
to move it into the area of geo-

politics. We feel these courses can
be of equal quality with our other

programs."

Father Reinert says that he has
found the Air Force flexible on
the question of selecting instruc-

tors. "An institution can have a

great effect on the quality of

teaching by insisting that the in-

stnictors meet their standards,"

he says. "Over the years we have

refused certain appointments on

the basis of the fact that we didn't

feel they were up to our stand-

ards."

Faculty Reduces College Requirements
urged to finish the humanities and

social science requirements by the

end of the sophomore year, and

the natural science qiiota by the

end of the junior year, students

will be allowed to work on them

through their senior year. These

revisions will apply only to those

entering school in the fall of 1969,

and upperclassmen will have to

finish former requirements.

The possibilities of freshman

seminars was also discussed. Each
depai-tment hopes to furnish them

if they can spare the professors.

The exact structure of the semi-

nars has not yet !>een detennined.

Hamilton Int-erviewed
The Tiger inten'iewed Dr. Mary

Alice Hamilton of the Zoology

Department about the effects of

marijuana and other drugs on the

body. Dr. Hamilton stated that

people have been using other

dmgs like caffeine and alcohol

for millenia, and there is no

doubt about the nature of their

effects on people. No one ever

"goes off the deep end" if they

use these di-ugs in moderation.

But one of the biggest reasons

for being cautious about the new
drugs, Dr. Hamilton said, is that

so little is yet known about them.

This is true even with marijuana.

It seems to be non-addictive and

non-habitforming, and is possibly

no more dangerous than alcohol

when used moderately. But no one

knows just how it works, and the

reactions to pot in different indi-

viduals are unpredictable.

The reactions to LSD are even

more unpredictable. It has been

extremely difficult to experiment

with animals because most of the

manifestations of LSD are subjec-

tive; and this has been the case

with most of the other new drugs.

Peyote, which grows wild on

cactus, produces reactions simitar

to pot, and is classed between mari-

juana and LSD. The mescaline it

contains is what gives a person the

•'high."

Hashish, a drug known for cen-

turies, is a narcotic. A person who
takes it will experience severe

withdrawal symptoms. An impure

preparation similar to heroin and

opium, it is physically addicting.

Dr. Hamilton discussed several

other new drugs, including "Speed"

and STP. STP is similar to LSD,

but is reported to be much more

potent. Speed, an amphetamine

drug, is a central nei-vous system

stimulant used to counter depres-

sion. But it is hard to predict the

degree of stimulation, and a per-

son can easily be overatimulated

into a state of extreme tension.

"Having seen the effects of

some of these drugs on both men

and animals makes me leary of

them," Dr .Hamilton stated. "Be-

cause we know so little about

these drugs, we should remain

cautious about them. They should

remain illegal until enough re-

search is done to find out how

they work."

Fathei' Reinert admits that his

experience has been solely with

the Air Force, and that the Army
is less likely to offer tliis kind of

flexibility. In fact, Army officials

acknowledge that the Vietnam war
has put them in a bind insofar as
staffing ROTC posts is concerned.

While they would like to assign

officers for thi'ee-year tours as

ROTC instructors, they are often

forced to rotate them hefori> two
year's are up.

George Lewis, chairman of the

geography department at Boston
University and head of the facul-

ty committee that recommended
withdrawing credit for ROTC
courses, found a difference be-

tween Air Force nnd .\rmy pro-

grams.

In explaining why the couuuil-

tee recomended denying credit for

ROTC, Lewis said, "My commit-
tee went to a great many classes,

we looked at the textbooks, and

we concluded that the bulk of it

did not fit into an academic frame-

work,"

Lewis did not mention the ox-

tent to which the university's
control, or lack of it, over the
ROTC coui-se content, contributed
to his committee's decision. Yet
control is another point tliat an-
tics of ROTC raise in arguing-
against allowing credit for ROTC
courses.

In answering this argument,
ROTC defenders say that the same
is true of other professional cur-

ricula.

Yet the question of control, fin-

ally, is not the critcal iissue. That
issue is rather whether ROTC
can, 01" should even try to foster

a spirit of free inquiry that is pre-

sumably what university educa-
tion is about. The services now
obviously feel obliged to niovo

away from the dognuilic approach
to cadet education that has ob-

tained in the past, and that seoms
all to the good. Yet no nuittor how
open and free-wheeling ROTC
curricula become, they nvo aimed
at teaching men to make war, and
that may ultimately turn out to

be the sticking point in any at-

tempt to defend the presence of

ROTC on college campusea.

ilarttu ^X«tl|cr IKtuii

MEMORIAL FUND

Students, Faculty, and Friends of Colorado

College are invited to contribute to the Martin

Luther King Memorial Fund, to be used for

the Education of the King Children. Donation

envelopes ore availoble at Rastoll, Mathias,

Loomis, and Bemis.

COMBAT FASCIST POLICE!

More Rights and Responsibilities

for Students!

Join the Socialist Campaign in 1968

HALSTEAD-BOUTELLE

For President and Vice-President

YOUNG SOCIALISTS for HALSTED & BOUTELLE

2338 .Maikel Street • San Francisco

Dismantle the War Machine

BOYCOTT ROTC
Sponsored by the Colorado College Committee

to Abolish ROTC Tym P. Park, Chairman
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Herman Snyder Exhibition

Egg Tree. 1961

Arch. 1959

The Herman Snyder Memorial Exhibition will be at the

Fine Arts Center until April 30.

New Ideal. 1965

Brain Tree. 1961

Photographs by John Schlesinger

Torso. 1965

Crib. 1966 Axle. 1967
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Tyree to Present "Pick and Pan'' Awards

Vol. LXXIV, No. 27 Colorado Springs, Colorado, May 3, 1968 Colorado College

to Deliver Lloyd Memorial Lecture

Griffith Presents Humanitarian Vietnam View

By Cynthia Kiesen

(Viet Nam talk by State Dept.

Rep.)

"I tliiiik that the race rioleis

sliould be taken on a quickie tour

of Viet Nam," was one of the

many sincere statements by State

Department representative, Mr.

Garvin H. Griffith, as he pre-

sented the humanitarian view of

nur position in Viet Nam during

the April 29 lecture.

Mr. Griffith stressed the edu-

cation processes which are in pro-

gress and which he felt must be

continued in Viet Nam, in order

to fill the tremendous "gap" be-

tween its culture and that of the

United States. The program is

known as rural development to the

Vietnamese, and pacification to

the U.S. officials. He stated that

before any progress could be made
in Viet Nam, the country must be

oriented to a different ethic and

a different culture, i.e., Christian

and American. Education, he said,

is "a totality of life," and asked

if the students could even imagine

a culture wherein 907'^^ of the so-

ciety had only songs, legends, and
folklore as its education. This lack

of education, he continued, "has

given them a different perception

of their society." The gap, he

stressed again, must be bridged,

for "an uneducated mass is apa-

thetic."

As another example of this gap,

Mr. Griffith explained that we
are a goal oriented society, and

that the Vietnamese think of na-

ture as in control of man rather

than man in control of nature.

Whereas our Christian ethic pro-

motes the brotherhood of man, the

ethic of fate means that one

doesn't interfere. With religious

zeal, Mr. Griffith foresaw the

progress which could be made in

order to change their ethic to

ours.

After this liumanitarian presen-

tation, the session opened to ques-

tions and answers, and the first

question was whether the progress

the U.S. was making was worth
the sacrifice. Admitting only to

monetary sacrifice, Mr. Griffith

stated that, if nothing else, out of

this should come the "insight to

preclude this happening again."

Wlieu the word "live.s" did force

itself into the discussion, Mr.

Griffith said "I don't know," and
went on to explain that we have

no system which evaluates human
lives.

In answer to the inquiry of why
Viet Nam was so important when
many other countries were equally

underdeveloped, and when poverty

and illiteracy still existed to a

large degree in the United States,

Mr. Griffith replied that poverty

was relative, and explained, "I

wish we had so many poor as you

say. 1 wish we had so many un-

educated, so many slar%ing as you

say . .
."

Beidleman Revises Text

De. Ricliard G. Beidleman, pro-

fessor of zoology at Colorado Col-

lege, is one of a team of nine re-

vision editors who worked on a

new high school textbook just is-

sued by Rand McNally & Com-
pany, Chicago.

The Colorado College scientist

has written widely in his special

field and has also done a number
of historical studies and non-tech-

nical feature articles for various

publications.

He was a zoology teacher at the

University of Colorado and Colo-

rado State University before join-

ing the Colorado College faculty

in 1957. He has bachelor's, mas-
ter's and- Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Colorado.

Norman Pridhoielz, llu- brilliant

and controversial writer, critic,

and editor, will deliver the Hcm-
arest Lloyd Memorial Lecture on

"The Vogue of the American Jew-

ish Novelist" Tuesday, May 7, at

8:;!0 p.m. in the Armstrong Audi-

torium on the Colorado College

campu.'*. Ihe Oenvarest Lloyd Lec-

ture is Colorado College's endowed

lecture in the Humanities.

Mr. Podhoretz is the editor of

Commentary Magazine, an influ-

ential journal of social tliought

and criticism, and is author of

Doiug.s and Undoings, a collection

of his essays from Commentary,

Harper's, The New Leader, The

New Yorker, Partisan Review, and

The Reporter. His criticism has

also appeared in Esquire and the

New York Times Book Review.

1 n I he last few m on t hs, MAK -

INt; IT, Podhoretz' recently pub-

lished and violently controversial

work about success and the New
York literary establishment, has

been indignantly reviewed by lit-

eiary figures who happen to ap-

pear in the book.

"I don't think any of the critics

laid a hand on me," Podhoretx

says. "But if Pm supposed to

have so much personal power in

literary circles as a member of

The Family, how come I can't

stop those magazines I'm pre-

sumed to have some influence

with from trying to kick the hell

out of me."

Born in Brooklyn, the child of

Jewish immigrants, ]?odhoretz was
educated at Columbia University;

his work there was so good that

American critic Lionel Trilling

gave him an "A -h ". He also

studied as a Fulbright Fellow at

Clare College, Cambridge, earn-

ing a E.A. and an M.A. in Eng-

lish,

At the age of 23, Podhoretz be-

came a monthly contributor to

Commentary, and in 1960, at the

age of 30, he became the maga-

zine's editor. His essay, "My
Negro Problem—And Ours," which

first appeared in Commentary, is

considered a classic study in the

origin and workings of prejudice,

and has earned for him a repu-

tation for fierce honesty aTul

courage.

In MAKING IT, Podhoretz auth-

oritatively discusses "the dirty lit-

tle secret," success, as he has seen

and experienced it as a member of

the New York literary clique. The

Family. The Family includes sucii

writers as Paul Goodman, Alfred

Kazin, Philip Rahv, Saul Bellow.

Hannah Arendt, Dwight Mc-

Donald, Susan Sontag, Mary Mc-
Carthy, James Baldwin, and liob-

eit Lowell.

"The point is that success and

realization of your intellectual po-

tential can coexist. They do co-

exist, but no one wants to admit

it," Podhoretz argue.-?. "They (The

Family) accuse it of every literary

sin but they never confront what
probably really disturbs them, that

I have dared to utter the dirty lit-

tle secret, that we're all making it

and there's nothing shameful about

that."

"Colorado College is fortunate

to have Mr. Podhoretz as its De-

marest Lloyd Memorial Lecturer.

We will end the semester's cultur-

al program on a note of wit, in-

telligence, and good-bad humor,"
commented Gilbert R. Johns,

Chairman of the Public Lectures

Committee.

Twenty Colorad.> College speech,
radio, drama and debate students
will receive Pick and Pan awards
Sunday, May 5. at a 9 a.m. break-
fast at the home of W. Woodson
Tyree, associate professor of
<lrama, speech and radio, at 1'2S

W. Burgess Road in the Black
Forest.

The silver pins, designed by
Professor Tyi-ee when he first

started giving Pick and Pan A-
wards in 1944, are modeled after
a gold miner's pan and pick that
hang on a wall of his Black Fin-
est home.

Students of speech and radio
who will receive pins this year
from the hands of Professor Tyree
are Robin Keithley, Edward T.
Stoke, Edward P. Oavls. Kobert
Donald (Jraham, Paul J. /.even.
Stephen Mlake, Jerry Jones. Ste-
phen MendilU), Donna K. Ynrlon,
Paul Hamillon. Suzanne (Jross,
Koberl Roggs, (iieg Stephens.
Michael A. Kelly, and Christopher
Gibhs.

Drama and debute students who
were directed by Prof. William
McMillen, associate professor of
speech and drama; David Hale
Hand, instructor in speech and
drama; Professor James A. John-
son and Assistant Professor Jack
Rhodes, the debate coach, are
Rosa Leo Scott. William Hyde,
John Redman, Melanio -Austin,

and Steve Methner.
The awards are given to the

stiidoi.ts ,11 ivcognitioii „f their
special interest, willingness and
talent in dramatic perforniance^i,
radio variety shows, plays, and
general speech activities, during
the school year.
The May r» awards break-

fast, and a picnic .scheduled for
all drama, speech and radio
classes and all holders of Pick
and Pan silvei- pins, of which
there are more than 100. at the
Tyree homo at "> p.m., will end a

24-year tradition as profci^or Ty-
ree is retiring at the clo.'^e of the
current semester in May.

In addition to teaching speech
and radio through the years, ho
has also directed the Colorado
College radio station KRCC-FM
which was given to tl\e college bv
Margaret Merle-Smith Child.s, n

'

Cvdorado College graduate who
was killed in an accident in tlio

Virgin Islands in li)fl6.

When ho designed the pin for

the award. Professor Tyree sai<l

the symbolism of the pan for
speech, radio and drama students
lies in the fact that "gold is whore
you dig for it, and the pick indi-

cates prospecting, hard work and
endurance, all qualities oaaontial

to success in the speech and dranui
fields."

Professor 'fyree, known as

"Chief" lo his students through
the year,s, plans to continue to

live in Colorado Springs after hi.-i

rrtirenienl,

In Memoriam

James Turner

U)4(>- 1968

James Turner, a Colorado College

student from 1964 through 1966

and a friend of the Senior Class,

died in Vietnam this past week,

A Marine, he was the second Colo-

rado College student to die in

Vietnam.

Grace Grant Awarded to Bradley

The Depai-tment of Anthropol-

ogy announces the award of the

James Brewster Grace grant of

.^.'iOO for field research in anthro-

pology to Miss Dorothy M. Brad-

ley, of Ticknor Hall, daughter of

Dr. and Mrs. Charles C Bradley,

of Bozeman, Montana.
Miss Bradley, a junior anthro-

pology major, lias been accepted

for the summer of 1968 as field

associate to Dr. Marian E. White,

a specialist in Iro((Uoian airheol-

ogy at the State Univornity of

New York at Buffalo. The field

party will contain no nmi'e than

loui' persons, working intensely

on suj'vey and excavation of lio-

(juois sites in northern New York.

Misr. Biadley's special pioject will

be the analysis of pottery, in-

cluding fabric and shape, and the

relationK of pottery types to spe-

cific sites, soils, and periods, Hei

field work will be the basis for a

.senior honoi' thesis, to be written

<luring her senioi' year under the

direction of Michael Nowak, In-

structor in Anthi-opology.

Requirements for eligibility for

the Grace grant are a 3,0 average

both inside and outside of the ma-

jor in anthropology, plus the po-

tential to do independent research.

One of the foi-mer holders of the

grant. Miss Nancy Pollock, CC
19(J5, wrote both hei- senior honors

and master theses on the basis

of field work done in Jamica, and

is now a Ph.D. candidate in an-

thropology at the University of

Hawaii.
The donor, James Brewster

Grace, of Philadelphia, CC 1961,

is now a representative of the

American Friends Sei-vice Com-
mittee in Singapore.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Songfest

Letter of Resignation
TO THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD:

Please consider this as my letter of resignation as editor

of the Tiger, effective May 30, 1968. I do not believe that

I can continue to fulfill the obligations of tliis position under

the present circumstances. The general apathy of the stu-

dent body and the inability of the administi-ation to respond

to student demands make the position of editor difficult.

I would like to publicly thank Mrs. Ruth Barton and

Mr. Barron Beshoar for tlieir help and kind advice, Also, I

would like to thank all members of the Tiger staff and stu-

dent body who helped make this semester's Tiger.

Sincerely,

Raymond Sitton

Worner Outlines College Fiscal Policy
off, Fresidfiit Worner said. It has

a new campus which lacks only a

sports building and a few niceties

(if landscaping and lighting.

Faculty ssalarie.'i have been in-

creased to where they are a mat-

ter of pride, but not of complac-

ency, he said, and the enrollment

of 1,500 full time students is the

college's anticipated top.

He expressed hope that Colo-

rado will follow the lead of a

dozen other states in establishing

a program of scholarships which

can be used in either public or

private institutions according to

the recipient's choice.

The college is looking to its

investments, he said, has set up a

new committee on development

under the chairmanship of W. K.

Mueller, president of Colorado In-

terstate Gas Company.
"Colorado College has enjoyed

great good fortune in gifts dur-

ing the past decade — more than

$20 million — which has built our

plant, supported new scholarships

and faculty salary improvement
and augmented our endowment to

its present level of $11 million,"

President Worner said.

"Yet we must do more, and
much more, if Colorado College i»

to remain a college of quality and
concern."

Colorado Collegt- has had to

scramble in the past to stay alive

and will scramble in the future,

but it moves forward with a feel-

ing of optimism. President Lloyd

E. Worner said in a fiscal paper

published in the Colorado College

Magazine.

While many private colleges

face financial crises as a result

of rapidly increasing enrollments,

shortage of faculty and mounting
costs. President Worner sees the

financial problems of his own
institution as a matter of thought-

ful concern, not panic.

"There has never been a year

in any strong private college that

I know of that the fiscal outcome
did not depend upon gift income
to make up the difference between
expenses and general revenue,"

he wrote- "To hear some describe

it, this kind of annual balancing

is a new and horrible form of de-

ficit financing; rather, it is a well

established fact of the private

college way of life, just as it is

part of the way of life of the lo-

cal symphony or museum. We
scramble each year to come out

even, and we shall have to con-

tinue to do so."

]n terms of brick and mortar
Colorado College is extremely well

COMBAT FASCIST POLICE!

More Rights and Responsibilities

for Students!

Join the Socialist Campaign in 1968

HALSTEAD - BOUTELLE

For President and Vice-President

YOUNG SOCIALISTS for HALSTED & BOUTELLE

2338 Market Street • San Francisco

To the Editor:

Songfest has been an annual

event at Colorado College for

many years ; however after last

Friday's presentation some serious

(.onsideration should be given to

the continuance of this event. The
conduct of some individuals in-

volved was, to say the least, not in

pood taste. After this year's dis-

play, songfest is obviously a tra-

dition which needs some positive

suggestions for improvement to

justify its perpetuation.

Songfest, occuring during Par-

ents' Weekend, is the only time

the Greek system as a whole pre-

sents themselves to the CC com-

munity. From the actions which

took place it appears that certain

fraternities are incapable of such

activities. Common sense tells one

that cigars, beer, bottle throwing,

br.oing, and similar activities are

nut of place in Shove Chapel. This

is not to criticize the action of all

groups at the performance. The
girls' competition was of a high

c]ua]ity, showing taste and excel-

lence in presentation. The men
did not show this consistence in

their quality of performance. Need
more be said ?

We believe if necessary to con-

demn those irresponsible actions

which occurred last Friday. Some
would disagree. This is their right.

Yet we can't help but feel that if

this is the only attiibute which

certain Greek organizations have

to offer, then their merit is very

much in doubt. It is quite possible

that the current Songfest arrange-

ment presents itself as a burden

to the participants and not as an

enjoyable expei'ience. It may
necessitate change. In any event,

the Songfest of 196B lacked both

taste and refinement necessary to

make it a meaningful experience

Curran
To the Editor:

It was reported in the April 19

issue of the Tiger that the hours

credit required for graduation had

been reduced by the faculty from

128 to 120 effective September.

1969. However, many students

have raised questions as to its

application.

Everyone who gi-aduates In

May 1968, August 1968, Decem-

ber" 1968, May 1969 or August

1969 will have to meet the pres-

ent requirement of 128 hours.

Freshmen entering Colorado Col-

lege in September 1969 will need

only 120 hours. Other students

who return to Colorado College

in September, 1969 will receive a

reduction of 6 percent in the num-
ber of hours remaining to be done.

For example, a senior with 100

hours credit as of September,

1969, and hence with 28 hours re-

maining, will have the remaining

hours reduced by G percent or by

2 hours. Such a student will thus

graduate upon completing 126

hours credit.

The table below gives a few
more illustrations of how this rule

will operate:

Completed Hours as Remaining
of Sept., 1969 Hours

110 18

90 38

70 58

50 78

30 98

10 118

Students with questions should

for parents, faculty, administra-

tion, or students at Colorado Col-

lege.
Sincerely,

Gary Ceriani

James Swanson

Elections

ROTC
To the Editor:

I have been involved in a num-

ber of arguments of late which

have been prompted by the two

ads which I have placed in the

Tiger, ads which seemingly advo-

cate the abolishment of ROTC. I

would like to clarify the meaning

of these ads and the motives of

the Colorado College Committee to

Abolish ROTC. First of all th-

choice of the word "abolish" is

unfortunately misleading, and
herein, I believe, lies the source

to pass judgement on the compat-

ibility of ROTC with the goals of

a liberal arts education and hav-

ing subjectively decided that the

two are incompatible, demand that

ROTC be thrown off the CC cam-

pus, thereby abridging the indi-

viduals right to freedom of choice.

Instead, the committee feels that

since ROTC is merely an exped-

ient to solve one's military di-

lemma it should not be viewed as

an academic field desei-ving of

accreditation. ROTC, the commit-

tee feels, should be viewed as an

extracurricular activity at best

and, at worst, a job, in the com-

mon connotation of the word. The
committee, therefore, believes that

since ROTC is a job which draws

pay it should be stripped of its

academic credit.

However, the committee, being

an outgrowth of the peace move-

ment, has the ultimate goal of re-

moving ROTC from the CC cam-
pus by means of attrition. Realiz-

ing that ROTC will "die" if it

fails to meet its quota of qualified

bodies, the committee will do its

best to dissuade CC students from

joining ROTC thereby exerci-sing

our right of dissent while .Jtill

honoring other student's rights of

freedom of choice.

Sincerely,

Editor:

There is a mood among the stu-

dents which is distressing, and I

believe it was evident in the banal

diunkenness and bottle breaking

during the Songfest held in Shove

Chapel last Fi-iday night.

I will not suggest that the

drunkenness and profanity was
new to Shave Chapel. I will not

suggest that Songfest is even a

worthwhile endeavor, though at

one time it may have been.

I do posit, however, that Shove

Chapel should be spared human
degi-adation; tlie building is noble

even if the students who fouled

it are not.

—^Gary A. Knight

To the Editor:

Repression is a behavior dis-

order characterized by the desire

to forget unpleasant facts. If the

tallying of the results in the elec-

tion of junior class president is

any indication, this malady has
reached epidemic proportions

among those who computed the

total. (Hopefully, this affliction

can be explained as merely a fail-

ure to understand the rudinientarj-

fundamentals of mathematics).

Due to the large number of \VTite-

in votes for various candidates,

the declared winner failed to re-

ceive a majority from those stu-

dents voting—which, as the con-

stitution so explicitly points out,

he must have in ordei- to be df^-

clared the winner. A cursory

glance at the basics of logicality

and fairness would seem to dic-

tate that a runoff would have

been in order. By deciding not to

have one, the powers that b(.'

have shown themselves to he

wholesomely unencumbered b y

such considerations. Those of u-'^,

however, whose actions are not

determined by divine writ wouhl

appreciate an explanation.

Sincerely,

Jim Bailey

Student Paychecks

In order that we may be able

to prepare student payroll checks

for distribution prior to the stu-

dents leaving the campus, STU-
DENT time sheets must be in thi:?

office no later than 5:00 p.m.,

Wednesday, May 15, 1968. Thesi:-

checks will then be available foi

pickup bv 10:00 a.m., Thursday,

May 23, "l968.

Please note that this request in-

volves STUDENT time sheets only

and all other time sheets are dui'

at the -usual time. Student time

sheets received after this date will

be included in the regular payroll

and will be mailed to them if they

leave a self-addressed, stamped
envelope in the Business Office.

Don E. Fulghum,

Assistant Business Manae:fi

Honors Convocation

The Twelfth Honors Convocation

will be held in Armstrong Audi-

torium at 11 a.m. on Tuesday,

May 7th. Classes will be su-

spended at 10:40 a.m. on that day

and will be resumed in the after-

noon.

At the Convocation, the award.-

of the various departments will

be made by the department head.-

and President Worner will mak.-

the all-college awards. Professui

Carle will present the athleti-

awards and the President of Blu<'

Key those of that organization.

6% Hours
Reduction Required

1 127

2 126

8 12B

5 123

6 122

7 121

see Dean Curran.

Sincerely,

Kenneth J Curran

Nowak to Present Paper
The Society for American Arch-

aeology will hold its 33rd annual

meeting Thursday through Satur-

day, May 9-11, in Santa Fe.

Among the papers to be presented

is Michael Nowak's "Archaeolog-

ical Recoimaissance of Nunivak
Island, Alaska," Thursday moi-n-

ing. May 9. Mr. Nowak's paper

is based on field work conducted

under a grant from the National

Science Foundation on Nunivak
Island, summer of 1966.

Another paper, entitled "Span-

ish-American Resistance to Accul-

turation," will be delivered by Paul

Kutsche, associate professor and

chairman. Department of Anthro-

pology, at the annual meeting of

the America Ethnological Society,

Detroit, Saturday, May 4.

Kutsche's paper is based on a field

study of a Spanish-American vil-

lage in Northern New Mexico,

done 1966-67 under a grant from
the National Science Foundation.

Sunday, May 5, 1968

11:00 A. M.
Sermon TitU':

"The Individual and the

Community"
Preacher:

Professor Kenneth Burton

In a recent poll taken in th^

United States of America, a larg*-

percentage of people felt that th^'

church should not concern itself

with social and political issues.

But, when we read the Scripture?

we find that the Judaeo-Christitn

faith is concerned with life in thi;-

world; and man as a social and po-

litical animal. The paradox of this

faith is that although religion i?

a deeply personal affair it is at

the same time an intensively social

phenomenon. In the two great

statements which summarize the

Mosaic Law, we are bidden to love

God and our neighbor. In fact, we

find that we can only do this if

we occupy ourselves with politics,

hospitals, education and govern-

ment. This sermon hopes to look

at this paradox of the individual

and the community.
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Gornick and Company Present Dance Theatre on May 10, II
Colorado College and Prof. Nor-

man S. Comick, assistant profes-
sor of dance, wili present Dance
Theater Friday and Saturday,
May 10 and 11, in Armstrone
Theater at 8:30 p.m.

Directoi- Cornick, head of the
college's dance department since

1954 and active in the work of

the Colorado Springs Chorale So-

ciety and the Colorado Spnngs
Opera Association for many years,

has a varied program for Dance
Theater.

Various forms and styles of

dance will be presented in Dance
Theater which is open to the pub-

lic. General admission is $1.50

with all seats reserved. Tickets

are available at the Rastall Center

desk on campus.
Lead dancers include Phyllis

Ernst, Wes Williamson, Esther
Geoffrey, Norman Cornick, Kalah

Fuller, Mary Loewe, Donald Hood,

Sharon Varosh, laiika Peff, Kla-

sina Vanderwerf, Cheryl Gomez
and Gamett Schroil. In all there

will be approximately 50 dancers

from the college, children and
laymen dance classes

Members of the production staff

ai'e Mr. Cornick, director; Esther
Geoffrey, assistant choreographer;

David Hand, set and lighting de-

sign ; Chris Gibbs, lighting as-

sistant; Dick Kendrick, John Red-
man and John Porter, stage crew;

Dorothea Comick. Mrs. Vernon
Cheever and Kalah Fuller, costume
design.

The program includes "Simple

Symphony," "Thoroughly Modern
Millie." "Over the Wall," "Deli-

cado." "Dog and We Three,"

"American Patrol" and "La Fille

Mai Gardee."
"La Fille Mai Gardee" is the

iijdest ballet in the active reper-

toire. It is the sole surviving work
of Jean Daubei-val (1742-180r>).

What relation the current produc-

tions of "La Fille M;
bears to the original

for conjecture. Ballet i

which traditions and

Gardee"
i a matter
. an art in

roles are
handed from one dancer to an-

other through succeeding genera-
tions. However modified and
changed, something of the pri-

mary intention remains. It is safe

to say that the nameless dancer
who created the role of Lise Bor-
deaux in 1786 would recognize
her modern counter pai't though
she would be amazed at the short

tutu and steps executed sur les

pointes.

183i). at the Park Theater. The
leading role was performed by
Mnie. Lecomte. Fanny Elssler
flanoed the role in her farewell

perfoniiance in New York on July

1, 1842. After that no more was
heard of this ballet in New York
until it was revived by Mikhail
Mordkin at the Alvin Theater in

1938. The cast included Lucia
Chase and Dimitri Romanoff.
Later this production was taken
over by Ballet Theater (now
American Ballet Theater). It was
performed for the first time on
January- 19, 1940, at the Center

The music for "La Fille Mai
Gardee," sometimes called tradi-

tional on programs, is often at-

tributed to Hertel or Herold.

"La Fille Mai Gardee" under
the title of "Vain Precautions"
was part of the repertoire of the

Russion Imperial Ballet and has

been revived by the Soviet State

Ballet. Anna Pavlova was seen

in a version by Bournonville.

"La Fille Mai Gardee" was first

perforined in New York on July

Theater, New York. This ballet is

now again back in the American
Ballet Theater repertoire and has

been danced by Lupe Serrano aiul

Scott Douglas.
Professor Cornick has been

widely acclaimed for his work in

the dance, most recently for his

work, along with wife Dorothea
Cornick, in a television series.

"The Ragtime Era" with Max
M o r a t h. formerly of Colorado
Springs.

CC to Participate in International

Honors Progran in 1968-1969
Colorado College has been invit-

ed to Select a student to partici-

[lato in the International Honor.s

Program for the 19ti8-69 academic

year. Such colleges and universit-

ies -as Bates, Chicago, Colgate,

Duke,- Middlebury, Notre Dame,
Princeton, PembrokCj and Yale are

[ilready participants in this pro-

gram.

Briefly, the program consists of

about 30 students together with

(wo professors who will travel to

Japan, Hong Kong. India, Yugo-
slavia, Sweden, and the Middle

East during the 19ti8-69 academic

year hi order to study the moder-
nization process in a wide variety

of regions and nations. The pro-

fessors accompanying the group

will be Dr. Daniel Lerner, Henry
Ford Professor of Sociology at the

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, and Dr. Morton Gordon,
.\ssociate Professor of Political

Science at the University of Penn-

sylvania. Assisting these two men,

who will be with the students for

the entire academic year, will be

a specialist in each country recru-

ited in advance for the duration

of the IHP stay in that area. The

experience with these three men
will be supplemented with lectures,

field trips, and special interviews.

The group will assemble on the

West Coast in late September,

19(i8. and go immediately to Tokyo.
There will be major study periods

of one month or more in Japan,

Hong Kong, India, Yugoslavia.

Sweden, and the Middle East (in-

volving either a month each in

Caii-o and Jerusalem or two months
in Istanbul and Teheran). The
group will return to the United

States in late May, 1969. The stu-

dents are assured lodging and two
meals for each day and they are

on -their own for a third meal

which usually is lunch.

The financial arrangements are

as follows; The cost to the student

will be exactly the sami- as his

cost would be were he to he in

residence at Colorado College. This

applies to both scholarship and

nonscholarship students. In other

words, if a scholarship student is

selected, his financial aid » ill he

cpntinued.

The International Honors Pro-

gram has pxnressed a preference

for students who will be juniurs

during the 1968-69 academic year.

This does not mean, however, that

those who will be either sopho-

mores or seniors next year will not

be considered. Anyone who is inter-

ested is encouraged to make an ap-

plication. Application forms will

be available at the Raslall desk

and they should be sent to Profcs-

.sor Boderman, Chairman of the

Selection Committee, by Saturday,
May 11th. The final selection will

be made after the most promising
candidates have been interviewed.

Notification of interviews will be
made during the first week of fi-

nal examinations.

The amount of Colorado College
credit to be granted for a year's

study under the International

Honors Program will be deter-

mined by examination after the

student returns in the fall of 1969.

Our best guess is that it should
be possible to earn between 20 and
30 hours under the International

Honors Program.

If you have any questions about
this program please contact either

I'l'ofessnr Boderman or Professor
Drake.

C0l0ta4o ^ptiHf^ Optical

DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

D. HITESHEW. Optician

Quality — $Uj\c — Service

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-341B

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
) ((» /i (list over college sttulcut supjtlies in

variety ami abundmwe only 3^ blocks south

of the campus — plenty of free parking..

aempubco
OFFICE SUPPLY

5I6N. Tejon 633-1721

PIZZA & MEXICAN FOOll A SPECIALITY

ftmeth.6 CI JejfH

NOW OPENS THE .

"fihhex"

3.2 lEU
ON TAP or TO «0

GLASSES .PITCHERS, KB«S

t-EATURINQ . . .

Pitcher Beer .... $1.00

>e^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY, WEDNGSDAT * THUKBDAT

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4B9I

^^fe KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

{2% blocks South of Campus)

Headquarters for Guitars, Banjos and AH Acccssorltnii

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00 -&;00 — FRIDAY; 9:00 8:30

EVER HEAR OF SYNTHETIC LEATHER?

PROBABLY NOTI IS THERE SUCH A THING?

Well, (here are though aboul 400,000,000 fool woiking Ofound the

United Slalei wooring oul on incredible omount ol ihoo loatherl

We have o greol Synlholic Point, lerfilicolly icull foiitlont, ttiol

will make o poir ol ihoei loit until Iho uppori loll aporll Alio,

our Kit tompleloly ctoici up hole* in loloi (hot are worn door

through. Yei. even big gariiti holei thai you ton put your thumb

through. Moit Dynamic Guyi & Goli (on oorn $200 to $5IX) per

v/eek idling these kits. Everybody ii a protpect. Drop u* a lino

and give us your tchool ond home odtJraii lo wo don't put loo

much compelilion in your ofoa. Addroit your inquiry Ioj

SHOE-MOSTER, 200 Hover Rood, Daylon, Ohio 45419

Thit 11 Now, Now, Now/ No CompotHionl

^/a/f BEAUTY SUPPLY -IMPORT Wi^j

327 South Tejon Street Telephone 473-7737

Attention CC Students

BUY WHOLESALE

Wigs . . . Falls . . . 100% Human Hair

10% Discount on all purchases

with this ad

LowBSl Price on falls ond Wig/efi in To-n

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

GOORS ON TAP

Tills Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 North Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOK/tE

(Past the Dog Tract — Only five minute* from the campus)
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PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
Pklwe Framing" "Art iiupplics"

NOVtS ¥Mm ART QSLLERY

218 North Tejon Phone 633-6903

LES' TV SERVICE
119 Eas* Cache la Poudre Telephone 632-1716

(Acroii the Street from the College)

Sales, Service and Rentals

COMPLETE STEREO & HI-FI SALES

Stereos, Tape Recorders, Accessories

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
2O8I/2 North Tejon Street • Colorado Springj, Colorado

c

M/
J The Draft??? Vietnam???

Race Riots???

Explore. Examine. Evaluate.

Visit the Current Events seetion

of our Paperback Department.

^Cf the IteM . . .

ac^hiiia

Lounge
TWO FOR HOURS'

Firsl Two Drinks
lor the Price ol One

4-7 P.M. DAILY
1

1

8 North Cascade Avenue

Nixon Is Clear
By Kent GaHaElier and Mac Toll

Republican Richard Nixon can

win on a presidential ballot
against any of the three declared

democratic candidates, according

to a recent survey taken in Colo-

rado Springs. Nixon ran well

against Robert Kennedy, less well

against Hubert Humphrey, and

least effectively against Eugene
McCarthy. Independent George

Wallace can muster a large num-
ber of votes but not enough to

pose a threat to the candidates

of the two major parties.

These findings are drawn from

a random survey of household

heads in the Colorado Springs area.

The sui-vey was conducted shortly

after President Johnson's with-

drawal from the presidential cam-

paign. The questions in the sur-

vey covered such topics as the

current presidential race, the war

in Vietnam, the credibility gap,

Negroes and civil rights, and the

social characteristics of the local

population.

The Presidency

Among all of tlie possible can-

didates, Nixon trails both Ken-

nedy and Nelson Rockefeller. The

support for the individual candi-

dates is as follows: Kennedy 25%;
Rockefeller 23%; Nixon 16%;

Wallace 6%; McCarthy 4%; John-

son 2%.; and Reagan 2%. Hum-
phi-ey was not included. Fourteen

percent of the sample preferred

some other candidate. Eight per-

cent had no answer.

When pitted specifically against

Kennedy, Humphrey and Mc-

Carthy, however, Nixon would fare

much better. In a Nixon-Kennedy-

Wallace race, the results would be

Nixon 49%, Kennedy 27% Wal-

lace 18%, with 6%. undecided. In

a Nixon-Humphrey-Wallace race,

the results would be Nixon 50%,
Humphrey 31%, Wallace 10%, with

7'/, undecided. In a Nixon-Mc-

Carthy-Wallace race, the results

would lie Nixon 46%, McCarthy
36%., Wallace 12%, with 6% un-

decided.

Winner in Springs
As Rockefeller only entered the

|)residential campaign this week,

we did not assess his prospects in

gi-eat detail. However, in a three-

way contest between the New
York governor, Humphrey and
Wallace, the I'esults would be

Rockefeller 58%. Humphrey 20%,
Wallace 15%, with 7% undecided.

This finding would appear to sug-

gest that Rockefeller would be a

stronger Republican candidate in

the Colorado Springs area.

Thirteen percent of the sun'ey

favor drafting Johnson for the

democratic nomination. Eighty-

five percent opposes the idea and

two percent are undecided.

Vietnam
Less than a third of the Colo-

[ado Springs population support

increased military effort by the

U.S. in the war-torn country of

Vietnam. A small percentage

favors continuation of present

American policy while nearly two-

thirds favor either de-escalation

and withdrawal or transfer of tlie

problem over to the United Na-

tions.

To the question of whether the

Saigon government with American
assistance can win in the military

war against the Viet Cong and

the political war—^the "hearts and

minds" of the people—in Vietnam,

the sample responds as follows:

23% believe that neither war can

be won; 25% believe only the

military war can be won; 21% be-

lieve only the political war can be

won; 21% believe that both wars

can be won; and 23% are unde-

cided.

On the question of whether the

senate hearings on Vietnam an<l

the protest demonstrations against

the war "give aid and comfort to

the enemy," 69% of the sample

believe that such activities do help

the Viet Cong, 13%. believe they

do not, and 18% are undecided. Of
the 69% who answered affirm-

atively to the question, 50% be-

lieve the government should take

steps to halt this activity, 38%
believe no steps f^hould be taken,

and 12%. are undecided.

Olobe Travel
20 East Pilies Peak Telephone 473-4151

STUDENT TRIPS PLANNED

AND ARRANGED

AIRUNE RESERVATIONS

Presidential Poll
As to whether we should draft

people engaging in illegal protest

against the war, a third believi.^

we should and about two third?

believe that wc should not.

Credibility Gap
According to our data, most peo-

ple feel that we are getting goorl

coverage of the war in Vietnam
by newspapers, radio and televis-

ion. But our sample is evenly di-

vided on the question of whether
or not the President is giving us

the facts about the war. About
half of the sample believe he Is

and about half believe that he is

not.

The President's credibility was
measured in another manner. Our
respondents were asked whethei

or not they believe the administra-

tion's contention that the U.S.S.

Pueblo was in international wa-
ters when it was seized by North
Korean naval vessels a few months
ago. Only a third of the sample
believe that the ship was on thf

high seas.

Negroes and Civil Rights

We asked a question about
whether Negroes blame too many
of their problems on whites. 70%
think they do, 18% think they do

not, and 12% are undecided-

Shoutd a property owner have to

sell to a Negro? More than two
thirds of the sample answered
negatively. Should a restaurant

owner have t-o serve a Negro ? A
third of the sample answered
negatively.

The respondents were asked to

compare their feelings towards
Negroes at the present with those

they had a year ago. The results

are as follows: 21% are much less

sympathetic; 14%. are somewhat
less sympathetic; 2% are some-
what more sympathetic; 2% are

much more sympathetic; 32% feel

about the same as they did ,n

year ago; 6% ai-e unsure; and
18%. did not answer the question.

It should be noted that most of

the interviews were conducted just

prior to Martin Luther King's as-

sassination.

We asked a question about
whether the police and national

guard should be allowed the uso

of automatic weapons and tanks

against rioters in our major cities

this summer. More than half of

our sample favors the use of thesf

instruments against rioters.

Ninety percent of the Colorado

Springs sample read a newspaper
every day and ten percent read

one several times a week. The re-

spondents watch an average of

2^2 hours of television each dav-

83% of the sample are Protest-

ants, 9% are Catholics, and 8'^

have other religious affiliations.

Nearly two thirds of the sam-
ple completed high school, but

only a small percentage finished

college. Because the target pop-

(Conlinued on page five)

PEACE CORPS
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Campus Announcements
Symposium Meeting
The second meeting to discuss a

Symposium Topic for January,
1969 \v\\\ take place on Monday,
May li, at 4 p.m. in the WES
Room, R a stall Center; the

third—and probably final—meet-
ing is scheduled for Friday after-

noon, May 10, same time and same
place.

Among the proposals that are

to be discussed at these meetings
are the following : A Symposium
on "Great Biitain." suggested by
Dan Sheffield; on "The Negro in

America," suggested by Jim Knox
and Rick Brown ; uii "The Ameri-
can Image," suggested by Profes-

sor Gray; on "Violence," suggested

by Professor Boderman; on
"Films," suggested by Mike Tay-
lor; on "The New Image of Man."
suggested by Professor Brooks; on
"Hunger." suggested by Professor
Shearn ; on "Tlie Imp] ications of
Space Exploration," suggested by
James Martin; and a Symposium-
Arts Festival proposal which was
suggested by the Colorado Springs
Symphony Association,

It is the custom not to let any-
one vote on the final choice who
has not attended at least one pre-
vious Symposium Meeting. Thus,
in order to vote at the third and
fitial meeting, interested students
and faculty should plan to be pre-
sent at next Monday's session.
These meetings are open to anyone
who is interested in planning for.

and working on, the Symposium.

Nethercoty Shmv and
Higher Education

Dr. Arthur H. Nethercot. Vis-
iting Professor of English at Colo-
rado College, will deliver a lecture
on "George Barnard Shaw's Feud
With Higher Ekiucation" Friday,
May 3 at 8:15 p.m. in the Olin

Nixon Winner in Poll
(Continued from page four)

ulation was household heads, the
average age is higher than might
be expected. 10% ai'e between 20
and 30; ZO'/f are between 30 and
40; and 25'/, are between 40 and
50; and 35% are over 50. Almost
half of the sample grew up in a

small town or loiral setting.

There are three times as many
home-owners in the sample as
there are renters. ISy, make less

than 6,000 dollars per year, 45*/;

earned between 6 and 12,000; and
25% make over 12,000. The re-

maining 12% declined to answer
or did not know. Three-quarters

of the sample are male and the

other quarter female. 90% are

white; 5% are Negro; and 5%
are of other racial types.

Methods
This sample of household heads

was drawn by statistical tech-

niques used by such polling or-

ganizations as the Gallup Poll and
the National Opinion Research

Center. Because of the small size

of the sample (100) and the high

number of refusals (20) we can

not be certain that this sample is

completely representative of the

Colorado Springs area population.

Nevertheless, we submit our re-

sults in the absence of a more
accurate measurement.

This study was conducted in

Professor Douglas Parker's sociol-

ogy class at Colorado College and

the results were tabulated on a

computer by Professor Wilson

Gately of the Mathematics Depart-

ment.

lecture hall on the Colorado Col-

lege campus.

Professor Nethercot, who is

widely known as a leading author-

ity on the late Irish playwright,

is the author of ten hooks and
numerous articles, including "Men
and Supermen; The Shavian Por-

trait Galler>'."

Educated at Northwestern and
Oxford Universities, Professor

Nethercot received his doctorate

from the University of Chicago.

He was a Fulbright Research Fel-

low in India in 1956-57, and was
named Franklin Bliss Snyder Pro-

fessor of English at Northwestern

in 1961.

White Dromedary
Theatre Workshop will present

its traditional "White Camel Cof-

fee-House" tonight and tomorrow
night at 7:00 p.m. in Theatre 32,

Armstrong Hall. This informal

evening of drama and comedy has

been an annual favorite with CC
audiences.

There is no admission charge

and free coffee will be ser\'ed. Pas-

try will be sold at cost.

The program will consist of a

Shakespearean montage, two ori-

ginal pantomimes by Les Baird,

A. A. Milne's The ITgly Duckling,

and a scene from Tom Stoppard's
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are

Dead.

Current Broadway hit and Tony
winnei", Rosencrantz and Guilden-

stern are Dead provides an inter-

esting contrast with the Shakes-
pearean montage. The montage
successfully weaves the dream ,=;

and ambitions of Lady MacBeth
with those of Prince Hal.

The Ugly Duckling, a one-act

l)lay directed by Dixie McGtiire. is

a hilarious and updated fairy taie

concerning the problems of marry-
ing off an unattractive princess.

OUR*

RECORDS ARE

THE GROOVIEST

IN TOV/N.

*ALTONE'S

Record

Roundup

Golf Acrei

VOLKSWAGEN i

PHIL WIHSLOW :

V. w, iHC :

730 North Cln\a Driv* ^

"White Camel" cast members
are: Christopher Gibbs, Jane Pao-
lucci, Leigh Pomeroy, Louise Al-

len, Dick Kendrick, Cindy Rosener.
Dave Sullivan, and Les Baird.
Theatre 32 will open at 7:00 p.m.

Fi-iday and Saturday. Curtain foi

the first scene will be 7:30 p.m.
This is an opportunity to see a

variety of traditional and experi-

mental drama while enjoying a re-

laxed coffee-house atmosphere.

Zilch
The Colorado College Commun-

ity Crosswalk Co-ordinating Com-
mittee presents absolutely noth-

ing, Saturday, May 4, at the Mon-
ument Valley Park Pavillion from

noon until early evening. The
Maysville Crossing, The Seeds,

New-Fangled Star-Spangled

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES

• Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
• General Secretarial Course

• Legal Secretarial Course

. Electronics Technical Secretarial Cour««

• Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE

62.1% of students enrolled have had one to four years of college

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 8, SEPT. 23

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutler Street, corner Powell

San Francisco, California 94102

Matfiai*ai/'j

Imported Pipas Importad Toboccos
Maqazines

127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 63 J-mi

The
Oriental Jug BamI aiul The New
Shanty Men will be featured.

Polynesian Room

Tropical Drinks at

DINNER; 5:00-12:00 |

12:00-8:00 |Sundoy|

Try Us lot Yout N.<l Funclic

(Monday-Saturdayl

Phono 634-0978

Ttie v.i.p. Hangout

Now Opening with The Fantastic Banana From CAL.

3.2 BEER

4630 Templeton Gap Road - l M ile East of Academy Blvd.

*s
HAS EVERYTHIhSG
(EVEN SKIING IF YOU'RE SO INCLINED) I

NOW EVERY

MON. thru THURS.
5 FOK THL

I^ PRICK Ot '

SKIING —
2 -for Price of I

Buy I Ticket, the 2nd

Ticket is Free!!!

DINING —
2 for Price of I

Enjoy a Delicious Mea\

at Ski Town ... the

2nd Meal is Free!

LODGING —
2 for Price of I

Stay Over Night Mon.

thru Thurs. 2nd Person

is Free!!!

Every Friday

Ski for Only $1.00

and Enjoy a Delicious

Chicken Dinner at

Ski Town Only $1.00

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Tow & Lift Tickets

Weekdays . . . $2.25

Weekends . . . $3.50

"^Powder Capitol of Colorado"

Just 21 Mites West of Salida, Colorado
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ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

tOI North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

CC Frosh Attend Far West Model U N

ERTEL PHARMACY
PrMoripfions - Coimetia - School Sjppliai - B»ver«g»i

m North Wa>« JtifkoM 633-JOM

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP
Bght Blocki from Cnrnpui

SCHWINN Franchii. DwUr
19 EAST KIOWA STREET

— N0W and Uiad BIUi

R«pairi & Parh ioT Any M*k«
TELEPHONE 634-4733

Spaghetti

Pizza

Sandwiches

Steaks

Chicken

Barbecue

Free Delivery to CC Students

1,00 p.m. Tu<

711 North Tejon

4J0p.m..n,00p.m.Tu.i.-5ol I2=00-10rOO p.m. Sundoy

Cloied Monday

634-9346

Record Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records

$1.00 off

MILLER MUSIC RECORD CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

By Stevp Brooks

"Mr. President, Mr. Secretary

General, fellow delegates and soul-

fa r o t h e r s. WE ARE inevi-

table:", so the delegate from

So'uth Africa bellowed from the

speaker's stand at the 18th Model

United Nations of the Far West.

The delegate from South .Africa

was among 1200 students assem-

bled in Tucson, Arizona last Wed-
nesday through Friday for the UN
meeting. Among the delegates were

tliree freshmen from CC.

The three were representing the

country of Botswana, located in

Southern Africa bordering South

Africa. The country has special

political problems for, although it

is a black nation, it is economical-

ly dependent solely on South

Africa. This precarious position,

combined with the country being

only a two-year member of the

UN, posed special difficulties for

the delegation.

Jim Heller was the delegation's

representative to the Special Poli-

tical and Political and Security

Committees. He had to find Bots-

wana's position on the Representa-

tion of China and the elimination

of foreign military bases for the

Political and Security Committee.
The policies of Apartheid in South
Africa and a review of the ques-

tion of peace-keeping operations
were the topics of discussion in

the Special Political Committee.

The questions of the territories

under Portuguese administration

and of South West Africa were
handled by Rob Davidson, the dele-

gation's representative to the Ti-us-

teeship Committee. Also being the

representative to the Economic
and Financial Committee, Rob had
to familiarize himself with exter-

nal financing of economic develop-

ing countries and the role of the

UN in training technical personnel.

Itch . .

.

How to cure

the travel

...withouta
Scratch.lot of

Low Cost Charter Tours to Europe

Now Available to College Students

This summer, for the first time, you as a

college student can take advantage of low-

cost group charter rates. Your travel agent

can sign you up as an individual (or your

college group) for one of the new "Inclu-

sive Tour Charters" offered by S.T.O.P.

Tours. You'll get jet transportation, hotel

tccommodations, guided tours and more

!

Float down Munich's Isar River with a

Dixieland Band • "Ramble" through his-

toric seaions of Pans and Rome • Hydro-

foil [he English Channel Try a tradicional

"pub crawl" in swinging London • Visit

the Sistine Chapel • Swim in Nice * Sail in

Amsterdam • See the bullfights in Madrid.

You'll fly on the big new Boeing 707

S.T.O.P
STUDENT TRAVEL DV

intercontinental fan jets of World Airways,

the world's largest charter airline. Gourmet

dining en route, beverages, snacks. But you

better hurrj' — sign up now while space i»

still available.

For full details see your travel agent or

contaCT S.T.O.P. Tours. 2n9H Addison

St.. Berkeley 94704.

My Addicss

My 1rj>cl Agent's Nome tndAddrcu—

TOURS
ER5EA5 PROGRAMS

The questions presented before

the Social, Humanitarian and Cul-

tural Committee and those before

the Disarmament Commission were

the problems of the chaii-man,

Steve Brooks. The SHC committee

dealt with the elimination of all

forms of racial discrimination and

the question of punishment of war

criminals, while the Disarmament

Commission discussed the urgent

need for suspension of nuclear and

thennonuelear tests and general

and complete disarmament.

The delegation left Wednesday

morning, arriving in Tucson early

that afternoon. They spent the rest

of the day in caucus meeting, re-

ceptions and other inti'oductory

matters. Nine to nine Thursday
was spent in committee meetings
hammering out resolutions on the

selected topics and trying to or-

ganize strategy for the General
Assembly. Thursday saw the first

General Assembly meeting turn

into a special session to discuss a

resolution presented by the Secur-

ity Council over the military out-

break in Korea. That evening, af-

ter an aftei-noon of committee ses-

sions, the delegates wei-e treated

to a concert featuring Mort Saul,

well-known social satirist.

Satrurday was filled with General
Assembly sessions trying to pass
the resolutions formed by the com-
mittees. The effective stalling tac-

tics of the delegates from Albania
and Kenya, trying to get the pro-
position of Red China on the floor,

allowed only two resolutions, those
of jieace keeping and apartheid, to
be p]-esented.

The delegates flew home Satur-
day night, filled with interna-

tional politics and a better under-
standing of the real problems of

119 North Tejon

Telephone 636^)348

8:00-6:00—Friday HII 8:30 pjn.

"Every+hing for Every Sport"

THE COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIR STYLING

RAZOR CUTTING

Acroti from tk. CAmpui

827 North Tejon

the UN. The three delegates are

already planning for next years

MUN by trying to organize a dele-

gation of at least six to represent

CC at Fresno, California. All three

are willing (o talk to anyone about
this year's MUN and especially

those interested in going next year.

Parents View CC Life
The Colorado College campus

was invaded this past weekend.

From April 2.5 through the 28tli.

a horde of approximately 160 par.

enis descended upon us to observe

classes, attend lectures, and sam-

ple Saga food. Although the par-

ental turn-out was much smaller

than expected, the activities ar-

ranged for the benefit of visitor.';

and students alike were impressive.

Friday night marked the annual

songfest competition among sor-

orities, fraternities, and indepen-

dents. In the women's division

Delta Gammas took first place for

their large group while the Inde-

pendents chalked up another win

for their small group. Independent

men also took their small grou[)

competition with large group once

more falling before the Fiji.s.

Competition was highlighted by

the unexcelled performance of the

perennial-favorite Kappa Sigs.

Tapping for the new member?

of Blue Key and Cap and Gown

also took place Friday night. Bluf

Key, a men's service organization,

accepted juniors Chad Milton,

Charlie Mayfield, Cal Simmons,

Jim Swanson, Charlie Mullen, and

Leigh Pomeroy. Cap and Gown,
the women's counterpart, tapped

Dell Rhodes, Linda Pickering.

Jane Lubchenco, Sue Modlin, Doro-

thy Bradley. Janet Brocklesby, Pal

Stensaas, Jan Strong, Ruth Sfen-

mark. Faith Hughes, Diane Hoff-

man, Karen Abbey, Susan Ankenj.
and Betsy Iralay.

Saturday offered a full schedule

for visitors including a picnic,

open houses in dorms and class-

looms, a reception, and a Qui;

Bowl. Stiff competition in the Qui/.

Bowl yielded before the indepen-

dent team. Brand X. The fir::;t

round gave them a 165-145 victory

over the faculty team; faculty

members trounced the Phi Deit?

in the second round, 335-95. Sat-

urday's events were climaxed by

the President's Ball, held at tlw

Broadmoor International Center.

Many sports events were of-

fered for the visitor's benefit,

including three golf meets and one

baseball game. The Drama Depart-
ment staged The Pied Piper, an<i

a symjxisium on drugs was offered,

.All in all, the weekend tended to

point out the fact that our cam-

pus "can" be an active one when
it tries . . . perhaps a Students'

Weekend is in order.

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

10% Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Vp and Delivery

to all Dorms and Houses
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Hochman Discusses 7he Welfare State'
By Memo Gomez

As part of tht Histoi-y Lecture

Series, Tuesday, April 30, Profes-

sor William R. Hochman of the

Colorado College History Depart-

ment talked about "The Coming

of the Welfare State."

When men act in search of

great ends, they usually seek to

support their acts by a set of

ideas. They want a theoretical

basis for action. The revolution-

aries of the 18th Century, search-

ing for political, economic, and so-

cial liberty in the face of despo-

tism and regulation, adopted and
refined a set of ideas. These ideas

are the starting point of the

American political tradition and

were important in Europe as well.

A central element in the think-

ing of 18th Century men was the

idea of Natural Law and Natural

Rights. They were convinced that

there was an order in the universe,

u natural order, and that the order

was good.

A political theory embodying

the principle of natural law was
formulated in the 17th Century by

John Locke. Locke sought a basis

for the right to revolt against the

Stuart king of England. To coun-

ter tlie doctrine of the Divine

Right of Kings he used the Law
of Nature. "The Law of Nature."

^aid Locke, "stands as an eternal

lule to all men ... no human
,-:uiction can be good or valid

against it." Here in America,

Thomas Jeffer.son used the same
idea to justify the revolt against

[he English "Establishment." It

vas the "Laws of Nature and of

Nature's God" which entitled us

to declare our independence from

England.

The 18th Century left us with

the ideas that there is a natural

order in the universe, that man
enjoys certain natural rights, and

that all governments are therefore

limited.

The result of the rise of the

idea of Natural Law in economic

theory was Laissez Faire. It may
be noted Adam Smith published

his famous work "The Wealth of

Nations" in the very year Thomas
Jefferson was setting down the

Americanized version of Natural

Law,

Adam Smith saw political power

as a threat to economic freedom,

the freedom of the rising middle

class which was restricted by the

legislation of the mercantilist

state. Both theories, political and

economic, were predominantly in-

dividualistic, that is, they defined

the value of freedom largely in

terms of the pursuit of happiness

and wealth by individual men.

lioth saw government as neces-

sary, but as a necessary evil,

rhomas Paine wrote, "Govern-

ment, like dress, is the badge of

>st innocence!"

It was this brand of Liberal-

ism that triumphed by the end

nf the 18th Century. It was lib-

eral because it was optimistic

about human nature and about

lirogress. It supported the great

(evolutions of the 17th and l8th

Centuries against despotism. It

Aas the bright future to be en-

joyed by free and educated men
that particularly attracted Jeffer-

son. "The earth belongs to the

living not to the dead," he said.

Jeffersonian Liberalism became

the American Creed in the 10th

Century. It developed and broad-

ened in the Age of Jackson. Later

Lincoln said that he never had an

idea that did not come from Jef-

ferson.

Toward the end of the century,

the doctrine of Dai-winism was

finding a niche in economic phil-

osophy. Such Social Darwinists as

Herbert Spencer in England

argued that governmental action

would only interfere with the

struggle for existence and the

march of progress. His theories

validating laissez-faire were ech-

oed in America by men like John
D. Rockefeller.

The consequences of industrial-

ism are vividly painted in such

novels as Disraelis' Sybil, Upton
Sinclair's The Jungle, or John
Spargo's The Bitter Cry of the

Children. They suggest the price,

in terms of human suffering at

which modern industrialization

was bought.

Such real evils stimulated new
ideas about governmental author-

ity and its relationship to social

and economic affairs. Both the

English and American governments
were forced to pass regulatory

legislation. In England they were
aimed mainly at the conditions in

the factories, in America toward

unfair business practices. The
legislators that passed these early

regulatory acts were not moved
by theory, but by practical, hu-

manitarian, and sometimes Christ-

ian considerations.

Such acts, however, became the

seeds of the Welfare State. Their

spirit was taken up by such men
as John Stuart Mill and Edward
Bellamy. "The power of go\ern-

ment " Bellamy said, "should not

be used against foreign enemies

but against the real enemies of

society—hunger, cold, and naked-

ness." These new ideas, coopera-

tion rather than competition, so-

cial welfare rather than individ-

ualism, governmental action rather

than laissez-faire, evolved toward

the end of the 19th Century, into

the philosophy of pragmatism.

This philosophy became the

"New Liberalism" of the 20th

Century. The old liberalism of

Locke, Jefferson Adam Smith,

and others became the conserv-

atism of the 20th Century.

Pragmatic politics and prog-

matic views of the relationship be-

tween politics and economics were

manifest in the New Nationism

programs of Theodore Roosevelt

and the New Freedom programs

of Woodrow Wilson. Pragmatism

came to a culmination in the New
Deal. The New Deal was strik-

ingly pragmatic, and the person-

ality of FDR was striking anti-

theoretical. He had fixed notions

or assumptions, a characteristic

that gives the New Deal an un-

structured, unsystematic, almost

chaotic look.

"Pragmatism is not without its

difficulties, concluded Professor

Hochman, ''and people no longer

can regard pragmatic programs as

a certain door to progress. Yet

pragmatism represents the Amer-

ican political philosophy today. I

think it reasonable to predict that

the powerful government we will

certainly know in the future will

be pragmatic in function and

theory, the continuation of the

long rise of the welfare state."

Rugged but dressy

-

These popular

"Ruff-Out" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Special $17,99

1 12 South Tejon

Western Wear

Tolephon* 632-0391

FOff THE FINEST (N STfREO
eaUIPMENT OK TAPE HECORDERS

See Mel or Dave at

MECKA MUSIC

Free Ute ot Our
Tape Library wilh

The Purchaio of Any
Tap« Recorder)

Service Dept. . . All Makes

Mecka Music Co.
formarly Voice & VUion

412 S. Tejon 635-2239

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

Fashion News Bulletin from the . . .

Afa/i du QoUejCfe SltOyp.

833 NORTH TEJON "Across (rom Campus " TELEPHONE 634-3657

* Panfy Hose by Spirit -$1.75 ''

.

* Levis in Bright Citrus Colors

* Chic New Cocktail Dresses for Spring Parties

Virginia (i)and FranlsL^r)are:
A. Interviewing an African couple. B. Visiting a Nigerian University.

C. Exchanging ideLis with Mgerhm University students.

Actually, Virginia Blount and
Frank Ogden are doing all these

things. As members ol the 500-

student World Campus Ailoat-

Chapman College, these (wo
Arizona college students had the

opportunity to talk with students

at the University of Ifc, Ibadan
branch, Nigeria.

With the help of Nigerian

students and professors, the Amer-
icans compared religions, art,

anthropology, educational systems,

Lconomlc developments, geog-

1 aphy, drama, music, and dance of

„ thi. two countries. This 1b the

regular courbt. work aboard Chapman s bbipbo u d c unpus. the s.s, Ryndam.

Virgmia and Frank transferred the credits tht.y earned back to their home colleges,

Arizona State University and Northern Arizona University, and are going on for their

baccalaureate degrees. Chapman College is currently accepting enrollments for the

1968-1969 academic year with the World Campus Afloat program.

ITINERARIES
Fall 1968: Dep. New York Oct. 10 for Dublin, London, Copenhagen, Rotterdam, Lisbon,

Rome, Athens, Haifa, Catania, Barcelona, Las Palmas, Freetown, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos

Aires, Montevideo, Punta Arenas, Santiago, Lima, Acapulco, arriving Los Angeles Jan. 29.

Spring 1969: Dep. Los Angeles Feb. 3 for Honolulu, Tokyo, Kobe, Hong Kong, Bangkok,

Kuala Lumpur, Colombo, Bombay, Mombasa, Durban, Cape Town. Dakar, Casablanca,

Cadiz, Lisbon, arriving New York May 27.

The coupon below, if completed and mailed at once, will provide the first step In

reserving space for your fall 1968 and/or spring 1969 semesters with World Campus Afloat

where you can take full advantage ol Chapman College's unique three-year experience In

effective teaching aboard ship and In world ports.

World Campus Afloat .Director of Admissions

Chapman College otonac co/ifomio sieae

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

Campus Address^

Hame of School

Academic Major^

Home Address

City

_Appfo/, GPA on 4.0 Scale

To whicfi address matefjal •;houl(i be lent: Campus D HomeQ Parent or Guardian

lam interested in Q Fall p Spring Semester 19_ Q Land Campus D FloatmE Campu: Q Both

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. RYNDAM, registered In The Netherlands, meets

International Safety Standards for new ships developed In 1948.
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"Your Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A, M, to 9:00 P, M, Daily

TV SPECIALISTS &
APPLIANCES, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs (Hi Fi or Stereo)

I

Levis
•

1

SUPER-SLIM LEVI'S CUT LOOKS EXTRA-NEAT

IN SANFORIZED ALL-COTTON CANVAS.

Sold or White $4.98

107 Soufh Tejon

Frat Men, Indy Women Victorious

Phi Delts, GDI's Take Swim Honors
The Phi Delta Theta tankmen

captured the intramural swim
crown last Thursday in the closest

intramural meet yet seen on this

campus. They won first places in

the 200-yard medley relay, 200-

yard freestyle relay, 200-yard

freestyle, and the 100-yard indivi-

dual medley. Anderson, of Kappa
Sigma, hail the best i)]dividual

scoi-ing of the day. He set two
new records in the 50-yai'd butter-

fly and the 50-yard freestyle.

Also, Dave Williams of Phi Delta

Theta set a new record, in the 200-

yard freestyle.

Second place in the meet went
to Phi Gamma Delta; third place

was taken by Kappa Sigma. The
meet was close in every event and
was decided in the final relay.

Scoring: Phi Delta Theta. 76;

Phi Gamma Delta, 74; Kappa
Sigma, 49; Sigma Chi, 13; Inde-

pendents, 12.

Results: 200-yard medley. (1)

Phi Delts (Bix)wn, Rerwind, Bren-
ner, Shidler); (2) Phi Gams; (3)

Kappa Sigs. 200-yard freestyle,

(1) Williams, Phi Delt, 2:2fi.O;

(2) Symmonds, Phi Gam; (3) Hig-
gins, Phi Gam; (4) Peterson, Kap-
pa Sig; (5) Sass, Phi Delt; (fi)

Shreck, Kappa Sig.

")0-Yard freestyle, (1) Anderson,
Kappa Sig, 24.0; (2) Stitt, Kappa
Sig; (3) Wier, Sigma Chi; (4)

Soper, Phi Gam; (5) Shilper, Phi

Delt. lOO-yard individual medley,

(1) Moyle, Phi Delt, 1:18.2; (2)

Redwing, Phi Gam; (3) Snead,
Phi Gam; (4) Eisener, Kappa Sig;

(5) Madsen, Phi Delt. Diving: (1)

Weir, Sigma Chi; (2) Snead, Phi

Gam; (3) Rutgers, Phi Delt; (4t

Palmer, Phi Gam; (5) Whitney.
Phi Delt; (6) Perna, Kappa Sig.

50-yard butterfly, {1) Anderson,
Kappa Sig, 29.2; (2) Griffith, In-

dependent; (3) Brenner, Phi Delt;

(4) Rutgers, Phi Delt; (5) Jacobi,

Phi Gam; (fi) Dorff, Phi Gam.
1 00-yard freestyle, <1) Stitt, Kap-
pa Sig, 59.0; (2) Carothers. Inde-
pendent; (3) Symmonds, Phi Gam;
(4) Eisman, Phi Gam; (5) Wil-
liam.s, Plii Delt. 50-yard back-
stroke, (1) Brummett, Phi Gam,

30.4; (2) Dent, Kappa Sig; (3)
Brown, Phi Del t ; { 4 ) Redwing,
Phi Gam; (5) Ashley. Sigma Chi;
((5) Hoverstein, Kappa Sig.

r.O-yard breaststroke, (1) Grif-

fiths, Independent. 32.8; (2) Ber-

wind. Phi Delt; (3) Movie. Phi
Delt; (4) Palmer, Phi Gam; (5)

Bradbury, Phi Gam; (6) McElhen-
ney, Kappa Sig. 200-yard freestyle

relay, { 1 ) Phi Delts { Rutgers,
Karg, Shidler, Williams). l.'iO.O;

(2) Phi Game, 151.4.

The Independent women out-
swam the .sorority teams by re-

cording a sma.shing 92 point vic-

tory in the recent Women's intra-

mural Swim Meet. Theii- nearest
competitors were the Kappas with
60 points, followed by the Gamma
Phis, Theta.s. and DG's with 42.

38, and 26 points respectively.

'J'oj) scorer in the meet was sen-
ior GDI .Sue Linder, who received

six blue ribbons for her winning
efforts in the 25-yard butterfly,

50-yartI freestyle, 50-yard back-
stroke, and first-place tie in the
25-yard freestyle. She also swam
berths on the winning lOO-yard
medley and lOO-yard freestyle re-

lay teams.

Freshman Carole Hughes, an-

other GDI, also contributed quite

a few points by tying for first

place in the 25-yard freestyle,

placing third in the 25 and 50-

yard breaststroke events, and
swimming the anchor laps in both
the lOO-yard medley and lOO-yard
freestyle relays.

Other first-place point winners

for the Independents were fresh-

men Anne Heald, who won the 2r,

yard sidestroke, and Marcia Noid

and Tracy Lees, who wei-e the re-

maining two members of the med-
ley and freestyle relay teams.

The Kappas were led to their

second-place position by two out-

standing sophomores, Kathy Brot^-

man and Jan Hoegh. Miss Brotz-

man won firsts in both the 25 and
50-yard breaststroke events. Mis.^

Hoegh took first place in the 2;V

yard backstroke, but also added
important points by taking sec-

ond in the 25-yard butterfly ami
third in the 50-yard backstroke.

Both girls swam for the second-

place medley and freestyle i-el:iy

teams.

Not to be slighted, the Theta..

and the DG's each picked up one
first-place victory. Thetas Anne
Coppock, Jan Beaver, Jo Ann Par-

rino, and Kim Johnson won the

tiring sweatshirt relay, and thi-

DG all stars, Sue Shockey, Jan
Brockelsby, Sue Thompson, ami
Sally Searles, won the excitin;,'

ping-pong-ball relay.

Finally, although the Gamma
Phis didn't earn any first plate

points, freshman Sue Parks placed

a close second behind Kathy Brot?-

man in the breaststroke event-

Another Gamma Phi, sophomoie
Cathy Livingston, took secor.d

place in both the 25 and 50-yaril

backstroke events and third in tlie

50-yarri freestyle.

Tiger Netmen Win 3, Drop 2

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to S+ealcs

211 East Cuchairas

(Across ffom Courthouse)

Telephone 634-9513

By Jeff Bull

From its showing this season,

CC's tennis team is certainly not

average, but then again, certainly

i\ot superior. Most of the matches
lost have been by large team mar-
gins, but most have involved a

number of close individual match-
es. Winning three matches and
losing two in the past week, the

team's record now stands at seven
wins, five losses.

The wins were very decisive, CC
coming out on top against Colo-
rado School of Mines 9-0; Albu-
querque 6-1; Hastings 7-0. Remain-
ing undefeated through these
matches were Steve Trefts, John
Boddington, Mark Moyle, P. J.

Anderson, Tyler Makepeace, Doug
Wheat, and Jim Stuart.

Discounts for

Fraternities and

Sororities

17 East Kiowd Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 636-5505

In losing to CU, CC iniprov.ed

on its past 0-9 loss to the Buff>

as Trefts, playing number one.

pulled through with a tough win

to make the loss 1-8. The team
nlso lost to CSC.

CC Wins Own Meet
Colorado College won a penta-

gonal invitational track meet,

Tuesday, by convincingly troun-

cing second place Trinidad by ;>

score of 94-63 Vj.

Rounding out the five, team

standings were Saint Mary's of

the Plains with 42 points, followed

by Denver Metro with 38, and

Denver Regis College with 27.

Highlighting the CC victor>

were two new records and anothei

that was tied. Tom Cohen besteil

a previous CC high jump reconl

with a 6'4%," leap, and Mai-shall

Griffith set a new mai'k by tossiny

the javeling 204 feet. Art Stapi'.

who doubles in baseball and track,

hit the cinders with a blisterini:

9.8 hundred yard dash to tie >

record which has held since 192G.

Free Parkint

J^aa/j CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade. Lower Terrace Level

Use Lobby Elevator lo Lower Terrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

DININS ROOM — 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30 to MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Ever; Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 Nortb Tejon

634.20')3

Pat/-oHije Ti^ei-

AdCettUeH
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YES, FOLKS, SPRING IS HERE AGAIN! These thinly-clad young ladies, two of the few you 1

Colorado College, are Mary Ann Ladurini (leftj, and Mary Gilbert from the German House

refreshing sight to see such beautiful creatures lying on the grass instead of smoking it

Baseball Realignment Proposed
Kd Note: The following article

- reprinted from Sport Magazine.
New York, April 18—Veteran

I i>;eball front office executive Bill

\ H'eck, unveiling his proposal for

sweeping realignment of the

lajor leagues, submits a plan that

I laces the New York Yankees and
Xew York Mets together in one
. division, the Chicago White Sox

J111I Chicago Cubs togoHier in an-

lier and the Los Angeles
1 'mlgers, Anaheim Angels, San
! rancisco Giants and Oakland
Athletics in yet another division

> imposed entirely of West Coast

t''ains.

Elaborating on his ideas in an

iiiticle in the current issue of

Sport Magazine. Veeck proposes

the following realignment:

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Division : Baltimore,

Boston, New York (Mets), New
York (Yankees). Philadelphia.

Washington.

Midwest Division: Chicago
(Cubs), Chicago (White Sox),

Cleveland, Detroit. Minnesota,

Pittsburgh.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Southern Division: Atlanta. Cin-

cinnati, Dallas-Ft. Worth", Hou-

ston, Kansas City', St. Louis

('anticipated expansion).

Northwestern: Anaheim, Los

Angeles, Oakland, San Diego*,

San Francisco, Seattle*, (*antici-

pated expansion).

"This remodeling is calculated

on natural rivalries; to reduce

travel expense; to simplify and
improve scheduling; and to facil-

itate 'intra' league play, with

minimal disturbance of existing

league membership," says Veeck
in the Sport Magazine article.

The basic schedule Veeck fore-

sees features 4 games with each

team in the other league ( 48

games), 6 games with each team
in the other division (36), and 16

games with each team in the same
division (80), comprising a grand

total of 164 games, plus a 3 out of

h league championship playoff

and a 4 out of 7 World Series.

Veeck lists Bing DeVine of the

Cardinals, Mike Burke of the

Yankees, Jerry Hoffberger of

Baltimore, Gabe Paul of Cleve-

land, Chub Feeney of San Fi'an-

cisco, Buzzie Bavasi of Los An-

geles and Commissioner William

Eckert in the Sport article, as

being receptive to further study

of the plan, if not actually Pi'e-

disposed toward it.

For more

sports news

please turn

to page 11

te^«

THE i

EXPERT
THERE'S ONE
IN EVERY FAMILY 1^

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE
TUNE UPS

. ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BATTERIES

230 West Uintah
NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH

Phone 634-9195

Winchell's Donut House

COME OUT TODAY AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS SELECTION

OF HOME-MADE DONUTS AND PASTRIES

2819 NORTH NEVADA

GOLDEN
R
A
G
O
N

903 South 8th Street

OPEN I 1:00 A.M. io 11:00 P.M.

Colorado Springs'

Most Unique Chinese

and American Restaurant

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOM

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

632-3607

CLOSED ON MONDAY

Everybody has an Undo Ceorgo.

He's the one who knows which car ia a piece of

junk. And where you can get practically anything

wholesale.

Uncle George is a real expert with other

people's money.
But when it cornea to your diamond, we're going

to suggest that you ignore him.

Because unless Undo George ia a trained

gemologist, he probably knows little more than you

do about diamonda.
Every ArtCarved diamond \s inspected by a

gemologist and backed by u written PVP^u
guarantee. He evaluates it for carat weight, color, cut

and clarity.

And at any time during your lifetime, if you

ever want to trade your rintr in for a more expensive

ArtCarved ring, we'll take it back. At it's full

value.

Can Uncle George give you that kind of

guarantee? . —

^

^^

:t\xt(^arved
1^

1

—

^

'i-^i A benutfful 200 i>iiBe wwldinK M"!'!'.' unci fr.«

f^j] de«l.;i-^i liriUil. JhhI Iry on nn ArtCiirvfd

- See ArlCarted Diamond Rings at

-

-Sue Dream Diamond Rings only at this Authoriied ArtCarved Jeweler

CECIL HOWELL JEWELER

126 North Tejon Colorado Springj

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES are BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our famom Cellar available for

I

T
A
L
I

A
N

S
T
A

$1.25 u

A
large frnleniilli nr uraup luuclirma N

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!
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Abolish R. O. T. C!

MEMBERS OF THE COLORADO COLLEGE RAG TAG ARMY return the

salute of their commander, Lt. General Tym P. Park.

SOME OF THE SNAPPY MILITARY STYLE on display on Stewart Field

each Thursday morning.

PHOTOS BY MICHAEL W- TAYLOR

The Tiger is running tliis page of pictures in tlie hope

that it will promote an examination of the plan of R.O.T.C.

in the liberal arts curriculum. The Tiger, admittedly, repre-

sents only one opinon.

However, we liope that mt-mbers of the faculty and stu-

dent body will respond in a constructive dialogue.

COL. LANGLEY, COMMANDER OF R.O.T.C. watches hecklers as

Major Dunham stares at TIGER photographer.

MAN OF THE PEOPLE and noted peace-nik, Jerry Hancock, in his

Thursday dress suit.

pi .*^'

LT. GENERAL TYM P. PARK,
commander of the Rag Tag Army,
exhibits some of the vigor which
has made him what he is today.

LANGLEY AND DUNHAM:
What is the Army's place in a

liberal arts college?

CADETS STACK THEIR RIFLES.

The operation took approximately

15 minutes to complete.

MAJOR DUNHAM LOOKS
tough for the TIGER.
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ROTC Cadets Recommended for Duty

Podhoretz Dissects the Jewish Novel
Norman Podhoretz, in his lec-

uip of Tuesday, May 7, discussed

lir validity of Truman Capote's

c'cusation that a large group of

i.'\\'ish novelists, the "Jewish Ma-
ia," is now in control of Amer-
..Lin literary criticism and is using

t^ power to make or break writ-

i-^. Podhoretz, distinguished au-

liof and editor of the highly intel-

'(.tu:il Commentaiy magazine, did

mt deny that such a group exists,

)ut sought to explain why and
'iiw Jewish authors have hecome
n influencial in American critic-

sm.

Mr. Podhoi'etz began his talk,

"The Vogue of the American Jew-
ish Novelist," by tracing the his-

torical developments of Jewish au-

thors in the American scene. In

order for them to be effectual, he
said, it was necessary that they

gain 1) confidence in their mastery
of English and 2) assurance of

the importance of what they had
to tell.

A receptive public for this lit-

erature has come into existence

only in the last few years. A prime
example of this factor is illustra-

ted by the fate of Heni-y Roth's

novel. Call It Sleep, a book about

the life of a young Jewish boy in

Astrologer Lies Dormant
By Jim Scliwanke

.-W many students have sur-

mized. The Astrologer has been

]:itlier inactive this semester, pro-

viding only one social function for

! hi- campus and a practice place

fur two bands (The Pfefernoozie

;iii(! The Broadway Shell and Muse
Band, formerly called the Seeds).

The Astrologer was fairly active

'jst semester under the manager-
-hi|D of student Peter Dingman,

I nviding dance music and silent

:!io\-ies on a regular basis. This
-i:iiiester the only activity was an
iinsuccessful dance held Jan. 2(>.

Dingman attributed the loss of

,M-ti\'ity to decreased student in-

"i-rvst as he said at the Jan"uary

ikmce, "We had just a pittance of

[ie<HJle." There were, however, no
tlier attempts besides this one

'lance.

The financial status of The As-
tiolager is also dubious. The bands
iLMeed to play twice a month in

turn for free use of the building,

'Lit since there have been no func-

iioiis since Januarv, they have not

!.l;i\ed.

McCarthy Wins

In the meantime, The Astrologer

account with the school, according

to Miss Evaline McNary, has

reached the current nadir of a

minus 17 dollars.

Dingman plans to return The
Astrologer to the black through an

expected 70 dollars to be gained

from a dance held this weekend
at which The Pfefernoozie and The
Broadway Shell and Muse Band
will play.

In short, The Astrologer is at

least temporarily in financial trou-

ble and has done nothing for the

campus beyond providing a band
practice place, since January 26.

The future of The Astrologer is

therefore in some doubt. Dingman,
Miss McNary, and its former spon-

sor, George Drake all are unani-

mouslv in favor of change, though
the direction of change ranges

from complete abandonment to

new means of selecting and su|iei--

vising the manager.
Individuals interested in nmning

The Astrologer should submit

their names and telephone numbers
at Rastall Desk.

the New York ghettos. First pub-

lished in 1935, it was virtually ig-

nored until 1960 when a new edi-

tion came out. However, not until

a few years later, after another
reprinting, was the book finally

acknowledged as a masterful writ-

ing.

Although the mere passing of

time was partly responsible for

this new awareness, the actual

turning point came with the end
of World War H. The American
people were suddenly the victims

of a new type of post-war disillu-

sionment, "alienation." To many
writers, the fact of their being
Jews became the best possible

symbol of this feeling.

With the lf)40's came such bril-

liant Jewish novelists as Norman
Mahler, who in his novel, The
Naked and the Dead, was able to

speak for the whole American ex-

perience.

Mr. Podhoretz also felt that the

current receptivity for Jewish nov-

elists has been in part a result

of the recent political-cultural at-

mosphere of the country. Under
the urban, cosmopolitan adminis-

tration of John Kennedy, the Amer-
ican people found it natural to ac-

cept the likewise sophisticated and
urban school of Jewish writing.

This situation, he stated, is com-
parable to the pre-eminence of the

Southern authors that existed in

the 1950's under the culturally

sympathetic atmosphere of the Ei-

senhower administration.

Mr. Podhoretz acknowledged that

the list of best-selling American
authors who are Jewish is an im-

pressive one. However, he did not

fei'l that any one Jewish charac-

lerisHc was decisive in the deve-

lopment of such diverse authors
as Henry Roth, Joseph Heller and
Saul Bellow, other than their mut-
ual jiossession of "the Jewish ner-

vous system."

CPS, TIGER Announce Choice '68 Results
P, iident

Ind.)

rite-in)

Vole
National

285,988

213,832

197,167

115,937

57,362

33,078

28,215

22,301

18,535

15,184

7,605

5,886

3,538

1,033

CC
Per Cent of Total

National CC
26.7

10.9

18.4

10.8

5.3

3.0

2.6

2.2

1.7

1.4

0.7

0.5

0.3

0.1

iCugene McCarthy (D)
Robt-rt Kennedy (D)
iJichard Nixon (R)
Xelson Rockefeller (E)
Lyndon Johnson (D)
'ieorge Wallace (Amer
Ronald Reagan (R)
Jnhn Lindsay (R)

Hubert Humphrey (D,

Charles Percy (R)

Mark Hatfield (R)

Fred Halstead (Soc. Work.)

Martin Luther King (Ind.)

Harold Stassen (R)

Other write-ins

i^eferenda:

What course of military action should the United States pursue

Vietnam? (Figures are per cent of total)

National

Immediate withdrawal of American forces 17.6

Phased reduction of American military activity 45.0

Maintain current level of American militai-y activity 7.0

Increase the level of American military activity

All-out military effort

No opinion -

What course of action should the United States pursue in

to the bombing of North Vietnam

61

67

199

2

2

10

14

4

18

7

1

4

41.0

8.9

10.3

29.2

0.3

0.3

1.5

2.2

0.6

2.6

1.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.6

9.0

21.0

Permanent cessation of bombing

Temporary suspension of bombing

Maintain current level of bombing

Intensify bombing
Use of nuclear weapons

No opinion

National

29.0

29.0

12.0

26.0

4.0

CC
47.8

33.9

7.2

8.0

1.5

1.6

Education
, ,

Job training and employment opportunities

Housing
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li of Army v.ffi,

tlie concurrence of Lt. Colonel

Warren G. Langley. Professoi- of

Military Science at Colorado Col-

lege, has recommended that two
Colorado College ROTC cadets.

Charles R. Butxon, Jr. and Don-
ald Salisbuiy, be called to immed-
iate active duty as enlisted men
for willful evasion of term.'! of

their ROTC contract.

The board, composed of three

Regular Army ROTC instructors

and a reserve officers from Ft.

Carson, convened on March 7.

1968, to consider requests by
Cadets Salisbury and Buxton that
they he released from ROTC. The
board also considered charges that
the cadets had willfully evaded
the terms of their advanced
course contract which included en-

listment in the Army Reserve and
a six year scn-ice obligation.

Both Buxton and Salisbury had
indicated in earlier conversations

with Col. Langley they could not

in good conscience accept a com-
mission in the United States Army.
Buxton also submitted a claim for

discharge from the Army Reserve
on the grounds of conscientious

objection.

Both cadets were represented

by civilian counsel at the hearing
called and appointed by Col. Lang-
ley. Arguments for both cadets

ttMvd Oil thf argument that

they bo disenrolled from ROTC,
discharged fi'om the Army Re-
serve, and come under the juris-

diction of the Selective Service.

The recommendations of the
board wei'e sent to Fifth Army
on April 8 with a concurring let-

ter from Col. Langoly. The i-ec-

ommendations were, in the case
of Cadet Salisbury, "immediate
active duty as an enlisted man"
and for Cadet Buxton, "immed-
iate active duty as an enlisted

man" and consideration of his ap-

plication for discharge from tho

Army reserve on the basis of con-

scientious objection.

Lawyer.s for both Buxton and
Salisbury have sent briefs to the

Commanding General, Fifth Army,
challenging the findings. Salis-

bury argues that the Board was
impi'operly called and that tho

Selective Service syston\ is tho

organization which is designed to

handle claims of conscientious ob-

jection. Buxton has challenged

the question of willfuUuoss, ar-

guing that failing to disclose hiii

views would have been fraud on
the govornmcnt.

The United States Army bus

taken no action on the board's

recommendations at tho present

time.

NEW MEMBERS OF THE CC HONOR COUNCIL pictured c)bovo

are Rosemary Baines, Dan Winograd, Shoryn Rogers, Charles Mullon,

and next year's president, Jane Lubchenco. Not pictured aro Dorothy

Bradley, Raymond Sltton and Reed Kelley.

IBTC Will Hold Epicurean Workshop
By Paul Kline

It happens Saturday, May 11;

the I.B.T.C. is sponsoring the big-

gest, largest, grandest, most in-

sane event of the school year. Now
is the time for all the introverted

students of Colorado College to

break out of their apathetic shells,

and rise in unity, in a spirit never

envisioned by the state of Colo-

rado. The opportunity is present

for you, the once forlorned to take

action, to disprove the well-earned

image of an intellectual recluse.

It happens, Saturday, May 11.

the chance for you to prove that

there exist other things besides

the educational endeavors. The
I.B.T.C. has organized, for your
salvation, the Spring Creation &
Royal Epicurean Workshop. There

will be something for everyone,

something which shall assuredly

appeal t-o the perverted imagina-

tion of all Colorado College person-

alities. If you aro one of those who
fashion musical delighls, your ap-

petite shall be satiated by the

sounds of the Pfeffernoozic and of

the Seeds. Or perhaps your diver-

sions pi-occed along different chan-

nels. You can swim, play volley

ball, frolic on a trampoline, rejoice

on a hay ride, or shoot crap.s.

There will be something for al-

most everyone; unfortunately the

Poverty Pavilion will not be com-
pleted on schedule. Nevertheless,

everything else is prepared to

bring the best out of everyone's

mental and physical capacities.

There are 280 acres of mirth abun-

CC
19.2

66.9

3.2

3.2

6.3

1.0

egard

AWS Honors Senior Women

In confronting the urban cisis, which of the following should re-

ceive highest priority in governmental spending? Jin per cent of^vote)

Approximately 140 people at-

tended the Annual Senior Wo-

men's Recognition Dinner spon-

sored by AWS on May 2. Dr.

George Drake, Associate Dean of

the College, spoke to the assem-

blage of students, faculty and

head residents, and Jan Strong,

president of AWS for the coming
year, hosted the dinner.

The AAUW award, given to an

outstanding student of the Denver

area, was presented to Sonia Mar-

golin, while Sonia and Sue Linder

shared the WAA recognition. Jane

Lubchenco received the Ann Rice

Award, and Marilyn Fischbach,

president of Loomis Hall next year,

was handed the Loomis Pendant.

Outstanding seniors, Alpha

Lambda Delta award recipientn,

and Cap and Gown members were

also recognized.

Chosen by AWS for leadership,

service, and contribution to the

school, Outstanding Seniors were:

Diane Brown, Bai'bara Chain,

Nancy Corrigan, Kathy Cuibert-

son. Diane Flesh, Kathleen Gar-

rett, Sonia Margolin, Carolyn

Mathews, Janis Metcalfe, Cynthia

Rosener, Luann Rugg, and Karia

White.

Alpha Lambda Delta awards

were given to Louise Allen, Carta

Bauman, Lana Coffman, Kay
Field, Susan Fisk, Nanette Fur-

man, Diane Novosad, Marilyn

Turnf-r, and Heidi Young.

(lunL land, inviLing tho preaenci) of

one and all. The sotting is accnic,

captivating, pleaaurable, and Home-

tinies el-UBive, for those who wish

it so.

The I.B.T.C. has chosen to keep

secret the location of the Spring

Creation & Itoyal Kpicureun Work-

shop, to all those who refuao to

pay the meager sum of four dol-

lars for a paltry piece of paper

termed a ticket. Upon purchaBing

a ticket, the light will be revealed

and you will then become aware

of the setting for the Spring Crea-

tion & Uoyal Kpicurean Workshop.

Upon realization of the fact that

you can hear two bands, and drink

all the beer you can consume, et«.,

etc., you will immediately put your

hot little (or big) hands on your

wallet and pull out four dollars,

which will treat one couple to a

fete incroyable. This gig starts at

one o'clock P.M. on the afternoon

of .Saturday, the 11th of May and

shall proceed to exhauHtion or til!

the commencement of your first

final. You are cordially invited tn

bring your own sleeping bag and

food, as fire and heat will be pro-

vided for each.

The opportunity is now, to re-

veal your individuality, your unity,

your masculinity, your femininity,

and/or whatever. It is up to you,

to pull yourself from the common
squalor of college existence. Grab

your favorite girl, or guy (what-

ever the case may be) and make
plans to attend the blow out of

blow outs, the .Spring Creation &
Uoyal Epicurean Workshop. Tic-

kets may be purchased from those

who are selling tickets.
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EDITORIAL
Astrologer in Trouble

The Tiger believes tliat The Astrologer is an asset to Col-

orado College students, especially freshmen. It functioned rea-

sonably well last year and the first semester this year to pro-

vide a needed on-campus social outlet for couples, something
which it alone can provide.

Management of The Astrologer is by no means any easy
job. Tile current manager has unfortunately not fully met
his obUgations, since he has held no social functions since
January 26 and his financial dealings may not have been
sound.

It is more difficult to run a successful on-campus social

place second semester, because freshmen do improve their
own means of amusement and jieople do become tired of the
same old thing.

This does not however mean that it is impossible to run
The Astrologer successfully if enough hard work and constant
change are put into the .iob.

The problems evidenced by this year's Astrologer seem
to indicate that a better means of selection of the manager is

necessary and that there is a need for interested and capable
people to apply for the job, or The Astrologer will become just
another good idea that didn't quite work out. — Schwanke.

Hinterland Journal
The time has come when I must

take leave of your lovely campus
and begin my homeward trek. But
before I go. I would like to re-

gister some of the impressions and
reflections I have had while at-

tending this school.

I have been particularly impres-

sed by the education one gains

from living in a high-class ghetto.

It is most interesting how one be-

gins the year disliking his next

door neighbor, and winds the year
up thoroughly detesting that per-

son. What a wonderful way of

teaching one to get to know his
associates.

Mr. Lomax, I believe it was, re-
cently remarked that the job of the
university is to turn out people as
much like the board of trustees as
possible. The more I look at your
institution, the more I believe
that statement holds true here.
And you people who presume that
you are so enlightened will be the
same ones who condone the same
policies you want me to believe you
are fighting now. It all appears to
be a great big farce to me. Oh the
words flow like water! And pro-
bably you won't change, for as one
of my associates has stated, there
is nothing so intractable as an in-

telligent bigot.

And is it the job of this college
to turn out puppets or thinkers?
I sometimes wonder. Is your
apathy a thing taught by the col-

lege, a sort of built-in control de-
vice, or is it something you had
before you ever came here? I sup-
pose I should not attack you, for
I am in the same boat, but I find

words much easier to secrete than
any kind of action. I hope that I,

and you, will be able to get out of

this upper-middle class straight-

jacket in which we all seem to be

entangled.

It is so extremely satisfying to

see you putting out so much ef-

fort on a spring water fight or

one of your trivial research papers
in favor of going down into a gen-
uine ghetto and spreading some of

that knowledge you supposedly

have. Maybe it's only an indication

of temporary immature egomania.

I certainly hope so. It is people

like you, who can have the power
to make the world a better place,

but don't, who have made it the
mess it is today. I really wonder
whether you will give a damn
whether the draft or the Viet Nam
war goes on after it ceases to af-
fect you directly.

And lastly, is this college really
a place where one can begin to ex-
ercise some of the basic freedoms
and responsibilities, or is it just
another form of big business ?

Often I am plagued by the thought
that the Administration (love that
word) really couldn't care less
about the students while they are
here, so long as they can compile
a long list of alumni achievements
and point to them with reverence
whenever they are conducting a
tour for prospective students. It
seems like an endless treadmill
for the process of turning out bea-
utiful specimens of Alumni Im-
mortum. Goodbye.

— Eric Lone-Horse—

Resistance
To the Editor:

It is now generally realized that

a great many young men who are

about to lose their student defer-

ments will refuse to seiTe in Viet-

nam. Ar teachers and scholars,

most of us over draft age, we are

finding it morally intolerable to

stand by without offering definite

assistance to these courageous stu-

dents. On many campuses, groups

of concerned students and faculty

are coming together for this pur-

pose.

Today at noon we invite students

and faculty members to attend a

brief meeting in Armstrong Audi-
torium for the purpose of expres-

sing opposition to the war in Viet-

nam. This is an opportunity for

graduating seniors to declare their

unwillingness to serve in the arm-
ed forces of the United States

while the war in Vietnam contin-

ues. And it is an opportunity for

members of the college commun-
ity not eligible for induction to

(ieclare their ^pport for these

students.

Our aim is not to violate the

law or to encourage violations of

the law. Rather, we acknowledge
that each young man facing the

draft must decide for himself whe-
ther or not to serve, and whether
or not to place himself in legal

jeopardy if he feels that he can-

not serve. Without criticizing those

who choose to enter the armed ser-

vices we want to honor and assist

all those whose position leads them
to refuse induction.

Sincerely,

Douglas A. Parker
.Acting Chairman,
Campus Draft Opposition

Cannabis Sativa
To the Editor:

It's enough to blow one's mind!
The results of your drug poll were
shocking! That innocent young
students at such a quiet conserva-
tive college could, like California
hippies, resort to faking "danger-
ous narcotics" such as pot, and to

publish headlines demanding the
legalization of pot on parents'
weekend is just too much.
Fascinating!

Even George Washington, Fa-
ther of our country, raised hemp
(Cannabis sativa, the plant from
which marihuana comes) at Mount
Vernon and was reported to have
expressed the wistful hope during
one of his extended absences that
he would be able to return to his

plantation in tinif for the Septem-
ber hemp haivest. UTifortunately.

George would be arrested today

for raising what the Federal Bur-
eau of Narcotics called the "killer

di-ug" that "triggered crimes of

violence and acts of sexual excess;

a toxic agent capable of driving

normal persons into fits of mad-
ness and depraved behavior; a de-

stroyer of the will; a satanically

destructive drug which, employing
lures of euphoria and heightened
sensuality, visited physical degen-
eration and chronic psychosis upon
the habitual user." (David Solo-

mon, The Marijuana Papers, 19GG,

Signet W3442. This is the most
complete reference work on mari-
juana published since 1900.)

The most comprehensive scien-

tific study of the effects of mari-
juana was performed in New York
by a committee of doctors from
the New York Academy of Medi-

cine at the request of Mayor Fio-

relo H. LaGuardia in x-esponse to

a public uproar that innocent

school children were being coiTUp-

ted by the availability of mari-
huana. The results of the famed
LaGuardia Report, released in

1944, overwhelmingly confirmed
marihuana to be less physically

harmful than tobacco and less psy-
chologically harmful than alcohol.

In fact, some experts believe that

one is safer dri\'1ng a car stoned
than drunk. Solomon (op.cit.)

states that "since it is in no de-
monstrable way poisonous and
harmful, as are nicotine and alco-

hol, marihuana should be granted
at least the same public availabil-

ity and legal status as tobacco and
liquor."

The suggestion has been made,
and it is not improbable, tliat pre-

sent marihuana laws might be the
result of a powerful liquor lobby.
The start of a widespread shift to

marihuana might have been predic-

ted due to an upsurge of mari-
huana use in the 1930's, which
would have created competition for
the liquor manufacturers. The
Marihuana Tax Act was passed in

1937 and most states soon followed
with harsher laws. ( Prohibitoion
was repealed in 1933.) Imagine, if

you can, what families raising a
few hemp plants in their gardens
each year would do to alcohol
sales. Since hemp grows readily
anywhere the summers are hot, and
can be cured easily (dried), it be-
comes easier and cheaper to use
pot than alcohol—not to mention
the fact that the effects of pot
are, according to most users, more
pleasant than those of alcohol. A
single female hemp plant can pro-
duce as much as a kilo of mari-
huana (about 35 lids).

The facts are available; they arc

overwhelming in favor of legaliza-

liun of pot, but the establishment
won't act on them—in fact, won't
"v?n believe many of them. Good
luck on your campaign. You cer-

tainly have my support.

Sincerely,

Robert Phelps '6G

Stanford

'Guts and Candor'
To the Editor:

I thank Ray Sitton for his edi-

torial role in producing an inter-

esting college newspaper this se-

mester. In recent years The Tiger
has had its great moments of
yawn-inducement as well as pa-
thetic fits of cynicism—^but this

most recent series distinguishes
itself by its guts and candor.
As for those who responded to

Ray Sitton's "unorthodoxy" with
physical attack, I trust you will

rot in hell with Booth, Oswald,
"Gait," and all the others who er-

roneously feel that ideas can he
extinguished by violence.

As for the administrators wlio
intimidated and reprimanded Mi,
Sitton^—^calling him an "irrespon-
sible editor"—I suggest you re-

view your notions of irresponsi-
bility. Clearly your o\vn parental
priggishness, distrust of student*^,

and intolerable ignorance of the

problems of my generation pose a

far more serious threat to the wel-
fare of this liberal arts collegia

than does the free expression of

ideas—discomforting as they mav
be—on the part of the editor uf

the college newspaper. But, of

course, this is what Ray has been
trying to say all along.

John Randolph Howai.l

Sun., May 12—11:00 a.m.

Sermon title: "More Than You
Know, Mrs. Robinson."

Preacher: Professor Joseph
Pickle.

My candidate for Mother of the
Year is Mrs. Robinson. She lost

out to Kathryn Hepburn in tho
Academy Awards, but she raises
more interesting questions than
any mother seen on the screen in

recent years.

How, indeed, can Jesus or any-
one else love Mrs. Robinson? Can
she love herself? Is she more nr

less confused than Benjamin?
"The Graduate" is more than

fun. It is ti-uth, perhaps, indeed,
the Gospel truth.

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,

I have sought the message on
the John walls to no avail. I have
cowered in the thunderous pro-
lixity of bull sessions awaiting the
illuminating lightning bolt. I daily
crawl across the quad to Ann-
strong Hall like a humiliated ant
in seai-ch of a maggot. Now I turn
to you.

My roommate doesn't under-
stand. He has it rumored that I

am a maniac depressive and sur-
reptitiously pores over the Freu-
dian doodlings in my notebooks,
copying suggestive squiggles onto
diagrammed formats in his pigeon
scratched hand. He vaguely senses
that my aversion to lunch lines and
my addiction to crossword puzzles
are related, since I cheat on one
and cut in the other. What most
puzzles liim is what most puzzles
me; why am I here?

Let me elaborate. I sit in front
of the mirror in our cubicle of the
multiple dwelling for six hours a
a day, practicing. I can reproduce
with minute precision the three
faces which haunt me walking and
sleeping. I saunter into a class-

room and they greet me—front
and rear. They bore into my
dreams and fester there like vol-

canic bubbles. They loom and leer

at every turn like the vast ex-

panses of red brick outside my
window.

This is my act. First I doff my
socks and don my dowm-at-the-

heels and suitably frayed loafers.

With one eye cunningly trained
on the miiTor, the other vacilliat-

ing in its socket, I assume the
Mask of Undisguised Boredom.
Despite its seemingly unaffected
nature, this is exasperatingly
wicked to master. It demands ab-
solute and undivided concentra-
tion on nothing. One fleeting
flash of cognizance destroys the
whole effect by darting a glim-
mer of intelligence over the glazed
features.lt took me seven weeks of
dogged devotion to certain mem-
bers of our mystic cults to tap the
secret well—and even yet I can-
not rival their supreme laxity of
facial expression.

Next I pull on a inisty green
corduinioy sportcoat, stoke my
pipe like a locomotive boiler, and
puff myself into the hazy fea-
tures of Enlightened Ennui. This
is an easier caricature since it is

always obscured by a smog of
tobacco fume. Hence only one
with piercing depth of vision (or
myopic hallucinations) can see it

as it really is. This weary expres-
sion of the postgraduate paradox
settles on the brow like a mantle
of maturity. I find this one hard
to shed.

More amusing to an improvis-
ing spirit such as mine is the final

Mask—Decisive Insecurity. I rum-
mage about in my roommate's
desk for a crumpled pack of Cam-
els which I consume with inoni-
inate ferocity in the course of my
heated performance. Pencil in

hand, I feverishly transcribe eveiT
modulation reverberating down
the padded halls like a demented
Russian clerk, scowling suspi-

ciously at my mirrored image.
I have not digressed. Miss

Lonelyhearts, though you think

so. I have simply illustrated my
dilemma. I have mastered all the

sneers and grimaces, but can call

none my own. Eight months ago
I was a college freshman. Today
I am a schizophrenic ape. I am
suffocating in stereotypes. Where
is my collegiate countenance ?

Miss Lonelyhearts, I am in the

most violent throes of the Iden-

tity Crisis. Can You help? I have
never seen your face.

Yours in need,

A face in the crowd
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Community Action Center Offers Work
By Penni Kimmel

Volunteers (Prapmatists, not
Pollyannas) : Would \ ou likt^ to do
something to alleviate the "Long,
hot s'ummer," besides i-unninj off

to the high mountains, cool woods
and roiling surf? Your neighbor-
hood Action Centers can use your
assistance.

Qualification;;: a desire to util-

ize your own abilities, hobbies
and special interests ... to be at
the problematical crux of this ex-
plosive summer, constructively, in-

stead of bumbling along with the

placard-carrying crowds at the
perimeter.

The Action Centers, located in

the areas designated as "under-
priviledged" in every city and
town in the U.S., are the imple-
ments of the O.E.O. programs. On
the professional level they are
staffed with qualified teachers, so-

cial workers, employment advisors,

legal representatives and medical
personnel. They are involved with
Head Start, Manpower, Housing-
Urban Development, and Job
Corps. Depending on the degree of

underbudgeting and uiidei-staffing,

pach centei- i? in grnve nee^l of

somi-profej^sional volunteers Cyou.
of course) for local felt-need and
>;elf-help programs such as arts,

crafts, sports, typing, charm,
sewing and cooking, photography,
dancing, homemaking, remedial
studies . . . you name it.

The North East Action Council
in Colorado Springs is asking for

art teachers for children, teen-

agers and adults— Saturdays,
Thursdays and as psychedelic as
you wish. Case-finding workers

•^r:=f needed as wei!, whether you
desire experience towards a so-

ciology degree, care to meet peo-
ple and make friends, or have
ideals to put into practice. It's a

guaranteed challenge with pass-
or-fail labels left to your own
imagination and discretion.

If you have a special talent and
a little organizational ability —
set up your own program on your
own time with our facilities. Call

Pcnni Kimmel, 471-1887. for fui-

ther information or argument.

Profs. Gray and Geiger Publish
Dr. J. Glenn Gray, Professor of

Philosophy at Colorado College, is

the author of a new book, "The
Promise of Wisdom," published by
J. B. Lippincott Company.

The book deals with the prob-
lems of education in the complex
world of today, makes construc-

tive suggestions for its improve-
ment. Since Dr. Gray's field Js

philosophy, the approach to educa-
tion in "The Promise of Wisdom"
is philosophical.

A new book, "The Muckraker.'^

and American Society,'" published

by D. C. Heath and Company as

one of its Problems in American
Civilization series, contains an
article by Dr. Louis C. Geiger.

chairman of the Department of

History at Colorado College.

In his article, titled "Muckrak-
ing—Then and Now," Dr. Geiger,

contending that the muckrakers
failed in their efforts t-o develop
a national synthesis of reform,
probes the sources of their failure.

Campus Announcements
ROTC Awards

Awards, medals, and plaques
were presented Thursday, May 9,

lo nine cadets at the annual Colo-

lado College Reserve Officers
Training Corps' annual Presi-

dent's Day ceremony al Washburn
Field at 11 a. m.

Greek Weekend
CC's annual Greek Weekend will

"gin on Friday, May 10, with a

Inanup campaign in the Garden
.r the Gods beginning at 1:00 p.m.

Participating in the work project

.vill be members of all fraternities

i\ ho will vie for a free keg -of beer,

riie prize is being given to the

:i I'up collecting the most litter.

Saturday will be highlighted by

:;imes in the afternoon to be held

it Black Forest from 1 p.m. to 5

i.ni. The events include a chariot

ace, a tug of war, volleyball, a

>eor drugging contest and a pie

'ating contest.

A (iance featuring the Royal
Pones from Denver is scheduled
"'ir Saturday night.

Open House

McGregor Hall will hold an open
house this Saturday, May 18, from
'2 to G p.m.

Vietnam Meeting

Today at noon In Armstrong
Auditorium members of the stu-

dent body and faculty at Colorado
College are invited to meet briefly

to express their opposition to the

war in Vietnam. After a short dis-

cussion of recent developments in

Vietnam and the United States,

there will be an opportunity to

sign various documents of protest

against the war and of commit-
ment to ideals.

Social Science Assn.

Colorado College has been se-

lected as the site of the 1970 con-
vention of The Rocky Mountain
Social Science Association, an-
nounced Louis G. Geiger, Colorado
College professor of history and
vice president of the association.

Frosh Welcomers
Applications are now being

taken for those wishing to be wel-

comers for the incoming freshman
class. Because of the summer pro-
gram, welcomers for summer
freshman will also be needed. If

you are going to be attending sum-
mer school or will be in the area,

please apply.

Summer start girls who are in-

terested in also having a new sum-
mer girl as a welcomee and who
would not only write to her dur-
ing the summer but also keep her
informed of campus activities dur-
ing the fall are encouraged to do
so.

All girls except counselors are
eligible to be welcomers. Forms
can be obtained and should be re-

turned to Cathy Shiramizu, Room
210, Loomis Hall, bv Friday. May
10, 1968.

Mary Brusse
Mrs. Mary Brusse, who has been

the Phi Delta Thota house mother
for 23 years, is retiring at the
end of this school year. A tea in

Mom Bi-usse's honor will be held
this Sunday, May 12, from 2 to

4 p.m. at the Phi Delt house. All
interested persons are invited to

attend.

ARE YOU A

UNITARIAN
WITHOUT
KNOWING IT?

All Souls

UNITARIAN CHURCH

730 NoHh Teion

634-2093

Hatk0yaif,6
Imported Pip« Imported Tobieocx

Magazines
127 NORTH TEJON PHONE 63M44I

PAUL'S FLOWERS
Cut Flowers and Corsages

Reasonably Priced

IB24 North T«jon Telephona &32-0IM

Frosh Parties

Anyone who is interested in help-

ing organize a summer party in

their area for incoming freshmen,

please contact Cathy Shiramizu,

2G7 or X268.

ACS Prize

Tom Boyd, CC senior chemistry

major, won first place for the

best research paper presentation

at the fourth annual meeting of

the American Chemical Society

Student Affiliate held May 4 at

Colorado State University, Fort

Collins.

His paper entitled "Substituent

Effects on the Scintillation Prop-

erties of Two Oxadiazole Systems"
was written by him and Owen
Smith. The award was given to

the most original research and the

best presentation of the thirteen
papers presented by five schools
attending.

;^>^.y^ KEY BOARD MUSIC CO.

413 North Tejon 632-9004

(2Mi bloi-ks South of Cnmpiu)

Headquarters for (lUitare, Banjos auit Alt Accessories

Band Instrument Rentals

HOURS: 9:00 -5:00 — FRIDAY: 9:00-8:30

Rugged but dressy -

These popular

"Ruff-Gut" Boots

Regular $21.95

CC Speciol $17.99

I 12 South Tejon

Westei-n Wear

Telephona 632-0391

CLOSEST with the MOSTEST
You'll discuvcr college student stipplies in

variety and abundance only 3fa blocks south

of the campus - plenty of free parking-

^.^^\''^.c^.'-^.'\'y.^K-'.'-^^

i/empuJoco

OFFICE SUPPLY
516 N. Teion 633-1721

122 SOUTH CASCADE AVENUE • 633-9856

Our better SANDWICHES ore BIGGER

ITALIAN HERO

HOT REUBEN

PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF

Try our stone-baked PIZZA

COORSonTAP...
Biggest pitcher in Town for

Our ftnnotts Ccllur avuilahle for

large frulfrniti/ or group functions

$1.25

T
A
I-

I

A
N

A
U
R
A
N

Come All! the FINEST Juke-Box in Town!!
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ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

ERTEL PHARMACY
Prescriptions - Cosmetics - School Supplies • Beverages

802 North Weber Telephone 633-2069

PRINTS -CANDLES

POSTERS
"Picture Framh "Ai-f Supplies"

NOVIS FRAME ART GALLERY

218 North Tejon Phone B33-6903

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

2 1 7 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

All Types of LAUNDRY and

DRY CLEANING SERVICE

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Across from

Slocum Hall

1171/2 E.

Cache La

Poudre

107o Disount Cash and Carry

Daily Pick-Up and Delivery

to all Dorm i and Houses

SENIOR CRAIG CLAYBERG, who will be playing in his last game as a CC Tiger, shows the -form which

has enabled him to defeat every area college team at least once in the past four years.

Clayberg to Complete Outstanding Athletic Career

By Gino Stofckly

This Saturday afternoon cli-

maxes the end of CC's baseball

season, and the calling of the last

out will also mark the end of an

outstanding athletic career for one

of the most competitive athletes

in the school, senior Craig Clay-

berg.

Not only has Craig proved him-

self t« be a tei-rific southpaw

moundsman, but he also has been

a standout on defense for CC's

fine soccer teams the last two

years, as well as being a stalwart

in Intramural competition.

Intramural director and head

baseball coach Tony Frasca was
quick to point out that "Craig is

without a doubt the best pitcher

CC has had in my association

with baseball here. Every team in

the area respects his pitching ab-

ilities and since his freshman year

he has beat everybody in the area

at least once."

Frasca continued, "This year

and in the last three or four years

he has also been a terrific Intramu-

ral star in golf, volleyball, hockey,

basketball and football for the

Kappa Sigs."

This is the type of athlete Clay-

berg has been. Going about his

job in a quiet, intelligent, modest

and confident matter. Clay has ac-

counted for 7.5 percent of CC's

baseball victories in his four ya^

His players voted him the team's

MVP award in 1967 and has a good

chance along with fellow senior

Woody Woodyard to repeat again

this year. Clayberg was presented

with the Van Diest Award for the

outstanding CC athlete scholar in

Wednesday's Honor As-^embly. Last

fall his goalie abilities also cam-

WAYNE'S
Fine Foods

Open 24 Hours

Sandwiches to Steaks

211 East Cucharras

lAcroi! from Courthouiel

Telephone 634-9513

Fashion News Bulletin from the .

Afa^ Ru> QoiUcfe. SUofL
833 NORTH TEJON 'Across from Campus' TELEPHONE 634-3657

* Bikini Swim Suits by Jontzen- (for Sun Bathing, Too!

* Villager Shorts, T Tops, and Skirts

• A New Panty Hose at $1.75 and

• Dress Hose -2 pair for $1.00

cd him a place on the Kocky Moun-
lain .Soccer League'.s all-star team
as well as leading CC info the

NCAA championship playoffs.

Clay has always been a pitcher

and when he doesn't pitch he plays

in the outfield. In fact, Frasca re-

spects his batting prowess so much
that Claybei-g bats second. Clay

started pitching in Old-Timers ball

at the age of 11 under the tute-

lage of Pat Haggerty. Haggerty,
who is now an outstanding Big-

Eight and National Football Lea-

gue official, was also Clay's base-

ball coach at Lincoln High in Den-
ver. Clay said without a doubt,

"Coach Haggerty has influenced

me in baseball more than anyone
else."

Clay, with the possible exception

of his first two years at CC, has
neve)' played on any outstanding

teams. Thus despite inconsistent

fielding- and powerless bats that

have plagued Craig through much
of his career, the additional pi-es-

sure has not seriously affected him.

In fact, Frasca feels that, "this is

Craig's strong point. He is parti-

cularly effective in getting out of

tough situations. Craig will con-

centrate extra hard in getting out

of jams, consequently he has never

been 'bombed' to my recollection.

He is definitely an inspiration to

other players!"

In talking with both Coach Fras-

ca and Clay, it is obvious both have

a great deal of respect for each

other. Clay, when asked about this

season commented that, "we as a

team feel we owe him (Frasca)
something." On the other hand,

Frasca called Craig, "a great com-
petitor. On days when he pitches

the team has a different attitude.

Lacrosse Finafe Tomorrow

They feel like they want to win
just for him."

Just a week ago statistics for

area baseball teams showed Clay-
berg with the best ERA among
the independent colleges with a

mark of 1.84. Since Clay is not

a very large lefty, he must rely on

a variety and variation of pitches.

His principal pitches are hia curve

and change-up. Frasca calls Craig

a smart pitcher, while Clayberg
himself describes his style as

"making guess hitters guess wrong
and free swingers swing at bad

pitches."

Craig feels his best year was his

freshman year. "\ was able to

beat every major team In the state,

Denver, AFA, Regis, SCSC and

CSC, and with a 17-8 record we al-

most won a NCAA University Di-

vision playoff berth."

Placing team success and pride

in victory over individual gains,

helps to explain why Craig's high

points ill athletics were, in his

words, "to play on relatively good
teams in baseball as a freshman
and sophomore and then be able

to play on the same type of teams
in soccer as a junior and senior at

a school that de-emphasizes ath-

letics."

As for the future, professional

baseball seems unrealistic. Craig

has neither the fastball nor the

size required of today's major lea-

gue pitchers. However Craig de-

finitely is interested in coaching

baseball in the future, if he can

combine it with his math major.

Nevertheless, Colorado College will

lose an outstanding athlete who de-

finitely has been able to combine

effectively athletics with scholas-

tics.

Zoomies Bomb Tigers
By John E. Morris

Behind the sharp shooting and
passing of attackman Reginald

Voorhis, the Falcons from the Air
Force Academy swamped the CC
Lacrosse team 12-2 last Tuesdav
at CC.
The Tigers dominated play for

most of the first period but were
unable to get any shots by Air
Force goalie Arthur Markham.
Vuorhis finally broke the scoring

ice after about ten minutes with

the first of his three goals. An-
other Air l'"'orce score shortly be-

fore the end of the quarter made
the score 2-0 fioing into the sec-

ond period of play.

The second period saw the Air
Force machine begin to roll with
four more goals. Bruce Beaton
finalU got the Tigeis on the score-

boaid \\ ith an unassi'^ted goal

lidway through the period. Going

into intermission the score read

Air Force fi, CC 1.

I'he entire second half was more

of the same as the Falcons pumped
in six more goals. The Tigers tal-

lied only once, in the third period,

when Blake Munro caught Mark-

ham out of position after a feed

from Jon Nicolaysen and hit the

empty cage.

The Tigers' main problem seem-

ed to be their passing game.

Tomorrow, the Tigers will wind

u]) their season in a return match

with the Denver Lacrosse Club, in

a home tilt at Stewart Field, start-

ing at 2:00. The Tigers will be

figliting for a piece of second place

in the league standings while DLC
will be out to avenge a 12-6 loss

to CC earlier this season.

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

San Francisco by the Golden Gate

FIVE SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
• EKecutive Secretarial Course tor College Women
• General Secretarial Course
• Legal Secretarial Course
• Electronics Technical Secretarial Course
• Medical Secretarial Course

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
of students enrolled have had one to tour years of college,

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 8, SEPT. 23

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
San Francisco, California 94102

SUCCESSFUL
SECRETARIES

62.1%
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< Ruggers Close

Out First Season
By Stan Tabor

Lust Sunday, the Colorado Col-

lege Kiigby Football Club lost a
. close niatcli to CU, 3-0, at Stewai^t
'

1- ield. The game was marked with
niaiiy altercations and was not de-

iMied until the last minute when
CL' s Clark Weaver kicked a 20-

\.ii(i field goal penalty kick. Sev-
I'lal tempers flared over referee

.ull^ (or lack of calls) and CU
uas upset with the viciousness of

' ilie CO defense. Steve Higgina and
Keirick Hedani continuously jolted

CU ball-carriers and forced them
into a kicking offense. The loss

was only the first for CC tliis sea-

son, after tying and defeating the

Denver Barbarian club earlier.

Other matches had been snowed
out.

Last week in Golden, however,
saw the seven-man team make it

to the finals of a 12 man tourna-
ment. Brilliant play by Paul Zeven,
Randy Mason, and Bob Harvey in

the scrum, and Lance Clarke,

Steve Radokovich and Evan Gris-

wald on the wing, spurred the

team to three wins before bowing
to a powerful Mines team 8-0 in

the final game.
Mines' winning goal came on a

drop kick which bounced on the

cross bar before dribbling across.

In league play, the CCRFC is

4-2-1 with games, with Mines and
the Denver Barbarians still re-

maining. This club, which was a
mere whim in Paul Zeven's mind
six months ago, has improved
steadily and has been given en-

couraging support from the entire

student body, the administration,
and the public.

Next fall will be another sea-
son, with an Aspen Tournament in

October against schools from all

over the country. And next spring's
season may involve a trip to the
famous Nassau Tournament during
Spring Break. It's an easy game
to learn, and a fun game to play
-and it is our hope that many
CC men will show up for one or
both seasons next year.
As this is the final "Tiger" of

the year, we would like to fake
this opportunity to Ihank you for
our success, however, small it may
have been this year. We owe much
gratitude to Prof. Kenneth Burton

I

for his help and encouragement,
but our biggest thanks goes to

those who played a game they had
never seen, who paid for all their
equipment, and who had all the
fun. And to Paul Zeven, Peter
Morse, Peter Van Zante, John
Stillman, Dave Powell and Lance
Clarke, who won't be here next
year—a nominafoion to our rugby
hall of fame—even though it

doesn't mean much.

Since this is the last issue of
the Tiger, I would like to thank
the following people:

Iti -AiiM^^oni
By Dan Bernstein

As school years draw to a close,

students and teachers as well as
administrators, pause for a mom-
ent or two of reflection upon the
months that have gone by. The
completion of my first year as a
sometimes loyal fan of CC athletic

teams has prompted me to ques-
tion the desirability of a de-em-
phasized athletic program which
the administration presently sup-
ports.

In order to find out the factual
and philosophical reasons posited
by CC's commanders-in-chief, I in-

terviewed a top administrator who
preferred to conceal his identity.

"Sir, why does Colorado College
de-emphasize athletics?

"Now, now, my boy," he replied,

"if doesn't matter if you win or
lose, it's how you play the game."

"Gee, I wish I would have said
that, sir. I can see where a con-
centrated athletic program would
cause conflict and maybe even im-
pair the high student morals."

"Well, I'm glad you have grasp-
ed my point so quickly. If thei'e's

anything the students around here
don't need more of, it's good,
clean competition. A stronger ath-
letic program would necessarily
bring about inter-school i-ivalries.

Frankly, T prefer defeat."

"Oh, I see, and that's where
'liow you play the game' comes in,

huh?"
"You're absolutely right. In our

position, we may not win at all,

but we always play the best

game!!!!"
"What about the people who say

that if athletic scholarships were
given we might be able to win and
play the best game at the same
time."

"Oh, don't think we haven't
thought of that. But with the pres-
sures of this modem world, how
can you expect anyone, let alone
a whole team, to try to concen-
trate on doing two things at

once ?"

"To tell you the truth. l\\ never
given it much thought."

"In our view, a strong athletic
program is like lighting the fuse
to a stick of dynamite. Think of
the schools that have comprehen-
sive athletic curriculums. Columbia
University has one—look how they
did in basketball; Berkeley has one
^take a look at their intercolleg-
iate records ; CU has one—they
went to the Bluebonnet Bowl!!!"

"It that bad?"
"No, not in itself—but now look

at the schools that are haWng the
most trouble. Columbia University
has suspended classes for so long
that the students need a refresher
course."

"That was funny, sir," I intei^
rupted.

"—EVERYBODY knows about
Berkeley, and CU is becoming the
state's proponent for legalized or-
gies."

"I see what you're getting at.

The stronger a school's athletic
pi-ogram, the more likely are the
]iossibilities for student insun-ec-
tion."

"Exactly! Apathy over action is

the backbone of our policy."

"I didn't know your thoughts
were so far-reaching. Wliat would
the student body do witliout your
perceptivity?"

"Go to pot, ! guess."

Led by the zany antics of

Jim "Tube" Heitzman, the 1

North-1 West All-Stars de-

feated Arthur House 3-0 for

the freshman intramural soft-

ball championship. Heitzman
limited Arthur to only two hits,

but was greatly aided by the
fielding gems contributed by
Jon Frizzell. Heitzman denied

lumors that he has been of-

fered a professional contract.

State Wide Woodsy
SATURDAY, MAY 18th, 12 NOON — BOULDER

F e a t ti r i n e

THE ORIGINAL "MOONRAKERS"

"BOENZIE CRYQUE"

THE "LEOPOLD KUCH HAIGHT" BANDS

300 KEGS, COORS, BUD, .SCHLITZ . . .

1 TON HOT DOGS.

Tickets: $3.50 at MILLER MUSIC

Full National Coverage

Sponsored by COLORADO SOCIAL FOUNDATION

Denver 756-4141

THE KATT
Welcomes CC Students

COORS ON TAP

This Tuesday

COLLEGE NIGHT
admission free

3905 Nor^h Nevada

New Bands Weekly
PRIVATE PARTIES WELCOME

(Past the Dog Track— Only five minutes from the campus)

Navajo Market
Choice Meats — Fresh Vegetables

1528 North Tejon Telephone 632-7614

L£E'S ENCO SERVICE
TUNE UPS
ATL*S TIRES

STATE INSPECTION
ATLAS BAHERIES

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON UINTAH
230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

^au/j CAFETERIA
Kiowa & Cascade. Lower Terrace Level

Uio Lobby Elovalor to Lowor Torrace

CAFETERIA— II A.M. lo 2:30 P.M.

DINING ROOM — 5 P.M. lo 9 P.M.

LOUNGE— 11:30. lo MIDNIGHT

Dine With Us Every Day

On the Terrace, Lounge or Our

Dining Room Adjacent to the Lounge

Sa44

Weijuns

College

Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon 632-6161

Weejuns are

a way of life

Yiinr Charge AccouTlt Invited

PIZZA S MEXICAN FOOn A SPECIALITY

ffmetlt,6 a fejoH

NOW OPENS THE . .

FBATUItlNG . . .

3.2 BBER

ON TAP or TO SO
GLASSES .PITCHERS, KC9S

Pitcher Beer . . $1.00

5»^ Tacos 19c
ON MONDAY, WEDNESDAY A TnUHBDAT

1004 South Tejon Telephone 634-4B9I

LES' TV SERVICE
I 19 East Cache la Poudre Telephone 632-1716

(Across the Stroof from the Collogo)

Sales, Service and Rentals

COMPLETE STEREO & HI-FI SALES

Stereos, Tape Recorders, Accessories

^lait- BEAUTY SUPPLY - IMPORT Wi.p

327 South Tejon Street Telephone 473-7737

Attention CC Students

auy WHOLESALE

Wigs . . , Falls , . . 100% Human Hair

10% Discount on all purchases

with this ad

lowoi: Prrco on foH'! and Wig/od fo Town
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Baseball Bows Out

CC Finish: High, Low
After 14 games, the Colorado

College baseball team sported an

unimpressive 4-10 win-loss record

in the Area Independent Baseball

League (AlBL). With a sweep of

tlieir remaining three games, the

Tigei-s will still not be able to

break the .500 mark. In all re-

spects, however, Colorado College

has fared much better on the dia-

mond this year, opposed to last.

In spite of this mediocrity, the

Tigers boasted three individuals

who were at (he top or near the

lop in their respective categories.

in statistics compiled after 11 Ti-

ger games. Craig Clayberg, the

leading Tiger hurler. led all AIBL
pitchers with the lowest earned-

run-averago at 1.84. Art Stapp

and Wayne Woodyard were third

and fourth respectively in hitting

as Art was hitting the ball at a

,:i(i(i clip while Woody trailed by

only 5 percentage points at ,361.

SCSC led both the AIBL (7-0)

and, also its AIBL counterparts

with 18 wins and only fi losses.

The Indians' lefty, Dennis Jones,

pasted a sparkling 10-1 record in

13 starts while fanning 92 in 77%
innings pitched. His fleshy team-

mate Pat Bekeza led the league in

hitting at .375 while still another

teammate, little Tommy De Mark
was eighth at .337.

Here are the statistics through

CCs first 11 games.

"Vour Business Is Appreciated"

Just a Short Walk from College

Open 8:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. Daily

TV SPECIALISTS
, INC.

330-332 North Tejon Street Telephone 632-4265

Records, Radios, TV, Small and Large Appliances

Phonographs {Hi Fi or Stereo)

Player, pos. & scliool G AB H H RBI Avg.

Bekeza. cf, SCSC 24 80 19 30 17 .375

Mills, cf SCSC 17 57 12 21 13 .368

Stapp, c CC 11 41 9 15 10 .366

Woodvard, ss, CC 11 3G 10 13 2

Lay. 2b, Denver 17 65 17 23 6 .353

Salvato, cf, Denver 17 66 13 23 21 .349

Spencer, 3b, AFA 17 49 5 17 12 .346

DeMark, 2b, SCSC 24 82 23 31 6 .337

Cline, lb, AFA 17 65 6 20 6 .307

Hall, 2b, AFA 17 53 10 16 7 .301

Tom Basinger demonstrates his

chipping prowess before a huge

gallery at the Broadmoor golf

course. Basinger, and the rest of

the CC golf team will complete

a successful season by co-hosting

the PIUs Peak Intercollegiate

Golf Tournament which begins

today at Air Force's Eisenhower

&oIf Course.

TOP FIVE PITCHERS

Player

Clayberg, CC
Wliite, Denver
Jones, SCSC
Dippel, SCSC
Horacek, AFA

I ip er so bb era.

77%
62'A

46

46 18 10 33 18

36 11 10 49 16

51 28 17 92 37

36 20 12 60 19

60 26 12 41 7

1.84

1.88

1.98

2.05

2.40

The TIGER

congratulates Jim Schivanke

on his courage.

119 Nortli Tejon

Telephone 636-3348

8;00-6:0D—Friday till 8:30 p.m.

"Everything for Every Sport"

A senior girl wants baby-sitting

jobs for the summer. If you need

her, call 473-7097 between 5 and

7 in the evening.

for the best in the Region, it's . . .

Roman Villa Pizzeria
SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI LASAGNA

3005 North Nevada Avenue Telephone 635-1806

Just

steps

from the

Antlers Plaza

Hotel

m.a
WOMEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

146 Chase Stone Center 635-2201

i fashion, italian style

Levis

Antiqued Leathe

Copper Trim

WELIA

$9

Use BanlcAmerlcard

Carte Blanche or

Our Own Convenient Charge!

SUPER-SLIM LEVI'S CUT LOOKS EXTRA-NEAT

IN SANFORIZED ALL-COTTON CANVAS.

Gold or White $4.98

107 South Tejon

Free Parking
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